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ABSTRACT
This thesis demonstrates how new theories concerning language and cognition can 
be applied to our understanding of specific languages, and to the task of translation.
Section one documents the theoiy of scenarios, how people store, categorize, and 
access information in the brain, and demonstrates how these mental scenarios are reflected 
in the grammar and lexicon of texts. It shows how scenarios shared by speaker and 
audience allow effective communication without enormous verbal detail, and explains how 
miscommunication occurs, especially across cultural and linguistic divides.
Section two applies scenario theory to the Greek New Testament, demonstrating 
how specific grammatical forms, such as Participles and the Article, are linked to 
scenarios. This affects discourse analysis and exegesis, by giving textual evidence that 
certain scenarios are open, and thus certain information is implicit and intended to be 
communicated. Scenario theory is also applied to lexical choice, providing a theoretical 
framework for determining the topic of a passage, and clarifying exegetical decisions.
Section three applies scenario theory to texts in the Parkari language of Pakistan. 
This not only helps in textual analysis, explaining the choice and significance of certain 
grammatical forms, but also demonstrates that although Parkari, like New Testament 
Greek and English, uses different grammatical forms depending on whether a scenario is 
currently open or not, the specific forms used differ between languages.
Section four shows how the mismatch of mental scenarios, between original 
speakers of New Testament Greek and modem Parkaris, highlights potential problem areas 
in translation. It also suggests possible solutions to such problems, by using scenario 
theory not only to determine the author’s intended meaning, but also to provide strategies 
for communicating that same meaning in translation, specifically addressing the issue of 
what information is implicit in the source text, and when and how to make it explicit in 
translation.
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INTRODUCTION
The motivation for this research is practical as well as theoretical. As members of 
SIL International, my wife and I have worked with the Parkari people in a language 
development, literacy and Bible translation programme, under the auspices of the 
Language Project of the Church of Pakistan. Whilst translating the New Testament into the 
Parkari language, it was often necessary for the translation team to change wording, or to 
make implicit information explicit in order to convey accurately to the intended audience 
the message preserved for us in the Greek texts.
At a Translation Consultant Workshop in Summer 1993, Kathleen Callow 
described a theory of cognition, being developed by both linguists and cognitive 
psychologists, that explains how people store information in the brain by linking it into 
experientially related networks, known as scenarios, which are used to structure people’s 
world-view and communication. It was then that I realized the significance of scenario 
theory in giving a solid theoretical grounding for certain translation principles which have 
long been accepted in practice as necessary for meaningful and accurate cross-cultural 
communication. I hope this thesis will help to weld the insights of linguistic theorists and 
cognitive psychologists more tightly to the principles and practice of biblical exegesis and 
translation.
Translation problems requiring a theory
In translating scripture certain problems arise which do not seem to be related to an 
individual issue of exegesis or lexical mismatch, but seem to be symptomatic of a deeper 
underlying issue, the way communication works. It is these problems which modem 
linguistic theory has begun to address.
Sometimes the words of the original text do not seem to say everything they mean, 
e.g. Acts 12:19 “Herod ... having examined the guards ordered that they be led away.” The 
RSV, like many other versions, translates: “Herod... examined the sentries and ordered 
that they should be put to death.” But on what theoretical basis does a translator add this 
“new” concept of execution into the text?
Sometimes the words of the original text do not seem to fit the situation at all, e.g. 
Matthew 19:12 “there are eunuchs who have made themselves eunuchs on account of the 
kingdom of heaven.” The New Living Translation says: “and some choose not to marry for 
the sake of the Kingdom of Heaven.” What theory justifies changing the text from 
“becoming a eunuch” to “choosing not to marry”? What does the word “eunuch” mean?
Sometimes characters are introduced as though we already know who they are, 
when we do not, e.g. Luke 5:14, Jesus having healed a leper says “Go and show yourself to
M otivation for research
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the priest...” What priest? There is no priest in the immediately preceding text. How do we 
know which priest is being referred to? And if we knew, on what theoretical basis should 
we clarify that in a translation?
Sometimes the facts are clear in the text, but the rationale is not clear. We cannot 
read between the lines, e.g. in Mark 5:33, about the woman who had an “issue of blood”, 
we read: “then the woman fearing and trembling, knowing what had happened to her, 
came and fell before him and told him the whole truth.” Why was she afraid? What was 
the “whole truth”? Something is obviously going on here, but we are not told what it is. 
And if we do know what it is, on what theoretical basis should we add it to the text when 
we translate?
Sometimes we are given clues to understand why characters act the way they do, 
but we do not spot them. Instead, we infer our own reasons, from our own viewpoint, e.g. 
in Luke 10:25-37, the parable of the good Samaritan, why did the priest and the Levite 
pass by on the other side? Most English readers conclude they were uncaring people, who 
did not love their neighbour, unlike the Samaritan, who cared. But the text does not say! Is 
it important to know why characters act as they do? What clues are in the text? If we know 
why they acted in this way, should we “add” it to the text in a translation? Is there an 
applicable theory?
I believe that the theory of scenarios gives a theoretical basis for understanding and 
resolving all these problems.
Outline of thesis
The first section of this thesis discusses scenario theory, and investigates the nature 
of scenarios and their significance for understanding discourse. Chapter one surveys the 
development of scenario theory. Chapter two describes the structure and content of 
scenarios. Chapter three relates scenarios to the classification of information status, 
arguing for a connection between scenarios and Hearer-old information, and shows how 
scenarios are significant in affecting grammatical and lexical choice and guiding readers in 
their understanding of text. Chapter four shows how scenarios provide structure and 
cohesion at discourse level and assist comprehension and memoiy.
The second section of this thesis concerns New Testament Greek, and investigates 
how the author’s scenarios can be deduced by analysing grammatical and lexical patterns 
in the original texts. Chapter five investigates the relationship between scenarios and 
Greek Verb Phrases and tests the hypothesis that Participles are used for Hearer-old 
information. Chapter six investigates the relationship between scenarios and Greek Noun 
Phrases and tests the hypothesis that Hearer-new items are always anarthrous, and the 
Greek article marks Hearer-old information, with anarthrous exceptions indicating 
salience. Chapter seven identifies various other grammatical forms which refer to Hearer- 
old information. Chapter eight explores the link between scenarios and lexical cohesion.
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Chapter nine shows how scenario theory can be used in discourse analysis of the New 
Testament.
The third section of this thesis concerns the Parkari language, and investigates how 
Parkari scenarios are reflected in the grammar and lexicon of Parkari texts. The chapters 
directly correspond to those in the Greek section. Chapter ten investigates the relationship 
between scenarios and Parkari Verb Phrases and tests the hypothesis that Nonfmal verb 
forms are used for Hearer-old information. Chapter eleven investigates the relationship 
between scenarios and Parkari Noun Phrases and tests the hypothesis that salient Hearer- 
new items are always identified by a specific salience marker along with the noun, whereas 
nouns without that salience marker refer to Hearer-old items or non-salient Hearer-new 
items. Chapter twelve identifies various other grammatical forms which refer to Hearer-old 
information. Chapter thirteen explores the link between scenarios and lexical cohesion. 
Chapter fourteen shows how scenario theory can be used in discourse analysis of Parkari 
texts.
The final section of this thesis concerns translation, and shows how scenario theory 
can be used both to identify causes of miscommunication in translation and to provide 
possible solutions. Chapter fifteen investigates the mismatch between scenarios in New 
Testament Greek and modem Parkari, and gives examples of how this results in 
miscommunication. Chapter sixteen uses scenario theory to provide a theoretical basis for 
certain translation principles which can be used to counteract scenario mismatch, and gives 
examples of the use of these principles in the Parkari translation of the New Testament.
Conventions used for terminology, transcriptions and glosses
To distinguish technical terminology from ordinary uses of the same terms, this 
thesis uses various conventions. Inverted commas are used for the four semantic classes 
“event”, “thing”, attribute” and “relation”. Initial capitalization is used for specific 
grammatical and linguistic terms (e.g. Present Indicative, Prenuclear Aorist Participle, 
Hearer-old, Perfective and Imperfective Aspect, Event and Process). Full capitalization is 
used for certain semantic categories such as information status (e.g. NEW, GIVEN), 
discourse levels (e.g. PARAGRAPH, EPISODE) and interclausal relationships (e.g. 
MEANS, RESULT).
This thesis uses texts and examples from both New Testament Greek and Parkari. 
Where only the broad sense is required, I quote in English rather than the original 
language. The Parkari translation is always my own, the Greek translation is my own 
unless acknowledged. Where the focus is on a given lexical item, I quote the original 
language together with an English gloss for the benefit of those unfamiliar with the source 
language. Where the grammatical form of the original text is in focus, I give the original 
text, a word level gloss and a translation, each on separate lines.
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For Greek, the word level gloss uses hyphens between multiple words which 
translate a single Greek word (e.g. he-cut), and uses () to gloss 8e and piv which have no 
obvious equivalent. In order to clearly indicate the Greek verbal form, Aorist participles 
are glossed “having-verbed” and Present Participles are glossed “verbing”, which does not 
match the original Aspectual distinction of Perfective and Imperfective, but reflects their 
most common pragmatic meaning. The gloss translates case by the pragmatic meaning in 
context rather than reflecting the form of the Greek and omits case where it obscures the 
phrase or clause structure in English.
Parkari texts and examples are given in the International Phonetic Alphabet, IPA, 
rather than in the Parkari orthography, which uses a modification of the Arabic-based 
Sindhi script. Hyphens are used to divide Parkari words into morphemes, and the word 
level gloss also uses hyphens between the glosses of each morpheme. Where two English 
words gloss a single Parkari morpheme they are joined by a full stop, e.g. “justas”. The 
glosses use -P for suffixes marking Person, and -G for suffixes marking Gender, enabling 
the reader to identify verb forms without focussing on distinctions which are not relevant 
to this thesis. The Parkari texts referred to, together with a list of grammatical morphemes 
including -P and -G suffixes, are given in full with glosses and translations in Appendix O.
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Chapter 1 
SCENARIO THEORY 
AN OVERVIEW
This chapter provides a brief overview of the development of the theory of 
scenarios, which are mental networks of information, formed by categorizing our 
experiences into related concepts, and used for understanding the world and 
communicating with others. In this chapter I also list and compare various terms used to 
describe scenarios, and suggest how scenario theory is relevant for exegesis and 
translation.
The development of scenario theory
Scenario theory is being developed and applied in a wide range of disciplines. 
Linguists, artificial intelligence researchers, educationalists, and cognitive psychologists 
have made observations which have contributed towards the theory of scenarios, and to the 
potential of this theory in helping us understand the nature of learning, communicating, 
and understanding. I list some important theorists, in broad chronological order, noting 
their key points and how these relate to translation.
Bartlett
Bartlett, a social psychologist conducting experiments on memory, was apparently 
the first to describe scenarios, using the term “schema”. In his book Remembering (1932) 
he argued from experimental evidence, testing English speakers’ recall of a North 
American Indian story, that memory is a “construction” rather than a “copy” of the 
information presented, and that our our previous knowledge stored as large chunks of 
organized information in the brain, affects, and indeed may distort, what we remember.
Although his experimental procedures can be faulted, his basic findings have been 
confirmed by further research (Eysenck, 1993:88-89). The way scenario mismatch distorts 
the understanding and recall of a text is of great significance for Bible translation.
Rumelhart
Rumelhart, a cognitive psychologist developing the theory of cognition and 
comprehension, proposed a more developed concept of the scenario, which he terms 
“schema” (1975,1980 et al.). Information is organized in the brain in schemas. Each
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schema consists of a number of nodes, each of which corresponds to a conceptual 
category. Within each schema the nodes are interlinked, being related to each other in a 
variety of ways. Each schema is also interlinked with other schemas, and these are also 
inter-related in a variety of ways. This means that words do not relate to dictionary-type 
entries in the brain, but to much more complex interlinked schemas.
Rumelhart sees these schemas as not simply a means of storing facts, but together 
constituting the individual’s view of the world, enabling the individual to meaningfully 
interpret events, objects and situations (1980).
Since the interlinking of nodes and schemas is conceptually based, according to our 
individual experiences of the world, people of different languages and cultures have 
different interlinking conceptual networks. Consequently translators must know what 
conceptual links are implicit between items in the original text, and make them explicit if 
necessary.
Minsky
Minsky, calling scenarios “frames”, defines them as mental structures representing 
stereotyped situations, by which we understand new situations, and which we constantly 
update in the light of experience (1975). Stereotypical elements function as “defaults” 
within these frames unless contradicted.
Since understanding and inteipretation is based on comparison between the 
“remembered framework” and the actual situation, it is vital in communication that the 
audience access the appropriate “frame”. However, as we shall see below, experience, and 
thus “remembered frameworks” are affected by culture. So translations, which normally 
involve transfer of meaning not just across language but also across culture, will be 
interpreted in the light of different frames from those of the original author and audience. 
This means that a translation must do more than duplicate words, it must duplicate the 
situational frames those words originally referred to.
Minsky acknowledges that people’s mental frames can be modified in the light of 
new experience. This means that translated scriptures can modify people’s scenarios, e.g. 
connecting God with love and forgiveness.
Fillmore
Fillmore, a linguist, had already recognized how event words presuppose the 
existence of wider frames. Verbs have a frame which includes certain participant roles, and 
this affects both grammar and semantics. The grammatical marking of participants (e.g. 
case, prepositions, word order) identifies the participants’ underlying semantic role. Each 
language has its own rules as to which role slots must be made explicit in the grammar. So 
the “case frame” for any given lexical item contains both semantic roles (“deep structure”) 
and grammatical markers (“surface structure”). Fillmore explains (1968:31-32):
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the deep structure of (the propositional component of) every simple sentence is an array consisting of a 
V [Verb] plus a number of NP’s [Noun Phrases] holding special labeled relations (cases) to the sentence. 
These relations, which are provided for categorialiy, include such concepts as Agentive, Instrumental, 
Objective, Factitive, Locative, Benefactive...
A surface case system may be related to the set of underlying cases in a variety of ways.
Fillmore’s “case frame” was similar to the core participant roles of an “event” scenario, 
but without any encylopaedic information, such as who would prototypically fill these 
roles.
Later Fillmore showed how words relate not to simple dictionary definitions in the 
brain, but to complex scenarios based on cultural norms and expectations (1982a). He 
gives the example of “bachelor”, which does not simply mean “unmarried man” but 
presupposes a society with specific expectations that males of a certain age should marry. 
Consequently it is odd to call the Pope a bachelor. Though we cannot say the Pope is NOT 
a bachelor, we can say he is not a prototypical bachelor, since a bachelor prototypically has 
the option of marriage available, but the Pope does not.
Fillmore’s concept of case frames has been applied to New Testament Greek by 
Danove (1993) in his analysis of the choice between genitive and accusative cases with the 
verb cxkouo) “hear”, and in arguing for the reading in 1 John 2:20 as TrdvTes' (masculine 
plural nominative) since the case frame for ol8a “know” need not grammaticalize the 
contents of the complement slot where it is recoverable from the immediate context. 
Danove also uses case frames (1993b) in the analysis of the discourse structure of Mark’s 
Gospel, showing how the roles of participants help identify pericopes, and how the explicit 
surface representation of optional elements of the case frame, such as “gladly” in “hear 
gladly” is used to set up specific linguistic frames thematic to the book.
As regards translation, Fillmore, by identifying that scenarios are culture-specific, 
and that the grammatical markers of the case-frame are language specific, gives a 
theoretical basis for understanding common translation problems of lexical and 
grammatical mismatch. Case frame mismatch, including the mismatch of which 
participants must be grammatically marked, can result in instances where what is implicit 
in the source language must grammatically be made explicit in the target language. In such 
instances exegetical decisions must be made based on context rather than the text itself.
For example, in languages which must grammatically show the agent, all source language 
passive constructions must be given explicit agents (e.g. God, people, or someone specific) 
depending on the wider context. Part of this context is, of course, the case frame (i.e. core 
participants of the event scenario) of the source language
Schank and Abelson
Schank, working in artificial intelligence, and Abelson, a social psychologist, in 
their book Scripts, Plans, Goals and Understanding (1977) develop scenario theory by 
using the computer as a metaphor for expressing and evaluating a possible model of
11
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cognition. They see their work as relevant to artificial intelligence, psychology and 
linguistics and argue that what works on a computer is probably close to the way the mind 
works (1977:175-6):
we have presented the theories outlined in this book as theories of human natural language processing. 
One possible test of the adequacies of those theories is their viability as the basis of computer 
programs... if understanding programs can be written we have a viable theory... the fact that a theory 
works for the basis of a computer program means that it effectively characterizes the process that it is 
modelling.
They stress that understanding any section of text depends on identifying a scenario 
into which the elements of that text fit. Thus comprehension depends on previous 
experience, which allows accurate communication without making everything explicit. 
They argue that memoiy is organized on the basis of experience, putting similar 
experiences into the one grouping. They emphasize the need to correctly understand the 
intention of characters in order to predict their likely actions, and so follow the plot of a 
narrative.
Since explicit language in a text is like shorthand referring to pre-existing scripts in 
the audience’s mind, in translation, if the target audience has no such script, the 
“shorthand” will need to be made “longhand”, i.e. implicit facts and relationships must be 
made explicit. They note that intention is often implicit, since it is part of known scripts. 
Therefore, in translation, the purpose of certain actions may need to be made explicit if it 
is not clear from the target language scripts.
Schank (1981) also proposes that memory is arranged hierarchically in Memoiy 
Organization Packets (MOPs) with higher levels being generalized scenarios and lower 
levels storing specific details of particular events. This low-level memory is normally only 
short term, being absorbed in generalized form into the higher level scenarios. Only if an 
event is peculiar or untypical are the details retained in low-level memoiy. This accounts 
for both “semantic” memory with generalized information stored in high-level structures, 
i.e. scenarios, and “episodic” memory with significant details of events stored in low-level 
memory.
Sanford and Garrod
Sanford and Garrod, as discourse analysts, demonstrate conclusively the essential
role of scenarios in correctly understanding a text (1981:5):
the message conveyed goes far beyond the individual sentences which make up a text...
(1) Jill came bouncing down the stairs.
(1') Harry rushed off to get the doctor.
Most readers would interpret this in terms of Jill falling on the stairs injuring herself, and as a result of 
this Harry calling a doctor. Notice how different the inteipretation is when (1) is followed by a slightly 
different sentence.
(1) Jill came bouncing down the stairs.
(1") Harry rushed over to kiss her.
What this suggests is that far from being tied to the literal content of the component sentences, the 
message in a text is dependent on the reader bringing in additional knowledge in an attempt to come up 
with a coherent interpretation of the passage as a whole.
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This “additional knowledge” used to interpret the text is stored in scenarios. The
relevant scenario is called from long-term memory by a particular linguistic input. Each
scenario consists of a framework with labelled “slots” for different elements which are
expected to occur. When reading or listening to a message, once we recognize which
scenario is being referred to by the writer or speaker, the framework of that scenario
provides us with the background information necessary for correctly interpreting the
message (Sanford and Garrod, 1981:115):
we use a linguistic input to call up representations o f  situations or events from long-term memory as 
soon as we have enough information to do so. In other words a scenario is invoked. Implicit background 
information would be incorporated within the structure of the initial scenario as part of its definition, 
while new information from the text would be used to fill partially defined slots available in the skeleton 
structure, or to otherwise modify it.
They note that mental scenarios are used for making all types of inferences: lexical 
inferences (e.g. for solving problems of lexical ambiguity or nominal reference), inferences 
of space and time, extrapolative inferences (such as Jill hurting herself in the first example 
above), and evaluative inferences (about the significance of a given statement).
They also stress the contractual nature of communication (1981:8):
The basis on which discourse is produced is essentially contractual. A writer wishes to convey an idea to 
his readers. In essence, this means that he must establish in the mind of his reader a situational model 
which is the same (or closely similar to) the one in his own mind. He can then refer to this model as his 
discourse unfolds and be reasonably certain that what he says will be intelligible.
Their work is important for translation, because they show not only that texts are 
understood by the reader’s interlinking the text with existing mental scenarios, but also 
that the writer has the responsibility to make the appropriate scenario clear to the reader. 
The implicit/explicit issue then, concerns not simply translation, but communication. 
Translators, as communicators to a new target audience, must re-evaluate the level of 
implicit information in accordance with their new audience’s mental scenarios, so that 
essential links missing in the hearers’ scenarios are supplied explicitly in the text.
Sperber and Wilson
Sperber and Wilson, the proponents of Relevance Theory, in their book Relevance:
Communication and Cognition (1986) emphasize that successful communication is not
achieved through language alone, but by the combination of language and a “mutual
cognitive environment”, in the light of which that language is structured by the speaker,
and understood and interpreted by the hearer. Sperber and Wilson state (1986:39):
(40) A cognitive environment of an individual is a set of facts that are manifest to him.
To be manifest, then, is to be perceptible or inferable. An individual’s total cognitive environment is the 
set of all the facts that he can perceive or infer: all the facts that are manifest to him. An individual’s 
total cognitive environment is a function of his physical environment and his cognitive abilities. It 
consists of not only all the facts that he is aware of, but also all the facts that he is capable of becoming 
aware of, in his physical environment. The individual’s actual awareness of facts, i.e. the knowledge that 
he has acquired, of course contributes to his ability to become aware of further facts. Memorized 
information is a component of cognitive abilities.
Although they speak of “cognitive environment”, which also includes the real life 
situation at the time of communication, the “memorized information”, which makes up the
13
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bulk of an individual’s “cognitive environment” and which facilitates perception and 
inference, is of course the organized body of information categorized and stored in the 
individual’s mental scenarios.
For Sperber and Wilson, the communicator’s role is to express the message in the 
most “relevant” way, in the light of assumptions about the audience’s cognitive 
environment. This includes communicating in the most efficient way, omitting what can be 
easily inferred, but making explicit anything whose omission would make the text harder 
to process.
If translation is to be “relevant” it must communicate in this same manner, saying 
neither too much nor too little to efficiently communicate the author’s intended message. 
Thus in translation, the decision whether to make part of the message explicit should not 
be decided simply by what was explicit in the source language text, but rather be based on 
whether the target audience, in the light of their pre-existing mental scenarios, will 
understand the original message easily and accurately.
Howard
Howard (1987) writes as an educationalist to help teachers develop in pupils the 
concepts they need for comprehension. Howard’s summaries give an excellent overview of 
the structure and role of scenarios.
Howard, using the term “schema” for scenario, emphasizes that one’s mental
scenarios are based on one’s experience, and are used in categorization and making
inferences (1987:31):
A schema can be defined as an organized body of knowledge, a mental structure that represents some 
part of some stimulus domain (Rumelhart and Ortony 1977; Rumelhart 1980). Like a concept, a schema 
is a representation abstracted from experience, which is used to understand the world and deal with it. It 
consists of a set of expectations about how part of the world is organized; these expectations are applied 
to categorize various stimuli.
He stresses that in education it is vital to teach new information by systematically 
connecting it to what is already known, i.e. to relate new concepts to the scenarios they 
belong in. This is a conscious attempt to facilitate what cognitive theorists posit happens 
naturally over time through multiple experiences.
Translators, like teachers, must ensure that they accurately communicate a new 
concept, by enabling their audience to identify the scenario the new concept belongs in, 
and also how that concept relates to other elements of the same scenario.
Wierzbicka
Anna Wierzbicka, a semanticist, in her books The Semantics of Grammar (1988) 
and Semantics, Culture, and Cognition (1992), argues forcibly that there are indeed some 
universal concepts, but vocabulary tends to refer to culturally relevant clusters of concepts 
(i.e. scenarios). Thus the lexicon of a given language reflects the culture of the people who
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speak it. Although the real world may be common to people, nevertheless it is people 
themselves who classify whatever exists in the real world, and different peoples classify 
the world differently. She also emphasizes the meaning of words in relation to real life 
human experiences, rather than the Saussurean idea of contrastive definitions.
Wierzbicka also gives an enormous amount of detail in her dictionary entries, 
reflecting the encyclopaedic nature of scenarios. This is totally in contrast to a Saussurean 
approach which would give the minimum amount of information necessary to distinguish 
one word from another.
As regards translation, her work reinforces the need for the translator to be aware 
of the full range of semantic associations of words in both source and target language, and 
not to assume that any word in one language means exactly the same as a word in another 
language.
Lakoff
Lakoff, a linguist, also reacted against the Saussurean “objectivist” view of
language, characterizing it as the “CONDUIT theory” (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980:231): 
When it really counts, meaning is almost never communicated according to the CONDUIT metaphor, 
that is where one person transmits a fixed, clear proposition to another by means of expressions in a 
common language, where both parties have all the relevant common knowledge, assumptions, values 
etc. When the chips are down, meaning is negotiated...
He stresses that the speaker must communicate in the light of what he assumes to
be the knowledge, assumptions, and values of the audience (i.e. their mental scenarios).
The speaker’s role is to present his message in such a way that the audience understands it
accurately. Meaning is “negotiated” in as much as the speaker tries to guess what the
audience will understand, and the audience draws their own conclusion as to the meaning
(Lakoff and Johnson, 1980:179):
We understand a statement as true in a given situation when our understanding of the statement fits our 
understanding of the situation closely enough for our purposes.
Lakoff also reacted against the “objectivist” view of categories, where groups are
defined by sharing a common property. He argues that categorization can be related to
“holistically structured activities” i.e. categories that are related experientially (1987:21): 
A modifier like cricket in cricket bat, cricket ball, cricket umpire, and so on does not pick out any 
common property or similarity shared by bats, balls, and umpires. It refers to the structured activity as a 
whole. And the nouns that cricket can modify form a category, but not a category based on shared 
properties... Cognitive psychologists have recently begun to study categories based on such holistically 
structured activities... Such categories, among their other properties, do not show family resemblances 
among their members.
Lakoff s main thesis in his book Women, Fire, and Dangerous Things is that “we 
organize our knowledge by means of structures called Idealized Cognitive Models, or 
ICMs, and that category structures and prototype effects are by-products of that 
organization” (1987:68). In other words our experience is understood and organized 
according to oui' own culturally-specific idealized model of reality, not reality itself. 
Lakoff s definitions of ICMs provide a detailed account of scenario structure.
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Lakoff explicitly traces his ideas to four sources within cognitive linguistics 
(1987:68): Fillmore’s frame semantics (Fillmore, 1982b), which he compares to schema 
theory (Rumelhart, 1975), scripts (Schank and Abelson, 1977) and frames with defaults 
(Minsky, 1975), Lakoff and Johnson’s theory of metaphor and metonymy (Lakoff and 
Johnson, 1980), Langacker’s cognitive grammar (Langacker, 1986) and Fauconnier’s 
theory of mental spaces (Fauconnier, 1985). Since Langacker and Fauconnier’s work is 
largely outside the scope of this thesis, and Lakoff incorporates their specific observations 
concerning image-schematic structure (Langacker, 1986:38-40) and metonymy 
(Fauconnier, 1985:3-34), they are not included in this overview.
Lakoff defines these Idealized Cognitive Models as follows (1987:68):
Each ICM is a complex structured whole, a gestalt, which uses four kinds of structuring principles:
- propositional structure, as in Fillmore’s frames
- image-schematic structure, as in Langacker’s cognitive grammar
- metaphoric mappings, as described by Lakoff and Johnson
- metonymic mappings, as described by Lakoff and Johnson
Lakoff argues that certain basic concepts are associated metaphorically with our 
bodily experiences as human beings, and these Idealized Cognitive Models, or 
metaphorical ways of categorizing our human experience, affect the structuring of our 
mental structures and our language. These different types of ICMs affect the way scenarios 
are structured and interlinked.
Translation may seem impossible, given Lakoff s stress on the experiential and 
holistic nature of mental categorization. However his definition of “true” as what “fits our 
understanding of the situation closely enough for oui* purposes” allows for translation 
between languages as a possibility. Translation, then, is not transferring identical thoughts, 
but enabling the new audience to fit what the original author said into their own conceptual 
viewpoint well enough to achieve the author’s purpose.
Summary of the development of scenario theory
Although in 1932 the psychologist Bartlett recognized that memory was a 
construction based on input rather than a copy of the input, and documented how cultural 
differences between writer and audience skewed recall, these ideas were left undeveloped. 
Much later, in 1968, the linguist Fillmore proposed the concept of “case frames” for verbs, 
where the participants had both conceptualized semantic roles, and grammatical surface 
marking. However, the real expansion of research into the theory of scenarios has taken 
place from the mid 1970s onwards, and has involved a fusing of these separate disciplines 
of psychology and linguistics, together with new input from computer science particularly 
in the field of artificial intelligence. Currently, not only is the theory being developed and 
refined, but being applied to other disciplines, for example by Howard to education (1987), 
by Danove to exegesis and textual criticism (1993,1993b), and in this thesis to discourse 
analysis and translation.
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Terminology
As shown above, the theory of scenarios has been developed in a variety of 
disciplines, and different theorists use different terminology for scenarios, even when 
referring to essentially the same concepts. The concept of scenarios relates closely to what 
are called frames (Minsky, 1975; Fillmore, 1982b), schemata or schemas (Rumelhart and 
Ortony, 1977), scripts (Schank and Abelson, 1977; Riesbeck and Schank, 1978), Idealized 
Cognitive Models (Lakoff, 1987), and relational frameworks (Callow, 1998).
I compare and contrast the use of terminology below.
Scenario
This thesis uses the term “scenario”, as do Sanford and Garrod (1981), to refer to 
the cognitive structures in our minds, which we form by categorizing our experiences, and 
we use to organize information and to retrieve information from memory.
Schema
Schema is the term for scenario used by both Bartlett and Rumelhart. Mandler 
(1984) lists scenes, scripts and stories as types of schemata, to which Howard (1987) adds 
persons and actions.
Scenes and persons are sub-types of “thing” scenarios. Actions are “event” 
scenarios. Scripts are complex “event” scenarios which contain prototypically co­
occurring sequences of events.
The story schema is a prototypical framework for a narrative story, and is an 
abstraction or generalization of a macro-script, i.e. a series of prototypically co-occurring 
“event” scenarios. These include participants, purpose, events to achieve that purpose, and 
problems which interrupt the successful completion of the script thus initiating sub-scripts.
Frame, Relational Framework, and Case Frame
Frame is Minsky’s term for scenario. Callow (1998) use the term “relational 
framework”. Both terms tend to focus on “event” scenarios.
Fillmore’s term “case frame” refers only to the core relationships of an “event” 
scenario, i.e. the event and its prototypical participants related semantically (“deep 
structure”), together with the ways those relationships are represented in surface structure. 
Fillmore’s case frames, at the level of “deep structure”, are posited as language universal. 
As such they exclude the culture-specific elements of the scenario, such as what type of 
person prototypically fills what case slot, where, when, why such activity takes place etc.
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Script
Script is the term used by Schank and Abelson for a complex type of “event” 
scenario which includes a prototypical sequence of events. This thesis also uses the terms 
“script” and “script-type scenario” for this sub-type.
Idealized Cognitive Model
Lakoff uses the term “Idealized Cognitive Models” (ICMs). These ICMs describe 
the way that scenarios are structured and interlinked.
Lakoff lists five kinds of ICM: image-schematic, propositional, metaphoric; 
metonymic, and symbolic. The “propositional idealized cognitive model” describes the 
basic structures of typical “event” and “thing” scenarios. The other ICMs are used in 
structuring the overall structure of scenarios.
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Chart of terminology
Underline -  term used for scenario, and author
Normal = term used for scenario subtype, or link, and author
This thesis Minskv 75 
Fillmore 82 
(Callow 98)
Schank & 
Abelson 77
Rumelhart 77 
Mandler 84 
(Howard 87)
Sanford & 
Garrod 81
Lakoff 87
scenario frame 
“event” case frame 
(relational 
framework)
script
joined scripts
script
schema
(action)
script
story
scenario propositional ICM
a) proposition
b) scenario/script
“thing” scene
(person)
“attribute”
“relation” / relational link
thing-event-attribute link 
part-whole link 
generic-specific link 
prototypical core 
metaphorical link 
metonymic link
scenario structure (nodes, links, hierarchy etc.) 
language to concept link
c) feature bundle
d) taxonomy
d) taxonomy
e) radial
metaphoric ICM 
metonymic ICM 
image-schematic ICM 
symbolic ICM
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Relevance of scenario theory to exegesis and translation
The above writers give overwhelming evidence that communication relies on the 
communicator and audience having similar’ mental scenarios. These shared scenarios are 
the “given” in communication, on the basis of which the communicator chooses how 
explicit or implicit to be, so that the audience is able to accurately guess the fuller picture 
of what the communicator is trying to say, by “filling in” what is left unsaid from their 
existing knowledge stored in their mental scenarios.
However these scenarios are not universally the same, but are culture and language 
specific. So to understand any text, we must not rely on our own mental scenarios, but 
identify the mental scenarios in the mind of the original author. Thus knowledge of New 
Testament Greek scenarios is vital for exegesis of the New Testament texts. Similarly, to 
translate, we must also know the mental scenarios of the new target audience, since our 
message must be framed in such a way that they can accurately fill in what the author 
intended as implicit information, rather than make incorrect assumptions on the basis of 
their own cultural presuppositions.
But how can we possibly know what other people’s scenarios are? Fortunately, 
there are lexical and grammatical clues. Because concepts are grouped mentally in 
scenarios, the grouping of vocabulary in a text indicates which concepts were grouped in 
the writer’s mind. Also, as Schank and Abelson point out with respect to scripts, the 
presence of scenarios may be linked to certain grammatical markers such as the definite 
article (1977:41):
Scripts allow for new references to objects within them just as if these objects had been previously 
mentioned; objects within a script may take ‘the’ without explicit introduction because the script itself 
has already implicitly introduced them.
Since New Testament Greek survives only in texts, without the original writers and 
audiences being available to explain the content of their mental scenarios, analysis of 
scenarios in the source text must be based on a correlation between grammar and lexis on 
the one hand, and probable conceptual associations on the other hand. Where scenarios 
relate to physical aspects of our existence, such as our bodies, or our mortality, we are on 
fairly sure ground that certain items are conceptually linked by all humans everywhere.
For example, Acts 9:40: Qelg 8e Tti yovaTa “having-placed () the knees”. Here “the 
knees” refers to the knees of the person performing this action, i.e. Peter. This suggests 
that the Greek article marks a noun as being part of another scenario already open in the 
text. Similarly, Acts 9:37: kyeveto ... daQevricracrav avrr\v dnToOaveiv “it-happened... 
having-become-il 1 her to-die”. Here “becoming ill” refers to an event which commonly 
precedes dying. This suggests that the Greek Aorist Participle before the main verb marks 
an event which is part of the expected script of the main verb.
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Where grammatical structures correlate with lexical items in relation to such 
“universal” scenarios, they suggest a hypothesis which can be used to investigate other 
possible scenarios in the source text. It will be shown in this thesis that where grammatical 
structures indicate the presence of scenarios, the existence of these scenarios can often be 
readily confirmed by Biblical or extrabiblical texts, or by archaeological and historical 
evidence. For example, Acts 14:13b: eni Totis1 TnAwvas' “to the gates”. The article shows 
that “the gates” belong in an open scenario, here the scenario of the city (14:13a). This 
suggests it was quite normal for such a city to have a surrounding wall, and hence gates, 
which history confirms. Similarly, Acts 9:40: 6eig Se t& yovaTa TTp00T]6£aT0 “having- 
placed () the knees he-prayed”. Here the Greek Aorist Participle before the main verb 
marks “kneeling” as an event which belongs in the script of the main verb “praying”. This 
is confirmed by Acts 7:60, and 20:36, the only other occurrences of Gels* in Acts.
It is this link between scenarios and both lexicon and grammar which I will 
investigate in New Testament Greek and in Parkari, to discover what explicit markings 
there may be in a given text to indicate the presence and nature of open scenarios. Once we 
can identify source language scenarios we can determine on the basis of this what 
information is implicit, i.e. not written in the text but expected to be inferred by the readers 
from their own mental scenarios. By comparing the scenarios of the original author and the 
current target audience, we can determine what of this implicit information is lacking in 
the scenarios of the target audience, and must therefore be made explicit in translation, in 
order to communicate the original message fully and accurately.
Chapter summary
Scenarios are networks of information stored in the brain. We form scenarios by 
categorizing our experiences and organizing them into related concepts. Scenarios are 
experientially based, so may differ from culture to culture. We use scenarios to interpret 
new experiences and to understand and structure communication. Scenarios are highly 
structured, and the information contained in specific “slots” is used as a “default” in 
comprehension and communication.
Despite variations in terminology, there is clear cross-discipline consensus about 
the existence and nature of scenarios.
Accurate communication depends on shared scenarios. Since scenarios affect not 
only mental conceptualization, but also the grammar and lexicon used in communication, 
scenarios influence the structure of discourse. This means that the original scenarios can be 
identified from the grammar and lexicon of the source text, and must be used in exegesis to 
discover any implied information. Where scenarios differ between source and target 
languages, implied information may need to be made explicit in translation to enable the 
new audience to access the original concepts.
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THE STRUCTURE OF SCENARIOS
Since scenarios are clusters of information, which have significance for both 
exegesis and translation, it is important to understand how they are structured. This chapter 
investigates the structure of scenarios in detail. I summarize Lakoff s principles for 
structuring scenarios, and combine data from various sources to propose typical contents 
of scenarios for different semantic categories. I also document how, given this structure, 
the title of a scenario can be used to refer to the whole scenario, and I give examples from 
New Testament Greek to show how scenario structure links vocabulary as well as 
concepts.
Scenarios are organized chunks of information
Scenarios can be envisaged as groups of linked information stored in chunks in the
brain. The chunking of information into “units” plays an essential part in cognition,
memory, communication and comprehension (van Dijk, 1977:159):
[A frame i.e. scenario] denotes a conceptual structure in semantic memory and represents a part of our 
knowledge of the world. In this respect a frame is an ORGANIZATIONAL PRINCIPLE, relating a 
number of concepts which by CONVENTION and EXPERIENCE somehow form a ‘unit’ which may be 
actualized in various cognitive tasks, such as language production and comprehension, perception, 
action, and problem solving.
The principles by which scenarios are structured
Lakoff details the principles underlying scenario structure, calling them Idealized
Cognitive Models (ICMs). He lists five basic types (1987:284):
(a) image-schematic; (b) propositional; (c) metaphoric; (d) metonymic; (e) symbolic
I will list and comment on Lakoff s observations.
(a) image-schematic ICMs
Lakoff, commenting on Johnson (1987), states that our concepts and conceptual
structures are based on our bodily experiences (1987:271):
One of Mark Johnson’s basic insights is that experience is structured in a significant way prior to, and 
independent of, any concepts ... [Johnson] makes an overwhelming case for the embodiment of certain 
kinesthetic image schemas. Take, for example, a container schema - a schema consisting of a boundary 
distinguishing an interior from an exterior. The CONTAINER schema defines the most basic distinction 
between IN and OUT. We understand our own bodies as containers - perhaps the most basic things we 
do are ingest and excrete, take air into our lungs and breathe it out. But our understanding of our own 
bodies as containers seems small compared with all the daily experiences we understand in 
CONTAINER terms ...
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Lakoff lists several types of image-schematic ICMs, each based on our bodily
experience, together with their structural elements (1987:272-275):
The CONTAINER schema
Bodily experience: We experience our bodies as containers and as things in containers (e.g. rooms)
Structural elements: INTERIOR, BOUNDARY, EXTERIOR
The PART-WHOLE schema
Bodily experience: We experience our bodies as WHOLES with PARTS in a set relationship 
Structural elements: WHOLE, PARTS, CONFIGURATION
The LINK schema
Bodily experience: We are first linked to mother by the umbilical cord, as children we hold on to parents and 
things.
Structural elements: Two entities, A and B, and LINK 
The CENTER-PERIPHERY schema
Bodily experience: We experience our bodies as having centers (the trunk and internal organs) and 
peripheries (fingers, toes, hair)
Structural elements: ENTITY, CENTER, PERIPHERY
The SOURCE-PATH-GOAL schema 
Bodily experience: Going somewhere
Structural elements: SOURCE, DESTINATION, PATH, DIRECTION 
Also UP-DOWN, FRONT-BACK, LINEAR ORDER schemas etc.
I accept Lakoff s Spatialization of Form hypothesis, that our mental conceptual 
structures are based on our physical experiences. As Lakoff argues, these image-schematic
ICMs are essential for structuring scenarios (1987:283):
- Categories (in general) are understood in terms of CONTAINER schemas.
- Hierarchical structure is understood in terms of PART-WHOLE schemas and UP-DOWN schemas.
- Relational structure is understood in terms of LINK schemas.
- Radial structure in categories is understood in terms of CENTER-PERIPHERY schemas.
- Foreground-background structure is understood in terms of FRONT-BACK schemas.
- Linear quantity scales are understood in terms of UP-DOWN schemas and LINEAR ORDER schemas.
By linking mental structuring to man’s physical body, Lakoff s theory provides a 
basis for believing that all humans use the same structures in conceptualizing. In other 
words, although the contents of individual scenarios are language and culture specific, the 
structural patterns of scenarios and the way they are linked is universal.
(b) propositional ICMs
Lakoff cites five common types (1987:284):
(a) the proposition; (b) the scenario (sometimes called a “script”); (c) the feature bundle; (d) the 
taxonomy; (e) the radial category.
Lakoff defines subsection (a) the proposition as follows (1987:285):
A simple proposition consists of an ontology of elements (the “arguments”) and a basic predicate that 
holds of those arguments ... In addition, certain semantic relations may hold among the arguments: there 
may be an agent, a patient, an experiencer, an instrument, a location, etc. Semantic relations are 
represented structurally by link schema, and the kinds of schemas are represented by assignments of 
links to categories of relations (e.g., the agent category),
Lakoff s proposition schema underlies the structure of an “event” scenario.
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Lakoff defines subsection (b) the scenario or script as follows (1987:285-6):
A scenario consists fundamentally of the following ontology: an initial state; a sequence of events, and a 
final state. In other words, the scenario is structured by a SOURCE-PATH-GOAL schema in the time 
domain, where
- the initial state = the source
- the final state = the destination
- the events = locations in the path
and the path stretches through time. The scenario is a WHOLE and each of these elements is a PART.
Lakoff also states (1987:286):
The scenario ontology also consists typically of people, things, properties, relations and propositions. In . 
addition there are typically relations of certain kinds holding among the elements of the ontology: causal 
relations, identity relations, etc. These are represented structurally by link schemas, each of which is 
characterized as to the kind of relation it represents. Scenarios also have a purpose structure, which 
specifies the purposes of people in the scenario.
This ICM provides the structure of the script-type scenario, as a series of “event” 
scenarios, including not only participants, but also causal and purpose relations.
Lakoff defines subsection (c) the feature bundle as follows (1987: 286):
A feature bundle is a collection of properties ... Structurally, the bundle is characterized by a 
CONTAINER schema, where the properties are inside the container. Classical categories can be 
represented by feature bundles.
The feature bundle structure is typical of “thing” scenarios. It refers to the 
patterning where a group of different features (such as attributes, part-whole relationships, 
associated events) are strongly linked together. This linking could be classical, defined by 
necessary and sufficient features as in a scientific “expert” definition, or it could be 
experiential, and fuzzy, formed by natural experiences.
Lakoff defines subsection (d) the taxonomy as follows (1987: 287):
The elements in the ontology of the taxonomic model are all categories. Each category is represented 
structurally by a CONTAINER schema. The hierarchy is represented structurally by PART-WHOLE 
and UP-DOWN schemas. Each higher-order category is a whole, with the immediately lower categories 
being its parts.
This kind of propositional ICM models a way in which scenarios can be linked, i.e. 
specific-generic and part-whole links of this thesis.
Taxonomy does not presume “scientific” definitions such as “a fruit is a fleshy part
of a plant containing seeds” by which tomatoes are fruits. In everyday life, most British
people categorize tomatoes with vegetables because they generally share the same
attributes, function the same way, and are connected with the same activities and locations,
e.g. eaten in sandwiches, kept in the fridge. These experiential categories have “fuzzy
boundaries” as Lakoff explains (1987:287-8):
In classical categories, the boundary is sharp and does not have any internal structure. But in graded 
categories, the boundary is fuzzy; it is given a “width,” defined by a linear scale of values between 0 and 
1, with 1 at the interior and 0 at the exterior. Elements are not merely in the interior or exterior, but may 
be located in the fuzzy boundary area, at some point along the scale between 0 and 1. That point defines 
the degree of membership of the given element.
In categories with fuzzy boundaries one can qualify membership, e.g. “A chaise-longue is 
like a cross between a chair and a sofa.”
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Lakoff defines subsection (e) the radial category as follows (1987: 287):
Like other categories, a radial category is represented structurally as a container, and its subcategories 
are containers inside it. What distinguishes it is that it is structured by the CENTRE-PERIPHERY 
schema. One subcategory is the center; the other subcategories are linked to the center by various types 
of links. Noncentral categories may be “subcenters,” that is, they may have further center-periphery 
structures imposed on them.
This radial category shows that some categories or concepts are not simple but are
like wheels with one complex hub and numerous spokes attached. Lakoff gives “mother”
as an example of a radial category, stating (1987:91):
The central case, where all the models converge, includes a mother who is and has always been a 
female, and who gave birth to the child, supplied her half of the child’s genes, nurtured the child, is 
married to the father, is one generation older than the child, and is the child’s legal guardian.
He then lists stepmother, adoptive mother, surrogate mother, etc. and says: “These 
subcategories of mother are all understood as deviations from the central case.” The 
central case has a feature bundle connected to it, but each other case is linked to only part 
of that feature bundle.
Lakoff s ICMs are not so much types of scenario as ways of structuring 
information within scenarios. For example “cat” is the title of a scenario, which links to 
propositions (e.g. “Cats purr”), to scripts (e.g. “When you stroke cats, they purr”), to 
attributes (e.g. “furry”), to feature bundles (e.g. all the attributes which together make cats 
“feline”, including body shape, whiskers, tail, face shape, grace of movement), and to 
categories and hierarchies (e.g. “Tigers and leopards are types of cat”, “Cats are animals”).
(c) metaphoric ICMs
Lakoff defines the mental processes involved in the use of metaphorical language 
(1987:288):
A metaphoric mapping involves a source domain and a target domain. The source domain is assumed to 
be structured by a propositional or image-schematic model. The mapping is typically partial; it maps the 
structure of the ICM in the source domain onto a corresponding structure in the target domain. As we 
mentioned above, the source and target domains are represented structurally by CONTAINER schemas, 
and the mapping is represented by a SOURCE-PATH-GOAL schema.
This metaphorical ICM allows scenarios in one domain to be linked to scenarios in 
another domain. This mapping is typically partial, so not every element of the one scenario 
corresponds metaphorically to an element in the other scenario. Also mapping is done at 
the level of a structure not an individual isolated concept, so metaphors usually occur in 
groups (see Lakoff and Johnson, 1980).
Metaphorical linking between scenarios allows for a whole series of related 
metaphorical expressions, and for the natural expansion of known metaphors. A biblical 
example is the metaphorical link between the shepherd and spiritual leader scenarios.
Since each of these scenarios is linked to events and other participants, many metaphors 
operate along the same link, e.g. sheep/flock means people/disciples, feed/pasture means 
care for/teach. These standard metaphors can also be expanded by the linked scenarios to
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include: fold means fellowship/community of believers, thieves/robbers means false 
teachers, wolves means people who harm the believers, etc.
(d) metonymic ICMs
Lakoff defines metonymic ICMs as follows (1987:288):
A metonymic mapping occurs within a single conceptual domain which is structured by an ICM. Given 
two elements, A and B, in the ICM, A may “stand-for” B. The “stands-for” relation is represented 
structurally by a SOURCE-PATH-GOAL schema.
Lakoff points out that metonyms, like metaphors, are usually not isolated 
phenomena, but group according to a generic organizational principle. For example 
(1987:511):
THE THING PERCEIVED STANDS FOR THE PERCEPT
Among the percepts are sounds, smells, pains, etc., while the things perceived are entities that give rise 
to the percepts like alarm clocks, chemical factories, injured knees, etc. This metonymy shows up in the 
synonymy of sentences like
- There goes the beep.
- There goes the alarm clock.
Similarly, Matthew 13:16 “Blessed are your eyes because they see, and your ears 
because they hear” contains the metonymic ICM: “THE ORGAN OF PERCEPTION 
STANDS FOR THE PERCEIVER IN RELATION TO THAT ACT OF PERCEPTION”. 
“Organs of perception” includes eyes, ears, noses, etc., and “acts of perception” includes 
events such as see, hear, smell. This metonymy shows up in the synonymy of sentences 
like:
Blessed are you because you see.
Blessed are your eyes because they see.
(e) symbolic ICMs
Lakoff defines symbolic ICMs as follows (1987:289):
Purely conceptual ICMs can be characterized independently of the words and morphemes of particular 
languages. When linguistic elements are associated with conceptual elements in ICMs, the result is what 
we shall call a symbolic ICM.
So symbolic ICMs relate lexical items, grammatical categories, and grammatical
constructions to concepts, semantic categories, and propositions. In this way scenarios
structure not only our mental processes, but also the language by which we express
ourselves.
Lakoff further states (1987:289):
As Fillmore has established in his papers on frame semantics (Fillmore 1975, 1976, 1978, 1982a, 1982b, 
and 1985) the meanings of lexical items - words and morphemes - are characterized in terms of 
cognitive models. The meaning of each lexical item is represented as an element in an ICM. The ICM as 
a whole is taken as the background against which the word is defined.
So a concept gets its meaning by its relationship to a scenario, and words are associated
with concepts by means of symbolic ICMs. Thus a lexical item in a given language, by
association with one element of a scenario, is connected to the whole network of structural
links within that scenario, and to links between that scenario and other scenarios. In this
way the scenario is “the background against which that word is defined.”
Grammatical categories are also structured by ICMs (Lakoff, 1987:289-90):
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The traditional definition of the grammatical category noun as the name of a person, place, or thing is 
not that far off. The best examples of nouns are words for basic-level physical objects. Noun is a radial 
category. Its central subcategory consists of names for physical entities - people, places, things. Those 
are the prototypical nouns. There are of course noncentral nouns: abstract nouns (like strength), and 
strange nouns that occur only in idioms (like umbrage in take umbrage at). Verb is also a radial category 
with basic-level physical actions as central members (e.g. run, hit, give, etc.). Thus, although 
grammatical categories as a whole cannot be given strict classical definitions in semantic terms, their 
central subcategories can be defined in just that way. The remaining members of each grammatical 
category can then be motivated by their relationships to the central members.
This explains why grammatical categories frequently match semantic categories (i.e. nouns
for “things,” verbs for “events,” adjectives and adverbs for “attributes,” and prepositions
and conjunctions for “relations”), and yet there is skewing both within a given language,
and between languages.
This fact is extremely significant for translation. Since translation is about 
communicating meaning (semantically based) then the mismatch of semantic categories 
and grammatical categories, both within languages and between languages, will mean that 
the grammatical category will sometimes need to be changed. In some cases the source 
language will be skewed in a way that is unnatural for the target language, e.g. the use of 
an abstract noun qeTdvoia (“repentance”) in New Testament Greek for an “event” concept 
such as “repent”. In other cases the target language will be skewed in a way that is 
different from the source language, e.g. the use of an abstract noun “beginning” in the 
Parkari language for an “event” concept “begin”. To communicate clearly and naturally, a 
translation needs to observe the language-specific relationship between grammar and 
semantics in the target language, rather than try to preserve the specific grammatical form 
of the source text.
Syntactic structure is also characterized in terms of ICMs (Lakoff, 1987:290):
- Hierarchical syntactic structure (i.e. constituent structure) is characterized by PART-WHOLE schemas;
The mother node is the whole and the daughters are the parts.
- Head-and-modifier structures are characterized by CENTER-PERIPHERY schemas.
- Grammatical relations and co-reference relations are represented structurally by LINK schemas.
- Syntactic “distance” is characterized by LINEAR SCALE schemas.
- Syntactic categories, like other categories, are characterized by CONTAINER schemas.
The general principle of a relationship between grammatical constructions and ICMs is 
significant for the topic of this thesis. The fact that “Grammatical relations and co- 
reference relations are represented structurally by LINK schemas” is vital for explaining 
how the relationships within and between scenarios are mirrored by certain grammatical 
constructions in Greek and Parkari, specifically a correlation between certain constructions 
and whether the scenarios they relate to are open or closed.
The Central ICM: An Experiential Gestalt
Lakoff makes a further point about ICMs which is significant for this thesis 
(1987:490-1):
It is one of the principal findings of prototype theory that certain clusters of conditions are more basic to 
human experience than other clusters and also more basic than individual conditions in the cluster.
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Lakoff and Johnson (1980) refer to such a cluster as an experiential gestalt. Such a gestalt is often 
representable by an ICM. It should be borne in mind that in such cases the entire ICM is understood as 
being psychologically simpler than its parts - hence the term gestalt.
Lakoff s example of an experiential gestalt is the ICM for “pointing out” which consists of
some 20 interrelated elements (1987:490-1). Although all humans (we presume) point
things out, the contents of this ICM are culture specific, e.g. Westerners tend to point with
the index finger of their right hand, but in Parkari culture you point by raising your chin in
the relevant direction.
Lakoff s key point is that gestalts are experiential, and although human experiences 
are very similar when they relate to the physical nature of our bodies and environment, our 
experiences may differ greatly when they relate to our specific environment and culture.
So as we look at the typical contents of scenarios, let us not forget that scenarios are 
language and culture specific, and what in one language and culture is a gestalt may not 
even exist in another culture as a gestalt at all, since it may have no experiential 
significance.
The content of scenarios
Scenarios contain all the information related to a given concept. Sperber and
Wilson list three types of information - logical, encyclopaedic and lexical - which are
linked to any given concept and stored in the brain at a “conceptual address” (1986:86):
The information that may be stored in memory at a certain conceptual address falls into three distinct 
types: logical, encyclopaedic and lexical. The logical entry for a concept consists of a set of deductive 
rules which apply to logical forms of which that concept is a constituent. The encyclopaedic entry 
contains information about the extension and/or denotation of the concept: that is about the objects, 
events and/or properties which instantiate it. The lexical entry contains information about the natural- 
language counterpart of the concept or phrase of natural language which expresses it. On this approach a 
conceptual address is thus a point of access to the logical, encyclopaedic and linguistic information 
which may be needed in the processing of logical forms containing this address.
The lexical entry includes what I refer to as the “title” of a scenario, i.e. the word or 
phrase in a given language related to the concept in focus. According to Sperber and 
Wilson it also contains “information about its syntactic category membership and co­
occurrence possibilities, phonological structure and so on” (1986:90).
The encyclopaedic entry forms the main bulk of the scenario’s contents, as Sperber
and Wilson note (1986:87):
... various models have been proposed to describe what we are calling encyclopaedic entries. These 
models are intended to answer questions about the structure of the entries, the relations between the 
various kinds of assumption contained in them, and the relations among the entries themselves. Many of 
the models that have been proposed incorporate such notions as schema, frame, prototype or script.
The logical entry I do not regard as a separate category per se, but rather as part of 
the encyclopaedic entry, consisting not of “real” logical connections, but rather a 
cataloguing of experiences which are perceived as related. For example, “If I break a 
mirror then I will have seven years bad luck” would be in the same “logical” form as “If I 
walk off a cliff, then I will fall.”
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Sperber and Wilson regard the logical entry as essential for deducing implicatures,
by being linked to a “deductive device” (1986:94-5):
The device we envisage is an automaton with a memory and the ability to read, write and erase logical 
forms, compare their formal properties, store them in memory, and access the deductive rules contained 
in the logical entries for concepts. Deductions proceed as follows. A set of assumptions which will 
constitute the axioms, or initial theses, of the deduction are placed in the memory of the device. It reads 
each of these assumptions, accesses the logical entries of each of its constituent concepts, applies any 
rule whose structural description is satisfied by that assumption, and writes the resulting assumption 
down in its memory as a derived thesis. Where a rule provides descriptions of two input assumptions, 
the device checks to see whether it has in memory an appropriate pair of assumptions; if so, it writes the 
output assumption down in its memory as a derived thesis. The process applies to all initial and derived 
theses until no further deductions are possible.
I propose that these theses, which Sperber and Wilson see as logically formulated 
by the deductive device, are in fact formulated as a consequence of real life (first or second 
hand) experience, and are not necessarily logical, but simply perceived personally as such 
(perhaps under the influence of cultural norms). So at the time of making implicatures, the 
brain is not normally formulating logical theses, or even accessing pre-formulated logical 
theses, but rather accessing existing theses which consist of concepts already linked in 
mental scenarios by our structuring of previous experience.
How then is our experience structured? A newborn baby instinctively cries when 
hungry. Normally his mother with then come and put him to the breast. His innate suckling 
reflex means he will suck at the nipple and normally he will get milk. The child’s crying 
and sucking are instinctive, but through repeated experiences he learns a connection 
between his crying and his mother’s arrival, between his sucking and his getting milk, 
between his drinking milk and his feeling comfortable. These mental connections are the 
beginning of the experiential links which form complex scenarios in the mind. The closer 
these events cluster together in time, the more they will seem to be connected as cause and 
effect. The more frequently they co-occur, the more prototypical the relationship between 
them will become.
This same chain of cause and effect, learned as a baby, enables adults to make 
sense of a mother saying “The baby’s crying. Heat up some milk, will you?”. The hearer 
does not connect these two sentences by a series of logical deductions or inferences, such 
as “The baby’s crying, therefore it is probably hungry. If it is hungry, it needs feeding. 
Milk is an appropriate food for a baby. The baby’s mother is not breastfeeding, otherwise 
she would give the child breastmilk. The baby must therefore be given bottled milk. The 
milk is kept in the fridge and will be cold. Cold milk is not good for a baby. The milk 
should therefore be heated.” Rather, the two sentences fit experientially into a single 
scenario, where the heating of milk for a baby’s bottle is a prototypical occurrence in the 
context of a baby crying.
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Scenario contents for things, events, attributes and relations
One way of classifying concepts is by their conceptual nature. In this fourfold 
classification, every concept is either a “thing”, an “event”, an “attribute”, or a “relation”.
In this section, the contents of a scenario refers to the organized array of interlinked 
slots, labelled according to conceptual roles and relationships, which would prototypically 
occur in the scenario of a particular type of concept. The individual items which fill those 
slots, however, are language and culture specific. The scenario contents listed below are 
mainly extrapolations from Wierzbicka and Beekman, with some elements from Lakoff 
and Johnson (1980). Wierzbicka (1988), contributing to theoretical linguistics, catalogues 
the kind of semantic information which is in real life connected with a given word. 
Beekman (1966), as a practical aid to language learning, lists questions for investigating 
the meaning of a concept. His methodology enables a foreigner to build a second language 
scenario system, as opposed to simply learning second language vocabulary in isolation.
“Thing” scenario:
A scenario for a “thing” would typically include:
TITLE: the “thing”
GENERIC CATEGORY
PART-WHOLE RELATIONS
LOCATION
ORIGIN
SIZE
APPEARANCE 
BEHAVIOUR if animate 
RELATION TO PEOPLE if animate 
PEOPLE’S RELATION TO IT (e.g. how used)
One subtype of “thing” scenario is a “scene” scenario, focusing on prototypical
spatial orientation between “things”. Howard (1987:45) quotes Mandler (1984):
Scene schemata pertain to the arrangement of objects in space. They encapsulate our knowledge that 
objects should be arranged in certain ways. Examples are the face and body schemata ... We expect their 
parts to be in certain places. We expect parts of the landscape schemata, such as rivers, mountains, lakes 
and the sky to be arranged in a certain way.
Another subtype of “thing” scenario is a “person” scenario, which includes social
stereotypes and is used as a basis for predicting likely action (Howard, 1987:47):
We use schemata to understand and predict the behaviour of others (Anderson, 1980; Hastie, 1981). 
Probably we all develop a general person schema, which includes slots for motivations, interests, 
personality traits, etc.... There are also many more specific person schemas ... The third type is for 
various social, ethnic and occupational groups. There might be a schema for librarians and one for 
bricklayers. The features of the librarian schema might be: female, quiet, orderly, etc.; those for the 
bricklayer might include features such as male, strong, a beer drinker, etc.
“Event” scenario:
A scenario for an “event” would typically include: 
TITLE: the “event”
PARTICIPANTS:
agent (typically grammatical subject)
goal (typically grammatical direct object)
benefactive (typically grammatical indirect object)
instrument
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GENERIC CATEGORY:
CIRCUMSTANCES: (adjuncts or circumstantial complements)
(including: means, manner, occasion: related to attributes such as temporal, spatial, intensity, 
appraisive or evaluative, manner)
PART-WHOLE RELATIONS:
PARTS: discrete elements of the “event”
STAGES: (arranged in linear time order)
Precondition
Beginning
Middle
End
Final state 
CAUSATION:
Beginning and middle enable end 
Middle and end cause final state 
PURPOSE:
Goal: final state
(include: purpose, motive, intention, reason, occasion, grounds, cause or condition) 
Plan: meet precondition, perform beginning and middle
The participants in an event scenario are labelled in terms of their semantic role, 
not the way they are grammmaticalized. Although semantic roles are intended to be 
language independent, Palmer (1994:5) points out that “they cannot be defined in any 
precise way” and “there is, in principle, no limit to the number of possible roles”. This is 
because the semantic roles are conceptual categorizations of the multiplicity of real life 
relationships between participants in events. Palmer also argues that semantic roles are 
“often partly based on the grammatical distinctions noted in languages” and thus not “truly 
notional”. However, according to scenario theory grammatical distinctions reflect notional 
and conceptual distinctions, and since real life relationships are not discrete and clear cut, 
semantic roles similarly have “fuzzy borders” and are, as with all scenario contents, based 
on a culturally conditioned categorization of experiences.
Different theorists not only identify different numbers of semantic roles, but also 
use different terminology, e.g. Fillmore (1971:376), Andrews (1985:69-71), Radford 
(1988:373), Halliday (1994:109, 144). This thesis uses the terms Agent, Goal, Instrument, 
Experiencer and Benefactive to refer to the core semantic roles listed below. The 
terminology used by others is shown for comparison:
Semantic role:
Prototypically:
Example:
Agent
animate doer 
She sang.
Fillmore (1971) Agent 
Andrews (1985) Agent 
Radford (1988) Agent (Actor) 
Halliday (1994) Actor
Goal Instrument
affected by doer used by doer 
He was hanged. Eat with a fork.
Object Instrument
Patient Instrumental
Theme (Patient) Instrument 
Goal
Experiencer Benefactive
affected, no doer benefits from event 
I am hungry. Presented to mum.
Experiencer
Experiencer
Experiencer
Senser
Recipient
Benefactive
Beneficiary
Prototypical sequences of “event” scenarios are linked together as scripts. Story
schemata are generalized macro-scripts, which include such slots as setting, main
characters, and episodes. Howard elaborates (1987:48):
One hypothesized schema was proposed by Mandler (1984). It has slots that relate to each other in 
certain ways. First of all there is a setting, which may introduce the time and place and the main
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character/s. Secondly, the story has one or more distinct episodes, each of which has a beginning, a 
development, and an ending. Each episode is usually organized around a goal. The hero has an aim 
which he tries to achieve, and the ending describes his success or failure.
The story schema provides a generic framework on which people hang the specific
events of a given story. This hypothesis is supported by experimental evidence (Howard,
1987:49):
Thomdyke and Yekovich (1980) summarize some lines of evidence. Firstly people tend to recall only 
part of a given stoiy, but it is the same part. Secondly, people tend to reconstruct very poorly written 
stories, distort them to bring them into line with their schema. Thus people who read a scrambled story 
tend to recall it in a form that fits the schema. Thirdly, the more explicit the temporal, causal and 
intentional relations between events in the story, the more comprehensible people find it.
The story schema usually includes all types of scenario, and is operative at the
highest level. As Howard points out (1987:50), other types of text have their own schemas
and their own structures, which affect the interpretation of texts, since they form the basis
of the expected contents and their order within the text.
"Attribute ” scenario:
A scenario for an “attribute” would typically consist of multiple links to “things” 
and “events” where the attribute is prototypically significant, and to other attributes which 
share components of meaning, are on the same scale (including homonyms and antonyms), 
or prototypically co-occur.
“Relation ” scenario:
A “relation” concept is not so much the core of a scenario, but refers rather to the 
type of link between “things”, “events” or “attributes”. As such “relations” may be 
encoded linguistically not only by lexical items (such as prepositions), but also by 
grammatical marking (such as case, person, tense, aspect, voice) and by syntactical 
marking (such as word order).
See also:
Appendix A The content of scenarios for different types of concept 
Appendix B Greek “relation” words and other relationship markers
Links between items in scenarios and between scenarios
Representations of scenarios usually involve concepts being conceived of as nodes, 
and relationships being conceived of as labelled links, such as “is a” (linking specific 
“thing” to generic “thing”), “has a” (linking whole “thing” to part “thing”), “is” (linking 
“thing” to “attribute”), and “can” (linking “thing” to “event”). Likewise, whole scenarios 
can be linked to other scenarios, by such links as cause and effect, or literal-metaphorical.
If nodes represent concepts for “things”, “events” and “attributes”, and links 
represent “relations”, then many relational links can be formed “implicitly”. For example,
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all concepts which link to the same node by a specific-generic link are implicitly linked to 
one another by a specific-specific link. Similarly, all concepts which link to the same node 
by a part-whole link are implicitly linked to one another by a part-part link. The general 
principle is that all concepts which link to the same node by the same type of link are 
implicitly linked to one another by a similarity link.
One argument for postulating links between concepts and between scenarios is that 
storage space in the brain can be minimized, since information can be stored at the highest 
node to which it applies, and be accessible to all levels below that node. For example, 
“breathes oxygen” can be attached to the node “animate” rather than being a separate entry 
at the node for every single animate being. The corollary of this is that retrieval time is 
greater, since it involves searching for information at higher levels. This postulation has 
been confirmed as a general principle by experimental results involving reaction times 
(Collins and Quillian, 1969).
Assuming, then, that there are indeed mental links between concepts, I postulate 
the following types of links based on the contents of the different types of scenario 
proposed above, giving examples of related grammar or vocabulary, and with explanations 
in brackets:
Relational links between items in “thing” scenarios 
linking “thing” to “thing”
specific-generic link e.g. “o f ’ “sort o f ’ “kind o f ’
specific-specific link e.g. “both are kinds o f ’
similarity link e.g. “like” “similar”
part-whole link e.g. “part o f ’
part-part link e.g. “together with”
locative link e.g. “ in” “on” “under” etc.
origin link e.g. “from”
reciprocity link (links “thing” to “thing” via participant links) e.g. “buyer” links to “seller”
linking “thing” to “attribute”
attribute link e.g. “ fire” links to “hot”
linking “thing” to “event” 
participant-event links:
agent link e.g. subject, English preverbal position (cf. Greek nominative case)
goal link e.g. direct object, English postverbal position (cf. Greek accusative case)
benefactive link e.g. “to” or “for” (cf. Greek dative case) 
instrument link e.g. “with” (cf. Greek dative case, ev)
Relational links between items in “event” scenarios 
linking “event” to “event”
reciprocity link (links “event” to “event” via the participant links) e.g. “buy” links to “sell” )
specific-generic link e.g. “o f ’ “sort o f ’ “kind o f ’
specific-specific link e.g. “both are kinds o f ’
similarity link e.g. “like” “similar”
means link e.g. “by” “through”
manner link e.g. “talk” links to “whisper”
occasion link (event 1 is the occasion for event 2)
part-whole link (event 1 is a part of event 2)
part-part link (events 1 and 2 are parts of event 3) e.g. “aim” links to “ load” as parts of “shoof
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sequence link e.g. “first” “next” “finally” (events 1 and 2 are sequential) e.g. “ load” “aim”
e.g. “first” “next” “finally” (part-part link plus sequence link) e.g. “load” “aim’
e.g. “next” (part-part link plus adjoining in sequence link)
e.g. “because” (special kind of sequence link, tagged for cause)
e.g. “ in order to” “so that” (special kind of sequence link, tagged for purpose)
stage link
next-stage link 
causal link 
purpose link
linking “event” to “thing”
event-participant links:
agent link e.g. subject, English preverbal position (cf. Greek nominative case)
goal link e.g. direct object, English postverbal position (cf. Greek accusative case)
benefactive link e.g. “to” or “for” (cf. Greek dative case)
instrument link e.g. “with” (cf. Greek dative case, ei/>
locative link 
temporal link
e.g. “at” “beside’ 
e.g. “at” “ in”
linking “event” to “attribute’
attribute links e.g. “bum” links to “brightly”
Relational links between items in “attribute ” scenarios 
linking “attribute” to “attribute”
gradation link e.g. “cold” “cool” “ lukewarm” “warm” “hot’
contradictory link e.g. “big” “small”
Relational links between items in “relation ” scenarios 
linking “relation” to “relation” 
contradictory link e.g. “up” “down”
The co-occurrence link
The co-occurrence link typically occurs between “things”, but also may occur 
between “events”, “attributes”, and “relations”. It links items that prototypically co-occur 
without there being a specific semantic relationship between them.
The metaphorical link
The metaphorical link typically links complete scenarios, including both the core 
and its prototypical links, and thus includes all the things, events, attributes and relations 
contained therein. It is the basis for similes, metaphors and idioms.
The metonymic link
The metonymic link can apply to all types of scenario, thing, event, attribute and 
relation, whenever part of the scenario stands for the whole.
The synonymy link
The synonymy link also applies to all types of scenario, thing, event, attribute and 
relation. It occurs where more than one word can be applied to the same concept.
See also:
Appendix C English and Greek examples of relational links
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Proposed nature of information storage and linking
This thesis proposes that scenarios are mental structures involving multiple nodes 
and complex interlinking, where links can be strong or weak (prototypicality), formed and 
modified by experience (cultural and experiential), and hierarchically arranged (specific- 
generic and part-whole links).
Neurological research concerning memory gives supportive evidence for
interlinked mental structures. Penfield’s neurological research (1975:21-27) is described
by Vemy and Kelly (1982, 1991:55):
By applying a special electrical prober to the surface of the brain, Dr. Penfield was actually able to make 
a patient emotionally re-experience a situation or event he or she had long forgotten. Each patient, Dr. 
Penfield wrote in his report on the experiments, ‘does not just remember exact photographic or 
phonographic reproductions of past scenes and events ... he feels again the emotions which the situation 
actually produced in him ... what [he] saw and heard and felt and understood.’
This neurological experiment into the processes of memory shows that not only are sights
and sounds stored in the brain, but also feelings and understandings. Moreover they are
stored in, or linked to, the same place in the brain, since they can be accessed by
stimulation of a particular physical part of the brain.
Schank and Abelson argue that we categorize experiences into some sort of
stereotypes in memory (1977:17):
The form of memory organization upon which our arguments are based is the notion of episodic 
memory. An episodic view of memory claims that memory is organized around personal experiences or 
episodes, rather than around abstract semantic categories. If memory is organized around personal 
experiences then one of the principle components of memory must be a procedure for recognizing 
repeated or similar sequences. When a standard repeated sequence is recognized it is helpful in ‘filling in 
the blanks’ in understanding. Furthermore much of the language generation of people can be explained 
in this stereotyped way.
They believe that memory is primarily organized along a time line (1977:19):
The overall organization of memory is a sequence of episodes organized roughly along the time line of 
one’s life.
However they also argue that information is also structured by connecting patterns of
similar events (1977:227):
To summarize; the pattern of learning would seem to be that first, definitions of objects are learned as 
episodes. Then scripts are learned to connect events. Finally, scripts are organized by goal structures that 
are used to make sense of the need for them.
This implies, firstly, that the content of any given scenario is immense, and 
secondly, that the physical nature of storing the information in a scenario as a chunk must 
be primarily by linking information, rather than by copying the same information 
numerous times and storing it in many different places. Consequently, when the content of 
any scenario is updated by adding new information, then that new information is readily 
available in other scenarios which include that item, via existing links between the 
scenarios.
Similarly, this implies that a scenario may be updated without adding new 
information, but by simply adding new linkages. Since both scenarios and their links are 
formed experientially, when a person experiences something (whether personally or by 
hearing or reading) then they attempt to equate it with an existing scenario. If there is no
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such scenario already stored in the brain, then they create a new scenario, and link it to 
existing scenarios in whatever ways are applicable. Likewise, when a person first 
experiences concepts as linked, then they link the relevant scenarios in the brain. If there is 
already a linkage, then they strengthen that linkage.
Experimental evidence using a PET (positron emission tomography) scan shows 
that repeated linking results in more efficient processing. Richard Haier of the Brain 
Imaging Center, University of California, argues that mental efficiency in performing tasks 
is achieved by “neural pruning”, which appears to be the establishment of meaningful
linkages between neurons in the brain (Begley, 1992:47):
At birth a baby’s brain is a rat’s nest of jumbled neurons. It uses up more and more glucose until the 
child is about five, when the brain is roughly twice as active as an adult’s. Then glucose use and the 
number of circuits plummet until the early teens.
This is called neural pruning, and Haier speculates it’ s the key to neural efficiency. More intelligent 
people become like that by more pruning, which leaves remaining circuits much more efficient.
These theories raise the question of brain capacity. How can all this information
not only be stored in the brain, but organized in chunks, and cross-referenced in such a
way that the same information can be accessed in a vast range of different ways, some
semantic, some lexical, some phonetic? Begley remarks that the human brain is admirably
designed for such a complex task (1992:44):
With 100 billion cells or neurons, each sprouting about 1,000 sylph-like fingers to reach out and touch 
another, “the brain is the last and grandest biological frontier”, says geneticist James Watson, co­
discoverer of the double helix in DNA. In a new book, Discovering the Brain, Watson calls this organ 
“the most complex thing we have yet discovered in our universe” .
Regarding specific-generic hierarchy, Howard quotes experimental evidence 
suggesting that information is stored at the highest relevant level of the hierarchy 
(1987:79):
It should take longer to verify questions that require traversing several links. Verifying ‘A robin is a 
bird’ or ‘A bird has feathers’ should be a quick process, because only one link needs to be traversed.
But, to verify ‘A robin is an animal’ or ‘A canary has skin’ should take longer, because more than one 
link must be traversed. Collins and Quillian [1969] tested this hypothesis in a reaction time study with 
people and it was indeed verified. The more links traversed, the longer the sentence took to confirm.
However, this experimental evidence can be interpreted in other ways, as Howard,
referring to Conrad (1972), points out (1987:79):
the experiment that found an effect of the number of links traversed on reaction time taken to verify the 
statements was criticized for confounding link number with associative frequency. When associative 
strength differences are eliminated, the link number effect vanishes.
“Associative frequency” means that concepts which are associated experientially are 
linked in the brain, and the more frequent the experiential co-occurrence, the stronger the 
mental link.
Thus, the level where information is stored may not be the highest level possible, 
indeed information may not even be stored at only one level. Rather, information may be 
stored, or most “strongly” stored, at the level where it is most commonly encountered and 
therefore most useful. Howard points out (1987:80):
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the assumption of complete cognitive economy was questioned. While a computer with limited storage 
space might need such a feature, people do not need complete economy. We often need to store 
information at particular levels of abstraction to make speedy decisions ... It is likely then that we store 
features where they are convenient or used often (Lachman and Lachman, 1979). Further, Rosch (1978) 
argues that such property values are often stored at the basic-level rather than at more abstract ones.
Sanford and Garrod, on the basis of controlled experiments recording the time taken to
verify certain propositions, come to the same conclusion (1981:25):
The picture which emerges, therefore, is one in which properties are stored directly at a node referring to 
the object (or some general set of that object) if the object and those properties are often encountered 
together, but in which novel combinations can only be verified by inference.
Although models of mental systems generally use nodes and links to diagram the
system, linguistic theorists usually make no specific claims as to how information is
physically stored and retrieved, but merely state that models based on scenario structures
illustrate diagrammatically aspects of memory and language which can be experimentally
proven. Howard states (1987:79):
it should be noted that the networks [of scenario structures diagrammed] are just representations of 
semantic memory parts. It cannot be said that there are actually neural systems that correspond to nodes 
and pointers.
However Professor Gerald Edelman, Director of the Neurosciences Institute, 
California, and Nobel Prize winner for Medicine and Physiology in 1972, explicitly links 
co-occuring cognition in real life experience to the building of neural networks. On 
“Melvyn Bragg-In Our Time” (Radio 4,29/6/2000) he summarized it thus: “Neurons that 
fire together, wire together.”
Scenario titles are linked to the whole scenario
The title of a scenario is linked to the whole scenario. Consequently, a scenario title 
can be used as a shorthand way to refer to all the items within that scenario.
An example of the relationship between the title of a scenario and its discrete
elements comes from van Dijk (1977:151):
[32] A man in a fast car stopped before the bank. He quickly got out and ran into the bank. He drew a 
pistol and shouted to the cashier to hand him the money in her desk... The hold-up did not last longer 
than three minutes.
The definite article in the last sentence can only be explained if we assume that the previous passage 
contains an argument or predicate which is co-referential with respect to the same event as the word 
hold-up.
Here a selection of the key stages of the hold-up scenario are referred to anaphorically by 
the scenario title.
It is these scenario titles which we remember when we hear a story, rather than
every single specific detail, and the title acts as a reminder for the whole event (Schank
and Abelson, 1977:167):
For the purposes of what is remembered, we are claiming the following: The macro-events are 
remembered primarily; the micro-events are remembered (after enough time) equally poorly whether 
they were inferred and filled into the causal chain, or explicitly stated. This is because when an event is
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script-based, the actual event can be forgotten. What needs to be remembered is a pointer to the script 
that defined that event. This pointer is the macro-event itself.
As Schank and Abelson point out, the title is often the main event of a script, e.g.
“playing golf’ is the title of a scenario whose script includes going to the golf course,
canying balls and clubs, etc. but playing golf is also the main event within that scenario. In
contrast, sometimes the title refers to the sum of the script events not to any individual
most important event within it, e.g. for British people “make tea” opens a scenario
including boiling water, putting tea leaves in a teapot, adding water, leaving it to brew etc.
but no one event can be singled out as “making tea.”
For “thing” words, the scenario title will be the name of the object, and likewise for
“attribute” words the scenario title will be the name of that attribute. The title of a “thing”
scenario may also refer not simply to the “thing” itself but also to the event or script of
events associated with it, as noted by Schank and Abelson (1977:47):
12 John took a bus to New York.
In New York he went to a museum.
Then he took a train home.
In this example the names of scripts are mentioned and it is presumed that each script proceeded 
normally ... Here we have the three explicitly stated scripts , BUS, MUSEUM-GOING, and TRAIN.
Schank and Abelson call such a scenario title a “script name” and use the sign $ to mark it.
This allows a distinction between BUS as the title of a “thing” scenario (including size,
shape, purpose, number of wheels etc.), and $BUS as the title of a script-type scenario
(including wait at bus top, get on, buy ticket, sit down etc.).
Whether a word refers to a single concept or to the scenario related to that concept
depends on the function of that word in the discourse. A single concept within one
scenario, may also be the title of its own scenario. Howard, referring to Markman (1983),
comments (1987:33):
Schemata are often organized into partonomies, each schema being part of one and itself composed of 
schemata... Consider the human body schema. It consists of such parts as face, arms, legs, and trunk. 
Each can be considered a schema, as described before with face. These each bear a part-whole relation 
to a more inclusive schema. They are part of it, just as a given tree is part of a forest.
Thus “face” can refer both to a single concept in the “human body” scenario, and to the
whole “face” scenario of which it is a title, including all its discrete elements such as nose,
eyes, ears, etc.
Scenarios link vocabulary as well as concepts
Since concepts are linked within scenarios, vocabulary referring to those concepts 
is also linked. The relationship between lexicon and scenarios is addressed by van Dijk 
(1977:160):
For a linguist it might be tempting to ask how such frames differ from the conceptual knowledge of a 
LEXICON of the language, a question which for the psychologist is less relevant since there seems no 
cognitive/behavioural difference between knowledge of the language and knowledge of the world. It
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might be proposed, though, that the top-level, essential information of frames, is the conceptual 
information associated with the lexically expressed concepts of a language.
Howard defines the relationship between words and concepts as follows (1987:17): 
Words are labels for concepts and a word’s meaning is the attached concept. Thus a word is distinct 
from a concept.
Types of lexical links within scenarios
Scenario structure produces these common types of lexical link, shown here with 
New Testament Greek examples:
same set links, i.e. specific-specific links
The specific-generic link in scenario structure, by connecting hyponyms (e.g. roses 
and daffodils) to a single superordinate node (e.g. flower), automatically produces co- 
hyponyms which belong to the same set. These are at the same level of hierarchy, of the 
same grammatical class, and in the same generic class. Thus same set links are formed 
automatically between items which have specific-generic links to the same node, e.g.
Luke 6:13-14:
co-hyponyms: Xtjiwv Simon
’ AvSpea? Andrew
These both link to the same generic node: 
superordinate: AttocttoXos’ apostle
generic-specific links
Generic-specific links in the scenario create hierarchical lexical links, e.g.
Luke 6:13-15:
Generic: person
Specific type of “person” : p.athyrfis' disciple (6:13)
Specific type of “disciple” : Att6otoXos“ apostle (6:13)
Specific type of “apostle” : ’IAtccopos’ James (6:14)
Specific type of “James” : ’I AkwPo? 'AX<f>atou James (son) of Alphaeus (6:15)
All words in generic-specific relation belong to the same lexical class.
Lexical items related by generic-specific links are often used in reiteration to
achieve co-reference. Kinds of reiteration include: repetition, synonym, superordinate, and
general word (Baker, 1992:203), acronyms and naming (Jordan, 1992:188). For example,
reiteration of “apostles” (Luke 6:13): 
repetition: ATrocrroXos* apostle (9:10)
synonym: ol SwSexa the twelve (8:1) same scenario, difference lexical item
superordinate: paOryrfis* disciple (6:13) superordinate
general word: tttwx6s‘ poor (6:20) attribute
proper name: SCp.wv Simon (6:14) hyponym
part-whole links
Part-whole semantic links within one scenario produce lexically linked vocabulary 
of the same lexical class, e.g.
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Thing: 8£v8pov tree pt£a root, Kapmfc fruit (Luke 3:9)
Event: d iT T o p a i touch eK T etvra  stretch (hand) (Luke 5:13)
Attribute: XPTFT^ S1 kind ehaTTXayxvos1 tender hearted, xap^Vevos" forgiving (Eph. 4:32)
participant-event links
Vocabulary for participants and events belong in the same scenario, and produce
lexical collocations, e.g. Luke 11:13: 
event: 8t8to|ii give
agent: Tramp Father (God)
goal/patient: m»eupa aytov Holy Spirit
benefactive: ol atTouvTe? people asking
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location-event links
Vocabulary for certain locations links with the events that occur there, producing
lexical collocations, e.g. Luke 4:16: 
location: crwaycoyf) synagogue
event: dvayivo&aKO) read
agent: ’171001)9 Jesus (4:14)
goal/patient: (3i(3\(,oi; scroll (scripture)
benefactive: TrdvTe? everyone (4:20)
conjoined scenario links
Vocabulary may belong in the same scenario, even where that vocabulary does not
belong to the same domain. For example, for first-century Palestinian Jews, leper, clean,
far off, touch, priest, laws of Moses belong to one scenario “leprosy.” This is because
leprosy is part of a script-type scenario which reads something like:
Cause: leprosy
Effect: ritual impurity, untouchability
Cure: divine intervention
Verification: examination by priest in Jerusalem
Result: make offering to God
Thus, all the vocabulary of Luke 5:12-14 can be linked to this one leprosy scenario, even 
though most of it is directly linked to ritual impurity not to disease.
metaphorical links
The metaphorical link of scenario structure explains lexical links between 
metaphorical and non-metaphorical language. Metaphorical links are often different from 
culture to culture. For example, the Urdu word for owl (ul:u) is used as an insult meaning 
“stupid person”. In English, owl can be linked either with stupidity or with wisdom (e.g. 
The Wordsworth Concise English Dictionary definition of owl includes “a dullard”, 
whereas The Concise Oxford Dictionary’s definition includes “a person compared to an 
owl, esp. in looking solemn or wise”). However, in first-century Greek culture the owl was 
only seen as wise. So calling Billy Bunter “a fat owl”, if translated literally into New
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Testament Greek, would have probably been understood metaphorically, but 
misunderstood as meaning wise.
Similarly, in line with Old Testament usage, sheep is linked in New Testament 
Greek with religious follower, and shepherd with religious leader and protector, as in John 
21:15, where Jesus says to Peter “Feed my lambs.” In cultures where sheep and shepherd 
are not used metaphorically in a religious context, and where most people keep sheep for 
milk, this would be understood literally.
other collocational links
The above list of links which connect vocabulary within scenarios is representative 
not exhaustive. All vocabulary which refers to linked concepts within the same scenario, 
whatever the type of semantic link, is lexically linked. As such it will collocate naturally in 
text, since episodes or stretches of text usually have a single scenario as their backdrop.
The complexity of scenario structure is inevitable since scenarios are constructed 
mental representations of reality. Hence the lexical networks organised by scenario 
structure are also extremely complex and research into this area is ongoing, as noted by 
Pike (1992:235):
Longacre (1983:174) has at least forty-eight different classes listed in his scheme of case frames for 
verbs. Semantic inventories in Grimes (1986) are especially relevant to referential classes and an 
interlocking network of lexical systems. The lexical decomposition of Dowty (1979), also adopted by 
Foley and Van Valin (1984), would be another fruitful entry to the understanding of this very intricate 
area of study.
See also:
Appendix D Greek evidence that words are linked by scenarios
Scenarios, lexical fields, and sense relations
Scenario theory explains a broader set of lexical relationships than other theories, 
including those relationships as a part of scenario structure.
Lexical fields
Some early lexicologists, such as Trier (1934), looked at “semantic fields”
paradigmatically in terms of interrelated but contrastive words (Lyons, 1977:252):
Trier looks upon the vocabulary of a language as an integrated system of lexemes interrelated in sense. 
The system is in constant flux... Any broadening in the sense of one lexeme involves a corresponding 
narrowing in the sense of one or more of its neighbours.
This vocabulary would typically be linked in scenarios by specific-generic or part-whole-
links to the same superordinate node.
Others, such as Porzig (1950:68), viewed “semantic fields” syntagmatically,
focussing on the “essential meaning relationship” between certain pairs of words, as
quoted by Lyons (1977:261):
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What does one bite with? With the teeth, of course. What does one lick with? With the tongue, 
obviously. What is it that barks? A dog. What does one fell? Trees. What is it that is blond? Human hair. 
The fact that is here illustrated by means of a few examples is so banal that we are inclined to overlook it 
and above all to underestimate its importance.
This vocabulary would be linked in scenarios by participant-event links, although
scenarios would include prototypical participants as well as “essential” ones.
Lyons incorporates both ideas (1977:268):
Lexemes and other units that are semantically related, whether paradigmatically or syntagmatically, 
within a given language-system can be said to belong to, or be members of, the same (semantic) field; 
and a field whose members are lexemes is a lexical field. A lexical field is therefore a paradigmatically 
and syntagmatically structured subset of the vocabulary.
This definition of lexical field still only includes vocabulary from a limited part of the
semantic range of a scenario. It lacks vocabulary for elements such as prototypical
locations, time sequence, intention, and cause-effect relationships which are included in
script-type scenarios.
Scenarios and sense relations
Similarly the various types of semantic relationship between words, known as 
sense relations (Lyons, 1977:270-335), are included within the structure of scenarios, 
being defined as links.
Opposition and contrast, known commonly as antonymy, is based on “dichotomy” 
(Lyons, 1977:271):
... dictionaries will classify as antonyms pairs of lexemes which, as we shall see, are related in a variety 
of ways (‘high’ :’ low\ ‘buyVselT, ‘male’ :’ female’, ‘arrive’ :’depart’, ‘ left’ fright’ , ‘ front’ :’back’ etc.). 
What all these examples have in common, it should be noticed, is their dependence upon 
dichotomization ... binary opposition is one of the most important principles governing the structure of 
languages; and the most evident manifestation of this principle, as far as the vocabulary is concerned, is 
antonymy.
Since dichotomy causes divergence, antonyms play a major role within scenarios, 
predicting different results, belonging in different stages, or even relating to different sub­
scenarios. For example, the high/low dichotomy (contradiction link) may well affect the 
outcome of a participant’s action, e.g. a person may die falling from a high place, but not 
from a low place. “Arriving” would be at the beginning of a “visit” scenario, “departing” 
would be at the end. “Buy” and “sell” belong to the same event scenario, with the same 
participants, but lexicalize the viewpoint of a different participant with different agendas, 
sellers being typically professionals, whereas buyers are typically ordinary people with 
specific needs. Whether a participant is “male” or “female” (different attribute links, and 
part-whole links, but same specific-generic link to human) may well affect expectations of 
their actions, e.g. if someone attacks, a stereotypical male would fight back, and a 
stereotypical woman would scream or run.
Hyponomy is marked by the specific-generic link. Note that co-hyponyms have the 
same specific-generic links, but different metaphorical links. For example, in the sentence 
“I saw some ... at the farm” cows, pigs, or animals could fill the same slot. But usually in 
metaphors, neither different hyponyms, nor superordinates, can fill the same slot, e.g. “She
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is so spiteful, she is an absolute cow”, “She is so greedy, she is an absolute pig”, and “She 
is so vicious, she is an absolute animal”.
Part-whole relations reflect the part-whole link between scenarios. Lyons 
(1977:312-313) notes that the principles involved in making cut-off points in part-whole 
chaining are unclear. He gives examples such as “the handle of the door”, “the door of the 
house”, but not “the handle of the house”, contrasted with “the cuff of the sleeve”, “the 
sleeve of the jacket”, and “the cuff of the jacket”. In terms of scenario structure, “handle” 
has a part-whole link to the “door” scenario, but only links to the “house” scenario via the 
node of “door”, whereas “cuff’ is linked directly by a part-whole link to both the “sleeve” 
and “jacket” scenarios. These links are formed by experiencing the entities as related.
Scenarios also include the information identified by componential analysis, which 
defines the sense of words by the combination of one or more “sense-components”, e.g. 
“man” combines the sense-components “male” “adult” and “human”. In this example, 
scenario structure would encode the data by a combination of generic-specific and attribute 
links. Componential analysis fails to account for certain aspects of language use, e.g. in 
English “X is now a woman” does not imply “X is no longer a girl” (Lyons, 1997:334). 
Scenario theory, however, allows for “components of meaning” as prototypical rather than 
necessarily making a discrete cut-off point between lexical items.
Chapter summary
Scenarios are structured by concepts which are themselves metaphorical, based on 
bodily experience, such as “container” and “link”. Scenarios store information in chunks, 
have metonymic and hierarchical networks, link related concepts, have prototypical 
categories with fuzzy boundaries, and encode directionality of space, time, and intention. 
Concepts within scenarios are also linked to lexicon and grammar. Scenarios for different 
types of semantic class are structured differently, but all involve linking concepts 
according to experiential frequency and relevance. Scenario theory is supported by 
psychological and neurological research.
Scenario structure means that the “title” of a scenario, i.e. the lexical item 
connected to a given concept, can be used to refer to the whole cluster of semantically 
interrelated concepts which are linked to that conceptual node.
Since the lexicon of a given language is linked to concepts which are themselves 
interlinked with other concepts in scenarios, scenarios link lexical items as well as 
concepts.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SCENARIOS
Since scenarios are complex mental structures storing information and vocabulary 
in interlinked networks, it is important to understand their significance in communication. 
This chapter explores how scenarios affect both the surface structure of language and how 
it is comprehended. I link scenario theory to the categorization of information status, 
noting that information status has been shown to correlate with English grammatical 
structure. I show how scenarios determine the contextual meaning of lexical items, and 
how scenarios affect comprehension by setting up patterns of expectation and by allowing 
the retrieval of implied information. Finally I show the different ways scenarios are opened 
by a speaker or writer and how they can be identified by the audience using lexical and 
grammatical clues.
Scenarios affect information status and reference
Information status concerns whether information is “hew”, “old” or “given”. Much 
research (mostly in English) shows that the semantic status of information affects the 
grammatical structures used to refer to such information, e.g. Schiffrin (1994:317-9), van 
Dijk (1977:159), Baker (1992:148), and Brown and Yule (1983:185-6).
I argue that information status is best understood in terms of scenario theory, and 
that the link between scenarios and patterns of reference is cognitively based, and so will 
be reflected in the grammatical patterns of all languages.
Information status
Brown and Yule propose an “information status taxonomy” (1983:184):
1. NEW ENTITIES
a. brand new
b. unused
2. INFERRABLE ENTITIES
3. EVOKED ENTITIES
a. situational
b. textual - current
c. textual - displaced
They define these categories as follows (1983:181-2):
1. NEW
1. a. Brand new entities are assumed by the speaker not to be in any way known to the hearer (e.g. “a man I 
know”).
1. b. Unused entities are assumed by the speaker to be known to the hearer, in his background knowledge, 
but not in his consciousness at the time of utterance (e.g. “your father” (as in ‘I saw your father yesterday’), 
“Chomsky”).
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“Unused” also includes items with only one real-world referent, e.g. “the sun”, and 
items restricted to a single referent by the time and location of the communication, e.g. 
“the Prime Minister”. These may be regarded as belonging in the always open “whole 
world” scenario.
2. INFERRABLE
2. Inferrable entities are assumed by the speaker to be inferred by the hearer from a discourse entity which 
has already been introduced (e.g. “the driver” , when a car has already been mentioned. This is inferrable as 
long as you have the background knowledge that “cars have drivers”).
This includes the scenario-based entities which Sanford and Garrod (1981:114)
classify as “given” (e.g. a courtroom scenario includes the presence of “lawyer” as
“given”).
3. EVOKED
3. a. Situationally evoked entities are salient in the discourse context (e.g. ‘I’ and ‘you’).
Situationally evoked entities are assumed by the speaker to be sensorily perceived 
(seen, heard, felt, etc.) by the hearer at the time the discourse is framed, e.g. The smell is 
terrible! I wish someone would stop that noise. Pass the pencil.
3. b and c Textually evoked entities are entities which have already been introduced into the discourse 
3. b. Current textually evoked entities are those which were introduced immediately before the current new 
entity was introduced (e.g. He, after the introduction of a man).
3. c. Displaced textually evoked entities are those which were not introduced immediately before the current 
new entity was introduce, but prior to that (e.g. the triangle, after the introduction of a triangle, followed by 
the introduction of a circle).
Brown and Yule’s individual categories are well supported by other theorists, e.g.
Prince charts the three entity types Brand-new, Unused, and Evoked in terms of the
categories Hearer-old/Hearer-new and Discourse-old/Discourse-new (1992:309): 
Discourse-new Discourse-old
Hearer-new Brand-new [not applicable]
Hearer-old Unused Evoked
He also comments on inferrables, pointing out their dependence on both Discourse-old
triggers and Hearer-old knowledge (Prince, 1992:309).
Chafe also distinguishes evoked entities, calling them “given” and defining them as
“that knowledge which the speaker assumes to be in the consciousness of the addressee at
the time of the utterance” (1976:30). “Given” entities must be currently salient “in the
forefront of the mind” and “spotlighted in the hearer’s attention” (1970: 211). Chafe
includes not only textually evoked categories (1992:270), but also situationally evoked
(1976:31-2):
The fact that the speaker and addressee themselves are regularly treated as given (and pronominalized as 
I and you respectively) stems from the same consideration. The speaker is conscious of the addressee, 
and the addressee is conscious of the speaker.
Similarly Halliday says “given” information is that treated by the speaker as
“recoverable either anaphorically or situationally” (1967: 2 1 1 ).
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I directly link the categories of Brown and Yule’s information status taxonomy to 
whether scenarios are currently open or not, as shown in the chart below.
The first line of comment refers to the entity using Prince’s terms Hearer-old / 
Hearer-new (referring to what the speaker expects the hearer to know or not know), and 
Discourse-old / Discourse-new (referring to what has already been mentioned in the 
preceding stretch of discourse) (Prince, 1992:302-3).
The second line refers to the entities’ role or function as related to scenarios.
1. NEW ENTITIES
a. brand new
Discourse-new, Hearer-new 
Open specific new scenarios
b. unused
Discourse-new, Hearer-old
Refer to new entities in the “whole world” scenario
2. INFERRABLE ENTITIES
Discourse-new, Hearer-old
Refer to new entities from an open co-text scenario
3. EVOICED ENTITIES
a. situational
Discourse-new, Hearer-old
Refer to new entities in the open “here and now” scenario
b. textual - current
Discourse-old, Hearer-old
Refer again to the last opened scenario
c. textual - displaced
Discourse-old, Hearer-old
Refer again to a previously opened scenario
Information status categories cannot be distinguished simply in terms of Discourse-
old/Discourse-new and Hearer-old/Hearer-new, since three categories (lb, 2 and 3a) are
Discourse-new and Hearer-old, and two categories (3b and 3c) are Discourse-old and
Hearer-old. However, they can be clearly distinguished in relationship to scenarios.
Moreover, only one category is both Discourse-new and Hearer-new, the category
la  “brand new” which opens a brand new scenario. This suggests the category lb
“unused” may be misclassified as NEW since it has the same Discourse-new and Hearer-
old status as the INFERRABLE category.
Revised Information Status Taxonomy
There are theoretical reasons for revising Brown and Yule’s Information Status 
Taxonomy. Only “brand new” entities are Hearer-new, and open new scenarios. This 
suggests a distinctive information status. All other entities, without exception, are Hearer- 
old, i.e. already stored in memory. This provides a cognitive rationale for a basic Hearer- 
new / Hearer-old division. The categories which Brown and Yule call “evoked” are more
Scenarios and information status
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normally termed “given”, e.g. Halliday (1967: 211), and Chafe (1976:30). The term
“evoked” is also open to misunderstanding, since “inferrable” entities might be regarded as
“evoked” by the context.
Accordingly I suggest the following revision:
NEW = Hearer-new
1. NEW ENTITIES 
a. brand new
Discourse-new, Hearer-new 
Open specific new scenarios
KNOWN = Hearer-old but not previously in focus. Long term memory
2. KNOWN ENTITIES
a. unused (Brown and Yule’s 1 .b New entities - unused)
Discourse-new, Hearer-old
Refer to new entities in “whole world” scenario
b. inferrable (Brown and Yule’s 2 Inferrable Entities)
Discourse-new, Hearer-old
Refer to new entities from an open co-text scenario
GIVEN = Hearer-old and already in focus.
3. GIVEN ENTITIES (Brown and Yule’s 3 Evoked Entities)
Current perceptual experience
a. situational
Discourse-new, Hearer-old
Refer to new entities in open “here and now” scenario
Short term memory (with reference to long term memory)
b. textual - current
Discourse-old, Hearer-old 
Refer again to the last opened scenario 
e. textual - displaced
Discourse-old, Hearer-old
Refer again to a previously opened scenario
In brief:
1. NEW ENTITIES (Hearer-new)
Discourse-new, Hearer-new 
Open specific new scenarios
2. KNOWN ENTITIES (Hearer-old but not previously in focus)
a. unused
Discourse-new, Hearer-old
Refer to new entities in “whole world” scenario
b. inferrable
Discourse-new, Hearer-old
Refer to new entities from an open co-text scenario
3. GIVEN ENTITIES (Hearer-old and already in focus)
a. situational
Discourse-new, Hearer-old
Refer to new entities in open “here and now” scenario
b. textual - current
Discourse-old, Hearer-old
Refer again to the last opened scenario
c. textual - displaced
Discourse-old, Hearer-old
Refer again to a previously opened scenario
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The terms used above avoid the ambiguity of New/Old terminology. Chafe states 
(1976:30):
The terminology has been and continues to be misleading to linguists and psychologists who use it.
Calling something ‘old information’ suggests it is ‘what the listener is expected to know already.’
Chafe’s comment suggests “old information” is most naturally understood as Hearer-old. 
Some linguists contrast New with Given, where New means not in the listener’s focal 
consciousness, i.e. Focus-new, e.g. Chafe (1992:270) and Halliday, 1967:204,211). 
Accordingly, this thesis distinguishes between Discourse-old and Hearer-old, and uses the 
terms NEW, KNOWN and GIVEN as defined in my revised taxonomy. This thesis uses 
the term “in focus” or “focal” in Chafe’s sense of being in “focal consciousness” 
(1992:270), i.e. currently salient “in the forefront of the mind” and “spotlighted in the 
hearer’s attention” (1970: 211).
This thesis uses the revised taxonomy above which links information status directly 
to scenarios. NEW entities require the hearer to create new scenarios. KNOWN entities 
refer to Discourse-new items which belong in the always-open “whole world” scenario 
(KNOWN unused) or in scenarios already open in the co-text (KNOWN inferrable). 
GIVEN entities refer to open scenarios which are already focal, whether Discourse-old 
(GIVEN textual-current, and GIVEN textual-displaced), or Discourse-new (GIVEN 
situational).
Scenarios, information status and reference
The relationship between information status and patterns of reference in English 
supports this revised scenario-based taxonomy as a genuine cognitive reality affecting both 
thought and language.
The Hearer-new / Hearer-old division suggested above is mirrored by the 
grammatical distribution of Indefinite Article for Hearer-new versus Definite Article for 
Hearer-old (e.g. Schiffrin, 1994:317-9). The use of the definite article for KNOWN 
inferrable entities is explicitly linked to scenario theory by van Dijk (1977:159).
The Hearer-new / Hearer-old division is also grammatically marked for “events”, 
independent main verbs for Hearer-new, noun phrases and subordinate clauses for Hearer- 
old (Baker, 1992:148).
The “given” category and subcategories are supported by the use of pronouns for 
GIVEN situational, and GIVEN textual-current, but not other categories (Brown and Yule, 
1983:185-6). The “given” distinction is also supported by phonological evidence (Brown 
and Yule, 1983:185-6), NEW and KNOWN inferrable information being pronounced with 
intonational peak, GIVEN information without intonational peak. (Intonational peak might 
function to alert the hearer of the need for extra mental processing, i.e. opening a new
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scenario or accessing Discourse-new information from an open one, as opposed to simply 
re-accessing an already focal entity.)
In sections 2 and 3 of this thesis, I will show that New Testament Greek and 
modem Parkari also use specific grammatical marking to distinguish Hearer-new entities 
from Hearer-old entities, whether Discourse-new or Discourse-old. This not only supports 
the theory that referential choice has a genuine cognitive basis, but also enables the 
exegete to identify open scenarios by the use of Hearer-old forms for Discourse-new 
entities.
See also:
Appendix E Greek examples of scenarios, information status and reference.
Scenarios determine the focal components of meaning
Scenarios determine the sense of a word
Scenarios, by linking concepts tagged to vocabulary, create lexical networks which
determine the sense of a word in a given context (Baker, 1992:206):
Lexical networks do not only provide cohesion, they also determine collectively the sense in which each 
individual item is used in a given context. As Hoey (1991:8) points out, ‘the text provides the context for 
the creation and interpretation of lexical relations, just as the lexical relations help create the texture of 
the text’ .
At the most basic level, the participant structure of an “event” scenario can
determine the sense of the verb, e.g.
1. walk out = exit on foot
participants: agent
location “o f ’
e.g. He is walking out of the house.
2. walk out = go on a date, court
participants: agent
companion (of opposite sex) “with” 
e.g. He is walking out with Jane.
3. walk out = abandon
participants: agent
affectee (wife, family etc.) “on” 
e.g. He is walking out on his wife.
The sense of “He’s just walking out” is primarily determined by the explicit or 
implicit presence of other participants. In the context of location, e.g. a phone call “Is John 
there?”, it would refer to exiting on foot. In the context of a relationship, e.g. “Is John 
engaged?”, it would refer to courting. In the context of a marriage, e.g. “Is John going for 
marriage counselling?”, it would refer to his abandoning his wife.
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Interlocking scenarios determine which elements of meaning are focal
A word accesses a whole scenario. Since scenarios contain huge amounts of 
information, effective communication depends on highlighting certain elements of that 
scenario and ignoring others. The interlocking of scenarios is the factor which determines 
which components of a word or scenario are in focus. Take “millet” below (Callow and
Callow, 1996; quoting a review of The Barefoot Revolution, WORLD, May 1988:91):
1 THE BAREFOOT REVOLUTION
2 In Bolivia, 43 per cent of under-fives suffer serious malnutrition;
3 in parts of Brazil only half the children survive to the end of their first year at school;
4 in some areas of Nigeria, land under millet has fallen by 30-40 per cent in the last ten years
5 (the population has risen by 25 per cent);
6 in Cameroon ... And so the numbers pile up.
7 Over one-third of humanity has insufficient resources, is underfed, badly cared for and without 
education.
Using the concept of lexical networks, i.e. interlocking scenarios, we see that the 
“staple foods” scenario has been opened in line 2  by “malnutrition”, and instantiated again 
in line 3 by “survive”. This is reinforced in line 7 by “underfed”. The word “millet” links 
to “staple foods” via a specific-generic link. Thus the component of millet which is focal 
in line 4 is its value as a staple food, rather than its colour, smell, size or any other one of 
the numerous details stored in its scenario.
Conversely, if there seems to be a lack of “lexical networks”, a seemingly random 
jumble of vocabulary, then we cannot determine what aspect of meaning is focal. This is 
frequently due to a linking of scenarios which the writer assumed, but which we the 
audience do not share, e.g. Luke 5:12-14 where “illness” vocabulary is “randomly” 
collocated with “cleansing” and “religious” vocabulary. Here the meaning of Ka0apt£a) 
“cleanse, purify” must be determined as “make ritually pure” as part of the “ritual 
impurity” scenario, which is itself opened implicitly by the “leprosy” scenario, through a 
causal link “leprosy causes ritual impurity”.
Interlocking of literal and metaphorical scenarios
A “seemingly random jumble of vocabulary” may be particularly apparent when
metaphorical and non-metaphorical scenarios overlap. For example, Proverbs 5:15-18, in a
chapter warning against seductive women (NIV):
Drink water from your own cistern, 
running water from your own well.
Should your springs overflow in the streets, 
your streams of water in the public squares?
Let them be yours alone, 
never to be shared with strangers.
May your fountain be blessed,
and may you rejoice in the wife of your youth.
For most English readers there is no lexical coherence between wife and water,
cistern, springs, stream, and fountain. Drinking water as a euphemism for sexual relations
is not in normal English usage. This “randomness” of vocabulary is a sign that there is a
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scenario, so that “drink from your own cistern” means “make love to your own wife”.
Accordingly, the New Living Translation makes this metaphorical link explicit
(here bolded):
Drink water from your own well 
- share your love only with your wife.
Why spill the water of your springs in public, 
having sex with just anyone?
You should reserve it for yourselves.
Don’t share it with strangers.
Let your wife be a fountain of blessing for you.
Rejoice in the wife of your youth.
“ m iss ing  lin k ” , here a m etaphorica l lin k  between the “ cistern”  scenario and the “ w ife ”
Scenarios determine expectations
Scenarios and expectation
Once we recognize a scenario, we have expectations as to its contents. Although
scenarios do not contain totally fixed elements, they do contain prototypical conceptual
categories or “slots” (e.g. agent, location), together with the memory of specific elements
which have filled them in the past, and this provides parameters for a limited range of
expectations. As van Dijk states (1977:160):
Due to their general conceptual nature, frames may have VARIABLE INSTANTIATIONS, which 
allows the application or use of frames in concrete cognitive contexts; there are many ways to ‘execute’ 
the action of going to and eating in a restaurant, but they will all belong to, or be subsumed by, the same 
RESTAURANT-frame.
Scenarios enable us to memorize whole sequences in “shorthand” (Schank and 
Abelson, 1977:19):
rather than list the details of what happened in a restaurant for each visit to a restaurant, memory simply 
lists a pointer (link) to what we call the restaurant script and stores the items in that particular episode 
that were significantly different from the standard script as the only items specifically in the description 
of that episode.
Similarly scenarios enable us to evaluate whether new information in a text fits the
expected pattern or not (Schank and Abelson, 1977:45):
In a text new information is interpreted in terms of its place in one of the paths within the script.
Schank and Abelson (1977:61-66) identify three types of script: situational scripts 
(e.g. restaurant, bus), personal scripts (e.g. flatterer, jealous spouse), and instrumental 
scripts (e.g. lighting a cigarette, frying an egg). These all set up expectations as to what is 
likely to happen.
Situational scripts set up broad parameters of expectation.
Recognizing a personal script enables the understander to “expect certain 
interferences during the progress of the situational script” (1977:64). Personal scripts, like 
Lakoff s social stereotypes (1990:85-86), help the audience predict and evaluate the 
actions of a participant, e.g. in the New Testament the personal script for Pharisee includes
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scrupulous attention to the minutiae of religious observance (e.g. Luke 6:1-2, 6 -7 , 11:37- 
42). Such personal scripts can be used in parables to set up patterns of expected behaviour, 
e.g. the Pharisee in Luke 18:10-12. Similarly, “a saintly rabbi” occurs as the main 
character in a modem joke about overscrupulous observance of dietary laws (Blue, 
1986:83).
Instrumental scripts, though highly predictable, are still culture-specific, e.g. frying 
an egg, in Parkari culture, includes the stage of mixing together the yoke and the white. 
Similarly, there are culture-specific restraints on which stages can be left implicit, without 
suggesting the script did not occur prototypically. For example, in Mark 4:8 Greek 
mentions three stages of crop growth, “It came up, grew and produced a crop”, whereas 
Parkari must make explicit the stage of the ears of grain developing.
Whenever script-type scenarios are opened, whether by the participants, location, 
or event, there is a strong expectation for the script to proceed according to the norm.
Schank and Abelson call this “instantiating” the script (1977:48): 
the rules for dealing with instantiated scripts are directly related to how many steps are left out. 
Essentially, instantiated scripts are those that make explicit one or more specific steps in the script itself. 
It is then our job to fill in the surrounding steps that ought to be inferred and treat them as if they were 
said.
Luke 4:16-21 is a classic example of a script being instantiated, thus implying that 
all the steps of the script took place. Every element of the “scripture reading” scenario is 
explicit except the actual reading. “Reading” is implicit, i.e. not stated but intended to be 
understood.
Compare Luke 7:11-15, the widow’s son at Nain, where a dead person, a healer, a 
command, and a physical response are intended to instantiate the “healing” scenario and 
imply that he came to life. But the text says “The dead man sat up and began to talk”. In 
cultures with a strong belief in ghosts and evil spirits, this may be seen as decidedly 
spooky! The translation may need to be explicit: “The dead man came back to life, sat up 
and began to talk”.
Similarly, where events do not proceed according to the expected script, there is a 
strong contraexpectation involved, e.g. in Luke 4:27, there are the sick (“lepers”), the 
healer (“Elisha”), and the opportunity (“in Israel”) “yet not one of them was cleansed - 
only Naaman the Syrian.” This contraexpectation, set up by the failure of the healing script 
to follow its expected course, is marked explicitly in the Greek by ra i ouSeis* ... el j±r\ 
“and nobody... except”.
Script-type scenarios, goals, and the purposive chain
As Schank and Abelson argue (1977), by bundling together specific script-type 
scenarios and making generalizations from them, we can form plans in order to achieve
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goals. Beekman notes that to understand the meaning of an event word one must also 
understand the “purpose, motive, intention, reason, occasion, grounds, cause or condition” 
motivating that event (NOT 29:2). Similarly, Lakoff and Johnson (1980:167) list the 
purpose, including both the goal and the plan for achieving it, as an essential part of the 
scenario of an event word.
In my analysis also, event scenarios contain purpose links to goals, i.e. intended 
results, and causal links to both intended and unintended results. Thus causal links show 
both success and failure in achieving goals. Due to these links, the kind of implicature 
which Callow and Callow call the purposive chain can be explained by the same process as 
other aspects of text comprehension, that the hearer “runs ahead” of the text “reading” it in 
advance from the existing scripts in their mental scenarios.
Callow and Callow say of the purposive chain (1992:9):
Human beings communicate in order to:
(i) exchange knowledge about the world around them;
(ii) relate mutually with their fellows, especially by sharing emotions, attitudes, and evaluations;
(iii) bring about changes in the course of events.
We are calling these three imports the informative, the expressive, and the conative respectively...
We are calling this informative-expressive-conative progression the purposive chain. Once more a 
cognitive reality lies behind the technical term: there is an inherent directionality in human thinking. Our 
thought-processes are not static, but in constant directional flow. We constantly assume purposiveness, 
and our minds very readily move forward from one purpose to the next.
The purposive chain means we can state a fact, intending to communicate an
intention (Callow and Callow, 1992:9):
... the familiar utterance Dinner’s ready! is not purely informative; the speaker really means come and 
eat! The hearer is intended to move on from the given information to the required action. If any family 
member treats the utterance as purely informative, and responds with Thank you for telling me, then the 
utterance has failed of its purpose, and the speaker may well be annoyed: information exchange is 
inappropriate while the dinner is cooling on the table.
This type of implicature, though quite complex if seen as a deductive process, is 
straightforward from a cognitive linguistics viewpoint. The fact of dinner being ready is a 
necessary precondition to eating, and is in the eating scenario. Telling people that dinner is 
ready is part of the (home-location) “making dinner” scenario, as a stage in the script 
leading up to the purpose, i.e. “eating dinner”. The intermediary stage, omitted in the text 
“Dinner’s ready!” but present in the scenario script, is coming to the table. Callow and 
Callow say we take the relevant meaning which is furthest along the purposive chain, 
informative-expressive-conative. Thus relevant conative meaning takes precedence over 
expressive meaning, and relevant expressive meaning takes precedence over purely 
informative meaning. Sperber and Wilson (1986) say we first look for “relevance”. 
However, such relevance must be understood in terms of following the purposive chain 
within the open scenario.
Deviations from scripts and subscripts
Schank and Abelson also show how a script may include deviations from the norm 
(1977:55):
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Every act in the restaurant (or any other) script is potentially subject to obstacles and errors, each of 
which suggests its own appropriate prescriptions or loops. A few of these will occur with sufficient 
frequency that a person repeatedly exposed to the script situation will learn them along with the script.
They also point out that the occurrence of a new script may signal either an
interruption in the previous script, thus preventing the rest of the previous script happening
at that point, or may signal the opening of a subsequent script, thus implying that the rest
of the previous script occurred as expected. For example (1977: 60-61):
27 Yesterday John was in New York.
He went to a restaurant.
He ate a large lobster.
Then he bought a watch.
... In the example ... (‘Then he bought a watch’) we have something that can normally be handled by a 
script, but that takes place in watch stores and not restaurants. We have to assume that the restaurant 
script has ended and infer ‘He left the restaurant’ . This would cause all the normal MAINCONs [Main 
Constituents] of the restaurant script to be inferred. The watch-buying event thus serves double-duty; it 
activates a new script at the same time it terminates an instantial old one. We call this a ‘script-ending 
script.’
Of course it is conceivable that one could buy a watch in a restaurant. Because of this possibility, 
we keep the requests active from the original script. Thus if we next encounter ‘Then he paid the check’ , 
if we have marked our previous inference with a lack of certainty, we can undo what we have inferred 
and place the ‘watch’ event inside the restaurant script as a Distraction.
Recognizing whether a new script is an interruption (Schank and Abelson’s 
“Distraction”) or a “script-ending script” is obviously significant for exegesis, and for 
translation. In translation, if the target audience’s scripts do not match the source language 
scripts, they cannot accurately evaluate whether the script is completed or interrupted, and 
this would need to be made explicit, e.g. “Whilst in the restaurant” or “After leaving the 
restaurant”.
For example, Luke 9:18 reads:
Kctl eyevero kv to) rivai avrbv Trpoaeuy6|i.evov kotA p.6vag 
And it-happened in the to-be him praying in private 
awfpav aurw ol paGqTaL, 
were-with him the disciples
Kal £irr|p(fiTT)aev auTous' Xeywv, Tlva pe Xeyouaiv ol oxXoi etvai; 
and he-asked them saying, Whom me say the crowds to-be?
Grammatically, the events “the disciples were with him” and “he asked them” are 
presented as “within” the event of “him praying privately” (ev plus Present Infinitive with 
Present Participle, both Imperfective Aspect). This suggests “praying” here refers not to a 
single event scenario “pray”, but to a script-type scenario of “prayer” involving multiple 
times of praying, and “asking questions” is an interruption not a “script-ending script”.
NIV translates “Once when Jesus was praying in private and his disciples were 
with him, he asked them ...” The English verb form “was praying” suggests a single event 
with “ask” as an interruption, i.e. Jesus interrupted his prayer. Yet the co-text gives no 
indication that Jesus resumed praying, suggesting “ask” might be a script-ending script, i.e. 
Jesus first finished his prayer. The translation is unclear.
The Berkeley Version translates “When in his season of private prayer the disciples 
joined Him, He asked them ...” Here, “season of private prayer” clarifies that “pray” is the 
title of a complex script-type scenario, in which “ask” can function as an interruption to
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the main “pray” script, without meaning either “He interrupted his individual prayer to 
ask” (semantically unlikely in the original context) or “He finished praying and then 
asked” (grammatically impossible in the original Greek).
Greek often uses specific devices, as in the “Jairus’s daughter” incident, to 
explicitly mark the difference between interruptions (e.g. “in” plus Present Infinitive in 
Luke 8:42b, and “behold” in Matthew 9:20), and script-ending scripts (e.g. Aorist 
Participles in Luke 8:51 and Matthew 9:23).
Thus the translator must analyse whether a new scenario is an interruption within 
the open scenario, or signals the prototypical closure of one scenario and the opening of a 
new one. Then the translator must ensure that the translation does not miscue the reader as 
to which scenarios are open by ambiguous or contradictory signals.
Violating expectations
If our scenario-based expectations are violated, we are surprised. If they are
violated in ways which we believe too ridiculous to make any sense, we interpret this as
humour. Howard comments (1987:34):
Much humour is based on violating schemata. The epitome of this practice is the material from the 
Monty Python troupe. They often take some existing schema and then violate it severely by filling in one 
or two slots with very unusual stimuli.
Howard cites the Monty Python sketch teaching self-defence against attackers wielding
items of fruit. The interpretation of violated expectations as humour was noted by Bergson
(1911:69) and linked to scenarios by Goffman (1975:38-39).
As translators we must be very aware of the seemingly “unguided”, ridiculous and 
pointless things that biblical characters do (as viewed from the standpoint of other cultures, 
whose scenarios do not match theirs). They lie down to eat (Matthew 9:10), they 
deliberately tear their clothes (Matthew 26:65), they smash jars instead of taking the lid off 
(Mark 14:3), they make music at funerals (Matthew 9:23), they even kill “holy” cows at 
feasts (Luke 15:23). If we do not wish our translations to be Pythonesque, we will need to 
make explicit the reason for such actions, and/or make it explicit that for those people, in 
that era, these action were normal. The source culture may still seem weird, but at least the 
characters themselves are seen to be acting normally not eccentricly within their own 
culture.
We must also beware of assuming that people can automatically evaluate what is 
normal. For example, Borges (1966) presented an imaginary classification system 
(Howard, 1987:13):
(a) those that belong to the emperor, (b) embalmed ones, (c) those that are trained, (d) suckling pigs, (e) 
mermaids, (f) fabulous ones, (g) stray dogs, (h) those that are included in this classification, (i) those that 
tremble as if they were mad, (j) innumerable ones, (k) those drawn with a very fine camel’s hair brush, 
(1) others, (m) those that have just broken a flower vase, (n) those that resemble flies at a distance.
Lakoff referring to this passage says (1987:92):
Borges of course deals with the fantastic. These not only are not natural human categories - they could 
not be natural human categories. But part of what makes this passage art, rather than mere fantasy, is
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that it comes close to the impression a Western reader gets when reading descriptions of nonwestem 
languages and cultures.
Lakoff then lists the classifiers for noun classes in Dyirbal, an aboriginal language of
Australia, as recorded by Dixon (1982):
I. Bayi: men, kangaroos, possums, bats, most snakes, most fishes, some birds, most insects, the moon, 
storms, rainbows, boomerangs, some spears, etc.
II. Balan: women, bandicoots, dogs, platypus, echidna, some snakes, some fishes, most birds, fireflies, 
scoipions, crickets, the hairy mary grub, anything connected with fire or water, sun and stars, shields, 
some spears, some trees, etc.
III. Balam: all edible fruit and the plants that bear them, tubers, ferns, honey, cigarettes, wine, cake
IV. Bala: parts of the body, meat, bees, wind, yamsticks, some spears, most trees, grass, mud, stones, 
noises, and language, etc.
My point is that both classifications appear incongruous, yet Dyirbal groupings are
not arbitrary, but are grouped logically according to both physical and mythical
relationships (for details see Lakoff, 1987:92-103). What is logical and expected in one
person’s world-view, may be totally unexpected in another’s.
Translators must be aware that the difference in world-view and scenario contents
between source and target languages skews patterns of expectation and prevents accurate
understanding of a text.
Scenarios are the basis for implicature
Since scenarios contain semantically linked information, the explicit mention of 
only certain items from the scenario enables the hearer to fill in missing implicit 
information and make the text coherent.
This thesis uses a narrow definition of “implicit” to include information not in the
text but necessary for correctly understanding the author’s intended meaning. This
excludes mere “background information”, as van Dijk states (1977:112):
The set of conceptual and factual implications of each sentence of a discourse may be very large and, 
from a cognitive point of view, most of these implications are irrelevant for the comprehension of the 
discourse.
Scenarios and implicature
Communication is rarely totally explicit (Schank and Abelson, 1977:22):
People, in speaking and writing, consistently leave out information that they feel can easily be inferred 
by the listener or reader. They try to be concise and therein begins the root of the problem.
Implicit information may be referential, identifying exactly what a particular item
refers to. It may be relational, indicating the semantic relationship between parts of the
discourse. It may be one or more implicit propositions which must be understood in order
to follow a chain of logic, cause and effect, or intentionality. Or indeed it may be emotive,
indicating the attitude of the speaker or characters to some thing or event.
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Understanding natural language requires having the relevant scenario already
stored in memory with all parts of the proposition explicit, and then correctly identifying
that scenario, thus adding previous knowledge to the explicit information in the text
(Schank, 1975; Schank and Abelson ,1977:11-12).
Where scenarios are shared between author and reader, the reader is able to
correctly interpret implicit events and semantic relationships. For example (Baker,
1992:222):
I went to the cinema. The beer was good.
... anyone who hears or reads it will reach the following interpretation: the speaker says that s/he went to 
the cinema, that s/he drank beer at the cinema, and that the beer in question was good. Note that we 
naturally provide the necessary links to render the discourse coherent.
Applying Grice’s maxim “be relevant” (Grice, 1975) often gives a clue to
identifying an implicature, as shown below (Sperber and Wilson, 1986:34):
(32) Peter: Do you want some coffee?
Mary: Coffee would keep me awake.
Suppose that Peter is aware of (33). Then from the assumption explicitly expressed by Mary’s answer, 
together with assumption (33), he could infer conclusion (34):
(33) Mary does not want to stay awake.
(34) Mary does not want any coffee.
But identifying this implicature depends not just on knowledge and relevance, but also on 
identifying an appropriate semantic slot to link them. Here, the knowledge is identified as 
grounds for the relevant implicit conclusion (Coffee would keep her awake. She does not 
want to stay awake. Therefore she does not want coffee).
This inference does not require the hearer to consciously use ordered principles of 
formal logic. Links between cause and effect, grounds and conclusion, together with 
prototypical slot-fillers, are already stored in our Western “coffee” scenario. We already 
know that coffee keeps you awake, so you do not drink coffee late if you want to sleep.
We understand most implicatures, not by conscious reasoning, but by assuming that 
existing links in our mental scenarios apply in this situation (Schank and Abelson, 
1977:67-68):
Understanding then, is a process by which people match what they see and hear to pre-stored groupings 
of actions that they have already experienced. New information is understood in terms of old 
information ...we view human understanding as heavily script-based. A human understander comes 
equipped with thousands of.scripts. He uses these scripts almost without thinking.
However, our inferential abilities are affected by culture and language (Sperber and 
Wilson, 1986:38):
People speak different languages, they have mastered different concepts; as a result, they can construct 
different representations and make different inferences.
In cross-cultural communication, facts or relationships essential for understanding are
often left implicit in the source language, but the implicatures cannot be correctly inferred
as the relevant information is not part of the target language scenario, e.g.
Abdul: Do you want some water?
Tariq: Why do you ask? I have just eaten lentils.
The hearer cannot infer whether Tariq wants water or not, without knowledge from Tariq’s
culturally-based scenario “Lentils make you thirsty.”
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Similarly, Luke 23:6: “Pilate asked if the man was a Galilean. When he learned 
that Jesus was under Herod’s jurisdiction ...” The reader cannot infer that Jesus was indeed 
Galilean, and Galilee was under Herod’s jurisdiction, without scenario-based knowledge. 
A translation may need to be explicit, e.g. in Parkari “When he learned that Jesus is of 
Galilee, and is of the jurisdiction of the ruler Herod...”
Implicatures - plausible not logical
Many scholars agree that the recovery of implicatures is not conscious application
of logical deduction. Sperber and Wilson summarize (1986:69):
The recovery of implicatures, for example, is a paradigm case of non-demonstrative inference, and it is 
becoming commonplace of the pragmatic literature that deduction plays little if any role in the process. 
Leech (1983:30-1) claims that the process by which implicatures are recovered ‘ is not a formalised 
deductive logic, but an informal rational problem-solving strategy’, and that ‘all implicatures are 
probabilistic’ . Levinson (1983:115-16) suggests that in certain respects implicatures ‘appear to be quite 
unlike logical inferences, and cannot be directly modelled in terms of some semantic relation like 
entailment’ . Bach and Hamish (1979:92-3) argue that the form of inference by which implicatures are 
recovered ‘ is not deductive but what may be called an inference to a plausible explanation’ .
Inference being based on probabilities, and plausible explanations, is consistent 
with the theory that we interpret explicit information in the context of appropriate 
scenarios which contain prototypical elements and relationships. As Brown and Yule state 
(1983:33):
It may be the case that we are capable of drawing a specific conclusion ... from specific premises ... 
via deductive inference, but we are rarely asked to do so in the everyday discourse we encounter.... We 
are more likely to operate with a rather loose form of inferencing.
So Sperber and Wilson’s idea of a “logical entry” (1986:86), which I reject as part 
of scenario content, is redundant even here, since the “encyclopaedic” entry already 
handles inference. Schank and Abelson state (1977:3):
Procedures for applying past knowledge to new experience often seem to require common sense and 
practical rules of thumb, in addition to, or instead of, formal analysis (Abelson, 1975)
I argue that these “common sense” procedures and “practical rules of thumb” are 
based on the semantically related information stored in our mental scenarios. Scenario 
theory also explains how false “logical relationships”, such as superstitions, are stored 
mentally, and expressed grammatically in a logical form, e.g. “If a black cat crosses your 
path, then you will have bad luck.”
Scenarios and semantic relationships between clauses
The scenario a reader chooses to account for explicit data in a text also determines 
which semantic relationship the reader assumes to exist between the explicit events in a 
text.
Semantic relationships between clauses, sentences and larger text units, are often
left implicit (Meyer, 1992:81):
Even in well-written text, the underlying structure may be implicitly rather than explicitly signalled. In 
these cases, it is necessary for the text analyst to make inferences about the organization in the text.
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Readers and hearers make inferences about implicit semantic relations in the text 
according to their own preconceptions of likely semantic relations, as perceived through 
the grid of their mental scenarios, which embody their lifetime’s experience (Pike, 
1 9 9 2 : 2 2 9 ) :
the relation that exists between the features of each tagmeme [unit of meaning] and between tagmemes 
are not always overt, but are deduced by decoders relative to their real world knowledge and interests.
Rumelhart (1976) states “The process of understanding a passage consists in 
finding a schema which will account for it” (quoted in Schank and Abelson, 1977:10).
For example,:
1 Young Michael suffered terrible pain in his leg.
2 His father burned him on the ankle with a lighted rag.
3 He’s fine now.
As Westerners, we probably choose a child abuse scenario to account for these
data:
1 Young Michael suffered terrible pain in his leg.
2 BECAUSE his father burned him on the ankle with a lighted rag.
3 HOWEVER, he’s fine now.
A Parkari would choose a traditional medicine scenario, and interpret the text as 
follows:
1 Young Michael suffered terrible pain in his leg.
2 THEREFORE his father burned him on the ankle with a lighted rag.
3 AS A RESULT, he’s fine now.
To translate this text from one cultural milieu to the other, one must analyse the
semantic relationship between clauses by comparing the text with scenarios in the source
culture, and then lexicalize those semantic relationships to ensure correct understanding by 
members of the target culture.
Even an explicit conjunction often marks multiple semantic relationships, e.g. van 
Dijk (1977:58):
Typical in this respect is the conjunctive connective and e.g. in the following examples:
[18] John smoked a cigar and Peter smoked a pipe.
[19] John went to the library and checked his references.
[20] Please go to the store and buy me some beer.
[21] John smoked a cigar and Mary left the room.
[22] I took a sleeping pill and fell asleep.
[23] Give me some more time, and I’ll show you how it can be done.
[24] Laugh and the world laughs with you, love and you love alone (Thurber).
Intuitively, the uses of and in these sentences may be paraphrased by e.g.: (and) at the same time [18], 
(and) there [19,20], (and) therefore [21], (and) then or (and) so [22], if... then [23,24]. Apparently, 
therefore, and may be used to express not only a conjunction but also conditionals, causals, temporal and 
local connectives.
What van Dijk calls “intuitively” is in fact achieved by matching explicit events in the text 
with the framework of likely events, as stored in mental scenarios.
Scenarios and the causal chain
Many scenarios include scripts containing a “causal chain” where one event causes 
another event or results in a new situation being established.
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(Schank and Abelson, 1977:23):
2 John came over yesterday. When Mary saw John she almost died laughing. Boy, was he mad.
... the third sentence is implicitly the result of the second part of the second sentence.
Events may even be omitted (1977:23):
3 John cried because Mary said she loved Bill.
Sentence (3) is a meaningful, well constructed English sentence. Yet, it is literally quite silly. Certainly 
John didn’t cry because of the event of Mary speaking. What ‘speaking’ does is cause ‘thinking’ , which 
can cause ‘ sadness’ which can be a reason for ‘crying’ .
Schank and Abelson argue a general principle that speakers can omit certain stages,
and audiences infer these missing stages by searching for specific items which correspond
to generic rules of Causal Syntax (CS), defined as follows (1977:25-6):
CSI Actions can result in state changes.
CS2 States can enable actions.
CS3 States can disable actions.
CS4 States (or acts) can initiate mental states.
CS5 Mental states can be reasons for actions.
Such examples, which are theoretically complex, do not normally cause
comprehension problems; we simply consult our mental scenarios and assume a plausible
chain of causality.
What we judge as plausible depends heavily on our assessment of the participants 
involved (Schank and Abelson, 1977:33):
Concepts of causal propensity come from whatever knowledge is available about the attitudes and 
capabilities of actors, and this knowledge can be manipulated by shadings in the verbal descriptions of 
actors.
For example, in Luke 7:5b we read concerning a centurion: 
tt)v auvaywyrjv auTo? WKo86pr]CTev fip.lv. 
the synagogue he built for-us.
To the original target audience, whose “centurion” scenario included his status and relative 
wealth, it was obvious that a centurion would not put the stones into position himself. They 
would automatically infer the missing link in the causal chain, that “He has built the 
synagogue for us” means “He has paid money for materials and workers. Those workers 
have built our synagogue from those materials.” For those whose “centurion” scenario 
lacked such information, this inference would be less apparent.
Greek and English use the same verb for both building and causing to build. Other 
languages, such as Parkari, mark a causal chain grammatically using a causative form of 
the verb, so the translator must identify implicit causal chains before attempting to 
translate. Again, understanding, and hence translation, relies on using scenarios to 
disambiguate the form of the original text and reveal the causal chain in its entirety.
Scenarios and stereotypes
Certain scenarios contain stereotypes, and this explains the implicit communication
of value judgments. Lakoff gives “mother” as an example (1987:80):
The category working mother is defined in contrast to the stereotypical housewife-mother. The 
housewife-mother stereotype arises from a stereotypical view of nurturance, which is associated with the
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Such scenarios are used to interpret cause and effect re lationships. F o r  exam ple
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nurturance model. According to the stereotypical view, mothers who do not stay at home all day with 
their children cannot properly nurture them.
Lakoff emphasizes that social stereotypes are culturally determined, and can be
challenged and altered (1987:85):
social stereotypes can be used to stand for a category as a whole. Social stereotypes are usually 
conscious and are often the subject of public discussion. They are subject to change over time, and they 
may become public issues. Since they define cultural expectations they are used in reasoning and 
especially in what is called “jumping to conclusions.” However they are usually recognized as not being 
accurate, and their use in reasoning may be overtly challenged.
Since social stereotypes “define social expectations” and “their use in reasoning
may be overtly challenged,” it is not surprising that John the Baptist and Jesus frequently
do just this. John challenges people’s stereotypes of Jews as automatically saved (e.g.
Matthew 3:9), and Jesus challenges stereotypes of tax collectors and prostitutes as
permanently excluded from God’s kingdom (e.g. Matthew 21:31), and stereotypes of
Samaritans as beyond the pale (e.g. Luke 10:33).
Similarly, when Jesus chose characters for his parables, he capitalized on the value
judgements implicit in social stereotypes. For example:
- The stereotypical Pharisee is strictly religious, and self satisfied, e.g.
Matthew 5:20 “unless your righteousness surpasses that of the Pharisees ...”
23:23 “you give a tenth of your spices - mint dill and cummin.”
12:2 the Pharisees criticize the disciples plucking com for working on the Sabbath.
- The stereotypical tax-collector is irreligious, corrupt, and avaricious, e.g.
Matthew 9:10 “tax-collectors and sinners”,
Luke 3:12-13 “tax collectors ... Don’t collect any more than you are required to”
Luke tells us that Jesus’s parable in Luke 18:9-14 was addressed “To some who were
confident of their own righteousness and looked down on everybody else”, so Jesus
chooses appropriate stereotypical characters to explore this theme. The Pharisee follows
his stereotype perfectly, but the tax-collector’s stereotype is challenged. Yes, he is a sinner,
on that all agree, but he seeks God’s mercy, and contrary to all stereotypical expectation, it
is he who goes home “justified”.
The cultural value judgments which are being challenged, and the flow of
expectation and contraexpecfation in the development of a discourse, are implicatures
derived from stereotypical scenarios. As Schank and Abelson state (1977:174):
you can attribute specific motivations to certain stereotyped characters in a story, sight unseen, unless 
specific information overrides the stereotype.
Scenarios can be opened by their title or their contents
Scenarios can be opened in two basic ways, either from the top down, or bottom up 
(Howard, 1987:30). The top-down method uses the “title” of a scenario, the bottom-up 
method uses one or more of the individual elements from within the scenario, which 
enables the target audience to correctly identify the scenario in question.
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Opening scenarios by their title
Since scenarios have a title, that word or phrase opens the whole scenario. For 
example, auvaywyr) “synagogue” is the title of a scenario whose contents can be identified 
from lexical collocations with “synagogue”. In Matthew, where “synagogue” occurs, three 
passages refer to SLSdcncto “teach” (4:23, 9:35, 13:54), two to jiacmyoa) “scourge” (10:17, 
23:34), and others refer to Pharisees who proudly give eXerniocrtivr) “alms” (6 :2 ), 
Trpocre6xo|i<XL “pray” (6:5), and love the TTporroKaGeSpta “place of honour” (23:6). The 
mere mention of synagogue, then, opens up a scenario which includes participants: e.g. 
teacher (such as Jesus), Pharisees, and others being taught; and events: e.g. teaching, 
punishing, almsgiving, praying, and seeking status.
So in Matthew 12:9, when Jesus is in the synagogue, it is expected from the 
contents of the synagogue scenario that the Pharisees should also be there, and should ask 
Jesus, a religious teacher, a religious question. This explains why, in 12:14, despite 
Pharisees being Discourse-new participants in that pericope, “the Pharisees” takes the 
article (marking Hearer-old information) and means “the Pharisees who were in the 
synagogue”, and “went out” means “went out of the synagogue”, even though the text had 
not stated explicitly where the Pharisees were.
Opening scenarios by metonymy
Scenario structure means that any single highly prototypical element within a
scenario can be used to open the whole scenario. Lakoff gives an example of metonymy
dependent on a locative link (1987:77):
English has a general principle by which a place may stand for an institution located at that place:
- The White house isn’t saying anything.
A parallel example occurs in Acts 17:19 £m T6v ”Apeiov -rrdyov fjyayov “they
took him to the Areopagus.” Young, in his concordance (1879:48), comments under
Areopagus “This institution...”, and Arndt and Gingrich (1979) remark that Areopagus
should “be understood here less as a place ... than as the council”. Hence NIV translates
this as “the Council of Philosophers”, making explicit the contextually focal element of the
Areopagus scenario.
Lakoff also refers to data collected and analysed by Rhodes (1977) where'one stage
of an “event” scenario stands for the whole (1987:78):
... he asked speakers of Ojobwa who had come to a party how they got there. He got answers like the 
following (translated into English):
- 1 started to come.
- 1 stepped into a canoe.
- 1 got into a car.
... in Ojibwa it is conventional to use the embarkation point of an ICM of this sort [script] to evoke the 
whole ICM.
A parallel example occurs in Acts 12:19:
'Hp^Sq? 8£ ... dvaKptva? Tot>? u^XaKas1 esceXeucTav dTrox&qvai 
“Herod ... having examined the guards ordered that they be led away.”
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The RSV translates: “Herod ... ordered that they should be put to death.” In scenario
theory terms, “leading out”, as the initial stage of the “execution” scenario, opens that
scenario, which includes “put to death” as the next event.
The specific links which can be used by metonymy to evoke the whole scenario are
culture and language specific, e.g. English, unlike Ojibwa above, can only use embarkation
to stand for the whole journey when no further effort is involved (Lakoff, 1987:79):
- 1 hopped on a bus.
- 1 just stuck out my thumb.
Opening scenarios by a “header”
Schank and Abelson (1977:49-50) describe four types of “header” which are used
to open script-type scenarios, and which also indicate the likelihood of the whole script
being fulfilled. I summarize and add Greek examples.
Precondition Header: e.g. “hunger” is a Precondition Header for the restaurant
script “because it is the goal condition for the MAINCON [Main Constituent] (INGEST
food), which is normally assumed to be true when the script is instantiated.”
Compare Matthew 25:35-36 where there is a series of precondition headers
opening scripts, starting with the word eneivacja “I hungered” opening the “eat” scenario
(headers underlined, scenario title bolded):
e-rrelvaqa ytip Kat eSwKaTe po i (Jxrye'tv, £8tdmaa Kal £iroTt<jaT£ (ie,
I-hungered for and you-gave to-me to-eat, I-thirsted and you-caused-to-drink me 
Eevo? Kal cruvTiydyeT^  pe, yupvo? Kal trepiepdXeT  ^ pe,
stranger I-was and you-received-as-guest me, naked and you-clothed me 
f|gQ£vqorq Kal £TTeaic£tJiaCT0£ pe, Iv dmXaKp fipr|V Kal f|X0aTC Trp6s pe.
I-sickened and you-loked-after me, in prison I-was and you-came to me
The Instrumental Header mainly occurs where two scripts are linked in an
instrumental relationship. Schank and Abelson (1977:49-50) give this example: “in ‘John
took the subway to the restaurant’, both the subway and restaurant contexts would be
predicted, since subsequent inputs about either make perfectly good sense.”
Compare Acts 3:1, where Peter and John are going into the Temple, but the
subsequent input (healing a lame man, Acts 3:2-8a) takes place within the instrumental
scenario “going into”, and only in Acts 3:8 do they finally enter: 
neTpo? 8k Kal ’Ia)dvvris“ dveBaivov el? to lepbv ...
Peter () and John were-going-up into the temple...
The Greek imperfect tense indicates that the action is viewed as Imperfective Aspect 
(Porter, 1993) and thus may be interrupted. Here it provides a Setting for the miracle.
Contrast Matthew 21:12, where the subsequent input is about the resulting 
scenario, here the temple. Note the verb of entering is Aorist (Perfective Aspect) (Porter, 
1993):
Kal elo-hXQev ’ItiaoDs* els* t8 lepdv 
And entered Jesus into the temple
Kal e£e(3aXev TrdvTa? tous1 moXouvTas1 Kal dyopd£ovTa9 iv T(p leptp 
and he-threw-out all the sellers and buyers in the temple
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The Locale Header is the most strongly predictive. It relates time-place to scripts,
e.g. time “on December 25th”, place “the soccer field” or “the Museum of Modern Art.”
An example of the Locale Header is Luke 4:16 where the words oaf3(3crrcov
“sabbaths” and crwayayyij “synagogue” together open the “service” scenario, thus
indicating what it was Jesus stood to read, the scriptures:
Kal elcrfjXGev kcx tc i t 6  elw06s* aimo ev t t )  fpepq t o w  aaSSdTatv 
and he-entered according-to the custom to-him on the day of-the sabbaths 
elg Tf]v auvaycoyfiv Kal dvecrTT| dvayvaivai. 
into the synagogue, and he-stood to-read.
Schank and Abelson note that where different scripts intersect, either script may
follow, e.g. a delivery man going to a restaurant might be followed by the delivery man
script with restaurant as a place he delivers to, or the restaurant script with him as a
customer.
Compare John 4:6-7 where the “drink” scenario is opened by “headers”
(precondition “being wearied”, locale “the well”) plus other elements such as time
“midday” (the hottest time), goal “water”, agent “woman”, and the event “draw water”.
These set up a strong expectation that “drink” will occur:
6 oSv ’IpaoOs' KeKomaKwr £k Tfj? oSoiiroptas'
The therefore Jesus being-wearied from the journey 
£Ka0££eTO ohnos' e ir l tq  Trryyfy 
sat thus at the well...
(Spa f)V db? gKTT].
"EpxeTai yut/i) <ek Tfj? Xap.apetas' di/TXfjom uScop.
Comes woman from the Samaria to-draw water.
Xeyei airrrj 6 ’ItiooO?, A6? pot iretv 
Says to-her the Jesus, Give to-me to-drink
However, the first-century Palestinian scenarios for Jew and Samaritan, man and
woman, include strong cultural contraexpectations such as Jews should not drink from
Samaritan vessels (John 4:9), and lone men should not speak to lone women (John 4:27).
Scenario theory shows Jesus’s dilemma, whether to satisfy his needs or conform to cultural
norms. We do not even know whether Jesus got his drink, but he did break cultural norms
to meet the woman’s needs.
Where the target language and culture do not share focal script details with the
source language and culture, a literal translation may open the scenario but will not access
its focal elements. The translator will then need to make such details explicit.
The Internal Conceptualization Header refers to any conceptualization or role from 
a script. In combination these open scenarios, as described next.
Opening scenarios by a combination of items
A scenario is often opened by making explicit several prototypical elements within 
it. For example, “Sitting in the balmy warmth of a summer afternoon, listening to the soft 
thwack of willow on leather” opens up the “cricket” scenario for an English person, though 
probably not for an American.
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Likewise in Matthew 3:4 the detailed description of John the Baptist’s clothing is
intended to open the “prophet” scenario, possibly even the “Elijah” scenario. Compare
“John’s clothes were made of camel’s hair and he had a leather belt round his waist” with
2 Kings 1:8 “He was a man with a garment of hair and with a leather belt round his waist.”
The king said, “It is Elijah the Tishbite.” Note the NIV translation of Zechariah 13:4 “On
that day every prophet will be ashamed of his prophetic vision. He will not put on a
prophet’s garment of hair in order to deceive”, where “prophet’s” is implicit in Hebrew.
Similarly, in Acts 9:36-41, Dorcas’s coming alive is not stated explicitly, but in
verse 40b two verbs which belong in the result category of the “come alive again”
scenario, are used together to open that scenario:
f] Se fyoiEev TOU9 6(j>0aXpohs‘ airrfjs\ teal tSouaa t o v  ITeT pov d v e K d Q ia e v .
She () opened the eyes of-her, and having-seen the Peter sat-up.
In cultures where these explicit elements do not open the correct scenario, the scenario title 
may need to be made explicit, e.g. Acts 9:40b “She came back to life, opened her eyes, and 
seeing Peter she sat up.”
Identifying scenarios
It is crucial that scenarios are correctly identified by the audience so they can
correctly understand a text and remember it (Howard, 1987:39):
To understand something is to select a schema that provides a plausible account of it, and thus allows us 
to assimilate it to something we know (Anderson, 1977; Rumelhart, 1980 and 1984).
Translators must not only identify the source text scenarios for accurate exegesis,
but also produce a translation which enables the target audience to identify the appropriate
scenarios.
What ways do we have then to correctly identify scenarios?
Identifying scenarios from the grammar
We have seen that scenarios determine information status and so affect
grammatical patterns of reference (Schank and Abelson, 1977:41):
Scripts allow for new references to objects within them just as if these objects had been previously 
mentioned; objects within a script may take ‘the’ without explicit introduction because the script itself 
has already implicitly introduced them.
Thus the use of Hearer-old grammatical markers for Discourse-new elements is a
signal that a scenario is open. The element so marked must belong to a scenario which has
been explicitly mentioned in the text, is situationally focal, or is a unique element of the
“whole world” scenario, which is regarded as always open (e.g. the sun). The specific
Hearer-old markers in Greek include participles and the article, as will be argued in section
2  of this thesis.
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Identifying scenarios from the lexicon
Lexical items are used to open scenarios. Consequently, we can identify a scenario 
from the explicit use of its “title”, so long as that “title” opens the same conceptual 
framework in our mind as the author intended. For example, in Matthew 4:2 we recognize 
the “fast” scenario from the participle “having fasted”. For a Muslim, however, the “fast” 
scenario has veiy different prototypical contents, including abstaining from both food and 
drink, during daylight only, for the month of Ramadan.
Similarly, we can identify a scenario from a combination of explicit lexical items 
belonging to that scenario. However, if the contents of our own scenario do not match the 
contents of the source text’s scenario, we may identify a scenario that the original author 
did not intend, or fail to identify any relevant scenario. For example, in Luke 8:5-8 we are 
expected to identify the “wheat” scenario from “sower” “sow” “seed” “soil” “fruit” and 
“hundredfold”. Different cultural groups might identify different crops.
Identifying scenarios using analogy and local interpretation
Brown and Yule (1983:59) identify two key “principles of interpretation available 
for the hearer which enable him to determine ... a relevant and reasonable interpretation of 
an expression ... on a particular occasion of utterance”, the principles of analogy and of 
local interpretation.
The principle of analogy (Brown and Yule, 1983:65): 
is one of the fundamental heuristics which hearers and analysts adopt in determining interpretations in 
context. They assume that everything will be as it was before unless they are given specific notice that 
some aspect has changed. Dahl (1976:46) formulates a principle for speakers: ‘ Indicate only things 
which have changed and omit those which are as they were before.’ To repeat what is known to be 
shared knowledge, ‘things as they were before’ , flouts Grice’s maxim of quantity.
In terms of scenario theory, the principle of analogy means the audience should assume
that the currently open scenario remains open and its prototypical contents remain valid,
unless told otherwise. This principle parallels Grice’s maxims of quantity, “Make your
contribution as informative as required” and “Do not make your contribution more
informative than required” (Sperber and Wilson, 1986:33-4). In terms of scenario theory,
these maxims predict that a certain amount of explicit information is necessary to open a
new scenario, but once a scenario is opened, prototypical information within that scenario
can be assumed and need not be made explicit.
The principle of local interpretation (Brown and Yule, 1983:59): 
instructs the hearer not to construct a context any larger than he needs to arrive at an interpretation. Thus 
if he hears someone say ‘Shut the door’ he will look towards the nearest door available for being shut.
This principle, rephrased in terms of scenario theory, states that explicit things and events
should be presumed to belong to currently open scenarios, unless otherwise stated. The
context in which to identify a referent, then, is the prototypical contents of the currently
open scenario (Sperber and Wilson, 1986:137-138):
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The organization of the individual’s encyclopaedic memory, and the mental activity in which he is 
engaged, limit the class of potential contexts from which an actual context can be chosen at any given 
time.
Hearer-old grammar, combined with the principle of local interpretation, signals
that the item in question should first be sought in a currently open scenario, whether
textual or situational (Lyons, 1977:181):
In many cases the use of a common noun preceded by the definite article will suffice without further 
description, even though the referent has not been previously mentioned, because the speaker can fairly 
assume, in the given situation or universe of discourse, that the hearer will know which of the potential 
referents satisfying the description he is referring to. For example, if I say to my wife or children, The 
cat has not been in all day, in a context in which there has been no previous mention of cat, I can be sure 
that the reference will be successful.
The Greek article, which I regard as a Hearer-old marker, signals that the referent
belongs to a currently open scenario, e.g. Acts 7:60a:
Gel? 8e tA yovaTa etcpa£ev (fxoi/rj peydXq 
Having-placed () the knees he-shouted in-voice loud
Here “the knees” refers to the knees of the person in the currently open scenario, the agent 
of the verbs, i.e. Stephen.
The identity of the speaker often determines which referent is most “local”, as
Lyons points out (1977:181):
If an Englishman uses referentially the expression ‘the queen’ and an American the expression ‘the 
president’, in a context in which no queen or president has already been referred to, they will normally 
expect to be understood as referring to the queen of England and to the president of the United States 
respectively.
Similarly, the use of o Geo? “the god” by Jewish (and also gentile Christian)
writers means Yahweh, the true God, e.g.
John 1:1
Kal 6 X6yos“ fjv upd? t8v 0e6v 
and the word was with the god
However, the co-te^t or situational context can change the referent of o Geos* from
Yahweh to a pagan deity, e.g.
Acts 7:43a
Kal dveXdftere tt)v okt]W)V tou MoXox 
and you-took-up the tent of-the Moloch 
Kal to dorpov toO 0eou [hpaiv] Pai<j>dv\ 
and the star of-the god [of-you] Rephan
Identifying scenarios using relevance
According to Relevance Theory (Sperber and Wilson, 1986), the dictum “be 
relevant” explains why the audience will search for implied information in order to make 
sense of the text itself. Audiences expect the text not only to mean something, but to mean 
something relevant to the context.
Relevance Theory also makes explicit the role of shared extra-textual information, 
the “mutual cognitive environment” of speaker and audience, for correctly understanding 
communication. I argue that scenarios are the storehouse of such extra-textual information,
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and enable the audience to identify relevant implicatures by simply “reading” them from 
the prototypical contents in the open scenario, even though they are not in the text.
However, the search for relevance also guides the audience in determining which 
scenario is open. Items are assumed to belong in the same scenario where possible, since 
their collocation is thus more relevant. For example, “She bought a set of knives and a set 
of forks” could refer to throwing knives and garden forks, but unless there is some special 
context their collocation is more relevant if both are cutlery. Similarly, new scenarios that 
link to currently open scenarios are more relevant than unconnected scenarios. For 
example, “The detective had no leads” could refer to dog’s leads, or electrical leads, but 
investigative leads are more relevant as they are prototypically linked to the detective 
scenario.
Chapter summary
Scenario theory provides a cognitive framework for understanding categories of 
information status. Grammatical patterns of reference in English, such as the use of 
indefinite and definite articles and pronouns, reflect cognitive distinctions between Hearer- 
new and Hearer-old information, and between items which are currently in mental focus 
and those which are not.
Scenarios enable an audience to determine the contextual sense of a word by 
identifying the conceptual areas where the scenario of that word interlocks with other 
scenarios in the text. Encyclopaedic scenario contents enable an audience to predict the 
likely actions of characters and the likely sequence and result of events. Similarly the 
prototypical elements and interrelationships stored in scenarios allow the audience to 
correctly understand implicatures.
Scenarios can be opened top-down, by the explicit use of the scenario’s title, or 
bottom-up by the collocation of prototypical elements from a single scenario. Scenarios 
can be identified by the audience using both lexical and grammatical clues, whilst 
observing the principles of analogy, local interpretation and relevance.
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Since scenarios not only affect the writer’s choice of grammar and the audience’s 
interpretation of vocabulary, but also provide the information base for the audience to 
predict likely events and fill in implicatures, it is crucial to look at their role in discourse. 
In this chapter I consider the role of scenarios in dividing text into discourse units and I 
make the hypothesis that New Testament Greek uses a combination of main verbs and 
participles to show such chunking, demonstrating this within a single pericope. I also 
show, using New Testament Greek examples, how scenarios are the basis for both lexical 
cohesion and semantic coherence in discourse, and review the theory and research which 
suggests how scenarios guide an audience in predicting, comprehending and remembering 
discourse.
Scenarios break discourse into chunks
Because scenarios are information chunks, whole clusters of information can be 
communicated simply by referring to the scenario. The opened scenario guides the 
audience’s expectations, and enables them to correctly infer implicatures. Scenarios also 
provide the cognitive basis by which the audience divides a discourse into chunks, since a 
scenario not only communicates clusters of related information, but also integrates clusters 
of related information into a single conceptual unit.
Chunking information and text processing
Scenarios, by clustering information in chunks, make the processing of texts 
simpler. Scenarios enable the hearer to correctly identify elements of the text and to cluster 
them appropriately, either linking them within an open scenario, or opening a new scenario 
where they belong. In this way, scenarios enable the audience to analyse the discourse into 
distinct conceptual units.
Once the hearer has chunked the text into scenarios, he does not need to store in 
memory the masses of minor details which are specific to particular scenarios, but can 
simply store the scenario “titles”, and these will enable him to recall the scenarios and 
retrieve the scenario contents, as and when required. So a scenario, regardless of its 
internal complexity, is not only a unit in memory, but can also function as a unit in
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theoretical representations of stories, make this same point (1977:151):
it is clear that we do not want to represent every event in a script explicitly every time the story invokes 
it. The level of detail would be overwhelming. Furthermore, psychologically such a representation 
would seem to indicate that people always actually think of all the detail in the particular script they are 
using. This seems quite wrong.
Similarly Pike, terming scenarios “vectors”, notes they fill a single slot in the macro­
structure of a text (1992:232):
The macro structure of the referential hierarchy is made up of vectors ... Vectors of more than one 
event are sequences of happenings which are more closely related to each other than they are to events in 
other vectors and fill a single higher-level slot role.
For example, Mark 1:4 states that “John came baptizing in the desert region.” Only
in verse 5 does he mention “in the Jordan river”, and only in verse 10 “coming up out of
the water”. Yet every instance of baptism involved going into the river, being baptized,
and coming out of the river. The word paim£to “baptize, wash”, when people are the goal
of the event, is the title of a scenario which includes these details, but can function in
discourse as a single information chunk.
Role of Greek participles and main verbs in chunking text
Since scenarios affect information status and consequently grammatical forms, the 
grammar of a text often gives clear indications as to which information should be clustered 
within a single scenario. This works alongside lexical clues, enabling the audience to 
correctly assign concepts into distinct scenario chunks.
I posit that Greek uses a main verb to mark the core event in a scenario, and uses 
participles, or verbs in subordinate clauses, to refer to other events which are conceptually 
part of the main verb’s scenario. Thus the cluster of main verb plus related participles 
represents one mental scenario, and fills one memory slot in the macro structure of the text 
For example, Mark 1:31 (chunked according to main verbs, bolded, participles 
underlined):
Kal TTpoaeXQAu fjyeipev ai»Tf)v KpaTTiaa? r f \s
And having-come-towards he-raised her having-seized the hand
Kal d<f>f]K6V auTT|i' o TrupeTo?, 
and it-left her the fever,
Kal fitnKdvei auTots'. 
and she-served them.
Note that the first line has two event ideas in participial form, which both belong to the 
“raise” scenario, “come” being a preceding stage, and “seize” being the means used to 
“raise”. Thus this story segment, although it has five verbal forms, has only three 
information “chunks”: Jesus raised her, the fever left her, she served them.
Similarly, in Acts 9:36-41, chunking and numbering the text according to main 
verbs clearly identifies scenario units (main verbs bolded, subordinate clauses indented,
discourse structure and m em ory recall. Schank and Abe lson , in  the context o f  m aking
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Participles underlined). The section headings are from a “story grammar” analysis by
Callow and Callow (1996):
SETTING
1 ’Ey ’IoTrmri de tls* fiv p.a0i?rpia 6y6paTi Ta(3i0d,
In Joppa () certain was female-disciple by-name Tabitha
Siepixnyeuouiyq XfyeTai AopKdg- 
which being-interpreted is-called Dorcas
2 auTT) fjv 'rrX/|pqs‘ epywv ayaGwv Kal £Xeqp.oauvcov 
She was foil of-works good and almsgiving
<Ly T^rotei. 
which she-was-doing
PROBLEM
3 £y£yeTO 8e e v  Talg f)(iepaig ^Kelvaig daGeyqaaaay auTT)y dfroGayety 
It-happened () in the days those having-sickened she to-die
HOLDING INCIDENT (would be PARTIAL RESOLUTION in normal storyline)
4 Xouggyreg Se £0qKay [auTqv] ev urrgpww. 
having-washed () they-placed [her] in upper-room
PARTIAL RESOLUTION (1)
5 eyybg 8k oflang Au88ag Tq ’I oTnrq 
Near () being Lydda to-the Joppa
ol pa0r|Tal dKoucrayTeg 
the disciples having-heard
8ti JleTpog £crrly kv airrq 
that Peter is in it 
dTT&rreiXav 8uo ay8pag Trpbg airroy 'iTapaKaXoOyTeg. 
sent two men towards him requesting
Mf) dicWjcnQg SieXGexv ewg qpxov.
Do-not hesitate to-come to us
PARTIAL RESOLUTION (2)
6 d yqtJT dg 8 e  IJeT pog auvfjX G ey au T oig- 
having-risen () Peter went-with them
by irapavgybugyoy dvfjyayov elg t8 iiTTgpwov 
whom having-arrived they-led-up into the upper-room
HOLDING INCIDENT
7 Kal TTap£cmr|o,av aimo iraaai al x"nPaL KXatouaai 
and they-stood-beside him all the widows weeping 
Kal em8eLKyiip.eyaL xLT<3vag Kat IpdTia
and showing under-garments and over-garments
baa i^roCei peT’ airrwv otiaa f| AopKdg. 
which she-was-making with them being the Dorcas
PARTIAL RESOLUTION (3) (a)
8 6K(3aXd)u 8k irdvTag o IleTpog 
having-ejected () outside all the Peter 
Kal 0elg rd yovara TipooT|(£aTo 
and having-placed the knees prayed
(3) (b)
9 Kal emaTpetJjag rrpbg t o  awpa eTrrev, 
and having-turned towards the body said
Ta(3i0d, dvdcrrriOi.
Tabitha, rise/be-raised
RESOLUTION: PART (i)
10 f) 8£ Yjvoifev Toug 6cj)0aXpoiig airrqg,
She () opened the eyes of-her
11 Kal LSouaa Toy ITeTpov dveKd0Laev. 
and having-seen the Peter sat-up.
RESOLUTION: PART (ii) (a)
12 8oug 8k auTfj xekpa dvkcrrqoev atrrf|V‘ 
having-given () to-her hand he-raised her,
(ii) (b)
13 (fxpi+iaag 8e Toug ayloug Kal Tag Xtipa? irapeaTqaev auTqv C&oav. 
having-called () the saints and the widows he-presented her living.
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In section 3, eyeyero “it happened” acts as a dummy main verb, the semantic main verb 
being the infinitive aiToOavely “die.”
It should be noted that there is generally one main verb (i.e. excluding subordinate 
clauses) per structural section. Exceptions are in the setting, and in the resolution, both part 
(i) and part (ii), each of which contains two main verbs.
The setting, then, contains two chunks: line 1 identifying the new participant, line 2 
giving information about her character.
Resolution part (i) (lines 10 and 11) also contains two chunks. It has two main 
verbs, conjoined by Kal “and”, both with the same subject. This co-occurrence marking 
(occurring only here and in lines 8 and 9) shows that the two verbs “open” (eyes) and “sit 
up” both belong in the same scenario. Here Luke opens the “come alive again” scenario by 
stating'two of the elements within it. They both belong in the “result” section of that 
scenario, thus implying that the cause “coming alive again” has taken place.
Schank and Abelson (1977:47) argue that if only the title of a script is used, the 
script is presumed to be a “fleeting script” and understood and remembered as a single 
chunk which occurs according to the expected pattern in the script. If however a script is 
referred to not only by a header but by some other element from the same script, then the 
script is “non-fleeting” and details from the script are accessed. Here the “instantiation” of 
the “coming alive again” scenario, by both “open” (eyes) and “sit up”, marks it out 
formally as a “non-fleeting script” whose details are to be remembered.
Resolution part (ii) (lines 12 and 13) also contains two chunks, each marked by the
developmental particle 8e (Levinsohn, 1992:32-40). This Callow and Callow divide into
two subsections, noting that, in line with Longacre’s observations (1996:36), line 13 would
be the climax of this story, since:
In Longacre’s theory of narrative analysis, the ‘peak’ or ‘climax’ of the narrative is characteristically 
indicated by the presence ‘on stage’ of all or most of the participants in the story. At this point, Peter, 
Dorcas, the saints and the widows are all referred to...
Further evidence in support of the accuracy of this “chunking” is that the 
developmental particle 81 normally occurs here with each “main verb plus participles” 
chunk. Exceptions occur where the main verb is not developmental to the plot (i.e. the 
holding incident, line 7), and where two main verbs belong in the same section (i.e. the 
setting, lines 1 and 2, where the second line, the character of Dorcas, is linked to the first 
by an anaphoric pronoun; the partial resolution (3), lines 8 and 9, where parts (a) and (b) 
are joined by Kal “and”; and the resolution part (i) where lines 1 0  and 1 1  are conjoined by 
m l “and”). Thus the holding incident is the only section in the Callows’ analysis which 
does not have 8e in second position, which supports this hypothesis for chunking.
Note that the developmental particle 8e marks out the “main verb plus participles” 
chunk (or “main verb and main verb” chunk) as developmental, i.e. it operates at “chunk”
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level in the hierarchy, not “event” level, marking out whole scenario blocks as
developmental. For example in section 6 :
6 duaaTag 8e IleTpos' aui4]X0ev airrois” 
having-risen () Peter went-with them
ov Trapa,yev6uevov di/ityayov eig t 6  hfrepwov 
whom having-airived they-led-up into the upper-room
it is not Peter’s rising which is marked by Se as developmental, but the whole script-type
scenario of Peter “rising, accompanying them, and being led into the upper-room.” This
whole scenario, as indicated by the main verb, can be given the title “accompany”. I posit
then that all of section 6 can be stored in the brain as the chunk “Peter accompanied them”,
and only this need be remembered as the “prompt” for successful recovery of the story
from memory.
The “chunks” of text marked by non-subordinated main verbs, i.e. the distinct 
scenarios which form the story framework, and which the hearers need to consciously 
remember, are as follows (with main verb in bold as the scenario title, followed by all the 
verbal forms listed in that scenario):
1 was disciple - was a disciple, whose name being translated is called...
2 was good - was full of good works and almsgiving, which she did
3 died - sickened, died
4 placed body - washed body, placed in upper room
5 sent for Peter - towns were near, heard Peter is near,
sent requesting he come quick
6 Peter went along - Peter got up, went along, arrived, they led him up
7 widows stood beside - stood, weeping and showing clothes which
Dorcas had made when she was with them
8 Peter prayed - ejected, knelt, prayed
9 and said - turned, said “rise”
10 she opened eyes
11 and sat up - saw Peter, sat up
12 he raised her - gave her his hand, raised her
13 presented her - called people, presented her alive
A caveat to this process, which does not affect the chunking per se, but rather the
way the hearer “titles” the chunks, is that when a chunk consists of a verb of speech (or
thought etc.) followed by what is spoken, the title of the chunk is the sum of these two, i.e.
not just “X said” but “X said Y”. Within the speech itself, the same kind of grammatical
analysis can be used to chunk the content of the speech and find the scenarios. In line 9
above the best summary is clearly:
9 and said rise - turned, said “rise”
Using this grammatical approach to “chunking” the text, we can see that not only is 
the story line presented in its briefest form by the sequence of main verbs, but also the 
strings of verbs which are grammatically related to each main verb can be seen to be 
semantically related also. This tends to support the analysis that independent main verbs 
are used in Greek narrative to chunk the text into scenarios, or semantic clusters, which
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form the building blocks of the story. In contrast, events which are grammatically encoded 
in subordinate clauses or as Participles, are part of the same scenario as the main verb.
This does not mean that non-main-verb events are inherently less important than 
main verb events, but rather that, once you have heard the whole story, you need only to 
recall the flow of main verbs, and the rest of the events can be assigned their place in the 
story automatically, since they belongs in the “normal place” of the relevant scenarios.
Thus the Greek grammatical structure of main clause and subordinated clauses 
reflects the semantic structure of the discourse in terms of nuclear concepts and related or 
“satellite” concepts. In Mann and Thompson’s words, “Nuclearity in text structure is a 
plausible communicative basis for the grammar of hypotactic clause combining”
(1987:35). This concept of nuclearity explains why the main verbs, referring to the nuclei 
of scenarios, constitute the main storyline in narrative. As Mann and Thompson predict 
(underlining theirs), “If units that only function as satellites and never as nuclei are 
deleted, we should still have a coherent text with a message resembling that of the original; 
it should be something like a synopsis of the original text. If, however, we delete all units 
that function as nuclei anywhere in the text, the result should be incoherent and the central 
message difficult or impossible to understand” (1987:32).
Discourse structure, however, is not only based on nucleus-satellite relationships 
between units, but on hierarchical relationships. The number of levels in the hierarchy is 
theoretically limitless, since any text parts which are related functionally constitute one 
level of the hierarchical structure (Mann and Thompson, 1987:2,25). Practically, however, 
it is useful to limit the number of levels when describing texts generically, rather than 
describing a specific text, whilst recognizing that there may be several levels of structural 
relationship within a single broad hierarchical level.
This thesis recognizes the following hierarchical levels of discourse as useful in 
discussing New Testament texts:
Terms used here Equivalent terms Examples
TEXT Discourse (includes oral texts) Matthew’s Gospel, Paul’s letter to Philemon
THEME UNIT Pericope cluster with same theme Matthew 1:1-25 (Jesus’s birth)
EPISODE Pericope Matthew 1:1-17, 1:18-25
PARAGRAPH Matthew 1: l-6a, 1:6b-11
SENTENCE Matthew 1:21
CLAUSE Proposition Matthew 1:21a
These discourse levels, apart from EPISODE and THEME UNIT, are defined
functionally by Reed (1997:46):
Each level [of semantic hierarchy]... adds a function to the hierarchy resulting in the following scheme.
WORD = sound +sense
PHRASE = sound +sense +attribution
(CLAUSE = sound +sense +attribution +transitivity [+relation])
SENTENCE = sound +sense +attribution +transitivity
(PARAGRAPH = sound +sense +attribution +transitivity +social task [+relation])
DISCOURSE = sound +sense +attribution +transitivity +social task
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An EPISODE is made up of PARAGRAPHS and is potentially a TEXT in its own 
right, but it also functions to fulfil a specific social task in the context of the whole book or 
letter. Translations of the Bible which use section headings typically divide the text at the 
level of EPISODE. Similarly, a THEME UNIT is made up of distinct EPISODES which 
are grouped together, in the context of the whole book or letter, because of a common 
theme or “topic”, defined by Callow as “conceptual material which is of central 
importance throughout a unit - what a unitary stretch of text is primarily about”
(1998:218).
Using this terminology, Acts 9:36-41 above, the story of Tabitha, is an EPISODE 
within the TEXT of Acts 1:1-28:31. The elements of “story grammar” such as Setting, 
Problem, Holding incident, Resolution, each constitute a PARAGRAPH, which is made up 
of one or more SENTENCES (e.g. the Setting is made up of two sentences, the Problem of 
one). Acts 9:32-11:18 could be understood as a THEME UNIT about Peter’s ministry. 
Since scenarios are also structured hierarchically, they relate to all levels of this structure, 
e.g. the “sitting up” scenario relates to the SENTENCE (unit 11 above), the “prayer” 
scenario relates to the PARAGRAPH (units 8 and 9 above), the “healing” scenario relates 
to the EPISODE, the “Peter” scenario relates to the THEME UNIT, and the “apostles” 
scenario relates to the whole TEXT.
Scenarios provide cohesion and coherence in discourse
Scenarios and lexical cohesion
Lexical cohesion “refers to the role played by the selection of vocabulary in 
organizing relations within a text” (Baker, 1992:203). Lexical cohesion relies on the fact 
that vocabulary is tagged to concepts which are already stored in prototypical relationships 
within a scenario. Baker gives two categories of lexical cohesion, reiteration and 
collocation (1992:203). These have distinct discourse functions.
Reiteration
The primary use of reiteration in discourse is to keep track of participants over an
extended span of discourse, thus providing “basic continuity”. Jordan lists various
reiteration devices (1992:188):
Basic continuity involves the use of repetition (full and partial), substitution, clausal ellipsis (deletion), 
acronyms, synonyms, naming and generic nouns.
For example, Mark 5:1-20: 
first mention: dvBpomog ev Trveujicm dKa0dpTCii “person in unclean spirit” 5:2
full repetition
partial repetition: t o O dvGpwTrou “the person” 5:8 
pronoun: oi6 t 6 v “him” 5:3
null pronoun: 5:5, 5:6, 5:7 etc.
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synonym: Tov8aip.oviC6p.evov “the demon-possessed” 5:15
superordinate: tivOpwrros' “person” 5:2
general word:
name: Aeyiwv “Legion” 5:9
Another reiteration device in the New Testament is the use of titles, e.g. Matthew 
9:27-31:
first mention: t w ’lT|aop “Jesus” 9:27
full repetition: 8 ’1710-009 “Jesus” 9:28
partial repetition: -
pronoun: aOTtS “him” 9:28
null pronoun: 9:29
synonym:
superordinate:
general word: Kfrpie “sir” 9:28 (possibly a title “Lord”)
name: to) ’Itictou “Jesus” 9:27
title: ulo9 AauiS “Son of David” 9:27
Although many reiteration devices are grammatical, e.g. use of pronoun (and null 
pronoun), superordinates and titles are only understood as co-referential if the relationship 
is already part of the hearer’s scenario.
For example, the superordinate “bread” in John 6:31: 
ol TraT£pe9 f]p.(3v t5 fidwa k^ayov kv tq epf||±co, ica0c&9 ecmv yeypapp.evov,
The fathers of-us the manna ate in the wilderness, as it-is written,
"ApTOV etc tou oupavoO e8wKev auT0L9 (payelv.
Bread from the heaven he-gave to-them to-eat
Here co-referentiality depends on a specific-generic link between “manna” and “bread” in
the source culture scenario. In English, “bread” is not a natural superordinate, since manna
was uncooked. The Greek term, being also a generic term for food, provided better lexical
cohesion throughout this discourse section, John 6:25-59.
Similarly, in Matthew 27:11-18, the same character is referred to by his title o 
fiyep-tov “the governor” (verses 11 and 15), and by his name o TIiXdTos* “Pilate” (verses 
13 and 17). This caused no problem for the original target audience, since Pilate was 
linked with governor in their existing mental scenario. In the Parkari translation, however, 
title and name are explicitly linked in verse 13, “Then the ruler Pilate said”. Without such 
explicit linking, the target audience, who are not familiar with the name Pilate and who he 
was, would understand Pilate and the governor to be two different individuals. Note that 
there is no ambiguity at sentence level, only at higher discourse levels.
Compare Matthew 17:12b, where “Son of Man” refers to Jesus (Matthew 16:21 
shows this is not intentionally obscure), and John 18:13-24, where “the high priest” is 
used both of Caiaphas (18:13, 24) and also (apparently) of Annas (18:15, 19, 22). The 
latter requires complex exegetical decisions, and both require careful translation to achieve 
appropriate co-reference.
Collocation
Collocation “covers any instance which involves a pair of lexical items that are 
associated with each other in the language in some way” (Baker, 1992:203). Collocation
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also depends on the word-concept link within scenarios. The major discourse function of 
collocation is to provide lexical cohesion within paragraphs and episodes, thus helping the 
audience understand paragraph and episode boundaries by changes in collocational sets.
Jordan regards lexical continuity as one of three essential strands in text analysis 
(1992:173):
[There is] the need for a system of analysis which goes beyond just the relations between clauses. 
Lexical continuity and probiem-solution aspects are also ... essential parts of the system, and this 
analysis seeks to show the inter-dependence of these three methods in a full analysis of connections 
within the text.
For example, in Luke 5:12-14, the source culture “leprosy” scenario provided 
lexical continuity and probiem-solution continuity, due to a causal link between leprosy 
and ritual impurity. The string of lexical items - leprosy, cleanse, touched, be cleansed, 
leprosy, priest, cleansing, Moses - marked this as a distinct episode or pericope.
However, where source and target culture scenarios do not match, collocations are 
not apparent, and lexical cohesion is lost. The average English audience expects a leper to 
ask for healing, and to go to a doctor. Moreover, since no ritual-impurity scenario is 
opened, “touched” is not perceived as contraexpectation. Again semantic relationships 
within and between sentences are clear. What is unclear is the logic of the discourse.
Lexical cohesion is also promoted by “associated nominals”, i.e. KNOWN 
inferrable referents, which are marked by the definite article in English (Jordan,
1992:189):
The key to understanding many of the lexical connections in the ZPG letter [letter on Zero Population 
Growth being analysed] lies in recognizing nominal groups which are “associated” in some way with 
one or more of the topics. These were named “associated nominals” ... [e.g.] once a particular book has 
been established as a topic in a text, it is quite reasonable to write “The author is unknown.”
Similarly, Greek uses the article with KNOWN inferrable referents, e.g.
Matthew 4:18,20, 
fjaav ydp dAiets...
They-were for fishermen ...
o l  8 e  guO ew g d<f>dvreg t A  S h a v a  fiKoX ouG qaav a u r a .
They () straightway having-left the fishing-nets followed him.
The use of the article with tol SCktucx “the fishing-nets” marks them as Hearer-old, 
indicating that these Discourse-new items are linked to an open Discourse-old scenario, 
here “fishermen”. This clarifies the meaning of “the nets” as “their nets”, and shows verse 
2 0  is part of the same episode as verse 18.
Scenarios and discourse disambiguation
Scenarios can be opened by co-text, or real life context. This causes potential
ambiguity in identifying scenarios, and thus in disambiguating a text, e.g.
Matthew 16:6
'O p a r e  K al Trpoaex^Te d iro  tt]s  tw v  4 > a p ia a ra v  K al 2a88ou K atcov .
Look-out and beware of the leaven of-the Pharisees and Sadducees.
As presented by the Gospel writer, Jesus expects the preceding “co-text” to provide the 
scenario, i.e. his calling the Pharisees and Sadducees wicked (16:4). But the disciples take
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their current real life context as the scenario, i.e. forgetting bread (16:5). Both scenarios are 
potentially open to Jesus’s disciples, and both are explicit in the co-text for the Gospel 
readers.
When the disciples understand “leaven” as part of the “bread” scenario (16:7),
Jesus first shows the “bread” scenario is not focal (verses 8-10), then states categorically 
that “bread” is the wrong scenario (verse 11): “How is it you don’t understand that I was 
not talking to you about bread? But be on your guard against the yeast of the Pharisees and 
Sadducees.”
Simply by dismissing “bread” as the appropriate scenario, Jesus enables the 
disciples to find the correct scenario for interpreting “leaven” (16:12): “Then they 
understood that he was not telling them to guard against the yeast used in bread, but 
against the teaching of the Pharisees and Sadducees.”
Scenario theory explains why “leaven” is ambiguous, and how the “leaven” 
scenario is thematic to the whole section 16:5-12, through its part-whole link with “bread” 
and its metaphorical link with “evil”.
Scenario theory also suggests a re-evaluation of Matthew’s intended section 
boundary. Since the “evil” scenario Jesus intended was opened in 16:4, TEV’s and NIV’s 
section 16:5-12 should not be separated from 16:1-4. Both belong in a single section “The 
wickedness of the Pharisees and Sadducees”.
Scenarios, metaphorical language and discourse
Scenario theory provides a cognitive framework for understanding the nature of
idioms, where a fixed collocation of lexical items is linked by a metaphorical link to a
single concept. Chafe comments (1992:276):
... several content words often combine to form a single lexicalized unit, and thus to express a single idea 
... The clearest cases are idioms, where the meaning of the lexicalized sequence is unpredictable from 
the meanings of the individual words. An example ... is blow the whistle.
Chafe used the cloze test (a comprehension test requiring the reader to supply
single words that have been omitted) to prove that collocations within idioms are
predictable (1992:276), and Baker confirms that collocational patterns indicate that a
phrase is used idiomatically (1992:67):
Idiomatic and fixed expressions ... enter into collocational sets which are different from those of their 
individual words. Take, for instance, the idiom to have cold feet. Cold as a separate item may collocate 
with words like weather, winter, feel, or country. Feet on its own will perhaps collocate with socks, 
chilblain, smelly, etc. However, having cold feet, in its idiomatic use has nothing necessarily to do with 
winter, feet or chilblains and will therefore generally be used with a different set of collocates.
In other words, idioms belong to different scenarios from their individual lexical
items, e.g.
2 Corinthians 6:11:
T6 crr6p.a f|p.cov dvetpYev Trpos1 h|icis‘, KoptvOioi,
The mouth of-us has-opened towards you, Corinthians, 
f\ KapSta fijiwv TreTrXaTuvTai • 
the heart of-us is-widened.
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“Mouth” and “heart” belong in the “body” scenario, and “open” and “widen” are both 
physical acts. However lexical collocations in the co-text concern attitudes and emotions 
(“I speak to you as my children”, 6:13). Thus these two clauses are idioms, and should be 
translated as such, e.g. TEV “We have spoken frankly to you; we have opened our hearts 
wide.”
Thus collocations within a higher level discourse unit, often paragraph, determine 
the open scenario in which idioms belong. Any idiomatic language used in a translation 
must also collocate naturally with the open scenarios at discourse level.
This same criterion is valid for identifying metaphorical uses of language, where
two scenarios, each quite distinct at the literal level, are joined by a metaphorical link.
For example, the Bible has two separate literal scenarios of religious leadership and
shepherds. The one includes “rabbi, disciple, teach, obey”, the other “shepherd, sheep,
pasture, follow”. Yet in many instances (Matthew 26:31, John 10:1-16, 21:15-17 etc.)
vocabulary from the shepherd scenario (bold) occurs in contexts of religious leadership
(underlined), e.g.
Matthew 26:31 
Totc Xeyei au-roTs16 ’IpgoQg.
Then says to-them fthe disciples] the Jesus [religious teacher] 
ntivTes' iipeX? aKavSaXiaQhaeaQe ev e p o i  ev Trj v u k tI  T aiiT fl,
All you will-be-caused-to-sin through me in the night this, 
yeypaTrrai ydp, 
it-is-written for
I Ia T d £ u )  t 8 v t r o i p i v a ,  K al S ia a K o p m a & ija o v T a i  r d  i r p d ^ a T a  T fty  T ro lp v n ? .
I-will-strike the shepherd, and will-be-scattered the sheep of-the fold.
This collocation of vocabulary from different literal scenarios indicates a metaphorical 
link between scenarios.
Lakoff and Johnson demonstrate that metaphorical links operate at scenario level, 
e.g. “the conceptual metaphor ARGUMENT IS WAR” underlies many metaphors 
(1980:105):
What may at first appear to be random, isolated metaphorical expressions - for example, cover those 
points, buttress your argument, get to the core, dig deeper, attack a position, and shoot down - turn out 
not to be random at all. Rather they are part of whole metaphorical systems that together serve the 
complex purpose of characterizing the concept of an argument in all of its aspects, as we conceive them.
Such scenario-level metaphorical links often provide lexical cohesion at higher
discourse levels. For example, in John’s preaching, Matthew 3, the metaphorical link
between “people” and “trees” runs throughout paragraph 3:7-10 , and the metaphorical link
between “people” and “wheat” runs throughout paragraph 3:11-12.
Since metaphorical links are culture and language specific, translating metaphors
literally may both miscommunicate and destroy lexical cohesion in discourse.
Scenarios and semantic coherence within discourse
Whereas lexical cohesion “refers to the role played by the selection of vocabulary 
in organizing relations within a text” (Baker, 1992:203), semantic coherence refers to the
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“underlying functional or logical connectedness” of a text (Crystal, 1995:449). Scenarios
not only produce lexical cohesion between items which belong in the same scenario, but
also provide the framework for semantic coherence, through the prototypical semantic
links already stored within scenarios, such as generic-specific and cause and effect. In
discourse, such semantic links may be lexically and grammatically explicit, or may be
implicit, recoverable only from the appropriate scenario.
Meyer (1992:84-5) describes five “top-level structures to organize discourse”,
summarized below:
Description, e.g. newspaper article describing who, where, when and how.
Causation, e.g. directions, explanations 
Response: Problem/solution, e.g. scientific articles 
Comparison, e.g. political speeches
Collection, including Sequence, e.g. recipe procedures, history of Civil War battles, growth from birth to 
12
Certain lexical items function as “Signals that Cue Readers to these Structures” (1992:84), 
e.g.
Description is signalled by:
for example, which was one, this particular, for instance, specifically, such as, attributes of, that is, 
namely, properties of, characteristics are, qualities are, marks of, in describing
Causation by:
as a result, because, since, for the purpose of, caused, led to, consequence, thus, in order to, that is why, 
if/then, the reason, so, in explanation, therefore.
Winter (1992:140) also notes that semantic relations in discourse are not only
marked by subordinators (e.g. when, before, even though), and conjunctions (e.g. at first,
now), but also by specific nouns such as (1992:150):
achievement, addition, affirmation, antonymy, basis, cause, comparison, concession, contradiction, 
correction, denial, difference, distinction, error, exception, explanation, fact, feature, form, general, 
grounds, hypothesis, instance, justification, kind, manner, match, means, object, opposite, particulars, 
point, reason, reality, repetition, requirement, resemblance, result, reversal, sameness, similarity, 
specification, statement, synonymy, truth, uniqueness, way etc.
Such nouns in Greek include certain metaphors, such as “wages” and “fruit” as
markers of “cause and result” relationships, e.g.
Romans 6:23 
tA yap oifjcovia 'rijs' dp.apTtas1 GdvaTo?
The for wages of-the sin death.
i.e. Sin causes death. Death is the result of sin.
Galatians 5:22
'O  8 e  KapTTO? t o u  ^Tveup.aT6s• e c m v  dydT rri x a p d  elpf|i^T| . ..
The () fruit of-the spirit is love, joy, peace ...
i.e. The Spirit causes love, joy, peace... Love, joy, peace are the results of the Spirit.
See also Ephesians 5:9, Philippians 1:11, James 3:18. Similarly, many of Jesus’s 
parables use trees or seed for people, and “fruit” for resulting actions. Such vocabulary is 
not only referential, but also signals the discourse function of that particular clause, 
sentence or paragraph.
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The cultural basis of scenarios and semantic coherence
What makes a text coherent and comprehensible is our ability to interpret it as
normal in the light of a particular scenario or frame, as van Dijk point out (1977:99):
An important COGNITIVE condition of semantic coherence is the ASSUMED NORMALITY of the 
worlds involved.... The set of propositions characterizing our conventional knowledge of some more or 
less autonomous situation (activity, course of events, state) is called a FRAME.
Even the purely physical nature of the world which individuals have experienced 
varies. In England, sunshine is seen as positive and rain as negative. For Parkaris, living in 
arid desert areas, the reverse is true. Scenarios also differ due to cultural differences.
Shared scenarios provide semantic coherence in discourse, whereas scenario differences 
destroy it.
For example:
“She had been covered with a paste of flour and oil. Now she was clothed all in red. Her face was hidden 
behind her headcloth, and a triangular headdress had been fixed around her forehead. Today she would 
walk four times around the fire.”
Despite simple vocabulary and grammar, this probably seems disjointed. Who is she? Why
is her face hidden? Why will she walk around a fire? Compare:
“Her hair and her make-up were perfect. She put on her long white dress and her veil. The one and only 
time she would wear them. She glanced at the single ring on her left hand. Today there would be two!”
This text is clearly about a bride on her wedding day, as shown by the wedding dress, the
engagement ring and the wedding ring. Yet neither wedding nor bride is explicit.
The first text is also about a bride, a Parkari bride. The lexicon of each text clearly 
opens the “wedding” scenario, for its appropriate cultural audience. The “wedding” 
scenario not only identifies “she” as a bride, but determines the specific stage reached in 
the wedding script, i.e. the preparation of the bride. This also provides semantic coherence 
with the next section of discourse, which will refer to the next script stage, the wedding 
itself, or to some interruption (or Distraction) in that script.
Thus semantic coherence in discourse depends not only on lexically marked 
semantic relations, or even on the co-occurrence of lexical items per se, but on cultural and 
experiential linking of things and events in one’s mental scenarios. It is the ability to 
correctly identify the author’s intended scenario which produces semantic coherence and 
makes comprehension possible.
Scenarios help comprehension and memory
We cannot follow or easily remember what we do not understand. And our
understanding comes not by decoding unambiguous words and grammar, but rather by
fitting explicit linguistic information into a conceptual pattern already established in
memory (Schank and Abelson, 1977:67):
The actions of others make sense only insofar as they are part of a stored pattern of actions that have 
been previously experienced. Deviations from the standard pattern are handled with some difficulty.
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So when communicator and audience share mental scenarios, communication can be
maximally effective, since the communicator can decide both what he says and what he
leaves implicit in accordance with this “mutual cognitive environment”. Howard, similarly
states the significance of scenarios for comprehension. Summarizing Skemp (1979), he
notes that “Material that cannot be readily assimilated will be poorly understood and
poorly retained”, and thus concludes (1987:176):
The most general point to keep in mind is to relate information taught to students’ existing schemata, or 
to teach them schemata that they can use to assimilate new material.
Scenarios provide a structure for storylines
When speaker and audience share the same cultural scenarios, the communication 
situation is ideal. Because scenarios contain prototypical characters (social stereotypes), 
and prototypical scripts of what will happen, the story can be easily processed and 
remembered - it is a prototype with twists. The chains of cause and effect, of intention and 
action, are clear, even when they are not explicitly stated, because they are part of the 
common stock of cultural assumptions about the way the world works, embedded in the 
mental scenarios of both speaker and audience.
Howard lists five types of scenario, “scenes, events, actions, persons and stories” 
(1987:30), all of which, as we have seen above, are culturally-based, and so their contents 
will vary from language to language. It can be readily seen that these types of scenario 
form the background of any narrative, and guide the expectations of how a narrative will 
develop and be resolved.
Moreover, storylines themselves follow prototypical patterns (Bruner, 1986:16): 
Narrative deals with the vicissitudes of human intentions. And since there are myriad intentions and 
endless ways for them to run into trouble - or so it would seem - there should be endless kinds of stories. 
But, surprisingly, this seems not to be the case. One view has it that lifelike narratives start with a 
canonical or “ legitimate” steady state, which is breached, resulting in a crisis, which is terminated by a 
redress, with recurrence of the cycle as an open possibility.
This implies that narrator and audience typically share common concepts concerning what
is normal and expected (i.e. the canonical or “legitimate” steady state), what is unexpected
(i.e. what breaches the norm), what is significant (i.e. what constitutes a crisis, or signifies
an intention), and what is the relationship between situations, actions, and motives (in
order to appreciate the intentions of participants and cause and effect relationships between
events within the narrative). Such information, however, is not universal, but is part of
each individual’s culturally conditioned scenario bank.
If a storyline appears totally unprototypical, it is categorized as a bad story, 
unrealistic, far-fetched, stupid, and arbitrary, e.g. “A frog met a witch. They went to the 
moon, and got eaten by an angel.” Moreover, it is hard to comprehend (since the purpose 
of actions is not clear), and hard to remember (since the story cannot be grouped with 
similar, already memorized and organized experiences). This so-called story violates the
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basic principles we expect of behaviour, i.e. that it has motive, and conforms to the
physical constraints of the natural world. As Goffman states (1975:23):
The assumption is ... that although natural events occur without intelligent intervention, intelligent 
doings cannot be accomplished without entrance into the natural order. Thus any segment of a socially 
guided doing can be partly analyzed within a natural schema.
A good story takes place against the background of a prototypical script, but adds 
detail and unexpectedness. The scenario provides as it were a row of pegs to hang the story 
on. Thus the new can be interpreted against the background of the old. This enables the 
audience to cope with the information flow at a manageable rate, since much of it is 
predictable. It alerts the audience to important facts, since they are in contraexpectation to 
the pre-recorded script in the scenario which is being played back, as it were, fractionally 
ahead of the unfolding story. It enables the audience to supply implicit events, and implicit 
reasons, intentions etc. by interpreting the explicit information in the text through the 
cultural grid of shared mental scenarios.
Because a story includes many sets of familiar scripts, every detail need not be held 
in memory but the story line can be remembered as a series of familiar “chunks” (the 
scenario-based scripts) with a few key variations.
Scenarios cue characters’ intentions and expected action
Storylines especially focus on the characters’ intentions and their actions to achieve
their goals. Goffman, a social psychologist, acknowledges the role of “social frameworks”
or scenarios in evaluating intentions and actions (1975:21-22):
Social frameworks ... provide background understanding for events that incorporate the will, aim, and 
controlling effort of an intelligence, a live agency, the chief one being the human being ... motive and 
intent are involved, and their imputation helps select which of the various social frameworks of 
understanding is to be applied.
Correctly identifying appropriate scenarios for each character helps the audience 
determine their intentions, understand the motivation behind their actions, and predict what 
is likely to happen in a discourse, e.g. Acts 12:19 “Herod, having sought him [Peter] and 
not having found [him], having interrogated the guards ordered [them] to be led away.” 
Knowing Herod is a callous ruler, and Peter an escaped prisoner, helps identify Herod’s 
likely actions, and hence his purpose in having the guards “led away” viz. for execution.
Unless we understand characters’ motivations using appropriate scenarios, the 
discourse seems arbitrary, so is hard to comprehend and recall.
Although I focus here on the expected actions of narrative characters, the same 
principle applies to other genres. For example, the Galatians’ assessment of Paul’s 
character would affect their assessment of his intentions, and on the basis of their 
expectations, they would interpret “O foolish Galatians” (Galatians 3:1) as expressing 
either disdain or concern.
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Scenarios contain social stereotypes and cue contraexpectation
We have already seen that scenarios of classes of people frequently contain social
stereotypes. When such people are characters in a narrative, there is the expectation that
they will behave according to their stereotypical character. Lakoff says that “social
stereotypes are commonly used to characterize cultural expectations” (1987:85). But,
because this is only a “stereotype” the character is free to conform or not conform to the
stereotype. Acceptance of the stereotype is expected, and deviance from the stereotype is
the basis of contraexpectation.
The use of explicit contraexpectation markers (such as “but” in English) is a signal
that stereotypical expectations are being broken, e.g. in the parable of the Pharisee and the
tax collector, Luke 18:14:
KaT6(3r| oDtos1 8e8iKaLU)|i6vo? el? tov oXkov avTOt) Trap’ eKeivov 
went-away this[one] being-made-right to the house of-him rather-than that[one].
Here Trapd is a contraexpectation marking, stressing “the tax-collector was justified, rather 
than the Pharisee, whom you would have expected”.
Stereotypical expectations are particularly important in parables. For example, in 
the Good Samaritan, Luke 10:25-37, the Priest and Levite’s motive for avoiding the half­
dead victim is to avoid possible ritual pollution (Caird, 1963:148-149; Karris, 1994 in loc).
Note the parable’s characters are social stereotypes:
Priest: the kind of Jew most concerned with ritual purity,
not allowed to touch a corpse except of a close relative (Leviticus 21:1-3).
Levite: the kind of Jew next most concerned with ritual purity,
impure for a week if he touches a corpse (Numbers 19:11).
Half-dead man: potentially the most ritually impure Jew, a corpse.
Samaritan: one of the most ritually impure ethnic groups.
Although some major commentaries do not even mention this theme of ritual 
impurity (e.g. Geldenhuys, 1977), the ritual purity exegesis is confirmed by its direct 
relevance to all the parable’s characters. Moreover, ritual purity was of immense cultural 
significance for first-century Palestinian Jews, as amply demonstrated by the New 
Testament texts themselves, thus providing the social context in which this parable should 
be understood (Neyrey, 1991:274-289, specifically 287).
Understanding this motive is vital for understanding the original thrust of the 
parable, and its link not simply with the question “Who is my neighbour?” (i.e. fellow Jew, 
or ritually impure Gentiles too?), but also with the command “Love your neighbour as 
yourself’. The command to love overrides the ritual purity laws.
As Schank and Abelson say (1977:154):
If a reader doesn’t know or can’t figure out why a character is doing what he is doing, he will have a 
hard time understanding what he is reading.
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Scenarios affect perception. People often perceive what corresponds to their mental
model, i.e. their existing scenarios, rather than reality itself. Bruner cites a card recognition
experiment, where perception was “regularized” to fit expectation (1986:47):
The displays consisted of both normal playing cards, and ones in which colour and suit were reversed - a 
red six of clubs, for example. The reversed cards as one would expect, took much longer to recognize.. 
But more interestingly, our subjects went to extraordinary length to “regularize” the reversed cards to 
make them conform to their canonical pattern. I recall one reporting that red six o f clubs was indeed a 
six of clubs, but that the illumination inside the tachistoscope was rather pinkish! In fact, what human 
perceivers do is to take whatever scraps they can extract from the stimulus input, and if these conform to 
expectancy, to read the rest from the model in their head.
A personal experience of this tendency to “regularize” input, occurred in testing the
Parkari translation of the Golden Rule: “Do unto others as you would have them do to
you” (Luke 6:31). The translation team read this saying of Jesus to ordinary Parkaris, then
asked them how, according to Jesus’s teaching, they should treat someone who mistreated
them. They invariably replied “Mistreat them back.” Although the text said “Do unto
others as you would have them do to you”, the hearers’ pre-existing mental scenarios had
the strong expectation of “Do unto others as they do to you.” What was actually heard was
“corrected” to fit in with what was expected to be heard. As Bruner says (1986:47): 
perception is to some unspeciflable degree an instrument of the world as we have structured it by our 
expectancies. Moreover, it is characteristic of complex perceptual processes that they tend where 
possible to assimilate whatever is seen and heard to what is expected.
Thus, Luke 6:31 begins in Parkari: “My meaning is this, do not treat people badly as they
treat you badly,” explicitly denying the audience’s expectation, before introducing the
Golden Rule.
It is vital, then, that translations clearly establish appropriate scenarios to avoid
initial misperceptions, since once misunderstanding has occurred, it is hard to alter it.
Experiments by Bruner and Potter (1964) confirm this (Howard, 1987:39):
Subjects were shown slides of some object that was greatly out of focus. The slides were slowly focused, 
and at various points each subject had to guess what object was depicted. Those who had to guess, still 
inaccurately identified the object long after subjects who began with clearer slides had got it right. 
Evidently, they had, at the early stage, become committed to one schema and were loath to give it up.
Scenarios guide expectation and flag the unexpected as significant
We have seen above that scenarios, by providing prototypical patterns, participants, 
events and relationships, enable the audience not only to interpret what is explicit in a text 
and fill in what is implicit, but also to recognize what in the text is expected, and what is 
contrary to expectation.
The pattern of expectation and contraexpectation crucially affects our ability to
follow a discourse successfully. Our very neurological system is made to be
extraordinarily responsive to contraexpectation, i.e. surprise. Bruner states (1986:46):
Our central nervous system seems to have evolved in a way that specializes our senses to deal differently 
with expected and with unexpected versions of the world. Unexpected versions (unexpected in the sense 
that such versions violate the neural “models of the world” stored in the brain) most often alert the 
cerebral cortex through discharge of impulses in the so-called ascending reticular system, a tangled skein
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Scenarios affect both predictability and perception
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of fibers that runs in parallel with orderly sensory nerves, both working their way upstream to the upper 
brain.
This presupposes that we as it were “look ahead” in the scenarios stored in our
brains before we actually perceive new information through our senses, otherwise
contraexpectation could not occur. Bruner describes the process as follows (1986:46): 
Better to say that the nervous system stores models of the world that, so to speak, spin a little faster than 
the world goes. If what impinges on us conforms to expectancy, to the predicted state of the model, we 
may let our attention flag a little, look elsewhere, even go to sleep. Let input violate expectancy, and the 
system is put on alert. Any input, then must be conceived of as made up not only of environmentally 
produced stimulation but also of accompanying markings of its conformity with or discrepance from 
what the nervous system is expecting.
What we perceive, then, is always compared with what is expected, i.e. what is 
already stored in our mental scenarios, and the mind marks conformity and discrepance 
between the new (current input) and the old (existing scenarios). This is enormously 
significant when it comes to our ability to process information. The more predictable the 
information, the quicker we can process it. Too much unpredictable information means we 
lose the thread. Unexpected information must be consciously remembered.
Scenarios determine relevance and guide memory
Scenarios also determine what information we assess as significant, and what as
insignificant and not worth remembering. Howard cites experimental evidence showing
that we choose which facts to remember (and which to forget, or not actively remember),
depending on its relevance within the scenario we have in mind (1987:37):
Schemata filter out data. We can only absorb a limited amount of information and need some way to 
extract what is most important for our purposes. Pichert and Anderson (1977) demonstrated this effect of 
a schema. Students read a single passage describing a house from either the perspective of a burglar, or 
of a housebuyer. The perspective taken affected what was recalled from the passage, evidently because it 
directed attention to different data. A burglar is likely to notice such things as the number of locks there 
are ... A buyer may be more concerned with the number of rooms ...
The scenario selected by the audience or reader affects not only which facts they
remember, but also what interpretation they put on those facts, which may even skew the
facts remembered. Howard gives evidence of this (1987:44):
Schemata affect recall of meaningful material in two major ways (Rumelhart, 1980). Firstly a schema 
can affect the fonn of what we acquire. We tend to remember our instantiated schema of some event 
rather than the event itself. We take in data relevant to our schema, recall that data and forget the 
extraneous matter.... Secondly schemata are used to reconstruct the original interpretation of an event 
from fragments in memory.... Carmichael et al. (1932) showed subjects a variety of figures. One, for 
example, was a pair of circles connected with a line. One group was told that it was a pair of eyeglasses 
and another that it was a dumb-bell. Later they drew the figures from memory. Those given the eyeglass 
label tended to draw eyeglasses and those given the dumb-bell label drew dumb-bells.
Again, the importance of this fact for translation is that the correct (i.e. author’s 
intended) scenario must be clear early in the episode, and if necessary made explicit, 
otherwise the explicit information will be sifted and evaluated according to the wrong 
scenario. This will mean that the audience misinterpret what is significant and what 
insignificant.
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There is a limit to the amount of unexpected information we can actually process at
any one time (Bruner, 1986:46-7):
Thresholds, the amount of time and input necessary for seeing or recognizing an object or event, are 
closely governed by expectancy. The more expected an event, the more easily it is seen or heard. There 
is a limit on the amount the system can take in - its channel capacity, said to be 7 ±  2 slots, the Magic 
Number. You can get a lot of expected information into seven slots, but much less unexpected 
information. The more unexpected the information, the more processing space it takes up.
The significance of this to discourse is immense. If a discourse contains material 
which is unexpected, i.e. different to our own culturally determined mental scenarios, that 
material will take longer to process. If there are too many such elements, i.e. if the 
informational load exceeds 7 + 2 distinct elements at any one time, then we get 
information overload, causing inability to follow the text.
When the audience shares the mental scenarios of the speaker, then the speaker’s 
information can be communicated in chunks, i.e. a whole scenario, including 
preconditions, stages, purpose, participants etc., can be communicated as one unit. 
Similarly, the following events, if they are in line with the chain of expectation that 
scenario has established, take very little processing effort. Even if they are not in line with 
expectations, they are frequently not random, but a specific instance within a pattern of 
possible deviations (e.g. Luke 8:43, “she had spent all she had on doctors, but no one had 
been able to cure her”).
Random details are harder to remember than details which can be understood in
term of existing scenarios, as experiments confirm (Howard, 1987:45):
Having well-developed schemata for a domain allows one to take in and recall much more information. 
A good example is chess.... De Groot (1965) showed novices and experts various chess positions for a 
few seconds and asked them to reproduce each position from memory, experts were better at recalling 
them, usually making few errors. Then random piece placements were tried - positions that would never 
occur in a real game and that the experts’ schemata would be of no use in recalling. The expert/novice 
difference disappeared.
Take a literal translation of scripture. If the current audience does not share the 
mental scenarios of the original author and audience, they lack the relevant framework on 
which to peg the text. Literal translations, by leaving implicit what the source text left 
implicit, omit information which was available from the source scenario and which is 
necessary for understanding the following events. This means that a chain of expectation is 
not established, so keeping track of what occurs takes huge processing effort. Nothing is in 
line with expectations, so appears random. Information overload, caused by too many 
unpredictable items at once (7 + 2), may lead to lack of comprehension.
So, in translation, when the audience does not share the mental scenarios of the 
original author, specific elements of the scenario, including preconditions, stages, purpose, 
participants etc., may need to be communicated explicitly. Although this naturally 
increases the number of discrete elements to process, it has the benefit of slowing down 
the information rate, since each new element requires time to say (or read), allowing time 
to process. Moreover, by explicitly linking elements they can be remembered as single
Scenarios facilitate memory by providing expectations
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chunks. Such clearly identified scenarios give high predictability, allowing efficient 
processing and better memorization.
Chapter summary
Scenarios, as cognitive units in memory, also function as semantic units allowing 
the audience to divide a discourse into scenario chunks, thus facilitating comprehension, 
memory storage and recall. Since scenarios affect both grammar and lexicon, these 
semantic chunks are marked by lexical and grammatical patterning, such as the cluster of a 
main verb and participles in New Testament Greek belonging together in a single scenario.
Scenarios provide the cognitive framework for tracking participants, identifying 
lexical cohesion, disambiguating reference, and interpreting idioms and metaphors. 
Scenarios also enable the audience to perceive semantic coherence in the text, even when 
semantic relations are not explicitly marked, by assuming the prototypical relationships 
from the relevant scenario. Consequently, scenario mismatch between author and audience 
reduces the semantic coherence of a discourse.
Scenarios also act as a backdrop to a text, providing information as to what is 
expected in the development of the discourse. Predictability means the audience does not 
have to forge new connections between events in the story as it develops, but simply has to 
hang this information as expected onto the prelabelled pegs of the scenario, occasionally 
noting an item which is unexpected. Since the story unfolds in the light of expected norms, 
it is easy to spot unexpected and thus significant events, and to memorize the story in 
scenario chunks, also related prototypically, plus significant deviations. Translations need 
to cue scenarios effectively in order to give the new target audience the same ability to 
process and memorize events as the original audience had.
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G R EEK  V ERB PH RA SES  
AN D  SCENARIO S
Since scenarios affect both the structure of a discourse and the way an audience 
understands it, it is essential for exegesis to discover the grammatical clues which indicate 
that certain elements are related together in a single scenario. In this chapter I test the 
hypothesis that New Testament Greek uses certain grammatical forms, such as Participles 
and the article, to mark Hearer-old information, which is either Discourse-old, or 
Discourse-new and part of an open scenario. Specifically I give evidence for the 
hypothesis that Greek main verbs encode Discourse-new events, whereas Participles 
encode either Discourse-old events, or Discourse-new events which belong as Hearer-old 
items in the scenario of the main verb.
E v i d e n c e  f o r  s c e n a r i o s  i n  N e w  T e s t a m e n t  G r e e k
With a living language, scenarios can be investigated using Mother Tongue
speakers (Howard, 1987:17):
Concept structure and concept learning can be studied by various methods, ranging from intuitions about 
language, to various experimental procedures.
However, neither speaker intuition nor experiment can be used to discover the scenarios
underlying biblical texts. Nevertheless all is not lost (Porter, 1989:8):
Although within an epigraphic language the corpus is limited, the use of the concepts of system and 
network bind evaluation to actual instances in opposition to other possible selections within the 
language, primarily in terms of the language itself before formulation of translational equivalents.
I hope to show that the New Testament texts themselves can be used to reveal
scenario structures, since not only lexical collocations but the choice of grammatical forms
is directly related to open scenarios.
I make the hypothesis that Greek uses the same grammatical marking for 
Discourse-old information and for Discourse-new information which is contained in an 
open (or about to be opened) scenario. Both these types of information are Hearer-old, i.e. 
stored in the hearer’s mind as part of a scenario. In particular I make the hypothesis that 
the use of Aorist Participles for verbs, and the article with nouns can only be explained 
satisfactorily by scenario theory, and is a clear indication of when a given scenario is open. 
I present evidence for this below.
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Terminology and glosses
Greek verb stems mark Aspect (McKay, 1974; Porter, 1989; Fanning, 1990). This
thesis uses Porter’s terms Perfective Aspect, Imperfective Aspect, and Stative Aspect to
refer to the Aspects per se, and Event, Process, and State to refer to the different
conceptualizations involved in Greek Aspectual choice, i.e.
Verb Stem: Aorist Present Perfect
Aspect: Perfective Imperfective Stative
Conceptualization: Event Process State
Traditionally Greek was analysed as having three Tenses, Past, Present, and Future.
Some modern scholars dispute Tense as a category altogether (e.g. Porter, 1989). This
thesis recognizes two Greek tenses, Past and Future, marked morphologically (i.e. Past by
the prefix e- with Aorist, Imperfect and Pluperfect indicatives, and Future by the infix -cr-
with Future indicatives). Present and Perfect indicatives are unmarked for tense, and
Participles, except the rare Future Participle, are marked only for Aspect.
Whilst accepting an Aspectual analysis of Participles (as in Porter, 1989), this
thesis glosses Greek Aorist Participles as “having-verbed” and Present Participles as
“verbing”. This reflects their most common pragmatic meaning, and enables the reader to
easily tell the form of the Greek.
This thesis specifies the term “marked” either as morphologically marked where 
the marked form necessarily includes a specific semantic meaning, or statistically marked 
where the rarer form implies extra pragmatic meaning.
D i s c o u r s e - n e w  a n d  D i s c o u r s e - o l d  e v e n t s
Greek indicative, imperative, subjunctive and optative verb forms all take a suffix 
marking person and number. Such verb forms with person suffixes are called “main verbs” 
in this thesis. In contrast, Greek Participles are morphologically distinctive, since they do 
not mark person.
My preliminary hypothesis is that main verbs are used to mark Discourse-new 
events, whereas Participles are used to refer back to Discourse-old events.
Discourse-new events are encoded by main verbs
A discourse naturally contains much new information (else it would not be worth 
telling). The normal way to mark such “event” information as Discourse-new is to use a 
main verb.
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In narrative, Aorist indicatives (past tense, Perfective Aspect) typically present the
Discourse-new events which form the backbone of the narrative (Porter (1989:106):
When the chronological thread or background events of an account are selected for simple narration, the 
Greek speaker readily uses the aspect most compatible with this conception: perfective. The perfective 
aspect is used to characterize the process in its entirety and as a whole, with no specific reference to its 
internal consistency and with no regard for its internal movement... Thus in sections of the Gospels, and 
other Greek narrative literature, the basis of the narrative is carried by a string of Aorist verbs ...
Contrastingly, non-indicative verb forms and Imperfect indicatives are regularly used for
the setting, or to present subordinate verbal concepts. For example, Acts 2:1-4 (Aorist
indicatives bold, other verbal forms underlined, subordinate clauses indented):
SETTING
Kal kv tu aufiTrXqoouaQaL thv fipipav Tfj? TreuTT|KoaTqs‘
And in the being-completed the day of-the Pentecost 
fjaau Trco'Tes- 6pou girl to outo. 
they-were all together in the same-place.
DEVELOPMENT
Kal £y£vgTO &(f)vu) £k tou oupavou fjxos"
And occurred suddenly from the heaven sound 
wcjTrep (fypopeur)? Truofjs' piaCa? 
as of-rushing wind violent 
Kal T^rXfjpaxjeu oXov t 6u oTkov 
and filled whole the house
o£i f jq q y  K a 0 f||i€ v o i • 
of-which[where] they-were sitting,
Kal cS<j>driaav auTois' 8iau.gpi£6u.gyai yXwaaai wcrel uupos' 
and were-seen by-them being-distributed tongues as fire 
Kal ^KdOtaev e<|)’ kva Zkciotov airrwv, 
and sat on one each of-them,
Kal n^XViaGtiaav TrduTes" TrveupaTos' ayiou 
and they-were-filled all with-spirit holy 
Kal fjpcavTO XaXelv ^Tepai? yXwaom? 
and began to-speak in-other tongues
KaGca? to uveupa gSlSou &TTO(j)0gyygo0ai auToX?. 
as the spirit was-giving to-speak-out to-them.
Note that in the verb phrase qp^avTo XaXeXv “began to speak” the main 
conceptual idea is speaking, and “began” functions as a kind of aspectual modifier. I posit 
that the “precis” form of this passage would have “speak” as the core element, and “begin” 
as peripheral.
Every main verb in Acts 2:1-4 is conjoined by Kat “and”, which suggests that the 
author is presenting these as events belonging to a single script-type scenario. Why then 
does he not use the pattern of several Aorist Participles with one main verb to chunk 
events into a single scenario? The events occurring here are surprising new events, not the 
same old predictable events that regularly co-occur in some well-known scenario. I 
propose that the author, by using main verbs conjoined with “and”, is signalling that every 
one of these items needs to be committed to long-term memory to create a new script-type 
scenario “the coming of the Holy Spirit”.
The whole issue of parataxis (conjoining clauses) versus hypotaxis (subordinating 
clauses) is complex. Whereas classical Greek favours hypotaxis with more subordinated 
verbs than main verbs, post-classical non-literary Greek favours parataxis (Turner, 
1963:50-51). The New Testament texts are generally closer to the latter, no doubt
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influenced by their target audience. Certainly parataxis, as in Acts 2:1-4 above, was 
common in koine Greek. As Turner states “the papyri provide ample evidence that popular 
speech favours parataxis” (1963:334). As regards the evangelists Turner says “Mark 
studiously avoids subordinate clauses, in the way of vernacular Greek” (1976:19), “There 
is no doubt about Luke’s paratactic style, although it is much modified in Acts, especially 
in the We sections” (1976:50), and “Biblical Greek will often disguise the parataxis by 
making one of the verbs a participle, e.g. answering said, but John prefers the co­
ordination (answered and said)” (1976:71). Only Matthew is seen as possibly less extreme 
in this regard (1976:34).
Data from GRAMCORD shows remarkable consistency throughout the New
Testament in the percentage of participles used, with only John showing markedly low use
and Acts markedly high use:
Ratio of Participles to all verbs
Whole NT Matt. Mark Luke John Acts Epistles Rev
All verb forms 28114 4001 2638 4449 3609 3952 7901 1564
Participles 6658 936 562 1069 486 1283 1927 395
Participles/verbs 24% 23% 21% 24% 1 3 % 3 2 % 24% 25%
This might suggest that John is highly paratactic and Acts highly hypotactic. 
However, GRAMCORD searches for evidence of paratactic co-ordination show Mark and 
especially Revelation as highly paratactic, each showing a high use of K a l ,  a low use of 8£ ,  
and a high percentage of Kal followed immediately by an Indicative verb. In contrast, the 
Epistles show low parataxis:
Whole NT Matt. Mark Luke John Acts Epistles Rev
All verb forms 28114 4001 2638 4449 3609 3952 7901 1564
icat 9161 1194 1100 1483 868 1131 2257 1128
Kal/verbs 33% 30% 42% 33% 24% 29% 29% 72%
Se 2792 494 163 542 213 554 819 7
8e/verbs 10% 12% 6% 12% 6% 14% 10% <1%
Whole NT Matt. Mark Luke John Acts Epistles Rev
Kal Indicative 4570 612 828 862 612 478 530 648
tca'i Indic./verbs 16% 15% 3 1 % 19% 17% 12% 7% 41%
These data suggest that the choice of hypotaxis or parataxis is affected by both the 
genre (e.g. Epistles and Revelation) and by the author’s style (e.g. Mark). However, each 
author has the choice of using main verbs (with asyndeton, 8e, or Kal), subordinate 
clauses, or participles, and by this choice the author shows which events he is clustering 
together. Whereas “the grammar of hypotactic clause combining” makes explicit the 
“nuclearity in text structure” (Mann and Thompson, 1987:35), paratactic clause combining 
with Kal reflects the clustering of concepts without assigning to them any relative status of 
nuclear or satellite.
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Discourse-old events are encoded by Participles
In contrast, Discourse-old events are regularly encoded in the Aorist Participle 
form. Such Aorist Participles are anaphoric, referring back to events already presented as a 
main verb (relevant main verbs are bold, anaphoric Aorist Participles underlined), e.g.
with repetition o f  the lexical item 
Matt. 20:10, 11 
Kal £Xafk>y [ to ]  dvd 8t|vdpiov Kal auTot. Xaf36vTe? 88 ...
And took [the] each denarius also themselves. Having-taken ()...
Mark 6:14, 16 
Kal fjKOuaev 8 (3aaiXeii? ' HpuSri? ...
And heard the king Herod ..., 
aKougq? 88 h'Hptfr&n? ... 
having-heard () the Herod ...
Compare Luke 8:24 (8if|yeipav ... SieyepOrt?), Acts 4:21, 23 (dTreXuoav ... ’A-rroXuOevTe?), Acts 
5:26, 27 (fjyev ... ’AyayovTe?)
with same lexical root but variation o f  w ord  class 
Acts 16:23b-24
8(3aXov el? <|>uXaKf]v TrapayyeCXavTe? tw 8eapo<j>6XaKt dcr<j>aXto? Tripeiv auTou?. 
they-threw into jail having-commanded to-the jailer safely to-keep them.
8 ?  irapayyeXlav ToiauTnv Xaftcov 8(BaXev auTou? el? ttjv eaaiTepav (jaiXctfcfiy...
Who charge such having-taken threw them into the inner jail...
Note that the initial reference to commanding is also in an Aorist Participle, which, I argue 
later in this chapter, marks it as a prototypical element of the main verb “throw into jail”.
with lexical variation  
Luke 9:30-31
Kal l8ou dv8pe? 80o crweXdXouv aiiTto, oiTive? fjcrav Mwuafj? Kal ’HXta?,
And behold men two were-talking-with him, who were Moses and Elijah, 
o'l 6<f>6£yTe? ev 86£xi eXeyoy njy 8£o8ov afrrou...
who having-been-seen[appeared] in glory were-talking-about the departure of-him...
Acts 13:2-4 
elirev t 8  Trveupa t o  dyiov, 
said the spirit the holy,
’A</>oplcjaTe 8r) poi t8v Bapya(3av Kal SauXov el? t8 epyov b TrpoaKeKXri|j.ai auTou?...
Separate then for-me the Barnabas and Saul for the work [forjwhich I-have-called them 
t o t € ... dir^Xuaav.
Then... they-dismissed.
A u to I  |i8y obv eKtTe[i(f)9eyTe? Otto t o D aylou Trveup-aTo? KaTfjXOoy ...
They () therefore having-been-sent by the holy spirit went-off
Compare Matthew 26:7, 12 (kaTexeev ... (3aXoucra) where the Aorist participle refers to 
information which was not Discourse-old, but old in terms of the real-life context, i.e. they had just seen it 
happen.
with logical corollary
a) Where an action is referred back to from the point of view of a different participant, e.g.
Matt. 14:15 
dirdXvaov t o u ?  oxXou?, iva direXOovTe? 
send-away the crowds, so-that having-gone 
Mark 1:43,45 
8££|3aXev airrdv ... 8 88 8EeX6cbv ... 
threw-out him ... He () having-gone-out...
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b) Where something which occurs is assumed to be perceived by those present, e.g.
Matthew 2:9, 10
Kal l8ou 8 otc7TT|p ... irpofjyev auTous1 ... l86vT£f? 8e t8i? dcrrepa ... 
and behold the star ... went-before- them ... Having-seen () the star...
Matthew 2:8-9
Kal -rrep.4,aS> aOrobs' et? BqOXeen elirev, TTopeuSevre? ££eTdaaTe ...
And having-sent them to Bethlehem he-said, Having-gone ask... 
ol 8e dKougavTeg toO paaiXeco? eTTopetjOriaau ...
They () having heard the king went...
Compare Matthew 4:25-5:1 (fiKoXobOqorav ... ’I8wv), Luke 2:46, 48 (ebpov ... ISovTe?), Acts 
5:19-21 (etirev ... dKobcravTe?)
Note that the most common example of a logical corollary being regarded as 
Discourse-old is the use of the Aorist Participle “having-heard”, agreeing with the 
addressee, after direct speech. O’Donnell (1997, Appendix) shows that out of 430 
occurrences of the verb dfcouw in the New Testament, 92 are in Aorist Participle form. Of 
these I calculate that 85 occur in the nominative, 10 being part of a noun phrase, 2 
occurring after the main verb, and 73 occurring before the main verb. Of these 73 pre ­
verbal Aorist Participles, I calculate that 48 (66%) occur after an explicit or implicit speech
act in the co-text, and mark a change to a different subject from the speaker.
(i.e. after an explicit verb of hearing (lx) Mark 6:16 (see 6:14); after an explicit verb of speech where the 
subject was addressed (4x) Matt. 14:13, Mark 16:11, Acts 4:24, 18:26; after an explicit speech act where 
the subject was addressed (3 lx) Matt. 2:3, 2:9, 8:10, 15:12, 17:6,19:22, 19:25,21:45,22:22, Luke 7:9, 
8:15, 18:22, 18:23, 20:16, 23:6, John 6:60, 7:40, 8:9, 11:4, 19:13,21:7, Acts 2:37, 5:21, 5:33,11:18, 17:32, 
19:5, 19:28,21:20,22:2, 22:26; after an implicit speech act where the subject was addressed (lx) Mark 
14:11; after an explicit speech act where the subject was not addressed but was present (i.e. the subject 
overhears) (llx) Matt. 9:12, 12:24, 20:24 (presumably present), 22:33, 27:47, Mark 2:17, 10:41 
(presumably present), 12:28, 15:35, Luke 8:50, 14:15)
In contrast the Aorist Participle of “hear” occurs in the genitive only 3 times (John 
1:40, Acts 4:4, and Heb. 2:3), always as part of a noun phrase, i.e. it never occurs in a 
Genitive Absolute. This is easily explained by a combination of grammar, semantics, lexis 
and human behaviour. The Aorist Participle nominative is used to refer to one of a list of 
events belonging to a single script, where the same participant does a series of related acts. 
In contrast the Genitive Absolute is used to refer to an action of one participant, at the time 
of which or in the light of which a new participant acts. Since humans often act in reaction 
to what they hear, but rarely in reaction to what someone else has heard, the semantics of 
the lexical item “hear” make it likely to occur first in a series of sequential and related 
actions, such as constitute a script in scenario theory. As such it will normally be 
grammaticalized by an Aorist Participle nominative.
c) Where an action suggested, commanded or begun is assumed to be completed or 
successful
As stated above, scripts are assumed to develop normally, unless the text states the 
contrary. Thus, it is assumed that what is begun will be completed, and that commands 
will be obeyed. So what the text says has merely been begun or commanded can be 
referred to when completed as Discourse-old. Note that the back-reference may or may not 
use the same lexical item, e.g.
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Action suggested:
Matt. 14:22,23 
8oj? ou diroXtioq tou? oxXou?. Kal aTroXticra? tou? oxXou? 
until which he-should-dismiss the crowds. And having-dismissed the crowds.
Matt. 20:8, 9
X8yei 6 KupLo? ... KdXeaov tou? gpydTa? ... Kal eXOovTe? ... 
says the master... Call the labourers ... And having-come ...
Action begun:
Mark 6:7a, 12
Kal TrpocjKaXeiTai toX? SwSgKa Kal fjpfrrro auTou? dmxrr^XXgiv 8uo 8uo ...
And he-calls the twelve and began them to-send two two ...
Kal eEeXOouTe? £Krjpu£av iua {igTavowcnv,
And having-gone-away they-announced in-order-that they-should-repent
Action successful:
Luke 23:6b-7a 
T^rnp(5TTiaev el 8 dvOpwrro? TaXiXa.16? 8cttiv, 
he-questioned if the person Galilean is,
Kal gTnyuou? 8tl 8k Tfj? g£oucrta? HpwSou gcmy
And having-discovered that from the authority of-Herod he-is
Action commanded:
Mark 6:27
6 (3acriXgu? arrgKouXdropa i^T^ Ta^ ev kvkymi rqv Kg^ aXqu auTou. Kal d-rrgXProv ... 
the king executioner ordered to bring the head of-him. And having-gone ...
Mark 6:38
8 88 X8ygi auToi?, TToctou? dpTou? gxeTg; inrdygTg l8gTg.
He () says to-them, How-many loaves have-you? Go see!
Kal vvdvTg? Xgyouaiv...
And having-known[ascertained] they-say...
Compare John 9:1 lb (glir8v |ioi .. . 'Tirayg ... Kalvlijjai ... dTrgX0d)v ... Kal vi^dpgyo? ...), Acts 
16:22b-23 (eKeXguou pap8L/giu ... gTii0evTg? ... TrXqyd? ...)
Note that with all the examples of logical corollary above, the verbal ideas
expressed in the Aorist Participles are totally predictable from the preceding main verbs.
Naturally, it is possible that things begun are never completed, things commanded are not
done, and things said are not heard, but prototypically when one happens the other follows,
and scenario theory states that what is prototypical is assumed to be true, unless stated
otherwise.
P a r t i c i p l e s  a r e  u s e d  f o r  a l l  H e a r e r - o l d  e v e n t s
As shown above, main verbs are used to introduce Discourse-new events, and 
Participles are used anaphorically to refer back to Discourse-old events. This might 
suggest a major grammatical and conceptual division in Greek between Discourse-old and 
Discourse-new. However, Participles are frequently used to refer to Discourse-new events 
which belong to Hearer-old information categories, i.e. of the information status KNOWN 
(see Chapter 3 “Revised Information Status Taxonomy”):
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KNOWN unused - prototypical event in the “whole world” scenario, e.g. Time passes:
Matt. 14:15 
oifjLas' 8e veuoijii/rii? 
evening () having-occurred 
Acts 7:30
Kal TrXppcoQevTcov kr&v TeaaepctKOVTa 
And having-been-completed years forty
KNOWN inferrable - prototypical event in open co-text scenario 
Mark 14:45 
teal eX9d)u eftObs* TrpocreXQtbv alrrw X£yei...
And having-come immediately having-come-near to-him he-says...
Coming and drawing close are prototypical prerequisites in the script for speaking to someone.
Luke 2:16 
Kal fjXQav aTTeuaavTe?
And they-came having-hastened 
Hastening is the manner of coming.
Acts 15:8
Kal o Kap8lO'yvc6aTT]s, 0eo? ^papTbpqaev auTo'19 
And the heart-knowing God bore-witness to-them 
Sous1 t o  Trveu|ia t o  dyiov KaOtbs Kal fipxv 
having-given the spirit the holy as also to-us
Giving the Holy Spirit is the means of God’s testifying to his acceptance of the Gentiles
This grammatical patterning suggests a parallel conceptual patterning, which can 
only be explained by scenario theory. Discourse-new events from open scenarios are 
treated grammatically the same way as Discourse-old events, since the speaker/writer 
believes they are already known to the audience, that is Hearer-old.
I therefore make the hypothesis that the major grammatical and conceptual division 
in Greek is not between Discourse-old and Discourse-new, but between Hearer-old and 
Hearer-new. Consequently, when Participles are used for Discourse-new events, they mark 
grammatically that these events are prototypical Hearer-old elements of an open scenario, 
i.e. the scenario of the main verb.
Defining a Participial Clause
It is commonly accepted that Participles in Greek may fill noun, adjective, or verb
slots.
Following the article, the Participle may function like a noun, identifying the
referent. This Noun Phrase may refer either to a Hearer-old generic class (as title of a
generic scenario), or to a specific Hearer-old entity (from an open scenario), e.g.
generic class:
Luke 6:49 
8 8e &K0ucras’ K al pf) Troifiaas’
The () having-heard and not having-done
NIV “The one who hears my words and does not put them into practice”
specific entity:
Mark 5:14 
Kal ol (JoaxovTes' auTous e<f>uyov 
And the grazing them fled.
NIV “Those tending the pigs ran o ff’
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Following a noun, the Participle may function like an adjective, describing that
noun. This functions like a descriptive relative clause in English, e.g.
Luke 6:49
8[io i6?  eoriv dyGpcoTTO) otKo8o|iT|aavTi o’tKiav eui tt |v  yqy x©pls* 0ep.eXt.ou 
like is to-man having-built house on the earth without foundation 
NIV “ is like a man who built...”
The Participle may also function like a verb, describing what the subject does, e.g. 
Luke 6:48 
TTXTippOpri? 88 yevopivq? 
flood () having-happened 
NIV “When the flood came”
Luke 7:14 
Kal TrpoaeXGcbv fjt|/aTO rrj? oopou 
and having-approached he-touched the bier 
NIV “Then he went up and touched the coffin”
Such Participles which function as verbs, i.e. predicate information about a
participant’s actions, constitute the Verb Phrase within a Participial Clause.
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What is the meaning of Participial Clauses?
It is generally acknowledged that Participial clauses can be related to their main
verb in a bewildering variety of semantic relationships. Burton, under the cover term
“Adverbial Participle”, states (1898, 1987:169):
The Adverbial Participle logically modifies some other verb of the sentence in which it stands, being 
equivalent to an adverbial phrase or clause denoting time, condition, concession, cause, purpose, means 
manner, or attendant circumstance.
The various uses of the Participle, including adjectival and substantival uses as well as
verbal and adverbial uses, have been well documented (e.g. Porter, 1989:365-388 and
1994:181-93). These uses, as listed and labelled by Greek grammarians, can be charted
thus:
Burton Porter Turner Blass/Debrunner
(1898, 1987:169) (1989:365-388, 1994) (1963:15-162) (1961:212-217)
ADJECTIVAL/ ATTRIBUTIVE
ATTRIBUTIVE
Modifier ATTRIBUTIVE Attributive
as Headterm SUBSTANTIVAL Substantival
ADVERBIAL ADVERBIAL / ADVERBIAL ADVERBIAL /
CIRCUMSTANTIAL CIRCUMSTANTIAL
Time Temporal Modal-temporal Temporal
Condition Conditional Conditional Conditional
Concession Concessive Concessive Concessive
Cause Causal Causal Causal
Purpose Purpose/Final/Resultive Final Final
Means Instrumental (Means)
Manner Instrumental (Manner) Modal-temporal Modal
Circumstance
Commanding
Independent Idiomatic
Cognate with verb
Supplementary/ PREDICATIVE SUPPLEMENTARY
Complementary =Periphrastic
PREDICATE
Genitive Absolute
Independent
Commanding
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In the light of the many uses of Participles, it is generally acknowledged that
Participial Clauses do not of themselves signify specific semantic relationships
(Levinsohn, 1992:179):
Greek grammarians point out that, when a circumstantial participial clause is employed, no specific 
semantic relationship to the nuclear clause is specified.
Consequently, the semantic relationship between a Participle and main verb depends not
on grammar or syntax but on pragmatics, as Porter states (1989:381):
pragmatically a range of relations, such as causal, concessive, conditional, commanding etc., may be 
possible
The appropriate pragmatic interpretation of a Participle must be inferred from the
“context”, e.g. Funk (1973:669):
The circumstantial participle as the equivalent of an adverbial clause may be taken (i.e. inferred from the 
context) to denote time, cause, means, manner, purpose, condition, concession, or attendant 
circumstances.
So the single grammatical form of Participle can be used to express pragmatically a 
variety of semantic relationships. What, then, is the essential semantic meaning of the 
Participle? And what “context” can we use to infer the author’s intended pragmatic 
meaning? Scenario structure, I believe, provides the answer.
Participial Clauses belong in the scenario of the main verb
I made the hypothesis in Chapter 4 that, in Greek, a cluster of Participles and main 
verb belong in a single scenario chunk, whose “title” is the main verb. A Greek author uses 
a main verb to indicate that this event is the title or main event of the scenario, and uses a 
Participle to indicate that this event is part of the same scenario as the main verb.
Porter stresses that the Participle must have a single semantic meaning which 
applies in all of its uses (1989:374):
A distinction must be made between the Participle as grammaticalizing an essential semantic feature and 
its pragmatic usage. The participle is always a Participle by fonn, with its concomitant semantic 
meaning.
According to Porter, the essential semantic meaning of a Participle in the Adverbial or
Cicumstantial construction is as modifier of a headterm in the Noun Phrase (1989:368): 
the Participle always appears to be a modifier of a stated or implied (if even within the monolectic verb) 
head.
The term “modifier” seems to imply that the Participle, by grammatically agreeing 
with a head, is semantically a part of the Noun Phrase. However, I argue that a Participle 
which is neither substantival nor adjectival is part of the Verb Phrase; it does not describe 
the head of the Noun Phrase, but by grammatical agreement in number, case and gender, it 
marks the head of the Noun Phrase as grammatical subject of the Participle’s event, i.e. the 
semantic agent if the Participle is Active, and the semantic goal if the Participle is Passive. 
This is true of both Genitive and Nominative Participles.
In Nominative Participial Clauses, the Participle agrees in gender, number and case 
with the head of a Noun Phrase which is also the grammatical subject of the main verb. 
The Nominative case indicates that the subject of both Participle and main verb are the
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same, and I argue that the Participial form indicates that this event is Hearer-old and 
belongs as a prototypical element in the scenario of the main verb. In Genitive Participial 
Clauses, so-called Genitive Absolutes, the Participle agrees with the head of a Noun 
Phrase which is different from the subject of the main verb. Although the Genitive case 
indicates that this event has a different subject from that of the main verb, I argue that the 
Participial form still indicates that this event belongs in the main verb’s scenario and has a 
prototypical relationship with the main verb.
I make the hypothesis, therefore, that the semantic meaning of a Participle is “a 
Hearer-old event, belonging in the scenario of the head of its Phrase, and related to that 
head in a prototypical way.” In Participial Clauses which are Adverbial rather than 
Adjectival, the Participle belongs in a Verb Phrase, and the prototypical relationship of the 
Participle is with the main verb in the sentence, which is the “title” of a complex event 
scenario and the head or nucleus, as it were, of the whole complex of Verb Phrases within 
that sentence. Consequently, the “context” for inferring the pragmatic relationship between 
a Participle and a main verb is the scenario of that main verb. The pragmatic relationship 
intended is the prototypical relationship between those events within the scenario.
Evidence that Greek Participial Clauses belong in the main verb’s scenario
I suggest that there is strong evidence to support this hypothesis that the clusters of 
Participles and main verbs in Greek represent single scenarios or semantic chunks. This 
evidence is summarized below.
Semantic evidence is that the string of main verbs summarizes the story line, 
individual clusters of Participles and main verb seem to refer to culturally related concepts, 
and chunking the text into units of main verb with Participles produces results 
corresponding to analysis by other methods of discourse analysis.
Grammatically, the high frequency of conjunctions at the beginning of each 
Participle and main verb cluster, together with the low frequency and restricted choice of 
conjunctions within the cluster, suggests that the scenarios are the building blocks of 
stories between which relationships may be overtly marked, but within which marking is 
largely unnecessary. Similarly, certain semantic elements, such as grammatical subject, 
tense and mood, conjunctions and negation, may operate at the level of the scenario, and 
have as their scope the whole cluster of Participles and main verb, even though they are 
explicit only once.
All this supports my theory that the use of participles in Greek for Discourse-old 
and Discourse-new information, and with a wide range of different pragmatic meanings, 
can only be satisfactorily explained in terms of scenario theory and the clear marking of 
Hearer-old information in Greek grammar.
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Appendix F Evidence that Greek Participial Clauses belong in the main verb’s scenario
Exceptions that prove the rule: conjoined main verbs in a single scenario
I have argued that the cluster of Participles and main verb formally marks that the 
events all belong in a single scenario, the title of which is the main verb. I have argued that 
if only the main verbs, i.e. the titles of the scenarios, are remembered, then the plot of the 
story is given in outline, and the other details, represented in the text as Participles, can be 
remembered passively, by fitting them into the slots already existing within the scenarios.
In other words, regardless of genre, information presented in Participles is marked 
“prototypical in the scenario”, and information presented in main verbs is marked 
“REMEMBER THIS”. In narrative, this accounts for the common pattern of “Aorist 
Participle, Aorist Participle, Aorist Indicative”, which indicates a sequence of “Event, 
Event, PAST-EVENT” and functions to chunk together prototypical elements which 
belong in the script of the main verb’s scenario.
However script-type events from a single scenario are sometimes encoded as a 
series of conjoined main verbs. In narrative, such verbs are typically Aorist, but may be 
Present in form. These forms, being statistically unusual, are thus “marked” and indicate 
extra semantic information. I argue that these forms are used to “highlight” the scenario in 
which they belong, i.e. give it extra significance or prominence at discourse level.
For example, in Mark 5:33 three conjoined Aorist Indicatives (“came”, “fell 
before” and “said”) are used to highlight the discourse significance of the single scenario 
“telling the whole truth”, i.e. that she was ritually-polluted and had polluted many of the 
crowd and Jesus in seeking healing. Similarly, in Mark 15:46 three conjoined Aorist 
Indicatives (“wrapped”, “placed” and “rolled forward”) are used to highlight the discourse 
significance of the single scenario “burying Jesus”.
Present Indicatives in past time narrative, being rarer than Aorist Indicatives and 
thus statistically “marked”, indicate an even greater degree of highlighting. Not only do 
they highlight the discourse significance of the scenario in which they belong, but they 
also highlight the discourse significance of the whole episode. For example, as noted by 
Black (1999), twelve of the thirteen “Historic Presents” in Matthew occur in only four 
highly significant episodes: Jesus’s baptism (3.13,15), temptation (4.5, 8 [two 
occurrences], 11), transfiguration (17.1 [two occurrences], and prayer in Gethsemane 
(26.36, 40 [two occurrences], 45). This hypothesis that the function of “Historic Presents” 
is “highlighting”, i.e. marking discourse prominence, is also supported by other evidence. 
“Historic Presents” occur in the “backbone” of narrative but not in explanations (e.g. John 
12: 4 and 6, John 13:10 and 11), they introduce significant sayings (e.g. “Follow me!” 
Matthew 8:22, 9:9, Mark 2:14, John 1:43, 21:19, 21:22), they occur with restricted lexical
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items especially verbs of speech (Johnson, 1984:iii), and they show patterns of collocation
with anarthrous nouns which mark “salience” (see Chapter 6) (e.g. John 1:43-48).
In summary then, in narrative we have three major ways to refer to what is in real
life a series of stages from a script-type scenario (main verbs capitalized):
Normal:
Grammatical form: 
Semantic meaning: 
Pragmatic function:
Marked as important:
Grammatical form: 
Semantic meaning: 
Pragmatic function:
Marked as very important: 
Grammatical form: 
Semantic meaning: 
Pragmatic function:
See also:
Aorist Participle, Aorist Indicative 
Event, PAST-EVENT
panning past the first event to the main event
Indicates that the audience need memorise only the main verb’s event
since the participial events are prototypical in the script of that scenario.
Aorist Indicative and Aorist Indicative 
PAST-EVENT and PAST-EVENT 
focussing separately on each event
Indicates that the audience should memorise each main verb’s event 
although the events are prototypical in the script of the last verb, thus 
highlighting this unit at episode level.
Present Indicative and Present Indicative
PROCESS and PROCESS
focussing on each event, as if in slow motion
Indicates that the audience should carefully note each main verb’s event 
although the events are prototypical in the script of the last verb, thus 
highlighting this complete episode at the level of the whole text.
Appendix G Exceptions that prove the rule: conjoined main verbs in a single scenario
G r a m m a t i c a l  a n d  s y n t a c t i c  p a r a m e t e r s  o f  P a r t i c i p i a l  
C l a u s e s
Participial clauses can be divided up in several ways. Taking grammar and syntax
as a basis, I propose there are at least three parameters to consider:
a) Position relative to the main verb: Prenuclear or Postnuclear
The terminology Prenuclear and Postnuclear, referring to Participles occurring before and after the 
main verb respectively, reflects the hypothesis that the main verb encodes the “title” or nuclear element 
of a scenario.
b) Verb form: Aorist or Present
Only Aorist and Present Participles are analysed here since they are much more numerous than 
Perfect and Future Participles, especially in the Nominative case (data from ACCORDANCE):
Whole NT Total Present Aorist Perfect Future
Participles 6658 3687 = 55% 2285 = 34% 673 = 10% 13 = <1%
Nominative 4616 2370 = 51% 1895=41% 342 = 7% 9 = <1%
c) Case: Nominative or Genitive
Only Nominative and Genitive cases are discussed here, because it is the Nominative and Genitive 
Participles which typically encode an event related to the scenario of the main verb, rather than having 
an adjectival function within a Noun Phrase. Nominative and Genitive Participles together account for 
the great majority of occurrences (data from ACCORDANCE):
Whole NT Total Nominative Genitive Accusative Dative
Participles 6658 4616 = 69% 741 = 11% 949= 14% 354 = 5%
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From these three parameters, eight possibilities occur:
Prenuclear Aorist Participle Nominative Prenuclear Aorist Participle Genitive
Prenuclear Present Participle Nominative Prenuclear Present Participle Genitive
Postnuclear Aorist Participle Nominative Postnuclear Aorist Participle Genitive
Postnuclear Present Participle Nominative Postnuclear Present Participle Genitive
The ordering of these eight possibilities above is not significant. I argue that each 
parameter has its own effect on the semantics of the Participial Clause, and hence its 
pragmatics, i.e. the relationship of the written form to the real-life event it is referring to, 
and the way the author chooses to present that relationship. This being the case, there is no 
best order for examining these eight forms, since they can only be diagrammed 
satisfactorily in a three-dimensional grid with the parameters interlinked.
I have already given evidence that using a Participle to encode a Discourse-new 
event marks that event as Hearer-old, i.e. part of an open scenario. On the basis of this 
connection between Participle and scenario, I make the general hypothesis that the form 
and function of Participles is integrally related to the scenario structure of the main verb.
I will briefly look at the parameters above and make hypotheses about how they 
relate to scenario structure. I will then give examples of the different types of Participial 
Clause as evidence for these hypotheses.
a) Position relative to the main verb; Prenuclear or Postnuclear
Some Greek grammarians, in discussing Participles with respect to tense and
aspect, make no comment on their position relative to the main verb, e.g. Moule (1953:99): 
broadly speaking, following the ‘ linear’ - ‘punctiliar’ terms already adopted Present Participle represents 
‘ linear’ action and the Aorist represents ‘punctiliar’ . But the time of these actions will be determined by 
the main verb.
Several authors, however, distinguish prenuclear from postnuclear Participles, but there is
little agreement as to the significance of this choice.
Porter suggests that the position of the Aorist Participle is frequently related to its
temporal reference (1989:381):
when the Participle is placed before the main verb, there is a tendency for the action to be depicted as 
antecedent, and when the Participle is placed after the main verb, there is a tendency for the action to be 
seen as concurrent or subsequent.
Porter points out, however, that this is merely a tendency, resulting from the aspectual
nature of Participles, and quotes Blass/Debrunner, section 339 (1989:381):
Participles originally had no temporal function, but denoted only the Aktionsart [i.e. real life nature of 
the event]; their temporal relation to the finite verb was derived from the context. Since, however, a 
participle expressing the notion of completion often preceded the finite verb ... so that the sequence was: 
the completion of the action denoted by the participle, then the action of the finite verb, the idea of 
relative past time became associated to a certain degree with the aorist participle ...
Healey and Healey (including “when” clauses in their data) analyse the distinction
in terms of both temporal and logical relations (1990:224):
(1) Those clauses expressing temporal relations and those expressing most logical relations occurred 
before the main clauses in 652/757 (86 percent) of instances.
(2) Those clauses expressing elaboration relations and those expressing two logical relations (result- 
means and reason-result) occurred following their main clause in 55/70 (79 percent) instances.
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of “secondary importance” in relationship to the main verb (1992:179):
According to Greenlee (1963:66-67) and Healey and Healey (1990:247), a circumstantial participial 
clause that precedes the verb typically describes an event different from and of secondary importance 
with respect to the information conveyed by the nuclear clause. I therefore consider that prenuclear 
participial clauses which refer to an event distinct from that of the nuclear clause are so encoded to 
indicate, not a specific semantic relationship, but rather that the information concerned is of secondary 
importance, with reference to the nuclear event.
Levinsohn adds the rider (1992:179 note):
This claim excludes prenuclear participial clauses that refer to the same event as that of the nuclear 
clause, e.g. AnoKpiGeLs’ ... etirev “answering said”.
In contrast, Levinsohn says that Postnuclear Participles (1992:179):
may be concerned with some aspect of the nuclear event or else describe “a circumstance as merely 
accompanying the leading verb” (Greenlee, 1986:57).
Levinsohn summarizes (1992:179):
whereas prenuclear participial clauses usually present information of secondary importance, the 
information presented in a postnuclear participial clause is downgraded in importance only if it describes 
a different action from that of the nuclear clause.
According to Levinsohn, the issue is one of importance. Prenuclear Participles are
By discovering which verbs frequently occur as nominative Participles, both Aorist
and Present, in Prenuclear and Postnuclear position, one can note statistical patterns and
select examples which are representative of significant groupings, and thus make
reasonable hypotheses. Using GRAMCORD searches of the whole New Testament corpus
provides numerical data and some objectivity. However, such searches are limited by the
search string and may include false “hits” which meet the criteria but are not in fact
examples of the category being searched for. To reduce the number of false hits, I have
limited the searches below to Participles within 4 words of an indicative main verb within
the same clause (as analysed by GRAMCORD).
Searching for Prenuclear Aorist Participles, then analyzing which verbs frequently
occur, shows that of 994 occurrences found several verbs occur more than ten times (1%
of total), and most of these verbs cluster into a few specific semantic domains, as follows: 
GRAMCORD search string:
[VERB aorist participle nominative] <FOLLOWED BY> <WITHIN 4 Words> [VERB indicative]
[VERB aorist participle nominative] (994 total words)
Number of different forms = 266:
Perception =112
Akouco to hear, to heed, to obey = 56 
elSov to see = 56 
ebptoKO) to find = 12
Orientation = 32
&vtcnT||j.i to raise up, set up, resist, restore, arise = 22 
Ka0L£u> to sit, set, place = 10
Movement = 159
duepxopai to go away, depart = 16 
d<f>(.T)|ii to leave =13 
eLaepxopai to enter =17 
e£epxopai to come out, go out = 30 
epxopai to come, go = 40
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TTopeuopai to go = 10 
TTpocrepxopm to come to = 33
Speech -  109
diroKpivopai to answer, reply = 91 
gIttov to say = 18
Control = 50
Xap(3dvo) to take, receive, choose = 36 
TrpooKaXeopat to summon = 14
Miscellaneous = 16
■ylvojiai to become, be, be bom, be created =16
Thus typical examples of Prenuclear Aorist Participles include:
Matt. 8:10
dtcoXaa? 88 8 ’Iqaou? 80a6p.acrev Kal etirev ...
Having-heard () the Jesus he-became-amazed and said ...
Matt. 2:11
Kal eX06vTg? el? tt|v olKiav etfiov r8 uaiSlov ...
And having-come to the house they-saw the child...
Matt. 3:15 
dm)Kpi0el? 88 8 ’Iqoou? etirev ...
Having-responded () the Jesus said ...
Matt. 13:31 
ov Xa(3(bv dvOpoonro? 8aTTeipev ... 
which [seed] having-taken person sowed ...
In these examples the Prenuclear Aorist Participle refers to an event which precedes the 
main verb, either temporally, or logically, or both.
In contrast, the search for Postnuclear Aorist Participles shows only 190 
occurrences (compared to 994 Prenuclear Aorist Participles), of which only one verb etuov 
“say” occurs more than ten times. Verbs occurring 3 times or more are listed and analyzed 
below:
GRAMCORD search string:
[VERB aorist participle nominative] <PRECEDED BY> <WITHIN 4 Words> [VERB indicative]
[VERB aorist participle nominative] (190 total words)
Number of different forms = 112:
Perception = 15
dKoXw to hear, to heed, to obey = 7 
et8ov to see = 8
Orientation = 3
dvlaTqp.1 to raise up, set up, resist, restore, arise = 3
Movement = 13
dTrepxofiai to go away, depart = 3 
elaepxo|iat to enter = 3
epxogai to come, go = 7 (mostly false hits after Kal)
Speech = 15
eXuov to say =15
Control = 19
Xappdvw to take, receive, choose = 5 
uapayyeXXw to command = 4
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TrapaStSwjjx to deliver, deliver over = 3 
Trep/rrw to send = 3 
ttol£cd to do, make = 4
Miscellaneous = 13
(3aTrrtCco to baptize, wash, dip = 3
yli/opm to become, be, be bom, be created = 7 (mostly false hits, substantives
StScopx to give = 3
7 of the occurrences of eluov found are not Postnuclear Aorist Participles but substantive
or adjectival, e.g.
Matt. 27:9 
tot£ 8tt\ t|pc60ti t8 pr|6ev 
Then was-fulfilled the having-been-said
Thus typical Postnuclear Aorist Participles include:
Luke 1:12
Kal ^TapdxOn Zaxapla? iSrav Kal <f>6(3o? k’neireaev eu’ auTov.
And became-frightened Zachariah having-seen and fear fell upon him.
Luke 22:8
Kal diT^aTeiXev TTeTpov Kal ’I wdyuqv djnfrv* TTopeuOevTe? ^ToipdaaTe ...
And he-sent Peter and John having-said: Having-gone make-ready ...
Phil. 2:7
dXXti eairrbv £k£v{iKJ£1> |iopcj>f)v SouXou XaBtov 
But himself he-emptied form of-slave having-taken
In neither of these examples does the Participle seem to relate to the main verb in a 
primarily temporal way. “Having seen” refers to the reason for being afraid, “having said” 
refers to the commands which are inextricably related to the act of sending, and “having 
taken” seems to refer to the manner in which Jesus emptied himself.
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Charting Prenuclear Present Participles shows only 486 occurrences (compared to
994 Prenuclear Aorist Participles) of which several verbs occur more than ten times. Verbs
occurring 5 times (1% of total) or more are listed and analyzed below:
GRAMCORD search string:
[VERB present participle nominative] <FOLLOWED BY> <WITHIN 4 Words> [VERB indicative]
[VERB present participle nominative] (486 total words)
Number of different forms = 213:
Perception = 21
&k o Ow to hear, to heed, to obey =11 
(3X£mo to see = 10
Orientation = 5
KaOrjpai to sit = 5
Movement =11
gpxopai to come, go = 11
Speech = 37
XaXew to speak = 5
Xeyw to say, speak, tell = 32 (mostly false hits)
Control =19
Xap.j3dvo) to take, receive, choose = 7 
ttol£(jj to do, make = 12
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Exist = 42
dpt to be, exist = 26 
(&to to live = 7
b-nrdpxto to be, exist, possess = 9
Miscellaneous = 26
dya-rrdio to love = 6 
eX  ^ to have = 15 
£t|t£g) to seek, inquire = 5
2 3  of the occurrences of X e y c n  are false hits where the Participle is followed b y  o t i  plus
quoted speech, e.g.
Matt. 10:7 
KTipbcrcreTe XeyovTe? o t i  f ly y iK e y  
announce saying that is-drawn-near
Thus typical Prenuclear Present Participles include:
Matt. 13:13
(3XeTroyTeg ob pX&rouaiv Kal dKobovTC? obK djcoboucnv ou8e auvtoucriv, 
seeing not they-see and hearing not they-hear nor understand 
John 4:9
mo? crb ’I ouSalo? otf Trap’ epou udy ai/rds*
How you Jew being from me to-drink ask
In both these examples the Participles refer to an event which is in process at the time of 
the main verb, i.e. simultaneous or overlapping in time.
Charting Postnuclear Present Participles shows 720 occurrences (compared to only 
486 Prenuclear Present Participles) of which several verbs occur more than ten times, 
especially those in the semantic domain of speech. Verbs occurring 7 times (1% of total)
or more are listed and analyzed below:
GRAMCORD search string:
[VERB present participle nominative] <PRECEDED BY> <WITHIN 4 Words> [VERB indicative]
[VERB present participle nominative] (720 total words)
Number of different forms = 255:
Perception = 7
aKouw to hear, to heed, to obey = 7
Movement = 8
£pXop.ai to come, go = 8
Speech = 272
SiSdoKco to teach = 17 
XaXeco to speak =12 
Xeyw to say, speak, tell = 228 
papTupew to bear testimony = 8 
Trpoaebxopai to pray = 7
Control = 24
eX“  to have = 24
Exist = 13
dpi to be, exist = 13
Miscellaneous = 20
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PaiTTlCw to baptize, wash, dip = 7 
Cryrew to seek, inquire =13
228 of the 720 hits (32%) are from Xeyco alone, and 272 (38%) are verbs of speech.
Thus typical Postnuclear Present Participles include:
Matt. 5:2 
88t8aaicev cti/roX? Xeycou ... 
he-taught them saying...
Matt. 8:25
fjyeipav auTov XeyovTeg- Kupie, aaiaov, d-rroXXXpeGa.
They-roused him saying: Lord, save, we-perish.
In the first example the Participle Xeycov, together with the following speech, specifies the 
exact contents of the generic main verb “teach”. In the second example the Participle 
introduces a speech which gives the explanation for the action of the main verb. In both 
cases the relationship seems to be primarily a logical one, clarifying a generic speech verb 
or the purpose of an action by introducing direct speech..
In the light of the above data, given that scenarios contain a network of concepts all 
linked to the scenario’s nuclear concept (i.e. “title”), and given that Greek Participles are 
marked for Aspect, I make the following hypotheses:
Prenuclear Participles are used to mark a temporal relationship with the main verb, 
whereas Postnuclear Participles are used to mark a non-temporal semantic relationship.
The nature of the non-temporal semantic relationships is determined by the prototypical 
relationship in the main verb’s scenario between the two events referred to.
A Prenuclear Aorist Participle refers to a preceding item from the script of the main 
verb, i.e. it marks time sequence, showing that the participial event occurred previous in 
time relative to the main verb. (This does not mean that no other relationship is implicit, 
e.g. “When he heard about it, he was furious” implies a causal relationship, but it is the 
temporal relationship that is grammaticalized). Using the Participle marks this verbal idea 
as part of the main verb’s scenario. Since the Participle is Aorist, the event is 
conceptualized simply as an Event (Perfective Aspect). Prenuclear word order follows 
what is probably a universal linguistic phenomenon in narrative, that events are normally 
recounted in the same sequential order as they occurred in real life. So an Aorist Participle 
followed by an Aorist or Future main verb can be conceptualized as Event EVENT.
This definition uses the terms “time sequence” and “previous in time”. However, 
even in the seemingly objective categories of Tense and Time (as opposed to the 
subjective “speaker’s conceptualization” of Aspect) the categorization of reality into time 
divisions of Past, Present and Future is still a conceptualization, and depends to some 
extent on the speaker’s choice, no doubt modified by linguo-cultural conventions. For 
example, Comrie says of the present tense (1985:37):
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it is relatively rare for a situation to coincide exactly with the present moment, i.e. to occupy, literally or 
in terms of our conception of the situation, a single point in time which is exactly commensurate with 
the present moment, [italics mine]
Thus, there seem to be certain uses of the Prenuclear Aorist Participle which encode not so
much real-time sequence, but conceptualized time sequence, e.g.
Matthew 5:2 dvoltfas' t o  crr6pa aimn) eSLSaaicev having opened his mouth taught.
Matthew 3:15 diroKpiOels'... elixev having replied said.
A Prenuclear Present Participle denotes an event occurring at the same time as the 
main verb. Use of the Participle shows that the event is part of the main verb’s scenario. 
The Present Participle conceptualizes the event as a Process, being Imperfective aspect. 
The combination of Participle and Imperfective aspect (an event viewed from within) 
conceptualizes the event as part of the main verb’s scenario, with the main verb’s event 
related “within” the Present Participle’s event. If the main verb is also a Process 
(Imperfective Aspect), then the events are typically contemporaneous (Process 
PROCESS). If the main verb is Event (Perfective Aspect), then the main verb’s event 
occurs whilst the Participle’s event is in process (Process EVENT).
Postnuclear Participles denote a non-temporal semantic relationship, e.g. means, 
manner, restatement, reason, cause, and, I believe, also a compound relationship “purpose 
and result” or “successful purpose.” It should be noted that purposes and results are often 
the same, and in a scenario all the concepts in a purpose slot would also be in a result slot. 
However the result slot will also contain other concepts, i.e. the undesired results of an 
action. Note that a purpose clause does not say whether that purpose was achieved, and a 
result clause does not say whether that result was the desired one. (This semantic link 
between purpose and result explains why iva, which in Classical Greek only marks 
purpose, is occasionally used in New Testament Greek to mark result (Wallace, 1996:473, 
Porter, 1994:235-6), e.g. John 9:2, Romans 11:11.)
Postnuclear position is a natural position syntactically for such non-temporally 
related events to be placed. For example, subordinate clauses of purpose (with infinitive, 
eis “to” plus noun or infinitive, iva “in order that”), result (with wcrTe “so that as a result”), 
and reason or explanation (with ydp “for”) regularly occur after the main verb of the 
independent clause. Consequently, Postnuclear Present and Aorist Participles may both be 
used for REASON clauses and for PURPOSE AND RESULT clauses. Postnuclear Aorist 
Participles, conceptualizing Event (Perfective Aspect), are also typically used for MEANS 
clauses. Contrastively Postnuclear Present Participles, conceptualizing Process 
(Imperfective Aspect), are typically used for MANNER clauses.
In summary, I make the hypothesis that in Participial Clauses:
Prenuclear = marks temporal relationship to main verb 
Postnuclear = marks non-temporal relationship to main verb
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See also:
Appendix H Examples of Prenuclear Aorist Participles in discourse
2) Verb form: Aorist or Present.
Traditionally the difference between Aorist and Present Participles was seen as
temporal. Porter (1989:365-388) argues strongly and convincingly against a temporal
meaning, and in favour of Aorist being Perfective Aspect and Present being Imperfective
Aspect. It is clear that Aorist and Present stems do not of themselves mark tense,
otherwise, for example, an Aorist Imperative would have to command a past action. It
should be noted, however, that Aorist and Present Participles often refer to actions which
are conceptualized as occurring, respectively, before or concurrent with the main verb.
Whatever the semantics behind the choice of Aorist or Present Participles, we need to
know the range of real-time relationships they can refer to, not least because we cannot
understand the text until we can visualize a real-life situation it refers to. Also, since many
languages do grammaticalize tense and may or may not grammaticalize aspect, we cannot
translate until we have made a decision about the real-life event the Greek verbal form
refers to. The Aspect of the Participle provides a clue, but the scenario it belongs in
provides the framework for reaching conclusions.
Since scenarios may contain a script which lists conceptually related sequences of
events, I make the hypothesis that Prenuclear Aorist Participles, being Perfective Aspect,
refer to events in a script, which are conceptualized as beginning (and frequently ending)
before the beginning of the main verb. In contrast, Prenuclear Present Participles, being
Imperfective Aspect, refer to events conceptualized as occurring at the same time as the
main verb, e.g.
Matthew 8:7
Kal X8yei afrruv eyui eXQtou 0epaTreticra> airr6v. 
and he-says to-him I having-come will-heal him 
Luke 15:25 
Kal tlb? 8pyoucvo? fiyyiaev rq okiq 
and when coming he-drew-near to-the house
Here the Prenuclear Aorist Participle £X0c6v refers to an event “coming” which occurred
previous to the main verb “healing”, whereas the Present Participle epx6|xevos* refers to an
event “coming” which was concurrent with the main verb of “drawing near”.
This distinction applies equally to Genitive Absolutes, e.g.
Matthew 26:6-7
ToO 88 ’I tictou yevopivou kv BriGavta kv okla Stpcovo? t o u  XeupoO, irpocrfiXGev airni) yuvf]
The () Jesus having-occurred in Bethany in house of-Simon the leper, approached him woman 
Mark 14:3
Kal ovTQ? auTou kv BpGaviq kv t?) okla ZLpcovo? toO Xeupou ... fjXGeu yuvf)
And being him in Bethany in the house of-Simon the leper... came woman
Here the Prenuclear Aorist Participle yevo\ievo>v refers to an event “arriving” (cf. Acts
21:17, Mark 1:4) which occurred before the woman’s arrival whereas the Present
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Participle o v t o s *  refers to an event “being” which was concurrent with the woman’s
arrival. Similarly:
Acts 28:9 
toutou 88 yeuopeyou 
This 0  having-occurred
This must mean “After this had happened” not “while this was happening” since in the previous verse Paul 
has healed the governor’s father, and in this verse people start bringing their own sick for healing. Up till 
28:8 nobody on Cyprus has any idea that Paul can heal.
Mark 14:43 
Kal eXOX? en abrov XaXouvTo?
And immediately yet him speaking
This must mean “while he was still speaking” not “when he had still spoken” since 8ti seems to be used only 
with an action still in process.
In the Gospels, by my count, £ti occurs 13 times in a Genitive Absolute 
construction, 8 times are with AaXeto (Matthew 12:46, 17:5, 26:47, Mark 5:35, 14:43,
Luke 8:49,22:47,22:60), 5 times with other verbs (Luke 9:42, 14:32,15:20,24:41, John 
20:1). In each occurrence the verb form is Present, i.e. there is 100% co-occurrence of 
Present stem with en  in Genitive Absolutes. Similarly, there are 10 occurrences of XaAew 
as a Genitive Absolute Present, all are Prenuclear, and all but 2 (Matthew 9:18, John 8:30) 
also have en , i.e. there is 80% co-occurrence of en  with AaAeo) in a Present Genitive 
Absolute. This tends to confirm that Prenuclear Present Participles (Process, Imperfective 
Aspect) naturally refer to events which are still in process when the main verb takes place, 
thus indicating concurrent time.
In the whole New Testament, of 63 occurrences of en , 23 occur with Participles, 
of which 22 are Present. There are 17 Prenuclear Genitive Absolutes, all Present (as above, 
plus Luke 9:42, 14:32, 15:20, 24:41, John 20:1, Acts 10:44, Rom. 5:6, 5:8, Heb. 9:8), 3 
Postnuclear Present Participles Nominative (Matt. 27:63, Luke 24:6, 24:44), and 3 
Prenuclear Participles Nominative, 2 Present (Acts 9:1, 2Th. 2:5), and 1 Aorist (Acts 
18:18), where €Ti is part of the noun phrase “having remained many more days”. The co­
occurrence of this adverb with Imperfective Aspect is natural, but also strongly suggests 
the pragmatic meaning of Prenuclear Present Participles as concurrent time with the main 
verb.
Another example with Aorist and Present Participles contrasted is Acts 27:30-31:
t(3v 88 vaurav fryrouvray <j>uyeiv 8k tou rrXolou 
The () sailors seeking to-flee from the ship 
Kal vaXaativTtoy Tfjy aKd<j>qy el? Tfjv GdXaaaau 
and having-lowered the rowing-boat into the sea 
Trpo(f>daei w? 8k Trpwpq? dyKUpa? peXXoyTwv 8KTetyeiv, 
in-pretence as-if from the-prow anchors intending to-cast-out 
elitev o ITaOXo?... 
said the Paul...
It is clear that the sailors’ intention to flee was still in process when Paul spoke, whereas 
the lowering of the rowing boat had already taken place, so the soldiers instead of stopping 
it being lowered, cut it loose (verse 32).
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So, whereas the immutable semantic meaning of the Participle is Aspect related, 
with Prenuclear Participles the choice of Aspect regularly corresponds to relative time, 
giving a pragmatic meaning which is time related.
Porter agrees (1989:381) that “when the [Aorist] Participle is placed before the 
main verb, there is a tendency for the action to be depicted as antecedent”, but argues 
strongly against temporal reference being the main pragmatic contrast between Prenuclear 
Aorist and Present Participles. He cites Luke 2:42-43 as evidence (1992:184) since the text 
has both a Present Participle (here bold), and an Aorist Participle (underlined) which, in
Porter’s view, are both referring to the same time:
Luke 2:42-43 
Kal 8t€ eyeveTo eray 8{£8eKa,
And when he-became of-years twelve, 
d v a [3 a iy 6 v T io v  airr&v k o to ,  t o  £ 0 0 ?  t t ] ?  &opTfjs* 
going-up them according-to the custom of-the feast 
Kal TeXeicoadvTcoy tols* fpepag, 
and having-completed the days, 
ev t w  UTroaTpe<j>eiy at/oii? 
in the to-retum them
urrepeiyey ’Ir|croOs‘ 8 Trai? kv ’I epouaaXijp 
remained Jesus the boy in Jerusalem.
However, in the light of scenario theory, there is no problem with interpreting the 
Participles in this text as having temporal reference. As we have seen above, scenarios 
have titles which refer not just to the single event lexically encoded but to the whole 
cluster of associated events. The lexical item “going up” seems to be almost a technical 
term, the title of the scenario for making a pilgrimage to Jerusalem. For example, in Acts 
18:22 Jerusalem is not even mentioned, and in Acts 21:12 it is clear that the fear is not of
Paul’s actual going up to Jerusalem, but what might happen after he arrives there:
Acts 18.22 
Kal KaTeX0uiy el? Kaiadpeiay,
And having-gone-down to Caesarea, 
d v a (3 d ?  Kal daTracrd|j.evos‘ t t ]V eKKXrjalav, 
having-gone-up and having-greeted the church 
KaTefJq el? ’AvTidxeiav, 
he-went-down to Antioch.
Acts 21:12
w? 8e fjKoucjapey TauTa, TrapeKaXoupey fipei? Te Kal ol evTomoi 
When () we-heard those[things], besought we and also the people-there, 
t o o  pf] d v a p a t v e i v  aurdv el? ’I epoucraXfjp. 
of-the not to-go-up him to Jerusalem.
As a scenario title then, “going up” can quite normally refer to the whole cluster of 
events associated with a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, including the time there. Thus I suggest 
that Luke 2:42-43 can mean: “When Jesus was twelve, whilst he and his parents were on 
pilgrimage to Jerusalem as was the custom for the Passover Festival, after they had 
completed their time there, when they set off back home, the lad Jesus stayed behind in 
Jerusalem.” The choice of Aorist and Present makes perfect sense. When Jesus stayed 
behind, it was during the time they were on pilgrimage to Jerusalem, after they had 
completed the customaiy days of the feast.
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Even though Porter says (1989:370) regarding Luke 2:42-43 “traditional temporal 
determinations on the basis of tense form make nonsense of the passage” his own 
explanation seems fully compatible with a temporal analysis, “The difference is that the 
Present is used of the entire trip as one in progress, while the Aorist is used as a transition 
to summarize the event as complete.” My only disagreement is that whereas “going up” 
refers to “the entire trip as one in progress” the “event that is complete” is specifically “the 
days” set for celebration in Jerusalem, the central part of the “going up” scenario, 
excluding the “going up” itself, and the “returning”.
I am NOT arguing that the fundamental meaning of these Participles is time 
related, but that in this context, the choice of aspect, Event (Perfective) or Process 
(Imperfective), matches the real-life distinction of previous time and current time, and 
pragmatically it is the real-life temporal distinction which is marked by the choice of 
Aspect. I posit that the reason the Greek author chose to conceptualize “going up” as a 
Process (Imperfective) was that it was a current event and so “felt like a process”, and the 
reason he chose to conceptualize “completing the days” as an Event (Perfective) is because 
it was an event which had already been completed and so “felt like a straightforward 
undifferentiated Event”. In other words I believe that the real-life situation envisaged, and 
the possible contrasts of temporal relationships within it, are factors which influence the 
author’s choice of Aspect.
In summary, I make the hypothesis that in Participial Clauses:
Prenuclear -  marks temporal relationship to main verb 
Prenuclear Aorist Participle = Perfective Aspect 
= event begun previous to main verb 
Prenuclear Present Participle = Imperfective Aspect 
= event concurrent with main verb
Postnuclear = marks non-temporal relationship to main verb 
Postnuclear Aorist Participle = Perfective Aspect
= event related non-temporally to main verb
e.g. means, reason, concurrent event, purpose+result,
If purpose+result the result occurs at the time of the main verb 
Postnuclear Present Participle = Imperfective Aspect 
= event related non-temporally to main verb 
e.g. manner, reason, specific, purpose+result,
If purpose+result the result begins at the time of the main verb and continues
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Participial clauses in the Genitive case are traditionally known as Genitive
Absolutes. Out of 6258 participles in the New Testament (O’Donnell, 1997:13) 268 are in
Genitive Absolute constructions (Argyle, 1957/8). Thus they make up less than 5% of
participial usage (4.28%). According to Argyle (ibid.) 192 occurrences are in narrative
sections of the Gospels and Acts, 32 in “discourse” sections of the same books, and 44 in
the Epistles. He comments “the genitive absolute is more suited to the Greek of narrative
or rhetoric than to the Greek of real letters. There is a notable contrast in the rhetorical
Greek of Hebrews, which contains more than half as many instances as all the Pauline
Epistles put together” (13 as against 21).
A distinction has long been made between Participial Phrases in the Nominative
and Genitive cases. Whereas the subject of a Nominative Participial Phrase is normally the
same as that of the main verb, the Genitive Absolute is grammatically independent of the
main verb, e.g. Burton (1987:174):
THE GENITIVE ABSOLUTE. An Adverbial Participle may stand in agreement with a noun or pronoun 
in the genitive without grammatical dependence upon any other part of the sentence, the two constituting 
a genitive absolute phrase and expressing any of the adverbial relations enumerated in 435-449. [viz. 
Time, Condition, Concession, Cause, Purpose, Means, Manner, Attendant Circumstance.]
Traditionally, it has been regarded that the subject of the Genitive Absolute ought
not to be coreferential to a participant in the rest of the sentence, e.g. Burton (1987:175): 
The noun or pronoun of the Genitive absolute phrase regularly refers to a person or thing not otherwise 
mentioned in the sentence.
Burton notes exceptions (ibid.):
Occasionally, however, this principle is violated, and the genitive phrase may even refer to the subject of 
the sentence. This irregularity is somewhat more frequent in the New Testament than in classical Greek.
Similarly, Porter (1989:370):
On the basis of there being significant instances in earlier Greek where the subject is in some form 
repeated in the main clause, a significant difference in use of the Genitive absolute from earlier to 
Hellenistic Greek cannot be posited.
Indeed, it is quite common in the New Testament for the logical subject of a
Genitive Absolute to be a non-subject participant in the rest of the sentence, e.g.
Luke 3:15-16
...Kal SiaXoyiCopiviov udvnnv kv rat? KapSlai? auTtov uepl t o u  ’Itodvvou ... 
and debating all in the hearts of-them concerning the John 
AueKptvaTo Xeywv 'irfiaiv 8 ’I coavvri? 
answered saying to-all the John 
Luke 3:21-22:
Kal ’Iqaou (3aTma08vTos‘ Kal Trpoaeuxofievou ... 
and Jesus having-been-baptized and praying ...
KaTapfjvai t o  Trveupa t o  Ayiov aojpaTLKw eiSei w ?  Trepiarepav eu’aXrdy, 
to-descend the spirit the holy in-bodily form as dove on him
Healey and Healey (1990:184-187) consider four possible rules concerning the
subject of “Genitive Absolutes”:
The subject of a circumstantial participial clause is genitive when
Rule A: it ‘refers to a person or thing not otherwise mentioned in the sentence’ (Burton, 1973:175...) 
Rule B: ‘its referent does not appear in the main clause’ (Funk, 1973:674)
Rule C: it ‘does not denote the same person or thing as the subject or object of the sentence [i.e. main 
clause]’ (Nunn, 1930:77)
Rule D: it ‘refers to some other person or thing than the subject of the principal sentence [i.e. clause]’ 
(Vine, 1947:182)
c) Case; Nominative or Genitive
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each rule, they show that rule D best explains the data, thus providing good evidence that
“Genitive Absolutes” are a switch-reference device:
Rule A: 130/313 exceptions (35%)
Rule B: 92/313 exceptions (29%)
Rule C: 36/313 exceptions (12%)
Rule D: 4/313 exceptions (1%)
The function of the “Genitive Absolute” in classical Greek as switch-reference is
recognized by Givon (1983b: 70-71) as noted by Healey and Healey (1990:187 note).
By testing these rules using New Testament data and noting the number of exceptions to
Levinsohn comments on how the Genitive Absolute switch-reference system is
used in discourse (1992:178):
A construction that indicates switch reference provides a natural way of introducing to an existing 
scene participants who perform key actions, change the direction of the story, etc. This is because, when 
the GA has the same subject as the previous clause, the scene is set for a different participant to be the 
subject of the nuclear clause. The employment of the GA with the same subject as the previous clause 
this gives natural prominence to the event described in the following nuclear clause.
Levinsohn gives an example of how a GA is used immediately before the introduction of
new participants:
Acts 4:1
AaXouvTcou 88 airwv irpd? t8v Xaov
Speaking () they to the people
8Tr£CTTTiaau auTot? ol lepei? Kal o aTpanyyd? t o u  lepou Kal ol 2a88oiKaTot,
came.upon them the priests and the commander of-the temple and the Sadducees
Here the pronoun “they” refers back to Peter and John (Acts 3:11, 12), whereas the
subjects of the main verb are all new characters coming onto the scene. This use of
Genitive Absolutes as a switch-reference system, marking the setting for some other
action, may be what Porter means when he talks of “transition” (1989:370):
As in extra-biblical Greek, the Genitive absolute is often used transitionally, as well as in the midst of 
narrative: Acts 1:8 8treX06vTo? t o u  Ay tou TTueuparo? 8cJ>’ upa? (when the Holy Spirit comes upon 
you); Acts 4:37 hTrdpxouTO? aim3 dypou (a field belonged to him).
Levinsohn not only accepts that NPCs (Nominative Participial Clauses) are 
distinguished from GAs (Genitives Absolutes) on the basis of switch-reference, but also 
argues that apparent exceptions can be explained in terms of semantic roles (Levinsohn, 
1992:178):
Healey and Healey (1990:187) found that the subject of the GA typically “is not identical with the 
subject of the leading verb” ... Out of the 313 New Testament occurrences of the GA that they identified, 
only three or four did not strictly obey this rule. Even the apparent exceptions show changes consistent 
with the behaviour of switch-reference markers in other languages.
Thus, in Acts 21:34b, although the surface subject of the GA and the nuclear clause is the same, the 
role of the subject changes from patient to agent...
Conversely, NPCs almost always have the same subject as their nuclear clause, as in Acts 5:17. 
Apparent exceptions typically involve the same underlying subject.
This means that Nominative Participles, whose agent is the same as the agent of the 
main verb, typically encode foreground or main line events in a discourse. In contrast, 
Genitive Participles, whose agent is different from the agent of the main verb, typically 
encode background or off-line events. The term “foreground” here refers to the “actual
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story line” or “skeletal structure of the discourse”, whereas “background” refers to
“supportive material which does not itself relate the main events” (Hopper, 1979:213).
The use of Genitive Participles for backgrounded events, which are not part of the
main story line of the discourse, explains why they are relatively rare, accounting for only
11% of Participles compared to 69% for Nominatives:
Participles in the New Testament:
All cases Nominative Genitive Accusative Dative
Present 3687 2370 = 64% 464 = 13% 601 = 16% 255 = 7%
Aorist 2285 1895 = 83% 215 = 9% 123 = 5% 52 = 2%
Perfect 673 342 = 51% 61 =9% 222 = 33% 47 = 7%
Future 13 9 = 69% 1 = 8% 3 = 23% 0 = 0%
All Participles 6658 4616 = 69% 741 = 11% 949 = 14% 354 = 5%
See also:
Appendix I Further evidence for Genitive Absolutes as switch-reference markers
Charting Prenuclear Aorist Participles Genitive using GRAMCORD shows that of
the 59 occurrences found only two verbs occur three or more times, in the following
semantic domains:
GRAMCORD search string:
[VERB aorist participle genitive] <FOLLOWED BY> <WITHIN 4 Words> [VERB indicative]
[VERB aorist participle genitive] (59 total words)
Number of different forms = 33:
Happening = 22
ytvop.ai to become, be, be bom, be created = 22
Movement = 3
8£8pXop.ai to come out, go out = 3
Almost all occurrences of ytvopai are with time words such as evening, morning, day, 
hour. A few are with abstract nouns, e.g. Acts 15:7 “discussion”, 21:40 “silence”.
Thus typical examples of Prenuclear Aorist Participles Genitive include:
Matt. 8:16 
’Oi|ita? 88 yeuopii/r|g Trpoonflyeytcav...
Evening () having-arrived they-brought...
Matt. 27:1
ITpwia? 88 yeyopeyr)? ai)|j.[3oOXtou 8Xa(3oy ...
Morning () having-arrived decision they-took...
Luke 11:14
eyeveTo 88 t o o  Saipoviou 8EeX06vTo? X^dXqaey o k+o? Kal 80afyiaaav ol oxXoi.
It-happened () the demon having-come-out spoke the dumb[man] and became-amazed the crowds.
These refer to events that occurred before the action of the main verb, and provide a 
temporal setting.
Charting Prenuclear Present Participles Genitive shows that of the 87 occurrences 
found several verbs occur three or more times, mainly clustering in the semantic domains 
of speech and existence:
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GRAMCORD search string:
[VERB present participle genitive] <FOLLOWED BY> <WITHIN 4 Words> [VERB indicative]
[VERB present participle genitive] (87 total words)
Number of different forms = 58:
Speech =12
XaXeto to speak = 8 
Xeyoo to say, speak, tell = 4
Control = 4
ex© to have = 4
Exist = 10
elpl to be, exist = 6
irrrdpxw to be, exist, possess = 4
Thus typical examples of Prenuclear Present Participles Genitive include: 
t Mark 5:35 
”Etl airrou XaXouirro? Hpxoinm ...
Yet him speaking they-come ...
Luke 7:42
jif) k?6vTtov auTffiv diroSouvai dp<j)OT£poi? £xaptaaT0- 
not having them to-repay to-both he-cancelled-debt.
John 21:11b
Kal to c to G tw v  ovruiv oitK £crxla0T] t 8  8 'ik tu o v .
And so-many being not was-tom the net.
These refer to situations in existence at the time of the main verb.
Charting Postnuclear Aorist Participles Genitive shows only 18 occurrences, of
which only one verb occurs more than once:
GRAMCORD search string:
[VERB aorist participle genitive] <PRECEDED BY> <WITHIN 4 Words> [VERB indicative]
[VERB aorist participle genitive] (18 total words)
Number of different forms =16:
Trepmo to send = 3
Several of these occurrences, including those with Trlp/uo), are substantival, e.g.
John 6:39touto 8k k o r iv to GeXrjpa tou TrfpriavTds- pe ...
This 0  is the will of-the [one]having-sent me ...
The few examples of Postnuclear Aorist Participles Genitive include:
Matt. 26:59b-60
8£f)Touv {JteuSopapTupiav ... teal oux e&pov ttoXXcov TrpoaeXGovTfaiv rieu6opapTuptov. 
they-were-seeking false-witness ... and not they-found many having-approached false-witnesses.
Acts 1:8
dXXd XVjpi/jeaGe 8wapiv eueXOovTo? tou dyLou rrveupaTo? k(f>’ upa? ...
But you-will-receive power having-come-upon the holy spirit upon you ...
These seem to describe precise events which are logically related to the main event, and 
create a situation after which, or at which time, the main verb occurs.
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Charting Postnuclear Present Participles Genitive in the New Testament using
GRAMCORD shows 64 occurrences, of which several verbs occur more than three times,
but apart from elpl all are false hits:
GRAMCORD search string:
[VERB present participle genitive] <PRECEDED BY> <WITHIN 4 Words> [VERB indicative]
[VERB present participle genitive] (64 total words)
Number of different forms = 32:
Orientation = 4
dvdKeipai to sit at table, recline at table = 4 (all false hits)
Existence = 12
dpi to be, exist = 5
£dto to live = 6 (all false hits)
Speech = 14
XaXew to speak = 7 (all false hits)
Xeyto to say, speak, tell = 7 (all false hits)
Miscellaneous = 7
p8XXco to be about to; to linger = 4 (all false hits)
da0ev8w to be weak = 3 (all false hits)
Most of these false hits are substantival or adjectival, including 3/4 with dvdKeipai (the
fourth Matt. 9:10 is also a false hit), and all examples with £dco, XaXeco, X£yco, piXXto, and
daOevew, e.g.
Matt. 22:10b 
Kal 8irXi^ a0T| o ydpo? duaKeipeutou.
And was filled the wedding with-reclining[guests].
Mark 12:27 
ouk 8<mv 0e8? veKpwv dXXa CdjVTuw 
Not is God of-dead[people] but of-living[people]
Acts 2:11b
dKolJopev XaXoXvTtov airruiv Tat? fjpeTepai? yXwaaai? Ta peyaXeta tou 0eou. 
we-hear speaking them in-the our languages the mighty [acts] of-the God.
Thus typical examples of Postnuclear Present Participles Genitive are with d p i :  
John 5:13b
8 ydp ’Iqaou? 8£8veuaev oxXou ovto? ev T(S tottw.
The for Jesus slipped-away crowd being in the pkace 
Rom. 5:13b
dpaprfa 88 ouk 8XXoyeiTai pq 5vto? vopou,
Sin () not is-reckoned not being law.
These seem to describe ongoing situations logically related to the main verb and during 
which the main verb occurs.
In the light of these data, given that Genitive Absolutes mark switch-reference, and 
given that the grammatical main verb of the sentence refers to the scenario “title”, i.e. the 
nuclear concept of the scenario to which both Nominative Participles and Genitive 
Absolute constructions are prototypically related, I make the following hypotheses:
The difference between Nominative Participial Clauses and Genitive Absolutes as 
regards switch-reference affects the pragmatic range of semantic relationships between this
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clause and the main verb. This fundamental difference is due to Nominative Participial 
Clauses having the same subject as the main verb, and therefore belonging to a script 
sequence, whereas Genitive Absolutes have a different subject and refer to events not 
controlled by the main verb’s subject.
Genitive Absolutes do not refer to events in a sequence of stages from the script of 
the main verb, since they have a different agent from that of the main verb. They may be 
unrelated to the main verb’s scenario at all (i.e. purely temporal and incidental), or may fit 
into the main verb’s scenario as a prototypical temporal setting, precondition, or attendant 
circumstance.
Prenuclear Genitive Absolutes are used as a temporal or perceptual setting for the 
following main verb. This often implies a causal relationship, in as much as the passing of 
time and the actions of other people affect the perceptual environment and actions of the 
different agent of the main verb. Sometimes the event in a Prenuclear Genitive Absolute is 
a precondition for the following scenario to unfold.
Postnuclear Genitive Absolutes are used for attendant circumstances to the 
preceding main verb, which do not function simply as a setting for the actions of the 
different agent of the main verb, but are logically related to the main event and describe a 
restricted situation or condition within which the main event takes place.
Summary of Participial Clauses and Parameters:
Semantically, Participles in Participial Clauses refer to events which belong in the 
same scenario as the main verb.
Pragmatically, they signify whatever semantic relationship is prototypical between 
the Participle’s event and the main verb’s event.
The three sets of parameters affecting Participial Clauses are listed below with their 
semantic meaning (~) and their pragmatic use (>):
a) position relative to the main verb:
Prenuclear = temporal relationship to the main verb
> used for temporal sequencing and settings 
Postnuclear = non-temporal relationship to main verb
> used for non-temporal relationships, and circumstances
b) verb form: 
Aorist 
Prenuclear
= Perfective Aspect, Event 
= Perfective + temporal
> used for preceding Event 
Postnuclear = Perfective + non-temporal
> used for various semantic relationships
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Present = Imperfective Aspect, Process
Prenuclear = Imperfective + temporal
> used for concurrent Process 
Postnuclear = Imperfective + non-temporal
> used for various semantic relationships
c) case:
Nominative Participial Clause
“ same subject as main verb
> used for foreground or main story line events, 
i.e. main narrative development, main points
Genitive Absolute
= different subject from main verb
> used for background or off-line events,
i.e. situations and actions of other characters
Semantic meaning of syntactic and grammatical elements:
Participle = in the same scenario as the main verb
Prenuclear = temporal relationship to the main verb
Postnuclear = non-temporal relationship to main verb
Aorist = Perfective Aspect, Event
Present = Imperfective Aspect, Process
Nominative = same subject as subject of the main verb 
Genitive = different subject from subject of the main verb
T y p e s  o f  P a r t i c i p i a l  C l a u s e  w i t h  e x a m p l e s
The eight types of Participial Clauses listed below are distinguished formally in 
terms of position (Prenuclear or Postnuclear), verbal form (Aorist or Present) and case 
(Nominative or Genitive). Each type is given a semantic definition with a summary chart 
of its form, meaning and use, followed by any discussion of theoretical issues and then 
examples.
The pragmatic meaning of a Participle is derived from its prototypical semantic 
relationship within the main verb’s scenario. The pragmatic uses given below are examples 
of common uses, not exhaustive lists. (Main verbs are bolded, and relevant Participles 
underlined.)
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1) Prenuclear Aorist Participle Nominative
= preceding EVENT with same subject as main verb
Grammatical and syntactic form:
Subject 1 Aorist Participle Nominative ... Subject 1 Nuclear Verb 
Semantic meaning:
Prenuclear = temporal relationship to the main verb
Aorist = Perfective Aspect, Event
Participle = in the same scenario as the main verb
Nominative = same subject as subject of the main verb
Prenuclear Aorist Participle Nominative
= preceding Event with same subject as main verb, in the main verb’s scenario
Pragmatic use:
> preceding time setting
(where event is Discourse-old or predictable)
> preceding event, implicit reason
(usually Participle is verb of perception)
> previous event in sequential stages of a script
Prenuclear Aorist Participles refer to events which are stages of the script in the 
scenario of the main verb. As such they are main events on the storyline of a narrative, 
preceding the event of the main verb. However, they need not be remembered separately 
by the hearer, since they can be retrieved from filling in the pre-existing slots in the 
scenario of the main verb.
Levinsohn is perhaps reacting to the retrievability of such prototypical script events
when he says that prenuclear participial clauses are of “secondary importance” (1992:183): 
When a circumstantial participial clause precedes a nuclear clause, the information it conveys is of 
secondary importance with respect to that conveyed in the nuclear clause. No specific semantic 
relationship with the nuclear clause is indicated; rather, it is deduced from the context.
However, Healey and Healey confirm that events in participial clauses can be main line
events (1990:225):
From the way grammarians talk it is easy to get the impression that main finite clauses express events 
that are on the spine (i.e. they are on the main event line in narrative or on the main theme line) and that 
all the various kinds of subordinate clauses express background (i.e. events that are off the main event 
line or theme line). But this is far from the case. In fact, in this study more than half (457/827 or 55 
percent) of the subordinate clauses turned out to be expressing events on the spine.
As regards the temporal reference of Prenuclear Aorist Participles, Porter, whilst
arguing that their semantic meaning is simply Perfective Aspect, agrees that pragmatically
they tend to refer to time antecedent to the main verb (1989:381):
the syntactical pattern [of Participle and main verb] appears to be used to make relative statements about 
when the process is seen to have occurred (This recognizes the artificiality of imposing temporal criteria 
upon Participle usage, since pragmatically a range of relations, such as causal, concessive, conditional, 
commanding etc., may be possible). Thus when the Participle is placed before the main verb, there is a 
tendency for the action to be depicted as antecedent.
This is in line with two general tendencies observed by Healey and Healey (1990:217):
If an instance [of a participial or “when” clause] is early in the sentence in narrative, it has a 412/507 (81 
percent) likelihood of being temporal in meaning.
and (1990:215):
Where a temporal relationship is involved, an aorist (or punctiliar) aspect on the dependent verb usually 
indicates that the relationship between the dependent clause and its associated main clause is 
chronological sequence.
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the ancient Greeks (Reed, 1997:117, n. 185) (bolding mine):
Dionysius of Halicarnassus (Comp. 5) sets out to demonstrate the ‘natural’ word order of Greek:... 
things prior in time before subsequent temporal things ... He abandons this theory after discovering 
exceptions to the rules ... His remarks on word order, then, would suggest that there were patterns of 
natural arrangement but that he himself could not theoretically explain all of the reasons underlying 
marked patterns.
My hypothesis is that Prenuclear Aorist Participles grammaticalize events in the 
same linear order as the real-time events they refer to. It seems to be a language universal 
that narratives are normally retold in the same order as the events actually occurred 
(although languages also have devices for “flashbacks”). Thus it is psychologically and 
linguistically plausible that the “real-life order” pattern, observable in narrative as strings 
of finite verbs, is also being followed when there are strings of Aorist Participles preceding 
a main verb.
Perfective Aspect verb strings in narrative naturally have the implicature of
sequential time, as explained by Comrie (1985:28):
Since a perfective verb form, by definition, encodes an event globally, it is representable as a point on 
the time line. Although it is possible for a number of events to occur absolutely simultaneously, it is 
relatively unlikely for such a coincidence to occur, therefore the more natural inteipretation is that the 
events did not occur simultaneously. If the events did not occur simultaneously, then the most orderly 
presentation, i.e. the one adhering to Grice’s maxim of manner (‘be orderly’), is for the chronological 
order of events to be reflected directly in the order of presentation ... It is thus the interaction of the 
meaning of perfective aspect, the context, and conversational principles that gives rise, in neutral 
contexts, to the interpretation of sequentiality for a succession of perfective verbs. Sequentiality (and 
more generally, time reference) is thus not part of the meaning of the perfective.
It should be noted that a prenuclear Aorist Participle and main verb are never 
linked by conjunctions. The relationship between the events is not expressed in the surface 
structure by explicit conjunctions marking temporal relationships, since these relationships 
are already Hearer-old, stored as part of the speaker’s and hearer’s scenario for this type of 
event. The semantic relationship encoded is simply that of sequential events within the 
same script. The order of sequence is marked syntactically by word order, and the 
relationship to the main verb is marked grammatically, by Participle form agreeing with 
the subject of the main verb in number, gender and case. The fact that the event is to be 
conceptualized as an undifferentiated whole, rather than as a process, is indicated by Aorist 
form, marking Event Aspect (Perfective).
The frequent correlation between real time sequence and linear narration was also noted by
> preceding time setting (where event is Discourse-old or predictable)
Matt. 20:10, 11
Kal 8Xa0ou [t5] dud Squdpiou Kal auTot. \a(36uTe? 88 £yfr/yv(ov KaTd tou olKoSeairoTou ...
And took [the] each denarius and they. Having-taken 0 they-were-grumbling against the householder 
NIV “But each one of them also received a denarius. When they received it, they began to grumble.” 
The second occurrence of receiving is Discourse-old. It thus provides a time setting for its main verb, 
grumbling.
> preceding event, implicit reason (usually Participle is verb of perception)
Mark 6:29 
Kal dKoucrauTe? ol paOqTal airroD 
And having-heard the disciples of-him
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fjXGov Kal fjpav t 5  T rTujpa a u T o u  Kal 80r]Kav ai>rt> ev p y r ip e tw . 
they-came and took the body of-him and placed it in tomb.
NIV “On hearing of this, John’s disciples came and took his body and laid it in a tomb.” 
It is clear that their hearing provides both a time setting and a motivation for their actions.
> preceding event in sequential stages of a script 
Matthew 22:25 
Kal 6 TrpwTo? 'Wjq.a? ^TeXetiTqoeu...
And the first having-married died...
NIV “The first one married and died”
2) Prenuclear Aorist Participle Genitive
= preceding EVENT with different subject to main verb
Grammatical and syntactic form:
Subject 1 Aorist Participle Genitive ... Subject 2 Nuclear Verb 
Semantic meaning:
Prenuclear = temporal relationship to the main verb
Aorist = Perfective Aspect, Event
Participle = in the same scenario as the main verb
Genitive = different subject from subject of the main verb
Prenuclear Aorist Participle Genitive
= preceding Event with different subject to main verb, in the main verb’s scenario
Pragmatic use:
> preceding time setting
(where event is Discourse-old or predictable, frequently related to day, night, time passing)
> preceding event, implicit reason
(usually implying 2's perception of l's action)
> preceding event, precondition to sequential stages of a script
Semantically, a prenuclear Genitive Absolute in the Aorist form marks an Event 
(Perfective Aspect), occurring before the main verb’s event (syntactic order following real­
time order), with the subject being different from the subject of the main verb (Genitive 
construction, as opposed to Nominative). It must also be Hearer-old information (Participle 
as opposed to main verb) and thus be Discourse-old (part of an open scenario), real-world 
predictable (such as passing of time), or part of the about-to-be-opened scenario of the 
main verb. Also it must be significant or relevant to the action of the main verb, in 
accordance with relevance theory (Sperber and Wilson, 1986), and Grice’s maxims “be 
relevant” “be brief’ (Grice, 1975).
In real life, anything relevant that someone else does before a different subject does 
something, is likely to be either a time setting for the following action (when?), or a reason 
for the following action (why?). Hence Prenuclear Genitive Absolutes in the Aorist often 
provide information which is the time setting or reason for the following action.
> preceding time setting (where event is Discourse-old or predictable) 
Matt. 18:23b-24 
5? f)88Xr|aev c ru v a p a i  X6yov pera t g jv  8ouXwv a u T o u . 
who wished to-take reckoning with the slaves of-him
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dpEapiuou 8e airrou awatpeiv Trpoarqv^ x^ n afmo el? ocJ>ei\£TT|? fiuptwv TaXdvTtuv. 
having-begun () he to-take, was-brought-forward to-him one debtor of-ten-thousand talents 
NIV “As he began the settlement”
I would translate “When he had started taking the reckoning...” since the Greek, by using Aorist, marks 
Perfective rather than Imperfective Aspect. He began to take accounts before this debtor was brought. His 
beginning to take accounts is predictable as he wanted to do this (Matt. 18:23)
> preceding event, implicit reason
(usually implying subject 2’s perception of subject l ’s action)
Acts 20:3b
yeuo[i£uri? 8m|3ouXfj? auTU) biro t w v  ’I ou8ata>v piXXovn dvdyeoOai el? tt)v  Suplav, 
having-occurred plot to-him by the Jews intending to-sail to the Syria,
£ y £ v eT O  yvo6p.r]? t o u  u rroaT pe(j> eiv  8ia MaKeSoula?. 
he-became of-intention of-the to-retum through Macedonia.
NIV “Because the Jews made a plot... he decided...”
Although what is marked semantically and explicitly is that the plot occurred before the decision, it is clear 
that pragmatically the plot was the REASON for the decision. This is because the concepts plot and change 
of decision belong in the same scenario in that one prototypical relationship.
> preceding event, precondition to sequential stages of a script 
Mark 16:1
Kal Siayeuopivou to u  aa|3(3dTou ... fjydpaoav dpc&p.aTa ...
And having-passed the sabbath... they-bought spices 
NIV “When the Sabbath day was over... bought spices...”
It is expecially clear here that the Aorist means the Sabbath is not passing but has passed, since Jews would 
not have worked on the Sabbath. The passing of the Sabbath is a precondition to working.
3) Prenuclear Present Participle Nominative
= concurrent PROCESS with same subject as main verb
Grammatical and syntactic form:
Subject 1 Present Participle Nominative ... Subject 1 Nuclear Verb 
Semantic meaning:
Prenuclear = temporal relationship to the main verb
Present = Imperfective Aspect, Process
Participle = in the same scenario as the main verb
Nominative = same subject as subject of the main verb
Prenuclear Present Participle Nominative
= concurrent Process with same subject as main verb, in main verb’s scenario
Pragmatic use:
> concurrent time setting
(where event is Discourse-old or predictable)
> concurrent time setting, implicit reason
(usually Participle is verb of perception)
> concurrent situation, implicit reason
(usually Participle is verb of being)
> concurrent event in non-sequential scenario
> concurrent time setting (where event is Discourse-old or predictable) 
Mark 6:2b
fjpftrro SiSdoKeiv 8u Tq cnjuaytoyfj, Kal TroXXol dKoflouTe? e^TrXijaorovTO... 
he-began to-teach in the synagogue, and many hearing were-being-astonished ...
NIV “ ... and many who heard him were amazed”
Perhaps “ ... and many people, as they heard him speak, were becoming astonished ...”
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Here the verb “began” and the Imperfective Aspect of both Present Participle and Imperfect Indicative 
suggest a progressive sense for the Participle and distributive and iterative Aktionsart for the Imperfect 
Indicative, with many different individuals each becoming astonished, one after the other, as they were 
listening. There is also the implication that what they heard is the reason for their astonishment.
> concurrent time setting, implicit reason (usually Participle is verb of perception)
Acts 5:5
dK outou 88 o'Avavla? to u ?  Xoyou? t o u t o u ?  T r e a t#  8£8«J»it£ev 
hearing () the Ananias the words these having-fallen he-died.
NIV “When Ananias heard this ...” , TEV “As soon as Ananias heard this...”
Since the Present Participle indicates PROCESS, this might be translated “as he heard these words, he fell 
down and died”, not “when he had heard these words ...” .
> concurrent situation, implicit reason (usually Participle is verb of being)
Matthew 1:19
’IwoTjtj) 88 8 dvqp aurfj?, Sticaio? t# Kal pf| QeXcov auTqu 8eiy|iaTtaai,
Joseph 0 the husband of-her, righteous being and not wishing her to-disgrace 
8(3ouXf|0q Xd0pa diroXuaai aurr|V. 
decided secretly to-divorce her.
NIV “Because Joseph her husband was a righteous man ...”
Such participles are typically Hearer-old or Discourse-old. Joseph being righteous may have been common 
knowledge among Christians, and is implied by God’s choice of him as husband of the Christ’s mother 1:16.
> concurrent event in nonsequential scenario 
Luke 11:45
Ai8daKaXe, TauTa Xeycov Kal fpa? u f3p t£ei? .
Teacher, these[things] saying also us you-insult.
NIV “Teacher, when you say these things, you insult us also”
The Prenuclear Present Participle refers to the same event as the main verb, but from another angle. Here 
“saying” is the implicit MEANS of insulting.
4) Prenuclear Present Participle Genitive
= concurrent PROCESS with different subject to main verb
Grammatical and syntactic form:
Subject 1 Present Participle Genitive ... Subject 2 Nuclear Verb 
Semantic meaning:
Prenuclear = temporal relationship to the main verb
Present = Imperfective Aspect, Process
Participle = in the same scenario as the main verb
Genitive = different subject from subject o f the main verb
Prenuclear Present Participle Genitive
= concurrent Process with different subject to main verb, in main verb’s scenario
Pragmatic use:
> concurrent time setting
(where event is Discourse-old or predictable, frequently related to day, night, time passing)
> concurrent event, implicit reason
(usually implying 2's perception of l's action)
> concurrent event, precondition to sequential stages of a script
Present Participles denote a Process (Imperfective Aspect). In Prenuclear Genitive 
Absolutes the Present Participle represents a Process begun before the commencement of 
the main verb and continuing up to, and possibly beyond, the action of the main verb. In
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such instances Imperfective Aspect is used since the event was in process and incomplete 
when the main verb occurred. There is a subject switch between the GA and the main verb.
> concurrent time setting (where event is Discourse-old or predictable)
Luke 19:11
’Atcouoyiw 88 ainw raura npo<r0el? etirev Trapa(3oXf]v...
Hearing () them these[things] having-added he-said parable...
NIV “While they were listening to this, he went on to tell them a parable...”
Here the Genitive Absolute shows concurrent time setting. This interpretation is supported by the statement 
that Jesus “having-added said”, i.e. continued to speak (cf. v9-10).
> concurrent event, implicit reason
(usually implying subject 2’s perception of subject l ’s action)
Matt. 18:25
pf) 8yovtq? 88 auTou <hro8oDvaL 8ic8A£uaev auToy o Kiipio? TrpaOfjyai... 
not having () he to-pay-back ordered him the master to-be-sold ...
NIV “Since he was not able to pay ...”
His situation is predictable as his debt was so large (Matt. 18:24).
> concurrent event, precondition to sequential stages of a script
Acts 27:21-22
IToXXfj? T€ doirta? uuapYoucrri? t o t e  oraQeis 8 IlauXo? 8v p8aw auTwv elTrev ...
Much and lack-of-appetite being then having-stood the Paul in the middle of-them said ...
Trapaivo) hpa? ei)0upeXy 
I-beseech you to-be-of-good-cheer
NIV “After the men had gone a long time without food, Paul stood up among them and said... I urge you to 
keep up your courage.”
The men’s despondency is the precondition for Paul making a speech of encouragement.
5) Postnuclear Aorist Participle Nominative
= EVENT with same subject as main verb, related non-temporally to main verb
Grammatical and syntactic form:
Subject 1 Nuclear Verb ... Subject 1 Aorist Participle Nominative 
Semantic meaning:
Postnuclear = non-temporal relationship to main verb
Aorist = Perfective Aspect, Event
Participle = in the same scenario as the main verb
Nominative = same subject as subject of the main verb
Postnuclear Aorist Participle Nominative
= Event with same subject as main verb related non-temporally to main verb
Pragmatic use:
NOT sequential relationship
> MANNER
> MEANS
> PURPOSE AND RESULT, but not random subsequent event
(The result occurs at the completion of the main verb.)
> REASON, especially with verbs of perception
> CONCESSIVE, i.e. REASON plus contraexpectation
> CONDITION, i.e. REASON without factuality
> CONCOMITANT ACT, i.e. related Event (Perfective Aspect)
> CONCOMITANT CIRCUMSTANCE, i.e. subject is goal or patient
> RESTATEMENT
> RESTRICTIVE SETTING, locational, temporal, or circumstantial
> AMPLIFICATION / SPECIFIC
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Postnuclear Aorist Participles are less common than prenuclear, and the change in
lexical order seems to indicate a change in the temporal relationship between the Participle
and the main verb. Thus Porter, analysing data from a GRAMCORD study by Taylor
(1984) of the Aorist Participle in Paul, states (1989:383-4):
of approximately 120 Aorist Participles found in relation to a main verb, approximately 78 precede and 
42 follow the main verb, with those preceding showing a definite tendency toward antecedent action and 
those following showing a definite tendency toward coincidental action.
Porter further states that postnuclear Aorist Participles may refer to action occurring after
the main verb (1989:381):
the syntactical pattern [of Participle and main verb] appears to be used to make relative statements about 
when the process is seen to have occurred... This when the Participle is placed before the main verb, 
there is a tendency for the action to be depicted as antecedent, and when the Participle is placed after the 
main verb, there is a tendency for the action to be seen as concurrent or subsequent.
In other words, Porter argues, the grammatical and syntactic pattern of Aorist Participle
followed by main verb seems to parallel the real-life order of sequential events, but when
the Aorist Participle is placed after the main verb, then the time sequence is disrupted. I
agree with this but go further.
Whereas the Prenuclear Aorist Participle refers to a preceding event from the list of
stages in the script of the main verb, the Postnuclear Aorist Participle does not. This
distinction between Prenuclear and Postnuclear Aorist Participles is not a temporal
distinction, between preceding and concurrent or subsequent. Rather it is a distinction
between temporal and non-temporal. The possible non-temporal relationships marked by a
Postnuclear Aorist Participle are those which may be found in the non-temporal
relationships part of the scenario of the main verb, such as MEANS, PURPOSE AND
RESULT, REASON, and perhaps any type of CONCOMITANT ACT. These relationships
are not grammaticalized separately in the text, since the particular concepts and related
lexical items are already linked in the main verb scenario in specific prototypical
relationships.
Although the relationship of Postnuclear Aorist Participles to the main verb is non­
temporal, this does not mean that there is no temporal relationship between them, but 
rather that the author has chosen to mark a non-temporal relationship (by postposing the 
Participle). Indeed, the temporal relationship between a Postnuclear Aorist Participle and 
its main verb is often implied by the non-temporal relationship which is marked, e.g. 
REASON frequently implies a preceding event, MANNER frequently implies a concurrent 
event, and PURPOSE+RESULT implies a subsequent event.
The examples below support the following hypotheses:
a) The grammatical choice of Participle indicates that the verbal concept belongs to the 
same scenario as the main verb.
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b) The grammatical choice of Aorist Participle indicates that the verbal concept is 
conceived of as a single undifferentiated Event (Perfective Aspect).
c) The syntactic choice of Postnuclear Aorist Participle indicates that the verbal concept is 
conceived of as an event in a non-temporal relationship with the main verb.
d) The pragmatic relationship between Postnuclear Aorist Participle and main verb is 
determined by the prototypical relationship of these particular verbs within the main verb’s 
scenario, i.e. it does not depend on the co-text or the specific context or the spoken or 
written text itself, but rather on the typical relationship between these events in the 
speaker’s and audience’s scenario. The lexical items, by referring to concepts already 
stored together in a single scenario, convey to the hearer not only the concepts themselves, 
but also the semantic relationship between them, by accessing the prototypical semantic 
relationship from the pre-existing mental scenario in speaker’s and hearer’s minds.
In Greek, non-temporal subordinate clauses typically occur after the main clause. 
This means that the postnuclear position is a natural place to find an event which relates to 
the main verb by a non-temporal semantic relationship, e.g.
REASON
Acts 4:3
80£vto el? ifipqaiv el? Tqv aupiov fjv y A p  e a T re p a  q8q. 
they-put uin guard till the next-day. it-was for evening already.
Acts 5:38
&<peTe auTou?- 8tl eav fj e£ auGpojTrwv q (3ouXq afrrq q to epyov touto, KorraXuBijcreToa, 
leave them, because if be from people the intention this or the work this, it-will-fail.
PURPOSE
Matthew 26:2 
TrapaSlSoTai el? t o  crTaupwQfjvaL. 
will-be-handed-over for the to-be-crucified.
Mark 4:3 
e£qX0ev o airelpcov mreipai.
Went-out the sower to-sow.
Acts 8:19 
Aore icdpol Tqu e^ oiiCTiav TauTqv 
Give to-me-also the authority this
tva S kav e 1110(3 tA? x^pa? Xappdvq TrueOpa ayiov. 
so-that to-whom soever I-place hands may-receive spirit holy
RESULT
Acts 14:1 
'Eykvero 8 8  ... XaXfjcrai oDt w ?
It happened () to-speak thus
dioTe mcrreOcrai ’IouSatwv re Kal rEXXf]vcou noXX uXfj0o?. 
as-a-result to-believe of-Jews and also of-Greeks much crowd.
According to my thesis, the list of different semantic relationships above does not 
delimit what the Postnuclear Aorist Participle may mean, rather it shows the wide range of 
meanings which can be established within the New Testament text corpus. The meaning, I 
argue, is always “an event within the scenario of the main verb related to that verb by a 
non-temporal relationship.” What that non-temporal relationship is in any given text is the
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prototypical semantic relationship between the two verbal concepts in the scenario of the 
original author and audience.
In many cases, we share the original author and audience’s scenarios, so it is 
“obvious” to us what the relationship between the verbal concepts is. However, even when 
we know intuitively what the relationship is from our experiential knowledge of the world, 
we may be unable to define it clearly in terms of any one specific semantic relationship 
since there may be multiple and complex relationships between events. Indeed ANY real- 
life experiential relationship which prototypically occurs between two events may be 
encoded by a Participle, yet the exact nature of that relationship is NOT encoded 
grammatically, and only the temporal/non-temporal distinction is marked syntactically by 
word order.
> M A N N E R
Matthew 20:8b
du68o? auTot? t 8v piaGov dpEduevo? duo twv 8axdTa>v 8to? t <3v uptoTtov. 
pay to-them the wage having-begun from the last[ones] to the first[ones],
(Compare John 8:9 and LXX Gen. 44:12)
> MEANS
James 2:21
’A(3padp 8 uarqp qpaiv ouk epycov 88iKau60q 
Abraham the father of-us not from works was-justified 
dveuevKa? ’I cradic t8v u18v auTou eul to 0ucnacrTf|piov; 
having-offered Isaac the son of-him on the altar
> PURPOSE A N D  RESULT
(the result is conceptualized as a single one-off event)
Acts 25:13b
’Ayptuua? 8 pacnXeu? Kal Bepvticq Kar^VTqaav el? Kaiodpeiav dcruaadueyoi t5v <bfjorov. 
Agrippa the king and Bernice went-down to Caesarea having-greeted the Festus.
NIV “King Agrippa and Bernice arrived at Caesarea to pay their respects to Festus.”
English cannot mark both purpose and result in a single grammatical form. Here the NIV marks purpose.
> REASON, especially with verbs of perception
Col. 1:3,4
EiixapioToDpev ... dKofaravTe? Tqv utcmv updiv ev Xpicrrto’ Iqaou ...
We-give-thanks ... having-heard the faith of-you in Christ Jesus...
NIV “We always thank God ... because we have heard of your faith...”
> CONCESSIVE, i.e. REASON plus contraexpectation
Hebrews 12:17
peTavola? ydp touov oux efipev Katuep peTd SaKpuwv ^KfqTqcra? airrf|V. 
of-repentance for place not he-found although w ith tears having-sought it (blessing or repentance)
NIV “He could bring about no change of mind, though he sought the blessing with tears.”
> CONDITION, i.e. REASON or M E A N S  without factuality
3 John 6
ou? KaXw? uonfoei? upouepfta? d£lw? tou 0eou*
whom well you-will-do having-sent-on worthily of-the god
NIV “You will do well to send them on their way in a manner worthy of God”
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i.e. “You will do well IF you send them ...” This is related to the MEANS statement “You did well in 
sending them...”
> CONCOMITANT ACT, le. related Event, not concurrent
Galatians 2:1
dv^Piiv el? 'I epoa6Xu|ia |ieTa Bapvapa CTup-TrapaXapcbv Kal TItou*
I-went-up to Jerusalem with Barnabas having-taken-along also Titus.
I analyse the Aorist Participle here as conceptualizing the initial act of taking Titus along, which naturally 
resulted in his accompanying them throughout the trip.
> CONCOMITANT CIRCUMSTANCE, i.e. subject is not agent but experiencer
Mark 12:21
Kal 8 Seurepo? ... dmiQavev p.f| KaTaXiTrcov (jTrepp.a- 
And the second... died not having-left seed
i.e. “died childless” (cf. Luke 20:29 due Gave v Atckvo? “died childless”)
> RESTATEMENT
Acts 27:33b 
aaiToi SiaTeXeXTe p.riGev TrpoaXa(36p.euoi. 
foodless you-continued nothing having-taken.
NIV “have gone without food - you haven’t eaten anything”
> RESTRICTIVE SETTING, locational, temporal, or circumstantial
John 4:54
Touro [88] TrdXiv SeuTepov oTip.etov £7TotT|CTev 8 ’Iriaou?
This () again second sign did the Jesus 
eXQrau 8k Tfj? ’I ouSata? el? rf]v TaXiXatav. 
having-come from the Judea into the Galilee.
NIV “This was the second miraculous sign that Jesus performed, having come from Judea to Galilee.”
> AMPLIFICATION / SPECIFIC
Matthew 27:4 
''HjiapTOV TTapaSoi;? at|ia dGcoov.
I-sinned having-betrayed blood innocent.
6) Postnuclear Aorist Participle Genitive
= EVENT with different subject from main verb, related non-temporally to main verb
Grammatical and syntactic form:
Subject 1 Nuclear Verb ... Subject 2 Aorist Participle Genitive 
Semantic meaning:
Postnuclear = non-temporal relationship to main verb
Aorist = Perfective Aspect, Event
Participle = in the same scenario as the main verb
Genitive = different Subject from Subject of the main verb
Postnuclear Aorist Participle Genitive
= Event with different subject from main verb, related non-temporally to main verb
Pragmatic use:
> MEANS
> REASON
> CONCOMITANT CIRCUMSTANCE, i.e. related circumstance
(NOT preceding action giving time-setting for main verb)
> tticri VS & £  YT/a)Cr-
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Prenuclear Genitive Absolutes are used when the events are predictable from the 
preceding context, and form the temporal setting for, and sometimes implicit reason for, 
the nuclear verb. Such Genitive Absolutes may have no special relationship with the main 
verb’s scenario other than giving explicit details for its temporal slot, i.e. when it occurred.
In contrast, Postnuclear Genitive Absolutes are used when the events are a 
prototypical part of the main verb’s scenario, irrespective of whether they were predictable 
from the preceding text or not.
> M E ANS
Matt. 26:60 (MEANS plus contraexpectation)
Kal oux efipov ttoXXc#  •fTpogeXGovTaii/ tj/euSopapTupcov.
and not they-found many having-come-forward false-witmesses
NIV “But they did not find any, though many false witnesses came forward”
The CONCESSIVE sense is a result of contraexpectation in the normal MEANS relationship of finding false 
“evidence” by using false witnesses.
> REASON
Luke 23:44-45
...cjk6to? kykvero ecj>’ 8Xr|v tt|V yfju ... tou f|X(.ou eKXiTrovTo?,
... darkness occurred on whole the land ... the sun having-failed
NIV “darkness came over the whole land ... for the sun stopped shining.”
> CONCOMITANT CIRCUMSTANCE, i.e. related circumstance
1 Peter 3:22
o? Acttlv ev 8e£id [tou] Geou -rropeuGet? el? oupauXu 
Who is at right [of-the] of-god having-gone into heaven 
uTroTavevToiu airr<£ ayyeXwu Kal efjoucnwv Kal Suudpewv. 
having-submitted to-him angels and authorities and powers 
NIV “with angels, authorities and powers in submission to him.”
I analyse the first Aorist Participle TTopeuGet? as MEANS.
> RESTRICTIVE SETTING
John 6:23 ^
8yyu? tou t6ttou ottou Icfxryov rbv dprov eXvapiaTf|gavTo? tou Kuplou. 
near the place where they-ate the bread having-thanked the lord.
NIV “near the place where the people had eaten the bread after the Lord had given thanks”
This setting is “restricted” to refer to a specific occasion, because there is an underlying MEANS relationship 
between the Lord blessing the bread and people eating it.
7) Postnuclear Present Participle Nominative
= PROCESS with same subject as main verb, related non-temporally to main verb 
Grammatical and syntactic form:
Subject 1 Nuclear Verb ... Subject 1 Present Participle Nominative 
Semantic meaning:
Postnuclear = non-temporal relationship to the main verb
Present = Imperfective Aspect, Process
Participle = in the same scenario as the main verb
Nominative = same subject as subject of the main verb
Postnuclear Present Participle Nominative
= Process with same subject as the main verb, related non-temporally to the main verb
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Pragmatic use:
> MANNER
> MEANS
> PURPOSE
> PURPOSE AND RESULT, the result begins at the time of the main verb and continues
> REASON
> CONCESSIVE
> AMPLIFICATION / SPECIFIC
> CONCOMITANT ACT, simultaneous and related
> RESTRICTIVE SETTING, locational, temporal, or circumstantial
Postnuclear Present Participles are especially common with the verb Xeyw “say”. 
According to statistics by O’Donnell (1997:13) the Present Participle occurs 3437 times in 
the New Testament out of a total 6258 Participles, and 27585 verbal forms, i.e. 55% of 
Participles are Present. From these averages, O’Donnell calculates the degree to which 
individual lexical items differ from the norm, taking a z-score of 3 or more (positive or 
negative as significant (1997:15). With the verb Xeyo) “say”, there are 451 occurrences of 
the Present Participle compared to an expected 283, giving a z-score of 14.89 for statistical 
significance (Meaning in Numbers, 1997:20, Appendix). In other words, this is VERY 
significant. Examples with Xeytn will be given in several categories.
> M A N N E R
Matthew 9:27
f|KoXofthrjCTav [auTqi] 8vo rvcjiXol Kpdfovxe? Kal XeyovTe? ...
Followed [him] two blindmen shouting and saying ...
> M E A N S
Acts 27:38
8ko6(|>l£ov to ttXoXov eKBaXXouevoi t8v ctXtov el? Tqv OdXaoaav. 
they-were-lightening the ship throwing out the wheat into the sea.
NIV “they lightened the ship by throwing the grain into the sea.”
> PURPOSE
Luke 2:45
Kal pq efrpdvTe? (m^orpe^av el? ’I epouaaXqp dva£qToOvTe? aux6v. 
and not having-found they-retumed to Jerusalem seeking him.
NIV “When they did not find him, they went back to Jerusalem to look for him.”
> PURPOSE A N D  RESULT, the result begins at the time of the main verb and continues
Matthew 19:3 
Matthew 19:3
K a l TTpoof]X0ov auTui $apiomoL ueipdfovTe? auTov Kal XeyovTe?. ...
And approached him Pharisees testing him and saying
The next verse 19:4 begins o 88 dm>Kpt0el? eluev “He () having-responded said” which not only proves 
that these words were actually said (i.e. the RESULT is included), but uses the o 88 formula, i.e. articular 
pronoun and developmental particle marking “tight-knit” conversation (Levinsohn, 1992:127).
> REASON
Acts 9:7
ol 88 avSpe? ol auvoSeuovTe? airrto elcrniKeLaav 8veot, 
the () men the travelling-with him stood speechless 
dKodovTe? p8v Tq? <]>(ovq? pq88va 88 QecjpouvTe? . 
hearing () the sound/voice nobody () seeing.
NIV “The men travelling with Saul stood there speechless; they heard the sound but did not see anyone.”
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They were speechless BECAUSE they could hear the sound but could see nobody.
> CONCESSIVE
Acts 9:7
o l  88 &y8pe? o l  a u v o S g u o v T g ?  a f m S  e t a n j i c e x a e H ' g y g o l, 
the () men the travelling-with him stood speechless 
dKouovTe? p.8v rfj? ritoyfj? p.T]8eva 88 QgcopoOuTeg . 
hearing () the sound/voice nobody () seeing.
NIV “ ... they heard the sound, but did not see anyone.”
Note the CONCESSIVE relationship is between Postnuclear Participles within a REASON clause. The men 
were speechless BECAUSE, ALTHOUGH they heard the sound, YET they saw nobody.
> AMPLIFICATION/SPECIFIC
Matthew 21:1-2 
tot€ ’IriaoO? dTr^ crreiXgy 8uo paGrira? Xiycov auTot? ... 
then Jesus sent two disciples saying to them...
NIV “Jesus sent two disciples saying to them...”
> CONCOMITANT ACT, simultaneous and related
Mark 15:36b
8ir6Ti£gV' airr6v Xgyajy. "Acpere ISwpgy gl gpxerai ’HX'ia? KaGgXgTv aurov. 
he-gave-to-drink him saying, Leave, let-us-see if comes Elijah to-take-down him.
NIV “and offered it to Jesus to drink. “Now leave him alone. Let’s see if Elijah comes to take him down,” he 
said”
> RESTRICTIVE SETTING, locational, temporal, or circumstantial
John 3:4b
n<3? Sdvcrrcu dyOptoTro? yeyvriOfjvai ygpwy d)y,
How can person to-be-born old being?
NIV “How can a man be bom when he is old?”
8) Postnuclear Present Participle Genitive
= PROCESS with different subject from main verb, related non-temporally to main verb
Grammatical and syntactic form:
Subject 1 Nuclear Verb ... Subject 2 Present Participle Genitive 
Semantic meaning:
Postnuclear = non-temporal relationship to the main verb
Present = Imperfective Aspect, Process
Participle = in the same scenario as the main verb
Genitive = different subject from subject of the main verb
Postnuclear Present Participle Genitive
= Process with different subject from main verb related non-temporally to the main verb
Pragmatic use:
> CONCOMITANT CIRCUMSTANCE, simultaneous and related 
(NOT simultaneous circumstance simply as a time-setting)
> CONCOMITANT CIRCUMSTANCE, simultaneous and related 
Acts 27:2b
dWjx&nP-ey oyro? auv fpiy ’Apicrrdpxou MaKg86vo? OgaaaXoviKgw?. 
we set-sail being with us Aristarchus Macedonian of-Thessalonica.
NIV “we put out to sea. Aristarchus, a Macedonian from Thessalonica, was with us.”
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See also:
Appendix J Prenuclear and Postnuclear Participles - form and function 
Chapter summary
Scenarios affect Greek Grammar, so can be discovered by grammatical analysis of 
the text. In the Verb Phrase, the choice between main verb and Participle is related to 
scenario theory.
Main verbs mark Discourse-new events, whereas Participles mark Hearer-old 
events. Where Participles refer to Discourse-new events, those events belong to the 
scenario of the main verb, and have a prototypical relationship with the main verb, which 
is the nuclear element of the complex event scenario.
The semantic meaning of Participles is defined by word order (Prenuclear marking 
temporal relationship to the main verb, and Postnuclear marking non-temporal), by verb 
form (Aorist marking Perfective Aspect, and Present marking Imperfective Aspect), and 
by case (Nominative marking that the subject is the same as the main verb, Genitive 
marking that the subject is different).
These parameters limit the possible pragmatic meanings of different types of 
Participles, but the specific pragmatic meaning is determined by the prototypical 
relationship between the event encoded by the Participle and the event encoded by the 
main verb within the main verb’s event scenario. New Testament examples provide 
support for these hypotheses.
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G R EEK  N O U N  PH RA SES  
AND SCENARIO S
Since scenarios affect the grammatical form of the Greek Verb Phrase, I investigate 
in this chapter whether scenarios also affect the grammatical form of the Greek Noun 
Phrase. I test two hypotheses, that use of the article with a noun marks that the referent is 
Hearer-old (i.e. Discourse-old, or Discourse-new and part of an open scenario), and that 
lack of the article with a noun which refers to a Hearer-old entity marks that entity as 
salient (i.e. having some special significance in the discourse, potentially at any level). I 
also give examples of grammatical patterns used in the Noun Phrase for all information 
status categories.
T h e  m e a n i n g  o f  t h e  a r t i c l e  i n  G r e e k
Greek nouns, including proper nouns and abstract nouns, may occur both with the
article (arthrous or articular) and without (anarthrous). Various attempts have been made to
describe the use of the Greek article, e.g. Carson’s chart (1984:83):
Use 1 Use 2
Articular (a) definite (c) generic
Anarthrous (b) indefinite i.e. qualitative (d) non-generic (individual)
Carson however comments: 
the articular usage under use 1 has certain conceptual affinities with the anarthrous usage under use 2; 
and the anarthrous usage under use 1 has certain conceptual affinities with the articular usage under use
2.
Porter, accepting Carson’s analysis, demonstrates various usages (and non-usages)
of the article (1994:103-114). Porter notes that, despite problems in analysis, nouns with
the article are morphologically “marked” and fundamentally anaphoric (1989:101):
Use of the article in Greek is not an easy issue to resolve, especially in relation to anaphora, but the best 
concise description seems to be Carson’s (Fallacies, 83, cf. 82-84...)... The articular is the marked form 
in Greek on the basis of its additional morphological element and its anaphoric use in definite statements 
(Acts 10:4), as well as generic statements (Luke 10:7), where reference appears to be made to a known 
state of affairs. (It has long been recognized that the article is related to the demonstrative 
morphologically; see Robertson, 755; cf. Lyons, Semantics, 652-54).
Use of the article for both anaphoric reference and generic reference, as well as its 
historical link to the demonstrative, fits my analysis in terms of scenario theory. I make the 
hypothesis that the article always refers back, either to a Hearer-old scenario (generic), or 
to a specific Hearer-old item within a Hearer-old scenario. This would result in the 
following scenario-based analysis of Carson’s chart:
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Use 1 Use 2
Articular (a) definite
specific Hearer-old item 
from open scenario
(c) generic
specific Hearer-old scenario 
referred to by title, singular or plural 
(including singular abstract nouns)
(d) non-generic (individual) 
specific Hearer-new item 
from open or closed scenario
Anarthrous (b) indefinite i.e. qualitative 
non-specific Hearer-old item 
from open or closed scenario
However, neither Carson’s definition, nor the scenario-based restatement of it 
above, addresses the problem that an indisputably definite referent, i.e. a specific Hearer- 
old item, frequently occurs anarthrously (e.g. Jesus, in Matthew 1:1, 16).
The traditional definition of the article in Greek is that it marks “known, particular” 
(Blass, Debrunner and Funk, 1961, sec. 252). The most obvious understanding of “known 
particular” would be Discourse-old, and indeed I will show that the article is used regularly 
to mark Discourse-old items.
However, there are two major problems associated with this traditional definition:
1) The definition “known particular” is not clear.
The meaning of the article needs to be defined precisely, and in terms of modem
linguistic categories of information status, such as Discourse-new/old, Hearer-new/old,
given, inferrable etc. I suggest that if the article refers not only to Discourse-old
information ,but also to Discourse-new inferrables, then it relates directly to scenario
theory. The article’s link with scenarios has indeed been noted but not developed by
Levinsohn (1992:97) (bolding mine):
(The definite article may be used also to refer to particular referents that are associated by a “script” 
with a known entity. For example, once reference has been made to a father, an arthrous reference to 
his child is acceptable, even if previously unmentioned.)
2) The definition “known particular” does not fit the facts.
As Levinsohn notes (1992:97) (bolding mine):
Throughout the New Testament, nouns whose referents are “ known, particular” ... are at times preceded 
by the definite article (i.e. “arthrous”) and at times appear without it (i.e. they are “anarthrous”)
So, either the concept “known particular” must be defined in linguistic terms and the
exceptions explained systematically, or a totally new definition must be found. Levinsohn
has attempted to explain anarthrous nouns with “known particular” referents in terms of
“salience” and “topic” (ibid.):
Typically those of the latter type [anarthrous] are salient or highlighted.
And again (ibid.) (bolding mine):
Frequently, the propositional topic is information that the author considers to be “ known” to the 
reader and the subject is most frequently the topic. The observed tendency for the subject to be arthrous 
in Greek naturally follows.
In the light of the observations above, I make the following hypotheses concerning 
use of the Greek article:
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The use of the article in Greek can be defined in terms of two categories: 
information status and salience.
The basic use of the article in Greek is not to mark that an item is Discourse-old, 
but to mark that it is Hearer-old, in short-term or long-term memory. Naturally, whatever 
is Discourse-old will also be Hearer-old, but Hearer-old also includes the categories 
KNOWN unused, KNOWN inferrable and GIVEN situational.
All nouns without the article are “salient” either because they are Hearer-new, or 
because the author chooses to mark Hearer-old items as salient. “Salient” means having 
some special significance in the discourse, potentially at any level, e.g. marking clause 
level focus, marking theme at clause level or higher levels of discourse, or highlighting 
interpersonal relations, etc.
D i s c o u r s e - n e w  a n d  D i s c o u r s e - o l d  r e f e r e n t s
Greek regularly contrasts Discourse-new and Discourse-old information.
Discourse-new nouns typically have no article
Nouns for major participants, whether human, animate or inanimate, are typically 
introduced without the article. Typically they are also Hearer-new, i.e. the audience does 
not know, or know of, the individual participant being introduced, e.g.
(relevant nouns bolded) 
human
Matt 21:33b 
,'Av0p(l)Tros• fjv olKo8eair6Tr[? 8cttl? ...
Man was householder who ...
Mark 5:25 ^
Kcd yuW| oftcra kv jbucrei atpaTO? 8w8etca £rr\ ...
And woman being in flow of-blood twelve years ... 
cf. Acts 1:23, 4:36
inanimate
Acts 2:2a
Kal kykveto a<f>va) 8k tou oupavou fjxo? axnrep riepopii/Tis' 'rrvofj? (3Lala?
And occurred suddenly from the heaven sound as of-rushing wind violent 
Acts 2:3a
Kal w<j)0T]CTay auToi? 8iap.epiCop.evaL yXtSaaai were! TTup6?
And were-seen by-them being-distributed tongues as of-fire
Nouns for major participants, especially in Luke and Acts, are introduced with n s
“a certain” (singular, specific member of a category) or Tives’ “certain/some” (plural,
specific members of a category or group), e.g.
Matthew 28:11
Kal Tive? t<Bv 4>apiaatwv duo tou oxXou elirav up6? auTov...
And certain of-the Pharisees from the crowd said to him ...
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M a r k  14 :5 1
K a l  v e a v la K o ?  T iff auvr)K oX ou9ei a u T i p ...
A n d  y o u th  c e r ta in  w a s - f o l lo w in g  h i m ...
L u k e  1 :5 , c f . 1 9 :3 9  
’E y 8v e T 0 . .. t e p e f y  T iff 6v6p a T i  Z a x a p t a ?  ...
O c c u r r e d  ... p r i e s t  c e r ta in  b y - n a m e  Z e c h a r ia h  ...
A c ts  3 :2  ( m a jo r  c h a r a c te r  in  A c ts  3 :1 - 4 :2 2  e p is o d e ) ,  c f .  5 :1 
K a t T is : dWjp x ^ k o f f  8k K o iX ta?  p q T p o ff  a u T o u  v r rd p x w v  8(3acxTd£eTo 
A n d  c e r ta in  m a n  la m e  f ro m  w o m b  o f - m o th e r  o f - h im  b e in g  w a s -b e in g  c a r r ie d
Sometimes Tives* “certain/some” occurs without a head noun but with the group
the referents belong to made explicit, e.g.
A c ts  6 :9  ( m a jo r  c h a r a c te r s  in  A c ts  6 :9 - 7 :6 0  e p is o d e )  
ctv'eorqom' 88 T iv e ff  t w v  8k  T fj?  auvaywyfjff t t ] ?  Xeyop8vr|ff AipepTtvwv ...
A r o s e  ( )  c e r ta in  o f  th e [ o n e s ]  f ro m  th e  s y n a g o g u e  th e  b e in g - c a l le d  o f -F r e e m e n  
a u £ q T 0u v T 6ff t<3 2/re<|>dva> 
d i s p u t in g - w i th  th e  S te p h e n
A c ts  12 :1  ( in c lu d e s  P e te r ,  m a jo r  c h a r a c te r  in  A c ts  1 2 :1 -1 9  e p is o d e )
K a r i  8k 6lv o v  88 t o v  K a ip d v  
A t  th a t  ( )  th e  t im e
8Tr8(3aXev 'H p t68q ?  o  (B aaiX eii? T a ?  x et p a ?  K aK to aa l T iv a f f  tw v  d u d  r q f f  eK K X qataff. 
l a id  H e r o d  th e  k in g  th e  h a n d s  t o  m is t r e a t  c e r ta in  o f  th e [ o n e s ]  f ro m  th e  c h u r c h .
Nouns for major participants (human or supernatural) whose presence is surprising
are introduced with “behold”, e.g.
A c ts  1 :1 0  ( s u p e r n a tu r a l ) ,  c f .  M a t th e w  1 :2 0 , 2 :1 3 ,  2 : 1 9 ,4 : 1 1 ,  A c ts  1 2 :7  
Kal di? dTev(,£ovTe? fjaav cl? t o v  oupavdv Tropeuop8vou auTou,
A n d  a s  g a z in g  th e y - w e r e  to  th e  h e a v e n  g o in g  h im ,
Kal L8ob dvSpeff 86o TrapeiaTf|Keiaav airrdt? 8v 800810601 XsuKaiff... 
a n d  b e h o ld  m e n  tw o  s to o d - b y  th e m  in  g a r m e n ts  w h i te . . .
A c ts  8 :2 7 b -2 8  ( m a jo r  c h a r a c te r s  in  A c ts  8 :2 6 - 3 9  e p is o d e )
(surprising because on a desert/deserted road)
Kal L8oi> diTjp AlOCotj; ... fjv Te LnTooTp8<|)cov Kal KaOijpevo? ...
A n d  b e h o ld  m a n  E th io p ia n  ... w a s  b o th  r e tu r n in g  a n d  s i t t in g  ...
A c ts  1 0 :3 0 b  ( s u p e r n a tu r a l )  
f jp q v  T q v  evdTT|V T rp o o e u x o p e v o ff  e v  t w  o’Ckio p o u ,
I -w a s  th e  n in th - [ h o u r ]  p r a y in g  in  th e  h o u s e  o f -m e ,
Kal l8ob AW)p 8o t t | evamov pou 8v eoOrjTL X a p u p a  
and behold man stood before me in clothing bright
Note that supernatural beings may only be present in the narrative for a short time,
but their intervention is always very significant, hence they are regarded as major
participants.
Similarly, the voice of God may be introduced in this way, e.g.:
M a tth e w  3 :1 7  (c f .  M a t th e w  1 7 :5 , M a r k  1 :11  a n a r th ro u s  n o u n  a lo n e )
Kal l8oi> <fxovf) 8 k  t w v  o u p a v w v  X8y o u a a ,  
a n d  b e h o ld  v o ic e  f ro m  th e  h e a v e n s  s a y in g ,
Anarthrous nouns may be used for first introductions (Discourse-new) even when
the referent is Hearer-old. This marks that the participant so introduced is salient, which is
typical of major characters, e.g.
M a tth e w  17 :3  ( s u p e r n a tu r a l )
Kal l8ob wcf>0r| auTOL? Mfa)t)arjff Kal ’HXtaff auX X aX oD vTe? p e r i  auT oO .
A n d  b e h o ld  w e r e - s e e n  b y - th e m  M o s e s  a n d  E l i j a h  d i s c u s s in g  w i th  h im .
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Discourse-old nouns typically are marked with the article
In contrast nouns which are Discourse-old are normally arthrous, i.e. take the
article. Naturally all Discourse-old items are (by now) Hearer-old. This category seems to
be what was primarily meant by the traditional definition (Levinsohn, 1992:97):
I t  is  g e n e r a l ly  a g r e e d  th a t  o n e  r e a s o n  f o r  u s in g  th e  d e f in i te  a r t ic le  is  w h e n  th e  r e f e r e n t  o f  th e  n o u n  to  
w h ic h  i t  is  a t t r ib u t iv e  is  “ k n o w n  p a r t i c u la r ” .
Examples here have the first mention in bold, anaphoric reference underlined,
e.g.
with repetition of the same noun 
L u k e  9 :3 0 , 3 2  
K a l ISoX d v 8p e ?  86o  o w e X d X o u v  a i m o , ...
A n d  b e h o ld  m e n  tw o  w e r e - ta lk in g - w i th  h im  ... 
e tS o v  T q v  86£ a v  auT oO  K al tq X ?  8vo a v S p a ?  ...  
t h e y  s a w  th e  g lo r y  o f -h im  a n d  th e  tw o  m e n  ...
J o h n  4 :4 0 b ,  4 3
K a l 8p e iv e v  8k8l  8P o  f |p .8p a ? . . .M e T d  88 t A ?  8Xo f in e  p a ?
A n d  h e - r e m a in e d  th e r e  tw o  d a y s  ... A f te r  ( )  th e  tw o  d a y s . . .
C o m p a r e :
A c ts  9 :3 7 b ,  3 9 b  
k v  f rrcp iijti) . . . .  e l ?  t 8 X rrepfiov  
in  u p p e r - r o o m .. .  in to  t h e  u p p e r - r o o m  
A c ts  1 2 :7 -1 0
K a l I 80X d y y e X o ?  ... o  d y y e X o ?  ...  o  a y y e X o ?
A n d  b e h o ld  a n g e l ... th e  a n g e l  . . . th e  a n g e l  
A c ts  1 3 :6 b , 8
e b p o v  a v S p a  t i v A  p d y o v  . . .  E X X p a ?  6 p d y o ?  ... 
t h e y - f o u n d  m a n  c e r ta in  s o r c e r e r ... E ly m a s  th e  s o r c e r e r . . .
with coreferential noun
L u k e  6:6b , 8b  ( g e n e r ic  s p e c i f ic )
K a l fjv  d v G p a n ro ?  8k 6i  ...
A n d  w a s  p e r s o n  th e r e  ... 
e t i r e v  88 t Q  d v S p l ... 
h e - s a id  ( )  to - th e  m a n .. .
L u k e  7 :1 9 ,  2 0  ( s p e c i f ic  g e n e r ic )
K a l T T p o o K aX e ad p ev o ?  8u o  t l v A ?  t<3v p a O q T w v  a i r r o P  ...
A n d  h a v in g - c a l l e d  tw o  c e r ta in  o f - th e  d is c ip le s  o f -h im ..  
n a p a y e v o p e v o i  88 i r p o ?  aX T ov o l  d v S p e ?  ...
H a v in g - a r r iv e d  ( )  to  h im  th e  m e n .
L u k e  8 : 2 7 ,2 9  ( s p e c i f ic  g e n e r ic )
A w fa  T t?  ... d u b  t o P  dvO porrrou. 
m a n  c e r ta in  ... f ro m  th e  p e r s o n .
L u k e  8 :2 9 b  ( s p e c i f i c  g e n e r ic )
A X txrecnv  K al i r88a i ?  .. .  t A  S e o u d  
w i th - c h a in s  a n d  w i th - f e t te r s  ... th e  b o n d s  ...
L u k e  8 :2 7 b ,  2 9  ( s y n o n y m s )
X uf|V TTiaev a v f |p  t l ?  8k  r f j ?  TroXecu? e x w v  8a i ( i 6v i a ... 
m e t  m a n  c e r ta in  f ro m  th e  to w n  h a v in g  d e m o n s . . .
- rrap fiy y e iX ev  yA p  t<3 T rv€X |iaT i tco  AKaOdpTco e^eX G eiv  Air8 t o P  dvG pX m ov. 
h e - c o m m a n d e d  f o r  th e  s p i r i t  t h e  u n c le a n  to - c o m e - o u t  f ro m  th e  p e r s o n .
A c ts  1 4 :8 a , 1 3 a  ( n a m e , c la s s )
K a l  t l ?  d v f jp  A8u v a T o ?  e v  A X c r rp o i?  t o l ?  t to o I v  8k A G i|to  ...
A n d  c e r ta in  m a n  p o w e r le s s  in  L y s t r a  in - th e  f e e t  s a t ...
8 T e  le p e X ?  t o P  A lo ?  t o u  o v t o ?  irp o  T fj?  n 6Xeo)?
T h e  a n d  p r ie s t  o f - th e  J u p i te r  o f - th e  b e in g  in - f i r o n t-o f  th e  to w n
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with variation of word class 
M a r k  1 :3 0 ,3 1  
fl 8e TrevOepd Elpwvo? KaTeKeiTo Trup^aaouaa,...
T h e  ( )  m o th e r - in - la w  o f -S im o n  w a s - ly in g - a s id e  f e v e r in g  ...
Kal cKf>fjKev auTT)v 6 TTUpeTo?. Kal 8tT]K6vei auToi?. 
and it-left her the fever, and she-served them.
M a r k  7 :3 2 ,  3 5 b  
Kal <f)6pouaiv auTw K&xj&v Kal jioyiXdXov...
A n d  th e y - b r in g  to - h im  d u m b  a n d  p o o r - s p e a k in g . . .
K al 6Xfr0rj o  S e a p o g  r f j ?  y X w a o r)?  a u T o u .. . .  
a n d  w a s - lo o s e d  th e  b o n d  o f - th e  t o n g u e  o f -h im .
Discourse-old entities may be referred to by pronouns or zero anaphora
It is of course extremely common in the Greek of the New Testament for anaphoric 
reference to a known particular entity to use a pronoun, relative pronoun or zero anaphora. 
Zero anaphora is typically used for already focal subjects (also marked in the verb 
suffixes), whereas the pronoun may be used for already focal participants in any semantic 
role, such as agent, goal, instrument, benefactive, experiencer, etc. This is the normal 
pattern when the entity concerned is in explicit focus, i.e. already mentioned and part of 
the current scenario, e.g.
(all references to the “man” are bolded, asterisk = zero anaphora)
A c ts  1 4 :8 -1 0
Kal tl? dvf|p dSuvaTO? ev AucrrpoL? tol? ttoct'lv eKdOiyro,
A n d  c e r ta in  m a n  p o w e r le s s  in  L y s t r a  in - th e  f e e t  s a t ,
XtoXo? €K KOLXla? p.T)Tp8? afrroO, 
lame from womb of-mother of-him,
&? ofrSeTroTe uepL eT rdT qcrev . 
w h o  n e v e r  w a lk e d .
oS t o ?  fjKouaev tou ITauXou XaXouvTo?-
T h is [ o n e ]  h e a r d  th e  P a u l  s p e a k in g ,
o? d T e v l a a ?  afrnd Kal I8 w v
w h o  h a v in g - lo o k e d  a t - h im  a n d  h a v in g - s e e n
8tl * exet ttIotlv tou crwOfjvaL,
t h a t  [h e ]  h a s  f a i th  o f - th e  to - b e - s a v e d /h e a le d
e l u e v  * p e y d X q
s a id  [ to -h im ]  in -b ig  v o ic e ,
* AvdaTr]0L 8-rrl tou? Tr68a? aou 6p0o?
[y o u ]  S ta n d  o n  th e  f e e t  o f -y o u  u p r ig h t ,
K a l fiX aT o K a l * TrepLeTTctTeL.
A n d  [h e ]  le a p e d - u p  a n d  [h e ]  w a lk e d .
This shows that * zero anaphora is used in narrative for items of the information
status 3b GIVEN textual - current (Chapter 3, part 1) which are Discourse-old (and by
definition Hearer-old) and refer again to the last opened scenario.
I have also used * to mark the (intended) agent of an Imperative, although
Imperatives normally would not have an explicit subject anyway. This is partly for
consistency in showing that the agent is the same as in other places where there is no
pronoun. It also emphasizes a general principle, which otherwise might go unnoticed, that
the agent of a command in narrative is always Discourse-old and currently focal. As far as
the narrative is concerned, the agent of the imperative is the person addressed by the
speaker, and so has the information status of 3b GIVEN textual-current (for the reader).
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As far as the original context of the speech exchange is concerned, the information 
status of the agent of the imperative was 3 a GIVEN situational and was Discourse-new, 
Hearer-old, referring to a new entity in the open “here and now” scenario, viz. the 
addressee. Thus the lack of a pronoun with Imperatives fits the general pattern of pronoun- 
drop (zero anaphora) for Hearer-old currently focal entities.
In summary then, the norm is:
Discourse-new item is marked by no article.
Discourse-old item is marked by the article.
Discourse-old item (currently focal) is marked by pronoun or zero.
Exceptions that prove the rule
Exceptions to this pattern can be explained in terms of two factors: information 
status and “salience”.
The article is used for Discourse-new items which are KNOWN, i.e. have the 
following information status:
2. KNOWN ENTITIES (Hearer-old but not previously in focus)
a. unused
Discourse-new, Hearer-old
Refer to new entities in “whole world” scenario
b. inferrable
Discourse-new, Hearer-old
Refer to new entities from an open co-text scenario
Lack of the article with Discourse-old referents, or other Hearer-old referents, is
statistically unusual, and so marks those referents as “salient.” I use “salience” as a broad
cover term for something the author wishes to draw the audience’s attention to, which
includes focus (highlighting) at clause level, and theme at higher levels of discourse.
The following sections deal with each of these issues in turn.
T h e  a r t i c l e  i s  u s e d  f o r  a l l  H e a r e r - o l d  r e f e r e n t s
On the basis of scenario theory and Greek New Testament examples, I make the 
hypothesis that the Greek article is used with Discourse-new referents when those referents 
are Hearer-old, i.e. the article indicates Hearer-old, not Discourse-old. Evidence for this is 
given below.
The article with abstract nouns referring to a class
The use of the article with Discourse-new abstract nouns is well known. Levinsohn
even says it is “obligatory” to use the article “when the referent is a class” (1992:98). An
example of this is in John 8:32, where the first reference is Discourse-new:
K al yvuicreaGe t t ) v  dAVjGaav, Kal f |  dXijGeta eXeuQepuicrei Xpa?. 
and you-will-know the truth, and the truth will-free you.
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A class is naturally a category which already exists in the hearer’s mind, i.e. 2a
KNOWN unused. In other words it is the title of a mental scenario. As such it may be
referred to as Hearer-old (hence the term “known particular”), even though it may be
Discourse-new. However class words also occur without the article where emphasis is not
on the specific identity as a Hearer-old class, but on the quality or characteristics
associated with the noun. Black goes so far as to use this as the basic definition of the
contrast between articular and non-articular nouns (1990:108):
I n  G r e e k ,  th e  p r e s e n c e  o f  th e  a r t ic le  in d ic a te s  s p e c i f i c  i d e n t i t y ,  w h e r e a s  th e  a b s e n c e  o f  th e  a r t ic le  
i n d ic a te s  q u a l i t y  ( c h a r a c te r i s t ic s ) .
Carson, in a more balanced summary, also notes the association between quality and
anarthrousness (1984:83):
A r t ic u la r  =  d e f in i te  g e n e r ic
A n a r th r o u s  =  in d e f in i te ,  i .e . q u a l i t a t iv e  n o n - g e n e r ic  ( in d iv id u a l )
This indefinite qualitative sense may explain the lack of an article with class nouns
used in adverbial phrases, where the quality of the noun (attribute), rather than its identity
(thing), is in focus. For example, in the phrase “by day and by night” exactly which day(s)
or night(s) is not focal, but the quality of the day and night is focal, i.e. during the time
when many people are moving around and can be seen easily, and during the time when
few are moving but they are hard to see, e.g.
A c ts  9 :2 4 b
TTaperripouvTo 88 Kal ra? nuXa? f|pipa? re Kal vukt6? ...
T h e y - w e r e - w a tc h in g  ( )  a ls o  th e  g a te s  b y - d a y  a n d  a ls o  b y - n ig h t  ...
This “qualitative” sense should not be thought of as another factor affecting the use
of the article. The anarthrous use of class nouns is simply an example of indefinite
reference, i.e. not to a specific day or night, but to any day or night. However, to be
categorized in the classes of day and night, the referents must show class similarity to the
prototypical member of that class, i.e. be similar in quality.
This principle of “quality” may also explain the fact that abstract “class” nouns
typically take the article when the Noun Phrase is in the role of “sphere”, but lack the
article when in the role of “manner”, that is adverbial. For example (event concept
underlined, abstract noun bolded):
R o m a n s  1 2 :6 -8
eyovTe? 88 xflptopaTa KaTot Tf|v xdpLV ttjv 8o0eicrav fipiv Sia^opa,
H a v in g  ( )  g i f ts  a c c o r d in g - to  t h e  g r a c e  th e  g iv e n  to - u s  d i f fe r in g ,
eiTg Trpoftryrelav kot& tYjv dvaXoytav rf)? Trtarew?,
i f  p r o p h e c y  a c c o r d in g - to  th e  m e a s u r e  o f - th e  f a i th
Eire SLaKovtav ev tq 8uncovtq,
i f  s e rv ic e  in  th e  s e rv ic e
eiTe 6 SiSdaKtov 8v tQ SiSaaKaXlp,
i f  th e  te a c h in g - o n e  in  th e  te a c h in g
eiTE o TTaoaKaXojv 8v Tq irapaKXVjciei -
i f  t h e  e n c o u r a g in g - o n e  in  th e  e n c o u r a g e m e n t
6 peraSLSofr? 8v dirXdTTyri,
t h e  s h a r in g - o n e  in  g e n e r o s i ty
b •tTpoiCTTdp.evo? ev ctuouSI],
t h e  le a d in g - o n e  in  d i l ig e n c e
6 eX euiv e v  lXap6TT|Ti.
t h e  s h o w in g - m e r c y - o n e  in  c h e e r f u ln e s s .
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In the last three lines above, but not elsewhere, the abstract nouns can be 
paraphrased by adverbs, viz. generously, diligently, and cheerfully, i.e. the reference is to 
the quality of the abstract noun, not its specific identity. I argue that, in terms of scenario 
theory, the links in these clauses between the initial noun and the following abstract noun 
are of different types. In the first five clauses the abstract nouns are connected to the 
explicit or implicit event scenario by participant links of “sphere” (or “extent”). In the last 
three clauses the abstract nouns are related to the event by attribute links showing 
“manner”. I therefore suggest that the semantic slot a noun occupies in a given scenario 
affects the likelihood of its being semantically salient in discourse, and thus being encoded 
as anarthrous.
The article with Discourse-new referents from Discourse-old scenarios.
Levinsohn notes in passing (1992:97):
( T h e  d e f in i te  a r t ic le  m a y  b e  u s e d  a ls o  to  r e f e r  to  p a r t i c u la r  r e f e r e n ts  th a t  a r e  a s s o c ia te d  b y  a  “ s c r ip t”  w i th  
a  k n o w n  e n t i ty . F o r  e x a m p le ,  o n c e  r e f e r e n c e  h a s  b e e n  m a d e  to  a  f a th e r ,  a n  a r th r o u s  r e f e r e n c e  to  h is  c h i ld  
is a c c e p ta b le ,  e v e n  i f  p r e v io u s ly  u n m e n t io n e d .)
The information status of such referents is 2b KNOWN inferrable, e.g.
J o h n  17:1
n t i - r e p ,  8X f|X u0ev f) dopcr 8 6 £ a c r6 v  cjou t6v ul6v 
F a th e r ,  i t - h a s - c o m e  th e  h o u r ,  g lo r i f y  o f - y o u  th e  s o n .
J o h n  2 : 1 4 b  
T o p s ’ irw X o u v T a ?  ... T o p s ’ K ep p .aT iO T d s’ 
t h e  s e l le r s  .. t h e  c o in - d e a le r s
( p r o to ty p ic a l  e le m e n ts  o f  th e  te m p le  s c e n a r io  o p e n e d  in  2 : 1 4 a  b y  “ th e  t e m p le ” )
Unfortunately, Levinsohn fails to capitalize on this insightful aside. He does not 
point out the common semantic element linking this usage of the article with its use for 
class reference (2a KNOWN unused) and for anaphoric reference (3 GIVEN), i.e. all are 
Hearer-old, and are part of an existing mental scenario, either in long-term memory or in 
short-term memory as created by the immediate text.
I suggest that the use of the article for KNOWN inferrable information plays a vital 
role in exegesis and translation. The presence of “unexpected” articles marks “hidden” 
scenarios which we, as today’s audience, do not share with the original audience, such as. 
the article in Luke 5:14 for “the priest” in a leprosy scenario, and in Matthew 9:23 for “the 
pipe-players” in a death scenario. The use of the article in these verses matches what we 
know historically of the social situation of first-century Jews, and hence the concepts 
associated in their mental scenarios, but these scenarios are different from those of a 
modern day westerner.
The article with Discourse-new items from any Hearer-old scenario
The information status of most referents not included in the above exceptions is 2a 
KNOWN unused. An example of this is in Luke 4:40 where the first mention of “sun” in
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the Gospel is with the article, since it is a known definite referent in the hearer’s “whole
world” scenario, e.g.
Auvovto? 88 to O  f|XCou ...
Setting 0  the sun...
(All humans know the sun sets)
Matthew 1:11 
8ttI Tfj? peTOLKeata? BapuXwvo?. 
at the deportation of-Babylon 
(All Jews would know of this famous historical event)
Other examples of Discourse-new items with the article belong to the category 3a
GIVEN situational. An example of this is in John 8:38 where the same phrase “the father”
first refers to the father of the agent of the main verb “I speak” i.e. Jesus’s father, God, but
then refers to the father of the agent of the main verb “you heard”, i.e. the Pharisee’s
father/ancestor, as is clarified by the next verse. Hence the NIV translation “the Father ...
your father”. These uses of the article link the noun to open scenarios which are GIVEN in
the situation, i.e. the people participating in the current speech act, who like all people
have fathers/ancestors.
In summary then, all the Hearer-old information status categories below may be 
marked by the article:
2. KNOWN ENTITIES (Hearer-old but not previously in focus)
a. unused
Discourse-new, Hearer-old
Refer to new entities in “whole world” scenario
b. inferrable
Discourse-new, Hearer-old
Refer to new entities from an open co-text scenario
3. GIVEN ENTITIES (Hearer-old and already in focus)
a. situational
Discourse-new, Hearer-old
Refer to new entities in open “here and now” scenario
b. textual - current
Discourse-old, Hearer-old
Refer again to the last opened scenario
c. textual - displaced
Discourse-old, Hearer-old
Refer again to a previously opened scenario
In contrast the category 1 NEW (Brown and Yule’s brand-new), which is
Discourse-new and Hearer-new, never occurs with the article in Greek.
So the article is used when the noun refers to specific non-salient Hearer-old 
information. This definition explains the use of the article in Greek with Discourse-new 
items from Discourse-old scenarios (such as “the son” John 17:1 above), with Discourse- 
new items from the ever-present “world” scenario including classes (e.g. “the sun” Luke 
4:40, “the truth” John 8:32 above), and also the “standard” anaphoric use with Discourse- 
old items.
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This theory is backed up by statistical evidence of the percentage of nouns with and 
without the article in the New Testament (c. 50/50), compared to the percentage of certain 
nouns which clearly belong in the “whole world” scenario, such as sun, moon, earth or 
world. Such nouns, even when Discourse-new, refer to items which are KNOWN unused
and thus Hearer-old.
For example, qXios1 “sun” occurs 32 times in the New Testament, 25 times with 
the article (78%), and only 7 times without (Matthew 13:6, Luke 21:25, Acts 27:20, 1 Co 
15:41, Rev 7:2,16:2 and 22:5). In the first reference, “sun” though in a Genitive Absolute 
clearly is the logical agent of “scorched” so can be regarded as salient. Rev 7:2 and 16:2 
come in the phrase “from rising of sun” meaning “East” can reasonably be understood as 
salient being the only direction mentioned. The other four occurrences co-occur with 
another word or words of the same generic class in the same structure, where lack of the 
article probably indicates salience due to listing, or contrast (see below). Similarly, 
oupavos* “sky/heaven” takes the article 210/273 occurrences (77%), yfj “earth” takes the 
article 206/250 occurrences (82%) some anarthrous uses meaning “land/region”, e.g. 
Matthew 2:6,20,21,4:15, K6op.os* “world” takes the article 156/186 (84%), 0aXacrCTa 
“sea/lake” takes the article 77/91 (85%), and ovpavog “moon” takes the article 7/9 (78%).
Similarly, nouns for body parts, even when Discourse-new, refer to items which are 
almost always KNOWN inferrable (from the open scenario of the people concerned) and 
thus Hearer-old. As expected for Hearer-old items, body parts are normally arthrous, e.g. 
68% of those charted below are arthrous compared to the average of 49% (data from 
GRAMCORD):
B o d y  p a r t s  o c c u r r in g  o v e r  2 0  t im e s  in  th e  N e w  T e s ta m e n t
o c c u r r e n c e s a r th ro u s a n a r th ro u s %  a r th ro u s
a w p d b o d y 1 42 10 4 3 8 7 3 %
tcecj>a\Y|
TTof)?
h e a d 7 5 5 6 19 7 5 %
fo o t 9 3 8 7 6 9 4 %
X e tp h a n d 1 7 7 123 5 4 6 9 %
8 e £ id r ig h t  h a n d 2 5 16 9 6 4 %
Trpdacauov f a c e 7 6 3 2 4 4 4 2 %
o h e a r 3 6 17 19 4 7 %
ocfjOaXpo? e y e 10 0 7 2 2 8 7 2 %
a T o p a m o u th 7 8 5 4 2 4 6 9 %
■yXooCTCTa to n g u e 5 0 15 3 5 3 0 %
K oiX ta b e l ly /w o m b 2 2 16 6 7 3 %
S u m  o f  l i s t e d  i te m s 8 7 4 5 9 2 2 8 2 6 8 %
A ll  n o u n s  in  th e  N e w  T e s ta m e n t 2 8 9 7 7 1 4 3 1 1 1 4 6 6 6 4 9 %
Only three of these body parts do not show significantly high arthrousness. 
However, 18 of the 44 anarthrous uses of Trpocruyrrov occur in idioms with Trpo, eut and 
Kcrrct, e.g. Matthew 11:10 olttocjtIXXu) top tiyyeXov p.ou upo upoawTrou aou “I send 
my messenger before your face” (i.e. ahead of you), Matt. 26:39 eueaev £tti Trpocrayrrov 
auTou “fell on his face” (i.e. bowed low) and Luke 2:31 o TfroCjJuxaas' Kcrra upocranTov 
TrdvTtop tg5p XckSp “which you have prepared before the face of all the people” (i.e. in 
the presence of). 16 of the 19 anarthrous uses of obg occur in variations of the idiom o 
£xwp drra aKoueTW “He that has ears, let him hear!” where anarthrousness might 
reasonably be explained as marking salience, here emphasizing the importance of the
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preceding or following statements. 16 of the 35 anarthrous occurrences of y\6Soaa refer to 
language rather than the physical tongue, e.g. Mark 16:17.
This theory that arthrous nouns mark items as Hearer-old could be disproved by the 
occurrence of a Discourse-new noun with the article, where that noun could not be 
reasonably regarded as Hearer-old. So far I have not found any instance of this in the 
Greek of the New Testament.
See also:
Appendix K Texts showing the link between the article and information status
L a c k  o f  t h e  a r t i c l e  w i t h  H e a r e r - o l d  i t e m s  m a r k s  s a l i e n c e
As stated above, there are clear examples of Discourse-old and other Hearer-old
items which are referred to anarthrously. Levinsohn notes this problem (1992:97):
T h r o u g h o u t  th e  N e w  T e s ta m e n t ,  n o u n s  w h o s e  r e f e r e n t s  a re  “ k n o w n , p a r t i c u la r ”  ( B la s s ,  D e b r u n n e r  a n d  
F u n k , 1 9 6 1 , se c . 2 5 2 )  a r e  a t  t im e s  p r e c e d e d  b y  th e  d e f in i te  a r t ic le  ( i .e .  “ a r th r o u s ” )  a n d  a t  t im e s  a p p e a r  
w i th o u t  i t  ( i .e .  th e y  a r e  “ a n a r th r o u s ” ).
Levinsohn interprets this as due to “salience” (1992:99):
a n a r th ro u s  r e f e r e n c e s  to  p a r t i c u la r ,  k n o w n  p a r t i c ip a n t s  e i th e r  m a r k  th e  p a r t i c ip a n t  a s  lo c a l ly  s a l ie n t  o r  
h ig h l ig h t  th e  s p e e c h  w h ic h  h e  u t te r s .
I agree with Levinsohn’s basic conclusion, that the absence of the article for a
“known, particular” referent (i.e. Hearer-old) shows salience or highlighting. However, I
would like to draw a more broad-reaching conclusion, that all arthrous reference to
“things” identifies them as Hearer-old, and all anarthrous reference to “things” identifies
them as salient.
The presence of the article marks Hearer-old and says “this is the same old known 
particular item, don’t pay special attention to it, as you already know what it is”.
The absence of the article marks salience and says “hey, pay attention” or in 
technical terminology “use extra processing-effort”.
A Discourse-new Hearer-new item is always salient and lacks the article at first 
mention. This says “Pay attention. Make a new mental scenario for me.” This new scenario 
will definitely be linked with, and perhaps become a subsection of, the scenario for the 
“category” it belongs in. For example, “a man” opens a new scenario for this particular 
individual, but this new scenario is linked to the general scenario for “man” which is a 
cluster of, cum generalization from, all previous knowledge (experiential or learned) about 
men. Thus if the speaker says “his feet” the audience will not respond “But you never said 
he had feet!”. They expect feet, not from the new scenario “a man”, but from its link to the
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generic scenario “men”. Only in very restricted cases, such as science fiction or brand new 
knowledge, is a brand-new scenario opened unrelated to anything else, e.g. “Along came a 
zorn.” Even here, the audience assumes from the action, that a zom is probably animate.
In contrast a Hearer-old item, whether Discourse-new or Discourse-old, typically 
has the article. So if the item is Discourse-old and Discourse-recent (assumed by the writer 
to be still in the audience’s short term processing memoiy) the article is expected, marking 
Hearer-old, e.g. Acts 18:12, 14, 17 (from Levinsohn, 1992:100), where Gallio is 
introduced anarthrously, but referred back to arthrously. Similarly Acts 12:1-17 where 
Herod and Peter are introduced anarthrously, but referred back to with the article.
However, if a Discourse-old and Discourse-recent item lacks the article it marks
salience, and says “hey, pay special attention, even though I’m Hearer-old”, For example,
Macedonia in Acts 16:10 (already mentioned in 16:9):
A ia (3 a ?  e l ?  M a ic e f io v ta v  |3of|0r|crov f p i v  
H a v in g - c r o s s e d  in to  M a c e d o n ia  h e lp  u s  
ef t0 8 w ?  8 C n T f |a a p e v  8 £ e \0 e iv  e l ?  M a K e S o v ta v  
I m m e d ia te ly  w e - s o u g h t  to - d e p a r t  in to  M a c e d o n ia
Macedonia is a destination of God’s specific choosing. The text is explicit that the Holy 
Spirit prevents them from going to Asia (16:6) and to Bithynia (16:7), and Paul has a 
vision which he and his companions interpret as a clear call from God (16:9-10). Also 
Macedonia is the location of the next stretch of discourse 16:11-17:15.1 therefore argue 
that Macedonia is semantically salient, and the absence of the article for this Discourse-old 
referent marks that salience grammatically.
If the item is Discourse-old but not Discourse-recent (i.e. assumed by the writer to 
be no longer in the audience’s short term processing memoiy), lack of the article marks 
salience and signals “use extra processing-effort” for the “reintroduction” of the item, e.g. 
in Acts 14:21b:
v n e o r p e i f j a v  e t ?  t^v APcrrpav teal e l ?  ’I tcdviov K al e l ?  ’AvTi.6xet.av 
th e y - r e tu m e d  to  th e  L y s t r a  a n d  to  I c o n iu m  a n d  to  A n t io c h .
The article is used with Lystra, which is still regarded as focal in short-term memory, 
being the last place where Paul has been, mentioned by name in 14:8, and as “the town” in 
14:19 (cf. Levinsohn, 1992:100-102). In contrast, Iconium and Antioch are reintroduced 
anarthrously, since, despite being mentioned in 14:19 as towns some Jews came from, they 
were last focal in 14:1 and 13:14 respectively.
As well as the use of anarthrous nouns for introduction and reintroduction of 
participants, there are several other types of “salience” marked by lack of the article. These 
different types of anarthrous salience function at different levels of discourse. The 
correlation between anarthrousness and salience can be shown statistically with regard to 
several factors related to semantic categories, participant roles and discourse function, as 
summarized below:
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a) salience because of semantic category, proper nouns
Certain semantic categories are semantically salient, especially proper names of 
people who typically are participants in significant events, and to a lesser extent towns 
which are often locations of significant events, e.g. Saul is anarthrous 12/15 times (e.g. 
Acts 7:58, 8:1, 8:3, introduction, opposition, persecution; exceptions 9:1 referring back to 
persecution in 8:3, 9:24 non-agent, 13:2 non-agent), Jerusalem is anarthrous 58/62 times 
(exceptions John 2:23, 5:2, 10:22, 11:18). Anarthrous people and places are typically 
salient at EPISODE level.
b) salience because of semantic category and participant role, naming
Where a new character is named in a naming formula, such as ovofian ’I dt pos* in 
Mark 5:22, such names are always anarthrous in the New Testament corpus 
(GRAMCORD shows 22/22 names are anarthrous in this formula). Such names are always 
semantically salient because they identify main participants in an EPISODE.
c) salience because of semantic category and participant role, addressee
Addressees are typically salient. GRAMCORD, which includes in its figures 
nominatives used in a vocative sense, shows that 92% of New Testament vocatives 
(581/631) are anarthrous. All unambiguous vocative case nouns are anarthrous. Vocatives 
mark salience at SENTENCE level and frequently PARAGRAPH or higher levels also. In 
the Epistles they often occur with imperatives or mitigated commands and introduce 
themes which are salient at TEXT level, e.g. Hebrews 3:1.
d) salience because of semantic category and participant role, addresser
Paul in the nominative is anarthrous 23/23 times in his Epistles where he is the 
addresser, but only 12/55 times in Acts where he is a narrative character. This suggests 
Paul is salient at TEXT level in the Epistles, but at EPISODE level in specific sections of 
Acts. In Acts, 22/37 nominative references to “Peter” are anarthrous, and of these 13 are 
used for the role of addresser.
e) salience because of semantic category and participant role, proper nouns in letters
100% of personal names as addresser or addressee in the Epistles are anarthrous, 
suggesting salience at TEXT level, e.g. 1 Timothy 1:1-2.
f) salience because of semantic category and participant role, place names
Names of towns are frequently anarthrous, whereas names of provinces are less 
frequently so. Combining GRAMCORD figures for the towns Jerusalem, Capernaum, 
Nazareth, Bethlehem, Bethsaida and Rome, out of 113 occurrences 8 are arthrous (7%)
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and 105 anarthrous (93%). In contrast, combining figures for the provinces Macedonia, 
Asia, Syria, Galatia and Cappadocia, out of 54 occurrences 34 are arthrous (63%) and 20 
anarthrous (37%). The high salience of towns is due to their significance at EPISODE 
level.
g) salience because o f participant role, agent in the nominative
Throughout the genealogy in Matthew 1:2-15) the first mention of all individuals is 
in the accusative case with the article, and the second mention is in the nominative case 
without. This can be explained as CLAUSE level salience since agents are naturally more 
salient than other participants.
h) salience because o f participant role, agent but not in the nominative
In the New Testament there are 225 occurrences of “Jesus” in the Genitive. In the 
Gospels only 12/41 (19%) are anarthrous, whereas in Acts to Revelation 172/183 (94%) 
are anarthrous. This genitive case frequently refers to Jesus as the agent of an action 
represented by another noun, e.g. Acts 10:36 “peace through Jesus Christ”. Whereas in the 
Gospels Jesus is “on stage” almost all the time (thus typically .arthrous), in Acts and the 
Epistles Jesus is a salient agent who is not physically present.
i) salience because o f participant role, being the predicate noun, or subject complement
Predicate nouns are frequently anarthrous, even when the referent is definite, e.g. 
Hebrews 1:2 “whom he appointed as the heir over all” where KXripovojios' “heir” is 
anarthrous. They are naturally salient, since they are the new comment, rather than the 
given propositional topic.
j) salience because o f participant role, manner/means versus sphere
Abstract nouns in the semantic role of sphere typically take the article, and in the 
role of manner, i.e. adverbial usage, are typically anarthrous, e.g. Romans 12:7-8. This 
suggests that nouns in adverbial slots are salient at SENTENCE, PARAGRAPH, or even 
EPISODE level, since they affect predictability of outcomes. For example, “generously” in 
2 Corinthians 9:6 is thematic throughout NIV’s section entitled “Sowing Generously” (2 
Corinthians 9:6-15).
k) salience because o f discourse role, named main participant in a TEXT
Jesus is anarthrous 23% in the Gospels (127/563 times), but 74% in Acts (51/69), 
and 97% in the Epistles (262/280). Jesus is regularly referred to without salience marking 
in the Gospels as the naturally salient main character. In Acts and the Epistles, where he is 
not physically present, he is frequently given salience marking suggesting salience at 
TEXT level.
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I) salience because o f being a paragraph-level theme.
In Luke’s genealogy, 3:23-38, only two names occur without the article, Jesus and 
Joseph (3:23). These are marked as salient, since they have no article even though both are 
Discourse-old (3:21, 1:27). Here Jesus and Joseph are salient at PARAGRAPH level, i.e. 
throughout the whole genealogy, strongly suggesting that this is Joseph’s lineage being 
listed.
m) salience because o f being a higher Discourse-level theme
In Matthew’s genealogy, 1:1-16, there are four names which first occur without the 
article, Jesus Christ, David, Abraham (1:1), and Mary (1:16), all first occurring in the 
genitive case. These anarthrous names are all salient at levels of discourse above the 
paragraph, since the issue addressed here is that Jesus, the son of Mary, is son (i.e. 
descendant) of Abraham and of David, thus fulfilling Messianic promises. Jesus as 
Messiah is a TEXT level theme.
n) salience in the text initial paragraph marking theme at the level o f TEXT
The opening sentence of Matthew’s Gospel 1:1 consists only of 8 anarthrous 
nouns, including “Jesus Christ son of-Abraham, son of-David”. Marked salience in the 
opening paragraph of a book, or letter, indicates a theme at the level of TEXT. So the text- 
level theme of Matthew is Jesus as the Messianic king promised in the Old Testament.
o) salience marking co-occurring with fronting to mark discourse theme
Anarthrous salience marking frequently co-occurs with fronting, e.g. “and the word 
was God (anarthrous and fronted)” in John 1:1. Here, in the book’s opening lines, it marks 
“the divine Word” as the TEXT theme. Similarly, faith occurs 24 times in Hebrews 11, 
frequently fronted. Of these 23/24 are anarthrous, suggesting thematic salience at 
EPISODE level.
p) salience because o f contrast, marking a discourse theme
Where there is an explicit contrast, the contrasted elements are typically anarthrous, 
even when they are Discourse-old, and are thematic at the level of PARAGRAPH or 
EPISODE, e.g. “perfume”, in Luke 7:37, 38 and 46, occurs first anarthrously, then 
arthrously, then again anarthrously, contrasted with “oil”. The contrast between the action, 
of the woman and the Pharisee is thematic at EPISODE level, Luke 7:36-50.
q) salience because o f listing specifics, marking a discourse theme
Lists are typically anarthrous and thus marked salient, whether lists of proper 
names or of specifics from a single generic category. Such lists occur when the generic
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category is thematic at the level of PARAGRAPH, EPISODE or higher, e.g. the anarthrous 
list of sinners in 1 Corinthians 6:9-10, comes in TEV’s section (6:1-11) “Lawsuits against 
Fellow-Christians”, in the second PARAGRAPH (6:7-11) where the theme is the contrast 
between Christians’ old lifestyle and new.
See also:
Appendix L Texts showing the link between article, information status and salience 
Appendix M Types of salience in Greek discourse
T h e  G r e e k  a r t i c l e  a n d  I n f o r m a t i o n  S t a t u s  T a x o n o m y
My analysis of the Greek use of the article can be diagrammed in the form of a 
grid, with one axis related to salience, and the other related to information status. The box 
Hearer-new/non-salient is blank, as Hearer-new information is by definition salient: 
salient non-salient
Hearer-new -article
Hearer-old -article +article
So lack of the article in Greek marks salience, and must be used for Hearer-new 
entities of the category 1 NEW. In contrast, use of the article marks Hearer-old 
information, and occurs with every category except 1 NEW, unless the Hearer-old entity is 
being explicitly maked as salient. These Hearer-old categories can be thought of as 
“known, particular” where “known” means “expected by the speaker to be in the hearer’s 
short or long-term memory”, and “particular” means that the speaker expects the hearer to 
be able to identity which referent out of the potentially enormous number of possibilities is * 
being referred to.
It should be noted that it is the speaker’s choice as to whether to present
information as new or old. Baker (1982:155) says with respect to English:
Similarly, an element which has been mentioned before may be presented as new because it is 
unexpected or because the speaker wishes to present it in a contrastive light.
This comment is tantalizing since I have shown above that in Greek Hearer-new marking
(anarthrousness) is also used for Hearer-old items which are salient. Baker’s “unexpected”
category in English may well parallel Greek salience marking for participants reintroduced
to the scene, and her “contrastive” category certainly parallels Greek “contrast salience”.
Perhaps it is a language universal that what is unexpected or contrastive is conceptualized
as salient and can be grammaticalized in the same way as new information.
Below I give examples from each information status category showing both normal
Hearer-old articular use, with examples of anarthrous salience marking as applicable.
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1. NEW ENTITIES
Not yet stored in hearer’s memory 
Discourse-new, Hearer-new 
Open specific new scenarios
anarthrous noun for non-human and human participants
Luke 1:63 mvaKtSiov a writing-tablet
Luke 2:1 8oypa a decree
Luke 1:27 irapSevov a virgin
Luke 2:25 dv0pwrro? a person
Luke 1:11 AyyeXo? an angel
tls' + anarthrous noun for major participants 
Luke 7:2' Ek<xtovtAp£ou ... tivo? of a certain centurion
Here the centurion, not the slave, is the major character. 
Luke 8:27 AWjp tl? certain man
2. KNOWN ENTITIES (Hearer-old but not previously in focus)
2a. KNOWN unused
Long term memory
Discourse-new, Hearer-old
Refer to new entities in “whole world” scenario
In theory KNOWN unused entities could be from any scenario, all being 
encompassed in the “whole world” scenario of the long term memory. In practice there 
would seem to be a search path, i.e. a preferred order for discovering the referent, even 
within these unopened scenarios. The search path would be determined by the principle of 
“spreading activation” (Collins and Loftus, 1975) where the brain is primed to first 
identify referents which are most closely linked in the conceptual network of the open 
scenario.
Inalienable or prototypical possessions o f people in general 
Body Parts
James 3:5 f] yXwaaa the tongue
The tongue is part of the natural world scenario. As humans, we assume a human tongue, unless told 
otherwise. Alternatively, the tongue is taken to be “known definite” and human, rather than a horse’s tongue, 
since the topical scenario is human beings “teaching by speech”, James 3:1,2. Alternatively, since Epistles 
have contextual participants, the writer and the addressees, “tongue” may belong in their scenario, i.e. 2b 
KNOWN inferrable. But in that case it would mean “your tongue” or “our tongue”.
Chronology
Luke 1:5 kv Tat? qjiepai? 'HptoSou (3a<riX8cu? in the days of King Herod
Kings have reigns, which are used for keeping track of historical chronology.
Heredity
Luke 1:5 8k twv 0uyaTepwv ’Aapc# from the daughters of Aaron
People have daughters / descendants, and this is used to keep track of descendants.
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Family Relationships
Luke 12:53 tt)v  auTfj? ... tt )v  uevOepdv the daughter-in-law of her... the mother-in-law
Girls marry.
Jewish history
Acts 13:17 Tfj TrapoiKlq ev y f j  ALyuTrrou the sojourn in land of Egypt
Well-known history. Paul’s speech, 13:16-41, is by a Jew to Jews, cf. Matthew 1:11,17.
Acts 13:21 t 8 v  ZaobX Saul
Well-known historical character.
Acts 13:22 t o v  Aaul8 David
Well-known historical character.
marked salient
Acts 7:45 ’Iqcrou Joshua
Unique reference. Not Jesus, in the context of Jewish history after Moses.
Christian religion 
Acts 1:1, 8 ’Ir|oou? Jesus
Unique reference to a known person in the opening of a Christian book. Contrast Matthew 1:1 
where Jesus is one of 8 anarthrous nouns, each marked salient in the book’s opening heading, a verbless 
sentence.
Gentile religion
Acts 7:43 t i#  cncqi/fy t o u  M6Xox the tent of Moloch 
Pagans had a tent for worshipping Moloch.
Gentile literature
Acts 17:28 T tv e ?  t w v  ko.0’ upa? u o iq T f iv  some of your poets 
People groups have poets.
Gentile history
Actsl8:18T6 SicrreTaxevat KXaxiSiov Claudius’s commanding
It was generally known that Claudius had banished Jews from Rome. I regard infinitives with 
articles as Hearer-old, like any other Noun Phrase.
Jewish religion
The “Jewish religion” scenario is always “ready to be opened” in New Testament
texts by virtue of the particular Gospel or letter being a religious text set in a largely
Jewish context, and for the Gospels, the central character being a Jewish religious teacher. 
Luke 1:6  to u  0eoO God
There is one God.
Luke 1:6 Tat? evToXat? Kal 8iKaLc6paa-iv t o u  KupCou the commands and ordinances o f  the Lord 
God has given commands.
Luke 6:4 t o v  oXkov t o u  0eou the House of God 
There is one Temple, in Jerusalem.
Luke 16:29 to u?  Trpoc|>f|Ta? the prophets
Jewish prophets, not including Epimenides, Titus 1:12.
John 1:17 8 v6po? die law
Jews have a divine law.
marked salient
Luke 16:29 Moouerea Kal to8? Trpocj>Y|Ta? Moses and the prophets
Only Moses is marked salient, perhaps as the archetypal prophet.
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The “Jewish scripture” scenario is always “ready to be opened” in New Testament 
texts by virtue of the particular Gospel or letter being a religious text set in a largely 
Jewish context, and for the Gospels, the central character being a Jewish religious teacher.
Matthew 24:15 t o  (386Xuypa rfj? epTip.ificrew? the abomination of desolation (from the “scripture” scenario).
This is immediately clarified as “the (one) spoken (about) through Daniel the prophet” i.e. Daniel 
9:27 and 11:31. The scripture scenario, especially the prophets, is already linked to the “end of the world” 
scenario opened in v. 3.
Mark 13:14 t o  (386Xuyp.a rf\g ^ prptoaew? the abomination of desolation (from the “scripture” scenario).
In Mark this is immediately followed by “let the reader understand”. If this is Jesus’s parenthetical 
comment, “reader” means “reader of scripture” and is a request for the reader of Daniel 9:27, and 11:31, to 
correctly understand this in relationship to the pagan Roman army desecrating the Temple. If this is Mark’s 
parenthetical comment, “reader” may mean “reader of scripture” and be a request for the reader of Daniel 
9:27, and 11:31, to correctly understand this in relationship to the pagan Roman army desecrating the 
Temple, or may mean “reader of this Gospel” and be a request for the reader to correctly discern the “known 
particular” reference of “the abomination of desolation”. This process here involves not only correctly 
identifying “scripture: Daniel” as the search path to discover the known particular referent, but also requires 
the addressees (disciples or readers) to interpret that in the light of the context of Jesus’s speech to the 
disciples, i.e. the Roman occupation of Judea. In such a context, does Jesus (or possibly Mark) identify 
which army in the current real-life context the army of Daniel 11:31 referred to?
Luke 7:19 6 8px6p.evo? the coming one (from the “scripture” scenario).
John’s disciples have reported to John that Jesus, main character of a religious book, has raised a 
dead man and given him back alive to his grieving mother (Luke 7:15, 18), and is being considered a prophet 
(Luke 7:16). John sends them to ask Jesus if he is “the one to come”. This means that “one to come”, in a 
religious context, is probably a prophet, and must be someone who can raise the dead. Where would one 
search for such a character? Naturally the “scripture” scenario. Here one would find Deuteronomy 18:15 
“The Lord your God will raise up for you a prophet like me”, and Isaiah 61:1-3, the anointed one who 
“preaches good news to the poor, binds up the broken hearted, and comforts those who mourn” as in the 
immediate context of Luke 7:11-15. Jesus answers the question with a visual demonstration of Isaiah 35:5-6, 
making the blind see, the lame walk, and the deaf hear, and referring to Isaiah 61:1 “the gospel is preached to 
the poor”. Jesus’s answer, by relying on scriptural criteria to judge who he is, confirms that the scenario 
which includes “the one to come” is indeed scripture and is indeed “God’s anointed” of Isaiah 61:1.
It is also possible that John expected Jesus to know that he identified the “one to come” with the 
person who would baptize with the Holy Spirit and with fire (Luke 3:16), but it is not stated in the New 
Testament that John knew Jesus had heard this, nor does Jesus directly refer to this in his reply, although the 
Isaiah 61:1 allusion would open a scenario including “the Spirit of the Lord is upon me”. Hence it is safer to 
assume that John expected Jesus to interpret his statement based on the context (the real life situation), rather 
than the co-text (John’s previous words, which Jesus may or may not have heard). In either case John’s own 
understanding of the character to come is based on the scriptural references.
John 1:16 Xoyo? the word (from the “scripture” scenario).
John’s Gospel is a religious text, which makes the “scripture” scenario “ready to be opened”. The 
words ’Ev dpxfi “In the beginning” (LXX and John 1:1) as the opening words of a scriptural book would 
open the creation story, Genesis l:lff, in the “scripture” scenario. “Was” gives the expectation that the next 
Noun Phrase will be “the God”. “The word” would come as a shock, and would need to be closely identified 
with God as “the” says it is “known particular” belonging to an existing scenario, i.e. the word you would 
expect. “The word” should probably be therefore identified with God’s creative word Genesis 1:3 “And God 
said”. “The word was with the God” (John 1:1) confirms that we are indeed talking of the Creation time, 
God-related word. “The word was God” emphasizes that this word is indeed God, i.e. shares the divine 
nature. (Emphasis is given by preposing “God”.) The identity of this word with the creative word is 
confirmed in John 1:3 “All things were created through him” (cf. Genesis 1:3, 6,9, 11, 14, 20, 24, 26).
Jewish scripture
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Natural world
Levinsohn (1983:98) mentions that the use of the article is obligatory “when the 
referent is a class”. This would apply to “horses”, “ships” and “grace” in the three 
categories of the natural, man-made and metaphysical world.
Luke 12:49 t ?)v  yfjv the earth 
Unique referent.
James 3:3 to#  iTTTrwv the horses
Generic, i.e. all class members of horse scenario.
marked salient
Matthew 13:6 qXtou 88 dva.TetXa.vTO? 8Kavp.aTta0ri when the sun rose [the plants] were scorched
Unique referent, since only one thing has this name. “Sun” marked as salient presumably because it 
is the implicit agent of “scorched”.
Man-made world 
James 3:4 t & TrXota the ships
Generic, i.e. all class members of ship scenario.
marked salient
Matthew 2:13 el? Alyvnrov into Egypt
Unique referent. Only one geo-political unit has this name. Thematically salient at paragraph level, 
occurring 2:13,2:14, and 2:15, also 2:19.
Metaphysical world
John 1:17 f| xdpi? Kal fi dXY|0eia the grace and the truth
Generic, i.e. these abstract nouns are titles of class scenarios.
2b. KNOWN inferrable
Long term memory 
Discourse-new, Hearer-old
Refer to new entities from an open co-text scenario
As shown above, scenarios may be opened by their titles, by groups of items from 
within a scenario, or by titles of other linked scenarios.
co-text scenario already opened by its title 
Mark 2:14 t o  t c Xw vlov the toll-booth
From Capernaum scenario opened in v. 1.
Luke 1:8 t u  le p a T e u e iv  the performing of priestly duties 
From priest scenario opened in v. 5.
Luke 6:4 t o u ?  apTou? T fj?  npo08aew? the consecrated bread 
From House of God scenario opened in v. 4.
Luke 10:35 t w  iravSoxei the innkeeper
From inn scenario opened in v. 34.
John 2:5 toT ? Suxkovoi?  the servants
From wedding scenario opened in v. 1 by wedding.
John 2:8 tQ dpxLTpiKXtvia the master of the feast
From wedding scenario opened in v. 1 by wedding.
John 2:9 t 8  u8wp the water
From waterpots scenario opened in v. 6 by waterpots.
John 2:9 t o v  vup<f>tov the bridegroom
From wedding scenario opened in v. 1 by wedding.
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Acts 14:13 8 re lepeb? tou Alo? the priest o f  Zeus 
From Zeus scenario opened in v. 12 by Zeus.
Acts 14:13 to u?  TruXuiva? the gates
From city scenario opened in v. 8 by Lystra, and referred to in v. 13 as the city.
Acts 16:13 Tf]? tuXt!? the gate
From city scenario opened in v. 12 by Philippi, and referred to in v. 12 as the city. Contrast 
TroTapbv river, not “the” river, as not all towns have rivers.
James 3:3 tou? x akivob? the bridles 
James 3:3 tci ordpaTa the mouths 
James 3:3 to oxopa the body
All from horses scenario opened v. 3 by the horses.
James 3:4 tou euOuvovto?  the steerer
From ships scenario opened v. 4 by the ships.
James 3:4 6ppf| the impulse
From steerer scenario opened v. 4 by the steerer. Probably steerers have impulses in their scenario 
as their role is to steer according to their “impulses”. It is possible that the “steerer” scenario links to the 
“human being” scenario which includes “impulse”.
A particular grouping in this category is inalienable or prototypical possessions of 
participants. Frequently these are “triggered” i.e. grammatically linked to an item already 
mentioned in the text (the title of the scenario in which they belong), typically in the 
genitive case, e.g.
Luke 1:5 t 5  8vopa auTfj? the name o f  her 
People have names.
Luke 1:7 tol? f]p8pai? auTdiv the days o f  them 
People have days, i.e. their life span.
Acts 7:23 tt# KapStav atiTou the heart o f  him 
People have hearts.
Often however there is no genitive Noun Phrase, but the relationship to the
participant is implicit, e.g.
Luke 22:41 0el? to. yovaTa having placed the knees
John 8:38 & fjKofiacnre uapd tou iraTpo? uoieiTe you do what you heard from the father 
This means “your father”, not “God, the father” see 8:39.
This category “inalienable possessions of participants” is listed here as part of the 
specific scenario opened by mentioning specific participants. However, these “inalienable 
possessions” are accessed by a link from the particular current scenario of “this 
participant” to a generic scenario of “human beings”, so that the information of having 
names, life spans, bodily parts is not stored separately for each individual. Rather a 
“distortion from the norm” would be stored in the “current participant” level such as 
“nameless” “lame”, “blind” etc. In all other matters not-mentioned, the new participant 
would be assumed to be a prototypical human being. Thus characters are not normally 
introduced as “not blind”, “not lame” etc.
co-text scenario already opened by words linked to that scenario 
Luke 1:10 t o  TrXfj0o? the crowd
When the priest is burning incense in the temple v. 9, a scenario o f  “important worship time” is 
opened, which includes common people gathered outside the shrine.
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Luke 4:33 Tq auvaytoyq the synagogue
Synagogue scenario is opened in v. 31 by town, teaching, sabbaths. The synagogue is the place in a 
town where one teaches on the Sabbath. All three nouns are linked to the synagogue scenario.
scenario already opened by title o f linked co-text scenario
Luke 5:14 Ttp lepel the priest (from ritual impurity scenario opened in v. 12 by “leprosy”, a linked scenario)
3. GIVEN ENTITIES (Hearer-old and already in focus)
3a. GIVEN situational
Current perceptual experience 
Discourse-new, Hearer-old
Refer to new entities in open “here and now” scenario 
Non-embedded, in Gospels
Luke 1:1 Ttov ueuXqpocjjopqpivtov kv fpiv Trpaypchw the things which have happened among us
This refers to the events concerning the life, death and resurrection of Jesus, taken from the situation 
of a Christian leader writing to someone who has had some Christian teaching (1:4).
Non-embedded, in the Epistles 
Romans 16:22 Tf)v 8moroXf|V the letter
This refers to the letter being written and later read, i.e. Paul’s letter to the Romans.
Colossians 4:16 f) emaroXfi the letter
This refers to the letter being written and later read, i.e. Paul’s letter to the Colossians.
Embedded, within direct speech in narrative 
John 2:7 t&s* uSpta? the waterpots
These waterpots were physically present, as stated in v. 6. The real life context of the original 
speaker and addressees is here included by the Gospel writer for the addressees of the Gospel in the narrative 
co-text.
Marked salient
Mark 9:41 Xpicrrou Christ
“Christ” refers to the speaker. The real life context, “Jesus said,” is included for the Gospel’s 
audience in the narrative co-text, Mark 9:39.
Acts 12:11 'HpwSou Herod
The real life context is included for the Gospel’s audience in the narrative co-text, Acts 12:1, 6.
3b. GIVEN textual - current
Short term memory
Discourse-old, Hearer-old
Refer again to the last opened scenario
Same noun, same referent 
John 1:1b 8 X6yo? the word
The “word” scenario is opened in v. la by “the word”.
Marked salient
Hebrews 11:24 Mwttor}? Moses
The “Moses” is also salient in the preceding verse.
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Different noun, same referent 
(generic / specific)
Luke 8:29c Td Se<rp.d the bonds
The “bonds” scenario is opened in v. 29b by “chains and fetters”.
3c. GIVEN textual - displaced
Short term memory
Discourse-old, Hearer-old
Refer again to a previously opened scenario
Same noun, same referent 
John 2:2 t6v ■ydp.ov the wedding
The wedding scenario is opened in v. 1 by wedding.
Acts 16:16 tt)v 7rpoaeuxr)v the place of prayer
The place of prayer scenario is opened in v. 13 by place of prayer.
Marked Salient
Luke 17:11 el? ’IepouoaXfip.... 8ia \ieoov Zapapela? Kal TaXiXata? to Jerusalem, through border area of 
Samaria and Galilee.
Jerusalem is salient as TEXT theme, where Jesus will die, cf. 9:31, 51, 53, 13:22, 33, 34, 17:11, 
18:31,19:11,28. Samaria and Galilee are salient at PARAGRAPH level, see 17:16-17, the thankful leper is a 
Samaritan, the other nine lepers implicitly Galileans, cf. Samaritan in 9:52, 10:33, Galilee in 4:44.
Acts 12:19 'Hpi(>8T|? Herod,
Herod is salient at EPISODE level, cf. 12:1,6,11, and Herod’s death in 12:20-23.
Different noun, same referent 
(generic / specific)
Luke 8:29 t o u  dvOponrou the person
The “person” scenario is opened in v. 27 by a certain man.
(plural / singular, alternative)
Luke 8:29 t <£ Trveup.aTi t <3 dKaOdpTco the unclean spirit
The “unclean spirit” scenario is opened in v. 27 by demons.
(Proper noun / noun)
Acts 14:13 rfj? TroXew? the city
The “city” scenario is opened in v. 8 by Lystra.
Where a different noun is used to refer back to a GIVEN textual entity, the referent 
is only understood correctly as GIVEN textual if the audience knows that both nouns refer 
to the same element in the same scenario, For example, if the audience do not know Lystra 
is a city, they will search for “the city” in Acts 4:13 under “inferrable” and “unused” 
entities.
Speaker choice
Note that the speaker has a degree of choice as to how he presents information 
(Halliday, 1994:298). Take for example Luke 12:53 referring to family members (nouns 
bolded, pronouns underlined):
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SiapepiaQqaovrai uaTf|p eul ul$ NEW NEW
Kal ul6? eul uaTpl, NEW NEW
piVrr|P eul Tf|v 0uyaT8pa NEW KNOWN inferrable
Kal OuydTqp eul Tf|v pqT^ pa, NEW KNOWN inferrable
uevGepd eul -rijv v6p<f>qv auifj? NEW KNOWN inferrable
Kal v6g<j!>q eul t?)v uevOepdv. NEW KNOWN infen-able
The anarthrous nouns are Hearer-new, 1. NEW, referring to any unknown member 
of the millions of possible referents fitting the known category father, son, mother, etc.
The arthrous nouns are Hearer-old, and here are 2b KNOWN inferrable, since a mother 
prototypically has a daughter, etc. This is made explicit by the possessive pronoun in line 5 
“her mother-in-law”.
Compare the parallel passage Matthew 10:35-36: 
dvOpojuov KaTct toO uaTpo? alrrou NEW KNOWN inferrable
Kal 0uyaT8pa Ka-rd Tfjs* gqTpb? aurfj? NEW KNOWN inferrable
Kal idj|i<j>qv KaTd Tq? uevGepd? aurfj?. NEW KNOWN inferrable
Kal exOpol toO dv0pt6uou ol olKiaKol airroO KNOWN unused KNOWN inferrable
Here the second item in every line is Hearer-old information of the category 2b 
KNOWN inferrable, as shown by the possessive pronouns. The article in line 4 probably 
does not refer back to the indefinite person in line 1, but is a generic reference of the type 
2a KNOWN unused, and refers to the prototypical person, any one of the above, or anyone 
else, who will find opposition from their nearest and dearest.
Search path for identifying items from existing scenarios
Since arthrous nouns may mark any type of Hearer-old referent, and anarthrous 
nouns may mark either Hearer-new referents or salient Hearer-old referents, there is 
inherent ambiguity in the reference system. This suggests there might be a search path, i.e. 
a sequenced approach to searching in the brain, which enables the audience to find the 
most likely referent (Collins and Loftus, 1975).
Relevance theory states (and personal experience confirms) that the hearer does 
NOT search for all possible referents and then make a decision which is correct, but takes 
the first relevant one as correct, unless and until proved incorrect, e.g. Sperber and Wilson 
(1986:167):
the principle of relevance does not generally warrant the selection of more than one interpretation for a 
single ostensive stimulus. We will show that the interpretation whose selection it warrants is the first one 
tested and found to be consistent with the principle.
Nida and Louw emphasize that assigning meaning depends on both context and co­
text, but give no indication as to how to prioritize them (1992:12):
The correct meaning of a word within any context is the meaning which fits that context best. That is to 
say, languages maximize the importance of context, since verbal signs are always defined by other signs, 
either within the linguistic context (i.e. by other words in the same verbal environment) or within the 
practical context of the setting of the communication.
Sperber and Wilson, however, argue that co-text, real life context, and also 
unopened scenarios provide the possibilities for a context, but it is the search for relevance 
which determines which context the audience chooses (1986:141):
Chapter 6 - Greek Noun Phrases and Scenarios
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We have so far suggested that the choice of a context for inferential processes in general, and for 
comprehension in particular, is partly determined at any given time by the contents of the memory of the 
deductive device, those of the general-purpose short-term memory store, and those of the encyclopaedia, 
and by the information that can be immediately picked up from the physical environment. These factors 
determine not a single context, but a range of possible contexts. What determines the selection of a 
particular context out of that range? Our answer is that the selection of a particular context is determined 
by the search for relevance.
In terms of scenario theory the most relevant context for determining meaning is 
typically the scenario which is currently open, since the prototypical contents of a scenario 
are stored there precisely because they have been frequently relevant in similar 
circumstances in past experience.
Schank and Abelson, in their computer program APPLY, use the following search 
path (1977:184):
APPLY’s basic processing cycle is to call in these script contexts one at a time, and attempt to locate an 
input in the context invoked. The order in which scripts are called is as follows: first are those script 
contexts which were explicitly referred to by the input or which have concepts that are explicitly referred 
to; next are the currently active scripts; last are the scripts the system possesses but which have not been 
invoked.
In terms of Information Status Taxonomy this is:
1) open scenarios (3b GIVEN textual - current), and
new items from open scenarios (2b KNOWN inferrable)
2) previously opened scenarios (3c GIVEN textual - displaced)
3) real-world scenarios (2a KNOWN unused)
Note that their search path does not include 3a GIVEN situational.
Based on scenario theory, I make the hypothesis that the search path for a Hearer- 
old entitiy would begin with currently open scenarios, move to previously opened 
scenarios, and then to closed scenarios. Experimental evidence shows that the more levels 
a search has to pass through, i.e. the greater number of links between conceptual nodes, the 
longer it will take to establish the relationship between concepts (Collins and Quillian, 
1972). This supports the hypothesis that the mind begins its search with what is current 
and progressively searches further and further along neural networks until it identifies a 
relevant concept. The relationship between the search time and the number of conceptual 
links also supports my hypothesis that the category KNOWN inferrable is searched 
directly after the category GIVEN textual current to which it is directly linked.
Consequently, I suggest the following search path for an arthrous noun in Greek:
1) 3b GIVEN textual - current: short term memory, title of last opened scenario
2) 2b KNOWN inferrable: long term memory, in currently open scenario
3) 3a GIVEN situational: current perceptual experience
4) 3 c GIVEN textual - displaced: short term memory, recently opened scenario
5) 2a KNOWN unused: long term memory, currently closed scenario
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The category GIVEN situational is a “wildcard” inasmuch as the act of 
communication is also current perceptual experience, whether visual (reading) or aural 
(hearing), and it is the intensity of the GIVEN situational input which would determine 
whether it becomes more in focal consciousness than the current communication input.
I also make the hypothesis that the search path for an anarthrous noun would 
follow the same path, and if it found a relevant item would mark it salient, otherwise it 
would open a new scenario.
See also:
Appendix N Greek evidence for the order of the search path
An etymological note
I have argued above that use of the article in Greek indicates that the word so 
marked is linked to an existing scenario, whether that scenario is explicit in the text or not. 
The article, then, identifies a link between concepts, linking the concept marked with the 
article to another concept, or rather cluster of concepts, already in the mind of the hearer. 
As a marker of Hearer-old information, it indicates “you can identify this item, it is already 
linked in your memory to an open scenario”.
In Greek the article is called tip0pov which also means a joint in the body (Liddell 
and Scott, 1843):
dp0pov ... a joint... II. the article in grammar, Arist. Poet. 21,7, Rhet. Al. 26,4, Dion. H. de Thuc. 37, al. 
The relevant quotation is from Aristotle’s “Poetics”, Kassel’s numbering 1457a 5 (Perseus 
Project, Internet):
A joint is a sound without meaning which marks the beginning or end of a phrase or a division in it, and 
naturally stands at either end, or in the middle.
Unfortunately “The text from 1456b38-1457al0 is highly uncertain” (Barnes, 1984:2331),
so translations differ as to where the definition of “article” begins, and what examples are
given. By water translates (Barnes, 1984:2331):
An article is a non-significant sound marking the beginning, end, or dividing point of a sentence, its 
natural place being either at the extremities, or in the middle. E.g. dp.<j>t, TrepC etc. Or a non-significant 
sound which neither prevents nor makes a single significant sound out of several, and which is naturally 
placed both at the end and in the middle.
Else translates (1976:54-5):
An article is a non-meaningful sound which marks the beginning or end or transition point of an 
utterance, being naturally suitable to put at either end or in the middle
And Twining translates (Moxon, 1955:39):
An article is a sound without signification which marks the beginning or end of a sentence; or 
distinguishes, as when we say the [word] riffM-l. the [word] irept etc.
Since this “joint” occurs at “the end” of a sentence/utterance/phrase, it cannot refer 
only to the article, and seems to include pronouns also, which are common at the end of a 
noun phrase, and hence also sentence final, e.g. John 1:7 iva TrdvTes’ maTeuowiv Si’ 
atiToii. The use of apQpov “joint” for both article and pronoun makes good etymological
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sense, however, since both refer back to Hearer-old information, linking the current 
referent to a previous referent or scenario.
Robins states that the article was part of Aristotle’s class of syndesmoi “links” 
together with conjunctions, pronouns, and probably prepositions (1998:32). If this is true, 
it supports the view that the name apGpov for the article is not arbitrary, but refers to its 
semantic role as a link or joint.
Whatever the ambiguity of the term apGpov in Aristotle (fourth century BC), 
Dionysius Thrax (c. 100 BC), in his Techne Grammatike (Bekker, 1816), distinguishes the 
article clearly from conjunction, pronoun, and preposition, defining apGpov as “a part of 
speech inflected for case and preposed or postposed to nouns” which also included the 
relative pronoun as having similar morphology to the article but following the noun 
(Robins, 1998:41).
So then, early Greek grammarians referred to the Greek article as apGpov “joint”. 
Although their definitions concern the form of the article, not the function, the term they 
chose suggests that they may have recognized its function as a link between the concept so 
marked and some other concept or cluster of concepts, i.e. to an open scenario, or to a 
concept within an open scenario. It is also worth noting that the article originally 
functioned as a demonstrative pronoun (Robertson, 1934:693-5) which correlates with this 
theory that its function is anaphoric.
Chapter summary
The Greek article with a noun marks that the referent is Hearer-old, which may be 
either Discourse-old, or Discourse-new and part of an open scenario. Lack of the article 
with a noun marks that the referent is salient, which may be either Discourse-new and 
Hearer-new (so naturally salient), or Hearer-old but marked as salient due to some higher 
discourse function, such as marking clause level focus, marking theme at higher levels of 
discourse, or highlighting interpersonal relations.
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C h a p t e r  7  
G R E E K  H E A R E R - O L D  M A R K E R S  
A N D  S C E N A R I O S
Since Greek marks Hearer-old information by Participles in the Verb Phrase and by 
the article in the Noun Phrase, this chapter investigates other grammatical structures which 
mark that information is Hearer-old, categorizing examples according to information 
status. Where Hearer-old information is Discourse-new, belonging to the categories 
KNOWN unused and KNOWN inferrable, it would have been understood by the original 
audience by their referring to their mental scenarios. However today’s audience does not 
share the original author’s culture, so may not have the relevant information in their own 
culturally determined scenario bank to enable them to correctly understand the meaning.
“ W h e n ”  c la u s e s  a n d  H e a r e r - o l d  e v e n t  s c e n a r i o s
Some time-related subordinating conjunctions are regularly used with verb phrases 
expressing Hearer-old-information, i.e. information already stated explicitly in the text (3b 
GIVEN textual-current), or inferrable from the previous text (2b KNOWN inferrable). For 
example:
ftTe “when”
The word ore “when” is frequently used to introduce information which, though
not explicitly mentioned in the text previously, is completely predictable, since it follows
logically from what is already explicit, or is a common result of what is already explicit
(new information is bolded, old information predictable from this is underlined), e.g.
Matthew 5:2, 7:28 
Kal dvol£a? t o  crr6|ia airrou 88t8ac7Kev auToti? X8ywv...
And having-opened the mouth of-him he-was-teaching them saying...
Kal kykveTo onre krkXeaev o ’I qaou? to u ?  Xoyou? to u t o u ? . . .
And it-happened when finished the Jesus the words these...
Since Jesus began teaching, it is predictable that eventually he will stop.
Compare Matthew 10:5 and 11:1, 13:3 and 13:53,18:3 and 19:1,24:4 and 26:1
Luke 2:7,21,22 
Kal Ihreicev t o v  ulov auTfj? t o v  TrparroTOKOv 
And she-bore the son of-her the firstborn 
Kal 8 t c  euXngQr|gav T]p.epai 6 ktw  t o u  TTepiTep.eiv airrov...
And when were-completed days eight of-the to-circumcise him...
Kal ftre eTrXf|a6r|qav al fipipai t o u  KaOapiogou auTwv...
And when were-completed the days of-the purification of-them...
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After a child is bom, it is predictable that time will pass until post-childbirth ceremonies are due. Note that 
the birth, on which the predictability is based, also provides the temporal reference point for the predictable 
events i.e. eight days “after the birth”.
(he “when” “while”
The word tbs* can have the sense “when” with Aorist or “while” with Present or
Imperfect (Arndt and Gingrich, 1979:898, IV a and b). This is due to the Perfective Aspect
of the Aorist symbolizing an Event, and the Imperfective Aspect of the Present and
Imperfect symbolizing a Process. In these senses (09 is frequently used to introduce
Discourse-old or predictable information (new information is bolded, old information
predictable from this is underlined), e.g.
with Aorist
Luke l:40b-41a  
Kal fjcrrrdaaTO Tfjv ’EXiad(3eT. 
and she-greeted the Elizabeth.
Kal 8y8veT0 (I)? fiKouoev t 8v aauaapov Tq? Mapta? f) ’EXicrd(3eT 
And it-happened when heard the greeting of-the Mary the Elizabeth.
Since Mary greeted Elizabeth it is predictable that Elizabeth heard.
Luke 2:15
Kal eyeveTo (b? duqXQov d u ’ auTwv el? tov oupavov ol dyyeXoi 
And it-happened when went-away from them to the heaven the angels
Since the angels had appeared (v. 13) and made their announcement (v. 14) it is predictable they w ill leave. 
Luke 2:39
Kal (b? eTeXegqv udvTa Td KaTot t o v  v6p.ov Kuptov
And when they-completed all the[ceremonies] according-to the law of-lord
It is predictable people will complete what they intend to do (Luke 2:22-24).
Compare:
Luke 5:3b-4a efilSacncev ... l b ?  88 euauaaro XaXfflv. he was-teaching ...When () he-stopped talking.
Luke 7:1 l-12a euopeu&q el? u 6Xiv ... <b? 88 qyyicrev he-joumeyed to town ...When () he-neared 
Luke 23:25b-26auape8toKev ... (b? duqyayov atnrdv he-handed-over... when they-led-away him ...
Acts 26:32-27: la  8ueK8KXqTo Kalaapa.... D ? 88 8Kpi0q tou  duouXeiv fjpd? e l?  Tqv ’iTaXlav 
he-has-appealed to-Caesar When () it-was-decided of-the sailing us to the Italy
with Imperfect 
Luke 24:32 
06x1 fi KapSla qpwv Kaiopivq fjv [8v qplv]
Not the heart of-us burning was [in us]
cb? 8XdXei fjpXv ev rq 68<3, tb? Sidvoiyev •qu.'tv Td? ypa<f>d?;
while he-was-speaking to-us in the way, while he-was-opening to-us the scriptures
Jesus’s talking with them is already stated in 24:27.
 ^John 2:23
Xis 88 fjy ev to i?  'IepoaoXupoi? 8v tc3 u d axa  8v Tq eopTq ... 
while 0  he-was in the Jerusalem in the Passover in the fea st...
Jesus’s going to the festival in Jerusalem is already stated in 2:13.
John 8:7
(b? 88 euepevov epamSvTe? airrbv
while () they-were-keeping questioning [him]
They asked Jesus in 8:5 but he made no reply, so their continuing to ask is predictable.
“When” clauses and information status taxonomy
“When” clauses, those beginning with 009, otc, otclv or uoTe in Greek, regularly 
mark Hearer-old information. A clause introduced with “when” often contains Discourse- 
old information, and marks that this information is the time setting for the following clause
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containing Discourse-new information. If a clause introduced with “when” contains 
Discourse-new information, it marks that the Discourse-new information is regarded as 
Hearer-old, since it is expected within the open scenario.
There is, however, a rare marked use of “when” clauses when they function as the 
Comment. This occurs when the following clause contains Hearer-old information and is 
the Topic, and where the question has already been raised as to “when” this Hearer-old 
event will occur. In such instances, the “when” clause may contain Hearer-old information 
(e.g. Matthew 24:15 below), or even Hearer-new information (e.g. Luke 21:20 below).
Examples of each category follow (“when” bolded):
1. NEW
Rarely, a “when” clause contains Hearer-new information. For example, the
“when” clause in Luke 21:20 introduces Hearer-new information answering the “when?”
question of 21:7. The desolation of Jerusalem in the second clause of 21:20 is Discourse-
old, referring back to 21:6:
Luke 21:20
"Orav 88 iSqTe KUKXoupii/qv Otto orpaTOTreSwv ’I epoucraXfip,
When () you-see surrounded by camps Jerusalem,
TOTE yVtOTE OTL qyyiKeU f| 8p‘n|i.(j0CJLS‘ aUTfj?. 
then know that has-drawn-near the desolation of-it.
Luke 21:6-7
eXeucrovTai fjpipai kv al? ouk  dcjteOqaeTai X10o? 8 ttI  Xt0u b? o£i KaraXu0f|aeTai. 
will-come days in which not will-be-left stone on stone which not will-be-overthrown.
’EirqpwTqaav 88 auTou XeyovTe?, AiStiaKaXe,
They-asked () him saying, Teacher
tt6t€ otiv TauTa 8aTai Kal tL t8 aqpeXou frrav p.8XXq TauTa ytveaOai;
When therefore thesefthings] will-be and what the sign when is-going these[things] to-happen?
2a. KNOWN unused
This information is taken from the always open “whole world” scenario in long 
term memory.
Expected actions o f participants:
Luke 2:15
Kal 8y8vETo di? diTqX0ov d u ’ aurav el?  tou oupavov ol ctyyeXoi ...
And it-happened when went-away from them into the heaven the angels ...
Angels come, do their job, then go away, cf. Hebrews 1:7, Psalm 104:4.
Chronology
Luke 2:42 
Kal 5tc 8y8ueTo 8twv ScoSeKa,
And when he-became of-years twelve 
People get older.
Acts 7:23
'Q? 88 8iTXqpouTo aiJTw TeaaepaKovTaeTq? xp^ vo?,
When () was-fulfilled to-him of-forty-years time 
People get older.
A lso Acts 9:23, 19:21, 21:5, 21:27, 27:27
salient
Mark 1:32 
’OtJjla? 88 yevopivq?, 8t£ e8u 8 qXio?
Evening () having-occurred, when set the sun
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This “when” clause is redundant as the preceding Genitive Absolute already makes the time explicit. I argue 
therefore that it marks the time as salient. The timing is culturally very significant, since nobody could travel 
far or carry the sick until sunset, as that would constitute “work” on the Sabbath.
Christian history 
Acts 22:20
8tg e e^xuweTO t 5 alpa Zrecfrdvov tov pdpTupd? oov 
when was-flowing-out the blood of Stephen the witness of-you 
This is a fact already known to the addressee, God.
Christian religion 
John 2:22 
frre obv fjyepGq 8k veKpCSv 
When therefore he-was-raised from dead
This is presented as a fact known to the hearer, for time reference only.
Romans 2:16
kv f)p6pa 8t£ Kptvei 8 Geo? Tot Kpunrd r<3v dvGpamcov ... 8ia XpicrroD ’Ir|(jo0. 
on day when judges the God the hidden[things] of-the people... through Christ Jesus.
This is a fact known to the Christian audience.
Jewish religion 
Jude 1:9 
5 88 Mixon A. o dpxdyyeXo?,
The () Michael the archangel,
8 t £  t <3 8ia(36Xw SiaKpivopevo? 8ieX6yeT0 ire pi to u  Mwuaea)? a t ip a T o ?  
when with-the devil contending he-was-arguing about the of-Moses body
Jewish scripture
Matthew 24:15 
“Orav oftv t8qTe to (386Xuypa Tfj? epnp-^ aew?
When therefore you-see the abomination of-the desolation 
t8 f/qGev 8id AaviqA tou TrporiijTou 8ctto? kv tottco dytw, 
the spoken through Daniel the prophet standing on-the place holy
This is Hearer-old since Jesus’s audience, the disciples, know that this was predicted, i.e. in Daniel 9:27, 
11:31, 12:11. However, this is also a marked use of a “when” clause as comment, focussing on when the 
Discourse-old topic, the destruction of the Temple, will take place, see 24:2-3, cf. Mark 13:14, 13:4.
2b. KNOWN inferrable: long term memory, new item from currently open scenario 
Matt. HH
Kal 6y6veTo 8 t c  eTeXecrev o ’I T)aou? SiaTdacroov 
And it-happened when finished the Jesus commanding 
Refers back to the commands in 10:5-42.
Luke 7:12
cl)? 88 fiyyiaev rq TruXq Tfj? TrdXeco?
When () he-drew-near to-the gate of-the city 
Refers back to 7:11 he went to Nain.
Luke 23:42
’IqaoO, p.vfia0qTt pou frrav eX0q? el? Tqv paoiXetav aou.
Jesus, remember me when you-come in the kingdom of-you 
The “Christ” scenario is open, see 23:38, 39.
Compare:
Acts 8:36 (Acts 8:29, 8:31 commands)
Acts 8:39 (8:38 they went into the water)
Acts 10:17 (People who see strange visions, 10:11-16, wonder about the meaning)
Acts 13:25 (13: 24 John announced baptism. What one does always has a finish)
Acts 16:15 (16:14 The Lord opened her heart. When your heart is open you believe and are baptized)
Acts 17:13 (people find out what happens nearby)
Acts 18:5 (people obey orders 17:15)
Acts 20:18 (20:17 they were summoned)
Acts 21:1 (people who board ships, 20:38, set sail)
Acts 27:1 (people who appeal to Caesar, 26:32, go to Caesar in Italy)
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3a. GIVEN situational: current perceptual experience 
Romans 13:11
uuu yctp eyyuTepov fipcou q acorqpta q 8tc emaTeuaapev. 
now for nearer of-us the salvation than when we-believed.
This is an inference from the current situation, Paul is writing to Christians.
1 Corinthians 12:1 
8tg 80uq f)T€ ... 
when gentiles/pagans you-were...
This is an inference from the current situation, Paul is writing to first generation non-Jewish Christians.
3b. GIVEN textual - current: short term memory, last opened scenario 
Luke 1:41
Kal eykvero &s fyoucrev tou dcnracrpou rfj? Mapta? q ’EXicrd(3eT, 
and it-happened when heard the greeting of-the Mary the Elizabeth 
Refers back to 1:40 Mary greeted Elizabeth.
Acts 1:12,13
T ot€ ii-ireo-Tpe/au el? ’IepowaXqp ... Kal fire elcrqXOou ...
Then they-retumed into Jerusalem ... and when they-entered...
Also Acts 21:35, Romans 6:17, 20
3c. GIVEN textual-displaced: short term memory, recently opened scenario
Mark 3:11
Kal Td TrueiipaTa t & dKdOapTa, 8rav auTou eOecopouu,
And the spirits the impure, when him they-were-seeing,
Trpocr8mTrTou aura Kal eKpa^ou XeyouTe? 8tl 2u el o ulo? tou 0eoC>. 
were-falling-before him and were-yelling saying that You are the son of-the God.
The fact that demons would see Jesus may be expected from the original audience’s KNOWN unused 
category of real life. However, this is also explicit in the text, Mark 1:23-24. The Imperfect verb from (Past 
Tense Imperfective Aspect) is used here to refer to Aktionsart which is both Distributive (involving many 
people) and Iterative (repeated many times), i.e. this kind of thing was happening time and time again, but 
the demons concerned were different ones each time.
Acts 8:12 
8 t€  88 emoreucrav tw  4>iXIititci)
When () they-believed the Philip 
8:6 the people heeded what Philip said.
Romans 6:17, 7:5 
8t€ ydp fjpeu kv Tfj aapKt,
When for we-were in the flesh 
cf. Romans 3:23 “All have sinned”.
The choice of “when”, rather than a Genitive Absolute or Prepositional Phrase, 
may be made for reasons of discourse connections. For example, Levinsohn (1992:184) 
says that the “when” clause in Acts 7:23 “When forty years had passed” is a temporal 
point of departure, i.e. the grammar marks a temporal relationship to the previous section. I 
agree that “when” means “at the time an event (which is known or predictable from the 
current scenario) happened” but does not imply that this event is related to the following 
event other than temporally, e.g. it does not imply a causal relationship. In contrast, the use 
of a Genitive Absolute in Acts 7:30 “when 40 years had passed” suggests that the time 
elapsed was relevant in the timing of the angel’s appearance.
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s c e n a r i o s
In Greek an event may be referred to without making the agent explicit, by a 
Passive verb form, an Active verb form with no explicit or anaphoric subject, an infinitive, 
or an abstract noun. I make the hypothesis that such agentless constructions are used when 
the implicit agent is Hearer-old, i.e. the agent is prototypically present in the open event 
scenario and so is expected to be correctly identified by the audience.
Abstract nouns and Hearer-old event scenarios
Abstract nouns are frequently used to refer to Discourse-old events, i.e. scenarios 
with acting or interacting participants. Louw (1982:80) points out that “the baptism of 
John” in Matthew 21:25 (to (3dTnrop.a to j  axxvvou) is grammatically ambiguous, since 
John may be either the agent or the goal of “baptizing”. He argues “From the context of 
Matthew 21.25 it is clear that John is the implied agent...” Whilst agreeing with his 
conclusion, I disagree with his logic, unless “context” is taken to refer right back to the co­
text of Matthew 3:6 where people are baptized by John. I argue that, in Greek, a noun in 
the genitive case linked to an abstract noun for an event marks the genitive noun as a 
participant belonging to that event scenario, but does not encode grammatically what 
semantic role the participant has. The audience has to refer back to their mental scenarios 
(here the Hearer-old scenario t6 (3aTmcr|jca as indicated by the neuter article to) for 
participant roles. In this instance, for the author’s audience, the information is GIVEN 
textual - displaced (Matthew 3:6). For the original speaker’s audience (chief priests and 
elders) this information was KNOWN unused, since this is the first mention in the 
dialogue of John the Baptist, or baptism.
Similarly, inem rf}9 |ieTonce(7,ia9 BapuXaM/os1 “at the exile of Babylon” in 
Matthew 1:11, the genitive of Babylon merely shows it is a participant in the event 
scenario for “exile”. The fact that it is in the role of Location comes from the original 
(Jewish) audience’s KNOWN unused scenario “exile in Babylon” (as indicated by the 
article Tfjs* in Greek). Today’s target audience, even if they know Babylon is a city, might 
reasonably take this to mean the time when the inhabitants of Babylon went into exile.
Infinitives and Hearer-old event scenarios
Similarly infinitives are regularly used to encode Discourse-old information, e.g.
(infinitives bolded)
Matthew 13:4 
Kal ev t<$ cnretpeiv atrrov 
And in the to-sow him
Chapter 7 - Greek Hearer-old Markers and Scenarios
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Here the infinitive is marked with the Hearer-old marker, the article, and is GIVEN textual
- current, referring back to 13:3 e£fj XGev o orreipcov t o O OTTetpeiv “The sower went out to
sow.” The article in 13:3 t o u  orretpeiv is best understood as referring to KNOWN
inferrable information, from the “sower” scenario. The article with o orreipwv may be
KNOWN unused, a generic reference, or perhaps GIVEN situational, referring to Jesus
himself (cf. Gerhardsson, 1967-68:175).
However, sometimes the infinitive encodes information which is Discourse-new
but Hearer-old and totally predictable, e.g.
Matthew 27:12
8v t(3 KcrniyopeXcrtkii aiJTOV utto t<3v dpxiepeiov Kal upecrptrrepQV 
in the to-be-accused him by the chief-priests and elders
Since the Jewish leaders wanted Jesus dead, and had taken him to the governor, 27:1-2, it
is predictable that they will accuse him (KNOWN inferrable).
Matthew 13:25 
ev 88 t<3 KaOetiSeiv rob? avGpcoTrou? 
in 0  the to-sleep the people
Prototypically people sleep at night, and since time always passes, people sleeping is 
predictable from the real life situation we live in (KNOWN unused)
Passives and Hearer-old event scenarios
The use of a passive does not mean the agent is unknown or not topical. Sometimes
the agent is so topical, that the very mention of the agent is unnecessary. This can be
compared with zero anaphoric reference where the subject of a verb is the same as the
subject of a preceding verb so already topical. For example:
Luke 11:9 
aiTeiTe Kal 8o0f|creTai ufiiv 
Ask and it-will-be-given to-you
Here the “prayer” scenario has already been opened in 11:1, and in this scenario God is the 
prototypical giver in response to a request. This interpretation is confirmed in 11:13 “How 
much more will your heavenly Father give ...?”.
I propose that prototypicality of participants in the open scenario is a factor in the 
use of Passives where God is the agent. The Jewish desire to avoid saying the Holy Name 
in vain (Hagner, 1993:47-8) may account for some of this passive usage, but the texts we 
have use “heaven”, “God” and “Lord” frequently, so that alone cannot easily explain all 
Passive usage (e.g. GRAMCORD data for occurrences in Matthew, Mark, Luke and John 
respectively: oupavo9 82, 18, 35, 18; 0e6s* 51,49, 122, 83; Kupios* 80,18,104, 52). A 
general principle would be that, where a scenario is open, and the prototypical agent in that 
scenario is God, and where no other agent is specified, the passive refers to God.
Similarly, where a scenario is open, and the prototypical agent in that scenario is 
people in general, and where no other agent is specified, the passive refers to a 
generalization about people.
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Also significant to the disambiguation of passive forms is what Schank and Abel
say about the way a hearer reconstructs an implicit causal chain (1997:35):
Inferential concepts like causal propensity are ‘quick-and-dirty’ and thus useful heuristics. They help the 
understander make rapid sense of causal ambiguities ... The short-cut principle of causal propensity says 
that in cases of causal ambiguity, pick the causal chain originating from the generally most causally 
active actor. Principles such as this enable people to read and understand quickly.
Since in the Jewish and Christian world-view God is by definition the “most causally
active actor”, in cases where the causal chains are not determined by a current scenario, the
most likely solutions to implicit causal chains are those involving God as actor.
In many languages, translations will need to make explicit when God is the agent 
for reasons of clarity or naturalness. In some languages there is no passive, so the target 
language grammar demands that agents are made explicit. The translator must decide 
whether agents were left implicit in the source text because they were predictable, 
unknown, or being concealed, and translate accordingly, e.g. “God” or “someone”.
Subjectless verbal forms and information status
The agents of subjectless verbal forms (whether events encoded as abstract nouns, 
infinitives, passives or transitive verbs with no explicit subject) may belong in any 
information status category, e.g. (relevant “event” word bolded)
1. NEW:
agent unknown to the speaker 
John 20:2b
vH p a v  t6v Kupiou 8k tou p,uq(ietou, Kal o8k oiSapev ttou 80qKav airr6v.
They-took the Lord from the tomb, and not we-know where they-put him. 
cf. 20:15, Mary asks if the “gardener” took it.
agent deliberately hidden by the speaker 
Matthew 26:2 
6 ul5? tou dv0pu)TTou Trapa8t8oTai 
The son of the-mankind is-being-betrayed 
cf. 26:25, Jesus identifies Judas as the betrayer.
2a. KNOWN unused: long term memory, currently closed scenario
In this category are several “back-bumer” scenarios, with a high degree of natural
relevance, to be searched first, even though they may not be currently open.
Expected actions o f potential participants:
God as agent
Luke 8:18 
o? du yctp 8xq, SoOijaeTai aura- 
Who ever for has, it-will-be-given [by God] to-him
God is the archetypal giver, e.g. James 1:5 “God, who gives generously to all” .
Luke 9:22 
Tfj TptTq fipepct 8yep0f]vat. 
on-the third day to-be-raised [by God]
Acts 1:2 
dveXV|H-4>8r|
he-was-taken-up [by God]
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God taking Jesus into heaven is not explicit in Luke 24:51, so this is not 3b. GIVEN textual - displaced, even 
i f  Luke-Acts is regarded as a two-volume book.
People in general as agent 
Matthew 6:10 
yevnOiYrco to 06Xr|pd aou 
may-occur the w ill of-you
The clause “your will occurs” grammaticalizes an event “A does your w ill”, i.e. May people do your will. 
Luke 3:3
pdTTTiapa peTavotas* et? dfecrLv tipapTiwv 
baptism of-repentance for forgiveness of-sins
The noun “baptism” grammaticalizes an event “A baptizes B ” and the noun “repentance” grammaticalizes an 
event “A repents”, i.e. John baptizes people (see 3:7 “crowds going out to be baptized by him [John]”). 
People repent.
John 1:38
'Pa(3(3t, b X6yeTai pe0eppT|vev6pevov AiSaaKaXe 
Rabbi, which is-said being-translated Teacher 
People translate Rabbi as teacher.
Chronology
Matthew 14:6 
yeveoio i?  88 yevopevoi? t o O 'HpwSou 
birthday.celebrations () having-occurred of-the Herod
The hearer is expected to know that birthday celebrations are annual events, based on a cultural chronology 
splitting each year into months and days.
Heredity
John 9:2 
iva tucJ>X6? yevvri&rj; 
that blind he-be-bom
Father begat him, cf. Matthew 1:2-16, mother bore him, cf. John 3:4.
Family Relationships 
Matthew 1:18 
pvqcrreu0etoT|? Tfj? pr)Tp6? auToO Mapta? tu> ’Iiocrrj<j> 
having-been-betrothed the mother of-him Mary to-the Joseph 
Mary’s parents betrothed her to Joseph.
Christian history 
Mark 1:14 
MeTd 88 t8 TrapaSoOfjvai t8v ’Iwdwni/
After () the to-be-handed-over the John
Herod had John arrested. Mark expects his Christian audience to know about John’s imprisonment.
Jewish history 
John 1:38 
•njv |i.eT0iK6CTtav BaPuXwvo? 
the exile of-Babylon
The noun “exile” or “deportation” grammaticalizes the event “A deported B to C”.
The Jews were deported to Babylon, in various deportations c. 605, 597 and 586 BC.
Jewish religion 
James 5:17 
Trpooriu^ aTo toD |if] (3p8£ai 
he-prayed of-the not to-rain
The infinitive “the to-rain” grammaticalizes the event “God causes rain to fall”.
He prayed to God that God would not cause rain, cf. Matthew 5:45.
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Jewish scripture 
Matthew 4:4 
r8ypairrai 
it-has-been-written
People wrote it in scripture by divine guidance. This refers to a very complex scenario “God caused a human 
to speak God’s message by the power of the Holy Spirit and God caused a human to write this message in 
Holy Scripture”. Compare Matthew 1:22 where more of this complex scenario is explicit.
Natural world 
Acts 27:27 
8ia<£epo|j.8v(i)v fiptov ev rw ’A8pla 
being-driven-along us in the Adriatic 
Wind and waves drive ships along.
Man-made world 
John 2:20
TeooepdKovTa Kal ££ 'ereaiv olKo8opf|0r) 6 vad? oiito?
In-forty and six years was-built the shrine this 
People build shrines.
Metaphysical world 
Mark 6:2 
tI? t) oo(f)La f) SoOetora toutio 
what the wisdom the given to-this[man]
God gives wisdom, e.g. Proverbs 2:6, cf. James 1:5.
2b. KNOWN inferrable: long term memory, currently open scenario
God as agent 
Luke 3:3
J3duTiap.a (j£Tavota? el? dtfiecriv dpapTiwv 
baptism of-repentance for forgiveness of-sins
The abstract noun “forgiveness” grammaticalizes an event “A forgives B”.
God forgives. The “message from God” scenario is opened in v. 2 “the word of God came to John”, which 
gives a co-text for the readers of the Gospel to understand the agent of the message to be the agent of its 
contents.
Luke 3:7 
<f>uyexv duo Tfj? peXXoucrri? 6pyf]? 
to-flee from the coming wrath
The abstract noun “wrath” grammaticalizes an event “A is angry”.
Wrath is God’s wrath. The “God's wrath” scenario is part of the “repentance” scenario opened in 3:3 by 
“baptism of repentance”.
People as agent 
Luke 6:18 
o'i fj\0ov dKouoai afrrou Kal taOfjvai 
which came to-hear him and to-be-healed 
Jesus heals, “him” opens Jesus scenario.
Luke 18:32 
uapa8o0f|oeTai yap toX? ZQveoiv 
will-be-betrayed for to-the gentiles
Kal 8puaix0fyreTai Kal bPpiaOfjaeTai Kal 8p.unxj0fjaeTai 
and will-be-mocked and will-be-insulted and will-be-spat-on 
Gentiles mock etc., “Gentiles” scenario opened in previous clause.
Compare:
Luke 23:26 durjyayov they-led-away = Roman soldiers 
Luke 24:7 aTaupwOfjvai to-be-crucified = by Roman soldiers 
Luke 24:47 KTipux0Tjvai to-be-proclaimed = by Christians
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other
Mark 4:5-6
ral dXAo 8ueoev 8ul t5 ireTpwSe? 8uou o6k etxev yfjv noXXnu, 
and other fell in the rocky where not was-having earth much 
... 8t& t8 pf| £xeLl/1btCav...
... due-to the not to-have root...
Lack of deep roots is inferrable from the shallow soil.
3a. GIVEN situational: current perceptual experience 
Acts 8:36 
tL KwXuei pe {ktTmaOqvai 
what prevents me to-be-baptized?
Philip, the only Christian there, must be the Agent of baptizing.
3b. GIVEN textual - current: short term memory, last opened scenario 
Mark 4:5
Kal dXXo euecrev eul to ueTptoSe? 8uou ouk elyeu yqu uoXXfjv ... 
and other fell in the rocky where not was-having earth much...
Std t8 pfj 8xeiv Pd0o? yfj? 
due-to the not to-have deep earth ...
Here “not having deep roots” refers directly back to “did not have much earth”.
Luke 18:14 
KaTefbi outo? SeSiKauop^vo? 
went-down this[one] being-justified
God is the Agent of justifying, 18:13 “God be merciful to me a sinner”.
Compare:
Luke 23:55 8t80t| was-placed cf. 23:53 “he [Joseph] placed him in a tomb”
Acts 2:20 peTacrrpa<jyijcreTai will-be-tumed cf. 2:19 “I [God] will give wonders in the heaven above”
3c. GIVEN textual - displaced: short term memoiy, recently opened scenario 
Luke 3:21 
kv tw paTmoGqvai duavTa tov Xaov 
in the to-be-baptized all the people
“John baptizes” scenario is opened in 3:7 “to be baptized by him”, and repeated 3:16 “I baptize you with 
water”. After that 3:19-20 is Herod’s imprisonment of John.
Acts 11:19
duo Tfj? OXi/ecu? Tfj? yeuop8vq? eui 2/re<f>dvtp 
by the persecution the having-occurred over Stephen
“Persecution occurred” grammaticalizes “A persecuted B”. This refers back to 8:1 “a great persecution 
occurred against the church in Jerusalem” where the Agents are KNOWN inferrable, the Sanhedrin 6:15, 
7:59 and like-minded Jews, e.g. Saul 8:1, 3.
Q u o t a t i o n s  a n d  H e a r e r - o l d  e v e n t  s c e n a r i o s
Quotations from the Old Testament are often used in the New Testament without 
any explicit clarification of who originally spoke or wrote the quotation.
As in the previous section, a general principle to determine the speaker or writer of 
a quotation would be: where no agent is specified, choose the prototypical agent of the 
open scenario. In the case of the scenarios “speak” or “write” within a religious context or 
a religious co-text (i.e. New Testament book or letter) the prototypical agent, i.e. the
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(i.e. Old Testament), e.g.
Matthew 4:4 (quoting Deuteronomy 8:3) 
r8ypairrai, 06k eir’ apra) p.6vw (YicreTai 6 dvBpwrro?
It-is-written, not on bread only will-live the person
God is to be understood as causal agent of the writing, some prophet or other human being
as the actual writer, and scripture as the place this is written. Hence a translation may say
“Scripture says,” “It is written in God’s holy book,” or “God has caused this to be written,”
etc. making explicit whatever elements of the “scripture” scenario are necessary for the
reader to be able to reconstruct the original scenario, of a message originating from God,
written in a book, by a human.
This complex scenario for scripture is supported by the New Testament text itself,
which occasionally clarifies that God is the causal agent of scripture, especially prophecy,
e.g. Matthew 1:22 “what the Lord had said through the prophet” (cf. Matthew 2:15), Luke
1:70 “as he [the Lord] said through his holy prophets” (cf. Acts 3:18, 3:21), Acts 4:25
“You [Lord] spoke by the Holy Spirit through the mouth of your servant, our father
David” and Acts 1:16 “the Scripture had to be fulfilled which the Holy Spirit spoke long
ago through the mouth of David.”
Similarly, a general principle to determine the first person agent inside a quotation
would be: where no agent is specified, choose the prototypical agent of the open scenario.
In the case of a scriptural quotation, unless the specific verb suggests otherwise, the
prototypical agent is God, e.g.
Matthew 13:14, 15 (quoting Isaiah 6:9-10)
Kal dvaTrXripouTai auTot? f) rrpo(j>T|Teta ’Haaiou f] Xeyouaa ...
And is-fulfilled for-them the prophecy of-Isaiah the saying ...
Kal Idcropai airroO?. 
and I-will-heal them
Here, there is a mismatch between the explicit speaker of the quotation, Isaiah, and the 
implicit agent of “I will heal”, God. Although the quotation is introduced as the prophecy 
of Isaiah, in the source culture the scenario of “prophecy” includes God, not the prophet, 
as the prime cause of whatever is spoken, so God is always a potential agent. Moreover, 
the source culture scenario of “heal” has “God” as the prototypical agent. Thus the referent 
of “I” would have been clear to the original audience.
Since, normally, the speaker and first person pronoun in the quoted speech are co- 
referential, some clarification may need to be made in translation so that “I” does not refer 
to Isaiah but to God, e.g. “the prophecy of Isaiah where it is written: ‘The Lord says... I 
will heal them’.”, or “the prophecy of Isaiah where the Lord says: ‘...I will heal them’.”, 
or “the prophetic message God spoke through Isaiah: ‘ .... I will heal them’.”
speaker o f  the quotation, is God, and the place that quotation m ay be found is in  scripture
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R h e t o r i c a l  q u e s t io n s  a n d  H e a r e r - o l d  s c e n a r i o s
Another grammatical structure where the explicit information is Hearer-old is the 
rhetorical question.
Rhetorical questions make up some 70% of the 1000 or so questions in the New 
Testament, and are used not to elicit information but rather “to convey or call attention to 
information and express the speaker’s attitudes, opinions, etc.” (Beekman and Callow, 
1974:229).
The form and function of rhetorical questions in New Testament Greek, together 
with translation issues they raise, is well documented by Beekman and Callow (1974:353- 
357). I will therefore contrast real and rhetorical questions, and focus on the role of the 
hearer’s mental scenarios in the interpretation of rhetorical questions.
real questions
A speaker uses real questions to elicit information from others. Grammatically, real
questions are typically followed by a change of speaker and a statement with ellipsis,
where the missing elements can be understood from the original question, e.g.
(question or question word bolded, RSV translation in place of gloss)
Matthew 15:34 
teal X8yei auToi? o ’I-qaon?, IWoou? dpTou? kx€T€<
And Jesus said to them, “How many loaves have you?” 
ol 88 etfTav, 'Enrd Kal oXtya Ix0u8ia.
They said, “Seven, and a few small fish.”
“Seven” = “We have seven loaves”
With real questions, either the speaker does not know the answer, or the speaker is
testing the hearer, forcing them to state what they believe or to acknowledge a truth, e.g. 
Luke 20:24
Aet£aTe poi Sqvdpiov Ttvo? 8xei elicdva Kal 8mypacf>Yjv;
“Show me a coin. Whose likeness and inscription has it?” 
ol 88 etrrav, Kataapo?.
They said, “Caesar’s.”
“Caesar’s” = “The likeness and inscription is Caesar’s.”
With real polar questions (“yes/no” questions) the speaker can indicate the answer
he expects by his choice of the negative particles, using |if| for “no” and ou for “yes”, e.g.
 ^John 18:25b (expecting the answer no) 
etirov ouv aimo, Mf| Kal cru 8k t<3v paGqTwv aiiToO et;
They said to him, “Are not you also one of his disciples?” 
i.e. “You are not one of his disciples, are you?”
flpvfjcraTO 8k€ivo? Kal etirev, 06k elpL  
He denied it and said, “I am not.”
John 18:26b-27a (expecting the answer yes)
06 k 8yc6 ae etSov ev tw kt)ttu) p e r ’ a6TOu;
“Did I not see you in the garden with him?”
i.e. “I did see you in the garden with him, didn’t I?”)
TTdXiv ovv fjpvijaaTo IRrpo?.
Again Peter denied it.
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It is the speaker who decides whether the question expects a positive or negative 
answer, “not the objective facts in and of themselves” (Porter, 1994:277-278). So, with a 
real question, even though the speaker may express their opinion as to the correct answer, 
the audience is still free to contradict it.
rhetorical questions
Whereas speakers use real questions to elicit information from others, they use 
rhetorical questions not to elicit new information, but to refer to information which the 
speaker and audience share. When using a rhetorical question, a speaker assumes three 
things:
1) the audience knows the correct “answer” to the “question”
2) the audience knows that the speaker knows the answer
3) the audience knows that the speaker knows that the audience knows.
In such situations, the audience knows the “question” is not eliciting information, and 
therefore infers some other pragmatic meaning from the speaker’s utterance.
Grammatically, whereas real questions are usually followed by a change of speaker
and ellipsis, rhetorical questions are typically followed by continuation of the same
speaker or switch to the narrator, and the following statement lacks ellipsis, e.g.
Matthew 18:12
eftv yeuqTat tiui duOpcoua) eicaTou Trpo(3aTa Kal TrXavq&rj 'kv k£ a im # ,
If a man has a hundred sheep, and one o f  them has gone astray, 
otixl dtfnjoei tA  8veWj»covTa kwka 8irl tA  8pq 
does he not leave the ninety-nine on the mountains 
Kal TTopeu0el? CqTeX t 5  uXavtfipevov; 
and go in search o f the one that went astray?
Kal eav yevqTai eupeTv auT6, d|i.qv Xeyw uplv o n  x a Qei ^Tr* au ra  
And if  he finds it, truly, I say to you, he rejoices over it 
fiaXXov q errl tol? eveWjKOUTa kwka rolg pi) TTGTTXavqpdvoi?. 
more than over the ninety-nine that never went astray.
John 18:38
Xeyei au ra  o IJiXdTo?, Tt kanv AXfyteia;
Pilate said to him, “What is truth?”
Kal touto e lm #  rrdXiu 8£qX0ev...
After he had said this, he went out...
Pragmatically, rhetorical questions are not questions at all, but statements which
reinforce or express attitudes about shared information. Why then is a grammatical
question form used? Relevance Theory (Sperber and Wilson, 1986) predicts that the more
processing effort required, the more “contextual effects” such as information, emotion etc.
are conveyed to the hearer. A rhetorical question requires more processing effort than a
statement because the audience has to evaluate whether it is a real question or not. If the
content is understood by the audience to be uncontroversial Hearer-old information,
believed by both speaker and hearer, then it is evaluated as a rhetorical question. With
Greek rhetorical questions, the extra “contextual effects” include strong, assertion, strong
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negation, and strong emotive force, such as rebuke, or surprise (Beekman and Callow, 
1974:238; Barnwell, 1980:91).
Just as Greek marks grammatically whether the speaker expects the answer yes or 
no with real polar questions, so with rhetorical polar questions the speaker can mark 
grammatically whether the statement is negation or assertion (Beekman and Callow 
(1974:357):
In summary, it may be said that ou in a real question indicates that the speaker thinks a yes answer is in 
order, and in rhetorical questions it corresponds to either an affirmative statement or an evaluation; and 
that me in a real question indicates that the speaker thinks a no answer is in order, and in a rhetorical 
question it corresponds to either a negative statement or a statement of incertitude.
So, since real and rhetorical questions have the same form but different functions,
the hearer must decide whether it is a rhetorical or real question, and the speaker must
evaluate whether the hearer will interpret the question as intended by the speaker. This
relies on speaker and hearer evaluating the status of the information, specifically “Is this
propositional information, attitude, or evaluation Hearer-old and speaker-old?” This might
be obvious from the co-text or real life context of the communicative act, but more
frequently must be evaluated from the contents of mental scenarios in long term memory,
e.g. (RSV translation in place of gloss)
Strong negation:
John 18:35
dueKpIOq o TTiXdTo?, MV)tl eyco ’IouSa'io? d p i;
Pilate answered, “Am I a Jew?”
i.e. “I am not a Jew, as you well know.”
Pilate’s socio-religious affiliation would be known to all.
John 8:53
pf| ou pd£(ov et tou mrrpb? fjpwv ’A|3padp, 5oti? ameQavew,
Are you greater than our father Abraham, who died?
i.e. You are not greater than our ancestor Abraham, and he died.
Jesus in fact disagreed with the speaker’s “correct” answer to this statement, and stated his superiority to 
Abraham. However, the Jews used a rhetorical question in the belief that nobody would dare claim 
superiority to Abraham, and Jesus recognized that they would believe this, and so recognized that they were 
using a rhetorical question, not asking a real one. Since the Jews had already decided Jesus was demon- 
possessed (8:52) they would not be in any doubt as to who was greater, Jesus or Abraham.
James 3:11
pi^ Ti r\ Trryyfi 8k rfj? abrq? 6irfj? (Jpuei to yXuKu Kal t5 mKpdv;
Can both fresh water and salt water flow from the same spring? 
i.e. Fresh water and salt water can not both flow from the same spring.
This is an uncontroversial statement about nature, obvious to all.
Of the 18 occurrences of pfjTi in the New Testament, 5 are in rhetorical questions marking strong negation: 
Matthew 7:16, Mark 4:21, Luke 6:39, and John 18:38 and James 3:11 above.
Strong Assertion:
John 7:19 
ob Mtouofj? 888wKev upiv t5v v6pov;
Did not Moses give you the law? 
i.e. Moses gave you the Law.
All Jews would know this.
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Hebrews 1:14
o6xl Trdvre? eicriv XeiToupyiKa uveupaTa el? Siaicovtav 
dtTooTeXXopeva 8ia t o u ?  peXXovTa? KXripovopeiv awnptav;
Are not all angels ministering spirits sent to serve those who will inherit salvation? 
i.e. Angels are all ministering spirits ...
All Jews except the Sadducees (Acts 23:8) would acknowledge this.
Similarly, with non-polar or content questions, the same grammatical form is used
for both real questions and for rhetorical questions which make strong statements of
negation or assertion. Again the presumption of shared old-information, i.e. shared mental
scenarios, allows the hearer to interpret a question as rhetorical, e.g.
Real Questions:
Luke 3:10 (crowds to John the Baptist)
Tt obv 7Toif|<j(jogev;
“What then shall we do?”
John assumes they do not know what to do.
Luke 8:30 (Jesus to “Legion”)
Tt croL ovopd ecmv;
“What is your name?”
“Legion” assumes Jesus does not know his name.
Rhetorical Questions:
Hebrews 1:5
Tlvi yap e!ir8v hote twv dyyeXwv, Ylo? pou el au...
For to which of the angels did God ever say, “You are my Son...”? 
i.e. God never said to any angel...
The implied negation relies on the Jewish audience knowing the answer “none”, from their Old Testament 
knowledge.
Hebrews 1:5
Tt eaTLV dvOpwiTo? 5ti pipi/qaicri auTou, fj ulo? avOparrrou oti emaK^ Trrq auTov;
“What is man that you are mindfiil of him, the son of man that you care for him?” 
i.e. Man is nothing of such great significance.
The implied negation relies on the Jewish audience knowing the answer “nothing much”, based on a 
theology of God’s lordship over man.
Luke 1:66 (about John the Baptist)
Tt dpa t8 TTaiSlov touto 8aTai; Kal yap xeip Kuptou fjv peT’ auTou.
“What then will this child be?” For the hand of the Lord was with him.
i.e. This child will become something very significant..
The assertion relies on the audience knowing the answer “something great” on the basis of a theological 
understanding of the significance of the miracle which had just occurred.
Correct understanding of a rhetorical question relies on more than grammatical 
encoding. The hearer must first be able to evaluate the contents of the speaker’s scenario 
including the degree of certainty they have about propositions in the scenario, in order to 
evaluate whether the speaker is asking a real question or a rhetorical question. If rhetorical, 
the hearer must then evaluate the contents of the speaker’s scenario in order to interpret the 
meaning of the rhetorical question in the specific context. Frequently the hearer must 
determine what value judgement the speaker is making concerning the open scenario. This 
requires the hearer to utilize the contents of the open scenario stored in their own long-
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term memory, including the kind of value judgments specific types of people
prototypically make about it.
If the audience thinks that the speaker is uncertain about the matter in question,
they will assume it is a real question, e.g.
John 1:19 (Jews to John)
“Who are you?”
If the audience thinks that the speaker is certain about the matter in question, and is 
not testing their knowledge about it, they will assume it is a rhetorical question. Beekman 
and Callow distinguish four principal functions of rhetorical questions in the New 
Testament (1974:238):
1. a statement of certitude;
2. a statement of incertitude;
3. a statement of evaluation or obligation;
3. to highlight and introduce a new subject or a new aspect of the same subject.
The audience must use their existing mental scenarios to determine the function intended.
If the audience thinks that the speaker is certain about the matter in question, and
that the speaker believes that they share that view, they will assume it is a rhetorical
question expressing strong negation or strong assertion, e.g.
John 18:35 (Pilate to Jesus)
“Am I a Jew?”
Speaker’s assumption: Everyone knows I am not a Jew.
Hebrews 1:5 (author to Jewish readers)
For to which of the angels did God ever say, “You are my Son...”?
Speaker’s assumption: We all know God never said this to any angel.
John 7:19 (Jesus to Jews)
“Did not Moses give you the law?”
Speaker’s assumption: We all know he did.
If the audience thinks that the speaker is certain about the matter in question, and is
amazed by it, they will assume it is an evaluation or expression of amazement (a type of
incertitude), e.g.
Luke 8:25 (disciples to one another)
“Who then is this, that he commands even wind and water, and they obey him?”
If the audience thinks that the speaker expects the matter in question to apply in 
some, but not all, instances and that the speaker believes that they share that view, they 
will assume it is a rhetorical question specifying a condition (another type of incertitude), 
e.g.
1 Corinthians 7:27 (Paul to Corinthians)
“Are you married? Do not seek a divorce. Are you unmarried? Do not look for a wife.” 
i.e. If you are married, do not seek a divorce.
James 5:13 (James to hearers)
“Is anyone among you suffering? Let him pray.” 
i.e. If anyone among you is suffering, let him pray.
If the audience thinks that the speaker is certain about the matter in question, and 
has a negative evaluation of it, they will assume it is a negative evaluation or rebuke, e.g.
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Mark 4:40 (Jesus to disciples) “
Why are you afraid? Have you no faith?”
If the audience thinks that the speaker intends to turn the conversation to a new 
matter in question, and thinks that the speaker believes that the audience would recognize 
this, they will assume it is a rhetorical question introducing a new topic of conversation, 
e.g.
Luke 13:20 (Jesus to Jewish listeners)
“To what shall I compare the kingdom of God?”
Romans 4:1 (Paul to Jewish Christians in Rome)
“What then shall we say that Abraham, our forefather, discovered in this matter?”
So then, when a speaker uses rhetorical questions to make strong assertions or 
denials, or for any other rhetorical function, he presumes that the propositional content is 
Hearer-old information. If that is not the case, rhetorical questions are not an effective 
form of communication, and may not communicate the speaker’s intended meaning.
When the audience do not share the speaker’s viewpoint, they may interpret such a 
rhetorical question as a real question (i.e. the speaker, whatever their current opinion, is 
expressing some doubt about the matter and seeking their answer or opinion), they may 
“mishear” the rhetorical question, re-interpreting the speaker’s viewpoint as their own, or 
they may simply reject the speaker’s viewpoint as wrong.
For example, many English people do not share Jesus’s shepherding scenario, and
would disagree with Matthew 18:12:
If a man has a hundred sheep, and one of them has gone astray, does he not leave the ninety-nine on the 
mountains and go in search of the one that went astray?
Who in their right mind would leave 99 sheep alone on the mountains to chase after just
one sheep? However Jesus is making a strong assertion that the owner would do this. The
original scenario was of the owner of 100 sheep in Palestine, who would not have herded
so many sheep alone, but have been accompanied by a relative or paid shepherd. The 99
would not have been left alone to wander off or be attacked, but left in the care of another
(Bailey, 1983:149). In translation, then, unless we want our audience to think Jesus was
twisting facts to buttress a weak argument, we must ensure that our audience fully agrees
with Jesus’s evaluation of what the sheep owner would do. Relevant information from the
original scenario may need to made explicit, in order for the audience to agree with the
speaker, and the rhetorical question may need to be replaced or reinforced by an emphatic
statement. For example, the Parkari translation says: “What do you think? If some person
may have a hundred sheep, and from among them one sheep should get lost, then will the .
owner not search for it? He certainly will leave the other ninety nine sheep right there on
the mountain with some shepherd and having gone will look for that lost sheep.”
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So even though Greek has markers with polar questions to express the speaker’s 
opinion, the same grammatical forms are used for both real questions and rhetorical 
questions. Since the grammatical form of the Greek rhetorical question does not specify 
the speaker’s meaning, the audience must rely on Hearer-old information already stored in 
their mental scenarios in order to interpret the probable attitudes and beliefs of the speaker, 
and hence the speaker’s meaning.
C o m p a r a t i v e  c la u s e s  a n d  H e a r e r - o l d  t h i n g  s c e n a r i o s
Another grammatical structure where information is Hearer-old is in comparisons. 
The topic is compared to a Hearer-old item, usually assuming that the hearer not only 
knows the item, but also knows which characteristic of the item is intended by the 
comparison. This of course applies to all metaphors, which have no grammatical marking 
of comparison. However similes and other comparisons are typically marked by a 
conjunction.
The word 009 occurs 19 times in Mark with comparative meaning, always in a 
clause with Hearer-old information (KNOWN or GIVEN), and paralleled by another 
clause containing Discourse-new information which occurs in accordance with the Hearer- 
old information (bolded below). The ws* clause is normally second, but is fronted once
(10:1).
Discourse-new (6? Hearer-old
2a KNOWN unused scenario
1:10 et8ev... t8 Trveup.a (6? irepiCTTepdv birds
1:22 fjv yap SiSdarcwv auTou? (6? ktovolav 8xwv religion
Kal oi>x ( 6 ?  ol ypajipaTel?. religion
4:26 Oiitw? ecrrlv q PaaiXeta tou 0eou (6? dv0pwm>? pdXq t8v airopov farming
4:27 6 airdpo? (3Xacrrq Kal pqKuvqTai w? o8k otSev airr6?. people
4:30-1 ITw? 8p.oii6CTwp.ev rqv |3aaiXelav ... 6 ?  k6kkcp CTivduew? farming
6:15 Trpocj>i?rq? w? el? t& v  upo<f>qT<3v religion
6:34 fjaav w? Trpdfkrra p.f| ?xoVTa TroLp8va herding
7:6 KaXw? eupo^ qTeuCTev ’Hama? scripture
TTepl upwv TWV UTTOKpiTWV, cb? ydypaTrrai...
(Jesus assumes the Pharisees know this quotation from Isaiah 29:13)
8:24 BXenw tou? &v0pc6irou? 8ti (b? 88v8pa 8pw TrepiiraTouvTa?. plants
10:15 5 ?  dv p.f) 8 e £ q T a L  t t ) v  paoiXetav ... cb? uaiSlov people
12:25 elalv w? dyyeXoL 8v toX? oupavoX? heaven
12:31 ’AyaTnjaei? t8v TrXqcriov ctou cb? aeairrdv. people
12:33 to dyauav tov TrXqaiov ( b ?  8airr8v people
13:32-4 Ilepl 8 8  Tq? fp8pa? eKetvq? ... w ?  dvOpwrro? dTr68qp,o? ... people
3 a GIVEN situational context
9:21 II6cto? xpdvo? 8cttIv cb? toOto y6yovev airrfi); 9:20
3b GIVEN textual - current co-text
4:36 TTapaXapPdvoucjiv auTov c b ?  f j v 4:1-34
3c GIVEN textual - displaced
14:72 &vep.vf|(j0q 8 IleTpo? t8 pqp.a cb? elTrev qutw 8 ’Iqoou? 14:30
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FRONTED
u? Hearer-old Discourse-new
3c. GIVEN textual - displaced 
10:1 w? eti&OeL irdXiv 88(,8acjKev auTou? 6:34
(There are also two uses of cos* before a round number where it is not comparative,
but means “approximately”, 5:13, 8:9).
KaQtos1 occurs 8 times in Mark, always in a clause with Hearer-old information, and 
paralleled by another clause containing Discourse-new information which occurs in 
accordance with the Hearer-old information. In all cases but 1:2, the KctGcfe clause is
second.
9:13
14:21
Discourse-new
Kal errolqaav aura oca q0eXov, 
6 p8v ulo? tou dvOpioTrou tmdyei
Ka0w? Hearer-old 
2a KNOWN unused 
KaOcb? y8ypanTai 8n’ a£rr6v 
KaGco? y^ ypairrai uepl auTou
scenario 
scripture 
1 Kings 19:1-10 
Isaiah 53
4:33 TotauTai? Trapa(3oXat? uoXXai? eXdXei
2a KNOWN unused 
Ka0tb? i^ SduavTo dKoueLV
people
11:6
14:16
15:8
ol 88 etirav auToi? 
etipov
8 8xXo? fjp^aTO alTeioOai
3b GIVEN textual - current 
Ka0w? elueu 8 ’Iqaou? 
Ka0c3? etuev auToi?
Ka0w? duotei auToi?
co-text
11:3
14:13-15
15:6
16:7 eKei atrrov o{j>ea0e,
3c GIVEN textual - displaced 
KaOw? etirev iipXv. 14:28
FRONTED
Ka0w? Hearer-old Ref. Ref. 
2a KNOWN unused - scripture 
1:2 Ka0w? y8ypairrai kv ra ’Haaia. ra  Trpo<j>'ri'rn Isaiah 40:3 1:4
Discourse-new 
eyevero ’Iwdvvq?
Malachi 3:1
This comparison clause is fronted to stress the importance of prophecy in the interpretation of John’s 
ministry as preparing the way for Jesus as Lord.
Thus, as one would expect logically, since a comparison must be with a known 
item to be beneficial, we see that the comparative conjunctions KaGws' and cbs* introduce 
Hearer-old information. If such information is not Hearer-old for the target audience of a 
translation, due to mismatch of scenario contents, then a literal translation of comparisons 
may not communicate accurately.
P a r t i c i p i a l  N o u n  P h r a s e s  a n d  H e a r e r - o l d  s c e n a r i o s
Greek Participles, both arthrous and anarthrous, occur not only in Verb Phrases but 
also in Noun Phrases, and function like the relative clause in English, by defining the 
referent or providing information about the referent. These Participles are also used in 
accordance with information status taxonomy marking the referent as Hearer-old, and their
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usage and definition is governed by the scenarios which are open, e.g. (head noun bolded, 
Participial Phrase underlined)
Nominal usage: Arthrous Participle
Descriptive (in apposition to a preceding noun)
Matthew 10:4 
’1068a? 5 ’I OKapicoTT]? 6 Kal TrapaSou? airr6v.
Judas the Iscariot the[one] also having-betrayed him.
(2a KNOWN unused)
1 Peter 1:3
EOXoyriTo? 6 8e6s“ ... o KaTd to ttoXu airrou eXgo? dvayevvfjoa? fipd? ... 
Blessed the God ... the[one] according-to the much of-him mercy having-regenerated us... 
(2a KNOWN unused)
Romans 5:5b 
Std TTvetigaTOS1 dylou t o u  8 o 9 8 v t q c  f)piv. 
through spirit holy the[one] having-been-given to-us 
(2a KNOWN unused)
Restrictive (specific)
Matthew 10:20 
06 yap upgi? eaTg ol XaXouvTg?
Not for you are the[ones] speaking
(3b GIVEN textual-current. Back reference to 10:19 pf) pgpipi/ijcrr)Tg nw? f\ tI XaXiiorjTc)
Matthew 13:3 (cf. Mark 4:3, Luke 8:5)
’I8ou 8£fjX0ev 6 airetptuv tou cnretpeiv 
Behold went-out the[one] sowing for-the to-sow
(2a KNOWN unused, and possibly 3a GIVEN situational (plus metaphor). According to my theory, the use 
of the article here indicates Hearer-old, yet there is no preceding reference. This, then, would be a GIVEN 
unused, a generic reference to a whole class “the prototypical sower”. Understanding it metaphorically, i.e. 
looking at the application of the parable, this may also be an example of GIVEN situational, Jesus giving a 
hint, by the grammar, that “the sower” has a unique referent, himself.)
Matthew 13:37 
*0 guetpcjv to KaXov crirgppa 
The[one] sowing the good seed
(3c GIVEN textual-displaced. Back reference to 13:24 dv0pcmnp airetpavn KaXov aneppa)
Luke 8:36 
o SaipoviaQet?
the[one] having-been-demonized
(3b GIVEN textual-current. Back reference to 8:27 gyrau 8aip6via)
2 Peter 1:3 
tou KaXgaavTog f]pa? 
of-the[onej having-called us
(2a KNOWN unused, meaning either God the Father or Jesus)
Restrictive (generic)
Matthew 10:28 
pf| (j)o(3eicr0e dub tcjv d-TTOKTgvvdvTtov to awpa 
not fear from the[ones] having-killed the body 
(2a KNOWN unused. Refers to any agent of the Event “kill”) 
Matthew 10:40 (cf. 10:42 “whosoever”)
*0 Sgyopgvo? Opa? 8p8 86xeTai,
The[one] accepting you me accepts
(2a KNOWN unused. Refers to any agent of the Process “accept”)
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Adjectival usage: Anarthrous or Arthrous Participle modifying a noun
Descriptive
Matthew 7:11
et oftv tyieT? Trovqpol 5ut£? oiStrre 86p.<rra dyaGd 8i8ovai tol? t8kvoi? iipwv 
If therefore you evil being know gifts good to-give to-the children of-you 
(2a KNOWN unused)
I would analyse “being evil” here as part of the Noun Phrase whose head is “you” (although grammatically it 
could be a Prenuclear Participial Clause) since it refers to permanent characteristics of those described, rather 
than a temporary Process with a temporal relationship to the main verb.
James 1:5
uapd tou 8l86uto? 0eoO rrdatv duXw?
from the giving God to-all generously
(2a KNOWN unused) NIV “God, who gives generously to all”
Sometimes, when a participle is used adjectivally like a descriptive relative clause,
the information may be Hearer-new, but it is not treated as new material in the
development of the plot, but rather as part of the already open scenario, i.e. the scenario of
the character just introduced. In other words it belongs in the Noun Phrase, not the Verb
Phrase, e.g.
Matthew 9:20
Kal l8ob yuvq alp.oppoouaa 8tii8eKa 8tt| TrpoaeXQouaa 8ma0ev fj^aTo...
And behold woman blood-flowing twelve years having-advanced behind touched
(2a KNOWN unused, representing a specific category of person known to exist, cf. Leviticus 15:25-30)
I analyse the first participle as adjectival and part of the Noun Phrase, but I analyse the
second participle as part of the Verb Phrase, linked semantically to “touch” in a
prototypical script, since it is not conjoined grammatically to the first participle by Kcd.
Compare Mark 5:25-27, where the Participles which are linked by conjunctions fill the
same semantic slot, i.e. describing the head noun, and are part of the Noun Phrase, but the
unconjoined Participles are part of the script for “say” in v. 28 and are part of the Verb
Phrase.
Restrictive (specific)
Jude 1:6
dyyeXou? t<? tou? jif] TqpTfoauTa? tt|V eaurav dpxijv 
angels and the not having-kept the of-themselves rule
(2a KNOWN unused) NIV “the angels who did not keep their positions of authority” 
Revelation 17:1 
twv eirra dyyeXwu tcou eydvrav Ta? enrd (jjidXa? 
of-the seven angels the having the seven bowls 
(3c GIVEN textual - current, 15:7 onwards)
Restrictive (generic)
Revelation 14:13 
MaKdpioi ol vexpol d  Kuptw duoGuijgKovTe? du’ dpTi 
Blessed the dead the in Lord dying from now 
(2a KNOWN unused)
Participial Noun Phrases are used for the same range of Information Status 
Taxonomy as Arthrous nouns. As noted above, some Participial Noun Phrases refer back 
to an open scenario in the preceding text.
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Similarly, some Participial Noun Phrases are generic, referring to a whole class by
its scenario title. This may be singular, the prototypical class member, or plural, the sum of
the class members. Such a class is part of the open “whole world” scenario (2a KNOWN
unused), e.g. 
singular generic
Revelation 22:7
paKapto? 6  TTjptuv t o u ?  Xoyou? tt} ?  Trpo<|>r|Teta? t o u  (3i(3Xtou t o u t o u .
Blessed the[one] keeping the words of-the prophecy of-the scroll this
plural generic
Matthew 5:4 
paicdpioi ol TTgvQouvTg?
Blessed the[ones] mourning
Some Participial Noun Phrases refer to a specific item in the “whole world”
scenario, e.g.
2 Thessalonians 2:6, 7 
t o  K a T d x ov  ... 6  KaTgyrav 
the[thing] restraining ... the[one] restraining
In many cases the relevant subsection of the world scenario is “religious beliefs”,
e.g.
Matthew 10:28
<f>o|3eTa0e 88 paXXov t o v  Suvdpevov Kal riuxijv Ka'L crcopa dnoXgaai 8v yggvvrj.
Fear () rather the[one] being-able both soul and body to-destroy in hell. (i.e. God)
Luke 7:19 
Su et 8 6py6pevo?
You are the[one] coming (i.e. the prophesied Messiah, see 7:22, cf. 4:18-19)
It is not surprising that many such referents, since most of the original real-life context of 
the New Testament involves interaction between a religious teacher (e.g. Jesus in the 
Gospels, an apostle in Acts, or the letter writer in Epistles) and a contact, and the written 
text which provides the co-text is clearly identified by its introduction and subject matter 
as religious.
Participles are not grammatically marked for tense but only for aspect:
Imperfective Aspect (Present stem), Perfective Aspect (Aorist stem) or Stative Aspect 
(Perfect stem) (Porter, 1989). However, the use of these different aspects corresponds 
frequently to a change in time reference, with Aorist stems regularly relating to past time.
This is particularly noticeable in the use of Article plus Participle as head of a 
Noun Phrase referring to the agent or patient of some action. A test case of this is in Mark 
5:15 and 16 where the demon-possessed man is referred to using the Present Participle tov 
8ai|iovi£6[jievov, linking anaphorically with 5:2 dv0po)Tros> ev nwti|iaTi &Ka0dpTto. Here, 
when the man is being identified by the newcomers and spoken about to others, he is 
referred to using a Present Participle (Imperfective Aspect) since he is the one they think 
of as “being demon-possessed”. The narrator appears to be using “echoic” language here, 
referring to the man in the terms the participants would have used, since the man is already 
healed. However, in verse 18, after his healing has been clearly established both to the
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narrator’s audience and to the participants present, he is referred to by the Aorist Participle 
o 8aLp.ovLCT0eis,J grammatically encoding Perfective Aspect where the demon possession is 
seen simply as an undifferentiated Event, matching a real life past event “the one who had 
been demon-possessed”.
Again in Acts 1:21 we find the phrase twv oweX0oi?Tc5v referring to “those who 
were with us for the whole time the Lord Jesus went in and out among us”. Moule 
(1957:99) remarks that this is unusual and he would expect the “linear” Present Participle 
as in Acts 9:28. However the Participle and main verbs in 1:21 are Aorist, and all refer to a 
bounded event in the past, no longer happening at the time of speaking. Thus it is 
appropriate for the Aorist Indicatives to mark past time and Perfective Aspect, and for the 
Participle to mark Perfective Aspect, all being used for a past time event.
In Acts 9:28, the Present Participles marking Imperfective Aspect refer to events 
which did not precede but were concurrent with the events of 9:29 and thus actually 
occurred in Present time relative to the main verbs. The Imperfect Indicatives, similarly 
marking Imperfective Aspect, and also past tense, function as a setting to 9:30 where Paul 
is removed from the situation (Aorists). Thus here too the choice of Participle, though 
formally marking Perfective or Imperfective Aspect, is pragmatically related to real life 
relative time differences.
Similarly, where Participles are used adjectivally, Present (Imperfective Aspect) is 
regularly used to refer to an action concurrent in time with the Main verb, and Aorist 
(Perfective Aspect) to an action preceding the main verb, e.g. Mark 5:25 ouoa ev puoei 
ai|±aT09 (Present) “having a flow of blood”, and 5:26 TraGoOcra ... 8aTrai/f|C7a<ja ... [±r|88v 
d><J>eXr|0eio-a ... els to x^pov eX0oOoa (Aorists) “having suffered, having spent, not having 
improved, having got worse”. Since there is no choice between Present and Aorist 
Participles of elpl, one might argue that the Present Participle oiicra does not encode 
Imperfective Aspect. However, I would interpret the lack of Aorist contrast as a reflection 
of the fact that “being” is regularly encoded as Imperfective Aspect due to its Aktionsart, 
since “being” is typically experienced by humans as durative and in process, i.e. the 
grammatical restriction in verbal forms relates to the semantics of the lexical item.
So whilst Greek morphology only marks Aspect in Participles, it regularly uses 
Perfective Aspect pragmatically to refer to events preceding the main verb, and 
Imperfective Aspect to refer to events concurrent with the main verb. Temporal 
relationships, like Aktionsart (the way an event occurs in real-life), do not determine 
Aspectual choice, but do apparently influence it.
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There are many grammatical constructions in Greek which not only communicate 
information but also encode that such information is regarded as Hearer-old. Such 
grammatical constructions include “when” clauses, infinitives, passives and subjectless 
verbs, quotations, rhetorical questions, comparative clauses, and participles used 
adjectivally. In many instances these forms underspecify the scenario they refer to, such as 
leaving implicit the participants of an event scenario, since the writer assumed that the 
audience would be able to identify such implicit information by referring to their own 
mental scenarios.
The same constructions are used for all categories of Hearer-old information, 
whether it is Discourse-old or Discourse-new. Apart from the GIVEN situational category, 
all Hearer-old information which is Discourse-new is KNOWN unused or KNOWN 
inferrable and can only be correctly understood if the audience has such information in 
their mental scenarios. Thus accurate exegesis depends on interpreting the text in the light 
of the original author and audience’s scenarios, and accurate translation depends on 
ensuring that implicit Hearer-old information in the source text is either retrievable by the 
target audience from their own scenarios, or is made explicit.
Chapter summary
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C h a p t e r  8  
G R E E K  L E X I C O N  
A N D  S C E N A R I O S
Scenario theory states that words are tagged to concepts, and each concept is stored 
in a structured mental network of interrelated concepts. This chapter explores the way that 
the semantic structure of scenarios provides the conceptual basis for understanding lexical 
cohesion and lexical reference in the Greek texts of the New Testament. I give evidence 
that the vocabulary found in a given pericope is better explained by lexical cohesion at 
scenario level, rather than the narrower category of Louw and Nida’s semantic domains 
(1988). I also show how scenario theory explains several lexical patterns in Greek: the 
conjoining of lexical items with ml to form lexical doublets, the use and omission of 
lexical marking for contraexpectation, and the use or omission of lexical marking for verbs 
with causative meaning.
L e x i c a l  c o h e s i o n  a n d  s c e n a r i o s
Lexical cohesion “refers to the role played by the selection of vocabulary in 
organizing relations within a text” (Baker, 1992:203). The lexicon is a key means of 
maintaining cohesion and coherence in a discourse. Use of lexical items from a single 
scenario cues the audience to the open scenario, providing both lexical cohesion and 
semantic coherence.
Lexical cohesion is typical of connected text (Callow, 1974:31). For example, the 
word aXieiJS' “fisherman” occurs only five times in the New Testament, within three 
pericopes, and lexical co-occurrences with “fisherman” are charted below (glosses from 
Louw and Nida, 1988):
Matt.4:18-20 Mark 1:16-18 Luke5:l-ll
dXievs fisherman 4:18, 19 1:16, 17 5:2
QdXaooa lake 4:18 (x2) 1:16 (x2) -
\t|ivr)
dp.<|)i(3dXAG>
lake - - 5:1 ,2
cast a fishnet - 1:16 -
(3dXAa)
XaXdw
TrXtiva)
throw 4:18 - -
let down - - 5:4,5
wash - - 5:2
SiapTjcrato rip - - 5:6
dp.cj>Lf3\T)crrov casting-net 4:20 1:18 5:2, 4, 5, 6
aypa catch - - 5:4 ,9
ixQ^s- fish - - 5:6 ,9
vu£ night - - 5:5
eTravdyaj put out to sea - - 5:3 ,4
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'rrXoidpiov small boat - - 5:2
ttXoTov boat - - 5:3 (x2), 7 (x2), 11
pi-roxo? companion - - 5:7
Koiuwvd? partner - - 5:10
E v e r y  t im e  f ish erm a n  o c c u r s  in  th e  N e w  T e sta m e n t th ere is  th e  c o -o c c u r r e n c e  o f  “ la k e ” ,
“n e t” , an d  at le a s t  o n e  a c t iv ity  in v o lv in g  n ets .
S o m e tim e s  th e  w o r d  “ fish erm a n ” d o e s  n o t  o ccu r , b u t o th er  v o c a b u la r y  fr o m  th is
sc e n a r io  is  p resen t, e .g . S Iktuov  “ f is h n e t” w h ic h  o cc u r s  in  th ree  o th er  N e w  T e sta m e n t
p e r ic o p e s:
dXieb? fisherman
Matt. 4:21-22 Mark 1:19-20 John 21:1-13
OdXaooa lake (4:18) (1:16) 21:1 ,7
Xt|J.VT] lake - -
di+ifldXXw cast a fishnet - - -
pdXXw throw (cast) - - 21:6 (x2)
xaXdco let down - - -
oOpw
TrXtivw
pull - - 21:8
wash - - -
Siapqoow rip - - -
oxt£ai split - - 21:11
KaTapTt£w make adequate 4:21 1:19 -
d|j.<f>(.pXnaTOV casting-net - - -
SLktuou fishnet 4:21 1:19 21:6, 8, 11 (x2)
dypa catch - - -
tX06? fish - - 21:6, 8, 11
rrpoo^dyiov fish - - 21:5
64>dpiov fish - - 21:9, 10, 13
dXieuw catch fish - - 21:3
night - - 21:3
euavdya) put out to sea - - -
uXoidpiov small boat - - 21:8
ttXolov boat 4:21 ,22 1:19, 20 21:3 ,6
pi-roxo? companion - - -
KOIVWVO? partner - -
M-ioewTd? hired-worker - 1:20 -
So even where the word “fisherman” is not present, wherever “net” occurs the participants 
involved are indeed fishermen, and the vocabulary is clustered accordingly, including the 
place, activity and equipment for fishing.
In these pericopes, the time for fishing, night, is explicit 2/6 times, and elsewhere is 
implicit from the activities being pursued by day, viz. washing and mending the nets. In 
two cases colleagues are explicit lexically, and elsewhere are implicit by naming at least 
two people. Thus, from lexical co-occurrence, we can begin to reconstruct the New 
Testament scenario for “fishing”.
However, these collocations, consistent in the New Testament corpus, are not
mirrored by Louw and Nida’s semantic domains (1988), as shown by their categories for
some of the key “fishing” vocabulary:
Greek Louw and Nida gloss and category
dXieu?
dXieuw
fisherman 
catch fish
44.10
44.7
44 Animal Husbandry, Fishing
OdXaooa lake 1.70 1 Geographical Objects and Features
XIlivti lake 1.72 J Bodies of Water fl .69-781
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dp/lpXqcTTov casting-net 6.12 6 Artifacts
SIktuov fishnet 6.11 C Instruments Used in Fishine (6.10-131
TrXoidptov small boat 6.42 6 Artifacts
ttXoiov boat 6.41 H Boats and Parts of Boats (6.41-511
lX0fe fish 4.59 4 Animals
E Fishes and Other Sea Creatures (4.58-611
upoo/dyiou fish 5.17 5 Foods and Condiments
6tJidpiov fish 5.16 A Food (5.1-22)
Moreover, the naturalness of the lexical groupings found in the Greek text is only
apparent to those whose cultures are similar. If in someone’s culture all fishing is done by
rod and line from the shore, then for that person nets and boats would not be part of the
same semantic domain as fisherman. The relationship between concepts in a scenario is
prototypical not essential, as Danove, quoting van Dijk (1977b:21), makes clear
(1993b:81, note 21):
van Dijk... clarifies that frames join concepts which are not essentially but typically related: 
Conceptually, there is no immediate or essential relationship between the concept ‘table’ and the concept 
‘cereal,’ nor between ‘soap’ and ‘water,’ or between ‘waitress’ and ‘menu.’ They are distinct and do not 
presuppose each other. Yet they are organized by the frames o f ‘breakfast,’ ‘washing,’ and ‘restaurant’ 
respectively.
Thus, I argue, lexical cohesion of the Greek text must be evaluated in the light of 
the culture of the original author and audience, because lexical cohesion between words is 
not a fixed abstract relationship which holds true regardless of language or culture, but is 
culturally conditioned. Words show lexical cohesion in as much as they belong to the same 
scenario, and scenarios are formed in the brain through interaction within a particular 
culture.
Even reference depends on a shared scenario. For example in John 5:17-28 Jesus 
says “My Father is always at his work to this very day” and the Jews accuse him of 
blasphemy “calling God his own Father” (NIV). This charge of blasphemy depends on 
understanding “my Father” as referring to God. For the original audience, a “father who is 
always at work” in the context of the Sabbath (5:16) presumably evoked the Creation 
scenario and God’s work in relation to the world. The Old Testament “God” scenario also 
has a metaphorical link to “father” (Psalm 103:13, Proverbs 3:12). Thus they (correctly) 
interpreted Jesus’s words “my Father” to mean God.
Similarly in John 12:34 the crowd say “We have heard from the Law that the Christ 
will remain for ever, so how can you say, “The Son of Man must be lifted up”? Who is this 
‘Son of Man’?” (NIV). The logic depends on the expectation that Christ and Son of Man 
are coreferential. The crowd argue that, if one is going to live for ever, and the other going 
to die, then Jesus must be using Son of Man to mean someone other than the Christ. If so, 
who? Jesus explains that they have not fully understood the prophecies of scripture: Christ 
is the Son of Man, and he will indeed die.
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ordering of the lexicon in a narrative. Danove (1993b:234) defines the basic elements of a
narrative as Scene (establishing the “story world”), Introduction, Movement, Climax
(establishing possibilities, probabilities and necessities respectively), and Denouement
(establishing consequences of necessities).
Comparing this to a script for a healing scenario for example, we would expect: 
Scene story world location
Introduction possibilities characters, illness
Movement probabilities opportunity o f  healing
Climax necessities healing
Denouement consequences results o f  healing, health, sight, etc.
Charting a healing miracle shows how the lexicon fits into this “healing” script in a
prototypical order (relevant vocabulary bolded):
Mark 1:29-31 
Scene - location
29b tt)v olidav Stptavo? Kal ’AvSpeou
the house of-Simon and of-Andrew 
Introduction - characters, illness
30a f] 88 irevGepd Zipwvo? KaTeKeiTo irup8aaouaa
the () mother-in-law of-Simon was-lying fevering 
Movement - opportunity o f healing
30b Kal euOu? Aiyouaiv afrrfi ire pi airrfj?
and straightway they-say to-him about her
Climax - healing
31 a Kal TrpocreXOibv ffyeipev auTTiv KpaTijaa? Tfj? x eLP°S“
and having-approached he-raised her having-seized the hand 
Kal dtfrijKev avrqv 6 mtpeTd? 
and left her the fever.
Denouement - results o f  healing
31b Kal 8iT]K6vei a0Toi?*
and she-served them
Here we see that disease vocabulary occurs in the Climax as well as the Introduction, but 
in the Climax the disease goes away. Similarly healing vocabulary may occur in the 
Movement as well as in the Climax, but in the Movement it occurs with verb forms 
expressing healing as a wish, possibility or request. A request for healing is implicit in 
verse 30 as the reason for telling Jesus about Simon’s mother-in-law.
I suggest that charting New Testament miracles shows a consistent patterning of 
lexical items into semantic domains in line with the script of the New Testament Greek 
“healing” scenario. Even the few examples below show clearly that the prototypical script 
elements of the Climax, viz. touching and commanding, do not match a prototypical 
modem English “healing” script of doctors, medicines and operations, e.g.
Mark 1:29-31 1:40-45 2:1-12 3:1-6
Scene - location
(TaXLXatav) Ka<j>apvaoiip
(Galilee) Capernaum
olKtav oIkco auvaywyi^ v
house house synagogue
Introduction - characters, illness
TTEvOepd Xeirpb? TrapaXvTiKbv dvQpojTro?
mother-in-law leper paralyzed-man person
Scenario theory also highlights another aspect o f  lexical cohesion, the expected
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mip&JCTouaa
fevering
Movement - opportunity of healing
X8youcriv 
they-say 
Trepl airrfj?
about her
Climax - healing 
healer:
■fiyeipev
he-raised
healed:
d<f>fjKev
left
6 mipeTd? 
the fever
A8ycov
saying
KCtOaptaai
to-purify
•fyjjcrro
he-touched
X8yei
he-says
Ka0apt<70ryn
be-purified
XaXfiai
let-down
X8yei
he-says
d<f>tevTaC
be-forgiven
8yeipe
rise
(hrfj\0ev
left
f) A£rrpa 
the leprosy 
K^aOaptaOq
was-purified
fjy8p0r)
he-rose
Denouement - results of healing
healer: 8|ippniqa4jj.evos'
having-warned 
£f£[3aXev 
sent-out
healed:
8iT|K6vei Ktipdoaeiv
she-served to-announce
onlookers:
8€fjX0ev
he-went-out
8€toraa0ai
to-be-astonished
86lpatili8vTiv xelpa
withered hand
Trapen^pouv 
were-watching 
el ©epaTtetxrei
if... he-will-heal
X8yei 
he-says 
"ElCT£lVOV 
Stretch-out (hand)
8£8Tetvev
he-stretched-out
dTreKareoTdOri
was-restored
flXelp
the hand
AttoX&x&kjiv 
they-might-kill
The above chart is of the first four healing pericopes in Mark (excluding exorcism). 
Together they build up the core of a prototypical New Testament healing scenario. Note 
that the Scene for these pericopes has explicit or implicit location, either geographical 
(Galilee, Capernaum) or physical (house, synagogue). The Introduction has either a 
generic noun (mother-in-law, person) with the disease referred to either by a participle 
agreeing with the noun (fevering, having withered hand) or by a noun referring explicitly 
to disease (leper, paralyzed man). The Movement has the sick person or others asking 
Jesus to heal, or the sick person being, or being brought, physically close to Jesus, creating 
an opportunity for healing. The Climax has either physical contact (touch, raise) or a 
command by the healer, followed by a statement of the healing. The Denouement may 
have the healer warning the healed not to spread the news, the healed person resuming 
normal life, or telling others about being healed, and the onlookers responding either 
favourably or unfavourably.
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Occasionally, however, we find that elements of this scenario are omitted in the
text, e.g.
Luke 7:11-15 
Scene - location
11,12 el? tt6 \iv  KaXaupivT|v N a tv ... Tq ntiXq T rj? tr6Xew? 
in town being-called Nain ... the gate of-the town 
Introduction - characters, illness
12b Te0VT|K(b? [xovoyevq? ul8?
dead only son 
Movement - opportunity o f  healing
13 IStbv airrf|v 8 Kupio? 8airXayxvla0q 
having-seen her [the mother] the Lord was-moved
Climax - healing
14 -fyJjaTo Tfj? aopoO,... ical etuev, N eav loxe ,... 8y£pfhyrL. 
he-touched the b ier ... and said, you th ... arise/be-raised
Denouement - results o f  healing
15a Kal dveicd0iaev 8 veKpo? Kal -fjpfriTO XaXeTv,
And sat-up the dead and began to-speak 
15b Kal ffkoxev aurov Tq piqTpl aurou.
and gave him to-the mother of-him.
16 2Xa|3ev 88 </>6|3o? TrdvTa? Kal 886£a£ov t8v  0e8v ...
Took ... () fear/awe all and they-were-praising the God...
17 Kal 8£fjX0ev 8 X6yo? oDto? ev oXq Tq ’IouSatq uepl airrou ... 
and went-out the word this in whole the Judea about him ...
Here the actual healing is not lexicalized. The New Testament “healing” scenario
includes the expectation that healing follows the healer’s command, and that the healed
person will then revert to normal behaviour, so we should regard the healing as implicit.
For some cultures however, dead being healed is not prototypical, but ghosts are, so a
literal translation of dveKdOicrev o veKpd? as “the dead man sat up” will access the ghost
scenario and be understood not as the result of healing but of ghostly, demonic or
paranormal activity where a corpse sits up and speaks. In such situations, I suggest that the
healing may need to be explicit in translation, e.g. “The dead man came back to life. He sat
up and began to speak.”
Compare the script for the New Testament “exorcism” scenario:
Mark 1:21-28 
Scene - location
21 el?  Ka<jtapvaotig-... et? Tfy <ruvaywyf|y
in Capernaum ... in the synagogue 
Introduction - characters, illness
23 AvGpcoiro? ev TTvebjiaTi dKaOdpTtp
person in spirit unclean 
Movement - opportunity o f  healing 
23-24 dv8Kpa£ev 
he-yelled
X8ywv, T l fip.iv Kal ao l ...
saying, What to-us and to-you ... 
ot8d a e  tI? el, 8 ayio? tou 0eou.
I know you who you-are, the holy[one] of-the God
Climax - healing
25 8TreTtp.qaev auTw 8 ’Iqaou? 
rebuked him the Jesus
X£ywv, 4>ipi60qTL Kal 8£eX0e e£ auTou. 
saying, Be-muzzled and come-out from him
26 Kal <rrrapd£av auTov t o  rrveujia t 8  dKd0apTov 
and having-shaken him the spirit the unclean
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Kal (fxavqaav (f>covq peydXq 
and having shouted with-shout big 
££nX0ev ef auTou. 
it-came-out from him 
Denouement - results o f  healing
27 Kal 60appyj0qaav aiTavTe? ... 
and became-amazed a l l ...
28 Kal ££fjX0ev f] dKof) airroO e60u? TravTaxov ...
and went-out the fame of-him straightway everywhere ...
There are some clear differences between the New Testament scenarios for
“exorcism” and “healing”. In the Movement stage of the exorcism scenario, the person
yells and shows opposition to Jesus (rather than requesting healing). Also the demonized
person clearly states they know Jesus’s divine authority. In the Climax, Jesus rebukes the
demon, and commands that it be muzzled and come out (rather than the man be healed). In
the second part of the Climax there is vocabulary showing the demon’s opposition,
shaking and shouting, before it leaves. The exorcist does not use touch (unlike the healer).
Charting all three exorcisms in Mark we find a similar pattern:
Mark 1:21-28 5:1-20 9:14-29
Scene - location
Ka<f>apvao(p. * x^pav tcov Tepaariv&v
Capernaum land of-the Gerasenes
aumywyfiv (implied by 9:9
synagogue base o f  mountain)
Introduction - characters, illness
dvOpOOTTO?
person
TTvetipari (kaOdpTto
spirit unclean
dv0p(*HTOS
person
irvetipaTi (kaOdpTip
spirit unclean
t6v ul6v |iou 
the son of-me 
TTveupa dXaXov 
spirit dumb
Movement - opportunity o f  healing 
dv^Kpafcev Kpdfa?
he-yelled having-yelled
Xfyrav
saying
Tt fiplv Kal ooi
What to-us and to-you 
otSd ae 
I know you  
6 dyios* toO 0eou 
the holy of-the God
Climax - healing 
healer:
£rr€TtpT]crev
rebuked
X6ywv
saying
Oipt&0T|Tl
Be-muzzled
?€eX0e
come-out
demon:
A£yeL,
he-says
Tt £gol Kal aot
What to-me and to-you
ul8 toO 0eou
son of-the God
8Xeyev
he-was-saying
"EfceXOe
come-out
irapeKdXei
besought
auvearrdpa^ev auTov, 
convulsed him 
Treaty
having-fallen 
8icuXteTo d<J>pt C<w.
was-rolling foaming
8neTtpriaev
rebuked
X8ytdv
saying
££eX0e
come-out
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cnrapd£av
having-shaken
<f>a)vqaav
having-shouted
8£fjX0€v
it-came-out
Denouement - results of healing 
healer:
demon:
healed:
8£eX06vTa
having-come-out
X8yei
says 
Tuaye 
Go (home) 
AudyyeiXov 
tell
elcrfjXOov 
entered (the pigs)
crrrapdfasr
having-shaken
Kpdta?
having-yelled
8£fjX0ev
it-came-out
■fjyeipev a b r 6 v  
raised him
onlookers:
80ap.pY)8rlo‘ai;
became-amazed
8^ qX0ev 
went-out (fame)
disciples:
lp.anap8vov
clothed
aaxf>povouuTa
sane
irapeicdXei
begs [to come]
8<[)opVi6qaav
they-were-ffightened
8<f>vyov
they-fled
AmtyyeiXav
they-told
uapaKaXeiv direXOdlv 
begged [Jesus] to-leave
8y8veTo woe! veKpo? 
became as-if dead 
dv8<rrq 
stood-up
X8yeiv 8tl Air80avev 
to-say that he-died
8irr|pt6rr&)v
asked
These Marcan exorcism pericopes show, in the Movement section, that the demons 
knew Jesus’s identity, cf. Mark 1:34 where Jesus stopped the demons speaking because 
they knew his identity. (In Mark, only the dumb spirit, 9:14-29, does not state who Jesus 
is.) They show, in the Climax section, that exorcism is prototypically performed by a 
command to the demon(s) to get out, the technical term being 8TreTlp.T]aev “rebuked” (or 
e£e(3a\ev “cast out” 1:34). They also show, especially in the Movement and Climax 
sections, that exorcism was typically met by temporary resistance on the part of the 
demon. This matches Guelich’s observations (1989:55) that Mark 1:23-28 “reflects the 
classic exorcism form of encounter (1:23), defense (1:23b-24), command to depart (1:25), 
exorcism (1:23), and reaction of bystanders (1:27)”.
In contrast, in “healing” pericopes those healed are open and receptive to healing, 
the healer often touches as well as commands, and prototypically healing is immediate. 
Thus lexical patterns suggest a marked difference between the New Testament scenarios 
for “exorcism” and “healing”.
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Louw and Nida’s semantic domain 53K Exorcism (1988) only has two entries, 
53.102 eK(3dXXo) (Mark 1:34) and 53.103 8£opKicnT|9 (not in Mark’s exorcism pericopes), 
and omits emTi|adco and Trve0[±a. So the vocabulary specified by Louw and Nida as 
belonging to this semantic domain does not match the textual collocations. I suggest that 
using lexical collocation (together with Hearer-old marking) to determine scenarios, and 
then relating semantic domains to scenario theory, would prove a more useful tool in the 
analysis of New Testament semantics.
The consistent patterning of lexical collocation in the above texts suggests that it is 
the use of vocabulary from a single scenario which produces lexical cohesion and provides 
semantic coherence. There are many types of relationship between such lexical items, 
corresponding to the types of links within scenarios described in Chapter 2. Some of the 
lexical items so linked would be part of the same semantic domain as classified by Louw 
and Nida (1988). Others would not, since the semantic relationships within scenarios are 
more far reaching than simply semantic domain. Examples of the semantic relationships 
which are stored in scenarios, both those within the same semantic domain and those not, 
are given below.
Semantic relationships within the same semantic domain:
Semantic relationships between items in the same semantic domain correspond 
closely to relationships identified in traditional lexical semantics, such as synonyms, 
antonyms and hyponyms (Crystal, 1997:105). For example, Cruse (1986:73) lists the 
following “meaning-relations” within a single semantic field: opposites, part-whole, 
coordinate parts, and superordinate-hyponym. Similarly, Louw and Nida (1988) cluster 
items into semantic domains in terms of “the number and type of shared semantic features” 
thus including generic-specifis and part-whole relationships and also antonyms which 
“often share a number of semantic features and only differ in polar values of positive and 
negative associations” (Nida and Louw, 1992:110). I suggest the following categories 
(glosses not word for word):
specific-specific: specifics belonging to the same generic class, e.g.
Luke 24:10
f) May8aXqvf| MapLa Kal ’Itoavva Kal Mapta f] ’IaKt&(3ou ...
Mary Magdalene, Joanna, Mary the (wife) of James,...
Matthew 15:19b
8iaXoyiCT|iol irovripot, <J>ovoi, p.oixeiai, Tropvetai, KXoTrat, (jjeu8op.apTuptai, (3Xacr<f>r||jlai. 
thoughts, evils, murders, adulteries, immoralities, thefts, false-testimonies, slanders 
cf. Mark 7:21-22, 2 Corinthians 12:20, Galatians 5:19-21, 1 Timothy 6:4-5
specific-generic: specifics referred back to by a generic term, e.g.
Luke 24:10
fl May8aXr)vf) Mapta Kal ’Icodvva Kal Mapta f| ’IaKiapou 
Mary Magdalene, Joanna, Mary the (wife) of James,
Kal al Xomal ow atrrdi?. 
and the others with them
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Philemon 1:24
MapKo?, ’ApCaTapxo?, Aqpa?, AouKa?, ol ow ep yot [ion 
Mark, Aristarchus, Demas, Luke, the fellow-workers of-me 
Matthew 15:19-20a
SiaXoyiajiol irovqpot, <j>ovoi, p.oixeiai, rropveXai, KXonaL, ^uSop-apTuplai, pXaa<|>q|itai. 
thoughts, evils, murders, adulteries, immoralities, thefts, false-testimonies, slanders 
TaOTd ecrra/ tA KoivouvTa t8v dv0pwuov 
These are the [things] corrupting the person
generic-specific: generic followed by specifics o f that class, e.g.
Luke 24:9, 12 
toX? evSeica... 'O 88 II8Tpo? ... 
the eleven ... Peter...
Acts 13:1b
Trpo<j>qTGiL xai SiSdoxaXoi 8 Te Bapvaf3a? Kal Supediv 8 KaXobpevo? Nlyep, Kal Aouklo? ... 
prophets and teachers, Barnabas, Simeon the Black, Lucius...
part-whole: parts belonging to the same whole, e.g.
1 Corinthians 12:14-21
to a<3|ia... 8 ttou?... x e lp— T°  ou?... 6<f>0aXp6?... f) &kot)... f) ocr^pqcu?... f| Ke^aXf) 
the body (w h ole)... the fo o t ... hand ... the ea r ... eye ... the hearing... the smelling ... the head 
The items without the article occur in grammatical constructions indicating contrast.
Revelation 21:10b, 12, 19,21  
Tqu tt6Xiv tt)v aytav ... t8ixo? ... TruXwva? ... ol GepeXioi tou teCxou? ... Y) TrXaTeXa ... 
the holy city (w h ole)... w a ll... gates ... the wall’s foundations .. the main street
The items without the article are qualified by “great and high” and “twelve” respectively, and since these 
attributes are not prototypical the items are not treated as Hearer-old, since that would imply that the 
audience already were aware o f  these attributes.
synonyms, e.g.
Luke 5:2,3  
TrXoidpid ... tu>u TrXolwv ... 
boats
Luke 8:27, 29 
Saipovia ... t<3 TrveupaTi t<3 aKaOdpra 
dem ons... unclean spirit
co-referential nouns, e.g.
Luke 8:27,29
dvqp TL? ... TOU dvOpdjTTOU
m an ... person
antonyms, e.g.
Revelation 13:16
tou?  piKpoii? Kal tou?  [xeydXou?, Kal Tob? ttXouctCou?  Kal Tob? tttcoxou? 
small and great, rich and poor
corollaries, e.g.
Revelation 13:17 
pi) tl?  SbuqTat dyopdom fj moXfjaai 
buy, sell
Matthew 25:15,16  
w pev 88wkev ixkvre rdkavra ... 8 tA  treuTe TdXauTa Xa[3c# 
give, receive
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Semantic relationships in the same scenario but not in the same semantic domain:
The following semantic relationships correspond to prototypically related concepts 
within scenarios. They are therefore crucial for lexical cohesion, but are not generally 
recognized in classical lexical semantics.
vocabulary belonging to the same time-space-activity frame (linking times, places,
participants and events), e.g.
times and related events,
Mark 1:21 
toX? cjdpf3aaiv... 88t8aaKev 
on the sabbaths ... he-taught 
1 Thessalonians 5:7 
ol yap Ka0e68oVTe? vukto? Ka0eu8oucriv 
the for sleeping at-night sleep
places and related events,
Mark 1:21 
el? tt)v cruvayioyf|v 88l8acjKev 
in the synagogue he-taught 
Acts 8:27 
TrpoCTKUirfiCTwv el? ’I epouaaXYjp 
[for]worshipping to Jerusalem
places and related participants,
Matthew 12:5 
ol lepeX? ev Ttp lepcp 
the priests in the temple 
Acts 16:19b 
el?  tt)v dyoptiv eirl tou? dpxovTa?
in the market-place to the rulers (The law-courts were typically adjacent to the market-place.)
participants and related events,
Acts 14:12-13
8 Te lepeu? tou Aid? ... Taupou? ... crrfppaTa ... 06eiv 
the priest o f  Zeus (agent), bulls, wreathes (goal), sacrifice (event)
Acts 16:23-24
t<3 8eapo<j>uXaKi ... rripeXv ... 8(3aXev ... tt)v cj>uXaKf)v ...to (juXov. 
the jailer(agent), guard, threw (events), the cell, the stocks
vocabulary belonging to the sequential development o f time-space-activity, e.g.
John 19:31, 20:1 (time)
Trapacriceuf]... ev tw cra|3(3dTip, ...Tfj 88 [±ia twv aa(3(3dTiov ... 
day o f  preparation, Sabbath, first day o f  the week  
Acts 1:8 (space)
ev Te ’IepouaaXfip Kal [ev] TrdoT) Tfj ’IouSala Kal Zapapeta Kal era? eaxdTou Tfj? yfj?. 
Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria, end o f the earth 
Luke 4:16, 17, 20 (activity) 
dveCTTT) dvayv(ovai...8TTe860T] au™  (3l(3X(.ov ... avanrdfrx? t8 (3i(3Xtov eiipev tov t6ttov ... TTTu£a? 
t6 (3i(3Xlov drroSou? t<3 unqperq eKdOiaev ... fjp^aTo 88 Xeyeiv 
stand to read, receive scroll, unroll, find, (read), roll, hand back, sit, speak (i.e. teach)
vocabulary belonging to sequential stages o f a script, e.g.
Matthew 27:59
Xa(3wv to awpa ... eveTuXi^ev auro [8v] oiv86vi KaOapa 
take a corpse, wrap it in a shroud
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James 1:15
eyepOel?' TrapdXafte to iratStov Kal Tqv pqTepa aurou Kal Tropeuou 
get up, take dependants, and go
vocabulary belonging to the sequential development o f cause and effect, e.g.
Acts 1:18
upqW)? yevopevo? eXdKqaev ... e£/xu0r| udvTa tci airXdyxva auTotr 
swell, burst open, bowels gush out 
Acts 9:37 
da0evfjoaaav ... auoOaveXv 
sicken, die
vocabulary belonging to the sequential development o f plot, i.e. problem and resolution, 
e.g.
Revelation 3:17-18 
TucfrXo? ... Iva pXerrq? 
blind, see
Revelation 3:17-18 
yup.v6?... Iva Trepi(3dXq 
naked, be clothed
vocabulary related metaphorically, e.g.
John 11:11,13, 14 
KCKolpqTai ... tou OavdTOU ... Trj? Koipf|aea)?Tou Ottvou ... dneOavev 
fall asleep, death, sleep, die 
John 15:5, 8 
Td KXqpaTa... pa0r|Tat
branches, disciples. As branches depend on the vine for sustenance, so the disciples must depend on Jesus.
I argue that scenario structure provides a framework which accounts for the lexical 
collocations found in New Testament pericopes, since scenarios are based on real-life co­
occurrence, not theoretical classification, and provide semantic links between a much 
broader range of vocabulary than do semantic domains as classified by Louw and Nida
(1988). This can be demonstrated by vocabulary found in “fishing” pericopes:
Louw and Nida classification
aXieuu) catch fish 44.7 44 Animal Husbandry, Fishing
dXieu? fisherman 44.10 44 Animal Husbandly, Fishing
OdXaooa lake 1.70 1 Geographical Objects and Features
dp.<f)l(3XrioTov
tx0 fe
casting-net 6.12 6 Artifacts
fish 4.59 4 Animals
7Tpoa<f)dyiov fish 5.17 5 Foods and Condiments
SCENARIO:
dXieuio
dXieb?
OdXaooa
a+ipX naTov
ixQfe
iTpoocf)dyiov
FISHING 
catch fish 
fisherman 
lake
casting-net
fish
fish (as food)
Scenario roles
event
agent
location
instrument
goal
result o f  event (food to eat)
Semantic domains are useful, so long as they are linked to scenario theory. For 
example, the “speak” scenario contains “hear”, “perceive” and “respond” as preceding 
elements in the script, since speaking is prototypically a response to something heard or 
perceived. Similarly, the “speak” scenario has “location change” and “physical
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orientation” as prerequisites in the script, since (unless using modem communication
devices) speaking to someone normally requires going to where they are, and facing them
directly. Evidence was given in chapter 5 that prototypical preceding events in a script-
type scenario are regularly encoded as Prenuclear Aorist Participles. This hypothesis is
supported by ACCORDANCE data for occurrences of individual lexical items as
Adverbial Participles with Xeyto / eXirov as the main verb, e.g.
Nominative Participles preceding Xeyw / eluov as Indicative in the same clause
Lexical item Prenuclear Postnuclear Prenuclear Postnuclear
Aorist Aorist Present Present
&TroKptvop.at “respond” 98 0 0 0
aKouw “hear” 20 0 (2*) 0 (1*) 0 (1*)
yiVCijCTKXO “know” 5 0 0 0
IpxopaL
CTTp8<f)W
“come” 5 0 0 0 (1*)
“turn” 8 0 0 0
* Starred items are Participles found in the search but in nominal constructions.
The problem with such data is that the individual lexical items chosen for analysis may not 
be typical examples of the lexical items found in such a construction.
However, by sorting verbs into Louw and Nida’s Semantic Domains (1988), we 
can determine not only which verbs, but which semantic domains, collocate with certain 
Greek verbs within a given scenario. For example, searching Gospels and Acts (data from 
a search engine by M. B. O’Donnell):
Semantic domains of Prenuclear Aorist Participles with Xeyw as main verb.
Frequency Percentage Domain
126/292 43% (33) Communication
55/292 19% (24) Sensory Events and States
53/292 18% (15) Linear Movement
10/292 3% (17) Stances and Events Related to Stances
10/292 3% (16) Non-Linear Movement
7/292 2% (28) Know
6/292 2% (18) Attachment
5/292 2% (85) Existence in Space
Other domains <1% frequency.
These data show that the specific lexical items listed above are indeed representative of the 
semantic domains found in this construction, since Communication includes “respond”, 
Sensory Events and States includes “hear”, Linear Movement includes “location change” 
such as “come”, and Stances and Non-Linear Movement include “physical orientation” 
such as “turn”. Thus by using semantic domains to group lexical data one can make 
statistical observations which uphold or invalidate hypotheses based on the study of 
individual words.
Textual coherence and scenario mismatch
Although the use of vocabulary from a single scenario gives coherence to a text, in 
a translation, when the target audience does not share the same scenarios as the original 
audience, coherence may be lost, e.g. John 19:31,20:1 “preparation, Sabbath, first of the 
week” (the time sequence is unclear), Acts 1:8 “Jerusalem, all Judea and Samaria” (the 
relative size and spatial position may be unclear), and Luke 4:16, 17, 20 “stood to read,
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found place, sat down” (the sequence and significance of activities may be unclear. Did 
Jesus read? Why did he sit down?).
Consequently, English speakers experience problems in lexical cohesion and 
textual coherence when the Greek scenario is culturally or experientially distant. 
Vocabulary which for the original author was in one scenario or in linked scenarios seems 
to the reader of another culture to be unrelated or to refer to insignificant details.
For example, let us chart lexical items in the pericope of the woman with the issue
of blood: 
EPISODE Matt. 9:20-22 Mark 5:25-34 Luke 8:43-48
al|j.oppoouaa bleeding 9:20 - -
a l|ia blood - 5:25, 29 8:43, 44
pdoTiyoc plague - 5:29. 34
om a0ev behind 9:20 5:27 8:44
&7TTO[J.ai touch 9:20.21 5:27.28.30.31 8:44.45.46.47
crctiCai heal 9:21,22 (x2) 5:28, 34 8:48
tdofiai heal - 5:29 8:47
SepairetJO) heal - 5:29 8:43
lorrpoc doctor _ 5:26
riop-nQricra fearing - 5:33 -
Tp6p.ouaa trembling - 5:33 8:47
\av0dvo) be hidden - - 8:47
dXijOeia truth - 5:33 -
Here, each Gospel relates several details which may seem irrelevant, or inconsistent with a 
healing story, since they do not belong to a Western healing scenario.
Matthew’s account seems to have two irrelevant details, “coming behind” and 
“touching the fringe”. However, Mark and Luke also mention “coming behind”, and each 
includes vocabulary quite inconsistent with the healing scenario, e.g. fear and trembling, 
telling the whole truth, not being hidden, declaring before all for what reason she had 
touched him. This vocabulary clearly belongs to a scenario which includes fear, trying to 
remain hidden, and trying to hide the reason for touching Jesus.
Also there is unusually frequent repetition of vocabulary which is expected within 
the New Testament healing scenario, i.e. the word touch. Matthew has “touch” twice 
(9:20, 21), Mark four times (5:27,28, 30, 31), and Luke four times (8:44,45, 46, 47). We 
know from the New Testament itself that healers regularly touched the sick at the time of 
healing, e.g. Matthew 8:3 (a leper), 8:15 (a woman with fever), 9:29 (two.blind men). We 
also know there was a belief that if the sick merely touched the healer they would be 
healed, e.g. Matthew 14:36, Mark 3:10, 6:56, Luke 6:19.
Since sick people touching the healer to be healed was a normal element in the 
New Testament healing scenario, why is there so much repetition of the word touch? 
Relevance Theory (Sperber and Wilson, 1986) predicts that the speaker should only say 
the minimum necessary to be relevant, so one would expect prototypical material in the 
scenario to be left implicit, or mentioned once, but not repeated several times. Such 
repetition means that there must be some special significance of touching in this particular 
pericope.
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When we look beyond mere lexical frequency, we find that in Mark and Luke Jesus 
actually asks who has touched him, which the disciples think is a bizarre question as 
everybody is touching him. So again the issue of touch is highlighted in this pericope. 
Nowhere else in the Gospels does Jesus ask who touches him.
How does scenario theory apply here? We are now looking for a scenario, related 
to a woman who needs healing from an issue of blood, which includes fear, trying to 
remain hidden and hiding the truth, and where there is unusual stress on the fact of her 
touching Jesus. The answer, I suggest, is to be found in the link between the “woman’s 
issue of blood” scenario and the “ritual pollution” scenario. This link is explicit in 
Leviticus 15:25-30, especially verse 25 (NIV): “When a woman has a discharge of blood 
for many days at a time other than her monthly period or has a discharge that continues 
beyond her period, she will be unclean as long as she has the discharge, just as in the days 
of her period.”
In the New Testament Jewish context, the words “issue of blood” opened not only 
the “illness” scenario but also the “ritual-impurity” scenario. So the vocabulary such as 
“came behind”, “fear and trembling”, “hiding” etc., which at first glance seems unrelated 
to illness and healing, is in fact expected vocabulary in the “ritual-impurity” scenario, 
which was opened by the “issue of blood” scenario through a causal link. This also 
explains why the word “touch” is repeated. In this pericope “touch” is not an expected 
item in the “healing” scenario, but an unexpected item in the “ritual impurity” scenario.
Here is a woman who due to her illness is ritually-impure, so she approaches Jesus 
from behind so as to remain “hidden”, touches the edge of his cloak so that he would not 
even feel her touch, and hopes to get away before anyone knows the dreadful truth, that 
she, a ritually-impure woman, has just polluted not only large numbers of the crowd, but 
also the healer himself. When Jesus asks, “Who has touched me?” she fears the worst - 
Jesus knows. So she admits everything, in fear and trembling expecting the wrath of Jesus 
and of the crowd. But it’s OK. “Go in peace” says Jesus (Mark 5:34, Luke 8:48).
Why is Matthew’s version so truncated compared to Mark’s and Luke’s? Probably 
because, as Relevance Theory predicts, you do not tell people what they know. If Matthew 
was indeed written primarily for a Jewish readership (Davies and Allison, 1988:33), they 
would not need to be told of the emotions coursing through this woman’s mind as she 
approaches Jesus from behind and touches the edge of his cloak. Those facts show her 
desire to stay unnoticed, and the reason is obvious given her condition.
Mark and Luke’s audiences could be expected to be familiar with Jewish purity 
laws, just as white English are familiar with Muslims fasting in Ramadan. However this 
would be an impersonal knowledge, filed in an “other people’s world view” scenario 
rather than a “my own emotions” scenario. So Mark and Luke build up the emotions of the 
ritual-impurity scenario by using specific lexical items, whereas Matthew “said” all that 
merely by opening the “ritual-impurity” scenario by the words “woman with bloodflow”.
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Similarly the lexical co-occurrences with “leprosy” show a link to ritual impurity 
which does not match the modem English scenario for leprosy as a disease. Charting the 
leprosy episodes in parallel texts shows religious rather than medical vocabulary:
EPISODE Matt. 8:1-4 Mark 1:40-45 Luke 5:12-16
Xeupd?
Xeupa
leper
leprosv
8:2
8:3
1:40
1:42 5:12. 13
cuTTopoa touch 8:3 1:41 5:13
Idopai / heal _
Ka0apt£w
Ka0apiap6?
tepeu?
TrpoCT<j>epw
purify
purification
priest
offer
8:2,3 (x2)
8:4
8:4
1:40,41,42
1:44
1:44
1:44
5:12, 13 
5:14 
5:14 
5:14
Note that the same elements occur in each passage. Note also that, excepting the
initial noun opening the scenario (leper Matthew 8:2, Mark 1:40, leprosy Luke 5:12), all
the nouns in the Greek text, i.e. leprosy, purification, priest, have the article, since they
refer to a Hearer-old item in an open scenario, that of leper.
However, Louw and Nida’s semantic domains (1988) do not account for this
collocation, since the key lexical items are categorized in different domains, such that
KaOapl^ w may belong either in category 23 as a medical term, or in 53 as a religious term,
but not both senses at once, and lepeus* is in a different semantic domain from XeTTpos*: 
Greek_______________________ Louw and Nida category and gloss
Xeupo?
X8-rrpa
leper
leprosv
23.162
23.161
23 Physiological processes and States 
I Sickness. Disease. Weakness
Ka0aptCw a make clean 
b purify 
cheal
79.49
53.28
23.137
79 Features of Objects 
J Clean, Dirty 
53 Religious Activities 
C Purify, Cleanse 
23 Physiological Processes and States 
H Health. Vigor. Streneth
Upeb? priest 53.87 53 Religious Activities
I Roles and Functions
It appears that Louw and Nida are trying to categorize semantic domains as if they were
objective realities (hence classifiable according to modern Western categories), rather than
based on scenarios (hence subjective, culture-dependent, and language-specific).
Perhaps, one might argue, these collocation patterns do not indicate underlying
scenarios but are simply due to Matthew and Luke using Mark as a source (Nolland,
1989:xxix-xxxi and 225-226). However, compare the other leper passages:
Matthew Luke
episode______________________ 10:8 11:5 4:27 7:22 17:11-19
Xeup6? leper 10:8 11:5 4:27 7:22 17:12
KaOaptCto purify 10:8 11:5 4:27 7:22 17:14,17
lepeb? priest - - - - 17:14
Wherever a leper is healed in the New Testament, the verb purify is used, and in
every pericope about lepers priests are mentioned. This lexical collocation matches what is
known historically about leprosy in the Jewish worldview, as detailed in Leviticus 14:1-32.
The fact that all references to priests are arthrous fits my theory that Discourse-new items
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belonging in Discourse-old scenarios are normally referred to using the Hearer-old 
marking, the article. Thus the priest referred to is not any old priest, but the priest who 
belongs in the leprosy scenario, i.e. the priest on duty at the temple in Jerusalem. The fact 
that “purifying” included healing is shown by Luke 17:14, 17 where ordinary healing 
vocabulary is also used. (The only New Testament references to leper or leprosy where 
“purify” is not mentioned are Matthew 26:6 and Mark 14:3 in the name “Simon the 
leper”.)
A third example of lexical collocation based on a specific source-culture scenario is 
between reclining and eating, e.g.
book
chanter
Matt.
14
Matt.
26
Mark
6
Mark
14
Luke
5
Luke
14
John
12
John
13
lexical item and verse 
ouvavdKeipai recline with 22 15 .
dvdKei|iai recline - 20 - 18 - - 2 -
Ka.Tdtceip.ai recline - - - - 29 - - -
dvaicXlvw recline 19 - - - - - - -
dvautTTTco recline _ - _ _ . - 12
8ox4 feast - - - - 29 13 - -
SeXuvov supper - - 21 - - 12, 2 2,4
PpwpaTa food 15 - - - - - - -
apTo? bread 17,19 26 - - - 1,15 - 18
(fxryelv eat 16,20 - - - - - - -
8ar0lco eat 21 21,26 - 18 30 1,15 - -
Tpcfryw eat - - - - - - - 18
For many cultures, however, reclining is not part of the eating scenario, but belongs
in the scenario for resting. In contrast, sitting on chairs at tables or sitting cross-legged on 
the floor may be part of the “eating” scenario.
In general, there is no focus in the New Testament text on the fact that people 
reclined for eating, rather than sat. So usually, one might simply translate “sat” rather than 
specify “reclined”. This avoids introducing a culturally peculiar element, which being 
unusual would seem to the hearers to be significant to the plot, whereas in fact it has no 
bearing whatever on the story’s development. In such cases, it may be better to ignore the 
scenario mismatch rather than skew the focus of the passage.
Occasionally, however, due to scenario mismatch, it is essential to make reclining 
explicit in translation to avoid misunderstandings and particularly sexual innuendo, e.g. 
John 12:1-3. If Jesus is visualized by the hearers as sitting on a chair at a table (cf. TEV 
“sitting at the table with Jesus”), then Mary must be on the floor under the table wiping his 
feet with her hair. If Jesus is visualized by the hearers as sitting cross-legged, then Mary’s 
head is right against his genitals. In such cases the mismatch of scenario must be made 
explicit and made “normal”, e.g. “reclined to eat according to the custom”. Otherwise the 
hearers will attribute some motivation which is culturally appropriate to themselves, e.g. 
the guests were ill or totally fatigued, or maybe already drunk, or just plain disrespectful.
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Textual coherence and metaphorically linked scenarios
Lack of coherence in a translation is especially common where two Greek 
scenarios are related by a metaphorical link. Some Greek metaphorical links are not 
English metaphorical links. Like Lakoff (1980), I maintain that metaphors are not usually 
isolated new imaginative linkings of different items, but clusters of metaphors linked by a 
central metaphorical link (e.g. English “time is money”). Thus two distinct scenarios may 
be linked metaphorically in a given language, and both scenarios are therefore open at the 
same time. Vocabulary from the metaphorical scenario is linked to a literal scenario in the 
author’s mind, but to a reader from another culture this vocabulary may appear unrelated.
For example, the vocabulary of John the Baptist’s teaching, Luke 3:7-9, fits the
following English scenarios:
Snakes: vipers
Punishment: flee, wrath, repentance
Heredity: Abraham, father, children
Environment: stones
Orchard: axe, root, tree, fruit, cut down, throw into, fire
Using lexical analysis, we would expect John’s message to be about orchards, yet, 
according to Luke 3:3, he preached “a baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of sins” 
This seeming mismatch of vocabulary and scenarios is explained by a metaphorical link 
between two scenarios in New Testament Greek:
Title
Element
Subsection
Literal Refs Metaphorical Refs
“orchard owner” “God” Luke 3:7
orchard owner God
orchard God’s people, the Jews, the world
axe Luke 3:9 punishment
chop down Luke 3:9 punish
throw in fire Luke 3:9 cast into eternal torment cf. Matt. 5:22, 18:9,25:41
fire Luke 3:9 eternal torment
“trees and fruit” “people and actions”
tree Luke 3:9 person
fruit Luke 3:8,9 deed
good fruit Luke 3:9 good deed
bad fruit bad deed
Due to this metaphorical link between the “God” scenario and the “orchard owner” 
scenario, Luke 3:9, “every tree not producing good fruit is cut down and thrown into the 
fire” means “every person who does not do good deeds is punished by God and cast into 
eternal torment”. These two metaphorically linked scenarios explain many seeming 
inconsistencies between topic and vocabulary. However, where the audience does not 
share the same metaphorical link between scenarios, the result is a lack of coherence and 
possibly total failure to understand the text.
Other passages using the metaphorical “orchard owner” = “God” scenario include 
Luke 6:43-45 “No good tree bears bad fruit...” (where the metaphor’s meaning is made 
explicit “The good man brings good things out of the good stored up in his heart...”), Luke 
23:31 “For if men do these things when the tree is green, what will happen when it is dry?” 
(the green tree is the good person, the dry tree the bad person due for punishment), and
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Matthew 15:13 “Every plant that my heavenly Father has not planted will be pulled up by 
the roots” (such a plant is a person who does not belong among God’s people, uprooting is 
punishment).
The significance of metaphorically linked scenarios is also evident in Luke 3:17, 
where John again talks about God’s wrath, but this time using the “farmer” metaphor. Note 
that the metaphorical meaning is nowhere explicit:
Title 
Element
Literal Refs. Metaphorical Refs.
“farmer” “God”
farmer God
field God’s people, the Jews, the world
fan Luke 3:17 judgement
cleanse Luke 3:17 judge
gather into bam Luke 3:17 keep in eternal bliss
bam Luke 3:17 eternal bliss
bum in fire Luke 3:17 cast into eternal torment
fire Luke 3:17 eternal torment
wheat Luke 3:17 good person
chaff Luke 3:17 bad person
There are many other metaphors used which are part of larger metaphorical 
scenarios, e.g. Matthew 15:26 “it is not right to take the children’s bread and toss it to the 
dogs” is to be understood in terms of the metaphorical link between the scenarios for 
“father” and “God”, as follows:
Refs.Literal Refs. Metaphorical
Title “Father” “God”
Element father God
master Matt. 15:26 God
bread Matt. 15:26 God’s blessings
children Matt. 15:26 God’s people, the Jews
dogs Matt. 15:26 gentiles
(Elsewhere “dogs” frequently refers not to gentiles per se, but to wicked people, who do not belong among 
God’s people, e.g. Matthew 7:6, Philippians 3:2, Revelation 22:15.)
Where such metaphors give wrong meaning or no meaning in the target language, 
the translator will need to make the literal meaning clear, either by using similes and 
clarifying the point of similarity, substituting a target language metaphor or simile with the 
same meaning, or simply making the literal meaning explicit. Metaphors are only part of 
the form of the message (which is always changed in translation), not the meaning of the 
message (which should not be changed).
Louw and Nida (1988) try to deal with metaphorical uses by assigning certain 
words to two semantic domains, e.g.
Greek______________________________ Louw and Nida category and gloss_________
iroip.f|V a shepherd 44.4 44 Animal Husbandry, Fishing
______________b minister_____________53.72 53 Religious Activities___________
iTot|ivr| a flock 4.28 4 Animals
b follower of Christ 11.31 11 Groups and Classes of Persons
This classification, however, treats these words as isolated one-off metaphors. Since Louw
and Nida classify neither the literal uses (shepherd, flock) nor metaphorical uses (minister,
follower of Christ) in the same semantic domain, they obscure the fact that these
metaphors are due to a metaphorical link between the whole scenarios of “shepherd” and
“religious leader”. Thus they effectively misclassify at least one item:
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dpxtiTotpqu chief shepherd 44.5 44 Animal Husbandry, Fishing
Despite their own comment “in its only New Testament occurrence, a figurative reference 
to Christ”, in their semantic domain analysis they give no classification of dpxt-Trol|jlt|v 
other than agricultural! I suggest that scenario theory, with its metaphorical links between 
whole scenarios rather than just individual concepts, accounts for the use of such shepherd 
vocabulary in a religious context.
A metaphorical link, linking many elements in parallel scenarios, may be very 
extensive. For example, in New Testament Greek the scenarios of religious leader and 
shepherd are joined by a complex metaphorical link as follows:
TOPIC IMAGE SIMILARITY Refs.
SCENARIO religious leader shepherd carer
agent 1 religious leader 7T0i|iT)V shepherd carer John 10:2
attribute good KaXo? good good carer John 10:11
event 1 take authority eiCTepxopat enter 
auXq sheepfold 
00pa door, gate 
<pb)vk(xi call by name
gain access John 10:1
location 1 body o f  believers protection John 10:1
means 1 divine authority correct John 10:1
event 2 speak to individually individual John 10:3
event 3 guide spiritually 8£dyto lead guide John 10:3
event 4 look after (36okw tend, feed 
TroipaCva) tend
supply needs John21:15 
John 21:16
goal 2-4 disciples Trpo(3dTa sheep 
dpvia lambs 
upof3dria sheep
dependent John 10:3 
John 21:15 
John 21:16
event 5 die 4>uxn1' tL0tipl die die John 10:11
benefactive disciples trpopdra sheep 
yiuwoKW know
dependent John 10:11
event 6 know know John 10:14
goal 6 disciples Trpo(3dTa sheep dependent John 10:14
agent 2 false teacher kXetttt)? thief 
Xticttti? robber 
piaOwTo? hireling
destructive
destructive
uncaring
John 10:1 
John 10:1 
John 10:12
event 1 harm KXeiTTW steal harm John 10:10
event 2 harm 00w kill harm John 10:10
event 3 harm duoXXupi destroy 
upoj3dTa sheep
harm John 10:10
goal 1-3 disciples dependent John 10:8
event 4 abandon d<f>tqp.L abandon abandon John 10:12
goal 4 disciples upopdrra sheep dependent John 10:12
event 5 save oneself cpebyu flee save oneself John 10:12
event 6 not caring <J)e0yo) no matter does not care John 10:12
agent 3 destructive person X0KO? w olf destructive John 10:12
attribute destructive |3ap0? savage destructive Acts 20:29
attribute destructive dpTta£ savage 
&pird£a) seize
destructive Matt. 7:15
event 1 harm spiritually harm John 10:12
event 2 disunite OKopniCo) scatter separate John 10:12
goal 1-2 disciples iTpofUdTci sheep dependent John 10:12
agent 4 disciples upo(3dTa sheep dependent John 10:12
collective group o f  disciples TrotpvT) flock 
■rrolpviov flock
group John 10:16
event 1 maTeOo) believe dicoba) hear listen John 10:3,26
event 2 obey dKoXou0ew follow obey John 10:4
event 3 know yiywaKO) know 
ttoi|it|v shepherd
know John 10:14
goal 1-3 religious leader carer John 10:11
event 4 run away aKopuLCw scatter scatter Matt. 26:31
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agent 5 people Trpo(3dTa sheep dependent Matt. 9:36
attribute leaderless no Troi|iYtv shepherd vulnerable Matt. 9:36
attribute vulnerable not dpira^  savage vulnerable Matt. 7:15
attribute vulnerable as Trpo(3dTa sheep 
among X6ko? w olf
vulnerable Matt. 10:16
event 2 be deceived nXavdw lead astray “led astray” 1 Peter 2:25
Metaphors are difficult to inteipret when the audience does not share the same 
metaphorical links between scenarios as the speaker. A possible New Testament example 
is the parable of the Sower where seed represents God’s Word (Matthew 13:3-9, Mark 4:3- 
9, Luke 8:5-8). Although Jesus apparently explained all the parables to his disciples (Mark 
4:34), only this parable is recorded along with its explanation in all the synoptics (Matthew 
13:18-23, Mark 4:14-20, Luke 8:11-15). Irrespective of arguments concerning authenticity, 
it is clear that the explanation as recorded in the synoptics should have communicated 
clearly to the audiences of the Gospel writers, since it uses religious vocabulary typical of 
the Epistles (see Nolland, 1989:382-383). Perhaps the Gospel writers specifically included 
the explanation of this parable because the underlying metaphor was not familiar to their 
target audiences. The metaphor of seed representing God’s word is not a strong Old 
Testament theme. A possible example is Jeremiah 23:28 “‘Let the prophet who has a 
dream tell his dream, but let the one who has my word speak it faithfully. For what has 
straw to do with grain?’ declares the Lord”. Similarly, seed and God’s word both occur in 
Isaiah 55:10-11, but the explicit comparison is between rain and God’s word. Guelich 
(1989:222) also notes a parallel in 4 Ezra 9:31 where “the seed represents the Law that is 
sown in God’s people that will bring forth fruit”.
Metaphors, then, clearly show that scenario links are culture specific. Exegesis of 
metaphors must be done in the light of the original audience’s culture and scenarios, not 
one’s own. As with all text, the translator must be prepared to change the original form of 
the metaphor if necessary, to ensure that the original meaning is accurately conveyed.
Even when a metaphor is part of the target audience’s scenario structure, there may 
be misunderstanding due to ambiguity in the context, causing the audience to search for 
the referent in the scenario appropriate for the literal sense, rather than the scenario 
appropriate for the metaphorical sense. In this case, it is not that the audience 
automatically searches for a non-metaphorical referent first, but that the audience’s mind is 
already focussed on the scenario where the non-metaphorical referent is to be found.
An example is “leaven”:
Matthew 16:6, cf. Mark 8:15, Luke 12:1 
'Op&re Kal TrpoaexeTe duo Tfj? twv 4>apiaatwv Kal SaSSouKatcov.
Watch-out and beware from the leaven of-the Pharisees and Sadducees
Jesus was referring to the “morality” scenario where leaven is a metaphor for “evil”. He 
expected that the context would be clear to the disciples, since he had just called the 
Pharisees and Sadducees “a wicked and adulterous generation” (Matthew 16:1,4).
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However, the disciples searched for the referent in the “bread” scenario, since they had 
forgotten to bring any (Matthew 16:5). Since words which can have a metaphorical 
meaning can belong in two different scenarios, any context where both scenarios are open 
may result in the audience being confused by the apparent ambiguity or misinterpreting the 
text.
This misunderstanding of metaphorical language is a feature in John’s Gospel. 
Again, the problem is not an inability to understand the metaphor per se, but a failure to 
identify the correct context, i.e. the open scenario focal in the speaker’s mind, e.g.
Word
avwOev
Ref.
John 3:3
Jesus’s meaning 
bom from above 
Misunderstanding 
bom again
Context
teacher come from God 
world scenario
Ref
John 3:2 
John 3:4
to uScop t5 £wv John 4:10b
Jesus’s meaning . 
life giving spirit 
Misunderstanding 
fresh water
gift of God, speaker 
water scenario
John 10a 
John 3:7
Ppwaiv John 4:32
Jesus’s meaning 
source of strength
Misunderstanding
food
evangelizing 
doing God’s will
food scenario
John 4:7-27 
John 4:34
John 4:8, 31
In these examples, Jesus’s focal scenario was a religious one, but the scenario 
chosen by the audience was a secular, human, physical one. Since Jesus was 
acknowledged as a religious teacher, it was reasonable for him to expect his audience to 
assume he was speaking about religious matters. Had the correct scenario been identified, 
the meaning of the metaphor would have been clear, as shown by the following examples 
where the religious context was explicit and there was no misunderstanding:
Word
dvwQev
Ref.
John 3:31
iiSaTO? Cwvto? John 7:38
Ppwaiv John 6:27
Meaning 
from heaven
Holy Spirit (7:39) 
source of strength
Context 
earth, heaven
Ref
John 3:31
scripture (Isaiah 58:11) John 7:38 
(spring = source of spiritual refreshment)
Son of Man, eternal life John 6:27
Another type of link between scenarios is the link between the name of a person 
and the meaning of that name. I classify this as a metaphorical link, because it presupposes 
a relationship between the meaning of a name and the character, significance, or behaviour 
of the person so named. This link is common in the Old Testament (e.g. Genesis 3:20,4:1, 
4:25), being made explicit in 1 Samuel 25:25 “as his name, so is he”, and also occurs in the 
New Testament In many cases the New Testament makes the significance of the name
explicit in the following co-text, e.g.
Name Ref Meaning, Ref Ref (Link) Character / Significance /  Behaviour
Jesus Matt. 1:21 God saves 1:21 (for) he will save his people from their sins
Peter Matt. 16:18 rock 16:18 (and) on this rock I will build my church
Lazarus Luke 16:20 God helps 16:25 he is consoled here
Barnabas Acts 4:36 encourager, 4:36 4:37 gave generously to the common fund
Onesimus Phm. 1:10 useful 1:11 (the one) once useless ... but now useful
Melchizedek Heb. 7:1 just King, 7:2 7:1-2 gave blessing, received honour
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In Matthew 1:21, the semantic link between the name Jesus and his role as saviour 
is marked grammatically by yap (Hagner, 1993:19). Since Jesus is the Greek form of the 
Hebrew Joshua “which by popular etymology was related to the Hebrew verb ‘to save’ ... 
and to the Hebrew noun ‘salvation’ ... the saving character of Jesus (cf. 8.25; 9.21-2;
14.30; 27.42) is aptly evoked by his name” (Davies and Allison, 1988:209). The 
significance of this verse is underlined by the first of Matthew’s “formula-quotations” in 
1:22-3 “The virgin will be with child ... they will call him Immanuel” - which means “God 
with us”. Moule argues that Matthew’s main use of such formula-quotations is merely 
“prediction-verification” by which “it could be proved that Jesus was Messiah by his 
performance of some obscure detail deemed to be a prediction about the Messiah” (1967- 
68:297). Nevertheless this prediction-verification only works if the meaning of both names 
is taken into account, since “God saves” and “God with us” can be seen as equivalent 
whereas Jesus and Immanuel as mere names cannot.
In Matthew 16:18, the semantic link between the name Peter and his role is marked 
grammatically by coordination Km, and the anaphoric pronoun in km  Tarrrq Tfj TT^ Tpa 
“on this rock”. This link relies on the similarity in form and meaning between Greek 
n^ Tpos* “Peter” (cf. u^ Tpos* “stone”), and TieTpa “rock”. The name Peter was probably 
thought of as the Greek equivalent of the Aramaic Kephas (Arndt and Gingrich, 1979:654, 
cf. John 1:42). Here the juxtaposition of fl^ Tpos* and TreTpa seems to be deliberately used 
“to make a theological statement” (Davies and Allison, 1991:625-628) that Peter is “the 
‘rock’ upon which Jesus the Messiah will build his community” (Hagner, 1993:470). The 
existence of word-play does not, unfortunately, clarify the referent of Trerpa, which may 
refer to Peter’s confession not Peter himself (Caragounis, 1990:57, 119).
Lazarus in Luke 16:20 is the only character in a parable to be named. A possible 
connection with Lazarus in John 11:44 is speculative (Fitzmyer, 1985:1129). However, 
since this name is a Greek form of the Hebrew or Aramaic Eleazar, meaning “God 
helps/has helped” it is “a fitting name for the beggar in this parable, who was not helped 
by a fellow human being, but in his afterlife is consoled by God” (Fitzmyer, 1985:1131, cf. 
Nolland, 1993a:828), i.e. Lazarus represents the stereotypical helpless man, in need of 
God’s help. This interpretation makes sense, since in a parable one expects not named 
individuals but social stereotypes (English Fairy Stories also use meaningful names, e.g. 
Prince Charming, Cinderella, Snow White, Beauty and the Beast).
The names Barnabas (Acts 4:36) and Melchizedek (Heb. 7:1) are translated into 
Greek in the text, emphasizing that their meaning, not just their phonological form, is 
significant. And the name Onesimus (Philemon 1:10), meaning “useful” (Arndt and 
Gingrich, 1979:570), is joined grammatically to its meaning by the article ’OvYjcri|iov, t 6v  
TTOT6 ctoi axpflcrTov vuiA 8e [Kal] ooi Kal 8fiol euxpricjTov “Onesimus, the [one] 
once useless to you, but now useful [both] to you and to me”. Here the word-play depends
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on the juxtaposition o f  words involving  “ synonym ity and antonym ity” (Caragounis,
1990:56).
The following may also be implicit references to a name’s meaning:
Name Ref Meaning, Ref Ref. Character / Behaviour
Boanerges Mark 3:17 thundery, 3:17 Mark 9:38 we forbade him, Luke 9:54 destroy 
(Cranfield, 1977:131)
John Luke 1:13 God’s grace Luke 1:13 your prayer has been answered 
Luke 1:17 make ready a people ... for the Lord 
(Fitzmyer, 1981:325; Nolland, 1989:29-30)
Theophilus Luke 1:3 God-lover Luke 1:4 know ...you have been taught 
(Nolland, 1989:10, contrast Fitzmyer, 1981:299-300)
Paul Acts 13:9 little Acts 22:4 persecuted the Christian church 
1 Cor. 15:9 least... because I persecuted 
(so Augustine, see Barrett, 1994:616)
Syzygus Phil. 4:3 yoke-fellow Phil. 4:3 loyal... help
(O’Brien, 1991:480, contrast Fee, 1995:393)
Buth (1981:29-33) argues convincingly that the very form of the name Boanerges has been 
adapted by folk etymology to suggest Greek roots podv-epyes* “shout-workers” or “loud- 
voiced”, which matches aspects of their character shown in the references above.
Further evidence of the importance of the meaning of a name (as opposed to its 
sound) in New Testament Jewish culture is the fact that some Aramaic names are given in 
two forms, one transliterated according to Greek phonology, the other translated according 
to meaning, e.g.
Aramaic name Ref. Greek translation Ref. Meaning
Tabitha Acts 9:36 Dorcas 9:36,39 gazelle
Cephas John 1:42 Petros Matt. 16:18 rock, stone
In John’s Gospel, Jesus gives Simon the name Cephas at the beginning of his own
ministry. Brown (1966:80) comments on this naming: “As is known from the Old
Testament, the giving of a new name has a direct relation to the role the man so designated
will play in salvation history (Gen. xviii 5, xxxii 28)”.
Where there is an explicit grammatical link between the name and its meaning, e.g. 
Matthew 1:21 and 16:18, a translation will need to make the meaning of the name explicit, 
otherwise the author’s intention of linking name to character, shown by the use of 
conjunctions to link the relevant clauses, will be lost.
This metaphorical link between an individual and the meaning of their name, is not 
to be contused with the non-metaphorical scenario for the individual item referred to by a 
name. A specific single referent of any name will of course have a scenario including 
information about that referent, but this is based on the referent per se, not the meaning of 
their name. For example, when Nathaniel says in John 1:46 “Can anything good come out 
of Nazareth?” it is clear that the Nazareth scenario includes people’s negative attitude to 
the place. But this attitude is directly related to the referent, not due to the meaning of the 
name.
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As already stated, Greek regularly identifies a scenario by mentioning its title, or 
one or more items belonging within the same scenario. Greek also appears to mark a 
scenario by the use of lexical doublets. These doublets consist of normal lexical items 
which separately refer to distinct concepts belonging in the same scenario, but their 
occurrence in a set order conjoined by Kal “and”, using the co-occurrence link, marks that 
together they refer not to distinct concepts, but to a single scenario. I suggest, therefore, 
that the co-occurence link may be used as evidence of a single scenario.
Lexical doublets with “thing” words
In New Testament Greek the words “flesh” and “blood” crdp£ Kal alpa regularly
co-occur in that set order, conjoined by Kal “and”. It is dear that the meaning in these
passages is not the two physical elements of flesh and blood, but the whole “human”
scenario of people, humanity and embodied existence, e.g.
(NIV translations of crap£ Kal a!pa bolded)
Matthew 16:17 “not revealed to you by man”
1 Corinthians 15:50 “ flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God, nor does the perishable inherit the 
imperishable”
Galatians 1:16 “ I did not consult any man”
Ephesians 6:12 “our struggle is not against flesh and blood ... but ..spiritual forces of evil”
Hebrews 2:14 “Since the children have flesh and blood, he too shared in their humanity”
(John 6:53-56 has the same words in close proximity and the same set order, but not linked by the co­
occurrence link.)
A special instance of Greek lexical doublets is where two nouns occur in a set 
order, are conjoined by Kal “and”, and take a single article. The Granville Sharp rule 
discusses a subsection of such doublets, where the nouns are singular, but not proper nouns 
(Porter, 1994:110):
Granville Sharp’s rule states simply that if a single article links two or more singular substantives 
(excluding personal names) the second and subsequent substantives are related to or further describe the 
first.
As Porter points out (ibid.), this rule has been widely misquoted by ignoring the exclusion
of plurals and proper names, and by adding a spurious corollary, e.g. Carson (1989:84)
quoting Brooks and Winberry (1978:70):
Sharp’s rule states: if two substantives are connected by Kal and both have the article, they refer to 
different persons or things ...; if the first has an article and the second does not, the second refers to the 
same person or thing as the first, [bolding mine]
Carson, noting that this rule (as misquoted) is patently false, states his own view 
(1989:84):
If one article governs two substantives joined by Kal, it does not necessarily follow that the two 
substantives refer to the same thing, but only that the two substantives are grouped together to function 
in some respects as a single entity, [bolding mine]
Carson gives the example 1 Thessalonians 2:12 tt)v £airroo (3acnXelav Kal 8o£av 
stating (1989:85):
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we are not to understand that kingdom and glory are identical, but that “kingdom and glory” must be 
taken together as a package, in this case a package referring to the eschatological blessing 
comprehensively summarized by the two nouns in tandem.
I agree with Carson, and suggest that conjoined nouns with a single article always open up
a single scenario which includes both concepts.
For example the Pharisees and Sadducees are mentioned together six times in the
Gospels, all in Matthew. Only once do they have separate articles, where they are in
different participant roles:
Matthew 22:34a 
Ol 88 <frapiacftoi aKouaavTg? oti 84>Lp.waev to6? Za88ouKa(,ou?
In all other cases they are combined as a single group, members of the main religious sects
of Judaism, functioning together in the same role as “opponents of Jesus”, e.g.
(referents bolded, evidence for combined role underlined)
Matthew 3:7 “generation o f  vipers”
I8d)v 88 uoXXou? tfflv $apicraCa)V Kal ZaSSoiiKatcov gpxofigvou? 8ul t o  (3duTiap.a auTou gtuev  
atrroX?, fevyrifiaTa 8yi8utou
Matthew 16:1 “testing, asking for a sign”
Kal upoaeXGovTg? ol $apiacftoi Kal Za88ouKdtoi ugipd/ouTg? euqptiJTHaay a i/d u  onugiov 8k toO 
ofrpauoP gui8gX£ai auToX?
Matthew 16:6 “Beware the leaven”
'OpaTe Kal uooo-gygTg dub Trig £6u.t)? t Gsv 4>apiaat(ov Kal ZaSSoucatwv.
Matthew 16:11 “Beware the leaven” 
uooaeYgTe 88 duo th? £ulltk Tffiv 4>apiaalo)v Kal ZaSSouKatwv.
Matthew 16:12 “Beware the teaching” 
dXXd dud T ri? SiSaYfj? tcov Oapiaatwv Kal ZaSSouKatwv.
Carson (1984:85) cites Acts 23:7 as the only place this phrase tQv 4>apicrata)v
Kal ZaSSouKatwv occurs outside Matthew. Here again, although the following text
emphasizes the dissension between the groups, they are introduced together in the same
scenario role as “council members”, referring back to 23:1 “the council”. This passage
contains the only other New Testament occurrences of Pharisees and Sadducees in the
same verse, i.e. 23:6 and 23:8, where the two groups are explicitly contrasted.
Similarly the scribes and the Pharisees are mentioned together 21 times in the
Gospels. They are distinct in nature, one being an occupation, the other a religious sect, yet
on three occasions, where there is emphasis on these people as the super-religious and
hyper-legalistic types, they are conjoined:
Matthew 5:20 “unless your righteousness exceeds”
8au irn ugoioagfroq tiufiu fi SiKaioauvn uXetov tGSv ypap.p.aT8ti)v Kal <J>apiCTatwv 
Matthew 12:38 “we want to see a sign”
T6Tg dugKptOqaav auTw Tive? t<3v ypappaT&ov Kal 4>apiaatiov XgyovTg?, AiSdaraXg, QgXopgy duo aou 
crqp.giov LSgtv.
Luke 14:3 “Is it lawful?”
Kal duoKpiGgl? o ’Iqoou? gluev upo? to6? vo|iiko6? Kal 4>apiaatou? Xgywv, "E^gaTtv t w  aappdTw 
Ggpauguaai ij ou;
Matthew mentions scribes and Pharisees together in Matthew 23:2, 13, 15,23, 25,
27, 29, as two distinct but known groups “the scribes and the Pharisees”, e.g.
Matthew 23:2
’Eul th ?  Mwuaew? Ka068pa? gKdGiaav ol ypa[i|±aTeX? Kal ol OapiadXoi.
Matthew 23:13 
Oual 88 6p.lv, ypafigaTgt? Kal 4>apiaatoi uuoKpiTai
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One might have expected the scribes and Pharisees to be conjoined as a doublet with a 
single article in 23:2, since they are accused of the same sins. However, in Matthew 23:6 
the Pharisees are accused separately, 4>aptome rvcpXe “Blind Pharisee,” which suggests 
that the two groups are not being treated as an undifferentiated whole.
All other references to scribes and Pharisees are as two groups, either both 
anarthrous $apicraioi xal ypap.p.aTeXs', 4>apiomoi Kal vop.o8iSaaKa\oi (Matthew 15:1, 
Luke 5:17) or both arthrous. Here there is no set order for the two groups, i.e. Pharisees 
and scribes (Matthew 15:1, Mark 7:1, 7:5, Luke 5:17, 5:30, 7:30, 15:2), scribes and 
Pharisees (Luke 5:21, 6:7, 11:53).
The Pharisees are also mentioned with the Herodians (Mark 12:13, each noun with 
the article), and with the chief priests. In the latter case the order is always “the chief 
priests and the Pharisees” but both nouns have the article (Matthew 21:45, John 7:32,
11:47, 11:57, and 18:3) except for John 7:45 which has the one article tous* apxiepete Kal 
OapLaalous*. This, I propose, can be explained by the anaphoric reference to 7:32 where 
the two distinct groups, in cooperation, send attendants to arrest Jesus, and here those 
attendants report back to their senders, now conceptualized as a single group since they 
function together as opponents of Jesus in this paragraph.
Similarly, in Mark 2:16, there is the phrase |ieTa tw  TeXwvw Kal ti[±apT(jo\wv 
eoOlet “he eats with tax collectors and sinners.” I propose that the conjoining of nouns 
with a single article means that the two nouns belong to one and the same scenario - here 
despised people who had broken Mosaic law and so were regarded as outside the covenant 
people of God. Note that here “tax-collectors” are a specific class within the generic term 
“sinners”. This same phrase occurs again with a single article in Matthew 9:11 and Luke 
5:30, also with no article in Matthew 9:10, 11:19, Mark 2:15, Luke 7:34, and with each 
noun having the article in Luke 15:1 (where only the topic of “sinner” is developed in the 
following text). The only time the order is different is in Mark 2:16a, perhaps being a kind 
of chiasm with the order of the elements tax-collector, sinner and recline/eat, reversed in
the middle line:
Mark 2:15-16
Kal ttoXXoI TeXOvai ical &|iapTwXol auvaveKeiVTo tw ’Iryrou Kal toX? laa&Tyrals' auTou • 
fjaav yap ttoXXoI Kal f|KoXou0ow auTw.
Kal ol ypappaTei? t w v  <t>apiaatwv ISovTg? 8 t i  8a0(,eL p.eT& t Q v  dpapTtoXfflv Kal TeXwvfiv eXeyov t o X ?  
|ia0r|TaX? auTou, " O t i  \ier& twv tcXwvwv Kal ApapTwXiSv 8a0tgi:
I argue that, where this “article noun and noun” structure occurs, two distinct and separate 
entities or groups are conjoined, and thus they are presented by the author as filling the 
same role slot in the scenario. Typically this also implies that they fill the same role in the 
whole episode, e.g. John 7:45-53 where the chief priests and the Pharisees operate together 
as enemies of Jesus.
Carson (1984:85) also notes as examples of one article governing two nouns “the 
defence and confirmation of the gospel” (Phil. 1:7) and “the Epicureans and Stoics” (Acts
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17:18). Again, it is clear that these conjoined nouns fill a single role within a single 
scenario.
As noted above, the specific semantic relationship between plural nouns conjoined 
in this way varies. Wallace (1983:59-84) notes the following categories: entirely distinct 
though united groups (e.g. Matthew 3:7, the Pharisees and Sadducees), overlapping groups 
(e.g. Luke 14:21, the poor and crippled and blind and lame), first group contained within 
the second (e.g. Matthew 12:38, the scribes and Pharisees), second group contained within 
the first (e.g. 1 Corinthians 5:10 the greedy and swindlers), and identical groups (e.g. John 
1:40, those hearing John and following him).
There are several examples cited where two conjoined arthrous nouns appear to be
doublets. Carson notes Revelation 2:26 Kal o vik&v Kal o Tqpwv' as an example of a
doublet, or in his words “a slightly cumbersome idiom to invest this obedient conqueror
with a weighty label” (1984:84):
Kal 6  v ik w v  Kal o  T q pwv axpi t 8Xou?  t o . epya pou,
And the[one] overcoming and the[one] keeping until end the works of-me 
Scoow auTW  e£oucrtav em tcov eQvwu 
I-will-give to-him authority over the nations
However, I do not analyse these as conjoined nouns, but as restatement, with the second 
Kal in the sense of “that is to say” (cf. Matthew 21:5 “on a donkey, even on a colt”). The 
two noun phrases cannot refer to two individuals or classes, as shown by the singular 
pronoun aimS. If they referred to a single generic category of everyone who both 
overcomes and does Jesus’s works to the end, on the basis of the above observations one 
would expect a single article. Moreover, the two events listed are co-referential “He who 
overcomes, i.e. he who keeps doing my will to the end”.
Another similar example is quoted by Moule (1953:116):
In John XX.28 *0 Kupio? pou Kal o Geo? pou, it is to be noted that a substantive in the Nominative case 
used in a vocative sense and followed by a possessive could not be anarthrous ... the article before 0e6? 
may, therefore, not be significant,
Here, whether or not Moule’s rationale is sound, both terms clearly refer to the same
individual, Jesus. The article before Geos1 argues against Thomas’s words being a simple
doublet, as does the repetition of pou. Either, then, Thomas identifies Jesus with two
separate concepts, my Lord (whom I obey) and my God (whom I worship), or this is, like
Revelations 2:26, a restatement “My Lord, that is to say my God.” I argue that the
repetition of the article shows that it cannot be a doublet, two words referring to the same
scenario, “my (Lord and God)”.
Although lexical doublets can be clearly identified by the use of a single article for 
both conjoined nouns, anarthrous conjoined nouns may also be doublets. In this case, as 
with “flesh and blood”, the key grammatical criterion is one of fixed order. For example, 
ev TiwupaTi ayicp Kal Trupt “in Holy Spirit and fire” (Matt. 3:11, Luke 3:16, cf. Acts 2:3,
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4), if it should be exegeted as “the fire of the Holy Spirit”, would be a doublet, the two 
nouns together opening a single scenario.
Similarly “joy and crown” may be a Greek doublet, like the English “pride and 
joy”. Certainly, 2 of the 4 occurrences of ore Davos' in Paul’s Epistles occur after xapa, 
and in a similar context, i.e.
Philippians 4:1 xapA Kal arecfjavo? pou joy and crown of-me 
1 Thessalonians 2:19 tI? yap Yipfiv 8Xni? q XaPA q arecf>avo? Kauxqaeai?
Who for of-us hope or joy or crown of-boasting
So Greek doublets, although clearly identifiable by the “article noun and noun”
construction, may also be identified by the occurrence of nouns in a fixed order and
conjoined by Kal. The difficulty in applying the fixed order criterion for New Testament
studies is the relatively small corpus, but even so some doublets do seem likely, e.g.
rule and authority = scenario o f (supernatural) powers
1 Corinthians 15:24 uaaav ctpxqv Kal jiaaav 8£oualav Kal Suvapiv 
Ephesians 1:21 Trao-q? dpxqs* Kal 8£ouala? Kal...
Ephesians 3:10 Tai? dpxai? Kal Tat? e£ouotai?
Ephesians 6:12 TTpb? tA? ApxA?, upo? tA? e^ouota?, upb?...
Colossians 1:16 ... elT€ Apxal e’lTe e£ouaf.ai 
Colossians 2:10 udoq? dpxqS“ Kal 8£ouata?
Colossians 2:15 tA? ApxA? Kal tA? efjouata?
Titus 3:1 dpxai? e^oucnai? UTroTaaaeaOat
Variant textual reading (KLP 69 pi lat sy ?) dpxai? Kal e o^uaLai? uuoTdaaeaGai
These nouns only co-occur in the same sentence 10 times in the New Testament, always in
the same order. The other references are:
Luke 12:11 tA? ApxA? Kal tA? e£ouata? (human authorities)
Luke 20:20 rq dpxq Kal Tq e£ouaia tou fjyepdvo? (authority of a human leader)
The frequent occurrence of the single adjective “all” modifying the conjoined nouns (1
Corinthians 15:24, Ephesians 1:21, Colossians 2:10) also suggests an inclusiveness
compatible with these conjoined nouns referring to a single scenario (cf. “many”
modifying “tax-collectors and sinners” in Mark 2:15-16).
The absence of Kal in Titus 3:1 is intriguing, as it parallels absence of a conjoiner
with doublets in languages such as Urdu and Parkari (see chapter 13), and could be another
grammatical indication that a single scenario is being referred to, rather than two concepts
which are linked together.
Some doublets are conjoined by tc Kal. There are 33 occurrences in Gospels and
Acts, 24 with nouns, 6 with verbs, and 3 with adjectives. The nouns are:
r No. References
d people: 17
men + women: 4 Acts 5:14, 8:12,9:2,22:4
Jews + proselytes: 1 Acts 2:11
Jews + Greeks: 4 Acts 14:1, 19:10, 19:18,20:21
gentiles + Jews: 1 Acts 14:5
gentiles + kings: 1 Acts 9:5
chiefpriests + scribes 1 Luke 22:66
personal names: 2 Acts 4:27, Acts 15:32
us + others 2 Acts 15:9, Acts 21:12
€Ti + oneself 1 Luke 14:26
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conjoined things: 4
terrors + signs: 1
day + night: 1
in all + everywhere 1
customs + questions 1
conjoined places:
Luke 21:11 
Acts 9:24 
Acts 24:3 
Acts 26:3
3 Acts 2:9, 2:10,26:20 
Obviously, all these conjoined items belong to the same scenario, but only a few 
probably count as true doublets, i.e. two lexical items referring to one and the same 
scenario. Perhaps:
men + women:
Jews + proselytes: 
Jews + Greeks: 
gentiles + Jews: 
chiefpriests + scribes 
terrors + signs: 
in all + everywhere 
customs + questions
all adults
all worshippers of Yahweh
all people
all people
all religious leaders
all omens and portents
totally
all issues
Lexical doublets with “event” words
In New Testament Greek eating and drinking regularly co-occur in that order 
linked by rat “and”, regardless of whether the verb for eat is eaGio), (jidyai or Tporyw, e.g. 
Matthew 11:19, 24:38, 49, Luke 5:30, 7:34, 10:7, 12:45, 17:8, 1 Corinthians 9:4, 10:7,
11:22, 11:29, 15:32. They also occur in the same order without a conjoining word (e.g. 
Luke 17:27,28), linked by “or” (e.g. 1 Corinthians 10:31), and linked by “nor” (e.g. Acts 
9:9, 23:12,21). .Apart from consistent word order in all these Greek examples, there are 
other indications which substantiate the claim that eat and drink are joined by a co­
occurrence link and belong to the same scenario.
In Matthew 24:38 “eating” and “drinking” are conjoined by the co-occurrence 
marker “and”, likewise “marrying” and “giving in marriage” are conjoined by the co­
occurrence marker “and”, but the two pairs are not linked by “and” (TpwyovTcs- Kai 
TrtvovTes\ 'yap.oOvTes* Kal yapXCovTes’). This shows a closer link between the paired 
items than between other items in the same list, i.e. that of co-occurrence.
In Luke 12:45 the use of the particle Te in eoGteiv Te Kal Trlveiv Kal [xeGucrKecrGai 
links eating and drinking more closely together than with getting drunk.
In Mark 2:16b , an alternative reading, which is judged as not original, adds “and 
drinks” after “eats”. The immediately preceding co-text (2:16a) says “seeing that he eats 
with sinners and tax collectors” with no mention of drinking. Metzger, in A Textual
Commentary on the Greek New Testament comments (1974:67):
The addition of Kal rivei is a natural accretion inserted by copyists, perhaps under the influence of the 
parallel passage in Lk 5.30.
I suggest that the accretion is “natural” because eating and drinking prototypically fill the 
same central activity slot in the “meal” scenario, certainly for those in the cultural setting 
of the text itself and probably for the copyist also.
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In 1 Corinthians 11:22 the Greek eis* t o  eaGieiv Kal mveiv “for eating and 
drinking” has only one article applying to both verbs. This links the two separate 
infinitives as one concept.
Similarly, 1 Corinthians 11:29 o yap eaGicov Kal ttIvcov “for the one eating and 
drinking” has two present participles “eating and drinking” both linked to the same article. 
This shows that both actions belong to one scenario, associated with that same person. (A 
parallel example of a single article conjoining participles for prototypically co-occuring 
events is John 5:24 o t o v  \oyov jiou dKodoov Kal moreiJtjov tco TTep^ avTi p.e. Here again, 
this refers to a single category of person who both hears Jesus’s word and believes in God 
who sent him.
Events with semantic relationships other than co-occurrence may also be conjoined
by “and” and marked as belonging to the same scenario, e.g.
synonyms and near synonyms:
Matthew 5:12 xalpgTg Kal dyaXXidaGe rejoice and be glad 
Luke 6:25 rrgvOijagTg Kal KXaticrgrg mourn and weep 
cf. Matthew 16:6,23:3, Luke 12:15, 21:28, John 16:20
Synonymous examples could be regarded as doublets where two or more separate lexical
items refer to the same concept.
Typically, however, the words clearly refer to different concepts within a single
scenario:
specific specific (from same generic type o f event)
Matthew 11:4 &KougTg Kal 0XgugTg hear and see (perception)
Luke 5:30 ecrGtgTg Kal ntveTg eat and drink (having meals) 
cf. Luke 7:22,22:30
generic specific:
Matthew 23:34 duoKTgveLTg Kal crraupajagTg kill and crucify
Luke 6:35 dyaudTg ... Kal dyaGoTroieiTe Kal Savt£eTe love and do good and lend
cf. Matthew 10:5
precondition and action:
Matthew 26:41 ypqyopeiTe Kal irrpoaeuxeaQg watch and pray 
cf. Mark 14:38
sequential actions:
Mark 1:15 jieTavoevre Kal moredgTg repent and believe 
Acts 3:13 Trape8oMcaTg Kal f|pvrjaaa0g handed over and denied 
cf. Acts 13:41
problem and solution:
Matthew 25:35 8-rretvaaa yap Kal eSckaTg poi cf>ayelv hunger and feed 
Matthew 25:35 g8'u|rr|aa Kal guorlaaTg pg thirst and give drink 
cf. Luke 7:22
cause and result:
Matthew 7:7 alTgiTg Kal SoOqagTai uptv ask and it will be given you 
Matthew 7:7 CqTgiTg Kal gupf|creTe seek and you will find 
cf. Matthew 15:10, Luke 11:9, John 16:24
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Some doublets for “events” are realized by nouns. As with “things” the order 
appears fixed, they are conjoined by Kal, but there may be separate articles for each item, 
e.g.
weeping and gnashing of teeth = scenario of anguish and suffering
Matthew 8:12 8k€l ecrrai 8 KXctu0[io? Kal 8 ppuypo? twv oSovtow.
There will-be the weeping and the gnashing of-the teeth
cf. identical wording in Matthew 13:42, 13:50,22:13, 24:51, 25:30, Luke 13:28
Of the 33 occurrences of re rat in Gospels and Acts, 6 conjoin verbs and of these
4 mark doublets:
doublets referring to a single scenario:
Luke 12:45 8a0teiv re Kal ttIvciv to-eat and also to-drink (i.e. “feast” scenario)
Acts 1:1 iroietv Te Kal SiSdaKeiv to-do and also to-teach
(i.e. scenario of Jesus’s whole healing and teaching ministry)
Acts 9:29 eXdXei Te Kal cruve£V|Tei he-was-talking and also was-discussing 
Acts 19:27b el?  o60ev XoyicrOfjvai, peXXeiv Te Kal Ka0aipeta0ai... 
to nothing to-be-reckoned, to-begin and also to-be-diminished 
(i.e. scenario of loss of honour, influence and popularity)
conjoining sequential events in the same scenario:
Acts 9:18 dve(3Xei/jev Te Kal dvaord? 8(3a7TTtcr0T| 
he-saw and also having-risen was-baptized
conjoining different events in the same scenario:
Acts 21:28 8 KaTa to u  Xaou ... rrdvTa? TravTaxfj 8i8daKcov,
the[one] against the people ... all[people] everywhere teaching 
eTi Te Kal "EXXriva? etcnjyayev el? t 8  lepov ... 
even and also Greeks he-led into the temple
8t i  marks this as the worst event of many unnamed other events in the same scenario:
Lexical doublets with “ attribute”  words
In New Testament Greek a few attributes are regularly conjoined as doublets, e.g.
common and unclean = ritually impure 
Acts 10:14
ou86rroTe e<j>ayov Trav koiv6v Kal ducdQapTOV 
never I-ate all common and unclean 
Also Acts 10:28,11:8
The word koivo? occurs 14 times in the New Testament, 3 times conjoined with dKdOapTO?.
holy and without blemish = (ritually and) morally pure 
Ephesians 1:4
elvai fj|id? dytou? Kal djic6p.ou? KaTevcomov airrou 
to-be us holy and unblemished before him
Also Ephesians 5:27, Colossians 1:22 
The word dp-wpo? occurs 8 times in the New Testament, 3 times conjoined with tiyio?.
Attributes may also appear in the surface structure as abstract nouns, often in 
adverbial phrases, e.g.
with fear and trembling — respectfully, conscientiously 
2 Corinthians 7:15 
peTd <f>6pou Kal Tp6pou 88££aa0e auTov 
with fear and trembling you-received him
Also Ephesians 6:5, Philippians 2:12, cf. 1 Corinthians 2:3 
The word Tpopo? occurs 5 times in the New Testament, 4 times conjoined with cf)6(3o?.
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Attributes may also be conjoined as doublets by Te Kal. Of 33 occurrences of tc
Kal in Gospels and Acts, 3 conjoin attributes:
doublets, referring to a single scenario:
Matthew 22:10 TrovTipod? Te Kal dyaGod? wicked and also good
Acts 24:15 dvdcrraaiv ... SiKatwv t c  Kal ASIkwv resurrection o f just and also unjust
Acts 26:22 piKptp Te Kal peydXto to-small and also to-great
Although at first sight these appear to be just pairs of antonyms, I argue that they are
doublets, since the class referred to includes the whole scenario of all people, not simply
the extremes of evil and good, just and unjust, small and great, but normal average people
too. Similarly, Hagner comments on Matthew 22:10 “the servants gathered all they found
... both bad and good” (1995:630), and Barrett comments on Acts 24:15 “it is the general
resurrection that is in mind” (1998:1105) and on Acts 26:22 “to all, of whatever rank”
(1998:1165).
Lexical doublets with “ relation”  words
Antonymous “relation” words are found conjoined, and may form a single
scenario, e.g. 
before and behind = all over 
Revelation 4:6 
yepovTa o^GaXpwv IpirpoaGev Kal fimcrGev 
being-full of-eyes before and behind 
This phrase also includes at the sides, cf. 4:8
around and inside = everywhere, inside and out 
Revelation 4:8 
kukXAGcv Kal 8aa)Gev yepoucnv ocfjGaXpc# 
around and within they-are-fiill of-eyes
inside and on the reverse = all over 
Revelation 5:1 
|3i|3Xlov yeypaiipivov £aw0ev Kal fimaGev 
scroll having-been-written inside and on-reverse
Similarly, there are instances where the contrastive element of conjoined verbs is 
the “relation” prefix, and the two verbs together seem to refer to a single concept, e.g.
dva* Kal Kcmr
g o i n g  u p  a n d  d o w n  = i n t e r - c o m m u n i c a t i n g  
John 1:51
t o u ?  dyyeXou? t o u  Geou dvafJatvovTa? Kal KaTajUatvovTa? errl t o u  utov t o u  duGpaurou 
the angels of-the god ascending and descending on the son of-the Man
eicr Kal 8k*
g o i n g  in  a n d  o u t  =  b e i n g  a r o u n d ,  i n t e r - r e l a t i n g  
Acts 1:21
k v  uavTl xp6yiP § elcrfjXGev Kal 8£qX6ev k<p' qpd? 8 Kupio? ’I qorou? 
in all time in-which went-in and went-out among us the lord Jesus 
Acts 9:28
Kal fjv peT’ auTwv elmropeudpevo? Kal ^Kiropeudpevo? el? ’I epouaaXrp 
and he-was with them going-in and going-out in Jerusalem
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Sometimes there is a non-typical co-oecurrence of “relation” words due to their
marking the different roles of a single participant, e.g.
“from” links to 8id “through” by a contradictory link
liSaTo? Kal 81 ’ uSaTo? “out of water and by water” (2 Peter 3:5) 
eul “above” links to 8id “through” and ev “in” by a contradictory link 
6m uavTttv Kal 8id uavTiov Kal ev udaiv 
“above all, and through all, and in all” (Eph.4:6)
This conjoining of “relation” words may be a particularly Greek phenomenon. The
first example above requires the same “thing” to have two separate participant roles. Green
(1977:130) suggests “created by the divine fiat out of water, and sustained by water”. The
second example, by changing the role slots of the same participants, indicates that the verb
“to be” is to be understood three times, with three distinct participant frames and the
different participant frames determine three different senses. Foulkes (1978:113) suggests
“God-controlled, God-sustained, God-filled.” If translated literally, these Greek phrases
certainly make for unnatural and obtuse English, perhaps because we expect a single
participant to fill a single role in the participant frame of the one “event” scenario.
Occasionally the use of different “relation” words with the same verb and the same
participant seems to indicate that the whole event scenario is inextricably connected with
this participant, rather than the participant having several distinct roles, e.g.
6v - 8ict - Kal el? - (marking Agent - Agent/Intermediary - and Beneficiary)
Colossians 1:16
8tl £v auTui 6KTta0T) Td udvTa ... Ta udvTa 8i’ auToO Kal el? airrdv ^KTiaTar
because in him was-created the all[things]... The all[things] through him and to him have-been-created...
Thus, Greek uses Kal “and” to conjoin lexical items of the same semantic class 
which belong in the same scenario. In this way it marks that the separate lexical items are . 
to be understood to form a single scenario and function together in a single semantic role.
C o n t r a e x p e c t a t i o n  m a r k e r s  a n d  s c e n a r i o s
Since scenarios contain prototypical items related in prototypical ways, the absence
of an expected item, the presence of an unexpected item, or an unusual relationship
between items, may be marked explicitly in the lexicon by a contra-expectation marker.
English regularly marks expectation / contraexpectation in the choice between the
conjunctions “and” (conjoining) and “but” (contrasting). Greek however is more sparing in
the overt marking of contraexpectation, and 88 joins clauses irrespective of the degree of
expectation. Young (1939:132) gives four examples of 88 translated “but” in
contraexpectation circumstances (Matthew 1:20,2:19, 2:22, 3:7), e.g.
Matthew 1:20 
TauTa 86 auToO 6v0upq0evTo? ISou dyyeXo? Kvplou 
These[things] () him having-considered behold angel of-Lord 
NIV “But after he had considered this ...”
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In English, “but” explicitly marks the contrast between Joseph’s proposed action in
1:19 to divorce Mary, and the command of the angel in 1:20 to go ahead with the marriage.
Greek 88 however does not explicitly mark contraexpectation. For example, Porter
(1994:208) notes not only adversative uses of 88 but also connective and emphatic uses,
and Levinsohn (1992:32-40) argues that 88 marks development in the narrative (cf.
Callow, 1992:192-3). So here, since contraexpectation is not lexically explicit in the
Greek, the audience understand contraexpectation by comparing what is stated in the text
with the prototypical events in their mental scenario.
Greek however does have certain lexical markers for contraexpectation, such as
dXAti, which can be used as an emphatic although its “major usage is adversative” (Porter,
1994:205), and TTXrjv which is “adversative” (Porter, 1994:215). These conjunctions are
used in various constructions to mark contraexpectation, where English might use “but”,
“nevertheless” or “rather than”:
not A but B (A is expected, B unexpected)
Matthew 4:4 
Otic err’ apno p6vcp Cijcrerai 8 dvOpiDTro?
Not on bread alone will-live the person
dXX’ eirl Travfi jbfjpaTL eKiTopeuopevu) 8ia oropaTo? 0eou. 
but on every word proceeding through mouth of-God.
Philippians 2:6, 7
&? ev popc/jf) 0eou uudpxwv o6x dpmxypbv fiyrjaaTo t5 etvai laa 0efi, 
who in form of-God being not thing-to-grasp deemed the to-be equal with-God 
dXXd eatiTov etcevwaev 
but him self emptied
although A nevertheless not B (B is expected in view o f A)
Matthew 4:4 
El Kal TrdvTe? atcavSaXiaOfiaovTai, dXX’ ou k  eyio 
If even all will-be-caused-to-stumble, but not I 
1 Corinthians 4:4 
ouSev ydp epaimp auvoiSa, dXX’ ou k  ev t o u t o )  8e8iKaltopai 
nothing for in-myself I-know, but not in this I-am-justified 
NIV “My conscience is clear, but that does not make me innocent.”
Also 2 Corinthians 4:8a, etc.
although A nevertheless B (B is unexpected in view o f A)
1 Corinthians 14:19 
eiJxapiorw t w  0ew, TravTwv upwv paXXov yXwaaaL? XaXar 
I-thank the God, than-all you more in-tongues I-speak 
dXXd kv eKKXriolq OeXio TrevTe Xoyou? to> vot pou XaXfjaai, ... 
but in church I-wish five words by-the mind of-me to-speak... 
f\ puplous* X6you? ev yXiocrcrq. 
than myriads words in tongue.
Colossians 2:4
el ydp Kal Tfj crapKl dTreipi, dXXd Tip TrvevpaTi auv 6ptv elp i 
If for even in-the flesh I-am-absent, but in-the spirit with you I-am
A rather than B (A is unexpected, B expected)
Luke 18:14
KdTe(3r| o iito?  SeSiKaiwpevo? el?  t 8 v  oI kov  auTou irap’eiceivov 
returned this[one] being-justified to the house of-him rather-than that.
The expectation o f  the hearers is that “this” sinful tax-collector would not be justified, but “that” religious 
Pharisee would be.
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But A (A is unexpected)
Matthew 11:22, cf. 11:24, Luke 10:14 
Tr\f|V Xeya) iip.iv, Tupw Kal Zi8<3vi AveKTdTepov 6cnrai 6v f)p.6pa Kplcreco? rj ip .iv  
But I-say to-you for-Tyre and for-Sidon more-tolerable will-be on day of-judgment than for-you.
The expectation o f  the hearers is that the pagan towns Tyre and Sidon would be punished harsher than 
Jewish towns.
Matthew 18:7b 
dvAyKq ydp 6X0etv tA oKavSaXa, 
necessary for to-come the stumbling-blocks 
TrXf|v o ia l  tw Av0pc6ma 8 i’ o i  to axdvSaXov epxeTai. 
but woe to-the person through whom the stumbling-block comes.
The expectation o f  the hearers is that if  some event is necessary, the agent o f  that event is not guilty, cf. Luke 
22:22
Also Luke 6:24, 6:35, 23:28
The examples above are all conjunctions, but other lexical items also indicate
contraexpectation. For example, words in the semantic domain of surprise mark the related
events as contraexpectation:
Matthew 21:20
Kal l8ovTe? ol paOqTal 60ati(iaaav XeyovTe?, Tito? Trapaxpfjp.a e^qpdvOq f] auKfj; 
and having-seen the disciples marvelled saying “How immediately withered the fig-tree?
Acts 2:6b-7a
owexOOri, oti qKouov el? ^kooto?  rfj I8l<jt 8iaXeKT(») XaXouvTwv aimuv. 
was-confused because they-were-hearing one each in-the own language speaking them [GA]
6£lcrravTo 86 Kal 60a6p.a£ov 
They-became-amazed () and were-marvelling
Similarly, the words Sia tI “why?” in direct speech show the speaker’s surprise
and marks the situation referred to as one of contraexpectation, at least for the participant
speaking, e.g. all the 7 occurrences in Matthew:
Matthew 9:1 lb
Aid tI (ictA t<3v TeXwvwv Kal dp.apTQ)X(3v 6a0tei 8 8i8daKaXo? iipwv;
Why with the tax-collectors and sinners eats the teacher of-you?
Matthew 9:14b
Aid Tt fip.61? Kal ol 4>apicraioi vqare6op.ev [ttoXXA], ol 86 p.a0T]Tat crou ou vqaTeuouaiv;
Why we and the Pharisees fast [much], the () disciples of-you not fast?
Here it is the final statement which is contraexpectation.
Also Matthew 13:10b, 15:2a, 15:3b, 17:19b, 21:25b
Similarly, ttcjos* “how?” in direct speech shows the speaker’s surprise and marks the
situation referred to as one of contraexpectation. Although the contraexpectation so
marked is usually in the speaker’s mind, in Matthew 22:43 and 45 Jesus is aware of the
resolution to this apparent contradiction in terms, but is presenting it to his audience as a
paradox for them to think through. There are 11 occurrences in Matthew (excluding 6:28,
10:19 and 12:4 where urns' is not in direct speech):
Matthew 7:4
■fr m3? 6pei? t<3 d8eX<f>o> crou, ”A<j)e? eK(3dXw t5 Kapcf>o? 6k tou 6cf)0aXp.ou crou, Kal ISou f] 8ok8? 
6v t<3 6cj)0aXp.cp crou;
Or how you-say to brother of-you, Allow I-take the speck from the eye of-you, and behold the plank in the 
eye of-you?
Matthew 12:26
Kal el 6 ZaTava? tov ZaTavav 6K(3dXXei, 6(f)’ 6auTov 6|ieptcr0TV m3? ofrv oTa0rjcreTaL f) (BaaiXela 
auTou;
And if  the Satan the Satan drives-out, against him self he-is-divided . How therefore will-stand the kingdom 
of-him?
Also Matthew 12:29,12:34, 16:11,21:20,22:12, 22:43,22:45, 23:33, 26:54
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Indeed, contraexpectation is so strongly marked by trS? that many of the above are 
clearly rhetorical questions emphasizing that such a situation is totally impossible, e.g. 
12:26b means “If that were the case, his kingdom could not possibly stand.”
Thus lexical items marking contraexpectation show what the prototypical expected 
items and relationships were in the mental scenarios of the original speaker and audience.
C a u s a t i v e s  a n d  s c e n a r i o s
It has been stated above, in Chapter 3, that Greek does not always lexicalize or 
grammaticalize a causal chain. Thus the subject of a transitive verb may be the agent of 
that action, or the initiator of that action with some other agent as intermediary. The 
scenario, especially the real-life status of the grammatical subject and hence the participant 
role prototypically assigned to the grammatical subject within that scenario, determines 
whether the subject is the agent or the initiator of the action. An initiator, or “Causer” 
(Andrews, 1985:69-71), is typically someone with authority, who gets things done rather 
than does them personally. Sometimes, however, there is evidence in the grammar, the 
lexicon, or the co-text, to prove that the marked subject is initiator not agent.
Causatives marked lexically and grammatically
Causatives marked by Troieco “to do ” plus purpose clause 
Matthew 5:32 
TTOLet amT]v poixeuOqvai 
makes her to-commit-adultery 
Colossians 4:16b 
iToiVjaaTe Iva Kal ev Trj AaoSiKewv <ekk\t|ct[ q(. dvayvuaQq 
Make so-that also in the of-Laodiceans church may-be-read 
Revelation 13:16 
Kal uoiet TrdvTa?..., iva 8mctiv auToI? x^paypa ... 
and he-makes all, so-that they-may-give to-them mark
Causatives marked with nepnoj, dTroareXXo) “to send”
The use of the Aorist Participle of tt8|±ttco or dTToar^ XXu) preceding a main verb
frequently denotes that the agent of the sending is the causer of the main verb, by the
agency of those sent. Out of only 4 occurrences of Tre|rrrco in Matthew, all four are
Prenuclear Aorist Participles and all except Matthew 2:8 mark causation:
Matthew 11:2-3 
Trfptfrq? 8 id  tcov |i.a0r)Twu auToO  etuev aimo, el... 
having-sent through the disciples of-him said to him, Are you...
NIV “He sent his disciples to ask him, “Are you ...”
John caused his disciples to say ...
Matthew 14:10 
Kal uep/a? AiTeKecjidXLaev [t o v ] ’Iwdvvqv r f l  <f>u\aicq.
And having-sent he-beheaded [the] John in the jail.
NIV “and had John beheaded in the prison.”
Herod caused someone to behead John.
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Similarly with dTrooreAAo):
Matthew 2:16
Kal dTrooretXa? dveXXev ffdvTa? t o u ?  TraTSa? t o u ?  ev BpGXeep 
And having-sent he-destroyed all the boy-children the in Bethlehem.
NIV “he gave orders to kill all the boys in Bethlehem”
Matthew 22:16
Kal dirocrrfXXouCTiv afrrio t o u ?  p a 0 r )T a ?  auTwv peTa t w v  'HpwSiavwv XeyovTe?, AiSdaKaXe,
And they-send to him the disciples of-them with the Herodians saying Teacher 
NIV “They sent their disciples to him along with the Herodians. “Teacher” they said...”
The Participle in Greek agrees with the subject of send, so “saying” means “causing (the disciples) to say...”
Also Matthew 22:7
Causatives marked lexically
The suffix -i£o) is sometimes used to mark causation (Robertson, 1934:149) and
may indicate the presence of both an initiating agent, i.e. causer, and an active agent, e.g.
Causatives marked with ~l£oj suffix 
Matthew 22:30, cf. 24:38 
ouTe yapouaiv ouTe yaptCovTaL
neither marry nor are-given-in-mamage (are caused to many).
Matthew 27:48 
T^rdTiCev afrr6v\
he-gave-to-drink him (caused him to drink).
Causatives determined by the status o f the grammatical subject:
Joseph, a rich man, has a tomb cut from the rock 
Matt 27:59-60
Kal Xa(3a>v t o  crwpa 6 T oocrf|4> eveTuXt^ ev auTo [ev] aiv86vi KaOapa 
And having-taken the body the Joseph wrapped it [in] sheet clean 
Kal e0r]Kev auTo ev t<3 Kaivw auTou pvppetw b ^ XaTdpqaev kv Tfj ireTpa 
and placed it in the new of-him tomb which he-cut in the rock
Pilate, the Roman governor, orders someone to write a charge sheet 
John 19:19 
kypatyev 8k Kal tItXov 6 ITtXaTo? 
wrote () also title the Pilate
The centurion pays to have a synagogue built 
Luke 7:5
tt)v auvaywyf|v auTd? cpKo86priaev f]piv 
the synagogue he built for-us
Paul asks a fellow Christian to write a letter while he dictates 
Romans 15:15 
ToXpqpoTepov 8e £ypaifia uplv 
More-boldly () I-wrote [Paul] to-you
Here I = Paul, see 1:1, so “I wrote” is causative “I caused to be written/dictated” 
Contrast Romans 16:22 
dcmdCopai 6pa? £yw T6pTio? 8 ypatfra? t t )v  8maToXf)v kv Kuplw.
I-greet you I Tertius the having-written the letter in Lord.
Herod has an executioner behead John 
Mark 6:16
8 'Hpd&Ti? eXeyev, "Ov 8yd) direKe^ dXiCTa ’I wdvvriv, 
the Herod was-saying, Whom I beheaded John.
Herod caused John to be beheaded.
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Contrast Mark 6:27 
dTToaTetXa? 6 (JaaiXei;? aueKouXdTopa ... 
having-sent the king executioner 
Kal dueXOwv dueKecjjdXiaev avrbv ev rfj cfwXaicf] 
and having-gone he-beheaded him in the prison
Causatives determined by explicit mention o f  other participants:
John 4:1, 2
’Iqaou? uXetova? |ia0r|Td? rroiei Kal {krrrTt£ei fj ’Itodvvq?
Jesus more disciples makes and baptizes than John
KalToiye ’Iqaou? ambs ovk epduTiCev dXX’ ol |ia0r|Tal auToO
though Jesus himself not was-baptizing but the disciples of-him
In 4:1 “baptizes” is causative, unless we are to understand that this was a false rumour.
Chapter summary
Scenario structure provides the conceptual basis for understanding lexical 
cohesion. Greek lexical collocation within New Testament pericopes is better explained by 
lexical cohesion at scenario level, than by the narrower category of Louw and Nida’s 
semantic domains (1988).
Scenario theory also explains the occurrence of Greek lexical doublets which refer 
not to separate concepts but to a single scenario or conceptual cluster in which the discrete 
referents belong.
Scenario structure, by providing a mental framework where specific lexical items 
and concepts are stored in prototypically interrelated semantic slots, explains both the use 
of lexicalized contraexpectation markers and causative forms, and also how the original 
audience would understand contraexpectation and causation even where there is no lexical 
marking.
Lexical collocation, lexical doublets, contraexpectation markers and lexicalized 
causative verbs in the source text can therefore be used as criteria in reconstructing the 
specific content of source culture scenarios. However, the potential mismatch in the 
contents of specific scenarios between the source and target cultures means that 
translations may need to make certain concepts explicit which were left implicit in the 
source text.
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C h a p t e r  9  
G R E E K  D I S C O U R S E  
A N D  S C E N A R I O S
Since scenarios affect both grammatical structure and lexical co-occurrence in a 
text, the combination of grammar and lexis enables the audience to identify which 
scenarios the author is referring to and thus understand the discourse as semantically 
coherent. In this chapter I investigate the interrelation between grammatical forms and 
lexical items in Greek discourse, and show how this indicates the contents of scenarios in 
the source culture. I also give examples of the way scenarios are used to identify key 
elements essential for understanding discourse, and give an example of how scenario 
theory affects the principles and practice of discourse analysis.
S c e n a r i o s  a n d  c o h e r e n c e  i n  d i s c o u r s e
I argue that semantic coherence, the “underlying functional or logical 
connectedness” of a text (Crystal, 1995:449), is based on the scenario, and scenarios are 
identified by both lexical co-occurrence and Hearer-old grammatical marking. 
Consequently, discourse boundaries and semantic relationships can be deduced not only 
from explicit markers such as conjunctions, and from clusters of vocabulary from the same 
semantic domains, but also from the patterning of Hearer-old markers, and from lexical 
items which are not in the same semantic domain, but are in the same scenario.
For example, in the four New Testament leprosy pericopes, not only is there a co­
occurrence of certain vocabulary, as previously noted, but there is also the use of the 
article to mark Discourse-new entities as Hearer-old:
episode Matt. 8:1-4 Mk. 1:40-45 Lk. 5:12-16 17:12-19
-article
leper Xeupo? 8:2 1:40
leprosy Xeupa - - 5:12
leprous (man) Xeupo? - - - 17:12
+article
leprosy f] X^ upa 8:3 1:42 5:13
priest_________ 6 iepeu?_______8j4___________ 1:44__________ 5:14___________ 17:14
purify KaOaplCw 8:2,3 (x2) 1:40,41,42 5:12,13 17:14,17
The co-occurrence of vocabulary, “priest” and “purify”, together with the Hearer-old 
marker, the article, for the Discourse-new item “priest”, is strong textual evidence that 
these elements are part of the leprosy scenario (cf. Leviticus 14). Since “priest” is marked 
Hearer-old, it refers specifically to the priest that is prototypically present in the open
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“leprosy” scenario, i.e. the priest on duty at the Temple in Jerusalem. Moreover, the open 
“leprosy” scenario enables the audience to expect that the “priest” will be mentioned at the 
end of this pericope, since the priest’s role is to confirm healing from leprosy and offer 
appropriate sacrifices. Likewise, since Ka0apt£o) is in the “leprosy” scenario, it means 
purify ritually not clean physically. Moreover, the “leprosy” scenario enables the audience 
to expect that ritual purity is desired by the leper and is the solution to the leper’s most 
pressing problem. Since leprosy, purify and priest are each linked to ritual impurity, ritual 
impurity is the topic of the leprosy pericopes, even though it is never explicit in the text.
Thus the “leprosy” scenario, through its causal link with the “ritual impurity” 
scenario (Leviticus 13:2-3), not only provides lexical cohesion, but also gives semantic 
coherence and helps define the boundaries of the pericope.
Analyzing the pericopes about Jairus’ daughter, we find similar patterns of 
vocabulary and articular use:
episode Matt. 9:18-26 Mk. 5:22-43 Lk. 8:41-56
-article
ruler dpxwv
dpxicmvaycoyo?
0opu(3ov
9:18 - 8:41
synagogue ruler - 5:22 -
uproar - 5:38 -
daughter GuydTqp - - 8:42
+article
ruler 8 apxwv 9:23 - -
synagogue ruler 8 dpxiaw ayw yo? - 5:35,36, 38 8:49
daughter f] 0uydTT)p 9:18 5:35 8:49
daughter t 8  OuyaTpiov 
t o  Kopdaiov
- 5:23 -
girl 9:24,25 5:42 -
child f] utii? - - 8:51,54
child t 8  uaiSLov - 5:39, 40, 41 -
crowd 8 oxXo? 9:23, 25 - -
pipe-plaver 8 auXr|TT|? 9:23 _
trouble 0upu|38a) 9:23 5:39 -
weep KXatw - 5:38, 39 8:52 (x2)
mourn k6 u t w - - 8:52
wail dXaXd/w - 5:38 -
die TeXeuTaa) 9:18 - -
die duoGvqaica) 9:24 5:35, 39 8:42,49, 52, 53
about to die ecx d ra ?  exw 
Ka0eu8(o
- 5:23 -
sleep 9:24 5:39 8:52
lay (hands) euiT(.0q|j.i
oxoCo)
9:18 5:23 -
heal, save - 5:23 8:50
live Cdto 9:18 5:23 -
raise, rise eyetpca 9:25 5:41 8:54
In the above data, despite the variety of lexical items, almost all the vocabulary 
clearly belongs in a limited number of semantic domains: child, death, mourning, and 
healing. We also see that, apart from the new participant, the (synagogue) ruler, most 
nouns are introduced with Hearer-old marking, the article. Exceptions are the “daughter”, 
introduced in Luke 8:42 as Hearer-new (whereas in the other accounts she is introduced as 
Hearer-old, since prototypically adult men have a daughter), and the “uproar”, introduced 
in Mark 5:38 as Hearer-new.
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Matthew however introduces the people wailing and weeping with two nouns 
marked Hearer-old, “the crowd and the pipe-players” (9:23). This, according to my theory, 
is evidence that this crowd and these pipe-players are prototypically part of a first-century 
Jewish death scenario. This is in accord with the Jewish custom of hiring professional 
mourners, as evidenced in Jeremiah 9:17-18. If, as is commonly supposed, Matthew writes 
as a Jew to Jews, he can assume that professional mourners are part of his audience’s death 
scenario and accordingly mark these Discourse-new items as Hearer-old. In contrast, Mark 
and Luke, writing for gentiles, introduce the mourning as Hearer-new information.
Thus, although pipe-players are not in the same semantic domain as death, they are 
in the same New Testament scenario. Textual evidence for this is from lexical co­
occurrence, and use of the article to mark Hearer-old information, thus marking pipe- 
players as part of an open scenario. In a scenario approach to semantic domain 
classification, pipe-players would need to be explicitly linked to the semantic domain of 
death. In this way a classification of the lexicon into semantic domains would provide 
evidence of lexical cohesion (rather than confusion) in this text, and be a powerful tool for 
determining semantic coherence and chunking the discourse into episodes.
Similarly, there is a correlation between co-occurrence of verbs and use of
Participles. This corresponds to my theory that Participles refer to events in the same
scenario as the main verb. The scenario of the main verb not only functions as a single
chunk in discourse, but also determines the sense of the verb in participial form, and its
semantic relationship to the main verb.
For example, the computer program GRAMCORD finds 15 Aorist Participles
nominative of ttLtttw “fall” in the New Testament, all Prenuclear, which cluster in a
limited number of scenarios, as follows:
Deliberate - respect (x8/15 = 53%) 
al worship/obeisance scenario 1x5/151
Matt. 2:11, 4:9, 18:26, Acts 10:25, 1 Cor. 14:25 all with upoaKiivea) 
b] beseeching scenario fx3/15]
Matt. 18:29, Luke 8:41, with TrapaKaXdio, Luke 5:12, with 86opai 
Uncontrolled (x5/15=33%) 
cl tripping scenario 1x2/15)
Matt. 21:44, Luke 20:18 with auvOXdw “crush”
d] spirit possession scenario fxl/15]
Mark 9:20, with KuXtcu “roll”
e] sudden death scenario fxl/15]
Acts 5:5, with “die”
fl dazzled scenario fxl/15]
Acts 9:4, with &kouco “hear” but predictable from “light from heaven” in 9:3 
Inanimate subject 1x2/15= 13%1 
g] sowing scenario fx2/15]
Luke 8:14 (part of a noun phrase] to ... Trecrdy with TeXecr^ opda), “bear fruit to maturity”. 
John 12:24 with ATTo0vf|CTKW “die”, cf. e) above.
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These collocations indicate at least three senses of TrtiTTco, deliberate obeisance, non-
deliberate falling, and being deliberately caused to fall. (In contrast, ttItttol) only occurs
once as Present Participle nominative, in a Periphrastic Future construction, Mark 13:25.)
Similarly, according to GRAMCORD data, there are 18 Prenuclear Aorist
Participles nominative of &<f)tr||±L, excluding Mark 13:34 where it functions adjectivally. In
contrast, Prenuclear Present Participle Nominative never occurs. These belong to three
distinct scenarios, indicating different senses: 
a") physical departure (xl4/18=78%)
Matt.4:20,4:22, Mark 1:18, Luke 5:11, 18:28 with dKoXouG^ co “follow” (x5)
Matt.22:22,26:44, Mark 1:20, 8:13, 12:12 with dnrfpxogai “depart” (x5)
Matt.26:56, Mark 14:50 with (peti-yu “flee” (x2)
Matt.26:56 t o u t o  8k 8Xov yeyovev Iva ttXtjpgjOw c t iv  at ypa<f>al t w v  Trpo<f>r)T(3v.
Matt.l3:36 with epxopai “go” (xl)
Mark 4:36 with TrapaXappdvw “take” (xl) 
b) abandon as a choice (x3/18=T7%)
Mark 7:8 with KpaTew “keep”, Rom. 1:27 with icata) “bum” (with lust),
Heb. 6:1 with (pipio “bear”, 
cY release ta crvY (x 1/18=6%)
Mark 15:37 with £kttv8co “die”
Collocations of vocabulaiy and Participle also help identify the components of
meaning of lexical items, allowing better exegesis and translation. For example, the New
Testament has 101 Prenuclear Aorist Participles nominative of dTroKp'ivo|iai “respond”
followed within 6 words by an Indicative main verb (45 in Matthew, 15 in Mark, 35 in
Luke, 6 in Acts, none in John or the Epistles). In every occurrence the main verb is a verb
of speech (data from GRAMCORD):
[VERB indicative] (102 total words)
Number of different forms = 3:
eliTov to say = 85
Xeyw to say, speak, tell = 14
</>r|p.t to say = 3
There are no Present Participles nominative of tiTroKplvo|±aL in the New Testament, 
Prenuclear or Postnuclear. Thus when this verb occurs as a Prenuclear Participle 
nominative, it is always Aorist and always in a “speaking” scenario.
Although commonly glossed “answer”, dTroKptvofiai may be used when the 
addressee is not the preceding speaker, e.g. Luke 8:50 (where Jesus addresses the 
addressee of the preceding speech act), and when the preceding event is not a speech act, 
e.g. Acts 3:12 (where Peter speaks in response to people gathering round) and Acts 5:8 
(where Peter speaks in response to Sapphira’s arrival).
Thus lexical and grammatical collocations show that dTTOKp'ivoqai is part of the 
“speak” scenario, but is only used when the speech act is in response to a verbal or non­
verbal act. As a Participle, it only occurs as a Prenuclear Aorist with a speech verb. This 
correlates with my theory that Prenuclear Aorist Participles refer to events preceding, and 
in the same scenario as, the main verb. The gloss “respond” fits this contextual usage, and 
explains Prenuclear Aorist usage, as mental response will always precede the speech act.
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When oLTroKp(,yo(j.ai is used as a main verb, the speech act is implicit, i.e. “respond (by 
saying)”.
If, as I argue, Participles always refer to items in the same scenario as the main 
verb, then for every main verb there will be a specific patterning of Participles as regards 
both semantic domains and grammatical and syntactic forms. Participles from specific 
semantic domains will regularly co-occur with main verbs of a particular semantic domain, 
with the Participles showing distinctive Aorist or Present, Prenuclear or Postnuclear 
patterning. These patterns identify scenario units, and can be used to clarify the semantic 
relationship between main verb and Participle, e.g.
(data from M. B. O’Donnell’s search program)
Prenuclear Aorist Participles in Gospels and Acts by semantic domain
(only domains above 10% listed)
W ith any main verbs
Frequency Percentage Domain
414/1175 35% (15) Linear Movement
193/1175 16% (33) Communication
161/1175 14% (24) Sensory Events and States
With X£yo) (including eluov) as main verb
Frequency Percentage Domain
126/292 43 % (33) Communication
55/292 19 % (24) Sensory Events and States
53/292 18% (15) Linear Movement
Thus, in the Gospels and Acts, Prenuclear Aorist Participles with Xeyoi as main
verb show a distribution into semantic domains which is significantly different from that of
Prenuclear Aorist Participles irrespective of the main verb, i.e.
Domain With any main verb With \kyoi as main verb Deviation
(15) Linear Movement 414/1175 = 35% 53/292 = 18% -17%
(33) Communication 193/1175 = 16% 126/292 = 43% +27%
(24) Sensory Events and States 161/1175 = 14% 55/292 = 19 % +5%
In Gospels and Acts, the exceptionally high percentage of Prenuclear Aorist 
Participles in the domain of (15) Linear Movement can be understood by reference to 
Appendix H which charts the travelogue sections of Acts.
Similarly the exceptionally high percentage of Prenuclear Aorist Participles in the 
domain of (33) Communication with Xeyto as main verb can be understood by the frequent 
use of dTTOKpivojiai “respond” in narrative (though not in the Epistles). This one verb, in 
the domain of Communication, accounts for 36% of all Prenuclear Aorist Participles 
preceding Xeytn / eliTov (data from GRAMCORD):
Prenuclear Aorist Participles with \kyco or etuov as main verb (i.e. Indicative within 6 words)
Gospels and Acts whole New Testament
All Prenuclear Aorist Participles 269 270
Prenuclear Aorist Participles of dTroKptvopm 98 (36%) 98
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Similarly \6yco as Postnuclear Present Participle shows a significant correlation 
with Domains of main verbs in the Gospels and Acts, i.e. (data from M. B. O’Donnell’s 
search program, only domains above 5% listed):
Semantic domains o f  all verbs in Gospels and Acts
Frequency Percentage Domain
4038/18649 22% (33) Communication
3321/18649 18% (15) Linear Movement
2198/18649 12% (13) Be, Become, Exist, Happen
974/18649 5% (57) Possess, Transfer, Exchange
945/18649 5% (24) Sensory Events and States
Semantic domains o f  main verbs in Gospels and Acts 
with X£y&) as Postnuclear Present Participle
Frequency Percentage Domain
106/234 45 % (33) Communication
49/234 21 % (15) Linear Movement
In the Gospels and Acts, the Present Participle of \6yo) follows a verb of 
Communication in 45% of occurrences, whereas Communication verbs constitute only 
22% of all verbs. After a verb of Communication, \6yco as Postnuclear Present Participle is 
pragmatically SPECIFIC, introducing the specific words referred to generically by the 
main verb, e.g. Luke 1:67. After a verb of Linear Movement, Xeya) as Postnuclear Present 
Participle is pragmatically PURPOSE and RESULT, giving the message for which the 
movement was undertaken, e.g. Luke 7:19.
This correlation between semantic domains and different participial forms is in line 
with my theory that Participles represent prototypical elements in the scenario of the main 
verb. These main verb and Participle clusters represent single scenarios, providing lexical 
cohesion and semantic coherence in discourse, and dividing the discourse into conceptual 
chunks.
S c e n a r i o s  a n d  d i s c o u r s e  a n a l y s i s
We saw in Chapter 3 that writers communicate more than is explicit in the written 
text, by expecting their audience to inteipret the explicit form of the text in the light of 
their mental scenarios. Thus, scenario theory not only explains certain elements of 
grammar, syntax and lexicon, but it predicts that certain concepts, some central to the 
understanding of the message, including facts and relationships between facts, will be 
implicit, i.e. NOT written in the author’s text, but intended by the author to be part of the 
communicated message. In Chapter 4, we saw how lexical collocation, and hence textual 
cohesion, depends on the author’s mental scenarios which he expects his audience to share, 
In Chapter 5, we saw how Participles and main verbs cluster according to scenarios, and 
how this can be used for chunking the text into units. We have also seen how a single text
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chunk can be highlighted by conjoining main verbs belonging to a single scenario script by 
Kal, or by using a statistically marked verb form (such as Present in past time narrative), or 
a combination of both. This marks out the text chunk as highlighted or significant at a 
higher discourse level than clause or sentence. In Chapter 6, we saw how the article is used 
to refer to Hearer-old entities in information status taxonomy, and how those categories 
also depend on scenario theory. We have also seen anarthrous nouns mark salience, either 
introducing a totally NEW item, or referring to a Hearer-old entity but marking it salient. 
Such salience may be only at clause level, but frequently identifies salience or theme at 
higher discourse levels.
All these factors play a role in discourse analysis. There are many different 
approaches to discourse analysis (see Mann and Thompson, 1992, which shows different 
approaches to the analysis of a single text). However, there are several factors which are 
fundamental in discourse analysis regardless of the specific model used, as listed below
(Nida and Taber, 1982:152):
1. the marking of the beginning and end of a discourse
2. the marking of major internal transitions
3. the marking of temporal relations between events
4. the marking of spatial relations between events and objects
5. the marking of logical relations between events
6. the identification of participants
7. the highlighting, focus, emphasis, etc.
8. author involvement
Often there are grammatical, syntactical, or lexical markers in the text itself which help in 
determining these factors, but frequently such relationships are implicit and must be 
inferred by the audience in order to produce a coherent text (Mann and Thompson,
1987:3). Only reference to the prototypical scenario, which the original author assumed to 
be in the mind of the original audience, will clarify such matters, as the following 
examples show.
1. the marking o f the beginning and end o f a discourse
Romans 1:1 TTauXos* 800X09 XpiaToO ’Iqaou... “Paul, a servant of Christ Jesus...” 
The marking of the beginning of a letter with the sender’s name depends on a culturally 
dependent “letter” scenario (Reed, 1997:181), which a) gives the author’s name letter- 
initial (as opposed to the English pattern for personal letters, of addressee’s name letter- 
initial, and sender’s name letter-final), and b) allows an unmodified third person noun to 
have a real life first person referent, so that “Paul” TlaOXos1 in 1:1 = “I” of eOxapicmo 1:8.
Mark 16:8 e<j)o(3o0i?To yap “For they were afraid” has been dismissed as the end of 
the Gospel as it appears to be an unfinished sentence. Afraid of what? Reed strongly 
argues (1997) that this is the original ending of Mark’s Gospel. That conclusion relies on 
the original audience having a scenario for “fear” which included prototypical REASONS 
for such fear, but allowed the reasons not to be grammaticalized, but left implicit. Thus, 
“For they were afraid” can be regarded as both grammatically and semantically complete,
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since the reason for their fear, though not stated in words, is adequately communicated to 
the audience by the author through the combination of the facts of the text and the 
prototypical expectations of the “fear” scenario. Mark’s audience is traditionally taken to 
be Christians in Rome during the second half of the first-century (e.g. Lane, 1974:12-17). 
Such Christians, themselves under persecution or suspicion, would readily identify 
appropriate reasons for the women’s fear.
2. the marking o f major internal transitions
Luke 4:1 marks the beginning of a major internal transition between EPISODES, 
separating 4:1-13 “The Temptation of Jesus” from 3:21-38 “The Baptism and Genealogy 
of Jesus”. Although both sections focus on Jesus as Son of God who is anointed by the 
Holy Spirit there is a shift in scenarios from baptism and genealogy to temptation. This 
“temptation” scenario is opened explicitly in 4:2 by both the event and the prototypical 
agent uapaCoiievos1 utto t o u  8ia(3oXou “being tempted by the Devil” and explicitly 
closed in 4:13 using an abstract noun for the event Kal auvTeXeoas* nobra Treipaapov 
o SiapoXos1 ... “And having completed the whole temptation, the Devil...” The 
“temptation” scenario is also evoked by three specific temptations, by the quotation of 
scripture to rebut the temptations, and by the location “the desert” (4:1) as the prototypical 
location of temptation for the Israelites, evoked in 4:4 by Jesus quoting Deuteronomy 8:3 
where the context (8:2-3) is testing by God when hungry in the wilderness, and again in 
4:8 quoting Deuteronomy 6:13 where the context (6:16) again mentions the wilderness 
temptations.
Luke 3:9 “The axe is already at the root of the trees” appears to be a major internal 
transition, marked by a change in vocabulary from that of wrath, repentance and salvation 
3:3-8, to trees and axes, and by both a temporal marker and a development marker q8q 88. 
This analysis is false, however, since the original audience had a metaphorical link 
between the scenarios for “God punishing people” and “man chopping down trees”. Thus 
the lexical items, although worlds apart in terms of Louw and Nida’s semantic domains 
(1988), belong to one and the same scenario for the original target audience.
3. the marking o f temporal relations between events
Acts 25:13 KaTijuTTjcrav ... acmagccqgvoi t o v  4>fjcrrov is translated by NIV as 
“arrived ... to pay their respects to Festus”. Here “paying respects”, encoded by a 
Postnuclear Aorist Participle, follows “arriving” in real time. Compare Colossians 1:3-4 
Euxapicrrou|iev tco 0gq> ... cLKotigavTgg “We ... thank God ... because we have heard” 
(NIV), where “hearing”, which is also encoded by a Postnuclear Aorist Participle, 
precedes “thanking” in real time. The temporal relationship between the event marked by 
the Aorist Participle and that marked by the Indicative is not determined on the basis of 
grammatical, lexical, or syntactical markings alone, but depends on the prototypical
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relationship between those two events when they occur in the same scenario, that of the 
main verb.
4. the marking o f spatial relations between events and objects
Acts 26:32b-27:la “This man could have been set free if he had not appealed to 
Caesar... When it was decided that we would set sail for Italy...” The text contains no 
explicit spatial connection between Caesar and Italy. The original audience’s scenario, of 
course, had Italy as “location” within the “Caesar” scenario, thus linking these verses both 
spatially and logically. Without such extra-textual information from this scenario, there is 
no way for the audience to know whether going to Italy brings Paul closer to, or further 
from, his goal.
5. the marking o f logical relations between events
Acts 16:38 “when they heard that Paul and Silas were Roman citizens they were 
alarmed.” The logical relationship between the officers finding out that they were Roman 
citizens and becoming alarmed only makes sense by supplying information from the 
original audience’s scenario that it was illegal to beat a Roman citizen, but legal to treat 
non-Romans this way (Barrett, 1998:801).
6. the identification o f participants
Revelation 17:9 “The seven heads are seven hills.” The link between seven hills 
and Rome was in the location section of the author and audience’s Rome scenario, and 
thus “seven hills” would be “instantly recognizable as a metaphor for Rome” (Aune, 
1998b:944).
Matthew 5:4 “Blessed are those who mourn for they will be comforted.” 
Comforted by whom? The scenario set up by p.aicdpioi “blessed” is of being blessed by 
God (cf. LXX Psalm bl:l). Similarly “kingdom of heaven” in (5:3) is coreferential with 
kingdom of God, since “heaven” is the prototypical location in the God scenario. Thus 
God, even though not lexicalized until 5:8 and 9, is the agent throughout the beatitudes, 
and is the one who comforts in 5:4.
7. the highlighting, focus, emphasis, etc.
Hebrews 1:2 e\6Xr\aev fjplv ev ulcp “[God] spoke to us by means of [his] son.” 
Not only does the Hebrew Christian audience’s scenario of “God”, as agent, determine the 
referent of son as God’s son, i.e. Jesus, but once the referent is established, through the 
scenario, as Hearer-old, the grammatical marking anarthrous, shows salience.
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8. author involvement
Romans 1:8 enxapiarw “I thank.” The involvement of the author in this text
depends fundamentally on identifying “I” here as coreferential with IlaOXos' “Paul” (1:1),
rather than being ambiguous and possibly referring to the scribe who wrote the letter.
Given a “letter writing” scenario which allows for two “writers”, one who dictates and
controls the content, and another who merely transcribes what is dictated, identifying
which is which depends on the original audience’s “letter” scenario, which determined
whether, where, and how each “writer” might introduce themselves. Reed comments on
how prototypical participants in the “letter writing” scenario are grammaticalized in a
Hellenistic Greek letter (1997:181):
The prescript - namely superscription (sender, ‘implied author’) and adscription (recipient, ‘ implied 
reader’) - was obligatory for the epistolary genre. To it was typically added a salutation ... The prescript 
and salutation (and other opening elements such as the thanksgiving) set the social and interpersonal 
context for the entire discourse. They often take the the form of ‘A (nominative) to B (dative), 
greetings...’
Thus the initial proper noun in the letter clearly referred to the “sender” or “implied 
author” rather than to the scribe of the letter. Consequently, the introduction of a second 
“writer” in 16:22 (eyci) Tepnos- o ypd a^s* tt)v £mcrroXf|V “I, Tertius who wrote this 
letter”) would not have caused the original target audience to wonder who the sender of the 
letter was or whether the previous first person references were to Paul or Tertius.
E x a m p l e s  o f  u s i n g  s c e n a r i o  t h e o r y  i n  d i s c o u r s e  a n a l y s i s
Scenario theory is not only applicable to basic issues which are fundamental to all
types of discourse analysis, but can also be used to complement and refine specific
methodologies for analysing discourse. This is illustrated by applying scenario theory to
the methodology used by Danove for analysing Mark’s Gospel (1993b) and then using the
modifed criteria to re-evaluate parts of his analysis.
Danove (1993b) takes Fillmore’s theory of semantic frames (1968), a seminal
concept for the development of scenario theory, and applies it to Greek discourse in Mark.
He gives certain factors for determining the boundaries of episodes (1993b: 101):
Criteria for isolating constituent macro-events are the recognition of
1. patterns of referents in the semantic functions associated with the subject and object complements of 
predicators
2. place indicators, usually in prepositional phrases
3. the repetition of vocabulary associated with a particular theme
4. parallel narrative units with the passion prediction complex and its constituents, passion prediction, 
conflict, and teaching, a special case
5. intercalations which employ a combination of the first, third and fourth criteria
Danove’s criteria are similar to those used by many discourse analysts (see Mann 
and Thompson, 1992, for several analyses of the same text). These criteria rely on scenario 
theory to determine such matters as co-referential terms (1), the relationship between place
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indicators (2), determining whether vocabulary refers to the same theme (3), and whether 
units are parallel (4).
Danove limits the significance of referents to certain semantic roles, which fails to 
take into account that scenarios may be cued by less focal referents, and that focal referents 
such as subject or object may be implicit. Surprisingly, Danove also omits place indicators 
(2) as a criterion for intercalation, which I believe is a mistake, given that location is a 
prototypical element in scenarios and prototypically occurs in narrative as a significant 
element of the setting.
Consequently, I propose a modification of Danove’s criteria which incorporates 
insights from scenario theory (modifications in bold):
The criterion for isolating constituent macro-events is identification o f  the scenario o r  scenarios which are 
open. Open scenarios can be identified by:
1. patterns of referents in all semantic functions associated with predicators whether explicit or 
implicit
2. place indicators, usually in prepositional phrases, including implicit locations
3. the repetition of vocabulary associated with a particular theme, and explicit or  implicit reference to 
any items from the same scenario.
4. parallel narrative units with the passion prediction complex and its constituents, passion prediction, 
conflict, and teaching, a special case, noting that there may be parallel concepts without lexica! 
parallels or repetition.
5. intercalations which employ a combination of the first, second, third and fourth criteria
6. In Greek open scenarios are also indicated by Hearer-old markers such as Participles and 
arthrous nouns. Clusters o f  Participles and main verbs always belong in a single scenario, so must 
always be in the same macro-event. Articular nouns o f  all categories, except 2a KN O W N  unused 
and 3c GIVEN textual - displaced, must be in the same macro-event as the noun or concept they 
refer back to.
Donahue’ s intercalations
Danove, quoting John Donahue (1983:58-59), defines intercalations as follows: 
(1993b: 100):
a literary technique “whereby Mark breaks the flow of a narrative by inserting a new pericope after the 
beginning of an initial story.” Intercalations present occasions of inherently parallel constituents in that a 
given set of referents of the complements of predicators and a given vocabulary establish an inclusio 
around a central “interrupting” event.
Danove accepts 5 of the 7 intercalations which Donahue identified in Mark
(1983:58-59), viz. (with interrupting event in square brackets):
3:20-21 [22-303 31-35,
5:21-24a [24b-34] 35-43 
6:6b-13 [14-29] 30-32 
11:12-14 [15-19] 20-25 
14:1-2 [3-9] 10-11
But he rejects 2 of Donahue’s intercalations on the grounds that the first and last section do
not share a majority of the same referents, viz.:
14:10-11 [12-16] 17-21 Judas, high priests / Jesus, twelve disciples, Judas
14:54 [55-65] 66-71 Peter / Peter, maid, cock, those present
I will investigate these disputed intercalations in the light of scenario theory, taking 
into account all participants (not only those in subject and object slots), plus Hearer-old 
markers of Participles and article, and the significance of time and location in a scenario.
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Charting participants in Mark 14:10-11 and 14:17-21 we find (NB [ ] means
implied):
14:10-11 Judas the twelve Jesus high priests
[BE] [Judas] one of the twelve
GO Judas to high priests
BETRAY zero him to them
HEAR they
[BETRAY Judas Jesus]
REJOICE [because Judas will betray Jesus] zero
PROMISE him zero
SEEK zero
BETRAY zero him
14:17-21 Judas the twelve Jesus high priests
COME [Judas] with the twelve zero
RECLINE [Judas] zero zero
EAT [Judas] zero zero
SAY [to Judas] [to them] Jesus
SAY [to Judas] to you zero 1st person
BETRAY one of you me
EAT the with me
GRIEVE [because Judas] zero [will betray Jesus]
SAY zero to him
[BETRAY] I [you]
SAY to them he
[BETRAY] one of the twelve me
DIP the with me
GO Son of Man
WRITTEN concerning him
WOE to that man
BETRAY through whom Son of Man
GOOD if NOT BORN that man
Danove ignores Jesus as a participant in the first section (14:10-11), presumably
because he is not physically present in the scene. Yet Jesus is the object of the verb betray
twice explicitly (14:10 “in order to betray him” and 14:11 “how he might betray him”),
and twice in an implicit clause (14:11 “having heard” [that Judas would betray Jesus] and
“they rejoiced” [because Judas would betray Jesus]). Also, by restricting participants to
those in subject and object slots (criterion 1), Danove omits “the twelve” as participants in
the first section, although they are explicit in 14:10. Thus the participants in the scenarios
evoked in these sections are not as Danove states (line 1 below), but as in lines 2 and 3: 
14:10-11 [12-16] 17-21 Judas, high priests / Jesus, twelve disciples, Judas
14:10-11 Judas, twelve disciples, Jesus, high priests
14:17-21 Judas, twelve disciples, Jesus
Regarding Danove’s third criterion “the repetition of vocabulary associated with a 
particular theme”, it is hard to see how he disregards the repetition of Judas betraying 
Jesus as thematic. This occurs four times in each section, twice explicit and twice 
grammatically implicit. The references to betrayal in the first section (14:10-11) have been 
listed above; those in the final section (14:17-21) are 14:18 “one of you will betray me”, 
14:19 “It is not me is it [who will betray you]?”, 14:20 “one of the twelve [will betray 
me]”, and 14:21 “that man by whom the son of Man is betrayed”. Although Judas is not 
named in 14:17-21, the narrative’s audience already knows, from 14:10, that the betrayer
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is Judas. There is also a clear lexical and semantic link between “one of the twelve” 
(14:10), referring to Judas in the first section, and “one of you” (14:18) and “one of the 
twelve” (14:20), referring to Judas in the last section. In contrast, the interrupting section 
(14:12-16) has no reference, explicit or implicit, either to Judas or to betrayal. Thus I 
believe that by taking Danove’s own criteria for determining discourse boundaries, and 
expanding them to include implicit scenarios, not simply explicit surface forms and 
lexicon, the intercalation proposed by Donahue is justified.
Regarding Danove’s fourth criterion about parallel narrative units, he fails to
recognize several significant parallels in these sections:
14:10-11
a) 14:10 Judas is one of the twelve
b) 14:10 Judas goes to the high Priests
c) [implicit] [Judas says “Judas will betray Jesus” ]
d) 14:11 high priests rejoice [because Judas will betray Jesus]
e) 14:11a high priests respond by promising a reward [because ...]
f) 14:11b Judas responds by seeking an opportunity [to ...]
14:17-21
a) 14:17 [Judas is one of] the twelve
b) 14:17 Judas goes with Jesus and the twelve
c) 14:18 Jesus says “one of you [Judas] will betray Jesus”
d) 14:19a disciples grieve [because Judas will betray Jesus]
e) 14:19b disciples respond by asking Jesus for information [about...]
0 14:20-21 Jesus responds by giving shrouded information [about...]
Note that [...] above always means the thematic clause “Judas will betray Jesus” 
which is implicit. Thus there is a strong parallel structure here, highlighting the contrast 
between the reaction of the high priests and the disciples to the same thematic news:
a) WHO Judas is one of the twelve apostles
b) WHERE Judas is with high priests/Jesus and disciples
c) WHAT Judas/Jesus say Judas will betray Jesus
d) RESPONSE high priests/disciples respond emotionally with joy/sadness
e) RESPONSE high priests/disciples respond behaviourally promise/ask
f> RESPONSE Judas/Jesus respond behaviourally seek opportunity/warn
Note also the narrative device of letting the narrative audience know that “one of 
you” is Judas, whilst all the disciples but Judas, as the original audience of Jesus’s words, 
are unaware of the referent. This also highlights the significance of the betrayal in the 
narrative.
The second intercalation which Donahue proposed but Danove disputes is found in
Mark 14:54 [55-65] 66-71. Danove again rejects this because the first and last sections
show different patterns of referents (criterion 1):
14:54 [55-65] 66-71 Peter / Peter, maid, cock, those present
Danove, by limiting significant referents to subject and object slots (criterion 1), and by 
ignoring “place indicators” (criterion 2) as a factor in determining intercalations, also 
skews his analysis of this section.
Charting participants, including non-human, in Mark 14:54 and 14:66-71 we find:
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14:54 Peter Jesus servants court high priest
FOLLOW Peter him in the court of the h.p.
SIT [zero] w. the attendants [there] [of the h.p]
WARM [zero] [w. the attendants] [there] [of the h.p]
14:66-71 Peter Jesus servants court high priest
BE Peter [w. the attendants] in the court [of the h.p.]
COME one of maids [there] of the h.p.
SEE Peter zero [there]
WARM [Peter] zero [there]
LOOK AT him zero [there]
SAY [to him] zero
BE you with Jesus
DENY he
[BE Peter with Jesus]
SAY [zero] [to maid]
NOT KNOW I
SAY you
WENT OUT [zero] [from there]
[to forecourt] [of the h.p.]
SEE him the maid
SAY [zero] bystanders(?)
BE this of them
[Jesus’s disciples]
DENY he
[BE Peter with Jesus]
SAY to Peter bystanders(?)
BE you of them
[Jesus’s disciples]
BE you Galilean
[like Jesus]
CURSE he
SWEAR [zero]
NOT KNOW I this man
SAY whom you
CROW cockerel
REMEMBER Peter
SAY he
CROW cockerel
DENY you me
BREAK DOWN [zero]
WEEP [zero]
By charting the participants, both explicit and implicit, regardless of their case role 
(see lines 2 and 3 below), we see that Danove’s analysis of participants (line 1) is 
misleading:
14:54 [55-65] 66-71 Peter / Peter, maid, cock, those present
14:54 Peter, Jesus, high priest, court, servants (attendants)
14:66-71 Peter, Jesus, high priest, court, servants (maid, bystanders), cockerel
In contrast, the participants in 14:55-65, although including Jesus and the high priest as in
the other two sections, also include the chief priests, the whole council, and witnesses, but
do not include Peter, servants or the cockerel.
If we look at Danove’s second criterion for analysis of episodes, i.e. place
indicators, we see that each of these two sections begins in the same place, “the court of
the high priest”. Moreover, Mark 14:66 presents the location with Hearer-old marking, the
article, referring back to the first section, and so leaves “of the high priest” implicit
(relevant item bolded):
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Kal 6vto? tou IleTpou Kdra kv tQ atiXfj 
And being the Peter below in the court 
cf. Mark 14:54 
el? rf|V ai>Xfjv toO dpxiep&o? Kal fjv auyKaOijfievo?.. 
into the court of-the highpriest and was sitting-with...
In fact this opening clause of the third section of the intercalation has three Hearer-
old markers referring back to the first section:
Section 1 Section 3
14:54 6 II^ Tpo? Peter 14:66 toO IRTpov Peter
2b KNOWN inferrable, see 14:50 “all” 3c GIVEN textual - displaced
14:54 fjv was 14:66 8vto?  being (GA)
Hearer-new, main verb 3 c GIVEN textual - displaced
14:54 tt)u auXqv tou dpxiepew? the h.p.’s court 14:66 Tf] auXrj the [h.p.’s] court
2b KNOWN inferrable 3 c GIVEN textual - displaced
Similarly the third clause of the third section of the intercalation uses the Hearer-
old participle to refer back to the first section:
14:54 f)V ... 0epp.aiv6p.evo? upo? to cf)t3?. 14:67 ISouara tov IleTpov 0epp.aiv6p.evov
was warming himself by the fire. seeing Peter warming himself
Hearer-new, main verb Hearer-old, participle
Thus there are four items grammatically marked Hearer-old, linking the person, place and
circumstances of the third section to those of the first.
Taking Danove’s third criterion, repetition of vocabulary associated with a 
particular theme, we see repetition of place “the court” (14:54, 66), and of setting “warm” 
(14:54, 14:67), but these hardly seem thematic. However, if we move beyond vocabulary 
repetition to the opening of scenarios we see a marked theme emerging in both sections, a 
contrast between concepts which are prototypical elements in the “disciple” scenario and 
those which are not:
disciple scenario non-disciple scenario
14:54 Peter [disciple of Jesus] high priest [opponent of Jesus]
follow [like a disciple] far off [unlike a disciple]
court of the high priest 
attendants [of the high priest]
14:66-71 Peter [disciple of Jesus]
14:66 court [of the high priest] 
maid of the high priest
14:67 be with Jesus [as a disciple]
14:68 deny [being a disciple]
14:69 one of them [Jesus’s disciples]
14:70
one of them [Jesus’s disciples] 
Galilean [like Jesus and disciples]
deny [being a disciple]
14:71 deny knowing Jesus
14:72 before cock crows twice 
you will deny me thrice
weep [for denying Jesus]
Taking Danove’s fourth criterion, that of parallel narrative units, we can see a 
parallelism also in the two sections here, Peter’s ambivalence as to whether he is or is not a 
true disciple of Jesus. This is heralded in the first section by the oxymoron (in terms of 
discipleship) “followed afar off’, and is repeated in the second section time after time by 
the accusation of Peter being Jesus’s disciple followed by his denial, and finally his 
repentance for his actions.
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There is however another significant marker of the discipleship / non-discipleship
theme, which Danove seems to miss. Danove notes how in Mark 6:20 Herod’s “listening
gladly” to John sets up a specific new scenario link in Mark’s Gospel, linking “hearing
gladly” to “turncoat” (1993b: 113-14):
The phrase “listen to X gladly,” has the potential to evoke the Passion Narrative frame. This explains the 
implied reader’s ambiguous emotional response to the only other occurrence of the phrase, “And (the) 
great crowd listened to [Jesus] gladly (12:37c).” ... even in isolation this event engenders a negative 
emotional response and places the crowd in a potentially villainous perspective. This receives 
confirmation in 15:13-14.
It is surprising then that Danove does not note how Mark uses “the cock crowing” here,
not to refer to a new referent in this section, but to evoke the thematic “discipleship / non-
discipleship” scenarios, by referring back to the text-specific link already made by Jesus’s
prediction of Peter’s betrayal in Mark 14:27-30. There also we find vocabulary which does
not fit neatly into either disciple or non-disciple scenarios:
disciple scenario non-disciple scenario
14:27 you all [disciples of Jesus] will fall away [unlike a disciple]
strike the shepherd [Jesus] 
sheep [disciples] will scatter 
14:29 Peter: “I will not fall away even if all [disciples] fall away”
14:30 before cock crows twice
you will deny me thrice
Thus I argue that Donahue’s suggested intercalations in Mark are justified in the 
light of scenario theory, which suggests a modification of Danove’s criteria. This 
modification takes into account not simply the obligatory case frames associated with 
lexical items in the text but also the mental scenarios evoked by those explicit lexical 
items, and accepts that parallel narrative units may be shown by associations of concepts 
and scenarios, regardless of whether they are implicit or are indicated by lexical repetition 
and explicit parallelism in the text.
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The need to note scenarios, rather than simple lexical repetition, is shown in Mark 
14:6lb-62, where the hearer must understand that lexically distinct terms (underlined) are 
coreferential:
TrdXiv 8 dpxiepeh? ... Xer-yei auT(5,
Again the highpriest... says to-him
Zu el 8 XpiQTd? 8 ul6? tou euXoyr|ToO:
You are the Christ the son of-the Blessed[one]?
8 88 ’It]ctoD? elnev, ’Eytfr d p t,
The () Jesus said, I am,
Kal otpeode tov vldv tov duQptoTTOu 8k 8e£i<3v KaOfpevov Tfj? 8uvdp.ew? 
and you-will-see the son of-the Man on right[side] sitting of-the Power 
Kal 8px6p.evov peTct twv ve^ eXcav tou oupavou. 
and coming with the clouds of-the heaven
Note that all three Noun Phrases underlined have Hearer-old marking, the article, 
referring to a Discourse-new item from the category 2a KNOWN unused, although the 
context of high priest and Sanhedrin meeting narrows the likely first search path to a 
religious one. The phrase t 5v ul6v t o u  dvOpurrrou “the Son of Man” opens the Christ 
scenario due to the article, which suggests a unique reference, and the intertextual allusion
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to Daniel 7:13-14 . Identifying “the Son of Man” within the “Christ” scenario is confirmed 
as correct by the phrases “coming with the clouds of heaven”, as in Daniel 7:13, and 
“seated on the right of the Power”, which echoes “authority, honour and power” in Daniel 
7:14. The identification of Daniel’s “Son of Man” with the “Christ” is implicit here in 
Mark 14:61-62, as it is in John 12:34 , since semantic cohesion depends on“Christ” and 
“Son of Man” being coreferential. Similarly, the one who sits at God’s right band is 
identified as the Christ in Mark 12:35-36 and as the Son of Man in 14:62 above.
If Mark 14:54 [55-65] 66-71 is indeed an intercalation, as I argue, then Peter’s 
discipleship / non-discipleship forms an inclusio around the high priest’s trial of Jesus.
This is especially poignant. Whilst the non-disciples (high priest and Sanhedrin) pursue 
their scenario’s script to its conclusion (death sentence for blasphemy) in the light of 
Jesus’s claim to be Messiah (stressed thrice - the Christ, the Son of God, the Son of Man), 
the disciple par excellence (Peter) pulls back from the “disciple” scenario’s script, which 
he himself has articulated (Mark 14:31 “Even if I have to die with you, I will never disown 
you”).
Danove’ s pericopes
Danove lists several places where his analysis of pericopes in Mark differs from
that of UBS (1993b:257), e.g. UBS 1:1-8, Danove 1:1, 1:2-3,1:4-8. Whilst agreeing with
Danove that 1:1 is a title giving the theme of the whole book, I disagree with Danove’s
division of 1:2-8 into two sections, given the common scenarios involved. I base my
analysis on the 6 criteria above, as modified from Danove:
Mark 1:2-3 Mark 1:4-8
referents 1:2 [God] I 1:4 [God] agent of “forgiveness”
1:2 [John] my messenger 1:4 John
1:2 [Jesus] before thy face 1:7 [Jesus] one stronger than me
1:3 [Jesus] Lord 1:8 [Jesus] he aim#
locations 1:3 in the wilderness 1:4 in the wilderness
repetition of theme (i.e. same scenario)
1:3 one shouting 1:4 proclaiming
1 ;2 prepare your way 1:4 preach baptism of repentance
1:3 prepare the Lord’s way 1:7 after me comes one more powerful
1:3 make his paths straight 1:4 for forgiveness of sins
implicit repetition of theme - Elijah
1:2 I will send my messenger 1:4 John came [sent by God]
Malachi 3:1 I will send my messenger 1:4 cf. 1:2 As has-been-written
Malachi 4:5 I will send ... Elijah
2 Kings 1:8 garment of hair, leather 1:6 camel’s hair, leather belt
belt, it is Elijah
parallel narrative units (plus chiasm centred on verses 3 and 4)
1:2 As it is written Ka0w? ... 1:4 John came 
1:2 prepare your way 1:8 I baptize with water
before you he will baptize with Holy Spirit
1:3 crying in the wilderness 1:4 in the wilderness proclaiming
prepare the way baptism of repentance
Ka0(6? occurs 8 times in Mark. Of these 3 relate to scripture, 1:2, 9:13, 14:21, and link an event in the 
narrative to an Old Testament prophecy.
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and there is no formal repetition of structure, but there is constant repetition of scenarios,
both explicit (proclamation in 1:3 and 1:4, preparation in 1:2-3 and 1:7-8, and repentance
in 1:3 and 1:4) and implicit (Elijah in 1:2 and 1:6), plus an explicit comparison marker
KaGcte linking these sections, which points strongly to 1:2-8 being a single pericope.
The same can be said for Mark 9:2-13, which UBS analyzes as one pericope but
Danove divides into 9:2-8, 9:9-13:
Mark 9:2-8 Mark 9:9-13
referents 9:2 Jesus 9:9
9:2 Peter, James, John 9:9
9:4 Elijah (also 9:5) 9:11
9:4 (with) Moses (also 9:5)
locations 9:2 up a high mountain
repetition of theme -(i.e. same scenario)
9:2 privately alone 9:9
9:2-3 transfiguration 9:9
9:3 Elijah with Moses 9:9
implicit repetition of theme - rising from the dead
9:3 Elijah and Moses 9:9
[risen from the dead]
9:6 they were terrified 9:10
[at seeing dead alive] 
parallel narrative units (opening and closure of the sections)
9:2 leads them up a high 9:9
mountain privately alone 
9:7 This is my beloved Son 9:11
Listen to him 9:12
(The parallelism here 
emphasizes the importance 
of believing Jesus’s words.)
In  the passage above the only  lexica l repetition is “ in  the wilderness” (1 :3 and 1:4)
[Jesus] agent of SiecrretXaTo 
[Peter, James, John] auToi? 
Elijah (also 9:12, 9:13)
9:9 on the [high] mountain
Hearer-old marking (in second section)
ordered them tell nobody 
what they saw 
what they saw
Son of Man
risen from the dead
they were discussing
what is rising from the dead?
As they were coming down 
ordered them tell nobody 
They questioned him 
He said to them
First Elijah comes 
Son of Man will suffer 
as written [in scripture] 
Elijah has come [i.e. John] 
John suffered 
as written [in scripture]
9:2
9:2
9:2
9:2-4
9:9 KaTa(3aiv6vTO)v auTwv ek tou opou? 
9:9 Participle “descending” cf. 9:2
9:9 Pronoun “them” cf. 9:2
9:9 Article “the mountain” cf. 9:2
9:9 Relative pronoun & el8ov
takes them up a mountain 
Jesus, Peter, James, John 
high mountain 8po? ut{rr|X8v 
transfiguration etc.
I argue that Mark 9:2-13 may reasonably be analyzed as a single pericope, as UBS 
suggests, because of the continuation of participants and themes, especially secrecy and 
the scenario of “rising from the dead”. These three disciples had been given a glimpse not 
so much of the glory Jesus had before with the Father, but of the glory Jesus was going to 
enter after death. Jesus was in effect saying “Do not tell anyone you have seen me in glory, 
or you have seen Moses back from the dead, or Elijah returned to earth alive, until I myself 
have risen from the dead, and you see me back on earth alive.” Jesus is not therefore 
introducing a new topic in 9:9, but continuing the unspoken topic on the disciples minds 
“How can we be seeing Moses and Elijah alive?” There are also many Hearer-old markers 
in 9:9 linking it to the preceding section. Mark also highlights Elijah in his first mention in 
9:4 ’HXlas* <jw Moaucrei “Elijah with Moses” (contrast the word order “Moses and Elijah” 
in Matthew 17:3 and Luke 9:30), which prepares the narrative’s audience for the
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resumption of the Elijah theme in 9:11. Subsidiary support for this being a single pericope 
comes from the parallel passage in Matthew, where the Elijah discussion (17:9-13) is 
directly linked to the Transfiguration (17:1-8) by Kal KaTa(3aivovTa)v auTwv 8k t o u 
opous* “And as they were coming down the mountain” which contains two Hearer-old 
markers, the Participle in the Genitive Absolute construction and the article with 
“mountain”, suggesting a strong semantic link between the sections.
Determining parallel narrative units
As already demonstrated, scenario theory can help determine discourse units at the
higher levels of discourse hierarchy. In large TEXTS, such as the Gospels and indeed
almost every book of the New Testament corpus, it is essential to correctly identify the
boundaries of macro-events, i.e. EPISODES and THEME UNITS. One criterion for
determining such macro-events is the existence of parallel narrative units (Danove,
1993b: 101). Although such units may sometimes be marked formally by grammatical or
lexical parallelism, essentially they are identified by conceptual parallelism which depends
on parallel scenario structures, e.g. (main verbs bolded, Participles underlined, units
numbered according to main verbs)
Mark 1:16-20
1 Kal TrapAyaiv rrapa t t )v  GdXacraav Tfj? TaXiXata?
And going-along beside the sea of-the Galilee
et8ev Zlpoava Kal ’AvSpeav t 8 v  d8eX<f)bv Zlpcovo? d+iftdXXoPTa? £v T q  GaXdcrcnry 
he-saw Simon and Andrew the brother of Simon casting in the sea 
fjoav yap AXiet?. 
they-were for fishermen
2 Kal etirev a6rot? 8 ’I qcro0s\
And said to-them the Jesus,
AeOTe 6maoo pou, Kal xronjaa) iipa? yeveaGai AXiei? dv0pcirrra)v.
Come after me, and I-will-make you to-become fishers of-men
3 Kal e606? dftevTe? td StKTua TfcoXoAOqcrav aimo.
And immediately having-left the nets they-followed him.
4 Kal upopd? 6Xlyov
And having-walked-on a-little
et8ev ’IdKwpov t 8 v  t o u  Ze(3e8atou Kal ’Icodvvqv t o u  dSeX<j)bv aOt o u  
he-saw James the of-the Zebedee and John the brother of-him
Kal auTou? ev tw rrXota) KaTapTt^ ovTa? tA 8tKTua, 
and them in the boat mending the nets,
5 Kal e606? c^dXecrev airrou?.
And immediately he-called them.
6 Kal AfoevTeg t o v  iraTepa auTtov ZePe8atov ev t w  ttXo Lcj) (i c t A  t <3v  p.ia0cx)TO)v
And having-left the father of-them Zebedee in the boat with the hired-workers 
dirqXGov 6uLaw a^Tou.
they-went-off after him.
Lexically, there is repetition only of 8t8ev “he saw” and &<J>8vTe9 “having left”, but
in terms of the scenarios evoked, 1-3 parallels 4-6 exactly:
1 Jesus sees Simon and Andrew 4 Jesus sees James and John
fishing. mending nets.
2 Jesus said “Follow me”. 5 Jesus called them (to follow him).
3 They left nets and followed him. 6 They left father and went after him.
Thus scenario theory enables us to focus on underlying semantic similarities, rather 
than merely surface features such as repetition of lexicon or grammatical structures.
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Charting participle and main verb clusters identifies scenarios and hence discourse 
chunks, and anarthrous marking of Hearer-old items, marking them as salient, helps 
identify the focus of a pericope, e.g. Mark 6:14-29 (main verbs and Kal joining main verbs 
in the same scenario bold, units numbered according to main verb clusters, anarthrous 
nouns bold underlined, subordinating conjunctions and prepositions underlined, Participles 
underlined):
1 Kai -fycougev o |3agiXe6? Tlp^8r|?.
1.1 cj>avep8v ydp 8y8veTO to ovopa auTou,
1.2.1 Kal 8Xeyov
8tl ’Iiodvi/rjg o (3a-nrtCwv 8yfjyepTai 8k veKpfiv 
Kal 8id touto 8vepyo0aiv al Suvdpei? 8v aura.
1.2.2 dXXoi 88 8Xeyov
otl *HX£ag 8otIv
1.2.3 aXXoi 88 t-Xeyov
otl irpo )^4'rn'? 8)? et? twv TTpocjjriTwv.
2 dKouaa? 88 6 rHptp8r|? 8Xeyev,
'Ov 8yw dTTeKe^ dXiaa ’I todvunv. olrro? f|y6p0Ti
2.1 ydp 6 tHpw8r|? dTrooTdXa? 8KpdTncrev t8v ’I oAvvr\v Kal ^Sqaev airrdv ev iftuXaKf]
8ia ,Hptp8Ld8a Tf|V yuvaiKa friXlmTou tou &8e\<pov auTou, 
otl aurf|V 8yd}i'naev 
8\£yev ydp 6 ’Iiodvvq? tw 'HpipSq
5ti Ouk l^eaTtv aoi exeiv t?|V yuvaiKa tou d8eX</>ou ctou.
2.2 fi 88 'Hpfa)8id? 8veXxev airrqi Kal fjOeXev auTov d-rroKTeXvai, Kal ouk fjSdvaTO-
6 yap Hpcji&n? 8<j>o|3eXTo t8v ’Iwdvvqv,
riSih? airrdv AvSpa StKaiov Kal ayiov,
Kal auveTT^ pei auTov,
Kal dKouaa? auTou -rroXXa fprdpei,
Kal t}88o)? auTou fjKouev.
2.3 Kal yevop8vr]? f|p8pag euKatpou
8t£ *Hptft8qg toi?  yevegLot? auTou Setm/ov 8TrotT|gev 
toX? peyigTagiv auTou Kal toX? x^dpxoi?
Kal toX? TrpojTOi? Tfj? TaXiXata?,
Kal elagX9o6oT|? Tfj? 0uyaTp8? alrrou TfpipSidSo?
Kal 6pyr)gau8im? fjpeaev Taj 'HpioS-q Kal toX? guvavaKeip8voi? 
el-rrev 6 paaiXeb? Tip Kopaatip,
AItt)ct6v pe o 8dv 06Xqg, Kal 8waio aoi- 
Kal dSpoaev airrfj [ttoXXA],
"O ti 8dv pe alTfjcrq? 8ioaa) aoL eio? fjptaou? Tfj? paaiXela? pou.
2.4 Kal 8EeX9oucra etirev Trj pqTpl auTfj?,
Ti alT^aiopai;
2.5 f] 88 eliTGv,
Ti)v Ke<j)aXf)V ’I airiuuov tou (3aimCovTO?.
2.6 Kal elgeX9ouo-q eu0u? peTa gTTouSfjg Trpo? tov (3aaiX8a iJn'jaaTO X8youga.
08Xio iva 8£auTfj? 8<p? poi 8ttI ittvaKi 
TT|V Ke4>aXf)V ’Iiodwou TOU PaTTTiaTOU.
2.7 Kal TTeplXufTo? vevopevo? 8 paaiXeu? 8ia to6? dpKou? Kal tou?  avaKeipevou?
ouk fi06Xqgev d0€Tfjaai auTijv
Kal eu0u? diToaTGLXa? 8 paaiXeu? OTreKouXdTopa 8Tr£Ta£ev 8v8yKai 
tt|v Ke^aXfiv auTou.
2.8 Kal d-rreXGiXv AiTeKe<|>dXiCTev auTov 8v Tfj u^Xaicrj
Kal fjveyKev TTjv Ke<f>aViv auTou 8ttI irtvaKL 
Kal 88ojk£V aOnjv tu> Kopaatip,
2.9 Kal t8 Kopdoiov 88iokgv auTijv Tfj prppi aimj?.
2.10 Kal dKougavTe? ol pa0r|Tai auTou rjXOov
Kal fjpav t8 TTTwpa auTou
Kal 80qKav auT8 8v pvrjpetio.
D e te r m in in g  focus a n d  m a in  events
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Summarizing the story from verb forms, anarthrousness (bold, and underlined if 
human), co-ordination and subordination markers:
Herod heard (about Jesus)
People were saying its John. Elijah, a prophet 
Herod was saying (about Jesus)
John, whom I beheaded, has risen.
For Herod had John arrested and bound in prison 
due to Herodias. his brother Philip’ s wife 
because Herod married her.
For John was saying to Herod, it is wrong.
Herodias hated John, wanted to kill him, but could not 
because Herod feared John,
knowing John was a righteous and holv man 
and protected him, was troubled, listened to him.
A suitable day came
when Herod had a feast.
and H erodias’ s daughter pleased Herod.
Herod said he would grant her wish, and swore an oath.
She asked her mother what to request.
Mother said, the head of John.
Girl with haste requested the head of John on a platter.
Herod did not want to refuse
and ordered an executioner to bring John’s head.
He beheaded John and brought his head on a platter, 
and gave it to the girl.
And she gave it to her mother.
John’s disciples came and took the corpse 
and placed it in a tomb.
All Discourse-new participants are marked anarthrous (1 NEW), but those which 
are Discourse-old and anarthrous (3b GIVEN textual - current), are salient at 
PARAGRAPH or EPISODE level. For example, on the “suitable day” (unit 2:3 in Greek 
above) the anarthrous salient agent in this story switches from Herod (who initially 
restrains Herodias’s evil intentions) to Herodias (who tricks Herod into fulfilling them). 
John is marked as in overall focus (anarthrous 4 times by name and once by description 
“righteous and holy man”), and John’s shift of location, going from bad to worse, is 
marked by anarthrous nouns. First he is “in prison,” then his head is “on platter” (x2), and 
finally his corpse is “in tomb”. The non-subordinated clauses to the left (lines 1 and 3 
above), show that this passage is primarily about Herod believing Jesus to be John come 
back to life. The subordination of the other clauses marks them as supportive material, 
with units 2.1-2.10 being an explanatory flashback.
There are no Present Indicatives in the narrative of this episode, Mark 6:14-29.
This is in line with my thesis that Present Indicatives in narrative highlight the whole 
EPISODE at TEXT level (see Chapter 5 “Exceptions that prove the rule: conjoined main 
verbs in a single scenario” and also Appendix G). The events of John’s imprisonment, 
beheading, and burial (6:17-29), although important, are here presented not as a mainline 
event in the narrative “backbone” but as an explanation of Herod’s reaction to Jesus (6:16). 
As Johnson says (1984:71):
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this story is backgrounded in Mark’s narrative, and this is reflected in the absence of HPs [Historic 
Presents] in these verses.
Another example of anarthrous nouns from open scenarios marking discourse 
salience is in the EPISODE James 2:14-26, NIV’s “Faith and Deeds”. Charting the nouns 
for faith and works (with NIV translation):
2:14 Trtoriv ... gpya claims to have faith but has no deeds
2:14 f| ulan? can such faith save him
2:17 q ulan? ... £pya faith by itself, if it is not accompanied by action
2:18 ttLcttiv ... £pya someone will say, “you have faith; I have deeds”
2:18 rf)V irtcmv ... t&v kpyojv show me your faith without deeds
2:18 Tfiv gpVMV ... TT1V utcmv I will show you my faith by what I do
2:20 ■q man? ... twv epvtov faith without deeds is useless
2:21 ’fpyaiv Abraham considered righteous for what he did
2:22 •ii Titan? ... tol? epyoi? his faith and his actions were working together
2:22 tuv eoywv f) Titan? his faith was made complete by what he did
2:24 £pywv ... ttCotco)? justified by what he does and not by faith alone
2:25 £pytov Rahab ... considered righteous for what she did
2:26 q Titan? ... kpyuiv faith without deeds is dead
Faith and works are paired 10 times: 5 arthrous pairs, 3 anarthrous pairs, and 2
pairs where faith is arthrous and works anarthrous. Faith occurs once alone, arthrously, 
whereas works occurs twice alone, both anarthrously. Thus both nouns are salient, but 
works occurs four more times anarthrously than does faith, identifying works as the theme 
of this EPISODE. This is in line with James’s focus on “works” proceeding from faith, not 
on some empty “faith” which does nothing, as shown in 2:16.
The first section of this episode, 2:14-17, opens with both nouns anarthrous, 
marked salient to show contrast, and ends with epya “deeds” marked salient. The next 
section, 2:18-26, introduces an imaginary debater. This section also begins, 2:18, with both 
nouns anarthrous, marked salient to show contrast. Then two examples are introduced,
2:21 and 2:25, each with epya “deeds” marked salient. The first example finishes with 
both nouns anarthrous, again marked salient for contrast, and the second example finishes 
with epya “deeds” marked salient, thus concluding this episode on the importance of 
“deeds”.
Chapter summary
Scenario structure, with concepts stored in prototypically interrelated semantic 
slots, accounts for the correlation found in New Testament Greek texts between lexical co­
occurrence and grammatical Hearer-old marking, such as Participles and arthrous nouns. 
Thus, grammar and lexis help the audience identify open scenarios within the discourse.
Scenarios, once identified, provide the structure which produces semantic 
coherence within a discourse. Even where participants, events or relationships are not 
explicit, the prototypical participants, events and relationships stored within scenarios help
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the audience to correctly identify discourse boundaries, temporal, spatial and logical 
relationships, participant reference, marked highlighting, and interpersonal relationships.
Scenario theory, by taking account of implicit as well as explicit information, 
combined with Greek grammatical marking of Hearer-old entities which indicates open 
scenarios, can be used to provide theoretical criteria and practical procedures for the 
analysis of discourse structure in New Testament texts.
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C h a p t e r  1 0  
P A R K A R I  V E R B  P H R A S E S  
A N D  S C E N A R I O S
In this chapter I make the hypothesis that Parkari, like New Testament Greek, uses 
specific grammatical forms to mark Hearer-old information, which is either Discourse-old 
or Discourse-new and part of an open scenario. Specifically I give evidence for the 
hypothesis that Parkari main verbs encode Discourse-new events, whereas Parkari 
Nonfmal forms encode either Discourse-old events, or Discourse-new events which belong 
as Hearer-old items in the script sequence of the main verb’s scenario. Thus Parkari 
Nonfinal verb forms function like Greek Prenuclear Aorist Participles in the Nominative.
E v i d e n c e  f o r  s c e n a r i o s  i n  P a r k a r i
If information is indeed stored in experientially related clusters in the brain, then it 
is reasonable to expect that the grammar and lexical collocations of all languages reflect 
this in some way. I argue that Parkari, like New Testament Greek, shows patterns of 
grammatical and lexical use which are fully consistent with the theory of mental scenarios, 
but are hard to explain by other theories. Since mental scenarios provide a cultural 
classification of experience into prototypical chunks, and since languages often mark in 
their grammar and vocabulary what is prototypical and what is contraexpectation, the 
grammar and lexicon of a language provide insights into the cultural world of the speakers.
The norms for evaluating this theory are the transcultural scenarios which are part 
of all human experience. The test cases of the theory are those instances where the 
grammar or lexicon presents as prototypical what we as a “foreign” audience, regard as 
unexpected. This mismatch in expectations shows up areas where culture affects how we 
link, or fail to link, specific information in our minds.
Parkari, like New Testament Greek, uses specific grammatical forms both for 
Discourse-old information and for Discourse-new information which belongs to an open or 
accessible scenario. In other words, the speaker’s criterion for grammatical choice is not 
whether the information is Discourse-old, but whether the speaker judges it to be Hearer- 
old. This grammatical usage is in line with scenario theory, since all Hearer-old 
information, whether Discourse-old or Discourse-new, is already stored in a mental 
scenario.
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The contrast between Hearer-new and Hearer-old information will be demonstrated 
from seven Parkari texts. These are given in full in Appendix O, transcribed in IPA with a 
morpheme gloss and English translation. Lines are numbered for easy reference. The two 
short Parkari texts which are quoted most frequently are given in translation below:
“My farmwork” - by Arzan Bhadoni Sawan
1 Having got up early in the morning
I will go to take a walk round the land.
2 After taking a walk round I come back home again.
3 After coming home, I will drive the oxen and go to yoke the ox-team.
4 The ox-team goes.
5 After ploughing the land then I go and cut the sugarcane.
6 After cutting the sugarcane then having chopped it into sections
7 then again, back on the land, having made trenches
8 I plant sugarcane in the trenches.
9 After planting the sugarcane
10 then I fill it in, fill the trenches in.
11 After filling them in then I let the water into it.
12 After letting in the water, after it has filled, then I close the channel.
13 After closing it then I er take another walk round the land.
14 Then I close off the channel from the upper mouth.
15 After closing the channel I come back
16 and take a tour round the land.
17 Then if there are field-walls I trim the walls.
18 After trimming the walls I keep the walls straight.
19 If there is a mound, then I dig away the mound and level it up.
20 And I do fields in turn, trimming them well.
21 I make all the fields level,
22 in which the water may come really evenly
23 and the water may lie in the field just the same amount all over.
24 So in this way according to my own plan
25 I do my work in a good manner.
“Michael” - by John Hemoni Rathor
1 Once there was a boy.
2 His name was Michael.
3 This boy used to go every day to study in school.
4 But he used to go to school on the train.
5 But he always used to travel without paying his fare.
6 And when the inspector used to come to check the tickets,
7 then this boy used to hide in the toilet or under the seat.
8 One day the inspector caught hold of him.
9 When he checked his pockets
10 he found his Identity Card in his pocket.
11 and on the card was written “Michael Christian”.
12 Then the inspector said to Michael
13 “You have become a Christian, but do what’s wrong.
14 Christian people don’t behave like this.
15 So why are you doing wrong like this?”
16 Then this boy became very ashamed,
17 and became very embarrassed.
18 Then Michael became a good Christian.
19 We should all
20 give up our bad deeds and do good deeds,
21 just as this boy became a good Christian.
See also:
Appendix O Parkari texts and glosses
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D i s c o u r s e - n e w  a n d  D i s c o u r s e - o l d  e v e n t s
Parkari, like New Testament Greek, regularly uses different verbal forms 
depending on whether events are Discourse-new or Discourse-old.
Discourse-new events are encoded by main verbs
Parkari regularly uses main verbs for Discourse-new events (information status
category 1 NEW). Main verbs can be marked for Tense (Past, Present, Future), Aspect
(Perfective, Imperfective, Progressive) and Mood (Indicative, Imperative, Subjunctive).
Past Tense Indicatives (Perfective, Imperfective, and Progressive) are marked for gender
(masculine or feminine, singular or plural). Present Tense Indicatives (Imperfective and
Progressive), Future Tense Indicatives, Imperatives and Subjunctives are marked for
person (1st, 2nd, or 3rd, singular or plural), with the exception of Present Indicatives in the
negative which are marked for gender. The Present Indicative Progressive has both person
and gender suffixes. Thus main verbs in Parkari are always marked for person (glossed
-P), gender (glossed -G) or both, e.g. (relevant verbs bold)
“My farmwork”
1 fiu hauar r-o uel-o ufyen za-ifi 6an-i mafi cfe-u-a tfekar
I morning of-G early-G get up-nonf go-fut,P land-G on give-inf-G tour 
Having got up early in the morning I will go to take a walk round the land.
“Michael”
1 fiek sokr-o fiat-o.
one child-G was-G 
Once there was a boy.
“The lame nan and the blind man”
8b macjj'-o ri-o k-e-fi r-i-o, k-e-fi “odh-a,
lame-G topic-G say-P-pres stay-pf-G say-P-pres blind-G 
it’s the lame man talking, he says "Blind man,
Discourse-old events are encoded by Nonfinal forms
In contrast to the use of main verbs for Discourse-new events, Nonfinal verb forms 
are regularly used when referring to Discourse-old information (information status 
category 3b GIVEN textual - current). These Nonfinal forms mark neither person nor 
gender. This pattern occurs in all Parkari genres, but especially in procedural texts which 
are characterized by the repetition of a Discourse-old event as a time setting for the 
subsequent Discourse-new event. This grammatical pattern is known as tail-head linkage, 
where the “tail” from the previous sentence is repeated at the beginning or “head” of the 
new sentence (Levinsohn 1992:169). This use of Parkari Nonfinal forms corresponds to 
the Greek use of Prenuclear Participles (especially Aorist) to refer to Discourse-old 
information.
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In the examples below, relevant main verbs, giving Discourse-new information, are
bolded, whereas Nonfinal forms, repeating what is now Discourse-old information, are
underlined. The Nonfinal forms in Parkari have either the final morpheme -e (glossed
-nonfinite) or -en (glossed -nonf or -nonfinal) which is probably a combination of -e plus
on “and”. The Nonfinal suffix -e is given a distinct gloss since it also occurs on lexical
verbs when they occur with an auxiliary verb, e.g. 
u ram-e fiek-e-fi.
He dance-nonfinite can-P-Pres 
He can dance.
From “My farmwork” (a procedural text of habitual behaviour using Future and
Present tense forms):
“My farmwork”
1 hu hauar r-o uel-o uf-en za-ifi 6an-i mafi de-u-a tjakar
I morning of-G early-G get up-nonf go-fiit.P land-G on give-inf-G tour 
Having got up early in the morning I will go to take a walk round the land.
2 tjakar tf-en pase waje pas-o aw-o-fi ghar-e.
tour give-nonf then again back-G come-P-pres house-loc 
After taking a walk round I come back home again.
3 ghar-e au-en waje (fhacf-a fiakal-en za-ifi 6odh-u-a ^oko.
house-loc come-nonf again ox-G drive-nonf go-fut.P tie-inf-G ox-team-G 
After coming home, I will drive the oxen to yoke the ox-team.
And again:
8 o£-o moe wa[e khamodh uer-5-fi, 
trench-G in again sugarcane plant-P-pres 
I plant sugarcane in the trenches.
9 khamodh uer-e par-e 
sugarcane plant-nonfinite result-G 
After planting the sugarcane
10 an pah u-a ne wa]e u-a o£-6 wa|e pur-6fi.
and then that-G to again that-G trench-G again fill in-P-pres 
then I fill it in, fill the trenches in.
11 pur-e par-e an pafi u-a m wafe sacf-6-fi poqi.
fill in-nonfinite result-G and then that-G in again leave-P-pres water 
After filling them in then I let the water into it.
12 poqi sacf-en
water leave-nonfinal 
After letting in the water,
bhar-a-en uaje uafar ne bhadh kar-6-fi. 
fill-pass-nonfinal again channel to closed do-P-pres 
after it has filled, then I close the channel.
13 bhadh kar-en pase ua]e a fian-i mafi tjakar dj-o-fi.
closed do-nonfinal then again er? land-G on tour give-P-pres 
After closing it then I er take another walk round the land.
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It should be noted that it is the concept that is Discourse-old, not the lexical item,
e.g. “Malo’s wedding” (a narrative text, in the Past tense):
27 ... cfharsan me sai;-e (f-i-a.
... Datsun in climb-nonf went-pf-G 
... we climbed into the Datsun.
29 pose tfhars9n 1-en ...
then Datsun take-nonf...
Then having taken the Datsun ...
Occasionally the Nonfinal Discourse-old form refers back to a verbless clause with
an implied verb “to be”, e.g. “Michael”:
11 an kar(Jh mah lakh-al ftat-o maekal uijuaji.
and card on write-ed was-G Michael Christian 
and on the card was written “Michael Christian”.
13 “tu uijuaji th-en cfalat kom kar-e-fi.
you(s) Christian become-nonf wrong work do-P-pres 
“You have become a Christian, but do what’s wrong.”
Thus Parkari regularly uses main verbs for Discourse-new events, but Nonfinal 
verb forms for Discourse-old events. These Nonfinal forms may refer to habitual events as 
in “My farmwork”, to future events as in “Breadpan”, or to past events as in “Malo’s 
wedding”. In all cases the Nonfinal form refers to an event which temporally precedes the 
event of the following main verb.
Such events marked by tail-head linkage can be understood as the prototypical 
sequential events in a script-type scenario. Indeed all procedural texts simply relate the key 
events of a prototypical script, and arguably all narratives are simply variations on a theme 
based on one or more prototypical real-life scripts.
N o n f i n a l  f o r m s  a r e  u s e d  f o r  a l l  H e a r e r - o l d  e v e n t s
We have seen that Parkari regularly uses different grammatical forms for 
introducing Discourse-new events, and for referring back to Discourse-old events. 
However the grammatical forms marking Discourse-old events in Parkari can also be used 
for certain Discourse-new information not mentioned previously in the text. Such marking 
shows that the information, though Discourse-new, belongs in an open or accessible 
scenario.
Since Discourse-new information from an open scenario is treated grammatically 
as old information, the grammatical distinction is not between Discourse-old and 
Discourse-new, but between Hearer-old and Hearer-new. In other words, the speaker
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chooses grammatical forms according to whether he judges the information to be in the 
hearer’s mental scenario bank or not.
Main verbs in main clauses introduce an event as Hearer-new. Such events are 
always Discourse-new. (Main verbs in subordinate clauses such as “when” clauses are 
usually Hearer-old).
Nonfinal forms introduce an event as Hearer-old. Such events may be either 
Discourse-old (3b GIVEN textual-current, or 3c GIVEN textual-displaced) or Discourse- 
new (2a KNOWN unused, 2b KNOWN inferrable, or 3a GIVEN situational) as shown 
below.
Nonfinal verb forms for 2b KNOWN inferrable events
We have seen above that Parkari regularly uses a Nonfinal verb form when
repeating Discourse-old information (type 3b GIVEN textual - current). This Nonfinal
verb form is also frequently used for Discourse-new events which belong in an open or
accessible scenario (type 2b KNOWN inferrable). Such Discourse-new events are Hearer-
old since they are already present in the hearer’s mental scenario for the main verb, e.g. 
“My farmwork”
1 fiu hauar r-o uel-o uth-en
I morning of-G early-G get.up-nonf 
Having got up earlv in the morning
za-ifi 6an-i mafi de-u-a tjakar 
go-fut.P land-G on give-inf-G tour 
I will go  to take a walk round the land.
Here “getting up” is Discourse-new, but is given the same Nonfinal grammatical form as
Discourse-old information. I argue that this is because “getting up” is a prototypical
element in the “taking a walk round the fields” script, being a precondition to the main
event. As all Parkari farmers tour the land first thing in the morning, these events are
closely linked culturally.
“My farmwork”
2 tjakar cf-en pass wa]e pas-o aw-o-fi ghar-e.
tour give-nonf then again back-G come-P-pres house-loc 
After taking a walk round I com e back home again. .
3 ghar-e au-en waje c(hacf-a fiakal-en za-ifi 6odh-u-a 3^0 -^0.
house-loc come-nonf again ox-G drive-nonf go-fut.P tie-inf-G ox-team-G 
After coming home, I will drive the oxen and go to yoke the ox-team.
In 3 “driving oxen” is Discourse-new, yet is given the same Nonfinal verb form as
“coming home” which is Discourse-old referring back to the main verb in 2. This is
because “driving oxen” is a prototypical element in the “yoking the ox-team” script, being
a precondition to the main event. The Hearer-old verb form indicates that this event is a
prototypical part of the script in the scenario of the following main verb.
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It can be seen, then, that the use of the Parkari Nonfinal form parallels the use of 
Greek Prenuclear Aorist Participles in the nominative case. These constructions are both 
used to refer back to Discourse-old events as a setting for the following main verb, and 
also to refer to Discourse-new events in the script of the following main verb.
The subject of a Parkari Nonfmal form is normally the same as the subject of the
main verb. However, there are exceptions, e.g.
“My farmwork”
11 pur-e par-e an pah u-a m waje sacf-o-fi poqi.
fill in-nonfmite result-nonfmite and then that-G in again leave-P-pres water 
After filling them in then I let the water into it.
12 poqi socf-en bhar-a-en uaje uatyr ne bh3dh kar-o-fi.
water leave-nonfinal fill-pass-nonfinal again channel to closed do-P-pres 
After letting in the water, after it has filled, then I close the channel.
Here the event “being filled” is Discourse-new, yet is given the same nonfinal verb form as
the Discourse-old information “letting in the water”. This is because “being filled” is a
prototypical element in the “closing the channel” script, being a precondition to the main
event. The Hearer-old verb form indicates that this event is a prototypical part of the script
in the scenario of the following main verb.
The logical subject of “being filled” is not “I” but “the field”. Nevertheless the verb
form simply indicates that this is a prototypical event in the “closing the channel” script.
The subject “the field”, even though different from the subject of the preceding and
following events, need not even be mentioned since it is understood by the audience from
the scenario of the main verb.
The same pattern occurs in narrative, e.g.
“Michael”
3 e sokr-o tarik tank iskul moe bh9rv-u-a za-t-o.
this child-G daily daily school in study-inf-G go-impf-G 
This boy used to go every day to study in school.
4 p9i\rel cfac(-i me sar-en iskul za-t-o.
but rail cart-G in climb-nonf school go-impf-G 
But he used to go to school on the train.
Here the Discourse-new information “climbing” on the train is presented as Hearer-old
information, since climbing aboard various types of transport is a prototypical script event
in the scenario “going somewhere.”
“Michael”
19 am-o 6adh-o nE kh9p-e ke 
us-G all-G to must-P that 
We should all
20 gmar-a bhuc[-a kom sacf-en thauk-a kom kar-o, 
our-G bad-G work leave-nonf good-G work do-P 
give up our bad deeds and do good deeds,
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Again the Discourse-new information “giving up bad deeds” is presented as Hearer-old 
information, since this is a prototypical script event in the scenario “doing good deeds.”
As in Greek, scenario contents and hence grammatical links in Parkari are
prototypical, e.g.
“Mongoose”
6 an u - e  fiek nofi-o zhal-i-o
and that-erg one mongoose-G grasp-pf-G 
and he caught a mongoose
7 an u noji-a r-o 6aJ-i-o 1-en
and that mongoose-G of-G child-dim-G take-nonf 
and he took the mongoose’s baby
8 apr-e ghar-e a-i-o.
own- loc house-loc come-pf-G 
and came home.
The Discourse-new information “taking” is presented grammatically as Hearer-old 
information, since it is a prototypical event in the scenario “coming”. This does not mean 
that “taking” something always co-occurs with “coming” but simply that such a 
combination of events is common or uncontroversial. Here, however, “taking” is also part 
of a larger prototypical script of “seize, take, come home”, since the purpose of catching an 
animal is prototypically to take it home, dead or alive. By grammatically linking “taking” 
with “coming” the speaker shows that the two events are chunked together as a separate 
information chunk from “catching”. Indeed if someone catches an animal and then returns 
home, taking the animal along is presupposed in Parkari culture.
In summary, then, the use of the same grammatical form, i.e. Nonfinal, for both 
information status categories 3b GIVEN textual - current and 2b KNOWN inferrable 
suggests that what the speaker is encoding by his grammatical choice is not the distinction 
between Discourse-new and Discourse-old information, but rather the hearer’s ability to 
process information, whether it be Discourse-old or Discourse-new. The ability to process 
information depends on the hearer’s previous knowledge and understanding. What the 
speaker regards as Hearer-new is presented by main verbs, showing some combination of 
Tense, Aspect, Mood, Person and Gender, and indicates to the hearer that this needs to be 
explicitly remembered in the “current discourse” scenario being created. What the speaker 
regards as Hearer-old is presented grammatically in Nonfinal form, and this indicates to 
the hearer that this information can be retrieved, without new memorization, by referring 
to the elements already stored in the related mental scenario. At most, the hearer will need 
to mentally tick an existing scenario entry as relevant, but will not need to create a new 
entry.
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Evidence that Nonfinal verbs are part o f  the main verb’ s scenario
Just as Greek has a restricted occurrence of conjunctions between participles, and 
between participle and main verb (see Appendix F), so Parkari has a restricted occurrence 
of conjunctions between consecutive Nonfinal forms, and between Nonfinal forms and 
main verbs. This is added evidence that the semantic relationship between these forms is 
determined by the prototypical relationship within the main verb’s scenario, rather than 
needing to be specified by explicit conjunctions.
In the Parkari texts cited we find the following conjunctions, all of which mark 
coordination of consecutive time:
Between Nonfinal forms:
no conjunction 
“My farmwork”
12 poqi sacf-en bhar-a-en ...
water leave-nonfinal fill-pass-nonfinal...
After letting in the water, after it has filled ...
then
“My farmwork”
15 uafar ne 65dh-en pose U3]e au-en
channel tie-nonfinal then again come-nonfinal 
After closing the channel I come back
again (marking a consecutive event)
“My farmwork”
3 ghar-e au-en wa[e c(hacf-a fiakal-en za-ifi 6odh-u-a djo -^o.
house-loc come-nonf again ox-G drive-nonf go-fut.P tie-inf-G ox-team-G 
After coming home, I will drive the oxen and go to yoke the ox-team.
Between Nonfinal form and main verb:
no conjunction 
“My farmwork”
1 fiu hauar r-o uel-o uth-en za-ifi...
I morning of-G early-G get.up-nonf go-fut.P ...
Having got up early in the morning I will go...
then
“My farmwork”
2 tjakar cf-en pase wa|e pas-o aw-o-fi ghar-e.
tour give-nonf then again back-G come-P-pres house-loc 
After taking a walk round I com e back home again.
“Breadpan”
3 to aph e u tam-o ne fieth deuta kar-en
then selves indeed they you-G to below fire do-nonf 
Then they will make the fire below [the breadpan] for you
4 pafi u-a moe af-o dho-j-e u-a ne taiq-a ne.
then that-G in flour-G wash-fut-P that-G to bread-pan-G to 
then in it flour... they will wash the breadpan.
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Between nonfinite form and main verb: 
and
“Breadpan”
8 a(;-o par-o ueuar-e 
flour-G result-G move-nonf 
After swilling the flour around,
9 an u-a moe zae5 fiefh hu a cf lacf-f-e,
and that-G in when below from fire seem-fut-P 
inside it, when the fire touches it from below,
10 tjeq-i tarofi tap-J-e tau^ -o, 
good-G way heat-fut-P bread-pan-G 
the breadpan will heat up really well,
and then 
“Breadpan”
5 taoj-a ne dho-en saph par-o kar-e 
bread-pan-G to wash-nonf clean result-G do-nonf 
After washing the breadpan and making it clean.
6 an pase u-a ne poqi e^-J-e par-o.
and then that-G to water spill-fut-P result-G 
they will then pour away the water from it.
“My farmwork”
11 pur-e par-e anpafi u-a m wa{e sacf-o-fi poqi.
fill in-nonfinite result-nonfinite and then that-G in again leave-P-pres water 
After filling them in then I let the water into it.
There are no occurrences in the cited texts of any conjunctions within the Nonfinal 
and main verb cluster which do not match the semantic category of expected sequence, i.e. 
there are no conjunctions marking contraexpectation, temporal disjunction, or logical 
relationships. This supports my hypothesis that these Hearer-old verb forms in Parkari 
refer to prototypical sequential events belonging to the script of the main verb’s scenario.
Further evidence that Nonfinals belong in the same scenario as the main verb is the
fact that they are not marked for tense and mood, but pragmatically have the same tense
and mood as the main verb, e.g.
Present Imperfective:
“My farmwork”
7 pah wa{e 6an-i mah wa|e khamodh u-a o£-o par-e kadh-e
then again land-G on again sugarcane that-G trench-G result-G extract-npnfinite 
then again, back on the land, having made trenches
8 op-5 moe wa]e khamodh uer-o-h. 
trench-G in again sugarcane plant-P-pres 
I plant sugarcane in the trenches.
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Past Imperfective:
“Michael”
4 paq fel cfadri me sar-en iskul za-t-o.
but rail cart-G in climb-nonf school go-impf-G
But he used to go to school having climbed on the train.
Past Perfective:
“Mongoose”
28 uth-e au-en apr-ai pharLsa£-ai.
there-loc come-nonf own-G hood raise-G 
it [snake] came there and raised its hood.
Future:
“Breadpan”
15 6a1-en u khatam th-e za-J-e a[-o.
burn-nonf that finished become-nonf go-fut-P flour-G 
it will bum up, and the flour will be totally consumed.
Future Imperative:
“Breadpan”
19 phado1-e par-ai an pase fiek sadk-o gha|;-ia ro[-i r-oo
throw-nonf result-G and then one scone-G make-fut.imp bread-G of-G 
throw it away, then make a scone out of bread.
Subjunctive:
“Michael”
20 amar-a bhuc(-a kom sacf-en thauk-a kom kar-o, 
our-G bad-G work leave-nonf good-G work do-P 
give up our bad deeds and do good deeds,
Chapter summary
Parkari, like Greek, uses different grammatical forms for encoding Hearer-new and 
Hearer-old events. Whereas main verbs in Parkari are used to encode Discourse-new 
events, Nonfinal forms are used to encode both Discourse-old events which function as the 
setting for the following main verb, and also Discourse-new events which are prototypical 
elements in the script of the following main verb. This parallels the function of Greek 
Prenuclear Aorist Participles in the Nominative, and further suggests that scenario 
structure, specifically the sequencing of prototypical events in a script, directly affects 
grammatical choice.
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C h a p t e r  1 1  
P A R K A R I  N O U N  P H R A S E S  
A N D  S C E N A R I O S
Since scenarios affect the grammatical structure of the Noun Phrase in Greek, this 
chapter explores how scenarios affect the Noun Phrase in Parkari. I give evidence that 
Parkari uses a specific salience marker with nouns that encode major Discourse-new 
participants, whereas the noun alone is used for minor Discourse-new participants, 
Discourse-old participants, and Discourse-new participants which belong as Hearer-old 
items in an open scenario. Thus, as in Greek, the grammatical form used for reference is 
affected by both the distinction between Hearer-new and Hearer-old information, and the 
marking of salience.
D i s c o u r s e - n e w  a n d  D i s c o u r s e - o l d  r e f e r e n t s
In the Noun Phrase Parkari uses different grammatical encoding for referents 
depending on whether they are Discourse-new or Discourse-old.
Discourse-new major participants are marked by “ one”  with the noun
In Parkari, Discourse-new major participants (information status type 1 NEW) are
introduced by a noun qualified by “one” (or “two” etc.). Such participants are both
Discourse-new and Hearer-new. My hypothesis is that this special marking signifies that
those participants are “salient” within the discourse. Typically this salience marking of
participants occurs at the start of a narrative, e.g. (relevant noun phrases bolded)
“Michael”
1 fiek sokr-o fiat-o.
one child-G was-G 
Once there was a boy.
“The lame man and the blind man”
1 fiek-a cfom me fiek ma(fh-o  fist-o an fiek fiat-o odh-o.
one-G town in one lame-G was-G and one was-G blind-G 
In a certain town there lived a lame man and a blind man.
A further example comes from the text “Mongoose”, where a pet mongoose saves a 
baby from a snake, but is killed when found with blood on its mouth, on the assumption 
that it has killed the baby. Note how all Discourse-new major participants are referred to
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by a noun with hek “one”. This device cues the audience to significant Discourse-new
information, which must be stored in the new mental scenario of “this story”, e.g.
(relevant noun phrases bolded, pronouns underlined)
“Mongoose”
1 Friends, it’s like this.
2 In a certain town there was a house.
3 And that house-holder’s name was Premo.
4 prem-a r-o sokr-o fiek kondji fiat-o.
Preem-G of-G child-G one Konji was-G 
Premo’s son was one Konji.
5 One day he went in order to graze his livestock
6 an Uz8 fiek noli-o zhal-i-o
and that-erg one m ongoose-G grasp-pf-G 
and he caught a mongoose
19 And several days later
20 r-o bfiai fiek non-o zalam-i-o,
that-G of-G brother one small-G be.born-pf-G 
his baby brother was born,
25 After a little while
26 fiek kaf-o hap u-a ahar me a-i-o,
one black-G snake that-G house in come-pf-G 
a cobra came into the house.
A seemingly surprising example of this Hearer-new salient marking occurs at the
end of the narrative of “Michael”, immediately before the moral:
18 pase maekal fiek thauk-o uijuaji th-e cf-i-o.
then Michael one good-G Christian become-nonf went-pf-G 
Then Michael became a good  Christian.
One might argue that Michael is not Discourse-new since he is the main character of the
story. However, it is not Michael, but the “good Christian”, which is new and significant.
So far, Michael has been a “bad” Christian, not obeying the teaching he claims to follow.
A parallel example comes in the “Mongoose” text, where the mother realizes that
the mongoose she has just killed had not murdered her son:
56 me fiek bedfaofii begunafi ne mar-e nokh-i-o.
I.erg one innocent sinless to kill-nonf result-pf-G 
I have killed an innocent sinless creature.
Again, the referent, the mongoose, is Hearer-old for the mother, but until this point she has
considered it “guilty sinful”. She has just realized that the mongoose is a “different
character” from what she had thought.
Perhaps it is overstretching the point to think of these referents as “Discourse-
new”, but undoubtedly the word fiek “one” is being used here to mark salience, since these
lines are each focal in  the conclusion o f  the story.
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Discourse-new significant places and times are marked by “ one”  with the noun
In Parkari, just as Discourse-new major participants are marked salient, so 
Discourse-new significant places and times (information status type 1 NEW) are similarly 
marked salient by the use of hek “one” with a noun, e.g. 
place
“The lame man and the blind man”
1 fiek-a cfom me fiek macfh-o fiat-o on hek fiat-o odh-o.
one-G  town in one lame-G was-G and one was-G blind-G 
In a certain town there lived a lame man and a blind man.
In this text (see Appendix O), this town is significant as it provides a place for the setting
of the story. By opening up the “town” scenario with its prototypical contents, specific
details of the story, such as the place of the robbery (implicit in lines 3 and 10 as
“somewhere in town”), the police station (line 30) and policemen (line 32), become
expected non-controversial items and can thus be introduced into the text as Hearer-old.
“Mongoose”
2 fiek cfom me fiek ghar fiat-o. 
one town in one house was-G
In a certain town there was a house.
This house is significant as the setting of the stoiy. The boy who caught the mongoose
lived here, and here the snake attacked his brother:
26 fiek kaf-o hap u-a ahar me a-i-o,
one black-G snake that-G house in come-pf-G 
a cobra came into the house.
This pattern of “one” with the noun is also used to mark significant places in the
middle of the narrative, e.g.
“Sparrow”
45 masr-o ne k-e-fi,
mosquito-P to say-P-pres 
He says to the mosquitoes,
fial-o fiek-a matf fiathi ubh-o, k-e-fi.
come.along-G one-G place elephant stand-G say-P-pres
“Come along, there’s an elephant standing over there.
In this story, the sparrow loses a grain of rice down a crack in a log and then tries to get
various characters to help him retrieve it, but to no avail. Here in line 45, this “one place”, -
where the elephant is, provides the starting point for the whole series of the sparrow’s
problems to be solved, one by one. The place per se is not particularly significant, but the
use of “one” marks this whole new event as crucially significant in the discourse.
Similarly:
“The lame man and the blind man”
16 “ fiek dhan pa^ -ai-fi” k-E-fi “cfok-5 r-ai.”
one pile fall-G-pres say-P-pres stem-G of-G 
There is a pile of stalks lying there.
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This place is significant, both in the direct speech and in the discourse, as the place where 
the main characters hide with their stolen loot. Compare line 44 “one tree” where “one 
snake” appears.
time
The phrase “one day” signifies a major event will follow, e.g.
“Michael”
8 fiek (fi 6a6u i-a ne zhal-e lidh-o.
one day inspector this-G to grasp-nonf took-G 
One day the inspector caught hold of him.
Here “one day” not only marks the beginning of a new paragraph, where the action starts,
but is significant at discourse level, because the events which occurred then changed the
course of Michael’s life, and that is what the story is about.
“Mongoose”
5 fiek (fi u cf-i-o apr-a mal sar-i-a haru
one day he went-pf-G own-G livestock graze-pf-G for 
One day he went in order to graze his livestock
6 and he caught a mongoose
Again “one day” marks the time setting of a significant event at discourse level, the 
finding of the mongoose, the central character of the story.
The adjective fiek “one” is never used for Hearer-old information, except to 
contrast or compare two or more items one with another (e.g. Parkari texts 3:22-23, 4:31- 
32, 7:37, and 7:64, see Appendix O). This supports the hypothesis that it is indeed a 
salience marker for significant Discourse-new and Hearer-new participants.
Discourse-new props and minor characters are marked with noun alone
Whereas salient Discourse-new items are introduced by “one” with a noun, as a
NEW information marker, Discourse-new props (i.e. inanimate participants) are regularly
introduced by noun alone, e.g.
“Sparrow”
1 fiek sakl-o fiot-o.
one sparrow-G was-G 
Once there was a sparrow.
2 u la-i-o sokh-o, u-a ne za£-i-o.
he fetch-pf-G rice.grain-G he-G to flnd-pf-G 
He fetched a grain o f  rice, he found it.
3 pah tl'uf-a mafi 6eth-o. 
then that log-G  on sat-G 
Then he sat on a log.
Note that the sparrow, as main character, is introduced by “one”, whereas the grain of rice 
and the log are not. The grain of rice and the log are significant, reappearing in the 
conclusion, line 66:
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So the carpenter went having taken his axe ... chopped up the log, 
and gave the grain of rice to the sparrow.
However, as props (inanimate participants), they are not given salient NEW marking. They
might perhaps be regarded as prototypical items in the “sparrow” scenario (KNOWN
inferrable), but they are clearly not KNOWN as specific individual referents, i.e. they refer
to previously unidentified items (“a grain of rice” and “a log”) rather than specific
identifiable items (“the grain of rice” and “the log”).
Similarly Discourse-new minor characters are regularly introduced by noun alone,
without the salience marking “one”, e.g.
“Sparrow”
11 to cf-i-o uacth-a kan.
so went-pf-G carpenter-G at 
So he went to the carpenter.
Possibly the minor characters in this story are introduced as KNOWN inferrable items in
the “sparrow” scenario. Certainly “carpenter” here means “the local carpenter” not just “a
carpenter”. Compare lines 16, 19, 21, 25, 28, 31, 35, 39,41, and 44, where all but the last
participants, “mosquitoes”, are introduced as vocatives in direct speech, suggesting they
are assumed to be prototypically present.
Discourse-old items are marked with noun, pronoun, or zero
As we have already seen, significant Discourse-new items are introduced by “one”
plus noun (shown bolded below). In contrast, Discourse-old participants (information
status type 3b GIVEN textual - current, and 3c GIVEN textual - displaced) are never
referred to in that way, but may be referred to using the noun alone, or deictic plus noun
(underlined below). Discourse-old participants which are currently focal (i.e. 3b GIVEN
textual - current) may also be referred to by third person pronoun (underlined), or by zero
anaphora (marked by *), e.g.
“Michael”
1 fiek sokr-o fiat-o. 
one child-G was-G 
Once there was a boy.
2 uhq r-o nom fiat-o maekal. 
that-G of-G name was-G Michael 
His name was Michael.
3 e sokr-o tarik tank iskul moe bhai\-u-a za-t-o.
this child-G daily daily school in study-inf-G go-impf-G 
This boy used to go every day to study in school.
4 pari* fel (fac6 mg sa^ -en iskul za-t-o.
but * rail cart-G in climb-nonf school go-impf-G 
But he used to go to school on the train.
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“The lame man and the blind man”
1 fiek-a cfom me fiek mocfh-o  fiat-o an fiek fiat-o odh~o. 
one-G town in one lame-G was-G and one was-G blind-G 
In a certain town there lived a lame man and a blind man.
2 madh-o odh-a ne k-e-fi “ape sor-ai kar-w-a fial-J-5.”
lame-G blind-G to say-P-pres we.inc theft-G do-inf-G go.along- fut-P 
The lame man says to the blind man “Let’s go and steal something.”
3 to “tu nE keth-e huz-a-E-fi ki?” * k-e-fi.
so “you(s) to where-loc know-pass-P-pres question * say-P-pres 
So the blind man says “Do you know where something is then?”
In line 3 the subject is different from line 2, yet expressed as zero anaphora. This is not
ambiguous since “to” “so” functions as a switch reference marker, showing a change in
subject from the previous clause.
N o u n  a l o n e  i s  u s e d  f o r  a l l  H e a r e r - o l d  r e f e r e n t s
It has been shown above that Discourse-new major characters are typically 
introduced with the formula “one” plus noun. In contrast Discourse-old nouns are referred 
to by a noun or deictic plus noun, or, where focal, by a pronoun or zero anaphora.
However Discourse-new items may be introduced by single nouns, using the same 
marking as for Discourse-old items, where they belong in a currently open or accessible 
scenario. This indicates that grammatical choice is based not on the distinction between 
Discourse-new and discourse old, but between Hearer-new and Hearer-old.
Noun alone for Discourse-new KNOWN inferrable items
Discourse-new items of the category KNOWN inferrable are introduced by a noun 
alone, as shown below.
Discourse-new major characters, if  KNOWN inferrable, are marked by noun alone
Sometimes Discourse-new major characters are introduced using the typical
Discourse-old marking of noun alone. This indicates that this Discourse-new character is
regarded as Hearer-old, since he or she belongs prototypically in an already open scenario,
e.g. (relevant noun bolded)
“Michael”
4 But he used to go to school on the train.
5 But he always used to travel without paying his fare.
6 an zaeo fiafiu fiket zo-u-a au-t-o
and when inspector ticket see-inf-G come-impf-G 
And when the inspector used to come to check the tickets,
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The “ticket inspector” is a major character in this story, being the one who challenges
Michael to live up to the tenets of his faith. Yet he is introduced without the Discourse-
new marker “one”. This is because line 4 has already opened the “train” scenario, in which
the ticket inspector is prototypically present (information status type 2b KNOWN
inferrable), so he is treated as Hearer-old. His arrival does not need to be heralded by a
Discourse-new important character marking, since the audience do not need to make a new
scenario entry for him. This individual can be fitted into the existing “ticket inspector” slot
of the open “train” scenario.
The use of a noun alone to introduce a major character which is KNOWN
inferrable is also shown in the “Mongoose” text (relevant noun bolded, pronouns
underlined):
“Mongoose”
9 zaeo u ghar-e a-i-o, to u-a r-i ma kidh-o ke
when that house-loc come-pf-G then that-G of-G mother said- G that 
When he came home his mother said
The “mother” is a major character in this story, being the one who kills the mongoose,
believing it has harmed her child. Indeed, the final section of the story, lines 54-70, almost
a quarter of the text, consists of her soliloquy reflecting on the benefits of thought before
action. Nevertheless, although she is a major character and Discourse-new, she is
introduced with Hearer-old marking, i.e. a noun without “one”. Moreover she is linked
grammatically, by the genitive postposition, to the scenario of which she is a part. “His
mother” shows she belongs in the “he” scenario. Since “he” is a child, bis mother is
prototypically present in his scenario. So in information status terms, “mother” is type 2b
KNOWN inferrable.
Thus the use of “one” in Parkari marks not Discourse-new, but Hearer-new
information, and Hearer-old information is not determined solely by what has been
mentioned in the text, but also by the speaker’s estimate of what is already stored in the
hearer’s mental scenarios.
Discourse-new minor characters, i f  KNOWN inferrable, are marked by noun alone 
“The lame man and the blind man”
21 td k-e-ft “(cja<f-i r-o) cfac(-8i 1-en au-e-fi r-i-o
so say-P-pres (cart-G of-G) cart-G take-nonfinal come-P-pres stay-pf-G 
dh9qi dok-5 r-o” k-e-fi. 
owner stem-G of-G say-P-pres 
So he says “ The owner of the stalks is coming with his cart.”
The only significance of this “owner” in the story is that he comes on a cart which 
the main characters then steal, and so he tells the police. He is grammatically linked to the 
scenario of “stalks” which are Discourse-old:
17 “There is a pile of millet stalks lying there” he says, “Let us go and hide in that” he says.
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Discourse-new props, i f  KNOWN inferrable, are marked by noun alone
Whereas Discourse-new major participants, and significant places and times are
introduced with “one” plus noun, Discourse-new props (inanimate participants) are
generally introduced by noun alone, e.g.
“Michael”
3 e sokr-o tank tank iskul moe bhaii-u-a za-t-o.
this child-G daily daily school in study-inf-G go-impf-G 
This boy used to go every day to study in school.
4 pari rel <fo<C-i me sa^ -en iskul za-t-o.
but rail cart-G in climb-nonf school go-impf-G 
But he used to go to school on the train.
Here “school” and “train”, although clearly Discourse-new when first mentioned, may well
be being treated here as 2b KNOWN inferrable, since they are prototypical elements in the
Parkari “environment” scenario, opened by the presence of Michael. For example “school”
here does not mean “any school in the world”, but “the local school”. Similarly “train”
does not mean any train, but the train that travels between Michael’s home and the school.
By not marking these props with “one”, they are being regarded as prototypically
present, non-controversial items, whose existence at this time and place is not sufficiently
unusual to warrant the NEW information encoding.
Compare:
“Mongoose”
47 u-a r-a math-a mafi mat hat-o
that-G of-G head-G on waterpot was-G 
On her head was a waterpot,
48 an u-e zor hu u ma{ u-a nofi-a mafi phacfof-i-o
and that-erg force from that waterpot that-G mongoose-G on throw-pf-G 
and she threw that pot hard onto the mongoose.
Here the waterpot is certainly important in the story, since it is the item with which the
mongoose is killed. Nevertheless, as an inanimate object it remains a mere prop. On the
level of the predictability of the plot and the intention of the characters, it is the mother
who killed the mongoose. The weapon used is relatively incidental.
Again, the waterpot may be regarded, as 2b KNOWN inferrable, since lines 22-23
say “And that boy’s mother went outside to fetch water.” Since Parkari women fetch water
in wateipots on their head, “a waterpot” could equally be translated as “her waterpot”, i.e.
the wateipot you would expect in this scenario.
Once a scenario is explicitly opened, props and participants from that scenario are
regularly introduced by noun alone, i.e. as prototypical Hearer-old elements of the open
scenario, e.g.
“Michael”
4 But he used to go to school on the train.
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5 par^ fiamej uacfar bhat-e za-t-o.
but always without fare-loc go-impf-G
But he always used to travel without paying his fare.
6 an zaeo 6a6u fiket zo-u-a au-t-o
and when inspector ticket see-inf-G come-impf-G 
And when the inspector used to come to check the tickets,
7 to e sokr-o kakus me ya to sit fieth nah-e za-t-o.
then this child-G toilet in or indeed seat under hide-nonf go-impf-G 
then this boy used to hide in the toilet or under the seat.
It is clear that the meaning of these nouns is determined by the “train” scenario, “fare”
means the train fare, “inspector” the ticket inspector for the train, “tickets” the train tickets,
“toilet” the toilet at the end of each railway carriage, and “seat” the long bench-like seat in
the railway carriage where he was sitting.
Similarly, Discourse-new items related to a farming life are introduced in the text
“My farmwork” using the Hearer-old pattern of a noun alone, e.g.
3 gh9f-e au-en wa{e fiakgl-en za-ih 6odh-u-a d30j;-o.
house-loc come-nonf again ox -G  drive-nonf go-fut.P tie-inf-G ox-team-G 
After coming home, I will drive the oxen and go to yoke the ox-team.
In a Parkari context, ploughing is typically done by oxen. The speaker then refers to oxen
as Hearer-old, being part of the “farmer” scenario opened up by the real life situation of
this discourse, where I, knowing the speaker and his occupation, asked him about his daily
work. Note “oxen” does not refer to any old oxen, but to the farmer’s own pair of oxen
which he keeps for ploughing. Again such items are information status type 2b KNOWN
inferrable.
Compare:
12 porji sacf-en bh9f-a-en uafe uafgr ne bh9dh kor-o-fi.
water leave-nonfinal fill-pass-nonfinal again channel to closed do-P-pres 
After letting in the water, after it has filled, then I close the channel.
In a Parkari context, in the irrigated area where this discourse took place, all crops are
irrigated by an elaborate system of huge canals feeding into smaller canals, feeding into
irrigation channels alongside the fields. Thus although “channel” is here Discourse-new it
is grammaticalized as Hearer-old as part of the “irrigation” scenario. In context, this does
not mean “a channel” but “the channel which is alongside my fields.”
Noun alone for Discourse-new KNOWN unused items
Similarly a Discourse-new item of the category 2a KNOWN unused is treated as 
Hearer-old, since it is prototypically part of all human experience, regardless of time,
place, and culture, e.g.
“My farmwork”
1 fiu hauar r-o uel-o ufyen
I morning of-G eariy-G get.up-nonf 
Having got up early in the morning
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Here “morning” means the morning of the given day being spoken about. It is not defined
with reference to any open textual or contextual scenario, other than the “real world”
scenario, where mornings happen.
Similarly:
“The lame man and the blind man”
9 t5 k-e-fi ha ne ape rat pa^ -ai, taed k-e-fi
so say-P-pres Now we.inc night fall-G then say-P-pres 
So he says “Now, when night falls,
then we will go stealing.”
lib tfi ucf-i-o par-o, hauar th-i-o par-o
day rise-pf-G result-G morning become-pf-G result-G 
the sun rose, morning came 
NB The one Parkari word is used for both day and sun.
Noun alone for Discourse-new GIVEN situational items
Discourse-new items belonging to the 3a GIVEN situational category are also
Hearer-old and may be referred to by a noun, e.g.
“The lame man and the blind man”
66 uarta khatam tfi-ai-fi
story finish become-G-pres 
That’s the end of the story.
Here “story” is co-referential with lines 1-65. However the noun “story” does not refer
back to any specific words in the text (3b GIVEN textual - current or 3c GIVEN textual -
displaced), but rather refers to “what I have just said and you have just heard” (3a GIVEN
situational).
Similarly, Discourse-new items belonging to the 3a GIVEN situational category
may be referred to by a deictic with a noun, e.g.
“The lame man and the blind man”
5 The blind man says “We won’t go stealing just like that.
6 “o melau£-si 6ol-e-fi r-oi, uth-e za-en” k-e-fi
that bird.type-G sing-P-pres stay-G there-loc go-nonf say-P-pres 
Go over there where that bird is singing”
Here the “melavri” bird is not in the narrative co-text, nor was it in the co-text of the
supposed conversation between the lame man and the blind man, but the narrator presents
the bird as being in the original situational context of the speaker and hearer, i.e. a bird that
the speaker and hearer could hear at the time.
As noted above, Discourse-old items may be referred to not only by noun phrases,
but by pronouns and zero anaphora. However Discourse-new items of types 2a KNOWN
unused and 2b KNOWN inferrable are typically introduced by a noun. This is because 
pronouns and zero anaphora are used for items already focal in the hearer’s consciousness, 
and, by definition, a Discourse-new item is typically not already focal.
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Pronoun or zero marking for Discourse-new GIVEN situational items
We have seen above that pronouns and zero anaphora may be used for items which
are GIVEN, i.e. focal in the hearer’s consciousness. Items of types 3b GIVEN textual-
current and 3 c GIVEN textual-current refer back to items in the text, so they are
Discourse-old by definition. Hence, the only Discourse-new items which can normally be
focal belong to the category 3 a GIVEN situational. Someone or something in the real life
situation becomes focal or GIVEN due to its presence, its arrival, its sound, or its smell
etc. In such cases pronouns or zero anaphora can be used, e.g. “What’s that?” or
“Fantastic!” with reference to a sound, sight, or scent, not previously mentioned but part of
the perceptual environment of speaker and audience.
First and second person pronouns are particularly common for 3 a GIVEN
situational information, often occurring at the beginning of a text referring to the
characters present, or at the end, introducing a moral, e.g.
(pronouns bold, * is zero anaphora)
“My farmwork”
1 fiu hauar r-o uel-o uth~en
I morning of-G early-G get.up-nonf 
Having got up early in the morning, I ...
“Michael”
19 am-o 6adh-o ne khap-e ke 
us-G all-G to must-P that 
We should all
20 give up our bad deeds and do good deeds,
“Breadpan”
1 zaeo * fiae tau|;-o sap-o
when * this breadpan-G raise-P 
When you put this breadpan onto the fire,
2 taeo pase c^ euo ne zo Jomu ne hacf kar-ia. 
then then Jevon to or Shomu to call do-fut.imp 
then [you] give Jevon or Shomu a call.
The second person plural reference in “Breadpan” lines 1 and 2 are marked by the person
suffix on the verb, with no pronoun, since the I-you relationship in communication is
always highly focal. However the third person reference in line 2 is with proper nouns,
otherwise the referents could not be identified.
An example of a third person pronoun for 3a GIVEN situational information,
comes at the very end of the “Mongoose” text where the pronoun refers to the whole story
which has just been related (3a GIVEN situational), not to any item referred to in the text 
itself, i.e.
71 fiae s-e az r-ai uarta.
this(near) be-P today of-G story 
This is today’s story.
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Thus, although Parkari has neither definite nor indefinite article, it marks referents 
differently according to information status, which depends on culturally influenced 
scenarios. Significant Discourse-new items, which are both Hearer-new and salient, it 
treats as NEW, and marks by “one” plus noun. KNOWN items, whether KNOWN 
inferrable or KNOWN unused, are referred to by a noun alone. GIVEN items can also be 
referred to by noun alone, but GIVEN items which are highly focal, i.e. textual-current or 
situational, are regularly referred to by pronoun or zero anaphora.
N o u n  f o r  G I V E N  r e f e r e n t s  m a r k s  s a l i e n c e
The choice of nouns as opposed to pronouns and zero anaphora for GIVEN items is
also significant. Throughout the “Michael” text, the same character, Michael, is focal.
Once introduced in line 1 by the Discourse-new major character formula, he remains
GIVEN textual-current throughout. Yet he is referred to in different ways, e.g.
(Discourse-new information is bolded, Discourse-old is underlined, * is zero anaphora) 
“Michael”
1 fiek sokr-o fiat-o. 
one child-G was-G 
Once there was a boy.
2 u+j r-o nom fiat-o maekal. 
that-G of-G name was-G M ichael 
His name was Michael.
3 e sokr-o tarik tank iskul moe bharL-u-a za-t-o.
this child-G daily daily school in study-inf-G go-impf-G 
This boy used to go every day to study in school.
4 pail* fel cfac[-i me sa^ -en iskul za-t-o.
but * rail cart-G in climb-nonf school go-impf-G 
But he used to go to school on the train.
5 part* fiamej uacfar bha£-e za-t-o.
but * always without fare-loc go-impf-G
But he always used to travel without paying his fare.
6 And when the inspector used to come to check the tickets,
7 to e sokr-o kakus me ya to sit fieth nafi-e za-t-o.
then this child-G toilet in or indeed seat under hide-nonf go-impf-G 
then this boy used to hide in the toilet or under the seat.
8 fiek di 6a6u j-a ne zhal-e lidh-o.
one day inspector this-G to grasp-nonf took-G 
One day the inspector caught hold of him.
9 zaed jra r-a cjuz-a zo-i-a,
when this-G of-G pocket-G see-pf-G 
When he checked his pockets
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10 to La r-a cfuz-a me sanakhti karc[h za£-i-o.
then this-G of-G pocket-G in identity card find-pf-G 
he found his Identity Card in his pocket.
11 an karc[h mafi lakh-al fiat-o maekal uijuaji. 
and card on write-ed was-G Michael Christian 
and on the card was written “Michael Christian”.
12  taeo fiafiu maekal ne kidh-o 
then inspector Michael to said-G 
Then the inspector said to Michael
13 “tu uijuaji th-en (falat kom kar-e-fi.
v outs') Christian become-nonf wrong work do-P-pres 
“You have become a Christian, but do what’s wrong.
14 Christian people don’t behave like this.
15 to * kam fie^-a cfelat kom kar-e-fi r-i-o.
so(result) why like this-G wrong work do-P-pres stay-pf-G 
So why are you doing wrong like this?”
16 taeo i-a sokr-a ne ghait-ai jar am au-ai,
then this-G child-G to much-G shame come-G 
Then this boy became very ashamed,
17 an * la^-e mar-i-o.
and * embarrasment-loc die-pf-G 
and became very embarrassed.
18 pase maekal fiek £hauk-o uijuaji th-e (f-i-o.
then Michael one good-G Christian become-nonf went-pf-G 
Then Michael became a good Christian.
19 We should all
20 give up our bad deeds and do good deeds,
21 zam fiae sokr-o thauk-o uijuaji th-e cf-i-o.
just as this (near) child-G good-G Christian become-nonf went-pf-G 
just as this boy became a good Christian.
References to Michael by name are in line 2 (the introduction), lines 11 and 12 (the 
conflict), and line 18 (the resolution). In lines 11, 12-15, and 18 the name Michael is 
explicitly linked to being a Christian, and this is foreshadowed by his being named in 2, 
since this name, in the Pakistani context, clearly indicates his socio-religious background, 
upon which the plot turns.
References to Michael as “boy” are in line 1 (“one boy” the introduction of the 
main character), lines 3 and 7 (“this boy” at the beginning and end of the setting giving his 
typical behaviour), line 16 (“this boy” showing his reaction to being challenged), and line 
21 (“this boy” - with a different anaphoric marker - in the last line of the text, as someone 
we should imitate.)
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In other words, the use of a noun phrase, rather than a pronoun or zero anaphora, to 
refer to the main character of a story appears to be marked, indicating a discourse 
boundary or significant event. Thus, as posited for New Testament Greek, Parkari appears 
to mark salient Discourse-old items differently from those which are merely Discourse-old 
and focal.
Use o f a noun phrase to mark Discourse-old items as salient is clearly seen in the 
story “Sparrow”, Here a sparrow finds a grain o f rice, loses it in the crack o f a log, and 
then seeks the help of numerous characters in order to get it back. The sparrow is the 
central character throughout, but is only mentioned by a noun three times, line 1 (the 
introduction), line 44 (the turning point of the plot) and line 66 (the resolution, and last line 
of the story proper). Elsewhere the sparrow is referred to by a pronoun (as in line 2), or
more commonly zero anaphora (as in line 3), i.e.
1 fiek sakl-o fiat-o.
one sparrow-G was-G 
Once there was a sparrow.
2 u la-i-o sokh-o, u-a ns zq>i-o.
he fetch-pf-G rice grain-G he-G to find-pf-G 
He fetched a grain of rice, fie found it.
3 pafi * thuth-a mafi 6eth-o 
then * log-G on sat-G 
Then he sat on a log
44 fiaue sakl-o uth-£ ubh-en ua]e cf-i-o masar-o ne te^-u-a
now sparrow-G there-P stand-nonf again went-pf-G mosquito-P to fetch-inf-G 
Now the sparrow stood there, then went off to bring the mosquitoes.
66 So the carpenter went having taken his axe, chopped up the log,
an sokh-o u-a ne sakl-a ne didh-o par-o.
and rice grain-G he-G to sparrow-G to gave-G result-G
and gave the grain of rice to the sparrow.
67 And that’s the end of the story.
Using nouns for Discourse-old main characters to mark salience is consistent with 
scenario theory. Only minimal marking is required to refer to Hearer-old items in an open 
scenario, hence the frequent use of pronouns and zero anaphora. Use o f fuller encoding, 
such as a noun, or deictic plus noun, is therefore marked.
Relevance Theory (Sperber and Wilson, 1986) holds the twin maxims “the greater 
the contextual effects, the greater the relevance” and “the smaller the processing effort, the 
greater the relevance”. Thus, by choosing any form of reference other than the normal or 
minimal form required, the speaker is deliberately increasing the “processing effort” and 
hence promising more “contextual effects”, i.e. some extra element of meaning with 
significance for the hearer. In Parkari, use of a noun phrase where a pronoun or zero
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anaphora would suffice for reference, gives the added “contextual effects” that this section 
of text is significant at higher levels of discourse, i.e. important to the plot in a narrative.
This parallels the use o f anarthrous nouns for Hearer-old items in New Testament 
Greek. The lack of the Greek article for Hearer-old referents is statistically unusual, so 
promises extra “contextual effects” in terms of the significance o f the particular referent or 
section of text at higher levels of discourse.
Chapter summary
The Noun Phrase in Parkari, as in Greek, is affected by two factors: whether the 
speaker judges the referent to be Hearer-old, and whether the speaker wishes to mark the 
referent as salient. Parkari uses the salience marker fiek “one” with nouns that encode 
major Discourse-new participants, places or times, but uses the noun alone to refer to 
minor Discourse-new participants, Discourse-old participants, and Discourse-new 
participants which belong as Hearer-old items in an open scenario.
Items which are already highly focal in the hearer’s consciousness, i.e. GIVEN 
textual-current or GIVEN situational, are regularly referred to by pronoun or zero 
anaphora. When these highly focal items are referred to by a noun (with or without an 
anaphoric demonstrative adjective) then they are being marked as salient, and this 
indicates the beginning o f a significant event in the discourse.
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Chapter 12 
PARKARI HEARER-OLD MARKERS 
AND SCENARIOS
Parkari, like Greek, uses a variety of grammatical structures which mark that 
information is Hearer-old. Accurate interpretation of the information encoded by these 
Hearer-old markers depends on the audience’s ability to correctly infer implicit 
information by retrieving it from the contents of their own mental scenarios. This chapter 
explores some of these Hearer-old markers in Parkari, using parallel sections to those used 
for Greek in Chapter 7, since despite the difference in form of Hearer-old markers in Greek 
and Parkari, their functions are remarkably similar. For translation, it is essential to 
recognize these forms in both source and target languages, since implicit information in 
the source text must be identified, and if it cannot be retrieved from the target audience’s 
mental scenarios it must be made explicit in the translation.
“ When” clauses and Hearer-old event scenarios
In Parkari, “when” clauses are frequently used to refer back to Discourse-old 
information. Whereas Nonfinal verb forms typically have the same subject as the 
following main verb, “when” clauses typically have a different subject from that of the 
main verb. Thus they function, like the so called “Genitive Absolute” construction in 
Greek, as switch reference markers, e.g.
(relevant Discourse-new elements bold, Hearer-old elements underlined)
“Mongoose”
7 and he took the mongoose’s baby
8 apf-e gh9f-e a -i-o .
own- loc house-loc come-pf-G 
and came home.
9 zaeo u ghar-e a-i-o. to u-a r-i ma kidh-o ke
when that house-loc come-pf-G then that-G of-G mother said- G that 
When he came home his mother said
Verb forms in 7, 8 and 9a have the boy as agent, but in 9b the mother is agent.
In Parkari, a “when” clause may also be marked simply by the correlative “then” 
conjunction “to” “to” or “te” in the following clause. Again this typically is a switch 
reference marker with the second clause having a different subject from the first:
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“Malo’s wedding”
2 an pass ame kar-i-o uiua mal-a r-o.
and then we do-pf-G wedding Malo-G of-G 
and then we held Malo’s wedding.
3 uiua kar-i-o te paifi-a am-5 kan kae naT.
wedding do-pf-G then money-G us-G with anything not 
When we held the wedding we had no money at all.
In Parkari, the subject o f clause 3b is “money”, so there is a switch of grammatical subject.
“When” clauses are also used for Discourse-new information where the
information is expected due to the open scenario. All such information is treated as Hearer-
old, e.g.
“Michael”
4 But he used to go to school on the train.
5 But he always used to travel without paying his fare.
6 an zaeo 6a6u fiket zo-u-a au-t-o
and when inspector ticket see-inf-G come-impf-G 
And when the inspector used to come to check the tickets,
Line 6 introduces both a Discourse-new character, the ticket inspector, and a Discourse-
new event, checking the tickets, yet both have the same marking as is used for Discourse-
old information - a noun without “one” for the character, and a “when” clause for the
event. This indicates that these items are being presented as Hearer-old, since they are
KNOWN inferrable. The open scenario is the train (line 4), and specifically travelling
without buying a ticket (line 5). In the “train” scenario, in the section o f the conceptual
network entitled “ticketless travel”, there is a prototypical entry “ticket inspector arrives to
check tickets”.
Similarly:
“Michael”
8 One day the inspector caught hold of him.
9 zae5 i-a r-a cjuz-a zo-i-a,
when this-G of-G pocket-G see-pf-G 
When he checked his pockets
Here line 9 introduces a Discourse-new event, looking through Michael’s pockets, but with
the Hearer-old marking “when”. Again, this marks the frisking as 2b KNOWN inferrable,
being a prototypical element o f the scenario “catching a fare-dodger” opened in line 8.
The scenario in which the Discourse-new item belongs need not be recently opened
in the text, but may have been opened some time before, i.e. GIVEN textual-displaced, e.g. 
“Mongoose”
41 A little while later, the boy’s mother came.
42 And she came to the doorway and saw ...
50 mar-en pase zaeo ghar me cf-ai
kill-nonf then when house in went-G
After she had killed it, when she went inside the house
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The mother’s going inside (line 50) is prototypical, given her arrival home in line 41. The 
intervening occurrences, seeing and killing the pet mongoose on suspicion it has harmed 
her baby, do not weaken, but rather strengthen, the likelihood of her entering, as she is 
now desperate to see what has happened to her baby.
The open scenario, within which the “when” clause information is prototypical,
need not even be part o f the spoken or written co-text, but may be part of the real life
context, i.e. 3a GIVEN situational, e.g.
“Breadpan”
1 ?,ae5 fiae taut-o sa£-o
when this breadpan-G raise-P
When you put this breadpan onto the fire,
2 then give Jevon or Shomu a call.
Here, the speaker knew we had just bought a new clay breadpan for cooking chapattis, and 
so could speak of our first using it as Hearer-old, predictable information. If you buy a 
breadpan, then of course you will use it. Thus “when” clauses are used for all Hearer-old 
categories, both Discourse-old and Discourse-new.
Verbal forms referring to Hearer-old event scenarios
Verbal nouns
In the Parkari language verbal nouns may be formed from any verb stem by adding
either the Infinitive suffix, or the Perfective Aspect suffix before a Postposition, followed
by the masculine singular Gender ending. This means that an event can be referred to by a
Noun Phrase rather than a Verb Phrase. In such cases, the event is being referred to as
Hearer-old. Such events are typically Discourse-old, and always Hearer-old.
I have no examples from the recorded Parkari texts cited, but give examples from a
letter written to me by my work colleague Malo dated 5/10/95 while I was in England
(verbal nouns underlined):
tamar-a a-i-a mor mor imtafion khatam th-e za-e, to thik. 
your-G come-pf-G before before exam occur-nonf, then fine.
It will be good if (my) exams are finished before your return.
This is 3 c GIVEN textual-displaced (Discourse-old and Hearer-old), since the conversation
(oral text) about my return occurred before I left for England, and was repeated in my
previous letter. Similarly:
tamar-a za-i-a kef me apr-o metfikal test kar-a-i-o 
your-G go-pf-G after I.erg own-G medical test d-caus-pf-G.
After your departure I had my medical test done.
This event is 3a GIVEN situational (Discourse-new, but Hearer-old) since I was physically
absent at the time of writing.
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Passives and subjectless verbs
In Parkari, the use of passives, or verbs with no subject specified, typically
indicates that the agent is Hearer-old, since the hearer is expected to understand the
referent even where it is not grammatically or lexically marked. (The only exceptions to
this are when the speaker does not know the agent or wishes to hide the agent’s identity.)
Frequently, the agent will be found in an open scenario, belonging to the categoiy 3b
GIVEN textual-current, e.g. (relevant verb bolded)
“Farmwork”
11 After filling them in then I let the water into it.
12 poqi sacf-en bhar-a-en ua]e uafar ne bh5dh kar-o-fi.
water leave-nonfinal fill-pass-nonfinal again channel to closed do-P-pres 
After letting in the water, after it has filled, then I close the channel.
In line 12, the Nonfinal verb form bh9f-ct-en is passive. As argued above, the Nonfinal
form marks that this event is prototypical in the open scenario “closing the irrigation
channel”, occurring after irrigating the fields. The implicit agent of the event “fill” is “I”
the narrator, inferrable from the open “irrigation” scenario, where he lets in the water (line
11) and closes the channel (line 12). However, the grammatical subject of the passive verb,
“haro” the field, is also left implicit, and is not lexicalized until line 20. This subject is also
inferrable from the open “irrigation” scenario. When Parkari farmers open and close
channels it is always for irrigating fields.
Past Participles o f transitive verbs are semantically Passive in Parkari. Here the
agent is inferrable from the open scenario (2b KNOWN inferrable), e.g.
“Michael”
10 he found his Identity Card in his pocket.
11 on karcfh mafi lakh-al fiat-o maekal mfuaji. 
and card on write-ed was-G Michael Christian 
and on the card was written “Michael Christian”.
The open scenario is “Identity Card”, a compulsory legal document for all adults in
Pakistan, so the audience, by referring to that scenario, know that the name has been
written by a government official and is proof of Michael’s identity, rather than being any
old name that someone has happened to write on it.
Parkari frequently uses main verbs with no grammatically explicit subject. Again
the subject is treated by the speaker as Hearer-old information, which may be GIVEN or
KNOWN, and must be supplied by the hearer from their mental scenarios, e.g.
(subjects marked by zero anaphora are starred)
“Malo’s wedding”
2 an pass ame kar-i-o uiua mal-a r-o
and then we do-pf-G wedding Malo-G of-G 
and then we held Malo’s wedding.
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3 * uiua kar-i-o te paifi-a am-o kan ke naT.
* wedding do-pf-G then money-G us-G with anything not 
When we held the wedding we had no money at all.
13 pase * kar-i-o uiua
then * do-pf-G wedding 
Then we held the wedding
18 whoever was a true relative of ours, they came.
19 pass * au-en * bhat rodh-i-o, * uiua kar-i-o
then * come-nonf * rice cook-pf-G * wedding do-pf-G
Then when they had come we cooked the rice and * held the wedding.
20 hoz r-o nimtar suf-i-o, * tak-e r-i-a.
evening of-G wedding-money get loose-pf-G * stay night-nonf stay-pf-G 
In the evening the wedding money was raised, they stayed the night.
The lines above have an impressive number of implicit subjects all o f which are thus
treated by the speaker as Hearer-old, to be supplied by the hearer from appropriate
scenarios.
In line 3 the implicit subject is GIVEN textual-current, and must be supplied by the 
hearer from the scenario “holding the wedding”, opened in line 2 where the pronoun “we” 
makes the subject explicit. In line 13 “we” must be supplied from the same scenario, but 
now the referent is of the information type GIVEN textual-displaced.
In line 19, the subject o f the Nonfinal form “come” is “our relatives”, which is 
GIVEN textual-current, referring back to the previous line 18.
The subject of “cooked the rice” in line 19, though glossed as “we” in English, is 
not the same “we” as in line 2, i.e. the groom’s parents. In the Parkari wedding scenario, 
the groom’s parents will buy food to feed their guests and call on a few neighbours or 
close friends to do the cooking. So the implicit subject is KNOWN inferrable, to be found 
in the “wedding” scenario (line 13), under the script event “cook rice” in the slot 
“participant: agent”.
Finally in line 20, the implicit subject o f “stayed the night” is “our relatives” 
introduced in line 18, and implicit in line 19. Due to the intervention o f different implicit 
subjects in line 19, this is categorized as GIVEN textual-displaced.
It may seem strange that Parkari simply omits all these subjects, especially as they 
are not simply zero anaphora for a single agent of a consecutive string o f verbs. Yet 
scenario theory provides a rationale for implicit participants being focal, and thus referable 
to by zero anaphora, since they are focal within the scenario, whether mentioned 
previously in the text or prototypical participants in that scenario in long-term memory.
Granted that these participants can be retrieved by the hearer from the hearer’s 
scenario bank, why should the speaker rely on the hearer to do this, rather than simply 
state the participants clearly? Grice’s Conversational Maxims, which Sperber and Wilson
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develop into the single over-riding principle of “Relevance”, provide the rationale (Sperber
and Wilson, 1986:33-34):
Make your contribution as informative as required
Do not make your contribution more informative than required
Avoid ambiguity 
Be brief
The speaker’s role is to be as brief as possible without producing ambiguity. The 
prototypical nature of mental scenarios allows brevity without ambiguity, by enabling the 
hearer to accurately fill in the gaps the speaker has left. So long as the scenarios are 
culturally shared then communication is maximally efficient. Only when the speaker’s 
cultural scenario bank is not shared by the audience, as with us as westerners trying to fill 
in the gaps in Parkari texts, does the speaker’s brevity cause ambiguity and a desire for 
more information to be made explicit.
Sometimes the scenario in which a subjectless verb belongs is totally generic, i.e.
relating to all people everywhere. In such instances, the subject to be supplied by the
hearer is also generic, i.e. all humans. Such agents are not found in the co-text, but are of
the information type 2a KNOWN unused. In English, the subjects of such verbs might be
translated “you” or more formally “one”, e.g.
“Mongoose”
65 But then she thought in her heart
66 et-o kom no kor-u-o khop-e.
this sort-G work not do-inf-G must-P 
One should not act like this.
67 fiomefa sobhor kor-u-o. 
always patience do-inf-G 
One should always be patient.
69 perfn sotj-u-o, uitjar-u-o, 
first think-inf-G think-inf-G
First one should think, one should ponder
70 u-a kej; 6iz-o kom kor-u-o. 
that-G after other-G work do-inf-G
and after that one should take other action.
Quotations and Hearer-old event scenarios
In Parkari, as in Greek, the speakers are not necessarily made explicit where there 
are direct quotations in a text. I argue that a general principle to determine the speaker or 
writer o f a quotation would be: where no agent is specified, choose the prototypical agent 
of the open scenario.
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Parkari stories involving dialogue typically change the speaker by using a switch-
reference conjunction to rather than naming the speaker. This of course requires the hearer
to have available in their open mental scenario of “this discourse” the list of current
participants, including who was the last subject, e.g. (speaker and speech verb bolded,
switch-reference marker underlined)
“The lame man and the blind man”
2 mocfto odh-a ne k-e-fi “ape sor-oi kar-u-a fial-j-o.”
lame-G blind-G to say-P-pres we.inc theft-G do-inf-G go.along-fut-P 
The lame man says to the blind man “Let’s go and steal something.”
3 to “tu ne keth-e huz-a-e-fi ki?” k-e-fi
so you(s) to where-loc know-pass-P-pres question say-P-pres 
So [the blind man] says “Do you know where something is then?”
4 to k-e-fi “fioe”
so say-P-pres yes
So [the lame man] says “Yes”.
In line 2 the speaker and addressee are made explicit, but in lines 3 and 4 the speaker is
indicated simply by the switch-reference conjunction, with no explicit subject.
Similarly:
“Sparrow”
1 Once there was a sparrow.
2 He fetched a grain of rice, he found it.
3 Then he sat on a log
4 so he says to the log, “give me the rice grain.”
5 There was a crack in it, wasn’t there.
6 In the log.
7 “Give me the grain of rice.”
8 to k-e-fi sokh-o nai dj-o
so say-P-pres rice grain-G not give-P
So he says, I will not give you the grain of rice.
In line 8 the subject o f “says” is the log. This is shown simply by the switch-reference
marker “to” at the beginning of line 8. This is KNOWN inferrable information, from the
current “this story” scenario, by comparison with the long-term memory “dialogue”
scenario, where addressees prototypically respond.
This pattern of marking subject switch by the switch-reference marker occurs
throughout this story (the noun sparrow is only mentioned 3 times, lines 1,44 and 66), e.g. 
“Sparrow”
14 So he [the carpenter] says, “Go away!
15 What wrong has he done me, that I should take the grain of rice from the log.”
16 to k-e-fi, bhatja, bhatsa, tu u-a nE uacfya ne hozom-au, k-E -fi
so say-P-pres king king you(s) he-G to carpenter-G to understand-caus say-P-pres 
So he says, “King, king, you explain to the carpenter
to get me the grain of rice from the log!”
17 to k-e-fi, mar-o ke£-o do'1 kor-i-o,
so say-P-pres my-G what.sort-G wrong do-pf-G 
So he says, “What wrong has he done,
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that I should say so to the carpenter?”
In line 16 the sparrow is speaking. This is marked by switch-reference “to” following the 
carpenter’s speech in line 14. In line 17, another switch-reference marker shows the 
subject of “says” must be different from the subject in 16, i.e. n o t  the sparrow. In the 
current scenario opened in line 16, there are only two characters “on stage”, the sparrow 
and the king. So the king is the speaker in line 17. Again, identification of the speaker is 
achieved by cross-referencing the grammatical switch-reference marker with the currently 
open discourse scenario of which characters are “on stage”.
Sometimes the switch-reference conjunction is absent, and the subject of the verb is
to be deduced simply from the content of what is said, e.g.
“The lame man and the blind man”
3 to “tu ne keth-e huz-a-e-fi ki?” k-e-fi
so you(s) to where-loc know?-pass-P-pres question say-P-pres 
So [the blind man] says “Do you know where something is then?”
4 to k-e-fi “fioe”
so say-P-pres yes
So [the lame man] says “Yes”.
5 “am naT fiol-5 ape sor-ai kar-u-a” k-e-fi.
thus not go along-P we.inc theft-G do-inf-G say-P-pres 
[The blind man] says “We won’t go stealing just like that.”
There is no switch-reference marker in line 5, yet the strongly negative statement “we
won’t go...” contrasts with the positive statement “yes”, indicating that the speaker must be
different. Again, the hearer must cross-reference what is in the text with the currently open
discourse scenario of which characters are “on stage”.
The switch-reference marker is also used when one o f two current participants 
becomes subject:
“Merchant”
2 Once there was a merchant and his wife.
3 They had no children, none at all.
4 Neither son nor grandson, nothing at all.
5 to k-e-fi uoqi-a ne k-e-fi “fisue” k-e-fi “...
so say-P-pres merchant-G to say-P-pres now say-P-pres ...
So she says to the merchant: Now ...
The Parkari verb form here only specifies third person, not number or gender. The
addressee, however, is made explicit by the noun “merchant”. The speaker is left implicit,
being KNOWN inferrable, the only other participant from the open “story participants”
scenario, line 2.
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Rhetorical questions and Hearer-old scenarios
Another grammatical structure where the explicit information is Hearer-old is the 
rhetorical question. Whereas real questions are used to elicit information, rhetorical 
questions are used to refer to information known by both speaker and audience. In Parkari 
rhetorical questions are used to convey Hearer-old information with strong emphasis or 
emotion. In Parkari, as in Greek, when a speaker uses a rhetorical question, he assumes 
three things:
1) the audience knows the correct “answer” to the “question”
2) the audience knows that the speaker knows the answer
3) the audience knows that the speaker knows that the audience knows.
In such situations, the audience know that the “question” is not eliciting
information, so they infer some other pragmatic meaning from the speaker’s utterance.
The grammatical form of rhetorical questions in Parkari is the same as for real
questions. (As questions are rarer in monologue than dialogue, some examples are quoted
from typical usage, rather than from the chosen texts), e.g.
Real Questions:
kom “why?”
kom nothi a-i-o?
why not-Pres come-Perf-G
Why hasn’t he come?
kuq “who?”
tome kui^s-o? 
you(p) who be-P 
Who are you?
ki “what?”
tome az ki rodfi-i-o-fi?
you(p) today what cook-Perf-G-Pres
What have you cooked today?
ki (sentence final) = question marker 
“The lame man and the blind man”
3 to “tu ne keth-e huz-a-e-fi ki?” k-e-fi.
so “you(s) to where-loc know-pass-P-pres question say-P-pres 
So the blind man says “Do you know where something is then?”
4 So the lame man says “Yes”.
na “no” (sentence final) = question tag, expecting an answer in agreement with the 
proposition in the question, e.g.
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“The lame man and the blind man”
22b “ghogh9f£-a fiofir-ai melau£-ai to mkar-ai t-ai na?” k-e-fi.
potsherd-G through-G bird-type-G indeed exit-G past-G no say-P-pres 
The bird did go through the pot-rim, didn’t it?”
23 So the lame man says yes.
Rhetorical Questions:
kam “why?” - expressing criticism = should n ot...
“Mongoose” (woman speaking to herself)
62 me kom na sabhar kar-i-o?
I.erg why not patience do-pf-G 
Why was I not patient?
63 kam na me perfil za-en ghar me zo-i-o?
why not I.erg first go- nonf house in see-pf-G 
Why did I not first look inside the house?
The speaker knows that there is no good reason for not being patient, cf.
67 One should always be patient.
“Michael”
13 “You have become a Christian, but do what’s wrong.
14 Christian people don’t behave like this.
15 to kam fie£-a cfalat kom kar-e-fi r-i-o.
so(result) why like this-G wrong work do-P-pres stay-pf-G 
So why are you doing wrong like this?”
16 Then this boy became very ashamed,
17 and became very embarrassed.
The ticket collector had already stated that the boy, as a Christian, should not behave this 
way, and the boy obviously knew this too, hence his shame. Again, the “answer” to “why” 
is “no good reason”, so the rhetorical question functions as a rebuke.
kuq/'who?” - used for strong denial 
“Sparrow”
(The log is speaking to the sparrow)
8 So he says, “I will not give you the grain of rice.
9 Go away!
10 tu ne kur£ k-e-fi efi 6efi?
you(s) to who say-P-pres here sit
Who says you can sit here?”
i.e. Nobody has given you permission to sit here.
The sparrow and the log both know that the “answer” to the rhetorical question “who” is
“nobody”.
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ki “what?” - expressing negative evaluation 
“Mongoose”
55 bhale bhocfuon, me e ki kar-e nakh-i-o.
oh.my! God, I.erg this what do-nonf put.in-pf-G 
Oh God! What have I gone and done? 
i.e. I have done a very bad thing.
64 ki, ki, ke^-o kom s-e?
what what what.sort-G work be-P 
What, what, what sort of deed is this? 
i.e. This is a very bad thing (I have done).
The speaker knows that the “answer” to the rhetorical question “what” is “something bad”,
witness the sentences following these examples:
56 I have killed an innocent sinless creature.
66 One should not act like this.
ki (sentence final) = question marker - expressing strong denial 
tu mar-o sa6 s-e, ki?” 
you(s) my-G boss be-P question 
Are you my boss?” 
i.e. You should not boss me about.
This type of rhetorical question is used when the addressee has no authority due to age,
kinship, or status to be ordering the speaker about. Moreover the addressee already knows
this, and knows that the speaker knows.
na “no” (sentence final) = question tag, expecting an answer in agreement with the
proposition in the question - expressing irony
uafi te uafi! te gh3q-o thauk-o kom kar-i-o-h, na?
wow indeed wow! you(s) very-G good-G work do-Perf-G-Pres, no?
Bravo! You have done an excellent job haven’t you? 
i.e. You have made a terrible mess of this!
This type of rhetorical question is used when the addressee is already aware that he has
done something badly, and knows that the speaker will consider it as bad. Thus the
addressee rejects the straightforward interpretation of a compliment, since this would not
be relevant to the real-life situation.
In all these examples of rhetorical questions, the hearer must recognize that the 
speaker is not eliciting information, but referring to information which both the speaker 
and hearer already know. The hearer must also recognize, from the current context and 
from previous knowledge stored in mental scenarios of prototypical reactions to such 
information, the specific strong attitude or opinion which the speaker is expressing by 
using the grammatical question form.
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The use of comparative clauses indicates that the speaker regards the information 
in that clause as part of the hearer’s mental scenario bank. Otherwise it would not be 
reasonable to expect the hearer to derive any benefit from the comparison. Such 
information in comparative clauses, therefore, may belong to any information status type 
except NEW.
Comparative clauses containing GIVEN textual information frequently occur in the
closure of discourses, as part of the “moral of the story” or summary statement, e.g.
(relevant NEW information bolded, comparison marker bolded and underlined, Hearer-old
information underlined)
“Michael”
18 pose maekol fiek t a^uk-o uijuaji th-e cf-i-o.
then Michael one good-G Christian become-nonf went-pf-G
Then Michael became a good Christian.
19 We should all
20 give up our bad deeds and do good deeds,
21 zom fiae sokr-o fhauk-o uijuaji tll-e cf-i-o.
just.as thisCnear) child-G good-G Christian become-nonf went-pf-G
just.as this bov became a good Christian.
Here the comparative clause in line 21 contains Hearer-old information of the type GIVEN
textual-current, referring back specifically to line 18 where it is NEW information.
Similarly:
“My farmwork”
24 so eu-Q namun-a tM kom apr-a khjal thi
so thus-G manner-G by work own-G thought by 
So in this way according to my own plan
25 I do my work in a good manner.
The comparative clause in lines 24 and 25 also contains Hearer-old information o f the type 
GIVEN textual-current (and also arguably GIVEN textual-displaced), since it refers back 
generically to all the specific activities mentioned in lines 1 to 23.
Another example of a Discourse-final comparison comes from the mother’s 
soliloquy in “Mongoose”, lines 54-70, where, having killed the innocent mongoose in 
haste, she reflects on the wisdom of thinking first and acting later:
“Mongoose”
66 et-o kom no kor-u-o khop-e.
this.sort-G work not do-inf-G must-P 
One should not act like this.
Here the adjective “like this” makes a comparison between any sort of hasty action, and
the specific hasty action mentioned in lines 41-49, where she kills the mongoose. As far as
the speaker is concerned, the action she is referring to is GIVEN situational. As far as the,
audience of the story is concerned, the information type is GIVEN textual-displaced.
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Comparative clauses may also occur in the initial stages of the plot, e.g.
“The lame man and the blind man”
2 The lame man says to the blind man “Let’s go and steal something.”
3 So the blind man says “Do you know where something is then?”
4 So the lame man says “Yes”.
5 “am naT ftal-o ape sor-si kar-u-a” k-£-fi.
thus not go along-P we.inc theft-G do-inf-G sav-P-pres 
The blind man says “We won’t go stealing just like that.
6 Go over there where that bird is singing and put a broken pot-rim there.
7 just keep looking whether the bird goes through the broken pot-rim or not.”
The adverb “thus” in line 5 indicates that the event is Hearer-old. At first glance it 
appears that this information is simply GIVEN textual-current, referring back to the NEW 
information in line 2 “going stealing”. However, “thus” does not refer to going stealing per 
se, but to the real life situation in which the suggested theft was taking place, i.e. “without 
consulting omens”, which is information type GIVEN situational.
The action suggested in line 7, seeing whether the bird will fly through the broken 
pot rim, is a way o f checking whether their actions are auspicious. In fact, the bird does fly 
through the pot rim, and the blind man takes this as an auspicious omen. Later on in the 
story, in lines 22 and 34, when the situation seems hopeless, the blind man reminds the 
lame man of this auspicious omen, and they keep on going, finally escaping with the loot 
and being healed.
One might object that GIVEN information is categorized as focal, and something 
NOT occurring in the context can hardly be focal. However the absence of something 
prototypical is indeed focal. For example, in John 4:11 when Jesus offers the Samaritan 
woman living water, she responds “you have nothing to draw water with and the well is 
deep.” Getting water from deep wells prototypically requires a container.
In the Parkari context, any new venture or journey prototypically requires 
consulting omens to check whether that venture will be successful or not, so “need to 
check omens” is KNOWN inferrable information from the open scenario “theft” and 
highly focal. Even though the Parkari text does not contain the word for “omen”,, nor 
explain the significance of the bird flying through the pot rim, the “omen” scenario is 
opened by the very situation of embarking on a new venture, and the explicit mention of a 
specific omen, the bird’s flight, confirms to the Parkari audience that this “omen” scenario 
is indeed focal to the story.
A similar situation for a western audience might be: “Let’s get in the car and drive 
round the world”, with the response “We’re not going just like that”, implying that first the 
car should be serviced, insurance arranged, visas and inoculations obtained, etc. The lack 
of suitable preparation for the task in hand is focal, not in the grammar, but because the 
hearer has cultural presuppositions as to what preparation is appropriate.
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In translation, if  the target audience cannot identify what prototypical expectations 
in the open scenario are being violated, then a generic comparison “just like that” will need 
to be made specific, e.g. “We are not going stealing without first checking the omens”, 
“We’re not going round the world without first making proper preparations”. Failure to 
make the comparison clear will cause the audience frustration. Relevance theory (Sperber 
and Wilson, 1986) predicts that the more work involved in decoding an utterance, the more 
contextual effects the speaker is promising. When a comparison is left vague, even if the 
audience manage after careful thought to decode the intented meaning, they gain no extra 
contextual effects beyond what could have been stated directly. Only if the speaker 
intended to confuse his audience would a vague comparison offer extra contextual effects, 
i.e. that the author intended to be vague and confusing.
Comparative clauses or phrases may also occur elsewhere in a narrative, but they
always mark Hearer-old information, e.g.
“Michael”
5 But he always used to travel without paying his fare.
14 uijuaji manakh to fiep-a kom nothi kor-t-a.
Christian people indeed like.this-G work not do-impf-G 
Christian people don’t behave like this.
In the original speech interchange, the adjective “like this, such” in line 14, as spoken by
the ticket inspector, refers to the real life situation of Michael’s travelling without a ticket,
i.e. information status GIVEN situational.
For the audience of the narrative, the adjective “like this, such” in line 14 refers
back to the information in line 5, travelling without paying, which is GIVEN textual-
displaced.
Relative clauses and Hearer-old scenarios
Parkari relative clauses, like Greek adjectival Participles, can be used to define a
specific referent. In Parkari, as in Greek, the use of such restrictive relative clauses
indicates that the speaker regards the referent as part of the hearer’s mental scenario bank.
Otherwise it would not be reasonable to expect the hearer to identify the correct referent.
Such referents may belong to any information status type except 1 NEW, e.g.
(relevant Hearer-new items bolded, relative pronoun bolded and underlined, Hearer-old
items underlined):
“Mongoose”
2 fiek (jom me fiek ghar fiat-o.
one town in one house was-G 
In a certain town there was a house.
15 The mongoose kept gradually growing bigger
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16 on u-a ahQf me re-u-a lacf-i-o.
and that-G house in dwell-inf-G begin-pf-G 
and began to live in that house.
17 on dxeke qh9f r-q bhati fiot-a
and whoever house of-G members was-G 
And all the members of the family.
18 it became friendly with them all.
Here “house” is first introduced as Hearer-new in line 2 (information status NEW). In line
16 it is referred to as “that house” (GIVEN textual-displaced). In line 17 the restrictive
relative clause “whoever were members of the house” is a Hearer-old form and refers to
the people already prototypically present in the “house” scenario (KNOWN inferrable).
Similarly:
“Malo’s wedding”
2 and then we held Malo’s wedding.
18 rixeke omar-a oziz hocf-a fiot-a, u a-i-a
whoever our-G relative true-G was-G that come-pf-G 
whoever was a true relative of ours, they came.
In line 18 the restrictive relative clause “whoever were our true (i.e. close) relatives” is a
Hearer-old form (KNOWN inferrable) referring to people prototypically present in the
open “we” scenario (line 2), since humans prototypically have living relatives.
Plural of respect and Hearer-old scenarios
An aspect o f Parkari grammar not found in either New Testament Greek or English 
is the use of plural forms for singular referents to mark respect. In Parkari, the plural of  
respect is especially common in second person reference, but also occurs in third person 
reference. Similar patterns of respect marking are found in other Indo-Aryan languages, 
such as Urdu (Barker, 1967, Volume 1:20). This grammatical form interrelates with 
scenarios in as much as certain mental scenarios in Parkari must include the information 
“plus respect, use plural form of address”.
Status may not be a prototypical element in a westerner’s mental scenario, except 
for a limited number of categories, such as royalty, judges etc. where the status requires 
special forms of address. However the absence of grammatical marking does not mean that 
the information “plus respect” is not stored in the brain, since respect and disrespect can be 
shown lexically in English, e.g. “Do you want something, then?” as opposed to “Could I -
get you anything, sir?”
In Parkari, the plural of respect is used when the addressee is singular in number, 
but the speaker wishes to show that person respect. This typically occurs when the speaker
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is o f lower social status than the addressee, or when someone of roughly equal status to the
addressee is asking for a favour, since showing respect encourages compliance. In
requests, the plural of respect functions similarly to the way “please” is used in English,
e.g. (verb bolded, plural morpheme underlined)
“Sparrow”
50 to k-e-fi deuta k-e-fi mu ne me ozom-ia
so say-P-pres fire say-P-pres me to don’t douse-fut.imp 
So the fire says, Don’t put me out!
51 I will bum up the stick.
52 dhok-o k-e-fi mu ne me Baf-ifi
stick-G say-P-pres me to don’t bum(tr)-fut.imp 
The stick says, Don’t bum me!
53 I will go and beat the dog, he says.
54 kutr-o k-e-fi mu ne me mar-ia
dog-G say-P-pres me to don’t beat-fut.imp 
The dog says, Don’t beat me!
Line 50 is spoken to a river, line 52 to a fire, and line 54 to a stick, all singular. The plural
forms show that the speaker is giving respect to the addressee, who is currently in a
position o f power and threatening the welfare o f the speaker, in the hope that the addressee
will be merciful.
Because Parkari uses a plural of respect, the second person singular in Parkari
conveys more information than the second person singular in English, viz. “not plus
respect”, e.g. (singular forms bolded)
“Michael”
12 Then the inspector said to Michael
13 “tu uijuafi th-en rfblot kom kar-e-fi.
you(s) Christian become-nonf wrong work do-P-pres 
“You have become a Christian, but do what’s wrong.”
The use of the singular here is expected from the social situation, where the adult ticket
inspector has a higher social status than a child who is a passenger. In certain situations,
the relative status marked in Parkari would need to be made explicit in translation
otherwise the attitude of the speaker to the addressee might be lost.
Similarly, parents would not use the plural form to one of their children, e.g. 
“Mongoose”
9 When he came home his mother said
10 Child, this baby mongoose
11 tu uapos sacf-e au (apr-a) apr-i ma kon
you(s) back leave-nonf come (own-G) own-G mother to 
you take back to its own mother.
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Note that the use of the singular does not show disrespect unless the speaker is
clearly inferior in status to the addressee. An example of this is found in the “Sparrow”
story, where the sparrow manages by his craftiness to get everyone else, including the
king, to do his bidding. The sparrow shows no respect to anyone, regardless of status, e.g.
16 to k-e-fi bhatja bhatja tu u-a ne uacft-a ne hazam-au k-e-fi
so say-P-pres king king you(s) he-G to carpenter-G to understand-caus say-P-pres 
So he says, King, king, you explain to the carpenter
Where the addressees are plural in number, the second person plural form is always
used and shows neither respect nor disrespect, e.g. (second person plural morphemes bold
and underlined)
“Sparrow”
19 to k-e-fi forj-io rorpio tame bhat[a hu rifia-e za-o
so say-P-pres queen-G queen-G you king from sulk-nonf go-P 
So he says, Queens, queens, you get angry with the king!
“Breadpan”
1 zae5 fiae tauf-o sat-o
when this breadpan-G raise-P
When you put this breadpan onto the fire,
2 tae5 pase cfjeuo ne zo Jomu ne hacf kar-ia. 
then then Jevon to or Shomu to call do-fut.imp 
then give Jevon or Shomu a call.
3 to aph e u tam-o ne fief'1 deuta kar-en
then selves indeed they you-G to below fire do-nonf 
Then they will make the fire below [the breadpan] for you
This “Breadpan” text was spoken by a middle-aged man, Arzan, to myself and my wife,
hence the plural form.
In contrast Arzan’s wife, addressing me alone, used the singular form, e.g.
“Malo’s wedding”
1 ntjat cf-i-o par-o tu for-a malak me
Richard went-pf-G result-G you(s) your(s)-G country in 
Richard went, you went back to your home country
2 and then we held Malo’s wedding.
As noted above, the singular form here shows no disrespect since the speaker, being a 
generation older than me, would not be expected to accord me higher status than herself.
Chapter summary
In Parkari, as in New Testament Greek, there are many grammatical constructions 
which not only communicate information but also encode that such information is 
regarded as Hearer-old. These include “when” clauses, infinitives, passives and subjectless 
verbs, quotations, rhetorical questions, comparative clauses, relative clauses, and plurals of 
respect. These constructions regularly omit information necessary for accurate 
understanding, since the speaker assumes that the audience will be able to identify such 
information by referring to their own mental scenarios.
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The use of such grammatical constructions corresponds partly to Discourse-new 
and Discourse-old distinctions. However, the surface marking in Parkari can only be 
explained by Hearer-old categories including KNOWN inferrable and KNOWN unused, 
both of which refer to information in scenarios stored in long-term memory. These mental 
scenarios, due to culturally and experientially shared cognition, form part of the mutual 
cognitive environment o f Relevance Theory, and provide the basis for efficient 
communication. Thus a speaker can treat all the contents of these mental scenarios, which 
he shares with his audience, as Hearer-old. Where speaker and audience do not share the 
same cultural scenarios, the speaker will need to make more information explicit in order 
to complement his audience’s existing knowledge.
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Chapter 13 
PARKARI LEXICON 
AND SCENARIOS
In Parkari, as in Greek, scenarios affect lexical collocations as well as grammar. 
This chapter shows how scenario structure provides the conceptual basis for understanding 
lexical cohesion and lexical reference in contemporary Parkari texts. I give evidence that 
the co-occurrence of vocabulary in Parkari reflects the scenarios open in the speaker’s 
mind, and hence indicates to the audience which scenarios are currently open in the 
discourse. I also show how scenario theory explains certain lexical patterns in Parkari: the 
conjoining of lexical items to form lexical doublets, the use and omission of lexical 
marking for contraexpectation, and the use of causative verbs without making all the 
participants explicit.
Lexical cohesion and scenarios
Lexical cohesion “refers to the role played by the selection of vocabulary in 
organizing relations within a text” and includes both reiteration and collocation (Baker, 
1992:203). The cohesion which depends on reiteration is achieved by coreferential 
marking, whether noun, pronoun, or zero anaphora, whereas the cohesion which depends 
on collocation is achieved by the use of vocabulary which belongs together in organized 
relationships. On the face of it, one would assume that this would be vocabulary from a 
single semantic domain, but this is not true if we restrict semantic domain in the way Louw 
and Nida have for New Testament Greek (1988). In order to have a role in “organizing 
relations within a text”, vocabulary must belong within a single scenario, where the 
semantic relationships are already prototypically present.
For ease of reference I give lexical examples from the English gloss. The Parkari 
text can be found in Appendix 0.
Clear examples o f lexical cohesion occur in the text “Michael”, where the use of 
vocabulary from a specific scenario helps the audience to recognise which scenario is 
open, thus allowing accurate identification of reference, and the switch to lexical items of a 
different scenario not only opens a new scenario but corresponds to a development of the 
narrative, usually marking the beginning of a new semantic paragraph, e.g.
(reiteration underlined, collocation bolded)
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the “boy” scenario:
1 Once there was a boy.
2 His name was Michael.
3 This bov used to go every day to study in school, 
the “train” scenario:
4 But he used to go to school on the train.
5 But he always used to travel without paying his fare.
6 And when the inspector used to come to check the tickets,
7 then this bov used to hide in the toilet or under the seat.
the “inspector” scenario:
6 And when the inspector used to come to check the tickets,
7 then this boy used to hide in the toilet or under the seat.
8 One day the inspector caught hold of him.
9 When he checked his pockets
10 he found [his] Identity Card in his pocket.
the “identity” scenario:
10 he found his Identity Card in his pocket.
11 and on the card was written “Michael Christian”.
13 “You have become a Christian, but do what’s wrong.
14 Christian people don’t behave like this.
the “morality” scenario:
5 But he always used to travel without paying his fare,
7 then this boy used to hide in the toilet or under the seat.
13 “You have become a Christian, but do what’s wrong.
14 Christian people don’t behave like this.
15 So why are you doing wrong like this?”
16 Then this boy became very ashamed,
17 and became very embarrassed.
18 Then Michael became a good Christian.
19 We should all
20 give up our bad deeds and do good deeds,
21 just as this boy became a good Christian.
It can be readily seen in the examples above that throughout the text lexical 
cohesion is achieved by reiteration of Michael as the main narrative character, using his 
name, a noun with demonstrative adjective, or a pronoun. In lines 4, 5 and 15, where the 
English gloss has a lexical pronoun, the Parkari text has a null pronoun (zero). It can also 
be seen that cohesion is achieved by the collocation of specific lexical items which belong 
in the same scenario and which have a prototypical semantic relationship one to the other, 
which may or may not be explicit in the text.
Lexical cohesion in terms o f organizing relations within sections of the text is 
achieved by the lexical items opening a specific scenario in which the prototypical 
semantic relationships between concepts help the audience interpret relationships left 
implicit in the text. For example, line 4 opens the “train” scenario, in which “fare” (line 5) 
means “train fare”, “inspector” and “tickets” (line 6) means “ticket inspector” and “train
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tickets”, and “toilet” and “seat” (line 7) means “toilet at the end of the railway carriage”
and “seat in the railway carriage”.
Lexical cohesion in terms of organizing relations between different sections of the
text is achieved by the interlinking or chaining o f related scenarios. Typically one element
of an open scenario becomes the core element o f a new scenario in the text. Hence the
“boy” scenario in line 1 leads to “school” in line 3; the “school” scenario leads, somewhat
untypically (note “But”) to “train” in line 4; the “train” scenario leads to “inspector” in line
6, and foreshadows the “morality” scenario by ticketless travel and hiding in lines 5 and 7;
the “inspector” scenario leads to “identity” in line 10; the “identity” scenario leads to
“Christian” in lines 11,13 and 14; and the word “Christian” opens the “morality” scenario
which dominates the final part of the stoiy.
Interestingly, the “morality” scenario is shadowed way back in line 2 for the
Parkari audience by the name “Michael”, which is postposed for emphasis:
2 u-a r-o nom fiat-o maekal.
that-G of-G name was-G Michael 
His name was Michael.
Among Parkaris, “Michael” is a name used only by Christians, whereas the majority of 
Parkaris are Hindu/animist. So the boy’s name itself opens the “Christian” scenario which 
has “morality” as a central element.
Another example of lexical cohesion, both between the lexical items within
individual sections of the text, and between the different sections o f the text, comes in the
text “My farmwork”. In this procedural text, reiteration is shown by the frequent use of
Nonfinal forms to refer back to the preceding main verb as the time setting for the next set
of events, and by use of the first person throughout either as an independent pronoun or
verbal suffix in the Parkari. To achieve lexical collocation, as in the text “Michael”, lexical
items within each section are related to a single scenario, and succesive sections of text are
closed and opened by the interlinking or chaining of scenarios. However, in this procedural
text, the change between scenarios is not plot driven, but time driven, e.g.
(reiteration using Parkari Nonfinal forms underlined, collocation bolded)
the “morning” scenario:
1 a Having got up early in the morning
the “field tour” scenario (also in lines 13 and 16):
1 b I will go to take a walk round the land.
2 After taking a walk round I come back home again.
the “ploughing” scenario:
3 After coming home. I will drive the oxen and go to yoke the ox-team.
4 The ox-team goes.
NB This is reiterated in 5a with explicit ploughing vocabulary “After ploughing the land “
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the “planting sugarcane” scenario:
5 After ploughing the land then I go and cut the sugarcane.
6 After cutting the sugarcane then having chopped it into sections
7 then again, back on the land, having made trenches
8 I plant sugarcane in the trenches.
9 After planting the sugarcane
10 then I fill it in, fill the trenches in.
the “watering the crop” scenario:
11 After filling them in then I let the water into it.
12 After letting in the water, after it has filled, then I close the channel.
13 After closing it then I er take another walk round the land.
14 Then I close off the channel from the upper mouth.
15 After closing the channel I come back
16 and take a tour round the land.
the “keeping the fields neat” scenario:
17 Then if there are field-walls I trim the walls.
18 After trimming the walls I keep the walls straight.
19 If there is a mound, then I dig away the mound and level it up.
20 And I do fields in turn, trimming them well.
21 I make all the fields level,
22 in which the water may come really evenly
23 and the water may lie in the field just the same amount all over.
the “evaluative” scenario:
24 So in this way according to my own plan
25 I do my work in a good manner.
The use of vocabulary from a single scenario produces lexical cohesion, and such 
vocabulary, by opening a specific scenario allows the audience to interpret implicit 
semantic relationships between explicit items. For example, in 11-16 “let in the water”, 
“channel”, “open” and “close” are lexically cohesive, as they all belong in the same 
“irrigation” scenario. These lexically cohesive vocabulary items show that the “irrigation” 
scenario is open, and this scenario allows the hearer to understand “it has filled” as “the 
field has been filled to a level of a few inches”, to understand “channel” as the “water 
channel for irrigating the fields” and to understand “upper mouth” as the “upper mouth of 
the irrigation channel where it joins to the irrigation canal”.
Such lexically cohesive items do not necessarily belong in the same semantic 
domain. For example, “water”, “field” and “field-wall” are not in the same semantic 
domain as “trimming”, “straight” “level”, and “evenly”, but they all belong in the one 
scenario of “keeping the fields neat”. These scenarios are clearly experiential. The 
difference in agriculture between Parkaris and Westerners make the contents of several 
Parkari scenarios appear unusual. For example, “field-walls” are not stone boundary 
markers but earth banks around each field which allow irrigation water to flood the field 
evenly without flowing away. Thus lexical cohesion through collocation is achieved by the
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juxtaposition of vocabulary items which refer to concepts stored in the same mental 
scenario, since they co-occur in real life as culturally related concepts.
The lexical collocations in a text enable the audience to identify which scenarios 
are open, and this enables them to link the vocabulary to semantically interrelated concepts 
in their own mental scenarios. This conceptual relationship between lexical items is what 
produces lexical cohesion throughout a text. This is clearly shown in “Mongoose”, e.g. 
(collocations bolded)
the “town” scenario:
2 In a certain town there was a house.
the “household” scenario:
3 And that house-holder’s name was Premo.
4 Premo’s son was one Konji.
9 When he came home his mother said
17 And all the members of the family,
20 his baby brother was bom,
the “baby mongoose” scenario:
6 and he caught a mongoose
7 and he took the baby mongoose
10 Child, this baby mongoose
11 you take back to its own mother.
13 and kept that baby mongoose in his own home
14 and looked after it.
15 The mongoose kept gradually growing bigger
16 and began to live in that house.
Here again, in the “baby mongoose” scenario, the vocabulary items such as 
“mongoose,” “look after” and “house” do not belong to the same semantic domains, but 
they do belong conceptually in a single scenario, that of a “pet”, and it is this scenario 
which provides lexical cohesion. In other words, lexical cohesion is simply the natural by­
product o f conceptual coherence, and conceptual coherence is based on repeated reference 
to the same mental scenario, since that is where conceptually related concepts are stored in 
the brain.
So the content o f scenarios cannot be limited to a small number of items with fixed 
culturally independent relationships, since the scenario is an idealized conceptual 
representation of real life relationships. Nevertheless there are certain conceptual 
relationships typically found within scenarios, and these are reflected in the semantic 
relationships between words which regularly co-occur in discourse. This means that there 
are two categories of lexical collocation: lexical items which belong in the same semantic 
domain and are related by a limited number of fixed semantic relationships, and lexical 
items which do not belong in the same semantic domain and are related by whatever
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semantic relationships occur in real life experiences. These will be illustrated in turn with 
Parkari examples.
Semantic relationships within the same semantic domain:
Relevant items are shown bolded. With specific-generic relations the generic is
underlined, and with part-whole relations the whole is underlined.
s p e c i f i c - s p e c i f i c ,  s p e c i f i c s  b e l o n g i n g  t o  t h e  s a m e  g e n e r i c  c l a s s ,  e . g .
“Mongoose” - family members
3 And that house-holder’s name was Premo.
4 Premo’s son was one Konji.
9 When he came home his mother said
“Malo’s wedding” - foodstuffs
10 Then we got rice. We got three maunds (120kg) of rice.
11 We got some spices.
12 However we didn’t get a buffalo, we got half a maund of potatoes.
s p e c i f i c - g e n e r i c ,  s p e c i f i c s  r e f e r r e d  b a c k  t o  b y  a  g e n e r i c  t e r m ,  e . g .
“Mongoose”
3 And that house-holder’s name was Premo.
4 Premo’s son was one Konji.
9 When he came home his mother said
17 And all the members of the family.
“Malo’s wedding”
10 Then we got rice. We got three maunds (120kg) of rice.
11 We got some spices.
12 However we didn’t get a buffalo, we got half a maund of potatoes.
19 Then when they had come we cooked the rice and held the wedding.
NB The Parkari word for “rice” in line 10 means “uncooked rice grains”. The different word in line 19 
means “cooked rice” and is used in the sense of the whole meal, including the potatoes and spices, which are 
mixed in with it.
“The lame man and the blind man”
56 He had opened it, and having opened the pan and the pot he was looking in it.
NB The word for “pan” in 56 means “a small pan for cooking curry or rice” whereas the word glossed “pot” 
is generic for any kind of vessel.
g e n e r i c - s p e c i f i c ,  g e n e r i c  f o l l o w e d  b y  s p e c i f i c s  o f  t h a t  c l a s s ,  e . g .
“Malo’s wedding”
3 When we held the wedding we had no money at all.
4 There was not even five rupees in the house.
“Malo’s wedding”
20 In the evening the wedding money was raised, they stayed the night.
22 and in Richard’s house here only the women stayed.
23 The men stayed in the tent.
p a r t - w h o l e ,  p a r t s  b e l o n g i n g  t o  t h e  s a m e  w h o l e ,  e . g .
“Michael”
4 But he used to go to school on the train.
7 then this boy used to hide in the toilet or under the seat.
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“Mongoose”
2 In a certain town there was a house.
“Mongoose”
26 a cobra came into the house,
28 it came there and raised its hood.
“Malo’s wedding”
19 Then when they had come we cooked the rice and held the wedding.
20 In the evening the wedding money was raised, they stayed the night.
26 Then we gave the bridegroom the ritual showing.
28 Then the drum went and got forgotten.
29 Then having taken the Datsun we went anyway straight to the church.
34 and then we held the wedding, read the marriage.
NB In line 19 “wedding” is used in the generic sense of all the activities involved, i.e. the whole script from 
the “wedding” scenario. In line 34 “wedding” is clarified by the loan word “nika” glossed “marriage” i.e. the 
formal legal and religious ceremony as performed by the Church.
s y n o n y m s ,  e . g .
“Michael”
16 Then this boy became very ashamed,
17 and became very embarrassed.
“My farmwork”
lb I will go to take a walk round the land.
16 and take a tour round the land.
“My farmwork”
20 And I do fields in turn, trimming them well.
25 I do my work in a good manner.
c o - r e f e r e n t i a l  n o u n s ,  o r  n o u n  p h r a s e s ,  e . g .
“Michael”
1 Once there was a boy.
12 Then the inspector said to Michael
“Mongoose”
6 and he caught a mongoose
7 and he took the baby mongoose
“Mongoose”
41 A little while later, the boy’s mother came.
45 The lady thought in her heart that this mongoose
“Mongoose”
4 Premo’s son was one Konji.
10 Child, this baby mongoose
Note that the same noun used in line 10 for Konji is used again in line 53 to refer to
his baby brother:
“Mongoose”
10 Child, this baby mongoose
53 and the child is there playing.
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This shows that the assignment of reference must be made not at word level, but at 
scenario level. The same lexical item in the same text may have different referents, 
depending on the scenario currently open, which is determined from the events and items 
mentioned in the text. Since the audience relies on the scenario in order to identify 
reiteration, achieving lexical cohesion by reiteration also depends on the scenario.
a n t o n y m s ,  e . g .
“Michael”
20 give up our bad deeds and do good deeds,
“My farmwork”
lb I will go to take a walk round the land.
2 After taking a walk round I come back home again.
It is of interest that Parkari has several pairs o f rhyming antonyms, where the 
“positive” one of the pair has the initial consonant h (possibly related historically to the 
Sanskrit prefix su “good”), thus resulting in the lexical cohesion being paralleled by 
phonological similarity, e.g.
Negative Positive
dbkh grief hakh happiness
cforo difficult boro easy
cjauo left hauo right
olp wrong way round hojo right way round
mogho expensive hogho inexpensive, cheap
ksputar disobedient, naughty haputer obedient, well behaved
c o r o l l a r i e s ,  e . g .
“Mongoose”
36 Finally the mongoose killed the snake.
52 there is a snake lying dead at the side of the cot.
“Mongoose”
10 Child, this baby mongoose
11 you take back to its own mother.
Semantic relationships in the same scenario but not in the same semantic domain:
v o c a b u l a r y  b e l o n g i n g  t o  t h e  s a m e  t i m e - s p a c e - a c t i v i t y  f r a m e ,  e . g .
times and related events:
“Michael”
3 This boy used to go every day to study in school.
“My farmwork”
1 Having got up early in the morning
“Malo’s wedding”
20 In the evening the wedding money was raised, they stayed the night.
NB In Parkari culture, the bridegroom’s guests arrive at his village in the evening, and give wedding money 
to the groom’s father to help cover the wedding costs.
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places and related events:
“Michael”
3 This boy used to go every day to study in school.
“Michael”
4 But he used to go to school on the train.
6 And when the inspector used to come to check the tickets,
places and related participants:
“Michael”
3 This boy used to go every day to study in school.
“Michael”
4 But he used to go to school on the train.
6 And when the inspector used to come to check the tickets,
participants and related events:
“Michael”
3 This boy used to go every day to study in school.
“Michael”
6 And when the inspector used to come to check the tickets,
v o c a b u l a r y  b e l o n g i n g  t o  t h e  s e q u e n t i a l  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  t i m e - s p a c e - a c t i v i t y ,  e . g .  
“Malo’s wedding” (time)
20 In the evening the wedding money was raised, they stayed the night.
25 Then early in the morning at eight o’clock the Datsun came.
“Mongoose” (space)
23 went outside to fetch water, [i.e. to a well]
41 A little while later, the boy’s mother came.
42 And she came to the doorway and saw ...
50 After she had killed it, when she went inside the house
“My farmwork” (activity)
12 After letting in the water, after it has filled, then I close the channel.
v o c a b u l a r y  b e l o n g i n g  t o  s e q u e n t i a l  s t a g e s  o f  a  s c r i p t ,  e . g .
“My farmwork”
6 After cutting the sugarcane then having chopped it into sections
“Mongoose”
13 and kept that baby mongoose in his own home
14 and looked after it.
v o c a b u l a r y  b e l o n g i n g  t o  t h e  s e q u e n t i a l  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  c a u s e  a n d  e f f e c t ,  e . g .  
“Michael”
6 And when the inspector used to come to check the tickets,
7 then this boy used to hide in the toilet or under the seat.
“Michael”
9 When he checked his pockets
10 he found his Identity Card in his pocket.
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v o c a b u l a r y  b e l o n g i n g  t o  t h e  s e q u e n t i a l  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  p l o t ,  l e .  p r o b l e m  a n d  r e s o l u t i o n ,  
e . g .
“Michael”
7 then this boy used to hide in the toilet or under the seat.
8 One day the inspector caught hold of him.
“Michael”
15 “So why are you doing wrong like this?”
18 Then Michael became a good Christian.
v o c a b u l a r y  r e l a t e d  m e t a p h o r i c a l l y ,  e . g .
“Mongoose”
66 One should not act like this. [Literally: do such work]
67 One should always be patient
68 since the fruit of patience is always sweet.
The word “fruit” is linked metaphorically with the word “work” in the “patience” 
scenario, as is shown by the Parkari saying “The fruit of patience is sweet”. Here, the 
“work” of killing the innocent mongoose is the “fruit”, i.e. result, o f lack o f patience. Had 
the woman first patiently checked the facts, she would not have done this evil deed, and 
the “fruit” of her patience would have been “sweet fruit”, i.e. a good response to the 
situation.
Textual coherence and scenario mismatch
Research into human cognition has shown that the time taken to verify the semantic 
relationship between two lexical items depends on the strength of the experiential link 
between the concepts those lexical items refer to, and this suggests that concepts are stored 
in semantically and hierarchically structured mental networks which consequently link the 
lexical items tagged to those concepts (Collins and Quillian, 1972; Collins and Loftus,
1975). This evidence suggests that the link between lexical cohesion and scenarios is part
of all human cognition.
However the specific concepts which are related within a given scenario vary from 
culture to culture. Many scenarios include elements common to all humanity, e.g. the 
“childbirth” scenario must include a mother, a child, and an umbilical cord. Yet even this 
scenario has elements which are culturally determined, e.g. probable age of mother, place 
and mode of delivery, presence or absence of a professional medical person, etc. 
Consequently, where the audience does not share the scenarios of the writer, for example 
non-Parkaris hearing a Parkari text, the speaker’s lexical cohesion is not perceived by the 
audience, but rather they see the lexicon as random, and both lexical cohesion and 
semantic coherence is lost.
A clear example of this is in the “wedding” scenario, which is very different for 
English and Parkari people, due to different cultural backgrounds (items in both Parkari 
and English “wedding” scenarios are underlined, items not in the English “wedding” 
scenario are bolded), e.g.
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“Malo’s wedding”
2 and then we held Malo’s wedding.
10 Then we got rice. We got three maunds (120kg) of rice.
11 We got some spices.
12 However we didn’t get a buffalo, we got half a maund of potatoes.
14 The feeding of the groom (at different houses) went on for eight days.
20 In the evening the wedding money was raised, they stayed the night.
21 The tent was pitched
25 Then early in the morning at eight o’clock the Datsun came.
26 Then we gave the bridegroom the ritual showing.
28 Then the drum went and got forgotten.
29 Then having taken the Datsun we went anvwav straight to the church.
31 one bridegroom came there from Matli.
32 My son Malo’s wedding party went.
34 and then we held the wedding, read the marriage.
35 The vicar came, Bashir Din from Hyderabad.
The marriage, church, bridegroom, and vicar are part of the “wedding” scenario in
both Parkari Christian culture and English culture (though the detailed scenario for each 
element is by no means identical). However, rice, spices, buffalo meat or potatoes are not 
in the “wedding meal” section of an English “wedding” scenario. Nor does an English 
“wedding” scenario include pre-wedding meals for the groom throughout the 
neighbourhood, wedding money, tents for the guests, open-backed Datsun vans to take the 
guests to the wedding, ritual “showings” of the groom, drums for the dancing, or groom’s 
wedding parties travelling to the wedding en masse. Yet all these items are prototypically 
present in the Parkari wedding scenario. Indeed, most of the similar elements, such as 
reading the marriage ceremony, churches, and vicars, are only part of the “wedding” 
scenario for the minority of Parkaris who are Christians.
It is, of course, possible to change the audience’s scenarios by the lexical 
collocations within the text. No doubt, as you read this, your scenario for “weddings” is 
being altered by the addition o f a Parkari subsection, containing new conceptual links and 
lexical collocations. However, when a speaker is trying to create a new scenario or alter an 
existing one, he cannot assume that the audience is able to correctly infer implicit 
information or implicit semantic links between explicit items. Consequently, he must be 
more explicit than when he and his audience share scenarios, e.g. instead of “The tent was 
pitched” he may say “The tent was pitched for accommodating the wedding guests 
overnight”.
As with the “wedding” scenario, the Parkari “farming” scenario contains not only
elements common to the English scenario (underlined) but also elements which are clearly
different (bolded), e.g.
“My farmwork”
1 Having pot up early in the morning
I will go to take a walk round the land.
3 After coming home, I will drive the oxen and go to yoke the ox-team.
4 The ox-team goes.
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5 After ploughing the land then I go and cut the sugarcane.
8 I plant sugarcane in the trenches.
12 After letting in the water, after it has filled, then I close the channel.
17 Then if there are field-walls I trim the walls.
19 If there is a mound, then I dig away the mound and level it up.
Getting up early, looking round the fields, and ploughing belong in the “farming” 
scenario of both languages and cultures, but in the English scenario oxen are not used for 
ploughing, sugarcane is not a crop planted, and the whole planting method is different. The 
Parkari scenario for watering crops is by irrigation, so fields have earthen walls 
surrounding them, trenches are made in the fields, and after planting, water is run from 
irrigation channels into the fields to fill the bottom of the trenches. If the fields have humps 
and hollows, the water will not flow eveiy where. Even the word for “plant” in line 8 refers 
only to the transplanting of a crop, such as rice seedlings or sugarcane sections, into a field 
which is, or will be flooded.
Such scenario mismatch makes the flow of discourse unpredictable for a foreign
reader. The unusual may seem normal, e.g.
“Michael”
3 This boy used to go every day to study in school.
4 But he used to go to school on the train.
Michael’s travelling to school by train is marked as contrary to expectation, but this is not
an uncommon way to travel to school in the South of England. For Parkaris however, this
is very unusual, since almost all live in rural areas, away from roads and railways, and
most children must walk to school if  they go at all.
And again the normal may seem unusual:
“Michael”
10 he found his Identity Card in his pocket.
Parkaris would expect a schoolchild of secondary age to carry an Identity Card, as legally 
required. But Identity Cards are not part o f a UK schoolboy scenario, but belong to a 
police or military scenario. Someone may use a student card or driver’s licence to prove 
identity, but they would not carry an “identity card” in their pocket.
Some Parkari texts seem to Westerners to lack lexical cohesion altogether, e.g. the
opening of “The lame man and the blind man”:
2 The lame man says to the blind man “Let’s go and steal something.”
3 So the blind man says “ Do you know where something is then?”
4 So the lame man says “Yes”.
5 The blind man says “We won’t go stealing just like that.
6 Go over there where that bird is singing and put a broken pot-rim there.
7 Just keep looking whether the bird goes through the broken pot-rim or not.”
8 So he says “Blind man”, its the lame man talking,
“Blind man, the bird did go through the pot-rim.”
9 So he says “Now, when night falls, then we will go stealing.”
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Here, the lame man suggests going to steal something, but the blind man refuses to 
go “just like that” and tells the lame man to see whether a bird flies through a broken pot 
rim. Once assured that the bird does, the blind man agrees that “now” they will go stealing. 
Parkari has two words for “now”, fiomqe meaning “at this time” and houe meaning “in this 
situation”. The use of fioue “now” in line 9 indicates that the situation has been changed by 
the bird’s action.
These diverse elements do not belong together in any English scenario, so the text 
seems to lack lexical cohesion. However Parkari Hindus do not start any activity without 
first consulting the omens, and the behaviour o f birds is a typical omen. Thus these words 
all fit naturally into the Parkari “omen” scenario providing lexical cohesion.
In this story, the bird’s flying through the pot rim is a good omen for the central 
characters, and thereafter, every time they meet an obstacle, the blind man reminds the 
lame man of this good omen, and they carry on undaunted. These opening lines, then, 
provide the setting of an auspicious omen which is a recurring theme throughout the story. 
Yet the word “omen” is never explicitly mentioned. Consequently, the story is hard for a 
Westerner to make sense of, since textual coherence relies heavily on lexical cohesion to 
indicate which scenarios are open.
In translation, where there is scenario mismatch, it will often be necessary to make
explicit the relationship between lexical items and the scenario they are part of, e.g.
“Malo’s wedding”
28 Then the drum went and got forgotten.
A meaning-based translation might well say “Then we forgot the drum, which we needed
for accompanying the traditional wedding dances.”
Similarly:
“The lame man and the blind man”
5 The blind man says “We won’t go stealing just like that.”
A meaning-based translation might well say “We won’t go stealing just like that, without 
checking the omens.”
Such adjustments in the form of the text do not alter the meaning or cohesion o f the 
original text. Rather they are compensating for the mismatch of scenarios between the 
original speaker and the new audience, by making explicit in the translation the same 
cohesion which was implicit in the original text.
Textual coherence and metaphorically linked scenarios
Parkari discourse containing metaphorical language may seem to lack lexical 
cohesion to an English audience, since Parkari metaphorical links are not the same as 
English metaphorical links. Metaphors are not usually individual creative linkings of 
different items, but whole scenarios are linked by a central metaphorical link, and this 
spawns whole clusters of related metaphors (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980). So in a Parkari
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text, vocabulary from a metaphorical scenario would be automatically linked to a literal
scenario for the author and for a Parkari audience, but to a Western reader this vocabulary
may appear unrelated.
For example, Parkari sayings frequently contain metaphors. Parkari has a common
metaphorical link between people and their actions and trees and their fruit, e.g.
“tree” scenario:
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a tree produces fruit
a good tree produces sweet fruit
a bad tree produces sour fruit
“person” scenario:
a person produces actions
a good person produces good actions
a bad person produces bad actions
This connection is shown in the common saying: 
cB;eu-o uai^teu-o meu-o. 
as-G tree, so-G fruit-G 
As the tree, so the fruit.
= As the person, so the deed, i.e. a person’s actions reveal their nature.
New Testament Greek also uses this “tree and fruit” metaphor, though typically it
uses specific terms from a Palestinian setting, rather than generic terms. The Parkari saying
can be used in translation to clarify the New Testament metaphor, ensuring that it is
understood metaphorically not literally, e.g.
James 3:12 
CTincfj eXaiag iToifjam fj dg-rreXo? crOica; 
fig-tree olives will-produce or grape-vine figs?
Parkari: As the tree, so the fruit. Can the fruits of olive occur on the tree of fig? Or can can the fruits of fig 
occur on the vine of grapes?
As noted above, there is a similar saying which uses another word for fruit as a 
metaphor:
sabh3f r-o phol mith-o s-s. 
patience of-G fruit sweet-G be-P 
The fruit of patience is sweet.
= The result of patience is good, i.e. a patient person does good actions and receives good rewards.
This saying is the basis for the “fruit” metaphor in the “Mongoose” text:
“Mongoose”
56 I have killed an innocent sinless creature.
62 Why was I not patient?
63 Why did I not first look inside the house?
64 What, what, what sort of deed is this?
65 But then she thought in her heart
66 One should not act like this.
67 One should always be patient.
68 take sob^f r-o phol fiameja mith-o s-e. 
so.that patience of-G fruit always sweet-G be-P 
since the fruit of patience is always sweet.
Note that the act of killing the innocent mongoose is the result or “fruit” o f lack of 
patience. Had the woman first patiently checked the facts, she would not have done this
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evil deed, and the result or “fruit” o f her patience would have been “sweet fruit”, i.e. a
good response to the situation. The two Parkari sayings above show that “patience” is
metaphorically regarded as a “good tree”. These metaphorically related scenarios are
charted below in parallel, with the explicit references bold:
“tree” scenario:
a good tree 
a bad tree
“patience” scenario:
patience (62, 68) 
impatience
i.e.
a good tree = patience 
a bad tree = impatience
produces sweet fruit (68)
produces sour fruit
produces good actions
produces (bad) actions (56, 64, 66)
produces sweet fruit = good actions
produces sour fruit = (bad) actions
Lakoff and Johnson (1980) also point out that scenarios are linked metaphorically
due to a perceived similarity, and some of these perceived similarities are rooted in
physiological realities, such as anger increasing the blood supply near the skin’s surface,
so creating extra surface heat. This metaphorical connection of anger and heat also occurs
in Parkari, though not in the texts quoted here:
“heat” scenario “anger” scenario 
literal metaphorical
6o]wo to bum to be angry
jbrom hot angry
th9fwo to cool down to calm down
The parallel scenarios may be charted as follows:
“heat” scenario:
burning makes things hot
time makes things cool down
“anger” scenario:
becoming angry makes people angry
time makes people calm down
Similarly, there is a metaphorical connection in both English and Parkari between
death and shame, based no doubt on physical feelings. The English phrase “die of
embarrassment” is exactly paralleled in Parkari, e.g.
“Michael”
16 Then this boy became very ashamed,
17 an lacfye mor-i-o.
and embarrasment-loc die-pf-G
and became very embarrassed (literally “died in embarrassment”).
This is just one example of a metaphorical connection between death and negative
feelings, physical or emotional, in both English and Parkari, e.g.
literal metaphorical
marwo to die to be strongly affected by a negative feeling
lacfje moruo to die in embarrassment to be very embarrassed and ashamed
bhuke maruo to die in hunger to be very hungry
tarfie maruo to die in thirst to be very thirsty
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Although some metaphors are common to many languages, metaphorical links
between scenarios are not universal. The same metaphorical form does not necessarily
have the same meaning across languages, so metaphors must be recognized as such, and
translated according to their meaning, e.g.
Parkari Literal translation Meaning
u-a r-o hacf pa£-e tf-i-o. His voice dropped. He lost his voice.
Lexical doublets and scenarios
Parkari, like Greek, has lexical doublets. Indeed the use of doublets is a very 
noticable characteristic of Parkari, along with Urdu and several other Indo-Iranian 
languages (see Appendix P). These doublets consist of two words, at least one of which is 
an independent word, combined in a set order. I argue that such doublets, as in Greek, refer 
not simply to the referents of the individual words, but to the whole scenario to which 
those referents belong.
Urdu doublets
Barker comments on the form and derivation of doublets in Urdu (1967 Volume 
1:474). He notes the fixed order of elements, and the irregular conjoining, where (instead 
of the regular Urdu copula /our/ “and”) doublets derived from Persian have an explicit 
copula /o/ and Urdu doublets have no copula at all. Barker lists 3 types with examples 
(here transcribed in IP A):
a) “Persian Copulative Compounds”:
Some are written as single words in Urdu, functioning “as a unitary word in the
intonation pattern” (ibid.), e.g.
/abofiaua/Fl [np] climate.
[Two nouns: /ab/ “water” (which does not occur independently in Urdu with this meaning)
+ /fiaua/ “air, wind,” which does occur as a separate Urdu word.]
/amadoraft/ FI [np] communication, transportation.
[Two past stems: /amad/ from the root /ama/“come” and /raft/ from /raf/ “go”.]
/bandobast/ Ml [np] arrangement, management.
[Present and past stem of the same verb root /bas/ “tie, bind”...]
Others are written as separate words, e.g.
/dard o yam/ “pain and grief’ (/dard/ Ml “pain” and /yam/ “grief, sorrow”)
b) Urdu doublets:
These conjoin two nouns with no copula, e.g.
/tjhuri koto/ knife [and] fork 
/din rat/ day [and] night 
/khana pina/ food [and] drink
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c) “Echo compounds”:
These “consist o f a word preceded or followed by a jingling, rhyming repetition of
itself. The repeated portion is always modified in some fashion: the first consonant may be
replaced by another, the first vowel of the word may be substituted by another, or the
whole stem may be altered in some manner” (ibid.), e.g.
/tjae uae/ “tea and things, tea and all that goes with it, tea etc. etc.”
Barker comments briefly on the semantic aspects of these doublets. He notes that 
conjoined items “are almost synonymous” or “share some common semantic feature” and 
that “echo compounds” signify “vague inclusiveness”. I would go further, and say that the 
conjoined items in Urdu doublets always belong in a single scenario, and doublets always 
refer to that whole scenario. This is especially clear in Barker’s example /abofioua/ 
“climate” which literally means “water and air”.
Reference of Indo-Iranian doublets to a single scenario is beautifully illustrated by 
the following example from Pashtu:
lyre o ure/ “mountains and doors” = variety of topics, no particular topic
At first glance, this doublet seems to disprove my hypothesis, since there is n o  single 
prototypical scenario where mountains and doors belong. However, the meaning o f the 
doublet reflects this fact, since it means “miscellaneous, anything at all”, i.e. it refers to a 
scenario in which anything at all may fit.
Barker’s definition of the compound /tjae uae/ (from /tjae/ “tea”) as “tea and 
things, tea and all that goes with it, tea etc. etc.” comes close to my own definition of its 
meaning as “the tea scenario”. He recognizes that /tjae uae/ means more than just “tea”, 
but assumes tea must be included. However, I am informed by mother tongue Urdu 
speakers, that /tjae uae/ need not include tea at all, since one can accept the offer of /tjae 
uae/ and then request a cold drink. This proves that the meaning is not “tea etc.” but 
“anything which is prototypical within the tea scenario”. Similarly the couplet /khana 
uana/ from /khana/ “food” can refer to snacks like samosas. Such snacks cannot be 
referred to as /khana/ “food” since they are not a proper meal. So /khana uana/ does not 
mean “food etc.” but “whatever belongs in the food scenario”, including light snacks.
Parkari doublets
I argue that the function of doublets in Parkari, as in Urdu, is to lexicalize the 
scenarios in which the discrete items naturally belong, rather than to refer to the discrete 
items themselves. This parallels the use o f lexical doublets in New Testament Greek.
In Parkari, as in Urdu and Greek, doublets are formed from two independent words 
which belong in a single scenario (usually nouns, but also verbs, adjectives and adverbs). 
These words occur in a fixed order with no copula, and the resulting doublet does not 
simply refer to those two words combined, but to the whole scenario they belong to, e.g.
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/mal/ = livestock, domestic animals 
/miljbt/ = wealth, money
/mal milcfst/ = property, possessions, cash, clothes, houses, cars.
Clothes, houses and cars are not part of either /mal/ or /mil jot/.
/nom/ = name 
/nijon/ = sign
/nom nijon/ = any trace (e.g. re a town, no memory or trace of it will remain)
/az/ = today 
/kal/ = yesterday 
/az kal/ = nowadays.
However, in Parkari, as in Urdu, doublets may also be formed in which only the
first word exists independently, and the second part is a nonsense element. Such doublets
refer not to the first noun alone, but to the whole scenario of which the first noun is the
title, or prototypical element.
This nonsense element is characterized by either alliteration or rhyme, e.g.
D o u b l e t s  w i t h  a l l i t e r a t i o n :
/paifio/ = paisa (a coin, now no longer in use)
/paifio pachjor/ = money (including coins and notes)
/bhopo/ = shaman
/bhopo bhafp>/ = shaman, magician etc.
D o u b l e t s  w i t h  r h y m e :
In these doublets the independent word is repeated, with a different initial
consonant substituted, to make a reduplicated nonsense word. This reduplication can occur
with any noun, and also with verbs, though less frequently. In Parkari, the normal
reduplicative consonant is an implosive b /6/. Again, the effect of this kind of reduplication
is to make clear lexically that the reference is not to an individual item, but to the scenario
of which it could be considered a title, e.g.
/tjofi/ = tea
/tjofi 6ofi/ = the whole scenario of drinking tea, including whatever else prototypically is related to that
This allows the following conversations:
“Will you drink /Qofi/ (tea)?” “No, I’ll have a cold drink.”
“Will you drink /tjob 6oh/ (tea reduplicated)?” “Yes, I’ll have a cold drink.”
Other examples include:
/lughta/ = clothes
/lughta 6ughpi/ = clothes and other items of apparel, such as shoes, hats etc.
/ jaeq/ = singing
/cjaeq. 6aeq/ = singing and/or other entertainment 
XI30/ = Joe
/CI30 60/ = Joe and other like minded people 
/upapa me/ = in lifting
/upapa 6upapa me/ = in lifting or any similar physical activity
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A few common nouns have different fixed forms or reduplication, but the function
is still to refer not to the independent noun, but to the wider scenario o f which it is the
prototypical element, e.g.
/bhimarai/ = illness, disease
/bhimarai jimarai/ = illness, disease, or similar catastrophe
/zot/ = caste, ethnic group
/zat pat/ = the caste system, racial discrimination
Examples of doublets from Parkari texts:
“Mongoose”
14 u-a r-ai palar^ pof kar-ai.
that-G of-G tending nourishing do-G 
and looked after it.
69 perffi sotj-u-o uitjar-u-o,
first think-inf-G ponder-inf-G 
First one should think carefully,
Also (from texts not included in Appendix 0):
“Devu’s TB”
17 an pafi-a 6ofi-a zo-i-a,
and side-G (rhyme)-G look-pf-G 
and looked at her sides and so forth,
Here a doctor was checking a girl over for signs of TB, including listening to her rib cage with a stethoscope.
“Devu’s TB”
100 fiaue sokr-ai mar-ai haz-ai hor-ai s-e.
now child-G my-G complete-G easy-G be-P 
Now my daughter is fit and well.
“Why I’m a Christian”
69 am-o ne sokr-o to am-o ne thauk-o f i k  lacf-e-fi.
us-G to child-G emph us-G to good-G fine seem-P-pres 
Our boy seems good and fine to us.
There are some doublets which might appear to refer simply to the two discrete
named items, rather than to a single scenario. These doublets consist o f two meaningful
words referring to items that prototypically belong together, e.g.
Urdu:
/tir kaman/ “arrow bow” = “bow and arrow”
/Jaluar qamis/ “baggy-trousers long-shirt” = “shalwaar qameez”, traditional Pakistani wear of baggy trousers
and long shirt
Parkari:
/bar dhano£/ “arrow bow” = “bow and arrow”
/huthai£ khamis/ “baggy-trousers long-shirt” = “shalwaar qameez”,
There is, however, evidence that these are indeed couplets signifying a single
scenario, rather than simply the conjoining of two items, i.e.
Grammatical form: there is no copula between the nouns
Syntactic order: the word order of the two lexical items is fixed
Semantic clues: in some contexts more than the two individual items is indicated
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For example, in both Urdu and Parkari, using the above doublets, “He killed his 
enemies with bow and arrow” would not imply that only a single arrow was used. 
Similarly, although “He is wearing shalwar qameez” means he is wearing baggy trousers 
and a long loose shirt, “She is wearing shalwaar qameez” means she is wearing baggy 
trousers, a long loose shirt, a n d  a “dupatta” or headcloth, i.e. traditional women’s clothing 
for the majority community in Pakistan.
The appropriate use of doublets in translation not only makes the translation more 
natural, but can be used to alert the target audience to important scenarios in the text.
See also:
Appendix P Types of doublet used to lexicalise scenarios
Contraexpectation markers and scenarios
Contraexpectation markers are clear pointers to mental scenarios, since the
contraexpectation clause is contrasted with the hearer’s expectation, i.e. the prototypical
item in the hearer’s pre-existing mental scenario, e.g.
“Michael”
3 This boy used to go every day to study in school.
4 paqrel (fac(-i me sop-en iskul za-t-o.
but rail cart-G in climb-nonf school go-impf-G 
But he used to go to school on the train.
5 paqfiamej uacjbr bha£-e za-t-o.
but always without fare-loc go-impf-G
But he always used to travel without paying his fare.
As already noted, the “but” in line 4 shows that travelling by train is n o t  
prototypical in the Parkari scenario “going to school”. Travelling to school by train 
presupposes that both village and school are near a railway station, and that the parents 
have enough money to pay the fares. Since most Parkari children live out in rural areas, far 
from roads and railway lines, those that go to school usually walk. Due to poverty, few 
could afford to use public transport to get to school, even if it were available. Clearly then, 
travelling by train is not a prototypical element o f the “going to school” scenario in the 
Parkari context, hence the speaker marks the contraexpectation lexically. Similarly, the 
“but” in line 5 shows that “travel without paying” is contraexpectation to the scenario of 
line 4 “travel by train”. Again “but” marks lexically that this element is n o t  prototypical in 
the open scenario. Often, as in this story, it is these non-prototypical elements of a 
narrative which give clues to the development o f the plot.
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To an English audience, “but” in line 5 seems natural. However, “but” in line 4 
seems awkward, since the English “going to school” scenario includes travel by train as 
one of several options, and is not markedly unusual.
So contraexpectation is in light of the speaker’s and audience’s mental scenarios,
which are based on their cultural experiences. The following example concerns
preparations for a pre-wedding-feast for the speaker’s son:
“Malo’s wedding”
12 pacfo to ns lidh-o, adh moq patat-a lidh-a.
buffalo-G contraexp not took-G half maund potato-G took- G 
However we didn’t get a buffalo, we got half a maund of potatoes.
To understand the contraexpectation marker here, one needs to know that in Parkari
culture, a young male water-buffalo is the ideal food for a big feast such as this - if  you can
afford it. Unfortunately, the speaker could not.
The word to, glossed as contraexpectation, and translated here as “however”, never
occurs clause initial since it marks that the p r e c e d i n g  w o r d  is unexpected in relationship to
the co-text or situational context. Line 12 could be overtranslated as “Although you would
have expected us to get a b u f f a l o ,  we didn’t. We got half a maund of potatoes instead”. In
contrast, the word poq “but”, as in “Michael” lines 4 and 5 above, always occurs clause
initial and marks that the f o l l o w i n g  c l a u s e  is unexpected in relationship to the preceding
clause or sentence.
Another common marker of contraexpectation is the use of the question word kom
“why?” in rhetorical questions, showing the speaker’s surprise at the situation, and
implying rebuke, e.g.
“Michael”
14 Christian people don’t behave like this.
15 to kom fie£-a cjblot kom kgr-e-h r-i-o.
so(result) why like this-G wrong work do-P-pres stay-pf-G 
So why are you doing wrong like this?”
Here the contraexpectation marking shows that the speaker (the ticket-collector) expects
Christians to live up to their beliefs.
Compare:
“Mongoose”
61 She thought in her mind
62 me kom no sobhor kor-i-o?
I.erg why not patience do-pf-G 
Why was I not patient?
63 kom no me perfiT za-en ghor me zo-i-o?
why not I.erg first go- nonf house in see-pf-G 
Why did I not first look inside the house?
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Here the contraexpectation marking shows that the speaker expects people, including
herself, to be patient and find out the facts before acting, rather than acting rashly.
Although contraexpectation is often lexically marked, the phenomenon of
contraexpectation can exist without formal markers, since contrast between the current
event and the prototypical contents of the open scenario itself can provide the semantic
element of contraexpectation, e.g. (Hearer-old open scenario underlined)
“Michael”
11 and on the card was written “Michael Christian”.
12 Then the inspector said to Michael
13 “tu uifuafi th-en cfolat kom kar-e-fi.
you(s) Christian become-nonf wrong work do-P-pres 
“You have become a Christian, but do what’s wrong.
14 Christian people don’t behave like this.
15 So why are you doing wrong like this?”
In line 13 Michael’s being a Christian is presented as Hearer-old, since the inspector 
discovered this in line 11, and Michael knew it all along. Why then is this Hearer-old 
information introduced in line 13 as part o f the scenario “doing wrong”? Lines 14 and 15 
make it quite clear that Michael’s actions are wrong, and the kind of behaviour which 
Christians do not (prototypically) do. Clearly then, the collocation of “Christian” and 
“wrong” in line 13 is intended to show contraexpectation implicitly, due to the 
incompatibility between what is actually happening and the audience’s culturally 
conditioned scenario of a “Christian”.
As argued above, Nonfinal forms in Parkari, like participles in Greek, refer to 
Hearer-old information in the nuclear scenario. Where these devices are used to mark 
contraexpectation, the lexical items d o  belong in the nuclear scenario, but the prototypical 
relationship is marked as negative, i.e. “Christians do not do wrong”. (This parallels the 
Greek usage in John 9:25 “being blind, now I see” where the mere juxtaposition of  
contradictory elements provides implicit contraexpectation.)
Causatives and scenarios
Causative verb forms lexicalise the fact that the causal agent, or Causer, is distinct
from the actual doer of the action. Although New Testament Greek and modern English
regularly use the same verbal form for both direct action and causation, Parkari regularly
marks semantic causatives in the lexicon, by using a verb form with a causative
morpheme. This shows up clearly in translation:
Matthew 27:60b
pvrilietip 5 £XaT6fiT|aei/ kv tt|" ueTpq 
NIV: tomb that he had cut out of the rock
Parkari: makom... cfy-a ne u-e ... cjucfaf me khotar-a-i-o t-o.
tomb ... which-G to he-erg ... mountain in dig-causative-pf-G 
tomb which he had caused to be dug in the mountain
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However, it is not sentence level grammar which enables the translator to interpret
whether a Greek verb form has causative meaning, rather it is the scenario in which the
grammatically marked agent and the verb belong. In the above reference, it is the fact that
Joseph of Arimathea is a rich man (Matthew 27:57) which enables the audience to
disambiguate the meaning of dig. In a rich man’s scenario, unless there were other factors
such as secrecy involved, dig prototypically means command (and pay) others to dig.
Similarly, it is by reference to the scenario that the Parkari audience must fill in the
missing participants, the active agents of the digging. These will be correctly interpreted
by Parkaris as the slaves, servants or employees of the rich man, due to the similarity here
between the source text scenario and their own.
Causatives are frequently found in Parkari texts, lexicalizing the semantic
relationship appropriate to the open scenario. The active participants, however, are often
not explicit in the text, but must be supplied from information stored in long term memory
in the open scenario, e.g.
“Malo’s wedding”
39 an pase ame zon au-ai r-ai ghar-e parq-au-ene.
and then we wedding.party come-G result-G house-loc wed-caus-nonf 
and then we the wedding party came home after marrying them.
In Parkari, the bride and groom “marry” (ponO, the parents “cause (the bride and
groom) to marry” (porq-au), so the verb form makes explicit that there are two participant
roles in this event. The subjects of the causative verb “marry” are referred to in the text by
the exclusive first person plural pronoun “ame”, which means the speaker, plus one or
more others, but not the addressee(s). The identity of the speaker, the groom’s mother
Shomu, was obvious from the original real life communicative situation (GIVEN
situational), but the identity of the other participant(s) included in “we”, here the groom’s
father, must be retrieved from the hearer’s “wedding” scenario (KNOWN inferrable). The
direct objects of the causative verb “marry”, the bride and groom, are also KNOWN
inferrable. They are not lexicalized at all in this sentence. Indeed, the bride is not
mentioned at all in the text, and the groom was last mentioned in line 32, inferrable from
his relationship to “wedding-party”:
32 mor-a dikr-a r-oi zon mal-a r-ai cf-ai.
my-G son-G of-G wedding party Malo-G of-G went-G 
My son Malo ’s wedding party went.
So here again, it is the hearer’s mental scenario for “wedding”, not the explicit references
in the text, which allow the hearer to fill in the actual participants.
Some Parkari causatives are formed from transitive verbs, so that there are three or
more participant slots in the event. Examples are from “Dewu’s TB”, a text not included in
the Appendix:
20 “But now” he said “go and get her treatment
21 za-e matl-i ksr-au-o, z5 6izel te^-e za-o.
go-nonf Matli-G do-caus-P or elsewhere bring-nonf go-G 
go and get it done at Matli, or take her somewhere else.”
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Here the causative agents are explicit, viz. “you (plural)” as shown by the -P suffix which 
is 2nd person plural, “her” marks the beneficiary, and “treatment” is the explicit direct 
object, but the active agents, the people who will actually give the treatment, are implicit, 
and must be understood by the hearer referring to their mental scenario of “treatment”, 
especially as it links to their mental scenario for Matli. “Matli” is a small town with 
various small clinics, “treatment” is medical treatment, so the active agent, the one who 
actually “does the treatment”, will be a doctor. Again, it is the mental scenario not the text 
which provides information about the missing participants.
Later in the same text, both the causative agent and the active agent of the verb 
“cause to drink” are left implicit, but again both are retrievable from the open “treatment” 
scenario, since prototypically it is the relatives who give the medicine, and the sick person 
who drinks it:
32 an u dhaua didh-ai, pi-ar-ai,
and that medicine gave-G drink-caus-G
and the medicine they gave, [we] had [her] drink [it],
Chapter summary
In Parkari texts, the co-occurrence of vocabulary reflects the culturally conditioned 
scenarios in the speaker’s mind, and hence indicates to a Parkari audience which scenarios 
are currently open in the discourse. Lexical cohesion is achieved by patterns of reiteration, 
using nouns, pronouns, zero anaphora, verbal suffixes and Nonfinal forms. Lexical 
cohesion is also achieved by patterns of collocation. However lexical cohesion relies on 
the audience correctly identifying referents and interpreting lexical collocations as 
semantically coherent, which itself is dependent on recognizing the prototypical contents 
and relationships within Parkari scenarios. Consequently, some Parkari texts may appear to 
Western readers to lack lexical cohesion, due to a mismatch of source culture and target 
culture scenarios, and this results in the loss of semantic coherence.
Parkari can refer explicitly to scenarios, as opposed to concepts, by forming lexical 
doublets either from two independent words or by using a single word with reduplication. 
The Parkari lexicon also includes contraexpectation markers and causative verbs, but 
contraexpectation markers and participants in the causative chain are often left implicit in a 
text, since the relevant information can be retrieved from the prototypical contents of 
Parkari scenarios.
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Chapter 14 
PARKARI DISCOURSE 
AND SCENARIOS
Since scenarios affect both grammatical structure and lexical co-occurrence in 
Parkari, grammar and lexis each play a part in identifying which scenarios are open. The 
scenarios thus identified provide semantic coherence in the discourse due to the 
prototypical semantic links already formed both between concepts within a single scenario 
and between scenarios. In this chapter I show the correlation between grammatical forms 
and lexical items in Parkari discourse, and demonstrate not only how this correlation 
indicates open scenarios but also how those scenarios function to “chunk” the discourse 
into coherent semantic units. I also give examples of how scenario theory can be used in 
the discourse analysis o f Parkari texts.
Scenarios and coherence in discourse
As argued above, lexical co-occurrence and Hearer-old marking are both related to 
the scenario, so one would expect these lexical and grammatical elements to show patterns 
of correlation. The text “Michael” shows how lexicon and Hearer-old marking together 
indicate which scenario is open and in focus as the text proceeds. In Parkari, as in Greek, a 
single unit of discourse is characterized by a specific scenario being open throughout that 
unit. Thus grammatical and lexical clues for identifying single open scenarios are also 
clues for identifying the semantic units which together make up the discourse. Typically, 
scenarios are linked together as the text develops, so that at the switch between discourse 
units there is a link or overlap between scenarios, e.g. (lexical items from the same 
scenario bolded, Hearer-old marking underlined, zero anaphora marked by asterisk)
the “boy” scenario:
1 fiek sokr-o fiat-o. 
one child-G was-G 
Once there was a boy.
2 lug r-o nom fiat-o maekal. 
that-G of-G name was-G Michael 
His name was Michael.
3 e sokr-o tarik tarik iskul moe b^r^u-a za-t-o.
this child-G daily daily school in study-inf-G go-impf-G 
This boy used to go every day to study in school.
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The story opens with fiek “one”, marking “boy” as NEW, i.e. the focal scenario for the 
whole narrative. The Hearer-old information markers, the pronoun (line 2) and 
demonstrative adjective plus noun (line 3), both refer to this boy, showing how lexis and 
grammar combine to track the referent. In these lines, where the “boy” scenario is open, 
the main character o f the discourse is introduced, suggesting a discourse function o f setting 
or introduction to the narrative.
the “train” scenario:
3 e sokr-o tank tank iskul moe bh3q-u-a za-t-o.
this child-G daily daily school in study-inf-G go-impf-G 
This boy used to go every day to study in school.
4 pan rel ffacf-i me sap-en iskul * za-t-o.
but rail cart-G in climh-nonf school go-impf-G
But fie used to go to school having climbed on the train.
5 paq fiamej uacfar bha£-e * za-t-o.
but always without fare-loc go-impf-G
But fie always used to travel without paying his fare.
6 an zaeo 6a6u tikef zo-u-a au-t-o
and when inspector ticket see-inf-G come-impf-G 
And when the inspector used to come to check the tickets,
7 to e sokr-o kakus me ya to sit &eth nafi-e za-t-o.
then this child-G toilet in or indeed seat under hide-nonf go-impf-G 
then this boy used to hide in the toilet or under the seat.
The null pronoun (lines 4 and 5) and demonstrative adjective plus noun (line 7) both refer to the boy as the 
ongoing central character.
Line 3 links the “boy” and “train” scenarios. School (line 4) is repeated from line 3,
and provides the Hearer-old context for the contraexpectation (line 4) “but he used to go ...
on the train.” The “school” scenario functions as the link between the “boy” and “train”
scenarios, though the link between “school” and “train” is weak, as shown by the
contraexpectation marking. The Hearer-old verb form “having climbed” is used with “used
to go” (line 4), even though boarding the train is Discourse-new. This is because boarding
a vehicle is a prototypical element of the “travel” scenario.
In lines 5 and 6, “fare” “inspector” and “ticket” clearly show the “train” scenario is
focal. The contraexpectation marker “but”, and the Hearer-old marker “when”, must both
be interpreted in the light of prototypical scripts in this “train” scenario. “But” indicates
that travelling without paying is not prototypical, and “when” indicates that the inspector’s
checking tickets is prototypical.
In this section, where the “train” scenario is open, a problem is introduced into the
narrative, suggesting this may be a discourse unit functioning to introduce a Problem.
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When the inspector is introduced as a new character, it is in the context o f the
“train” scenario, and there is no special new character marking fiek “one” as there was for
the boy (line 1):
the “inspector” scenario:
6 an zaeo 6a6u tikef zo-u-a au-t-o
and when inspector ticket see-inf-G come-impf-G 
And when the inspector used to come to check the tickets,
7 to e sokr-o kakus me ya to sit fieth nafi-e za-t-o.
then this child-G toilet in or indeed seat under hide-nonf go-impf-G 
then this boy used to hide in the toilet or under the seat.
8 fiek di fiafiu i-a ne zhal-e lidh-o.
one day inspector this-G to grasp-nonf took-G 
One day the inspector caught hold of him.
9 zae5 * i^a r-a juz-a zo-i-a ,
when this-G of-G pocket-G see-pf-G 
When he checked his pockets
10 to i-a r-a juz-a me sanakhti karcfh zat-i-o.
then this-G of-G pocket-G in identity card find-pf~G 
he found his Identity Card in his pocket.
Although “inspector” is introduced in line 6 as part of the “train” scenario, in line 8 
it becomes the focal scenario, focus zooming in, as it were, from “train” as a whole, to the 
section within the “train” scenario’s conceptual network which it entitled “inspector”.
Thus the noun “inspector” (line 8) and the null pronoun (line 9) both refer back to the 
inspector of line 6, who is the main actor in this section of the story, whereas the 
demonstrative pronoun (lines 8, 9, 10) and demonstrative adjective plus noun (line 7) both 
refer to the boy as the ongoing central character of the story as a whole.
The marker for salient Hearer-new information, fiek “one”, in the phrase “one day” 
(line 8), marks that significant action in the stoiy now takes place, with the inspector on 
centre stage. The Hearer-old “when” (line 9) refers to the prototypical action of an 
“inspector”. In lines 8-10, where the “inspector” scenario is focal, the problem of 
Michael’s ticketless travel is addressed, suggesting these lines may belong within a 
discourse unit functioning as Problem Resolution.
the “identity” scenario:
10 to i-a r-a juz-a me sanakhti karcfh zat-i-o.
then this-G of-G pocket-G in identity card fmd-pf-G 
he found his Identity Card in his pocket.
11 an kardh mafi lakh-al fiat-o maekal uijuaji. 
and card on write-ed was-G Michael Christian 
and on the card was written “Michael Christian”.
12 taeo 6a6u maekal ne kidh-o 
then inspector Michael to said-G 
Then the inspector said to Michael
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13 “tu uifuafi th-en dalat kom kar-e-fi.
you(s) Christian become-nonf wrong work do-P-pres 
“You have become a Christian, but do what’s wrong.
14 uijuaji manakh to fier-a kom nathi kar-t-a.
Christian people indeed like this-G work not do-impf-G 
Christian people don’t behave like this.”
Here “identity card” is introduced (line 10) as part o f the “inspector” scenario and 
provides the link to the “identity” scenario. “Card” (line 11) refers back to “identity card” 
(line 10).
“Michael” (line 11) refers back to line 2 where the boy is named, and the name 
“Michael is repeated in line 12. In a Pakistani context, the name also implies his identity as 
a Christian. “Christian” (lines 13,14) refers back to line 11. So there is much Hearer-old 
lexical use here, mainly of information type 3b GIVEN textual-current, which puts heavy 
emphasis on this identity scenario
The words “wrong work” (line 13) refer back to travelling without a ticket (line 5), 
and “such work” (line 14) refers back to both line 13 and 6. These items belong in both the 
“identity” and “morality” scenarios and facilitate the switch to the new focal scenario of 
“morality” in lines 13 on.
These lines, where “identity card” is an open scenario, also seem to have a 
discourse function as Problem Resolution.
the “morality” scenario:
13 “tu uijuaji th-en cfolat kom kar-e-fi.
you(s) Christian become-nonf wrong work do-P-pres 
“You have become a Christian, but do what’s wrong.
14 uijuaji manakh to fief-a kom nathi kar-t-a.
Christian people indeed like.this-G work not do-impf-G 
Christian people don’t behave like this.
15 to kam fief-a dalat kom kar-e-fi r-i-o.
so(result) why like.this-G wrong work do-P-pres stay-pf-G 
So why are you doing wrong like this?”
16 taeo i-a sokr-a ne ghaq.-ai Jaram au-ai,
then this-G child-G to much-G shame come-G 
Then this boy became very ashamed,
17 an locig-e mar-i-o.
and embarrassment-loc die-pf-G 
and became very embarrassed.
18 pase maekal fiek tbauk-o uijuaji th-e cf-i-o.
then Michael one good-G Christian become-nonf went-pf-G 
Then Michael became a good Christian.
19 am-o 6adh-o ne khap-e ke 
us-G all-G to must-P that 
We should all
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20 amar-a bhfi([-a kom sacf-en t a^uk-a kom kar-o, 
our-G bad-G work leave-nonf good-G work do-P 
give up our bad deeds and do good deeds,
21 zam fiae sokr-o ^auk-o rojuaji th-e cf-i-o.
just as thisfnearl child-G good-G Christian become-nonf went-pf-G 
just as this boy became a good Christian.
Lines 13 and 14 mark the bridge between the “identity” scenario and the “morality” 
scenario. The words “Christian” and “wrong work” together open the “morality” scenario 
which dominates the final part of the story.
This “morality” scenario was foreshadowed way back in line 2 for the Parkari 
audience by the name “Michael”, a specifically Christian name, and in lines 5 and 7 by his 
unethical behaviour.
5 But he always used to travel without paying his fare.
7 then this boy used to hide in the toilet or under the seat.
The Hearer-old verb forms (lines 13,20) both belong in the “morality” scenario. In
“You have become a Christian, but do what’s wrong” (line 13) the relationship between
the two propositions is contraexpectation, but in “give up our bad deeds and do good
deeds” (line 20) the relationship is prototypical. However, in both cases, the nature of the
relationship as contraexpectation or prototypicality is not marked by the grammar, but
must be retrieved from the hearer’s own “morality” scenario.
In the last section, (lines 19-21) there is a shift to the “moral of the story” marked
by the pronoun “we”, the shift away from Past Perfective verb forms, and the use of the
verb “should”. Here the old-information marker “this boy” is used to refer back to the
central character of lines 1-18.
These lines, where the “morality” scenario is open, function as Problem resolution
in the discourse, line 18 showing complete resolution, with lines 19-21 offering a moral to
the story, based on the Problem Resolution. Thr oughout the discourse, scenarios interlink,
with an element of one scenario becoming the focal scenario for a following section of
discourse.
Another example of the sequential “chaining” of scenarios comes in the procedural 
text “My farmwork”. Again, within each section lexical items are related to a single 
scenario, but here the change between scenarios is according to time and activity, not plot 
driven as in narrative. This switching between scenarios also parallels what appear to be 
discourse units in the overall structure of the text. Throughout this procedural text there is 
a pattern of “chaining”, using a main verb for first mention of an activity, and a Hearer-old 
Nonfinal verb form for its repetition. Such anaphoric Nonfinals mark that a new script is 
beginning within the open scenario of the total “procedure”, here “farmwork”. Typically 
each new script represents a new discourse unit.
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As in narrative, Hearer-old Nonfmal forms referring to Discourse-new events are
part o f a script leading up to the event of the main verb. Such scripts are characteristic of
procedural texts, hence the large number of Nonfinal forms, e.g. (lexical cohesion bolded, 
Nonfinal verb forms and other Hearer-old markers underlined)
the “field tour” scenario (1):
1 Having got up early in the morning
I will go to take a walk round the land.
2 After taking a walk round I come back home again.
the “ploughing” scenario:
3 After coming home. I will drive the oxen and go to yoke the ox-team.
4 The ox-team goes.
the “planting sugarcane” scenario:
5 After ploughing the land then I go and cut the sugarcane.
6 After cutting the sugarcane then having chopped it into sections
7 then again, back on the land, having made trenches
8 I plant sugarcane in the trenches.
9 After planting the sugarcane
10 then I fill it in, fill the trenches in.
the “watering the crop” scenario (a):
11 After filling them in then I let the water into it.
12 After letting in the water, after it has filled, then I close the channel.
the “field tour” scenario (2):
13 After closing it then I er take another walk round the land.
the “watering the crop” scenario (b):
14 Then I close off the channel from the upper mouth.
the “field tour” scenario (3):
15 After closing the channel I come back
16 and take a tour round the land.
The motif of the “field tour” comes in lines 13 and 15-16, but the following event is introduced simply by 
uoje “then, again” without “chaining” (lines 14, 17). This marks the field tour as an interlude rather than an 
event in the script of the open scenario.
the “keeping the fields neat” scenario:
17 Then if there are field-walls I trim the walls.
18 After trimming the walls I keep the walls straight.
19 If there is a mound, then I dig away the mound and level it up.
20 And I do fields in turn, trimming them well.
21 I make all the fields level,
22 in which the water may come really evenly
23 and the water may lie in the field just the same amount all over.
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the “evaluative” scenario:
24 So in this way according to my own plan
25 I do my work in a good manner.
Most o f the Nonfinal forms in this text are “chaining”, restating the event of the 
previous main verb. The exceptions are:
1 Having got up early in the morning I will go to take a walk round the land.
3 After coming home, I will drive the oxen and go to yoke the ox-team.
5 and then I go and cut the sugarcane.
6 After cutting the sugarcane then having chopped it into sections
7 then again, back on the land, having made trenches
8 I plant sugarcane in the trenches.
12 After letting in the water, after it has filled, then I close the channel.
15 After closing the channel I come back
16 and take a tour round the land.
19 If there is a mound, then I dig awav the mound and level it up.
Note that these Nonfinal forms, used for chaining, are always followed by a main 
verb. According to my theory, presenting these Discourse-new items in Hearer-old 
grammatical form marks that the events are prototypical elements in the following
scenario, i.e. 
getting up early 
driving the oxen 
going
chopping cane 
making trenches
prototypically precedes 
prototypically precedes 
prototypically precedes
prototypically precedes 
prototypically precedes
tfie morning walk round 
yoking the ox-team 
cutting the sugarcane
making trenches and 
planting sugarcane
filling with water 
coming back 
digging away mounds
prototypically precedes 
prototypically precedes 
prototypically precedes
closing the channel 
taking a walk round 
levelling up the ground
Thus both lexical items and Hearer-old grammatical marking help identify which 
scenario is currently open, and these open scenarios, due to their prototypical contents and 
prototypical links with other scenarios, divide the discourse up into “chunks”, or semantic 
units, which are already semantically connected, thus helping the audience to follow the 
flow of the text.
Scenarios and discourse analysis
As shown above, in a typical text, as the discourse progresses, a series o f different 
scenarios are opened. These scenarios are interlinked, as shown by both lexicon and
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grammatical “chaining”, since certain elements belong in both the preceding and following
scenario. However, it is these major shifts from one scenario to the other which show
discourse boundaries, i.e. boundaries between semantic paragraphs.
By semantic paragraphs I mean high-level semantic units, functioning within a
hierarchy, which have a semantic relationship one to another in terms o f the structure and
purpose o f the discourse as a whole (Reed, 1997:46):
Each level [of semantic hierarchy]... adds a function to the hierarchy resulting in the following scheme.
WORD = sound +sense
PHRASE = sound+sense+attribution
(CLAUSE = sound +sense +attribution +transitivity [+relation])
SENTENCE = sound +sense +attribution +transitivity
(PARAGRAPH = sound +sense +attribution +transitivity +social task [+relation])
DISCOURSE = sound +sense +attribution ^transitivity +social task
Despite the close correlation between open scenarios and semantic paragraphs, there is not
a one-to-one correspondence. Within a given span of text lexical collocations may indicate
that a single scenario is open, and yet that span of text may consist of more than one
semantic paragraph, since the semantic paragraph is defined solely in terms o f its discrete
role in the overall structure o f the discourse. Semantic paragraphs should be reflected in
orthographical paragraph divisions, although orthographical paragraphs are often partially
determined by visual factors, so that long semantic paragraphs may be split at minor
semantic and grammatical boundaries within the semantic paragraph, and short semantic
paragraphs may be combined into a single orthographical paragraph.
The following semantic paragraphs are suggested for the two texts analysed above.
The main factor considered in analysis is the scenario, as indicated by lexical cohesion on
the one hand, and the chunking together of Nonfinals and main verbs on the other.
Since “Michael” is a narrative text, the discourse role of each semantic paragraph is
given according to the “schema roles”, i.e. categories of narrative schematic structure, used
by Callow and Callow (1996), with HEAD roles labelled in upper case, and supporting
roles in lower case (glosses of Parkari main verbs are bolded, Nonfinal forms underlined): 
“Michael”
problem-resolution text 
Setting
1 Once there was a boy.
2 His name was Michael.
PROBLEM
3 This boy used to go every day to study in school.
4 But he used to go to school having climbed on the train.
5 But he always used to travel without paying his fare.
6 And when the inspector used to come to check the tickets,
7 then this boy used to hide in the toilet or under the seat.
Partial resolution
8 One day the inspector caught hold of him.
9 When he checked his pockets
10 he found his Identity Card in his pocket.
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11 and on the card was written “Michael Christian”
Partial resolution
12 Then the inspector said to Michael
13 “You have become a Christian, but do what’s wrong.
14 Christian people don’t behave like this.
15 So why are you doing wrong like this?”
16 Then this boy became very ashamed,
17 and became very embarrassed.
RESOLUTION
18 Then Michael became a good Christian.
Moral
19 We should all
20 give up our bad deeds and do good deeds,
21 just as this boy became a good Christian.
In this text the lexicon plays a major role in determining scenarios, and hence 
chunking the text into paragraphs.
Lines 8-18 might be understood as a single semantic paragraph, with the schema 
role RESOLUTION, since the participants, time and location are identical throughout. 
However, the division at line 12 is based on the switch from “identity” to “morality” as the 
open scenario, although, as mentioned above, there is an overlap caused by one element, 
here “Christian”, being in both scenarios. The division at line 18 is due to the role of this 
paragraph in the whole text, i.e. the complete resolution of the problem.
The three-fold resolution could be summarized as: caught and identified (8-11), 
challenged and shamed (12-17), and reformed (18). In each section these aspects are 
emphasized by marked prominence, as shown below (prominence markers bolded):
caught and identified 
8 fiek di 6afiu i-a ne zhal-e lidh-o.
one day inspector this-G to grasp-nonf took-G 
One day the inspector caught hold of him.
11 on karcf mafi lokh-ol fiot-o maekal uijpaji. 
and card on write-ed was-G Michael Christian 
and on the card was written “Michael Christian”.
Prominence markers:
The verb “take” (line 8) as an auxiliary verb is a salience marker which emphasizes the 
ongoing result of the action. Actions with ongoing results are naturally highly significant 
in a discourse.
The postposing of the words “Michael Christian” after the verb also indicates salience, or 
special significance at a higher level of discourse, in this case his identity as a Christian, 
which is key to the plot.
challenged and shamed
12 toeo 6afiu maekol ne kidh-o 
then inspector Michael to said-G 
Then the inspector said to Michael
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13 “tu uijuaji th-en cfalot kom ka r-E -fi.
you(s) Christian become-nonf wrong work do-P-pres 
“You have become a Christian, but do what’s wrong.
14 uijuaji mgnak1’ to fiejya kom nothi kor-t-a.
Christian people indeed like this-G work not do-impf-G 
Christian people don’t behave like this.
15 to kom fiepa tfolot kom kor-e-fi r-i-o.
so(result) why like this-G wrong work do-P-pres stay-pf-G 
So why are you doing wrong like this?”
16 taeo i-a sokf-a ne ghor£-oi Jorom au-oi,
then this-G child-G to much-G shame come-G 
Then this boy became very ashamed,
17 on ladj-e mor-i-o.
and embarrasment-loc die-pf-G 
and became very embarrassed.
Prominence markers:
Full noun reference for both characters (line 12) indicates a significant event, since with 
only two characters on stage only one needs to be marked by a full noun phrase for 
reference.
Repetition of the word Christian (x2, lines 13,14) lexically reinforces the significance o f  
Michael’s religious identity, which is the basis for the challenge and the cause of his 
shame.
Repetition of wrongdoing, wrong (x2, lines 13, 15), like this (x2, lines 14, 15), lexically 
reinforces the reason why he should feel ashamed.
Rhetorical question “why” (line 15) expresses rebuke, and assumes that the person 
addressed is well aware of the incongruity of his behaviour, so should be ashamed. 
Repetition of shame (x2, lines 16, 17), each with an intensifier, stresses the significance of 
shame as a social constraint on behaviour.
reformed
18 pase maekal fiek £hauk-o uijuaji tb-e (f-i-o.
then Michael one good-G Christian become-nonf went-pf-G 
Then Michael became a good Christian.
Prominence markers:
The verb “go/went” as an auxiliary verb (line 18) emphasizes the ongoing result o f the 
action, suggesting high discourse significance.
The number hek “one” marks salience, and since here it does not introduce a new narrative 
character, it marks Michael’s change of behaviour as salient.
It is this complete resolution “reformed” which is referred to again in the Moral, 
where the pronoun “we” shows the shift to a personal application of the narrative.
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Procedural texts do not have any characteristic schema roles, because temporal
sequence and change of activity are the main factors in the discourse development of such
texts. In procedural texts, as well as lexical cohesion, the patterning of Hearer-new and
Hearer-old verb forms plays a significant role in determining scenario boundaries, and
hence semantic paragraphs. Since both lexical cohesion and Hearer-old marking are linked
to the scenario, they function together in marking discourse chunks and boundaries, e.g.
(semantic paragraphs separated by blank lines, glosses of Parkari main verbs bold,
Nonfinals underlined)
“My farmwork”
1 Having got up earlv in the morning I will go to take a walk round the land.
2 After taking a walk round I come back home again.
3 After coming home. I will drive the oxen and go to voke the ox-team.
4 The ox-team goes.
5 After ploughing the land then I go and cut the sugarcane.
6 After cutting the sugarcane then having chopped it into sections
7 then aeain. back on the land, having made trenches
8 I plant sugarcane in the trenches.
9 After planting the sugarcane
10 then I fill it in, [fill] the trenches in.
11 After filling them in then I let the water into it.
12 After letting in the water, after it has filled, then I close the channel.
13 After closing it then I er take another walk round the land.
14 Then I close off the channel from the upper mouth.
15 After closing the channel I come back
16 and take a tour round the land.
17 Then if there are field-walls I trim the walls.
18 After trimming the walls I keep the walls straight.
19 If there is a mound, then I dig awav the mound and level it up.
20 And I do fields in turn, trimming them well.
21 I make all the fields level,
22 in which the water may come really evenly
23 and the water may lie in the field just the same amount all over.
24 So in this way according to my own plan
25 I do my work in a good manner.
The final verb of each paragraph is always a main verb, which typically refers to
the last event in the procedural script of the open scenario, and also functions as the “title” 
of that scenario. In lines 17-23, the final main verb in a main clause is “make level” (line 
22), and this is the scenario’s title. The verbs in subordinate clauses (lines 22-23) belong 
within that scenario. It would also be possible to link lines 3-8 as a single paragraph, which 
would then contain the three core activities for planting sugarcane: ploughing the field, 
cutting the cane, and the actual planting.
It can clearly be seen that Parkari frequently marks the overlap of scenarios by 
“chaining” verbs, especially in procedural texts, so the same event occurs as a main verb at
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the end of one paragraph and in Hearer-old form at the beginning of the next, e.g. lines 2- 
3, 4-5, 5-6, 8-9, 14-15 above.
According to my theory that Hearer-old verb forms link information to the scenario 
of the main verb, paragraph divisions cannot possibly occur after a Hearer-old verb form 
and before the main verb it relates to. This explains why paragraphs typically end in a 
main verb, though they may begin with a Hearer-old Nonfinal verb form. As is clear from 
the analysis of “My farmwork” above, lexical cohesion is produced by the collocation of 
vocabulary from a single scenario, and the clustering of such vocabulary typically 
correlates with the chunking of the text into “Nonfinal and main verb” units, since both the 
lexicon and the grammar are linked to the same conceptual scenario.
Marked salience
Hearer-old Nonfinal verb forms normally precede the main verb, just as the events
they refer to precede the final and main event in the script. Occasionally, however, Hearer-
old verbs are postposed to occur after the main verb, even though they refer to a preceding
event. This postposing is statistically marked, and indicates salience, which for Nonfinal
forms suggests the special significance of what is normally just a prototypical event, e.g.
(relevant main verbs bolded, and relevant Hearer-old Nonfinal forms underlined)
“Sparrow”
45 He says to the mosquitoes,
fial-o fiek-a ma cf fiathi ubh-o, k-e-fi.
come.along-G one-G place elephant stand-G say-P-pres
“Come along, there’s an elephant standing over there.
46 fial-en u-a r-o kon-o moe pefi-en, k-e-h, 
come.along-nonf he-G of-G ear-G in enter-nonf say-P-pres 
Come along, go inside his ears
loi pi-ia u-a r-o, fial-en. k-e-fi.
blood drink-fut.imp he-G of-G come.along-nonf say-P-pres 
and drink his blood, when you’ve come.” he says.
The verb “come along” occurs 3 times, first as a command (line 45b) and then twice in 
Hearer-old Nonfinal form, once preceding the main verb “drink”, and once sentence final. 
Since “coming along” must precede “drinking”, the postposing is not time related. Here 
“coming along” has special significance at discourse level. The sparrow has asked a whole 
series of characters for help, but all have refused. If the mosquitoes will not come along 
now, when it is in their own interests, the sparrow has nowhere else to turn.
Compare the following postposed Nonfinals “having gone”:
“Sparrow”
52 The stick says, “Don’t bum me!
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53 fiu kutf-a ne mar-o za-en. k-e-fi.
I dog-G to beat-P go-nonf say-P-pres 
I will go and beat the dog,” he says.
“Sparrow”
64 So the king says, “Don’t be angry with us, and I
uac[h-a ne 6e-k za-en mosa£ mel-o, k-e-fi, ap za-en.
carpenter-G to two-or so go-nonf shoe slap place-P say-P-pres self go-nonf
will go to the carpenter myself,” he says,
“and give him a couple of whacks on the head with my shoe.”
Again, “going” has special discourse significance here. These characters had previously 
refused to go and help the sparrow. Now, under pressure, they finally go.
Similarly:
“Sparrow”
66 to uacj+o cf-i-o koa£-o 1-en. sokh-o por-o,
so(new S) carpenter-G went-pf-G axe-G take-nonf rice grain-G result-G 
So the carpenter went having taken his axe (the grain of rice)
chopped up the log, and gave the grain of rice to the sparrow.
Here “the grain of rice”, shown bracketted in 66a, occurs out of sequence with a resultative marker. It occurs 
again as grammatical object in the final clause. The whole story is about recovering this “grain of rice”, 
found in line 2, lost immediately, and recovered here. Its mention out of sequence is a Parkari device, used at 
the narrative Climax, highlighting its importance in the discourse.
Here again, the Hearer-old Nonfinal form 1-en “having taken” refers to expected 
information in the “go” scenario, since the whole purpose of the carpenter’s going was to 
chop open the log (lines 11-13). The postposing marks that “taking the axe” has special 
discourse significance, here the carpenter’s change from downright refusal (“Go away!” 
line 14) to finally fulfilling the sparrow’s original request to cut open the log (lines 11-13).
Discourse boundaries
We have seen above how “chaining”, repeating the event of a main verb in 
Nonfinal form, marks a discourse boundary, the Nonfinal form marking the setting of the 
new script. We have also seen that use of lexical items from a single scenario produces 
lexical cohesion, which frequently marks the extent of a single semantic paragraph. 
Conversely, a switch to lexical items from a new scenario suggests the opening of a new 
semantic paragraph. As has been shown above, semantic paragraphs usually overlap in 
some way, i.e. there is a shift from one scenario to another by means of some referent 
present in both. In written text, the formatter must choose whether to make the new 
paragraph before or after the “switch”.
There are also certain specific lexical items which are used to mark discourse 
boundaries, such as semantic paragraph breaks, since they refer to specific elements of a 
scenario or script. For example, the lexical item fiek “one” is used to mark a Discourse-
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New and Hearer-new referent as salient. This type of salience marking indicates a new
character, place, time or situation of special significance in the narrative, and as such
marks discourse boundaries.
Frequently fiek marks the beginning of a new narrative, introducing the main
participant, e.g.
“Michael”
1 fiek sokr-o fiot-o.
one child-G was-G 
Once there was a boy.
“Sparrow”
1 fiek sakl-o fiat-o
one sparrow-G was-G 
Once there was a sparrow.
The new character marked by “one” is established by the speaker as
scenario. All the rest of the narrative is to be linked to this character
as part of this scenario. This enables the hearer to recall information
happened to X? What did X do?”
Similarly, marking a location by “one” at the start of a narrative identifies that
place as the setting for the main character(s) and the ensuing story, e.g.
“The lame man and the blind man”
1 fiek-a jom me fiek ma<th-o fiat-o an fiek fiat-o odh-o. 
one-G town in one lame-G was-G and one was-G blind-G 
In a certain town there lived a lame man and a blind man.
“Mongoose”
2 fiek (fom me fiek ghar fiat-o. 
one town in one house was-G
In a certain town there was a house.
3 And that house-holder’s name was Premo.
4 prem-a r-o sokr-o fiek kondgi fiat-o.
Premo-G of-G child-G one Konji was-G 
Premo’s son was one Konji.
The new place marked by “one” is established by the speaker as the title of a new scenario,
within which all events of the story are linked. This enables the hearer to recall
information such as “What happened at/in X?” Often the location will be very generic, as
in the examples above, “in a certain town,” “a house”.
The use of “one” with a time word frequently marks a discourse boundary after the
introductory setting of people and place, beginning a new semantic paragraph in which
significant actions, the on-line “backbone” events of the plot, will occur, e.g.
“Michael”
8 fiek di 6a6u i-a nE zhal~e lidh-o.
one day inspector this-G to grasp-nonf took-G 
One day the inspector caught hold of him.
the title of a new 
and stored in the brain 
such as “What
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“Mongoose”
5 fiek di u cf-i-o apr-a mal sar-i-a haru
one day he went-pf-G own-G livestock graze-pf-G for 
One day he went in order to graze his livestock
6 and he caught a mongoose
The time frame marked by “one” is established by the speaker as the title of a new time 
frame scenario, which is linked to the larger scenarios of character(s) and/or place(s) 
already established in the narrative. All the following narrative, until the establishment of a 
new time frame, is to be linked to this temporal scenario. This enables the hearer to recall 
information such as “What happened on that day?”
Occasionally the use of “one” comes later in the narrative, but still marks the
beginning of a new significant narrative section, e.g. in the sparrow story “in one place”
marks the beginning of the resolution section.
“Sparrow”
44 Now the sparrow stood there, then went off to bring the mosquitoes.
45 mosr-o ne k-e-fi fial-o fiek-a macf fiothi ubh-o k-e-fi
mosquito-P to say-P-pres come along-G one-G place elephant stand-G say-P-pres 
He says to the mosquitoes, Come along, there’s an elephant standing over there.
Scope of conjunctions
Conjunctions are a closed class of lexical items (Quirk and Greenbaum, 1979:18- 
19), whose scope or span is related to a whole scenario rather than necessarily to a single 
proposition or verb. Conjunctions typically link related sections of a scenario. Frequently 
they link sequential events in a script, either by time (e.g. “then”), or by causality (e.g. 
“so”).
Mann, Matthiessen and Thompson, in their Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST),
make the point that relationships in text are between chunks or units (1992:47):
The key elements of RST are relations and spans. Essentially, the relation definitions identify particular 
relationships that can hold between two text spans.
A text spanis any portion of text that has an RST structure (and thus has a functional integrity, from 
a text-organizational point of view), or that is realized by a unit.
Similarly, Callow discusses the importance of knowing the span of a relation word with
respect to Greek 8£, pointing out that “8e occurs at a variety of different discourse levels”
(1992:184) and “the span or domain of a 8£ in any instance is a considerable clue to its
function” (1992:185).
So the audience must be able to recognize not only the function or meaning of a
conjunction, but also the text span over which it operates. This is usually straightforward if
the conjunction joins two clauses which are closely related within a single scenario, e.g. 
“Michael”
3 This boy used to go every day to study in school.
4 But he used to go to school on the train.
5 But he always used to travel without paying his fare.
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Here line 4 contrasts with the expectations of the scenario in line 3, and line 5 contrasts 
with the expectations of the scenario in line 4.
Where larger discourse units are joined, the audience must match grammatical 
clues with prototypical relationships in their mental scenarios to determine the span of 
units joined.
For example, a Parkari draft of a simple English booklet based on Genesis 2:15-25,
included these lines (Parkari main verbs bolded):
1 But there was not any helper with Adam.
2 Therefore God sent a very heavy sleep on Adam.
3 Then he removed one of Adam’s ribs.
4 God made one woman from Adam’s rib.
Line 2 was understood as a non sequitur, “Why did God send Adam to sleep because there 
was no helper for him?” In this Parkari draft the span of “therefore” only extended as far 
as the first main verb in line 2.
The solution was to link lines 2-4 into a single scenario, using Nonfinals in 2 and 3
climaxing in a main verb for the making of woman, i.e. (Nonfinal verb forms underlined):
1 But there was not any helper with Adam.
2 tjam bh9cfbon adorn mafi alafie ghai\-ai ugh mel-en
therefore God Adam on very much-G sleep send-nonf 
Therefore God having sent a very heavy sleep on Adam,
3 adam f-ai fiek pafif-ai kacfyen 
Adam of-G rib-G extract-nonf 
having removed one of Adam’s ribs.
4 adam r-i pafif-i thi fiek cfofi £hau-ai.
Adam of-G rib-G from one woman make-G. 
made one woman from Adam’s rib.
This was understood correctly, since “therefore” now links line 1 to the whole 2-4 unit.
Change of state markers
Certain lexical items in Parkari are used only with verbs whose Aktionsart category
is change of state. These verbs prototypically occur script-final in people’s mental
scenarios, and occur in text as main verbs with explicit change of state marking.
In narrative, main verbs with change of state marking typically occur at discourse
boundaries. At the very beginning of a discourse unit, they indicate that a new situation has
occurred which affects the plot, e.g.
“Michael”
8 fiek di 6a6u i-a ne zhal-e lidh-o.
one day inspector this-G to grasp-nonf took-G 
One day the inspector caught hold of him.
This marks the start of the mainline events, after the setting (lines 1-7).
At the very end of a discourse unit, they indicate that the current script-type
scenario has run its course, e.g.
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“Michael”
18 pose maekal fiek thauk-o mjuaji t*£e j ’-i-o.
then Michael one good-G Christian become-nonf went-pf-G 
Then Michael became a good Christian.
This marks the end of the whole narrative, the culmination of the confrontation script
(lines 12-17).
The Parkari language has various lexical ways to mark final elements in a change
of state script, i.e. the particles poro, ro, and tho following a main verb (glossed “result”
since they emphasize the resulting change of state), as well as the verbs zauo “to go”, leuo
“to take” and cfeuo “to give”, which can be used as auxiliary verbs following a content
verb in non-fmite form.
These change of state markers are frequently used in Past Perfective, Future and
Subjunctive verb forms, where the result of an event is in focus, e.g.
(content verb underlined, main verb bold)
Past Perfective 
“Michael”
8 fiek di 6a6u i-a ne zhal-e lidh-o.
one day inspector this-G to grasp-nonf took-G 
One day the inspector caught hold of him.
18 pase maekal fiek fhauk-o uijuaji t /e  (f-i-o.
then Michael one good-G Christian become-nonf went-pf-G 
Then Michael became a good Christian.
Future
“Breadpan”
15 6a[-en u khatam t*£e za-J-e af-o.
bum-nonf that finished become-nonf go-fut-P flour-G 
it will bum up, and the flour will be totally consumed.
Subjunctive
“Breadpan”
22 fiek pat u-a r-o c[acfh-o t /e  za-e
one surface that-G of-G hard-G become-nonf go-P 
One of its surfaces will become hard,
The same content verb may be marked as change of state by both a particle and an
auxiliary verb, e.g. (particle bold and underlined)
“Breadpan”
30 nikar-e za-J-e par-o 
exit-nonf go-fut-P result-G 
It will come right out.
31 u-a nE rof-i nE soj-e za-J-e par-o hoe
that-G to bread-G to stick-nonf go-fiit-P result-G completely 
It will completely stick to it, to the bread.
Change of state particles can also occur with Nonfmal forms. Use of these particles 
with Hearer-old Nonfmal forms indicates that the change of state is merely part of a larger 
ongoing script, i.e. the event is itself a change of state, but is also part of a chain of events,
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and must be completed before the next event takes place. In such strings, the script-final
verb will always be a main verb, e.g.
“Breadpan”
5 tau^ -a ne dho-en saph par-o kar-e 
bread-pan-G to wash-nonf clean result-G do-nonf 
After washing the breadpan and making it clean,
6 an pase u-a ne poqi et-f-e par-o.
and then that-G to water spill-fut-P result-G 
they will then pour away the water from it.
When a change of state particle marks a script-final event, it occurs after the verb
(line 6). However, when it marks a preceding event in the script, it occurs before the verb
(line 5). Typically then, change of state particles come after main verbs, but before
Nonfinal verb forms.
Exceptions occur where the full script has several sub-scripts, as in the example
below. In the sub-script about cleaning out the ash, lines 18-19a, the marker por-oi
(feminine to agree with “ash”) comes before the first Nonfinal, but after the second non-
final at the end of that sub-script. The Nonfinal form of the verb “throw” shows that the
main “scone making” script is continuing, and this script is completed by the main verb
“make”.
“Breadpan”
18 u fel-9i r-si kh9rpi-a thi fiek9l pgf-oi kadh-en
that ash-G topic-G scraper-G from aside result-G extract-nonf 
Shift that ash with a potscraper
19 ph9dol-e par-ai an p9se fiek ssdk-o ghai;-ia rof-i f-oo
throw-nonf result-G and then one scone-G make-fut.imp bread-G of-G 
throw it awav. then make a scone out of bread.
Change of state markers rarely occur in Imperfective or Progressive verbal forms
(Imperfective Aspect), since conceptualization of an event as Imperfective is usually
semantically incompatible with a change of state. These texts show one rare use of a
change of state marker in the Past Imperfective verb form:
“Michael”
7 to e sokr-o kakus me ya to sit fieth nafi-e za-t-o.
then this child-G toilet in or indeed seat under hide-nonf go-impf-G 
then this boy used to hide in the toilet or under the seat.
Here the change of state, from being visible to being hidden, occurred only once per
occasion. The Imperfective form here indicates iterative Aktionsart, i.e. this sequence
occurred once on many different occasions, rather than frequently on a single occasion (for
which Aktionsart these change of state markers are not used)
Change of state markers never occur in the negative in Parkari, since negative 
forms, showing that something does not happen, are semantically incompatible with 
changes of state, e.g.
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Gdini par-e cf-i-o parpcfoji napa£-ai.
man fall-nonfinite went-pf-G but woman not fall-G
The man Ml over but the woman did not fall.
The choice of appropriate change of state markers is determined by semantic
elements in the scenario of the verb as follows:
away from speaker towards speaker stationary
particle paro ro £ho
benefit of agent benefit of other neutral
auxiliary leuo deuo zouo
For example (change of state markers bolded):
Particles:
u cf-i-o par-o. 
that go-pf-G result-G 
He went away.
u a-i-o r-o.
that come-pf-G result-G 
He came.
u fiefyo th-o. 
that sat-G result-G 
He sat down.
Auxiliary verbs:
“Michael”
8 fiek di 6afiu i-a nE zhal-e lidh-o.
one day inspector this-G to grasp-nonf took-G 
One day the inspector caught hold of him.
khat lakh-e dj-o. 
letter write-nonf give-P 
Write a letter for me.
“Michael”
18 pase maekal fiek fauk-o uijuaji th-e cf-i-o.
then Michael one good-G Christian become-nonf went-pf-G 
Then Michael became a good Christian.
The particle paro also functions as a neutral particle, e.g. 
“Breadpan”
31 u-a ne rot-i ne s5£-e za-J-e par-o hoe
that-G to bread-G to stick-nonf go-fut-P result-G completely 
It will completely stick to it, to the bread.
There is evidence that it is the scenario, not the specific verb form, which
determines which particle is used, since the verb meluo “put, place, send” takes different
change of state particles depending on the scenario being referred to, e.g. 
me khat mel-i-o par-o.
I-erg. letter put-pf-G result-G
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I sent the letter.
me khat mel-i-o fh-o.
I-erg. letter put-pf-G result-G 
I put the letter down.
Switch marking
Parkari has a particular conjunction, to or to, glossed “so,” which signals a
grammatical switch of some type.
Commonly it operates at sentence level and marks the beginning of the second
clause, where two clauses are semantically related, e.g.
“Michael”
6 on zaeo 6a6u [ikef zo-u-a au-t-o
and when inspector ticket see-inf-G come-impf-G 
And when the inspector used to come to check the tickets,
7 toe sokr-o kakus me ya to sit fieth nafi-e za-t-o.
then this child-G toilet in or indeed seat under hide-nonf go-impf-G 
then this boy used to hide in the toilet or under the seat.
“Sparrow”
20 to k-e-fi, amar-o ket-o dofi kar-i-o,
so say-P-pres our-G what sort-G wrong do-pf-G 
So they say, “What wrong has he done us,
to ame rifia-o bhatja hu. 
so we sulk-P king from 
that we should get angry with the king?”
This same conjunction, to or to, is also used to mark switches at higher discourse
levels. For example it may mark a new paragraph or development in the “story grammar”,
such as a switch from the Setting to the Partial Resolution, e.g.
“Sparrow”
1 Once there was a sparrow.
2 He fetched a grain of rice, he found it.
3 Then he sat on a log.
4 to thuth-a ne k-e-fi sokh-o de
so log-G to say-P-pres rice grain-G give 
So he says to the log, “Give me the rice grain.”
Perhaps the most significant use, however, of this conjunction, to or to, is as a
switch reference marker, signalling a switch of grammatical subject. This is particularly
frequent in narratives where the development of the plot depends on interchange,
especially speech, between two or more characters, such as in the text “Sparrow”, e.g.
4 So he [the sparrow] says to the log, “Give me the rice grain.”
8 to k-e-fi sokh-o na! dj-5.
so say-P-pres rice grain-G not give-P
So he [the log] says, “I will not give you the grain of rice.
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9 Go away!
10 Who says you can sit here?”
11 to ua<lh-a kan.
so went-pf-G carpenter-G at
So he [the sparrow] went to the carpenter.
12 He says, “Carpenter, get me that grain of rice!
13 The log won’t give it me.”
14 to k-e-fi, bha(f~e za.
so say-P-pres flee-nonf go
So he [the carpenter] says, “Go away!”
It is quite apparent that use of the switch reference marker at discourse level, marks 
a section of text as the span during which a single character commands attention. However 
the text itself frequently does not mark who that character is. This information must be 
retrieved from the potential candidates in the text, in the light of expectations stored in 
relevant scenarios, such as the “dialogue” scenario, where the person just addressed will 
prototypically be the next to speak or act.
The “Sparrow” text regularly has the switch reference marker as the only sign of 
who is speaking throughout the first half of the narrative, e.g. in lines 16, 17, 19, 20, 23,
25, 26 etc.
Occasionally, however, switch reference is not explicit, but must be determined by
the content of the speech itself, e.g.
“Sparrow”
21 udr-o, udr-o, tome, k-e-fi, roi^ -io r-a lugh£-a khotr-o par-a.
rat-G rat-G you say-P-pres queen-G of-G cloth-G cut-G result-G 
“Rats, rats, you gnaw up the queens’ clothes!”
NB “Queens” is plural. The Parkari “king” scenario includes more than one queen as prototypical.
Chapter summary
In Parkari, the combination of Hearer-old grammatical marking and lexical 
collocation clearly indicates which scenarios are currently open in a text. The scenarios 
thus opened provide the audience with a framework for understanding the discourse. The 
openness of a single scenario often correlates with a single semantic paragraph. A 
discourse typically consists of a series of consecutive interlinked scenarios, and the shift 
from one scenario to another often indicates the discourse boundary between consecutive 
semantic paragraphs. Thus scenarios interrelate with discourse structure at both the micro 
and macro level.
Scenario theory also provides a tool for formal discourse analysis of Parkari texts. 
Particularly, the recognition of prototypical relationships stored within specific Parkari 
scenarios allows the discourse analyst to identify semantic relationships which are left 
implicit in the text, and the analysis of how different semantic elements of the scenario are 
regularly encoded allows the discourse analyst to note deviations from normal encoding, 
which mark semantic highlighting showing significance at higher levels of discourse.
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SCEN A R IO  TH EO RY  
AND TR A N SLA TIO N  TH EO R Y
This thesis accepts the validity of certain translation principles which are widely 
held by professional translators of modem secular materials, and by scripture translation 
organizations. Translating according to these principles is variously known as dynamic 
translation, functional equivalence, or meaning-based translation. In this chapter I briefly 
outline these translation principles and then demonstrate how the theory of scenarios both 
validates these principles of translation theory and helps the translator to meet their 
demands.
Basic translation principles
Translating meaning rather than words
Translation is not the transfer of an original communicator’s words into another 
language. This can be clearly demonstrated with modem languages. The French “J’ai soif ’ 
is translated into English as “I am thirsty.” Translating the words individually would 
produce the sentence “I have thirst”, and this would be comprehensible. But “I have thirst” 
is a bad translation, because it is not natural English.
Translation, then, is the transfer of an original communicator’s meaning into
another language. Translation does not communicate the original meaning by reproducing
the form of the source language, but by expressing that meaning in the natural form of the
target language. Nida puts it thus (1969:12):
Translating must aim primarily at “reproducing the message” ... The translator must strive for 
equivalence rather than identity. In a way this is just another way of emphasizing the reproduction of the 
message rather than the conservation of the form of the utterance.
Meaning-based translation assumes that “author intent” is what determines the 
meaning of a text (Callow, 1998) and that this meaning can normally be adequately 
recovered from the text itself and adequately communicated in any language and culture. 
Determining the author’s intended meaning necessarily requires interpretation of the text 
through careful exegesis. Such exegesis involves discourse analysis of the source text, 
based on studying the author’s use of grammar, syntax, and vocabulary, and making 
plausible judgements as to the author’s intended meaning in the light of what is known 
about the author, the original audience, and the context of the original communication 
(Mann and Thompson, 1987:4-5).
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Meaning-based translation is sometimes referred to negatively as “free” translation 
or “paraphrase”. Each of these terms is accurate if used to refer to the way a meaning- 
based translation is free to use a different “form” of grammar or lexicon from the Source 
Language, i.e. by paraphrasing, stating the same message in different words. However, the 
terms as popularly used imply that the translation has been free in changing the “meaning” 
of the text, by ill-advisedly “paraphrasing” rather than being “strictly accurate”. 
Undoubtedly, once a translator attempts to make a writer’s meaning clear, some people 
will disagree with the translator’s exegetical choice, or success in phraseology, but this 
does not destroy the fundamental principle that the meaning of the Source Language 
should not be changed in translation, whereas the form can be.
Catford gives a simple but telling example of this principle, SL standing for Source
Language and TL for Target Language (1965:26-7):
SL text It’s raining cats and dogs.
TL text 1 I! est pleuvant chats et chiens. (Word-for-word)
TL text 2 Ii pleut des chats et des chiens. (Literal)
TL text 3 II pleut h verse. (Free)
No-one who speaks French can doubt that only one of these three options can be regarded
as “good” translation. Catford defines the different translation approaches in terms of the
level at which equivalence of meaning is sought, where word-for-word translation seeks
equivalence at word level, literal translation seeks equivalence at group level (i.e. phrase
level), and free translation seeks equivalence up to the highest level (clause, sentence, right
up to discourse). Developments in text linguistics and discourse analysis support the need
for meaning-based translation to seek equivalence right up to discourse level, changing
form where necessary, to preserve equivalence of meaning. Catford (1965:27) defines a
good translation as one which “is interchangeable with the SL [Source Language] text in
situations”. Thus good translation is concerned with the transfer of the contextual meaning,
not the form, of a source text, whether oral or written.
This understanding of translation is not new. Sluiter (1997:216) notes that “Jerome
(4th century CE), who translated the Bible into Latin... firmly places himself in the
tradition of Horace, Cicero and Seneca, rejecting a literalistic approach in favour of one
aiming to convey the intention of the words.” Sluiter quotes:
For not only do I admit, but I even freely proclaim that when I translate Greek texts, with the exception 
of Holy Scripture where even the word order is a mystery, I do not translate word-for-word, but meaning 
for meaning (Letters 57:5)
Somehow, as Jerome himself felt, Bible translation has often been regarded as an 
exception to the rule that translation transfers meaning not form.
Translation and the culture barrier
In simultaneous translation, this transfer of meaning is at the same time, usually in 
the same place, and sometimes to members of the same audience, as the original 
communicator’s message. The need for translation however implies a language barrier, and
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therefore to some extent a culture barrier, between the original communicator and the 
audience.
With written translation, this transfer of meaning is always at a different time, and 
almost always in a different place and to a different audience from that which the original 
communicator was addressing. Typically, this new audience not only differs in time, place 
and language from the original audience, but also in culture.
In the case of Bible translation, this transfer of meaning is at the least almost 2000 
years distant in time, almost always in a different place, and always to a different audience 
from that which the original communicator was addressing. The huge time difference and 
the different audience means that the knowledge, attitudes and assumptions of the new 
audience are likely to be hugely different from^ oliifhe original audience.
It is this huge cultural difference between the original author and audience on the 
one hand, and the new target audience on the other hand, which makes Bible translation 
such a complex task. If translation were simply a matter of transferring words, then the 
difference in cultures would be of minor significance, affecting only the lexicon and 
grammar. But translation is about transferring meaning, and the meaning of everything that 
is read or heard is interpreted through the cultural grid of one’s own personal experiences. 
Words are not culturally-accepted symbols equating one to one with universal concepts, 
but are culturally-accepted symbols related to culturally-defined concepts. As Tyzmoczko 
says (1978:43)
Knowing the semantic structure of a language, I have argued, depends upon knowing about the speakers, 
their environment, their society and their beliefs.
Consequently, not only must the form of the source text be altered to match the grammar
and lexicon of the target language, but also information implicit in the source text must be
made explicit, so that members of the new target audience, whose knowledge and
assumptions are different from those of the original audience, can correctly understand the
original message.
In normal communication, as Relevance Theory (Sperber and Wilson, 1986) makes 
clear, the speaker regularly encodes less than he means, on the assumption that the hearer 
possesses enough shared knowledge to accurately “read between the lines” and correctly 
understand the message. The more knowledge is shared by speaker and hearer, the more is 
left implicit. The less shared knowledge, the more explicit the text must be. This shared 
knowledge provides a “mutual cognitive environment” for speaker and audience, and 
consists of the real-life communication situation together with all the shared information 
stored in culturally-based mental scenarios.
Thus communication is not achieved by a text alone, but also requires the 
communicator and audience to have a “mutual cognitive environment”, in the light of 
which the communicator adapts the mode of expression and degree of explicitness to the
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audience’s knowledge and the audience makes assumptions as to the communicator’s
meaning (Sperber and Wilson, 1986:137-138):
We assume that a crucial step in the processing of new information, and in particular of verbally 
communicated information, is to combine it with an adequately selected set of background assumptions - 
which then constitutes the context - in the memory of the deductive device.
The chief responsibility for ensuring accurate communication lies with the communicator,
as Sperber and Wilson explicitly state (1986:43):
It is left to the communicator to make correct assumptions about the codes and contextual information 
that the audience will have accessible and be likely to use in the comprehension process. The 
responsibility for avoiding misunderstandings also lies with the speaker, so that all the hearer has to do is 
go ahead and use whatever code and contextual information come most easily to hand.
The original authors of scripture had to “make correct assumptions about the codes 
and contextual information” that their audience would “have accessible and be likely to 
use in the comprehension process”, and they wrote their text accordingly. Similarly, 
translators, in trying to pass on those authors’ original messages to new audiences, must 
strive to make correct assumptions as to what their own audiences will understand, and 
adjust the text of their translations in order to communicate the original meaning 
accurately and avoid misunderstandings. This conforms to Grice’s first maxim of quantity 
(1975:45) “Make your contribution as informative as required”. Since people’s 
understanding is based on information stored in their culturally-based mental scenarios, 
and since the target audience of a Bible translation never shares the same culture as the 
original authors and audiences, translations regularly must be more explicit than the 
original texts in order to successfully communicate the meaning of the original message.
Using the appropriate level of explicitness in translation does not only affect
whether the target audience can understand the translation but also affects whether they
will try to understand it. Sperber and Wilson, the proponents of Relevance Theory, make
two fundamental observations about relevance (1986:125):
Extent condition 1: an assumption is relevant in a context to the extent that its contextual effects in this 
context are large.
Extent condition 2: an assumption is relevant in a context to the extent that the effort required to process 
it in this context is small.
In other words, when an audience hears a message, the degree of relevance they assign to it 
does not depend simply on the content of the message, “its contextual effects”, but also on 
how easy the message is to follow and understand. If the text seems unnecessarily obscure, 
the audience may simply give up trying to understand it. As Sperber and Wilson point out 
(1986:157):
An addressee who doubts that the communicator has chosen the most relevant stimulus compatible with 
her communicative and informative intents - a hearer, say, who believes that he is being addressed with 
deliberate and unnecessary obscurity - might doubt that genuine communication was intended and might 
justifiably refuse to make the processing effort required.
Accuracy, clarity and naturalness
As is evident from the discussion above, translation, as a specific type of 
communication, has three fundamental strands: accuracy, clarity, and naturalness
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(Barnwell, 1986:23). Accuracy means accurately communicating the original author’s 
intended meaning as evaluated through exegesis of the original text. Clarity means that 
ordinary members of the target audience can clearly understand that meaning. Naturalness 
means that the form of the translation is the natural form of the target language, including 
not only basic grammar and lexicon, but also word order, metaphor, idiom, language level 
and discourse features, etc. as appropriate for the specific genre being translated. These 
elements are weighted in order of importance, but a good translation should include all 
three.
Unfortunately, translations based on this three-point ideology, such as the Good 
News (1986:vii-vii), which attempt to be clear and natural as well as accurate, are 
sometimes singled out for criticism. Some criticism concerns the style of translation, 
lamenting its low literary merits. The appropriateness of language level and style, 
however, can only be evaluated by the intended audience which includes “all who use 
English as a means of communication” (1986:vii). Some criticism concerns a particular 
exegetical point which the critic believes has been oversimplified, ignored, or wrongly 
expressed. Yet often it is only because the translators have attempted to be clear and 
natural that this point has come to the critic’s attention. Other more literal translations may 
well be unclear and unnatural and even miscommunicate to the majority of ordinary 
readers, yet because they stick closely to the words of the original text they can be judged 
(in the eyes of the critic at least) to be accurate. However, if only a very few academically 
and theologically astute people correctly understand the “accurate” translation, then the 
translation fails in its role as a means of communication.
For example, high level vocabulary, such as “propitiation”, cannot accurately 
communicate if people do not understand it. Compare translations of 1 John 2:2: “he is the 
propitiation for our sins” (AV), “He is the atoning sacrifice for our sins” (NIV), “And 
Christ himself is the means by which our sins are forgiven” (TEV). Likewise Greek idioms 
do not accurately communicate if people understand them to mean something different 
from what the original text meant. Compare translations of Romans 12:20: “thou shalt 
heap coals of fire on his head” (AV), “you will heap burning coals on his head” (NIV), 
“you will make him bum with shame” (TEV).
Such technical vocabulary and foreign idioms rarely cause problems in 
comprehension for academics and theologians. However, by definition, such people are 
not typical members of the target audience of most Bible translations. This helps explain 
the paradox that those most able to evaluate the exegetical accuracy of a translation may at 
the same time be less aware of the need for clarity and naturalness. This, I suspect, comes 
in part from seeing a translation as primarily a kind of crib-sheet to the original wording of 
the original text, and in part from being inured to unnatural expressions through long 
exposure to reading fairly literal translations of foreign literature, such as the scriptures, 
and through a very literal approach to the practice of translation such as used to be the
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norm in Classics. I bear personal witness to the fact that an English classical education can 
desensitize one to normal good English style, since in translating say Caesar’s Gallic Wars, 
one could quite happily write “Caesar having thrown a bridge across the river...” Such a 
translation proves that the translator has correctly identified the words and grammatical 
structures of the original text, but it is nevertheless unnatural English both grammatically 
and lexically.
It has long been recognized by theorists on translation that the word-for-word
approach to translation serves only a very limited academic purpose (Catford, 1965:25):
A word-rank-bound translation is useful for certain purposes, for instance, for illustrating in a crude way 
differences between the SL [Source Language] and the TL [Target Language] in the structure of higher- 
rank units - as in some kinds of interlinear translation of texts in ‘exotic’ languages.
Yet, as Porter points out, in a paper concerning the Contemporary English Version, the
tendency to equate “good” translation with literal translation is widespread (1999:38):
The CE is a dynamic or functional equivalence translation, as noted above. This method of Bible 
translation runs contrary to the British tradition, inherited from the study of classical languages, with its 
emphasis upon translation as the sign of understanding.
However even some classical scholars were aware of the need for accuracy, clarity
and naturalness. Porter (1999:40) quotes Jowett in his preface to his translation of Plato’s
dialogues (from Grant, 1961:136):
It [the translation] should be read as an original work, and should also be the most faithful transcript 
which can be made of the language from which the translation is taken, consistently with the first 
requirement of all, that it be English. Further the translation being English, it should also be perfectly 
intelligible in itself without reference to the Greek, the English being really the more lucid and exact of 
the two languages.
Whilst few today would take the extreme ethnocentric (glossocentric?) view that 
English, or any other language, is “really the more lucid and exact”, Jowett’s point holds 
good, that a translation should be “perfectly intelligible in itself.” According to Paul (2 
Timothy 3:15) the holy Scriptures “are able to make you wise for salvation through faith in 
Christ Jesus” (NIV). Unless Paul’s comment applies only to the scriptures in the original 
language, then any translation of the Scriptures must also be “perfectly intelligible in 
itself’ so that those who read and hear it may themselves also become “wise for salvation.”
Acceptability
A further quality of a good translation, which relates as much to sociolinguistics as 
to linguistics proper, is acceptability. A translation may be exegetically accurate, clearly 
understood, and in natural language, but if it is not accepted by the people for whom it is 
intended, then it will not be used.
Some of the factors involved may relate to the text itself. For example, Christian 
terminology borrowed from the national language may be acceptable and desired by the 
literate Church hierarchy, but not understood by the majority of believers. Unless the 
translation team is in dialogue with Church leaders about who the translation is for, and 
how it might be used, then the use of vernacular terms instead of familiar “Christian” 
vocabulary may gain clarity at the expense of official opprobrium. Likewise, the use of
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terminology from traditional religions may make the translation clear to the wider 
community, but be unacceptable to churchgoers who already use the Christian jargon. 
Again there is the need for dialogue about the intended use of the translation.
Some factors may relate to the actual production of the translation. Is the type too 
small to read at night by kerosene lamp for village worship? Is the paper quality too poor 
for a religious book? Is the colour of the cover inauspicious? Is the book too heavy to hold 
comfortably? Does it cost too much? Are the verses shown the same way and in the same 
place as in national language Bibles? Are verse numbers combined (e.g. 1-3) so you 
cannot find a specific verse if asked?
Other factors relate to social issues within and outside the community. Is the 
vernacular perceived as a language “unfit” to convey a religious message? If traditional 
religions use “holy” languages in the domain of worship and religious teaching, then there 
may be a perception that religion is meant to be mystical and obscure, not revealed to 
ordinary people in their own language. Is a meaning-based vernacular translation likely to 
be criticized as “different therefore wrong” by Christians outside the group, who use a 
national language literal translation? Are the Christian leaders who speak the vernacular 
prepared to face that criticism, and justify the vernacular translation. Unless such leaders 
have themselves been involved in the translation programme, advising and checking, then 
it is unlikely that they would take on such an onerous task.
Whereas accuracy, clarity and naturalness can be achieved by the translation team’s 
diligence in exegesis, linguistic research and comprehension testing, acceptability can only 
be achieved by involving others, in discussion of the aims and objectives of the translation 
project, the style of translation, the members of the translation team, the people who will 
be involved in checking, and even printing details such as font size and verse numbering.
Target audience and target use
The first decision one must make as a translator is to define the target audience. 
This is obvious, inasmuch as it determines the language into which the translation will be 
made, e.g. French or Russian. However, the decision is much more far-reaching than that. 
Who is intended to understand this translation. Adults only, or also children? If children, 
children of what age? Men only or also women? Town people only, or also rural people? 
Educated only, or also illiterates? Christians only, or also non-Christians? Mother-tongue 
speakers, or also those for whom it is a second language?
Once this decision has been made, the translator can consider, and indeed check by 
comprehension testing, how far the translation meets the criteria of clarity and naturalness. 
Moreover, since the criterion of accuracy includes accurate comprehension as well as 
accurate exegesis, a translation can only be evaluated as to how well it communicates with 
a specific audience in its intended use. Thus a translation intended for private study by the
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educationally elite will be different from a translation intended for reading aloud in a non­
literate setting, and each must be evaluated in its own context.
Pike points out that the relationship between the communicator and the audience is
fundamental in communication (1992:233):
Underlying every text is the relation, actual or potential, of the encoder to the decoder. That relation is 
the I-Thou-Here-Now Axis in which /  is the encoder, thou is the decoder, both in the same place and 
time. For communication to take place all four elements are required. The significance of here and now 
for speaking and hearing is modified somewhat for writing/filming and reading/viewing.
In translation, of course, there is a special problem, since the translator is not the original
7, the target audience is not the original thou, and the original here and now have become a
there and then.
Pike points out the responsibilities of encoder and decoder in the normal
communication situation (1992:233):
Encoders choose the topic appropriate to their interests and to those of their chosen audience (decoder). 
The audience can choose whether to continue the decoding process or not; hence the success of the 
communication is dependent on both parties.
How close the decoder’s understanding is to the encoder’s intent differs from person to person. As a 
decoder of the ZPG letter, I can state only what I understand the message to be. In order to understand 
some messages the study of many other texts is often required - that is what education is all about.
This places a great responsibility on translators, who act as pseudo-authors (appropriating
the original author’s “I”) and thus must take into account their own target audience. Yet
they do not change the original author’s topic or message to match it to their own target
audience’s interests. Rather they translate because they believe that the text written for a
very different audience still meets the needs of their own audience.
So how can translators take their own audience into account? First, by taking 
seriously Pike’s comment that “In order to understand some messages the study of many 
other texts is often required.” In the case of bible translation, these other texts include other 
biblical and extra-biblical texts in the original languages, grammars, lexicons, word- 
studies, commentaries, books on the history, archaeology, daily life, beliefs of the original 
author and audience. As translators, they have access to such books. But in many cases, 
their target audiences do not. Translators, then, should take advantage of all such materials 
to decode the text accurately. Scholarship is the touchstone of the accuracy of the 
translation.
Secondly, by taking seriously Pike’s comment that “Underlying every text is the 
relation, actual or potential, of the encoder to the decoder. That relation is the I-Thou- 
Here-Now Axis in which I is the encoder, thou is the decoder, both in the same place and 
time.” Translators are communicating with people whom they know in the I-thou-here- 
now reality of life. They can test their audience’s understanding of the message, and they 
can ensure that the message is communicated in a way that is clearly understood. So it is 
the target audience’s understanding and perception that is the touchstone of the clarity and 
naturalness of the translation.
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Translation by its nature is not only transferring a message to a different language,
but also to a different culture. And this fact greatly affects the clarity of the text. The more
different the culture of original author and current target audience, the more different their
scenarios, and the more implicit information will need to be made explicit. Pike comments
from personal cross-cultural experience (1992:234):
The notion of script is important here (Schank and Abelson, 1977). A larger event may be made up of 
smaller, predictable events which are expected by members of a cultural group. Hence the closer the 
referential structure of the decoder to that of the encoder, the fewer will be the details needing to be 
addressed overtly. In this regard, when I was working with a text in India, being ignorant of many such 
scripts, I had to address much more detail, in order to understand, than would a local person; in the 
process, my referential structure was greatly enlarged!
The way that shared cultural knowledge affects the form of communication cannot 
be overstated. Without knowledge of the original author and audience’s cultural scenarios 
accurate exegesis of a text is impossible. Similarly, without knowledge of the target 
audience’s cultural scenarios effective communication is impossible. Typically the 
translation will need to be more explicit than the source text, precisely because the target 
audience does not share all of the original communicator’s mental scenarios.
Scenario theory’s contribution to translation theory
The strength of the meaning-based approach has been the fact that it has allowed 
ordinary people to read and understand scripture, just as they would any other book. The 
weakness of the meaning-based approach has been a lack of theoretical underpinning from 
linguistic theory.
For example, Nida’s approach to translation as “functional equivalence” (is widely
acknowledged for its communicative power (Pearson, 1999:82):
Indeed, it can be very convincingly argued that this method of translation, along with many of the 
warnings that go with it concerning how to handle style and idiom that exist in the source language, is 
the best way to communicate the most meaning to the largest possible audience.
Yet Pearson also says that there needs to be “serious re-examination of the theory” 
(1999:83). There are four basic assumptions of Nida’s theory of functional equivalence 
which Pearson believes need evaluating as to whether and to what extent they are true 
(1999:83-4):
1. A translation cannot be said to be a good translation unless it communicates the meaning as 
understood by the original author to the receptor in his own language, and does it well.
2. The original meaning as understood by the original author is apprehendable and communicable by 
the translator.
3. ‘Anything that can be said in one language can be said in another, unless the form is an essential 
element of the language.’
4. ‘To preserve the content of the message the form [of the source language] must be changed.’
I believe that modern linguistic insights in discourse analysis, and particularly the 
application of scenario theory to discourse analysis, provide at least partial answers to 
theoretical problems such as these.
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Author intent
As to point 1, that a translation should communicate the meaning of the original 
author, there is strong support for this both in everyday language use, and in linguistic 
writings. In an everyday situation the addressee assumes author intent whenever he or she 
questions the speaker “What do you mean by such and such?” Similarly the speaker has 
the right to refute the hearer’s interpretation, “That’s not what I mean.” In the linguistic 
world, authors emphasize the primacy of the author’s intended meaning, e.g. Callow and 
Callow (1992:5):
It is the intended meaning of the speaker which controls the selection of specific verbal forms, and any 
analysis of the resultant discourse which does not give due weight to that intended meaning will be 
inherently incomplete and defective.
Similarly Sperber and Wilson state (1986:34):
Thus, to communicate efficiently, all the speaker has to do is to utter a sentence only one interpretation 
of which is compatible with the assumption that she is obeying the co-operative principle and maxims.
Also Baker, whilst discussing the use in speech of the first and second person
pronouns as givens, stresses indirectly the interdependence of speaker and addressee, each
being conscious of the other, which presupposes that the addressee will take speaker intent
into account (1976:31-2):
The fact that the speaker and addressee themselves are regularly treated as given (and pronominalized as 
I and you respectively) stems from the same consideration. The speaker is conscious of the addressee, 
and the addressee is conscious of the speaker.
Baker again, in stressing that grammatical choices are the speaker’s prerogative, 
implies that these choices, and their intended effect, are part of the meaning of the message 
(1976:155):
Similarly, an element which has been mentioned before may be presented as new because it is 
unexpected or because the speaker wishes to present it in a contrastive light.
Similarly Mann, Matthiessen and Thompson state that it is the author who is in 
charge of structuring his material to achieve his own purposes, implying that the translator 
should also strive to structure the material to fulfil the original author’s original purposes 
(1992:45):
Text structuring relations are functional; the character that they all share can be stated in terms of the 
categories of effects that they produce. They can be described in terms of the purposes of the writer, the 
writer’s assumptions about the reader, and certain propositional patterns in the subject matter of the text. 
The text structuring relations reflect the writer’s options of organization and presentation...
Scenarios, as mental structures, affect the way that the speaker or author structures 
the text, including both grammatical and lexical choice, as shown above for both Greek 
and Parkari. Since the source text for translation is itself structured in accordance with the 
author’s mental scenarios, the meaning of the text must be the meaning in the author’s 
mind which that text reflects.
Recoverability of author intent
As to point 2, that one can know what the original author meant, this thesis 
demonstrates that, in addition to other documented linguistic data for determining the 
author’s intended meaning (such as word order, and boundary markers), there are both
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grammatical and lexical indications of the presence of certain scenarios, which give clear 
markers in the text as to the author’s intent. It is true that “uncertainty exists concerning 
the meaning (and, in the case of textual criticism, content) of the documents upon which 
Christian (and for the Hebrew Bible, Jewish) faith and practice are based” (Pearson, 
1999:81). However, scenario theory provides a theoretical basis for believing that the 
original author’s intent can be plausibly reconstructed from the text. Scenario theory helps 
identify Hearer-old and Hearer-new information, helps “fill in the gaps” of the explicit 
text, helps understand implicatures, and helps illuminate what was focal in a given 
scenario, and thus clarifies what the translator must make explicit in translation to preserve 
the original focus.
Scenario theory, along with other theories used in discourse analysis, should defuse
the argument that author intent cannot be known. Jordan states (1992:200):
In my view we cannot possibly know - or reliably guess - what was in the writer’s mind (even if we 
asked her) in composing each part of the text, and we must analyze instead what she did write.
Even if we accept so radical a view, we do have biblical texts recording (substantially) not
only what the original authors actually wrote, but the way they chose to write it. What we
can deduce from their choice of semantic structure, grammar and lexicon is at least a sound
basis, in the text itself, for determining author intent. I believe that scenario theory
demonstrably links explicit grammatical and lexical markers with implicit scenarios, and
thus provides a means of distinguishing what is implicit, that is deliberately
communicated.
Determining meaning (i.e. the author’s intended meaning) is not an issue restricted 
to scripture translation. Even in ordinary conversation, or writing, as Sperber and Wilson 
point out, the text is frequently ambiguous, but the message is rarely so, since the speaker
and audience share a basic assumption about what is relevant (1986:34):
Recall, for instance, our example (16-18):
(16) Jones has bought the Times.
(17) Jones has bought a copy of the Times.
(18) Jones has bought the press enterprise which publishes the Times.
Usually only one meaning will seem true or only one will be relevant. Hence the maxims and the 
inferences they give rise to make it possible to communicate an unambiguous thought by uttering an 
ambiguous sentence.
Mann, Matthiessen and Thompson point out a necessary caveat, in the context of 
analysing the rhetorical structure of the text, that we can never be “certain” of author intent 
(1992:50-1):
Since the analyst has access to the text, has knowledge of the context in which it was written, and shares 
the cultural conventions of the writer and the expected readers, but has no direct access to either the 
writer or other readers, judgments about the writer or readers must be plausibility judgments rather than 
judgments of certainty.
It is true that, in exegeting biblical texts, we do not have all the background 
information about speaker, addressee, and situation to resolve all ambiguity, but we can 
resolve much of it, by applying our knowledge of grammar, historical background, and 
linguistics. But in the end we must realize that we are sometimes making “plausibility
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judgments rather) udgments of certainty”, just as we do in our interpretation of everyday 
communication.
However, the fact that our understanding of author intent will be imperfect, does
not argue against making our best efforts to determine it, and use it as the yardstick against
which to evaluate the “accuracy” of our translation. As Mann, Matthiessen and Thompson
point out, to understand a text we must inevitably move beyond what is explicit and make
judgments as to what the writer intended the text to mean (1992:66):
The abundance of unsignalled relations highlights the importance of the differences between text 
understanding, which involves recognition of text structure and relations, and a symbol decoding task. 
Recognizing relations requires that the reader make judgments about the writer, including judgments 
about the plausibility of intentions. Symbolic decoding proceeds on the basis of the conventional import 
of symbols and their compositions, without judging such factors.
If translators, who have access to the best theoretical and exegetical helps, do not 
make plausibility judgments as to what the original author meant, then their target 
audiences will make such judgments, and will make them both more hastily and on less 
evidence. Scenario theory provides a strong theoretical basis for evaluating what meaning 
may be plausibly deduced from the text.
Translatability
As to point 3, that any thought can be expressed in any language, there is no doubt 
that cultures and languages are very different from each other, and that there is not a one- 
to-one correspondence between languages in either concepts, grammar or lexicon. 
Nevertheless, scenario theory is based on the fact that although people categorize their 
experiences and perceptions in different ways, there is such an enormous overlap of human 
experience that within any one culture people’s categories are remarkably consistent (that 
is they have essentially the same scenarios in their minds), and across cultures their 
experiences are still so remarkably similar that they have stored in their minds enough 
world-knowledge that similar experiences to the author’s can be accessed. Callow and 
Callow say (1992:6):
The meaning expressed in verbal communication is a universal, i.e. it is capable of multiple realisation 
in words, but is independent of those realisations, which are specifics.... In analysing discourse we are 
analysing a specific realisation of an underlying meaning which is a universal; it is capable in principle 
of realisation in any language.
Modern theories of communication do not try to say “My words mean this”, as if
words had discrete, abstract, unchangeable definitions, but rather “My words are able to
trigger similar thoughts in your brain to the thoughts in mine, because you share some of
my life experience.” Callow and Callow say (1992:6):
The kind of meaning with which we are concerned here is the meaning the speaker intends to convey. As 
he communicates he is using verbal forms as signals of his inward thoughts, attitudes, emotions, 
purposes, etc. Words do not have meanings, they signal meanings.
Thus communication is not about stating in unambiguous lexical and grammatical 
forms 100% exactly what the author intended but being “good enough for the job in hand” 
i.e. good enough to signal to the hearers the inward thoughts, attitudes, emotions and
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purposes etc. of the speaker. This “good enough” is attainable in translation, and is, in fact,
all that is attainable in any form of communication. As Lakoff and Johnson say about the
audience’s role in communication (1980:179):
We understand a statement as true in a given situation when our understanding of the statement fits our 
understanding of the situation closely enough for our purposes.
There is also experimental evidence, from Schank and Abelson, in support of the
claim that the same meaning can be communicated adequately in different languages. They
use computers to analyse texts and reduce them to language independent concepts, relying
on scenario theory, especially scripts, plans and goals. Two axioms of Schank’s
Conceptual Dependency Theory are especially relevant (1977:11):
A For any two sentences that are identical in meaning, regardless of language, there should be only one 
representation.
The above axiom has an important corollary that derives from it.
B Any information in a sentence that is implicit must be made explicit in the representation of the 
meaning of that sentence.
Based on this theory they have analyzed texts, reduced them to their explicit conceptual 
format, and translated them back successfully into Chinese, Russian, Dutch, and Spanish, 
all using computer programs (1977:177).
Similar, but less documented or verifiable experimental evidence in favour of 
translatability, is the fact that the New Testament has been translated into some thousand 
languages. I personally have been involved in one such translation, and the translation 
team never had a problem such as “Can this be said?” but rather “How can we best say 
this?”. The barrier to translation in the remaining languages is largely due to lack of 
personnel, training and resources. I have never heard of any project being abandoned due 
to the inherent untranslatability of the message into that particular language.
Scenario theory, whilst acknowledging the differences in people’s mental concepts 
due to different cultural and individual experiences, also argues that people can understand 
new concepts and make sense of new ideas by making generalizations and inferences 
based on previous experiences. Since scenarios are formed by experience, they can also be' 
modified by experience. This means that new concepts can be communicated, so long as 
they are communicated within the framework of existing scenarios, thus allowing the 
audience to categorize the new concepts appropriately and modify their mental scenarios 
accordingly.
Priority of meaning over form
As to point 4, that “To preserve the content of the message the form [of the source 
language] must be changed”, nobody argues that the form must always be changed 
otherwise meaning will not be preserved, but that sometimes, indeed frequently, the form 
must be changed in order to preserve the meaning. The only alternative approach is for the 
translator to preserve the form and ignore the meaning, thus leaving the reader to decipher 
the meaning. This form-based approach has two major flaws.
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First, the form cannot be preserved. The translator has to tamper with the form. At 
the very least, the language used must be changed, else it is not translation. Word orders 
may have to be changed where they are fixed, e.g. SOV to SVO, adjective noun to noun 
adjective, or preposition to postposition. Verbal forms may have to be changed, at least 
where there are fewer tense/aspect distinctions in the target language than in the source 
language. Gender of nouns and hence agreement of adjectives and pronominal references 
may have to be changed. Words may have to be changed to phrases, or verbs to nouns, 
where equivalent words are not available for the same concept, etc. etc. Having made these 
changes, some of the clues as to meaning which were encoded in the original text, such as 
juxtapositions, tense usage, disambiguation due to gender markings etc. will not be 
preserved in the translation.
Secondly, the reader has far less chance than the translator of correctly deciphering 
the meaning. (I am presuming that the reader does expect to get meaning from the text, 
which is why they are reading it, and that they expect to get the original author’s meaning, 
whether they take that as the human writer’s or the Holy Spirit’s meaning.) The reader no 
longer has access to all the linguistic clues encoded in the original text, since the use of 
word order, tense and aspect markings, gender and person markings etc. to keep track of 
participants, show prominence, resolve ambiguity and so on, will almost certainly be 
different between the source language and target language. Moreover, understanding a 
literal translation requires background knowledge. This is shown practically by the 
existence of commentaries and Bibles with notes, and theoretically by scenario theory and 
relevance theory. The reader and author need to have a “mutual cognitive environment”, 
i.e. the reader must share with the author similar mental scenarios encoding their 
understanding of the world, if they are to correctly understand the message of the text. The 
average readers who do not know about the author and his world, or share his linguistic 
and cultural presuppositions, cannot understand the author easily or accurately.
The task of understanding and expressing the author’s meaning is indeed hard, and 
some may doubt it is possible. However, the problem is not solved by leaving the total 
burden of understanding (i.e. exegesis) to the readers, who have neither specialist 
knowledge nor time. It is better to see exegesis as the rightful preserve of the translator, 
who, fallible though he or she is, has the time to use not only their own knowledge but 
draw on the expertise of others, including linguists, translation theorists and theologians, in 
order to make good justifiable exegetical decisions about the author’s meaning.
Whilst we cannot ever completely know the original author’s total intended 
meaning, we can be sure, on the theoretical basis which scenario theory provides, that a 
meaning-based translation can more accurately convey the author’s meaning than a form- 
based translation. This is because meaning is communicated not by the form of words 
alone, but through the grid of the author’s and audience’s scenarios, and where those
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scenarios are demonstrably different, the original form of the text will indeed need to be 
changed to compensate for the different grid through which the text will be interpreted.
Meaning-based translation - a con or linguistically responsible?
In response to the concern that meaning-based translations, since their stated aim is 
clear and accurate communication of the original message, may be wrongly perceived as 
being “the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth”, I heartily recommend a 
reminder in every translation, that it is a translation, i.e. an attempt to make the meaning of 
the original author’s message clear. Whilst acknowledging that any attempt at meaning- 
based translation will inevitably fail in places in terms of accuracy, clarity and naturalness,
I maintain the attempt is still worth making, and is the most linguistically responsible 
approach the translator can take.
As I hope I have already demonstrated, it is the mismatching of scenarios between 
different languages and cultures which frequently causes either non-communication, or 
miscommunication. This mismatch of scenarios, involving as it does the world-views and 
presuppositions of differing cultures, is simply not addressed in the “modified literal” style 
of translation represented by such major Bible translations as the Authorized Version, The 
Revised Standard Version, and the New International Version. Only a meaning-based 
approach to translation, seeing meaning as applying not merely at word, phrase, or clause 
level, but right up to discourse level, can accurately convey the message of the biblical 
texts to today’s audience.
Chapter summary
Translation is the transfer of meaning across languages, and so requires the 
translator to interpret the meaning of the original text based on plausible judgments as to 
what the original author of a text intended to communicate. With all translation, but 
especially with the translation of ancient documents, such as the Bible, the difference in 
culture between the original and new target audiences means that the form of the message 
may need to be adjusted to make explicit what was implicit in the source text, quite apart 
from changes of form due to using a different language, such as grammatical, syntactic and 
lexical differences. A translation should be not only accurate but also clear and natural so 
that the target audience can understand the meaning. Acceptability of a translation depends 
on sociolinguistic as well as linguistic issues. Apart from exegetical decisions, every other 
aspect of a translation depends on the target audience.
Scenario theoiy provides theoretical justification for meaning-based translation. 
Scenario theory emphasizes that thinking and communication is fundamentally conceptual, 
so that the meaning to be translated is not the words of the original text but the thoughts of 
the original author, as indicated by the text he wrote. Scenario theory provides a 
conceptual framework for recognizing Hearer-old and Hearer-new marking and for
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identifying implicit participants, events and relationships, which allows for better 
discourse analysis and thus a clearer evaluation of the author’s intended meaning. Scenario 
theory provides a theoretical basis for translatability, since scenarios as mental constructs 
are not only used to categorize new information but are also modified to include such 
information making new conceptual categories and links as appropriate. Scenario theory 
recognizes that conceptual structure is mirrored by language structure, thus enabling the 
translator not only to analyse the conceptual meaning of the source text by studying its 
linguistic form, but also to choose the appropriate linguistic form for re-expressing those 
concepts in the target language.
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Chapter 16 
SCEN A R IO  TH EO R Y  
AND TR A N SLA TIO N  PR O BLEM S
Since scenarios are experientially and culturally based and affect the grammar, 
lexicon and discourse structure of both New Testament Greek and modem Parkari, a 
translation must take into account not only the linguistic differences between the source 
and target languages but also the experiential and cultural differences between the author 
and audience of the source text and the target audience of the translation. In this chapter I 
demonstrate the problems caused by scenario mismatch in translation, especially as 
regards the target audience’s ability to follow the flow of the text and understand it 
accurately.
Problems of scenario mismatch
Since scenarios contain interrelated chunks of information, including probabilities
of certain events co-occuring, a mismatch of scenarios between source and target
languages causes a mismatch of information communicated and a reduced ability to
evaluate what is normal and what is contraexpectation. Since the grammar and lexicon in
both Parkari and Greek is influenced by scenarios, a mismatch of scenarios between those
languages will affect the grammar and lexicon used in translation.
The most radical, and obvious, problem of scenario mismatch is when the target
language and culture completely lacks a scenario found in the source language. This
creates classic translation problems such as “How do you translate camel for an Eskimo?”.
There are several standard approaches for translating unknown items, as listed by
Beekman and Callow (1974:191):
EQUIVALENCE BY MODIFYING A GENERIC WORD 
Modified with features of form / a statement of function / 
both form and function / a comparison 
EQUIVALENCE BY USING A LOAN WORD
Modified with a classifier / form or function or both 
EQUIVALENCE BY CULTURAL SUBSTITUTION
Cultural substitution is “the use of a real world referent from the receptor culture for an
unknown referent of the original, both of the referents having the same function” (ibid.).
To these one might add the use of a generic alone, if specific aspects of the source
language referent are not focal in the context.
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For example, if English had no equivalent for tippa “chariot”, in Acts 8:28 and 
Revelation 9:9, one might translate by: 
a generic word e.g. vehicle
a modified generic word e.g. horse-drawn vehicle (form), war cart (function),
horse-drawn war cart (form and function), 
vehicle like a tonga (comparison) 
a modified loan word e.g. vehicle called “harma” (generic),
horse-drawn “harma” (form), war “harma” (function) 
a cultural substitute e.g. carriage, cart
Note that appa belongs in two different source language scenarios, first-class 
travel, and war. Similarly, each word or phrase in the target language evokes its own 
scenario, which must be compared to the original source language scenario and co-text, to 
determine its appropriateness. For example, English “chariot” fits both scenarios, but the 
“cart” scenario does not include “high-class”, and the “carriage” scenario does not include 
“war”. Therefore such translation requires sensitivity to context.
In Acts 8:28, appa represents a concept unknown in Parkari and is translated ghO£d 
cfacfoi “horse cart” meaning horse-drawn vehicle, whereas dppa “war-chariot” in 
Revelation 9:9 is a known concept (through story-telling) and is translated roth, which 
refers either to a war chariot, or a ceremonial vehicle for transporting deities. A common 
Parkari word for a horse-drawn vehicle, tpcfo, was avoided in both cases, as its scenario 
includes “available cheaply for hire” which is clearly inappropriate.
If the missing scenario is a recurring theme throughout the text, it will be harder to
translate, especially if it occurs both in historical contexts and in metaphorical language.
For example, how might one translate John 10:11 “I am the good shepherd. The good
shepherd lays down his life for the sheep”, for a culture where sheep are unknown?
Different approaches have different advantages and disadvantages:
Generic term with simile:
I am like a good herdsman, who lays down his life for his animals.
This is fine here, but loses the clear connection with other “sheep” imagery since all would become generic.
Different specific term with simile (cultural substituted:
I am like a goat herder, who lays down his life for his animals.
This is fine here, but causes problems elsewhere. What about separating sheep from goats in Matthew 25:32? 
Perhaps one could translate separating good goats from bad goats. What about historical references to sheep, 
e.g. in sacrifice, where “goat” is historically incorrect (unless it functions as a generic term in the target 
language)? Obviously, the issue needs addressing in terms of the whole Biblical corpus.
Generic term plus loan word with simile (usually from the language of wider communication):
I am like a good herdsman of animals called “sheep”, who lays down his life for his animals. 
Although connection with other “sheep” passages can be maintained, the emphasis is skewed here. What is 
special about a herdsman of animals called “sheep” as opposed to other herdsmen?
Direct statement:
I am the good teacher. I am ready to die for those who follow me.
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The meaning is clear, but there is no thematic link to other “sheep” passages, whether historical or 
metaphorical.
Direct statement with generic simile:
I am the good teacher. I am ready to die for those who follow me. I am like a good herdsman, who 
lays down his life for his animals.
In all cases, not only the target language words but their whole scenarios must be
compared with the scenarios evoked by the source language words.
Simply using a loan word in a metaphor is rarely communicative, since neither the
literal nor metaphorical meaning is clear, e.g.
(treating Greek Trpo(3aTov “sheep” as a loan word)
Loan word as metaphor:
I am the good herder of probatons, who lays down his life for his probatons.
Scenario mismatch causes information loss
As discussed earlier, scenarios are information chunks in the brain, and allow
information to be communicated in chunks. So if the source language scenario is different
from the target language scenario, the same chunk of information will not be
communicated, e.g. the leprosy scenario:
New Testament Greek:
Leprosy is a very bad disease.
Leprosy causes ritual impurity and untouchability.
Healing must be validated by a priest at Jerusalem.
Parkari: Leprosy is a very bad disease.
The word “leprosy” in the Greek New Testament opened up the whole content of
the leprosy scenario for the original audience, due to the author and audience’s “mutual
cognitive environment”. But for Parkaris the word leprosy merely communicates a serious
disease.
Consequently, certain focal information, which the author left implicit in the source 
text since the audience could supply it from their similar mental scenarios, must be made 
explicit in translation. Unless this is done:
- lexical items will appear unrelated to the open scenario and coherence will be lost.
- information marked grammatically as Hearer-old will appear surprising.
- facts needed to make inferences will be unavailable.
Where scenario mismatch causes the loss of information needed for following the
logic of the text, the translation will need to make this information explicit, e.g.
Luke 5:12 in Parkari:
(information made explicit from the “leprosy” scenario is underlined)
In that veiy place was a man who had the disease of leprosy. Therefore that man was ceremoniallv-unclean. 
When he saw Jesus, then having fallen at feet, having pleaded he said “Holyman, if it be your will, you (p) 
having made me fit and well can make me pure.”
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Similarly in Luke 7:1-10 the word eKaTovTdpXT]? “centurion” might be defined as 
a military officer in charge of a hundred men. But the New Testament scenario for 
“centurion” includes prototypical ethno-religious information such as non-Jew, normally 
polytheist. This information is vital for understanding Jesus’s punch line in 7:9 “I tell you, 
not even in Israel have I found such faith.” So again, if this essential information is 
missing from the target audience’s scenario, it must be made explicit in translation. Where
implicit information is focal throughout a pericope, it may be made explicit in the title, e.g.
The title of Luke 7:1-10 in Parkari:
(information made explicit from the “leprosy” scenario is underlined)
“An army officer of another race trusts on Jesus”
Proper nouns
Proper nouns often cause information loss in translation, since the source language
speakers frequently have a detailed scenario for a name, but the target language speakers
have a very reduced one.
For example, the scenario of a specific name in the target language may not include
whether it refers to a person or a place. Even if sentence level semantics clarifies that it is a
place, it may be unclear whether it is a town, province, river or mountain. In such cases,
making explicit the generic categoiy of a name’s referent gives the audience the same level
of information as was available to the original audience, e.g.
(information made explicit from the open scenario is underlined)
1 Peter 1:1
RSV: To the exiles of the Dispersion in Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia
Parkari: ... scattered in Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia and Bithvnia provinces.
Acts 11:19
RSV: traveled as far as Phoenicia and Cyprus and Antioch ...
Parkari: some reached as far as Phoenicia area, some Cyprus island and some Antioch town.
If the category of the name as used in the text is different from the commonly
known category, failure to make it explicit will lead to misidentification, e.g.
Luke 3:3a
RSV: and he went into all the region about the Jordan...
Parkari: Therefore John having come to the surrounds of the Jordan River ...
Jordan commonly refers to a country.
Acts 21:1
RSV: to Cos, and the next day to Rhodes, and from there to Patara.
Parkari: to the island named Cos. On the next day from there came to the island named Rhodes, and from 
there again having gone to Patara town we descended.
These categories should be made explicit when, and only when, they are not part of
the target audience’s scenario for the name. Too much information is as disruptive to
communication as too little, as noted by Grice (Sperber and Wilson, 1986:33):
1 Make your contribution as informative as required.
2 Do not make your contribution more informative than required.
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Personal names
The scenario for personal names includes not merely “human”, but frequently the
gender and ethnic origin of the referent, and also, in the case of identifiable referents, their
role or status. Such information, where focal, should be made explicit in translation so that
the new audience can file the name in an appropriate scenario slot, predict what might
happen, and recognize conceptual and lexical cohesion, e.g.
Gender:
Colossians 4:15 
RSV: and to Nympha and the church in her house.
Parkari: and lady Nymphas, and the Christian circle which gathers at her house
The name Nympha(s) indicates a female, as does the Greek pronoun. Since the 
name is unknown in Parkari, and Parkari pronouns show no gender, the gender is made 
explicit in the translation, otherwise the referent would be understood as male.
Ethnic origin:
Acts 10:1
RSV: At Caesarea there was a man named Cornelius, a centurion ...
Parkari: In Caesarea town there was one person of another race named Cornelius. He was one officer of the 
army of Rome land....
The name Cornelius, together with his rank in the Roman Army, indicates that this 
man was a gentile. This name is unknown in Parkari, so the non-Jewishness is made 
explicit, since the fact that Cornelius in not a Jew is of key importance in understanding 
Acts 10:1-11:18, as shown by Acts 10:28.
Role in society:
Luke 3:1
RSV: In the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius Caesar
Parkari: In the 15th year of the kingship of Tiberius Caesar king of Roman government
Caesar’s status is significant here as the most important ruler of the time. His name is followed by a list of
lesser local rulers.
Luke 18:38 
RSV: Jesus, Son of David
Parkari: Jesus, descendant of King David
David’s status is significant as “Son of David” is a title of honour. A literal translation would be understood 
as simply naming the father.
In some cases, the person referred to is less well known than a different person of
the same name, and this may lead to misidentification, and hence inability to see the
lexical cohesion, e.g. Joshua / Jesus:
Acts 7:45 
p-era ’IqaoO 
RSV: with Joshua
Parkari: our ancestors ... having taken that tent came here with Joshua
Although the Greek form of the names Joshua and Jesus is identical, the original 
audience had the time frame of Jewish history to disambiguate the referent as Joshua.
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Fortunately, English and Parkari have different forms of the name for the different 
referents, so the translation is unambiguous.
John the Baptist / John the disciple 
Luke 3:2 John the son of Zechariah
Luke 5:33 The disciples of John
Acts 1:5 for John baptized with water
Luke 5:10 James and John, the sons of Zebedee
Luke 6:14 Peter, and Andrew his brother, and James and John
Acts 1:13 Peter and John and James and Andrew
Here, although John the Baptist and John the disciple overlap in time, they are still 
distinguished by the scenario they belong to, John the Baptist’s scenario including: son of 
Zechariah, teacher, baptized, and John the disciple’s scenario including: son of Zebedee, 
disciple of Jesus.
For target audiences where scenarios for these referents do not include these basic 
details, the translation would need to make the referent explicit, e.g. Luke 5:33 “The 
disciples of John the Baptist”.
Occasionally the source text includes nonfocal information with a personal name
simply to disambiguate the referent. This may require even more explicit disambiguation
in the target language than in the original language, e.g.
Acts 13:14
’Avnoxeiav Tfjv IliaiStav 
RSV: Antioch of Pisidia 
Parkari: Antioch town of Pisidia area 
i.e. not Antioch in Syria
John 14:22
’I oti8a?, o6x 6 ’I aKapidrrrj?
RSV: Judas (not Iscariot)
Parkari: Judas, not Judas Iscariot but the other disciple named Judas
This is the only mention in John’s Gospel of any Judas other than Judas Iscariot, so 
simply saying “not Iscariot” does not clarify the referent for the Parkari audience, even if 
they have read the Gospel throughout. Therefore the translation makes explicit that this 
Judas was one of the disciples.
Sometimes the source text includes contextually focal information with a personal
name, which also disambiguates the referent. If the translation needs to be more explicit
than the source text in order to disambiguate the referent, such explicit information should
be contextually focal, e.g.
Acts 14:26
dir^ TrXeucray el? ’Avndxeiav, 80ev fjaav Trapa8e8op8voi tQ xdpiTL roD 0eoD 
RSV: they sailed to Antioch, where they had been commended to the grace of God ...
Parkari: they set off back to their own Antioch town, where the Christians had given them into the care of 
God ... (cf. 13:1-3)
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Occasionally the source text uses a personal name metaphorically. Here again the
translation may need to be more explicit than the original in order to open the correct
scenario, e.g.
Matthew 17:12
Xeyco 88 iiplv 5t i  HXta? f)8q fj\0ev 
RSV: But I tell you that Elijah has already come
Parkari: But I tell you with assurance that the one doing the preparation for my coming, whom (oneY has 
called Elijah in scripture, he indeed had come.
Making John the Baptist explicit here would make nonsense of 17:13 “Then the disciples 
understood that he was speaking to them of John the Baptist.” Jesus was apparently 
leaving the audience to think out who he meant, so Parkari makes explicit the contextually 
focal elements of the Elijah scenario which the original audience knew from Malachi 4:5.
Scenario mismatch reduces lexical cohesion
Where the scenarios of source and target languages do not match, a literal
translation may provide less lexical cohesion for its own target audience than the source
text did for the original target audience.
For example, in Luke 10:13 “sackcloth” and “ashes” belong in the New Testament
Greek scenario of “repentance”. However, they are not in the Parkari scenario of
“repentance”, so the connection needs to made explicit, otherwise textual cohesion is lost.
In Parkari, sitting in dust or ash and wearing dark clothes are signs of grief, such as
bereavement, so the Parkari “grief’ scenario can be used to fill out the Greek “repentance”
scenario, e.g.
Luke 10:13
RSV: they would have repented long ago, sitting in sackcloth and ashes.
Parkari: the people of there would early having abandoned their bad works have done repentance, and 
having put on clothes made from goats’ hair have sat in grief on ash, and have gone on God’s matter.
The Parkari word glossed “repentance” expresses an emotion, not a radical change
of behaviour, so the action of abandoning wrong and embracing right behaviour, included
in the Greek scenario of “p.eTev6T]crav”, must also be made explicit “having abandoned
their bad works ... have gone on God’s matter”.
Metaphorical scenarios
If a source language metaphor, which is not used in the target language, is
translated literally, lexical cohesion and logical coherence are lost. The reader is left
confused, since the metaphorical link to the open scenario is severed, and the literal
meaning does not fit the context. For example, John the Baptist’s teaching in Luke 3:9, 17: 
RSV:Even now the axe is laid to the root of the trees; every tree therefore that does not bear good fruit is cut 
down and thrown into the fire... His winnowing fork is in his hand, to clear his threshing floor, and to 
gather the wheat into his granary, but the chaff he will bum with unquenchable fire.
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Such language is never used metaphorically in Parkari, and the literal meaning has
no relevance to the context of repentance. In translation, the meaning of such metaphors
must be clarified, e.g.
Parkari:
But now God is about to punish men, as if someone is standing with axe poised at the stump of the tree. 
And just as in whichever tree there is no fruit, a person chops it down and throws it into the fire, so God 
will punish those who do not walk on his matter... As someone stands with his winnowing-fork on the 
threshing floor, and having cleaned his grain keeps it in his bam, but the chaff he bums in fire, so he 
[God] is about to judge people. He will keep those walking on God’s matter with him, but those not 
walking [on his matter] he will bum in such a fire as is never extinguished.
(The Parkari phrase “walk on God’s matter” means “obey God”.)
Sometimes, especially if the metaphor is not part of extended imagery, the best
solution is to drop it altogether, e.g.
Luke 3:7 
RSV: You brood of vipers!
Parkari: O evil minded [people]!
Occasionally, the source language metaphor is not used in the target language, but
the literal meaning of the metaphor fits the open scenario. For example, in John 21:15-18,
Jesus asks Peter to “feed my sheep”. Since many Parkaris keep sheep, but “sheep” is not a
Parkari metaphor for “followers”, the literal understanding of “feed my sheep” seems
coherent. In translation, this miscommunication must be avoided, e.g.
John21:17
Parkari: Asa herdsman pastures the sheep, so you look after mv people.
Wherever lexical cohesion is achieved by mixing literal and metaphorical 
scenarios, there is always a potential translation problem. For example puns, where the 
same words have both literal and idiomatic meaning, cannot normally be translated 
(Catford, 1965:94; Baker, 1992:70).
Name scenarios and wordplay
Similar problems occur in the New Testament when trying to translate wordplay on 
names. Names are generally used referentially, without any “sense” meaning. 
Consequently, names are usually transliterated, rather than translated according to 
meaning, so the scenario of the name in translation no longer contains the original 
meaning.
Scripture, however, frequently connects the meaning of a name with the character 
or significance of the person so named, either based on the genuine etymology of the 
name, or by producing a new folk-etymology. Since the meaning of the name (or its 
phonological connection to the folk-etymology) was part of its Source Language scenario 
but is not in the Target Language scenario, where context shows that the meaning of a 
name is implicit, it should be made explicit in translation, e.g.
Genesis 3:20
Adam named his wife Eve, which means “living”, because she would become the mother of all the living.
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Genesis 4:1,
she became pregnant and gave birth to Cain. In the Hebrew language Cain sounds like “brought forth” . She 
said, “With the help of the LORD I have brought forth a man.”
Matthew 1:21
you are to give him the name Jesus, meaning “the LORD saves”, because he will save his people from their 
sins.
Philemon 10-11
I appeal to you for my son Onesimus ... Although his name means “useful”, formerly he was useless to you. 
But now he really has become useful both to you and to me.
Philippians 4:3
Yes, and I ask you Svzveus. loval co-worker as vour name suggests, help these women ...
Scenario mismatch skews expectations
If the target language scenario does not contain the same elements as the source 
language scenario, then the audience will have different expectations as to what is likely to 
occur. This means that unexpected elements may appear normal, and normal elements may 
appear surprising or controversial. Since both Greek and Parkari grammatically mark 
Hearer-old expected information and Hearer-new unexpected information differently, 
failure to note scenario mismatch may result in information which is unexpected for the 
hearer being grammatically marked as expected.
For example, a Prenuclear Aorist Participle in Greek is regularly translated by a 
Nonfinal verb form in Parkari, since both mark a prototypical event in the script of the 
main verb’s scenario. If, however, an event is part of the prototypical script in the source 
language, but not in the target language, use of a Hearer-old verb form miscues the 
audience, presenting what is strange to them as if they should have expected it. Somehow, 
the translation must show the target audience that this seemingly strange event was normal 
for the original audience.
In Mark 14:63, the Prenuclear Aorist Participle marks that the high priest tearing 
his robe is a prototypical element of the scenario of declaring a blasphemy charge proven,
e-S*o 88 dpxiepeu? Siapp/jEd? t o u ?  xLT(# a? a u T ou  X8yei, Ti 8 t l  xPetai7 8 x o g e v  (la pT u p w v;
The () highpriest having.tom the clothes of.him says What yet need we.have of.witnesses?
And the high priest tore his garments, and said, “Why do we still need witnesses?
For Parkaris, tearing ones clothes is not prototypical in any scenario except 
madness. The translation must therefore avoid presenting this as Hearer-old (because it is 
not part of the open Parkari scenario), yet present it as natural in the circumstances, not a 
sign of madness. To do this, Parkari uses a main verb and makes the purpose of this act 
explicit, i.e.
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Then the chief priest to show himself grieved tore the robe he wore and said: “Now what need do 
we(incl) have of other witness bearers?
The Parkari translation is based on the exegesis that the appropriate response to blasphemy
is an expression of deep grief and horror that others have shown disrespect to God, yet the
high priest is inwardly pleased at Jesus’s blasphemy as it seals Jesus’s fate. In support of
this exegesis Cole (1989:307) states that the “symbolic tearing of garments, by now
traditional on hearing blasphemy, was in origin a sign of grief... (e.g. Lv. 10:6). Here it
had been distorted into a sign of joy at a wicked purpose successfully acccomplished” (cf.
Hendriksen, 1974:612-3).
Old Testament evidence for the prototypicality of tearing clothes on hearing
blasphemy is found in Numbers 14:6 where Joshua and Caleb tear their clothes because
the people refuse to follow God’s leading, 2 Chronicles 34:19-21 where King Josiah tears
his clothes because (unwittingly) his ancestors had not “kept the word of the Lord”, and
most significantly in Jeremiah 36:24 where King Jehoiakim systematically cuts up the
scroll of Jeremiah’s prophecy and bums it, but “the king and all his attendants who heard
all these words showed no fear, nor did they tear their clothes”. The author, by recording
what people did not do, shows clearly that their actions were not prototypical. In all these
cases people tore, or were expected to tear, their clothes on hearing that others had failed to
show God proper respect. Compare also 2 Kings 18:37-19:1, again in response to
blasphemy (Davies and Allison, 1997:533).
The charge of blasphemy against Jesus is presumably for “wrongly claiming for
oneself divine prerogatives” as in John 10:36 (Davies and Allison, 1997:533), here by
implicitly claiming in Mark 14:62 to be “the Son of Man sitting at the right hand of the
Mighty One”.
Similarly the Greek article marks nouns as Hearer-old, i.e. prototypical elements of
the open scenario. Where the Parkari scenario differs, not only may the referent need to be
clarified, but the expectedness of the information may need to be explicit, e.g.
Luke 5:14
Kal afrrb? Trapf|'yyeiXeu ciuto  ... direXOwv 8et£ov creauTbv to lepel 
RSV And he charged him ... go and show yourself to the priest
The article shows that the priest is prototypical in the open “leprosy” scenario. In Parkari
culture there is no priest in the leprosy scenario, so this is unexpected. Moreover, priests
are found at every place of worship, not just at a single centre. The Parkari translation
makes explicit the location and identity of the priest:
Then Jesus said to him ... having gone into God’s house, show (fut) your body to the priest who should 
be doing the work of ritual-worship there ...
Similarly:
Matthew 9:23
Kal eX0a>v 6  ’Ir|crou? et? m y  olKtav t o u  dpxovTO? Kal ISwv t o u ?  auXr|Td?
RSV And when Jesus came to the ruler’s house, and saw the pipe- plavers
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The Greek article shows that the pipe-players are prototypical in the open “death” scenario.
In Parkari culture there is no music when a death has occurred, so this is unexpected,
indeed shocking. The Parkari translation makes explicit the rationale for their presence: 
When Jesus reached the house of the leader, there he saw those people who according to own custom 
were playing pipes on the death of the girl...
Even where Greek has no grammatical Hearer-old marking, it may be necessary to
make prototypicality explicit in translation, e.g.
Acts 16:3
u e p i iT e p e v  ainrdv 8ia t o u ?  ’I ouSatou? t o u ?  8vTa? kv t o l ?  t 6 t t o i ?  eKeivoi?' 
he-circumcised him because-of the Jews the[ones] being in the places those 
*q8eicrav yap duauTe? 5 t i  ''EXXqv 6 mrrfip o .6 to u  hnfjpxeu. 
laiew for all that Greek the father of-him was.
Since Parkaris know circumcision as an Islamic practice, the translation makes explicit that 
it is also a Jewish practice and was performed here, not under duress, but to avoid causing 
offence:
Therefore he got Timothy's circumcision done according to the rites and customs of the Jews.so that it 
would not strike the Jews as bad, because all the Jews of that area knew that his father was of a different 
race.
Scenario mismatch prevents correct inferences
If the target language scenario does not contain the same elements as the source
language scenario, then the specific facts needed for making correct inferences may be
unavailable. Where the author intends the audience to infer information which is not
explicit in the text, such information is called an implicature. These implicatures will need
to be made explicit in translation, otherwise the target audience will either miss the
inferences altogether, or make false inferences on the basis of the contents of their own
scenarios, e.g.
Matthew 27:34
wine ... mingled with gall; but when he tasted it, he would not drink it.
Intended implicature: He would not drink because it was an anaesthetic and he needed to be conscious. 
Apparent implicature: He would not drink because it tasted foul.
Parkari translation:
the juice of grapes ... in which bitter drug was mixed for reducing pain. But having tasted that he refused 
to drink in order to remain in consciousness.
(Wine is unknown in Parkari culture, hence the translation “juice of grapes” .)
Matthew 4:4
It is written, Man shall not live by bread alone ...
Intended implicature: It is written in scripture and therefore is authoritative.
Apparent implicature: This is someone’s opinion, written down.
Parkari translation:
It is written in scripture ...
Luke 6:1-2
His disciples plucked and ate some heads of grain, rubbing them in their hands ...
“Why are you doing what it is not lawful to do on the Sabbath?”
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Intended implicature: The disciples are “working”, which is forbidden on the Sabbath.
Apparent implicature: The disciples are stealing, which is forbidden on the Sabbath.
Parkari translation:
His disciples were plucking heads of grain, and rubbing them in their hands eating their grains ...
“Why are you doing work like harvesting today? In our(incl) religion one should not do anv work on the 
holy day.”
John 12:34
We have heard from the law that the Christ remains for ever. How can you say that the Son of man must 
be lifted up? Who is this Son of man?
Intended implicature: The “Son of man” is not the “Christ”.
Apparent implicature: The “Son of man” is not Jesus.
Parkari translation:
We(excl) have heard from scripture that God’s chosen saver Christ will remain alive for ever. And we 
indeed are understanding thus that the son of the human race and the saver Christ are one and the same. 
So then why are you saying, thatXthe son of the human race having been raised high will go from the 
world? If the meaning of the son of the human race is not Christ, then what is its meaning?
Scenario mismatch means the source text may lack 
information required by the target language
Since scenarios are culturally-based, both the real-life experiences they contain and
the categorization of those experiences will differ from culture to culture and language to
language. A particular problem for translation is the level of hierarchy at which lexical
items are formed and used in text. If the source text uses a generic term where the target
language only has a specific, or would naturally use a specific, then the translator needs
more information than is in the text.
For example, Greek has a generic term S c l k t IjX i o v  “ring”. Parkari has no generic
term, but three specific terms, one for a plain band, one for a ring with a stone, and one for
a ring made of coiled wire. When a “ring” is put on the prodigal son’s finger, Parkari must
specify what kind of ring it was. Exegesis, based on the apparent function of this ring
within the parable as signifying restored status as a son, together with extra-textual
historical evidence about the form of rings, favours a ring with a stone, possibly used as a
signet ring of authority. Hence:
Luke 15:22
8 6 t £  8 o k t 6 X lo v  e t ?  t t )v  x e?P a  o lu tou  
RSV: put a ring on his hand 
Parkari: put him a signet-ring on hand
The point is, one cannot just translate “ring” into Parkari. “Rings” exist in Parkari
culture, but the different types are not categorized as one kind of thing, except at the higher
hierarchical level of “jewelry”. There are actual rings, but there is no single mental
scenario for “ring”, only three distinct scenarios, one for each type.
Parkari kinship terms are also veiy specific. Whereas English “uncle” may mean 
the brother of one’s father or mother, or the husband of the sister of one’s father or mother,
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each of these four types of “uncle” has a distinct kinship term in Parkari, with no generic
term “uncle”. Consequently, Greek kinship terms frequently give insufficient information
to identify which Parkari term is correct, e.g.
Colossians 4:10 
Mapico? 8 dvetjad? Bapvapd 
RSV: Mark the cousin of Barnabas
Parkari: Mark, who is Bamabus’s brother in relationship
Parkari has no generic term “cousin”, but four distinct terms: “brother” (or “sister”) 
qualified by an adjective showing whether the relationship is through the father’s or 
mother’s brother or sister. Since the exact relationship is unknown here, Parkari uses a 
vague term indicating “not true brother”.
Similarly, Greek ulos- refers to a descendant regardless of the number of
intermediate generations. The Parkari word for son, however, only covers a single
generation difference, so ulos* must be translated contextually, e.g.
Matthew 26:37 
uloh? Ze(3e8atou 
RSV: sons of Zebedee
Parkari: sons of Zebedee
Matthew 1:1 
ulou ’APpadp.
RSV: son of Abraham
Parkari: descendant of Abraham
Greek e y e v v rp e v  “begat” also seems to include any number of generations. Thus,
in the genealogies in Matthew 1:1-17 and in Luke 3:23-38, regardless of whether the
relationship is lexicalized or not, it is not always certain how many generations separate
consecutive names in the list (Hagner, 1993:8; Davies and Allison, 1988:166; Hendriksen,
1974:116, 119). Since the Parkari word for son only applies to one generation removed,
the genealogies in Parkari are translated using the term “descendant”, which covers any
number of generations, e.g.
Luke 3:23
(xiv u l6 ? , co? 8 v o p t£ e T o , ’Icoanr|(f> t o u  ’HX1 
RSV: being the son (as was supposed) of Joseph, the son of Heli,
Parkari: According to people’s understanding Jesus was Joseph's son. He was the descendant of Heli 
Matthew 1:2
’APpaap kykwyoev to u  ’Iacidic,...
RSV: Abraham was the father of Isaac,...
Parkari: Abraham’s descendant was Isaac....
Sometimes the Greek text uses a generic term where the equivalent generic term in 
Parkari is inappropriate. For example, the good Samaritan puts the injured man on his 
KTfjvos- “beast”. Parkari has a generic word for “beast”, zonauor, but “humans ride them” 
is not a prototypical element of this scenario. Moreover, in Parkari a generic term would 
not be used to refer to a single specific animal. Extra-textual evidence suggests “donkey” 
as the likely referent. Hence:
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Luke 10:34
empipdaa? 86 auTov 6m t8 i8iov KTtjuo?
RSV: he set him on his own beast
Parkari: having lifted him onto his donkey
Again, scenario mismatch means that the translator needs specific information
which is not explicit in the text.
Personal pronouns and affixes
Scenarios relate not to reality, but to perceptions and categorizations of reality.
This is apparent in the pronouns and affixes of a language.
For example the degree of respect due to certain people affects both lexicon and 
grammar in Parkari. When addressing a religious leader as “guru” it is obligatory, unless 
one intends disrespect, to add the honorific particle “ji”. Similarly when addressing an 
individual who is due greater honour than oneself, a Parkari uses the second person p lu ra l 
pronoun and verb forms. In other words, the Parkari scenario linked to second person 
plural pronoun and suffixes includes both plural referents, and singular referent plus 
respect.
The problem in translation is not just that singular and plural forms are mismatched
where respect is a factor, but also that the source text may not mark whether respect is
intended or not. As Catford comments (1965:91):
An English youth may easily address his father in casual style; an oriental youth on the other hand may 
have to use honorific forms in such a situation. Both respect and affection may be present in the 
situation, but respect may not be a stylistically relevant feature for the English son, while it is relevant 
for the Asian son.
Thus, when translating into a language which marks respect, one must look for clues as to
the relationship between the characters involved in dialogue. First one should establish the
expected social relationship between the characters and then decide whether any character
deliberately shows disrespect or exaggerated respect. The choice of pronouns depends on
these exegetical decisions.
Often relative status can be deduced from the source text due to age, kinship
relationship, or social role. The attitude of the speaker can usually be deduced from the
immediate co-text of what is said, and the wider co-text of their character and other
actions. The appropriate use of respectful forms in the translation depends on the. natural
usage in the target language.
Here are some Parkari examples, where use of plural for a singular addressee
shows respect ( > means greater than, < less than, = equal to):
Singular, with normal respect:
Mary to Jesus (mother > child)
Luke 2:48 “Son, what is this you have done to us?...”
God to Jesus (using the father/son analogy, father > son)
Luke 3:22 “You are my dear son. I am very happy with you.”
Jesus to Peter (teacher > disciple)
Luke 5:10 “Fear not!”
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Philip to Nathaniel (friend = friend)
John 1:46 “Come along and see for yourself!”
Singular, with disrespect:
Satan to Jesus (Satan < God’s son)
Luke 4:3 “If you are God’s son ...”
Demons to Jesus (demons < God’s holy one)
Luke 4:34 “What relationship have you with us?”
Plural, with respect:
disciples to Jesus (disciple < teacher)
Luke 22:9 “What is your(pl) wish that we make preparation where?”
Jesus to Pilate (subject < ruler)
Luke 23:3 “As you(pl) are saying I am.”
Jesus to Centurion (religious leader < secular leader in secular sphere)
Matthew 8:13 “Go(pl) home.”
Centurion to Jesus (secular leader < religious leader in religious sphere)
Matthew 8:8 “Holyman, I am not such that you(pl) should come into my low-caste home.”
It is too simplistic just to note the social relationship between speaker and
addressee, or even the speaker’s feelings about the addressee. In some cases the speaker is
deliberately disguising their real feelings, e.g.
Plural, with pretended respect:
spies to Jesus (ordinary people < religious leader)
Luke 20:21 “we know indeed that whatever you(pl) say and teach...”
Similarly there is mismatch between Greek and Parkari first person plural
pronouns. Parkari has two first person plural pronouns, “ape” we inclusive, i.e. speaker
and addressee(s), and “ome” we exclusive, i.e. speaker and some other(s), but not the
addressee(s). Thus the first person plural scenarios include different combinations of first,
second and third persons, i.e.
Greek scenario:
we = 1st singular and any other(s)
Parkari scenarios:
we inclusive = 1st singular and 2nd singular/plural 
we exclusive = 1st singular and 3rd singular/plural
Before translating, therefore, the referents of Greek first person plural forms must
be determined from the scenarios of potential referents, e.g. 
we inclusive:
Crowd to each other
Luke 5:26 “Today we(incl) have seen astounding works.”
Disciples to Jesus
Luke 8:24 “Guru ji, o guru ji, we(incl) are drowning!”
Jesus is also liable to drown.
Father to prodigal son
Luke 15:23 “We (incl) having eaten will make merry!”
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we exclusive:
The crowd in their own minds
Luke 3:8 “Do not reckon thus ‘We(excl) indeed are descendants of Abraham’ ...”
John is verbalizing the thoughts of the crowd. Thoughts have no second person addressee.
Peter to Jesus
Luke 5:5 “Guru ji, the whole night we(excl) indeed cast nets”
John’s disciples to Jesus
Luke 7:19 “Are you(pl) God’s chosen saver..., or should we(excl) wait for someone else?”
These exegetical decisions are often more complex in the Epistles, where even in
one verse the first person plural may have different referents, e.g.
Romans 3:8a
Greek: Kal pf] KaGtb? |3\acr<j>r||io6p.e0a Kal Ka0co? <paolv rives f|pd? Xeyeiv otl 
noifjocopev Tct Kara, tva 8\0q tcl dyaOd;
NIV: Why not say—as we are being slanderously reported as saying and as some claim that we say—
“Let us do evil that good may result”?
Parkari: If someone were to say thus, that would be just an excuse that “Let us(incl) by all means do evil 
works, so that good result may come out.” Some people criticizing us(excl) accuse us(excl) of this 
that we(excl) ourselves teach thus. But we(excl) indeed do not say thus.
Here “we” who are criticised, must include Paul and may include “other apostles” (Moo,
1996:195), but does not include the addressees of Paul’s letter. The “we” in “let us do
evil”, however, is inclusive, since this is an encouragement for the hearers to accept the
speaker’s viewpoint and join in doing evil.
Sometimes it is necessary in translation to clarify the referents even further,
especially if the identification depends on extra-textual knowledge of the scenarios of
speaker or audience, e.g.
1 Corinthians 8:5b-6a 
Greek: dkrrrep elalv 0eol ttoXXoI Kal Kupioi ttoXXoL, dXX’ f|piu ...
NIV: (as indeed there are many “gods” and many “lords”), yet for us ...
Parkari: and there are many such things which people call God and lord, nevertheless for us(incl)
Christians ...
Romans 3:9a 
Greek: TC o£>v; Trpoex°pe0a; ou TrdvTco?*
NIV: What shall we conclude then? Are we any better? Not at all!
Parkari: So then what should we(incl) Jews understand? Are we(incl) Jews better than other race folk?
No no, absolutely not.
Exegesis here depends on both the co-text and the original interpersonal and cultural 
context of the letter. On this basis, “we” is best understood as “we Jews”, rather than “we 
Gentiles”, “we Christians”, “we apostles”, or “I” (Paul himself) (cf. Moo, 1996:199; 
Morris, 1988:164).
Some argue that Greek first person plural can also refer to first person singular, e.g. 
in Romans 3:9b T r p o q T i a a d q e O a ,  which RSV translates “for I have already charged” (cf. 
Morris, 1988:166). If so, this would be yet another mismatch between Greek and Parkari 
first person plural forms.
Lack of a grammatical category does not mean unawareness of that category. For 
example, English speakers are well aware from contextual clues whether “we” includes or 
excludes the person addressed, and when in doubt, can ask for clarification. However, the
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presence of a grammatical category shows a clear awareness of it, and failure to use an 
appropriate category in translation results in miscommunication.
Chapter summary
A translation must preserve the meaning of the original text, but not necessarily the 
form. The meaning of the text is the original author’s intended meaning, which must be 
assessed by exegesis. A good translation is accurate, clear and natural, and must be 
understood correctly by the intended target audience.
Scenario mismatch between source and target cultures causes potention 
miscommunication in translation. This includes loss of information, reduction of lexical 
cohesion, skewing of expectations, inability to make correct inferences, and insufficient 
textual evidence for exegetical choices required by the target language’s grammar or 
lexicon.
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Chapter 17 
SCENARIO THEORY 
AND TRANSLATION PRINCIPLES
Although scenario mismatch between source and target cultures causes problems in - 
translation, scenario theory can be used to provide principles for solving those problems.
In this chapter, I suggest translation principles to address specific types of scenario 
mismatch, giving examples from the Parkari translation of the New Testament. Since 
scenarios are opened in the source text by either their title or their contents, I suggest ways 
to translate source text scenario titles when there is mismatch between languages of 
scenario titles and their contents, and ways to open the correct scenario when there is 
mismatch between languages in the contents of scenarios. Since scenarios provide a 
framework for the audience to understand a text, I also suggest ways to translate when 
there is mismatch between languages of predictability and expectation due to scenario 
mismatch.
Handling mismatch in scenario titles and contents
The title of a scenario can be used in discourse to open up the whole scenario. 
However, across languages, what is essentially the same scenario may have different titles. 
More commonly, the same title will open similar scenarios in both source and target 
language, but the contents or scope of those scenarios may be different. Sometimes, a 
single scenario with one title in one language corresponds to more than one scenario in 
another language. Whenever there is a mismatch between languages in the titles and the 
contents of the scenario, there will be problems in translation.
Same scenario, different title.
Source and target language sometimes use different titles for the same scenario. It
is the communicator’s task to use the means of communication most relevant for his target
audience (Sperber and Wilson, 1986:164):
The ostensive stimulus is the most relevant one the communicator could have used to communicate.
Therefore, in translation, when source and target language use different titles for the same 
scenario, it is the target language title which should be used to open that scenario.
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For example, what New Testament Greek calls “looking at the face”, English calls
“favouritism”, and Parkari calls “taking someone’s side”. These are different titles for the
same scenario of treating people differently according to external factors, such as race,
dress, social status, etc., e.g.
Colossians 3:25b:
Greek: ouk 6 c m v  TrpoauyrroXrijiiJita. “there is no looking at face / appearance”
English: there is no favouritism (NIV)
Parkari: kja ro pafio nothi leto “does not take anyone’s side”
Examples of the same scenario but a different title are common with euphemisms.
New Testament Greek uses “sleep” as a euphemism for “die”, but Parkari does not, e.g.
1 Corinthians 7:29 
Greek: 6ctv 86 KoigriGq 6 dvfjp “if the man should sleep”
Parkari: tf^ e ua ro acfmi more zas “if her man should die”
Similarly New Testament Greek uses “know” as a euphemism for “sexual
intercourse”, but Parkari uses other euphemisms, e.g.
Luke 1:34
Greek: eirel avSpa ou yivaiCTKw “since I do not know a man”
Parkari: fiu to kuarai so “I indeed am a virgin”
In all the above examples a literal translation of the Greek would communicate
wrong meaning.
Mismatch of titles and scope of a scenario:
Where the same title opens a given scenario but the contents differ across
languages, the translation may need to make explicit the contextually focal elements of the
scenario which are implicit in the source text.
For example, the New Testament Greek “leprosy” scenario contains “ritual-
impurity”, including untouchability and purification rituals. However, the Parkari
“leprosy” scenario only concerns disease, and these other elements belong in the “ritual-
impurity” scenario. Cohesiveness can be kept in translation by making this second scenario
explicit and linking it to the original scenario, thus matching the contents of the source
language scenario, e.g. (implicit information made explicit is underlined)
Luke 5:12
RSV: there came a man full of leprosy; and when he saw Jesus, he fell on his face and besought him,
“Lord, if you will, you can make me clean.”
Parkari: In that very place was a man who had the disease of leprosy. Therefore that man was ceremonially- 
unclean. When he saw Jesus, then having fallen at feet, having pleaded he said “Holyman ji, if it be 
your will, you (p) having made me fit and well can make me holy.”
Mismatch of form and referents:
Another area of mismatch between scenario titles and contents is in the forms and 
referents of personal pronouns and verbal suffixes. A personal pronoun functions as the 
“title” of a scenario with a limited number of semantically defined “slots”, but an almost 
infinite number of possible real life referents. These “titles” and “slots” differ from 
language to language. We have seen in the previous chapter that the Parkari plural of
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respect and we inclusive / exclusive distinction results in the translator having to make
exegetical decisions in order to choose the contextually appropriate pronouns and verbal
suffixes. However, both Greek and Parkari have mismatch between form and referent,
raising issues of exegesis and restructuring.
a) First person forms
Greek form: Greek referent:
1st singular 
1st plural
1st singular
1 st singular (“editorial” we?)
1st singular + 2nd/3rd singular/plural
Parkari form:
1st singular 
1st plural inclusive 
1st plural exclusive
Parkari referent:
1st singular
1st singular + 2nd singular/plural 
1st singular + 3rd singular/plural
Before translating into Parkari one must make an exegetical decision as to whether
the referent(s) of the Greek first person plural form is singular, plural inclusive or plural
exclusive, e.g.
kv aw pa ol TroXXot eapev1 Corinthians 10:17b 
singular 
plural inclusive 
plural exclusive
Romans 3:9b 
singular 
plural inclusive 
plural exclusive
Parkari we(incl) Christians who are many are as one body
TTpoqTiaod|ie0a
RSV I have already charged
Parkari We(excl) indeed previously have said 
fn Romans 3:9b, Moo (1996:201) by relating this to “the comprehensive indictment 
of humanity in 1:18-2:29” implies “we” has first person reference. Certainly it does not 
include the recipients of the letter so is not “we inclusive”. However, it is notoriously 
difficult to prove first person reference. Paul might be re-stating a basic truth taught to 
everyone by the apostles as a group and previously taught to the Roman Christians by 
other members of that group (“we apostles”). Paul might even be including some of his 
companions, listed in 16:1-23, as senders of this letter. Certainly Timothy (16:21) is listed 
as co-author/co-sender of six other Pauline Epistles (2 Corinthians 1:1, Philippians 1:1, 
Colossians 1:1,1 Thessalonians 1:1,2 Thessalonians 1:1 and Philemon 1:1). Compare 
“we” in 1:5, which Moo accepts as an “editorial” plural whilst noting other options 
(1996:51).
b) Second person forms
Greek form: Greek referent:
2nd singular
2nd plural
Parkari form: 
2nd singular 
2nd plural
2nd singular
2nd plural (notional individual = everyman)
2nd plural
Parkari referent:
2nd singular (treated as equal or lower in respect) 
2nd singular (treated with respect)
2nd plural (irrespective of respect)
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Before translating into Parkari one must make an exegetical decision as to whether
the referent of the Greek second person singular is singular without respect, singular plus
respect, or plural, e.g.
Luke 1:13 f] Serial? aou
singular Parkari your(s) supplication (The angel is more important than Zechariah.)
singular + respect
plural
Luke 1:3 aoi ypdu/xii
singular
singular + respect Parkari write ... for you(pl) (Luke addresses Theophilus with respect,
plural
Luke 6:41 Tl 88 pXeTrei?
singular
singular + respect
plural Parkari Why do you(pl)... each look (This is addressed to all the listeners.)
Where cultures use honorific forms, failure to mark respect appropriately in
translation causes severe problems. For example, Urdu has an honorific plural ap “you
(respectful)” which is used for both singular and plural referents to show them respect.
However, the standard Urdu translation simply follows the Greek form of second person
singular, irrespective of respect. Jesus’s disciples, therefore, by addressing him using
singular forms, appear to show Jesus no respect whatever.
Second person forms rarely cause problems for translation into English, since
“you” can be singular or plural, with or without respect. However this ambiguity can cause
misunderstanding, e.g. Luke 22:31-32 where Greek switches from plural to singular. RSV
makes no distinction. NIV clarifies the singular in the translation, but uses a footnote for
the first “you” noting that the Greek is plural:
“Simon, Simon, Satan has asked to sift you as wheat. But I have prayed for you, Simon. ...”
I would suggest clarifying both referents:
“Simon, Simon, Satan has asked to sift you ah as wheat. But I have prayed for you, Simon. ...”
c) Third person forms
Greek form: Greek referent:
3rd singular 1st singular
3rd singular
3rd plural 1 st singular + 3rd plural ?
3rd plural
Parkari form: Parkari referent:
3rd singular 3rd singular
3rd plural 3rd plural
Before translating into Parkari one must make an exegetical decision as to whether
the referent of the Greek third person singular is first person or third person, and whether
the referents of the Greek third person plural are first person plus third person, or third
person plural alone, e.g.
1 Corinthians 3:5 tI 86 6cttiv TTauXo?;
1st singular Parkari What am I Paul?
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3rd singular
Luke 15:21 etnev 86 8 ulo? aimo
1st singular
3rd singular Parkari Then the son said to him
The name “Paul” occurs 30 times in the Epistles. Apart from 2 Peter 3:15, all are in 
the Pauline Epistles: 13 are Epistle initial naming the sender of the letter, 2 are in quoted 
speech (1 Corinthians 1:12, 3:4), 10 occur in some kind of apposition to a first person form 
(1 Corinthians 16:21,2 Corinthians 10:1, Galatians 5:2, Ephesians 3:1, Colossians 1:23, 
4:18, 1 Thessalonians 2:18,2 Thessalonians 3:17, Philemon 1:9 and 1:19), but 3 occur 
with a third person verb (1 Corinthians 1:13, 3:5 and 3:22). In the Parkari translation, 
every time the name Paul occurs in the Pauline Epistles, apart from in quoted speech, first 
person forms are used with the name Paul in apposition.
Similarly, in 2 Corinthians 12:2, Paul says “I knew a man in Christ... caught up to 
the third heaven”. Parkari takes the exegesis that Paul is referring to himself, but with 
humility (Barrett, 1973:307). Since Parkari third person forms cannot include first person 
reference in this genre, the translation uses first person reference: “I am a mere man who 
keeps relationship with Christ, but... I was taken up...”.
The term “Son of Man” causes particular problems since it frequently occurs in a 
third person construction in the Gospels. This term has at least two senses in the New 
Testament, “human being” and “divinely appointed ruler”, and its historical development 
and usage has engendered much debate (Johnson, 1962:413-420; Colpe, 1972:400-477). 
However, irrespective of the sense of “Son of Man” in a given passage, the reference is 
first person, since, in the Gospel texts, Jesus uses this term to refer to himself. Although 
one may question whether the Greek text as we have it accurately reflects Jesus’s own use 
of this title, the translator’s task is to translate the meaning of the text as the Gospel writer 
presents it. In languages where third person forms never refer to the speaker, a literal 
translation using third person forms would not communicate the author’s intended 
meaning, but would communicate that the referent “the Son of Man” is not the speaker, 
e.g.
Luke 9:58
8 86 ul8? toD dvGpooTrou ouk exei ttou tt)v Ke<j>aXfju icXlvq.
RSV: but the Son of man has nowhere to lay his head.
Parkari: but for me the son of human race there is no such place where I may rest.
Luke 9:26
toutov 8 ul6? tou duGpifrrrou eTraiaxuuOifoeTai 
RSV: of him will the Son of man be ashamed 
Parkari: I also the son of human race will be ashamed of him
Even when the phrase “Son of Man” is clearly “echoic”, i.e. is used to refer
specifically to the figure in Daniel 7:13 by echoing the wording used there, the decision as
to whether the translation should use first or third person forms depends on patterns of
reference in the target language, not the source language, e.g.
Luke 21:27
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Kal t6t£ otJjovTai tov ulhv tou av0pwTrou 8px6[ievov ev vecjieXq 
peTa Suvapew? Kal 8o^q? iroXXfj?.
RSV: And then they will see the Son of man coming in a cloud with power and great glory.
Parkari: And then they will see me the son of human race coming in a cloud 
with great power and great glory.
The authorship of Matthew’s Gospel and John’s Gospel also presents a particular 
problem. For example, if the author of Matthew’s Gospel is actually Matthew the apostle, 
as some scholars maintain (e.g. France, 1989:50-80; Hendriksen, 1974:95-97; cf. Davies 
and Allison, 1988:129), then certain third person singular and plural forms have first 
person reference to the author, e.g.
Matthew 9:9 dvOpwirov ... Ma00aiov Xeyopevov Kal Xeyei abrti
1 st singular Possibly “said to me” (if Matthew is the author)
3rd singular Parkari one person ... Matthew. And Jesus said to him
Matthew 26:27 eScoKev crtrroT?
1 st singular + 3rd plural Possibly “gave to us” (if Matthew is the author)
3rd plural Parkari gave it to them
Similarly, if John’s Gospel is written by John the apostle, “the other disciple” and “the 
disciple whom Jesus loved” have first person singular reference, and “the disciples” has 
first person plural reference.
Although questions of authorship may seem to be a matter for scholarly research 
with little or no impact on the task of translation per se, where the translation of a Gospel 
is published in book form with a title, it is important that the title and text do not appear to 
contradict each other. In English, the title “Matthew” or The Gospel according to 
Matthew” is understood by most people to mean that Matthew wrote it, yet the text also 
refers to a Matthew in third person. A natural assumption would be that this Matthew is 
not the same Matthew as the author. The translator of a published Gospel needs therefore 
to decide on authorship, and ensure that the the title and text tell the same story.
Few English translations address this apparent mismatch between the text and the 
title, but there is a problem. Although English can use third person forms with first person 
reference, this seems restricted to a few select genres, such as baby talk, technical writing, 
or echoic use, e.g. “Mummy loves you”, “It is the opinion of this author”, “Quiet now! 
Teacher’s back”. Typically English authors recording historical events refer to themselves 
using first person forms, e.g. Defoe in A Journal of the Plague Year and Churchill in The 
Second World War. In many languages third person forms never have first person 
reference, so if the book is entitled “Matthew’s Gospel” and the translation refers to 
Matthew in third person, the title will affirm Matthew’s authorship and the text will deny 
it. In such languages, a decision on authorship must be made and applied consistently, so 
that title and text are not in conflict.
Where translations are made under the auspices of a particular church, the church’s 
view of authorship must also be taken into account. The Parkari translation, in its title to 
the Gospel, accepts the local church’s view that Matthew was the author. However, in the 
light of current theological debate, the foreword to Matthew’s Gospel notes that Matthew’s
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authorship is traditional, not proven. In Parkari, proper names used with third person verb 
forms only have third person reference, except in the one genre of worship songs where 
the original author refers to himself in the third person. Nevertheless, third person forms 
are retained in Matthew 9:9 etc. in the Parkari translation, largely due to the sociolinguistic 
pressure of major language translations, which all retain the third person. The Parkari 
preface to Matthew’s Gospel also explains why the use of third person forms in Greek to 
refer to Matthew does not prove that he is not the author. It notes that the use of third 
person forms with first person reference is a feature of the Greek language, and Parkari 
worship songs are cited as a kind of parallel for this Greek usage.
The works of Thucydides and Xenophon provide evidence that Greek authors did 
indeed use proper names with third person verb forms to refer to themselves as significant 
participants in historical events. Using a search in the Perseus Project data base 
(www.perseus.tufts.edu) shows that in The Peleponnesian War Thucydides refers to 
himself by name using third person forms 20 times. Many of these refer to himself as the 
historian (e.g. 1.1, 2.70, 2.103 etc.), but several refer to himself as a participant in the 
events (i.e. 1.117, 4.104, 4.105, 4.106, 4.107 and 8.98, with 4.104 explicitly linking the 
historian with the participant). Thucydides only seems to use first person forms when he is 
making a personal comment (e.g. 2.48). Thucydides is acknowledged as both author and 
participant in these events (Connor, 1993:xiv). Similarly in Xenophon’s Anabasis the 
name Xenophon occurs 307 times (Perseus Project search). Some of these occurrences are 
in direct speech (e.g. 3.1.45, 3.2.9), but most simply name Xenophon as a participant in the 
events and refer to him using third person forms (e.g. 4.1.6, 4.1.15). So Xenophon also, as 
an author recording historical events in which he took part (Stone, 1965:ix-xi), refers to 
himself by name using third person forms.
Using target language titles for scenarios
As shown above, the same scenario may have different titles in different languages. 
In translation, the important thing is not keeping the source language title, but opening the 
correct scenario in the target language.
Euphemistic title:
As noted above, in Greek “sleep” is the title of both the “sleep” and the “death” 
scenario. RSV wisely translates “sleep” as “die” in 1 Corinthians 7:39: “If the husband 
dies, she is free to be married to whom she wishes...”. However RSV keeps the Greek title 
in 1 Corinthians 15:6 “Then he appeared to more than five hundred brethren at one time, 
most of whom are still alive, though some have fallen asleep”. Although contrast with 
“alive” gives a clue to the meaning here, the natural target language title “died” would be 
preferable. Any unnaturalness in the translation works against the communication process, 
and may ultimately short-circuit it (Sperber and Wilson, 1986:157):
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An addressee who doubts that the communicator has chosen the most relevant stimulus compatible with 
her communicative and informative intents ... might doubt that genuine communication was intended 
and might justifiably refuse to make the processing effort required.
In both these passages Greek “sleeping” is translated into Parkari as “dying” since Parkari
does not use this euphemistic meptaphor.
Metaphorical title:
Luke 1:64
dve({>x0T) 86 t5 or6|ia airroD TrapaxpfiM.a Kal f| yXdkrcra airroD, Kal eXdXei 
RSV: And immediately his mouth was opened and his tongue loosed, and he spoke
Parkari: Then Zechariah’s tongue immediately opened, and he began to speak
Here, “his mouth was opened” is a metaphorical title for the scenario “regaining 
the ability to speak”. RSV adds the verb “loosed”, which collocates with “tongue” in this 
scenario, yet unnaturally retains “his mouth was opened”. Parkari uses its natural title for 
this scenario, i.e. “his tongue was opened”.
Title of a scenario with content mismatch:
Galatians 6:4
Kal t6t£ el? ea u T ou  \i6vov rb Katixfiga 6£ei Kal ouk el? tov e T e p o tr  
RSV: and then his reason to boast will be in himself alone and not in his neighbor.
Parkari: And then if he should have done good works, he can be pleased in his heart about his good works. 
But he should not boast having looked at others’ works that “I am better than others”.
The Greek KGti)xr||La scenario includes “bad” boasting (James 4:16) and “good”
boasting, which is being happy about something genuinely good (James 1:9). RSV
miscommunicates, since the source language scenario title “boast” is always negative in
English. (TEV’s “pride” is a better translation since “pride” can be used both positively
and negatively in English). Since Parkari has two distinct scenarios for good and bad
“boasting”, it uses both titles.
Compound title:
Acts 23:16
o ul5? Tfj? d8eX<J>fj? TTauXou 
RSV: the son of Paul’s sister
Parkari: Paul’s sister’s-son [bhoqezo]
Greek refers to this scenario by combining discrete elements of meaning. Parkari
uses its normal one word title.
Generic title:
Sometimes the source text refers to a specific scenario by a very generic term. If
the target language has a specific title for that scenario, then that normal target language
title should be used. If the target language does not have a specifc title for that scenario,
then the element of the scenario which is focal in the context should be made explicit, e.g. 
John 4:9
ob yap cruyxpffivTai ’I ouSaioi ZapaplTai?.
RSV: For Jews have no dealings with Samaritans.
NIV: For Jews do not associate with Samaritans.
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The RSV and NIV translations are misleading, since the disciples have just gone
into a Samaritan town to buy food (4:8), and are presumably “having dealings with” and
“associating with” Samaritan shopkeepers. In this context crv'yxp&vTai refers to eating and
drinking together and sharing vessels. Since English has no similar scenario, TEV wisely
makes explicit the contextually focal element of the scenario: “Jews will not use the same
cups and bowls that Samaritans use.”
The source text uses a generic term, since specifying the contextually focal element
was unnecessary for the original target audience, who were familiar with this cultural
practice (Sperber and Wilson, 1986:218):
A speaker aiming at optimal relevance will leave implicit everything her hearer can be trusted to supply 
with less effort than would be needed to process an explicit prompt.
In Parkari, John 4:9 reads “Now the Jewish race does discrimination (Jep) against
the Samaritan race.” In Parkari, “Jep” is the title of a scenario which includes not eating or
drinking from the same vessels as lower-caste ethnic groups who do not observe the same
religious rules, and not entering their homes in order to avoid ritual impurity. This is
virtually identical to the contents of the source language scenario, so Parkari, like Greek,
can use a generic, expecting the audience to understand what is contextually focal.
Interestingly, this particular “Jep” scenario, appears to have no standard title in
New Testament Greek (see Luke 7:6, John 18:28, Acts 10:28, Galatians 2:12, Ephesians
2:14).
Title with mismatched secondary senses:
Sometimes source and target language titles and scenarios match for the primary 
sense of the title, but there is mismatch for secondary senses. The appropriate target 
language title for each specific sense must be used, e.g. 
son:
Greek “son” scenario
male offspring (1 generation removed)
male descendant (more than 1 generation removed)
someone having any close relationship with someone or something else
Parkari “son” scenario
male offspring (1 generation removed)
Primary sense
Luke 3:2
’I wdvvqv t o v  ZaxapCou iA5v 
RSV: John the son of Zechariah
Parkari: John son of Zechariah
Secondary senses
Luke 18:38 
’Iqaoti ul8 AautS 
RSV: Jesus, Son of David
Parkari: descendant of King David
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Acts 4:36
Bapua(3a? ... 8 8cmv p.e0eppr|veu6|ievou ul8? TrapaicXfiCTeto?
RSV: Barnabas (which means, Son of encouragement)
Parkari: Barnabas, the meaning of which is “encouragement giver”.
Luke 3:38 (NB ellipsis of ulo? from 3:23)
TOU ’AStip. TOU 0600.
RSV: Adam, the son of God.
Parkari: and Adam God had made.
Luke 4:41
2u et 6 ulb? t o u  0eoD.... t 8 v  Xpiarov 
RSV: “You are the Son of God!” ... the Christ.
Parkari: “You(s) are God’s son.” ... God’s chosen saver Christ.
Despite the literal translation, the Parkari “son of God” is intended as a
metaphorical title, which the text equates with “the Christ”. It is important to realize that
“son” here is not used in its primary sense, and any literal translation must be checked with
the target audience to ensure that it is not misunderstood.
Title with overlapping secondary senses:
Sometimes source and target language scenarios and titles match almost 
completely, with only a small area of mismatch. In such cases the source language title can 
be used in translation, except when the contextual focus is on that area of mismatch, e.g. 
woman:
Greek “woman” scenario 
any adult female 
with possessive = wife 
vocative = an adult female
Parkari “woman” scenario [<foJi] 
any adult female 
with possessive = wife
vocative plural = adult females as opposed to other humans
NOT vocative singular (Names, honoriflcs, kinship terms etc. are used)
Primary sense
Luke 7:37 (adult female)
Kal l8oi) yui/f| •fyri? fju kv Tfj TrdXei ...
RSV: And behold, a woman of the city ...
Parkari: In that very city lived a woman ...
Secondary sense
Luke 3:19
T fj?  ywaiKb? to u  &8eX<j)ou auTou 
RSV: his brother’s wife
Parkari: his brother’s woman [i.e. wife]
Mismatch in vocative use
Luke 13:12 (vocative, to unknown adult female)
TTpoCTec|)(jjuT|aeu Kal el'rreu airrrj- ytivai 
RSV: he called her and said to her, Woman
Parkari: having called her to him said: Madam
John 2:4 (vocative, to mother) 
t 'l ep.ol Kal aoi, yljuai;
RSV: O woman, what have you to do with me?
Parkari: Mother, why do you say that to me?
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Idiomatic titles:
If the title for a scenario is idiomatic the meaning must be clearly identified, and
the target language title used, e.g.
Matthew 12:40
oIitw? 8orai 8 ul8? toO dvOpwrrou kv rq KapSiq Tfj? yq? Tpet? f|p.6pa? Kal Tpel?
V0KTa?.
RSV: so will the Son of man be three days and three nights in the heart of the earth.
Parkari: in that way I the son of the human race will be three days in the grave/tomb.
Matthew 16:21
Kal Tfj TptTQ fjpipqi eyepOfjvai.
RSV: and on the third day be raised.
Parkari: and on the third day God will raise me alive again.
Matthew 27:63-64a
ep.vYjcr9qp.ev 6tl eKeivo? 8 uXdvo? eluev en £tov ixctA Tpei? Y|p.£pa? eyelpop.ai.
KeXeuaov ofrv dac|)aXLa9qvai t8v t&^ ov kaig Tq? TpiTq? f|pipa? ...
RSV: we remember how that imposter said, while he was still alive, ‘After three days I will rise again.’
Therefore order the sepulchre to be made secure until the third day ...
Parkari: we remember that when that false person was alive, he said thus that God will raise me on the 
third day. Therefore you have a watch put on his tomb until three days ...
Jesus’s prophecy in Matthew 16:21 refers to the same event as his prophecy in
Matthew 12:40, so Jesus apparently uses “on the third day” to refer to the same time span
as “three days and three nights”. Similarly, the statement of the chief priests and the
Pharisees in Matthew 27:63-64a seems to refer back to Matthew 12:40, where Jesus made
a public claim, with Pharisees and scribes present, that he would rise from the dead. If this
is so, “after three days” and “until the third day” refer to the same time span as “three days
and three nights”. The Pharisees would hardly forget Jesus’s words “three days and three
nights” as they echoed the Jonah story, nor would they report a shorter time span to Pilate,
since that would defeat their puipose of setting a watch on the tomb. So, in Matthew’s
Gospel, these terms seem to be co-referential. One may argue, of course, that Jesus
originally said “three days and three nights” and his words were “regularized” by the
Gospel writers to match the historical timing of Jesus’s burial and resurrection, but this
would still suggest that the Gospel writers were intending these time references not to
contradict each other.
In English, however, Jesus’s time in the tomb, including parts of Friday evening
and Sunday morning, was 3 days and 2 nights at most, so in English “three days and three
nights” matches neither Jesus’s own predictions elsewhere, nor the Pharisees’
recollections, nor the recorded facts after the event. The RSV translation of Matthew 12:40
is misleading. A natural English translation might be “two nights”. This one time span,
however it is referred to in the original texts, should be translated using a natural target
language title, hence the Parkari “three days”.
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Lexicalizing scenario titles:
Since Parkari regularly uses doublets to refer to scenarios as distinct from concepts,
whenever the source text, lexically or contextually, suggests that a whole scenario is being
referred to, such doublets should be used in translation. This ensures both accuracy and
naturalness, e.g.
Revelation 18:17 
ttXouto? wealth
mal mil jbt livestock wealth = wealth (possessions and money)
Revelation 18:21 
GXiifji? f\ oTevoxwpla affliction or distress
dbkh toklib pain trouble = all kinds of trouble and difficulty
Revelation 18:21 
ou pr) ehpeOq en it will not be found at all
nom mjon naT r-e. name mark not remain-P = not a trace of it will remain.
Matthew 4:8 
boEp. glory
mal mil cfot on mon Jon livestock wealth and honour splendour = all their riches and splendour.
Explicitly linking scenarios in the target language
Sometimes the source language scenario title opens a complex scenario, the 
contents of which belong in two separate target language scenarios. In such instances, the 
translation will need to make both of the target language scenarios explicit, together with 
the semantic relationship between them. This can be done by explicit grammatical or 
lexical linking between the titles of the relevant scenarios, e.g.
linking cause and result:
Luke 5:12 
RSV: a man full of leprosy
Parkari: a man who had the disease of leprosy. Therefore that man was rituallv-polluted.
Luke 8:43
RSV: a woman who had had a flow of blood for twelve years 
Parkari: one woman, to whom there was a female illness for twelve years 
and therefore she was ritually-polluted.
Parkari translates “flow of blood” by a euphemism meaning “menstrual problem” 
since to mention menstrual blood explicitly is culturally unacceptable. The important thing 
is that this euphemism opens the appropriate scenario.
linking action and significance:
Mismatch of scenario contents is common for symbolic acts, such as wearing
sackcloth, or tearing ones robes. In such cases the translation needs to make explicit the
motivation behind such an action, and/or what that action symbolizes, e.g.
Luke 9:5
RSV: shake off the dust from your feet as a testimony against them.
Parkari: shake off even the dust from your feet, so that proof occurs that they did not listen to your matter.
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Matthew 26:65
t 6 t c  8 dpxiepeu? St6ppr|£ev t o . lp.d.Tia auToti Xeywv, ’E(3\aa(f>f|p.riaev 
RSV: Then the high priest tore his robes, and said, “He has uttered blasphemy...”
Parkari: Then the chief priest to show himself grieved tore the robe he wore and said:
“ ... he having called himself equal to God has done dishonour of God...”
The Greek Prenuclear Aorist Participle shows that the tearing of robes belongs in
the same scenario as the words spoken. This connection, however, needs to be made
explicit in Parkari. It is not necessary to make everything explicit, just enough for the
target audience to connect the explicit text to the contents of their existing mental
scenarios in a meaningful way.
linking metaphor and meaning:
Where the source language uses a metaphor which is not used in the target
language, or has a different meaning, the appropriate non-metaphorical scenario must be
opened in the translation. The source text metaphor could be dropped completely, but if
retaining it gives extra insight, or maintains intertextual links, meaning and metaphor can
be linked, e.g.
Acts 26:14
CTKXqpdv aoL up5? ic^VTpa XaicrtCeiu.
RSV: It hurts you to kick against the goads.
Parkari: Whv do you split your head? When the owner is driving the ox with a stick, then what 
advantage will happen to the ox by kicking?
The Parkari idiom “Why do you split your head?” means why do you fruitlessly try 
to resist a stronger force. This opens the appropriate scenario, in which the original 
metaphor can be understood as an analogy, since it matches everyday Parkari life.
John 1:29 
6 dp.v8s' t o O 0eoO 
RSV: the Lamb of God
Parkari: God’s chosen person who will give his life on God’s name like a ram raised on God’s name 
(i.e. sacrificed)
Since Greek uses “lamb” here as a metaphor for “sacrifice”, Parkari makes the 
sacrificial function explicit. Parkari uses the word “ram” rather than “lamb” since one year 
old lambs are categorized as “rams”. Rams are not sacrificed in Parkari culture, so using 
“ram” as a simile here makes new links between “ram” and “sacrifice” in the Parkari target 
audience’s scenarios, and preserves the intertextual relationship between this text and the 
Old Testament sacrificial system.
Explicitly stating the discrete elements of an explicit scenario
Often the source language scenario title opens a roughly equivalent target language
scenario, with few mismatches. But if a mismatched element is contextually focal, it will
need to be made explicit in the target language, e.g.
Luke 23:53
Kal e0r|Keu atrtov ev p.vijp.aTi Xa^ euTto 
RSV: and laid him in a rock-hewn tomb
Parkari: and placed it in a cave-like tomb
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Since Parkaris either cremate their dead, or dig a grave, their prototypical
“tomb/grave” is a hole in the earth. So the clause “where no one had ever yet been laid”,
and the stone across the entrance, clash with the Parkari scenario. In translation, therefore,
the type of tomb needs to be made explicit so that the text is semantically coherent.
Elsewhere, where another element of the “tomb” scenario is contextually focal, viz.
the splendid building above the tomb, Parkari translates with a different word altogether: 
Luke 11:47
oti olKoSopeLTe tcl p.vqp.e'ia twv upo^ qTtov 
RSV: for you build the tombs of the prophets
Parkari: because you get built mausoleums of God’s messengers
Sometimes contextually focal participants must be made explicit in translation,
even though they are so prototypical in the source language scenario that they are left
implicit in the text. If these participants are not prototypical in the target language
scenario, they must be made explicit, e.g.
Luke 11:9
atTeiTe Kal SoOrjoerai 
RSV: Ask, and it will be given you
Parkari: ask and God will give you
In New Testament Greek the Passive often implies God as agent, since he is
prototypical agent par excellence. Compare:
Luke 24:51
dve<f>8p£TO el? tov oupavdv.
Parkari: and God lifted him up into heaven.
If the source language title opens a scenario with a broad scope and many elements,
but the target language has no single title to refer to all these different elements, the
individual contextually focal elements will need to made explicit in translation, e.g.
Matthew 26:65 
’E(3\aa<|>Y||iqaeir 
RSV: He has uttered blasphemy..
Parkari: he having called himself equal to God has done dishonour of God.
Matthew 26:64b
oi|;eo06 rbv ulhu t o u  dvQpunrou ... £px6pevov 8ul tAv ve<f>eXAv tou oftpavoh.
RSV: you will see the Son of man ... coming on the clouds of heaven.
Parkari: you will see me the son of the human race ... coming within the clouds of heaven, 
and the matter will be clear that I am the ruler from God’s side, (i.e. sent from God)
Where contextually focal elements of the source language scenario are not included
in a limited target language scenario with the same title, then as well as retaining the title
those focal elements should be made explicit, e.g.
Matthew 3:2 
MeTavoriTe- 
RSV: Repent
Parkari: Having abandoned vour bad works do repentance and walk on God’s matter!
The focus here is on a complete change of lifestyle. This, however, is not part of the Parkari 
scenario for toBofi “repentance”, which refers to repentance for a single wrong action.
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Hebrews 11:34
Trapep.f3o\cis‘ £icXivav dXXoTplaiv 
RSV: put foreign armies to flight.
Parkari: having defeated other-race enemies armies caused [them] to flee
The Parkari “cause to flee” scenario has animals, children, thieves etc. as prototypical fleers. 
Foreign armies belong more prototypically in the “defeat” scenario, which is a possible element in the script 
of the “cause to flee” scenario. Thus Parkari connects armies with defeat, and then defeat with fleeing. The 
event “defeat” is implicit in the Greek text.
Sometimes discrete elements of the source language scenario belong in different
target language scenarios. In such cases, the target language title should be chosen
according to the contextual focus, and other focal elements not in the target language
scenario will need to be made explicit, e.g. “wine”:
Greek “wine” scenario: Wine is good. Wine is fermented.
Parkari “alcohol” scenario: Alcohol is bad. Alcohol is fermented.
Parkari “grape juice” scenario: Grape juice is good. Grape juice is not normally fermented.
Matthew 9:17
ouSe pdXXouoxu otvov veov et? glokou? uaXaiou?- el 8e gfr ye, jbfiyvuvTca ol dcrKol...
RSV: Neither is new wine put into old wineskins; if it is, the skins burst...
Parkari: And people do not put new juice of grapes into old water-skins, otherwise the new juice 
having ripened [i.e. fermented] will burst the water-skins...
Sometimes the source text has an explicit scenario title, but only one contextually
focal element of that scenario is actually being referred to. In such cases only the focal
element should be made explicit, e.g.
Matthew 19:12
Kal elalu ein/oDxoi olnve? eDuotixicrav eauTou? 8id tt#  |3aai\elav i w  oupavwv.
RSV: and there are eunuchs who have made themselves eunuchs for the sake of the kingdom of heaven.
Parkari: and some people do not marry for this reason so that they may walk according to the Lord's rule 
with full attention.
This saying comes in response to the disciples’ comment “If this is the situation 
between husband and wife, it is better not to marry”, which shows that “not marrying” is 
the contextually focal element of the “eunuch” scenario.
Sometimes source language and target language scenarios are similar, but the target 
language has no one word title for that scenario. The normal target language title should be 
used, even if the one word title in the source language becomes a whole phrase or clause, 
e.g.
Hebrews 7:27 
0uola? dva^epeiv 
RSV: to offer sacrifices
Parkari: should raise livestock on the name of God
Since the normal title of the Parkari “sacrifice” scenario includes the prototypical
participants “livestock”, the identical phrase cannot be used of Jesus’s sacrifice, e.g. 
Hebrews 9:26 
8ia rfj? Quota? atrrou 
RSV: by the sacrifice of himself.
Parkari: so that he may give his life on God’s name
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If the source language scenario is completely absent in the target language there
will be no existing title to refer to it, so a new scenario must be created in the target
language by making the contextually focal elements explicit in translation, e.g.
Luke 13:21 
6p.ota £anrlv Cfyiq...
RSV: It is like leaven ...
Parkari: It is like sour kneaded flour ... having taken a little for making double-bread
Normal Parkari bread is unleavened. Leavened bread (“double-bread”) is only 
available in towns. Parkaris know that dough (“kneaded flour”) goes sour if left overnight, 
and causes the dough to puff up, but they do not use this for making bread. However, they 
do use sour milk for making yoghurt. Hence the “leaven” scenario must be created by 
stating its discrete elements and making its function explicit.
Biblical key terms
Biblical key terms are titles of very specific socio-religious scenarios and often 
lack an equivalent scenario in the target language, so translation will often involve linking 
one or more scenarios whose discrete elements best match those of the source language 
scenario, in order to make a new term. I list several New Testament key terms, each with 
their reconstructed source text scenario and the Parkari scenarios which partially overlap it, 
finally giving an example showing how that key term has been translated into Parkari by 
explicitly linking two existing scenarios to form a new term, e.g. 
baptism
Greek “baptism” scenario:
Ritual washing gives ritual purity.
Mark 7:4 “they do not eat unless they purify themselves”
Ritual washing symbolizes moral purity.
Acts 22:16 “be baptized, and wash away your sins” cf. John 13:9-10 
Ritual washing as a symbol of purity typically involves total immersion.
John 3:23 “John also was baptizing in Aenon, ...
because there was plenty of water in that place.” Compare Acts 8:36
Parkari “baptism” scenario (some Christians only):
Baptism is a necessary rite of passage for Christian infants and new adult Christians.
Baptism for adults is a symbol of becoming a Christian.
Baptism involves being sprinkled with water.
Parkari “bathe” scenario:
Bathing involves total immersion in water.
Bathing gives physical purity.
Ritual bathing gives ritual purity.
Ritual bathing symbolizes moral purity.
Parkari “holy/pure” scenario:
God is morally holy.
Ritual bathing gives ritual purity.
Ritual bathing symbolizes moral purity/holiness.
Good actions produce moral purity/holiness.
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Acts 2:38
pcnmaOfiTCi) bKaaTo? upcov 
RSV: be baptized every one of you...
Parkari: you all take a holy bath
apostle
Greek “apostle” scenario:
An apostle is sent by a higher authority.
Luke 9:2 “and he sent them out”
An apostle speaks according to the teaching of that higher authority.
An apostle acts according to the teaching of that higher authority.
Luke 9:6 “So they set out... preaching the gospel and healing people everywhere”
An apostle has delegated authority.
Luke 9:1 “he called the twelve together and gave them power and authority...”
An apostle is a specially chosen disciple (in the New Testament).
Luke 6:13 “and chose from them twelve, whom he named apostles”
Parkari “send” scenario:
Any person may be sent by a higher authority for any purpose.
Parkari “disciple” scenario:
A disciple obeys a higher authority, his teacher.
A disciple speaks according to the teaching of his teacher.
A disciple acts according to the teaching of his teacher.
Parkari “chief’ scenario:
A chief has authority.
Luke 6:13
oh? Kal dTroorrdXou? tovopacrev 
RSV: whom he named apostles.
Parkari: And them he also called [his] own chief disciples.
angel
Greek “angel” scenario: (not including human messengers)
An angel is sent by a higher authority, God.
Luke 1:26 “the angel Gabriel was sent from God”
An angel speaks the message given by God.
Matthew 1:20 “the angel of the Lord... saying”
An angel acts according to God’s command.
Hebrews 1:14 “ministering spirits sent forth to serve...”
An angel is a spiritual being.
Hebrews 1:14 “Are they not all ministering spirits...”
An angel usually appears in human form.
Mark 16:5 “they saw a young man ... dressed in a white robe”
An angel can appear and disappear suddenly.
Luke 2:13 “And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of the heavenly host...”
Parkari “messenger” scenario:
A messenger may be sent by a higher authority to give a message.
Parkari “death-messenger” scenario:
A death-messenger is sent by a higher authority, God.
A death-messenger speaks the message given by God, that the addressee is about to die.
A death-messenger is a spiritual being.
A death-messenger appears in demonic form carrying a spike.
A death-messenger can appear and disappear suddenly.
Parkari “ambassador/angel” scenario: (not well known)
An ambassador is sent by a king or country to another country.
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An ambassador represents that king or country in words and deeds.
God also has ambassadors who are spiritual beings sent to earth.
Parkari “heaven” scenario:
Heaven is outer space beyond the earth’s atmosphere.
Heaven is beyond human experience.
Heaven is where God lives.
Luke 1:11
(j5(|>0ti 88 aimo dyyeXo? Kuplou 
RSV: And there appeared to him an angel of the Lord.
Parkari: Then one heavenly ambassador/angel of the Lord gave an appearance to Zechariah 
prophet
Greek “prophet” scenario:
A prophet is sent by a higher authority, God.
Acts 3:22 “The Lord God will raise up for you a prophet...”
A prophet speaks the message given by God.
Matthew 1:22 “what the Lord had spoken by the prophet”
A prophet may speak a message about the future.
Matthew 1:22 “to fulfil what the Lord had spoken by the prophet”
A prophet is a human being.
Matthew 2:17 “the prophet Jeremiah”
Parkari “messenger” scenario:
A messenger may be sent by a higher authority to give a message.
Parkari “nabi/prophet” scenario:
A nabi/prophet is sent by a higher authority, Allah.
A nabi/prophet speaks the message given by Allah.
A nabi/prophet is a prophet belonging to Islam.
Parkari “soothsayer” scenario:
A soothsayer speaks the message discerned by their own special powers.
A soothsayer speaks a message about the future.
Parkari “God” scenario:
God is the creator.
God wants humans to live according to his will.
Some people are specially close to God.
Luke 4:24
o68el? irpo<fnVrr|S‘ Sckto? 6emu 6u tq iraTptSi auTou.
RSV: no prophet is acceptable in his own countiy.
Parkari: the honour of none of God’s messengers becomes in his own land.
Historically, new scenarios have often been presented in translation by introducing 
a new word into the language, frequently a transliteration of the source language title (e.g. 
baptism, apostle, angel, prophet). However, the scenario of a new word is initially empty, 
so unless the target community has already adopted this foreign word or will be regularly 
exposed to it, it is usually preferable to create a new scenario and title by linking two or 
more existing scenarios which contain elements that are always, or typically, contextually 
focal.
As can be seen, there are often several target language scenarios which have partial 
overlap with the original source language scenario. Target language scenarios with
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strongly contrasting elements should be avoided, e.g. “death-messenger” for angel. Ideally, 
at least one of the target language scenarios chosen should contain several major elements 
in common with the source language scenario. The other linked scenario should either add 
key elements or counteract possible misunderstandings caused by scenario mismatch.
Genitive constructions
I argue that the genitive case in Greek, and in many languages including Parkari
and English, does not mean possession but means that the associated items belong in the
same scenario. Where two nouns are linked in a genitive construction, the semantic
relationship between the nouns is determined by the prototypical relationship between
them in the scenario of the “possessor”. Exegesis, then, depends on identifying the
prototypical contents of the scenario whose “title” is in the genitive case. I suggest that the
more prototypical scenario contents differ, the more likely it is that the specific semantic
relationship between nouns in genitive constructions will need to be made explicit in
translation, as shown below, e.g.
Matthew 5:34 (possessive)
0p6vo? ... tou 0eoD 
RSV: the throne of God 
Parkari: the throne of God
Matthew 4:3 (kinship, here used as a metaphor) 
ulo? ... TovOeoO 
RSV: the Son of God
Parkari: the son of God
Matthew 15:3 (agent)
Tf]v evToXqu... toO 0eou 
RSV: the commandment of God
Parkari: the commands of God
(Parkari uses the plural because the reference is to both Exodus 20:12 and 21:17)
Matthew 3:16 (source)
[t8] TrveOpa [tou] 0eou 
RSV: the Spirit of God
Parkari: the Holy Spirit sent bv God (In Parkari if the Spirit of God left God, God would be dead)
Luke 1:19 (spatial orientation)
evo&mov tou 0eoQ 
RSV: in the presence of God
Parkari: near God
Luke 3:2 (speaker)
6y6veT0 fbfjjia 0eoD 
RSV: the word of God came
Parkari: God gave his message
Luke 2:40  ^ (agent)
Xdpi? 0eoD fju en’ <iut6.
RSV: the favour of God was upon him.
Parkari: God kept doing grace on him.
1 John 1:1 (event of which other noun is agent)
tou Xoyou Tq? £wq?
RSV: the Word of life
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Parkari: the life giving word of God
Particularly confusing is the fact that a noun in the genitive construction may be
either agent or goal of the event indicated by the other noun, e.g.
1 John 2:15 (goal of other noun’s event, i.e. “objective genitive”)
O0K 6CJTIV T) dyduT] TOU U(XTp8s* kv ClUTUr
RSV: the love of the Father is not in him.
Parkari: he does not love God the father
1 John 4:9 (agent of other noun’s event, i.e. “subjective genitive”)
kv toutw f\ dydun tou 0eou kv f]piv
RSV: In this the love of God was made manifest among us
Parkari: By this the matter has become clear that God loves us
As shown above, the noun in the genitive may have a variety of semantic
relationships with the other noun. The relationship must be determined by evaluating what
prototypical element of the shared scenario is contextually focal, e.g.
Acts 1:22 (agent of other noun’s event)
dp^dpevo? duo tou (3auTtapaT0? ’Iaxiwou 
RSV: beginning from the baptism of John
Parkari: taken from John’s giving the holy bath
Acts 13:24 (prerequisite/significance of other noun’s event)
(JduTicrpa peTavota?
RSV: a baptism of repentance
Parkari: they should having abandoned their bad works do repentance and they should walk on 
God’s matter, and take holy bath.
Acts 5:30 (agent of implicit event)
8 Qebg t&v uax^ptov f|p<3v 
RSV: The God of our fathers ...
Parkari: God whom our ancestors used to honour
Acts 7:2 (attribute of other noun)
'O 0eo? rr\g 86€q?
RSV: The God of glory ...
Parkari: God, who is like light
2 Corinthians 1:3 (event prototypically performed by other noun)
0e8? udor]? uapaKXYiaeo)?
RSV: God of all com fort,
Parkari: God who gives encouragement in all trouble
Using target language grammar for scenarios
The “title” of a scenario refers to a culture-specific cluster of concepts linked to 
language-specific grammatical forms and lexical items. To communicate clearly a 
translation should not only use the target language “title” for a source text scenario but also 
use the normal target language grammar and lexicon associated with that scenario. 
Scenarios for events contain set “frames” linking prototypical categories of participants 
with each event, and formalizing the grammatical markers used for each of the prototypical 
participant slots in the scenario of the event.
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For example, the English frame for “die” has only one participant, the agent, which
must be an animate “thing”. Since “die” does not have a participant as goal, there is no
passive form, e.g.
The man died.
The man died a painful death.
But not
* It was died by the man.
* A painful death was died by the man.
Where the “frames” of source language and target language do not match, there 
will be a need to alter the grammar or lexicon in translation, e.g.
conceptual mismatch in number of participants 
“dying to sin”
In many languages, including English, the frame for “die” has only one participant, 
yet literal translations include a “dative” participant in the frame, e.g. Romans 6:10 “he 
died to sin once for all” (RSV). Although the English idiom “dead to the world” includes a 
dative participant, this belongs in the scenario of sleep or unconsciousness. However, the 
Greek scenario “die” obviously has language and culture specific metaphorical links with 
other scenarios such as “sin”. Simply keeping the form of the original can be misleading. 
The translator must return to exegesis, then express the source language meaning in the 
grammar and lexicon of the target language. Moo (1996:379) states that this means “a 
separation or freedom from the power of sin”, and Dunn (1988:323) argues that Jesus’s 
death breaks sin’s “grip on human life”, cf. Hendriksen (1980:200) who compares this 
verse with Hebrews 7:27. Parkari therefore translates “by dying once he destroyed control 
of sins over people”.
Similarly, the concept of an individual Christian “dying to sin”, as in Romans 6:2, 
must be translated in the Kala Kawaw language of Papua New Guinea as becoming “blind 
to sin”, since “dead to sin” means morally lax (Rod Kennedy, “Idiom Skew”, NOT 
1 l(l):37-39). In Parkari the phrase “dying to sin” is meaningless. In order to communicate 
a radical change of lifestyle, the Parkari translation of Romans 6:2 says “Our(incl) sin- 
doing life has indeed come to an end / been destroyed.”
conceptual mismatch in participant type 
“drinking the Spirit”
In English, the “goal” of drink is typically inanimate, yet literal translations of 1 
Corinthians 12:13 say “we were all given the one Spirit to drink”. Although English can 
use “drink” metaphorically, this translation is obscure if not misleading. When read aloud, 
the audience may understand a more prototypical “goal”: “we were all given the one spirit 
to drink” (fortified Communion Wine, perhaps?!).
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This metaphor sounds ridiculous in languages where personal beings cannot fill the 
“goal” slot for “drink”. The Parkari translation reads “God has given us all the Holy 
Spirit”. The metaphor has been removed and the agent implicit in the Greek passive has 
been made explicit. It is true that the translation misses a nuance which is in the original 
Greek. However, simply retaining the Greek form in Parkari would not only miss that 
nuance but also fail to communicate the basic meaning.
grammatical mismatch in number of participants 
“it rained”
The Greek frame for “to rain” has no grammatically marked agent, simply using 
third person singular suffixes. English uses a dummy agent “it”, so James 5:17 ouk
is translated “it did not rain”. In Parkari, the frame for “to rain” has an overt agent 
“rain”, so Parkari translates “me no uorfiio” “rain did not rain”. The event is the same, but 
the frames differ conceptually and grammatically.
“he sent”
In the Greek frame for “send” those sent need not be grammatically explicit, but in
Parkari they must be explicit, e.g.
Matthew 14:10
Kal ir6p.(/;a? A'rreKe<f>riXicreu [t 6v ] 'loiAvvgv ev tt ) cj>uXaicfj.
RSV: he sent and had John beheaded in the prison,
Parkari: And having sent a person, he caused to cut off John’s head in the jail.
The Prenuclear Aorist Participle “having sent” in Greek is the overt marker that
“beheaded” is semantically causative, as is made explicit in both RSV and Parkari.
grammatical mismatch in frame and marking of participants 
“kissed him”
In Greek and English the event frame for “kiss” contains the same two participants,
agent and goal, but the Parkari frame has different participants, i.e.
English and Greek frame “kiss” Parkari frame “kiss”
verb to kiss verb to take
agent kisser agent kisser
goal kissee goal kiss
benefactive kissee
So in Luke 15:20, KaTecf/iXriaev avrov is translated into English using the same 
grammatical slots, “kissed him.” In Parkari however this reads ua ne 6uska lidha “took 
kisses to him.” Not only is the grammar different, but since the goal, “kiss”, must show 
number, the translator must make an exegetical decision as to whether the father kissed his 
son once or more than once!
Since commentaries normally deal with issues that relate directly to the source 
language text or to its translation into the language of the commentary, mismatch between
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source and target language frames in minority languages may raise exegetical issues which 
are not addressed by commentaries in major languages.
Using target language lexicon for scenarios
Once a scenario is identified, the lexicon used in translation should match that 
scenario. Since the scenario often identifies the precise sense of a source language word, 
the translation should use the normal target language word for that sense in that scenario.
For example, Luke 24:18 reads “Are you the only visitor to Jerusalem who does 
not know the things that have happened there in these days?”. The words “visitor”, 
“Jerusalem”, and “these days” (i.e. Passover) belong in the “pilgrimage” scenario. So 
“visitor” (T^ apolKeLS,) here means “pilgrim”. Parkari translates this specific contextual 
sense “are you the only pilgrim”, thus opening the “pilgrimage” scenario implicit in the 
source text.
In contrast, the cognate word Trapoiicta in Acts 13:17 is translated differently since
it belongs in a different scenario, the long term displacement of a whole people group:
Acts 13:17
kv t {] ‘rrapoiKtq. kv y fj AlytiiTTou 
RSV: during their stay in the land of Egypt
Parkari: when our race was expatriate/foreigner in Egypt land
The guiding factor in lexical choice is the appropriateness of a particular target
language lexical item in the open source text scenario.
Handling mismatch in the content of scenarios
In discourse, the collocation of lexical items belonging to the same scenario opens 
up that scenario. However, where target language scenarios do not include the same 
concepts and vocabulary as source language scenarios, it may not be clear to the target 
language audience which scenario those lexical items all belong in, and so the appropriate 
scenario will not be opened. Consequently, the vocabulary will appear to be random and 
thematically unrelated and both lexical cohesion and semantic coherence will be lost. 
Therefore the translation must always ensure that the appropriate scenario is opened, so 
that the words in the text show lexical cohesion and the discourse has semantic coherence 
for the target audience.
Explicitly stating the title of an implicit scenario
Sometimes the original speaker opens a scenario not by its title but by stating some 
of its prototypical elements. However, if these are not prototypical elements of the 
corresponding target language scenario, then the target language scenario title should be 
made explicit.
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For example, in John 4:20-21, the woman at the well says “Our fathers worshipped
on this mountain; and you say that in Jerusalem is the place where men ought to worship”
and Jesus replies “Woman, believe me, the hour is coming when neither on this mountain
nor in Jerusalem will you worship the Father...” In the original context, “this mountain”
(Mount Gerazim) and “Jerusalem” were the prototypical elements in the “places of
pilgrimage” scenario. So Jesus is not saying that worship will cease in Jerusalem, as literal
translations seem to suggest, but that the whole concept of having to worship at special
places of pilgrimage will give way to the concept of a genuine spiritual relationship with
God irrespective of location, cf. Brown (1966:180) “In vs. 23 the particular point in
questions shifts from the place of worship (20-21) to the manner of worship”.
The Parkari “places of pilgrimage” scenario includes sacred rivers and water tanks
for Hindus, and Mecca for Muslims, but not Jerusalem or any mountains. Consequently,
references to “this mountain” and “Jerusalem” fail to open that scenario. So in Parkari the
title of this focal scenario must be made explicit. The word “pilgrimage-place” is
reduplicated to make a doublet, showing that it refers not to pilgrimage places per se, but
to the whole scenario, i.e. the very concept that there are special holy places where worship
has extra effect (material made explicit is underlined):
John 4:21 
6ai, dhom bom r-oi uat sac( 
lady, pilgrimage.place (rhvmet of-G matter leave 
Madam, forget that whole issue of special places of pilgrimage!
Believe my matter, that time is coming when you(pl) will worship God the father 
neither having gone on that mountain nor having gone in Jerusalem town.
Making the “pilgrimage-places” scenario explicit here, not only avoids
miscommunication in this passage, but also enables the audience to modify their existing
scenario to include the new items, Jerusalem and “this mountain”. This will then improve
their ability to understand and remember other scripture passages. For example, in Luke
2:41-52, where Jesus’s family go to Jerusalem annually for the Passover, lexical coherence
will be improved, since Jerusalem now belongs in the “pilgrimage-places” scenario which
already includes special visits for religious purposes.
The need to be explicit here is not because the target audience lacks any reasoning
power to move from specifics to generic. Had the text mentioned Mecca, or Ganges-
Jumna, then the Parkari “pilgrimage-places” scenario would have been opened
successfully. The ability to make correct inferences about the author’s meaning depends on
the correct scenarios being opened, and those scenarios containing the contextually
relevant information.
Similarly the scenario of “leavened bread”, which is implicit in Greek, must be
made explicit in Parkari:
Luke 13:21
8|i,o'ia early Cfyifl, r|v Xa|3ouaa yuyq [ey]eicpui/;ev el? dXetipou acrra Tpla bio? oh 
££u|i(i&0n oXov.
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RSV: “It is like leaven which a woman took and hid in three measures of meal, till it was all leavened.”
Parkari: “It is like sour kneaded flour, which one woman having taken a little for making double-bread 
put in half a maund (20kg) of kneaded flour. Finally its effect spread in all the flour.”
Since Parkaris do not make leavened bread at home, and are only aware of it as
something which can be bought in towns, this culturally unusual scenario must be opened
explicitly.
Another example where an implicit scenario must be made explicit is in the
account of the widow of Nain’s son. The Greek only implies that he comes back to life, but
Parkari must make it explicit:
Luke 7:15
Kal dveicdOiaev 8 veKp8?
RSV: And the dead man sat up, and began to speak.
Parkari: At this the dead boy became alive, and having risen sat and began to speak.
In Greek the combination of a healer, a dead person, and the command to “rise” 
would have opened the “raise from the dead” scenario. However, this verse only states 
explicitly “dead”, “sit up” and “talk”, and these belong together in the Parkari “ghost” 
scenario, suggesting the corpse sits up and begins to speak. This misunderstanding is cued 
by the word “dead” which here is used not for sense, but only for reference, i.e. “the one 
who up till this moment had been dead”. So Parkari must explicitly state the title of the 
implicit scenario.
Explicitly stating the discrete elements of an implicit scenario
Sometimes the original speaker opens a new scenario by stating some of its
prototypical elements, but those explicit elements are not prototypical of any target
language scenario, and the contextually appropriate target language scenario has no title. In
this case the source language scenario must be opened by making explicit the prototypical
elements of the corresponding target language scenario.
For example, the scenario of “spiritual powers”, both good and evil, has no one
word title in either Greek or Parkari. In both languages it is regularly opened by a list of
prototypical elements, but these prototypical elements do not match up. So the Parkari
translation must add Parkari prototypical elements to the Greek ones listed so that the
audience is able to recognize which scenario is in focus, e.g.
Colossians 1:16b
elre 0p6vot eiTe Kupi6TT|Te? eiTe dpxal e'Fre ££ovatai 
RSV: whether thrones or dominions or principalities or authorities
Parkari: whoever has rule, power, leadership, or authority 
whether they be angels or demons or gods deities.
Note that “gods deities” translates a Parkari doublet cfeu deuthona, which indicates the
whole scenario in which those elements belong, i.e. “any kind of deity” (except God).
However, the focal elements of the “spiritual beings” scenario differ according to
context. Sometimes all spiritual beings are focal (Colossians 1:16b, 2:10b), sometimes
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only a subsection (Colossians 2:15, Ephesians 6:12b). The translation should make explicit
only those elements of the scenario which are contextually focal, e.g.
Ephesians 6:12
dXXd TTp5? Td? dpxd?, upb? Td? ££ouatas\ upo? ro i s  Koap.oKpdTopa?
t o O o k 6 t o i )? t o u t o u  . . .
RSV against the principalities, against the powers, against the world rulers o f  this present darkness ... 
Parkari: against Satan and the angels o f  his side who exercise leadership and authority against God.
and rule over this darkness-type world ...
Here, as well as translating the Greek words, the contextually focal referents are 
explicitly mentioned using normal target language terms.
It is clear from these examples that the greater the scenario mismatch, the more 
detail must be made explicit in translation about those elements of the source language 
scenario which are contextually focal.
Another example where Parkari must state an explicit element of an implicit 
scenario is where Jesus reads from Isaiah at Nazareth in Luke 4:16-30. A s  discussed 
above, the Greek text here accesses the “scripture reading” script by listing every detail 
except the actual reading (4:16b-17,20), so w e  are to understand that the reading did take 
place in line with the prototypical script. But w h y  does “read”, the normal “title” of this 
scenario, not occur as the main verb? I believe that Luke is placing special emphasis on the 
lexical item which is the main verb in Greek, i.e. evpev “he found”. Luke is focussing his 
audience’s attention not on the reading per se, but on Jesus’s deliberate choice of this 
particular passage (Fitzmyer, 1981:532). Luke has already revealed to his audience that 
Jesus is the Son of G o d  (1:32, 35, 3:22), and that the roles of saviour, Christ and Lord all 
come together in this one person (2:11 crump os* e o n v  xP10"™? Ktipios*). Luke has also 
again linked Jesus as the Christ with salvation (2:26, 30), and has linked Jesus with the 
Holy Spirit’s empowering in the context of the Christ (3:15-16) and in the context of the 
Son of G o d  (3:22, 4:1 and 4:14 as inclusio around the temptations). So here Luke seems to 
be stressing the Messianic significance of this Isaiah passage, which refers to someone 
empowered by the Holy Spirit and chosen and anointed by G o d  to bring salvation through 
his words and deeds.
It is indeed possible that the passage Jesus read, Isaiah 61:1-2, was already
regarded as Messianic by Jesus’s audience in Nazareth. A  recently released Dead Sea
Scroll text, 4Q521 (Vermes, 1997:391-92), seems to link this Isaiah passage to the role of
the Messiah. Shanks (1998:65) quotes the translated text, adding in brackets the Old
Testament passages which 4Q521 appears to be quoting:
[The heajvens and the earth w ill listen to His Messiah ... Over the poor His spirit will hover and w ill 
renew the faithful with His p ow er... He ... liberates the captives, restores sight to the blind, straightens 
the b[ent]. (cf. Psalm 146:7-8)... The Lord w ill accomplish glorious things which have never been ... He 
w ill heal the wounded, and revive the dead and bring good news to the poor. (cf. Isaiah 35:5-6; 61:1).
However, irrespective of whether Jesus’s audience already understood Isaiah 61:1-2 as
Messianic, Luke uses this passage as Messianic in his Gospel, since Jesus as “the Christ” is
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already Hearer-old information for Luke’s audience ( G I V E N  textual-displaced, 2:11) and
Luke announces Jesus the Messiah’s mission by Jesus’s public reading of this Isaiah
passage. Consequently, wh e n  John’s disciples ask Jesus whether he is the Messiah “the
one w h o  is to co m e ” (cf. Luke 3:15-16), Luke simply records Jesus’s reply in terms of his
work, as foreshadowed in this Isaiah text, giving sight to the blind, healing, and preaching
good news to the poor (Luke 7:20-22).
The Parkari translation, therefore, makes explicit the title of the “Christ” scenario,
which is left implicit in the Greek being opened by discrete elements in the Isaiah text,
especially “anointed” (cognate with “Christ”):
Luke 4:17b-18a
ebpev t 8 v  t 6 ttov of) fjv yeypa|j.pivov  
TTveupa Kuptou err’ 6p i  of) elveKev £xpicr£v M-e —
R SV : found the place where it was written,
“The Spirit o f  the Lord is upon me, because he has anointed me...”
Parkari: Having opened the scripture Jesus searched out this matter about God's chosen saver and read:
“I have received the Lord’s Holy Spirit because ... the Lord has chosen m e...”
Parkari cannot translate expicrev “anointed” by a word cognate with Christ. Moreover,
most Parkaris have no scenario for Christ at all, and the contents of the quotation are not
prototypical of any scenario. This means that Parkari must create a title for the Christ
scenario using elements which are normally contextually focal, hence “G o d ’s chosen
saver”. “G o d ’s chosen” parallels “he has anointed m e ” (4:18), and “saver” parallels “set at
liberty” (14:18b).
Elsewhere, where the word “Christ” is explicit in Greek as a title or role, Parkari 
translates “G o d ’s chosen saver Christ” (transliterated khrist), and where Christ is used 
together with the name Jesus, Parkari transliterates, i.e. Jesus Christ becomes isu khrist.
Another example of a “script” element being left implicit in Greek comes from a
“punishment” scenario:
Acts 12:19
'HpwSq? 8 6  6m£r|TY|cra? aur8v Kal pf) ehpcfrv, dvaicptva? t o u ?  cj>u\aKa? eKeX eucreu  
duaxQfjvai,
RSV: And when Herod had sought for him and could not find him, he exam ined the sentries and
ordered that they should be put to death.
Parkari: When king Herod summoned Peter, then he was not found. Then he having questioned those 
keeping guard he ordered them to be taken to give the punishment o f  death.
The semantic sense of the final Greek word is “to be led away” or “arrested”.
However, the implicit scenario “condemn to death” was opened by the script elements of
not finding a prisoner, interrogating the guards, and then ordering that they be led away.
The original scenario (cf. Acts 16:27) includes the R o m a n  practice of guards receiving the
escaped prisoner’s punishment (Barrett, 1994:588), as recorded in the Codex Justin ianus
9.4.4 (Blass, 1895:142). In Parkari, as in English, this contextually focal element of the
implicit scenario must be made explicit.
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Sometimes the original speaker not only opens a n e w  scenario by stating some of
its prototypical elements, but also expects the audience to use that scenario to determine
what attributes of the explicit elements are contextually focal. For example, in Matthew
27:34 “wine and gall” opens a source language “anaesthetics” scenario including items
which are anaesthetic, their effect, and w h y  one might avoid them.
However, if the explicitly stated elements are not prototypical elements of the
corresponding target language scenario, then a literal translation will fail to open the
correct scenario, and so fail to provide the context for understanding which attributes are
focal. Moreover, if the contextually focal attributes are not prototypical elements of the
target language scenario, the translation will need to make explicit both the target language
scenario title and the focal attributes, e.g.
Matthew 27:34
RSV they offered him w ine to drink, mingled with gall; but when he tasted it, he would not drink it. 
Parkari: then they gave Jesus the juice o f  grapes to drink, in which bitter drug was mixed for reducing 
pain. But having tasted that he refused to drink in order to remain in consciousness.
Even though Parkari makes the “drug” scenario explicit, it is a m u c h  broader
scenario than “anaesthetics” and its most prototypical elements are “recreational” drugs
such as hashish, opium and heroin, with medicinal drugs as fringe elements. Thus the
anaesthetic attributes of drugs are not focal in the Parkari scenario and must be explicitly
stated.
Similarly:
Mark 2 :15a
RSV: And as he sat at table in his house, many tax collectors and sinners were sitting with Jesus
and his disciples
Parkari: And many octroi-collectors and other people were there, whom people reckoning sinners 
ostracized, [i.e. did not eat with them as they considered them ritually-polluted]
The words “tax collectors” and “sinners” together opened the scenario of “people one
should not mix with” for the original target audience. The contextually focal element of
that scenario is “communal eating”, as shown by 2:16 “W h y  does he eat with tax collectors
and sinners?”. However, in Parkari this scenario is not opened by those words, so the
contextually focal element must be made explicit. The Parkari word translated “ostracized”
is “Jep” whose scenario contains the elements of discrimination, not eating together, and
ritual impurity.
Leaving implicit the discrete elements of an explicit scenario
Naturally, the source text is written assuming that the audience have source 
language scenarios in their brains, so m u c h  of the original message is left implicit, since 
the audience can access the implicit information, attitudes, or relationships from their 
mental scenarios. This thesis has stressed that scenario mismatch between source and 
target languages means information implicit in the source text must often be made explicit 
in the translation. However, where the target language and source language do have very
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similar scenarios, the target audience can correctly infer implicit information from these 
scenarios.
Consequently, the level of explicitness appropriate in the translation is determined 
by the n e w  target audience, and occasionally what is explicit in the original text m a y  be 
omitted and left implicit in the translation, so long as there is no information loss or
miscommunication, e.g.
John 11:44
Auacrre avrov Kal dcftere airrbv imdyeiv.
RSV: Unbind him, and let him go.
Parkari: Release him.
Jesus is commanding that Lazarus be freed from his grave cloths. Greek has two 
clauses “Release him and allow him to go”. In Parkari the scenario of “release” includes 
not only untying, but the fact that the person released is free to go. If “allow him to go” is 
m a d e  explicit, it implies that there is some other restriction as well as the bandages, e.g. he 
is being held back by someone. So the Parkari translation simply says: “Release him!”. If 
the source language scenarios were similar, as seems likely, w h y  does the Greek text, 
seemingly redundantly, use two main verbs? I argue that using two conjoined Aorist main 
verbs for a single scenario in Greek highlights that scenario at the episode level (see 
Appendix G). Here, the resolution of the problem (Lazarus’s death) is clearly the climax of 
the whole episode, and the Greek m a y  be marking this grammatically. Parkari also marks 
this climactic event as salient in the discourse by the use of the change of state particle 
“poro” after the verb.
It is not necessary to mention the grave cloths in either Greek, English or Parkari, 
as they are already part of the currently open scenario. As Relevance Theory predicts, you 
do not tell people what they already k n o w  (Sperber and Wilson, 1986).
Similarly with the scenario of “wheat”. Over ninety percent of Parkaris are 
agriculturalists and pastoralists, so their scenarios for crops and livestock are extremely 
complex and detailed. Thus explicit elements in the Greek source text sometimes are so 
prototypical in the open Parkari scenario that they are best left implicit, since mentioning
them suggests they have some specific contextual significance, e.g.
Matthew 13:24,26
CT-rretpavTi Ka\8v crireppa kv Tip dypqi airroO...
8 t6  88 6{3Adcmr|aev 8 x^pto? Kal KapTitiv eTrofriaev...
R SV : who sowed good seed in his field...
So when the plants came up and bore grain...
Parkari: He sowed in his field good seed o f  wheat...
When the heads occurred in the wheat...
Here, the wheat “coming up” has no special contextual significance, being simply a 
natural stage of development before the ears appearing. B y  using conjoined Aorist main 
verbs, rather than Prenuclear Aorist Participle plus main verb, for a prototypical script, 
Matthew is highlighting the significance of this event in the episode, stressing that the 
weeds were only distinguishable once the heads of grain appeared, not before. T o  mention
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the wheat sprouting not only sounds unnatural here in Parkari, but also takes the emphasis 
aw ay from the script final event, the heads of grain appearing, so the translation leaves it 
implicit. N o  information is lost, since sprouting is a precondition in the script of “bearing 
grain”.
Contrast Ma r k  4:27-29, where each element of the “wheat” scenario is contextually 
focal as under G o d ’s control, so each is explicit in the Parkari translation.
Sometimes an element of a scenario is so prototypical in all cultures and languages, 
due to physically determined real-life co-occurrence, that its explicit use in the source 
language seems to have some other function, often at discourse level. For example “open
one’s mouth” appears in Participle form as an element of the “teach” scenario:
Matthew 5:2
Kal dvot£a? t5 crr6pa auTou 88t8aaKev auToti? Xeytov 
RSV: And he opened his m outh and taught them, saying:
Parkari: And Jesus began to teach them thus:
Since one cannot teach without opening one’s mouth, this information is totally 
redundant. According to Relevance Theory, causing the audience extra processing effort 
promises them extra “contextual effects”. Since this formula occurs w h e n  Jesus begins the 
first of his major blocks of teaching 5:3-7:27 and is followed by a verb in Imperfective 
Aspect, the extra “contextual effects” seem to be that the following speech will be a very 
significant block of teaching, hence the Parkari translation makes explicit “began” and 
“thus” to emphasize the beginning of a major speech.
This principle applies not only to “event” scenarios, but also to “thing” scenarios,
e.g.
Matthew 6:26
ep(3X8tjjaTe et? ra  ueTeivd toO oitpavoO 
RSV: Look at the birds o f the air.
Parkari: Look at the birds!
Since birds are normally “of the air”, i.e. they fly, this information is already 
prototypical in the “bird” scenario. If it were made explicit here in Parkari, it would cue 
the audience to expect some special contextual significance, such as “but not ground 
dwelling birds, or water birds”. Since there is no such contextual focus, it is best left 
implicit. Obviously, the Greek “bird” scenario must have had “of the air” as a prototypical 
characteristic of birds, so the mismatch m a y  be due not to conceptual mismatch but to 
mismatch of the lexical items linked to concepts. Since 9 of the 14 N e w  Testament 
occurrences of “birds” is qualified by “of the air” ( G R A M C O R D  data) the phrase was 
obviously natural in N e w  Testament Greek. It rarely, if ever, is used in Parkari.
Matthew 3:4
peXi dypiov 
RSV: wild honey
Parkari: honey
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Parkaris are traditionally desert-dwellers. They themselves collect honey from wild 
bees, and k n o w  nothing of beehives. So “wild” is implicit, being prototypical in the Parkari 
“honey” scenario. Making “wild” explicit here would cue the audience to expect some 
extra contextual significance. However, the contextual focus, that John survived on basic 
desert foods, is already clear to a Parkari audience.
Luke 22:1
fl eopTf) tcjv dCDpuu 
R SV : the feast o f Unleavened Bread
Parkari: the festival o f  breads o f  the Jewish race
Since the normal Parkari word for bread refers to chapattis, i.e. flat unleavened 
bread, “unleavened” is prototypical and therefore left implicit. However, some implicit 
information is made explicit here, viz. that this is a Jewish festival, to avoid bewilderment 
- “W h a t  festival of chapattis?”.
Similarly, for groups with a strong belief that there is only one true and living God, 
literal translations such as “the one true G o d ” or “the living G o d ” seem to imply that there 
must be some other G o d  w h o  is not true, or not living. These attributes are so prototypical 
in the “G o d ” scenario, that to make them explicit cues the audience to expect some extra 
contextual significance, such as contrast with some other kind of God. (Similarly, the 
sentences “Can I have some wet water?” or “Have you any cold ice?” sound unnatural in 
English, since “wet water” and “cold ice” suggest a potential contrast with “dry water” and 
“w a r m  ice”.) Where these attributes are used simply to clarify the referent, then the best 
translation is simply “G o d ”. Where these attributes are contextually focal, however, the 
translation should indicate this but avoid apparent tautology, perhaps by changing the 
adjective into a clause, such as “God, w h o  alone is truly worthy of praise” or “God, w h o  
unlike false idols is alive”.
Using a generic term to avoid false implicatures
A s  has been stated above, all scenarios include a variety of discrete elements, and 
problems occur in translation w h e n  these do not match up across cultures. Often the more 
specific the scenario, the more it contains specific cultural elements, and the more generic 
the scenario, the more universal its contents. For example, everybody’s “food” scenario 
includes “eat”, but the “pig” scenario for some people includes “eat”, and for others “do 
not eat.”
If the scenario of a specific term contains prototypical elements which are 
contradictory between source and target language, then whenever those elements are 
contextually focal, the audience will misunderstand the text, because they will interpret it 
in the light of their o w n  scenario. In such cases the specific term in the source text m a y  be
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best translated by a generic term in the target language, to avoid creating false 
implicatures.
For example, in the parable of the prodigal son:
Luke 15:23
Kal (pipere tou  pdaxou t8u oiTeirrou, Ovoare 
RSV: and bring the fatted calf and kill it.
Parkari: And the livestock-anim al which is specially-chosen, slaughter it.
This verse is not about historical fact, i.e. which animals Jews did or did not kill. Here, the 
contextually focal element of the “calf5 scenario is “ideal food for a feast”, so this is what 
must be communicated. The Parkari scenario for “calf’, however, due to their Hindu 
background, includes “killing cattle is sinful”. Simply translating “calf’ would imply that 
the father, on his son’s return, committed a major sin. B y  translating with a generic term, 
which includes both cattle and buffalo, the focus is kept on the element “ideal food for a 
feast”, since Parkaris specially fatten buffalo for just that purpose. The specific term 
“buffalo”, although a good cultural substitute as regards function, was avoided as 
historically inaccurate.
Similarly, at the Passover meal:
Matthew 26:23
iv  Tto Tpu(3X(cp...
RSV: in the dish ...
Parkari: in the eating vessel...
The “dish” here is obviously a bowl containing “bitter herbs” into which the 
disciples and Jesus dipped their bread. Parkari has no word meaning just “bowl” but m a n y  
more specific words whose scenarios include the size, use, and material of the bowl, and 
one more generic word “vessel”. Although Parkaris have a type of bowl which can be used 
for communal eating, it is thought of as particularly a Parkari vessel, and if used here 
would give the implicature that “The disciples long ago and in a different place amazingly 
had exactly the same kind of bowl that w e  have!” Consequently, the translation uses the 
very generic term “vessel” to avoid this false implicature.
A  further example comes from the closure of a Pauline letter:
Romans 16:16
’AaffdcjaaOe dXXYjXou? iv  4>iXYj|iaTL Aytii).
RSV: Greet one another with a holy kiss.
Parkari: Greet one another in a holy way with love.
In Parkari culture, the only public kissing is between parent and child, w h e n  the 
child is very young, or after some major trauma or separation. For other participants or on 
other occasions, the Parkari “kiss” scenario includes “sexually immoral behaviour” and a 
literal translation would give this implicature. The contextual focus of Paul’s comments 
was the appropriate demonstration of love within the Christian “family”, hence the generic 
translation in Parkari, which similarly conveys the demonstration of love within the 
limitation of holiness.
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H a n d l i n g  m i s m a t c h  o f  predictability a n d  e x p e c tation
The theory of scenarios as prototypical conceptual clusters relies on the fact that
h u m a n  beings naturally categorize events into expected and unexpected, and mentally link
together people, attitudes, actions, causes, and intentions. Callow states (1998:132):
human beings are purposive. Speech and all other human activity has some purpose behind it. Usually 
we know the purpose or can make a good guess. When we are puzzled as to the purpose behind an 
utterance or action, we feel uncomfortable and want to enquire further.
One of the important functions of scenarios in discourse is to cue the audience as to
what to expect. Consequently, where there is a mismatch of scenarios between source and
target language, the audience’s ability to process the text is reduced, as they cannot
accurately predict what is likely to occur.
For example, as w e  have seen above, the narrative of the w o m a n  with the issue of
blood in Luke 8:43-48 contains some confusing elements: W h y  does she co m e  trembling?
W h a t  is so wrong with touching Jesus? Making the ritual-pollution scenario explicit in
8:43 enables the audience to recognize which facts are expected, and which are
unexpected:
Luke 8:43
R SV: a woman who had had a flow  o f blood for twelve years
Parkari: one woman, to whom there was a fem ale illness for twelve years 
and therefore she was ritually-polluted.
Scenarios provide, as it were, a row of prototypical pegs on which to hang the 
story. The pegs of “fear” and “untouchability” were in the source language scenario of 
“menstruation”, but are in the target language scenario of “ritual-pollution”. The explicit 
linking of these scenarios in the translation enables the n e w  audience to access the original 
scenario and thus to predict the chain of expected events and spot whatever is unusual.
W e  m a y  be tempted to think that a text, particularly a historical narrative, merely 
lists facts and w e  do not need to understand purposes. But Callow directly contradicts this 
(1998:133):
Purposes interest us intensely, and if  w e hear information given, or opinions and values expressed, our 
minds instinctively move along the chain to the purposes to which they lead.
So then, to preserve the chain of expectation in a text, and enable the audience to 
predict what is likely and evaluate what is usual or unusual, the translator m a y  need to 
mak e  explicit the motivation for certain events, and whether events are to be understood as 
expected or unexpected.
Making explicit the motivation behind events
Problems of exegesis, and therefore translation, frequently occur w h e n  the logic or 
reasonableness of some event depends on an element of the open scenario which is left 
implicit in the source text. Such elements typically concern a person’s purpose or 
motivation for performing a given action.
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For example, in Luke 9:52-53, where the Samaritans refuse to give Jesus lodging,
the motivation for their action is left implicit in the Greek text. Compare translations:
RSV:
And he sent messengers ahead o f him, who went and entered a village o f  the Sam aritans, to make ready for 
him; but the people would not receive him, because his face was set toward Jerusalem .
Parkari:
And he sent people ahead o f  himself. They having set o ff in order to do preparation for Jesus’s lodging came 
into one village o f  other-race-people o f  the Samaritan nation. But the people o f  there did not allow Jesus to 
lodge, because he was travelling towards the pilgrimage-place o f  his own Jewish race Jerusalem .
The Parkari translation, like RSV, leaves the motivation implicit. However, Parkari 
does ma k e  explicit the facts behind the motivation, that these people were of a different 
race and religion to Jesus. These two elements open up the Parkari scenario of 
“discrimination” (fep), which includes racial or religious difference, not entering others’ 
homes, and not eating with them. Once the appropriate scenario has been opened, the 
Parkari audience can easily infer the motivation as ethno-religious discrimination.
Another example of motivation being left implicit in the source text is Luke 10:31. 
A s  previously discussed, it is nowhere stated w hy the priest and Levite avoid the half-dead 
man. However, every speaker uses scenarios as the background for their narrative, and 
every scenario has its o w n  consistent logic to it, so the speaker expected the original 
audience to correctly infer the purpose behind the actions from the open scenarios. For a 
Jew, the two elements “priest” and “(possible) corpse” belong together in the “ritual 
purity/impurity” scenario. In the light of that scenario, the priest and Levite avoid the half­
dead m a n  in order to avoid ritual pollution from touching a dead body (Leviticus 21:1-3, 
Numbers 19:11).
Moreover, the scenario of ritual-pollution has already been opened by the question 
“W h o  is m y  neighbour?” since maintaining “purity” was one of the burning issues of the 
time (Neyrey, 1991: 271-304) and the specific issue here was whether “neighbour” meant 
ritually-pure Jews only, or included the ritually-unclean such as Samaritans (Nolland, 
1993a:590; Fitzmyer, 1985:886). Thus “neighbour” and “priest meets corpse” are both 
directly linked to the “ritual-impurity” scenario. A  Jew could not have failed to draw the 
conclusion that ritual-impurity was the issue in the priest’s mind. T o  drive h o m e  this point, 
Jesus introduces the archetypal “ritually-impure” person, the Samaritan, as the final 
character in the story.
If this concept of ritual-impurity is not made explicit in translation, the hearer will 
make their o w n  judgment as to w h y  the priest walks on by, based on their o w n  conceptual 
framework and knowledge about the world. Thus most British people assume that the 
Jewish priest was proud and uncaring, but the Samaritan was compassionate. However, 
Jesus’s point is that regarding ritual-purity laws as most important causes the highest 
guardians of religion to break the c o m m a n d  to love, a c o m m a n d  which even the ritually- 
impure can keep.
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But, one m a y  object, ritual impurity is never even mentioned in the story, so cannot 
be focal and should not be added to the text. W e  have seen before, however, that scenarios 
are frequently opened by elements that prototypically belong together in that scenario, 
without the need for the title to be explicit. Regardless of h o w  the “ritual impurity” 
scenario is opened in the source text, the target language translation must be sure to open 
that same scenario.
Hence the Parkari translation of Luke 10:27-33 (with implicit information made 
explicit underlined):
27 ... “one should love one’s brother as oneself.”
29 But he embarrassed in order to escape from his disgrace again said to Jesus “I am asking this, that in this 
command are only we Jews brothers, or are other people o f  low-caste race our brothers also?”
30 At this Jesus said “There was a man o f  the Jewish race...”
31 After that by fate one priest o f God’s house passed along that same way. When the priest saw him he 
reckoned thus that it is possible he is dead, and in this fear lest he having touched a corpse should be rituallv- 
polluted and break the command o f religion he passed by having avoided him.
32 In such a manner one servant o f  God’s house came to that place, and having seen him, afraid o f  being- 
ritually-polluted bv touching a corpse, he also passed by having avoided him.
33 Then one other-race man o f  the Sam aritan race ...
Such a translation puts this thesis to the test. If scenario theory can be applied to 
translation as proposed in this thesis, then this translation is appropriate, so long as it is 
exegetically justified and clearly understood. People m a y  object, however, that such a 
translation is too explicit, or they m a y  be happy with making information explicit if it 
requires few words, but not if it requires whole clauses or sentences. However, the only 
people w h o  can judge whether a text is too explicit, too wordy and long-winded, or indeed 
too brief and not explicit enough, is the target audience themselves. They will evaluate this
according to Grice’s maxims of quantity (Sperber and Wilson, 1986:33):
1 Make your contribution as informative as required.
2 Do not make your contribution more informative than required.
Naturally the more there is scenario mismatch, the less information can be communicated 
implicitly from the open scenario, so the more information will need to be made explicit in 
the translation. For Parkaris, as for most English speakers, unless the motivation is made 
explicit here the assumption is that the priest and Levite simply do not care. The 
translation issues are these:
1) Exegesis. Is the information really implicit in the source text? i.e. part of the original 
scenario, contextually focal, but not explicitly stated.
2) Restructuring. What is the most natural w a y  to convey this information in the target 
language?
Making explicit the prototypicality of belonging to a scenario
Information is clustered together in mental scenarios precisely because those 
elements prototypically co-occur in the experience of members of a given culture. So the 
very fact that certain elements occur in a source language scenario indicates that they are 
prototypical, i.e. they are:
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a) normal or typical (not unusual)
b) reasonable or logical (not unreasonable or illogical)
c) expected or non-controversial (not surprising)
d) unambiguous, clear, definite, k n o w n  (not confusing or unclear)
As  shown in section 2 of this thesis, this prototypicality m a y  be marked in Greek
by the use of old-information grammatical forms, or simply by the collocation of lexical
items belonging to the same scenario. In either case, this prototypicality m a y  need to be
mad e  explicit in translation.
It has long been recognized that a difference in culture between Source and Target
Language communities can cause translated material to appear odd and lacking in
cohesion. Catford, calling this “cultural untranslatability”, comments (1965:101):
In many cases, at least, what renders ‘culturally untranslatable’ items ‘untranslatable’ is the fact that the 
use in the TL text o f any approximate translation equivalent produces an unusual collocation in the TL. 
To talk o f ‘cultural untranslatability’ may be just another way o f  talking about collocational 
untranslatability; the impossibility o f  finding an equivalent collocation in the TL. And this would be a 
type o f  linguistic untranslatability.
Lexical collocations which belong to a single scenario in one language, do not
necessarily belong together in another. Given the close connection between the
conceptually linked structure of scenarios and the collocations of the lexicon associated
with such scenarios, it is hardly surprising that this phenomenon can be analysed as a
conceptual issue “cultural untranslatability”, or a linguistic one “unusual collocation”.
The translator should be aware of these unusual collocations and realize that they
reflect an area of culture clash. It m a y  be necessary therefore in translation to m a k e  explicit
that such collocational clashes are not due to anything unusual about the situation but
reflect the normal, expected prototypical situation in the source culture.
I give examples of making these types of prototypicality explicit:
a) norm al or typical
Where some element is normal in the source language scenario, but abnormal in
the same scenario of the target language, then the translation m a y  need to state explicitly
that it is a cultural norm, e.g.
Matthew 9:23 
L8wv Tob? abXTyrd?
RSV: and saw the flute players
Parkari: there he saw those people who according to own custom were playing pipes on the girl’s death 
The Greek verb is an Aorist Participle and the noun has the article, both of which 
mark this as normal Hearer-old information within the “death” scenario opened in 9:18. 
Parkari, however, uses a main verb to mark Hearer-new information, since this information 
is not part of the Parkari “death” scenario. Thus the normality of this information, as far as 
the source culture is concerned, must be conveyed in the target language by an explicit 
phrase. The reason for the pipe players’ activity is also made explicit, since that is 
contextually focal.
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b) reasonable or logical
Sometimes the problem for the target audience is not so m u c h  determining whether
something is normal or not, but rather determining w h y  it should be normal. In such cases
the purpose or logic of the action needs to be made explicit, e.g.
Luke 10:13
-rrdXai &v crdKKij) Kal ottoBiS KaOi^ pevoi peTevoqcrav.
RSV: they would have repented long ago, sitting in sackcloth and ashes.
Parkari: the people o f  there would early having abandoned their bad works have done repentance,
and having put on clothes made from goats’ hair have sat in grief on ash, and have gone on 
God’s matter.
The Greek Present Participle marks that “sitting in sackcloth and ashes” is a 
prototypical element in the “repentance” scenario of the main verb. However, the Parkari 
“repentance” scenario does not include “sitting in sackcloth and ashes”. B y  making “grief’ 
explicit, this strange behaviour is ma d e  to seem reasonable, since wearing dark clothes and 
sitting in dust are linked with grief in the Parkari “bereavement” scenario, and grief 
because of one’s sins is a prototypical element of the Parkari repentance scenario “going 
on G o d ’s matter”.
c) expected or non-controversial
Evaluating the expectedness and unexpectedness of events depends on the audience
being able to access the prototypical contents of the open scenarios. Where focal elements
of the source language scenario are missing in the target language scenario, they need to be
made explicit, e.g.
Luke 17:12
d'mjvrqom' [auTw] 8eica Aerrpol dvSpe?, o i eaTqaav Tr6ppa>0ev 
RSV: he was met by ten lepers, who stood at a distance
Parkari: then ten people met him, who were rituallv-polluted due to the disease o f  leprosy.
Therefore they having stood afar off
Again, once the ritual pollution scenario is explicitly opened in Parkari and linked 
to leprosy, then their standing afar off is expected. Without this explicit element of the 
“leprosy” scenario made explicit, their action seems unusual, even rude.
d) unambiguous, clear, definite, known
Sometimes the problem for the target audience is in identifying the intended
referent, since there is no such referent in their open scenario, e.g.
Luke 7:19 
Xu et 6 6px6p.evosr 
RSV: Are you he who is to come
Parkari: Are you(p) God’s chosen saver about whose com ing it is written in scripture
The article with “he w h o  is to c o m e ” marks this as Hearer-old, since it is a 
prototypical element of, and an alternative title for, the Greek “Christ” scenario. Elowever, 
the Parkari audience do not k n o w  w h o  this refers to, so the identity of this referent must be 
made explicit.
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Chapter summary
Where the mismatch of scenarios between source and target languages causes 
information loss, the information implicit in the source text will need to be made explicit 
in the target language translation in order to accurately communicate the original message. 
Where a scenario is opened in the source text by its title and there is a mismatch between 
scenario titles and contents in the source and target culture, the translation must use target 
language titles, if they exist, to open the relevant scenario, and any implicit information 
lost because of the mismatch of scenario contents must be made explicit.
Similarly, where a scenario is opened in the source text by making explicit a 
number of discrete elements from that scenario, a mismatch between the contents of 
scenarios in the source and target culture m a y  mean that those same elements fail to open 
the correct scenario in the target language. In such cases the translation should open the 
correct scenario by making the target language title explicit, and also ma k e  explicit any 
implicit elements from the source text scenario which are not inferrable from the contents 
of the target language’s scenario due to scenario mismatch.
Since scenario mismatch causes a loss of predictability for the n e w  target audience 
it m a y  be necessary to make explicit in translation what motivates certain behaviour and 
which elements are expected and which are unexpected, in order to guide the audience 
towards an accurate interpretation of the text.
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C O N C L U S I O N
Scenario theory has been developed in a variety of fields including linguistics, 
cognitive psychology and artificial intelligence. Despite variations in terminology, there is 
strong consensus as to the existence and nature of scenarios. Scenario theory is supported 
by psychological and neurological research.
Scenarios are networks of information in the brain, storing concepts in related 
clusters within an interlinked framework. W e  form scenarios by categorizing and 
organizing our experiences, grouping specific experiences together to form a general 
prototypical framework. Consequently, there is little variation between the scenarios of 
different individuals within a single culture, due to their shared experiences, environment 
and worldview. In contrast, however, scenarios m a y  differ significantly from culture to 
culture.
Scenarios are structured by concepts which are themselves metaphorical, based on 
bodily experience, such as “container” and “link”. Scenarios function as “containers” 
storing information in chunks. Each chunk consists of a core concept, which functions as 
the “title” of that scenario, together with all the other concepts closely linked to it. These 
linked items include various things, events, attributes and relations which are 
prototypically related to the core concept through repeated experiences, and the links 
encode the semantic relationship between the concepts including directionality of space, 
time, and intention. Each scenario is also linked to other concepts in metonymic and 
hierarchical networks. Since scenarios are experiential, they have prototypical categories 
with fuzzy boundaries. Scenarios for different types of semantic class are structured 
differently, but all involve linking concepts according to experiential frequency and 
relevance.
W e  use scenarios to interpret n e w  experiences and to understand and structure 
communication. Since scenarios are highly structured, the information contained in 
specific semantic “slots” within scenarios is used as a “default” in comprehension and 
communication.
The significance of scenario theory for communication
Successful communication relies on the communicator accurately assessing the 
degree of shared knowledge between himself and his audience, so he can speak in 
“shorthand”, giving enough explicit information for his audience to correctly understand 
his meaning. The audience must cross-reference the explicit text with their o w n  pre­
existing mental scenarios, not only to identify which scenarios are open but also to fill in
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implicit participants, events, and relationships according to what is prototypically expected 
within those open scenarios.
Scenario theory provides a cognitive framework for understanding categories of 
information status, especially the distinction between Hearer-new and Hearer-old, and 
between K N O W N  and G I V E N ,  which plays a major role in structuring communication. 
Grammatical patterns in English, Greek and Parkari reflect the cognitive distinction 
between these information categories, thus giving clues to the audience as to where in their 
mental filing system to find the information referred to.
Scenarios enable an audience to determine the contextual sense of a word by 
identifying the conceptual areas where the scenario of that word interlocks with other 
scenarios in the text. Encyclopaedic scenario contents enable an audience to predict the 
likely actions of characters and the likely sequence and result of events. Similarly the 
prototypical elements and interrelationships stored in scenarios allow the audience to 
correctly understand implicatures.
Scenarios can be opened by the explicit use of the scenario’s title, or by the 
collocation of prototypical elements from a single scenario. Scenarios can be identified by 
the audience using both lexical and grammatical clues, whilst observing the principles of 
analogy, local interpretation and relevance.
The significance of scenario theory for discourse analysis
Since scenarios are the database for all Hearer-old information they affect the 
communicator’s choice of grammar and lexicon. Scenarios enable the communicator to 
assess whether to use Hearer-old or Hearer-new marking in discourse, thus guiding the 
audience to understand what they should regard as prototypical and expected, and what 
they should regard as n e w  and significant. Scenarios, by storing lexical items along with 
related concepts provide the structure for determining which lexical items naturally 
collocate.
Scenarios, as cognitive units in memory, also function as semantic units which 
allow the audience to divide a discourse into scenario chunks, thus facilitating 
comprehension, m e m o r y  storage and recall. They provide the cognitive framework for 
tracking participants, identifying lexical cohesion, disambiguating reference, and 
interpreting idioms and metaphors. Scenarios also enable the audience to perceive 
semantic coherence in the text, even wh e n  semantic relations are not explicitly marked, by 
assuming the prototypical relationships from the relevant scenario.
Scenarios also act as a backdrop to a text, providing information as to what is 
expected in the development of the discourse. Predictability means the audience does not 
have to forge n e w  connections between events in the story as it develops, but simply has to 
hang this information as expected onto the prelabelled pegs of the scenario, occasionally 
noting an item which is unexpected. Since the story unfolds in the light of expected norms,
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it is easy to spot unexpected and thus significant events, and to memorize the story in 
scenario chunks, also related prototypically, plus significant deviations.
Thus the scenario structures of the original author and audience not only affect the 
lexical and grammatical form of the text, but also determine which presuppositions and 
assumptions must be m a d e  to correctly analyse the author’s intended meaning. The 
significance of scenarios in structuring both the explicit form and the implicit meaning of a 
text is vital for discourse analysis, enabling the analyst to understand the author’s choice of 
grammatical and lexical forms and to ma k e  plausible inferences regarding semantic 
relationships and discourse structures which are formally unmarked.
If the discourse analyst is a representative m e m b e r  of the text’s original target 
audience, then all these complex functions of scenarios, which facilitate accurate 
interpretation of the message, will take place automatically. If, however, the discourse 
analyst is from a different culture to that of the author and original audience, then it is 
essential that the analyst interprets the text in the context of the original author and 
audience’s scenarios, not his own.
The significance of scenario theory for translation
Since communicators must interface with their audience’s mental scenarios to 
achieve successful communication, and since scenarios are culturally conditioned, all 
communication across cultures is fraught with potential misunderstandings due to the 
difference between the scenarios of communicator and audience. In the cross-cultural 
context of Bible translation, scenario theory provides logical principles for determining the 
information implicit in the source text, for analysing both actual and potential 
miscommunication, and for restructuring the original message of the source text in the 
light of the target audience’s knowledge and worldview to ensure accurate comprehension.
Translation involves two discrete activities: determining the meaning of the source 
text (exegesis), and presenting that same meaning clearly and naturally in the target 
language (restructuring). To these should be added comprehension testing, to ensure that 
the target audience’s understanding of the translated text matches the exegesis. Scenario 
theory is directly relevant to each of these activities.
Scenario theory and  exegesis
Scenario theory, by stressing that communication is culturally conditioned and 
what is communicated is more than what is explicitly stated, reminds the exegete to study 
not merely the grammar and lexicon of the text, but also the encyclopaedic world view of 
the original speaker/author and audience. Since the original author’s choice of grammar 
and lexicon reflected his o w n  and his audience’s scenario bank, the source text itself, by its 
use of Hearer-old or Hearer-new forms and its lexical collocations, indicates whether 
scenarios are treated as currently open or closed, and shows what lexical items belong
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together in a single scenario. This in turn provides insights into the original author and 
audience’s world view.
The fact that certain grammatical forms signify which verbs or nouns belong to a 
single scenario (e.g. Greek participles and main verbs, nouns in genitive constructions) 
gives the exegete insight into the scenarios of the original author/audience, helping 
determine which elements in a text are presented as prototypical, and which as unexpected. 
Moreover, Greek anarthrous nouns with Hearer-old referents (i.e. referents in open 
scenarios) mark those referents as salient, and so give clues as to what is focal at clause or 
sentence level, or thematic at higher levels of discourse. Similarly, statistically marked 
verbal use, such as Present forms in past time narrative, mark the scenario they occur in as 
salient at higher discourse levels.
Understanding lexical collocations in terms of culturally-determined scenarios, 
rather than theory-neutral semantic domains (as in L o u w  and Nida, 1988), helps determine 
semantic paragraphs and pericopes. Recognition of the prototypical and culturally based 
nature of scenarios allows the exegete to interpret which participants, events, semantic 
relationships etc. are to be understood, w h e n  the source text leaves them implicit, on the 
basis of what was prototypical in the source culture (historical evidence) and what 
relationships are explicitly marked elsewhere in the N e w  Testament corpus (textual 
evidence).
All these factors help the exegete to reconstruct the original author’s meaning from 
the text, so improving the accuracy of the translation.
Scenario theory and  restructuring
Scenario theoiy, by emphasizing that scenarios are culturally conditioned, reminds 
the translator to restructure the form of the text, not simply according to the grammar and 
lexicon of the target language, but also in the light of the target audience’s world view.
Just as the choice of grammar and lexicon in the source text reflected the original author 
and audience’s scenarios, so the translation must use the appropriate Hearer-old or Hearer- 
n e w  forms and lexical collocations of the target language, to indicate to the n e w  audience 
which scenarios are to be understood as currently open or closed, and h o w  lexical items 
which belonged in a single source-text scenario are semantically related. This will require 
careful discourse analysis of the target language.
Since certain grammatical forms in the source text signify which verbs or nouns 
belong to a single scenario, the translator has a textually-based rationale for making 
explicit such elements of the original author and audience’s scenarios which are left 
implicit in the source text, but are nevertheless contextually focal. This m a y  include 
explicit reference to implicit participants or events, reasons or motives, semantic 
relationships between participants, events, clauses or discourse units, and whether 
elements in a text are to be understood as prototypical or unexpected. Since there is a
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normal patterning between source culture scenarios and source text grammatical forms 
(e.g. use of the Article and Prenuclear Aorist Participle in Greek), deviations from this 
(e.g. anarthrous nouns for kn o w n  referents, and Present forms in past time narrative) are 
marked forms. Recognition that these marked forms indicate salience of participants and 
event scenarios at higher discourse levels gives the translator a textually-based rationale 
for using corresponding high-level discourse markers in the target language.
Since lexical collocations in the source text opened appropriate scenarios in the 
original audience’s mind, and thus provided textual cohesiveness due to the prototypical 
semantic relationships within those culturally-determined scenarios, there is a textually- 
based rationale for ensuring that those same scenarios are opened in the target language 
translation, which m a y  me a n  making explicit the title of a scenario, implicit elements 
within a scenario, or implicit links between scenarios, such as causal links or metaphorical 
links. Understanding the prototypical and culturally based nature of scenarios, allows the 
translator to predict, in the light of the target audience’s world view, which participants, 
events, semantic relationships etc. must be made explicit in the translation for correct 
understanding, and which will be correctly and easily understood even w h e n  left implicit.
All these factors help the translator to restructure the original message in an 
appropriate form of the target language, improving clarity and naturalness.
Scenario theory and  testing
Since scenario theory shows h o w  a text is intended to communicate far more than 
what is explicitly stated, comprehension testing must evaluate not simply the target 
audience’s ability to repeat back the explicit words of a text, but also their ability to 
understand what is implicit, such as the motives of participants, the significance of events, 
and the implications of what is said or done. Misunderstanding of such issues m a y  well be 
due to scenario mismatch, where the encyclopaedic world view of the n e w  target audience 
differs significantly from the original speaker/author and audience, and so “reading 
between the lines” gives a different message from that the author intended. The mismatch 
between source scenarios and target scenarios must be identified, and the translation 
revised to address this problem.
Misunderstanding of the text m a y  also be caused by inappropriate use of grammar 
and lexicon. For example, use of Hearer-old grammatical forms, and lexical collocations, 
m a y  suggest that certain scenarios should be regarded as currently open, or certain lexical 
items should be regarded as part of a single scenario, wh e n  for the n e w  target audience the 
relevant scenarios have not been opened, or those lexical items are not connected. The 
translation must be revised to ensure that the correct scenarios are opened, that Hearer-new 
items are not presented in Hearer-old grammatical forms, and that where lexical 
collocations from a single source-text scenario appear random to the n e w  target audience 
the semantic relationship is made explicit.
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Inability to correctly identify participants, events, reasons or motives, semantic 
relationships between participants or events, etc. m a y  well be due to scenario mismatch. If 
such items were implicit in the source text and are left implicit in the translation, but are 
not prototypical elements in the scenarios of the n e w  target audience, then the n e w  
audience cannot possibly cross-reference to their scenario banks to supply them, as the 
original audience would have done. Where such items are clearly implicit (i.e. not in the 
source text but contextually focal, and so intended by the original author to be understood 
by the original audience), then the translation will need to make them explicit.
Inability to judge the significance of events is often caused by failure to identify 
whether those events are to be understood as prototypical or unexpected. The source text 
m a y  have marked prototypicality (e.g. using a participle or article) or left it implicit to be . 
understood by the original audience by cross-referencing their scenario banks, but if it is 
not correctly understood by the n e w  target audience, the translation m a y  need to make it 
explicit. For example, Jesus reclining at a meal, though culturally normal in the source 
text, m a y  appear culturally odd to a n e w  target audience and thus be wrongly assumed to 
have some great significance in the discourse.
Failure to remember significant events, or to understand their significance, m a y  be 
due to scenario mismatch, for example where the purpose of an event is implicit in the 
source text and so omitted in the translation, but cannot be recovered by the n e w  target 
audience as it is not part of the open scenario. It m a y  also be due to “flatness” in the 
translation, For example, Greek used anarthrous nouns and Present forms in past time 
narrative to mark salience at higher discourse levels, but the target language m a y  lack such 
subtle devices, or the translators m a y  have failed to recognize and use them. In such cases 
the source text, by using unusual grammatical forms for expected information, marked 
extra salience at discourse level, and the translation m a y  need to use other devices to 
achieve the same results. For example, Matthew 4:10 “Then Jesus says to him...” might be 
translated “Then Jesus gave this crushing response...”
A n  audience’s inability to understand what a text is about, or to make a relevant 
summary of it, m a y  be caused by a failure to identify the original scenarios. If the source 
text used lexical collocations to open scenarios, and there is scenario mismatch, then the 
same lexical items m a y  not be understood as semantically linked and thus open no 
scenario at all, or a different scenario from the source text. This also makes it impossible 
for the target audience to determine semantic paragraphs and pericopes from lexical cues, 
and m a y  lead to an inability to string the text together in a meaningful way. The translation 
m a y  need to make scenario titles explicit, and perhaps make explicit the relationship 
between paragraphs.
Understanding the prototypical and culturally-based nature of scenarios allows the 
translator to understand that misunderstandings do not necessarily indicate actual mistakes 
in the translation, but are often due to scenario mismatch between source and target
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cultures. This means that the source of the problem m a y  be discovered by asking the 
questionnee to talk about his o w n  culture, rather than by scrutinizing the text of the 
translation. Once the cultural presuppositions are understood, the translation can be revised 
to block misunderstandings, and steer the target audience towards accurate comprehension. 
This often involves making explicit some contextually focal elements of the source 
scenario.
All these factors help the checker understand the possible causes of 
misunderstandings, and seek appropriate solutions, so that the translation m a y  not only be 
clear and natural, but understood accurately in line with the exegesis underlying the 
translation.
Thus scenario theory not only provides a conceptual model for explaining the 
storage and retrieval of data from memory, but also forms the basis for understanding the 
w a y  communication works, by the audience interpreting the communicator’s text in the 
light of their o w n  scenarios. Scenario theory is especially significant for understanding 
cross-cultural communication such as Bible translation. The insights of scenario theory can 
be applied in a formal structured w a y  in both discourse analysis and translation, enabling 
interpretation of the source text in the light of the original author and audience’s scenarios, 
and restructuring of the original author’s message in the light of the target audience’s 
scenarios to ensure accurate comprehension.
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T h e  c o n t e n t  o f  scenarios for different types o f  c o n c e p t
This appendix provides the sources and the rationale upon which I base the 
categories and contents listed in Chapter 2 “Scenario contents for things, events, attributes 
and relations”.
One way of classifying concepts is by their conceptual nature. In this fourfold
classification, every concept is either a “thing”, an “event”, an “attribute”, or a “relation”.
Howard particularly notes the difference between concepts representing “things” (which he
calls objects) and “events”, two categories of scenario into which a fair amount of research
has already been done (1987:23):
Concepts can be divided into a number o f  types. However there is no universally recognized taxonomy 
... Object concepts represent some physical thing at some location in real or imaginary space ... Event 
concepts pertain to time. They represent a particular class or sequence o f  events ... Some event 
categories are represented by scripts, because they constitute a more or less fixed sequence o f  events.
It is well established that grammatical parts of speech typically link with such
different types of concept, e.g. nouns link with objects, verbs with events, adjectives and
adverbs with qualities or attributes, prepositions and conjunctions with relationships
between other types of concept (Carroll, 1964). However, it should be noted that
“skewing” of this relationship between grammatical category and semantic category is also
common. S o m e  languages for example use grammatical verbs to convey attribute
concepts. Similarly in any one language skewing is possible, e.g. English can use nouns to
name “events”, such as “birth” or “arrival”.
In the fourfold categorization used here the typical link between concept and part
of speech is as follows:
“thing” - noun (common, proper, or abstract) or pronoun 
“event” - verb
“attribute” - adjective ot adverb 
“relation” - preposition or conjunction
As one would expect, the contents of scenarios vary significantly between “thing”, 
“event”, “attribute”, and “relation” concepts, so they are treated separately.
The content of scenarios for “thing” words:
Typical contents of a “thing” scenario are detailed by Wierzbicka in her cognitive
approach to making dictionary entries. She as it were spells out the contents of the scenario
evoked by a particular word, e.g. for the word “tiger” (1988:495):
TIGER
A KIND OF ANIMAL
IMAGINING ANIMALS OF THIS KIND PEOPLE COULD SAY THESE THINGS ABOUT THEM:
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HABITAT
they live in the jungle
in places which are away from places where people live
in parts o f the Earth where they don’t live people can see them in a zoo
SIZE
they are similar to cats in the way they look and in the way they move 
but they are much bigger than cats 
being more like people in size than cats
APPEARANCE
they have black stripes on a yellowish body 
they have big sharp claws and big sharp teeth
BEHAVIOUR
they attack other animals and people and kill and eat them 
they can move quickly and without noise like cats 
and they can move easily in places where other big animals can’t 
so that they can come close to people without people noticing them, 
and attack people
RELATION TO PEOPLE
people are afraid o f  them, and think o f  them as fierce animals
[people also think o f  them as animals who know what they want and who know how to get it, and whom 
one can’t help admiring because o f that]
Note that Wierzbicka’s entry is not so m u c h  concerned with facts about tigers, but 
rather with people’s beliefs about tigers, e.g. “people could say these things about them”. 
As such it is both cognitive (i.e. based on people’s perceptions rather than absolute 
“scientific” facts) and prototypical (i.e. based on generalities). For example there are white 
tigers, and tame tigers. If the above entry were a strict definition of what tigers had to be, 
then these would not be tigers at all. With Wierzbicka’s scenario-type entry for tigers, 
these are tigers, because they fit the scenario in most ways, but they are not prototypical 
tigers, which are black and yellowish, and fierce.
Contrast this to a typical dictionary definition of tiger, e.g. the Wordsworth Concise 
English Dictionary (1994) which attempts to give a definition in terms of minimal 
necessary conditions to qualify as a tiger: “a fierce striped Asiatic beast, one of the two 
largest cats (Felis tigris); a ferocious or bloodthirsty person; a formidable opponent or 
competitor (slang).” According to this kind of definition, it is impossible to have a tame 
tiger, because once it is tame it no longer meets the criterion of “fierce”.
Wierzbicka’s entiy, apart from being prototypical, not prescriptive, gives a wealth 
of other information, and includes people’s understanding of tigers as “animals w h o  k n o w  
what they want and w h o  k n o w  h o w  to get it, and w h o m  one can’t help admiring because of 
that.” This information explains the connection between a tiger and its metaphorical usage 
as “a formidable opponent or competitor”. I propose that, for an English speaker, there are 
metaphorical links between the scenario of “tiger” and the scenario of “h u m a n ”, 
specifically linking the concepts of a tiger’s ferociousness and ability to achieve its aims
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with similar attributes of humans, so that the tiger metaphor can refer to either a
bloodthirsty person or a formidable opponent.
Thus in Wierzbicka’s dictionary entry for an animate object “tiger” w e  find several
key concepts which would be found in the scenario. They are as follows:
TITLE, i.e. tiger
GENERIC CATEGORY, i.e. a kind o f  animal
HABITAT
SIZE
APPEARANCE 
BEHAVIOUR  
RELATION TO PEOPLE
Similarly, in her dictionary entry for or an inanimate object, “radish” Wierzbicka
(1988:495) includes the following key concepts which would be found in the scenario: 
TITLE i.e. radish
GENERIC CATEGORY: i.e. a kind o f  thing that people eat
ORIGIN
SIZE
APPEARANCE 
HOW EATEN
B y  comparing these lists w e  can see that certain differences are due to the physical
nature of the items being considered. Both lists include a title, generic category, size and
appearance. However only the animate noun has the category of habitat, whereas the
corresponding category for an inanimate object is origin. The animate object has the
category behaviour, which is clearly inapplicable to an inanimate object. Similarly the
animate object has the category relation to people, corresponding to the inanimate object’s
category h o w  eaten, which is a specific realization of the w a y  that people interact with that
specific object. Thus, in these two dictionary entries, Wierzbicka gives a brief glimpse at
some of the contents of a scenario for a physical object. I suggest L O C A T I O N  as a more
general category than H A B I T A T ,  and suggest that the category O R I G I N  could be relevant
to animate as well as inanimate things. Thus a typical scenario for a physical object would
include these categories:
TITLE
GENERIC CATEGORY
LOCATION
ORIGIN
SIZE
APPEARANCE 
BEHAVIOUR if  animate 
RELATION TO PEOPLE if  animate 
PEOPLE’S RELATION TO IT (e.g. how used)
These categories of information, which I propose are included in the scenarios of 
“things”, are very similar to lists of Michael Jordan and John Beekman, made in other 
contexts.
Michael Jordan, in the context of listing a “proposed system of clause relations in 
English”, lists under the heading “detail relations” types of relations which correspond 
closely to the categories suggested above for “thing” scenarios (1992:222):
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1. BASIC RELATIONS
1.1 Detail relations 
IDENTIFICATION 
CLASSIFICATION 
SPECIFICATION 
APPEARANCE 
CHARACTERISTICS 
FUNCTION 
MATERIAL 
PARTS
Similarly Beekman, in the context of learning a foreign language, lists questions to 
ask for eliciting vocabulary relating to “things”. (Note that Beekman uses the word ^
“objects” in the same sense as I a m  using “things”, “abstracts” in the same sense as I a m  
using “attributes”, and “relationals” in the same sense as I a m  using “relations.”) In 
language learning one must discover not only individual words but their relationship with 
other words, the contexts they are used in, and the cultural suppositions and 
presuppositions associated with them. In other words, one must learn not only the word 
and its meaning as a minimal definition, but also its wider meaning, i.e. the whole scenario
it evokes, and the other scenarios to which it is related. Thus Beekman suggests (1966:2):
2.1 To discover the meaning o f  object words
2.1.1 Ask for objects to which the object is related
2.1.1.1 By kinship
2.1.1.2 By role
2.1.1.3 As a generic classifier or by class membership
2.1.1.4 By part-whole relations
2.1.1.5 By spatial relations
2.1.1.6 By resemblance
2.1.1.7 By opposition
2.1.1.8 By causal agency
2.1.2 Ask for the event attributes o f an object 7
2.1.2.1 Behavioural attributes
2.1.2.1 Functional attributes
2.1.3 Ask for the abstract attributes o f  objects
2.1.3.1 Spatial attributes
2.1.3.2 Temporal attributes
2.1.3.3 Tactile attributes
2.1.3.4 Visual attributes
2.1.3.5 Audio attributes
2.1.3.6 Olfactory attributes
2.1.3.7 Gustatory attributes
2.1.3.8 Quantitative attributes
2.1.3.9 Qualitative or connotative attributes
2.1.3.10 Sex attributes
2.1.3.11 Substance attributes
It can be readily seen that these categories, which Beekman lists as helpful to 
discover the meaning of words, are closely related to the categories which Wierzbicka’s 
dictionary entries imply, i.e.
TITLE: the object in question
2.1 To discover the meaning o f  object words
G E N E R I C  C A T E G O R Y
2.1.1 Ask for objects to which the object is related
2.1.1.1 By kinship
2.1.1.3 As a generic classifier or by class membership
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L O C A T I O N
2.1.1 Ask for objects to which the object is related
2.1.1.5 By spatial relations
O R I G I N
2.1.1 Ask for objects to which the object is related
2.1.1.8 By causal agency
SIZE
2.1.3 Ask for the abstract attributes o f  objects
2.1.3.1 Spatial attributes
A P P E A R A N C E
2.1.1 Ask for objects to which the object is related
2.1.1.6 By resemblance
2.1.3 Ask for the abstract attributes o f  objects
2.1.3.2 Temporal attributes
2.1.3.3 Tactile attributes
2.1.3.4 Visual attributes
2.1.3.5 Audio attributes
2.1.3.6 Olfactory attributes
2.1.3.7 Gustatory attributes
2.1.3.8 Quantitative attributes
2.1.3.9 Qualitative or connotative attributes
2.1.3.10 Sex attributes
2 .1.3.11 Substance attributes
B E H A V I O U R  if animate
2.1.2 Ask for the event attributes o f an object
2.1.2.1 Behavioural attributes
R E L A T I O N  T O  P E O P L E  if animate
2.1.1 Ask for objects to which the object is related
2.1.1.2 By role
P E O P L E ’S R E L A T I O N  T O  IT if inanimate (e.g. H O W  E A T E N ,  H O W  U S E D )
2.1.2.1 Functional attributes
This leaves only two of B e e k m a n ’s categories which are not included in
Wierzbicka’s implicit or explicit categories, as below:
2.1.1 Ask for objects to which the object is related
2.1.1.4 By part-whole relations
2.1.1.7 By opposition
Beek m a n ’s category 2.1.1.7, “objects related to the object by opposition” would 
consist of other members of the same generic category, and these would be accessible 
automatically from the current scenario through the link to the generic category. The 
generic category would be a separate scenario linked by generic-specific linkages to the 
scenarios for each of its members, of which the scenario for the object in question would 
be one.
To include all of Beek m a n ’s categories then I propose that the scenario for a 
“thing” should include at least the following categories:
T I T L E
G E N E R I C  C A T E G O R Y
P A R T - W H O L E  R E L A T I O N S  (Beekman’s 2.1.1.4)
L O C A T I O N
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O R I G I N
SIZE
A P P E A R A N C E  
B E H A V I O U R  if animate 
R E L A T I O N  T O  P E O P L E  if animate 
P E O P L E ’S R E L A T I O N  T O  IT (e.g. h o w  used)
A  similar range of information linked in one “thing” scenario is shown by Howard
(1987:78-83). Howard comments on three theoretical models. First is the Teachable
Language Comprehender (TLC) (1987:78-79):
It was put forward by Collins and Quillian (1969) basically as an artificial intelligence program.... The 
model postulates that words and concepts exist in separate but connected systems ... The concept system  
consists o f nodes, each node representing one concept and linked to the word that labels i t ... The nodes 
in the concept system are connected to each other by lines called pointers ... The concept node for robin 
connects to the node for bird with a pointer labelled ‘is a’ ... There are several other types o f  relation - 
‘has a’ (a robin has a beak) ‘can’ (a robin can sing) are two.
The T L C  includes categories such as generic (is a), part-whole relations (has a),
appearance (is), and behaviour (can).
The second model is a revised version of T L C  by Collins and Loftus (1975), called
the ‘spreading activation’ model (Howard, 1987:80-81):
Their ‘spreading activation’ model has some o f  the TLC’s features but includes others to account for 
typicality, lack o f complete cognitive economy, and the criticism o f sparseness o f  relations ... Each 
concept is again represented by a node, and the nodes are connected by labelled pointers. Concepts are, 
however, not organized hierarchically. They are organized by overall semantic similarity. The more 
similar two concepts are, the closer they are placed together in the network and the shorter the pointer 
becomes. Thus most people would perceive that cat and mouse are closer than cobra and typewriter.
This revised model allows for a wider range of relationships, such as location (lives on
earth), and for semantic closeness to be marked by shortness of pointers, and “exemplar
typicality” to be marked the same way, so robin is linked to bird by a shorter line that
penguin is, since robin is closer to the prototypical bird that penguin is.
The third model, called “Elinor”, represents a mental network where the number of
pointers is not limited (Howard, 1987:83-4):
This network model is quite a complex one that can represent large units o f  discourse (Norman and 
Rumelhart, 1975). [Figure] A gives a network for the object concept tree. Like the preceding two 
models, it represents concepts by nodes and their relations by labelled pointers ... The concept is 
represented by the word ‘tree’, but it is analogous to the concept node in the above models. There are a 
number o f labelled pointers from the concept to other nodes. Thus, a tree is a plant, has a trunk, has bark 
etc. Further labelled relations to other concepts can be specified and the network is again expansible in 
all directions.
Howard argues for a wide range of categories which could be linked to “thing” 
scenarios (1987:80):
Concepts ... can be related in many ... ways. Two relations looked at so far in this book are part inclusion 
and spatial/temporal order. Others include synonyms, antonyms and contradictories (see Chaffin and 
Herrmann, 1984). Semantic memory thus has an enormous number o f possible relations ...
These latter categories of synonyms, antonyms and contradictories can be defined 
in terms of links. Synonyms are words which are referentially linked to the same concept 
(e.g. iris, flag, fleur-de-lis). In practice most synonyms are words referentially linked to 
similar or largely overlapping scenarios (e.g. “w o m a n ” and “lady”, which share basic
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elements in terms of componential analysis, i.e. + h uman +adult -male, but differ in terms 
of social situations they m a y  be used in and collocations they m a y  occur in). Antonyms 
and contradictories are related to another word by being linked to the same higher node but 
with one of their components of meaning being negative (e.g. “m a n ” =  + h u m a n  +adult 
+male, “w o m a n ” =  + h u m a n  +adult -male), or by being at different extremes on a linear 
scale linked to the same higher node (e.g. “hot” and “cold” are at different extremes of a 
linear scale linked to the higher node “temperature”).
It should also be noticed that Beekman suggests the following procedures to
determine the meaning of an “object” or “thing” word:
2.1.1 Ask for objects to which the object is related
2.1.2 Ask for the event attributes o f an object
2.1.3 Ask for the abstract attributes o f  objects
This implies that the scenario for the “object” in question will be linked to the scenarios of 
all the objects, events, and abstracts which are discovered in this process.
The content of scenarios for “event” words:
Halliday (1994:106-175) states that scenarios for verb-type events, which he calls 
“the semantic framework for the representation of processes,” consist of three essential 
elements: the process itself (realized in texts by a verbal form), the participants (realized 
by actors or subjects, and goals or direct objects etc.), and circumstances (realized by 
adjuncts or circumstantial complements). In other words, whenever something happens, 
there are also people or things involved, and it also happens in a particular time, place and 
manner.
For certain events, there are very specific norms regarding the who, when, where
and h o w  of a given action. In m a n y  cases these norms are cultural not universal. On e  /
might for example see it as universal that the process “sing” could have as its participants
people and birds, since (presumably) people sing in all cultures, and birds sing in all
places. This m a y  be true, but still the word used for people singing is not always used for
the sound that birds make. For example:
English: sing, participants = people, birds, (whales?)
French: “chanter” sing, participants =  people, birds 
Parkari: “ jauo” sing, participants = people
English: speak, participants = people 
French: “parler” speak, participants =  people 
Parkari: “ 6oluo” speak, participants =  people, birds
Thus even where the actual action is identical, i.e. birds singing, the classification
of that action is culture specific. Since the participants involved in “sing” and “talk” are
different between English and French on the one hand and Parkari on the other, w e  cannot
say that “sing” = “cjbuo” and “talk” =  “6oluo”. At the very basic level of participants, the
scenarios for “sing” and “talk” are different in English and Parkari.
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Let look at some elements of the scenario for “obtaining drinking water”,
comparing John 4 with Parkari and English scenarios. 
Location:
NT Greek: well (e.g. John 4:11)
Parkari: well, canal (in irrigated areas only)
English: tap, stand pipe (in emergencies)
Participants: agent
NT Greek: women and girls (John 4:7, cf. Mark 14:13 and Luke 22:10 by implication)
Parkari: women and girls
English: anyone ( if  tap), adults normally (if  standpipe)
Participants: instrument
NT Greek: waterpot (belonging to one’s own ethnic group) (John 4:28, 9)
Parkari: waterpot (belonging to one’s own ethnic group)
English: glass or jug (if  tap), bucket ( if  standpipe)
Because of the mismatch between N e w  Testament Greek and English expectations
concerning obtaining drinking water, w e  are not naturally surprised to find Jesus asking a
Samaritan w o m a n  to give him water (John 4:7). But the Samaritan w o m a n  was surprised
(John 4:9), because he expected to use the wrong instrument, a waterpot belonging to
someone else’s ethnic group. A n d  a Parkari would be surprised, for the same reason,
because their scenario matches the N e w  Testament Greek one quite closely.
Similarly, because of the mismatch between N e w  Testament Greek and English
expectations about obtaining drinking water, w e  would not think there was enough
information for the disciples to recognize the m a n  Jesus sent them to, “a m a n  carrying a
pot of water” (Mark 14:13). But the disciples did not ask for more information, because the
wrong participant, a m a n  instead of a w o m a n  carrying a waterpot, was pretty distinctive.
A n d  a Parkari would think this description adequate, for the same reason, because their
“semantic framework” matches the N e w  Testament Greek one quite closely.
Similarly, let us compare just some elements of the scenario of “have a bath”
between cultures.
Location:
Parkari: river, canal (in irrigated areas only), behind hut
English: bathroom
Participants: agent
Parkari: men and boys (in river or canal) together
women and girls (behind the hut) alone 
English: anyone (normally alone)
W h e n  Parkari m e n  are talking together in the village after work, someone m a y  say 
“Let’s go and have a bath!” Then they will leave the village and set off to the canal. The 
sentence is perfectly natural in the context of social friendship.
English m e n  simply do not say “Let’s go and have a bath!” (unless they want to 
attract some odd looks), because bathing is normally done alone. Culturally, in England, 
only small children, or lovers share a bath. Consequently the “same” sentence in English 
has homosexual overtones. Also, w h e n  English m e n  go for a bath, they normally go 
indoors, not outside.
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So w e  can see that “the same sentence” spoken in different cultures does not in fact 
convey the same meaning, since it is inevitably spoken in the context of a whole inter­
related series of cultural assumptions, which affect the w ay it is understood.
Because words evoke in our minds such scenarios, w e  do not understand what w e
hear or read in isolation. Take the sentence “John fired the gun at Harry.” Lakoff and
Johnson (1980:167) say about this:
We don’t understand sentences like these in vacuo. We understand them relative to certain larger 
categories o f  experience, for example, shooting someone, scaring someone, performing a circus act, or 
pretending to do any o f  these in a play or film or joke. Firing a gun can be an instance o f  any o f  these, 
and which is applicable w ill depend on the context. But there is only a small range o f  categories o f  
experience that firing a gun fits into, the most typical o f  which is SHOOTING SOMEONE, since there 
are many typical ways to scare someone or perform a circus act but only one normal way to shoot 
someone.
In other words phrases such as “fire the gun” fit into one or more possible
scenarios, larger chunks of information stored as a grouping in the brain. Lakoff and
Johnson call these “experiential gestalts”. This name emphasizes the fact that these
scenarios are not limited culture-independent groupings, but ever-expanding experience-
dependent groupings, which include a vast array of information, including participants,
parts, stages, causation, and purpose. They state (1980:167):
We can thus view SHOOTING SOMEONE as an experiential gestalt with roughly the following 
dimensions, in this instance:
Participants: Shooter, target, instrument (gun) missile 
Parts: Aiming, Firing, bullet hits target, target is wounded
Stages: Precondition: loaded
Beginning: aims 
Middle: fires 
End: bullet hits 
Final state: target wounded 
Causation: Beginning and middle enable end
Middle and end cause final state 
Purpose: Goal: final state
Plan: meet precondition, perform beginning and middle 
The sentence “John fired the gun at Harry” typically evokes a SHOOTING SOMEONE gestalt o f  this 
form.
Halliday’s “semantic framework for the representation of processes” (1994:106- 
175) had three elements:
- the process itself (realized in texts by a verbal form)
- the participants (realized by actors or subjects, and goals or direct objects etc.)
- the circumstances (realized by adjuncts or circumstantial complements).
However, the possible participants in an “event” scenario cannot be limited to just actors
(agents) and goals. A s  Pike comments (1992:235):
Longacre (1983:174) has at least forty-eight different classes listed in his scheme o f case frames for 
verbs.
If w e  combine Halliday’s “semantic framework” with the “dimensions” of the 
“experiential gestalt” as listed by Lakoff and Johnson above (1980:167) w e  get a rough 
framework for the scenario of an “event” word, e.g. “shooting someone”, as follows:
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TITLE: the process itself, e.g. “shooting someone”
PARTICIPANTS:
actor or subject, e.g. “shooter” 
goal or direct object, e.g. “target” 
instrument, e.g. “gun” and “missile”
CIRCUMSTANCES: (adjuncts or circumstantial complements)
PART-WHOLE RELATIONS:
PARTS: aiming, firing, bullet hits target, target is wounded 
STAGES: (arranged in linear time order)
Precondition: loaded 
Beginning: aims 
Middle: fires 
End: bullet hits 
Final state: target wounded 
CAUSATION:
Beginning and middle enable end 
Middle and end cause final state 
PURPOSE:
Goal: final state
Plan: meet precondition, perform beginning and middle
To  this could be added a G E N E R I C  C A T E G O R Y ,  e.g. “shooting someone”
belongs to the generic categoiy of “killing someone”, “walking” to the generic category of
“moving”. Thus a fuller prototypical scenario pattern for an event would be:
TITLE
GENERIC CATEGORY 
PARTICIPANTS 
CIRCUMSTANCES 
PART-WHOLE RELATIONS 
PARTS 
STAGES 
CAUSATION  
PURPOSE
This can be compared with a prototypical scenario for a “thing” word as developed
above:
TITLE
GENERIC CATEGORY
PART-WHOLE RELATIONS
LOCATION
ORIGIN
SIZE
APPEARANCE 
BEHAVIOUR if  animate 
RELATION TO PEOPLE if  animate
PEOPLE’S RELATION TO IT if  inanimate (e.g. HOW EATEN, HOW USED)
The “participants” category for an “event” scenario would be linked to various 
“thing” scenarios. Likewise the “behaviour”, “relation to people” and “people’s relation to 
it” categories for a “thing” scenario would be linked to various “event” scenarios. For 
example, in the participant category of the “event” scenario “shooting someone” the 
instrument slot is linked to the “thing” scenario for “gun.” Likewise in the “thing” scenario 
for “gun” the “people’s relation to it (how used)” is linked to the “event” scenario 
“shooting someone.”
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The participant category for event scenarios is developed by Fillmore (1982b) as
frames. The network model “Elinor”, mentioned above, has the participant category as a
core element (Howard, 1987:84):
This network model is quite a complex one that can represent large units o f  discourse (Norman and 
Rumelhart, 1975). [Figure] B gives a network for the event concept help. Again the concept is shown in 
the labelled node, and it has pointers to other concepts. These are labelled: location, agent, time, and 
recipient. Thus the simple network gives a schema that can be instantiated by a given case o f  help. The 
subject can fill in the slot for location, the time the event occurred, who actually did the helping, and 
who was helped. More complex event concepts can again be represented with more pointers.
Jordans in his “proposed system of clause relations in English” lists several
groupings which correspond closely to the above suggested contents of an “event”
scenario (1992:222):
1.2. General Relations
ACTIVE, PASSIVE, AGENT, SOURCE.
1.3 Logical Relations
ASSESSMENT, BASIS, CAUSE, EFFECT, EMOTIVE EFFECT, PURPOSE, MEANS, PROBLEM, 
SOLUTION.
1.5 Time Relations
TIME, BEFORE, AFTER, SIMULTANEOUS, INVERTED TIME.
1.6 Other Substantive Relations
ACCOMPANIMENT, CIRCUMSTANCE, INVERTED CIRCUMSTANCE, CONNECTION, 
ENABLEMENT, EXAMPLE, EXTENT, LOCATION, INVERTED LOCATION, MANNER, TRUE.
Jordan’s General Relations and Other Substantive Relations correlate to participant roles,
or frames relating to “event” scenarios. His Logical Relations correlate to suggested
purpose and cause/effect type categories within script-type scenarios. The Time Relations
correlate to sequential events within script-type scenarios.
Similarly, just as Beekman made suggestions for discovering the meaning of object
words, so he also made suggestions for discovering the meaning of event words, by
eliciting information which belongs in the scenario for that event (1966:2):
2.2 To discover the meaning o f event words
2.2.1 Ask for object participants o f an event
2.2.1.1 Events have agents or actors
2.2.1.2 Events have goals (direct objects)
2.2.1.3 Events have benefactives (indirect objects)
2.2.1.4 Events have instruments by which the event is carried out
2.2.2 Ask for the events to which an event is related
2.2.2.1 As a classifier or by class membership
2.2.2.2 Antecedent (purpose, motive, intention, reason, occasion, grounds, cause or condition)
2.2.2.3 Simultaneous (means, manner, occasion)
2.2.2.4 Subsequent (event, result, consequence)
2.2.2.5 By synonymy
2.2.2.6 By antonymy
2.2.3 Ask for the abstracts to which an event is related
2.2.3.1 Temporal
2.2.3.2 Spatial
2.2.3.3 Intensity
2.2.3.4 Appraisive or evaluative
2.2.3.5 Manner
W e  can see that the information Beekman seeks to gain is closely related to the 
categories of Halliday’s “semantic framework” and Lakoff and Johnson’s “dimensions” of 
the “experiential gestalt” and, by adding a generic category as above, w e  can merge them 
as follows:
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TITLE: the event
2.2 To discover the meaning o f event words 
PARTICIPANTS
2.2.1 Ask for object participants o f  an event
2.2.1.1 Events have agents or actors
2.2.1.2 Events have goals (direct objects)
2.2.1.3 Events have benefactives (indirect objects)
2.2.1.4 Events have instruments by which the event is carried out 
GENERIC CATEGORY
2.2.2 Ask for the events to which an event is related
2.2.2.1 As a classifier or by class membership 
PART-WHOLE RELATIONS - PARTS - STAGES
2.2.2.4 Subsequent (event, result, consequence)
CIRCUMSTANCES
2.2.2 Ask for the events to which an event is related
2.2.2.3 Simultaneous (means, manner, occasion)
2.2.3 Ask for the abstracts to which an event is related
2.2.3.1 Temporal
2.2.3.2 Spatial
2.2.3.3 Intensity
2.2.3.4 Appraisive or evaluative
2.2.3.5 Manner 
CAUSATION  
PURPOSE
2.2.2.2 Antecedent (purpose, motive, intention, reason, occasion, grounds, cause or condition) 
Only two of B e e k m a n ’s categories are not accounted for in the scenario structure 
formed by combining Halliday’s categories with Lakoff and Johnson’s categories. They 
are:
2.2.2.5 By synonymy
2.2.2.6 By antonymy
These however are related to the scenario by the G E N E R I C  C A T E G O R Y  link. Synonyms
and antonyms will belong to the same generic category at some higher level, with the
scenarios of synonyms being linked to each other with an “A = B ” linkage, and the
scenarios of antonyms being linked to each other with an “A  is the opposite of B ” linkage.
Thus a full scenario for an “event” word would include the following types of
category:
TITLE: the “event”
PARTICIPANTS: 
agent/actor 
goal/direct object 
benefactives/indirect object 
instrument 
GENERIC CATEGORY:
CIRCUMSTANCES: (adjuncts or circumstantial complements)
(including: means, manner, occasion: related to attributes such as temporal, spatial, intensity, 
appraisive or evaluative, manner)
PART-WHOLE RELATIONS:
PARTS: discrete elements o f  the “event”
STAGES: (arranged in linear time order)
Precondition
Beginning
Middle
End
Final state 
CAUSATION:
Beginning and middle enable end 
Middle and end cause final state
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PURPOSE:
Goal: final state
(including: purpose, motive, intention, reason, occasion, grounds, cause or condition)
Plan: meet precondition, perform beginning and middle
The content of scenarios for “attribute” words:
Beekman lists questions for discovering the meanings of “attributes”, which he
calls “abstracts”, as follows (1966:2):
2.3 To discover the meaning o f  abstracts
2.3.1 Ask for the objects to which an abstract is related
2.3.1 Ask for the events to which an abstract is related
2.3.1 Ask for the abstracts to which an abstract is related
I propose that “attribute” words or “abstracts” have little information in their 
scenarios but multiple linkages to other scenarios, especially those of “things” or “events.” 
For example, the scenario of the attribute “loud” would be linked with:
“event” scenarios such as “shout”, “bellow”, “thunder”, “clatter”
“thing” scenarios such as “pop group”, “megaphone”, “amplifier”
“attribute” scenarios such as “noisy” by a synonym link
“soft” “quiet” by an antonym link 
“raucous” by a co-occurrence link 
The actual content of a scenario for “loud” would probably contain physiological 
information such as “makes this kind of impression on the ear drum” together with 
propositional information such as “easy to hear” “unpleasant to hear.”
The physiological information would be sensations that the word “loud” was as it 
were “attached to” so that one could identify the loudness of something. The propositional 
information contains prototypical concepts about loudness which are necessary for certain 
statements to be meaningful, e.g.
“Speak louder, I can’t hear you.” (“loud” =  “easy to hear”)
“I can’t stand loud music.” (“loud” =  “unpleasant to hear.”)
The content of scenarios for “relation” words:
Beekman lists no questions for discovering the meanings of “relation” words, 
which he calls “relationals.” However he makes some significant comments as follows 
(1996:10):
2.4 To discover the meaning or function o f relationals ....
Study relationals as found within sentences and native texts. The semantic class known as 
relationals is not amenable to elicitation through questions. It is always preferable to study relationals in 
native text materials. After one has discovered explicit relationals from these sources, one may then ask 
the native to use the relational in various sentences.
Beek m a n ’s advice for discovering the meaning of “relation” words gives some
clues as to their possible relationship to scenarios. H e  comments that they cannot be
discovered readily by straight elicitation. In other words w e  cannot readily ask: “What
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does ‘because’ mean?” or “What is the meaning of ‘from’?” This would seem to me a n  that 
the “relation” words do not have a scenario as such.
Similarly Beekman advises that their meaning be studied in “various sentences”. 
This is a clue that “relation” words operate in a wider field than a single scenario. Whereas 
“thing” and “event” words can be conceived as central to a scenario involving related 
concepts which experientially co-occur, it is hard to think of “relation” words as having a 
core. For example, w e  cannot answer the question “What concepts naturally cluster with 
‘because’?” The question is totally open-ended, since almost everything happens 
“because” of something else.
The very name of this semantic grouping gives us a clue. They are “relation” 
words, and as such their role is to link different concepts together according to the 
relationship between them. I propose therefore that the “relation” words are primarily 
attached to types of link, both between concepts in the same scenario, and between 
different scenarios. In other words “relation” words do not have scenarios attached to 
them, but name different types of internal links within scenarios, and external links 
between scenarios. H o w  would this work?
English “relation ” words and  other relation markers
Taking a prototypical scenario for a “thing” word as developed above, the
following “relation” words might function as markers of scenario categories, i.e. the
internal links within scenarios:
TITLE
GENERIC CATEGORY “o f ’ “sort o f ’ “kind o f ’ “like” “similar”
PART-WHOLE RELATIONS “o f ’ “part o f ’ “together with”
LOCATION “in” “at” “on” “under” “near”
ORIGIN “from”
SIZE “like” “more” “less”
APPEARANCE “like”
BEHAVIOUR if  animate "because” “in order to” “then”
RELATION TO PEOPLE if  animate “with” “against” “for”
PEOPLE’S RELATION TO IT (e.g. how used)
The categories “B E H A V I O U R ” and “P E O P L E ’S R E L A T I O N  T O  IT” are not
typified in English by relation words, but by grammatical slot, i.e. B E H A V I O U R  typically
corresponds to the “thing” being in the subject slot, and P E O P L E ’S R E L A T I O N  T O  IT
typically corresponds to the “thing” being in the direct object slot.
Taking a prototypical scenario for an “event” word as developed above, the
following “relation” words might function as markers of internal links. (Some of these
links m a y  typically be marked by cases or varying word order in different languages): 
TITLE:
PARTICIPANTS:
agent/actor “who” (or case, or word order)
“by” (with passive constructions) 
goal/direct object “whom” (or case, or word order)
benefactives/indirect object “to” “for” (or case, or word order)
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instrument “with”
GENERIC CATEGORY: “o f ’ “sort o f ’ “kind o f ’ “like” “similar”
CIRCUMSTANCES: (adjuncts or circumstantial complements)
(related to simultaneous events including: means, manner, occasion, and to attributes such as 
temporal, spatial, intensity, appraisive or evaluative, manner)
“by” (adverb -ly) “through” “as” “whilst” “when” “because” “on” “in” “up” “down” “near” etc. 
PART-WHOLE RELATIONS: “o f ’ “part o f ’ “together with”
PARTS: discrete elements o f  the “event” “and”
STAGES: (arranged in linear time order)
Precondition “i f ’ “then”
Beginning “first”
Middle “then” “next” “afterwards”
End “finally”
Final state “so” “therefore”
CAUSATION:
Beginning and middle enable end “since” “in order to”
Middle and end cause final state “therefore” “consequently”
PURPOSE:
Goal: final state
(include: purpose, motive, intention, reason, occasion, grounds, cause or condition)
“in order to” “so that” “since” “when” “because” “i f ’
Plan: meet precondition, perform beginning and middle 
“i f ’ “then” “thus”
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G r e e k  “ relation”  w o r d s  a n d  o t h e r  relationship m a r k e r s
This appendix gives examples of Greek “relation” words (such as prepositions) and 
other morphemes and syntactical devices which are used to mark semantic relationships 
within and between scenarios. The examples below are not meant to be exhaustive lists but 
are rather intended to show the w a y  that Greek grammar and lexicon interlinks with the 
concept of semantically structured scenarios, described in Chapter 2 “Scenario contents for 
things, events, attributes and relations”.
Taking a prototypical scenario for a “thing” word as developed above, the
following “relation” words, cases, or syntactic devices might function as markers of
internal links within scenarios in N e w  Testament Greek. Since w e  cannot use native
intuition as guidance, w e  must rely on textual evidence. Here is a partial chart of “relation”
words, taken mainly from 1 Corinthians 12:12-27 where the (1 6 X0? “bodily part” scenario
is open. Cases and syntactic devices are given in parenthesis, and only verse numbers are
quoted, unless the reference is elsewhere in the N e w  Testament:
TITLE (repetition) p6Xo? “bodily part” occurs 13 times 
(12 x 2, 14, 18, 19, 20, 22, 25, 26 x 4, 27)
Trept “concerning” ITepl 86 t w  TTapGevwu
“Now concerning virgins” (1 Corinthians 7:25)
GENERIC CATEGORY
(juxtaposition) peXo?, nous', x^ P  “bodily part... fo o t ... hand” (14, 15)
(juxtaposition) 011?, 6<f>0aXpo? “ear ... eye” (16)
TrdvTGi “all” tt&vtcl Tot peXr| “all the parts” (20) 
exaaTo? “each” eu ^KaoTov clutwv “each one o f  them” (18) 
dXXfjXo? “one another” utrep dXXqXtov “for one another” (25)
PART-WHOLE RELATIONS
(genitive) rd  peXq tou owparo? “the parts o f  the body” (12)
6k “from” 6k tou cro&paTo? “part o f  the body” (15) 
p6po? “part” 6k pepou? “individually” (27)
TroXXd, “many, one” noXXd p 6v p6Xq, ev 86 crwpa “many parts, one body” (20) 
avv “together” uvveKepeaav “blended together” (24)
LOCATION
ev “in” 6v ™  acipcm  “in the body” (18)
ORIGIN
(accusative with verb and God as nominative)
6 Geo? eOeTo Td peXq “God placed the bodily parts” (18)
SIZE 5cro? “as much as” to pxjKo? aurfj? baov to TrXdTo?
“its length as much as its breadth” (Revelation 21:16)
APPEARANCE
(negative morpheme) doxnpwv “unpresentable” (23) 
euaxf|[itov “presentable” (23) (contrast o f  like/unlike)
BEHAVIOUR if  animate
(nominative) i.e. agent participant o f  verb
to  06? dKouei “the ear hears” (implied by 16, 17, cf. 1 Corinthians 2:9)
RELATION TO PEOPLE if  animate -
(nominative) ex LSva ... KaGfjij;6 Trj? x eLP09 auTou 
“a viper fastened onto his hand” (Acts 28:3)
PEOPLE’S RELATION TO IT (e.g. how used)
Tipf|v ... TrepiTiGepev “w e honour” (23)
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Taking a prototypical scenario for an “event” word as developed above, the 
following “relation” words, cases or syntactical devices might function as markers of 
internal links:
TITLE: (abstract noun) dvdcrraai? “resurrection” (1 Corinthians 15:12)
PARTICIPANTS:
agent/actor
tI? “who” tI? yap eyvio vouv Kuptou “For who knew the Lord’s mind?” (Romans 11:34) 
(nominative) 8 uaTijp ... Stoaei “The father... will give” (Luke 11:13)
(verbal suffix) IlapaKaXui “I beseech” (Romans 12:1)
uuo “by” (with passive) uapaSoOqaeaOe 88 Kal uuo yovewv ...
“You will be betrayed by parents ...” (Luke 21:16)
goal/direct object
t I “what” t L oftv uonjoto “What therefore should I do?” (Matthew 27:22)
(accusative) tI? yap 8yvia vouv Kuptou “For who knew the Lord’s mind?” (Romans 11:34) 
benefactive/indirect object
(dative) Sikrei ... toL? alToOaiv auTov “will give ... to those asking him” (Luke 11:13) 
instrument
(dative) X6yxq ... evu£ev “pierced... with a spear” (John 19:37)
8v “with” el uaTd£opev ev paxalpq; “shall we strike with the sword?” (Luke 22:49) 
GENERIC CATEGORY:
(verbal prefixes) e.g. specific verbs from the generic epxopai “come, go” 
el?  “into” elaepxopai “go into, enter” (Matthew 8:5)
&u6 “from” duepxopai “go away” (Matthew 8:18)
8 k  “out from” 8£epxopai “go out from” (Matthew 28:8)
KaTd “down” KaTepxopai “go down” (Acts 13:4)
8id “through” Siipxopai. “go through” (Acts 13:14)
CIRCUMSTANCES: (adjuncts or circumstantial complements) 
means
(post-verbal aorist participle) oakrov aeairrov KaTa(3a? duo tou aTaupou 
“save yourself by coming down from the cross” (Mark 15:30)
manner
(post-verbal aorist participle) upoaerijdaGwoav ... A X e l i f j a v r e g  8XaL<3 
“let them pray ... anointing (him) with oil” (James 5:14)
(adverbials -co?) duepioudaTO)? “undistractedly” (1 Corinthians 7:35)
outco?  “thus” Oura? ol>v upoaeuxeaOe upei? “Therefore pray thus” (Matthew 6:9)
tb? “as” ib? pq KXalovre? “as if  not w eeping...” (1 Corinthians 7:30)
8v  “ in ” 8v  lX a p 6T T ]T i “ w i t h  c h e e rfu ln e s s , c h e e r fu l ly ”  (R o m a n s  1 2 :8 )
peud “with” peTa <f>o|3ou Kal Tpopou “with fear and trembling” (Ephesians 6:5)
occasion
(dative) Tq 88 p ia  twv cra(3[3dTwv “on the first day o f  the week” (John 20:1) 
ev “on” 8v Tip oa(3f3dTtp “on the Sabbath” (John 19:31)
temporal
otc “when” Sue ... 8Xa(3ev “When he ... took” (John 19:30) 
to? “when” ib? el8ov “When they saw ...” (John 19:33)
(genitive absolute) Auvovto? 88 tou qXlou “as the sun was setting” (Luke 4:40)
spatial
8ul “on” eu l tou aTaupou “on the cross” (John 19:31)
intensity
ij(j)68pa “greatly” 8<f>o|3fi0qaav a<j>o8pa “they feared greatly” (Matthew 27:54) 
appraisive or evaluative
KaXw? “well” KaXw? etue? ...’’You do well in saying ...” (John 4:17)
PART-WHOLE RELATIONS:
PARTS: discrete elements o f  the “event”
(juxtaposition) dvauauou, < j)d y e , ule, eucjjpalvou “rest, eat, drink, be merry” (Luke 12:19)
Kal “and” 4>dycopev Kal ulwpev “Let us eat and drink” (1 Corinthians 15:32)
STAGES: (arranged in linear time order)
(lexical order)
(with Kal “and”) eKKouTETai Kal el?  uup pdXXeTai
“is chopped down and thrown into the fire” (Matthew 3:10)
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( w i t h  n e g a t iv e )  o u  a T r e lp o u a iv  0688 0 e p l£ o u c n v  0688 a u v d y o u a x v  e l?  d -rro0f|K a?
“ n e ith e r  s o w , n o r  re a p , n o r  g a th e r  in to  b a m s ”  ( M a t t h e w  6 : 2 6 )
(a o r is t  p a r t ic ip le  p lu s  v e r b )  8 88 e y e p 0 e l?  u a p e X a (3 e u  t o  ttc ilS Io u  
“ H e  g o t u p  a n d  to o k  th e  c h i ld ”  ( M a t t h e w  2 : 2 1 )
P r e c o n d it io n
e l  “ i f ’ e i  t i  861/r ), |3o r)0 r|ao v  f | | i i v  “ i f y o u  c a n , h e lp  u s ”  ( M a r k  9 : 2 2 )
( le x ic a l  o r d e r )  dvOptoTro? (3dXq t o v  a tro p o v  kirl Tfj? yfj?
“ s o m e o n e  b ro a d c a s ts  s e e d  o n  th e  e a r th ”  ( M a r k  4 : 2 8 )
B e g in n in g
u p w T o v  “ f ir s t”  f] y f j  K ap m x jio p e T , T rpw Tov x o p T o v
“ th e  e a r th  p ro d u c e s  c o m , f ir s t  th e  s ta lk .. .”  ( M a r k  4 : 2 8 )
M id d le
e lT a  “ th e n ”  cI t o . c r r d x u v  “ ... th e n  th e  e a r ... “  ( M a r k  4 : 2 8 )
E n d  e lT a  “ th e n ”  e lT a  TrXf|pr|[?] c t it o v  kv t <3  a r d x u i
“ .. .th e n  th e  fU ll  g r a in  in  th e  e a r .”  ( M a r k  4 : 2 8 )  
u c rre p o v  “ la s t ly ”  ucxTepov 88 d i r e o T e iX e v  Trp8?  a u T o li?  t 8v  u l8v  a u T o u  
“ la s t ly  h e  s e n t h is  o w n  s o n  to  th e m ”  ( M a t t h e w  2 1 : 3 7 )
(m a in  v e r b  a f te r  a o r is t  p a r t ic ip le )  K c t0 a p ia | i8 v  t w v  d p a p T iw v  T r o ir ta d p e v o ?  e K d S ia e v  
“ h a v in g  m a d e  p u r i f ic a t io n  o f  s in s  h e  s a t d o w n .”  (H e b r e w s  1 :3 )
F in a l  s ta te
K a l “ a n d ”  eTrveu crav  o l  a v e p o i  K a l  T rp o aeK o tj;av  T f j o lK la  e K e lv q , K a l  kireoev 
“ th e  w in d s  b le w  a n d  b a t te re d  th a t  h o u s e  a n d  i t  f e l l”  ( M a t t h e w  7 : 2 7 )
C A U S A T I O N :
M e d ia t e d  a c t io n
kv “ v ia ”  8XdXr|C7e v  f ] g i v  kv u lra  “ h e  s p o k e  to  us  b y  a  so n ”  ( H e b r e w s  1 :2 )
8i d  “ v ia ”  t 5  ^)q08v u tto  K u p lo u  8i a  t o u  Trpocf>i)Tou
“ th e  w o r d  s p o k e n  b y  G o d  th r o u g h  th e  p ro p h e t”  ( M a t t h e w  2 : 1 5 )
( w i t h  v e r b  o f  s e n d in g )  H pa>8q ?  . . .  a iT O O T s tX a ?  dve T X e v  r rd v T a ?  t o u ?  T T a iS a?
( L i t .  h a v in g  s e n t k i l l e d )  “ h a d  a l l  th e  b o y s  k i l l e d .”  ( M a t t h e w  2 : 1 6 )
(u n m a r k e d )  Z o X o p io v  88 o lK o 86p.r|crev a u r a  o lK a v
“ B u t  S o lo m o n  b u i l t  a  h o u s e  f o r  h im ”  ( i . e .  h a d  i t  b u i l t )  (A c ts  7 : 4 7 )
D ir e c t  c a u s a t io n
( im p e r a t iv e  p a s s iv e )  K a 0 a p la 0 r ) T i ‘ “ b e  m a d e  c le a n !”  ( M a t t h e w  8 :3 )
TToieoi “ m a k e , c a u s e ”  t o u ?  K oxjio ii?  iro ie T  d K o u e iv  
“ h e  m a k e s  th e  d e a f  h e a r”  ( M a r k  7 : 3 7 )
R e s u lt :  B e g in n in g  a n d  m id d le  e n a b le  e n d
& o r e  (p lu s  in f in i t iv e )  “ so”  t c i  K u p a T a  8 ir6 (3 a X X e v  e l?  t 8 t tX o io v ,
(liCTTe f j8 r j y e p t £ e a 0 a i  t 8  ttXoI o v . “ th e  w a v e s  b e a t a g a in s t  th e  b o a t , 
so th e  b o a t  w a s  n o w  f i l l i n g ”  ( M a r k  4 : 3 7 )
K a l  “and” K a l 'fjipa.TO Tfj? x ^ t-p o ?  a u T f j? , K a l dcj>fjKev a6rf|v o  T rupeTo?
“ a n d  h e  to u c h e d  h e r  h a n d  a n d  th e  fe v e r  le f t  h e r”  ( M a t t h e w  8 : 1 5 )
P U R P O S E :
G o a l:  f in a l  s ta te :
P la n :  m e e t  p r e c o n d it io n , p e r fo r m  b e g in n in g  a n d  m id d le  
p u rp o s e , m o t iv e ,  in te n t io n ,
( in f in i t iv e )  8 ’It ic to u ?  d W jx f r l  e l?  T q v  e p T ip o v  . . .  T re ip a a O fjv a i
“ Jesus w a s  le d  in to  th e  d e s e r t ... to  b e  te m p te d ”  ( M a t t h e w  4 : 1 )
( in f in i t iv e  in  g e n i t iv e )  p e X X e i y d p  'Hpcp8r |?  C f iT e iv  t o  i r a i8lo v  t o u  d iro X 6a a i  a u T d .
“ f o r  H e r o d  in te n d s  to  s e e k  th e  c h i ld  to  k i l l  h im ”  ( M a t t h e w  2 : 1 3 )  
d io T e  (p lu s  in f in i t iv e )  “ in  o r d e r  to ”  f jy a y o v  a u T 8v . . .d k r r e  K a T a K p T p v la a i  a u T o v  
“ th e y  le d  h im  ... in  o r d e r  to  t h r o w  h im  d o w n ”  ( L u k e  4 : 2 9 )  
i v a  “ in  o rd e r  th a t”  61tt8  i v a  o l  X l0 o i o D t o i  a p T o i y e v w v T a i .
“ c o m m a n d  th a t  th e s e  s to n e s  b e c o m e  lo a v e s ”  ( M a t t h e w  4 : 3 )  
e l?  “ f o r ”  frp o o -d veyK o v  t o  8w p o v  . . .  e l?  p a p T u p io v  a u T o i? .
“ o f f e r  th e  s a c r if ic e  ... as a  te s t im o n y  to  th e m ”  ( M a t t h e w  8 : 4 )
re a s o n
81a  “ b e c a u s e  o f ,  d u e  to ”  y e v o p e v r )?  88 0X1t|;ew ? .. .  81a  t o v  X o y o v
“ w h e n  tr o u b le  .. . a ris e s  b e c a u s e  o f  th e  W o r d ”  ( M a t t h e w  1 3 :2 1 )
(p re s e n t  p a r t ic ip le )  o l  kv o T a S lw  T p e x o v T e ?  TTdvTe? p 8v  T p e x o u a iv  
“ th o s e  m n n in g  in  a  ra c e  a l l  n m ”  (1  C o r in th ia n s  9 : 2 4 )
occasion
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grounds
8 i a  “ b e c a u s e  o f ,  o n  a c c o u n t o f ’ 8 i a  8 6  t c i?  T r o p v d a ?
“ (s h o u ld  b e  m a r r ie d )  b e c a u s e  o f  im m o r a l i t y ”  (1  C o r in th ia n s  7 : 2 )  
o t i  “ b e c a u s e ”  dT ro crr6X X ei t o  8 p 6 u a v o v ,  o t i  T rapecrrriK ev  6  G e p ia f io ?
“he puts in the sickle because the harvest is near” (Mark 4:29)
■ydp “for” <Mycopev Kal Trlcopev, aGpiov ydp diToGvqaKopev.
“Let us eat and drink, for tomorrow we die” (1 Corinthians 15:32) 
oSv “therefore” 06k 6crp6v v u k t o ?  ... dpa o6v pf] KaGe08wpev
“We are not o f  the n igh t... Therefore let us not sleep” (1 Thessalonians 5:5-6)
cause
(infinitive in dative) “because” o 6 k  e o x n K a  aveaiv ... t w  pf| aupeiv pe T i t o v  
“I had no peace...because I did not find Titus” (2 Corinthians 2:13)
condition
el “i f ’ El ulb? et t o u  GeoD, elue ... “If you are the son o f God, com m and...” (Matthew 4:3)
Just as there are labelled links within scenarios, so links between different 
scenarios would also have relational labels, e.g. “leprosy” is linked to “ritual-impurity” by 
a variety of labels such as conditional “if’... “then”, and reason-result “because” ... “then”.
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E n g l i s h  a n d  G r e e k  e x a m p l e s  o f  relational links
This appendix gives examples of the relational links proposed in Chapter 2 “Links 
between items in scenarios and between scenarios”. I use English examples for 
argumentation, since these are readily open to evaluation. I also give examples from N e w  
Testament Greek, on the grounds that textual collocation provides evidence of semantic 
linking.
There are the following sections: Relational links between items in “thing” 
scenarios, “event” scenarios, “attribute” scenarios, and “relation” scenarios, plus the co­
occurence link, the metaphorical link, the metonymic link and the synonymy link, each of 
which can apply to any type of scenario.
Relational links between items in “thing” scenarios
G E N E R I C  C A T E G O R Y :  (applies to “thing” and “event” scenarios)
specific-generic link “of’ “sort of’ “kind of’
(links “thing” to “thing” or “event” to “event”)
“tiger” links with “animal” by a specific-generic link
ttou? “foot” links with piXo? “bodily part” by a specific-generic link (1 Cor. 12:14, 15) 
dcjTfjp “star” links with crwpa euoupdviov “celestial body” by a specific-generic link 
(1 Cor. 15:40,41)
This specific-generic link is directional, i.e. a generic-specific link is not a different 
kind of link, but the same link used in reverse, e.g. “animal” links with “tiger” by the same 
specific-generic link, but with “animal” at the generic end of the link.
specific-specific link “both are kinds of’
(links “thing” to “thing” or “event” to “event”)
“tiger” links with “elephant” by a specific-specific link (both wild animals) 
ttou?  “foot” links with x e lp  “hand” by a specific-specific link (1 Cor. 12:15) 
daTrip “star” links with qXio? “sun” by a specific-specific link (1 Cor. 15:40,41)
Possibly there is no separate specific-specific link as such, rather the items are
simply joined to the same conceptual node by a specific-generic link, e.g. tiger, elephant,
giraffe, zebra are all wild animals. This link is valid even if the shared generic node is
several layers higher in the hierarchy, e.g.
“tiger” links with “jellyfish” by a specific-specific link 
(both animate, although not both wild animals)
similarity link “like” “similar”
(links “thing” to “thing” or “event” to “event”)
“cup” links with “mug” by a similarity link
KdXapo? “reed” links with (bd(38o? “staff* by a similarity link (Rev. 11:1)
XlOo? “stone” links with puXo? “millstone” by a similarity link (Rev. 18:21)
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Typically “things” joined by a similarity link are in the same generic category and
closely related in size, appearance, behaviour or function, i.e. “people’s relation to it”, e.g. 
“tiger” links with “leopard” by a similarity link 
(both belong to the cat family)
NOT “tiger” links with “elephant” by a similarity link
(though both belong to the generic group “wild animal”)
Possibly then the above examples are not linked by a similarity link as such, but
rather they are simply joined to the same node or “family group” within the larger generic
hierarchy, e.g. tiger, leopard, lion, panther, cheetah, cat, are linked by a specific-generic
link to “cat family” as the next scenario or node, and “cat family” (along with “dog
family”, “pachyderms” etc.) is linked by a specific-generic link to “wild animals”, and
“wild-animals” is linked by a specific-generic link to “animals.”
The specific-generic link is valid irrespective of the number of nodes, e.g. 
a tiger is a kind o f cat 
a tiger is a kind o f wild animal 
a tiger is a kind o f animal 
AND a cup is a kind o f  drinking vessel
a cup is a kind o f  pot 
a cup is a kind o f man-made article
However, the specific-generic hierarchy does not allow the similarity link as valid
for more than one nodal group, e.g.
a tiger is like a leopard (as both are a kind o f cat)
BUT NOT (normally)
a tiger is like an elephant (though both are a kind o f wild animal) 
a tiger is like a cow (though both are a kind o f animal)
AND a cup is like a mug (as both are a kind o f  drinking vessel)
BUT NOT (normally)
a cup is like a plate (though both are pots)
a cup is like a spade (though both are man-made articles)
The similarity link, whether direct, or implicit (by virtue of sharing the same node 
via specific-generic links) seems to presuppose a c o m m o n  form or function for the linked 
items, on the basis of which they are categorized in the same generic subset. One would 
expect the c o m m o n  form or function, if culturally relevant, to be formalized as a 
conceptual node in the generic scenario to which all the scenarios being regarded as similar 
are linked. Thus the categories of SIZE, A P P E A R A N C E ,  and B E H A V I O U R ,  R E L A T I O N  
T O  P E O P L E ,  and P E O P L E ’S R E L A T I O N  T O  T H E M  will contain certain nodes which 
are shared by items in the same subset.
I propose this rule for an implicit similarity link: Where any two concepts have the 
same type of link to a c o m m o n  node, this functions as a similarity link. This definition 
allows similarity links between items which are not of the same generic subset, so long as 
they share a node. (See the sections entitled “similarity link” below.)
P A R T - W H O L E  R E L A T I O N S :  (applies to “thing” and “event” scenarios)
part-whole link “part of’
(links “thing” to “thing” or “event” to “event”)
“bumper” links with “car” by a part-whole link
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6<f>0aX|i6? “eye” links with ofipa “body” by a part-whole link (1 Cor. 12:16)
CTTdyri “roof’ links with o ik o ? “house” b y  a part-whole link (Mark 2 : 4 ,  1 )
part-part link “together with”
(links “thing” to “thing” or “event” to “event”)
“tail” links with “leg” by a part-part link
o h  “ear” links with 6<j)0aXpo? “eye” by a part-part link (1 Cor. 12:16) 
or6yr| “roof’ links with 0upa “door” by a part-part link (Mark 2:4, 2)
Possibly there is no part-part link as such, rather the items are simply joined to the
same node by a part-whole link, e.g. bumper, bonnet, engine, boot, chassis are each linked
by a part-whole link to “car” as the larger scenario or higher node. Likewise, tail, leg, eye,
ear, hand, foot are each linked by a part-whole link to “animal.”
There is a question here as to what level of scenario these items are linked to.
Suppose it is a dog’s tail in question. Does the dog scenario contain the information “tail”
filed in its “part-whole relations category”? Or is the information “tail” filed in the “part-
whole relations category” of the scenario “animal”. I propose that this information is
stored at both the “dog” and “animal” level. The former by direct experience, the latter by
making generalizations from developing experience. If this is so then the fact that dogs
(prototypically) have tails is available in the “dog” scenario and also retrievable via
specific-generic links. The scenario “dog” is linked by a specific-generic link to “dog
family”, which is linked by a specific-generic link to “wild animals”, which is linked by a
specific-generic link to “animals.”
I propose that information which prototypically belongs to m a n y  linked scenarios is
eventually stored in the highest hierarchical level available. It will probably be also stored
from direct experience in m a n y  scenarios at lower levels, but for scenarios with no such
entry, the information is made available through linking. For example, I cannot mentally
picture an African wild dog, but I assume it has a tail since it is an animal. Where a
particular specific does not share a given prototypical characteristic of its generic
grouping, then that information is stored as an exception at the appropriate level.
For example, the nodal scenario with the title “ape” has a section which shows its
generic category. The scenario “ape” is linked by a specific-generic link to “monkeys”,
which is linked by a specific-generic link to “wild animals”, which is linked by a.specific-
generic link to “animals”. From this specific-generic link one would expect the
prototypical ape to have a tail, like the prototypical animal, since everything in the higher
generic category is assumed to apply to the lower specific categories. But no apes have
tails, so the nodal scenario with the title “ape” has an entry in the categoiy “part-whole”
which simply states “no tail”. There is no need to store all the “part-whole” information in
the scenario of each animal. All that information is available via the specific-generic links.
Wh a t  must be stored in the scenario is the exceptions, where the specific differs from the
generic. Since this “no tail” information is stored at the generic level of “ape”, all scenarios
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linked to the “ape” scenario by specific-generic links (such as “chimpanzee” “gorilla” 
“orangutan”) do not necessarily have a “no tail” entry. If a person has seen any of these 
apes, or been told that they have no tail, then there will probably be a “no tail” entry in that 
scenario, but otherwise this information is probably retrieved from a higher level if 
required. This information is available since the scenarios for specific types of ape are 
linked to the nodal generic scenario of “ape”.
Similarly, although prototypically cats have tails, M a n x  cats do not. Since the 
scenario for M a n x  cat is linked by a specific-generic link to “cat family”, which is linked 
by a specific-generic link to “wild animals”, which is linked by a specific-generic link to 
“animals,” one would expect the M a n x  cat to have a tail. So the entry “no tail” must be 
stored in the “part-whole” category of the “M a n x  cat” scenario.
There is linguistic evidence to support this kind of information storage at the 
highest relevant level combined with linkage to lower levels, and exceptions stored at the 
highest relevant level. For example people say “Apes are like monkeys with no tail.” but 
are not so likely to say “Monkeys are like apes with tails.” Monkeys are perceived as the 
norm, because they share the characteristic of tailed-ness with most animals. Apes are the 
exception. Similarly people do not say, when asked to describe a thief, “H e  had hair and 
two legs.” That information is assumed, because a thief is prototypically human, and 
humans prototypically have hair and two legs. However people m a y  well say, “H e  was 
bald and had one leg.” This information deviates from the prototypical. It negates 
prototypical assumptions about the thief which come simply by virtue of his being linked 
by a specific-generic link to the scenario “h u m a n ”. As exceptions to the norm, such facts 
constitute relevant information.
L O C A T I V E  (applies to “thing” scenarios) 
locative link “in” “on” “under” etc.
(links “thing” to “thing”)
“submarine” links with “sea” by a locative link “under”
-rrXoidpiov “boat” links with Xtfivq “lake” by a locative link trapd “by” (Luke 5:2)
G q p to v  “wild animal” links with 6 p q p o ?  “desert” by a locative link ev “in” (Mark 1 :1 3 )
O R I G I N  (applies to “thing” scenarios)
origin link “from”
(links “thing” to “thing”)
“bird” links with “egg” by an origin link
aiTO? “grain” links with arrbpo? “seed” by an origin link (Mark 4 : 2 8 )  
dvGpwTTo? “person” links with k o iXLcl “womb” by an origin link (John 3 : 4 )
SIZE, A P P E A R A N C E ,  B E H A V I O U R ,  R E L A T I O N  T O  P E O P L E ,  P E O P L E ’S 
R E L A T I O N  T O  IT relate to several types of link. First I will list the types of scenarios that 
m a y  be joined, by what kind of link, then give examples of each kind of link.
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SIZE (applies to “thing”  scenarios)
“things” may link with “things” by a similarity link 
“things” may link with “attributes” by an attribute link 
APPEARANCE (applies to “thing” scenarios)
“ things” may link with “things” by a similarity link 
“ things” may link with “attributes”  by an attribute link 
BEHAVIOUR if animate (applies to “ thing” scenarios)
“ things” may link with “things”  by a similarity link 
“ things” may link with “ attributes” by an attribute link 
“things” may link with “ events” by an agent link
similarity link?
(links “ thing” to “thing” )
“jackal” links with “vulture” by a similarity link (both scavengers)
Tpis* “rainbow” links with apdpaySo? “emerald” by a similarity link 
(Revelation 4:3) (similar appearance)
crdpi; “flesh, human body” links with xopTo? “grass” by a similarity link 
(1 Peter 1:24) (similar short existence)
The items in these examples do not belong to the same generic subset, and there is
only one point o f  similarity in focus, e.g. for “jackal” and “vulture” the similarity link
would connect only the information “ scavenges” from the category “behaviour.”
The existence o f  a distinct “ similarity link” however needs investigating. Possibly,
as suggested above, any items linked by the same relationship to a common node are
automatically given an implicit “ similarity link.”  Compare the following analyses:
Explicit similarity link:
“giraffe” links with “bus” by a similarity link
(connecting only the category “size: height”)
“lizard” links with “crocodile” by a similarity link
(connecting only the category “appearance: shape”)
“jackal” links with “vulture” by a similarity link
(connecting only the category “behaviour: eating”)
Implicit similarity link:
The “ size: height”  category for both “bus” and “ giraffe”  are each linked to the
“attribute”  scenario “height” , and specifically linked to a point on a scale at a value o f
roughly “three times a man’ s height.”  These links o f  the same type to the same point in a
common node function as a similarity link.
The “ appearance: shape” category for both “ lizard” and “crocodile”  are each linked
to the “ attribute” scenario “ shape” , specifically linked to a mental image o f  “prototypical
reptile shape” via the specific-generic links to the node for the “reptile”  scenario which
includes the category APPEARANCE. These links o f  the same type to the same point in a
common node function as a similarity link.
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The “behaviour” category for both “jackal” and “vulture”  contain an agent link to 
the “ event” scenario “ scavenge.” These links o f  the same type to the same point in a 
common node function as a similarity link.
attribute link (applies to “ thing” and “event” scenarios)
(links “thing” to “attribute” or “event” to “attribute” )
“giraffe” links with “tall” by an attribute link
KdpTjXo? “camel” links with “very big” by an attribute link (Matt. 19:24)
T p f j p a  j b a r i t S o ?  “eye o f  needle” links with “very small” 
by an attribute link (Matt. 19:24)
KdpriXo? “camel” links with “very big” and “unclean”
by attribute links (Matt. 23:24, see Leviticus 11:4) 
ki6vcoi|j “gnat” links with “very small” and “unclean”
by attribute links (Matt. 23:24, see Leviticus 11:42)
Note that attributes are implied in the above New Testament passages. If the
attribute links were not there, the meaning would not be clear.
RELATION TO PEOPLE (applies to “thing” scenarios)
“things” may link with “things” by a reciprocity link 
“things” may link with “events” by an agent link 
PEOPLE’ S RELATION TO IT (applies to “thing” scenarios) 
“things” may link with “events”  by a goal link 
“things” may link with “events”  by a benefactive link 
“things” may link with “events” by an instrument link
reciprocity link
(links “thing” to “thing”)
There are two types o f  reciprocity link between “things” . One relates to
genealogical relationships, e.g.
“grandfather” links with “grandchild” by a reciprocity link 
mrrfip “father” links with ui6? “son” by a reciprocity link (John 17:1)
TTevGepd “mother-in-law” links with vi>p.<f>T] “daughter-in-law” 
by a reciprocity link (Luke 12:53)
The other relates to reciprocity due to reciprocal participant roles in events.
Reciprocity links can be posited for pairs o f  “ events” where participants are identical but
their roles are swapped, and for single events, where the participants are defined by being
agent or goal in the event, e.g.
“lender” links with “borrower” by a verbal reciprocity link 
ol -fTioXouvTe? “the sellers” links with ol dyopdCovTe? “the buyers”
by a reciprocity link through ttwX^ o) “sell” and dyopd£o) “buy” (Mark 11:15) 
ol KeicXripivoi “the guests” links with 8 k6kXt|ki&? “the host”
by a reciprocity link through ko.X<to “invite” (Luke 14:7, 10) 
pa0r|Tf|? “disciple” links with SiSdaxaXo? “teacher”
by a reciprocity link through pavOdvo) “learn” and 8i8daKw “teach” (Matthew 10:24)
Reciprocal “things” frequently co-occur in text. In Greek such nouns are often
simply formed by article plus participle.
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participant-event links (apply to “ thing” scenarios)
(link “thing” to “event” )
These are o f  several types corresponding to the different types o f  participant typical 
in an “ event” scenario. Some o f  these links are statistically extremely strong, e.g. using 
GRAMCORD searches, out o f  36 occurrences o f  the noun ofts* “ ear” in the New 
Testament, 25 are linked with the verb dKovu) “hear” (see Matt. 10:27, 11:15, 13:9, 15, 16, 
43, Mark 4:9, 23,8:18, Luke 8:8, 14:35, Acts 11:22, 28:24, 25, 26, 27, Rom. 11:7, 8, ICor. 
2:9, Rev. 2:7, 11, 17, 29,3:6, 13,22, 13:9).
agent link (typically subject, Greek nominative case)
(links “thing” to “ event” )
“shopkeeper” links with “sell” by an agent link
4 > a p i a a L o ?  “Pharisee” links with d u o S e K c n + w  “tithe” by an agent link (Matt. 23:23) 
dXieu? “fisherman” links with rrXuvio “wash” (nets) by an agent link (Luke 5:2)
goal link (typically direct object, Greek accusative case)
(links “thing” to “ event” )
“victim” links with “torture” by a goal link
f|Su6apov “mint” links with duoBeKaTow “tithe” by a goal link (Matt. 23:23)
S L k t u o v  “fishing-net” links with t t X u v w  “wash” (nets) b y  a goal link (Luke 5 : 2 )
benefactive link (typically indirect object, Greek dative case)
(links “ thing”  to “ event” )
“family” links with “cook” by a benefactive link 
tttioxo? “poor” links with eiayyeXLCio “preach the good news” 
by a benefactive link (Luke 4:18) 
uTnipeTTi? “attendant” links with dTro8(,8io|ii “give back” 
by a benefactive link (Luke 4:20)
instrument link (typically “with” in English, Greek dative case)
(links “ thing” to “event” )
“knife” links with “stab” by an instrument link
X6yxn “spear” links with vdacroi “pierce” by an instrument link (John 19:37) 
dXuoi? “chain” links with Seopeuco “bind” by an instrument link (Luke 8:29)
Relational links between items in  “ event”  scenarios
PARTICIPANTS:
event-participant links (apply to “event” scenarios)
These are o f  several types corresponding to the different types o f  participant typical 
in an “ event”  scenario. They are not distinct from the participant-event links listed above, 
but are the same links used in reverse. The directionality is due to the nature o f  the 
scenarios in question, one always being an “event” , the other a “ thing” . By assuming 
directionality in this link, one avoids the need to posit a separate type o f  link, running in
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parallel in the opposite direction. Examples can be seen above, at the end o f  the “ thing” 
scenario.
agent link (links “event” to “thing”)
goal link (links “event”  to “thing”)
benefactive link (links “event”  to “ thing” ) 
instrument link (links “ event”  to “ thing”)
reciprocity link
(links “event” to “ event” via the participant links)
Reciprocity links can be posited for pairs o f  “ events” where participants are
identical but their roles are swapped. Reciprocal verbs frequently co-occur in text, e.g. 
“lend” links with “borrow” by a reciprocity link 
8t8w|ii “give” links with Xappdvto “receive” 
by a reciprocity link (Acts 20:35)
TrwXeoo “sell” links with dyopd£w “buy”
by a reciprocity link (Mark 11:15)
Reciprocity is sometimes thought o f  as a type o f  opposite, or “ converse” (Black,
1990:127-8):
A  ... type of opposite is when one word is the converse of the other. The choice of one converse over the 
other depends on the angle from which you view the situation being described, as in alrfto / Xap.pdvto 
(“ask/receive”) and 8avet£o) / 8avel£o(iai (“lend/borrow”).
Black’ s description o f  “ converse” words as referring to the same event but from a different
angle accurately defines reciprocity, o f  which “ lend” and “borrow” is a good example.
However, the example o f  “ask”  and “ receive”  as converse is inaccurate. Their prototypical
relationship is cause and effect, e.g. Luke 11:10 “Ask and it will be given to you; seek and
you will find...”
(Passives are a grammatical, rather than a lexical, way to make pairs o f  reciprocal 
verbs, by encoding the semantic goal as the grammatical subject, and the semantic agent as 
the grammatical agent, marked with “by”  in English and w o  in Greek, e.g. “He was 
tricked by the magi” eveTrafxO'n utto twv [idywv (Matthew 2:16). In English, passives 
can also encode the semantic benefactive as grammatical subject, e.g. “ I was sold a watch 
by a friend” .)
GENERIC CATEGORY:
specific-generic link “o f ’ “ sort o f ’ “kind o f ’
(links “thing” to “ thing” or “ event”  to “ event” )
“amble” links with “walk” by a specific-generic link 
eiaepxopai “go into, enter” links with epxopai “come, go” 
by a specific-generic link (Matt. 12:45, 44)
8eqoL? “petition” links with upoael>xo|j.cti “pray” 
by a specific-generic link (Eph. 6:18)
(NB “Petition” though a grammatical noun is a semantic “event”.)
This specific-generic link, as Black (1990:126) points out, is the basis o f  the 
categorization o f  Roget’ s Thesaurus, and applies also to New Testament Greek:
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The Greek lexicon of the United Bible Society takes the same approach. It discusses, for example, the 
Greek terms for “ask” under the generic term alTew, “I ask for.” This term includes several hyponyms:
&TraiT<ro “I ask for something back” (Luke 6:30)
Ct|t 6 iu “I ask for something to satisfy a need” (Mark 8:11)
8eopai “I ask for with a sense of urgency” (Luke 8:28)
This specific-generic link is directional, i.e. a generic-specific link is not a different kind o f
link, but the same link used in reverse, e.g.
“walk” links with “amble” by the same specific-generic link 
but with “walk” at the generic end of the link
specific-specific link “both are kinds o f ’
(links “thing” to “ thing” or “event” to “ event” )
“amble” links with “limp” by a specific-specific link 
elaepxopat “go into, enter” links with e£6pxop.cu “go out from” 
by a specific-specific link (Matt. 12:45,44)
86riai? “petition” links with euxapiaTta “thanksgiving” 
by a specific-specific link (1 Tim. 2:1)
(These, though grammatical nouns, are semantic “events”.)
This specific-specific link is implicit between items which have specific-generic links to
the same generic node
similarity link “ like” “ similar”
(links “thing” to “ thing” or “event” to “event” )
“amble” links with “saunter” by a similarity link
(both belong to the generic group “slow walking”) 
dTr6pxopai “go away” links with e^epxopai “go out from”
by a similarity link (Mark 7:24, Matt. 15:21 parallel passages) 
dvtr|p.L “desert” links with eyKctTaXelmo “forsake” 
by a similarity link (Heb. 13:5)
A  similarity link occurs between “events”  in the same generic category which also
share the same attribute or other semantic element, e.g.
“amble” links with “saunter” by a similarity link
(both belong to the generic sub-group “slow walking”)
N O T  “amble” links with “run” by a similarity link
(though both belong to the generic group “move”)
A  similarity link between “ events” can be regarded as implicitly formed due to two
items having a specific-generic link with the same node, and also having some other
semantic element in common, e.g.
“amble” links with “walk” by a specific-generic link 
“saunter” links with “walk” by a specific-generic link 
“amble” links with “slow” by an attribute link 
“saunter” links with “slow” by an attribute link
CIRCUMSTANCES: (adjuncts or circumstantial complements)
The scenario category o f  CIRCUMSTANCES relates to several kinds o f  link,
between “ events” and simultaneous “events” , between “events” and “attributes” and
between “ events”  and “things.”
First let us look at links between “ event” and “event.”
means link (links “event” to “event” ) “by”  “ through”
“climb” links to “arrive” by a means link
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c h r T o g a i  “touch” links to e r a / #  “heal” by a means link (Matt. 14:36) 
pavTeOopai “tell fortunes” links to 8pyacrtav uapexw “bring gain” 
by a means link (Acts 16:16)
The means link is directional, so that the means and result are encoded as distinct. You can
arrive by means o f  climbing, but you cannot climb by means o f  arriving.
manner link (links “ event”  to “ event” )
“climb” links to “ascend” by a manner link 
“mumble” links to “talk” by a manner link
8iaxXeud£o) “mock” links to Xeyw “say” by a manner link (Acts 2:13)
KpdCw “shout” links to dicoXouGew “follow” by a manner link (Matthew 9:27)
The direction o f  manner-event must be encoded in the brain. You can talk in a mumbling
manner, but you cannot mumble in a talking manner.
Often the manner link consists o f  a combination o f  a specific-generic link (which is
already directional, manner being the specific element) and a means or attribute link
attached to the specific element, e.g.
“climb” links to “ascend” by a specific-generic link 
and “grip” links to “climb” by a means link 
so “climb” links to “ascend” as a manner link
“mumble” links to “talk” by a specific-generic link 
and “indistinct” links to “mumble” by an attribute link 
so “mumble” links to “talk” as a manner link
One might, then, analyse the manner link as implicitly formed by such a
combination. However, this cannot account for an example such as Luke 22:63 avrbv
kvETraiCov auTto SepovTes* “they were mocking him, beating him” , where beating
appears to encode the manner o f  mocking, yet would not normally be considered as a
specific type o f  mocking. I propose, therefore, that manner is a distinct semantic link -
which also better fits the theory that links are formed experimentally. The explanation then
for the above data is that some verbs are a portmanteau o f  generic verb plus specific means
or attribute, and these verbs often occur in the manner slot with the generic verb, e.g. 
climb (specific) = ascend (generic) + grip (means) 
mumble (specific) = talk (generic) + indistinct (attribute) 
mock (specific) = talk (generic) + scorn (attribute)
occasion link (links “event” to “ event”) “whilst”
(event 1 is the occasion for event 2)
“work” links to “whistle” by an occasion link 
“sit” links to “sew” by an occasion link
oraupdw “crucify” links to Xap.(3dvio Ta Ipdnot “take the clothes” 
by an occasion link (John 19:23)
KdOqpai “sit” links to Trpocnjjiov^ a) “call to” by an occasion link (Luke 7:32)
I am calling this an occasion link rather than a co-temporal link, because it seems to have a
directionality to it, e.g. people whistle while working, rather than work while whistling.
This assumes that prototypically the duration o f  event 1 is greater than that o f  event 2. The
former event is more regular or typical, the latter more random. This explains the
following examples:
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Whistle while you work!
“work” links to “whistle” by an occasion link 
Sew while you are sitting down!
“sit” links to “sew” by an occasion link
The events o f  sewing and sitting can also be related by a different semantic link,
when they belong to a different scenario, e.g.
Agent: tired but conscientious housewife 
Location: home
Prototypically “sit” links to “sew” by an occasion link 
(event 1 “sit” is the occasion for event 2 “sew”)
B U T  Agent: professional tailor 
Location: place of work
Prototypically “sit” links to “sew” by a purpose link 
(event 1 “sit” is a necessary stage to achieve event 2 “sew”)
This explains the following examples:
Sit down to sew!
“sit” links to “sew” by a purpose link 
(event 2 “sew” is the purpose of event 1 “sit”)
N O T  Work to whistle!
“work” does N O T  link to “whistle” by a purpose link
Secondly, let us look at links between “event”  and “attribute.” These are listed 
above in the contents o f  an “event”  scenario as temporal, spatial, intensity, appraisive or 
evaluative, manner.
attribute links: (links “event” to “ attribute”) 
temporal:
“flicker” links to “quick” by an attribute link
6yelpw “arise” links to TaxO “quickly” by an attribute link (John 11:29) 
direpxoiiai “go away” links to euGu? “immediately” by an attribute link (Mark 1:42)
spatial:
“lie” links to “horizontal” by an attribute link
T r t 'f T T w  “fall” links to xapal “on the ground” by an attribute link (John 18:6) 
d v t c m r ] | j L i  “stand up” links to 6p0o? “upright” by an attribute link (Acts 14:10) 
intensity:
“yell” links to “loud” by an attribute link
Kpd£co “cry out” links to piya? “loud” by an attribute link (John 19:23)
XaLpw “rejoice” links to Xtav “greatly” by an attribute link (2 John 4) 
appraisive:
“swear” links to “bad” by an attribute link
XaXew “speak” links to koikco? “evilly” by an attribute link (John 18:23)
Xeyw “say” links to KaXw? “well” by an attribute link (John 4:17)
manner:
“dissect” links to “neat” by an attribute link
6Xedco “be merciful” links to IXapoTq? “cheerfulness” by an attribute link (Rom. 12:8)
(NB abstract noun for semantic attribute)
TrpoioTqpi “lead” links to oirou8f| “diligence” by an attribute link (Rom. 12:8)
(NB abstract noun for semantic attribute)
Thirdly, let us look at links between “event” and “ thing.” These are similar to those 
listed above linking events to attributes which are spatial or temporal.
locative link: (links “ event” to “ thing”)
“swim” links to “swimming pool” by a locative link
dXieuto “fish” links to GdXaoaa “sea, lake” by a locative link (John 21:3)
8i8daKO) “teach” links to auvaywyf] “synagogue” by a locative link (Luke 13:10)
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Like all links, locative links can be either present or absent, e.g.
“whisper” links to “library” by a locative link
“whistle” links to “park” by a locative link 
B U T  “whistle” does N O T  link to “library” by a locative link
The presence or absence o f  links affects our interpretation o f collocations.
Compare the following questions:
W h y  were you whistling in the park?
W h y  were you whistling in the library?
“Why were you whistling in the park?” is normally understood as a genuine question, 
requiring an answer “ I just felt happy.”  Here the phrase “ in the park” is not focal, since 
there is a collocation link already established in the mind o f  the hearer. In contrast, “Why 
were you whistling in the library?”  is normally understood as a rhetorical question 
implying criticism, requiring an answer “ I’m sorry. I just forgot where I was for a 
moment.” The phrase “ in the library” is focal, since there is no collocation link. In speech 
the two questions above might well have different intonation and stress patterns, marking
different elements as focal, e.g.
W h y  were you W H I S T L I N G  in the park?
W h y  were you whistling in the L I B R A R Y ?
The lack o f  a locative link between an “ event”  and a “thing” , such as “whistle”  and 
“ library” above, sets up a strong expectation that the collocation o f  the two is unexpected. 
In real life people do not normally whistle in the library, so these scenarios have never, or 
only rarely, been linked in the brain. Since people make mental links between mental 
scenarios as a result o f  perceiving links between those scenarios in their own experience, 
the sheer infrequency with which the two scenarios “whistle” and “ library” co-occur in 
experience, means that their mental linking is nil or negligible.
Suppose, by pure chance, someone has only ever been to a library once, and only 
ever heard whistling once, and that was when they were in the library, then that person 
would form a 100% locative link between “ library” and “whistle” . However, as they lived 
a bit more, they would be in the library and not hear whistling, and they would hear 
whistling in places other than the library. Each occurrence would make a locative link, 
between “ library”  and the things which happened there, and between “ whistle”  and the 
places where it happened. Over time, the one co-occurrence o f  whistle and library would 
become such a small proportion o f  the total links that it would no longer be regarded as 
significant.
Thus, every co-occurrence o f  scenarios makes a link, but it is only the links 
between elements which frequently co-occur, or which for some other reason, such as 
heightened emotion, are marked as significant, that become prototypical.
For example, when I say “ library” , my audience thinks o f  “ read” because the 
“ library”  scenario has a prototypical locative link with “ read” . If however, someone 
happened to have been attacked in a library by a man who whistled as he came towards 
them, the heightened emotion attached to that single co-occurrence o f  whistle and library
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might be so burned into their memory that hearing the word “ library” would make them
think o f  the “whistle” o f  their attacker, and bring them out in a cold sweat.
Again, the locative link may in some cases be implicit, automatically formed
through other links, e.g.
“swim” links to “water” by a locative link 
A N D  “water” links to “swimming pool” by a part-whole link
S O  “swim” links to “swimming pool” by a locative link
“wander” links to “open spaces” by a locative link 
A N D  “park” links to “open spaces” by a specific-generic link
S O  “wander” links to “park” by a locative link
“whisper” links to “quiet” by an attribute link 
A N D  “library” links to “quiet” by an attribute link
S O  “whisper” links to ‘tquiet” by an-attribute link
64h b r ' a r y *  &  loccxktVe.
temporal link (links “event” to “ thing”) “at” “ in”
“wake” links to “morning” by a temporal link
Ka0e68w “sleep” links to vu£ “night” by a temporal link (1 Thess. 5:7)
Trpooeuxofiai “pray” links to f| wpa f) evdTq “ninth hour, 3 p m ” 
by a temporal link (Acts 3:1)
Temporal links may also link “things” (if  indeed abstract time related nouns are
“things” as opposed to “ events” ), e.g.
“sun” links to “day” by a temporal link 
“lunch” links to “midday” by a temporal link
However, it seems that these links always imply some “event” , e.g.
“sun” links to “shine” by an agent link and
“sun shines” links to “day” by a temporal link 
“lunch” links to “eat” by a goal link, and
“eat lunch” links to “midday” by a temporal link
PARTS, STAGES, CAUSATION and PURPOSE
As detailed above, Lakoff and Johnson give the following “ experiential gestalt”  for
“ shooting someone” :
Parts: Aiming, Firing, bullet hits target, target is wounded
Stages: Precondition: loaded
Beginning: aims 
Middle: fires 
End: bullet hits 
Final state: target wounded 
Causation: Beginning and middle enable end
Middle and end cause final state 
Purpose: Goal: final state
Plan: meet precondition, perform beginning and middle
In Lakoff and Johnson’ s analysis, the categories Stages, Causation, and Purpose all 
involve the elements listed as Parts. This presents a problem in that the Final State “target 
wounded” is here listed as a Part o f  the gestalt “ shooting someone.” I propose that, whilst 
the Final State “target wounded” is indeed part o f  the gestalt, it is in a different relationship 
from the other Parts.
Whilst the other Parts “ load, aim, shoot, hit” are necessary for the “ event”  o f 
“ shooting someone” to be prototypical, the Final State “target wounded” is only necessary 
for the success o f  the “event” (i.e. the fulfilment o f  its purpose, when Final State = Goal).
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Naturally it is prototypical that the “ event” succeed in its purpose, but even when the
“event”  fails in its purpose, the “event” has occurred prototypically.
Prototypically, the concept “ shoot”  has:
Parts: load, aim, fire, hit
Stages: load, aim, fire, hit (in this order)
Result: target wounded 
Goal: target wounded
Prototypically, the experiential gestalt “ shooting someone” has:
Parts: load, aim, fire, hit, target wounded
Stages: load, aim, fire, hit, target wounded (in this order)
Chain of causation:
Cause: shoot 
Result: target wounded 
Chain of purpose:
Plan: shoot 
Goal: target wounded
In other words, the “experiential gestalt”  o f  shooting someone is larger than the
concept “ shoot” since it includes not only the Parts o f  the core concept, but also the
prototypical Goal and Result. The relationships can be diagrammed as follows: 
load + aim + fire + hit = shoot 
shoot > target wounded
I propose that the part-whole link, as used above to link “ thing” with “ thing” ,
should be applied at the level o f  the core concept, not at the level o f  the whole gestalt, i.e.
“load” links to “shoot” by a part-whole link 
B U T  “wound” does N O T  link to “shoot” by a part-whole link
(though it is a part of the “shooting someone” gestalt)
PART-WHOLE
For “ event”  scenarios, this category includes both part-whole links (shown above
linking “things” to “ things”) and also stage links. The difference is that stage links
necessarily involve a temporal sequence. Stage links can be seen as a particular type o f
part-whole link which may only occur with en “ event”  scenario, where each part-whole
link is labelled for sequence.
part-whole link: (links “ event” to “ event” )
“aim” links to “shoot” by a part-whole link
e a O t c o  “eat” links to eu<f>pav0fjvai “be merry” by a part-whole link
(Luke 1 2 : 1 9 ,  1 5 : 2 3 , 2 9 ,  1  Corinthians 1 5 : 3 2  cf. Isaiah 2 2 : 1 3 )  
dp<f>id£o) “clothe” links to i r p o c n r t 0 T ] | j .i  “give” (provide for) 
by a part-whole link (Luke 1 2 : 2 8 ,  3 1 )
part-part link (links “event” to “ event”)
“load” links to “aim” by a part-part link (each part of “shoot”)
6a0lw “eat” links to irlio “drink” by a part-part link
(each part of e+pavGfjvca “be merry”) (Luke 1 2 : 1 9 )  
dp.<|>id£a) “clothe” links to rpe^io “feed” by a part-part link
(each part of T r p o c r r t 0 q | J L i  “give” (provide for)) (Luke 1 2 : 2 8 ,  2 4 ,  3 1 )
Part-part links are formed automatically by the items being joined to the same node by the
same type o f  link, e.g. “ load” and “ aim” are each linked to “ shoot” by a part-whole link.
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stage link (links “event”  to “event” ) “ first” “next” “ finally”
Stage links must somehow be marked for sequence, perhaps with a number, e.g.
“load” links to “shoot” by a stage link 1
“aim” links to “shoot” by a stage link 2
“fire” links to “shoot” by a stage link 3
“hit” links to “shoot” by a stage link 4
eKKduTO) “chop down” links to “destroy fruitless trees”by a stage link 1 
[3dXXw “throw” (into the fire) links to “destroy fruitless trees”by a stage link 2 
(Matthew 3:10, 7:19) 
c n r e L p o )  “sow” links to “provide food for oneself’ by a stage link 1 
0 e p ( .£ u )  “reap” links to “provide food for oneself’ by a stage link 2  
owdyu) “gather” links to “provide food for oneself’ by a stage link 3 
(Matthew 6:26)
It is unusual for the generic verb to be explicit where the specific verbs are listed. Verbs 
linked by stage links are part o f  a process which is conceptually one, but is not necessarily 
covered by any single verb since the process is often very generic.
However, stage links can be regarded as a portmanteau o f  part-whole links and
sequence links, such that stage link 1 = part-whole link + sequence 1. For example:
sequence link (links “event” to “ event”) “ first”  “ next” “ finally”
“load” links to “shoot” by a part-whole link + sequence 1 
“aim” links to “shoot” by a part-whole link + sequence 2  
“fire” links to “shoot” by a part-whole link + sequence 3 
“hit” links to “shoot” by a part-whole link + sequence 4
An alternative analysis o f  stage links is that they are formed by a combination o f
part-whole links, and unnumbered sequence links. The part-whole links are with the core
concept or higher node, but the sequence links are simply between the consecutive parts.
Sequence links are labelled “+1”  which numbers the following element 1 higher than the
previous element, showing it follows the previous element in temporal sequence. This
avoids the need for any sequence link to have a value other than plus one, e.g.
“load” links to “shoot” by a part-whole link 
“aim” links to “shoot” by a part-whole link 
“fire” links to “shoot” by a part-whole link 
“hit” links to “shoot” by a part-whole link 
A N D  “load” links to “aim” by a sequence link +1 
“aim” links to “fire” by a sequence link + 1  
“fire” links to “hit” by a sequence link + 1
Stage links, whether discrete or a portmanteau o f part-whole and sequence links, 
are prototypical and are all expected to occur in order. However, in English the same verb 
can be used with different verb frames to mark whether the End stage is included or not. 
For example “John shot at Harry” contrasts with “John shot Harry” . The sentence “John 
shot at Harry” does not necessarily imply that he actually hit him. In this example, 
“Harry” , instead o f  being marked as the “goal” o f  “ shoot”  by being grammatically direct 
object (i.e. “John shot Harry”), has been marked as the “target” by being grammatically 
indirect object (i.e. “ at Harry” ). Thus stage 4 “hit,” which would involve the “goal” as a 
necessary participant, is not implied, and does not necessarily occur. However the
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occurrence o f  stage 4 is still prototypical, allowing the use o f  the contraexpectation marker
“ but”  for failure to complete that stage, e.g.
John shot at Harry, and missed him.
John shot at Harry, but missed him.
John shot at Harry and hit him.
N O T  John shot at Harry but hit him.
In contrast, in the sentence “John shot Harry” , “Harry” is explicitly marked in the
grammar as “participant goal” (in the Direct Object slot), so “hitting” is implicitly included
as a stage, and can neither be refuted nor made explicit, e.g.
N O T  John shot Harry, and missed him.
N O T  John shot Harry, but missed him.
N O T  John shot Harry and hit him.
N O T  John shot Harry but hit him.
“John shot Harry”  necessarily includes “hit” due to the part-whole links included in 
“ shoot” .
next-stage links (link “event” to “ event” ) “next”
Next-stage links are implicit. They are formed automatically (like part-part, and
specific-specific links) through being linked by the same type o f  link to the same node, e.g. 
“load” links to “aim” by a part-part link
(each linked to the node “shoot” by a part-whole link)
A N D  “load” links to “aim” by a sequence link +1
8 k k 6 t t t (o  “chop down” links to (3dXXa> “throw” (into the fire)
by a part-part link (each linked to “destroy fruitless trees”)
A N D  8 k k 6 t t t (i ) “chop down” links to (3dXXco “throw” (into the fire) 
by a sequence link +1 (Matthew 3:10, 7:19)
CTTreipw “sow” links to 0ept£u) “reap” by a part-part link 
GeptCw “reap” links to ouvdyco “gather” by a part-part link
(each linked to “provide food for oneself’) (Matthew 6:26)
A N D  auelpw “sow” links to 0epl£w “reap” by a sequence link+1
GepLCw “reap” links to owdyto “gather” by a sequence link+ 1
CAUSATION:
causal link (links “ event” to “ event” ) “ since” “ therefore”
Causal links are a special kind o f  sequence link, tagged for cause, e.g.
“shoot” links to “wound” by a sequence link + cause
emfldXXw “beat against” links to yepXCai “fill” by a sequence link + cause (Mark 4:37) 
duTopai “touch” links to SiaoriCco “heal” by a sequence link + cause (Matthew 14:36)
The first element is the cause o f  the second, the second is the result o f  the first.
The causal link is prototypical. In the sentences “John shot at Harry” and “John
shot Harry” the effect o f  “ shoot” on Harry is part o f  the prototypical scenario. The use o f
“but” , together with the restrictions on its use, shows that “wound”  is prototypically
included in the “ shoot” scenario, e.g.
John shot at Harry and killed him.
John shot at Harry and wounded him.
John shot at Harry but did not wound him.
John shot at Harry but only wounded him. (partial failure)
John shot at Harry, but the bullet glanced harmlessly off his bullet-proof body-armour.
N O T  John shot at Harry but wounded him.
N O T  John shot at Harry but killed him. (unless no intent to kill)
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John shot Harry and killed him.
John shot Harry and wounded him.
John shot Harry but did not wound him.
John shot Harry but only wounded him. (partial failure)
John shot Harry, but the bullet glanced harmlessly off his bullet-proof body-armour.
N O T  John shot Harry but wounded him.
N O T  John shot Harry but killed him. (unless no intent to kill)
A clearer example o f  the prototypicality o f  the result in an “ event” scenario might
be (in the case o f  a failed assassination attempt due to the target wearing a bullet-proof
vest) “ You can hardly say you shot him! He was not even wounded.”
PURPOSE:
purpose link (links “event”  to “ event”) “ in order to” “ so that”
Purpose links are a special kind o f  sequence link, tagged for purpose, e.g.
“shoot” links to “wound” by a sequence link + purpose
CpTew “seek” links to d-ndXXupi “destroy” by a sequence link + purpose (Matthew 2:13) 
dyw “lead” links to KaTaKpqp.vt£w “throw down” 
by a sequence link + purpose (Luke 4:29)
The first element is the plan for effecting the second, the second is the goal o f  the first.
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Relational links between items in  “ a ttribu te”  scenarios
The main links between items in attribute scenarios would appeal' to be o f  two 
types, both via a common link with the superordinate node.
gradation link (links “attribute” to “ attribute” via the superordinate node)
Gradation links can be posited for “attributes”  which belong on a graded linear 
scale, e.g.
“very” links to “extremely” by a gradation link (degree node)
Ccot6? “hot” links to xXiapb? “luke warm” by a gradation link (temperature qode)
(Revelation 3 : 1 6 )
oXtyo? “little, few” links to -rroXu? “much, many” by a gradation link (amount node)
(Matthew 2 5 : 2 3 )
Gradation links can be conceptualized as having length. Gradation links with
minimal length are synonyms, and with maximal length are antonyms or contradictory.
Synonyms referring to “attributes” are lexical items linked to the same place on a
graded linear scale, e.g.
“fat” links to “plump” by a gradation link of minimal length
Trovqpd? “evil” links to & 8 i k o ?  “unjust” by a gradation link of minimal length (Matthew 5 : 4 5 )  
dya06? “good” links to SlKaio? “righteous” by a gradation link of minimal length 
(Matthew 5 : 4 5 )
Antonyms referring to “ attributes” are lexical items linked to opposite extremes o f
a graded linear scale, and as such are also implicitly marked by a contradictory link, e.g. 
“big” links to “small” by a gradation link of maximal length
£eor6? “hot” links to ipvypos “cold” by a gradation link of maximal length (Revelation 3 : 1 6 )  
TroiTjpo? “evil” links to dya.06? “good” by a gradation link of maximal length (Matthew 5 : 4 5 )
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contradictory link (links “ attribute”  to “ attribute” via the superordinate node)
Contradictory links can be posited for “ attributes” which belong on a discretely
segmented linear scale, or on a polarized linear scale.
An example o f  a discretely segmented linear scale would be the colour spectrum,
where individual colours are linked to the superordinate “ colour”  node, e.g.
“blue” links to “yellow” by a contradictory link
XeuKo? “white” links to uuppd? “red” by a contradictory link (Rev 6:2,4)
An example o f  a polarized linear scale would be the generosity scale, where
“ greedy”  and “generous” although on a linear scale are conceived as polar opposites on a
scale, with the superordinate node “ degree o f generosity” , e.g.
“greedy” links to “generous” by a contradictory link
ttXouctio? “rich” links to Trevixpd? “poor” by a contradictory link (Luke 21:1,2)
Trpea|3i>Tepo? “elder” links to vetOTepo? “younger” by a contradictory link (1 Timothy 5:2)
Greek frequently uses the prefix a “ un-”  for polar opposites, e.g.
a S i K o ?  “unjust” links to S l K a i o ?  “righteous” by a contradictory link (Matthew 5:45) 
d m a T o ?  “faithless, unbelieving” links to t t i c t t 6 ?  “faithful, believing” by a contradictory link 
(John 20:27)
In certain cases, particularly on the fringes o f  colour boundaries, the contradictoiy
link may also have a notional length, e.g.
“blue” links to “green” by a contradictory link of minimal length 
“blue” links to “red” by a contradictory link of maximal length 
truppd? “red” links to TTupivo? “fiery red” by a contradictory link of minimal length 
(Rev. 6:4, 9:17)
XeuKo? “white” links to iruppd? “red” by a contradictory link of medium length (Rev. 6:2,4) 
XeuKo? “white” links to piXa? “black” by a contradictory link of maximal length 
(Rev. 6:2, 5, Matthew 5:36)
Contradictory links may also be used to show total inclusion, by conjoining words
which are perceived as polar opposites, e.g.
“black” links to “white” by a contradictory link of maximal length, e.g.
In England all citizens, black and white, have the same rights.
“rich” links to “poor” by a contradictory link of maximal length, e.g.
In England rich and poor have the same rights.
Such sentences imply that not only the explicit contradictory attributes, but all gradations
in between, are included.
Words conjoined by contradictory links frequently have a fixed order, e.g.
“rich and poor” conjoined contradictory link 
“great and small” conjoined contradictory link
Sixmo? K a l  d S i K o ?  “righteous and unrighteous” conjoined contradictory link (Matthew 5:45) 
d p aev K a l  OfjXu “male and female” conjoined contradictory link 
(Matthew 19:4, Mark 10:6, Gal. 3:28) 
o l  uXouaioi K a l  o l  tttojxoI “rich and poor” conjoined contradictory link (Rev. 13:16)
In Greek, where there is an article used, each attribute has a separate article. I posit
that unusual word order in conjoined contradictory links is “marked” , i.e. i f  the first item is
not in its normal position, then it is in focus, e.g. in Rev. 20:12 below the emphasis is
“even the great were judged” .
ol piKpol Kal ol peydXoi “small and great” conjoined contradictory link 
(Rev. 11:18, 13:16, 19:5, cf. Rev. 19:18 Kal, Acts 26:22 Te Kal)
B U T  o l  peydXoL K a l  o l  p u c p o l  “great and small” conjoined contradictory link (Rev. 20:12).
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Words with contradictory links may also be joined by either / or, neither /  nor, or
juxtaposition. I posit that here, too, unusual word order puts emphasis on the first word,
e.g. in the second group o f  examples below the emphasis is on “ slave” . These references
concern Christian liberty and it is the slave who unexpectedly is included, 
o l  8Xeti0epoi K a l  o l  80DX01 “free and slave” conjoined contradictory link 
(Rev. 13:16, cf. Rev. 19:18 re K a t )
B U T  8ouXoi e i T e  eXeuGepoi “slave or free” non-conjoined contradictory link
(1 Cor. 12:13, Ephesians 6:8, cf. Gal. 3:28 o08e, Col. 3:11 (juxtaposed)
Similarly:
KaX6? te Kal kok6? “good and bad” (Heb. 5:14)
drya0o? fj <pav\og “good or bad” (Rom. 9:11)
e i T e  dya0o? e ’l T e  (pavXog “either good or bad” (2 Cor. 5:10)
B U T  T r o v q p o l  K a l  d y a 0 o t  “ b a d  a n d  g o o d ”  (Matthew 5 : 4 5 )
T r o v T j p o l  te Kal dyaGot “bad and good” (Matthew 22:10)
In both the latter cases the emphasis is on “bad” , since it is surprising that the “bad” should
be included with the “good” , either in receiving God’ s blessings or being invited to a feast.
Davies and Allison comment on Matthew 22:10 “The order, ‘ evil’ before ‘ good’ , perhaps
makes the former emphatic”  (1997:203) and similarly Hagner says that the emphasis thus
falls on “the bad”  (1995:630).
In Parkari, conjoined contradictory links are marked by fixed order and may be
marked by simple juxtaposition, or more commonly by on “and” , e.g.
nona mofa “ little big” , i.e. “ great and small”
jaukar on cfori6 “rich and poor”
Conjoined contradictory links should not be confused with co-occurrence links, 
which may be identical in form, but where both attributes refer to the same thing or event, 
e.g.
“black” links to “white” by a co-occurrence link.
Penguins, zebras and pandas are black and white.
N O T  Penguins, zebras and pandas are white and black.
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Relational links between items in  “ relation”  scenarios
contradictory link (links “ relation” to “ relation” via the superordinate node)
Contradictory links can be posited for “relations” which belong on a discretely
segmented linear scale, or on a polarized linear scale.
An example o f  a discretely segmented linear scale would be that o f  distance, where
individual distances are linked to the superordinate “distance” node, e.g.
“near” links to “at” by a contradictory link
ev “in” links to eyyu? “near” by a contradictory link (John 3 : 2 3 )
(“In Aenon near Salim”) 
eyyu? “near” links to udppto “far” by a contradictory link
eyyu? t o u  t t X o I o u  yivopevov “drawing near to the boat” (John 6 : 1 9 )  
etl a i > T o 0  rroppio o v t o ?  “  while he was still far o f f ’  (Luke 1 4 : 3 2 )
The cut-off point for determining “near” and “ far” is arbitrary, and can be qualified,^e.g. 
8 y y 0 T e p o v  f ) | i ( 3 v  f )  a o r r q p t a  q  ... “salvation is nearer to us than ...” 
referring to distance in time (Rom. 1 3 : 1 1 )
T T o p p c o T e p o v  TTopeGecrGai “to go on further” (Luke 2 4 : 2 8 )
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Similarly, a single lexical item may refer to more than one segment o f  the linear
scale so the same lexical item may have a contradictory pragmatic meaning, e.g. 
et? “(near) to” links to el? “into” by a contradictory link
•rjyyicrav el? ’ I epocr6\i>p.a “they drew near to Jerusalem” (Matt. 21:1) 
cf. elcreX06vTo? auTou el? 'I epoadXupa “when he had entered Jerusalem” (Matt. 21:10)
A N D  ^pxctgu ... et? ttoXiv Tq? Zapapeta? “he comes to a city of Samaria” (John 4:5)
cf. etcrqX0ev ’Iqcrou? el? to tep6v “Jesus went into the temple” (Matt. 21:12)
Here the one Greek word el? has different referents, even in the single semantic domain o f
spatial relationships, depending on the real life scenario it is part of.
Sometimes there is a logical contradiction in temporal relationships in literal
English translations, which may or may not represent a contradiction in the original Greek.
In the following examples the formal contradiction in Greek seems to be a means o f
indicating that something is absolutely just about to occur, e.g.
“soon” (implied by epxeTai) links to vvv “now” by a contradictory link (John 4:23, 5:25)
A V  “The hour cometh, and now is” “The hour is coming, and now is” 
cf. John 16:32 where the contrast with “now” is implied by 6XqXu0ev.
An example o f  a polarized linear scale would be the containment scale, where
“ inside” and “outside”  although on a linear scale are conceived as polar opposites on a
scale, with the superordinate node “ degree o f  containment” , e.g.
“to” links to “from” by a contradictory link
e£to0ev “outside” links to eaw0ev “inside” by a contradictory link (Matthew 23:25) 
dvd “up” links to Kcrrd “down” by a contradictory link (John 1:25)
(“ascending and descending”)
In certain cases, particularly on the fringes o f  boundaries, this contradictory link
may also have a notional length.
“nearly at” links to “at” by a contradictory link of minimal length
e.g. 6yyu? eoriv eul 0upai? NIV “is near, right at the door” (Matt. 24:33)
“right outside” links to “right inside” by a contradictory link of maximal length 
e.g. kv Tq (3aaiXela tcov oupavtov ... el? to okoto? to e^coTepov 
“ in the kingdom of heaven ... into the outer / outmost darkness” (Matt. 8:11-12)
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The co-occurrence lin k
(typically between “ things” , but also between “ events” , “ attributes” , and 
“ relations” )
Co-occurrence links are discussed here separately as a distinct type o f  link, since 
they do not relate directly to the internal structure o f  scenarios, but can occur within any 
given category in all types o f  scenario. The co-occurrence link shows particular syntactical 
and grammatical peculiarities. It is marked in English, Greek and Parkari by fixed word 
order. It is also typically marked by the word “ and” in English and Kal in Greek. In 
Parkari, it is typically marked by juxtaposition and absence o f  the word for “and” .
As mentioned above, scenarios for “ relation”  words are distinct from other 
scenarios, applying, as they do, to a vast multitude o f  situations, and collocating with a 
vast number o f  events and things. Thus “ and” as a relation marker is best thought o f  as the 
name o f  a kind o f  link, rather than a kind o f  scenario or information chunk. This is in line
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with Sperber and Wilson, who see the concept “and” as having only a logical and a lexical 
entry (1986:92):
Occasionally an entiy for a particular concept may be empty or lacking. For example, a concept such as 
and, which has no extension, may lack an encyclopaedic entry.
co-occurrence link between “things”
“bat” links with “ball” via a co-occurrence link “and”
irup “fire” links to 0eiov “brimstone” via a co-occurrence link Kal “and”
(Luke 17:29, Rev. 14:10, 20:10,21:8, see also Rev. 9:17, 18, 19:20) 
dvrip “man” links to yum) “woman” by a co-occurrence link Kal “and”
(Acts 5:14, 8:3, 12,9:2,22:4)
4 > a p i a a T o ?  “Pharisee” links to Z a S S o u K a X o ?  “Sadducee” 
by a co-occurrence link Kal “and” (Matthew 3:7)
The existence o f  specific co-occurrence links can be established by patterns o f 
lexical collocation in the New Testament corpus. The word for brimstone occurs 7 times in 
the New Testament, each time in conjunction with fire, and 4 times conjoined by Kal 
“and” . Similarly, the words for man and woman co-occur in the same semantic role 5 
times in the New Testament, and in all cases both Te and rat are used to conjoin them.
The word for Sadducee occurs 14 times in the New Testament. 5 times it occurs 
immediately after Pharisee, linked by “and” and with a single article twv Oapiomwy Kal 
ZaSSouKalwu (Matthew 3:7, 16:1, 6, 11, 12), 2 times the Sadducees are mentioned in a 
new section after the Pharisees have been introduced (Matthew 22:23 see 22:15, Mark 
12:18 see 12:13), 4 times the Sadducees are mentioned as in contrast with the Pharisees 
(Matthew 22:34, Acts 23:6, 7, 8), and 3 times the Sadducees are mentioned separately 
from the Pharisees, in the context o f  the Temple (Luke 20:27 see 20:1, Acts 4:1 see 3:11, 
Acts 5:17 see 5:12). Thus 11 out o f  14 occurrences o f  the word Sadducee are in the context 
o f  Pharisees, and in 5 o f  these cases they are marked grammatically as having a co ­
occurrence link, i.e. conjoined by Kal “ and” and with a single article, since they are major 
religious parties. (This contrasts with a conjoined contrastive link where each noun phrase 
has an article, e.g. Revelation 13:16 “the small and the great” etc.).
The co-occurrence link does not necessarily identify two items as identical (either 
in sense or in reference) but shows that together they refer to a single scenario. Such 
conjoined items typically share the same participant role in certain event scenarios. For 
example, sellers and buyers are patently not the same people (except in barter cultures), yet 
they are linked by a co-occurrence link, a single article plus “and” , in Matthew 21:12,
because here they have the same role, people misusing God’ s Temple:
Kal elcrfjXOev ’Iqaou? el? to U p 6u 
And entered Jesus into the temple
Kal e£6|3aXev irdvTa? tou? moXouvTa? Kal dyopaCovTa? ev tw lepw 
and threw-out all the buying-ones and selling-ones in the temple
This Greek usage, o f  a single article with two distinct nouns conjoined by Kal
“and” to mark a co-occurrence link, throws light on some o f  Moule’ s examples (1957:107-
8). In Acts 15:22 we have Tto TlauAu) Kal Bapva(3a “Paul and Barnabas” with a
single article. The reason for the article at all is that there is anaphoric reference to Acts
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15:2a where Paul and Barnabas as two separate known individuals dispute with the 
Judaizers. In Acts 15:2b, where they are chosen to go to Jerusalem as envoys, and 15:12, 
where they speak as envoys, there is no article, which marks grammatically that they are 
“ locally salient” i.e. they have special significance in this section o f  the discourse, i.e. in 
the episode 15:1-21 “The Council o f  Jerusalem” (Levinsohn, 1992:99 “ anarthrous 
references to particular, known participants either mark the participant as locally salient or 
highlight the speech which he utters” ). In 15:22 they are not “ locally salient”  being merely 
the people whom Judas and Silas will accompany, but they are marked as a co-occurring 
pair, since together they are the envoy team sent to Jerusalem.
Similarly in Mark 9:2 tov ’ I aKco(3ov Kal ’ I te&vvry “James and John”  occur with a 
single article, in a list (according to Alexandrinus and Vaticanus, though Sinaiticus reads 
tou ’ I dK0)(3ou Kal tou ’ I todvvr|v). Given that they are brothers, this is perfectly normal, 
since the single article indicates that they are being conceptualized collectively (cf. “the 
sons o f  Zebedee” in Matthew 20:20). Like Pharisees and Sadducees, or Paul and Barnabas, 
they can function as a single scenario and fill the same scenario slots.
Thus Ephesians 2:20, tw v duocrToXwu Kal upocfyiTaiv “ the apostles and 
prophets”  need not refer to the same individuals, or even a homogeneous group, but if  it 
refers to two groups, they must be co-occurrent in the same scenario slot, i.e. have the 
same kind o f  role in some process. The context suggests that this role was the 
strengthening and establishment o f  the emerging church. Given the emphasis in the 
Gospels on Jesus explaining his death and resurrection from the prophets (e.g. Luke 24:25- 
27, Luke 24:44) and the Gospel writers’ use o f  prophecy to understand the significance o f  
what they knew personally (e.g. Matthew 1:22-23,2:15,17, 23 etc.), the interpretation o f  
these as Old Testament prophets is quite natural. Apostles and prophets are co-occurrent in 
the role o f  proclaiming Christ’ s death and resurrection, the prophets before the events, and 
the apostles after. Paul specifically links his current role as “apostle”  to the earlier role o f  
“ the prophets” in proclaiming the gospel (Romans 1:2). However, in Ephesians 4:11 (cf. 1 
Corinthians 12:28, 29) prophets and apostles are listed together as different categories o f  
contemporary Christians. Contemporary prophets also seem to be referred to in Ephesians 
3:5, where “the mystery o f  Christ” has “now been revealed ... to God’ s holy apostles and 
prophets” . However, regardless o f  whether “prophets” in Ephesians 2:20 refers to Old 
Testament or New Testament prophets, they are clearly not co-referential (e.g. Ephesians 
4:11 contrasts the terms robs |iev dTrocFT6Xous^ t o u s * 8e TrpocjjfiTas*), but should be 
regarded as together referring to the one scenario o f  “ God’ s chosen agents in building the 
church” .
In the light o f  this, in the more theologically weighted verses, Titus 2:13 and 2 
Peter 1:1, where there is a single article for both “ God” and “ saviour Jesus Christ” , we 
must apply the same principle that these conjoined items refer to a single scenario. 
Although such items need not be co-referential (e.g. fire and brimstone, Pharisees and
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Sadducees, Paul and Barnabas, which refer to distinct items, individuals or groups) it is 
natural for them to be understood as coreferential where they can both apply to the same 
item in a single scenario. For example, o Qedg Kal uaTf|p “ the God and father” occurs 13 
times in the New Testament, alone (1 Cor. 15:24, James 1:27), with “ o f  him [Jesus]”  (Rev. 
1:6), with “o f  the Lord Jesus” (2 Cor. 11:31), with “o f  our Lord Jesus Christ” (Romans 
15:6, 2Cor. 1:3,Eph. 1:3,5:20, 1 Pe. 1:3), and with “ o f  us” (Gal. 1:4, 1 Th. 1:3,3:11, 
3:13). In all these instances the two conjoined terms are undoubtedly co-referential, 
referring to a single scenario, here God. This conforms to the Granville Sharp rule (Porter, 
1994:110):
Granville Sharp’s rule states simply that if a single article links two or more singular substantives 
(excluding personal names) the second and subsequent substantives are related to or further describe the 
first.
Hence the parallel construction in Titus 2:13 tou peydXou 0eou Kal awfjpos* ripwu
’IrjCTou XpLCTTou “o f  the great god and saviour o f  us Jesus Christ” and in 2 Peter 1:1 tou
0eou qpmv Kal aurrfjpos* ’I r|crou Xpiorou “o f  the god o f  us and saviour Jesus Christ”
also refers to a single scenario, and the conjoined terms are most naturally understood as
coreferential, Jesus Christ who is both God and saviour. Such an interpretation is
supported by the similar phrase in 2 Peter 3:2 tou Kupiou Kal aarrfjpos* “o f  the Lord and
saviour” (i.e. Jesus), and by John 20:28 o Kuptos’ p.ou Kal o 060? p.ou “the Lord o f  me
and the God o f  me” , where the terms Lord and God are each applied separately to Jesus.
Moule (1990:110) also states that “ God and saviour” is a fixed co-occurrence o f  titles for a
single deity, which provides further evidence for this interpretation.
In English also, the co-occurrence link is marked by a fixed order o f  lexical
collocation and indicates that the two conjoined concepts belong together in a single
scenario. Similarly, in English as in Greek, “things” which are joined by a co-occurrence
link usually have only one article for both items, e.g.
I bought him a bat and ball for Christmas.
Pass m e  a knife and fork.
The bride and groom left in a Rolls Royce.
The use o f  a separate article for the second item suggests a sense o f  separation between the
items, e.g.
I bought him a bat and a ball for Christmas.
(These two items are not specifically for use together. The ball could be a football)
Pass m e  a knife and a fork.
(These two items are not specifically for use together, e.g. the knife could be for carving, rather than 
eating with. The knife might be to complete one place setting and the fork another.)
The bride and the groom left in a Rolls Royce.
(These two items are not specifically a couple.)
Compare:
“There was a double wedding but only one bride and groom turned up. It was chaos. The bride and 
groom were left waiting while the vicar decided what to do.” (They are a couple)
“There was a double wedding but only one bride and one groom turned up. It was chaos. The bride 
and the groom were left waiting while the vicar decided what to do.” (They are not a couple)
Quirk and Greenbaum (1979:177) state that “A  singular verb is used with 
conjoinings which represent a single entity” , giving the example “ The hammer and sickle
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was flying from a tall flag pole.”  This example, however, is not a straightforward doublet
but an example o f  metonymy, where “ the hammer and sickle” means “the flag bearing the
image o f  a hammer and sickle” , cf. “ the skull and crossbones” , “the stars and stripes” .
Nonetheless, some English doublets can take singular verbs in circumstances where they
are clearly conceptualized as a single entity, e.g. “ Where is my knife and fork?” , “ Your
knife and fork has fallen on the floor” , and possibly “Where is the bride and groom?” , but
not “The bride and groom is already in the church” .)
Although co-occurrence is marked by a fixed ordering o f  nouns, the ordering is not
necessarily the same in different languages, e.g.
English “bride and groom”
Parkari “bridegroom and bride” lacfo on lcufoi
Greek “bridegroom and bride” vupcfilo? Kal vupcfyn (Rev. 18:23)
In Parkari certain pairs o f  words which co-occur not only have a conventional
order, but also the word for “ and”, normally obligatory between nouns, is omitted, e.g. hor
means “arrow” , dhonoroi means “bow”, and fior dhonorai (literally “ arrow bow”) means
“bow and arrow” . Such conjoined co-occurrence pairs form lexical doublets in Parkari, i.e.
the two words together function grammatically as a single lexical item, and refer to a
single scenario.
Items linked by the co-occurrence link do not simply occur together in the same
scenario, but are conceptualized as together forming a single scenario and function in the
same participant role in “ event” scenarios, e.g.
A  husband and wife are both responsible for the care of their children, (both agent)
I bought fish and chips, (both goal)
Eat with a knife and fork! (both instrument)
He shot the deer with a bow and arrow, (both instrument)
co-occurrence link between “ events”
“come” links with “go” via a co-occurrence link “and”
“eat” links with “drink” via a co-occurrence link “and”
4>o(3os' “fear” links to T p o p o ?  “trembling” (semantic events) via a co-occurrence link Kal “and” 
(2 Cor. 7:15, Eph. 6:5, Phil. 2:12, cf. 1 Cor. 2:3) 
y a p e t o  “marry” links to y a p l £ c o  / y a p l a K O )  “give (bride) in marriage” via a co-occurrence link 
K a l  “and” (Matthew 22:30,24:38, Luke 20:34, cf. Mark 12:25, Luke 17:27,20:35) 
T p t f r y w  “eat” links to ttIuu) “drink” via a co-occurrence link K a l  “and” (Matthew 24:38)
The order o f these words is fixed.
In New Testament Greek, fear and trembling co-occur 4 times, always in the set 
order (fjoftos* Kal Tpo(±os\ Likewise, yap.eco “marry”  and yapi£w “give in marriage”  co­
occur 5 times, always in that order. Similarly, eating and drinking co-occur 30 times, 
always in that order, regardless o f  whether the verb for eat is e<j0lw, (pxiyeiv or Tpwyw.
In the Parkari language, the verb pairs “ come”  and “ go” and “ eat” and “drink” are 
used together in fixed order, but juxtaposed without any word for “ and” , and with the 
same tense marking particle applying to both verbs, i.e. they are treated in many ways 
grammatically as a unit.
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u au zau karefi 
He come go does.
He comes and goes. He makes visits.
u khato pito no.
He eating drinking remained 
He kept on eating and drinking.
It could be argued that in all the above examples there is a logical order between
the events. In experience, people come first and then go, people eat first and then drink. I
am indeed arguing that these words are grouped together in speech, because they are
grouped together in the mind, and they are grouped together in the mind precisely because
they are grouped together experientially. So it is natural that the order o f  the words should
reflect the real life order o f the concepts.
However, the ordering o f  words is not necessarily in direct relationship to real life.
I propose that where concepts are grouped by a co-occurrence link they are usually marked
by a fixed order in a given language, but that the order is not necessarily fixed the same
way in different cultures, e.g.
“read” links with “write” via a co-occurrence link “and” 
e.g. He can read and write.
N O T  He can write and read.
However, in Urdu the same two verbs co-occur in the opposite order: 
likhna po^na asan hoi.
Writing reading easy is.
Reading and writing is easy.
N O T  pa^na likhna asan hoi.
Reading writing easy is.
Urdu reverses the order o f  the two verbs, showing that the order o f  words linked by
co-occurrence is not universal but language specific, and omits the word “and” (normally
required grammatically between two verbs) showing that the two concepts co-occur in one
scenario, i.e. together they form a single scenario.
We have stated above that the existence o f  a co-occurrence link in some way marks
the separate words as belonging to a single scenario. Corollary evidence that the two
concepts o f  “ read” and “write” are so linked comes from Parkari where bhoqpl “read”
means educated, literate, able to read and write, i.e. the one word refers to a scenario
containing both concepts.
Clearly, it is vital to observe the way co-occurrence links are marked, including
word order and the presence or absence o f  a conjunction, both in the source text for
accurate exegesis and in the target language for natural and accurate translation.
If, in a given language, the word order for a pair o f  conjoined items is not fixed,
then I posit that there is not a specific co-occurrence link, but some other relationship, such
as reciprocity, due to sharing a scenario and set o f  participants, e.g. 
moXeo) “sell” links to dyopaCco “buy” (Matthew 21:12, Mark 11:15) 
dyopd£w “buy” links to raXew “sell” (Luke 17:28, Rev 13:17) 
verb seller buyer merchandise price
sell agent benefactive goal amount
buy source agent goal amount
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co-occurrence link between “ attributes”
(links “attribute” to “ attribute”  via a single “thing” or “event”  node)
Co-occurrence links for “attributes” rely on prototypical real-life co-occurrence o f
different “ attributes” o f  a “ thing” or “ event” , e.g.
“big” links to “strong” by a co-occurrence link joined to the “thing” node “human” 
e.g. “H e ’ll grow up big and strong”
“old” links to “grey” by a co-occurrence link joined to the “thing” node “human” 
e.g. “When I’m  old and grey”
“loud” links to “clear” by a co-occurrence link joined to the “event” node “hear” 
e.g. “I can hear you loud and clear” 
ciyio? “holy” links to &[±a)p.o? “faultless” via a co-occurrence link Kal “and”
(Eph. 1:4, 5:27, Col. 1:22) 
ttictto? “faithful” links to d\r|0iv6? “true” via a co-occurrence link Kal “and”
(Rev. 3:14,19:11,21:5,22:6)
Co-occurrence links in English have a fixed collocational order and are linked by
“ and” , i.e. “big and strong” not “ strong and big” , “ loud and clear”  not “ clear and loud” .
The co-occurrence link does not necessarily apply in all contexts, which indicates that the
scenario referred to is distinct, e.g.
“black” links with “blue” via a co-occurrence link “and”
(referring to bruising, but not say clothing) 
e.g. They beat him black and blue.
N O T  They beat him blue and black.
B U T  He wore a blue and black sweater.
He wore a black and blue sweater.
(I would avoid using “black and blue” in this latter sense)
Co-occurrence links in Greek can be identified by the recurrence o f  the same
attributes conjoined in the same order. Another possible grammatical indicator is the use o f
a single article with Kal “and” , e.g.
dyaGo? “good” links to eMpecrro? “pleasing” and TeXeio? “perfect” 
via a co-occurrence link K a l  “and” (Romans 12:2 re God’s will)
In Parkari co-occurrence links between “ attributes” are also marked by a fixed
collocational order but with the attributes juxtaposed with no word for “ and” , e.g. 
hazo horo “whole (and) easy” i.e. “fit and well” 
sidho sadho “straight (and) plain” i.e. “straightforward, ordinary”
co-occurrence link between “relations”
(links “relation” to “relation” via a single “ thing” or “ event” node)
Co-occurrence links for “ relations” rely on prototypical real-life co-occurence o f
different “relations” with a “ thing” or “ event” , e.g.
“in” links to “around” by a co-occurrence link “and”
KaTd “down” links to el? “into, onto” by a co-occurrence link
KaTe^qaav ... el? to u8wp “they went down into the water” (Acts 8:38)
KaTa[3aivov el? airr6v  “coming down onto him” (Mark 1:10) 
dvd “up” links to 6k “out from” by a co-occurrence link
dv6(3qcrav 6k tou bSaTo? “they came up out from the water” (Acts 8:39) 
dvapatvwv 6k tou uSara? “coming up out from the water” (Mark 1:10)
As with all co-occurrence there is a fixed collocational order, i.e. “down into”  and “up out
from” .
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In English the conjunction “ and” is used to conjoin relation words in a fixed order.
For example, we find “ in and around” not “around and in” , as in “There was a huge crowd
milling about in and around the stadium.”  Compare “to and fro” “hither and thither” “near
and far”  “ far and wide” . The order is conventional, e.g.
“up” links with “down” via a co-occurrence link “and” 
e.g. She was throwing the ball up and down.
N O T  She was throwing the ball down and up.
One might argue that this order related to real life order, but this is emphatically not the
case. For example, bouncing a ball is usually initiated by a downward throw, yet the
conventional co-occurrence o f  “up and down” is fixed., e.g.
She was bouncing the ball up and down.
N O T  She was bouncing the ball down and up.
Compare “ in and out” in the sentence “ She kept running in and out o f  the house to see if  
the postman was coming down the road.” It is clear that she was primarily in the house, so 
in fact she kept running out, and back in again. But “ in and out” represents a single 
scenario containing both events irrespective o f  order. I propose that the conventional fixed 
ordering o f  words which is not related to real life ordering o f  two separate concepts, marks 
that those two concepts are regarded as forming a single scenario.
The metaphorical lin k
The metaphorical link is treated separately because it is a link between scenarios, 
rather than within scenarios, and can apply to all types o f scenario. Lakoff (1989) argues 
that it is only a kind o f  metaphorical link (the metaphorical ICM) which allows us to 
categorize and communicate at all, since our mental structures are based on a metaphorical 
relationship between the physical world and the conceptual world.
In this thesis, however, the term metaphorical link refers to the language-specific 
and culture-specific link between two distinct scenarios. One scenario contains a structured 
cluster o f  concepts used literally, the other scenario contains a structured cluster o f  
concepts, which may be used literally in one semantic area, and metaphorically to refer to 
the semantic area which is literally covered by the first scenario. It is this type o f  
metaphorical link which allows us to use similes and metaphors, allegories and riddles.
There must be some prototypical conceptual element in common between two 
scenarios for them to be linked by a metaphorical link. This will sometimes be made 
explicit, as in comparisons, and sometimes be implicit, as in most similes and metaphors, 
e.g.
Comparisons (explicit attribute):
“pig” links with “fat” by an attribute link, e.g. “fat as a pig”
“hatter” links with “mad” by an attribute link, e.g. “mad as a hatter”
6(piS‘ “snake” links with (j>p6vi[io? “wise, shrewd” by an attribute link 
(Matthew 10:16) (“as shrewd as snakes”)
TrepiaTepa “dove” links with dtKepaio? “innocent” by an attribute link 
(Matthew 10:16) (“as innocent as doves”)
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Note that these links are culturally conditioned. The link between pig and fat is 
perhaps prototypical for many countries and cultures. However the link between hatter and 
mad is not even prototypical for this country, relying on the fact that hatters used to use 
mercury in their trade which caused brain damage, yet the link still exists in this 
comparison.
It is important to realize that similes and metaphors will not “ work” unless there is
a conceptual link already existing between both the topic and the image with the point o f
similarity, e.g.
topic image point of similarity
fat person pig fat
shrewd person snake shrewd
Such conceptual links are the relational links within scenarios.
If the audience have no conceptual link already existing between both the topic and
the image with the point o f  similarity, there will be a lack o f  comprehension. The
statement may be taken as metaphorical, but still be meaningless since there is no existing
connection between the two items. For example, in Urdu one can say “ She is a taxi.”  An
English audience has a limited understanding, because the point o f  similarity is unclear,
since there are no common conceptual elements in the scenarios for woman and taxi, i.e. 
topic image point of similarity
she taxi ?
The Urdu chart is as follows:
topic image point of similarity
prostitute taxi operates for hire
In translation, such metaphors will need to be dropped and the meaning expressed literally.
It may even be unclear that the words are being used metaphorically. For example,
Jesus’ s words to Peter “Feed my lambs”  (John 21:15) are naturally understood as literal by
Parkaris, since these concepts have no metaphorical links to other more contextually
relevant concepts. Compare the charts:
topic image point of similarity
Greek disciples lambs dependent
Greek look after tend, feed supply needs
Parkari - lambs
Parkari - tend, feed
In translation, such hidden metaphors might be dropped or expressed as a simile if  the 
connection between topic and image is conceptually valid, e.g. “Look after my followers 
as a shepherd tends the lambs.”
Similes (with implicit or explicit attribute):
“elephant” links with “clumsy person” by a metaphorical link 
“elephant” links with “clumsy” by an attribute link
e.g. “H e ’s like a clumsy great elephant” (explicit attribute),
“H e ’s like an elephant.” (implicit attribute)
Xpualov “gold” links with baXo? “glass, crystal” by a metaphorical link 
X p u o t o v  “gold” links with Ka0ap6? “pure” by an attribute link 
baXo? “glass, crystal” links with Ka0ap6? “pure” by an attribute link 
e.g. (Rev. 21:18) “pure gold like pure glass” (explicit attribute)
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(3acuXeCa t o u  Oeou “rule of God” links with “yeast” by a  metaphorical link
pamXela t o O  0eou “rule of God” links with “spread” by an agent link 
C6pT| “yeast” links with “spread” by an agent link
e.g. (Luke 13:20, 21) “the kingdom of God ... like leaven” (implicit attribute)
Metaphors (with implicit or explicit attribute):
“pig” links with “greedy person” by a metaphorical link 
“pig” links with “greedy” by an attribute link
e.g. “You greedy pig!” (explicit attribute), “You pig!” (implicit attribute)
“fox” links with “cunning person” by a metaphorical link 
“fox” links with “cunning” by an attribute link,
e.g. “You cunning fox!” (explicit attribute), “You fox!” (implicit attribute)
Xuko? “wolf’ links with “savage person” by a metaphorical link 
Xuko? “wolf’ links with (3apu? “savage” by an attribute link
(Acts 20:29) “savage wolves ... will not spare the flock” (explicit attribute)
Trotpuiou “flock” links with “group of dependent people” by a metaphorical link 
-irotjiuLou “flock” links with “dependent” by an attribute link
(Acts 20:29) “savage wolves ... will not spare the flock” (implicit attribute)
A specific metaphorical link in one language and culture should not be assumed to
exist in another language and culture. For example, the English metaphorical link between
“ fox”  and “ cunning” should not be used to exegete the meaning o f  the Greek metaphor
“ Go tell that fox” (Luke 13:32). This may perhaps be the correct meaning, but the exegesis
must be based on appropriate evidence such as the metaphor’ s use in classical and
Hellenistic Greek and in Old Testament and rabbinical literature (Fitzmyer, 1985:1031).
The point o f  similarity is not fixed by the image, but is fixed by the common
element between topic and image which is contextually appropriate. For example, “ yeast”
may be used not only as an image to denote “ spreading” as above, but also “ corrupting” ,
e.g.
£6p.Ti “yeast” links with SiSaxi) “teaching” by a metaphorical link
8i8axf| “teaching” links with “corrupt” by an agent link
£u|it| “yeast” links with “corrupt” by an agent link e.g. (Matthew 16:6)
“beware of the leaven of the Pharisees and Sadducees” (implicit attribute)
(see Matthew 16:12 “leaven ... teaching”)
Typically, metaphorical links are not simply between two elements or concepts, but
between two scenarios or concept clusters, as Lakoff and Johnson point out (1980:4):
To give some idea of what it could mean for a concept to be metaphorical and for such a concept to 
structure an eveiyday activity, let us start with the concept A R G U M E N T  and the conceptual metaphor 
A R G U M E N T  IS W A R .  This metaphor is reflected in our everyday language by a wide variety of 
expressions:
A R G U M E N T  IS W A R  
Your claims are indefensible.
He attacked every weak point in m y  argument.
His criticisms were right on target.
I demolished his argument.
I’ve never won an argument with him.
You disagree? Okay, shoot!
If you use that strategy, he’ll wipe you out.
He shot down all m y  arguments.
Although some similes and metaphors, especially in poetry and creative writing,
are new and daring uses o f  language which the hearers must analyse for themselves, most
metaphorical expressions are well-worn time-honoured culture-based conceptualizations o f
certain scenarios as related to other scenarios. Often the conceptualization is so complete
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that the normal way to talk about something is by use o f a metaphor, e.g. Ephesians 4:11, 
where the word TToi|±f|v “ shepherd” is used as a technical term in a list o f  types o f  church 
worker.
The metaphorical link, since it depends on a cultural and lexical association 
between completely distinct scenarios, on the basis o f  a perceived similarity, perhaps 
causes more translation problems than any other. For example the English phrase “He gets 
through money like water” implies a profligate waste o f money, as if  it were a readily 
renewable resource. Whilst this point o f  comparison, between wasting money and using 
water with careless abandon, may be valid in many western countries, it makes no sense to 
those in the third world, where water is a precious commodity to be used sparingly. For 
them, the phrase might imply “He is careful with his money.”
Moreover, the concepts might not even link conceptually, e.g. “ He spends money 
like he uses water.” I posit that a conceptual link in a culture is usually evidenced by a 
lexical term which covers both situations, either by being very generic (e.g. “ gets through 
money/water” above), or by being used both literally and metaphorically (e.g. Genesis 
49:4 re Reuben “ turbulent as the waters” where “waters/people are turbulent” ). Thus, a 
simile or metaphor can only be translated using the same image when the topic and image 
are perceived to have a common link. The common link will usually be apparent by the 
presence o f  generic words or metaphorical language applying to both topic and image. 
Specific conceptual links between the target audience’ s mental scenarios are culturally 
determined, and cannot be assumed.
The metonymic lin k
The metonymic link is also treated separately since it applies to all types o f  
scenario. Elements o f  a scenario which may stand for the whole scenario are marked by 
this metonymic link between the single element and the scenario title. Metonymic links 
cannot be formed unless there is already some existing semantic link within the scenario, 
e.g.
“thing”  scenario
“keel” stands for “ship” by a metonymic link and part-whole link 
aXuaei? “chains” stands for “handcuffs and chains” by a metonymic link 
and part-whole link (Acts 12:7)
KoiXta “w o m b ” stands for “woman” by a metonymic link
and location-agent link with yevvdw “bear” (Luke 23:29) 
oc/>0aXp.6? “eye” stands for “person” by a metonymic link
and instrument-agent link with pXeuw “see” (Matt. 13:16)
“ event”  scenario
“put the kettle on” stands for “make a hot drink” by a metonymic link and stage link 
curdyo) “lead away” includes “execute” by a metonymic link 
and pmpose link (action implies purpose) (Acts 12:19) 
dvaKa0t£o) “sit up” includes “come alive” by a metonymic link 
and cause-result link (result implies cause) (Luke 7:15) 
ttIvw “drink” includes goal, here “wine” by a metonymic link 
and event-participant link (Matt. 11:18-19)
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“ attribute” scenario
“Scottish” includes “mean” by a metonymic link
and (according to English prejudices) co-occurence link 
TrXfipq? Xeupa? “leprous” includes “ritually unclean” by a metonymic link 
and reason-result link with “consider” (Luke 5:12)
(i.e. because he is leprous people consider him unclean)
Trpc'o(3uTT]S‘ “old” includes “probably sterile” by a metonymic link 
and co-occurrence link (Luke 1:18, cf. 1:13)
(i.e. old men do not often father children) 
ctpapTwXb? “sinful” includes “sexually immoral” by a metonymic link 
a co-occurrence link and generic-specific link (Luke 7:39)
(i.e. the prototypical sinful women is a prostitute) 
cf. Parkari bhu jbi cfoji “bad woman” i.e. “prostitute”
“ relation” scenario
“or else” includes likely result by a metonymic link and result link, e.g.
“Come her now, or else!”
(Here the “relation” word marking the result link suggests likely slot fillers) 
el “if’ condition clause includes likely result by a metonymic link and result link, e.g.
“if a sign will be given to this generation.” (Mark 8:12)
“if they will enter into m y  rest.” (Heb 3:11)
Perhaps the implicit result is “then m y  oath is worthless” or “then brand m e  a liar”. 
(Burton, 1987:110, calls this usage of el “an emphatic negative assertion or oath” ) 
fjXOev “he came” includes “I came” by a metonymic link and part-part link with the person system 
e.g. “The Son of M a n  came eating and drinking” said by Jesus (Matt. 11:19)
(i.e. the third person in Greek is linked to the first person) 
wKoSonqcrev “he built” includes “he got built” by a metonymic link
and causal agent-agent link with oltcoSopew “build” (Luke 7:5)
(i.e. the third person in Greek, marking agent, also links to the causal agent or initiator. 
Where it refers to a causal agent or initiator, an active agent or intermediary is implicit.) 
cf. Luke 1:70, eXdXqaeu Sia CTTbpaTo? t w v  ... upocf>r|T<3v 
“he spoke by the mouth of the prophets” where both causal agent or initiator and 
active agent or intermediary are explicit in the text.
6m  “above” stands for the “control” scenario (Eph.4:6)
8id “through” stands for the “sustain” scenario (Eph,4:6) 
ev “in” stands for the “fill” scenario (Eph.4:6)
0e8? ... 8 6ni u d u T w u  Kal 8 i d  u d v T t o v  Kal ev u a a i v  
“G o d ... above all, and through all, and in all”
In the last three examples, the “relation”  word alone refers to the whole “event”
scenario in which it typically occurs. This may explain what Moule (1990:111) calls “ the
extraordinary phrase” in 1 Corinthians 4:6, which he argues must be emended or taken as
“ the quotation o f  some ‘ slogan’ ... ‘Not beyond what is written’ .”  Perhaps the verb “ learn”
is followed by an abstract noun (cf. Heb. 5:8) here consisting o f  a neuter article and
infinitive, but the infinitive is implicit, since the “relation”  word stands for the verb by
metonymy. The use o f  [if| “not” itself indicates that a verb is implicit, e.g. 
uu6p “beyond” stands for the “go beyond” scenario (1 Cor. 4:6) 
p.d0T]Te t8 [if] uu6p & yeypauTai 
“you may learn not (going) beyond what is written”
All the words used as metonyms may refer to a single element in one context, but
in another context include other elements from the scenario or refer to the whole scenario
via a metonymic link.
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The synonymy lin k
The synonymy link also applies to all types o f  scenario. I suggest that the 
synonymy link is not a direct neural link between lexical items but an implicit link, being 
formed automatically whenever two or more lexical items are linked to the same concept.
In a very few cases, such words are identical in sense, but even then have different 
patterns o f  use, e.g. “violin” and “ fiddle”  refer to exactly the same instrument, but violin is 
used when referring to that instrument in the context o f  classical music and orchestras, and 
fiddle is used is the context o f  folk music and dancing.
Mostly synonyms are words which apply to slightly different conceptual scenarios, 
but the scenarios have a large degree o f  overlap within which either word is applicable. As 
Black comments (1990:125-6):
A  biblical example of synonymy involves the Greek vocabulary for “love.” The relationship between the 
meanings of dyaTrtiu) and <f>iXeco is such that the words may be used interchangeably in some contexts. 
W e  therefore need not be surprised that dyaTrdw (popularly considered to refer to divine love) can 
describe A m n o n ’s incestuous relationship with his half-sister Tamar (2 Sam 13:15, L X X )  or that<J>iXeo) 
(popularly taken to refer to a lower form of love) can refer to the Father’s love for the Son (John 5:20).
In these contexts, both words have components of affection, desire, attachment, and so on. Other N e w  
Testament examples of synonymy are:
X6yo? / ibfjpa “word”
opdto / (3X6™ “I see”
ol8a / yivtfraicu) “I know”
Examples o f  synonyms due to overlapping scenarios are:
“thing” scenario
X6yo? “word” links to jbfjpa “word” (John 15:20, Matt. 26:75)
8idvoia “mind” links to xapSta “heart” (Hebrews 8:10, 10:16, reversed) 
veavla? “young man” links to veavtcnco? “young man” (Acts 23:17, 18)
(this may be a true synonym)
“event” scenario
6pdo) “I see” links to (3Xemo “I see” (Luke 13:28, 7:44)
ol8a “I know” links to yivc&aKu) “I know” (Mark 1:24, Matt. 25:24)
dycttTdfa) “I love” links to cjuXew “I love” (John 3:35, 5:20,)
“attribute” scenario
TTOuqpo? “evil” links to (JxxuXo? “bad” (Matthew 5:45, Rom. 9:11)
(both used as opposites to dyaOo? “good”) 
u o v n r i p o ?  “evil” links to a S t i c o ?  “unjust” (Matthew 5 : 4 5 )  
dya.06? “good” links to S i x m o ?  “righteous” (Matthew 5 : 4 5 )
“relation” scenario
ei? “into” links to ev “in” (Mark 1:5, 1:9)
irp6 “before” links to -rrplv “before” (Matthew 6:8, 26:34)
Trepl “about, for” links to unep “on behalf of, for”
(Matthew 26:28, 26:34 and 2 Thess. 3:1, Act 8:24)
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G r e e k  e v id e n c e  th a t  w o r d s  a r e  lin k e d  b y  s c e n a r io s
This appendix provides further evidence from the Greek text o f  the New Testament 
that lexical usage in discourse reflects the semantic links between concepts within 
scenarios, as described in Chapter 2 “Types o f  lexical links within scenarios” .
I assume, as one must for all text analysis, that the New Testament text was 
originally composed to be lexically cohesive and semantically coherent for its original 
target audience, and that this cohesiveness and coherence enabled accurate comprehension 
(except where the text itself specifically indicates that the original audience 
misunderstood, e.g. Matthew 16:6, 12).
Evidence in  New Testament Greek o f linked lexicon throughout a text
Let us also look at a short passage from the New Testament, Luke 4:16-21, to see
how the lexicon is related to categories within scenarios, and so provides lexical cohesion.
(The Old Testament quotation from Isaiah 61:1-2 is bolded.)
4 - 1 6 ~Kal ?jX0ev el? Na£apd, ob Yjv Te0papp8vo?
And he-came to Nazareth, where he-was brought-up
t e a l  e l c r q X 0 e v  K a T a  t 5  e l w 0 8 ?  a i r r w  ev T q  q p e p q  t c #  c r a f3 ( 3 d T w v  e t ?  r q v  a u v a y w y q v  
a n d  h e - c a m e - i n  a c c o r d i n g - t o  t h e  c u s t o m  t o - h i m  i n  t h e  d a y  o f  t h e  s a b b a t h s  i n t o  t h e  s y n a g o g u e
teal dv8arr| dvayvfivai. 
and he-stood to-read.
4.17
Kal eue860q aitra (3i(3Xlov t o O  u p o < f > f |T o u  ’Haatou 
And was-given to-him scroll of-the prophet Isaiah
K a l  d y a T T T u f j a ?  t o  (3i |3X(.o v  e u p e v  t o v  t o t t o v  o t i  f j v  y e y p a p p e v o v ,  
and having-opened the scroll he-found the place where was written
4.18
IlveOpa teuplou £ir’ 8p8 
Spirit of-lord on m e
0 0  e l v e K e v  p e  eitayyeXloaaOai t t t u x o I ? ,
b e c a u s e  h e - a n o i n t e d  m e  t o - p r e a c h - g o o d - n e w s  t o - p o o r
dirdcFTaXK^v pe, Kqptitai alxpaXwToi? dQeoiv Kal -nxj>XoT? dvdj3XeiJjiv, 
he-has-sent m e  to-announce to-prisoners release and to blind sight,
d t T o a T e t X a i  T e 0 p a u a p 8 v o u ?  tv d c ft k c r e i , 
t o - s e n d - a w a y  o p p r e s s e d  i n  r e l e a s e , ,
4.19
tcqptitai 8viairr8v K u p t o u  8 c k t 6 v .  
t o - a n n o u n c e  y e a r  o f - l o r d  f a v o u r a b l e .
4.20
K a l  t T T U ^ a ?  t o  ( 3 i( 3 X t o v  d u o S o i t ?  t w  u T r q p e T q  e K d O i c r e v
And having-rolled-up the scroll having-given-back to-the attendant he-sat.
K a l  TrdvTtov o l  6<j)0aXpo! ev Tq ouvaywyq qaav dTevt£ovTe? airno.
And of-all the eyes in the synagogue were gazing to-him.
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4 . 2 1
f j p £ a T O  86 Xeyeiv u p b ?  a u T o i ; ?  8 t i  
He-began () to-say to them that
X f p e p o v  T r e T T X f i p w T a i  q  y p a ^ q  a u T q  6 v  t o i ?  w a l u  i i p w u .
Today has-been-fulfilled the scripture this in the ears of-you.
Although Jesus is the semantic agent o f  the verbs in the. narrative section above, ..
fifngt/lar eWOqq n verk'S e
there is no subject noun or pronoun, simply the third person smguC^eubne-singular
nominative ending on participles. The word auTto “to him”  in verses 16,17, and 20 also
refers to Jesus. This minimal anaphoric reference is possible because Jesus is the topical
participant throughout.
In narrative, lexical links typically show the scope o f  different interlocking
scenarios, by forming clusters o f  related information. For example, in verse 16 Jesus
comes into Nazareth, which opens up a “town” scenario. This town is the LOCATION for
“the synagogue” which is introduced in the same verse. Along with the “event” o f  Jesus
entering the synagogue the temporal CIRCUMSTANCE is given “ on the Sabbath day” .
The collocation o f  these two elements o f  time and place open up the scenario o f  the
synagogue “ service” or assembly, since it was the custom to attend the service in the
synagogue on the Sabbath. Verse 16 makes it explicit that this was also “ the custom” o f
Jesus.
The synagogue service probably began with the singing o f  a Psalm and the
recitation o f  the Sbema (Deut. 6:4-9) and the “Eighteen blessings” . Then came scripture
reading, first from the Law then from the Prophets, and exposition o f  the scripture,
concluded by a blessing (Fitzmyer, 1981:531). Luke, however, does not mention the first
part o f  the service, choosing to focus on the reading from the Prophets and its exposition.
The events listed in the text follow the prototypical “ script”  for this section o f  the “ service”
scenario, already opened in the text, i.e. one o f  the congregation stands to read the
scriptures, an attendant gives them the scroll to read, they read it, hand back the scroll,
then sit to teach. This can be shown in sequential verb frames as follows: 
event 1 stand
event 2 give
event 3 unroll
event 4 find
event 5 read
agent adult member of the congregation
purpose to read
agent attendant
goal scroll
recipient adult member of the congregation
agent adult member of the congregation
goal scroll
agent adult member of the congregation
goal passage from the scroll
agent adult member of the congregation
goal passage from the scroll
audience congregation
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event 6 roll up
agent
goal
adult member of the congregation 
scroll
event 7 give back
agent
goal
recipient
adult member of the congregation
scroll
attendant
event 8 sit
agent
purpose
adult member of the congregation 
to teach
event 9 teach
agent
goal
audience
adult member of the congregation 
message from the scroll 
congregation
It can be seen that the text follows the script extremely closely.
Event 1, Kal dveorr) avayvmvai “and he-stood to-read” (verse 16). Although the 
purpose o f  standing is made explicit as “ to read” , “ scriptures” is left implicit, being 
inferred from the contents o f  the “ service”  scenario.
Event 2, Kal €Tre860r| auTtp (3i|3Xlov tou Trpocf)f|Tou ’Hamou “And was-given to-him 
scroll of-the prophet Isaiah.”  (verse 17). The passive construction leaves the agent implicit, 
but it is recoverable from the “ service” scenario.
Event 3, Kal dva'nru^as' t 6 (3i(3Atov “and having-opened the scroll” (verse 17).
Event 4, e b p e v  t8v t6ttov o h  f j v  y e y p a p . p 6 v o u  “he-found the place where was 
written...”  (verse 17). It is implicit that he found this place actually in the scroll.
Event 5. The actual event o f  “ reading” , the core event o f  this section o f  the script, 
is left implicit. By explicitly mentioning the preparation for this event (events 3 and 4, 
“ opening the scroll” and “ finding the place” ), and mentioning the goal (the passage quoted 
in verses 18-19), the writer expects the readers to understand that the reading took place 
and the audience (first mentioned later in verse 20) were present. This requires the readers 
to refer to their existing mental scenarios to fill in the implicit details. It may seem 
surprizing that the key event o f  a script can be left implicit, as in this example. However, 
since the script is so clearly evoked by so many o f  its sequential events the main event is 
assumed, unless there is explicit evidence to the contrary.
Event 6, Kal UTt^as’ to (3l(3XCov “And having-rolled-up the scroll”  (verse 20).
Event 7, duoSohs- tgj uuqpeTq “having-given-back to-the attendant” (verse 20).
The goal o f  this event, the “ scroll” , is implicit, being retrievable from the scenario.
Event 8 ,6Kd0ioev “he-saf ’ (verse 20). The purpose is left implicit, being 
recoverable from the scenario. The expectation that Jesus was about to teach about this 
passage explains the comment in verse 20 Kal uavTwv ol 6<j>0aXp.ol e v  Tfj auvaycoyfj qaav 
aTevtCovTes' auTW “And of-all the eyes in the synagogue were gazing to-him.”
Event 9, qp^aro 8e Xeyevv upo? auTous* otl “He-began () to-say to them that” 
(verse 21). The fact that Jesus is “teaching” about the passage he has read, rather than just 
holding a conversation, is implicit, and must be recovered from the script o f  this scenario. 
The content o f  Jesus’ s teaching is made explicit in the next part o f  the verse, Sqpepov
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TT€TrXf|pa)TCtt f\ ypoufjfi aurrj ev to l?  ojctIp upwv “Today has-been-fulfilled the scripture this 
in the ears of-you” where “ the scripture” refers to the goal o f  the implicit event 5 “ read” , 
i.e. the passage just quoted. The audience are referred to in direct speech as “you” .
The material within the Old Testament quotation shows lexical cohesion internally, 
but not externally with the surrounding narrative. The first obvious difference is that the 
third person singular marking o f  the verbs refers to “ the Lord” since it takes its reference 
anaphorically from the noun phrase TTveup.a Kuptou “ Spirit of-lord” .
Normally, o f  course, first person pronouns refer to the speaker. Here however,
Jesus is reading scripture, so the first person pronouns epe and pe would grammatically 
seem to refer back to the original speaker/author, the prophet Isaiah. However, given the 
fact that Old Testament prophets may speak words from someone else’ s standpoint, the 
reference o f  the first person is not as clear as grammar would suggest. There are examples 
o f  Isaiah’s words where first person refers to the speaker (e.g. Isaiah 6:5, 62:1), to God 
(e.g. Isaiah 60:22, 61:8), to the Jewish people (e.g. Isaiah 49:1-7), and, at least in later 
understanding, to the Messiah (e.g. this passage, Isaiah 61:1-4). This passage was 
evidently .understood by those present in Nazareth as Messianic. Whether or not this was 
already an accepted interpretation, the phrase e x ^ e v  \ie “he-anointed me” (4:18) 
suggests a reference to the scenario o f  the Messiah, God’ s “Anointed One” . A  Messianic 
interpretation o f  this Isaiah passage explains why the issue o f  proof o f  Jesus’ s Messiahship 
is raised (verses 22-23). The audience comment (disparagingly) on Jesus’ s humble birth, 
and Jesus himself expresses their unspoken challenge “If you really are the Messiah 
claiming to ‘proclaim the acceptable year o f  the Lord’ then show us the miracles to back 
up your claim!” (cf. John 7:31). A  Messianic interpretation also explains why they try to 
kill him (verse 29), breaking God’s commandment not to murder, and risking punishment 
under Roman civil law. The only reasonable interpretation o f  their action is that they 
believed Jesus was committing blasphemy by claiming to be the Christ (cf. John 10:33).
In verse 21, Jesus expounds the meaning o f  “me” in this passage as referring to 
himself as the speaker, 2f|pepov TreTrXf|ptoTai q ypac/jq ai)TT\ ev toIs* tucrlv upwv. “Today 
has-been-fulfilled the scripture this in the ears of-you” . Thus by identifying himself, the - 
current speaker o f  these words, as the person this Messianic text referred to, he is stating, 
somewhat obliquely for modem day gentiles, “ I am the Messiah.”  The words TreTrXripurrai 
“has-been-fulfilled”  and ypa<f>f| “ scripture” belong in the same scenario as TTpo(J>f|Tr}s* 
“prophet” (verse 17), since a prophet speaks a message which is written down as 
“ scripture” and will be “ fulfilled” .
Verses 18-19, have specific vocabulary referring to the Messiah’ s mission. There is 
a cluster o f  vocabulary related to divine commission: IIveu|±a Kuptov “ Spirit of-lord” , 
eXpLcrev “he-anointed” , direoTaXKev “he-has-sent” . There is another cluster o f  phrases 
relating to the Messianic mission, each o f  which consists o f  a positive event the Messiah 
will perform, and a downtrodden group who will benefit from this: euayyeXicracrGai
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tttcoxois* “to-preach-good-news to-poor” , KTipu^ ai aixM-ctXwTois* dcj>ecriv Kal TucjjXois* 
avd(3Xeij/iv “ to-announce to-prisoners release and to blind sight” , dTroorexXaL 
TeGpauopivous' €v d<J>£aei “ to-send-away oppressed in release” . These may be considered 
as specific items which come under the generic heading Krjpu^ai eviauTov Kuptou S e k t o v  
“ to-announce year of-lord favourable” . Alternatively, all these phrases are specific items 
which belong to the implicit generic term “the Messiah’s mission” .
This short quotation also has several key lexical items occurring twice: KdpLos* 
“Lord” (verses 18 and 19, forming an inclusio, being in the genitive case both times, and 
occurring second and penultimately), auocrTEXXw “send” (verse 18, twice), Kqpdoao) 
“announce” (verses 18 and 19), and c^ ectis* “release” (verse 18, twice). This also provides 
lexical cohesion and helps identify the theme o f  this passage.
All this vocabulary fits into the “Messiah” scenario, even though the word is not
used. Only the two items in brackets, i.e. (Messiah) and (empower), are not explicitly
referred to in the text 
TITLE (Messiah)
B E H A V I O U R  various event scenarios 
goal event agent
(Messiah) (empower) Spirit of the Lord
(Messiah) anoint Lord
(Messiah) send Lord
agent event goal benefactive
(Messiah) preach good news poor
(Messiah) announce release prisoners
announce sight blind
announce year of the Lord’s favour
(Messiah) release oppressed
Several lexical items in this quotation reappear in Luke 7:22, where Jesus responds 
to John the Baptist’ s question “Are you the one who is to come?”  by listing items related 
to the Messiah’ s mission: “The blind (tdc/AoI) receive sight, the lame walk, those who 
have leprosy are cured, the deaf hear, the dead are raised, and the good news is preached to 
the poor (tttcoxoI EuayyE\C£ovTai)” . Here, the first and last events exactly match two o f  
the five events listed above which have the Messiah as agent, and the other events here can 
be seen as specific examples o f  the generic events listed above “ announcing release to the 
captives”  “releasing the oppressed” and “ announcing the year o f  the Lord’ s favour” .
Thus almost all the lexical items in this passage can be seen to belong to one or 
other o f  two distinct scenarios, either that o f  the “ synagogue service”  or that o f  the 
“Messiah” . This semantic relationship underlying the lexical items is what gives the 
passage lexical cohesion, and what enables us to understand that Jesus is here claiming to 
be the Messiah, even though the word never occurs in this text.
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Evidence fo r the linked contents o f a “ th ing”  scenario
A  “thing” scenario was shown above to contain at least the following categories:
TITLE
G E N E R I C  C A T E G O R Y
P A R T - W H O L E  R E L A T I O N S
L O C A T I O N
ORIGIN
SIZE
A P P E A R A N C E  
B E H A V I O U R  if animate 
R E L A T I O N  T O  P E O P L E  if animate
P E O P L E ’S R E L A T I O N  T O  IT if inanimate (e.g. H O W  EATEN, H O W  USED)
I give examples showing each o f  these links. The text is from the NIV (as a fairly 
literal translation) with the Greek root o f  key words in brackets:
TITLE
Matthew 16:6: “Be on your guard against the yeast (C6pr|) of the Pharisees and Sadducees.”
The disciples’ misunderstanding o f  this statement relies on the same title “yeast” 
applying to two scenarios, one literal, that o f  making bread, and one metaphorically linked 
to that same scenario, being the scenario o f  wrong teaching, which, like yeast, has a 
pervasive influence. The two scenarios opened by this title are referred to explicitly in 
Matthew 16:12 “not... the yeast used in bread, but the teaching...”
GENERIC CATEGORY
Matthew 10:9 “Do not take along any gold ( x p u c r d ? )  or silver ( d p y u p o ? )  or copper ( x a X j c d ? )  in your
belts.”
Mark 6:8 “Take ... no money (xaXicov copper)...”
Luke 9:3 “Take ... no money (dpytipiov silver) ...”
Matthew uses the three specific metals used for making coins to refer to the generic 
category o f  money. The parallel passages in Mark and Luke each use a single specific 
metal to refer to the generic category o f  money.
PART-WHOLE RELATIONS
1 Corinthians 12:16 “And if the ear (oS?) should say, ‘Because I am not an eye (6(j>0aX|i6?), I do not 
belong to the body (awpa),’ it would not for that reason cease to be part of the body.”
Not only does this verse mention two body parts, ear and eye, in relationship to the
body, but the whole passage, verses 12-27, shows that this relationship is part to whole.
LOCATION
Luke 5 : 2 7 :  “After this, Jesus went out and saw a tax collector ( t c X c l iv t i? )  by the name of Levi sitting 
at his tax booth '(TeXwviov).”
Matthew 9:9: “As Jesus went on from there he saw a man ( d v 0 p i o i r o ? )  named Matthew sitting at the 
tax collector’s booth (TeXoiviov).”
Whereas Luke explicitly states that the person in the tax collector’ s booth was a tax 
collector, in Matthew the fact that this “person”  (dvOpcoTros*) is a tax collector is implicit 
from the place where he is sitting (cf. Mark 2:14). The coherence o f  Matthew 9:10 relies 
on identifying Matthew as a tax collector (rather than a tax payer who just happened to be
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having a sit down at the tax booth when Jesus came along) thus explaining why many tax 
collectors were his guests.
ORIGIN
Luke 13:19: “It is like a mustard seed ( k 6 k k o ? ) ,  which a man took and planted in his garden. It grew 
and became a tree (88v8pov)...”
The connection between seed and tree relies on the understanding that they are in
the same scenario, the seed being the origin o f  the tree. Without such a semantic link, one
would expect “ It grew and became enormous” (i.e. became an enormous seed).
SIZE
Matthew 19:24: “... it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to 
enter the kingdom of God.”
The disciples realized that this signified impossibility, as shown by their response
in verse 25 “ Who then can be saved?” . This understanding, however, relies on knowledge
o f  the comparative size o f  a camel (big) and the eye o f  a needle (tiny).
APPEARANCE
J a m e s  2 : 2 :  “ S u p p o s e  a  m a n  ( d i / f | p )  c o m e s  i n t o  y o u r  m e e t i n g  w e a r i n g  a  g o l d  r i n g  ( x p u a o S a K T u X i o ? )  
a n d  f i n e  ( X a p u p d ? )  c l o t h e s ,  a n d  a  p o o r  m a n  ( t t t o )x 8 ? )  i n  s h a b b y  ( j b u T r a p o ? )  c l o t h e s  a l s o  c o m e s  i n . ”
James 2:6: “But you have insulted the poor ( t t t i o x o ? ) .  Is it not the rich ( t t X o u c t i o ? )  who are 
exploiting you?”
In verse 2 “man” is contrasted with “poor man” , but in verse 6 “ rich man” is 
contrasted with “poor man” . The coherence depends on the fact that the “man” in verse 
two is implicitly identified as a rich man by his appearance, i.e. his gold ring and fine 
clothes, which only fits the scenario o f  “rich man” .
BEHAVIOUR if animate
Matthew 4:18: “They were casting a net into the lake, for (yap) they were fishermen (aXteu?).”
The conjunction yap indicates that their being fisherman explains their behaviour,
“ casting a net” . This is because “ fisherman” is the prototypical participant in the “ agent
slot” for the event scenario “ caste a net” .
RELATION TO PEOPLE if animate
Luke 11:12: “Or if he asks for an egg, will give him a scorpion ( o K o p m o ? ) ? ”
The point here is not that a scorpion is not good to eat (though it probably is not),
but that instead o f  being beneficial (providing nourishment), it is downright harmful
(prototypically stinging a child). Verse 13 picks up the theme o f  “ good gifts” , reinforcing
the implication that a scorpion is a bad gift. This information is not explicit in the text, so
must be in the scenario for scorpion.
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PEOPLE’ S RELATION TO IT if  inanimate (e.g. HOW EATEN, HOW USED)
Matthew 5:13: “You are the salt (&\d?) of the earth. But if the salt loses its saltiness, how can it be 
made salty again? It is no longer good for anything, except to be thrown out and trampled by men.”
To understand this passage, one must not only realize that in the first statement salt
is used metaphorically, but also one must know what salt is typically used for, i.e.
preserving and flavouring food. Unless one knows the normal use o f  “ salty”  salt, one
cannot appreciate the contrast with the abnormal “use” o f “non-salty” salt, i.e. throwing it
away, nor can one understand the point o f  the metaphor.
The categories above do not exhaust the possible linkages, which may extend into
categories o f  interlinked scenarios, e.g.
Matthew 10:8 “Heal ( O e p a u e i K o )  the sick ( d a G e v e w )... cleanse ( K a 0 a p l £ o > )  those who have leprosy 
( X e T r p o ? ) . . . ”
Here lepers are contrasted with the sick, rather than being seen as a sub-group o f  the sick. 
Moreover they are to be cleansed, not healed. These anomalies are explained by a causal 
link between “ leprosy” and “ritual impurity” which links those two scenarios. The scenario 
o f  “ritual impurity” is not explicit in the text, but is evident from the use o f  vocabulary 
from that scenario (cleanse), rather than from the sickness scenario (heal).
Evidence fo r the linked contents o f an “ event”  scenario
An “event” scenario was shown above to contain at least the following categories:
TITLE
G E N E R I C  C A T E G O R Y  
PARTICIPANTS 
C I R C U M S T A N C E S  
P A R T - W H O L E  R E L A T I O N S  
P A R T S  
S T A G E S  
C A U S A T I O N  
P U R P O S E
I give illustrations o f  each:
TITLE
John 13:10: “A  person who has had a bath (Xouco) needs only to wash (vIttto)) his feet; his whole 
body is clean.”
This passage relies on the two titles “Xo6w” and “ v I t t t w ”  activating two contrasting 
scenarios in the hearers’ minds, each o f  which includes details o f  participants which are 
not explicit in the word itself, but are recoverable from the scenario. Both scenarios 
include a person (agent) using water (instrument) for cleaning o ff  dirt (purpose), but the 
parts o f  the body washed (goal, or object) are contrasted. The verb Xouoj prototypically 
involves washing the whole body, as shown by the other 4 occurrences in the New 
Testament, Acts 9:37 “ a corpse” , Acts 16:33 “wounds” probably on most o f  the torso and 
legs (cf. 16:23 “ severely flogged), Hebrews 10:22 “bodies” , and 2 Peter 2:22 “a pig” . 
Contrastingly v l t t t w  involves washing only a part o f  the body, as shown by the other 1 6
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occurrences in the New Testament, i.e. “face” (Matt. 6:17), “hands” (Matt. 15:2, Mark 
7:3), “eyes” (implied in John 9:7 (xl), 11 (x2), 15), “ feet” (John 13:5, 6, 8 (x2), 12, 14 
(x2), 1 Tim. 5:10) (data from GRAMCORD).
Hence after having a bath “his whole body is clean” but the feet, which then get 
dirty through walking, may need to be washed. These verbs, then, are titles o f  complete 
scenarios which differ as to the possible fillers o f  the goal slot. This is shown very clearly 
in the text o f  Sinaiticus which omits the words “the feet” altogether, reading “A person 
who has had a bath (Xotiw) needs only to wash (vIittu)); his whole body is clean.”  The 
contrast here is thus between elements which are not explicit in the text, but retrieved from 
the “ event” scenarios whose titles are in the text.
GENERIC CATEGORY
Acts 22:4: “I persecuted (Sulkra) the followers of this W a y  to their death, arresting (Seopeuw) both 
men and women and throwing (TrapaStSwpi) them into prison.”
The main verb “persecute”  is generic, and the two verbs in present participle form
are specific exemplars o f  the category “persecute” which is at a conceptually higher node.
PARTICIPANTS
Mark 1:4 “... a baptism of repentance for the forgiveness (d(peaig) of sins.”
James 5:15 “If he has sinned he will be forgiven (d<|>tT||i.L).”
The examples above, using the abstract noun “ forgiveness” and the passive form 
“ forgiven” , refer to the “ event”  scenario “ forgive” without making the participant as 
“ agent”  explicit. However in both the above examples, God is implicitly the one who 
forgives, because the New Testament scenario for “ forgive” has God as the prototypical 
agent, unless the context makes it clear that an individual is forgiving someone else for the 
wrongs he has done to him personally. The fact that God is the prototypical agent in the 
“ forgive” scenario is shown by Mark 2:7 “ Who can forgive (cuf>tr||ii) sins but God alone?” .
CIRCUMSTANCES
John 21:7b “he wrapped his outer garment around him (for he had taken it off) (t)v yap yupvo?) 
and jumped into the water.”
The context is that Peter is fishing. The author clarifies why Peter had cause to put
on his outer garment (he was naked/wearing only an undergarment), but does not bother to
explain why Peter had taken it o ff in the first place. This indicates that such an explanation
was unnecessary, and provides evidence that “ stripping down to a loin-cloth or tunic” was
appropriate for night fishing, and belongs in the circumstance slot o f  the fishing scenario.
PART-WHOLE RELATIONS: PARTS
1 Corinthians 3:6 “I planted the seed (cj>uTeuo)), Apollos watered it (ttotICw), but God made it grow 
(a0£dvw) ”
A part-whole relationship between “events” is unusual, as often events which 
belong together have a fixed sequence, and thus are better conceived o f  as stages (see
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below). In this example, however, the planting takes place once initially, the watering 
takes place on many separate occasions, and the growth happens continuously from 
beginning to end, so these events are better analysed as parts o f  the scenario “growing a 
crop” , rather than discrete stages in that process.
PART-WHOLE RELATIONS: STAGES
Mark 4:28 “All by itself the soil produces com - first the stalk (xdpTo?), then the ear (praxOg), then 
the foil grain (oito?) in the ear.”
Here the stages from an “event” scenario are listed sequentially. Note that although 
the words are nouns, the stages referred to are events.
CAUSATION
Matthew 7:27 “The rain came down, ( K a l )  the streams rose, and the winds blew and beat against 
that house, and ( K a l )  it fell with a great crash.”
Acts 7:47 “But it was Solomon who built ( o l K o S o p i w )  the house for him.”
Contrast Matthew 7:24b “a wise man who built (olKoSopio)) his house upon a rock.”
In the first example, there are two implicit causal links. The rising o f  the streams is 
caused by the rainfall, and the falling o f  the house is caused by the streams and the wind, 
but the explicit grammatical marking for each is merely Km “and” . An implicit causal link 
is one which is therefore recoverable from the mental scenario evoked, rather than marked 
in the text. We ourselves probably do not even notice that the text fails to mark the causal 
link, since we automatically supply it from our own scenario.
In the second example, causality is implicit in the Greek verb “build” . Although the 
wise man who builds the house may be understood as building it with his own hands (and 
this certainly fits the metaphorical meaning best), Solomon most certainly did not build the 
temple with his own hands, but rather caused the temple to be built. Again it is the 
scenario, rather than the grammar or the lexicon, which determines the chain o f  causality 
and establishes whether the grammatical subject o f  a verb is semantically the agent or the 
causal agent. “ King” and “build” only show lexical cohesiveness and semantic coherence 
if  “king” is understood as a causal agent or initiator, rather than a hands-on builder.
PURPOSE
John 15:2 “ . . .  every branch that does bear fruit he prunes ( K a 0 a i p w ) ,  so that it will be even more 
fruitful ( K a p u d ? ,  < |> e p w ).”
Matthew 10:14 “If anyone will not welcome you or listen to your words, shake ( e K T i v d a a t o )  the 
dust off your feet when you leave that home or town.”
Luke 9:5 “If people do not welcome you, shake (dTroTivdaaoo) the dust off your feet when you leave 
that town, as a testimony (papTupiov) against them..”
The first example makes the purpose o f  pruning explicit in the grammar. The 
second example shows that the reader is expected to understand the purpose o f  “ shaking 
the dust o ff your feet” by referring to their own mental scenario. The purpose is made 
explicit in Luke, perhaps because his readership, being gentiles, would not all be familiar 
with this Jewish custom.
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G r e e k  e x a m p le s  o f  s c e n a r io s , in fo r m a t io n  s ta tu s  a n d  
r e fe r e n c e
This appendix provides evidence from the Greek text o f  the New Testament o f  the 
relationship between scenarios and grammar, as described in Chapter 3 “ Scenarios affect 
information status and reference” .
Acts 9:36-41 shows how grammatical features in Greek, such as the choice o f  main 
verb or participle, and the use o f  the article, are directly linked to the information status o f  
referents, specifically the opening o f  new scenarios, or reference to open scenarios and
their contents. Each line is numbered consecutively for ease o f  reference:
1 ’ E v  ’ I  o T T T rq  8 6  t i ?  f j v  p a O r j T p i a  6 v 6 p . a n  T a | 3 i 0 d ,
I n  J o p p a  0  c e r t a i n  w a s  f e m a l e - d i s c i p l e  b y - n a m e  T a b i t h a
2  f\ 8 i e p p . q v e u o p . e v r i  X e y e r a i  A o p K a ? -
w h i c h  b e i n g - i n t e r p r e t e d  i s - c a l l e d  D o r c a s
3  a b T q  f j v  u X f j p q ?  e p y c o v  d y a O f f l v  K a l  e X e q p o c r u v w v  
S h e  w a s  f o i l  o f - w o r k s  g o o d  a n d  a l m s g i v i n g
4  J i v  e r r o t e i .
w h i c h  s h e - w a s - d o i n g
5  6 y 6 v e T 0  8 6  6 v  T a t ?  q p i p a i ?  6 K e t v a L ?  d a 0 e v f | C T a c r a v  a u T q v  d r r o O a v e i v
I t - h a p p e n e d  ( )  i n  d a y s  t h o s e  h a v i n g - s i c k e n e d  s h e  t o - d i e
6  X o u o a v T e ?  8 6  e O q K a v  [ a u T f | v ]  e v  u u e p c o w . 
h a v i n g - w a s h e d  ( )  t h e y - p l a c e d  [ h e r ]  i n  u p p e r - r o o m
7  e y y u ?  8 6  o u o q ?  A u S S a ?  T q  ’ I  O T r r r q  
N e a r  ( )  b e i n g  L y d d a  t o - t h e  J o p p a
8  o l  p a O q T a l  d K o u a a v T e ?  o t i  I I 6 T p o ?  6 c n i v  e v  a u r q
t h e  d i s c i p l e s  h a v i n g - h e a r d  t h a t  P e t e r  i s  i n  i t
9  d i r f o T e i X a v  8 u o  a v S p a ?  u p o ?  a u T 8 v  r r a p a K a X o u v T e ? ,
s e n t  t w o  m e n  t o w a r d s  h i m  r e q u e s t i n g
1 0  M q  6 K v f ) ( j q ?  8 i e X 0 e i v  e w ?  q p w v .
D o n ’ t  h e s i t a t e  t o - c o m e  t o  u s
1 1  d v a c r r a ?  8 6  I I 6 T p o ?  a u v q X O e v  a u T o I ? -  
h a v i n g - r i s e n  ( )  P e t e r  w e n t - w i t h  t h e m
1 2  & v  u a p a y e v o p e v o v  d v q y a y o v  e t ?  t o  u u e p w o v
w h o m  h a v i n g - a r r i v e d  t h e y - l e d - u p  i n t o  t h e  u p p e r - r o o m
1 3  K a l  i r a p e a T q o a v  a u r a  r r a a a i  a l  x t l P a L  K X a t o u o a i  
a n d  t h e y - s t o o d - b e s i d e  h i m  a l l  t h e  w i d o w s  w e e p i n g
1 4  Kal 6m 8eiKv6pevai xLTwva? Kal lp.dTia 
a n d  s h o w i n g  u n d e r - g a r m e n t s  a n d  o v e r - g a r m e n t s
1 5  8 c r a  e r r o l e i  p e T ’  a u T w v  o u a a  q  A o p K d ? .
w h i c h  s h e  w a s  m a k i n g  w i t h  t h e m  b e i n g  t h e  D o r c a s
1 6  e K (3 a X c 6 v  8 6  e £ a )  u d v T a ?  o  I l e T p o ?  
h a v i n g - e j e c t e d  ( )  o u t s i d e  a l l  t h e  P e t e r
1 7  K a l  0 e l ?  T d  y o v a T a  T T p o c r q u ^ a T o  
a n d  h a v i n g - p l a c e d  t h e  k n e e s  h e - p r a y e d
1 8  K a l  e m a r p e ^ a ?  u p o ?  t o  a w p a  e t u e v ,  
a n d  h a v i n g - t u m e d  t o w a r d s  t h e  b o d y  h e - s a i d
1 9  T a ( 3 i 0 d ,  d v d o T q O i .
T a b i t h a ,  r i s e
2 0  q  8 6  q v o i t f e v  t o u ?  6 4 > 0 a X p .o 6 ?  a u r q ? ,
S h e  ( )  o p e n e d  t h e  e y e s  o f - h e r
2 1  K a l  l 8 o u a a  t o v  I I 6 T p o v  d v e K d O i a e v .  
a n d  h a v i n g - s e e n  t h e  P e t e r  s a t - u p .
2 2  8 o u ?  8 6  a u T q  x e^ P a  d v e a T q a e v  a u T i j v  
h a v i n g - g i v e n  ( )  t o - h e r  h a n d  h e - r a i s e d  h e r ,
2 3  4 > t o v q a a ?  8 6  t o u ?  d y t o u ?  K a l  T a ?  X H P 01?  T r a p e a T q a e v  a u T q v  £ ( 3 a a v .  
h a v i n g - c a l l e d  ( )  t h e  s a i n t s  a n d  t h e  w i d o w s  h e - p r e s e n t e d  h e r  l i v i n g .
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This text provides evidence for the following links between grammar and 
scenarios:
a) Absence o f  the article with a noun opens a new scenario, whereas use o f  the article is a 
sign that the noun so labelled refers back to an open scenario, i.e. GIVEN information, or 
to a Discourse-new element belonging to an already open scenario, i.e. KNOWN 
information, e.g.
Opening a new scenario (anarthrous noun)
good works and almsgiving epycov dyaGwv Kal eXeripoauvw line 3 
under-garments and over-garments xi'Ttova? K a l  Ipdna line 14
Opening a new scenario (anarthrous noun) and referring back to it when open (arthrous noun):
Joppa ’E v  ’ I  ottttt) line 1 ,  the Joppa Tfj ’ I o i r r r r i  line 7  
Dorcas A o p K d ?  line 1 ,  the Dorcas f\ A o p K d ?  line 1 5  
upper room {nrep(*>u> line 6 ,  the upper room t8 u i r e p t o o v  line 1 2  
Peter I T ^ T p o ?  line 8, the Peter 8 I l e T p o ?  line 1 6 ,  2 1
(In line 11, Peter ITeTpo? occurs without the article. This is the point where Peter becomes 
active in the story, and I argue later that this anarthrousness indicates “salience”. See Chapter 6.)
Referring to a Discourse-new item in an open scenario (arthrous noun):
those days ev Tat? fipipai? eKelvai? line 5, refers to a Discourse-new time 
in the open scenario for the events of Acts 9:32-35. 
the widows al XHPaL Hne 13, refers to a Discourse-new group
in the open scenario for the disciples ol p.a0r}TaC line 8. 
the knees Ta yovaTa line 17, refers to a Discourse-new body part 
in the open scenario Peter 8 ITeTpo? line 16. 
the body to awpa line 18, refers to a Discourse-new item
in the open scenario Tabitha Ta|3i0d, line 1 and following.
b) A  third person pronoun refers to an open scenario which is currently in short-term
processing memory, i.e. GIVEN, e:g.
she au-rri line 3 refers to the open scenario disciple [ia0f|Tpia line 1. 
it airrfj line 8 refers to the open scenario Lydda Au88a? line 7.
Line 7 has two feminine town names Lydda and Joppa 
Lydda is “salient” due to having no article, so airrfj refers to Lydda. 
him auTov line 9 refers to the open scenario Peter IleTpo? line 8. 
them auToi? line 11 refers to the open scenario men av8pa? line 9.
c) A  first or second person pronoun refers to an open scenario which is currently in short­
term processing memory, i.e. GIVEN textual, or to a participant in the current real-life
situation, i.e. GIVEN situational e.g.
us hpcov line 10 refers to the open scenario two men 8uo tivSpa? line 9.
d) A  null pronoun, first, second or third person, refers to an open scenario which is
currently in short-term processing memory, i.e. GIVEN textual, or to a participant in the
current real-life situation, i.e. GIVEN situational e.g.
G I V E N  textual
n u l l  p r o u n o u n  ( t h e y )  w i t h  s e n t  d r r e a T e L X a v  l i n e  9
refers to the open scenario disciples p a 0 r | T a l  line 8. 
null prounoun (you singular) with hesitate 6Kvf|crq? line 10
refers to the open scenario Peter IfrTpo? line 8, auTov line 9. 
null prounoun (you singular) with rise dvdcnr|0i line 19
refers to the open scenario Tabitha Ta(3i9d line 19.
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G I V E N  situational
n u l l  p r o u n o u n  ( t h e y )  w i t h  h a v i n g  w a s h e d  X o t i o a v T e ?  a n d  p l a c e d  e 0 q K a v  
l i n e  6 ,  r e f e r s  t o  p e o p l e  e x p e c t e d  t o  b e  i n  t h e  c u r r e n t  r e a l - l i f e  s i t u a t i o n ,  e . g .  f e l l o w  d i s c i p l e s ,  
s e e  f e m a l e  d i s c i p l e  p . a 0 f | T p i a  l i n e  1 .
e) Possessive pronouns frequently open new scenarios (for the thing possessed) which are
already part o f  an open scenario (the possessor), e.g.
her eyes Tob? 6<f>0aXpoi>? auTfj? line 20 opens a new scenario eyes 
which is part of the open scenario Tabitha Ta(3i0a line 19
f) Participles belong to an open, or about-to-be-opened scenario. They may refer to an 
open scenario, or to Discourse-new elements o f  an open scenario, or may refer to 
Discourse-new elements which belong in the scenario o f  the next main verb, e.g.
p a r t i c i p l e  r e f e r r i n g  t o  o p e n  s c e n a r i o
Example from John 9:1 lb where “go” and “wash” occur first as main verbs, then as participles:
elirfv |ioi 5ti 'Trraye et? t8v 2i\coct|i Kal vtijjai/
he-said to-me that Go to the Siloam and wash,
dueXGiov otiv Kal viifjdpevo? dve(3Xei{ja.
h a v i n g - g o n e  t h e r e f o r e  a n d  h a v i n g - w a s h e d  I  s a w .
participle referring to a Discourse-new element of an open scenario
r e q u e s t i n g  n a p a K a X o u v T e ?  l i n e  9  r e f e r s  t o  a  n e w  e l e m e n t  i n  t h e  
o p e n  s c e n a r i o  s e n d  d T r e c r r e i X a v  l i n e  9  
w e e p i n g  K X a l o u a a i  l i n e  1 3  a n d  s h o w i n g  8 m 8 e i K v v | i e v a i  l i n e  1 4  r e f e r  t o  n e w  
e l e m e n t s  i n  t h e  o p e n  s c e n a r i o  s t a n d  b e s i d e  T r a p e a T q c r a v  l i n e  1 3  
a l i v e  C < 3 a a v  l i n e  2 3  r e f e r s  t o  a  n e w  e l e m e n t  i n  t h e  o p e n  s c e n a r i o
c o m e  a l i v e  w h i c h  h a s  b e e n  a c c e s s e d  b y  o p e n e d  r j v o i £ e v  l i n e  2 0 ,  
a n d  s a t  u p  d v e K a 0 i a e v  l i n e  2 1
p a r t i c i p l e  r e f e r r i n g  t o  a  D i s c o u r s e - n e w  e l e m e n t  w h i c h  i s  p a r t  o f  t h e  s c e n a r i o  o f  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  m a i n  v e r b  
h a v i n g  s i c k e n e d  d o d e v k j a a a a v  l i n e  3  i s  p a r t  o f  t h e  d i e  s c e n a r i o  d u o O a v e i v  
h a v i n g  w a s h e d  X o t i c r a v T e ?  l i n e  6  i s  p a r t  o f  t h e  p l a c e  s c e n a r i o  e 0 q K a v  
( w h i c h  i s  t h e  r e s u l t  o f  t h e  o p e n  s c e n a r i o  d i e  d - r r o G a v e t v  l i n e  5 )  
h a v i n g  h e a r d  d K o t i c r a v T e ?  l i n e  8  i s  p a r t  o f  t h e  s e n d  s c e n a r i o  d u e a r e i X a v  l i n e  9  
h a v i n g  r i s e n  d v a a T a ?  l i n e  1 1  i s  p a r t  o f  t h e  g o  s c e n a r i o  c r u i 'f j X O e v
having placed the knees 0el? ra ydvara line 17 is part of the pray scenario irpocn-|u£aTo 
having turned 8m o r p 8t|/a? line 18 is part of the say scenario etirev 
In all these cases of Aorist Participles preceding the main verb, the verbs are in the same 
sequential order as in real time.
g) Main verbs usually open new scenarios, except in subordinate clauses where they 
frequently refer to open scenarios, e.g.
m a i n  v e r b  o p e n i n g  a  n e w  s c e n a r i o
w a s  f j v  l i n e  1 ,  o p e n s  a  n e w  s c e n a r i o  i n t r o d u c i n g  a  n e w  c h a r a c t e r  
i t  h a p p e n e d  . . .  d i e  e y e v e T o  . . .  d u o O a v e i v  l i n e  5 ,  o p e n s  a  n e w  s c e n a r i o  
( o f  w h i c h  h a v i n g  s i c k e n e d  d o 0 e v Y | a a a a v  i s  a  p a r t )  
p l a c e d  e 0 r ) K a v  l i n e  6 ,  o p e n s  a  n e w  s c e n a r i o  
s e n t  d r r e o T e i X a v  l i n e  9 ,  o p e n s  a  n e w  s c e n a r i o
m a i n  v e r b  i n  s u b o r d i n a t e  c l a u s e  r e f e r r i n g  t o  o p e n  s c e n a r i o
i s  c a l l e d  X e y e T a i  l i n e  2  r e f e r s  t o  t h e  o p e n  s c e n a r i o  n a m e  6 v 6 p . a T i - l i n e  1  
s h e - w a s - d o i n g  e i r o t e i  l i n e  4  r e f e r s  t o  t h e  o p e n  s c e n a r i o
g o o d  w o r k s  a n d  a l m s g i v i n g  8 p y w v  d y a 0 < 3 v  K a l  e X e q i i o a u v w v  l i n e  3  
l e d - u p  a v q y a y o v  l i n e  1 2  r e f e r s  t o  t h e  o p e n  s c e n a r i o  w e n t  w i t h  c r t i v q X 0 e v  l i n e  1 1
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she-was-making euotei line 15 refers to the open scenario
under-garments and over-garments xiTtava? Kal Ipdna line 14 
In all the above instances the verb in the subordinate clause is linked to a noun in the open 
scenario by a relative pronoun.
Further evidence for the use o f  participle and article in relationship to scenarios is 
given in Chapters 5 and 6 respectively.
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A p p e n d i x  F  
E v id e n c e  t h a t  G r e e k  P a r t ic ip ia l  C la u s e s  b e lo n g  in  th e  
m a in  v e r b ’ s s c e n a r io
This appendix provides textual evidence to support the hypothesis that Greek 
prenuclear and postnuclear Participles are part o f  the main verb’ s scenario, as summarized 
in Chapter 5 “Evidence that Greek Participial Clauses belong in the main verb’ s scenario” .
1) Semantic feasability:
In Chapter 4 ,1 divided Acts 9:36-41 into chunks according to the participle and 
main verb clusters, and noted the following:
a) The string o f  main verbs, which represent the scenario titles, gave a plausible summary 
o f  the storyline. This conforms to my hypothesis that a sequence o f  scenarios makes up the 
storyline.
b) The individual clusters o f  Participles and main verb seemed to refer to concepts which 
would naturally belong together in the mental scenarios o f  the original author and 
audience.
c) The chunking o f  the text produced by this grammatico-conceptual approach fitted 
exactly with an analysis done independently by discourse analysts Callow and Callow 
(1996).
These factors suggest that it is semantically feasible that participles belong to the 
scenario o f  the main verb. Mark 1:16-20 provides further evidence to support this
conclusion (chunked according to main verbs in non subordinate clauses):
1 Kal Trapdvuiv irapa t t ) v  QdXaooav Tfj? TaXiXata?
And going-along beside the sea of-the Galilee
elSev Ztpaiva K a l  ’AvSpeav t o v  d8eX<f>8v Zlptovo? dpckpdXXovTa? e v  T f j  GaXaacny 
he-saw Simon and Andrew the brother of Simon casting in the sea 
fjaav ydp dXiei?. 
they-were for fishermen
2 K a l  eliTev auToi? 8 ’ItiooC?,
And said to-them the Jesus,
A e D T e  o t t I ctco p o u ,  K a l  TTonjoci) i i p a ?  y e v e a Q a i  d X i e T ?  a v O p c o T r o j v .
Come after me, and I-will-make you to-become fishers of-men
3 Kal eu06? drievTe? Ta 8(,KTua i*|KoXod&T|aav auTto.
And immediately having-left the nets they-followed him.
4 Kal Trpo(3ag 6Xtyov
And having-walked-on a-little
etSev ’ I d K O ) ( 3 o v  t 6 v  t o O  Z e f 3 e 8 a L o u  K a l  ’ I c o d v v r i v  t o v  d 8 e X < |) 6 v  a u T o u  
he-saw James the of-the Zebedee and John the brother of-him
Kal auToij? ev t w  TrXolw KaTapTi^ovTa? Ta StKTua, 
and them in the boat mending the nets,
5 Kal eu0u? ^KdXeaev auTofe.
And immediately he-called them.
6 Kal drievTe? t 8 v  rraTepa auTwv Zepe8aiov ev t<3 TrXolui peTd t w v  p i a 0 c o T c o v
And having-left the father of-them Zebedee in the boat with the hired
dTifjXOov o T r t o w  a u T o O .  
they-went-off after him.
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Using the criteria above we see
a) The main verbs give a plausible summary o f  the story:
Jesus saw Simon and Andrew, he said “follow m e ”, they followed him.
He saw James and John, he called, they went off after him.
b) The scenario clusters are plausible, i.e. they relate to clusters o f  concepts which
prototypically, in the author’ s cultural setting, might occur together:
going along, he saw, casting (nets), were fishermen
he said [follow, I will make]
having left ..., they followed
having walked on, he saw, mending
he called:
having left ..., they went off after.
c) Chunking the text by this grammatico-conceptual approach gives two sets o f  three
consecutive scenarios, each parallel with each other: 
he saw Simon and Andrew, he said, they followed, 
he saw James and John, he called, they went off after.
Although the words are different for the second and third scenarios in each set, they
are clearly co-referential titles for the same scenario. Lane (1974:69) says “The terms in
which they [James and John] were called is not explicitly stated, but the intimate
relationship o f  these two incidents indicates that they were also summoned to be fishers o f
men.”
What is this “ intimate relationship” ? The text says Simon and Andrew were 
fishermen casting in the sea, were told to come, so left their nets and followed Jesus. In 
contrast James and John were mending nets in the boat, were called, so left their father and 
went after Jesus. The only common vocabulary is elSev “ saw” , a8e\4>bv “ brother” ,
SIktvcx “nets” , and d<f)6vTes‘ “having left” . But using scenario theory, we see that despite 
different vocabulary, the scenarios opened are the same, and this links the two incidents 
closely.
2) Grammatical indications:
As we saw in Chapter 4, there are certain other grammatical patterns, apart from 
Participle and main verb clustering, which are found in these grammaticalized scenario 
clusters.
a) The implicit subject o f  Nominative Participial Clauses is always the same as that o f  the
main verb. The subject may be explicit (i.e. noun or pronoun) or null. In any case, the
subject never occurs explicitly more than once per scenario, e.g.
Mark 1:16 
Kal TTapdyoav ... el8ev 
And [Jesus] going-along... he-saw 
Mark 1:18
Kal eu06? cuMuTe? tcl 8(,KTua f|Ko\oti0qCTav airnS.
And immediately [they] having-left the nets they-followed him.
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b) Typically only one conjunction occurs per scenario, at the beginning o f  each scenario 
block. This was shown in Acts 9:36-41 (analysed in Chapter 4) where the conjunction 88 
occurred at the beginning o f  each section o f  narrative development, in line with its analysis 
is a developmental particle (Levinsohn, 1992:32-40). Such conjunctions operate at the 
level o f  the whole scenario, not the particular adjacent verb form. This supports the theory 
that scenarios are the chunks which the author joins together to make the story.
Similarly, in Mark 1:16-20 above, all six scenario blocks begin with the 
conjunction Kal “and” . The only other conjunctions are in subordinated clauses, one
introducing a REASON clause, the other within direct speech:
1 fjaav ydp dXiei?. 
they-were for fishermen
2 AeCrre 6*rrtaw p.ou, Kal ttol^ cto) upa? yeveaOai dXteX? dvOpwuwv.
Come after me, and I-will-make you to-become fishers of-men
Since conjunctions operate at “ chunk”  level, they refer equally to the whole string
o f  sequential events in a script-type scenario, e.g. 88 marks development, and the scope o f
development is shown underlined:
Acts 19:22
duogTetXa? 88 el? t Y | V  MaKeSovlav 8vo t c #  8iaKovo0vrav aura, TipoOeov Kal "EpaaTov, 
Having-sent () to the Macedonia two of-the servers to-him, T. and E. 
airrbg 8u 8oxev xP^vov el? tt|v ’Actlav. 
himself delayed time in the Asia.
88 He sent T. and E. to Macedonia but he himself staved in Asia.
N O T  He sent T. and E. to Macedonia but he himself stayed in Asia.
Romans 6:18 
eXeuQepcuQevTe? 88 duo Tfj? dpapTta?
Having-been-freed () from the sin 
8 8 o u X c 6 0 T ] T e  Tfj SiKaioauvq. 
you-have-been-enslaved to-the righteousness.
88 You have been freed from sin and enslaved to righteousness
N O T  You have been freed from sin and enslaved to righteousness
Similarly:
Matt 28:19-20 
uogeu0#!££ obv |ia0ryreticraTe u d v T a  tcl e0vr| ...
Having-gone therefore disciple all the nations,
|3auTl£ouTe? auTou? ... SiSdgKovTe? auTou? ... 
baptizing them ... teaching them ...
ouv Therefore go and make disciples ... baptizing ... and teaching ...
N O T  Having therefore gone make disciples ... baptizing ... and teaching...
Appendix F - Evidence that Greek Participial Clauses belong in the main verb’s scenario
Where the event o f  the Participle is Discourse-old or predictable from an already 
open scenario, or when the event o f  the Participle is in a non-temporal relationship with 
the main verb, the conjunction still applies to the whole scenario, but may directly apply 
only to the event o f  the main verb o f  the scenario, and not to the event o f  the Participle, 
e.g.
Acts 15.30
O l  | i 8 v  o #  d u o X u 9 8 v T e ?  K a T q \ 0 o v  e l ?  ’ A v T i o x e c a v  . . .
They () therefore having-been-dismissed went-down to Antioch ... 
o0v When they were dismissed, they therefore went to Antioch
O R  Therefore when they were dismissed, they went to Antioch
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N O T  When they were therefore dismissed they went to Antioch 
N O T  Therefore they were dismissed and went to Antioch
John 20:20
kx&ptyaav oftv ol (j.a0qTal ISoyje? tov Kupiov.
Rejoiced therefore the disciples having-seen the Lord
ot>v Therefore the disciples rejoiced because they had seen the Lord.
O R  Therefore the disciples rejoiced, because they had seen the Lord.
N O T  Therefore the disciples rejoiced and saw the Lord.
The pattern o f  one conjunction per scenario can be seen clearly by comparing
parallel passages. Each conjunction relates to one main verb’ s scenario. Luke thus
emphasizes the evening coming as a development in narrative plot:
Matt. 14:15 
86 yevoiievn? 
evening () having-occurred 
upoafjXOov a 6 ™  o l  ( i a 0 r ) T a l  Xiyovjg?.. 
approached him the disciples saying ...
Mark 6:35 
Kal q8q wpa? TToXXfj? 'yevop.gyq?
And already hour much having-occurred
T r p o g g X 6 6 v T e ?  a u T W  o l  g a 0 r ) T a l  a u T o u  6Xeyov 8 t i
having approached him the disciples of him were-saying that...
Luke 9:12 
'H 86 fpgpa-frpfrrro KXlveiv 
The 0  day began to-decline. 
upoggXOovTg? 86 ol SwSgKa gTuav airrw, 
having-approached () the twelve said to-him ...
c) Typically there are no conjunctions between Participles and main verb, neither linking
Participles to each other, nor linking Participles to the main verb. This is in line with the
theory that the semantic relationships between events in a scenario are prototypically fixed,
by common experience. The writer then has no need to specify semantic relationships
explicitly, since the audience can retrieve them from the prototypical relationships in the
scenario. (Note that postpositive conjunctions which occur second place in the clause, like
yap “ for” , although they may occur after a Participle and before another Participle or main
verb, do not link those elements to each other, but link them to what precedes).
Conjunctions between Participles are rare, the most common being the conjoining
conjunctions Kal, t c , or both re and Kal. In Matthew, Participles are conjoined by “and”
words only 8 times, as below (references from Stephanie Black, personal correspondence
4/12/97):
Matthew 1:19
T  o jc r f jj)  8 6  o  d v q p  a u T f j ? ,  8 t K a i o ?  ( S v  teal [ i f i  B e X c u v  a i r r q v  S g i y i i o t T i a a i ,  e f 3 o u X f | 0 r |  X d 0 p g  d T r o X O a a i
aUTT|V.
Matthew 21.6
Tropgu0gvTgg 86 ol [ia0r|Tal ical TroiqaavTg? Ka0w? auvera^ev auTot? 5 ’Iqcrou?
Matthew 26:26
’E ct0 i 6 v t (i )v  8 6  a u T W v  X a B c b v  o ’ I q a o D ?  a p T o v  Kal g u X o y g g a ?  g i c X a a e v  K a l  8 o u ?  t o X ?  p .a 0 r | T a X ?  
g l r r g v ,  A d ^ g T g  ( p d y e r e ,  t o v t 6  6 c t t i v  t 8  a c o g d  p m i .
Matthew 26:27
K a l  X a ( 3 a ) v  T r o n j p i o v  K a l  g u y a p t a T f i a a ?  6 8 a ) K g v  a i r o i ?  X g y t o v ,  I T l g T g  6 £  a u T o u  u d v T g ? ,
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Matthew 27:48
K a l  e 6 0 6 a i ?  8 p a i i a ) v  e l ?  e £  a u T w v  Kal X a ( B d )v  c j T r b y y o v  T r X f i a a ?  Te o £ o u ?  Kal T r e p i 0 e l ?  K a X d p t o  
eirdTiCev auTov.
Matthew 28:12
K a l  a i i v a y 0 e v T e ?  p e T d  rCSv u p e a P u T e p c o v  a u p P o u X i d v  T e  X a p 6 v T e ?  d p y u p i a  i K a v a  e 8 w K a v  t o X ?  
C T T p a T i c i j T a i ?
Statistically, o f  the 4001 verbal forms in Matthew, 936 (23.39%) are Participles
(data from Kwong, Verbal Forms, 1997:3). Even though almost a quarter o f  verbal forms
in Matthew are Participles, conjunctions joining Participles are almost non-existent.
In the 2303 sentences in Matthew, there are 700 occurrences o f  Kal as an
intersentential conjunction (30%), but only 6 occurrences o f  Kal conjoining Participles.
Similarly, there are 471 occurrences o f  86 as an intersentential conjunction in Matthew
(20%), but no occurrences o f  86 joining Participles. (Data from Stephanie Black, personal
correspondence 4/12/97.)
Similarly, Reed gives data correlating asyndeton with verb forms in his discourse
analysis o f  Philippians (1997:354):
approximately 123 clauses do not employ particles or conventionalized grammar to indicate clause 
relations; most bf these are embedded (or rank-shifted) clauses and thus hardly unusual, though some 
other types are also asyndetic: participles (46), infinitives (10), verbless (26), indicatives (27), 
imperatives (13) and 1 subjunctive used as an exhortation.
Comparing the distribution o f  asyndeton in Philippians (97 omitting verbless clauses), with
the distribution o f  the 27585 verb forms in the New Testament (O ’Donnell, 1997:13):
participle infinitive indicative imperative subjunctive
asyndeton 46 4 7 %  10 10% 27 2 8 %  13 13% 1 1%
Total in N T  6258 2 3 %  2198 8%  15597 5 7 %  1614 6%  1850 7 %
(There are also 68 optatives included in the N e w  Testament total)
We see that Participles, though constituting less than a quarter o f  all New Testament verbal
forms, account for almost half the asyndeton in Philippians. Conversely, Indicatives
constitute over half the New Testament verbal forms, but account for little more than a
quarter o f  asyndeton in Philippians. Comparing Reed’s data with the distribution o f  verb
forms in Philippians (from GRAMCORD) also shows that Participles have by far the
highest percentage o f  asyndeton as compared to other verbal forms in Philippians. 
Philippians participle infinitive indicative imperative subjunctive
Total 56 39 117 25 19
with asyndeton 4 6 = 8 2 %  10 = 2 6 %  27 = 2 3 %  13 = 52 %  1 = 5 %
Similarly Healey and Healey state, concerning their large sample o f  participial
clauses and otc and (hg clauses (1990:198-9):
It is very uncommon indeed (7/674, 1 percent) to find a conjunction separating a preceding subordinate 
clause from its main clause.
Similarly, it is very uncommon (6/153, 4 percent) for a following subordinate clause to be separated 
from its main clause by a conjunction.
These statistics are in line with my thesis that the Participle is normally asyndetic.
Its relationship with other Participles or the main verb need not be marked, since it is
prototypical, derived from the writer’ s and intended audience’ s shared mental scenarios.
Reed comments (1997:354):
It is not that these clauses may not have a functional relationship with the surrounding discourse (e.g. 
participles with a causal function) but that they are unmarked as to that relationship.
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Indeed one would expect such prototypical relationships to be unmarked given Grice’ s 
principle (1975:45):
Make your conversational contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the 
accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged.
Since, as will be shown below, conjoined Participles belong in the same scenario
slot, strings o f  unconjoined Participles fill different slots. This is clearly seen with
Prenuclear Aorist Participles, which indicate distinct sequential events belonging in the
script o f  the following main verb, e.g.
Matthew 14:19 
K a l  K e X e u a a ?  t o 6 ?  o x X o u ?  d v a K X t O f j v a i  e n i  t o u  x b p r o u ,
And having-ordered the crowds to-recline on the grass
X a S c b v  t o 6 ?  uevre d p T o u ?  K a l  t o u ?  8 u o  l x 0 u a ? ,  d y a g X e Q a ?  e l ?  t 8 v  o u p a u o v  e 6 X 6 y q o e u  
h a v i n g - t a k e n  t h e  f i v e  l o a v e s  a n d  t h e  t w o  f i s h ,  h a v i n g - l o o k e d  t o  t h e  h e a v e n  b l e s s e d  
K a l  K X d c r a ?  8 8 w K e u  t o l ?  p .a 0 T i T d L ?  t o u ?  d p T o u ? . . .  
a n d  h a v i n g - b r o k e n  g a v e  t o - t h e  d i s c i p l e s  t h e  l o a v e s  . . .
Such strings o f  Prenuclear Aorist Participles frequently include events changing the
location or physical position o f  participants, e.g.
Matt.26:44
Kal d<frel? a u T o u ?  -rrdXiv &ueX0(6v Trpooq6€aTO ...
And having-left them again having-gone-away he-prayed
Mark 8:13
K a l  d < j? e l?  a u T o u ?  T T d X i v  e u B a ?  d i r f j X O e v  e l ?  t 5  t r e p a v .
And having-left them again having-embarked he-went-away to the other-side 
cf. Mark 14:45, 15:43
Similarly, there are frequently strings o f  Prenuclear Aorist Participles where the
first is a verb o f  perception, which is predictable from the preceding discourse and
influences the subsequent behaviour o f  the perceiver, and the second is a Discourse-new
event belonging to the scenario o f  the following main verb, e.g.
Acts 14:14
A K o u a a u T e ?  8 6  o l  d r r o c r r o X o i  B a p v a ( 3 a ?  K a l  I l a u X o ?
Having-heard () the apostles Barnabas and Paul
SiappfjgauTe? Td IpdTia atnw 6£einj8T|(jav e l ?  t8u o x X o v  Kpd£ovTe?... 
having-torn the clothes of-them they-rushed into the crowd shouting...
“When the apostles Barnabas and Paul heard this, they tore their clothes and rushed into the crowd yelling...” 
cf. Acts 22:26,23:16
Acts 28:15
K a K e t 0 e u  o l  d S e X ^ o l  aKoucravTe? Td rrepl f |p i u ) v  f | X 0 a v  . . .
From-there the brothers having-heard the[things] about us came ... 
ob? ISrau 6 IlauXo? euyapigTf|cra? tw 0ecp IXa^e 0dpao?. 
w h o m  having-seen the Paul having-thanked the God took courage.
“W h e n  Paul saw them, he thanked God and was encouraged.”
Whereas Greek simply marks that these events belong sequentially in the script o f
the main verb, English uses different verb forms depending on how predictable the events
are from the preceding discourse. Prenuclear Aorist Participles which refer to predictable
events from a previous scenario are usually translated by “when” clauses or subordination,
whereas those which simply refer to Discourse-new events in the script o f  the following
verb are normally expressed as finite verbs, e.g.
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Mark 12:28
K a l  T T p o a e X Q c o v  e l ?  t & v  y p a p p a T e o a v  d K o u a a ?  a u r w v  a u C q T o u v T w y ,
And having-come-near one of-the scribes having-heard them debating 
I8t# 8tl KaXu? dueKptOq airrot? 8Trrip&!m]CTev airvbw... 
having-seen that well he-answered them asked him...
N I V  “One of the teachers of the law came and heard them debating. Noticing that Jesus had given them a 
good answer, he asked him...”
It can be seen from the above examples that verbs o f  perception are often highly 
predictable, viz “ When the apostles ... heard” , “ When Paul saw them” , “Noticing ...”
d) When conjunctions occur between Participial Clauses and Main Verbs they do not mark
the semantic relationship between the events but the degree o f  prototypicality or
expectedness o f  those events co-occurring.
Conjunctions between Participial Clauses and Main Verbs are very rare, so they
must be very significant when they do occur, as they are statistically “marked” . According
to Healey and Healey (1990:199):
Although the use of a conjunction between a participle and its main clause ... is rare, it should not be 
regarded as ungrammatical. This usage is found in both classical and Hellenistic Greek. Such 
conjunctions were added, it is said (Blass and Debrunner, 1961:215,219-20), to clarify the semantic 
relationship of the participial clause to the main clause.
But if, as I argue, the relationship between Participial Clauses and Main Verbs is
prototypical, what semantic relationship is clarified? I argue that such conjunctions are not
used to mark the semantic relationship between clauses, but to mark the degree o f
expectedness or predictability o f  that relationship, especially CONTRAEXPECTATION,
e.g.
Hebrews 12:17
l o r e  y c t p  8 t i  K a l  | i e T e i T e i T a  O e X w v  K X T | p o v o j ± f j a a i  t t ) V  e u X o y l a v  & T r e 8 o K i [ i d a 0 r | ,
you-know for that afterwards wanting to-inherit the blessing he was rejected
p e T a v o l a ?  y c t p  t o t t o v  o u x  eDpev
of-repentence for place not he-found
K t t l u e p  p e T &  8 a K p u t o v  e K / j y n j a a ?  a i m j v .
although with tears having-sought it (blessing or repentance)
Note that the concessive relationship is a combination o f  REASON and
CONTRAEXPECTATION. Although there is exegetical uncertainty as to whether aurr)U
refers to euXoyla or jiETavola, and whether |±eTavola here is Esau’ s repentance, or his
father’ s change o f  mind, it is clear that the prototypical relationship between seeking and
obtaining is that o f  REASON and RESULT, i.e. normally you find something because you
seek for it. I posit that unmarked relationships between elements in a text are understood in
the light o f  the prototoypical relationships o f  those elements within the open scenario. It is
clear that contraexpectation relationships are not prototypical, hence the fact that
contraexpectation is frequently marked in Participle clusters, whereas almost all other
semantic relationships are grammatically and lexically unmarked.
Healey and Healey cite the following examples o f  conjunctions after participial or 
“when” clauses, before main verbs (1990:198):
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Lk 18:8 (apa pertains to sentence boundary?); in 2 Pt 1:17 (no head/main clause, Kal begins something 
new and unrelated grammatically); Lk 2:21; Mt 9:10; Lk 7:12, and Acts 1:10 (the last three have Kal 
l 8 o u ) .
Luke 2:21 and 7:12 concern “when” clauses. In the rest, the conjunction marks the 
degree o f  expectation.
In Luke 18:8 apa does not clarify the relationship between clauses, but shows the 
degree o f  expectation o f  the second clause coming true in the event o f  the first, viz. 
unlikely.
In Matthew 9:10 Kal L8ou is statistically marked as unusual after a participial 
phrase in narrative. The word l8ou occurs elsewhere 44 times in Matthew. 27/44 are Kal 
l8ou, all following a main verb in the previous clause. 16/44 are i8ou alone, o f  which 10 
follow Genitive Participial Clauses, and 6 follow main verbs, but in non-narrative text.
1/44 (23:34) is 8id t o u t o  L8ou after a main verb in non-narrative. In all cases L8ou marks 
the following clause as contraexpectation, and in no way clarifies the semantic relationship 
between clauses. So in 9:10 both ISou (semantically) and Kal (statistically) draw attention - 
to the fact that what follows is unexpected, viz. the presence o f  tax-collectors and sinners 
at a feast for a rabbi. Such extra coding for unexpected material is predicted by Givon’ s 
iconicity principle (1983a: 18):
The more disruptive, surprizing, discontinuous or hard to process a topic is, the more coding material 
must be assigned to it
The Aorist Participle £\06vTes* before awaveKeivTO marks that “ coming” is a prototypical 
preceding event in the “reclining to eat” script. This sequence o f  events is still marked as 
prototypical, even though the participants (tax-collectors and sinners) are unexpected.
In Acts 1:10, the first clause is d)S’ clause, and the second a Genitive Participial 
Clause. Again Kal ISou marks the unexpectedness o f  the following clause, the sudden 
appearance o f  two men, apparently angels.
Healey and Healey also cite examples o f  conjunctions after main verbs and before
participial clauses (1990:199 note):
In 2 Cor 5:20 and 1 Pt 4:12 the conjunction is cb? ‘as though’; in Heb 4:3 it is KalToi ‘though’. In 2 Cor 
9:14 there seems to be no main clause, so are the N C P  and G C P  both hanging participles linked by Kal, 
or is the G C P  clause ‘dependent upon’ the N C P  clause? In Heb 11:12 the conjunction is part of an 
awkward conjunctive phrase Kal TauTa ‘and at that, although’ (Arndt and Gingrich oDto?, 1957:601).
In 2 Pt 2:1 a and b are the two N C P  clauses linked by Kal to the preceding relative clause and so made 
attributive, or is this Kal adverbial?
Again the relationship marked by these conjunctions concerns, not the underlying 
semantic relationship between clauses, but the degree o f predictability o f  the clauses being 
so related.
In 2 Corinthians 5:20 (“We are therefore Christ’ s ambassadors, as though God 
were making his appeal through us.” ) and 1 Peter 4:12 (“Do not be surprised at the painful 
trial you are suffering, as though something strange were happening to you.” ) ms* “as 
though” indicates that the relationship between clauses (REASON) would be prototypical 
the participial phrase were literally true, but it is not. There is contraexpectation here:
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God is not appealing (literally) through the apostles, yet Paul acts as ambassador. Trials 
are not unexpected, yet believers are surprised at them.
In Hebrews 4:3 (“ God has said, “ So I declared on oath in my anger ‘They shall 
never enter my rest” ’ . And yet (kcxitoi) his work has been finished since the creation o f  the 
world.” ) the conjunction clearly marks contraexpectation, since the prototypical REASON 
relationship “they shall not enter my rest because it is not ready yet”  is contravened. 
Perhaps “despite the fact that...” would be a clearer translation, linking this clause more 
closely to the preceding text.
Similarly in Hebrews 11:12 (“And so from this one man, and he (Kal Tafrra) as 
good as dead, came descendants ...” ) the conjunction shows CONTRAEXPECTATION 
since the protypical REASON relationship “ from one man, as good as dead, came no 
descendants”  is contravened.
Healey and Healey’ s other references, 2 Corinthians 9:14 and 2 Peter 2:1, are not 
clear examples, as they themselves note.
Since conjunctions (apart from contraexpectation markers) do not seem to occur 
between Participle and main verb, conjunctions can determine the parsing o f  the text, e.g. 
Luke 2:43b-44a must be parsed as follows, since 86 never links main verb and Participle:
t e a l  o u k  £ y v f a ) c r a v  ol y o v e t ?  a u T o u .  
a n d  n o t  k n e w  t h e  p a r e n t s  o f  h i m .
v o p - l g q v T e ?  8 6  o.6t5v e l v a i  e v  T f j  o u v o S t g  f j X O o v  f } | i e p a ?  6 8 o v  . . .
Having-reckoned () him to-be in the party, they-went of-day journey...
NOT
Kal o u k  6 y v w g a v  ol yovei? auTou vopIaavTe? 8 6  alrrbv etvai ev r f j  auvo8tg. 
a n d  n o t  k n e w  t h e  p a r e n t s  o f  h i m ,  h a v i n g - r e c k o n e d  ( )  h i m  t o - b e  i n  t h e  p a r t y .
?j\0ov f||iepa? 58ov ...
T h e y - w e n t  o f - d a y  j o u r n e y . . .
Similarly a possible example o f  conjunction between main verb and participial
phrase is in Acts 20:2-3:
8 i e X 6 ( i ) V  8 6  T a  [ i e p T |  6 K e i v a  K a l  i r a p a K a X e q a ?  a u T o u ?  . . .
Having-crossed () the part that and having-encouraged them ... 
i)X0ev el? ttiv LXXdSa Troifiaa? Te pfjva? Tpei?* 
he-went to the Greece having-done also months three. [REASON]
“he went to Greece and spent three months there.”
However, a far more likely analysis is that “having done” is a Prenuclear Aorist
Participle before “he became minded” , i.e.
8 i e X 0 f a ) v  8 6  t c l  p e p r i  6 K e l v a  K a l  n a p a K a X e a a ?  a u T o b ?  . . .
Having-crossed () the part that and having-encouraged them ...
•?jX0ev el? tY)v 'EXXaSa. 
he-went to the Greece.
T r o f h a a ?  Te p r j v a ?  Tpei?
Having-done also months three
yevopevr]? em|3ouXfj? auTto urrb twv ’Iou8aloav piXXovTi dvdyea0ai el? n)v Zuplav, 
having-occurred plot to-him by the Jews intending to-sail to the Syria,
6 y 6 v € T O  y v c o j i r i ?  t o u  u T r o a T p e < f > e i v  8 i d  M a K e S o v l a ? .  
h e - b e c a m e  m i n d e d  o f  t o - r e t u m  v i a  M a c e d o n i a .
“And when he had been there for three months, since a plot had been hatched against him by the Jews, as he 
was about to sail for Syria, he decided to return via Macedonia.”
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e) Where conjunctions occur between Participles they show that the two Participles belong
in the same semantic slot within the scenario. Most commonly such Participles are
conjoined by Kal “ and” , e.g.
Acts 20:2
8ieX9t# 88 Ta p8pq eKeiva Kal TraoaKaXkaag airrou? ...
Having-crossed () the part that and having-encouraged them ...
YjXGev el? rqv 'EXXd8a. 
he-went to the Greece.
Travelling through Macedonia and encouraging the believers are grouped together into one slot as 
preconditions for moving on to Greece. Without the “and” they would appear to be sequential.
Acts 9.39
K a l  irap&rrqaav a u r a  u d a a i  al X0PaL
And stood-around him all the widows
KXalouoai Kal eTnSeiKvtipevai xLT(#a? Kal Ipdna...
weeping and showing under-garments and over-garments...
Weeping and showing both belong in the M A N N E R  slot, describing the actions of the widows as they stood. 
Acts 9.40
€ K f 3 a X c #  8 8  8 £ w  u d v T a ?  6  I t e T p o ?  Kal G e l ?  T a  y o v a T a  
having-put-out () outside all the Peter and having-placed the knees 
i r p o c n r | 0 t a T O  
he-prayed.
Putting people outside and kneeling both belong in the event slot “preparation for prayer”
Acts 13:3
tot£ yqoretioavTe? Kal upooeuEdueyoi Kal 8 m 9 8 u T e ?  Td? x^pa? auToi? dirfXuaav.
then having-fasted and having-prayed and having-laid-on the hands to-them they-dismissed
Fasting, praying and laying on of hands are all preconditions to sending Christians off on a special mission.
cf. Matt.9:22, Luke 10:32, John 1:38, 11:45, Acts 14:27,18:22, 22:13,23:16, Eph. 1:20, Phil. 1:27, 
Hebrews 6:10
Participles may also be conjoined with te , or both te  and Kal, similarly marking
they belong in a single scenario slot:
Acts 5:19
"AyyeXo? 88 Kuptou 8ia vukto? dvolEa? Td? 9upa? Tfj? <J>uXaKfj?
Angel () of-Lord at night having-opened the doors of-the prison 
efayayc# Te airrou? etirev ... 
having-led-out also them said...
Opening the prison doors and letting them out are both marked as part of the same event slot “freeing them”. 
Matthew 28:12
Kal g u v a y Q e v T e ?  p e T a  r a v  T r p e o P u T e p w v  a u p ( 3 o d X i 6 v  T e  X a B o v T e ?
And having-gathered with the elders, council also having-taken 
dpyupta iKavd 88toKav toi? aTpaTLWTai? 
silver some they-gave to-the soldiers
Gathering and taking council are both preconditions to the bribing.
Matthew 27:48  
K a l  e u 9 e t o ?  S p a p i o v  e l ?  8 ^  a u r a v  Kal X a ( 3 i #  a r r d y y o v  
And straightway having-run one from-among them and having-taken sponge 
i r X f i a a ?  tc o ^ o u ?  Kal i r e p i 9 e l ?  K a X d p c o  
having-filled also of-vinegar and having-put-round reed 
8ir6nCev a u T o v ' .  
he-gave-to-drink him.
All the actions of the Participles fill the “getting a drink” slot.
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Note that the author often has a choice whether to assign Participles to the same
slot or to different slots. Compare these parallel passages:
Matthew 26:26 
Aa(3d>v 6 ’IqaoO? d p T o v  Kal eu\oyr|aa? licXacrev 
having-taken the Jesus bread and having-blessed he-broke 
ical 806? toi? p.a0T]Tc£LS‘ etirev 
and having-given to-the disciples he-said
Here, taking and blessing are treated as filling a single slot, i.e. preconditions of breaking.
Mark 14:22
Xa(3a)u apTov euXoyfraa? HicXacrev tea! £8ancev aurai? xal elirev
having-taken bread having-blessed he-broke and he-gave to-them and he-said
Here, taking and blessing are treated as sequential events in the breaking script, filling distinct slots.
Sometimes there will be several prenuclear or postnuclear Participles, some
conjoined and others not. Conjoined Participles always fill the same semantic slot and
have the same semantic relationship to the main verb, e.g.
Mark 5:33 
f) 86 yuvq (frofoqQeXoa Kal Tpefiouaa.
The 0  woman having-feared and trembling,
elSuXa 5 yeyovev aurq,
knowing (Perfect) what has-happened to-her
fjXGev K a l  irpoa^rreaev aimS K a l  eluev a u ™  udaav t t )v  dXqQeiav.
came and fell-before him and said to-him all the truth.
Afraid and trembling both belong in the same M A N N E R  slot, telling how the woman came to Jesus and 
admitted what had happened. Knowing however is a prenuclear Participle of perception, which implicitly 
marks the R E A S O N  for her coming and telling all, so it is not conjoined to the other prenuclear participles 
since it fills a different relational slot.
Acts 12:19
'Hpw8q? 86 emf-nTfjgq? auTov K a l  u f i  eupebu.
Herod () having-searched-for him and not having-found, 
dyaKpiva? tou? cJMXaKa? 6K6Xeuoev d-rrax&fjvai, 
having-interrogated the guards ordered to-be-led-away...
Searching and not finding both belong in event slot one, interrogating belongs in the next slot.
Acts 21:11
Kal eXQcuv upo? fpa? Kal apa? nqv £iot/rjv tou ITauXou,
And having-come to us and having-seized the belt of-the Paul 
8f|gq? eauTou tou? u68a? Kal Ta? x^pas1 etirev... 
having-tied of-himself the feet and the hands said...
Coming and taking the belt both fill the precondition slot, being necessary before he can tie anything in their 
presence.
A  dramatic example o f  this occurs in Mark 5:25-27, where the conjoined
Participles all belong to the setting (cf. Luke 8:43 with a relative clause), describing the
new participant, and the absence o f  a conjunction with the Participle marks the
development o f the narrative action:
SETTING
Kal yuvf| ouaa ev pvoei aipiaTo? StoSeKa 6 t t |
And woman being in flow of-blood twelve years 
Kal uoXXa TTaQouoa uuo ttoXXw v  laTpwv 
and many[things] having-suffered from many doctors 
Kal SaTrai/rigaoa Ta Trap’ aurq? irdvTa 
and having-spent the with her all
Kal gq86v aKfeXqQetqa dXXd p.aXXov el? t8 xetpov eXQouaa. 
and nothing having-benefitted but rather to the worse having-come
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A C T I O N
d K o d o a a a  t r e p l  t o u  ’ I q a o u ,  
h a v i n g - h e a r d  a b o u t  t h e  J e s u s  
e X Q o u a a  kv t w  6 x X c o  o r r i a G e v  
h a v i n g - c o m e  i n  t h e  c r o w d  b e h i n d  
Y j i f i a T O  t o u  I p a T i o u  a u T o u ’  .  
t o u c h e d  t h e  r o b e  o f - h i m .
The close relationship between the relative clause and the Participle as alternative 
ways o f  describing a participant is also shown in Matthew 7:24, 26:
lid? obv 8t m ?  d i c o d e i  pou t o u ?  Xoyou? t o u t o u ?  K a l  Troiet a i m # ? . . .
E v e r y o n e  t h e r e f o r e  w h o  h e a r s  o f - m e  t h e  w o r d s  t h e s e  a n d  d o e s  t h e m  
0 p o i o ) 0 r | q e T a i  d v 8 p l  ( f> p o v t p c o , . . .  
w i l l - b e - l i k e n e d  t o - m a n  w i s e . . .
K a l  u a ?  6  d K o u t o v  pou t o u ?  X6you? t o u t o u ?  K a l  p f ]  t t o l c o v  a u T o u ?
A n d  e v e r y o n e  t h e  h e a r i n g  o f - m e  t h e  w o r d s  t h e s e  a n d  n o t  d o i n g  t h e m  
5 p o t G ) 0 r i a e T a i  d v 8 p l  p w p $ ,  . . .  
w i l l - b e - l i k e n e d  t o - m a n  f o o l i s h . . .
This pattern o f  conjoining Participles which belong in the same slot, and using
asyndeton (no conjunction) with Participles filling different slots, helps us analyse some
complex examples (each Participle or main verb has a separate letter), e.g.
H e b  1 1 : 2 4 - 2 6  
A  I T l q T e L  M w b o f j ?  p e y a ?  ' y e v o p e v o ?
B y - f a i t h  M o s e s  b i g  h a v i n g - b e c o m e  
B  f j p w j o a T O  X e y e a G a i  u l o ?  G u y a T p o ?  4 > a p a w ,
r e f u s e d  t o - b e - c a l l e d  s o n  o f - d a u g h t e r  o f - P h a r o a h  
C  p a X X o v  e X 6 p e v o ?  q u y K a K o u x ^ q G a i  t w  X a f i  t o u  G e o u
r a t h e r  h a v i n g - p r e f e r r e d  t o - b e - i l l - t r e a t e d - w i t h  t h e  p e o p l e  o f - t h e  G o d  
f |  T r p o o K a i p o v  8 x e i v  d p a p T l a ?  d u 6 X a u q i v ,  
t h a n  t e m p o r a r i l y  t o - h a v e  o f - s i n  e n j o y m e n t  
D  p e t £ o v a  t t X o u t o v  f ] y q o - d p e v o ?  t w v  A l y u u T o u  G q a a u p t o v
r a t h e r  g r e a t e r  w e a l t h  h a v i n g - d e e m e d  t h a n - t h e  o f - E g y p t  t r e a s u r e s  
t o v  d v e i S i q p o v  t o u  X p i o T o u *  
t h e  r e p r o a c h  o f - t h e  C h r i s t  
E  d .T r 8 p X e i r e v  y a p  e l ?  t T | V  p i o G a u o S o q l a v .
h e - w a s - l o o k i n g - a w a y  f o r  t o  t h e  r e c o m p e n s e .
A P  ( A )  =  t i m e  s e t t i n g  f o r  V e r b  B ,  B y  f a i t h ,  w h e n  M o s e s  g r e w  u p  
V e r b  ( B ) ,  h e  r e f u s e d  t o  b e  c a l l e d  . . .
A P  ( C )  =  r e a s o n  f o r  p r e v i o u s  V e r b  B ,  b e c a u s e  h e  p r e f e r r e d  t o  s u f f e r  . . .
A P  ( D )  =  r e a s o n  f o r  p r e v i o u s  A P  C ,  s i n c e  h e  r e c k o n e d  . . . .
V e r b  ( E )  =  r e a s o n  f o r  p r e v i o u s  A P  D  f o r  h e  w a s  l o o k i n g  f o r  t h e  r e w a r d .
Although C and D are both REASON (in my analysis) they are each the reason for a
different event. Had C and D each been reasons for the same event B, then, according to
my theory, they would have been conjoined by “and” .
C o l  2 : 1 3 - 1 4  
A  Kal u p a ?  v e K p o u ?  o v T a ?
A n d  y o u  d e a d  b e i n g
[ e v ]  t o I ?  T T a p a - i r r w p a a i v  K a l  r r j  d K p o f 3 u a T i q  T f j ?  a a p K 0 ?  u p c a v ,
[ i n ]  t h e  t r e s p a s s e s  a n d  t h e  t h e  u n c i r c u m c i s i o n  o f - t h e  f l e s h  o f - y o u  
B  q u v e C o x j u o t q a e v  u p a ?  a u v  a i m o ,
c o - m a d e - a l i v e  y o u  w i t h  h i m  
C  Y a p i o d p e u o ?  f ^ p l v  i r d v T a  T d  T r a p a t T T c u p a T a .
h a v i n g - f o r g i v e n  t o - u s  a l l  t h e  t r e s p a s s e s  
D  kEaXeiifjag t o  K a 0 ’  f ] p w v  x ^ ^ p o y p a ^ o v  t o i ?  S o y p a o i v
h a v i n g - w i p e d - o u t  t h e  a g a i n s t  u s  w r i t i n g  i n - t h e  o r d i n a n c e s  
E  &  f j v  U T r e v a v T t o v  q p i v ,
w h i c h  w a s  o p p o s e d  t o - u s
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F K a l  a i r r 5  f l p K e v  6 k  t o D  p i a o u
and it he-has-taken from the midst. 
G  n p o c r r |\ ( j L ) g a ?  a i r r b  t w  g r a u p w *
having-nailed it to-the cross..
PP (A) = description of you,
Verb (B),
A P  (C) = means for previous Verb B, 
A P  (D) = means for previous A P  C, 
Verb (E) = description of writing 
Verb (F),
A P  (G) = means for previous Verb F,
You being dead
he made alive together with him 
by forgiving us all our sins 
by wiping out the charge against us ... 
which condemned us 
and he has got rid of it ... 
by nailing it on the cross.
The “and” at the beginning o f  line F marks the boundary between Participle and Verb 
clusters, so A-E are one cluster, and F-G another. Note too that although C, D, and G are 
all MEANS (in my analysis) they are each the means for a different event. Had C and D 
each been means for the same event B, then, according to my theory, they would have 
been conjoined by “and” .
A restriction on conjoining items with the same surface form but different semantic
roles occurs in English also, e.g. Fillmore (1968:22):
in 18 the subject is in an Agent relationship to the verb; in 19 the subject is an Instrument; and in 20 both 
Agent and Instrument appear in the same sentence, but in this case it is the Agent which appears as the 
subject, not the instrument.
18. John broke the window.
19. A  hammer broke the window.
20. John broke the window with a hammer.
That the subjects of 18 and 19 are grammatically different explains the fact that the combined 
meaning of the two sentences is not produced by conjoining their subjects. Thus 21 is unacceptable.
21. * John and a hammer broke the window.
Conjunctions between Participles are not only relatively rare (though not as rare as 
between participles and main verbs), but also the semantic range o f  such conjunctions is 
very limited. Almost all are coordinating conjunctions (like Kat or re “ and” , [±q86 “ nor”) 
or contraexpectation conjunctions. Again, this is in line with the theory that relationships 
within scenarios are protypically fixed, and thus need not be grammaticalized.
Healey and Healey give no statistics, but state (1990:198):
Conjunctions often coordinate two GCP, two NCP, or two H  [when] clauses with the same deep subject
They give 15 examples o f  such conjunctions between participles preceding the main verb,
o f  which 13/15 are Kal or Te or a combination, 1/15 (Romans 9:11) is p.q86 “nor” , and
1/15 (1 Peter l:8b-c (p.f| ... 86) is contraexpectation. They also give 12 examples o f  such
conjunctions between participles following the main verb, o f  which 11/12 are Kal or Te,
and 1/12 (Hebrews 11:13 \rr\ ... tiAAd) is contraexpectation.
Contraexpectation relationships may be grammaticalized in a number o f  ways:
Simple conjoining Kal “and”:
Luke 24:22-23
yeu6p.euai opOpival e m  t o  gvruj.eiov Kal p f )  eupougai t o  atopa airroO fjXOov Xeyouaai ... 
having-occurred early at the tomb and not having-found the body of-him they-came saying ...
“arriving early at the tomb but not finding his body, they came and said...”
Prototypically arriving at a tomb is followed by finding a body. The two events are here presented in the 
same semantic slot, i.e. the precondition to the women returning with their surprising news.
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John 20:29b 
p a K a p i o i  o l  p q  186v t £ ?  K a l  m c r r e i j a a y T g ? . 
blessed the not having-seen and having-believed.
“Blessed are those who do not see, and yet believe”
Acts 28:6 
6ttI uoXt> 86 auTtov upoaSoKoiuTcov 
for much[timej () them expecting
Kal O e o a p o u y T w  p r | 8 6 v  d T o u o v  e l ?  a u T o v  y i v d p g v o v  
a n d  s e e i n g  n o t h i n g  a m i s s  t o  h i m  o c c u r r i n g  
p g T a ( 3 a X o p g v o i  6 X e y o v  a u T o v  e l v a i  0 e 6 y .  
h a v i n g - c h a n g e d - m i n d  w e r e - s a y i n g  h i m  t o - b e  g o d .
Although they waited expectantly, yet they saw nothing happen. Both events together are the R E A S O N  for 
their conclusion that Paul was a god.
With Kal “and” , the sense o f  contraexpectation comes not from the conjunction,
but from the prototypical relationship between these events in the scenario they open. The
same construction may be used where there is no contrastive relationship, e.g.
Matthew 1:19
’ Icocrf)<f> 8 6  6  d v f | p  a i n r j ? ,  8 l K a i o ?  u t f  K a l  p f )  6 6 X a ) u  a u T q v  S e i y p a T l a a i ,
Joseph () the husband of-her, righteous being and not wishing her to-disgrace
Contrastive conjunctions:
Luke 24:22-23 
tI ydp (jL^ eXeiTai dvOpcouo? KepSqaa? tov Kocjpov oXov 
what for it-profits person having-gained the world whole 
6auTov 86 duoXeaa? fj £qpico0et?; 
himself () having-lost or having-damaged?
“What does it profit someone, if they gain the whole world, but lose or damage their very self?”
cf. Luke 12:48 6 86 pf) woO?. uoifjoa? 86 d£ia uXryy<3v.. “The one who did not know (his master’s
will), yet still did things worthy of a beating”
Acts 9:7
ol 86 dv8pg? ol auvoSguovTg? aimo elaTrfceiaav eveot,
The () men the travelling-with him stood speechless, 
dKouovTg? p6v tt)? <{>tovfj? pq8eva 86 Oewppuyje?. 
having-heard () the sound/voice, nothing () seeing.
“The men who were travelling with him stood there speechless, because they had heard the sound, but did 
not see anyone.”
Mark 5:26
Kal pr)86v uxkeXnOgiaa dXXA pdXXov el? t8 xeipov eXQovaa, 
and nothing having-benefitted but rather to the worse having-come 
“having got no better, but rather got worse”
Other conjunctions:
Correlative relationships between Participles, such as “either/or” , may also be
overtly marked:
L u k e  2 4 : 2 2 - 2 3  
tI y d p  d x j > e X e i T a i  a v 0 p a y r r o ?  K e p S q a a ?  tov K o a p o v  8 X o v  
w h a t  f o r  i t - p r o f i t s  p e r s o n  h a v i n g - g a i n e d  t h e  w o r l d  w h o l e  
e a u T o v  8 6  d u o X e a a ?  f )  £ q p i a ) 0 e l ? ; 
h i m s e l f  ( )  h a v i n g - l o s t  o r  h a v i n g - d a m a g e d ?
Clarification or restatement, may also be overtly marked:
Gal. 4:9
vuv 86 yvdvTg? 0goy, pdXXov 86 yvwaOevTe? Duo 0eou,
N o w  () having-known God, rather 0  having-been-known by God 
u<3? 6uiaTp6cj)gT€ udXiv ... 
how do-you-tum again...?
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f) Tense and Mood operate at the level o f  scenario chunk, not individual event (excluding 
those prenuclear Participles which refer to Discourse-old events or highly predictable 
events from an “ open” Discourse-old scenario). This suggests that the Participles must 
belong to the same scenario as the main verb. Thus, in terms o f  pragmatic meaning, 
Participles usually take on the same tense (i.e. time frame) and mood o f  the main verb, 
e.g.
Irrealis - result of unfulfilled condition (&v with Aorist)
Luke 10:13 
Oital aoi,... 8ti et...
W o e  to-you ... because if...
TrdXcti du kv adKKcp Kal cmoSra KaOgpeuoi peTeudqaau. 
long-ago would in sackcloth and ash sitting they-repented 
i.e. “If..., they would have sat...”
Infinitive
Luke 14:18:b 
ex© dudyKqu eEeXQtov I8e lv  airrov 
I-have need having-gone-out to-see it 
N I V  “I must go and see it.”
The “going out”, though grammaticalized as Aorist Participle, is also an event which “I need to do”.
Subjunctive
Matt 2:8
6irdu 8e eiipqTe, dirayyelXaTe poi, ottoj? Kdycb eXQcbv upoaKuWjaw aimo.
When () you-find, report to-me, so-that I-too having-come may-worship him.
N I V  “so that I too may go and worship him.”
Acts 16:37
oi) ydp, dXXd eXQoure? airrol f]pa? 6£ayay6Tcoaau.
N o  indeed, rather having-come themselves us may-they-lead-out 
N I V  “No! Let them come themselves and escort us out.” 
cf. Hebrews 10:36
Imperative
Matt 2:8
Kal iT6pi|;as* auTou? el? BqOXeep elrreu, IIopguQevTe? 6£eTdaaTe aKpi(3w? ... 
And having-sent them to Bethlehem said: Having-gone seek diligently ...
N I V  “G o  and make a careful search”
Matt 2:13
’EyepQel? rrapdXa(3e t8 TraiSlou Kal Tqu pqTepa auTou Kal <pevy$.~ 
Having-risen take the child and the mother of-him and flee...
N I V  “Get u p ... take the child...”
cf. Matt 21:2b, 28:19-20, Luke 16:6b
Interrogative
Luke 10:25b 
t I TroLf|ga? £cot)v alwviov KXqpovopi)CT(i); 
what having-done life eternal I-may-inherit?
NI V  “what must I do to inherit eternal life?”
Future time (with Future Indicative main verb)
Matt 24:46
p a K d p i o ?  6  S o O X o ?  e K e i v o ?  o u  e X Q c u u  o  K u p i o ?  a u T o u  ebpfjaei o u t g o ?  T r o i o u u T a -  
Blessed the slave that w h o m  having-come the lord of-him will-fmd thus doing 
The master will come and will find him.
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Matt 25:40 
Kal duoKpiQet? 8 pacnXeli? 8peT auToi? ...
And having-answered the king will-say to-them...
N I V  “The King will reply...”
cf. Matt 25:44, Luke 15:18a
Past time (with Aorist Indicative main verb)
Luke 15:20a 
K a l  d y a c r r d ?  TjXQev up8? rov uaTepa e a u T o O .
And having-risen he-went to the father of-him.
N I V  “So he got up and went to his father.”
Past time (with Imperfect Indicative main verb)
Acts 1:6
O l  p 8 v  o S v  c r u v e X G o v T e ?  r i p u n r a v  a u T o v  . . .
They () therefore having-gathered were-asking him ...
N I V  “So when they met together, they asked him ...”
Whereas the whole scenario takes its mood and tense from the main verb, the 
internal relationships between Participle and main verb, i.e. those within the prototypical 
scenario, remain unchanged. For example, in Luke 10:13 the sitting (Prenuclear Present 
Participle) is conceptualized as concurrent with the repentence, being grammaticalized by 
Process Aspect. In both Luke 15:18a and 20a, the rising (Prenuclear Aorist Participle) is 
conceptualized as prior to the going, whether that is in future time or past time. Similarly 
in Matthew 18:19-20, the going (Prenuclear Aorist Participle) is conceptualized as prior to 
the discipling, being grammaticalized as Event Aspect. Likewise the baptizing and 
teaching (Postnuclear Present Participles) are conceptualized as concurrent with the 
discipling (main verb), but, being postnuclear, also have a non-temporal semantic 
relationship, i.e. MEANS.
g) Negation can operate at the level o f  the scenario chunk, rather than at the level o f  the 
event. This again suggests an underlying conceptual unity between Participle and main 
verb, e.g.
single negative marker negating both Participle and main verb 
Luke 8:12
ol 88 uapd tt]v o86v elcriv ol dKoucravTe?,
The () by the path are the having-heard
8 l T a  e p x e T a i  6 8id(3oXo? K a l  a l p e i  t o v  X6yov duo T f j?  K a p 8 t a ?  aurav,
then comes the devil and takes the word from the heart of-them
Iva (if) uiCTTguQ-avTc? ctuOcSctiv.
in-order-that not having-believed may-be-saved
N I V  “so that they may not believe and be saved”
i.e. not (believe and be saved) = (not believe) and (not be saved)
Luke 18:5
Iva pf) el? t8Xo? 8pyo|j.8vr| {nrumdCfj pe. 
so-that not to end coming may-weary me.
N IV “so that she won’t eventually wear m e  out with her coming!” 
i.e. not (come and weaiy) = (not come) and (not weary)
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In contrast, where two Participles are conjoined, and the first is marked negative,
the second is affirmative, and contraexpectation. This contraexpectation comes from the
prototypical relationships between these events in the scenario, and may be lexically
unmarked, i.e. conjoined by Kal, or marked by 86, e.g.
John 20:29b 
p a K d p i o i  o l  p f )  1 8 6 v t € ?  K a l  m c r r e t i c r a v T e ? .  
blessed the not having-seen and having-believed 
i.e. the ((not having seen) A N D  (having believed))
N I V  “blessed are those who have not seen and yet have believed”
The one article and the conjoining marker Kal here mark two contrasting Participles as belonging to a single 
scenario. NI V  translates the contraexpectation which comes not from the grammar of the text, but the 
prototypical relationship within the believe scenario, that seeing often is the cause of belief.
1 Peter 1:8
e l ?  o v  d p r i  p f )  o p w v T e ?  m c r r e u o v T e ?  8 6  dyaXAi.cUj0e ... 
in w h o m  yet not seeing believing () you-rejoice 
i.e. ((not seeing) B U T  (believing))
NI V  “even though you do not see him now, you believe in him and are filled with ... joy”
As one would expect, if  the second participle is marked negative, the first remains
positive. The contraexpectation relationship may come simply from the prototypical
relationships within the scenario, or be explicitly marked, e.g.
Matt 7.26
Kal ua? 6 dKouGov pou t o u ?  A6you? t o u t o u ?  Kal ufi uoicov airrou?
And every the hearing of-me the words and not doing them 
i.e. everyone ((hearing) A N D  (not doing)) 
cf. Luke 6:49 
8 86 dKoucra? Kal pf) notf|qac 
The () having-heard and not having-done 
i.e. anyone who ((hears) A N D  (does not do))
Luke 24:22-23
vevouevai 6p0pival 6ttI t8 pvqpeiov Kal iif) eupouom t8 awpa airrou 
having-occurred early at the tomb and not having-found the body of-him 
N I V  “They went to the tomb early this morning, but did not find his body”
2 Corinthians 4:8a, cf. 4:8b-9
6 v  u a v u l  0 \ t . ( 3 6 p e v o i  d X X ’  o u  o T e v o Y C j p o u u e v o r .
in all being-afflicted but not being-constricted
N IV “W e  are hard pressed on every side but not crushed”
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A p p e n d i x  G  
E x c e p t io n s  th a t  p r o v e  th e  r u le : c o n jo in e d  m a in  v e r b s  in  
a  s in g le  s c e n a r io
This appendix provides evidence to support the hypothesis that grammaticalizing a 
“ script”  by conjoined main verbs, rather than a cluster o f  Aorist Participle(s) and main 
verb, is a “marked” usage which highlights that script as especially significant at higher 
levels o f  discourse. In narrative such conjoined main verbs are typically Aorist Indicatives 
with Present Indicatives being even more strongly “marked” , as summarized in Chapter 5 
“ Exceptions that prove the rule: conjoined main verbs in a single scenario” .
A orist Indicative and A orist Indicative
If script type events are typically encoded by Aorist Participle(s) plus main verb, 
what is the significance o f  them being presented as a string o f  main verbs in the Aorist 
Indicative conjoined by “ and” ? Such script-type events are events which occur in a 
prototypical order, share the same subject, and can be conceptualized as part o f  a single 
event. Louw recognizes that these different constructions have the same reference to a 
single activity (1982:109-110):
dueKpl&r] Kal etirev refers to a single activity even as dnoKpiOei? etuev would refer to a single 
activity ... a coordinate series.
In terms o f  the New Testament corpus, we can theoretically specify certain lexical 
items which typically (i.e. to a statistically significant deviation from the average) appear 
in Aorist Participle form. I would suggest concepts such as “ come” , “ go” , “ arrive” , “ take” , 
“hear” , “respond” , “ fall down before” as typical events occurring as stages o f  a New 
Testament script.
O ’Donnell (1997), using Bibleworks, gives data for particular verb forms o f  certain
verbs and compares it with the expected number o f  occurrences o f  that form, based on
average occurrences for all New Testament verbs, together with a z-score, showing
statistical significance (where plus or minus 3 is significant). He lists Aorist Participles: 
verb gloss occurrences expected z-score
XapfUdvw take 65 28 8.69
dKouio hear 92 48 7.84
According to my theory, when main verbs sharing the same subject are conjoined 
by “and” , the conjoining would mark that the events belong in a single scenario, and the 
use o f  main verbs would mean “REMEMBER THIS” . In other words, the author would be 
drawing the reader’ s attention to a particular scenario, marking it as unusually significant 
to the discourse. This could be visualized as “PAST-EVENT and PAST-EVENT and 
PAST-EVENT” as opposed to the normal pattern “ Event, Event, PAST-EVENT” .
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For example, Mark 5:25-34 tells the story o f  the woman with the issue o f  blood. 
Chunking it by Participles and independent main verbs we get:
1 K a l  y u u r )  ovoa kv p u a e i  a t p a T o ?  S t o S g K a  £ t t j  
And woman being in flow of-blood twelve years 
K a l  T r o X X d  • n r a Q o u a a  O t t o  t t o X X g o u  l a T p t o u
and many[things] having-suffered from many doctors 
K a l  S a u a u f i g q g a  T d  T r a p ’  a u T q ?  i r d u r a  
and having-spent the with her all
K a l  p q 8 6 u  c t K f > g \ q 9 e L g a  d X X d  p & X X o u  e l ?  t o  x ^ p o u  g X Q o u g a .  
a n d  n o t h i n g  h a v i n g - b e n e f i t t e d  b u t  r a t h e r  t o  t h e  w o r s e  h a v i n g - g o n e  
d K o u g q g q  i r e  p i  t o u  ’ I q g o u ,  e X Q o u o a  kv t c o  5 x X ( i ) o T n a G e v  
h a v i n g - h e a r d  a b o u t  t h e  J e s u s ,  h a v i n g - c o m e  i n  t h e  c r o w d  b e h i n d  
f j i / / a T O  t o u  I p a T t o u  a u T o u '  
t o u c h e d  t h e  r o b e  o f - h i m  
6 X e y e u  y d p  5 t i  
s h e - w a s - s a y i n g  f o r  t h a t
’ E a u  d i / r t o p a i  K d u  t w u  I p a T t w u  a 0 T o u  a w Q i j a o p a i .
If I-should-touch even the clothes of-him I-will-be-saved.
2  K a l  e f t O b ?  6 £ q p d u 0 q  f )  T r q y f i  t o u  a X p a T o ?  a u T f j ?
And immediately was-dried-up the fountain of-the blood of-her
3  K a l  k y v o i  t w  o o j p a T i  8 t i
and she-knew in-the body
laTai dub Tfj? pdoTiyo?. 
that she-is-healed from the plague.
4  K a l  g 8 0 i> ?  6  ’ I q g o u ?  g m v u o b ?  kv e a u T W
And immediately the Jesus knowing in himself
m ) u  e £  a u T o u  S u u a p i u  g £ g X 6 o u a a u  
t h e  f r o m  h i m  p o w e r  h a v i n g - g o n e - o u t  
g m g T p a c f j g l ?  kv T t o  o x X c p  
h a v i n g - t u r n e d  i n  t h e  c r o w d  
6 X g y g u ,  
s a i d
Tt? pou fji/;aTo t & v IpaTitov;
W h o  m e  touched the clothes
5  K a l  6 X e y o u  a u T t o  o l  p a O r p a l  a u T o u ,
And said to-him the disciples of-him
B X 6 i r e i ?  t 8 u  o x X o u  g u v Q X t B o v T d  ae, K a l  X d y e i ? ,  TL? p o u  f j i f j a T O ;
You-see the crowd pressing you, and you-say W h o  m e  touched?
6  K a l  T T c p i e p X ^ T r e T o  I S g l v  T q u  t o u t o  T r o i q g a g a u
And he-looked-around to-see the[female] this having-done
7  q  8 6  y u u q  < f> o f3 q 0 g X g a  K a l  T p g p o u a a .
The () woman having-feared and trembling, 
g l S u X a  o  y 6 y o u e u  a f r r q ,
knowing what has-happened to her
f | X 0 e u  K a l  T r p o a 6 i r e g e u  a u T W  K a l  e t i r e u  a u T w  T r a g a u  T q u  a X f | 0 g L a u .  
came and fell-before him and said to-him all the truth.
8  8  8 6  e l i r e u  a i r r q ,
He 0  said to-her
O u y d T q p ,  f |  t r o t i ?  g o u  g 6 a o ) K £ v  g g *
Daughter, the faith of-you has-saved you,
b r r a y e  gt? e l p i ) u q y  K a l  l a 0 i  u y i q ?  a.Tr8 tt)? p d g T i y o ?  g o u .
Go in peace and be well from the plague of-you.
Note that, apart from 7, every numbered chunk above has one main verb, i.e.
independent finite verb, not in a subordinate clause or direct speech “bubble” . Each chunk
has a different subject: 1 the woman, 2 the bloodflow, 3 the woman, 4 Jesus, 5 the
disciples, 6 Jesus, 7 the woman, and 8 Jesus. But chunk 7 has 3 main verbs conjoined by
“and” .
What is the significance o f  this? I believe that Mark is saying “REMEMBER
THIS” three times in one scenario. What does this scenario lead up to? “ She told him all
Appendix G - Exceptions that prove the rule: conjoined main verbs in a single scenario
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the truth.” What “truth” ? The truth is that she, a ritually polluted woman who should touch
nobody (Leviticus 15:25), has just ritually polluted all the people she has squeezed past in
the crowd, and to crown it all has ritually polluted the visiting miracle-worker. Note that
the verb “ touch” occurs 4 times, once as an independent main verb (section 1), and three
times as a main verb in a subordinate clause (sections 1,4, and 5). She had behaved
appallingly. This is why Mark draws attention to her action in section 7 as significant by
conjoining three main verbs: she comes, shows her respect and admits publicly that she has
wilfully broken the Old Testament laws o f  ritual purity. Yet Jesus does not scold her as she
expects (hence her fearing and trembling 5:33). Rather he praises her faith. Mark has
carefully emphasized, by repetition o f  “touch” and using three main verbs in a single
scenario, the significance o f  the woman’ s actions.
Some other examples o f  conjoined Aorist Indicatives within a single scenario are
related to burial (scenarios are numbered separately): 
the burial o f  John the baptist 
Matt 14:12
1 Kal ,TTpoCT£X96vTg? ol paOqTal auTou
And having-come the disciples of-him 
f j p a v  t6 imapa K a l  Z O a i p a v  auTo[v] 
took the body and buried it[him]
2 xal 6A96vTeg dmtyyeiXav t w  ’Iqaou. 
and having-gone reported to-the Jesus.
Mark 6:29
1 K a l  d K o t i a a u T g ?  o l  p a 0 q T a l  a u T o u
And having-heard the disciples of-him
fjXGov K a l  rjpav to irnSpa airrou K a l  S O r jK a v  avTb ev pvqpetu). 
came and took the body of-him and placed it in tomb.
the burial o f Jesus 
Matt 27:59-60
1 K a l  A a ( 3 ( o v  to o x o p a  6  ’I a)crf|<j>
And having-taken the body the Joseph 
6veT6Xi^ev auTo [ev] aivSovi Ka0apa 
wrapped it [in] sheet clean
Kal eOqKev a u T o  e v  tco K a i v w  a ^ T o u  p v q p e l t o  o  e X a T o p q a e v  e v  T q  u e T p g  
and placed it in the new of-him tomb which he-cut in the rock
2 K a l  T r p o a K u X t a a ?  X t O o v  p e y a v  Tq 0 u p a  tou p v q p e l o u  dirfjXBev.
and having-rolled-forward stone big to-the doorway of-the tomb left.
Mark 15:46
1 K a l  d y o p d a a g  c n v 8 6 v a  K a 0 e X a ) v  a u T o v
And having-bought sheet having-taken-down him 
6vetXqcrev Tq ctiv8ovl 
wrapped in-the sheet
K a l  e G q K e v  a i r r b v  e v  p v q p e t w  o  f j v  X e X a T o p q p e v o v  6k u e T p a ?  
a n d  p l a c e d  h i m  i n  t o m b  w h i c h  w a s  c u t  f r o m  r o c k  
K a l  u p o a e K l i A i a e v  X l 0 o v  6ttI Tqv O u p a v  tou p v q p e l o u .  
a n d  r o l l e d - f o r w a r d  s t o n e  a t  t h e  d o o r w a y  o f - t h e  t o m b .
Luke 23:52-3
1 oiito? TrpogeXOtfrv t w  TTiXdTw ■^pi^aaTO t 8 awpa tou ’I qaou
He having-approached the Pilate asked-for the body of-the Jesus
2 K a l  K a 0 e X c b v  eveu6Ai£ev a u T o  a i v S o v i  
a n d  h a v i n g - t a k e n - d o w n  w r a p p e d  i t  i n - s h e e t
K a l  6 G q K e v  auTov ev pvqpaTi Xa^euTW o h  ouk fjv ou8el? oDttw Kelpevog. 
and placed it in tomb hewn where not was anyone yet laid.
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John 19:38b-42 ^
1 fjXGev o b v  Kal fjpev to axopa crtrroO.
He-came therefore and took the body of-him
2 T^ X0ev 88 Kal NiK6 8qpo?, 8 8X0wv irpo? auT8v vukto? t8 TrpwTov,
Came () also Nicodemas, the having-come to him at-night the before, 
b i p o i v  ptypa apOpvq? Kal dXoq? to? XiTpa? eKaTov.
bringing mixture of-myrrh and aloe about pounds hundred.
3 8Xa(3ov ovv to axopa tou ’Iqaou 
They-took therefore the body of-the Jesus
Kal ffiqaav auTo oGovioi? pera. tcov dpcapdrav, 
and bound it in-wrappings with the spices 
Ka0w? 80o? 8cttIv toi? ’IouSatoi? 8vTa<|>idCeLV. 
as custom is for-the Jews to-bury.
4 f j v  8 8 k v  t w  t o i t o )  o t t o u  eoTaupwOq Kfjuo?,
Was () in the place where he-was-crucified garden,
Kal k v  t<3 kYitto) pvrjpeiov Kaivbv k v  § ou8eucj ouSel? Yjv TeQeipevo?- 
and in the garden tomb new in which never nobody was put.
5 8k81 o6v 8ia tY]v irapaaKeiT)v twv ’I ou8atwv,
There therefore because-of the preparation[day] of-the Jews 
8ti 8 7 7 8? Yjv t8 pvripeiov, 
because near was the tomb 
80qKav t8v ’Iqaouv. 
they-placed the Jesus.
the burial of Stephen 
Acts 8:2
1 ODveKdpicrav 88 t8v 2T8(|>avov avSpe? euXajM?
They-collected (together buried) () the Stephen men devout 
Kal ^xrotqaav KoueTov p k y a v  eu’ airrw. 
and made lamentation great over him.
In the above accounts of burying important people we see that the “Aorist 
Indicative and Aorist Indicative” construction is used at least once in every case. This is 
consistent with the theory that such a structure emphasizes the importance of the scenario 
in which it occurs.
Contrast, the burials of Ananias and Sapphira, who are presented as evil people,
where this construction is not used:
Acts 5:6
1 dvqgTdvTe? 88 ot vetoTepoi auv8oTeiXav auTov 
Having-risen () the young-men wrapped him
2 Kal 8$gvevKavTe? kQaipav. 
and having-carried-out buried.
Acts 5:10
1 elaeX6 6uTe? 88 ol veavlaKoi eftpov airrqv veKpav 
Having-come-in () the young-men found her dead
2 Kal 8^€v8vKavTg? k Q a i p a v rrpo? tov av8pa aurfj? 
and having-carried-out buried near the man of-her.
Note that we are not supposed to infer that Sapphira was not wrapped up in a shroud
whereas her husband was. Simply, as with all scenarios, we are supposed to assume the
prototypical events happened, unless we are told otherwise, or given indications to the
contrary.
Talking of the burial of an anonymous father, Matthew uses a conjoined Infinitive 
construction (EVENT and EVENT), and Luke uses a Participle and Infinitive construction 
(Event EVENT). Matthew’s version then shows the speaker stressing the importance of 
buiying his father:
8 8
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Matt 8:21
K tip L e , 6 i r t T p e ( f j6 v  p o i  T r p w r o u  drreXQeXv Kal Qdtpat t o v  n a r k  p a  p o u .
Lord, permit me first to-go-away and to-bury the father of-me.
5 Luke 9:59
[ K t ip ie ]  k T rL rp e i/jd v  p o t  tiT reX G 6 u T i i r p o iT o v  O d i / ia i  t o u  i r a T ^ p a  p o u .
[Lord] permit me having-gone-away first to-bury the father of-me.
We have a similar usage of this structure, in the parable of Lazarus, Luke 16:22: 
6 y 6 v e T o  8 6  AiroGaveTv t o u  t t t c o x 6 u  
It-happened () to-die the poor[man]
Kal direuex^fiuai auTou inr6 tg o u  dyyeXrau el?  t 8 u  k o X t t o u  ’A^padp* 
and to-be-taken him by the angels to the bosom of-Abraham 
dn60aueu 8 6  K a l  8  t t X o u c t i o ?  Kal £Td4*q 
Died () also the rich[man] and was-buried
Here it seems the author presents two scenarios about the poor man: his death and 
his being taken to “heaven”. (I use “heaven” here as the normal English equivalent for the 
“place or state of bliss in the afterlife” which “Abraham’s bosom” refers to, whilst 
recognising that the contents of a modem English scenario for “heaven”, whether Christian 
or otherwise, will differ in details from the scenario here. Indeed, it appears that Jewish 
concepts about the afterlife were in flux at the time Jesus spoke this parable, which may be 
reflected in the variety of terms used in the New Testament to refer to such a state of bliss 
in the afterlife, e.g. “paradise” Luke 23:43, “eternal life” Matthew 19:16, “the kingdom of 
heaven” Matthew 19:23, “the kingdom of God” Matthew 19:24, “being saved” Matthew . 
19:25.)
The main evidence that Lazarus’s death and going to “heaven” are being treated as 
separate scenarios is that each has a separate subject marked (tov tttcuxov and auTov).
Also duoQaverv is Active Voice, whereas dTrevex0TlyaL is Passive Voice, and 
semantically dying and being taken to heaven are not consecutive events in a script 
performed by the same agent. (However, certain scripts may include a prototypical switch 
between Active and Passive voice, since there is a real life change to passivity, e.g. dying, 
being prepared for burial and being buried.) We also have evidence that, for a Jewish 
audience of Jesus’s day, it was not a prototypical part of the going to “heaven” scenario 
that a poor man would be a participant (see Matthew 19:24-25).
If the name Lazams is a Greek form of Eliezer “God helps” (Fitzmyer, 1985:1131), 
then this name cues the audience to expect a specific twist in this tale. This is the only 
parable where a character is named. Given the strong significance in both the Old and New 
Testament on the relationship between name and character, Jesus’s use of this name in a 
made-up story should be taken as “symbolic” (cf. Young, 1939:593), since it is patently 
not referring to a historical person.
In the case of the rich man, Luke has chosen to use the conjoined Aorist Indicative 
construction making a single significant scenario. Now the Pharisees whom Jesus was 
addressing had “rich Pharisees” as the prototypical participants in their “going to heaven” 
scenario (Luke 16:13-15). They had already heard the amazing statement that even this 
poor destitute man went to heaven. The PAST-EVENT and PAST-EVENT scenario they
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now expect is “The rich man also died and was carried into Abraham’s bosom”. But Jesus 
presents them with a completely different single significant scenario “The rich man also 
died and was buried.” No eternal bliss for him.
Another example of a conjoined main verb cluster to mark a single significant 
scenario is in Acts 2:1-4, the coming of the Holy Spirit, where verses 2-4 have 6 conjoined 
Aorist Indicatives. Here however the subjects are all different, although the causal agent, 
God, is implicit in all cases.
Present Indicatives in a string of Conjoined Indicatives
A  more radical departure from the norm of “Aorist Participle, Aorist Indicative” 
chunking, is the use of one or more Present Indicatives in a string of Indicatives conjoined 
by “and”. Present Indicatives in past time narrative (the so-called “historic present”) are a 
common feature in Matthew, Mark and John, and it is widely regarded that they occur in 
contexts where we suspect the author intends a heightened dramatic effect.
Such Present Indicatives are most frequent with speech verbs. Black states 
(1999:121):
By my count, present tense-forms occur 79 times as the main verbs in past-referring narrative sentences 
in Matthew, 66 o f  these (84%) in sentences which introduce quoted speech.
More significantly Black points out that in Matthew’s Gospel the thirteen non­
speech Present Indicatives are clustered around theologically significant events (1999:127- 
8):
12 o f  them are found in clusters at important points in the narrative: Jesus’ baptism (3.13, 15); Jesus’ 
temptation (4.5, 8 [two occurrences], 11); Jesus’ transfiguration (17.1 [two occurrences], and Jesus’ 
prayer in Gethsemane (26.36, 40 [two occurrences], 45). There is one other occurrence in narrative, 
when two thieves are crucified alongside Jesus (27.38).
Black concludes (1999:139):
In 4:1-11 and 26:36-46 Matthew uses the historic present in a manner best explained by an aspectual 
approach to verbal tense-forms. He intentionally juxtaposes present and aorist or imperfect tense-forms 
within these passages for dramatic effect. This helps create the narrative’s structure and makes his 
storytelling more engaging to his readers: in one passage, to indicate development to a climax (4.1-11), . 
and in the other, to distinguish between two interwoven story lines (26.36-46)
I propose that Matthew can use the Present Indicative both to “indicate
development to a climax” and to “distinguish between two interwoven story lines” because
in past time narrative Present Indicative always signifies “PAY ATTENTION”, and thus
highlights the scenario in which it occurs. It is this highlighting of a particular scenario
which creates what Black calls “dramatic effect”.
I posit that this is achieved by the combination of three factors:
1) A  finite verb in a non subordinate clause indicates a main event to be explicitly 
remembered, i.e. “R E M E M B E R  THIS”.
2) Imperfective Aspect indicates that mental “time” should be given to conceptualizing 
this as a Process rather than an undifferentiated Event, i.e. “SL O W  DOWN.”
3) Absence of Past Tense marking of the finite verb in past time narrative indicates 
“statistically unusual”, i.e. “PAY EXTRA ATTENTION”. This, as Black points out
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(1999:126), agrees with Lyon’s dictum (1968:415) that “The ‘meaningfulness’ of 
utterances (and parts thereof) varies in inverse proportion to their degree of ‘expectancy’ in 
context.”
Matthew 4:1-11 shows the patterning of Present Indicatives in Narrative. I have
chunked the text below, keeping strings of main verbs with the same subject conjoined by
“and” in the same chunk. The sections are my own analysis, but uncontroversial. (Aorist
Participles are underlined, Indicatives bolded, Present Indicatives underlined and bolded,
direct speech summarized):
SETTING
1 T 6 t £  8 ’Ir|CToO? dvrlx&H el? t t ) v  epqpov inro t o u  Trveupcrro?
Then the Jesus was-led into the wilderness by the spiritTreipaa0fjvai u t t 8  t o u  SiapoXou. 
to-be-tested by the devil.
2  K a l  v q a T e u c r a ?  q p e p a ?  T e c r c r e p d K o v T a  K a l  v u K T a ?  T e a a e p a K o v T a ,
And having-fasted days forty and nights forty,
fcrTepov Huelvaaev. 
finally he-hungered.
PROBLEM + RESOLUTION 1
3 Kal TrpoqeXQcav 8 ireLpdCcov etirev airrfi, ...
And having-come-near the tempter said to him
[If you are the son o f  man, turn these stones to bread]
4 8 88 AuoKpiQel? etirev, ...
He () having-responded said
[Man shall not live by bread alone, but by God’s every word]
PROBLEM + RESOLUTION 2
5 Totc TrapaXapftduei auTov 8 8iaj3oXo? el? n jv  aylav ttoXlv
Then takes him the devil to the holy cityKal 8crrr|aev auTov 8irl t o  uTepuyiov t o u  lepou, 
and set him on the pinnacle of-the temple Kal X8yei aura, ...
and says to-him [If you are the son o f  God, jump off, for it is written...]6 £<frn au ra 8 ’Iqaou?, ...
Said to-him the Jesus [Do not tempt God]
PROBLEM + RESOLUTION 3
7 ITdXiv irapaXapBdveL auTov 8 8id(3o\o? el? opo? ui|t )X6v Xtav
Again takes him the devil to mountain high very
Kal SetKvuaiv a8ra  -rrdaa? Ta? (3aaiXela? t o u  k 6 c t [ io u  Kal Tqv 8o^av auTwv 
and shows him all the kingdoms of-the world and the glory of-them 
Kal etirev aura, ...
and said to-him [I will give you all this, if  you worship me]
6  t 6 t c  \ 8 y e i  a d r a  8  T q a o u ? ,  . . .
Then says to-him the Jesus [It is written, worship God alone]
OUTCOME
7 T o t c  dfttqoiv a u T o v  8 8id(3oXo?,
Then leaves him the devil.
8 Kal L8ou ayyeXoi irpoar]X0ov 
And behold angels came-near 
Kal 8lt]k6vow  airrtp.
and were-ministering to-him.
It is apparent that the first two sections, Setting and Problem+Resolution 1, follow 
the unmarked narrative pattern of Aorist Participle and Aorist Indicative. Subject switch is 
marked in chunk 4, by 88. Sections 3 and 4 have a marked pattern, with no Aorist 
Participles at all, but strings of finite main verbs, with events belonging in the same script, 
(same subject, temporal sequence), conjoined by mi “and”. The use of Present Indicative,
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as opposed to Aorist Indicative, presents the event as a Process rather than an Event, and 
so, as it were, slows the action down, cuing the listener to focus on this event.
The story could be summarized as follows, with the Present Indicatives marking
the most significant events in the narrative (here underlined):
Then Jesus was led to be tested J: PAST-EVENT for-Event
And he fasted, he hungered J: Event PAST-EVENT
And Satan came, he said [magic up bread] S: Event PAST-EVENT
Jesus replied, he said [I obey God] J: Event PAST-EVENT
Then Satan takes & set & says [jump] S: PROCESS + PAST-EVENT + PROCESS
Jesus said [should not tempt God] J: PAST-EVENT
Again Satan takes & shows & said [yours] S: PROCESS + PROCESS + PAST-EVENT
Then Jesus savs [worship God alone] J: PROCESS
Then Satan leaves S: PROCESS
And angels came & were ministering A: PAST-EVENT + PAST-PROCESS
As shown above, Present Indicatives are used for what seem to be merely locations 
and circumstancial settings for key events, as well as for significant events themselves, 
such as arrival or departure of characters, and key speeches. They seem not only to 
highlight the event itself, but the whole scenario of which that event is a part.
This use of Present Indicatives in past time narrative to highlight the importance of 
following events has been noted in Mark by others. Porter (1989:189-198) quotes Buth 
(1977:13), who regards uses of Xeyoa in the Present Indicative as haphazard, but with other 
verbs states:
The historic present in Mark has a regular discourse function. It is used in the beginning sentence o f  a 
paragraph and describes a change in the geographical setting o f  participants already on stage, or 
introduces participants who were off-stage ...
Similary Porter (ibid) notes Levinsohn’s observations (1977:14):
[1] It is used only in connection with the interaction o f  two participants or groups o f  participants ... [2] 
Its use is always cataphoric, anticipatory, pointing to another action concerned with it. ... Levinsohn 
claims that “the historic present establishes the location in which an important interaction w ill occur”
I fully agree with the above observations that historic present can be used to change 
the settings for following events, to introduce new participants who will act, and to mark 
the significance of the following events. I argue that this is due to the very nature of the 
scenario. If preliminary events from a script-type scenario are highlighted (by Present 
Indicative) then the whole script must be highlighted, and specifically the “end” of the 
script is highlighted, since the end is prototypically more important than the events leading 
up to it. This is clear in Matthew 4:7-8 above, where the Present Indicatives of “take” and 
“show” precede the even more important speech act, where the Aorist is used. This 
passage is quoted by Levinsohn (1992:143) where he refers to the Presents as Preliminary 
Events, and the Aorist as Foreground Event.
However I disagree with Levinsohn (1977:14, above) that the historic present is 
“always anticipatory”. Indeed, Levinsohn himself later abandons that view. In Discourse 
Features of New Testament Greek (1992:141-6) he analyses the meaning of the “historic 
present” as “detachment” and divides its uses into “preliminary”, which put emphasis on 
the foreground events which follow, and “concluding”, which sometimes highlights an 
event and sometimes does not.
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Thus Levinsohn cites \6yei in Matthew 4:10 (section 6 above) as an example of a 
highlighted “Concluding Event”, but regards d<J>tqcnv in 4:11 (section 7 above) as not 
highlighted, but marking a transition, before the highlighted foreground events of 1 lb-12 
(1992:144-5). Although I accept that a form can have a meaning such as “detachment”. I 
fail to see how the reader is supposed to know when the detached item is significant in 
itself, and when it is simply a foil to the following events. Analytically, I find it hard to 
understand why Jesus’s statement in verse 10 is seen as concluding and highlighted, but 
the result of that statement in verse 11, Satan’s departure, is seen as transitional, and not 
highlighted. Exegetically also, why does Levinsohn say the angels’ ministry to Jesus is 
more significant than Satan’s departure?
I also disagree with Levinsohn’s analysis of ac/>lqoLV in Matthew 3:15b as not
highlighted (1992:144-5):
Matthew 3:13-16 
Jesus arrives (for baptism) Present
John refused saying Aorist, Present Participle
Jesus having answered said Aorist Participle, Aorist
John permits Present
Jesus having-been-baptised came up Aorist Participle, Aorist
skies were opened Aorist
Jesus saw Aorist
voice behold saying highlighted intro, Pres. Pt.
Surely John’s acceding to Jesus’s request to baptize him, is highlighted. Had this not
happened, and it was “touch and go” whether it would, the rest of the script could not have
followed. I agree with Levinsohn that “the event concerned acts as a transition between
two sections. On the one hand it concludes the incident of w. 13-15; on the other, it forms
the background to the incident of w. 16-17”. Indeed, I believe that scenario theory
explains this usage. John’s agreeing to baptize Jesus is the final event of an argument
script, and as such is highlighted. But this agreement to baptize is also the prerequisite
initial event of the “baptize” script. Thus the rest of the “baptism” script is highlighted as
significant, since the prerequisite has been highlighted. Moreover, the following “baptism”
script is simply assumed to take place, and indeed is referred to as Hearer-old information
using the Aorist Participle. This explanation assigns a single value, highlighting, to the use
of Present Indicative, and explains the way highlighting is distributed by prototypical
relationships between events in people’s mental scenarios, rather than the bewildering
variety of special circumstances Levinsohn suggests.
If we see Present Indicative as highlighting a significant event, we need only look 
at the scenario to see whether it is a highlighted preliminary event, such as “going”, 
“seeing”, “showing” etc. or whether it is an end event, such as “saying”, “leaving”, 
changing one’s mind (e.g. “allowing” Matthew 3:15 above). If the highlighted event is 
preliminary, the whole of the following script is also highlighted. If the event is the end of 
a script, then that event alone is highlighted.
T h i s  c a n  b e  s h o w n  v i s u a l l y  a s  f o l l o w s :
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Aorist Participles (predictable part of script) are marked lower case,
main verbs (backbone of narrative) are marked UPPER CASE,
final verbs in each string (end of script, script title) are bolded,
Present Indicatives (highlighted events) are S-T-R-E-T-C-H-E-D,
from Present Indicative to the end of a script is underlined.
For example:
Matthew 4:1-11
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Jesus W AS LED Aorist
having-fasted HUNGERED Aorist Participle, Aorist
Satan having-come SAID Aorist Participle, Aorist
Jesus having-replied SAID Aorist Participle, Aorist
Satan T-A-K-E-S & SET & S-A-Y-S Present & Aorist & Present
Jesus SAID Aorist
Satan T-A-K-E-S & S-H-O-W-S & SATD Present & Present & Aorist
Jesus S-A-Y-S Present
Satan L-E-A-V-E-S Present
Angels CAME & W ERE M INISTERING Aorist & Imperfect
This charting makes it visually clear that end events of a script in a scenario
(always main verbs grammatically) are always the most prominent at discourse level, that
the use of conjoined main verbs rather that Aorist Participles puts more emphasis on the
scenario, and that Present Indicative has two functions, both emphasizing the the action of
the verb itself by, as it were, slowing it down to a Process (Imperfective Aspect), and
highlighting the whole scenario (by statistical rarity in past time narrative).
Thus a Present Indicative for preliminary script events, highlights the rest of the
script of which the end event (script title) is naturally most prominent (which explains its
usage to highlight following significant events). In contrast a Present Indicative for script
final events highlights the event itself, both as an individual verb (Process aspect), and as a
scenario (statistical markedness).
Using this visual charting we can see more clearly the patterning of the temptations
as Matthew presents them, where each section shows absence of highlighting or different
highlighting patterns:
Matthew 4:1-11
Jesus W AS LED Aorist
having-fasted HUNGERED Aorist Participle, Aorist
Round 1
Satan having-come SAID Aorist Participle, Aorist
Jesus having-replied SAID Aorist Participle, Aorist
Round 2 (highlighted - Satan attacks with scripture)
Satan T-A-K-E-S & SET & S-A-Y-S Present & Aorist & Present
Jesus SAID Aorist
Round 3 (highlighted - Jesus wins the contest)
Satan T-A-K-E-S & S-H-O-W-S & SAID Present & Present & Aorist
Jesus S-A-Y-S Present
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Outcome (highlighted - Satan departs)
Satan L-E-A-V-E-S Present
Angels CAME & W ERE M INISTERING Aorist & Imperfect
The two present forms in Jesus’s final speech and Satan’s departure are appropriate
for a climactic finale which includes Jesus’s “direct and unwavering” response “Get away
from me, Satan”. Hagner notes “Only here at the end of the three testings does Jesus
respond with a command ... Satan has tested Jesus and has failed. Jesus sends him away
with a command that calls attention simultaneously to his victory and to his authority”
(1993:68-9).
Charting Present Indicatives and Scripts in Past Time Narratives
Let us use the above marking to chart the use of Present Indicatives in other texts.
First parallel passages to Matthew 4:1-11, the Temptation of Jesus (* marks differences
from Matthew):
Mark 1:12-13
Setting
Spirit E-X-P-E-L-S (into desert) * Present Indicative
Situation
Jesus W AS (in desert) being-tempted *Imperfect, Present Participle
Jesus W AS with wild beasts *Imperfect
* N o specific temptations 
Outcome (or Situation ?)
* omitted Satan’s departure (which Matthew highlighted)
Angels WERE M INISTERING * (omitted came) Imperfect
It can readily be seen that Mark’s account is very abbreviated and contains only 
one Present Indicative, emphasizing the work of the Holy Spirit. This also seems to 
highlight the whole scenario or pericope, even though it is not a preliminary event in a 
script with a single agent. The arguments for this as one scenario are grammatical, i.e. all 
the verbs, despite having separate agents, are conjoined by “and”, and semantic, i.e. each 
event follows naturally from the one before in a single scenario linked either by cause or 
logical relationship, i.e.
The Holy Spirit sent Jesus into the desert
Because he was sent, Jesus was in the desert being tempted
Because he was in the desert, Jesus was among wild animals
Because he was being tempted and among wild animals, angels ministered to him.
There is no mention of fasting or of specific temptations. Imperfects (Imperfective 
Aspect, Process) are chosen presumably to emphasise duration. It is unclear from the text 
whether the ministry of angels is for the duration of the temptation, or after the temptation. 
The Exodus scenario might suggest a guiding ministry of angels throughout the time. 
However the scenario given in Matthew suggests a ministry of emotional and perhaps 
physical support after the temptations. In any case, Mark’s emphasis is on God’s leading
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and support in temptation, not on details of exactly what, and when. Cranfield comments
(1977:56) “He goes not by chance, nor by his own fancy, but by the leading of that Spirit
... in obedience to God ...” and is given “a special assurance of the divine presence”.
Luke 4:1-13
Setting
Jesus RETURNED
Jesus W AS BEING LED
Jesus NOT ATE & HUNGERED
Round 1
Satan SAID *(omit coming) Aorist
Jesus ANSW ERED * Aorist (-Aor. Pt., Aor)
Round 2 (Matthew’s 3) (lightly highlighted - Satan attacks with scripture)
Satan having-led SHOWED & SAID * Aorist Part, Aorist & Aorist
Jesus having-replied SAID * Aorist Participle, Aorist
Round 3 (Matthew’s 2) (lightly highlighted - Jesus wins the contest)
Satan LED & SET & SAID * Aorist & Aorist & Aorist
Jesus having-replied SAID * Aorist Participle, Aorist
Outcome (not highlighted - Satan departs)
Satan having finished LEFT * Aorist Participle, Aorist
*( no mention o f  angels ministry)
It can be seen from the above chart that Luke does not use Present Indicative here, 
so there is no strong highlighting. However he does use the Aorist &  Aorist pattern as a 
mild highlighting device in exactly the same places as Matthew uses the strong 
highlighting, i.e. Satan’s second and third temptations. He also uses it to emphasize Jesus’s 
hunger. If we accept the view that a scenario title alone is a “fleeting” script, whereas more 
than one mention “instantiates” the script and makes the hearer aware of the script’s 
contents (Schank and Abelson, 1977:47), then even the “Aorist Participle, Aorist” 
structure has more “weight” than an Aorist alone. Whether this is so or not, it is clear that 
Luke’s pattern of emphasis is similar to Matthew’s even though he is more restrained in 
his use of the strong highlighting device of “historic present”.
Luke also reverses the order of Matthew’s second and third temptations, possibly to 
achieve a “Jerusalem climax” where the “central motif... is the facing of death in 
Jerusalem” (Nolland, 1989:179, 181). The conjoining of three Aorist Indicatives in Luke 
4:9 supports the suggestion that this particular tempation is being deliberately highlighted. 
The Jerusalem temptation is also highlighted in Matthew’s account, not by order, since it 
appears second, but by the use of the Present Indicative “says” to introduce Satan’s words 
(4:6). Similarly, whereas Luke emphasizes Jesus’s final response by its order, i.e. coming 
after the climactic temptation, Matthew emphasizes Jesus’s final response by again using 
the Present Indicative “says”, this time to introduce Jesus’s words (4:10).
Now let us chart the synoptic accounts of Jesus’s prayers in Gethsemane:
*Aorist (extra information) 
♦Imperfect (not Aorist) 
♦Aorist & Aorist
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Matthew 26:36-46
Setting
Jesus C-O-M-E-S & S-A-Y-S Present & Present
request for support
Jesus having-taken BEGAN-GRIEVE Aorist Participle, Aorist
Jesus S-A-Y-S Present
praver 1
Jesus having-advanced FELL praying Aorist Participle, Aorist, Pres. Pt.
Jesus C-O-M-E-S & F-I-N-D-S & S-A-Y-S Present & Present & Present
prayer 2
Jesus having-gone PRAYED Aorist Participle, Aorist
Jesus having-come FOUND Aorist Participle, Aorist
(for eyes WERE heavy) Imperfect in subordinate clause
praver 3
Jesus having-left having-gone PRAYED Aorist Pt., Aorist Pt., Aorist
Jesus C-O-M-E-S & S-A-Y-S Present & Present
“my betrayer is here”
Black, whose research concentrates on the patterning of different conjunctions and
asyndeton, comments on her own very similar analysis of this passage (1999:138-9): 
Analysis o f the narrative framework o f  Jesus’ prayer in Gethsemane (Mt. 26.36-46) suggests that the 
passage is one unit with two intertwining narrative threads. The first storyline, containing historic 
present verb forms, follows Jesus’ interactions with his disciples ... The other storyline, recounted in 
aorist verb forms, focuses on Jesus in isolation - in his grief, in prayer to his Father, and as he walks 
away from his sleeping disciples.
Black points out that this analysis not only divides the two story lines, but marks the
conflict between Jesus and his disciples as in focus at discourse level, referring to Matthew
26:30-35 in support of this.
Not only does the above chart support the theory that these interactive passages are
strongly highlighted, but also the fact that the verb “say” is in the Present in both 26:31
(when Jesus predicts the disciples’ flight), and in 26:35 (when Peter categorically denies
he will flee) supports the view that this conflict is a discourse theme.
Levinsohn observes (1977:14) that “historic present” is used only in connection
with the interaction of two participants or groups of participants, which fits the above
passage. If this is true, does it mean that a narrative must have interaction to be worthy of
highlighting? It certainly seems intuitively reasonable. However, if one accepted
Levinsohn’s concept of “historic present” marking “detachment” either highlighting or
downgrading, it is harder to see why it should be restricted to interactions, and not used to
separate of an individual’s actions from the rest of the narrative.
Mark’s version is very similar (* marks differences):
Mark 14:32-42
Setting
Jesus (+ disciples) C-O-M-E & the] S-A-Y-S *Present & Present
request for support
Jesus T-A-K-E-S & BEGAN-STRESS & S-A-Y-S *Pres. & Aor. &*Pres.
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praver 1
Jesus having-advanced FELL Aorist Participle, Aorist
Jesus WAS PRAYING & WAS SAYING *Imperfect & Imperfect
Jesus C-O-M-E-S & F-I-N-D-S & S-A-Y-S Present & Present & Present
praver 2
Jesus having-gone PRAYED Aorist Participle, Aorist
Jesus having-come FOUND Aorist Participle, Aorist
(for eyes WERE heavy) Imperfect in subordinate clause
prayer 3 * Third prayer is missing
Jesus C-O-M-E-S & S-A-Y-S Present & Present
“my betrayer is here”
There are several differences in the verb forms used. In the setting Mark conjoins 
two Present Indicatives “they come” and “he says” which highlights the whole following 
episode as especially significant. These verbs have no explicit subject, the first being 3rd 
plural (for Jesus and the disciples), the second 3rd singular (for Jesus). The referents are ' 
implicit due to the continuation of participants from 14:26-31, and the fact that disciples 
and teacher are prototypical participants with set roles in a given scenario.
Mark also highlights Jesus’s request for support by using two Present Indicatives 
“takes” and “says” to refer to this single interactive scenario.
Mark uses Imperfects to introduce the prayer. These are used to give details of the 
prayer scenario already opened by “fell on his knees.” Imperfective aspect marking 
Process is probably chosen here to emphasize duration (cf. v. 37 “one hour”).
Finally Mark completely omits reference to Jesus’s third leaving and praying. This 
is not because it did not happen, but because, to Mark and his audience, it was totally 
predictable from their existing scenario of prayer, combined with the details of this 
particular prayer session in the preceding text, and therefore totally redundant.
However it is clear that Mark, like Matthew, uses Present Indicatives to highlight 
the interrelational parts of the story.
Luke, however, uses different techniques to emphasize the separation between
Jesus and his disciples:
Luke 22:39-46
Setting
Jesus having-exited WENT * Aorist Participle, Aorist
disciples FOLLOWED * Aorist
Jesus having arrived SAID Aorist Participle, Aorist
* (omitted request for support)
prayer 1+2+3
Jesus
Jesus
angel
Jesus
sweat
Jesus
WITHDREW
having knelt WAS PRAYING 
APPEARED
having-become WAS PRAYING 
OCCURRED 
having-risen having-come 
FOUND & SAID
*Aorist
Aorist Participle, *Imperfect
* Aorist
*Aorist Participle, Imperfect 
*Aorist
Aorist Pt., Aorist Pt.,
* Aorist & Aorist (contrast Present & Present
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Once again Luke never uses Present Indicatives here. He does however use the 
highlighted Aorist &  Aorist for Jesus’s last speech, which in Matthew was given the strong 
highlighting Present &  Present. We saw that Matthew and Mark used highlighting (with 
Present) whenever there was interaction between Jesus and the disciples. Luke does the 
same, but in his narrative, there is only one such case, the last speech verb. Everywhere 
else the actions of Jesus and the disciples have been separated, e.g. Jesus went, the 
disciples followed (as it were separately), Jesus withdrew (as a main verb), contrasting 
with Matthew and Mark which both mention his taking three disciples with him, and talk 
of his withdrawal using Aorist Participles. Similarly, there is no mention during the time of 
prayer of Jesus going back to the disciples.
Thus Luke also, by different means, i.e. making withdraw a main verb, and not 
mentioning contact with the disciples, emphasizes the distance between Jesus, praying 
alone, and the disciples. Indeed, Luke states that it fell to an angel to give Jesus the support 
he needed. And Luke also highlights (albeit less strongly) Jesus’s interaction with the 
disciples, as in Matthew and Mark. So although the verbal forms are markedly different, 
the emphasis of the synoptics is the same, Jesus, lonely, struggling with his disciples’ 
intransigence. If indeed Luke has used a common source here with Matthew or Mark, he 
has not followed it slavishly for form, but used different devices to mark the same 
discourse emphases.
Evidence for Present Indicatives in Past Narrative as Highlighted
The above analysis of the Temptation and Gethsemane passages supports the 
hypothesis that Present Indicative forms in past-time narrative mark prominence at higher 
levels of discourse.
The role of the “Historic Present” as a marker of discourse prominence,
emphasizing what follows, was argued by Levinsohn (1977:27):
It is inaccurate to say that the historic present is used in Mark’s Gospel to give heightened vividness to 
the narrative. Rather it is employed as a device to give prominence to the events that lead from and build 
upon the speech or event so introduced.
Johnson, in his analysis of Mark 6:6b-8:26, confirms Levinsohn’s conclusions, but
discriminates between historic Presents in Introductions and elsewhere, so adds a rider
(1984:95):
the use o f  speech HPs [Historic Presents] may also draw attention to the content o f  the speech itself as 
being significant.
Levinsohn also noted that “Historic Presents” did not simply highlight events 
within an EPISODE, but highlighted certain EPISODES within the whole TEXT 
(1977:17):
the incidents o f  the episodes in which the present tense occurs are being given prominence over against 
other episodes o f the Gospel, thus reflecting Mark’s purpose in relating his narrative.
Johnson confirms this (1984:96):
the discourse function o f  the HP is to give prominence to certain themes, episodes, participants, 
speeches, etc. within Marks’s narrative, and therefore it is an important factor that needs to be taken into
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account if  one is to properly understand the issues o f  discourse structure and prominence in the Gospel 
o f  Mark
Similarly Black (1999) shows that in Matthew also the “Historic Present” marks certain 
episodes as prominent at the level of TEXT, i.e. functions as a high-level marker of 
discourse prominence.
I argue that the statistical markedness of Present Indicative in past time narrative 
makes it a natural marker of prominence, and that where the prominence occurs depends 
on the role of the verb so marked in the scenario, including both the script for an event, 
and the script for a story. Present verb forms for preliminary stages of scripts highlight the 
following stages of the script, Present verb forms in Introductions of a story highlight the 
following stages of the stoiy, Present verb forms in the end stages of scripts, or the 
Conclusions of stories, emphasize that stage itself, Present verb forms in any EPISODE 
highlight that episode in the whole TEXT.
This hypothesis that Present Indicatives in past time narrative mark highlighting or 
prominence is supported by patterns of usage. They occur only in the “backbone” of 
narrative, they introduce significant sayings, they occur with restricted lexical items, and 
they show patterns of collocation with anarthrous nouns. These factors are considered 
below.
Present indicatives only occur in the “backbone ” of past narrative
If the Present Indicative in past narrative does not simply mark the Aspect of the 
verb as such (which Imperfect would), but rather marks that the event (and hence also the 
scenario it belongs to) is highly significant at discourse level, then we would expect it not 
to be used in explanatory clauses, or in subordinate clauses in narrative with past time 
reference, since such clauses are by their nature removed from the backbone of the 
narrative. This explains why, in the following examples, even when the narrative verb is in 
the Present, the explanation which refers back to it is not in the Present. I have tried to 
include all the examples in John where a Present Indicative of Xeyco in narrative is referred 
back to:
Unmarked narrative: (both Aorist)
John 11:49, 51 (cf. 7:37,39)
Narrative el? 86 tl? 6£ auTtSv Kaid^a?... eluev almx?...
One () certain from them Caiaphas ... said to-them...
Explanation touto 86 dcf>’ e a u T o u  o8k etirev,
This () from him self not he-said
dXXd dpxiepeu? (fry tou eviauTou eicetvou ^ Trpo^ fpreuoeu ... 
but highpriest being of-the year that he-prophesied ...
Marked narrative: (Present Indicative) 
with Aorist Indicative for explanation 
John 12:4, 6
Narrative X6yei 86 'Iou8a? 8 ’IaKapit6TT]? el? [6k] twv pa0r|Twv airrou,...
One () certain from them Caiaphas ... said to-them 
Explanation eliTev 86 touto oux 8ti ... dXX’ o n  ...
He-said () this not because... but because ...
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John 13:10, 11 
Narrative A6ygL afrnS o ’Iq aou ? ,...
Says to-him the Jesus,...
Explanation qSei ydp t o v  Trapa8i8ovTa a u T o v
He-knew[Pluperfect] for the one-betraying him 
8 t d  t o u t o  etirev o t i  0 6 x 1  u d i / r e ?  KaOapot e o T e .
Because-of this he-said that not all clean are.
John 13:27, 28 
Narrative A6yei otiv almo o ’IqaoO?,...
Says therefore to-him the Jesus 
Explanation t o u t o  [86] o88el? 6yvto t g o v  avaKeipevtov -rrpo? t i  etirev auTur
This () nobody knew of-the recliners for what he-said to-him. 
John 21:17, 19 
Narrative X6yei airr<3 [o ’Iqaou?],...
Says to-him [the Jesus]...
Explanation touto 86 etirev crripalvwv ttoio) OavdTto 8o£daei t8v Oeov.^  *
This () he-said signifying by-what death he-will-glorify the God. 
John 21:22, 23 
Narrative X6yei aimo 6 ’Iqaou?, ...
Says to-him the Jesus...
Explanation o 8 k  etirev 86 au™  8 ’Iqcrou? 8 t i  o u k  diroOvfiaKei dXX’, ...
Not he-said () to-him the Jesus that not dies b u t...
with Imperfect Indicative for explanation 
John 8:4,6  
Narrative XiyouaLV g im p ....
They-say to-him 
Explanation t o u t o  86 6Xeyov rretpdCovTe? airr6v,...
This 0  they-were-saying tempting him ...
with Pluperfect Indicative for explanation (after intervening speech): 
John 11:11-13 
Narrative Kal peTa t o u t o  X6yei a u T o t ? , . . .
And after that he-says to-them... 
etirav ouv ol paOrjTal auTto,...
Said therefore the disciples to-him...
Explanation elpfycei 8 6  8  ’Iqaou? i r e p l  t o u  OavdTou airrou,
Had-spoken [Pluperfect] () the Jesus about the death of-him
Does the use of Aorist for explanation as opposed to new highlighted actions 
explain the contra-intuitive example in John 11:21-27 where Jesus’s great “I am” saying is 
not highlighted?
Narrative 1 elitev  ouv i) MdpOa TTp8? tov ’Iqoouv, ...
Said therefore the Martha to the Jesus ...
Narrative 2 X6yei afrTfi 8 ’Iqaou?, ’AvaaTf|CTeTai 8 d8eX<f>6? aou.
Says to-her the Jesus, w ill rise the brother of-you.
Narrative 3 X6yei airrcp f| MdpOa,
Says to-him the Martha,Ol8a 8 t i  dvacm)aeTai ev rrj dvacrrdaei 6v t t ]  eaxdTT] q p e p a .
I-know that he-will-rise in the resurrection in the last day
Explanation o f 2
etirev auTfj 8 ’Iqcrou?,
Said to-her the Jesus
’Ey to e lp i f] d v d o T a o i ?  Kal f) £101)* •••
I am the resurrection and the life ...
Narrative 4 Xftyei a u T tp , Nat K u p ie ,  6yd) T r e iT ta T e u K a  8 t l  a u  e l  8 X p i a T o ?
She-says to-him, Yes lord, I-have-believed that you are the Christ 
8  u t o ?  tou O e o u  8  e l ?  tov K o a p o v  6 p x 8 p e v o ? .  
the son of-the god the into the world coming.
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This perhaps is matched by John 11:14-15 as an explanation of John 11:11. Note
the close parallels between the contents of the speeches and the word uappr)chg “plainly”
at the start of the explanation:
John 11:11, 14-15 
Narrative Kai peTGL touto X8yei auTot?,
And after that he-says to-them
Ad£apo? 8 <f>lXo? qpo>v KeKotpqTai*
Lazarus the friend of-us has-fallen-asleep. 
dXAti rropeuopai Iva 8£uTrvlaa> abrbv. 
but I-go in-order-that I-may-waken him...
Explanation t6tc ouu etirev auTot? 8 ’Iqcrou? irappqaiq,
Then therefore said to-them the Jesus plainly,
Ad£apo? drr80avev,
Lazarus died,
ical xaEPw S i’ upa? iva maTeucrqTe, 8ti ouk fjpqv eKei1 
and I-rejoice for you so you-may-believe, that we were not there. 
dXXa ayoopev upo? auTov.
But Iet-us-go to him.
If Present Indicative in past time is marked as discourse significant, we would 
expect narrative to show an unusually high occurrence of Xeyto in the Present Indicative, as 
compared to the Aorist, but explanations to show an unusually low occurrence of Present 
Indicatives.
Looking at all the instances in John where Jesus says ’Eyw el\ii “I am” we find
the Present tense of X8yu) introducing Discourse-new statements, and Aorist introducing
explanatory statements:
Present Indicative (new information)
John 4:26
X8yei aiirq 8 ’Iqcrou?, ’Eye!) e lp i. 8 XaXcov croi.
(I am the Christ, cf. 4:25)
John 6:20 
8 88 X8yei auTot?, ’Eveo elpi.
(I am Jesus, not a ghost, cf. Matthew 14:26)
John 14:6
X8yei aurw [8] ’Iqaou?, ’Eye!) el pi f] 886? Kal f] d\Y|0eia Kal f] £a)iV
(Although the way has been mentioned in 14:5, truth and life are Discourse-new, and this is the first time 
Jesus identifies him self as the way.)
John 14:6, 15:1, 15:5
Xiyei auTwlo] ’Iqaou? ... ’Eve!)elpi f) ctpTreXo?f) dXr]6ivr| ... eycoelpi f] dprreXo?,
(Part o f the same highlighted speech.)
John 18:5b 
X8yei auTot?, ’Eye6 e lp t.
(I am Jesus o f  Nazareth, whom you are looking for, 18:4b-5a.)
Aorist Indicative (explanatory)
John 6:35
etirev aim )i? 6 ’Iqaou?, ’Eye6 elp i o apTO? rq? Ceofj?'
(I am the bread o f  life. Explaining 6:32, the true bread from heaven)
John 6:41
’EydyyuCov ouu ol ’I ouSaioi uepl auTou 8tl etirev, ’Eye5 elp i o apTO? 8 Kara(3a? 8k tou oupauou 
(Explanation: They were grumbling because he said “I am the bread from heaven”)
John 6:43, 6:48, 6:51 
diTeKplOq ’Iqaou? Kal etirev auTot? ... eyc6 e lp i 6 a p T O ?  Tq? Cwq?.
... eyio elp i 6 dpTo? 8 6 8k tou oupavou KaTapd?-
(Explanation: “I am the bread o f  life ... the living bread come down from heaven.” Jesus “responded” to their 
query about his origin 6:42)
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John 8:12
ITdXiv ouv ai>TOi? 6XdXqaev o ’IqaoO? Xeytov, ’£ 70) 611x1 t8 <|>a)? tou Kdcqxou*
(Explanation: “I am the light o f the world”. The conjunction IldXiv “again” links this to a previous occasion 
o f public speaking, 7:37-44, which raised the issue o f whether Jesus was the Messiah, 7:41-52. The 
conjunction o$v “therefore” marks this as explanatory. Thus it should be understood as an explanation o f  
how Jesus can claim to give “living water”, i.e. the Holy Spirit 7:39, cf. 1:4 Jesus, the Word, gives both life 
and light)
John 8:14. 18
dueKpl&q ’Iqcrou? Kal eluev aural?, ... 6yti) elpx o papTupwv Trepl 6|xauTou
(Explanation: “I am the one witnessing about m yself’. Jesus “responded” to the Pharisees’ statement in 8:13 
that witness about oneself did not validate the truth, adding that God also witnessed about him)
 ^John 8:28
eluev o8v [aural?] 6 ’I qcrou?, "Otcxv btJrdjaqTe tov ul8v tou avGpwuou, tote yvwcreaGe 5ti 6yo6 elpx. 
(Explanation, as indicated by the conjunction otiv “therefore”. As in 8:24 (below), the “I am” statement is not 
new information, but embedded, “when ..., then you will know that I am,” meaning “I am the Christ” 7:41 - 
52, or “I am God” if  “I am” = YHWH))
John 8:58
eluev  auToI? ’I qcrou?, ’Ajxqv apqv Xeyco upxv, uplv ’A(3paap yevecrGai 6yd) e lp t.
(Explanation o f  how he could speak authoritatively about Abraham 8:56, queried in 8:57. “I am” here means 
“I existed (because I am YHWH)”)
John 10:7, 9 ,1 1 ,1 4
Eluev ouv udXiv 6 ’Iqcrou?, ’A(xqv d|xf)v Xeyw upiv 8ti 6yd) elpx q Gupa twv upo(3dTO)v...
6vt6 elpx q Gdpa ... ’Eyc6 el|xi 6 uoip.qv 8 KaX6? ... ’Eyai el pi 8 uoip.f)v 8 KaX6?*
(Explanation o f  10:1-5, which was not understood, see 10:6b. The conjunction TTdXiv “again” links this to a 
previous occasion o f speaking, 10:1-5, which raised the issue o f the door and the shepherd, 10:1-2. The 
conjunction oftv “therefore” marks this as explanatory.)
John 11:25
eluev auTq o ’I qcrou?, ’Ey to elpx q dvdoTaai? K a l  q £a)q-
(Explanation o f  why he could say Lazarus would rise again 11:23, misunderstood in 11:24.)
John 18:6 
d)? oiiv e lu ev  auTol?, ’Eyd) elp.i ...
(Explanation referring back to Jesus’s words in 18:5. The conjunctions d)? ouv “when therefore” provide the 
time setting and reason for the mob to fall back 18:6b)
John 18:8
dueKplOq ’Iqcrou?, Eluov uplv 8tl 6yd) e lp r
(Explanation referring back to Jesus’s words in 18:5 and 18:6. The word duexplOq “responded” also marks 
this as a response, here explanatory.)
Imperfect Indicative (setting] plus Aorist Indicative /explanatory]
John 8:23, 24
Kal £Xeyev atJToi?, ... eluov oDv iiplv oti duoOaveiaGe 6v Tax? apapTlai? up.wv edv ydp jxq utaTeuoqTe 
8tl 6yo5 elp i
(“he-was-saying to-them ...” functions as a setting for 8:25b Jesus’s statement o f  frustration, that he cannot 
get through to them. Within that we have an Aorist, functioning as an explanation, with oftv “therefore”. The 
“I am” statement (meaning “I am the Christ” 7:41-52, or “I am God” if  “I am” = YHWH) is not new, but 
embedded, “unless you believe that I am...”)
Does this seeming restriction, that Present Indicative in past time narrative does not 
occur in explanatory clauses, also apply to responses, since a response is a type of 
explanation? If so, then we would expect no instances of Present Indicative with 
ctTroKpLvopai “to answer”, either as a main verb, or as an Aorist Participle followed by 
Present Indicative of “say”. A  passage where this seems significant is John 4:7-26
(Indicatives bold, Present underlined):
4.7 ’EpyeTai yuvf] 6k Tq? Zapapela? dvTXfjaai i)8top.
X6yei a i r r q  8 ’ I q a o u ? ,  A6? g o t  u e tv
4.8 ol ydp [xaGqTal airrou dueXr|Xi;0eiaav ...
4.9 X6ygL oliv airrq) f) yuvf] q Z a p a p L T i ? ,  . . .
ou y d p  auvvpfiuTaL ’ I ouSolol Z a ( x a p i T a i ? .  (Present time for the original author)
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4.10 direicpCOTi ’Iqoou? Kal etirev a i r r f j ,  . . .
4.11 XfryeL airru) [f] yuvi)], ...
4.13 direKptOrj ’Iqaou? Kal elirev aurfj, ...4.15 X6yei rrpo? a0T8v f) yui/i), ...
4.16 A6yei atrrfi, ...
4.17 direKptOn ti ywf] Kal etirev au™, ...\6yei aurrj o ’Iqaou?, ...
4.19 X6yei atmS f )  yuvrj, ...
4.21 X6yei atrrfi o ’Iqcrou?, ...
4.25 X6yei ai/rai f| Ywij, •••
4.26 X6yei afar} 8 ’Iqaou?, ’Eyw etpi, 8 XaXfiv aoi.
Here all the occurrences of Xeyco are in the Present Indicative except when 
conjoined with diroKplvop.ai, when both verbs are Aorist. The distinction between verbal 
forms here is not related to the identity of the speaker, but to the presence or absence of 
“answer.” This perhaps indicates that verbs representing a new initiative (rather than an 
explanation or response) are more likely to be highlighted at discourse level.
Similarly John 7:45-50 shows a collocation of “answering” and Aorist verb form,
whether or not aiTOKptvopai occurs alone or together with Xeyw:
7.45 TlXOov o 6 v  o l  u n r i p e T a i  i r p 8 ?  t o u ?  d p x i e p e i ?  K a l  4 > a p i a a l o u ? ,  
K a l  etirov a t r r o t ?  e K e i v o i ,  . . .7.46 direKptOqaav ol uirripeTai, ...
7.47 diT€Kpt0qaav o u v  a i m x ?  o l  4 > a p i a a i o i ,  . . .
7.50 X6yei N i K o S q p o ?  i r p 8 ?  a u T o u ? ,  . . .
7.52 direKptOrjoav Kal elirav a0T<3, ...
In the whole New Testament corpus the figures for verb forms of Xeyw and 
duoKplvoiiai in 3rd Person Indicatives are as follows:
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X6yo) Matt. Mark Luke John Acts Epistles TOTAL
Aorist ( e ’m e v ) 146 68 261 157 96 17 745
Present 78 78 18 135 14 83 406
d u o K p t v o p a i Matt. Mark Luke John Acts Epistles TOTAL
Aorist 5 9 7 74 12 1 108
Present - - - 3 - - 3
In the Gospels there are only 3 occurrences of “answer” in the Present Indicative,
all in John, and all where Jesus makes significant statements, relating to his death, betrayal
and denial. Only John 13:26 directly follows a question:
John 12:23 
8 88 ’Iqoou? dTroKptveTai auToic X6ya)v,
The () Jesus answers to-them saying,
’EXijXuOev f) wpa Iva 8o£aa0r) 8 ulo? tou dvOpdbrou.
Has-come the hour so-that will-be-glorified the son of-the Man 
John 13:26
duoKptvgTai [8] ’Iqoou?, ’EKeTvo? eotiv §  6yd) (3dt|)© t8 i|;wptov Kal Stoato auT(S.
Answers [the] Jesus, That-one it-is to-whom I w ill dip the sop and will-give to-him.
John 13:38
duoKptvgTai ’Iqoou?, Tt)V i|)uxtiy aou 0^6p 6pou 0r)aei?; ... dpvr)oq pe Tpt?.
Answers Jesus, The life of-you for me will-you-lay-down? ... will-deny me thrice.
Occurrences of “having answered say” (Aorist Participle followed by Present
Indicative) are also rare. Here the Prenuclear Aorist Participle onTOKpiSels* is better
understood as meaning “in response”:
Mark 9:19
8 86 dTTQKpiOel? a u T o I ?  X6yei. yeved dmoTO?, ...
He () having-answered to-them says, O generation faithless...
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The previous speech is by one person, and states that the disciples could not heal his son. N o question is 
asked. Jesus then “responds” to the people, rather than “answers” the man.
Mark 11:22
Kal dTTOKpiQei? 8  ’ I q c r o u ?  M y e t  auTot?, " E x ^ t c  t t L c t t iv  G eoO .
And having-answered the Jesus says to-them, Have faith in-god.
The previous speech is by one person, Peter, and states that the fig-tree Jesus cursed has withered. No 
question is asked. Jesus then “responds” to the disciples, rather than “answers” Peter.
Mark 11:33
Kal duoKot68vT6? t w  ’Iqaou XftyouoLV. O 0 k  oiSapeu.
And having-answered to-the Jesus they-say, Not we-know.
The previous speech is by the Jewish leaders debating among themselves how to respond. The original 
question is in v. 29-30 and contains the command “answer me” twice. In the light o f  the above exmaples, this 
may be understood as meaning “in response to Jesus’s question they say...”
As shown above, diTOKplvopiai need not refer to the answer of a question. Rather it
seems to refer to a response, either to a question, a statement, or even a situation, e.g.
Mark 10:51
K a l  d u o K p i Q e l ?  a ( m p  o  ’Iqaou? etirev, ...
And having-answered to-him the Jesus said ...
Here the blind man starts calling for Jesus to have mercy on him in 47, Jesus calls him in 49, and he comes to 
Jesus in 50, so Jesus’s “response” is to the blind man’s action as much as to his words.
The Passive form of aTroKplvopm might even indicate grammatically that the
grammatical subject is semantically a “patient”, affected by something else, rather than
operating independently.
Again, this corresponds to a theory that Present Indicative in past narrative marks
something out as especially significant. Responses, and especially replies to questions, are
by their nature, expected, and their absence is explicitly stated and emphasized as unusual
(e.g. Matthew 27:14 “not one word” “amazed”, Mark 14:61 use of “developmental
particle” Se marking a non-event as significant in plot development, conjoined scenario
“was silent and answered nothing”, Mark 15:4-5 “amazed”, Luke 23:9 use of
“developmental particle” 88). Expected actions, such as responses, are not as significant, in
terms of following a story line, as new independant actions, and so are less likely to be
marked by Present Indicative.
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Present Indicatives with significant sayings
It is widely recognized that most New Testament “Historic Presents” are with
speech verbs, as shown by data from Johnson (1984:iii):
Total Historic Presents Speech Verbs Non-speech Verbs
Matthew 93 68 73% 25 27%
Mark 151 72 48% 79 52%
Luke 9 6 67% 3 33%
Acts 13 11 85% 2 15%
Since Present Indicative with speech verbs in past time narrative is so common, 
Lyon’s dictum (1968:415) that “The ‘meaningfulness’ of utterances (and parts thereof) 
varies in inverse proportion to their degree of ‘expectancy’ in context,” has led some to 
ignore their significance. However, it is the use of Aorist Indicative for Past narrative 
which is most expected, and Present Indicative which is most unexpected, and thus most 
meaningful. Present Indicative speech verbs are thus highly significant, especially since
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the speech verb per se is so predictable that it is sometimes omitted entirely in the New
Testament, e.g. (Imperfect italicized, Aorist underlined, Present bold, Implicit asterisked) 
Mark 8:16b-20
Kal 8 ie \o y L ( o v T o  up8? dXXqXou? 6ti "ApTou? ouk exoucnv.
Kal yvob? X6yei auTol?, T t  8iaXoyC£e(j0e 8 t l  dpTou? o u k  ex^Te; ••• 8 t £  t o u ?  uevTe aprou? eKXaaa el? 
t o u ?  uevTaKiaxiXlou?, uocrou? Kocftvou? KXaapdTtov uXfjpei? qpaTe;
Xiyouaiv au™, Aco8eKa.
* [Jesus said to them] "Otc tou? 6ut<x el? tou? TeTpaKiaxiXlou?, irdacav auuplSwv uXqpwpaTa KXacrpdTwv 
qpaTe;
Kal X6youaiv [auTto], 'EiTTd.
Kal eXeyev auTot?, ODttw cruvleTe;
Luke 7:40-41
7:40 Kal auoKpiOel? o ’I qcrou? eluev upo? auTov, Zlpwv, exw crol ti eluetv.
6 8 6, Ai8daKaXe, elue, <Fnalv.
7:41 * [Jesus said to Simon] SDo xpfoc^ eiXeTai fjaav Saviarq TLVf...
Luke 19:25-27 
19:25 K a l  e l u a v  aimo, Kupie, exei 8 6 K a  p v a ?  -
19:26 * [Jesus said to the people/The master said to the bystanders] Xeyw upiv 8ti uavut tw 6xovtl
SoOrjcreTai, au8 86 tou pf) 6xovto? Kal '6 exei dpOqaeTai.
19:27 * [The master said to the ^bystanders] uXqv tou? exOpou? pou toDtou? tou? pf] OeXfraavrd? pe
paaiXeucrai 6u’ auTou? dydyeTe u8e Kal KaTaac|>d£aTe auTou? 6pupoa06v pou.
The verse 19:25 is not found in D W  69 pc it sysc bo(l). Such a text requires no implicit speech verbs. If 
19:25 is included, and 19:27 is the master in the parable speaking, there is an implicit speech margin, either 
before verse 26 or 27, depending on whether 19:26 is within the parable, or Jesus directly addressing his 
audience.
If Present Indicative in past time narrative is marked as discourse significant, we 
would expect there to be an unusually high co-occurrence of the Present Indicative of X6yo) 
with the statements of Jesus. Luz (quoted by Black, 1999:125) suggests that this is so 
(1989:52):
Since Matthew in his narratives likes to tighten the narrative and thus lets the dialogue become 
prominent, perhaps the historical present also is a means of directing the attention of the readers to the 
most important element in the narratives, namely the sayings of Jesus.
In some passages this seems to be the pattern, e.g.
Matt 8:19-22 
Kal u p o a e X O w v  e l ?  y p a p p a T e u ?  eluev a i m o ,
And having-approached one scribe said to-him
A i S d u K a X e ,  d K o X o u O i jo a )  a o i  b u o u  6 c t v  a u e p x q .
K a l  X6yei a i m p  6  ’ I q c r o u ? ,
And says to-him the Jesus,
Al d X c& u e K e ?  <po)Xeovg e x o u c n v  K a l  T a  u e T e i v d  t o u  o u p a v o u  K a T a a K q v w a e i ? ,  
o  8 6  u i o ?  t o u  a v G p c o u o u  o u k  e x e i  u o u  T q v  K ecf> aX qv  K X lv q .  
e T e p o ?  8 6  t w v  p a O q T a iv  [ a u T o u ]  eluev a u T tp ,
Other 0 of-the disciples [of-him] said to-him,
K u p i e ,  6 u iT p e c| )6 v  p o i  u p o r r o v  d u e X O e i v  K a l  ddipai t o v  u a T e p a  p o u .8 86 ’I q c r o u ?  X6yei a i m o ,
The () Jesus says to-him,
’A k o X o u O c i  p o t  K a l  a ^ e g  t o u ?  v e K p o u ?  O d ijra i t o u ?  6 a u T < 3 v  v e K p o u ? .
In other passages however, such as John 4:9-26, both Jesus and the woman seem to 
share the Present Indicatives of Xeyu) equally, though this might still be understood as 
highlighting the whole conversation, with Jesus’s words naturally more prominent due to 
his role as religious teacher.
Similarly, if Present Indicative in past time narrative is marked as discourse 
significant, we would expect there to be an unusually high co-occurrence of the Present
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Indicative of \8yco introducing especially significant statements, such as “follow me”. This
phrase comes 11 times in the Gospels (Indicative bold and Present underlined): 
re unnamed person
Matthew 8:22 
8 88 ’Iqaou? X8yet aura. ’AKoXouGei. g o t ...
The () Jesus says to-him, Follow me.
Luke 9:59 
Etirev 88 irpo? eTepov, ’AicoXouGei poi.
He said () to another, Follow me.
re Matthew
Matthew 9:9 
K a l  X£yei a u r a ,  ’A k o X o u G e i  p o t .
And says to-him, Follow me. •
Mark 2:14 
Kal X8yei aura, ’AkoXoGGcl pot.
And says to-him, Follow me.
Luke 5:27 
K a l  etirev aura, ’AKoXouGei poi.
And said to-him, Follow me.
re Philip
John 1:43
Kal X8yei ai>T<$ 8 ’Iqaou?, ’AkoXouGci poi.
And says to-him the Jesus, Follow me.
re Peter
John 21:19
K a l  t o u t o  e ln c#  X8yei a u r a ,  ’AKoXouGei poi.
And this saying says to-him, Follow me.
John 21:22
Xftyei au ra 8 ’Iqaou?, ’Edv auTov GeXw peveiv 8oo? epxopai, t I  irpo? ae;
Says to-him the Jesus, If him I-want to-stay till I-come, what to you? 
au pot aKoXouQei.
You follow me.
re rich man
Matthew 19:21 
au ra o ’Iqaou?,
El Q8Xei? TeXeLo? elvai,
uuaye nriXqaov aou T a  uirdpxovTa K a l  8o? [ t o i ? ]  uraxot?,
Kal 8£ei? Gqaaupov 8v oupavol?,
Kal 8eupo dKoXouQei pot.
Mark 10:21 
K a l  eluev a u r a ,
"Ev ae uaTepei- tnraye, boa exeig moXqaov Kal 88? [ t o i ? ]  rrraxot?,
Kal 8£ei? Gqaaupov kv oupavw,
Kal 8eupo aKoXouGei poi.
Luke 18:22 dKouaa? 8 8 8 ’Iqaou? etirev aura,
"Etl 8v aoi Xelirei' irdvTa oaa exei?  ucoXqaov K a l  8id8o? irraxot?,
Kal 8 £ e i ?  Gqaaupov ev [ t o i ? ]  oupavot?,
Kal Seupo dKoXouGei poi.
Matthew, Mark and John always have Xeyw in the Present when the command
“follow me” is speech initial (Matthew 8:22, 9:9; Mark 2:14; John 1:43, 21:19, and 21:22,
when it follows a short initial sentence).
All Gospels have Aorist where there is other lengthy speech material preceding the
command (Matthew 19:21, Mark 10:21, Luke 18:22).
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Luke always has Aorist (Luke 5:27, 9:59, 18:22)
Excluding Luke, this 100% usage (6/6) of Present Indicatives of X6ya> immediately 
before “follow me,” compares with a 76% usage (59/78) of Xeyto in “Historic Present” in 
Matthew, and a 48% usage (72/151) in Mark (figures from Hawkins, 1909:148). This is in 
line with my thesis that Present verb form for past time, being statistically marked, 
highlights the significance of the scenario (here including the contents of the speech).
Even though the number of examples is very small, this usage cannot be held to 
depend simply on sources. For example, in the last set of examples the speech margin and 
content is conceptually similar, but verbally very different. Also Hawkins notes that 
Matthew parallels only 21 of Mark’s 150 “Historic Presents” (1909:148-9), and Fanning 
notes that Matthew uses the “Historic Present” an additional 72 times independently of 
Mark (1990:238). (However the total figure of 93 “Historic Presents” in Matthew, 72+21, 
does not match Black’s total of 79). So use of the Present Indicative is obviously author 
choice, rather than simply dependent on the same source text.
Appendix G - Exceptions that prove the rule: conjoined main verbs in a single scenario
Present Indicatives followed by conjoined Aorist Indicatives for significant sayings
The Present Indicative occurs together with conjoined Aorist Indicatives in the
formula “A  says... B responded and said...” This structure is not used for straightforward
questions and answers. Rather it seems to highlight significant interchanges in the
discussion, e.g. (with the gist of the speech added below)
John 4:9 ,10
X6yei oijv aimS f) yuvr) f) UapapiTi?, ... drreKptOq ’It|ctou? Kal etirev aurrj, ...
“How can you ask me for a drink?” “If you knew who asks you..”
John 4:11,13
\6yei auTto [f] yuvq], ... direKptOq ’It|ctou? Kal etuev airrrj, ...
“You have nothing to draw with...” “The water I give...”
John 4:16, 17
A£yei aurrj, ... direKpl0r| f] yuvq Kal etirev auTiS, ...
“Go call your husband...” “I have no husband...”
John 7:50, 52
X6yet NiK6 8qpo? irpo? afrrou?, ... direKptOqaav Kal etirav airrcp, ...
“Does our law condemn a man..?” “Are you from Galilee too”
The first three occurrences are all in the pericope of the woman at the well, which
also has a constant stream of Present Indicatives of “say”. This highlighting seems
appropriate since this conversation between Jesus and the woman, especially Jesus’s
awareness of her life, led to the successful mission to the Samaritans (John 4:39). Similarly
Nicodemus’ conversation with the Sanhedrin shows the audience that the Sanhedrin’s
opposition to Jesus will continue to its logical conclusion.
This patterning occurs elsewhere in John, again confirming the interpretation that
this speech interchange is particularly significant:
John 14:22,23 (introducing the whole speech 14:23-16:16)
A 6yei a u ™  ’louSa?,... dneKptOq ’Iqaou? Kal etirev aim!)
“Why ... show yourself to us?” “If anyone loves me, he w ill obey...”
John 18:29, 30 (introducing the trial before Pilate)
6£fjX0ev o0v 6 IIiXaTo? e£io ... Kal (frnotv. direKptOqaav Kal etirav aura,
“What charges are you bringing?” “If he were not a criminal...”
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John 20:27,28 (introducing Thomas’s confession o f  faith) 
eU a  A8ygi t o  AugicplGq 0wpa? Kal glugv aura
“Put your finger here; see my hands” “My Lord and my God.”
According to my hypothesis the Present Indicative verb form, being statistically marked in 
Past time narrative, highlights the scenario of that speech act, and the conjoined Aorist 
Indicatives mark the “answer” scenario as extra significant, by using two main verbs for 
the one scenario.
As mentioned above, there are 3 instances in John (none in the other Gospels)
where “answer” is in the Present, each time after “say” in the Present. These might be seen
as super-highlighted. They are Jesus’s statement about his impending death, identification
of his betrayer, and announcement that Peter will deny him:
John 12:22b-23 
gpxeTat ’Av8p8a? Kal <&Xnmo? Kal X8youaiv to ’Iqaou.
6 88 ’Iqaou? &TTOKptygTai auToic X8ya)v.
’EXqXuGev i) <2pa iva 8o£aa6fj o ul8? tou dv0pd>uou.
Has-come the hour so-that will-be-glorified the son of-the Man.
John 13:26 
X8ygi a0T<£, K0pL8, tI? 8otiv; 
diTOKpCvgTai [8] ’Iqaou?,
’EKeivd? 8otlv §  8yd) pdipco to i|ko|i (,ov Kal 8waw aura.
That-one it-is to-whom I-will-dip the sop and will-give to-him.
Jolm 13:36-38 
A8ygi ainrw Xtpwv ITeTpo?, Kupig, uou uuayei?; 
dueKpt&q [a0ra] ’Iqaou?,
"Ouou liudyu) 00 80vaaaL poi vuv dKoXouGqaai, dKoXouGqaei? 88 uaTepov.
X8ygi aura 8 TleTpo?,
K0pie, 8 ia  t(. 00 80vap.at aoi dKoXouGqaai apTi; Tqv ifiuxqu pou uuep aou Gqaw.
AuoKptvgTai ’Iqaou?,
Tqv #uxqv aou uuep 8pou Gqaei?; ...
The life of-you for me will-you-lay-down? ...
Appendix G - Exceptions that prove the rule: conjoined main verbs in a single scenario
Present Indicatives with Restricted Lexical Items
The specific range of lexical items which occur in the “Historic Present” also
supports the hypothesis that its function is one of “highlighting”. Black (quoting Turner,
1963:61) notes that the Present Indicative in past time narrative is particularly associated
with lexical items in a restricted number of semantic domains (1999:124):
Turner notes that in post-classical Greek there is an increasing tendency to find the historic present with 
Xeyei and other verbs o f  speaking, as well as with verbs o f seeing and verbs o f  motion.
Johnson also notes this tendency in Mark’s Gospel, dividing “Historic Presents” into
speech and non-speech usage, and commenting (1984:19):
Most o f  the non-speech HPs [Historic Presents] in Mark’s Gospel are verbs o f motion (arrival and 
departure), but the HP is occasionally found with verbs o f perception and some active transitive verbs.
Black similarly notes the high frequency of X8yo) as “Historic Present” in
Matthew’s Gospel (1999:125):
In narrative ... 22% o f the sentences functioning as speech margins have main verbs with present tense 
forms (66 o f 299 clauses), while less than 4% o f  sentences in narrative that are not speech margins have 
present tense forms (15 o f  417) sentences.
Black’s figure for speech margin Presents includes 6 occurrences of other verbs 
with the Present Participle “saying” i.e. Matthew 2:13 “appears ... saying”, 2:19-20
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“appears ... saying”, 3:1-2 “arrives ... proclaiming ... saying”, 9:14 “approach ... saying”, 
15:1 “approach ... saying”, 22:16 “send ... saying”.
However, I argue that several other Present Indicatives of non-speech verbs belong 
to a complex speech margin scenario: Matthew 4:5 “takes ... and stood ... and says”, 4:8-9 
“takes ... and shows ... and said”, 26:36 “comes ... and says”, 26:40 “comes ... and finds ... 
and says”, and 26:45 “comes ... and says” (a total of 8). Thus, depending on exactly how 
Black’s figures are calculated, by including complex speech margins, up to 74 (66+8) of 
299 speech margin sentences (25%) have Present Indicatives, and perhaps as few as 7 (15- 
8) of 417 Present Indicatives (less than 2%) occur outside speech margin sentences.
Similarly for Mark’s Gospel, Hawkins (1909:12f) comments that 24 of the 151 
“Historic Presents” are from 6pxo|iai. However 11 of these 24 (46%) are part of a 
complex speech margin, i.e.
3 are followed by the Present Participle o f  X6yco (Mark 1:40, 5:22, 5:35).
8 are followed by Kai with the Indicative o f  Xeyw, normally Present (2:18, 5:38-39 (with plural to singular 
switch), 11:27 (with Imperfect), 12:18 (with Imperfect “ask” plus “saying”), 14:32 (with plural to singular 
switch), 14:37, 14:41, 14:66).
13 are not followed by “say” in any form (2:3, 3:20, 3:31, 5:15, 6:1,6:48,8:22, 10:1, 10:46, 11:15, 11:27, 
14:17, 16:2).
This correlates with scenario theory. We have seen above that a single event 
scenario contains not simply actions but the prototypical sequences, participants and 
motivations for those actions. We have also seen how correctly interpreting the intentions 
and motivations of participants is crucial to following the plot. What participants say is the 
clearest indicator of their intentions, feelings and motivations. What participants see is a 
major motivation affecting their actions. And where participants go is a major clue as to 
whether they have decided to act and what they have decided to do. So it is quite natural 
that such significant concepts should be regularly highlighted by the use of Present 
Indicatives in past time narrative.
Similarly, throughout the Gospels (omitting direct speech), the main verbs 
conjoined by mi to the Present Indicative of “say” come from a limited number of 
semantic domains, and can be grouped into the following scenario clusters (Present
underlined):
Ref. Verb and Verb and savs
Matthew 4:5 stood and says
Luke 24:36 (variant) stood and savs
John 20:19 came and stood and says
Mark 3:32 sat and savs
Matthew 9:9 saw and savs
Matthew 22:11-12 saw and says
Matthew 26:71 saw and says
Mark 2:14 saw and says
John 1:29 sees and savs
John 1:47 saw and says
Mark 11:1-2 sends and savs
Mark 14:13 sends and says
1 1 0
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Matthew 20:6 found and says
John 1:41 finds and savs
(John 1:43 (2 sentences ?) finds and says)
John 1:45 finds and savs
Matthew 21:19 went and found and savs
Matthew 26:40 comes and finds and savs
Mark 14:37 comes and finds and savs
Mark 1:36 hunted and found and savs
Matthew 26:36 comes and says
Matthew 26:45 comes and says
Mark 2:18 comes and says
Mark 14:41 comes and says
John 12:22 comes and savs
John 12:22 come and say
John 20:2 runs and comes and says
John 19:9 feared and entered and says
John 4:28 left and went and says
John 18:4 went out and savs
John 18:38 went out and savs
John 19:4 went out and savs
Matthew 14:31 siezed and savs
Mark 1:41 touched and says
Matthew 21:12-13 threw out and savs
Mark 1:43 dismissed and says
Mark 4:38 roused and savs
Mark 9:35 called and savs
John 2:9-10 calls and says
Mark 6:50 talked and says
Mark 7:28 answered and savs
Mark 8:33 rebuked and says
Mark 14:61 questioned and says
Mark 7:43 sighed and says
Mark 14:34 takes and began to and says
be distressed
John 21:17 was grieved and savs
John 20:22 breathed and says
Present Indicatives with anarthrous nouns
If Present Indicatives mark “highlighting”, and anarthrous nouns mark “salience” 
(see Chapter 6), we would expect a high co-occurrence of these two features, i.e. 
anarthrous nouns with known particular referents as subject of Present Indicatives in past 
time narrative. Certainly they can co-occur and the combination seems to mark a very 
significant event.
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For example Philip occurs in 4 episodes in John, and each time there is interplay
between Present Indicative verbs and anarthrous subjects (main verbs bold, highlighted
Present underlined, nouns as subject underlined, anarthrous nouns bold):
John 1:43-48
salient goal
(explanation) 
salient subject
salient subject
highlighted verb 
highlighted verb
highlighted verbs
? salient subject highlighted verb 
salient subject
... efrptgKgi $t,\nnrov ...
[Jesus] finds Philip....
Kal \6yeL airnp 6 ’IuaoD?. ’AKoXoGOei p,oi.
And says to-him the Jesus, Follow me, 
fjv 86 o 4>tXiTTTTo? dub BqGoa'iSd ...
Was 0 the Philip from Bethsaida .. 
gfrptgKgi frtXiTnro? tov Na0avaf|X Kal X6yei auTto...
Finds Philip the Nathaniel and says to-him ...
(We have found the Messiah, it’s Jesus)
Kal etirev airno NaQava/jX.
And said to-him Nathaniel,’Ek Na£apeT SwaTal ti Aya08v elvai;
From Nazareth can anything good be?
X6yei auTw fol fltXnnrog. "Epxou Kal iSe. ...
Says to-him (the) Philip, Come and see... 
direKpt&q ’IqgoO? Kal etirev airnp,
Answered Jesus and said to-himTTpb tou 06 <t>lXnriTov riwvfjaai...
Before the you Philip to-call...
The anarthrous nouns show the movement of participant focus from Philip, being
called as a disciple and then telling Nathaniel, to Nathaniel, responding with doubt, and
finally to Jesus, convincing him. Present Indicative verbs highlight Jesus finding and
calling Philip, then Philip finding and telling Nathaniel, and finally inviting Nathaniel to
see for himself. The explanation has nothing salient or highlighted. The salient subject and
highlighted verb construction is used to introduce the focal statement, that Jesus is the
Messiah.
John 6:5-8 
... X6yeL iTpoc frtXunroy.
[Jesus] says to Philip
(Where can we buy bread so these can eat?) 
touto 86 6Xeyev ueipa£wv airrov...
This () he-was-saying testing him...
AireKpt0Ti aimo fol 4>CXnriro?.
Answered him (the) Philip
(Two hundred denarii of bread is not enough ...)
X6yei auTto et? 6k tgov p.a0r|TGov auTou, ’Av8p6a?...
Says to-him one from the disciples of-him PhfiiprAn 4c«i_
(There is a lad here ...)
The anarthrous nouns show the movement of participant focus from Philip, being 
tested by Jesus, and failing, to Andrew, who sees, albeit dimly, the possibility that Jesus 
might sort everything out, despite the meagre resources. The Present Indicative verbs 
highlight Jesus testing Philip, ,but Andrew responding. The explanation has nothing salient 
or highlighted. The salient subject and highlighted verb construction is used to introduce 
the focal speech, that there are some resources but “what are these among so many?” This 
speech is the starting-off point for Jesus’s miracle, which answers the question raised here.
salient goal highlighted verb
(explanation)
? salient subject
salient subject highlighted verb
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 ^John 12:20-23
oStoi obv TrpoofjXOov ‘fciXfrnnp ... salient goal
These therefore came to-Philip ....
gpygTflL o •LXnnrog Kal X8yei tcI) ’AvSpea, highlighted verbs
Comes the Philip and says to-the Andrew,
gpyeTai ’Au8p8a? Kal frtXiiriTog Kal X8youqiv raj ’Iqaou. salient subjects highlighted verbs
Comes Andrew and Philip and say to-the Jesus,
o. 88 ’Iqaou? dTroKotveTai auTot? Xeywv
The 0  Jesus answers them saying ... highlighted verb
Here Andrew and Philip are marked salient (anarthrous) since they together effect 
the meeting between the Greeks and Jesus. The string of Present Indicatives highlights the 
whole sequence as significant, each being totally dependent on the previous one, and 
culminates in a rare occurrence of duoKpivoiiai in the Present, introducing a very 
significant statement, Jesus’s public declaration to Jews and gentiles of his imminent death 
on the cross.
John 14:8-9
X8ygi au ra  frtXimrog. salient subject highlighted verb
Says to-him Philip,
(Lord, show us the father, and we w ill be satisfied)
X8ygL auTto 6 ’Iqaou?. highlighted verb
Says to-him the Jesus,
Toaoura XPAv(P M-rfP upio# elpa Kal ouk gyvwKd? pe, $lXiTnTg;...
So-much time with you I and not you-have-known me, Philip?...
8 8wpaKw? 8(j.8 ewpaKev tou uaTgpa* ... 
the[one] having-seen me has-seen the father...
Here the combination of anarthrous noun and Present Indicative verb is used for
Philip’s interaction with Jesus during the Last Supper. This is one of a whole series of
similar interchanges of one disciple with Jesus, from John 13:31 onwards, until 16:17
where the disciples start to talk among themselves:
13*31 "Ore obv 8£qX0ev, \8 y e i  ’Iqaou?
13*36a A8ygi auTcp Ztpfaiy II8Tpo?
13-36b dueKptOq [aura] ’Iqaou?
13 "37 X8yei alm o o ffeTpo?
13*38 AiTOKpLugTai ’IqaoO?
14*5 A8ygi airrw Qcop.d?
14*6 X8ygi aimp [8] ’IqaoO?
14*8 A8ygL airry 4>tXnrrro<r
14*9 X8ygi aura 8 ’Iqaou?
14*22 A8ygi auTtp ’lofiSac. oux 8 ’I aKapiPrrq?
14*23 dirgKptGq ’IqaoOc Kal gtugv airrcp
16*17 eluau oiiu 8k twu ga^qrau auToO up8? dXXYjXou?
Note that Peter in 13:37 is not marked salient, since he is continuing his
interchange with Jesus. The rare Present of dTroKptveTai in 13:38 introduces the key
statement, which the writer expects the audience to recall in 18:27, that Peter will deny
Jesus thrice. The article with Jesus from 14:6 or 14:9, and the change from dTroKptveraL to
Xeyto is presumably because the pattern of disciple being answered by Jesus has been
established by 13:36a/13:36b, and 13:37/13:38. The highlighted “Aorist and Aorist”
structure in 14:23, together with Jesus salient again, introduces the major speech of this
section 14:23-16:16. The simple Aorist of X8yu> with no specific subject (16:17), marks a
change to a section explaining and clarifying what has already been said.
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The co-occurrence of anarthrous subjects and Present Indicatives, in situations 
where it is semantically feasable that the participant is focal and the event is especially 
significant, supports the analysis that these forms mark salience and highlighting 
respectively.
Highlighted verb phrases with salient anarthrous nouns
If, as I argue in this thesis, conjoined Aorists, like Present Indicatives, also mark 
“highlighting” of a verb phrase, and anarthrousness marks “salience” of a noun, we would 
expect a high co-occurrence of these two.
The double name Simon Peter is particularly associated with anarthrous salience. 
Not infrequently it occurs first in a section, followed by Peter alone, e.g. John 13:6, 8; 
13:36, 37; 18:10, 11; 18:15, 16-18; 18:25, 26-27; 20:2, 3-4. It also occurs at the end of a 
section where Peter’s action is particularly significant, e.g. John 13:9 “Not only my 
feet...”, or John 20:6 “comes ... and sees the gravecloths.” It occurs 18 times in the New 
Testament, 17 times anarthrous (compared to approximately 50% average for all nouns).
In John’s Gospel the name Simon Peter occurs 16 times. All 12/12 nominatives are 
anarthrous, and 3/4 non-nominatives are anarthrous (1:40, 6:8, and 13:6). The only 
; .arthrous occurrence of Simon Peter in the whole New Testament is the dative in John 
21:15, where Jesus challenges Simon Peter about the genuineness of his love, after Simon 
Peter has been 4 times anarthrous agent in the one episode (21:2, 3, 7, and 11). Thus 
grammatical marking parallels Simon Peter’s role as, for once, N O T  a salient agent, but a 
humble listener.
In John, where Simon Peter is nominative
3 co-occur with Imperfect (all functioning as Setting):
18*15 ’HKoXodOei 86 rw ’Iqaou ZCyurtv IteTpo? was following Jesus
18*25 TIv 86 Ztp-Qiv Iltfrpo? eoTfa)? Kal 0epp.aiv6p.evo?. was standing warming himself
2 1  • 2  r j a a v  d f i o v  X C u u iu  T l i r p o g  . . . There were together Simon Peter and ...
5 co-occur with Present:
13*9 \6yei aim3 ZCptdv n^Tpo? asking Jesus to wash him thoroughly
13*24 veflei ouv toutw Ztmov II6tooc asking John to ask Jesus re the traitor 
13*36 A 6yet aimo Elp.(av IT6Tpoc asking Jesus where he is going
20*6 gpyeTai ouv Kal Ztpaiv IKrpog & k o \ o v 0 u > v  auTto Kal elafjXQev el? to pvqp.eiov, Kal Qetupet Ta 
606via Kelp.eva, entering the tomb
21 *3 XftyeL aural? ZIlkov TI6tooc announcing he is going fishing
4 co-occur with Aorist in a complex scenario:
“responded” = respond + sav (the one lexeme includes two semantic concepts)
6*68 AueKptGn auTw Zlpaiv ntfrpoc acknowledging Jesus as Christ 
Aorist and Aorist string
18*10 Zlptov ouv n^Tpo? 6xwv |ictxaLpav etXjcuaev airrf)V Kal chraiaev tov tou apxiepew? 
8ou\ov Kal dTr&coi/jev auTou to arrdpiov to 8 e£i6v  cutting off ear
21*7 Zlfifdv oDv II^Tpo? dKouoa? oti 6 Kupid? 6otiv t8v euevSurrtv 8ie£(6aaTO, fjv ydp 
yu|iv6?, Kal £(3aXev 6auTbv el? Tqv 0dXaoaav jumping into the sea
21*11 dv6pq o5v Ztuaiv IT6tooc Kal eYXjcuaev to SIktuov el? tt)v yfjv pulling in the fish
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Thus in John, all the narrative events where Simon Peter is named as agent are highlighted
(except perhaps 6:68), either by Present Indicative or Aorist strings.
Simon Peter occurs only twice in the synoptics, both nominative, both anarthrous,
and both where, in different circumstances, he declares Jesus’s lordship:
Matthew 16:16
ATroKpiQgl? 86 Zlpoiu II6Tpog eliTev, 2b et 8 Xpioro? 8 ul5? tou 0eou tou £wvto?.
Luke 5:8
iSwv 86 Hp-tuy ITlTpog Trpotrthregeu toi? y6vaaiv ’Iqcrou X6yo)V. ”E£eX0e Att’ 6p.ou, oti Amp a.p.apTwXo? 
elp.1, Kbpie.
Although neither of the speech verbs aie Present, both use complex scenarios “having- 
responded said” and “fell at Jesus’s knees saying,” thus highlighting the significance of the 
speech act.
In summary:
Simon Peter Total Nominative +Present +Complex +Other form Other case
-article 17 14 5 6 3 3
+article 1 0 0 0 0 1
This shows a high correlation, 11/14 (79%), between anarthrous noun as agent and
highlighted verb phrase.
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Appendix H  
Examples of P renuclear Aorist Participles in discourse
This appendix provides evidence to support the hypothesis that the sequence of 
Aorist Participle(s) followed by a main verb, is the normal way to encode a “script” 
belonging to the main verb’s scenario, as described in Chapter 5 “Position relative to the 
main verb: Prenuclear or Postnuclear”.
Very frequently Prenuclear Aorist Participles encode events of motion, since the 
main actions of many scenarios cannot take place until the agent of such action is in the 
right place and position. Many such events of motion are predictable and form part of a 
prototypical “script” associated with the main verb. This can be seen clearly in the sections 
from Acts which show Paul’s travels on his missionary journeys:
FIRST MISSIONARY JOURNEY
13.3 t6t6 ... du8Xucrav.
T hen ... they-dismissed [Paul and Barnabas]
13.4 AutoI [ i e v  obv 8 K u e u .c fr 9 8 v T e ?  u u o  tou t i y l o u  u v e u p a T o ?
Them () therefore having-been-sent-out by the holy spirit 
Kon-fjXOov et? ZeXeuKeiav, eiceiGev Te du8uXeuaav et? Kuupov, 
went-down to Seleucia, thence and sailed-off to Cyprus.
13.5 Kal vevdpevoi ev SaXapTvi KanjyyeXXov ...
And having-arrived in Salamis they announced ...
13.6 8teX66vTe? 88 8Xqv Tqv vqoov fixpi ITd<^ ou eftpov dv8pa Tivd ...
Having-crossed () all the island up-to Paphos they-found man certain ...
13.13 ’AvayQevTe? 88 duo rq? ITd<j)ou 
Having-sailed () from the Paphos
ol uepl ITauXov fjXGov el?  TT8pyqv Tq? TTap^uXta?- 
the around Paul went to Perga of-the Pamphylia
’Iwavvq? 8 8 duoYCJofioag du’ aurav utr8aTpeif»ev el? 'IepoaoXupa.
John () having-departed from them returned to Jerusalem.
13.14 auTol 8 8 8ieXQ6vTe? du8 rq? IT8pyq? uapey6vovTO et? ’AvTioxeiav Tqv TTiai8lav..
They () having-crossed from the Perga of-the Pamphylia
13.50 ... 8£8|3aXov auTou? duo twv optwv auTwv.
... they expelled them from the borders of-them.
13.51 ol 8 8  eKTiuaEdu-evoi tov KoviopTov twv uo8wv 8u ’ auTou? fjXGov e l ?  ’Ikoviov, . . .
They () having-shaken the dust of-the feet on them went to Iconium...
14.5 d)? 88 8y8veTO 6pp.q twv 80vd)v Te Kal ’I ou8alwv ...
When 0  occurred plot of-the nations also and Jews...
14.6 ouvi8 6vTe? Kcnr^uyov et? Ta? uoXei? Tq? AuKaovta?
Having-found-out they-fled to the towns of-the Lycaonia 
AuoTpav Kal Aeppqv Kal Tqv ueplxwpov, ...
Lystra and Derbe and the surrounds...
14.8 Kal tl? dvqp dSuvaTo? 8v AuoTpoi? ...
And certain man impotent in Lystra...
14.20 ... Kal Tq 8ua0piov 8£qX0ev obv tw Bapva|3a et? A8p(3qv. ...
... And the next-day he-left with the Barnabas to Derbe...
14.21 EuayyeXiodp-evol Te -rijv u6Xiv eKelvqv Kal paGqTeuoavTe? iKavou?
Having-evangelized also the town that and having discipled several 
inr8aTpe«|jav e l ?  Tqv AuoTpav Kal e t ?  ’Ik6viov Kal e l ?  ’AvTioxeiav . . .  
they-retumed to the Lystra and to Iconium and to Antioch...
14.24 Kal 8teX96vTe? rqv IIioi8lav fjXGov el? Tqv TIap.<f>uXtav 
And having-crossed the Pisidia went to the Pamphylia
14.25 Kal XaXY|aavTe? 8v IT8pyq t8v Xoyov Kar6Pqoav el? ’ATTdXeiav 
And having-told in Perga the word they-went-down to Attalia
14.26 KckeTGev du8uXeuoav el? ’AvTioxeiav...
And-thence they sailed-off to A ntioch ...
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14.27 Trapa.yey6p.euoi Se Kal auuayayouTe? Tfju eKKXqofav duifyyeXAov ...
Having-arrived () and having-gathered the church they-reported...
summary
The 14 Prenuclear Aorist Participles can be divided into certain distinct semantic 
fields (related main verbs are verbs of motion unless bracketted):
1) Motivation for travel (2)
13.4 eKTrep4>9evTe? having-been-sent-out
14.6 gwLSovTe? Having-found-out (a plot)
2) Travelling (7)
13.5 yev6p.evoL having-arrived (KaTflyyeXXov they announced)
13.6 8ieX96vTe? Having-crossed (eflpov they-found)
13.13 ’AuayQeuTe? Having-sailed 
aTroYopfiaa? having-departed
13.14 8ieX96vT£? having-crossed
14.24 8ieX06vTe? having-crossed
14.27 Trapayeuogeuoi Having-arrived (dvn^ yyeXXov they-reported)
3) Actions before leaving (4)
a) abandoning (1)
13.51 £KTiuaEdp.evoi having-shaken (the dust from one’s feet)
b) preaching (3)
14.21 EfrayyeXiadp.evot Having-evangelized 
p.aQqT£TJCTavT£? having discipled
14.25 XaXifoauTe? having-told
4) Action before reporting success (1)
14.27 CTuvayqy6vT£? having-gathered (dyijyyeXAou they-reported)
Half of these 14 Aorist Participles are directly concerned with the travel sequence. All are 
prenuclear.
As regards the textual variants in Acts 14:21, if one reads the Aorist Participle of 
“evangelize” (as in Sinaiticus and Vaticanus) then I would analyse it as prenuclear 
conjoined with the next Aorist Participle, with re linking this whole sentence to the 
previous sentence:
14.20 ... Kal Tq eiTaDpiov ££fjX0eu cruu tig Bapuapa et? AepPqu.
... And the next-day he-left with the Barnabas to Derbe.
14.21 E6ayyeXiqdp.evo(, tc tt)U ttoXiv eKetuqu Kal p-a9r|Te6aavTe? tKauou?
Having-evangelized and the town that and having discipled several 
inr6(rrpet|jav el? rf)u AuaTpau Kal el? ’Ikouiou Kal el? ’AuTioxeiau ... 
they-retumed to the Lystra and to Iconium and to Antioch...
If however the Present Participle of “evangelize” (as in the manuscripts ADEH) 
were original, then the most obvious analysis, based on prototypical semantic relationships 
within a “missionary journey” scenario, would be that it is postnuclear to the previous verb
“left” indicating the PURPOSE + RESULT of going to Derbe:
14.20 ... Kal Tf) eTTaupiov 6£fjX0eu emu t w Bapuapa et? AepPqu
... And the next-day he-left with the Barnabas to Derbe
14.21 euayyeXi£o|ievo[ Te Tfjv ttoXiu K^eluqu.
evangelizing also the town that. i.e. in order to evangelize that town also (which they did)
K a l  p .a 9 T ) T e u a a u T e ?  i K a v o u ?
And having discipled several
inr&rrpei/Hiy et? tt)v Auorpau Kal el? ’Ikouiou Kal el? ’AuTi6xet.au ... 
they-retumed to the Lystra and to Iconium and to Antioch...
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However, the position of Te makes this analysis unlikely. When Te occurs second in the
clause it operates at clause level and links that clause to the previous one, e.g.
Acts 1:15 fjv t c  oxAo? bvopdTcov em to a v r b  wael e kotov eiKoai*
Acts 2:33 t(\v Te eTTayyeXtav tou TTveupaTo? tou Aytou Xa(3(bv irapA tou TrctTpo?
Acts 15:4 AvriyyeiXbv Te b o a  o 0eo? eiToLqoev peT’ atrrcov.
When Te occurs second in the phrase (underlined) it operates at phrase level, and typically
co-occurs with rat to link the first item to the following item, e.g.
Acts 1:1 Sv fjp£aTO b  ’Iqaou? iroieiv Te Kal SiSdgKeiv
Acts 1:8 6aeo06 pou papTupe? ev Te ’IepoucraAfip Kal [evl iracyq Tfj ’louSata
Acts 1:13 ob fjaav KaTap6vovTe?, o Te IleTpo? Kal ’Ioodvvq? Kal ...
Acts 19:10 ’IouSatou? Te Kal 'EAAqva?,
This pattern is clearly shown below:
Acts 17:14b liTrepeivdv Te o Te 2iAa? Kal 6 Tm60eo? eKei.
remained and the and Silas and the Timothy there 
and both Silas and Timothy remained there.
If euayyeXiCopevoi in Acts 14:21 were postnuclear, then Te would be a coordinating
conjunction between main verb and participle, which is problematic grammatically, and
the meaning would be “and in order to evangelize that town”, which is problematic
semantically. Thus the position of Te suggests that the Aorist Participle is the correct
reading and should be analysed as prenuclear. (See also Acts 20:3 below, where these
same arguments apply.)
COUNCIL OF JERUSALEM
15.2 ... ^Tafav Ava(3atveiv ITaDAov Kal BapvafBav ... et? ’IepouaaAfjp ...
... they-appointed to-go-up Paul and Barnabas ... to Jerusalem ...
15.3 Ol pev ouv TTpoTreuufr06vTe? utto Tfj? eKKXqoia?
They () therefore having-been-sent by the church
SujpxovTO t t ) v  Te 4>oivtKqv Kal 2apdpeiav eKSiqyoupevoi ... 
were-going-through the both Phoenicia and Samaria describing...
15.4 TTaoavev6pevoL 8e ei? ’IepouaaXfip irape86x0qaav ... AvqyyeiXdv ...
Having-arrived () to Jerusalem they-were-received ... they-reported ...
15.22 T 6tc 6 8o^e ... ir6pif)ai el? ’AvTidxeiav auv tw ITauXto Kal Bapva(3g, ...
Then seemed-good ... to-send to Antioch with the Paul and Barnabas ...
15.30 Ol pev o0v broAuOevre? KaTqXOov el? ’AvTioxeiav ...
They () therefore having-been-dismissed went-down to Antioch ...
summary
The 3 Prenuclear Aorist Participles can be divided into two distinct semantic fields: 
Motivation for travel (2)
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15.3 TTpoTTeuriQevTe? having-been-sent (by the church)
15.30 ATroXu06vTe? having-been-dismissed
Travelling (1)
15.4 Trapavevouevoi Having-amved (irape86x0qoav ... AvqyyeiXdv
they-were-received... they-reported)
Here two of the Aorist Participles (15:3, and 15:30) emphasize the role of Paul and 
Barnabas as representatives, and only one is concerned with travel sequence. This fits the 
different scenario for this particular journey. All are prenuclear.
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SECOND MISSIONARY JOURNEY
15.39 kykvero 88 uapoguapo?
Occurred () shaip-contention
oiCTje auoxcopiaOqvai aurou? oltt’ dXXqXwv, 
so-that to-be-separated them from one-another
t6v Te Bapvapav uaoaXaBovTa tov Mapxov 8iarXe0aoti el? Kuupov, 
the and Barnabas having-taken the Mark to-sail-out to Cyprus.
15.40 IlaOXo? 88 8mXegdpevo? EtAav 8£qX0ev 
Paul () having-chosen Silas left
uapaSoGel? Tq x4 Pltl tou Kuplou bird twv d8eX<j>tov. 
having-been-commended in-the-grace of-the lord by the brothers.
15.41 SiT^ pxcTo 88 Tqv Euplav Kal [rqv] KiXiKiav 8uiaTqptCcav Td? eKKXqala?. 
He-was-crossing () the Syria and (the) Cilicia strengthening the churches.
16.1 Kanyrqcrev 88 kal] el? Aep(3qv Kal el? AuaTpav. ...
He-came-down () [also] to Derbe and to Lystra..
16.6 AiqXGov 88 Tqv 4>puylav Kal TaXaTUcqv x^pav 
They-crossed () the Phiygia and Galatian country
KioXuOevTe? uuo tou dylou uveupaTo? XaXqaai t8v Xoyov 8v tq ’Aata* 
having-been-blocked by the holy spirit to-speak the word in the Asia.
16.7 8XQovTe? 88 KaTd Tqv Mualav 8netpa£ov el?  Tqv BiGuvlav uopeuGqvai,
Having-come () near the Mysia they-were-trying in the Bithynia to-go
Kal ouk e la a ev  auTou? to uveupa ’Iqaou* 
and not allowed them the spirit of-Jesus.
16.8 iraoeXOovTe? 88 Tqv Mualav KaT6f3qaav el? Tpua8a. ...
having-bypassed () the Mysia they-went-down to Troas
16.9 ... AiaBa? el? MaKeSovlav {3oq0qaov fp iv .
Having-crossed to Maecedonia help us.
16.10 ... euOew? 8£qTYjaapev 8£eX0eiv el? MaKeSovlav 
... straightway we-sought to-leave to Macedonia
aupfti(3d£ovTe? oti upoaKeKXqTai fipa? 6 0eo? euayyeXlaaaGai atm#?, 
concluding that has-called us the god to-evangelize them.
16.11 ’AvayGevTe? 88 duo Tptod8o? e00u8popijaapev el?  EapoGpcjkqv, 
Having-sailed () from Troas we-went-straight to Samothrace,
Tq 88 emoljaq el? Neav TToXiv 
on-the () next-day to Neapolis
16.12 KdKei0ev el? 4>lXIuuou?, ... 
and-thence to Philippi
16.40 eEeXQovTe? 8 8 duo Tfj? <f>uXaKfj? elafjXQov up6? Tqv Au8lav 
having-gone-out () from the jail they-entered to the Lydia 
Kal ISovTe? uapeKdXeaav tou? d8e\<]>ou? Kal 8£qX0av. 
and having-seen they-exhorted the brothers and left.
17.1 AioSeuaavTe? 88 n )v  ’Ap<|>luoXiv Kal Tqv ’AuoXXcovtav 
Having-gone-through () the Amphipolis and the Apollonia 
TjXGov el? ©eaaaXov'iKqv...
they-came to Thessalonika...
17.10 Ol 8 8  & 8 e \ ( p o l ... 8£8uepi|jav tov Te ITauXov K a l  tov EiXav el? Bepoiav, 
The () brothers ... sent-out the both Paul and the Silas to Berea 
oiTive? uapqyevopevoi el? rqv auvaycoyijv toov ’I ouSalwv d uijeaav. ... 
who having-arrived into the synagogue of-the Jews went.
17.14 euOeco? 88 t6tc t8v TlauXov 8£au8aTeiXav ol d8eX<J>ol 
Immediately () then the Paul[object] sent-away the brothers
uopeueaOai ew? eul Tqv GdXaaaav, 
to-travel as-far-as to the sea, 
hu6peivdv Te 8 Te EiXa? Kal o TipoGeo? eKei. 
and remained also the both Silas and the Timothy there.
17.15 ol 88 KaGiaTdvovTe? t8v IlauXov fjyayov ew? ’AOqvcov, ...
The () conducting the Paul led as-far-as Athens ...
18.1 MeTa TauTa ytopt.q6el? 8k twv ’AOqvwv fjXGev el? KoptvOov. ...
After those[things] having-left from the Athens he-went to Corinth...
18.18 'O 88 ITauXo? 8tl upoauelva? fjpepa? i K a v a ?  toi? d8eXcf>oi?
The () Paul more having-remained days several with-the brothers 
duoTagdpevo? 8£8ir\ei el? tY)v Euplav, ... 
having-bid-farewell sailed-off to the Syria
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Keipdp.euo? ev Keyxpeai? rfrv Ke^aXfrv, 
having-shorn in Cenchrea the head 
elxev ydp euxqv. 
he-had for vow.
18.19 KaTf)VTriaay 86 el?  "E^eaov ...
They-came-down () to Ephesus ...
18.21 dXXa diroTa£d|j.evo? Kal eluGGV ... d v r j x f b l  duo T f ) ?  E4>6aou,
But having-bade-farewell and saying ... he-sailed from the Ephesus
18.22 Kal KaTeXQlau el?  Kaiadpeiav,
And having-gone-down to Caesarea, 
duaBa? Kal dauaod)ievoc rfrv eKKXqalav, 
having-gone-up and having-greeted the church 
KarffJri el? ’AvTi6xeiav, 
he-went-down to A ntioch ...
summary
The 17 Prenuclear Aorist Participles can be divided into certain distinct semantic
fields:
2) Travelling (10)
16.7 6X96uTe? Having-come
16.8 uapeX96vTe? having-bypassed
16.9 Aiagd? Having-crossed ((3of)9r)aov help)
16.11 ’AvaY9euTe? Having-sailed
16.40 e£eX66yre? having-gone-out
17.1 AioSeuaavTe? Having-gone-through
17.10 uapaveudp-euoi having-arrived
18.1 yiopiqOel? having-left
18.22 KOTeXO v^ having-gone-down
18.22 auapd? having-gone-up
3) Actions before leaving (7)
c) choosing companions (2)
15.39 uapaXa(36uTa having-taken (Mark)
15.40 emXeEdpeuo? having-chosen (Silas)
d) staying a while (1)
18.18 upoggelyq? having-remained (many days)
e) proper leave taking (4)
18.18 duoTagdpieuo? having-bid-farewell
18.21 duoTaEdgeuo? having-bade-farewell
18.22 dcruacrd)jLeuo? having-greeted (the church)
16.40 ISouTe? having-seen (uapeicdXeaav they-exhorted )
The majority of prenuclear Aorist Participles (9 out of 16) are related to the travel 
sequence and are predictable from the preceding or following main verb scenarios. Indeed, 
in 16:1 lb and 16:12 the verbal form for travelling is so redundant that it is omitted. In
contrast, none of the 3 postnuclear Aorist Participles are of a verb of motion, but they
relate to the main verb non-temporally, as shown below.
15.40 6fnX0ev uapa8o9et? le f t ... having-been-commended
Here the commendation by the church is postnuclear. According to my theoiy, this means 
it is not presented as merely a previous event in the prototypical script. Perhaps this marks
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that this was not simply part of the departure script, but rather indicates MANNER, i.e. 
“with the affirmation of the church”. Certainly, whereas the church sent Paul and Barnabas 
on the first journey (Acts 13:3), this second journey was a result of Paul and Barnabas’ 
own desire to revisit their converts (Acts 15:36). Although in 15:39 Barnabas and Mark’s 
departure is presented in a subordinate Accusative and Infinitive construction, Paul and 
Silas’ departure in 15:40 is given as a main line event. This alerts the audience to the fact 
that Paul’s journey is focal and will be given in detail.
16.6 AiqXGov KioAuQevTe? They-crossed... having-been-blocked 
Here the postnuclear Aorist Participle most likely gives the REASON for the decision to 
travel through Phrygia and Galatia (Barrett, 1998:768-9), i.e. “because the Holy Spirit 
prevented them from preaching in Asia” (cf. TEV, New Living Translation), since going 
straight to Asia from Derbe and Lystra would have been a straight journey West through 
Phrygia, rather than a turn Northwards. It should be noted that in 18:23 where Paul is 
travelling from East to West (rather than South-East to North-West) the order is reversed, 
Galatia and Phrygia, suggesting that the individual geographical areas are in focus.
18.18 6f6TrXei ... Keipdp.euo? he-sailed-off... having-shorn (his head)
Here the postnuclear Aorist Participle most probably gives the REASON for the main
verb. Paul was going to Syria on route to Jerusalem, because he had cut his hair at the
termination of a vow he had made, and needed to make the proper sacrifices in Jerusalem
(see Numbers 6:1-21, Acts 21:21-26, also Marshall, 1980:300). Paul goes to Jerusalem,
and presumably completes his vow, in Acts 18:22.
There is also one postnuclear Present Participle of REASON:
16.10 £Cqn)cragev 6£eX8eTv ... au[iSi(3d£oyTe?
we-sought to-leave ... concluding that..., i.e. because we concluded.
THIRD MISSIONARY JOURNEY
18.23 Kal uon)aa? x p b v o v  Tiva 6£qA0ev,
And having-spent time certain he-left
Siepxopevo? Ka0e£fj? tt|V FaXaTiKT|v x^pav Kal 4>puylay, 
going-through in-order the Galatian region and Phrygia 
£mcrrr|pL£a)v irdvTa? rob? p.a0T|Td?. ... 
strengthening all the disciples....
19.1 ’Ey6veTO ... TlaOXov SieAQdvTa Td dvarrepiKd pipri [Kar]cX0etv el? ’'E<f>eaoy ...
It-happened .. Paul having-crossed the upper part to-come to Ephesus...
20.1 ... peTaiTe|iridp.evo? 8 IlauAo? rob? p.a0r|Td? Kal Tra.paKa.Aeaa?.
... having-summoned the Paul the disciples and having-exhorted 
dgrragdyevp? ££r]X0ev TTopebeaGai el? MaKe8ovlav. 
having-bade-farewell he-left to-travel to Macedonia.
20.2 8ieX0d)v 86 Ta pepq exelva Kal irapaKaXeaa? abTou? ...
Having-crossed () the part that and having-encouraged them ... 
fjAOev el? tt)v <EXXd8a
he-went to the Greece
20.3 TTon)aa? Te |ifjva? Tpei?* 
having-spent also months three.
yevopevq? em|3ouAfj? a b ™  uiro twv ’I ouSalwv geXXovTi dvdyeaOai el? tt|V 2uptav, 
having-occurred plot to-him by the Jews intending to-sail to the Syria,
6y£veTo yv<jj[iT|? tou biToaTpe<f)eiv 8ia MaKeSovla?. ... 
he-became of-mind of-the to-retum via Macedonia....
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20.5 oStoi 86 upoeX06vTe? 6pevov f|pd? ev Tpwd8i,
These () having-gone-ahead were-waiting for-us in Troas,
20.6 f)peX? 86 6£euXetterapev ... duo 4>iXlurrwv 
We () sailed-off... from Philippi,
Kal f)X0opev upo? auTou? el? Tqv TpwdSa ... 
and we-came to them in the Troas,
20.13 HpeX? 86 upoeXQovre? 6ul t8 uXoXov dvijx&qpey eul ttjv TAaaov 
We () having-gone-ahead on the ship sailed to the Assos
6Kei6ev piXXovTe? 6vaXapf3dveLv tov TTauXov ... 
thence intending to-take-on-board the Paul
20.14 (b? 86 auv6(3aXAev qpXv el? Tqv tActctov,
When () he-was-meeting us in the Assos, 
dvaXaB6vTec auT5v f|X0opev el?  MiTuXfrvqv, 
having-taken-on-board him we-came to Mitylene,
20.15 KdKeiOev duouXeuaavTe? Tq 6mouarq KaTqvnjgapev dvTiKpu? Xlou,
And-thence having-sailed the next-day we-arrived off Chios,
Tq 86 eTepa uapepdAopev el? Zapov, 
on-the () next-day we-crossed to Samos,
Tq 86 exopevq flXOopev el?  MIXt)tov. 
on-the () next-day we-came to Miletus.
20.38 ... upo6uepuov 8 6 airrdv el? t8 uXoiov.
... They-escorted () him to the ship.
21.1 'Q? 86 6y6veTo dvaxOqvai qpa? duoauaa06vra? du’ aimov,
When () it-happened to-sail us having-been-tom-away from them, 
eu9u8popf|gavTe? ■fjXGopev el? Tqv Kto, 
having-gone-straight we-came to the Cos,Tq 86 6£fj? el? Tqv P 6 8ov K&KeX0ev el? IXdTapa' 
on-the () next-day to the Rhodes and-thence to Patara.
21.2 Kal eupovTe? uXoXov Siauepwv ei? 4>oivlKqv 
And having-found ship crossing to Phoenicia 
emftdvTe? dvrfalhipev.
having-boarded we-sailed,
21.3 dva6 dvavTe? 86 Tqv Kuupov Kal KaTaXtudvTe? airrqv eucbvupov
Having-sighted () the Cyprus and having-left it on-the-left 
<6uX6opev el? Zuplav Kal KaTfjX0opev el? Tupov
we-sailed to Syria and went-down to Tyre....
21.6 duqguagdpeBa dXXqXou? Kal dv6|3qpev el? t8 uXoXov,
We-bade-farewell to-each-other and boarded to the ship,
6Keivoi 86 imkanrpeifiav el? Td i8ia.
They () returned to the own,
21.7 'HpeX? 86 tov uXouv SLavuaavTe? duo Tupou KaTqvmjgapev el? TlToXepat8a 
We  () the voyage having-continued from Tyre arrived at Ptolemais
Kal dguagduevoi tou? d8eX<j)ob? 6 pelvapev fipepav plav uap’ auToX?. 
and having-greeted the brothers remained day one with them.
21.8 Tq 86 euaDpiov eEeXBovTe? fjXGopev el? Kaigapeiav ...
The () next-day having-left we-came to Caesarea...
21.15 ... euigKeuqgdpevoi dve(3atvopev el? ‘IepoooXupa- 
... having-got-ready we-were-going-up to Jerusalem.
21.16 guvfjXOov 86 Kal twv pa0qTwv dud Kaigapela? auv qpXv,
Went-along () also of-the disciples from Caesarea with us 
ayovTe? uap’ <S £evig0ujpev Mvdgwvt ...
bringing with whom we-may-lodge Mnason ...
21.17 Fevopevwv 8 6 qpwv el? 'IepoooXupa dapevoo? due8 6£avTO f)pa? ol a8eX<f>ol. ... 
Having-arrived () us to Jerusalem joyfully greeted us the brothers....
summary
The 21 Prenuclear Aorist Participles can be divided into certain distinct semantic
f i e l d s :
1) Motivation for taking specific route (1)
21.3 duaftdvavTe? Having-sighted (Cyprus)
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2) Travelling (10)
19.1 SieXGovra having-crossed
20.2 SigXGc# Having-crossed
20.5 TTpogXGovTg? having-gone-ahead
20.13 TrpoeXGovTg? having-gone-ahead
20.14 dvaXa(36vTg? having-taken-on-board
20.15 &TroTrXgtiaravTg? having-sailed
21.1 euGuSpoiiYjoavTe? having-gone-straight
21.3 KaTaXiTrdy-re? having-left
21.7 SiavuaavTe? having-continued fthe vovagel
21.8 8£eX66vTe? having-left
3) Actions before leaving (10)
d) staying a while (2)
18.23 Trottiorq? having-spent time
20.3 TToiYjqqg having-spent (three months)
e) proper leave taking (5)
20.1 u e T a r r e u k d u e y o ?  having-summoned (the disciples)
20.1 TrapaKaXeaq? having-exhorted
20.1 daTTaadpevo? having-bade-farewell
20.2 'TTapaKaXecra? having-encouraged
21.7 datTaadpeyoi having-greeted
f) preparation (3)
21.2 ehpdvTeg having-found (a ship)
21.2 gTTipdvTg? having-boarded
21.15 g m a K g u a a d p g y o i  having-got-ready
Acts 20:3 Troif|cras‘ T6 (ifjvas* Tpeis* “having-spent also months three” might be 
analyzed as postnuclear, and hence PURPOSE+RESULT, i.e. “he went to Greece and (as a 
result) spent three months there.” However, in that analysis the particle re “also/and” 
would be problematic, since I argue that the only conjunctions linking Participle and main 
verb mark contraexpectation (e.g. Hebrews 12:17). A  better solution is that it is prenuclear 
to the next main verb, and followed by a Genitive Absolute, i.e. “And when he had been 
there for three months, since a plot had been hatched against him by the Jews, as he was 
about to sail for Syria, he decided to return via Macedonia.” This would parallel Acts 
18:23 lexically and semantically Kal uoipga? xpbvov Tiva “And having spent
some time [there] he left,” and parallel Acts 20:9 and 2 Corinthians 2:12 syntactically, 
with Prenuclear Nominative Participle followed by a Prenuclear Genitive Absolute.
Overall summary of the Acts travelogue
There are 55 prenuclear Aorist Participles in the travel section of Paul’s Missionary 
journeys and the Council of Jerusalem. They fall into the following distinct semantic 
fields:
1) Motivation for travel / for taking specific route (5/55)
2) Travelling (28/55)
1 2 3
3) Actions before leaving (21/55)
a) abandoning (1)
b) preaching (3)
c) choosing companions (2)
d) staying a while (3)
e) proper leave taking (9)
f) preparation (3)
4) Action before reporting success (1/55) (on arrival back at sending church)
There are only 3 postnuclear Aorist Participles in this selection, compared to 55
prenuclear Aorist Participles. None are of a verb of motion, but they relate to the main
verb non-temporally:
M A N N E R
15.40 ££qX0ey TrapaSoOel? le f t ... having-been-commended 
REASO N
16.6 AiqXQov KcoXuOdvTe? They-crossed... having-been-blocked
18.18 6£6TrXei ... Keipdp.eyo? he-sailed-off... having-shorn (his head)
There is also one postnuclear Present Participle in this selection, (compared to 55
prenuclear Aorist Participles, and 3 postnuclear). This also is non-temporal and shows the
REASON for the main verb:
R EASO N
16.10 6£qn)CTa|iev ££e\0€Tv gupfliftdfovTe? ... we-sought to-leave ... concluding...
These data support my theory that preceding events from the script of the main 
verb’s scenario are grammaticalized as Prenuclear Aorist Participles, since such Participles 
related to main verbs in the selection of “missionary travel” belong to a limited set of 
semantic domains, which all fit the category of preceding script events.
From the above we can therefore reconstruct a tentative “missionary travel” 
scenario:
Motivation for travel:
Being sent by the church
Travel:
Preparation for travel
Choose companions 
Find ship (for sea voyage)
Modes o f travel 
On foot 
By ship
Motivation for specific time or route o f  travel:
Escaping danger 
Divine guidance (Acts 16:6)
Vision (Acts 16:10)
(at sea) Sighting land 
Result: Arrive 
Purpose: Teach about Jesus 
Work on arrival:
Preach and teach 
Strengthen existing believers 
Time scale for work:
Stay for days, months, years
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Result o f work:
Success: believers 
Failure: rejection, expulsion 
Actions before leaving:
If teaching accepted,
encourage believers 
bid farewell 
If teaching not accepted,
shake dust from feet 
Leave: Go elsewhere, and start script again: 
End: Return to sending church
Report back on success o f the mission
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Appendix I 
F u rth e r evidence for Genitive Absolutes as switch- 
reference m arkers
This appendix explains apparent exceptions to the hypothesis that Greek Genitive 
Absolutes are switch-reference markers, as argued in Chapter 5 “Case: Nominative or 
Genitive”.
If Genitive Absolutes are switch-reference markers, indicating that there will be a
different subject for the following main verb, one would expect that the Genitive Absolute
and the main verb would always have a different grammatical subject. Occasionally,
however, the Genitive Absolute and the main verb have the same grammatical subject, e.g.
Matt 1:18 and Acts 22:17, which Burton calls the worst examples of “irregularity”
(1987:175). Such apparent inconsistencies can be explained by considering the underlying
semantic role of the subject (Levinsohn, 1992:178), e.g.
Matt. 1:18
|j.VTiCTTeu0eLCTT|? T f j ?  j i q T p o ?  a u T o O  M apta? Tra ’ I w o f jt f ) .  
having-been-betrothed the mother of-him Mary to-the Joseph,
Trplv q cruveXOeiv auTou?
before the to-come-together them
ebp60r| ev yaorpl ?xouaa TrveupaTo? aytou.
she-was-found in belly having from spirit holy.
Here although Mary is grammatical subject of clause 1 and 3, she is not the agent in the
underlying semantic roles, since she is not controlling either event. Moreover, each event
has a different underlying agent: 
event 1: betroth
agent Mary’s father
goal Mary
beneficiary Joseph 
event 2: come together
agent Mary and Joseph
event 3: be found
agent Joseph
goal Mary
event 4: be pregnant
agent (atypical) Holy Spirit 
patient Mary
Similarly, in Acts 22:17, although the grammatical subject of clauses 2 and 3 are
identical, the underlying semantic roles are distinct, since in clause 3 Paul is not
controlling the event:
Acts 22:17
’Ey6vejo 86 goi uTroaTpeiJravTi el? ’I epouaaXrp
It-happened () to-me having-returned to Jerusalem
K a l  T r p o a e u x o p .e v o i )  |iou e v  t w  l e p r a
and praying me in the temple
yeveoOai |ie ev eKcrrdcrei
to-become me in ecstasy.
event 1: return
agent I
event 2: pray
agent I
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God
I
event 3: be in ecstacy 
agent 
patient
Healey and Healey’s 4/313 exceptions (1990:211-214) also include Acts 21:34, and 
28:6, but exclude Mark 6:22 where ppecrev may be analysed “it pleased” rather than “she 
pleased”. These may perhaps be categorized in Greek as switch-reference because of the 
different underlying participant roles of the grammatical subjects:
Acts 21:34
event 1: be able to know
experiencer he
event 2: command
agent he
Acts 28:6
event 1: expect
experiencer they
event 2: behold
experiencer they
event 3: change mind
agent they
event 4: say
agent they
Mark 6:22
event 1: enter
agent Herodias’
event 3: please
stimulus Herodias’
experiencer Herod
The restriction on conjoining items with the same surface form but different 
semantic roles has already been noted in Greek with regard to strings of participles, which 
are only conjoined when they fit in the same semantic slot.
Similarly, the “Genitive Absolute” switch-reference system is found in Greek
where the subjects of consecutive clauses are partially, but not completely, identical.
Healey and Healey call this the part-whole case (1990:207):
where the deep subject o f  one verb (first or second) semantically includes the deep subject o f  the other 
verb (as in the words for “Jesus and his disciples ... he ..'.”) ... Some languages treat these two deep 
subjects as same, whereas others, including N ew  Testament Greek, treat them as different. Such part- 
whole instances observed are: Mt 17:9, 17:22. 26:21 ,26:26; Mk 11:12, 14:18, 14:22; Acts 26:14,27:18
Although Genitive Absolutes as a switch-reference device always have a different
subject (in the sense of underlying semantic role) from the main verb, they need not have
the same subject as one another, as Healey and Healey show (1990:198 text and note): 
There are also instances where conjunctions occur between two subordinate clauses o f  the same kind 
with different subjects, although this is less common....Lk 3:1,3:15, 8:4; Acts 27:9. In Acts 25:23 and Jn 
2:9, it is only the subject o f  the last clause which is different. Rom 2:15a and b follow rather than 
precede their main clause, and the first subject is different.
Of these 7 examples, John 2:9 is a “when” clause, and the others are genitive participial 
clauses. In Luke 3:15 and 8:14, although the surface subjects are different, they may well 
be co-referential. However, the other conjoined clauses have distinctly different subjects.
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This is no problem for genitive participial clauses, since they may or may not have the 
same subject as each other, the only restriction being that they have a different subject 
from the main verb. In contrast all nominative participial clauses, conjoined or otherwise, 
must have the same subject as the main verb, so they can never occur with different 
subjects.
The use of the Genitive Absolute within a switch-reference system also explains 
why the Participle sometimes stands alone without an explicit subject. Where the subject 
of a Genitive Absolute is not explicit, the implicit subject must be inferred from the 
scenario which is currently open in the discourse. Since the Genitive Absolute explicitly 
marks that the subject of the main verb will be switched, i.e. different from the current 
subject, it implies that the current subject is not switched. So the most likely candidate for 
implicit subject is the “topical agent” (my term), i.e. the agent currently most prominent in 
the discourse and hence already focal in the audience’s mind, usually the explicit subject 
of the previous main verb. This “topical agent” remains topical as the implicit subject of 
the Genitive Participial Clause, but then the “switch-reference” occurs and the subject of 
the main verb is different (Indicatives and grammatical subjects (also semantic agents)
bolded, Participles underlined), e.g.
Matthew 17:11-14 
6 86 duoKpiGel? etuev, ... t6te cnn/fjicav ol ua&ryral otl ...
He 0  having-answered said ... Then understood the disciples that...
Kal cXQovtcjv upo? tov oxXov 
And having-come towards the crowd 
upooqXGev a i™  dvOpcouo? ... 
approached him man ...
The subject of the verb “come” in the Genitive Absolute construction is best understood as 
including all the topical agents from the previous text, i.e. Jesus and the disciples, not the 
disciples alone. This is not so much determined by grammar, since disciples are masculine 
plural and immediately precede the Participial Phrase, but more by the scenario of 
disciples, which includes their prototypically accompanying their teacher.
Similarly:
Acts 21:30-31
6kivt)0ti t€ f) u6Xl? oXq Kal eyeveTo auv8po|aq toO XaoO,
Was-moved and the city whole and occurred rush-together of-the people
Kal 6niXa(36|i.euoi tou TlauXou etAicov auTov toO lepou
and having-siezed the Paul they-were-dragging him outside the temple
Kal eDQeco? dtcXeCaOqaav a l QDpai.
and straightaway were-closed the doors.
fnTouvTioy tc auTov duoKTeivai
Seeking and him to-kill,
dv6Pq <f>dai? tw xAidpxtp ...
came report to-the commander...
The indefinite “they” as subject of the verb “dragged” (marked only by 3rd person plural 
verb endings) takes precedence as topical agent over “doors”, the subject of the 
immediately preceding clause. This is probably due not only to the gender marking of the 
Participle “seeking” as masculine, but also to the fact that doors are inanimate and are the
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subject of a passive verb, i.e. the semantic goal, not agent of the action. Scenario theory 
allows for prototypical “fillers” for its participant slots, and a prototypical agent is animate. 
Thus real life expectations, not grammar alone, affect disambiguation.
One might argue that the criterion for disambiguation above is purely grammatical: 
the grammatical subject of £t}touvtiov, which is masculine plural, cannot possibly be 
coreferential with “doors” al GupaL, which are feminine plural. It should be noted 
however that the grammatical subject of emXa(3o|j.evoi, which is also masculine plural, is 
co-referential with “the city” f) ttoXis* (feminine singular) and/or “the people” tou Xaou 
(masculine singular), so the crucial determining factor is semantics not simply grammar.
Using zero marking for a Noun Phrase in the subject slot is of course quite normal 
with Indicatives which have the same subject as previous verbs, and though subject 
deletion with Genitive Absolutes is infrequent in the New Testament, it is quite common in 
the papyri (Argyle, 1957/8:285, note 1).
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Appendix J  
P renuclear and Postnuclear Participles - form  and 
function
This appendix provides fuller explanation and further examples to illustrate the 
form and function of Prenuclear and Postnuclear Participles, as described in Chapter 5 
“Types of Participial Clause with examples”. It also includes an analysis of so-called 
Independent Participial Clauses.
1) Prenuclear Aorist Participle Nominative
= preceding EVENT with same subject as main verb
> preceding time setting (where event is Discourse-old or predictable)
Since a Discourse-old or predictable event is not, for the hearers, a new element on
the event line of the narrative, there must be some other reason for the author to mention it.
The most frequent reason is to provide a time setting for the subsequent action, e.g.
Acts 13:4b-5a 
6KeT0£v Te dTr^irXeuaav et? Kwrpov, 
thence and they-sailed-off to Cyprus
Kal 'yevop.evoi ev 2aXapIvi Kan^yyeXXov t6v Xoyov tou 0eou ...
And having-come in Salamis announced the word of-the God...
NIV “and sailed from there to Cyprus. When they arrived at Salamis..” Note that Salamis is the first major 
port in Cyprus approaching from the East, so arriving at Salamis is highly predictable.
Also Acts 27:36, 38
There are two interesting examples from the Epistles, with the main verb in a 
different Tense/Aspect/Mood, showing that Prenuclear Aorist Participles mark the 
temporal relationship relative to the time of the main verb, not absolute tense, i.e. the
temporal relationship relative to the time of speaking or writing:
1 Corinthians 2:1
Kayra 6X9rav np5? up.a?, a8eX<f)ot,
And-I having-come to you, brothers, 
q \0ov  ou Ka0’ iiTrepoxf|v Xoyou f| ao4>ta? 
came not according-to excellence of-word or of-wisdom 
KaTayyeXXwv uptv t5 pucrrr|piov tou 0eou. 
announcing to-you the mystery of-the god.
NIV “When I came to you, brothers I did not come with eloquence ...”
This previous visit is alluded to in 1:14 “I did not baptise any o f  you except Crispus”
2 Corinthians 2:3b
iva p.i) eX0rav Xunqv ax© rav £Sei pe xatpeiv
so-that not having-come grief I-might-have from whom it-was-right me to-rejoice 
NIV “so that when I come I should not be distressed...”
This intended visit is implied in 2:1.
The verb 6pxop.ai seems to be ambiguous, referring to either the actual motion of
travel, or the time during which a visitor is present. In these examples the Prenuclear
Aorist Participle appears to refer to the travel, but the main verbs, including 6pxop.ai, to
t h e  t i m e  w h e n  p r e s e n t .
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> preceding event, implicit reason (usually Participle is verb of perception)
Things which one perceives are likely to affect one’s actions, hence prenuclear
U&'tZpi ctSAorist Participles of perception -u&uH-F temporal setting, e.g.
Matthew 2:10
I86ime? 88 t5v dcrntpa 8xdpqoav x a Pav peydXqv a^68pa.
Having-seen () the star they-rejoiced joy great exceedingly.
NIV “When they saw the star they were overjoyed.”
The star has already appeared in 2:9. It is clear that their seeing the star provides both a time setting and a 
motivation for their rejoicing. NIV makes the time setting explicit “when”, leaving the reason relationship 
implicit, as is common in English. Nevertheless, the reader understands a reason relationship from the 
prototypical relationships within the scenario.
Acts 14:14
AKouCTauTg? 88 ol drr6aToXoi Bapva(3a? Kal HaOXo?
Having-heard () the apostles Barnabas and PaulSiapphgavTe? Ta IpdTia a im #  8£eTnj8qaav el?  tov 8yXov Kpa£ovTe?... 
having-torn the clothes of-them they-rushed into the crowd shouting...
NIV “But when the apostles Barnabas and Paul heard o f  this, they tore their clothes and rushed out into the 
crowd, shouting...” It is clear that they would not have been upset had they not heard that the people were 
regarding them as gods. What they perceive clearly affects what they do.
Events of perception are also highly predictable since things which occur are likely
to be perceived by those present, and things which are unusual or important are likely to be
heard about by everyone. As noted above, there are 73 prenuclear Aorist Participles of
olkouco “hear” in the New Testament. I calculate that 48 (66%) occur after an explicit or
implicit speech act in the co-text, and mark a change to a different subject from the
speaker. The others, like the examples above involve overhearing or hearing rumours. In
contrast there are only 2 postnuclear Aorist Participles of aKotia) “hear” (Acts 16:38, Col.
1:4) each stressing that what was heard was the direct REASON for the hearer’s action.
The use of such Participles in discourse, conditioned by their prototypical role in
scenarios, explains some data noted by O ’Donnell (1997:15) which cannot be explained in
terms of a direct correlation between Aspect and Aktionsart. Using Fanning’s
classification of Greek verbs by Aktionsart into States, Activities, Accomplishments and
Climaxes (1990), O ’Donnell charts how each category patterns with Aspectual choice. He
lists 10 States together with their z-scores (deviation from the norm of New Testament
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usage):
States Aorist Present Perfect
dtKOUW 8.57 -4.66 -2.76
yiUCOCTKO) -0.65 0.32 2.33
8ok8io -2.70 4.87 -1.92
8XTrt£o> -4.02 2.38 3.48
exw -21.19 25.55 -5.37
QeXto -8.66 10.62 -3.42
Oetopeio - 5.82 7.18 -1.90
6pdco 16.27 -15.60 1.95
maretia) -0.06 1.81 1.24
0pov8w -4.35 5.00 -1.21
A  z-score of over +/- 3 (bolded above) is statistically significant, so there is a clear 
trend for States to be -Aorist +Present, i.e. to occur in Imperfective Aspect verb forms, 
which supports a correspondence between Aspect and Aktionsart. Verbs with no bolded 
numbers are statistically insignificant here, but two “States” show high numbers for
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+Aorist -Present, i.e. Perfective Aspect. These are both verbs of Perception, frequently 
found in the Prenuclear Aorist Participle slot, referring to events predictable from the 
previous scenario, and fitting the initial event slot of the script of the following main verb. 
Thus the Perfective Aspect is not conditioned by the Aktionsart of the event per se, but by 
the role of this particular event in a narrative account.
This analysis is supported by the Tense/Aspect charting for oucotico (O’Donnell, 
1997, Appendix), where Participial use shows the highest deviation from the average:
aKoua) AORIST PRESENT IMPERFECT
occ expc z occ expc z occ expc z
Indicative 116 74 6.14 47 70 -3.36 11 21 -2.24
Subjunctive 24 21 1.57 3 6 -1.52
Imperative 20 16 1.26 13 17 -1.23
Participle 92 48 7.84 43 75 -5,46
Infinitive 17 21 -1.23 20 15 1.53
> preceding event in sequential stages of a script
Other events in prenuclear Aorist Participle form (i.e. not Discourse-old or 
predictable, nor verbs of perception) simply encode that this Discourse-new information 
belongs to the Hearer-old scenario of the following main verb and is in linear sequence, 
e.g.
Mark 8:13
xal dtfrel? aiiTou? ndXiv euBa? dTrfjXOev et? to Trepav.
And having-left them again having-embarked he-went-away to the other-side 
NIV “Then he left them, got back into the boat and crossed to the other side.”
Note that the grammatical and syntactical choice depends on the way the author
wishes to present the events not any fixed Aktionsart of the events themselves. Compare
parallel passages:
Mark 14:63
o 8e dpxiepeii? 8iappT|Ea? tou?  xLTwva? auTou X6yei,
The () chief-priest having-torn the clothes of-him says ...
NIV “The high priest tore his clothes. “...” he said”
Matthew 26:65 
tot£ o dpxLepeii? 8i6ppr|£ev Td IjiaTia airrou Xeyiou.
Then the chief-priest tore the clothes of-him saying ...
NIV “Then the high priest tore his clothes and said”
In both these passages the Participle shows that the two events of tearing one’s clothes and 
convicting of blasphemy are related in the one scenario. Mark chooses to entitle this 
scenario as “say (someone has blasphemed)” and makes explicit a preceding action in the 
script, viz. tearing clothes. Matthew chooses to entitle this same scenario as “tear clothes” 
and makes explicit a specific cotemporaneous concomitant action, viz. stating the 
blasphemy aloud.
Sometimes the action of the Participle is a logical prerequisite of the main verb,
e.g.
Matthew 8:3a 
Kal eKTetva? Tqu xe^ Pa fW,aTO airrou....
And having-stretched the hand he-touched him ...
Matthew 5:2
Kal duotga? to ar6(ia auTou 68t8aaicev auTou? Xeywv ...
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And having-opened the mouth he-taught them saying ...
In such situations, mention of another item from the main verb’s scenario may have a 
discourse function of highlighting the event, i.e. the significance of Jesus’s healing touch 
to an untouchable leper, and the significance of Jesus’s next words, the beatitudes.
Another verb which has statistically significant bias towards the Aorist Participle is 
d<f)fr|(ii (data from O ’Donnell, 1997, Appendix):
d</>lq|ii AORIST PRESENT
occ expc z occ expc z
Indicative 29 29 0.00 20 27 -1.71
Subjunctive 12 9 1.95 0 3 -1.92
Imperative 26 14 4.31 3 15 -4.92
Participle 20 7 6.03 0 11 -4.94
Infinitive 1 4 -2.22 6 3 2.36
This can be explained by the use of d(j>lr||j.i as part of a sequential script. Of the 19 Aorist 
Participles I have identified using G R A M CORD, one is part of a Noun Phrase (Mark 
13:34). The others are all Prenuclear and have varying senses according to the following 
scenarios:
a) leave behind - physical departure scenario(xl4/18)
b) reject - choice scenario(x3/l 8)
c) emit a sound - death scenario (xl/18)
a) physical departure + foliow/depart/flee/go/take (x!4)
+follow (x5)
Matt.4:20 ot 8 6 gu06ra? d^gvTg? tol 8'iKTua YiKoXotiOqaav aimo.
Matt.4:22 ol 86 g006co? dftgvTg? t5 ttXoiov Kal tov TraTgpa airrwv f|Ko\ol)0r]CTav auTO.
Mark 1:18 Kal gu0u? d<j)gvTg? Ta SlKTua T)KoXoti0qaav airra.
Luke 5:11 Kal KaTayaydvTg? to. TrXoia 6ttI Tqv yqv dtf>6vTg? Trdvra Y|KoXo60qaav aimS.
Luke 18:28 Elugv 86 8 llgTpo?- l8ob figgT? dftgvTg? tol i8ia T)KoXou0i)aa|i6v aoi.
+depart 1x5)
Matt.22:22 Kal dKouaavTg? 60aup.aaav, Kal arigvTg? auTov dirfjXGav.
Matt.26:44 Kal drigl? auTou? irdXiv diTgX0(i!)v upoo-qtifrrro ...
Mark 1:20 Kal gu8u? gKdXgagv auTou?. Kal arigVTg? t o v  TraT6pa auTrav Zg(3g8aiov 6v t o  t t X o iw  
p.gTa t o v  piaOraTwv dTrfjX0ov dutara auTou.
Mark 8:13 Kal dcfrgl? auTou? -rrdXiv 6(1(301? dTrfjX0gv el? to Tr6pav.
Mark 12:12b Kal dcfrgVTg? airr8v drrqXOov .
+flee (x2)
Matt.26:56b T 6Tg ol (ia0qTal TrdvTg? drigvTg? airrdv 6<J>uyov.
Mark 14:50 Kal dcfcgvTg? auT8v etyuyov TravTg?.
+gO fxU
Matt. 13:36 T 6Tg dcfrgl? tou? oxXou? fj\0ev gl? Tqv oktav. ...
+take (xl)
Mark 4:36 K a l  d ( f ) g v T g ?  t o v  8xXov irapaXa|i(3dvouaiv alrrbv cu? fjv 6v t o  t tX o I u ) .. .
b) choice (x3)
Mark 7:8 Ad)6vTg? Tqv 6vToXf]V tou 0gou KpaTetTe Tqv Trapd8oaiv tiov dvGpramov.
Rom. 1:27 8|iolra? Tg Kal ol dpagvg? dc^gvTg? Tqv <j>uaiKqv XPO0-117 Tns‘ OqXgia? 6£gKa60qaav 6v 
Tq 6pg£gi a0Twv gl? aXXijXou?, ...
Heb. 6:1 Aio dftgvrg? t8v tt)? dpxq? tou XpiaTou Xoyov 6ttI Tqv TgXgidrqTa <|>eptS(ig0a ...
c) death (xl)
Mark 15:378 8 6 ’Iqaou? d<j?gl? ^wvqv pgydXqv 6£6Trvguaev .
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Similarly, Prenuclear Participles Nominative of the verb £pxogca have a clear bias 
towards Perfective Aspect, i.e. 72 Aorist, but only 6 Present (GRAMCORD). The New 
Testament figures for Participles are Aorist 2225 (35%), Present 3437 (55%) (O’Donnell, 
1997:13). This bias, I argue, is again due to the role of this event in the scenarios of 
narrative text. Of the 72 Prenuclear Aorist Participles 64 occur in the crude division of 
narrative, i.e. (Matthew 28, Mark 13, Luke 12, John 4, Acts 7, compared to Epistles 8). 
These belong in various scenarios, as initial events, preceding and prerequisite for the main 
verb:
a) perception (x25/72)
i.e. find (xl3), see (x3 +8 with see as Participle or subordinated verb), realize (xl), e.g. 
Matthew 12:44bKal eXQov efrptcncei axoXd£ovTa crecrapiogevov Kal KeKoagqg6vov .
And having-come finds ...
Matthew 9:23
Kal 6X9cov bTqaou? el? tqv olKtav tou apxovTo? Kal I8d)v tou? auXqTa? Kal tov oxXov 
0opu|3ougevov ...
And having-come ...and having-seen ...
b) speech (x 17/72)
Mark 12:14Kal eXGovTe? X£yovaiv airrqr 8i8aaKaXe, ...
And having-come they-say...
c) various (x30/72)
including: no motion (x4), worship (x3), fall at feet (xl), heal (x2), touch for healing (x3), 
reciine/eat (x2), have (x2), steal (x2) etc, e.g.
Matthew 2:9b 
eco? eX8(ov t^rrdOq eirdvo) ou 7|v t8 u a L S l o v .  
until having-come they-stopped...
If Prenuclear Aorist Participles of epxopm mark preceding events of a script, why
are there 6 Prenuclear Present Participles? These can be explained by Imperfective Aspect
marking specific Aspectual categories: 
distributive and iterative 
Luke 13:14b 
££ qgepai elcrlv ev a l?  Set epyd£ea0ai* 
six days are on which it-is-right to-work
ev airraX? ouv eoYduevoi 0epauefea0e Kal gq tt) qgepa tou aappdTou. 
on those therefore coming be-healed and not on-the day of-the sabbath.
Luke 16:21b
aXXd Kal ol Kuve? eoyduevoi 6ir6Xetxov Td 6Xkt) airrou.
But also the dogs coming were-licking the sores of-him
iterative
Luke 18:5b
eK8iKf|CTM auTf|v, Iva gf) el? TeXo? epyouevri inra)Trid£q ge.
I-will-vindicate her, so-that not to end coming may-exhaust me.
progressive (i.e. still in process)
Luke 15:25b
Kal la? epYogevo? ■fjyyiaev Tq olKla, qKouaev aug^wvla? Kal x°P^>  
and when coming he-neared the house, he-heard music and dances.
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2 Timothy 4:13
t o v  <|>aiX6vqv ov dTreXirrov ev Tpwd8i uapti KdpiTcp epydpevo? ... 
the cloak which I-left in Troas with Carpos coming bring...
NIV “When you come, bring the cloak...”
Romans 15:29
oX8a 8e 8ti 8py6pevo? up8? up.a? ev TTXqpwpaTt euXoyla? XpicrroD 8Xe0ao|±ai.
I-know () that coming to you in fulness of-blessing of-Christ I-will come.
NIV “When I come to you, I will come in the full measure o f the blessing o f  Christ”
As stated above, epxo|iai seems to be ambiguous, referring to either the actual
motion of travel, or the time during which a visitor is present. In Romans 15:29 above the
second sense seems to be used. Contrast Romans 15:32,1 Corinthians 2:1 and 2
Corinthians 2:3, where the Prenuclear Aorist Participle appears to refer to the travel, but
the main verbs, including epxopm, to the time when present.
omnitemporal event?
There is one passage, Hebrews 2:10, which does not seem to fit the “previous
event” definition:
Hebrews 2:10
’'Eupeuev yfip aura, 8i’ ov Ta uavTa Kal 8i’ ou Td udvTa,
It-was-fitting for to-him, because-of whom the all and through whom the all, 
rroXXou? ulou? el? 8o£av dyayovTa 
many sons to glory having-led
t 6 v  dpxqydv T q ?  awTqpla? aurav 8id TraOqpaTwv TeXeiakraL. 
the author of-the salvation of-them through sufferings to-perfect.
(Note that in this construction, where the agent o f  the verb in the Infinitive is normally grammaticalized as 
Accusative, then the prenuclear Aorist Participle is in the Accusative)
Ballantine (1884:791) translates “For it became him... in bringing many sons to 
glory, to make the author of their salvation perfect through sufferings”, and states “The 
aorist participle here indicates ... that the writer views the “bringing” and the “making 
perfect through sufferings” as numerically one act; Christ on the cross reconciled us to 
God.” His rule is that the author, when using the Aorist Participle with a main verb 
normally refers to “another action which, even by the shortest interval, preceded it”, but 
may also refer to “the same act; having asserted the effect or nature of the action he wishes 
to add its outward form, or the converse.” I am arguing, however, that Ballantine’s rule, 
whilst correct in as far as it goes, applies only to Postnuclear Aorist Participles. Indeed of 
the 12 references which Ballantine cites as examples of this usage, all but Hebrews 2:10 
are Postnuclear.
Certainly, the Prenuclear Aorist Participle here does seem to refer to a preceding 
event but rather as some kind of “coincident action” (Ellingworth, 1993:160), which 
expresses “God’s fixed purpose” (Lane, 1991a:55). I therefore suggest that “having led” 
may be a rare use of a Prenuclear Aorist Participle where the “time” reference is 
“omnitemporal”, i.e. it functions as the equivalent of a gnomic Aorist, meaning “God has 
led, does lead, and will lead”. The Perfective Aspect shows this is conceptualized as a 
whole Event, not a Process, and prenuclear word order shows that this Event began 
(though did not finish) before the event of the main verb, (similar to the function of the
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augment with the Aorist Indicative). If my thesis is correct, one might translate this Aorist 
Participle as a statement about God’s eternal nature (like the preceding two clauses): “For 
it became him, by whom are all things and through whom are all things, and who brings 
many sons to glory, to make the author of their salvation perfect through sufferings.”
Alternatively, the Prenuclear Aorist Participle in Hebrews 2:10 might be analysed 
as “timeless” rather than “omnitemporal”, where “timeless” indicates that the event 
described “is seen to be outside of temporal considerations”, as is “particularly frequent in 
the kinds of statements which occur in theology and mathematical propositions” (Porter, 
1994:33, referring to Lyons, 1977:680). This would then contrast with “omnitemporal”, 
which describes an event which “regularly recurs, especially in nature” (Porter, 1994:33).
Similarly, the Prenuclear Aorist Participle in John 13:1, whilst it may not be strictly 
omnitemporal, is certainly multitemporal, referring to an event which begins before the 
action of the main verb but does not stop before it, and (theologically at least, e.g. Romans 
8:35-39) continues after it:
tiyaTrY|crac tc#? 181ou? tou? e v  tw Koapw el? TeXo? Ttyduqoev auTou?. 
having-loved the own the in the world to end he-loved them.
Here again, as with with verbs of perception, although grammatically what is
marked is that this is in the same scenario as the main verb, and syntactically what is
marked is that it begins prior to it, the lexical item itself, here “love”, shows that there is
also an implicit relationship of motivation between the Aorist Participle and the main verb.
2) Prenuclear Aorist Participle Genitive
- preceding EVENT with different subject to main verb
> preceding time setting (where event is Discourse-old or predictable)
Sometimes there are several events in the same time setting, conjoined by Kal, e.g. 
Acts 25:23
Tq ouv euauptov eXQovto? tou ’Ayplmra Kal T q ?  BepvlKq? ...
On-the therefore next[dayj having-come the Agrippa and the Bernice ...
Kal elcreX96vTcov el? to aKpoaTqpiov ... 
and having-entered into the audience-hall 
Kal KeXeGcravTo? tou 4>Y|cttou 
and having commanded the Festus 
o ITauXo?. 
was-led the Paul
This whole string functions as single setting: “Therefore the next day when A  and B had come... and had 
entered the audience hall... and Festus had given command, Paul was led in.” As regards predictability,
25:22 states “Tomorrow you shall hear him”
Predictable time settings are often related to the passing of time, especially the
natural cycle of night and day. Normally, the noun is pericope-new, anarthrous (because
salient), and typically comes before the participle, e.g.
Matt. 14:15 
d i p t a g  88 yevouii/q? 
evening () having-occurred 
irpoofjXBov auT# ol p.a0qTal Xeyovre?... 
approached him the disciples saying ...
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NIV “As evening approached” but I reckon “When evening came”
With this phrase, noun before Participle word order seems fixed, cf. Matthew 8:16, 14:23, (16:2), 20:8, 
26:20,27:57. Also Mark 1:32, 6:43, 14:17, 15:42, (and 4:35 Postnuclear). No occurrences in Luke, or John, 
but John 20:19 has Often-]? ouv oijita?.
> preceding event, implicit reason
(usually implying subject 2’s perception of subject l’s action) 
Matt. 13:6 
f)\Lou 8 6 dvaTetXavTo? 6icau{j.aTta0ri 
sun () having-risen it-was-scorched 
NIV “But when the sun came up, the plants were scorched”
The sun rose before the scorching and also caused the scorching.
> preceding event, precondition to sequential stages of a script 
Mark 6:21
Kal y e v o p l y q ?  q g g p a ?  e u x a t p o u  5re 'H p c o S q ?  toI?  y e v e o f o i ?  a u T o u  86ittvov e u o t q c T e v  ...
And having-occurred day suitable when Herod on-the birthday of-him feast made...
Kal elaeXQouqq? rfj? OuyaTpb? auTfj? tt)? HpwSidSo? Kal dpYqaagevqg 
and having-entered the daughter of-herself the Herodias and having-danced 
fjpecrcv tco 'Hp(p8q ... 
she-pleased/it-pleased the H erod...
Here the first Genitive Absolute is not merely a sequential time setting but also a precondition for all the 
following events. Similarly the second Genitive Absolute “having entered” is a precondition for dancing.
3) Prenuclear Present Participle Nominative
= concurrent PROCESS with same subject as main verb
> concurrent time setting (where event is Discourse-old or predictable)
Where there is a speech event, it is predictable that those present will hear what is
said. Thus “hearing” occurs as a Participle, predicted from the previous speech, and
providing a temporal and often an implicit causal setting for the following main verb:
Acts 7:54 Akouovt£? 86 TauTa ...
Hearing () these[things]...
In Acts 7:2-53 Stephen is addressing the Jewish council.
The council’s “hearing” is predictable since they are being addressed in the preceding
speech. Compare also:
Acts 13:48 AKouovTa 86 Ta 60vr| ...
Hearing () the nations ...
In Acts 13:46-47 Paul and Barnabas are addressing the Gentiles.
Where the Prenuclear Present Participle is other than “hearing”, the relationship
may be simply concurrent time, e.g.
Luke 8:8b
TauTa Xeycov 6<fx6vei, '0 6ywv arra &Koueiv clkou6to).
These[things] saying he-was-calling, The having ears to-hear let-him-hear.
In Luke 8:4b-8a Jesus is telling a parable.
In the above example, the use of a Present Participle, Imperfective Aspect, refers to a 
Discourse-old event which is in Process right up to the time of the main verb.
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> concurrent time setting, implicit reason (usually Participle is verb of perception)
In contrast to the 73 Prenuclear Aorist Participles of olkouo) in the New Testament,
there are only 9 with the Present stem. This I believe reflects the real life situation that
usually people respond after they have heard someone else finish what they have to say
(Aorist, Perfective Aspect), but sometimes they respond whilst the other person is still
speaking (Present, Imperfective Aspect).
In several cases it is clear from the context that the hearing was in process when the
following event occurred, i.e. Progressiveness is indicated by Imperfective Aspect, e.g. 
Mark 6:2
tip^ orro SiSdoxeiv ev Tfj ouvaywyq, Kal ttoXXoI dKouovTg? 6£eTrXqa<jovTO XgyovTg?... 
he-began to-teach in he synagogue, and many hearing were-being-amazed saying ...
After Jesus “began” to teach, the people’s amazement is encoded using the Imperfect Indicative in Greek. 
This reinforces what we would expect from the Present Participle alone, that the hearing was in process when 
people were amazed. Clearly too, their amazement is due to what they were hearing, not simply happening at 
the same time. Compare Acts 7:54, 13:48 where the Present Participle “hearing” is followed by Imperfect 
main verbs.
As has been mentioned elsewhere, the reason relationship includes the concessive
relationship, being reason + contraexpectation. The following are examples of verbs of
perception in a concessive relationship, although the use of the same verb with slightly
different meanings obscures the fact that the Present Participle refers to a perception in
process, and the main verb refers to a deeper cognition of the meaning of what is
perceived.
Matt. 13:13
cm ftXeirovTe? ou (3X£irouariv Kal dKouovTg? ouk dKotiouaiv ouSe cruvtouaiv, 
because seeing not they-see and hearing not they-hear nor understand 
Luke 8:10
iva (3X6ttovt€? pq 0X6tt(Octiv Kal aKouovTe? pq aruvuSaiv . 
so-that seeing not they-might-see and hearing not they-might-understand
The different version in Mark 4:12 (although the Participles are still
cotemporaneous with the main verb) may reflect Hebrew use of the “infinitive absolute” as
an intensifier (Moulton, 1976:15; Weingreen, 1959:79), since the Participle and following
main verb have the same root used with the same meaning:
Iva BXgirovTg? (3X6ttiooiv Kal pq IScoaiv,
so-that seeing thev-might-see and not they-might-perceive,
Kal dKouovTE? aKotioaiv Kal pf] auviaiaiv...
and hearing they-might hear and not they-might-understand
The two other examples of Prenuclear Participle Present of dKohco also refer to
concurrent time with the main verb, but Imperfective Aspect is used not for
Progressiveness but iterativity and distributiveness, e.g.
Mark 3:8
Kal dub ' I  epoaoXuptov Kal &tto Tfj? ’ I Soupata? Kal irepav tou ’ I opSdvou Kal Trepl Tupov Kal 
EiSrava
And from Jerusalem and from the Idumea and beyond the Jordan and around Tyre and Sidon 
rrXfjGo? ttoXu aKouovTg? boa guotgi t)X0ov rrpo? avrbv. 
crowd great hearing whatsoever he-was-doing came to him.
Although each individual presumably first heard and then afterwards came, this crowd did 
not come as one single group, since it came from various directions. The picture is of 
individuals hearing and then coming, perhaps forming groups en route, and gathering into
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a single big crowd where Jesus was. The various acts of hearing then took place over a 
long time as did the separate acts of coming. A  real-life time line would be as follows with 
each person first hearing and then coming:
hear ........................................
come ........................................
The author has chosen to represent the coming as a single undifferentiated Event, whilst 
marking the hearing as an ongoing Process during which the coming occurred.
Similarly in Acts 18:8 we see iterativity and distributiveness marked by 
Progressive Aspect:
Kptauo? 88 o apxicruvdyoayo? dirtaTevaev rro Kuptw a #  8\a> Tto oitccp airrou,
Crispus 0  the synagogue-leader believed in-the lord with all the household of-him 
Kal TroXXol rav  KopivOtiov dKouovTe? 8Trt<rrei/oi/ Kal 8|3anTlCovTO. 
and many of-the Corinthians hearing were-believing and were being baptized.
Here there is no reason to believe that the difference between Aorist and Imperfect in the
main verbs shows Aktionsart, i.e. Crispus’s act of faith was punctiliar, but others took
longer or their faith was not so sure. Nor does it seem to mean that Crispus believed there
and then and others were in the process of believing when... (Progressivity). Rather the
use of the Imperfective Aspect (Process) seems to indicate that many different individuals
were over a period of time hearing and subsequently believing and being baptized, but the
activities largely overlapped in time so that individual acts of belief and then baptism
occurred in the midst of a Process of people hearing the gospel. A  real-life timeline would
be as follows, with hearing taking longer than believing (corning to faith in Christ), and
being baptized:
Crispus Others
hear -.......... ......................
believe . ......................
be baptized . ......................
Here both the hearing (Participle) and believing (main verb) are Imperfective showing
both as an ongoing Process, not for the individuals concerned, but for the inhabitants of
Corinth as a whole.
> concurrent situation, implicit reason (usually Participle is verb of being)
Verbs which refer to ongoing states (usually verbs of being) often occur in this
construction, where REASON is clearly implicit, e.g.
Acts 2:30-31
TTpo(j>T|TT|S‘ o0v 0TrtipYQ)v ... 8XdAqcrev irepl Tfj? dvaordaea)? Toil XplOTOU 
Prophet therefore b ein g ... he-spoke about the resurrection of-the Christ 
Peter presents David’s prophethood as Hearer-old.
John 9:25b
Tu<f>\o? t #  tipTi pX8iro).
blind being now I-see.
John 9:1 says he was blind.
Being blind, above, is CONCESSIVE with seeing, i.e. “Even though I was blind,
yet now I can see.” This concessive is not marked lexically or grammatically, but is
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derived from the scenario, which contains the prototypical statements “Ordinary people 
can see” “Blind people cannot see.” Why, however, is the Present Participle used, as the 
man is already healed? This may be due to “aspectual vagueness” of the verb “to be” 
(Porter, 1993:442-3) which has no Aorist Participle (cf. 9:24 “the man who was blind” 
(Imperfect) meaning presumably the man who had been blind). Or perhaps the man is 
using the Present Participle to emphasize that this Process of being blind existed right up to 
the present time (i.e. up to the last hour or so), a fact his interrogators did not believe 
(9:18). Or perhaps tix X^os* is here nominal, and the man still thinks of himself socially as a 
blindman, and says “I A M  a blindman (which you deny), but nevertheless I can now see”. 
Possibly, even, the Prenuclear Present Participle does not have the pragmatic meaning of 
concurrent time here, but only the semantic meaning of a Process (Imperfective Aspect), 
although I prefer the referential explanation, especially since his identity as a blindman is 
being questioned. Another example of referring to people as blind even after they have 
been healed is in Luke 10:24:
Tu<j)Xol dva(3Xeuouaiv, x^Xol TrepmcrroDcriv, Xeupoi Ka0apl£ovTai Kal K+ol dKoDouaiv... 
blind see, lame walk, lepers are cleansed and deaf hear...
A  Prenuclear Present Participle, referring to a known existing situation, may also
be explicitly marked CONCESSIVE, e.g.
Hebrews 5:8
KatiTep (3v iilo?, 6|ia0ev dcp’ cov eua0ev ttjv utraKof|v 
although being son, he-leamed from what he-suffered the obedience
> concurrent event in nonsequential scenario 
Matthew 16:1 
Kal uoogeX06vTe? ol $aptom oi Kal Za88ouKatoi 
And having-approached the Pharisees and Sadducees
TreipdfovTe? CTrnpc&Tnaav auTov aTipeiov 6k tou oftpavou 6m 8ei£ai auTot?. 
testing asked him sign from the heaven to-show to-them
It is clear that whereas their approaching preceded their request for a sign, their testing was 
being done concurrently (cf. Luke 11:16). In the Gospels Treipd£u) occurs 9 times as a 
Present Participle (excluding the substantive). Of these only the above 2 are Prenuclear, 
the rest are Postnuclear and mark purpose.
G R A M C O R D  data for Prenuclear Participles nominative of 6pxo|iai “come/go”, 
shows that 72 are Aorist, but only 6 Present. This reflects the fact that typically the arrival 
precedes the action of the main verb (Aorist). These Present Participles relate to a variety 
of scenarios. In some instances Imperfect Aspect represents simultaneous events, in others 
Iterative Aktionsart, e.g.
Simultaneous events (approach, bring, come scenarios):
Luke 15:25 
w? epydgevo? ■fjyyicrev tt) o k ia ... 
as coming he-neared the house 
2 Timothy 4:13 
t8v (|>aiX6vT)v ... epydpevo? pe ... 
the cloak ... coming bring ...
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Romans 15:29
ol8a 86 5ti bpyopevo? Tipb? iipa? ev TrXqpwpaTi euXoyta? XpioTou 6Xe0aopai.
I-know () that coming to you in fulness of-blessing of-Lord I-will-come.
NIV “I know that when I come to you, I w ill come ...”
Iterative Aktionsart:
Luke 18:5
Iva pf] el? TeXo? 6oyou6vn {rrrcomdCfi 
so-that not to end coming may-weary me.
The widow’s repeated coming is what wearies the judge. Perfective Aspect to indicate 
Iterative Aktionsart is particularly appropriate here in the light of 18:1 “a parable to show 
them that they should always pray and not give up”.
Distributive plus Iterative Aktionsart.
Here the Present Participle shows that the event is regarded as a Process, which
happens time and time again since many different individuals each perform it once:
Mark 3:8
TrXfj0o? ttoXu, a K o u o v T e ?  boa uoiei, fjXOov irpo? a u T o v .  
crowd great, hearing what he-does, came to him.
The crowd, though singular, refers to many individuals, cf. Acts 18:8 
Luke 13:14 
hp6pai ela lv  6v at? 8ei epyd£ea0ar  
six days there-are on which ought to-be-healed 
ev auTai? ouv 6py6pevoi GepairetieaOe ... 
on those therefore coming be-healed...
Luke 16:21
Kal ol Kuve? epvopevoi 6rr6Xeixov Ta 6Xkt] auTou. 
and the dogs coming were-licking the sores of-him.
Diagrammatically one can see the contemporaneous nature of the events one to the
other, even though individual actions are sequential: 
crowd
hear....... ......................
come ......................
you
come.............................
be healed ......................
dogs
come.............................
lick ......................
4) Prenuclear Present Participle Genitive
= concurrent PROCESS with different subject to main verb
> concurrent time setting (where event is Discourse-old or predictable)
Mark 14:43
Kal eu0u? 6ti auTou XaXouvTo? irapaytveTai [8] Tou8a?
And immediately yet him speaking arrives [the] Judas
Jesus’s speaking is here Discourse-old (14:41). In the Gospels, by my count,
\aX6w occurs 10 times in a Prenuclear Genitive Absolute Present construction, (Matthew
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9:18, 12:46, 17:5, 26:47, Mark 5:35, 14:43, Luke 8:49, 22:47,22:60, John 8:30). All have
the agent as a pronoun, rather than a noun. This emphasizes the predictability of the event.
Since it has aleady been stated that someone spoke, old-information marking can be used
for back-reference, i.e. the agent can be referred back to by a pronoun, and the event
referred back to by a Participle.
Acts 13:2
XeiTQUpvouvrav 88 aurav ra Kuptw Kal uqaTeuovrav 
worshipping () they to-the Lord and fasting 
etirev to TrveDfia t5 dyiov, 
said the spirit the holy ...
NIV “While they were worshipping ...”
Their action is predictable as they are church leaders (Acts 13:1).
Often the event is predictable due to the natural passing of time, e.g.
Luke 4:40 Auvovtq? 88 tou f[Xlou 
setting 0  the sun
drravTe? oaoi elyov daOevouvTa? vdaoi? iroiKtXai? fjyayov auTou? upo? auTov 
all whoever had sick with-diseases various led them to him.
NIV “When the sun was setting...”
John 20:19
O iiot|? o0v 6i|rla? Tq qpipq exetvq rq pid aa(3|3drav ...
Being therefore evening on-the day that the first of-the-week...
YjXGev 8 ’Iqaou? 
came the Jesus...
NIV “On the evening o f  that first day o f  the week...”
It is clearly predictable that the evening w ill come, and that the sun will set.
> concurrent event, implicit reason
(usually implying 2's perception of l's action)
Acts 22:23-24
Kpauyafovrav Te aurav Kal jbiTrrouvrav to. tp.cma Kal KoviopT0v [3aXX6vTcov el? tov depa, 
Shouting and them and tearing the clothes and dust throwing in the air 
8K8Xeuaev 8 xAlapyo? eladyeaOai auTbv el? tt)v Trapep.(3oXr|V 
ordered the commander to-bring-in him into the fort
NIV “As they were shouting and throwing o ff their cloaks and flinging dust into the air, the commander 
ordered Paul to be taken into the barracks.”
The three Genitive Absolutes are conjoined by Kal, all together providing a setting during which, and due to 
which, the main verb occurred.
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> concurrent event, precondition to sequential stages of a script 
Acts 4:37 
mrdpYQVTo? aura dypou 
being to-him field
ucaXqaa? fjveyKev to xPGM-a Kal eOqKev upo? to0? u68a? rav diroaToXwv. 
having-sold he-brought the proceeds and placed at the feet of-the apostles.
Unless he had a field, he could not sell it and give away the proceeds. Note that, due to the semantic meaning 
o f  the verbs, the state o f  ownership (Present Participle) is brought to conclusion by the following event o f  
“selling” (Aorist Participle), so the events are not strictly concurrent but are temporally contiguous in as 
much as the possession lasts right up to the event o f selling. In contrast, an Aorist Participle would have 
implied a preceding action.
5) Postnuclear Aorist Participle Nominative
= EVENT with same subject as main verb, related non-temporally to main verb
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> MANNER
Sometimes the semantic relationship between items in a scenario is that of
MANNER-ACTION. In these cases the M A N N E R  used to perform the main verb can be
shown by a Postnuclear Aorist Participle, e.g.
Luke 2:16 
Kal ?j\0av aTTeucrauTe?
And they-came having-hastened [MANNER]
Hebrews 12:2 
i n r 6 | i e i v e v  o r a u p o v  a l a x u v q ?  K a T a c f r p o v f ic r a ?  
he-endured cross shame having-despised [MANNER]
Other examples of Postnuclear Aorist Participles indicating M A N N E R  include: 
Luke 4:35 “[the demon] came out without injuring him”
Acts 7:36 “led them, performing miracles”
1 Cor. 12:24 “God put the body together, having given more honour...”
Eph. 1:11 “were chosen, having been predestined” (possibly MEANS or REASON?)
Heb. 11:9 “he lived like a foreigner, dwelling in tents”
2 Pet. 2:15 “they erred, having followed the way o f  Balaam”
> MEANS
Sometimes the semantic relationship between items in a scenario is that of
MEANS-RESULT. In these cases the MEANS used to achieve the main verb can be
shown by a Postnuclear Aorist Participle, e.g.:
Matthew 27:66 
o l  8 e  T r o p e u 0 6 v T e ?
They () having gone [PRECEDING EVENT]
^CT<J>a\taavro tov Td<f>ov 
made-fast the tomb
g^paytgavTg? t8v Xt0ov (leTct tt)? KouaraSta?. 
having-sealed the stone with the guard. [MEANS]
The clear distinction here between Prenuclear and Postnuclear Aorist Participles.
Acts 11:29, 30
wpiaav eKaaro? abr&v el?  8iaKovlav Trep^ai ... o Kal ^ T r o t q a a v  
determined each o f them to aid send ... which also they-did 
duooTelXavTe? ... 8id x^-pte BapvafBa. Kal ZauXou. 
having-sent... by hand of-Bamabas and of-Saul [MEANS]
Other examples of Postnuclear Aorist Participles indicating M E A N S  include: 
Luke 7:29 “justified God, by being baptized”
Acts 10:33 “done well by coming”
Acts 10:39 “killed by hanging on a tree”
Acts 13:27 “fulfilled (the scriptures) by condemning (Jesus)”
Acts 15:8 “showed he accepted them by giving the Holy Spirit”
Acts 15:9 “ made no distinction by purifying their hearts”
Ephesians 1:4-5 “chose by foreordaining” (or “chose, inasmuch as he foreordained”)
Ephesians 1:8-9 “caused to abound by making known”
Ephesians 5:26 “might sanctify by purifying””
Philippians 2:7 “emptied himself by taking the form o f a servant”
Colossians 2:11-12 “were circumcised by being buried with him in baptism”
1 Timothy 1:12 “counted me faithful, by appointing me” (or “inasmuch as he appointed me”).
Further examples include John 17:4, Acts 5:30, 7:24, 9:25, 10:39,13:33, 15:8,
22:16, 2 Cor 11:8, Gal. 3:13, 19, Eph. 1:20, 2:16, Phil. 2:7, 8, Col. 1:20, 2:2, 13-14, Heb
2:18, 6:10, 7:27, 10:32-33, 3 John 6 (perhaps conditional), and Rev. 1:1.
Several examples are more debatable, e.g.
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Acts 7:26 
auv^XXaoaev auTou? el?  elpqi/qv 
he-was-reconciling them to peace
elTtu>v. ’'AvSpe?, &8eXcj)ot eoTe* Ivarf dSiKeiTe dXXijXou?; 
having-said, Men, brothers you-are. Why do-you-wrong one-another?
I analyse the Aorist Participle eiiTtov as the MEANS of reconciling, rather than as
AMPLIFICATION / SPECIFIC, i.e. clarifying the specific content of the main verb.
Certainly, Postnuclear Aorist Participles are frequently used for MEANS, and whereas
elTrcSv rarely occurs in postnuclear position, the Present Participle Xeywv is extremely
common in postnuclear position with SPECIFIC meaning.
A  second possible example is more theologically charged:
Acts 22:16
dvaora? ptinriaai Kal dir6Xouaai Tot? dpaprla? aou 
having-risen be-baptised and wash-away the sins of-you 6mKa\eod)j.evo? to ovopa auTou. 
having-called-on the name of-him
Here Wilkins (1996), dismissing “attendant circumstance” and “cause” as unlikely, states: 
“If used for means, the participial phrase is establishing that the cleansing of sin actually 
takes place by means of the confession, rather than by the ritual of baptism.” I have argued 
throughout that the specific semantic relationship intended is found in the author and 
audience’s mental scenario, not our own theological preconceptions. The best clue we 
have to the original scenario is in the preaching of John the Baptist, e.g. Mark 1:4 and 
Luke 3:3 “baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of sins.” In this phrase we have 
repentance grammatically linked with baptism, and forgiveness as the puipose of the two, 
so whatever else we say about the Aorist Participle, we should not exegete it as necessarily 
applying solely to forgiveness , excluding baptism. It is clear that calling on the Lord’s 
name is a necessary precondition for both baptism and forgiveness.
Luke 1:9 is an unusual example which should probably be understood as MEANS:
(■Xaxe tou 0u|iickrai elqe\0(bv e l?  tov vaov tou Kuplou 
it-fell-by-lot of-the to-bum-incense having-entered in the temple of-the lord 
i.e. “he was chosen by lot to bum incense, by entering the temple o f the Lord”
This rare postposing of an Aorist Participle of motion, probably marking M E ANS rather
than simply time sequence, has the advantage of stressing that Zechariah must enter the
temple, in this context meaning the sanctuary rather than the whole temple complex. He is
obviously inside the sanctuary in Luke 1:11 and this is the venue for his meeting with
Gabriel.
Acts 17:31 is another example of MEANS, and also corroborates my theory that 
Participles, unless conjoined by Kat, do not fill the same scenario slot, i.e. do not have the
same semantic relationship to the main verb:
1 ev dvSpl §  dipiaev,
in man whom he-designated
2 TrtoTiv Trapaoyrav TTaaiv
guarantee having-offered to-all [CONCOMITANT ACT with 1]
3 dvaaTr)oa? airrov 6k veKprav. 
having-raised him from dead [MEANS for 2]
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Line 2 appears to be a concomitant act with line 1 “whom he designated, giving proof’, 
whereas line 3 is clearly the means for line 2 “giving proof by raising him from the dead”.
> PURPOSE A N D  RESULT
O ’Rourke (1967) gave evidence that Postnuclear Present Participles can be used to 
mark Purpose. I argue that in narrative with an Aorist main verb, this construction can 
mark both Purpose and (incipient) Result. The Postnuclear Present Participle shows that 
the Participle represents a Process (Imperfective Aspect) which was the purpose of the 
main verb and was actually begun on the completion of the main verb.
I argue that a parallel construction can be used with the Aorist Participle, meaning 
that the Participial event was both the purpose and (completed) result of the main verb.
The Postnuclear Aorist Participle shows that the Participle represents an Event which was 
the purpose of the main verb and was actually accomplished on the completion of the main 
verb (Perfective Aspect). This is rare, the classic example being Acts 25:13b, as already 
noted:
’AyptTrrra? 6 (3aaiXeu? Kal Bepvticr) KaTijvTqaav et? Kaiadpeiav daTragd|jLevoL t8v ^fjarov.
Agrippa the king and Bernice went to Caesarea having-greeted the Festus.
NIV “King Agrippa and Bernice arrived at Caesarea to pay their respects to Festus.”
Although the NIV makes PURPOSE explicit, the Greek I believe includes the information
that this purpose was successful.
The purpose and result sections of a scenario contain the same prototypical items,
since purposes are often fulfilled. In real life, however, some purposes are not fulfilled,
and some results are not intended. Greek, I argue, uses a postnuclear participle to mark
BOTH purpose and result, i.e. this was the purpose and this was the result. Alternatively it
can be seen as successful purpose.
> REASON
Many Postnuclear Aorist Participles which encode the reason for doing the main
verb are of verbs of perception. This is quite natural, since what one perceives usually
affects what one does, e.g.
Acts 16:38
d 'n f i y 'y e i X a v  8 8  t o i ?  C T T p a T q y o i?  o l  p a ( 3 8 o u x o i  T a  p p p - a T a  T a u T a .
Reported () to-the magistrates the officials the words these.
8<J>o(3^ 0r)(rav 8 8  dKouaavTe? o t i  ' Pwgaiot elaiv  
They-feared () having-heard that Romans they-are [REASON]
NIV “and when they heard that Paul and Silas were Roman citizens, they were alarmed.”
In the New Testament the Aorist Participle of olkouo) “hear” occurs 75 times in the 
nominative case in a verb eteuse slot. 73 of these occurrences are in prenuclear position, 
indicating one of a sequence of events belonging to the same script as the nuclear verb. 
Only 2 occurrences are in postnuclear position (Acts 16:38, and Col. 1:4 above). In both 
these instances the postnuclear position of the Aorist Participle indicates that “hearing” is 
not treated as simply a preceding event in the script, but rather has a non-temporal
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semantic relationship to the main verb. Such Postnuclear Aorist Participles of verbs of
perception are typically used to mark the REASON for doing the nuclear verb.
Both times the Postnuclear Aorist Participle of “hear” occurs in the New
Testament, it is followed by a phrase making explicit the content of what was heard. Of the
48 occurences of Prenuclear Aorist Participle of “hear” in the context of a speech act, 33
have no reference whatever to the content of what was heard, and only 4 make the content
explicit, as follows:
Generic content:
“those” (things) Luke 7:9, 14:15,18:23, Acts 11:18 
“those words” John 7:40,19:13  
“the word” Matt. 15:12,19:22, Luke 8:15 
“his parables” Matt. 21:45 
“them debating” Mark 12:28 
Explicit content:
“the resurrection o f the dead” Acts 17:32 
“that it is the Lord” John 21:7 
“that he lives and was seen by her” Mark 16:11 
“that he spoke in the Hebrew language” Acts 22:2
Naturally, if a postnuclear Aorist Participle is emphasizing the REASON for an
action, one would expect the content to be explicit. In contrast, if a prenuclear Aorist
Participle is merely listing an expected event in a script, the content is likely to be
predictable and not in focus. This explains why the content of the above prenuclear Aorist
Participles is often omitted or referred to in extremely generic terms.
I am not saying that when postnuclear word order in Greek suggests REASON, the
translation must be “because”, or that when a participle is prenuclear, one should not
translate “because”. The decision of how to translate naturally depends on the target
language. I am merely clarifying what the author is choosing to mark in the source
language, i.e. a Prenuclear Aorist Participle marks a preceding event in the script of the
main verb, whereas a Postnuclear Aorist Participle marks an event with a non-temporal
semantic relationship to the main verb, indicating that the audience must choose the
prototypical semantic relationship between these two concepts in this open scenario.
Support for postnuclear Participles of perception verbs meaning REASON is found
in parallel passages in the Gospels. For example the reason for Peter’s outburst about
building tabernacles at the Transfiguration is related once with ydp “for” and once with a
Postnuclear Participle:
Mark 9:6
ou ydp "flSei tI duoicpiOfi eic(f>o|3oi ydp 6yevovro.
Not for he-knew what he-answered scared for they-became.
Luke 9:33
eluev o TTerpo? upo? tov ’IqaoOv,... pf] eiSai? o Xeyei. 
said the Peter to the Jesus ... not knowing what he-says.
Although el8c6? is glossed “knowing”, it is a Perfect Participle in form, literally “having seen”.
Similarly we can see parallel structures in the same passage between Postnuclear 
Participles of verbs of cognition and explicit REASON clauses, for example in the 
Haustafel passage Col. 3:18-4:1 (Commands bolded, reasons underlined, indented and 
glossed):
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A l  y u v a i K e ? ,  i n r o T d a a e a t k  t o l ?  a v S p d c n v  c o ?  d v f jK e v  e v  K uptra .
O l  d v S p e ? ,  d ya m d L T e  T a ?  y u v a i K a ?  K a l  p f ]  m K p a t v e a O e  i r p o ?  a u T a ? .
Ta T e K v a ,  {nraKodeTe t o l ?  y o v e u a i v  K a T d  i r d v T a ,  
t o u t o  y d p  e M p e a T o v  e c r n v  e v  K u p ira . 
this for pleasing is to Lord.Ol m i T e p e ? ,  pf] 6pe0t£eTe T d  T e K v a  u p r a v ,
Iva pf] dOupakav.
s o  t h a t  t h e y  d o  n o t  l o s e  h e a r t .
O l  8 o u X o i ,  (nraKOueTe K a T d  T r d v T a  t o I ?  K a T d  a d p K a  K u p t o i ? ,  p f ]  e v  6 cJ > 0 a X p o 8 o u X (,g  cb? 
d v O p r a u d p e a K O L , d X X ’ e v  a iT X o T q T i  K a p 8 l a ?  < j)o (3 o t ip e v o i  t 8 v  K i ip io v .  5  e a v  T r o i f jT e ,  6 k  i /m x t is ’ 
6 p y d £ e a 0 e  cb? t w  K u p lw  K a l  o u k  d v 0 p c& T ro t?
e l 8 6 T e ?  o t i  d i r d  K u p t o u  d i r o X q p r i e a O e  t t j v  d v T a u o S o o x v  T f j ?  K X q p o v o p l a ? .  
k n o w i n g  t h a t  f r o m  L o r d  y o u - w i l l - r e c e i v e  t h e  r e w a r d  o f - t h e  i n h e r i t a n c e  
t w  K u p ira  X p ic jT c o  S o u X e d e T e  •
6  y d p  d S t K w v  K o p t a e T a L  o  q S lK q c r e v ,  K a l  o u k  e c r n v  T r p o c r io T r o X q p r ita . 
t h e  f o r  w r o n g d o e r  w i l l - r e c e i v e  w h a t  d i d - w r o n g ,  a n d  n o t  i s  f a v o u r i t i s m .
O l  K i i p i o i ,  t 8  S k a i o v  K a l  T q v  l a b T q T a  t o l ?  S o u X o l ?  i r a p 6 x e a 0 e ,  
e l S o T e ?  o t l  K a l  u p e i ?  e x e T e  K u p i o v  6 v  o u p a v r a .  
knowing that you also have master/Lord in heaven.
And again we can see parallels between Postnuclear Participles of verbs of 
cognition and explicit REASON clauses, in the Haustafel passage Ephesians 5:22-6:8
(Commands bolded, reasons underlined, indented and glossed):
5 . 2 2  A l  y u v a l K e ?  t o l ?  I 8I01?  d v 8p d a i v  i b ?  t<3  K u p tw ,
5 . 2 3  5 t l  d v q p  6 o t i v  Ke<j>aXf| T f j ?  y u v a i K b ?  . . .  
b e c a u s e  m a n / h u s b a n d  is  h e a d  o f - t h e  w o m a n / w i f e
5 . 2 5  O l  a v 8 p e ? ,  d y a i r d r e  T d ?  y u v a i K a ? ,
K a 0 c b ?  K a l  8  X p i a T O ?  q y d T r q a e v  T q v  e K K X q a l a v . . .
5 . 2 9  o u S e l ?  ydp n o T e  T q v  6 a u T o u  adpKa 6 p L c r q a e v
nobody for ever the of-himself flesh hated
dXXd 6KTp6cf>ei Kal ©dXnei aun)v, Ka0(b? Kal 8  Xpictt8? T q v  eKKXqatav ...
6 .1  Td TeKva, (nraKodeTe tol? yoveuaiv upwv [6v KupLw] •
touto ydp 6otiv Skaiov... 
t h i s  f o r  i s  r i g h t . . .
6 . 5  O l  S o u X o i ,  0 i r a K O 0 e T e  toI? K a T d  a d p K a  K u p t o i ?  p e T a  <jb6(3ou K a l  T p o p o u  . . .
6 .8 el8 6Te? 8 t i  ^ K a o r o ?  6dv t i  T r o iq c r q  dya06v, 
knowing that each-one soever what he-may-do good, 
t o u t o  K o p t a e T a i  T r a p d  K u p C o u ...
t h i s  h e - w i l l  r e c e i v e  f r o m  l o r d
6 . 9  K a l  o l  K u p i o i ,  T d  a u T a  T r o i e i T e  T r p o ?  a u T o u ? ,  d v i 6 v T e ?  T q v  d T re iX f| v ,
e l S o T e ?  o t i  K a l  a u T c o v  K a l  u p c o v  0 K u p i o ?  6 o t i v  6 v  o u p a v o t ?  
k n o w i n g  t h a t  b o t h  o f - t h e m  a n d  o f - u s  t h e  l o r d  i s  in  h e a v e n s  
K a l  T r p o a r a r r o X q p r it a  o u k  e c t t i v  t r a p ’ a u T w . 
a n d  f a v o u r i t i s m  n o t  i s  w i t h  h i m .
Let us use the above observations to help us exegete the Postnuclear Aorist
Participle in Acts 23:27. Note that of 11 occurrences of the word * Pcopaios “Roman” in
the New Testament, eight are related to two incidents in Acts, Paul and Silas’s
imprisonment in Ephesus (Acts 16:21, 37, 38), and Paul’s arrest in Jerusalem (Acts 22:25,
26, 27, 29, 23:27). Thus we can see that the concept of Roman-ness is highly focal in these
two passages. In these verses the word Roman occurs twice in a Noun Phrase with a main
verb in an independent clause (22:25, and 22:27). Otherwise it occurs in a dependent
clause or with a participle, and always follows the main verb (01* verb form it relates to). I
argue that all such instances are related to REASON. Note especially the explicit
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conjunction ydp “for” in 22:26:
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Acts 16.21
Kal KaTayyeXXouaiv eOq S. ouk 8£ecm v fjptv TTapaSexcoGai ob8e iroieiv 'Paip.aloi? olaiv. 
and they-announce customs which not is-lawful for-us to-accept nor to-do Romans being.
(“since we are Roman citizens” in contrast to Jews, 16:20))
Acts 16.37
A e C p a v T e ?  f p t i ?  S r p o c r i q  d K a T a K p l T o u ? ,  d u 0 p (t )T ro u ?  P o a p a l o u ?  u T r t ip x o u T a ? .
having-beaten us publicly uncondemned, people Roman being
(“despite our being Roman citizens” i.e. REASON but contra-expectation)
Acts 16.38
8<J>of3Yj0TiCTav 88 tiKofcrauTe? 8tl Propalot eloiv.
They-feared () having-heard that Romans they-are,
(“because they heard that they were Roman citizens”)
Acts 22:25
El duQpcouov Ptopaiov Kal dKardKpirov 8^eanv uptu paaTl^ eiv;
Whether person Roman and uncondemned is-lawful for-you to-flog?
Acts 22:26
Tt piAAei? Troieiv; o ydp duQpcoiro? outo? Proptilo? 8cmv.
What do-you-intend to-do? He for person this Roman is.
Acts 22:27 
Aeye pot, ctu Pcopaio? e t:
Tell me, you Roman are?
Acts 22:29 Kal 6 xi-Vapxo? 88 8</>oP49r]
And the commander () feared
emyuou? 8ti Pcouai6? 8otlv Kal on auTou fjv 8e8eKw?. 
having-discovered that Roman he-is and that him he-was having-bound.
(“because he had discovered that he was a Roman citizen and that he had had him chained up.”)
A cts23:27
T8v av8pa toutou ... 8£eiXdpTjv uaQcuu 8ti Pcauaio? eon v .
The man this ... I-rescued having-learned that Roman he-is.
(“because I had learned that he was a Roman citizen”)
Three examples listed above (16:38,22:29, 23:27) have a postnuclear Aorist
Participle of a verb of perception introducing the “Roman” clause. Since all three have a
lexical item from the same semantic area of perception, used in the same grammatical and
syntactical form, with the same content of what was perceived, one would expect that all
three encode the same semantic relationship. Based on the eight examples listed above, I
argue that “knowing someone is Roman” prototypically functions as a REASON in the
scenario of the main verb.
This contradicts Porter’s analysis of Acts 23:27 as an Aorist Participle of
subsequent action (1989:386). I agree with Porter that a postnuclear Aorist Participle may
refer to subsequent action, but only where that subsequent action fits the
PURPOSE+RESULT slot of the scenario. In the Acts 16:38 example, it has already been
reported that Paul is a Roman (Acts 16:38a) so here the real life event encoded by the
Postnuclear Aorist Participle cannot possibly have occurred after the main verb, and
logically must precede it, even if only by a split second’s reaction time. Similarly in Acts
22:29 Paul has already stated he is Roman in the previous verse, so the Postnuclear Aorist
Participle must refer to a realization which, at least momentarily, preceded the reaction of
fear. Similarly, the readers of Acts know the real-life sequence of events from Acts 21:32-
33 and 22:27, first the arrest, then the discovery of Paul’s Roman citizenship, so there is no
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reason for them to assume that the same construction means anything different in Felix’s 
letter.
However, there is another issue. What did Claudius Lysias intend Felix to 
understand from the Postnuclear Aorist Participle in Acts 23:27? Claudius Lysias does not 
have to relate the true sequence of events, since Felix only has the letter to go on, so might 
he be trying to put a better spin on things? According to my thesis, the pragmatic meaning 
of a Participle is determined by its prototypical role in the scenario of the main verb, and 
the Postnuclear Aorist Participle simply restricts the range of possible pragmatic meanings 
to non-temporal (because Postnuclear) and Perfective (because Aorist). Given that Felix 
had no wider context than the letter itself, he would have had to interpret this in terms of 
prototypical relationships in the general scenario of “rescuing” someone, in the light of 
certain known facts about participants, i.e. the rescuer is a Roman officer and the people 
from whom this someone was rescued were Jews intent on murder. The examples given 
above suggest that knowing about someone’s Roman citizenship prototypically functions 
as a REASON for treating such a person well. So, without giving specific indications to 
the contrary, Claudius Lysias could only reasonably expect Felix to take a prototypical 
interpretation of the Postnuclear Aorist Participle, and understand it as indicating 
REASON.
Similarly, Postnuclear Aorist Participles of verbs of seeing are used to show
REASON:
John 20:20
^Xdpqaav oftv ol pa0r|Tal 18ovt€? tov Kupiov.
Rejoiced therefore the disciples having-seen the Lord
Similarly, Postnuclear Aorist Participles of verbs of thought are regularly used for
REASON, since thought, like perception, affects ones actions, e.g.
John 11:31
186vt£? tt^ v Mapidp 5ti Tax6w? dvecnri Kal e£nX0ev,
having-seen the Mary that quickly she-rose and went-out [PRECEDING EVENT] f|icoXoO0r|CTav aurq 
they-followed her
SogavTe? 5ti uudyei el? to pvqgelov iva KXaiicrq etceX.,
having-reckoned that she-goes to the tomb so she-may-weep there. [REASON]
NIV “They followed her, supposing ...”
2 Tim 1:4-5 
iva xapd? TrXnpa>0<3, 
so of-joy I-may-be-filledUTTopvriCTiv Xafttfrv T f j?  ev aol dvunoKptTou utaTea)?, 
recollection having-taken of-the in you unfeigned faith [REASON] 
i.e. “so I may be filled with joy, since I recall your genuine faith”
2 Pet. 1:9
<L yap pi) udpecmv TauTa, tu<J>Xo? lo r iv  |iuarnd£cov, 
in-whom for not is-present these[things] blind is being-short-sighted 
XfjOqv Xa(3ti)v tou Ka0apiapou tw v mxXai airrou dpapTiwv. 
forgetfulness having-taken of-the cleansing of-the in-past of-him sins [REASON] 
i.e. “is blind and cannot see clearly, because he has forgotten ...”
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Heb. 11:17-19
IILcrTei irpoaev^ voxey ’A|3padp tov ’IcxaaK TTeipaCopevo?
By-faith offered Abraham the Isaac being-tested 
Kal tov |i.ovoyevfj irpoa8<[>epev, ... 
even the only-begotten he-was-offering,...
Xoyigdpevo? otl Kal 8k veKpwv 8yelpeiv SuvaTo? o 0e6?, 
having-reasoned that even from dead to-raise able the god [REASON]
i.e. “because he reasoned...”
Hebrews 11:24-25
1 nLcrrei Mcoucrfj? ... i^ pv^ oaTO XeyecrOai ulo? GuyaTpo? 4>apaw,
By-faith Moses ... refused to-be-called son of-daughter of-Pharoah
2 paXXov e\6pevo? cruyKaKouxelaGai tw Xa<3 tou 0eou ... 
rather having-chosen to-be-mistreated-with the people of-the god
3 petCova ttXoutov f)yqadpevo? twv Alyunrou Gqcraupwv tov 6vei8iapov tov Xpiarou* 
greater riches having-deemed than-the of-Egypt treasures the reproach
of-the Christ [REASON]
Line 2 is the REASON for line 1, line 3 is the REASON for line 2. Had lines 2 and 3 both been reasons for 
line 1, they would have been conjoined by Kal.
Finally there are a small number of instances where the Postnuclear Aorist
Participle is not related to perception or thought, yet refers to cause or REASON. For
example, I would categorize the Postnuclear Aorist Participle Sous' in Romans 4:20 as
REASON, partly because it is conjoined to the following Aorist Participle TrXr]po<f>opr)0eis'
in verse 21 indicating that both Participles are related to the main verb in the same way: 
Romans 4:20-21 
el? 88 Tijv 8irayyeXlav tou Geov ov 8i.eicpt0Ti rq amorta.
To () the promise of-the god not he-hesitated in-the unbeliefdXX’ 8vg8uvapw0q Tq Trtcrrei,
rather he-was-empowered in-the faithSou? 86£av t<3 0e<$
having-given glory to-the god
Kal uXqpocfropqGei? 8tl 8 gTrqyyeXTai 8uvaTO? 8cjtlv Kal Troiqaai. 
and having-been-convinced that what has-been-promised able he-is also to-do.
NIV “Yet he did not waver through unbelief but was strengthened in his faith and gave glory to God, being 
fully persuaded that God had power to do what he had promised.”
The NIV seems to ignore the conjoining Kal which I believe links both Participles as
filling the same semantic “slot”. I suggest “Yet he did not waver through unbelief but was
strengthened in his faith, because he gave glory to God and was fully persuaded that God
had power to do what he had promised.”
The following Postnuclear Aorist Participles, outside the semantic domains of
perception and thought, also indicate REASON:
Eph. 2:19-20 
8<tt8 ... olKglOl TOU 0gou, 
you-are ... family-members of-the god
8ttoiKo8op.q0gvTg? 8m t<3 OgpgXLto twv duoaToXtov Kal rrpo^ qrav 
having-been-built on the foundation of-the apostles and prophets.
Col. 3:9-10 
|xq t|;e08ea0e el? dXXY|Xou?,
Don’t lie to one-another
dTreKSugdpeuoi tov uaXaiov dvOpwuov ... Kal 8v8uad)ievoi t8v v8ov ... 
having-taken-off the old man ... and having-put-on the new ...
NIV “Do not lie to each other since ...”
The Participles are conjoined by Kal indicating that both are in the same slot, as reasons for not lying.
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2 Tim. 4:10
Aqpfi? ydp pe 6yjcaT£XLTrev dvaTn)aa? t8v vvv atcova
Demas for me forsook having-loved the now world
NIV “for Demas, having loved this world, has deserted me...”
Hebrews 11:24-25 
TH-orei Mcouofj? ... 'i*|pmjcraTO XeyeaGai ulo? GuyaTpb? <hapaw,
By-faith Moses ... refused to-be-called son of-daughter of-Pharoah 
p.fiXXov 6X6pevo? auyKaKouxeXaGaL t<3 Xaw tou 0eou ... 
better having-chosen to-be-mistreated-with the people of-the god
In the light of the above examples, the controversial Acts 16:6 may be reasonably
interpreted as REASON (rather than subsequent action, since Postnuclear Aorist
Participles have a non-temporal semantic relationship):
Acts 16:6
AiqXGov 86 rf|v 4>puytav Kal TaXaTiKf|V x^Pay
They-passed-through () the Phiygia and Galatian region
Ka)Xu96vTeg utto tou dylou TrveupaTo? XaXfjoai t8v Xoyov kv Tq ’Aatcr
having-been-prevented by the holy spirit to-speak the word in the Asia.
> C O N C E S S I V E
A  CONCESSIVE clause can be regarded as a REASON clause which is 
contraexpectation. Contraexpectation, although it may be grammaticalized by a Participle 
alone, indicating it is part of an existing scenario, is often lexically marked in some way, 
e.g.
Hebrews 12:17 
p.eTavota? ydp t6ttov oux efcpev 
of-repentence for place not he-found 
Katuep peTd SaKpucov eK^qrfrag? aunjv. 
although with tears having-sought it (blessing or repentance)
One would expect the scenario of repentance to include the REASON “he found a place
for repentance, because he sought if with tears”. The contraexpectation then is marked
explicitly here by Katuep “although”.
Similarly:
1 Peter 1:6 
ev § dyaXXLctoGe, 
in which you -rejoice
oXLyov dpTi ei 8eov I6otIv] Xu-nqGevTe? kv ttoikIXoi? -rreipaapoX? 
a-little yet if necessary [is] having-grieved in many tests
Here the contraexpectation is lexicalized by dpTi “yet, even now” and by the riders “a 
little” and “if necessary”.
> C O N D I T I O N
A CONDITION can be regarded as a particular type of REASON or MEANS
clause where the protasis expresses the potential reason or means as a condition rather than
a fact, e.g.
Hebrews 2:3
uco? qgeX? 6»c<f>eii£;6p,e0a TqXiKauTri? dueXnaavTe? awTqpta? 
how we will-escape, such having-neglected salvation?
NIV “how shall we escape if we ignore such a great salvation?”
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This is related to the REASON statement “We will not escape, because we have neglected 
such a salvation,” which in Greek could use exactly the same structure of Postnuclear 
Aorist Participle, i.e.
otic 6ic<J)eu£6|ie0a TriXiKauTq? dmeXTjaavTg? araTqpta?
Not we will-escape, such having-neglected salvation.
Similarly:
Luke 9:25 
tC ydp (ti^ eXclTai dv0ptoTTo? 
what for is-profited person
Kep8f|0-q? tov Koapov oXov eaiiTov 86 duoXeaa? fj £qpico0gt?; 
having-gained the world whole self but having-lost or damaged?
i.e. “What advantage is it IF one gains the whole world but loses or forfeits one’s very self?”
This is related to the MEANS statement “A person benefits by gaining the whole world” 
which in Greek could be ( b tp e X e Z r a i dvOpoyrros* KepSqaas tov Kocrpov oXov.
> C O N C O M I T A N T  A C T
Items in this category are often termed “attendant circumstance” but that name
downplays the essential semantic relationship between this and the main verb, hence my
term CONCOMITANT ACT. There is no doubt that occasionally the time reference of a
Postnuclear Aorist Participle is apparently the same as that of the main verb. In these cases
the two verbal events are not merely cotemporaneous, but either refer to t h e  s a m e  e v e n t
f r o m  a  d i f f e r e n t  p o i n t  o f  v i e w , i.e. a restatement, or refer to a  s p e c i f i c  e v e n t  p r o t o t y p i c a l l y
r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  m a i n  e v e n t , but not in a fixed sequential order. This differs from a Prenuclear
Present Participle which simply states that the Participial event occurred at the same time
as the main verb’s event, i.e. cotemporaneous, without any necessary semantic
relationship. For example:
Acts 12:25
Bapva(3a? 86 Kal XaOXo? imiorpeipav 6£ ’IepoucraXfip 
Barnabas () and Saul returned to Jerusalem [SCENARIO TITLE]
TrXqpraaavTe? tt)v 8iaKovtav, 
having-completed the ministry, [REASON] 
au|iTTapaXa(36vTe? ’Iwdvvqv tov gmKXqGgvTa MapKov. 
having-taken-along John the sumamed Mark, [CONCOMITANT ACT]
This might be translated, “So Barnabas and Saul returned from Jerusalem, since they had
completed their aid mission, and they took John Mark back with them.” Alternatively, this
might be viewed as MANNER, i.e. “So Barnabas and Saul returned from Jerusalem, since
they had completed their aid mission, with John Mark as their companion on the journey.”
' This however seems to limit Mark’s role to the journey per se, rather than the purpose for
which he was taken along.
A specific type of CONCOMITANT ACT is where two events are
COMPLEMENTARY to each other, e.g.
Acts 21:1
Y2? 86 kyevero dvax0T]vai f]|ia? dTroaiTaaQevTa? gltt’ auTrav 
When () it-occurred to-set-saii us having-separated from them 
i.e. “When we had set sail and tom ourselves away from them”
Here going away necessarily involves leaving those who remain.
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Another type of CONCOMITANT ACT is where events regularly occur in FIXED 
COLLOCATIONS IN COMPLEX SCENARIOS. In Greek, lexical items related to 
complex event scenarios, such as “sending”, frequently co-occur in the same grammatical 
and syntactic patterns. The scenario for “sending” includes a command to go somewhere, 
the giving of instructions to the travellers, and the travellers going. There is, however, no 
one set sequence of events. In real life, although the giving of instructions must precede 
the actual going, and often occurs after the command to go, the order of commanding and 
instructing is flexible, e.g. “Go and give this to Peter!” or “Give this to Peter. Off you go!”.
Such complex scenarios contain prototypically co-occurring events, but these do 
not fit the normal pattern of a script since there is no prototypical sequence of these events. 
Consequently the Aorist Participles used to encode events from these scenarios are not 
prenuclear (as for encoding script events) but postnuclear. Examples of such complex 
scenarios are given below.
Sending scenario
Mark uses conjoined main verbs to show the elements in a “sending” scenario, viz.
summoning, sending, giving authority, commanding, giving specific instructions.
Mark 6:7-10 
Kal upotJKaXEiTai tou? SwSeKa 
And he-summons the twelve 
Kal fjpfrrro auToii? diroarfXXeiv 8Do 8uo 
and he-began them to-send two two
Kal 68C8ou auToi? e£oualav t<3v TrveugdTajv t<3v dKa0dpTO)v, 
and he-gave to-them authority of-the spirits the unclean 
Kal TrapifyyeiXev auToi? Iva p.q8ev aipooaiv el? 888v ... 
and he-commanded them that not they-should-take for road ...
Kal 6Xeyev auToi?,
and he-was-saying to-them...
Such complex scenarios as “sending” seem often to have the “instruction” element
grammaticalized as a postnuclear Aorist Participle:
Matthew 10:5
Toutou? tou? 8co8eKa dTr6crrei\ev 6 ’IqaoD? TTapavvelXa? auToi? Xeywv ...
These the twelve sent the Jesus having-commanded them saying ...
NIV “These twelve Jesus sent out with the following instructions:”
Compare Acts 23:30, where the command is to people other than those sent.
Contrast where the temporal order is marked, e.g.
Mark 6:27
Kal eu0u? dtTogTetXa? 8 paoiXeu? aueKouXdTopa 6u6Ta€ev 6v6yKai Tqv K+aXqv airroD. 
And-having-sent-them-to-Bethlehem-he-said...
+HV-^ HftsenHhem-to-Bethlehem-and-said,”
This usage of Postnuclear Aorist Participles for instructions within the complex
scenario “send” is also found in LXX as noted by Wilkins (1996), who quotes 2 Macc.
14:12-13 e£aTreareiAev Sous’ euToXas’ and 2 Macc. 5:24 e i t e p t y e v  ... Trpocrrd^ as’.
When a written message is involved in the “sending” scenario, the “writing” also 
occurs as a postnuclear Aorist Participle:
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Acts 15: 22-23
Tot€ £8o£e ... irfpij/ai ... ’I ouSav tov KaXougevov Bapaa(3(3av Kal ZiXav,...
Then it-seemed-good... to-send ... Judas the being-called Barsabbas and Silas... 
ypdipavre? 8ict xeipoS“ aftTwv, ... 
having-written through hand of-them ...
NIV “decided to ... send... Judas (called Barsabbas) and Silas... With them they sent the following letter...” 
Acts 23: 23-25
Kal TrpogKaXecrdue vo? 8uo hrvd?] twv gKaTovTapxrav elTrev, ...
And having-summoned two [certain] of-the centurions he-said,... 
ypdria? 6maToXf]v kxovoav tov tuttov toutov ... 
having-written letter having the form this ...
NIV “Then he called two of his centurions and ordered them ... He wrote a letter as follows...”
This is a “sending” scenario, although there is no lexical item for send or for order. The scenario is opened 
by the lexical items call, say and write, as well as the content of what is said. This analysis is confirmed by 
KaTd to 8iaTgTay{ievov “according to instructions” in verse 32.
There are other examples which seem to belong to a category of CONCOMITANT 
ACT. Concomitant acts do not have any specific temporal relationship to the main verb 
(indeed they may precede, follow, or be concurrent), but they are “viewed by the speaker 
as happening on the same occasion” since the events are part of a complex scenario, where 
the clustering of events, rather than the order of events is significant, e.g.
Imprisoning scenario 
Acts 12:4
bv Kal mdaa? £0cto el? <f>uXaKf|v, 
whom also having-beaten he-placed in prison
TTapaSou? TeaaapaLV T€Tpa8toL? CTTpaTiamov (pvXdooeiv avrov, 
having-handed-over to-four foursomes of-soldiers to-guard him [CONCOMITANT ACT]
|3oi)X6p.evo? geTd to irdoxa dvayayeiv airrov t<3 Xara. 
intending after the Passover to-present him to-the people. [REASON]
Acts 16:23
TroXXa? Te emQevTg? airrol? TrXnyti? £(3aXov el? <f>uXaKijv 
Many and having-laid-on to-them blows he-threw into prison 
TrapavyetXavTe? tw 8ea|iocf>vXaKi dcrcj>aX<3? TT)pelv auTou?. 
having-commanded to-the jailer securely to-keep them [CONCOMITANT ACT]
Note that it is totally irrelevant here whether handing over the prisoner or
commanding the jailer occurred before or after the imprisonment. What is significant is
that these actions are related and occurred conceptually “at the same time” i.e. on the same
occasion. In contrast, the beating in the examples above is clearly marked by Prenuclear
Aorist Participles as occurring before the imprisonment.
Punishment scenario 
John 18:22:
efSwKev pdmCT(ia tw ’IqaoO eliTC&v. Outw? diroKplvq tw dpxiepei; 
gave slap to-the Jesus having-said, Thus you-answer the highpriest
This example is extremely important when contrasted with uses of the Postnuclear
Present Participle in similar situations. Ignoring the substantive uses of the Participle (John
5:12 Aorist, 4:10 Present), the only other occurrences in John of Masculine Singular
Nominative Participles from Xeyw are in the Present X e y o o v  which occurs 7 times, each
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time after a verb of speech in the Indicative (i.e. Kpd£to “shout” 1:15, 7:28, 7:37; 
dttOKptvopm “answer” 1:26, 12:23; p.apTDp8w “witness” l:32;\aX8to “speak” 8:12).
It is significant that here the Postnuclear Aorist Participle of “say” occurs with a 
non-speech main verb, which is s e e m i n g l y  unrelated. However, it is clear that the reason 
for the slap is contained in the speech, i.e. “I am slapping you because you spoke 
disrespectfully to the high priest.” So again CONCOMITANT ACT is not a 
“happenstance” coincidental action, but prototypically part of the main verb’s scenario, 
since people often verbalise the reasons for their actions (cf. Acts 7:39-40).
Decision and Command scenarios
Other complex clusters, related to scenarios of making decisions and issuing
commands, are also grammaticalized as main verbs plus Postnuclear Aorist Participles
showing CONCOMITANT ACTS, e.g.
Acts 22:24
8K8\eucrev 8 yAtapxo? gladygaGai a b r 6v et? Tqv Trapg|if3o\Y|V, 
ordered the commander to-be-led him into the fort 
giua? pdcm i^v dveTa£ga0ai auTov ... 
having-said with-scourges to-be-examined him 
Acts 23:30 
8TT€|x«|ia upo? ae 
I-sent [him] to you
uapayyetXa? teal toT? KaTqydpoi? Xeygiv [Td] upo? cx0t8v 8ul aou. 
having-commanded also the accusers to-say [the] to-him before you.
Acts 23:35
AidKouaojial aou, 8<£q, 8tciv Kal ot KaTqyopol aou uapaygvwvTat*
I-will-hear you, he-said, when also the accusers of-you arrive KeXeuaa? gv t<3 upaiTtoplu) tou 'HptoSou <^ >uXdaaea0ai auTov. 
having-ordered in the praetorium of-the Herod to-be-guarded him 
Acts 24:22-23 
’AvepdXeTO 88 auTou? 8 4>qXi£,
Postponed./) them the Felix
dKpi(38aTgpov elStib? Ta irepl Tq? 88ou
better having-known the[matters] concerning the way [REASON]
giua?. "Otov ... Siayvcoaopai Td Ka0’ up.a?-
having-said When ..., I-will-determine the as-to you
StaTaEdu-guo? t<5 gKaTovTdpxq ...
having-commanded to-the centurion
In all these instances Postnuclear Aorist Participles are used to express statements or 
commands which accompany, and are inherently related to, the main verb, of 
commanding, saying, sending or postponing.
It is interesting that all the above examples of CONCOMITANT ACTS have as the 
subject someone with authority and include explicit or implicit commands. This may not 
be coincidental but relates to the fact that such people are able to perform multiple actions 
virtually simultaneously by commanding that things be done, without the need to actually 
perform the deeds themselves. Other scenarios where the agent has authority to command 
or establish events according to his will have the same Postnuclear Aorist Participle 
structure for CONCOMITANT ACT:
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Acts 10:24 
6 88 KopuqXio? Yjv upoaSoKtSv airrou?
The () Cornelius was awaiting them
cruyicaXeadpevo? to0? auyyevei? auTou Kal tou? dvayKatou? <f>tXou?. 
having-summoned-together the relatives of-him and the intimate friends.
Acts 17:31
8v dvSpl 5) cBpiaev, ulaTiv uapaaYc# uaaiv ... 
in man whom he-designated, guarantee having-offered to-all
> C O N C O M I T A N T  C I R C U M S T A N C E
I use this term, rather than concomitant act, when the subject of the Participle is not
the semantic agent of both Participle and main verb. In most cases this is because the
Participle is in Genitive Absolute construction with a different agent from the main verb.
Occasionally, it is because the subject of the Participial event is not semantically agent, but
goal or patient. By “concomitant” I mean that such circumstances are not random
“happenstance” but represent prototypical relationships between the two events, due to
frequent co-occurrence, or special cultural significance, e.g.
Mark 12:21
Kal o SeuTgpo? ... du80avev pf] KaTaXmw aireppa*
And the second ... died not having-left seed
The action of leaving or not leaving a child is hardly a deliberate act on the part of the 
person dying, so this cannot really be classed as a concomitact a c t . Rather, as translations 
and parallel passages indicate, this Participle grammaticalizes the undesired circumstance 
of a semantic patient, hence the analysis as concomitant c i r c u m s t a n c e .  The significance for 
Jews of having children, as shown by the Levirate system, explains why having 
descendants, and hence childlessness, can be prototypical elements in the “die” scenario.
In my theory, CONCOMITANT CIRCUMSTANCE, along with CONCOMITANT 
ACT, is a natural category for Postnuclear Aorist Participles since prototypical elements of 
a scenario are based on experiential co-occurrence, and the only elements excluded from 
being represented this way are those whose relationship to the scenario title (i.e. main 
verb) in temporal sequence. This category includes many instances which are difficult to 
classify otherwise, but as I say elsewhere, we should not expect all the prototypical co­
occurrences of real-life events to be reducable to a few fixed semantic relationships.
> R E S T A T E M E N T
Restatement is not a common function of Postnuclear Aorist Participles. However, 
Acts 27:33b, as already noted, is a clear example:
ticRToi SiaTeXetTe px|0ev upoaXaB6p.euoL. 
foodless you-continued nothing having-taken.
NIV “have gone without food - you haven’t eaten anything”
A possible example is in Mark 15:30, comparing it with Matthew 27:40 where the
second main verb seems to restate the first:
Mark 15:30 
aQaov cxeauTdv KaTa|3d? duo tou aTaupou.
Save yourself having-descended from the cross.
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Matthew 27:40 
oQoov o e a v r b v  ... [Kail KaTdj3r|0i &tto tou crraupou.
Save yourself... [and] descend from the cross.
However Mark 15:30 may be better understood as MEANS “Save yourself by 
descending”, and Matthew 27:40 as perhaps Generic Specific “Save yourself! Come 
down!”
Another possible example of restatement is found in Mark 9:22:
(3oYj0r|cx>v fiplv giTXavyvia9et? e<p’
Help us having-had-compassion on us.
Here again, this might be better understood as REASON (“For pity’s sake help us”) or 
CONDITION (“Help us, if you have compassion on us”), rather that restatement. Having 
compassion is more a prerequisite for helping rather than an identical action.
> R E S T R I C T I V E  S E T T I N G
There are only a few examples of Postnuclear Aorist Participles which seem to 
belong to a category of RESTRICTIVE SETTING, in as much as they are NOT concerned 
with time sequence of events in the narrative, but rather with defining the particular setting 
within which events took place, or restricting the reference to a single specific occasion. 
The setting or occasion referred to is always Hearer-old, either Discourse-old or in the 
world knowledge of the audience, e.g.
RESTRICTIVE LOCATIONAL SETTING 
John 4:54
Touto [86] TidXiv SeuTepov or||j.6iov ^ irotqaev 8 ’Iqcrou?
This () again second sign did the Jesus 
eXQrav 6k tt)? ’I ouSata? el? tt)V TaXiXatav. 
having-come from the Judea into the Galilee.
“This then is the second sign Jesus did, when he had come from Judea into Galilee”.
Here the stress seems to be on the place where the sign took place, not the fact that Jesus 
travelled before doing the miracle. This is shown by mention of the place in John 2:11 (the 
first miracle “in Cana of Galilee”), and then in John 4:43, 45, 47 (“Galilee”), 4:44 (“own 
native place”), and 4:46 (“Cana of Galilee”).
RESTRICTIVE TEMPORAL SETTING 
2 Peter 2:5 
Kal dpxatou Koapou ouk kcpeioaro 
And ancient world not he-spared 
dXXd oySoov Nrae SiKaioauvr]? KqpuKa 6<f>6Xa£ev 
but eighth Noah of-righteousness herald he-kept-safe 
KaTaKXuapbv Koa[j.w dae(3rav gTrd^ a?. 
flood to-world of-impious having brought
NIV “if he did not spare the ungodly world, when he brought the flood on its ungodly people, but protected 
Noah, a preacher of righteousness and seven others”
A Prenuclear Aorist Participle would mark a preceding item of a script, i.e. “he sent a 
flood and did not spare the ancient world...”
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John 21:14
touto q&q Tp'iTov 6<f>av€pc60Ti ’Irjorou? toi? (iaGr|Tai?
This now third[time] was-manifested Jesus to-the disciples 
6yep9elg 6k veKpwv. 
having-been-raised from dead
NIV “This was now the third time Jesus appeared to his disciples after he was raised from the dead.”
If the Aorist Participle were prenuclear, i.e. touto q8r) TpiTou 6yep0els* ex veicptbv
6<J>avep(j&0r| ’Iqaous* tols* flolGtitcxls", it would mean “This was the third time that Jesus
rose from the dead and appeared to the disciples” since it would link the two events into a
single script sequence. Here the setting is an event that occurred ONCE, but in that
context, the main verb occurred several times.
Compare Matthew 26:42 which indicates that the whole script, including the events
of both Prenuclear Aorist Participle and main verb, occurred a second time:
udXiv 6k 8eirr6pou dueXGAv Trpooqfytrro Xeywv ...
again from second[time] having-gone-away he-prayed saying ...
NIV “He went away a second time and prayed...”
This repeats the events recorded in 26:39:
Kal TTpoeXQiou piKpov £ueaev eul upoawuov auTou upoaeuv6|j.evo? Kal Xeywv ... 
and having-gone-ahead little he-fell on face of-him praying and saying ...
NIV “Going a little farther, he fell with his face to the ground and prayed ...”
RESTRICTIVE CIRCUMSTANTIAL SETTING 
Acts 19:2
El uveupa dyiov 6Xd(3eTe mcnreftgavTeg:
If spirit holy you-received having-believed?
“Did you receive the Holy Spirit when you came to faith?”
The context of Acts 19:1-7 shows that the issue in question is whether these disciples have
received the Holy Spirit or not. This supports the analysis of the Postnuclear Aorist
Participle as circumstantial, questioning whether, in the specific circumstance of becoming
believers, they received the Holy Spirit. In contrast, the Prenuclear Aorist Participle in
Ephesians 1:13 marks a preceding event in a script of the main verb: k v  § Kal
TrKJTetiaavTes* ecr<|>pay'KJ0r|Te tco Trveu|iaTi t t \s  k n a y y e X l a s  tco aytw, “in whom
you also believed and were sealed with the promised Holy Spirit”.
Acts 10:29
8i5 Kal dvavTippf|Tio? frXOov peTaugp^Qel?.
Therefore also unquestioningly I-came having-been-summoned.
“That is why I came without hesitation when I was summoned”
Here there is a complex contraexpectation set up. fjXGov l^eTa7Te|Juf)0e^ s, would naturally 
be REASON, “I came because I was summoned” The fact that Peter was a Jew summoned 
by Gentiles sets up the expectation ouk qXGov [leTaiTei+Geis' “I did not come, even 
though I was summoned” (i.e. CONCESSIVE). To this is added a special reason for Peter 
to come, which seems to make the meaning RESTRICTIVE SETTING.
Use of Postnuclear Aorist Participles for RESTRICTIVE SETTING is not 
surprizing if we accept that they can refer to ANY semantic relationship in a single 
scenario between this event and the event of the main verb, with the exception of simple 
linear sequence (shown by prenuclear position).
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> A M P L I F I C A T I O N / S P E C I F I C
Some Postnuclear Aorist Participles are hard to categorize, although the meaning is 
clear, since they have more than one prototypical semantic relationship to the main verb, 
e.g.
Matthew 27:4 
"H|iapTov uapaSou? atpa &0<3ov.
I-sinned having-betrayed blood innocent.
Here “betraying innocent blood” is a SPECIFIC type of sinning, but could also be seen as 
the MEANS by which the sin was accomplished. Hence NIV translates “I have sinned ... 
for I have betrayed innocent blood,” and TEV “I have sinned by betraying an innocent 
man to death.”
> P A R A T A C T I C ?
I include this category simply to dispute its existence. Wilkins (1996) labels certain
participles “paratactic” because they are frequently translated paratactically in English, and
states “The criteria for this category are that the participle assumes the mood of its
governing verb, and, if the participle is aorist, it precedes its governing verb in time.”
Similarly, Wallace (1996:641) uses the criterion of mood fluctuation to categorize the
Participles in Matthew 2:13-14 below as “Attendant Circumstance”. I believe, however,
they have failed to notice a generalization that Participles, unless they are predictable from
the p r e v i o u s  scenario and act as a time setting, ALWAYS assume the mood of the
governing verb, whether they are Prenuclear or Postnuclear, Present or Aorist.
For example, Wilkins gives Mark 15:30 as an example of a “paratactic” participle
where the mood of the Participle is affected by the mood of the main verb, translating it
paratactically as “Save yourself and come down from the cross”. However the mood of the
Participle varies according to the mood of the main verb simply because the semantic
relationship between the events remains constant, e.g.
Mark 15:30 (Imperative) 
ordkjov aeauTov KaTafta? auo tou aTaupou.
Save yourself having-descended from the cross. [MEANS]
“Save yourself by coming down from the cross!”
Both events are Imperative: Save yourself! Come down!
cf. (Indicative) 
laaxra? aeauTov KaTapa? duo tou aTaupou.
You saved yourself having-descended from the cross. [MEANS]
“You saved yourself by coming down from the cross.”
Both events are past time: You saved yourself. You came down.
Regardless of whether Participles are Prenuclear or Postnuclear, Aorist or Present,
the mood of the Participle varies according to the mood of the main verb, since the
prototypical relationship between them is unchanged, e.g.
Matthew 2:13 (Imperative)
8yep0el? uapdXape to uaiSLov Kal ttju pqTepa auTou Kal
having-risen take the child and the mother of-him and flee ... [PRECEDING EVENT]
“Get up, take the child and his mother and flee!”
All events are Imperative: Rise! Take! Flee!
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cf. Matthew 2:14 (Indicative)
8 86 6yep6el? irap6Xa{3ev t6 TraiSlov Kal Tqv (iqTepa auTou ... Kal dvex^pqaev ••• 
he () having-risen took the child and the mother of-him ... and went-off... [PRECEDING EVENT]
“He got up, took the child and his mother and went off!”
All events are past time: He rose. He took. He fled.
Matthew 10:7 (Imperative)
Tropeuo|igvoi 86 KqptiaaeTe XeyovTe? 8ri qyyiKgv f] paaiXela twv oupavwv.
travelling () announce saying that is-drawn-near the kingdom of-the heavens
“As you travel announce saying that the the kingdom of Heaven is near.” [SPECIFIC]
Both events are Imperative: Announce! Say!
cf. Matthew 8:29 (Indicative)Kal l8ou &cpa£av XeyovTg?1 rf Kal aoi ...
and behold they-shouted saying what to-us and to-you
“and behold they shouted saying: ‘What have you to do with us ...’ ” [SPECIFIC]
Both events are past time: They shouted. They said.
All the examples Wilkins gives of “paratactic” Participles taking the mood of the 
main verb can be explained simply by the prototypical semantic relationship between 
Participle and main verb remaining the same, whatever the mood or tense of the main verb, 
e.g.
MANNER:
James 5:14 “pray, anointing ...” [after Imperative]
Luke 20:10 “sent him away with a beating” [after Aorist Indicative]
Acts 19:29 “they rushed... with Gaius and Aristarchus held firmly in tow” [after Aorist Indicative] 
MEANS:
Mark 1:31 “he raised her by (grasping) the hand” [after Aorist Indicative]
Mark 15:17 “put on him a crown of thorns, by means of plaiting it” [after Present Indicative] 
(otherwise there would have been no crown available)
Acts 7:45 “brought in the ark, by means of receiving it from our ancestors” [after Aorist Indicative] 
REASON:
Phil. 2:19 “I may be happy because I know” [after Subjunctive]
Luke 11:8 “he will not give it him because he got up due to friendship” [after Future Indicative] 
PRECEDING EVENT:
Mark 1:7 “I am not worthy to stoop and untie the thong of his sandals” [before Infinitive] 
cf. Mark 3:27, Luke 11:7, 14:18, 17:18, Acts 19:21,23:10,24:8, 25:9, 27:12
> O T H E R ?
By listing pragmatic meanings above I am not trying to delimit the usage of 
Postnuclear Aorist Participles, but rather to show their wide range of meanings. They can 
refer to ANY non-sequential semantic relationship within a single scenario, where the 
Participial referent is viewed as an Event (Perfective Aspect) rather than a Process.
6) Postnuclear Aorist Participle Genitive
= EVENT with different subject from main verb, related non-temporally to main verb
> M E A N S
Luke 23:44-45
...aKbTo? 6y6veTO 6<p* 8Xqv Tqv yqv ... tou qXtou eKXLirovTog.
... darkness occurred on all the land ... the sun having-failed
NIV “darkness came over the whole land ... for the sun stopped shining
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Here the Postnuclear GA is clearly the cause for the darkness. It may be analyzed as 
MEANS or possibly REASON.
> R E A S O N
Mark 4:35 
Kal X£yet aftToi? £v eKelvq Tq fipipa 
And he-says to-them on that the day 
dipLa? yevopevq?. Ai6X9wpev el? t 8 uepav. 
evening having-become, Let-us-cross to the other-side 
NIV “That day when evening came...” /
Had this GA been prenuclear, it would have indicated that the link between this and the
previous text was the passing of time, i.e. “when evening had come”. Here the Postnuclear
GA does not refer simply to time setting, which is already given by “on that day”, but
includes a REASON relationship “since it was evening”.
Mark 16:2
Kal Xtav uptoi Tq pig tcov aafipdruv ipxovraL eul t 8 pvqpeiov 
And very early on-the first[day] of-the week they-come to the tomb 
dvaTetXavTo? tou frXtou. 
having-risen the sun.
NIV “Very early on the first day of the week, just after sunrise..”
Had this GA been prenuclear, it would have indicated that the link between this and the 
previous text was the passing of time. Here the temporal link is made by “early in the 
morning”. Note that this GA does not refer only to time setting, but includes a REASON 
relationship. They could not travel far on the Sabbath, so because the sun had risen on the 
Sunday morning, they set out for the tomb. Hence NIV’s “just after sunrise”. Perhaps 
better “once the sun had risen”.
> C O N C O M I T A N T  C I R C U M S T A N C E
1 Peter 3:22
5? kotlv ev 8e£ig [tou] 9eou uopeu9el? el? oupavov 
Who is at right [of-the] god having-gone into heaven [MEANS] 
uTTQTavevTojv aimS dyyeXwv Kal e£oucnwv Kal 8uvdpewv. 
having-submitted to-him angels and authorities and powers 
NIV “with angels authorities and powers in submission to him.”
Had this been prenuclear, it would have meant “When the angels ... had submitted to 
him...” This is similar to the category of CONCOMITANT ACT, although here, the agents 
of the concomitant act are different from the agent of the main verb.
> R E S T R I C T I V E  S E T T I N G
Acts 1:8
dXXot XYjp^ eoGe 8uvapiv 6ueX86vTO? tou aylou uveupaTO? ecj>’ upd?
But you will receive power having-come-upon the holy spirit on you 
NIV “But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you”
If the Aorist Participle were prenuclear it would indicate a preceding event in the script, 
and mean “(first) the Holy Spirit will come on you and (after that) you will receive 
power.” Here, by being postnuclear, the Genitive Absolute marks a non-temporal 
relationship. In the context of Acts 1:5, where the coming of the Holy Spirit is given a time 
frame “not many days hence”, and of Acts 1:6-7, where the issue of timing is again raised,
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the relationship appears to be a RESTRICTIVE SETTING. What is being emphasized 
here, however, is not a relative temporal relationship between the two events (“first the 
Holy Spirit will come and after that you will receive power”), but the fact that power will 
only be received in a particular setting, on a specific occasion. The setting is “restricted” 
because of the underlying relationship of MEANS between Participle and main verb, 
Power cannot be received until the Holy Spirit comes because the Holy Spirit’s coming is 
the MEANS by which that power is received.
Acts 24:10
’AireKptGq Te 8 TlauXo? veugavTO? aura tou qyep.Qvo? Xeyeiv ...
Answered and the Paul having-motioned to-him the governor to-speak ...
NIV “When the governor motioned for him to speak, Paul replied”
I analyse this as restrictive setting because what is in focus is not the time of Paul’s 
speaking as such but rather the occasion. There is a strong REASON relationship between 
the governor, giving permission and Paul speaking, and this provides the “restrictive 
setting” in which Paul may begin his speech. Although NIV’s “when” makes the time 
explicit, as readers we understand that in this context the lexically marked temporal 
relationship implies that permission has now been given.
See also Acts 24:20, 28:25 and Hebrews 8:9, where the Postnuclear Aorist 
Participle Genitive also marks the specific occasion when the main verb took place.
7) Postnuclear Present Participle Nominative
= PROCESS with same subject as main verb, related non-temporally to main verb
> M A N N E R
Matthew 27:39-40
Ol 88 Trapauopeuopevoi. 8(3Xaa<J>^ p.ouv auTov KivouvTe? tcc? Ke^ aXa? a0rav Kal XeyovTe?...
The Q passers-by were-insulting him shaking the heads of-them and saying ...
Matthew 9:27
Y|KoXo{Gqaav [aura] 8uo Tu<f>Xoi Kpd£ovTe? Kal XeyovTe? ...
Followed [him] two blindmen shouting and saying ...
Matthew 9:29 
tote f^aTO rav 6(f>0aXp.<3v abrav 
Then touched the eyes of-them 
X8yo)v. Kara Tqv ttLcttiv upaiv yevqBqra tip.iv. 
saying, According-to the faith of-you may-it-happen to-you.
At first glance the verbs touch and say seem unrelated, but the content of the speech act
shows that they both belong in the “heal” scenario. The content of the speech act also
shows the purpose of Jesus’s touching.
Matthew 11:18 
fjXOev yap ’Iwdvvq? p.qTe 8a0ta)V p.f)T6 Trtvcov...
Came for John neither eating nor drinking...
Note that “came” here is the title of the scenario for John’s ministiy, not simply the event 
of coming. Thus the Participles refer to the manner of his ministry, i.e. his lifestyle.
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> M E A N S
Acts 27:38
6ko6<J>l£ov t8 ttXoiov gKBaXX6p.gvot t8v oitov el? Tqv GdXaaaav. 
they-were-lightening the ship throwing out the wheat into the sea.
NIV “they lightened the ship by throwing the grain into the sea.”
After an Aorist main verb, it is common to have a Postnuclear Aorist Participle showing
MEANS. The Present Participle is used here keeping the same Imperfective Aspect as the
Imperfect main verb. The author’s choice of Imperfective Aspect for both Participle and
main verb suggests that the internal Process of the events is in focus. Within the open
scenario of throwing grain into the sea, this choice of Imperfective Aspect suggests that
this was not a single action but a Process involving reiteration of an action by many
people, i.e. “they started the long drawn-out process of lightening the boat by throwing the
grain overboard”.
' Luke 10:25
Kal ISoli vo|ilk6? ti? dv6crnr| kTreipdfrav auTov Xeyrav 
And behold lawyer certain stood testing him saying
Here “saying” is best understood as the MEANS of “testing”, and it is grammaticalized as
a Process, matching the Process of testing. The absence of Kcd between the Participles
“testing” and “saying” shows they do not both belong in the same scenario slot, i.e. 
stood
testing PURPOSE AND RESULT of stood
saying MEANS of testing
Contrast Matthew 19:3 where the Participles are conjoined by Kal:
Kal irpooqXGov aimjj 4>apiCTaloL TTgipdfovTg? auTov Kal XgyovTg?, ...
And approached him Pharisees testing him and saying...
Here both Participles are in the same scenario slot, i.e. 
approached
testing PURPOSE AND RESULT of approached
and saying PURPOSE AND RESULT of approached
> P U R P O S E
The use of Postnuclear Present Participles to express purpose with a verb of motion
was argued by O’Rourke (1967) on the analogy of similar uses with the rare Future
Participle (i.e. Acts 8:27, 22:5, 24:11 and Mark 27:49 as typical Postnuclear Future
Participles, with Acts 24:17 where the Participle is prenuclear, and Hebrews 13:17 where
the meaning is less certain). He cited as examples Matthew 20:20, 22:16, Luke 2:45,
10:25, Acts 14:21£, 15:27, 17:13, 18:23, 19:18, 21:16, pointing out that “In all of them the
participle follows the verb”, e.g.
Matt. 20:20
T6tc TrpooqXQgv aiiTw q (n)TTIP ... TrpoaKuvouga Kal alToOad ti dir’ airroO.
Then approached to-him the mother... doing obeissance and beseeching something from him 
NIV “Then the mother ... came to Jesus ... and, kneeling down, asked a favour of him.”
On the basis of this, O’Rourke argues that the Present Participle in Romans 15:25
has the meaning of purpose, since the service, giving over aid money, could not begin until
he arrived:
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vuvl 86 'iropebop.ai el? ’IepouaaXfip. SiaKovfiv toi? dytoi?.
Now () I -travel to Jerusalem serving the saints.
NIV “Now, however, I am on my way to Jerusalem in the service of the saints there.”
I agree with O’Rourke’s analysis, but wish to point out how this structure differs from a
straightforward purpose clause. Regular purpose clauses with e l s  plus Infinitive or iva
plus Subjunctive do not necessarily imply that the purpose was fulfilled (e.g. 1 Thess. 3:5
“I sent to find out about your faith” where the actual finding out is reported separately in
3:6, Mark 14:55 and Matthew 12:10 where the purpose is thwarted). However, in
narrative, when the main verb is a verb of motion in the Aorist (Perfective aspect), the
Postnuclear Present Participle construction means that the event encoded as a participle
was not only the PURPOSE, but also the incipient RESULT (see below). Thus Luke 2:45
(above) means “they set out in order to seek him, and they actually began seeking him.”
This is often expressed in English as a purpose clause, with its (expected) fulfilment left
implicit, e.g. “they set out to look for him”.
In the Gospels ueipd£oo occurs 9 times as a Present Participle (excluding the
substantive). 7 of these are postnuclear and these all mark purpose, or purpose and result.
Two are off the narrative storyline, being used as explanations showing purpose:
John 6:6
touto 86 £\eyev ueipdftou auTov auTo? yap q8eL tL 6p.eXXev Troiexv.
This () he-was-saying testing him. He for knew what he-intended to do.
John 8:6
touto 86 £Aeyov ueipdfovTe? airrdv, iva eywcriv KarnyopeXv auTou.
This () they-were-saying testing him, in-order-that they-might-have to-accuse him.
Another 3 occur in the narrative backbone after a verb of speech, and these also show
purpose:
Matthew 22:35 
Kal 6'iTTip(j!rrno,ev 61? 6£ auTWv [vo|iik8?] Treipdfoov aurdv 
And asked one from them [scribe] testing him 
Mark 8:11 
... fjptavTO ouCt}t6Ev airrw,
... They-began to-debate with-him
f-qTouvTe? 'TTap’ airrou orpeiov dub tou oupavou, TreipdfovTe? airrdv. 
seeking from him sign from the heaven, testing him
Here seeking a sign is the purpose of debating, testing is the purpose of seeking a sign.
Mark 10:3
Kal -rTooCTeXOdvTg? 4>apiaaioi ^ uripdmov auTov ... TTgipa£ovTe? auTov.
And having-approached Pharisees asked him ... testing him.
The last 2 occur after a verb of motion, and these two show purpose and result (see below).
> P U R P O S E  A N D  R E S U L T
Postnuclear Present Participles after a verb of motion are used to indicate not
merely Purpose but Purpose and Result, e.g.
Luke 10:25
Kal t8ob vopiKo? ti? & v £ o t t \  6K7Teipd£o)u auTov Xeytov. ...
And behold scribe certain stood-up testing him saying
Here I analyse “testing” as PURPOSE AND RESULT, with “saying” as SPECIFIC, 
indicating the exact nature of the testing. The next verse begins 8 88 eluev up8s* auTov
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“He said to him” showing that the testing, made explicit in the speech, is understood not as
merely a PURPOSE, but as actually occurring, i.e. a result.
If it is true that Present Participle after Aorist Indicative verb of motion in narrative
means not simply Purpose, but Purpose and incipient Result, then Matthew 20:20 for
example means not simply that Zebedee’s wife came to Jesus in order to ask something,
but that she actually began bowing and asking a favour before Jesus spoke to her, e.g.
Matthew 20:20-21 
Tote upocrfj\0ev aimo f] |if|TT]p...
Then approached him the mother...
TTpocrKuuoPgq Kal alTouad tl du’ airrou. 
bowing and asking-for something from him 
8 88 eXttev avrq, TX GeXei?
He () said to-her, What do-you-want?
Both the grammar and content of Jesus’s response support this view. Firstly Jesus’s speech
is introduced by the “change of speaker” device of “articular pronoun ... together with the
developmental conjunction 88” about which Levinsohn (1992:127) states: “This
combination reflects the t i g h t - k n i t  nature of the exchange; the participants in the
conversation remain the same, with the previous addressee becoming the new speaker,
and vice versa” (bolding mine). Secondly Jesus asks “What do you wish?” which seems to
imply that she has already stated that she wants something (cf. Matthew 20:32 after 31,
Mark 10:51 after 48 , and Luke 18:41 after 39 “have mercy”). Note also the repetition of
tl. First she says she has a favour to ask, then Jesus asks “What is it you want?”
Acts 21:26-27 is another example of a Postnuclear Present Participle of a speech
verb indicating the Purpose and Result of a verb of motion. The following “when” clause
shows that the “announcing” is assumed to have occurred:
tote 8 ITauXo? ... eIotJel eI? to Upov
Then the Paul... entered into the temple
SiayyeXXcov tt)v 8kttXt|pco01v tcov fipepwv toO dyviapou...
announcing the completion-time of-the days of-the purification...
'Q? 88 8(j.eXXov al 8tita f)p8pai auvTeXE'iaGai...
When () were-about the seven days to-be-completed...
NIV “Then he went into the temple to give notice of the date when the days of purification would end...”
The Present Participle of a speech verb marking purpose and result may also occur
after a verb indicating absence of motion, showing the reason for staying put, e.g.
Acts 18:11
’EKd0LCTev 88 Eviairrov Kal pxjva? e£ SiSdgKtov ...
He-sat () one-year and months six teaching...
The Present Participle of “say” marking purpose and result occurs after verbs of
sending, being a stereotypical way to grammaticalize a complex scenario, e.g.
Matthew 22:16
ical dTTO(rr8XXouaiv aura tou? fjia0T|T&? aim# |iet& tcov TlpcoSiavcov X8yovTS?. AiSaaKaXE,
And they-send to-him the disciples of-him with the Herodians saying, Teacher 
NIV “They sent their disciples to him ... they said”
Note that here, the addressee of “saying” is Jesus, not the people sent.
The Present Participle of “say” marking purpose and result, or successful purpose, 
is especially common after verbs of going, e.g.
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Mark 1:40
Kal £px€Tai Trpo? airrdv XeTrpd? 'rrapaKaXrav aintiv [Kal yovinreTcdv] Kal Xgyrav auTra 
And comes to him leper beseeching him [and kneeling] and saying to-him 
NIV “A man with leprosy came to him and begged him on his knees...”
This pattern of Present Indicative plus Present Participle of “say” is frequently used to
introduce a new major participant into the story, as above. Note that “leper” is anarthrous,
as expected for the introduction of Discourse-new participants.
Black (1999:121) points out that Present Tense occurs 79 times in the past time
narrative sections of Matthew’s Gospel, of which 59 (75%) are forms of X6yo), one of cjyqpl
(14:8), and 6 are non-speech verbs which occur in the Present Tense with the Present
Participle of Xeyto (8% of occurrences). Of these 6 occurrences, one (22:16 above) occurs
with &ttoot6XXio as part of the complex scenario with “send”. The others all introduce new
participants to the story:
Matthew 2:13b 
AvaxwpqadvTiov 86 auTrav 
Having-gone () them
l8oi) dyyeXo? Kuptou 4>atveTai KaT’ 6vap tw ’Iracrfi<|> Xeyrav 
behold angel of-lord appears in dream to-the Joseph saying 
Matthew 2:19-20a 
TeXeunjcravTos' 86 tou 'HpraSou 
Having-died () the Herod
l8ou dyyeXo? Kuptou ^atveTai KaT’ 6vap tc5 ’Iwafiri 6v ALyuuTU) X6yrav 
behold angel of-lord appears in dream to-the Joseph in Egypt saying 
Matthew 3:1-2 
’Ev 86 Tat? eKetvai?
In () the days those
TrapaylveTai ’I radvvq? o (3aTTTiaTfi? Knofraarav 6v Tfj 6pf|(iw Tfj? ’I ouSala? [Kal] Xeyrav 
arrives John the baptizer announcing in the desert of-the Judea [and] saying 
Matthew 9:14
Tote Trpoff6pxovTai auTw ol pa&qTal ’Iwdvvou XeyovTe?
Then come-to him the disciples ofJohn saying 
John is Discourse-old, but this is the first mention of his disciples 
Matthew 15:1
T6t£ irpoa6pxovTai tw ’Iqaoti dud ‘I epoaoXfrprav 4>apLaatoi Kal ypapp.aTet? XeyovTg?
Then come-to the Jesus from Jerusalem Pharisees and scribes saying 
This is the first mention of Pharisees and scribes from Jerusalem
As shown above, when the main verb is one of motion the Postnuclear Present 
Participle of X6yw “say” indicates PURPOSE AND RESULT. This reflects the 
prototypical relationship between movement and speech within such a scenario, i.e. the 
purpose of the speaker’s movement is to orientate himself appropriately for the act of 
speaking. This prototypicality is reflected in both grammar and lexicon, since main verbs 
in the semantic domain of movement frequently collocate with Postnuclear Present 
Participles in the semantic domain of speech, e.g. (Present Participles underlined)
Ref. Main verb X-ing and saying
Matthew 19:3 approached testing and saving
Matthew 8:5-6 approached beseeching and saving
Matthew 17:14-15 approached kneeling and saving
Matthew 8:3, 9:18 knelt savine
Luke 5:8 fell at knees saving
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Matthew 26:39 fell praving and saving
Matthew 1:20 appeared saving
Matthew 2:13, 19 appears saying
Matthew 2:1-2 arrived savins
Matthew 28:9 met saying
Matthew 3:1 arrives announcing and saving
Mark 1:15 came announcing and savins
(textual variant)
Matthew 9:27 followed veiling and saying
Luke 4:41 came out screaming and savins
This use of Postnuclear Present Participles for purpose and result with verbs of going or 
sending is totally in line with what I argue from scenario theory, since the scenarios for 
sending and going include prototypical purposes and results.
This use of the Postnuclear Present Participle of Xeyco for PURPOSE AND 
RESULT helps explain otherwise confusing data from O’Donnell, comparing the actual 
occurrences of specific verbs in each verbal form with the expected occurrences based on 
New Testament averages (1997 Appendix):
Xeyw AORIST PRESENT
occ expc z occ expc z
Indicative 786 630 7.85 666 590 3.86
Subjunctive 61 54 1.96 10 17 -1.87
Imperative 42 25 4.67 9 26 -4.64
Participle 59 183 -11.39 451 283 14.89
Infinitive 16 34 -4.69 44 25 4.82
If, as O’Donnell was investigating, Aspect correlates with Aktionsart, then why is there a 
strong bias to Perfective Aspect with Indicatives, but an even stronger bias to Imperfective 
Aspect with Participles? I argue that Aktionsart is ONE of the factors affecting Aspectual 
choice. More significant is the role of the event in the scenario structures of the narrative 
or discourse. Most of the Indicatives of Xeycn are in narrative, where the unmarked form 
for recounting backbone events is Aorist, being Past Tense and Perfective Aspect.
However the Present Participle is frequently used, as shown above, as part of a complex 
scenario with a verb of motion representing PURPOSE AND RESULT, where 
Imperfective Aspect perhaps marks the Durative nature of the intention. Also it is 
frequently used (see SPECIFIC below) with other verbs of speech such as besought, 
replied, begged, criticized, where the Imperfective Aspect of X6yu) marks simultaneousness 
with the main verb. Such uses explain the extremely high frequency of the Present 
Participle.
The textual variation with m i in Matthew 3:1-2 results in two different analyses:
1 TrapaytveTai ’Iwdvvq? o jBa.imcrrris'
2 KTipPcrcrcdU ev tt) epq[ia) Tf)? ’IouSaXa?
3 X6ya)v
Here announcing (2) is the purpose and result of arriving (1), and saying (3) is the manner (or specific) of 
announcing.
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1 TrapaytveTai ’Icodvvq? 8 paimarf)?
2 Kqpfigcrtpu kv Tq 8p-qp.(p Tfj? ’IouSala? Kal Xeytuv
Here announcing and saying (2) both fill the purpose and result slot of arriving (1).
Note that after a verb of motion the Present Participle, being Imperfective Aspect, 
may mark the incipience of a Process with a long duration, e.g. Matthew 3:2 above “John 
came and started announcing”. Compare Acts 15:41 “He went through Syria and Cilicia 
strengthening the churches” (cf. Acts 18:23). In contrast, where the Aorist Participle is 
used (e.g. Acts 25:13) the action of the Participle is achieved on the completion of the act 
of motion.
> R E A S O N
A postnuclear participle of a verb of perception may be used to express REASON.
We have seen above that only 2/75 nominative occurrences of the Aorist Participle of
ctKouu) “hear” occur in postnuclear position, Acts 16:38 and Col. 1:4, both expressing
REASON. Similarly, of 26 Present Participles of oucotico “hear” in the nominative, 14 are
part of the noun phrase, 10 are Prenuclear and only 2 are Postnuclear, both expressing
REASON, i.e.
Acts 9:7
ot 88 dvSpe? ot ctuvoSeiiovte? airrfi elanjKeicTav kveol, 
the () men the travelling-with him stood speechless 
dKotiovTe? p.8v Tfj? cjxm/fj? pqSeva 88 QetopouvTe? . 
hearing () the sound/voice nobody () seeing.
They were speechless BECAUSE they could hear the sound but could see nobody.
Philem. 1:4, 5
E0xaPLOT& — dKoticov aou Tqv dydirqv Kal Tqv Trtcmv, ...
I-give-thanks ... hearing of-you the love and the faith ...
Paul thanks God BECAUSE he hears of Philemon’s love and faith (Similarly Louw, 1982:122, re Philemon 
4-7 “Then the reason, analyzed above, follows: ‘because I hear’)
The Present Participle denotes a Process (Imperfective Aspect). It appears that the
writer chose to refer to these events as Processes, because the first clearly refers to action
cotemporaneous with the main verb, and the second suggests action which was repeated,
i.e. iterative Aktionsart.
> C O N C E S S I V E
I have found no clear instances where a Postnuclear Present Participle has a
concessive force with respect to the main verb. However there are some such Participles
which have concessive sense in relationship to other Participles. These are marked by a
concessive or contraexpectation particle, e.g.
Acts 9:7
ol 88 dv8pe? ol auvoSeuovTe? aura elaTijKeiaav 8veoC, 
the () men the travelling-with him stood speechless 
dKouovTe? |i8v T f j ?  $wvfj? p.q88va 88 QeajpouvTe? . 
hearing () the sound/voice nobody () seeing.
NIV “... they heard the sound, but did not see anyone.”
The explicit contraexpectation is marked between the two participles
Compare the following Present Participles, apparently modifying the implicit Noun 
Phrase “we”, where the last is marked concessive and referes to “I”.
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Philippians 3:4 
tigeX? ydp £ap.ev q irepiTogq,
We for are the circumcision
ol TrveiipaTi 0eou XaTpefiovTe? Kal KauYtAfievoi ev XpiaTtu ’Iqaou
the[ones] by-spirit of-God serving and boasting in Christ Jesus
Kal ouk ev aapKl Tre'TTOiQdTe?.
and not in flesh having-trusted
Katuep eyra eyrav TreiTotOqaiv Kal ev aapKt.
although I having confidence also in flesh.
Compare also Postnuclear Present Participle Accusative in apposition to “God”
(Acts 17:27), and Postnuclear Perfect Participle Accusative in apposition to “their
brothers” (Hebrews 7:5).
> A M P L I F I C A T I O N  /  S P E C I F I C
There are several instances where a Postnuclear Present Participle is used to 
amplify the meaning of the main verb, by making one or more cotemporaneous actions 
explicit.
Often we find the verb diroaTeXXto “send” followed by the Present Participle of
Xeyto “say” and the specific content of what was said by the sender to the sent, e.g.
Matthew 10:5
Toutou? tou? SraSeKa du^aTeiXev 8 ’Iqaou? rrapayyetXa? auToi? Xeyrau ...
These the twelve sent the Jesus having-commanded them saying ...
NIV “These twelve Jesus sent out with the following instructions:”
Matthew 21:1-2 
TOTe ’Iqaou? dirtkrreiXev 8uo (ia0qTa? Xeyrav auToi? ...
Then Jesus sent two disciples saying to them,”
NIV “Jesus sent two disciples saying to them,”
Contrast where the temporal order is marked, e.g.
Matthew 2:8 
Kal Tre[j.ria  ^auTou? el? BqGXeep. etirev ...
And having-sent them to Bethlehem he-said...
NIV “He sent them to Bethlehem and said,”
Very frequently this SPECIFIC use involves a main verb denoting a particular type
of speech act, or mental activity, followed by the Present Participle of Xeyw “say” and the
specific content of what was said, or thought. The Participle and content of the
speech/thought clearly refer to a specific item from the prototypical scenario of the main
verb, e.g. (Present Participles underlined)
Ref. Verb X-ing and saying
Matthew 3:14 forbad saymg
Matthew 5:2 taught saving
Matthew 9:30 admonished saving
Matthew 13:3 spoke saying
Matthew 13:24 put forward (parable) saying
Matthew 14:30 yelled saving
Matthew 16:13 questioned saymg
Matthew 17:9 instructed saying
Matthew 17:25 spoke first saying
Matthew 22:43 call saying
Matthew 26:42 prayed saving
Matthew 26:70 denied saving
Matthew 27:46 cried out saving
Mark 1:7 annouced saving
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Mark 5:23 besought saving
Mark 15:29 insulted nodding and saying
Luke 1:63 wrote saving
Luke 1:67 prophesied saying
Luke 3:16 answered saying
Luke 4:35 rebuked saving
Luke 4:36 conversed saying
Luke 5:12 begged sayina
Luke 5:30 grumbled savins
Luke 8:38 dismissed savins
John 1:32 witnessed saying
Luke 5:21 to reason savins
Luke 12:17 reasoned in himself saying
Luke 5:26 filled with awe saving
Luke 7:39 said in himself (thought) saving
This generic-specific pattern is found with other verbs also, e.g.
1 Peter 5:12b
i y p a ip a  uapaKaXflv Kal gmpapTUpajv Ta{rrr)V elvai dXqOfj x4PLV tou Oeou ei? qv aTf)Tg.
I-wrote encouraging and witnessing this to-be true grace of-the god in which you-stand
> C O N C O M I T A N T  A C T
A Postnuclear Present Participle can be used for a simultaneous CONCOMITANT
ACT, i.e. an act that is related to the main verb and performed simultaneously. (In contrast,
a Postnuclear Aorist Participle for a CONCOMITANT ACT indicates that the actions are
not simultaneous, but are performed on the same occasion and the order is not significant.)
Due to the practical difficulty of doing two things simultaneously, it is hardly surprizing
that typically the main verb is a physical action, and the Participle a speech act, both
expressing the same attitude, intention, or emotion, e.g.
Matthew 18:28
Kal Kpa-nqaa? auTdv l i w i y e v  Xe-ytdu. ’AttoSo? gi ti ocjieiXeL?.
And having-seized him throttled saying, Repay if anything you-owe.
Mark 15:36b
T^rdnCev auTov X6vuv. ’'A<f>eTe iScopev gl epxerai ’HXla? KaOeXeiv airrov. 
gave-to-drink him saying, Leave, let-us-see if comes Elijah to-take-down him.
Luke 5:13
•fjifiaTO auTou Xeytov, 0eXw, Ka0apia(hyTV 
he-touched him saying, I-will, be-cleansed.
Touching is a prototypical means of healing
This usage differs from MANNER, since speaking is not strictly a manner of performing
the action of throttling, giving drink, or touching.
Symbolic actions often occur as main verbs in this CONCOMITANT ACTION
structure, e.g.
Matthew 26:65
t6t6 o dpxiepeu? Siippqfcev Td Iparia airrou X6va)v. ’EpXaacf)f|pqaev 
Then the high-priest tore the clothes of-him saying, He-blasphemed.
Here tearing robes indicates grief not accident, or madness. (Contrast Mark 14:63 where only linear order is 
marked by Prenuclear Aorist Participle and Aorist Indicative.)
Matthew 27:24
drrevtifraTO Td? x^pa? duevavTi tou oxXou Xeytov, ’AGwo? elpi dtrb tou aipaTO? toutou- 
washed the hands before the crowd saying, Guiltless I-am from the blood of-this.
Here washing the hands symbolizes innocence, rather than effects cleansing.
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With symbolic actions in this structure, the Postnuclear Present Participle in Greek 
indicates that the speech act belongs in the same scenario as the action, and has a non­
temporal semantic relationship to the main verb (marked by Postnuclear position), as well 
as typically being simultaneous (hence Imperfective Aspect). However, the specific 
relationship between main verb and Participle depends on the cultural significance of the 
symbolic act. Since scenarios are culture-specific, the symbolic significance may need to 
be made explicit in translation, e.g. “Pilate washed his hands in front of the crowd, as a 
symbol of his innocence in the matter, and said...”
> R E S T R I C T I V E  S E T T I N G
The Postnuclear Present Participle may express a situation restricting the time,
place or circumstance of the main verb, e.g.
John 3:4b
n<3? SdvaTai dvGpwuos' yewriOfjmi yepwv # ;
How can person be-bom old being?
i.e. “How can someone be bom when they are old?” This seems to imply a remote possibility that if it were a 
baby there might be a chance of pushing it back into the womb (cf. 3:4c).
8) Postnuclear Present Participle Genitive
= PROCESS with different subject from main verb, related non-temporally to main verb
> C O N C O M I T A N T  C I R C U M S T A N C E
This is sometimes known as attendant circumstance. However the circumstance
expressed by a Postnuclear Present Participle in the Genitive Absolute must be
prototypically related to the main verb, not simply a circumstance which happens to exist.
Concomitant circumstance is NOT a reason for the action of the main verb, e.g.
Acts 27:2
empdvTe? 88 uXora ’A8pap.UTTr|V(3 |i8XXovti uXeiv el? too? kotA njv ’Acrlav tottou? 
Having-boarded () ship Andramyttian going to-sail to the along the Asia places 
dvijx&nM-CV ovto? cruv f]|iiv ,ApioTdpYou MaKe86vo? 0eaaaXoviK8w?. 
we set-sail being with us Aristarchus Macedonian of-Thessalonica.
The implicit reason for sailing is the destination of the boat, not the presence or absence of
Aristarchus. The Present Participle, being Imperfective Aspect, presents Aristarchus’
presence as a Process not an Event, since he was with them all the time they were sailing,
not simply at the time of their departure. In contrast, the far more frequent Prenuclear
Genitive Absolute, being placed before the main verb, implies that the Participle’s event is
either a time setting for the main verb, or has some significance as regards the behaviour of
the main verb’s subject, i.e. implicit reason.
Compare the Postnuclear Perfect Participle in Genitive Absolute construction,
which also implies neither time setting nor reason:
Acts 5:2
Kal 8voar<f>taaTO duo Tfj? Tipfj?, aw€L8u(.T|? Kal Tfj? yuvaiKo?
and appropriated from the price, having-realized also the wife
NIV “With his wife’s full knowledge he kept back part of the money for himself.”
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Independent Participial Clauses
If prenuclear and postnuclear Participles are part of the main verb’s scenario, what
of seemingly independent Participles used with imperatival meaning? Do they exist in the
New Testament, and do they have their background in Hellenistic Greek or in Hebrew?
Barrett argues that so-called examples in Hellenistic writings are frequently either
dependent on main verbs, or due to anacoluthon, or depend on an implicit Imperative verb
(e.g. Polycarp E p .  a d  P h i l , 4-6). In summary he states (1947/8:166)
The construction in question can be produced at best in a few Greek papyrus letters, which are certainly 
exceptional; but in the Mishnah it is regular.
We have seen above that nominative Participles which are part of the scenario of a
main verb in the Imperative are to be understood as imperatives. (This would exclude
Participles which encode Discourse-old material and refer back to a previous main verb.)
Is it possible that so-called “independent Participles” agree in mood with an implicit
Imperative verb, in the same way that they agree in case, number and gender with a subject
which is frequently left implicit? My hypothesis is that such Participles are explained by
an implicit imperative “you be!”.
The most extended list of so-called independent Participles is in Romans 12:9-19.
However, there is an implicit “let it be” in 12:9 'H d'yaur) dvirrroKpiTos' “(Let) love (be)
unfeigned” which heads this list of Imperatives. Moreover, there is an implicit “let it be
performed” or “let him perform it” in all the clauses from 12:6-12:8. Even in the list of
Participles following there are some adjectives, which surely presuppose an implicit
Imperative “you be!”. This I believe supports the hypothesis that such “Imperatival
Participles” are either Postnuclear to an explicit main verb (in a SPECIFIC relationship),
or presuppose an implicit Imperative of the verb to be, e.g. 12:1 Ob-13 (Present Participles
underlined, adjectives bold italic): 
diToaTuyowTe? t6 -rrovqpov, KoXXcfrpevoi tw dyaQra,
Tfj (piXadeXcptg et? aXXi)Xou? <f>iX6crropyoi, Tfj Tipfj dXXijXou? Trpoq,youu.evoi.
Tfj GTTouSfj (if) diarripot, tw irveupaTi feovTe?. tw Kuplra SouXeuovTe?. Tfj eXirtSi yalpovTe?, Tfj 
BXlipei vnoukvovTe?. Tfj irpoaeuxfj TTpogKapTepouvTe?. Tat? xpriai? twv dylrav KoivravouvTe?. Tqv 
<|>iXo£evLav SiratcovTe?.
It can be seen above that not only does an adjective parallel a Participle in clauses 3
and 4 (both with “one another”), but clause 5 has an adjective with the negative pq (rather
than ou) clearly indicating an implicit verb (cf. 1 Timothy 3:6, 8 and 11 where pi) precedes
accusative adjectives after the explicit “should be” in 3:2, and similarly Titus 1:7).
Compare the lists in Philippians l:27b-28:
Movov d£lra? tou euayyeXLou tou Xpicrrou iroXiTeueaGe, iva ... aKoura Td irepl uprav, oti 
an)iceTe ev evl TrveupaTi, pig ®uxfj guvaQXouvTe? Tfj TrtaTei tou euayyeXtou Kal pq Trrup6peuoi 
ev pqSevl utto twv dvTiKeipevrav, ...
and 2:2-4:
TrXqpi6aaT6 pou Tqv yapdv iva t8 airrd <J>povfjTe, Tqv aurqv dydirqv eyo^Te?. aipu/jvxoL, to ev 
(frpovouvTe?, pq8ev KaT’ epiOetav pq8e KaTd KevoSo^ lav aXXd rfj TaTreivocj)poauvq dXXfjXou? 
qyoupevoi fruepexovTa? eauTrav, pf] Td eauTrav eKaoTo? aKOTTouvre? dXXd [Kal] Td eTepcov 
K^aOTOl.
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Reed says of these (1997:350):
the series of participles (2.2c, e, 3b, 4a), verbless clauses (2.2d, 3a, 4b) and subjunctive (2.2b) which are 
all initiated with the particle iva and all arise from the imperative TrXqpojcjaTe in 2.2a, are also probably 
best treated functionally as commands, albeit made in a circuitous manner. So also the participles in 
1.27g, 28 after the imperative orfjKeTe similarly function as commands.
I analyse these as Postnuclear Participles. In both cases, there is some doubt as to whether
the Participles relate to the first or second main verb. If the first, they refer to the
MANNER of achieving the main verb, and take their Imperatival force from the mood of
the preceding main verb, since the main verb marks the tense/mood of the whole scenario.
If the second, they are probably best regarded as referring to SPECIFIC items from the
scenario of the generic main verb.
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Texts showing the link between the article and 
information status
This appendix provides textual evidence that the Greek article is used for referring 
to Hearer-old information, as described in Chapter 6 “The article is used for all Hearer-old 
referents”.
A short text which shows the link between the article and Hearer-old status is Luke 
8:26-39 (first mention bold, arthrous underlined):
8.26 Kal KaT^ TrXeuaav el? ttW Yt&pav rfiv Tepaaqvoju. qn? early dvnuepa Tf)? TaXiXala?. 8.27 
e£eX06vTi 86 auTW errl Tfjv yrjv bTrqvTqaev dvrjp ti? 6k Tfj? ubXeco? ex v^ Saipbvia Kal xpouw 
iKavqj ouk eveSbaaTO IpdTiov Kal 6v olKta oik egevev dXX’ ev rot? gvfip.agiv. 8.28 I8cbv 86 tov 
’IqaoDv avaKpd^ a? -rrpoaeTreaev abTqi Kal (j>wvq peydXq eluev, Tt epol Kal aol, ’Iqaou ule tou 
0eou tou iiipLorov; Seopat aou, pq (ie (3aaavlaq? 8.29 uapriyyeiXev ydp t<5 TrveupaTt t<5 
dKaQdpTh) 6£eX0eXv dub tou dvQotfruou. uoXXoX? ydp xpdvoi? auvqpudKei abTbv Kal 68eapeueTo 
AXbaeaiv Kal u68ai? <j>uXaaabpevo? Kal 8iappf|aawv Td Sgapa f|XauveTO bub tou Saipovtou el? 
Td? dpijpoug. 8.30 eTrqpwTqaev 86 abTbv o ’Iqaou?. TI croi bvopd 6otiv; b 86 eluev, Aeyufiv, 
oti eloT)X0ev SaipbvLa uoXXd el? abTov. 8.31 Kal uapeKdXouv abTbv iva pq 6uiTd£q abroX? el? 
Tf]V dfluaaov dueXOeXv.
8.32 Tiv 86 6KeX dybXq x°lpwv iKaviov |3oaKop6vq 6v t<5 flpef Kal uapeKdXecrav abTbv 
iva 6mTpecj/q abToX? el? eKetvou? elaeXOeiv Kal ineTpetpev abraX?. 8.33 e£eX0ovTa 86 Td 
Saipbvia dub tou dvOptfruou elcrr)X0ov el? tou? xofy°u^ » Kal aippqaev f] dyeXq KaTa toO Kpqpvob 
el? Tfiv Xluvnv Kal aueuvlyq. 8.34 ISovTe? 86 ol pdoKovre? r b  yevovo? 6(f>uyov Kal duVjyyeLXav 
el? t7|V ubXiv Kal el? Tob? Aypobc. 8.35 e£f)X0ov 86 l8eXv t6 yeyovb? Kal f)X0ov upo? tov 
’Iqaouv Kal eupov Ka0frpevov Tbv avOpcjuov d(/>’ ob Td Samovia e£f)X0ev lii.aTiop.evov Kal 
awcjipovouvTa uapa Tob? u68ac top ’Iqaou. Kal e^ o(Bf)0r|aav. 8.36 dufiyyeiXav 86 abraX? ol 
ISbvTe? uw? eatuOq b 8aipovia6et?. 8.37 Kal f)ptoTqaev auTbv auav t6 uXfjOoc rfy? ugpivtbpou 
Tfiv repaar)vd)v dueXOeXv du’ auTwv, 8ti <J>6{3q) peydXaj ouvetxovTo- abTb? 86 ep(3d? el? uXotov 
bueorpeijjev. 8.38 68eXT0 86 auTou b auqp d<j>’ ob 6£eXqXu0eL Td Saipbvia elvai obv auTar 
dueXuaev 86 abTov Xeyiov, 8.39 Tu6oTpe<f>e el? t6v o!k6v aou Kal 8iqyou baa aoi euolqaev 6 
6e6?. Kal dur)X0ev Ka0’ oXqv rf)v ubXiv Kqpuaacov baa euolqaev aura o ’Iqaou?.
Ref.
8:26
8:27
An analysis of the information status of the nouns and noun phrases is as follows:
8:28
8:29
Noun phrase 
tt)u ycbpqy 
Tciay repacrr|va)v
Tfj? raXiXata?.
•nfru y f \ v  
dvnfa
r v p  TrdXetoc 
8aip.6yia 
l|j.dTLoy 
olKta
toX<s p.irf|p.aCTiy.
tov ’It)<jouu
tq uyebp.aTi tco aKaQdpTO) 
tou auQpanTou. 
dXboecnv Kal Treats’
Ta 8ea|j-d 
tou 6ai|jLoylou 
Tdc dpfj)ioug
Information status 
2b KNOWN inferrable (Gerasenes 8:26)
2b KNOWN unused (whole world scenario)
3c GIVEN textual-displaced (Galilee 5:17)
2b KNOWN inferrable (lake 8:22, get out 8:27) 
1 NEW
2b KNOWN inferrable (region 8:26)
1 NEW 
1 NEW 
1 NEW
2b KNOWN inferrable (region 8:26, town 8:27) 
3b GIVEN textual-current (him 8:27)
3b GIVEN textual-current (demons 8:27)
3b GIVEN textual-current (man 8:27)
1 NEW
3b GIVEN textual-current (chains etc. 8:29)
3b GIVEN textual-current (demons 8:27,29) 
2b KNOWN inferrable (region 8:26)
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8:30
8:31
8:32
8:34
8:35
8:36
8:37
8:38
8:39
o ’IqcFov? 3b GIVEN textual-current (Jesus 8:28)
6vopd 1 NEW
(or 2b KNOWN inferrable (man 8:27) +salient)
A e y i & v , 1 NEW
Saipdvia ttoXM 1 NEW (not simply the demons 8:27)
Tf)V d(3uacrov 2b KNOWN unused (whole world scenario)
dy£XT| xotptov 1 NEW
t<3 6pei 2b KNOWN inferrable (region 8:26, lake 8:22)
Tct 8aip.6via 3b GIVEN textual-current (demons 8:27, 30)
TOU dvOptoTrou 3b GIVEN textual-current (man 8:27, 29)
TO0S* xotpovs, 3b GIVEN textual-current (pigs 8:32)
f] d'yeXr) 3b GIVEN textual-current (herd 8:32)
TOU KpT)[±VOU 2b KNOWN inferrable (mountain 8:23)
tt)v \t|±vr)v 3c GIVEN textual-displaced (lake 8:22)
ol pdaKOUTCf? 2b KNOWN inferrable (herd 8:32)
t6 yeyovoc 3b GIVEN textual-current (8:28-33)
t ?|V tt6X iv 3b GIVEN textual-current (town 8:27)
Tob? dypofc 2b KNOWN inferrable (region 8:26, town 8:34)
to yeyovdg 3 b GIVEN textual-current (8:34)
tov ’Iqaouv 3b GIVEN textual-current (Jesus 8:28, 30)
tov dvOpanrov 3b GIVEN textual-current (man 8:27,29, 32)
Td 8ai|±6vta 3b GIVEN textual-current (demons 8:27, 30, 32)
Tob? Tr68ac 2b KNOWN inferrable (Jesus 8:35)
TOU ’Ipcrou 3b GIVEN textual-current (Jesus 8:28, 30, 35)
ol 186vt€c 2b KNOWN inferrable (region 8:26, town 8:34)
o 8ai|±ovio-0ei<r 3b GIVEN textual-current (man 8:27,29, 32, 35)
t6 ‘irXfTGo? 2b KNOWN infen-able (neighbourhood 8:37)
Tfjc TTeplYG&pOV 2b KNOWN inferrable (region 8:26, town 8:34)
twv repacrrivwv 3b GIVEN textual-current (Gerasenes 8:26)
<fx5p(x> [leydXm 1 NEW
ttXolov 1 NEW
o dv?ip 3b GIVEN textual-current (man 8:27, 29, 32, 35,
demonized 36)
Td 8ai(j.6via 3b GIVEN textual-cunent (demons 8:27, 30,32, 35)
t6v o! k6v crou 2b KNOWN inferrable (you 8:39)
6 0e6<? 2b KNOWN unused (whole world scenario)
T q v  tt6X iv 3b GIVEN textual-cunent (town 8:34)
o ’Iqoou?. 3b GIVEN textual-cunent (Jesus 8:28, 30, 35 x2)
Note the correlation between Discourse-new items (bolded), use of the article 
(underlined), and information status:
a) NEW information is bolded but not underlined, being Discourse-new, but anarthrous. 
Lack of the article marks NEW information as salient, since it is Hearer-new.
b) KNOWN information is bolded and underlined, being Discourse-new and arthrous. Use 
of the article means KNOWN information is not marked salient, since it is predictable 
from open scenarios.
c) GIVEN information is not bolded, but is underlined, being Discourse-old and arthrous. 
Use of the article means GIVEN information is not marked salient. (3 a GIVEN situational
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is not strictly Discourse-old as it is not part of the discourse’s co-text. However it i s  part of 
the discourse’s real life context, and so treated as in the hearer’s consciousness).
Note also that the author has the choice of presenting information as NEW, 
KNOWN or GIVEN. Thus, assuming that ttXoiov in 8:37 refers to the same boat as in 
8:22, which seems likely, the author could have chosen the articular form to mark 3c 
GIVEN textual-displaced. Presumably the author was not focussing on the identity of this 
particular boat, and thus chose to present it as NEW.
Note also that KNOWN and GIVEN information may be marked salient by the 
omission of the article. This will be discussed below.
Similarly, Luke 14:16-24. (first mention bold, arthrous underlined):
14.16 8 86 elirev outo, ’'AvGpraird? ti? 6irotei SeTirvov p6ya, Kal eKdXeaev TroXXod? 14.17 Kal 
d-rrforeiXev t8v SoOXov auTou Tfj flpqt. tou Setirvou el-rretv toi? KeKXqpevoi?. ’'EpyeaQe, 5ti fjSq 
eToipd 6cmv. 14.18 Kal ijp£avro duo pia? irdvTe? irapaiTeXaGai. 6 irpfiTQg etirev alrrcp, ’Aypdv 
qydpaaa Kal eyw dvdyicqv 6£eX0rav L8eXv atntiv epwTra ae, exe M-e TTapqTr|p6vov. 14.19 Kal 
Iffepo? etirev, Zedyq (3o<3v f]yopaaa ir6vTe Kal iropeuopai SoKipdaai afrrd* epamo ae, &x€ M-e 
napqTT|p6vov. 14.20 Kal ?Tepo? etirev, TuvaiKa 6yqpa Kal 8id touto ou Suvapai 6X0eXv. 14.21 
Kal irapayevdpevo? 8 SouXo? dirfjyyeiXev Ttp Kuptra auTou TauTa. totc opyiaGel? 8 olKoSeairoTq? 
etirev t<5 SouXra auTou, ”E£eX0e Taxera? el? tA? irXaretag Kal ftdpa? Tfj? ndXera? Kal Tofr? 
nrrayoti? Kal dvanetpoug Kal TixbXou? teal YraXou? eladyaye &8e. 14.22 Kal etirev 6 SouXo?, 
Kupie. yeyovev 8 6-rreTa^ a?, Kal 6ti t6tto? 6aTtv. 14.23 Kal etnev 8 kuplo? irp8? t8v SouXov. 
’E£eX0e el? tAc 68ouc Kal <frpayu.o8c Kal dvdyKaaov elaeXGeXv, Iva yepiaGfj pou 6 oIko?- 14.24 
Xeyra ydp uplv 8ti ou8el? tov dvSprav eKetvrav tov KeKXqpevrav yeboeral pou tou Setirvou.
An analysis of the information status of the nouns and noun phrases is as follows:
Ref.
14.16
14.17
14.18
14.19
14.20
14.21
14.22
Noun phrase 
’'AyOpcoTrds1 
Seim/op [ L i y a  
TToXXotis*
t6v SoOXoy auTou
xfiffpa
tou Setirvou 
tol? KeicXr|[ievoi!?
6 Trpuyroc 
’Ayp6v 
dvdyicqv 
^repo?
Zetiyq podiv 
^repos’
TuvatKa 
o SouXo?
Tip KUPlfa)
O olKoSeCTTTOTTj?
Tfa> 8o6Xo)
Td<? TrXaTetac Kal fcfljiag 
r f \ c  ^^ •6XeclK,
tou? TTTfayohg Kal dycnrelpouc Kal TU^ Xohg Kal vrnXou?
2b KNOWN inferrable (town 14:21) 
o SouXo? 3b GIVEN textual-current (slave 14:17, 21 x2)
Khpie 3a GIVEN situational (lord 14:21)
Information status 
1 NEW 
1 NEW 
1 NEW
2b KNOWN inferrable (him 14:17)
2b KNOWN inferrable (feast 14:16)
3b GIVEN textual-current (feast 14:16)
3b GIVEN textual-current (many 14:16)
2b KNOWN inferrable (invitees 14:17)
1 NEW 
1 NEW 
1 NEW 
1 NEW 
1 NEW 
1 NEW
3b GIVEN textual-current (slave 14:17)
3b GIVEN textual-current (man 14:16)
3b GIVEN textual-current (man 14:16, lord 14:21) 
3b GIVEN textual-current (slave 14:17, 21)
2b KNOWN inferrable (town 14:21)
2b KNOWN inferrable (man, big feast 14:16)
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t6ttos 1 NEW
14.23 o Kvpio? 3b GIVEN textual-current (man 14:16, 21)
t o v  SovXov 3b GIVEN textual-current (slave 14:17, 21 x2, 22)
Tdg 68oftg Kal cfrpayp.ofrg 2b KNOWN inferrable (town 14:21)
6 oTkq? 2b KNOWN inferrable (man 14:16, 21,
houseowner 14:21)
14.24 tcov avSpoov 3b GIVEN textual-current (invitees 14:17)
t o u  SetTTvou 3b GIVEN textual-current (feast 14:16, 17)
Note the vocative in 14:22 is salient, as are nearly all vocatives, referring to GIVEN
entities which are highly focal for interpersonal reasons.
The above examples show the normal usage of the article, that is marking what the 
writer supposes to be Hearer-old information, i.e. information either in the text itself or 
recoverable from scenarios shared by the writer and his audience.
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Texts showing the link between article, information 
status and salience
This appendix provides textual evidence that anarthrous nouns are used in Greek to 
mark Hearer-old items as salient, as described in Chapter 6 “Lack of the article with 
Hearer-old items marks salience”.
The tendency for initial references (Discourse-new) to be anarthrous and 
subsequent references (Discourse-old) to be arthrous can be seen clearly in the sections 
from Acts which show Paul’s travels on his missionary journeys and name places. 
Exceptions to this rule will be discussed in terms of Hearer-old information status, and 
salience (prepositions and place names are underlined, names of regions and provinces are 
bolded, and the article is bolded):
FIRST MISSIONARY JOURNEY
13.4 AutoI [iev ouv eKTre[i<f)0evTe? utto tou Aylou TTve0[iaTO?
Them () therefore having-been-sent-out by the holy spirit 
KaxfjXGov el? ZeXetiKeiav. etceXGev Te dueuXeuaav el? Kuupov. 
went-down to Seleucia, thence and sailed-off to Cyprus.
13.5 Kal yev6[ievoi ev ZaXaplvi KGmjyyeXXov ...
And having-arrived in Salamis they announced ...
13.6 8ieXG6vT€? 8e oXqv Tqv vqoov AyP1 Ildftov eSpov AvSpa tivA ...
Having-crossed () all the island up-to Paphos they-found man certain ...
13.13 ’AvayQevre? 8e Atto th? Iltixfeou 
Having-sailed () from the Paphos
ol uepl ITauXov fjXGov el? Tlepyqv Tfj? g^[l<j>uXta?, 
the around Paul went to Perga of-the Pamphylia
’I wavvq? 8e Auoxwpqa'a? Att’ auT# uireaTpei|;ev el? 'IepooAXupia.
John () having-departed from them returned to Jerusalem.
13.14 auTol 8k SieXGovTe? Atto Tq? ITepyq? uapeyevovTO el? ’AvTioYeiav tY[V niaiSlav.
They () having-crossed from the Perga of-the Pamphylia
13.50 ... e£e(3aXov auTou? Air6 twv Aptcov aurav.
... they expelled them from the borders of-them.
13.51 ol 8e eKTLva£d[ievoi t6v kovioptAv tuv tto8#  eu’ auTou? fjXGov el? ’IkAvlov. ...
They () having-shaken the dust of-the feet on them went to Iconium...
14.5 (b? 8e eyeveTo Apptq t #  eGvcov Te Kal ’IouSalwv ...
When () occurred plot of-the nations also and Jews...
14.6 auvi86vTe? KaTe^ uyov el? tA? TrAXei? Tfj? AuKaovla?
Having-found-out they-fled to the towns of-the Lycaonia 
AuoTpav Kal A£pflqv Kal Tqv Treptxwpov, ...
Lystra and Derbe and the surrounds...
14.8 Kal ti? Avqp aSuvaTO? k v  AAoTpot? ...
And certain man impotent in Lystra ...
14.20 ... Kal Tq euaupiov e^ fjXGev auv t<3 Bapva(3A ii£ AeoBnv. ...
... And the next-day he-left with the Barnabas to Derbe...
14.21 EAayyeXiadpevol Te Trjv ttoXlv Axelvgv Kal paGqTeuaavTe? iKavou?
Having-evangelized also the town that and having discipled several 
frrrecrrpetfjav el? rf|V Auorpav Kal el? ’Ikovlov Kal el? ’AvTiAYeiav ... 
they-retumed to the Lystra and to Iconium and to Antioch...
14.24 Kal 8ieXG6vTe? rftv ITLgLStav fjXGov el? tY]v IIa[i<j>uXlav 
And having-crossed the Pisidia went to the Pamphylia
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14.25 Kal XaXqcravTe? k v  II6pyq tov Xoyov KaT6(3qoav el? ’ATTriXeiav 
And having-told in Perga the word they-went-down to Attalia
14.26 KaKeiGev dueuXeuaav el? ’AvTioYeiav...
And-thence they sailed-off to Antioch ...
summary
There are 24 references to places, 22 being proper nouns. If the place has been 
previously mentioned in the immediate discourse, that reference is in brackets. 
Occurrences are sorted according to prepositions and case:
To. in. and accusative:
13.4 el? ZeXeuKetav
13.4 el? Kirrrpov,
13.5 £v EaXaptvi
13.6 &XPL IId<f)ou
13.13 el? nepyqv Tq? Ilap^ uXCa?-
13.13 el? 'IepoabXupa.
13.14 el? ’AvTibxeiav tt)v IliaiStav..
13.51 el? ’Ik6viov, ...
14.6 el? Td? ubXei? Tq? AuKaovla?
14.6 AuaTpav
14.6 AepfBqv
14.8 ev ADcrrpoi? (14.6)
14.20 el? A6p(3qv (14.6)
14.21 Tfy xrdXiv eKetvqv (14.20) (evangelizing that town)
14.21 el? tt)v AuoTpav (14.8)
14.21 el? ’Ik6vlov (13.51)
14.21 el? ’AvTidxeiav (13.14)
14.24 r t \ v  IliaiSlav (13.14)
14.24 el? tt)v ITapt^ uXlav (13.. 13)
14.25 ev IT6pyq (13.13)
14.25 el? ’ATTdXeiav
14.26 el? ’AvTibxeiav (13.1 ev ’AvTioxetg)
From:
13.13 duo Tq? ITd<j)ou (13.6)
13.14 dub Tfj? II6pyq? (13.13)
There are only two occurrences of duo. Both are followed by a proper noun with 
the article, and both occur when the proper noun has already been introduced (without the
article). Thus these places are regarded as Hearer-old and non-salient.
13.13 dub Tfj? Ildtfjou (13.6)
13.14 dub Tfj? TTepyq? (13.13)
There are only three other occurrences of reference to a town with the article:
14.6 el? Td? uoXei? Tq? AuKaovla?
14.21 Tf]V ubXiv eKelvqv (A6p|3qv 14.20)
14.21 el? tt)v Aborpav (14.8)
The first occurrence (Acts 14:6) refers to unnamed towns, which are Discourse-new but 
presented as Hearer-old. These are the towns of Lycaonia, which are Hearer-old because 
everyone knows that regions have towns in them, i.e. the scenario for Lycaonia, by virtue 
of being known as a region, has slots in it for “towns”. Two specific towns falling into this 
category, Lystra and Derbe, are introduced immediately after this generic phrase as 
Discourse-new (no article). The other two occurrences, refer back to a Discourse-old 
proper noun, which has been recently mentioned.
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There are 4 occurrences of a proper noun, which is Discourse-old, but without an
article. Two occurrences (Acts 14:8,20) are used when the narrative action moves to
towns which have already been mentioned (Acts 14:6). These towns then are “salient” as
the place where current narrative occurs.
14.8 kv AtiorpoL? (14.6)
14.20 ri? AepPqv (14.6)
Two other occurrences (Acts 14:21) come in a list of three towns, all of which have 
already been mentioned, as below. Since all three towns have been previously visited and
are all being revisited on the return journey, why should the first be arthrous, and the latter
two not?
14.21 ri? Tf)v AuaTpav (14.8) (14.19 the town)
14.21 el? ’Ikoviov (13.51, 14.19 Jews came from ...)
14.21 el? ’Avndxeiav (13.14, 14.19 Jews came from ...)
The answer seems to be that Lystra, being the last town visited before the current town 
Derbe, is still as it were “in the wings” of the stage, being Discourse-recent and 
presumably in short term memory, so can be referred back to by the Hearer-old marker. In 
contrast Iconium and Antioch although Discourse-old are not Discourse-recent as places 
where Paul has been. To reintroduce them to the discourse, they are marked “salient” as if 
this were a first reference.
There are 5 proper nouns referring to regions or provinces, as opposed to towns or 
islands. All 5 occurrences of these take the article, regardless of whether they are direct
object, after et? or part of the Noun Phrase.
13.13 ri? ITepyriv Tfj? Ilapt/juXCa?-
13.14 ri? ’AvTi6xeiav Ti)v TliaiStav..
14.6 ri? Td? TToXei? tt)? Awaovta?
14.24 *rf|v IhoiStav
14.24 el? Tf|V IIap4>uXtav
These data support the hypotheses that arthrous nouns refer to Hearer-old items and 
anarthrous nouns for Hearer-old items mark them as salient.
Regions or provinces are typically arthrous, whether or not they are Discourse-new 
or Discourse-old, since they are assumed to be Hearer-old, i.e. places the audience has 
heard of before, and are not being regarded as “salient” (e.g. Pamphylia, Acts 14:24).
In contrast towns and islands, although Hearer-old, are typically anarthrous when 
they are being approached or something happens in them, marking them as salient or 
significant in that section of text (e.g. Perga, Acts 13:13). However, when they are being 
left they typically have the article, since they are now Discourse-old and are no longer 
regarded as salient (e.g. Perga, Acts 13:14). When Discourse-old towns have gone out of 
narrative focus and are reintroduced, then the Discourse-new “salience” marking is used 
(e.g. Iconium, Actsl4:21)
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COUNCIL OF JERUSALEM
15.2 ... e r a ^ a v  dva{3alveiv ITauXov Kal Bapva(3av ... el? ’1 epouaaXqp. ...
... they-appointed to-go-up Paul and Barnabas ... to Jerusalem ...
15.3 Ol |i£v obv  TrpoTrepi<|)0evTe? utto Tfj? EKKXqala?
They () therefore having-been-sent by the church8iY|pxovto tYiv Te OoivIktiv Kal jfapdpciav EK8iqyou|j.evoi ... 
were-going-through the both Phoenicia and Samaria describing...
15.4 7rapayev6|ievoi 8e el? ’I epouaaXqpL TrapeSexGqaav — dvYjyyeiXdv ...
Having-arrived () to Jerusalem they-were-received ... they-reported ...
15.22 Tote e8o£e ... -fTepi|;ai el? ,AvTi6\eiav auv t$ ITauXco Kal Bapvapa, ...
Then seemed-good ... to-send to Antioch with the Paul and Barnabas ...
15.30 Ol p.ev o0v &7toXu0£vte? Ka-rfjXOov el? ’AvTtAyeLav ...
They () therefore having-been-dismissed went-down to Antioch ...
s u m m a r y
towns
15.2 el? ’IepouaaXqp. (13.13)
15.4 el? ’IepouaaXfip. (15*2)
15.22 el? ’AvTioxeiav (14*26)
15.30 el? ’AvTidxeLav (15*22)
regions and provinces
15.3 *njv Te 4>oivIkt|V Kal Xapdpeiav (Phoenicia 11.19, Samaria 1.8, 8.1,9.31)
Again in this section we have four occurrences of els* with town names. They are 
Discourse-old, but pericope-new (3 c GIVEN textual-displaced) in 15:2 and 15:22, and 
Discourse-old and pericope-old (3b GIVEN textual-current) in 15:4 and 15:30. In all cases 
these are anarthrous, being “salient” either as pericope-new items, or locations of 
significant narrative events.
Again we have Discourse-old but pericope-new reference (3c GIVEN textual- 
displaced) to regions, Phoenicia and Samaria, which are conjoined with a single article. 
They are thus presented as a single geographical region, which is Hearer-old (part of long­
term memory, i.e. general world knowledge and long-term discourse memory). They are 
not presented as “salient”.
SECOND MISSIONARY JOURNEY
15.39 eyeveTo 8e Trapo^ uapio?
Occurred () sharp-contention
Yikrre diToxwpiaOqvai a0To0? du’ dXXYiXwv, 
so-that to-be-separated them from one-another
t6v te BapvaPav uapaXa(36vTa tov MapKov EKuXeuaai eI? Kuttpov. 
the and Barnabas having-taken the Mark to-sail-out to Cyprus.
15.40 IlauXo? 8e em\e£d[±evo? EiXav e£q\0ev 
Paul () having-chosen Silas left
uapa8o0el? Tq xdpvn tou Kuplou Otto t<3v d8eX<(>u)v. 
having-been-commended in-the-grace of-the lord by the brothers.
15.41 8iY|px<=TO 8e *nP)v Euplav Kal hrf|v1 KiXLKlav emaTqplCojv Ta? EKKXqala?.
He-was-crossing () the Syria and (the) Cilicia strengthening the churches.
16.1 KaTY|VTqaEV 8e kal] el? Aep(3qv Kal el? AuaToav. ...
He-came-down () [also] to Derbe and to Lystra....
16.6 AiqXGov 8e njv 4>puylav Kal raXaTucqv ycopav 
They-crossed () the Phrygia and Galatian country
kwXuGevte? utto tou dylou uveupiaTo? XaXqaai tov Xoyov ev rn ’Aala* 
having-been-blocked by the holy spirit to-speak the word in the Asia.
16.7 eXQovte? 8£ KaTa Tqv MuaCav euelpa£ov el? tY|V BiQuvlav iTOpeu0fjvai,
Having-come () near the Mysia they-were-tiying in the Bithynia to-go
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K a l  ouk eiaaev airrou? t6 uveupa ’Iqaou- 
and not allowed them the spirit of-Jesus.
16.8 uapeX06vTe? 86 ttW Mualav KaTefBqaav el? TocodSa. ... 
having-bypassed () the Mysia they-went-down to Troas
16.9 Kal opapa 8id [rq?] vukto? tu> ITauXw (Iicf>0q,
And vision through [the] night to-the Paul appeared,
dvqp MaKeSwv tl? fjv barib? Kal uapaKaXfflv auTov Kal Xeycov, 
man Macedonian certain was stood and beseeching him and saying,
Aia(3a? el? MaKeSovtav (3oq0qaov fjpiv.
Having-crossed to Maecedonia help us.
16.10 ib? 86 to opapa el8ev, eu06w? bCq-rfjaapev 6£eX0eIv el? MaKeSovlav 
When () the vision he-saw, straightway we-sought to-leave to Macedonia 
aup|3i(3dCovTe? 8tl upoaKeKXqTai fjpa? o 0eo? euayyeXlaaaOai auTou?. 
concluding that has-called us the god to-evangelize them.
16.11 ’AvaxOevTe? 86 dub TpcpaSo? euOuSpopfjaapev el? SapoGpdKqv.
Having-sailed () from Troas we-went-straight to Samothrace,
Tq 86 6mouaq el? Neav IToXiv 
on-the () next-day to Neapolis
16.12 KdKetOev el? foiXtuuouc. ... 
and-thence to Philippi
16.40 6£eX06vTe? 86 dub Tq? (f>uXaKq? elaqXOov upo? Tqv Au8tav 
having-gone-out () from the jail they-entered to the Lydia 
Kal ISovTe? uapeKaXeaav tou? d8eX<|>ou? Kal 6£qX0av. 
and having-seen they-exhorted the brothers and left.
17.1 Aio8eDaavTe? 86 n*|v ’ApcfrtuoXiv Kal Tf|v ’AuoXXiovtav 
Having-gone-through () the Amphipolis and the Apollonia 
fjXOov el? QeaaaXovtKTiv...
they-came to Thessalonika...
17.10 Ol 86 d8eX<j>ol ... e^ euepifrav t6v tc ITauXov Kal tov ZiXav el? Bepoiav.
The 0 brothers ... sent-out the both Paul and the Silas to Berea
olTive? uapayevopevoi el? Tqv auvayioyqv twv ’IouSalwv duqeaav. ...
who having-arrived into the synagogue of-the Jews went.
17.14 euGew? 86 t6tc tov ITauXov 6£au6aTeiXav ol &8eX<f>ol 
Immediately () then the Paul[object] sent-away the brothers
uopeuea0ai 6to? eul Tf|V OdXaaaav. 
to-travel as-far-as to the sea, 
uuepeLvdv r e  '6 r e  ZiXa? Kal b TipoOeo? 6k€i. 
and remained also the both Silas and the Timothy there.
17.15 ol 86 KaOiaTdvovTe? tov TlauXov qyayov 6ig? ’AQqvibv. ...
The () conducting the Paul led as-far-as Athens ...
18.1 MeTa TauTa x^ P^ Oel? 6k ti3v ’A9qvcov fjXOev el? K6piv9ov. ...
After those[things] having-lefl from the Athens he-went to Corinth...
18.18 rO 86 IlauXo? 6ti upoapelva? qp6pa? iKavd? toi? d8eXcj>oi?
The 0 Paul more having-remained days several with-the brothers 
duoTa^ dpevo? 6£6uXei el? Tf]V Zuptav. ... 
having-bid-farewell sailed-off to the Syria
Keipdpevo? 6v Keyypeai? Tqv Ke<j>aXqv, 
having-shorn in Cenchrea the head 
elxev ydp ebxft^ - 
he-had for vow.
18.19 Ka-rf|VTqaav 86 el? "E^ eaov ...
They-came-down () to Ephesus ...
18.21 dXXa duoTaijdpevo? Kal eluifrv ... dvqxOq dub Tfj? ’E<j)6aou.
But having-bade-farewell and saying ... he-sailed from the Ephesus
18.22 Kal KaTeXOibv el? Kaiadoeiav.
And having-gone-down to Caesarea, 
dvafBd? Kal dauaadpevo? Tfrv eKKXqalav, 
having-gone-up and having-greeted the church 
KaTefBq el? ’AvTibyeiav. 
he-went-down to Antioch...
s u m m a r y
The occurrences have been divided according to semantic domains towns and 
islands, versus regions and provinces, and grammar:
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Towns and Islands
To. in. and accusative
15.39 el? Kwrpov,
16.1 el? A6p(3qv
16.1 el? Aforrpav
16.8 el? TpcpdBa.
16.11 el? ZagoGpdKqv,
16.11 el? N6av TToXiv
16.12 et? 4>i XIttitou?
17.1 Tty ’A[i(f)liToXtv
17.1 T t y  ’A-rroXXwvlav
17.1 et? ©ecraaXovlKqv
17.10 et? B6poiav,
17.15 era? ’AGqvrav
18.1 et? K6piv0ov
18.18 kv KeyxpeaX?
18.19 el? ’'Ecj>ecrov
18.22 el? KaLadpeiav
18.22 el? ’Avndxeiav (15*35)
From
16.11 dud Tpiod8o? (16.8)
18.1 ex t«3v ’AOqvrav (17.15)
18.21 diro Tq? ’E<{)6aoi> (18.19)
Regions and provinces
To. in. and accusative
15.41 Tty Suplav Kal [*rty] KiXtKtav
16.6 T t y  4 > p u y la v  K a l raXaTiicty xd>pav
16.6 ev tQ ’Aala*
16.7 KaTa tt)v Mwlav
16.7 e l ?  T t y  BiQuvlav
16.8 *rty Muatav
16.9 el? MaKe8ovlav
16.10 el? MaKeSovtav
18.18 et? *rty Suptav
17.14 6ra? 6 tr l T t y  GdXaoaav
There are 17 occurrences of town or island names in the accusative or after to or in. 
15 of these are without the article, presenting them as “salient”, they are all Discourse- 
new, certainly as far as this particular pericope, Paul’s second missionary journey, is 
concerned. Why then are 2 Discourse-new towns, only appearing here in Acts, marked 
with the article as Hearer-old? i.e.
17.1 AioSeucxavTe? 8 6  T t y  ’Agri'iTroXiv K a l T t y  ’Am>XXwvlav 
Having-gone-through () the Amphipolis and the Apollonia
I believe they are marked Hearer-old because the author assumes that the audience will
have heard of these towns (2a KNOWN unused). This is supported by their being used in a
Prenuclear Aorist Participle construction, which, according to my theory, indicates that
Luke expected his audience (Theophilus at least) to know that Amphipolis and Apollonia
are on the way between Philippi and Thessalonica. I believe they are not marked as
“salient” since nothing happens there, they are just “passed through”.
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There are three town names after duo or ck “from”. All three are Discourse-old and
as expected two of these take the article, marking Hearer-old. They are also, of course,
non-salient, since they are being left.
18.1 6k t<3v ’A&rjvwv (17.15)
18.21 &tt8 Tfj? ’E<f>6crou (18.19)
Note however the irregularity of duo with a Discourse-old town name and no
article
16.11 dir5 TpipdSo? (16.8)
Even though they are leaving Troas, Troas is marked as salient. Perhaps Troas is marked 
salient as one would have expected Paul to evangelize there, but instead he leaves 
immediately. A more convincing explanation, however, is the strong focus on going to 
Macedonia so that even the town they sail from is marked salient. Perhaps also there is a 
kind of inclusio going on to emphasize the call to Macedonia. In any case, the lack of an
article with Troas here seems to be statistically unusual, and hence marked as “salient”.
16.8 el? TpradSa.
16.9 el? MaKeSovtav
16.10 el? MaKeSovtav
16.11 dud TpradSo?
This salience marking corresponds with “the stress which the narrative lays on this 
movement into Greece” where, in 16:6-10, “Luke emphasizes as every stage the travellers 
receive supernatural guidance” (Barrett, 1998:765).
The references to the province of Macedonia above are also statistically marked. 
Out of 9 references to provinces listed above only these two references lack the article. The 
first reference could be regarded as Discourse-new, but we have seen above that provinces, 
even when Discourse-new, are regularly introduced by the Hearer-old marker, the article.
Here then, we can say that the lack of an article is statistically marked. This seems to
conform to the concept of the lack of an article marking salience, since at discourse level 
Macedonia seems to be salient, since there is a very specific divine call to Macedonia, by 
means of a vision (Acts 16:9), and Acts 16:6 and 7 each contain references to the Holy 
Spirit blocking their moves in other directions.
Another very intriguing factor comes into play here. Acts 16:10 is the first of the 
“we” passages. The sudden appearance of “we” late on in the book of Acts has led some 
scholars to believe that the “we” passages have been taken from some other travel 
narrative (e.g. Barrett, 1998:xxv-xxx, summarizing this debate). However, the 
establishment of the interpersonal “I/you” relationship in Acts 1:1, where “I” is the author 
of the book and “you” is Theophilus, makes it a reasonable interpretation (both for 
Theophilus and today’s exegete) that “we” refers to “I”, the author of the book of Acts, 
plus other unnamed individuals who are to be determined by the context (here the co-text 
suggests the “they” of Acts 16:8, i.e. Paul and his travelling companions). Whether the 
“we” passages were incorporated from some other source or were based on the personal 
notes or reminiscences of the author of Acts, the text as we have it suggests that the author 
of Acts joins the party at Troas for the mission to Macedonia (Alexander, 1963:106-7,
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Marshall, 1980:263-4, cf. more cautiously Barrett, 1998:776). If this is so, the highly 
marked anarthrous nouns in 16:9,10, and 11, for Macedonia and Troas, not only have 
theological significance in the text as shown above, but have deep personal significance 
for the author himself. The author’s own first-hand involvement in the story from now on 
may be another factor explaining the “salience” marking of certain place names.
The one reference to “the sea”, Acts 17:14, is again Discourse-new but Hearer-old, 
part of the audience’s world knowledge.
THIRD MISSIONARY JOURNEY
18.23 xal uonjaa? xpovov tivct e£fj\0ev,
And having-spent time certain he-left8iepx6p.Evo? Ka0e£fj9 tY|V raXaTiidjy ytApau Kal 4>puytav. 
going-through in-order the Galatian region and Phrygia 
AmoTTiptCwv udvTa? tou? paOrpd?. ... 
strengthening all the disciples....
19.1 ’Eyeveto ... ITauXov 8iEX0ouTa tA dvtoTEpiKa uepn [KaTkXGEiv eI? TtyEoov ...
It-happened .. Paul having-crossed the upper part to-come to Ephesus...
20.1 ... |iETaTr£[ufjd|i£vo? o TlauXo? tou? p.a0qTa? Kal uapaKaX^ aa?,
... having-summoned the Paul the disciples and having-exhorted 
dauaad|i£vo? E^ fjX0EV uop£U£a0ai eI? MaKeSovtav. 
having-bade-farewell he-left to-travel to Macedonia.
20.2 8ieX0i# 8e tA ptEpq EKetva Kal uapaKaXecra? auTou? ...
Having-crossed () the part that and having-encouraged them ... 
fjX0£v eI? t 0 v  TEXXdSa
he-went to the Greece
20.3 uoiqaa? te piqva? Tpet?* 
having-spent also months three.
yevopevq? em(3ouXfj? aura Atto twv ’Iou8alcov [ieXXovti AvdyEcrGai eI? Ttju DupCav. 
having-occurred plot to-him by the Jews intending to-sail to the Syria,
EyEVETo yvwpLT]? tou UTTooTpE^ Eiv 81A MaKgSovtag. ... 
he-became minded of to-retum via Macedonia....
20.5 O0TOI 8e TTpOEX06uTE? EflEVOV f|pA? k v  TptpdSu 
These () having-gone-ahead were-waiting for-us in Troas,
20.6 fip.£i? 8k E^£TTXE0crap.£u ... duo 4>i\(.umov 
We () sailed-off... from Philippi,
Kal rjXOofjLEV upo? auToii? eI? Tf|v TpcoaSa ... 
and we-came to them in the Troas,
20.13 'HpiEi? 8k upo£X0ovT£? euI t6 uXotou dvqx6qp-ey Aul t t ) v  TAgqov 
We () having-gone-ahead on the ship sailed to the Assos
AkeXGev [leXXovte? dva\a|jL(3av£iv t6v ITauXov’ ... 
thence intending to-take-on-board the Paul
20.14 cb? 8e ouuEpaXXEu f)plv eI? Tfjv -?Actctov.
When () he-was-meeting us in the Assos, 
dvaXapovTE? auTov qX0op.£v eI? MituXYivtiv. 
having-taken-on-board him we-came to Mitylene,
20.15 KdKEiOeu duouXEuoauTE? Tq eniouaq KaTqvTf|aa|j.£V Avtikpu? Xtou,
And-thence having-sailed the next-day we-arrived off Chios,
Tq 8e ETEpq uapE^ dXopEv eI? Zduov, 
on-the 0 next-day we-crossed to Samos,
Tq 8k Exopivq qXGopgv eI? MtXqTov. 
on-the () next-day we-came to Miletus.
20.38 ... upo^ uEp.uov 8e auTov eI? to uXolov.
... They-escorted () him to the ship.
21.1 T2? 8k eyEUETO duaxOfjuai q|ia? duoauaaGevTa? du’ aurav,
When () it-happened to-sail us having-been-tom-away from them,
EuOuSpopiqaauTE? qX0o|i£v eI? tY iv  Kco, 
having-gone-straight we-came to the Cos,
Tq 8e e£q? eI? Trjv PoSov kokeXGev eI? TTdTapa' 
on-the () next-day to the Rhodes and-thence to Patara.
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21.2 Kal ebpbvTe? uXoXov Siauepwv el? <froivtKT|v 
And having-found ship crossing to Phoenicia 
6m(3dvTe? dvfix^ qpev.
having-boarded we-sailed,
21.3 &va<j>dvavTe? 86 rfiv Kfmoov Kal KaTaXiubvTe? aurr|V euc&vupov 
Having-sighted () the Cyprus and having-left it on-the-left 
euXeopev el? Zuptav Kal KaTijXGopev el? Tdoow
we-sailed to Syria and went-down to Tyre....
21.6 duqcruacrdpeGa bXXYjXou? Kal bvefBqpev el? t6 uXoXov,
We-bade-farewell to-each-other and boarded to the ship,6kcXvoi 86 uuecrrpeijjav el? Ta i8ia.
They () returned to the own,
21.7 'HpeX? 86 t6v uXouv SiavuaavTe? duo Tupou KaTqvrficrapev el? TTToXepatSa 
We 0 the voyage having-continued from Tyre arrived at Ptolemais
Kal dauacrdpevoi tou? aSeX<j)ou? epelvapev fjpepav plav uap’ ai)ToX?. 
and having-greeted the brothers remained day one with them.
21.8 Tq 86 6uabpiov 6£eX06vTe? fjXGopev el? Kaujdpeiav ...
The () next-day having-left we-came to Caesarea ...
21.15 ... euiCTKeuacrdpevot dvegalvopev el? 'IepoabXupa'
... having-got-ready we-were-going-up to Jerusalem.
21.16 cruvfjXGov 86 Kal t<3v paGqT&v dub Kaiaapela? auv fjpXv,
Went-along 0 also of-the disciples from Caesarea with us 
ayovTe? uap’ <S £evia0(3pev Mvdawvl ...
bringing with whom we-may-lodge Mnason ...
21.17 Tevopevwv 86 qpwv el? 'IepoabXupa dapevca? due8e£avT0 qpa? ol aSeX^ ol. ... 
Having-arrived () us to Jerusalem joyfully greeted us the brothers....
S u m m a r y
The Paul only section here (Acts 18:23-20:4) shows typical patterning as seen 
above, except for two occurrences of Macedonia as salient.
Towns
19.1 el? ”E4>e<jov
Regions and provinces
18.23 Tfjv FaXaTiKqv x^ pav Kal <bpuylav,
19.1 Td dvarrepiKa pepq (of Galatia and Phrygia 18.23)
20.1 el? MaKeSovtav.
20.2 Td p6pq 6KeXva (20.1 Macedonia)
20.2 et? Tfjv 'EXXd8a
20.3 et? Tf|V Zuplav,
20.3 8ia MaKe8ovta?
Discourse-new towns lack the article (19.1) i.e. are “salient”, but Discourse-new 
regions and provinces take the article (18:23, 20:2, 20:3) being marked Hearer-old non­
salient, except for Macedonia (20:1 and 20:3) which lacks the article and is thus salient. 
Also anaphoric reference with a common noun takes the article, being Discourse-old and 
Hearer-old (20.2). Similarly, a Discourse-new element “the upper part” of a Discourse-old 
scenario “Galatia and Phrygia” (2b KNOWN inferrable) takes the article , i.e. is marked as 
Hearer-old, since everyone knows that provinces have various “parts”.
However, when we move into the “we” section of the journey (Acts 20:5-21:7) 
there seem to be certain irregularities:
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Towns and islands 
To. in. accusative
20.5 kv TpradSi (they waited for us)
20.6 et? *nty TpiodSa (we met them) (20.5)
20.13 6nl Tty ^Aoaov (we sailed)
20.14 et? Tty A^ctctov (Paul was meeting us) (20:13)
20.14 el? MiTuXtynv' (we came)
20.15 dvTiKpu? Xlou (we arrived)
20.15 el? 2Jd(iov (we crossed)
20.15 el? MtXqTov (we came)
21.1 el? Tty Kfi (we came)
21.1 el? Tty P6Sov (we came)
21.1 el? TldTotpa (we came)
21.3 T t y  Kvrrpov (we sighted)
21.3 el? Tupov* (we went down)
21.7 el? IlToXepaiSa (we arrived)
21.8 el? Kaiodpeiav (we came)
21.15 el? 'IepoodXupia (we were going)
21.17 el? 'I e pocrdXuga (we arrived)
From
20.6 diro $iXlTTTrrav (we sailed)
21.7 dud Tupou (we continued) (21.7)
21.16 duo Kaioapeta? (disciples from) (21.8)
Regions and provinces 
To. in. accusative
21.2 et? $oivticr|V (ship which was crossing)
21.3 el? Suptav (we sailed)
In the “we” section, there are 17 occurrences of proper nouns for towns or islands
with to, in or accusative. As expected most, i.e. 11, are without the article, being marked
salient since they are Discourse-new.
Of the six which have the article, two are anaphoric reference, and are marked
Hearer-old, without salience:
20.6 el? Tty TpwdSa (we met them) (20.5)
20.14 el? Tty 9Aaaov (Paul was meeting us) (20*13)
Note that the relevance of these places is simply as a place for meeting, thus not salient in
the development of the journey.
The reference to Assos in 20:13 is Discourse-new but has the article:
20.13 errl *rty TActcjov (we sailed)
Of course it can take the article because it is presumably a town people have heard of, and * 
thus is Hearer-old. But since towns are normally salient in this account of a missionary 
journey (naturally enough), why is Assos not marked as salient? The answer seems to be 
that the purpose of going there is stated simply as “because we intended to pick up Paul 
there.” In other words, like the two examples above, these places are non-focal meeting 
places, not salient places on the route.
Two other proper nouns with the article come in Acts 21:1. This seems extremely
odd as the same verse has two names with an article, and one without.
21.1 et? Tty Kto (we came)
21.1 et? *rty P68ov (we came)
21.1 el? ITdTapa (we came)
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On the face of it, one might say the first two are islands, and the third a town, and the 
islands are here being treated as less salient, like regions. However we have seen above in 
the earlier journeys that islands are normally marked salient. A clue comes from the
grammatical structure of the sentence (verb in bold)
21.1 ... eu0u8pop.ficra.VTe? f|\0o|±ev el? Tfjv Kc5.
... having-gone-straight we-came to the Cos,
rq 86 6£fj? el? Tfjv P68ov KdKeiOev el? ITdTapcr 
on-the 0 next-day to the Rhodes and-thence to Patara.
Here it can be seen that there is one verb covering the whole journey from Miletus (20:17)
to Patara. Cos and Rhodes are simply predictable places on the route. They can be seen
simply as stages in the script of the “travel from Miletus to Patara” scenario. If one
remembers the start and finish, the middle bits can be filled in from the scenario. Thus
Hearer-old non-salient marking makes sense. In contrast Patara, the end of that section of
the journey, is marked salient (no article).
This leaves another unexplained use of the article:
21.3 Tfjv Kbupov (we sighted)
Again we see that Cyprus here is not the destination of a journey but simply a place on 
route that was sighted. As such it is not marked salient, but simply Hearer-old (from 
general knowledge).
The remaining examples are where we expect an article, but find none, thus 
marking the noun as salient.
In this section there are 3 town names with “from”, but they are all marked salient
(whereas above in the non “we” sections the pattern was non-salience marking):
20.6 duo 4>iXtuucov (we sailed)
21.7 duo Tupou (we continued) (21.7)
21.16 duo Kaicrapela? (disciples from) (21.8)
The most reasonable explanation seems to be that these places, are significant places on 
the main route, and to Luke, who visited them personally, they are salient, whether 
arriving or leaving.
Similarly, in the “we” section of Paul’s third journey, there are two regions or 
provinces named, and both times they are marked salient, clearly breaking the pattern seen
in accounts of the previous missionary journeys.
21.2 el? 4>oivttCTiv (ship which was crossing)
21.3 el? Zuplav (we sailed)
To summarize, normally, in the travelogue sections of the missionary journeys, 
regions and provinces (whether Discourse-new or Discourse-old) are marked Hearer-old, 
having the article. Towns and islands (whether Discourse-new or Discourse-old) are 
normally marked as “salient”, having no article, except after “from”, when they are being 
left and are thus Discourse-old, and no longer salient, and thus take the article. But in the 
“we” section of the travelogue of Paul’s missionary journeys (and trip to Jerusalem) what
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is elsewhere non-salient is marked salient. The following chart shows the number of
occurrences of normally non-salient structures, in both Paul and “we” sections: 
from town/island region/province
Journey article no article article no article
1 2 - 5 -
Jerusalem - - 1 -
2 Paul 2 - 7 -
2 “we” - 1 - 2 (Macedonia)
3 Paul - - 3 2 (Macedonia)
3 “we” - 3 - 2
Totals 4 4 16 6
The numbers are small, but the asymmetry is remarkable. Apart from two 
occurrences of Macedonia in a non-we section (Acts 20:1, and 20:3), both of which are 
salient, these structures are always salient in the we passages, and always non-salient in the 
non-we passages.
Without calling this proof, it is certainly evidence in support of the “we” passages 
being genuine first-hand recollection, since it seems beyond the scope of conscious textual 
editing to insert “salience” marking on places where the author was supposed to have been 
present, and omit it where he was supposed not to be. The salience marking could, of 
course, have been copied without change, along with “we” references, from someone 
else’s “first-hand” source, although this begs the question as to why the author of Acts 
would write a third person narrative yet incorporate some source material, without any 
adaptation, using first person forms. However, if the “we” passages indicate “where I, the 
author of Acts, travelled with Paul” (perhaps even visited for the first time), it is hardly 
surprising that the author should quite subconsciously mark these places as salient, 
whether arriving or leaving, whether town or province.
Whether the salience Luke gives to Macedonia in Paul’s section is simply part of 
his theological emphasis on that being God’s choice of itinerary, or whether it comes from 
the particular interest Luke himself has in the place he himself worked, or a combination 
of these, I leave to the reader to determine. I simply point out that Luke has marked 
Macedonia, and the itinerary of the “we” passages as unusually “salient”.
JOURNEY TO ROME
Acts 27:1-28:16 is another “we” passage. The following clauses contain proper 
place names:
27.1 '£}? 86 6Kpt0q tou diroTrXeiv tyd? el? Tty ’iTaXtau...
When () it-was-decided of-the to-sail us to the Italy ...
27.2 ... irXolti) ’A8pa[±uTTT|vw piXXovrt TrXeiv el? toI? KaTd Tty ’Aqlav tottou?
... ship Adramyttian about-to sail to the along the Asia places.
27.2 ... 8vto? aliy qjilv ’ApiaTdpxou MaKe8ovo? QeaaaXoviKera?.
... being with us Aristarchus Macedonian of Thessalonica.
27.3 tq re 6Tepg KaTfix^ M-517 gig 2i8rava ... 
on-the and next-day we-landed to Sidon
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27.4 kAkeXGev dvaxGsvTE? iiueTrXeuCTapev tY|v Ku-rrpov ...
Thence having-sailed-off we-sailed-near the Cyprus ...
27.5 t6 te TTeXayo? to kqtA tY|V KiXuctav Kal IlapxjwXtgy SiaTrXsucravTE?
The and sea the by the Cilicia and Pamphylia having-crossed 
KaTf|X0op.Ev si? Mvpa Tqc Auk tag.
we-came-down to Myra of-the Lycia
27.6 ... ttXoXov ’AXs£av8pXvov ttXeov sic tY)v ’iTaXtav...
... ship Alexandrian sailing to the Italy
27.7 ... p6Xi? yEvopsvoi kqtA tY|v KvlSov.
... hardly coming by the Cnidus
... UTT£Tr\£ucrap.£V tY|V KpqTqv kqtA ZaXpuuvgy.
... we-sailed-under the Crete by Salmone
27.8 ... qX0op£v el? tAttov tivA KaXoOpEvov KaXou? AipEva?
... we-came to place certain being-called Fair Havens
§ syyu? ttoXi? fjv Aaaala. 
to-which near city was Lasaea.
27.12 ... ei ttoj? Suvoivto KaTavTqaavTE? si? 4>oluiKa Trapaxeipdaai 
... if somehow they-might having arrived at Phoenix to-winter 
Xip^ VO TH? KpTITT|? ...
port of-the Crete
27.13 ... uapsXeyovTo tYiv KpftTqv.
... they-coasted-past the Crete
27.16 vqalov 8e ti ImoSpapAvTE? KaXodpsvov KauSa ... 
isle () certain running-below being-called Cauda
27.17 ... o^podpsvol te pf| si? tY|v Zuptiv K^Trsawaiv ...
... fearing and lest to the Syrtis they-might-fall-off
27.21 ... [iq AvdyEoGai Att6 Tfj? Kofim? ...
... not to-set-sail from the Crete
27.27 ... 8ia<f>£popivwv fipaiv k v  t$ ’ASpla ...
... being-carried-about us in the Adriatic
28.1 ... STrdyvwpEv 8ti MeXItt) q vfjao? KaXsiTai.
... we-discovered that Malta the island is-called.
28.12 Kal KaTax0^ VTE? si? ZupaKodaa?,..
and having-been-brought-to-land at Syracuse
28.13 80EV ttepieX6vte? KarquTYjaapsv si? Pqyiov. 
whence tacking we-arrived at Rhegium.
Kal ... qXGopsv si? IIoti6Xou? 
and ... we-came to Puteoli
28.14 ... Kal oiitcu? si? tY|V Prongy q\0apsv.
... And in-this-way to the Rome we-came/went.
28.15 ... fjXGav si? ATrctvTqcnv f]pXv Aypi ’AttttIou <I>6pou Kal Tpuov Taftspvaiy.... 
... they-came for meeting us as-far-as Appian Forum and Three Taverns
28.16 "Ote 8e EloYjXGopEV si? PtiJimu. ...
When () we-entered into Rome,...
S u m m a r y
Towns and islands
to. in. Accusative and Nominative
27.2 ©EcrcraXoviKEW?.
27.3 si? 2i8wva ...
27.5 si? Mupa
27.7 kotA ZaXpwvqv
27.8 KaXou? AipEva?
27.8 Aaaala.
27.12 si? 4>olviKa
27.16 Kau8a ...
27.17 si? tY|v SupTiv (afraid lest they fall into)
27.27 k v  t $ ’A8pla ...
28.1 MsXlTq
28.12 si? ZupaKouaa?...
28.13 st? Pqyiov.
28.13 eI? TTotioXou?
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28.14 el? Tfjv Pc&p.qv
28.15 a x p i  ’AttttCou 4>opou Kal T p i t o v  T a p e p v a j v , . . .
28.16 el? Pwpqv
After verbs with uttq from, uapa bv etc
27.4 Tf|V Kuupov (xJTreuXebaapev we-sailed-near)
27.7 Tfjv Kpf)TT)v (uTreTTXeuaapev we-sailed-near)
27.13 Tfjv Kpfjrpv (rrapeXeyovTo they-coasted-by)
from, bv. Genitive
27.7 Kara Tf|V KvlSov,
27.12 Tq? KpfjTq?
27.21 dub Tq? Kpf[Tq?
Regions, provinces, countries
27.1 el? t?|v ’IraXtav.
27.2 KaTa *rf|v ’Aalav
27.5 KaTd *rf|v KiXiKlav Kal IIap<j>uXtav
27.5 (el? Mupa) Tfj? AuKta?.
27.6 el? Tfjv ’iTaXlav
Here we see the normal pattern of town and island names being “salient” i.e. 
lacking the article, with words denoting direction towards or in, nominative and accusative 
cases.
There are two instances which are hard to categorize since they refer to a sandbank
and a sea respectively, and there is not enough data to determine unmarked usage, i.e.
whether the article is statistically most common.
27.17 el? Tf|v Zupnv (afraid lest they fall into the Syrtis sandbanks)
27.27 kv t$ ’ASpla (in the Adriatic Sea)
Again we see that towns and islands which are non-focal to the story are marked
with the article as Hearer-old. Grammatically they may have a preposition by, from etc, or
be genitive in case, or they may be accusative governed by a verb with a prefix by or from
etc. Semantically, the latter are clearly non focal to the story, being places bypassed, rather
than destinations.
The oddest example in the town names concerns Rome, which occurs first with the 
article then without. Why should Rome, the destiny of this journey, be marked in 28:14 
with the article, i.e. non-salient? Perhaps the answer lies in 28:16. The travellers have not 
yet reached Rome. Some translations suggest that 28:14 means “And so we went to 
Rome”, but perhaps the verse is a summary of the past journey (Marshall, 1980:419; 
Barrett, 1998:1230) meaning “And that is how (battered by storm, but escaping death) we 
(finally) came to Rome (which was where the Roman powers that be decided to send us)” 
(Acts 27:1). At this point Rome is not a place Luke or Paul have arrived at, nor is it they 
who have controlled the choice of Rome as destination. They actually reach Rome in 
28:16, and begin their task of evangelism there. And at this point, Rome is marked as 
“salient”.
28.14 ... Kal ouitig? el? Tfjv Pibpqu qX0ap.ev.
... And in-this-way to the Rome we-came/went.
28.16 "Ore 8e elof|X0op.ev el? Ptbpgv. ...
When 0 we-entered into Rome, ...
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Again, we see a return to the old pattern of provinces marked with the article as 
Hearer-old, but without “salience” as we saw in the “we” passages of the Third Missionary 
Journey. I posit that this is because the provinces are not salient in terms of the purposes of 
the key participants, Paul and Luke. The action is being overtly controlled by the Roman 
powers that be and the weather, not by Paul’s missionary strategy.
Is it possible that marking of salience is related to author and main character intent,
and thus in Acts determined in part by theological issues? If this is so, it should be
apparent in the marking of Rome, arguably the deliberate climax of the book of Acts. (e.g.
Marshall, 1980:421 “the missionary programme of Acts 1:8 is now brought to a decisive
point: the gospel has come to the capital city, and it is proclaimed without hindrance to the
Gentiles...”). There are only five occurrences of the word 'Ptopq “Rome” in Acts:
18.2 8i& to 8iaTeTax6vai KXauSiov x^ P^ ^^ Qai TravTa? tou? ’I ou8atou? duo Tty PoSpq?
due-to the to-order Claudius to-move all the Jews from the Rome
19.21 ... Met& t6 yeueaOca |ie 6iceT Sri (ie Kal Pctygy I8riv.
... After the to-become me there it-behoves me also Rome to-see.
23.11 ... 6 Kupio? elirev, ... ra? ydp SiepapTupw Td uepl epiou el? ’IepouaaXqp.,
... the Lord said,... As for you-witnessed the about me in Jerusalem 
outco ae 8ei Kal el? Praunu papTupfjaai. 
thus you it-behoves also in Rome to-witness.
28.14 ... Kal ouTra? el? Tty Trap-qy qXGafieu.
... And in-this-way to the Rome we-came/went.
28.16 "Ore 8e eiof|X0o|ieu el? Prapqy. ...
.When 0 we-entered into Rome,...
The two occurrences with the article are marked Hearer-old non-salient. Both refer 
to Rome in the context of the action of Roman rulers, one an edict to leave Rome, the other 
the fulfilment of a command to go to Rome. The command to go to R o m e  has previously 
been hidden (probably for dramatic effect) under the terms “appealed to Caesar” (Acts 
26:32) and “it was decided we should sail to Italy” el? Tqv jTaXlav (Acts 27:1). This 
Roman judicial decision to send Paul to Rome was completed in Acts 28:14, where Rome 
takes the article.
The three salient usages, without the article, are Paul’s statement that “it behoves 
him” to go to Rome, God’s confirmation of this, and its fulfilment. God’s plan for Paul to 
evangelize in Rome is thus marked “salient” in all cases. Certainly, in Acts 28:16 “there is 
no reference to the Roman authorities” (though they are implied in “was permitted”) and it 
seems “Luke is allowing the legal proceedings against Paul to drop out of the narrative” so 
that the final focus of the book (28:31) can be on the fact that “even in Rome the 
proclamation of the word was established” (Barrett, 1998:1232, 1253).
This may seem too clever, to use the article to make a theological point. I am 
certainly not saying that Luke sat down and edited his writing thinking “Now where 
should I put the article”. Rather I suggest that natural Greek usage of the article for known 
definite items, i.e. Hearer-old, and its omission to mark salience, was one of the means
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Luke had available to mark the thread of what was important amidst the sheer mass of 
place names in his narrative.
If this analysis of the use of the article is correct, it is possible to explain both the 
normal patterns and deviations from those patterns which we see in the Travelogues of 
Acts as part of Luke’s deliberate theological and personal angle on the events, even 
though, no doubt, the way this was grammaticalized was subconscious, i.e. automatic as 
opposed to mechanically applied. The alternative is to say that articular usage is random, 
or that the salience theory as proposed works but is incorrect It should be easy to disprove 
if it is incorrect. There is obviously scope for further study of all place names from the 
“we” and “non-we” passages, not just those in the actual travel sections, to see whether the 
patterns of usage seen above still hold true.
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Appendix M 
Types of salience in Greek discourse
This appendix provides more detailed discussion, examples and statistical evidence 
of various types of salience which are marked in Greek by the use of anarthrous nouns, as 
summarized in Chapter 6 “Lack of the article with Hearer-old items marks salience”.
I list below some of the factors which seem to affect the author’s choice of 
“salience” marking in Greek, showing the various levels of discourse at which 
grammatically marked “salience” applies, and giving evidence from statistics, references, 
and co-occurrence with other features in support of the thesis that anarthrous nouns always 
mark salience, either salience due to being Hearer-new, or salience due to being Hearer-old 
and especially significant in the discourse.
a) salience because of semantic category, proper nouns
Proper nouns are frequently salient at EPISODE level, since they typically refer to 
the location and major participants of that episode. This salience is marked by 
anarthrousness of the name.
Data from GRAMCORD shows that names of major characters such as Jesus, Peter 
and Paul show no clear difference in arthrousness from nouns in general, but less common
characters show a tendency towards anarthrousness:
NT nouns Jesus Paul Peter Moses Abraham
total 28956 917 158 156 80 73
+article 14291 (49%) 407(44%) 92(58%) 70(45%) 11(14%) 15(21%)
-article 14665(51%) 510(56%) 66(42%) 86(55%) 69(86%) 58(79%)
In these charts from GRAMCORD, only the totals are strictly accurate. The arthrous figures are for 
Article Noun with no intervening element, whereas for common nouns there may be an adjective, adjectival 
phrase, or conjunction (such as 86) between article and noun, and for names a conjunction. The anarthrous 
figures are derived by subtracting the arthrous from the total. Thus the true figures for arthrous are probably 
slightly higher than stated here, and for anarthrous slightly lower.
With personal names, however, one would expect nominative case to be more 
“salient” (since it frequently refers to the agent of an action, or in passives the marked 
theme of the clause), and thus to occur more frequently without the article. This is borne 
out by GRAMCORD data, with the notable exception of Jesus:
Nom. NT nouns Jesus Paul Peter Moses Abraham
total 7455 462 79 100 43 18
+article 3637 (49%) 280 (61%) 37 (47%) 39 (39%) 1 (2%) 0 (0%)
-article 3818(51%) 182(39%) 42(53%) 61(61%) 42(98%) 18(100%)
(GRAMCORD data are not totally accurate, as noted above).
Since, for the total of nouns in the corpus, the percentages of arthrous and 
anarthrous are identical, regardless of case, case p e r  s e  is not a significant factor in 
articular use. However, with personal names there i s  a positive correlation between the 
nominative case and anarthrousness. With the exception of Jesus, names have a higher 
percentage of anarthrousness in the nominative case than in all cases combined:
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NT nouns Jesus Paul Peter Moses Abraham
-article All cases 51% 56% 42% 55% 86% 79%
-article Nominative 51% 39% 53% 61% 98% 100%
This conforms to the theory that named individuals in the nominative are 
prototypically salient, since they are typically the agent of significant actions. The 
tendency for the least frequent names to be most frequently anarthrous agrees with the 
theory that a new character being introduced into an EPISODE would typically be marked 
salient.
For example, in the New Testament Abraham in the nominative is always marked 
salient. Since Abraham is not physically present as a participant in any pericope of the 
New Testament, he cannot become Discourse-old in the way that Jesus or the disciples 
become. Abraham is only introduced into the text to illustrate some significant point the 
speaker or author wants to make, and as such he is frequently being reintroduced as salient.
Similarly Saul is anarthrous 12/15 times (e.g. Acts 7:58, 8:1, 8:3, introduction, 
opposition, persecution). Saul is only arthrous in 9:1 referring back to persecution in 8:3, 
9:24 non-agent, 13:2 non-agent). Anarthrous people and places are typically salient at 
EPISODE level.
Why is Jesus an exception? Jesus is clearly the main participant of the Gospels, 
rarely moving off centre stage, and is a major participant in other books, though less 
frequently as a grammatical subject. Thus he rarely needs reintroducing as a participant, 
and presumably all his actions, as main participant, are significant. So anarthrousness of 
the main character may mark super-salience, with significance at higher levels of discourse 
such as THEME UNIT.
The name Jerusalem occurs 62 times in the New Testament, of which only 4 are 
arthrous (John 2:23, 5:2, 10:22,11:18). In the first three, Jerusalem is not a new location 
setting, but simple anaphoric reference to the place where action already is. In 11:18 
nothing happens in Jerusalem at all, but it is mentioned to locate Bethany. This conforms 
to my theory that anarthrous reference to Hearer-old entities marks salience, since 
Jerusalem is typically mentioned as the location of significant actions.
Names of towns are typically anarthrous. I suggest that this is due to their most
common semantic role, the location of significant events. From GRAMCORD:
Towns Jerusalem Capernaum Nazareth Bethlehem Bethsaida Rome
all NT 62 16 12 8 7 8
+article 4 1 1 - - 2
-article 58 15 11 8 7 6
Combining figures for these 6 town names, out of 113 occurrences, 8 are arthrous (7%) 
and 105 anarthrous (93%).
Names of provinces, however, are typically arthrous. I suggest that this is because a 
whole province is seldom the location of significant events. From GRAMCORD:
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Provinces Macedonia Asia
all NT 22 18
+article 8 16
-article 14 2
Syria
8
6
2
Galatia
4
2
2
Cappadocia
2
2
0
Combining figures for these 5 province names, out of 54 occurrences, 34 are arthrous 
(63%) and 20 anarthrous (37%).
The above observations are in line with observations by Reed, based on Wallace
(1982:211-18), on what is naturally thematic or “salient” (1995:83-84):
(1) People are more interested in other human beings (or at least in animate entities); (2) people tend to 
place themselves at the centre of attention; (3) individuated - especially concrete, definite, singular, 
countable - entities are more apt to attract interest than their opposites; (4) the real, the certain, the 
positive, the immediate, the bounded, the completed, and the dynamic are more effective in moving a 
discourse forward (i.e. to constitute the thematic portion of a text) than their respective contrasting 
properties, which form the supportive background.
Thus certain semantic categories tend to be “salient” in a discourse (Reed, 1997:112):
Some research in both linguistics and psychology ... suggests that certain semantic categories tend to 
appear in background and thematic material. These are typically discussed in terms of figure (theme) and 
ground (background), or ‘more salient’ and ‘less salient’ terms.
According to Reed’s listing (1997:113) “localized” items are naturally more salient than
“unlocalized”. This explains why towns, being more localized than provinces, are more
naturally salient, and thus more frequently given anarthrous salience marking.
b) salience because of semantic category and participant role, naming
Naming a participant indicates their salience at EPISODE level, and is marked by 
anarthrousness of the name.
Proper names are a distinct semantic category. Grammatically, however, names are 
like common nouns in Greek and frequently take the article in narrative when referring to 
the agent of a verb. Nevertheless names, especially people’s names, because of their 
semantic category occur in specific situations.
For example, at the introduction of a Discourse-new participant the name may be
introduced by a special formula, e.g.
Mark 5:22
el? Tray dpxiauyayrayray, 6youaTi ’Idtpo? 
one of-the synagogue-leaders by-name Jairus
Such names are always semantically salient because they identify main participants 
in an EPISODE. In the New Testament corpus, names in this formula are always 
anarthrous. Analysing a GRAMCORD search for ovo|±a showed 22 examples of this 
structure, all anarthrous (1 in Mark (5:22), the rest in Luke (6x, 1:5,10:38, 16:20,19:2, 
23:50,24:18) and Acts (15x, 5:34, 8:9, 9:10, 9:36, 10:1, 11:28,12:13, 16:1, 16:14,17:34, 
20:9, 21:10, and with the name fronted 5:1, 18:24, 19:24).
The same formula can also be used with a non-subject, e.g.
Matthew 27:32 
eupoy &y0prairoy Kupqyaioy oyopaTi Stjirava 
they-found person Cyrenian by-name Simon
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Analysis of a GRAMCORD search shows this occurs 9 times, all anarthrously (Matt.
27:32, Luke 5:27, Acts 9:33, 18:2, 18:7, 27:1,28:7, and with the name fronted in Acts 
9:11,9:12)
Similarly, when a person is being given a new name, that name is semantically
salient at CLAUSE level (being comment/rheme as opposed to propositional topic/theme).
The new name is also significant at whole TEXT level, since it will be used in the rest of
the text for participant reference. There are 8 such occurrences linking 8vopa with a new
name in the New Testament. All names are anarthrous, and one is fronted:
Matt 1:21 (cf. Matt. 1:23, 1:25 Luke 1:59, 2:21)
Kal KaX^ aei? tA Avopa auTou ’Iqaouv- 
and you-will-call the name of-him Jesus 
Mark 3:16 (cf. Mark 3:17)
Kal £tte0T]K£v Avopa tw Stpiovi IRrpov 
and added name to-the Simon Peter.
Luke 1:63 
’Icodmi? ecttIv Avopa auTou.
John is name of-him.
Often the name of a new participant is given in an equative formula, with or
without the verb to be. The name is salient at EPISODE level, being used for participant
reference and storing this episode uniquely in memory. This formula occurs 24 times in the
New Testament corpus. The name is anarthrous 22 times, of which two are fronted (Matt.
10:2, 27:57, Mark 5:9 (fronted), 14:32, Luke 1:5,1:13,1:26, 1:27 (2x), 1:31, 2:25, 8:30,
8:41,24:13, John 1:6, 3:1 (fronted), 18:10, 13:6 Rev. 9:11,17:5,19:16):
Matthew 27:57
f)X0ev ctv0pwTTo? ttXouctlo? &ttA 'ApipaGata?, Toflvopa ’Iaxhj<|>
Came person rich from Arimathea, the-name Joseph 
Mark 5:9 
Aeyubv Avopa pot 
Legion name to-me.
John 3:1
THv Se dvGpwiro? ek tuv ^ apicralcov, NiKASqpo? Avoua aurw 
Was () person from the Pharisees, Nicodemus name to-him
Only three times in the New Testament is ovopa equated with an arthrous noun
(only once if one accepts the variant readings of 6:8 and 8:11, found in Sinaiticus), all in
Revelation:
Rev. 6:8
Kal 6 KaQijpevo? ETravw auTou Avopa aura [o] 0dvaTO? 
and the sitting on it name to-him [the] Death.
Rev. 8:11
Kal to Avopa tou daTEpo? XeyETai o ”A4>tv0o? 
and the name of-the star is-called the wormwood.
Rev. 19:13
Kal K^ KXqTai t6 Avopa aiiTou 6 X6yo? tou 0eou. 
and has-been-called the name of-him the word of-the god.
Here ovopa does not refer to an ordinary human name of a new participant, but 
rather to an identification with a different common noun or title explaining the meaning or 
significance of the symbol. This new name is not used again for participant reference, but 
for logical cohesion. The second occurrence of “death” in Rev. 6:8 is not anaphoric or 
coreferential, but refers to the way Death behaves. Likewise in Rev. 8:11 the star
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Wormwood turns water into wormwood. Again in Rev 19:13 The Word of God is not used 
to name a new character but to identify who this known character is, by using one of his 
titles. (The word ovofia also occurs another 166 times in non-naming contexts.)
Similarly a GRAMCORD search for X6yu> in Present Participle Passive 
Nominative form “called ...”, shows 14 occurrences followed by an anarthrous noun, and 
none followed by an arthrous noun. Of these 9 are personal names (Matt. 10:2,26:14,
Mark 15:7, Luke 22:47, John 9:11, 11:16, 20:24, 21:2, Col. 4:11), 2 non-personal proper 
names (Luke 22:1 “Passover”, Eph. 2:11 “the Uncircumcision”), 2 are titles (Matt. 1:16, 
John 4:25 “Christ”) and one a common noun (1 Cor. 8:5 “gods”).
If we chart these figures for naming, using data from GRAMCORD, we see a
marked correlation between personal names and anarthrousness, together with a significant
percentage of fronting..
by name new name name called all salient names
total 31 8 25 9 73
+article 3 (12%) - 3 (4%)
-article 31(100%) 8(100%) 22(88%) 9(100%) 70(96%)
-article+ffonted 5 (16%) 1(13%) 2 (8%) - 8 (11%)
If we compare these figures with other GRAMCORD data for nouns and proper 
nouns (regardless of case or semantic role, i.e. including purely anaphoric uses), we see 
clearly that proper nouns in naming formulas, i.e. semantically salient, are more frequently 
anarthrous than either nouns, or proper nouns in general (figures from the charts in a) 
above):
NT nouns People (-Jesus) Provinces Towns all salient names
total 28956 240 54 113 73
arthrous 14291 (49%) 77(51%) 34(63%) 8 (7%) 3 (4%)
anarthrous 14665(51%) 163 (49%) 20(37%) 105(93%) 70(96%)
These figures suggest that the names of major characters frequently on stage in a 
narrative are typically around 50% (+/- 10%) arthrous, similar to the percentage for all 
nouns. In contrast names in structures where the specific name of an individual is new 
information, i.e. salient, are only 4% arthrous. Names of characters such as Moses and 
Abraham, who do not dominate the narrative stage in any book but appear fairly 
frequently, are between 10% and 25% arthrous. This is in line with my argument that 
arthrous indicates Hearer-old, and anarthrous indicates salient, since each introduction of a 
new character in a new pericope would typically be salient and therefore anarthrous.
It might be suggested that case skews the figures, since the salient names analysed
are nearly all nominative. However, taking New Testament nouns as a whole, the
percentage of anarthrous nouns in the nominative is identical to the percentage of all
anarthrous nouns regardless of case:
NT nouns All cases Nominative
total 28956 7455
arthrous 14291 (49%) 3637(49%)
anarthrous 14665(51%) 3818(51%)
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Moreover naming formulas which use accusative case also mark the “new” name as
anarthrous and salient, e.g.
Acts 14:12
eKdXouv Te t 5 v  Bapva(3ay A t a ,  t 5 v  86 ITauXov ' E p p q v  
they-were-calling and the Barnabas Zeus, the () Paul Hermes.
Lists of names identifying members of a group, are also salient and anarthrous,
whereas the qualifying phrases are typically arthrous, e.g.
Matthew 10:2-4 
Tray 86 8i68eica dnooToXray rd 6v6p.ard 6cttiv TauTcr 
Of-the () twelve apostles the names are these:
TrpwTO? Z C p r a v  6  X e y d p e y o ?  I l e T p o ?  Kal ’A v 8 p £ a ?  8  a S e X r i o ?  airrou,
Kal ’ I d x r a f k ) ?  o tqu Ze(3e8atou Kal ’ I r a d w q ?  o adeXcpdg avTov,
I^Xlttito? Kal BapSoXojiaXo?,
G r a p f l ?  K a l  M a G G c f f o ?  o  T e X r a y q ? .
’ I d i c c o P o s *  6 tou ' A X r i a t o u  K a l  80880X 0? ,
Z l j i r a v  o KayqyaXo? Kal ’I o t i S a ?  o ’ I  aKapLraftt? o Kal TTapaSou? auToy.
Mark 3:14-19
Kal 6irotqaey SraSeKa ... Kal 67re0r|Key oyoga Tra ELprayi I R r p o v ,
Kal ’I d u c r a p o y  Toy tou ZepeSatou Kal ’ I  r a d y v q v  Toy dSeXrioy tqu 1  aKraBou 
Kal 8Tre0r|Key auToX? 6v6|i.a[Ta] B o a v q p y ^ ?  8 6cmv T l o l  B p o v T f j ? *
Kal ’A v S p l a v  Kal $ t X i n r r o y  Kal B a p G o X o p d i o y  Kal M a Q G d E o v  Kal Q r a p d v  
Kal ’ I d K w t y y  Toy tou 'AX(f)aiou Kal 0 a 8 8 a t o y  Kal Z t p a i v a  Toy KayqyaXoy 
Kal ’ I  o t i 8 a v  ’ I  OKapid>0, 8? Kal TTapeSraKgy auToy.
Similarly in Matthew 13:55, Mark 13:3, Luke 6:14-16, Acts 1:13b, 4:6, 6:5, and 
20:4 all the names of the people listed are anarthrous.
Likewise in Romans 16:3-16 and 21-24, all the names of people to greet and people 
sending greetings are anarthrous, but the qualifying phrases are arthrous. These names are 
marked as salient, since the farewell greetings of a letter play an important role in 
maintaining interpersonal relationships.
A further example of the salience of a name in an explicit naming formula is the 
Mount of Olives, which occurs 9 times as to opo? tcov eXaimv with “of the olives” 
arthrous (Matt 21:1, 24:3, 26:30, Mark 11:1,13:3,14:26, Luke 19:37,22:39, John 8:1). 
But both times the mountain is explicitly named (rather than just referred to) it is 
anarthrous, to opo? to KcxXoupevov ’EXaiwv, even though the name “of olives” is in the 
genitive not the nominative (Luke 19:29, 21:37).
Similarly, the titles of New Testament books are a kind of naming formula, and
each title contains the proper name or title of Hearer-old known referents (unless Acts is
“Acts of some apostles”). There are 4 patterns of New Testament book names:
Books Frequency Grammatical form Example
i) Gospels x 4 Preposition Noun KAT A MA00 Al ON
ii) Acts & Revelation x2 Noun Noun-gen. ITPASEIS ATT02T0AQN
iii) Romans-Hebrews x 14 Preposition Noun TTPOS PQMAIOYZ
iv) James-Jude x7 Noun-gen. IAKQBOY
There are 29 nouns in these titles. All apart from “acts”, “apostles”, and 
“revelation” are proper nouns referring to people. All nouns, except possibly “acts”, and 
maybe “apostles” have definite known referents. All 29 nouns are anarthrous, since the 
referent is salient.
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c) salience because of semantic category and participant role, addressee
Addressees are salient not only at CLAUSE level, but also at EPISODE level, and 
in the case of letters at TEXT level. The vocative case marks this by being anarthrous.
Addressees are frequently implicit, e.g. Imperatives normally do not have the 
pronoun “you”. This indicates that the addressees are treated as Hearer-old and can be 
identified from the co-text or context. Yet where the addressee is made explicit, the noun is 
typically anarthrous. An addressee is typically addressed using the vocative case, but the 
nominative case is also found (Porter, 1994:86-86). Looking at GRAMCORD figures for 
all nouns comparing case and arthrousness, we see the vocative as statistically marked,
both in overall infrequency and in correlation with anarthrousness:
All Nom. Voc. Acc. Gen. Dat.
28956 7455 631 8815 7681 4375
+article 14291 (49%) 3637(49%) 50(8%) 4294(49%) 4101(53%) 2188(50%)
-article 14665(51%) 3818(51%) 581(92%) 4521 (51%) 3580(47%) 2187(50%)
These GRAMCORD figures include as vocatives all forms used in a vocative sense,
including nominatives, e.g. Mark 15:34 (cf. Matthew 27:46), and ambiguous forms, such
as plurals, which grammatically could be either nominative or vocative, e.g. Ephesians
5:22. However, in the New Testament corpus, nouns which are unambiguously vocative in
case NEVER take the article.
The relative rarity of vocative as a case can be explained by its normal restriction to 
human beings, and in cases of apostrophe towns. But why the high level of anarthrousness 
for addressees? One might argue that the Greek article simply has no vocative case 
(Wallace, 1996:66) so arthrous vocatives are grammatically impossible. But why should 
this be so, given that an addressee can be referred to with the article when the noun is in 
the nominative?
The lack of a vocative case for the article is semantically motivated. It is not an 
anomaly in the system, but a direct result of the system. Addressees are typically addressed 
anarthrously because they are a l w a y s  conceptually salient, since they belong in the open 
“here and now” scenario of the communication act, and have the information status 
category 3a GIVEN situational, i.e. Hearer-old and already in mental focus. Typically 
addressees are humans, who are directly spoken to, or to whom letters are addressed.
Moreover, when we examine the instances of article and noun which 
GRAMCORD categorizes as “vocative”, we see that they do not refer to prototypical 
addressees. Of the 50 instances, not one is a personal name. 21 address God, as father, god, 
lord, almighty, master, king. (Of 13 instances of God in a vocative sense, 2 are anarthrous 
vocatives, 11 are arthrous nominatives.) 6 address people not present by apostrophe (Rom. 
15:11, Rev. 12:12, 18:4, 18:20, 19:5), and 4 address a town by apostrophe (Rev. 18:10 
(2x), 18:16, 18:19). 12 address subsections of a letter’s addressees, (wives, husbands, 
children, parents, slaves, masters - Eph. 5:22, 25, 6:1, 4, 5, 9, and Col. 3:18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 
4:1). Only 7 arguably address people face to face, but of these, 2 address a corpse (Mark
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5:41, Luke 8:54), 1 addresses the demon possessing a person (Mark 5:8), 1 addresses a 
potential subsection of the people present, though is a quotation which originally may have 
been an apostrophe (Acts 13:41), and 3 address Jesus face to face, but by a title. In none of 
these 3 is the vocative to gain attention or forge an emotional bond, positive or negative. 
Rather it explicitly makes a statement about who the person is. In John 19:3 “Hail, king of 
the Jews” the vocative is used in mockery of such a claim. In John 20:28 “My Lord and 
my God” Thomas is making a statement about who Jesus is, and similarly in Hebrews 1:8 
“Thy throne, o God, is for ever and ever”. None of these arthrous nouns is unambiguously 
vocative in case, and none is used simply to address a person present.
Thus the natural salience of a vocative, caused by making explicit reference to a 
participant who is already implicitly focal, does not apply to any of the arthrous nouns 
used in a “vocative” sense, whether they are nominative or ambiguous in form. This 
suggests that the ambiguous forms above, mostly plurals, are best analysed as nominative 
case. These data support Louw’s observation (1966:80) that “The nominative, in 
contradistinction to the vocative, is less exclamative, less direct, more reserved and formal 
because it merely states the nominative idea”.
Reed describes vocatives as salient at different levels (1997:116):
The vocative case is often a signal of thematic material at the level of discourse and focal material at the 
level of clause.
Vocatives, then, are always salient, and refer anarthrously to Hearer-old entities, which are
not only focal at CLAUSE level, but typically key participants at the level of EPISODE or
TEXT. For example “brothers” in 2 Thessalonians 1:3, 2:1, 2:13, 2:15, 3:1, 3:6, 3:13 is
coreferential with “the church of Thessalonians” (1:1) but is always anarthrous and salient,
since the Thessalonian “brothers (and sisters)” are addressees of the whole TEXT.
Vocatives occur within a clause which is salient at the level of EPISODE, typically
following the personal pronoun “you” or occurring with an Imperative or mitigated
command. Compare the clauses marked with the vocative in 2 Thessalonians, with the
NIV section divisions, my EPISODES (omitting the Opening and Final Greetings):
1:3-12 Thanksgiving and Praver 
1:3 We ought always to thank God for you, brothers
2:1-12 The man of Lawlessness
2:1 We beseech you brothers ... not to become unsettled or alarmed...
2:13-17 Stand firm
2:13 But we ought always to thank God for you, brothers 
2:15 So then, brothers, stand firm 
3:1 -6 Request for prayer 
3:1 Finally, brothers, pray for us 
3:6-15 Warning against idleness
3:6 we command you, brothers, to keep away from ... idle 
3:13 And as for you, brothers, never tire of doing what is right.
Reed also points out that the use of vocatives with petitions is a common epistolary 
device (bolding mine) (1997:267):
Of the four verbs of epistolary petitions - d£ioDv, 8eta0ai, epwTav and uapaKaXeXv (all sharing a 
basic function of ‘to ask, request, beseech’) - the fourth type, when it is used in the context of petition, 
occurs 14 times in the first person singular in the Pauline letters (Rom. 12.1; 15.30; 16.17; 1 Cor. 1.10;
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4.16; 16.15; 2 Cor. 2.8; 10.1; Phil. 4.2 [2x]; Phlm. 9, 10; cf. Eph. 4.1; 1 Tim. 2.1) and 5 times in the first 
person plural (2 Cor. 6.1; 1 Thess. 4.1, 10; 5.14; 2 Thess. 3.12). These follow a basic structure: (i) 
person(s) addressed (e.g. ftpa?) uapaKaXw verb; (iii) vocative d8e\<f>oL, and (iv) desired action.
The form a S e X c p o i could be analysed as nominative. However, a GRAMCORD search for
the lexeme a S e X t f to g  in the vocative (i.e. vocative use, not necessarily vocative case)
produces 92 occurrences in the Epistles, all anarthrous, of which the two singular
occurrences are clearly vocative, i.e. a8eX<f>e in Philemon 1:7 and 1:20. This suggests that
the corresponding plural form, used in similar grammatical contexts and with the same
semantic role of addressee, is also best analysed as vocative.
In Hebrews, the writer also uses vocatives to mark clauses as salient at the level of
the whole TEXT. Hebrews contains four vocatives, three of which occur in sections
labelled as hortative by NIV, and all of which are in sentences containing a command,
either direct or mitigated:
3:1-6 Jesus Greater than Moses
3:1 Therefore, holy brothers ... fix your thoughts on Jesus...
(This is the first imperative in the Epistle, excluding quotations))
3:7-19 Warning against Unbelief
3:12 See to it, brothers, that none of you has a sinful, unbelieving heart
that turns away from the living God
(This is the second imperative in the Epistle, excluding quotations))
10:19-39 A Call to Persevere
10:19 Therefore, brothers,... let us draw near to God ...
13:1-25 Concluding Exhortations
13:22 Brothers, I urge you to bear with my word of exhortation ...
(This is the final imperative, apart from the greetings)
It can be clearly seen that 3:1 is thematic at TEXT level cf. 12:2, and the other instances
are thematic at the level of both EPISODE and TEXT. The theme of Hebrews as revealed
by the vocatives would be: “Fix your thoughts on Jesus, do not turn away from God, but
draw near to God. Pay attention to this letter.” This seems to summarize the theme of
Hebrews well.
Compare Lane’s analysis (1991a:lxxxiii). His Embedded Discourse 1 (1:1-4:13) 
“God Has spoken to us in his Son” ends with the section lb (3:1-4:13) “Do not harden 
your hearts”. This section begins with the first vocative and command cluster “brothers, fix 
your thoughts on Jesus” and contains the second “brothers, do not turn away from God”. 
His Embedded Discourse 2 (4:14-10:18) “[The Son] as Our High Priest Has Offered a 
Complete Sacrifice for Sins and by This Obtained Salvation for Us” contains no vocatives, 
and the only imperatives are rhetorical, i.e. “consider” (7:4), or in quoted speech (8:5, 11). 
This, then, functions as support material for the previous and following commands. His 
Embedded Discourse 3 (10:19-13:21) “Therefore Let Us Draw Near to God ...” begins 
with the third vocative and (mitigated) command cluster “brothers, let us draw near to 
God”, and his Formalized Closing (13:22-25) begins with the final vocative and command 
cluster “brothers, bear with my word of exhortation”. Thus the vocatives occur at the 
boundaries of sections and summarize the themes of the sections they are in. (ef. Bruce,
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1965:lxiii-lxiv, whose sections I and II match Lane’s section 1, III-V match 2, VI and VII 
match 3 , and VIII matches the closing.)
Vocatives and imperatives frequently collocate. Within the Epistles, a
GRAMCORD search shows 159 vocatives, and 568 imperatives. 65 of these vocatives
have one or more imperatives in the same sentence (a total of 89). So in the Epistles,
treating collocation strictly at sentence level only, 34% of vocatives (65/159) collocate
with imperatives (even though imperatives constitute only 7% of all verbs, i.e. 568/7901),
and 16% of imperatives (89/568) collocate with vocatives (even though vocatives
constitute less than 2% of all nouns, i.e. 159/10381).
Similarly in Philemon we see the use of vocatives to mark clauses as salient at the
level of the whole TEXT. Philemon contains two vocatives only:
Philemon 1:7
Xapav ydp uoXXqv Aayov ical uapdKXqaiv errt rq dyduq crou,
Joy for much I-had and consolation over the love of-you
oti Ta auXdyxva twv dytiov dvaTikiTauTai 8id aou, &8e\<f>k.
because the bowels of-the saints have-been-refreshed through you, brother.
Philemon 1:20
vat, d8e\<f)k, eyc6 aou 6val[iqv e v  Kuplar dvdirauaov pou Td airXayxva e v  XpLaTW.
Yes, brother, I of-you may-have-help in Lord. Refresh of-me the bowels in Christ.
These two vocatives occurring with identical vocabulary “refresh the bowels”, one in a
thanksgiving for Philemon’s past action, and the other in an appeal for his future action,
emphasize Paul’s relationship with Philemon, and mark these clauses as salient at TEXT
level, “as you have encouraged others in the past, so encourage me now.” In contrast,
although other addressees are mentioned in verse 2, they are only referred to again by the
use of the plural pronoun for “you” in the opening and closing blessings (w . 3 and 25).
Similarly in 1 Corinthians 16, vocatives for main characters at paragraph level
(16:12-16) are used to mark the clause they are in as salient at PARAGRAPH level, being
the motivation for Paul’s teaching on divorce:
1 Corinthians 7:16 
tL ydp oT8a?, ydvai, el tou av8pa atoaei?;
What for do-you-know, woman, if the man you-will-save? 
q ti ol8a?, dvep, et Tqv yuvaiKa acoaei?;
Or what do-you-know, man, if the woman you-will-save?
Further evidence of the salience of addressees at TEXT level, even when there is
no vocative Noun Phrase, can be found in John’s Gospel, where, I believe, there are only
two verses in the narrative (omitting direct speech) containing second person verbs, John
19:35 and 20:31. These state the book’s purpose (NIV) “He knows that he tells the truth,
and he testifies so that you also may believe” and “But these things are written that you
may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and that by believing you may have
life in his name.” The purpose of writing is typically so significant that it often occurs in
the opening paragraph of a book, and the first non-introduction paragraph of a letter (e.g.
Luke 1:3-4 with vocative, 1 Timothy 1:3, 2 Timothy 1:6, 1 John 1:1-4 (highlighted 2:12-
14), Jude 1:3 with vocative).
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I deal below with vocatives and proper nouns referring to addressees in the opening 
paragraph of letters or books which mark the theme of the whole TEXT. Such proper 
nouns are ALWAYS anarthrous in the New Testament.
d) salience because of semantic category and participant role, addresser
Addressers (i.e. the authors of letters, or speeches) are by definition human, and
hence have natural saliency. I posit that addressers are salient not only at CLAUSE level,
but in the case of letters at TEXT level.
The chart below shows that personal names of major characters in general show
percentages of anarthrousness similar to all nouns.
NT nouns Jesus Paul Peter
total 28956 917 158 156
+article 14291(49%) 407(44%) 92(58%) 70(45%)
-article 14665(51%) 510(56%) 66(42%) 86(55%)
However, if we look at the distribution of nominative uses of the name Paul we
find that of 55 occurrences in Acts only 12 are anarthrous, whereas in the Epistles all 24
occurrences are anarthrous.
Paul Total Acts Paul’s Epistles other Epistles
Nominatives 79 55 23 1
+article 43(54%) 43(78%) 0 (0%) 0(0%)
-article 36(46%) 12(22%) 23 (100%) 1(100%)
This corresponds with the theory that anarthrousness marks saliency, and that the
addresser of an Epistle as agent is more salient than the mere agent of a narrative event.
Looking at the anarthrousness of Peter in the nominative we see (date from
GRAMCORD):
Peter NT total Analysed total Matt. Mark Luke John Acts Epistles
Nominative 100 100 15 9 13 23 37 3
+article 39(39%) 53 (53%) 12 8 11 7 15 0
-article 61(61%) 47(47%) 3 1 2 16 22 3
(GRAMCORD data is not totally accurate, as noted above, hence total from GRAMCORD differs from the 
total as analysed).
In Matthew 3/15 nominatives of “Peter” are anarthrous: 10:2 the naming as 
narrative character, 16:16 Simon Peter (the double name) as addresser of the Confession at 
Caesarea Philippi speech, 16:18 Jesus naming Simon as Peter.
In Mark 1/9 is anarthrous: 13:3 where Peter, James, John and Andrew are 
specifically named and listed as asking Jesus about the destruction of Jerusalem. Here 
there is both the listing of names, and the role of addressers.
In Luke 2/13 are anarthrous: 5:8 the first and only occurrence of the double name 
Simon Peter, and 9:20 Peter’s Confession.
This gives us a remarkable fact that in the synoptic Gospels only 6/37 nominatives 
of Peter are anarthrous, and only 2/37 are not connected with naming or listing, viz. 
Matthew 16:16, and Luke 9:20 both of which have Peter as addressee of the Confession 
that Jesus is the Christ. It seems reasonable to argue that this confession is salient at TEXT 
level.
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In John 16/23 are anarthrous, 12 using the double name Simon Peter (none are 
arthrous), and 4 using Peter alone. Simon Peter occurs anarthrously once as a listing 
(21:2), once as introduction of a new participant (18:25), 5 times as addresser (6:68 
acknowledging Jesus as Christ, 13:9 asking Jesus to wash him thoroughly, 13:24 asking 
John to ask Jesus re the traitor, 13:36 asking Jesus where he is going, 21:3 announcing he 
is going fishing), and 5 times as agent of other significant actions (18:10 cutting off ear, 
18:15 following Jesus, 20:6 entering the tomb, 21:7 jumping into the sea, 21:11 pulling in 
the fish). Interestingly 4 of these occur in the one incident (21:2, 3, 7,11) where Jesus 
appears to the disciples at the lake. (The significance of Simon Peter in nominative case 
always being marked salient deserves further research). Peter is anarthrous in 1:42 as a 
translation of the name Cephas, 13:8 where Peter objects to Jesus washing his feet, 18:26 
where Peter had cut off someone’s ear, and 18:27 where Peter denies Jesus the third time. 
Apart from the use in naming, the other three uses underline Peter’s failure to understand 
and obey Jesus. Is John being deliberately ironic, here? Or is he reminding the audience 
“Do not worry. Jesus named Peter the Rock, and he will come right in the end”? Certainly 
this anarthrous usage seems motivated, i.e. marking salience at TEXT level.
In Acts, 22/37 nominative references to “Peter” are anarthrous, and of these 13 are 
used for the role of addresser. They can be grouped as follows: listing (1:13), naming 
(10:5,18, 32), introducing character to narrative “stage” (3:1, 9:38, 39, 10:9, 11:2), 
addresser of significant speech (1:15 [16-22 new apostle], 2:38 [38-39 Pentecost call to 
repentance], 3:4, 6 [healing of lame man], 4:8 [8-12 defence to Sanhedrin], 5:8 
[challenging of Sapphira], 5:29 [29-32 defence to Sanhedrin], 8:20 [20-23 condemnation 
of Simon Magus], 10:21 [greets gentiles], 10:34 [34-43 preaches to Cornelius], 10:46 [47 
allows baptism of gentiles], 11:4 [5-17 recounts Cornelius episode to Jewish Christians], 
15:7 [7-11 defends mission to gentiles].
In the Epistles 3/3 nominative references are anarthrous: Galatians 2:7 Peter’s 
ministry contrasted with Paul’s own, 1 Peter 1:1, and 2 Peter 1:1 Peter as addresser 
therefore salient at TEXT level.
This can be charted as follows (data from GRAMCORD):
Peter NT total Analysed total Matt. Mark Luke John Acts Epistles
Nominative 100 100 15 9 13 23 37 3
+article 39 (39%) 53 (53%) 12 8 11 7 15 -
-article 61 (61%) 47 (47%) 3 1 2 16 22 3
-article Naming 7 2 1 1 3
-article Listing 2 - ■(1) - 1 1 -
-article Addresser 23 1 1 1 5 13 2
-article Agent other 9 - - - 8 - 1
-article Introduction 6 - - - 1 5 -
Thus we see that 23/47 (49%) anarthrous nominatives of “Peter” are when Peter is 
the addresser either of a letter or significant speech act. Whereas John refers to Peter
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anarthrously as agent of all actions, in Acts by far the commonest role expressed by 
anarthrous nominatives of “Peter” is addresser.
Similarly in John’s Gospel, 39/79 anarthrous occurrences of “Jesus”, in all cases, 
are in speech formulas, most commonly “Jesus answered and said.” This suggests that for 
John one of Jesus’s most significant roles is addresser.
I deal below with proper nouns referring to addressers in the opening paragraph of 
letters which mark the theme of the whole TEXT. Such proper nouns are ALWAYS 
anarthrous in the New Testament.
e) salience because of semantic category and participant role, proper nouns in letters
I noted above that names of people are frequently anarthrous, and posited this is 
due to their significance at EPISODE level. I will show in n) below that proper nouns for 
addressee and addresser in the opening of the Epistles are 100% anarthrous. I further 
observe that individuals and places named in the closures of letters are almost always 
anarthrous, and posit that this is because they are typically mentioned for interpersonal 
reasons, rather than for the role they might have in the plot as is typical of narrative.
I have pointed out above, under naming, that in Romans 16:3-16 and 21-24, at the 
letter closure, all the names of people to greet and people sending greetings are anarthrous, 
i.e. salient, since the farewell greetings of a letter play an important role in maintaining 
interpersonal relationships.
This is paralleled by the list of people and places mentioned in the letter closure in 
2 Timothy 4:10-14 (13 names), and 4:19-21 (11 names) all anarthrous. These lists include 
not only greeters and greeted, but associates of Paul and their whereabouts. It is true that 
they are typically Discourse-new references, but as Hearer-old (which certainly applies to 
the list of Paul and Timothy’s colleagues) they could be referred to using the article. It 
seems than that named people and places in the Epistles are part of the interpersonal 
theme, and as such are salient at EPISODE and TEXT level.
1 Corinthians has a similar closing section, 16:5-21, discussing travel 
arrangements, various people, and greeters. Of 14 proper names, only 2 are arthrous, both 
names of provinces in a genitival phrase “first-fruit of Achaia” and “churches of Asia”. All 
personal names, as well as towns and provinces as travel destinations, are anarthrous.
Compare also the proper nouns, all anarthrous, in Ephesians 6:21, Philippians 4:2- 
3, 4:15-18, Colossians 4:9-18, Titus 3:12-13, Philemon 1:23-24, Hebrews 13:23, 1 Peter 
5:12-13, and 3 John 1:12.
f) salience because of semantic category and participant role, place names
I noted above that names of towns are frequently anarthrous, whereas names of 
provinces are less frequently so. This is due to their significance at EPISODE level.
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I suggest that town names are frequently anarthrous since they are the prototypical
locations of significant events. From GRAMCORD:
Towns Jerusalem Capernaum Nazareth Bethlehem Bethsaida Rome
all NT 62 16 12 8 7 8
+article 4 1 1 0  0 2
-article 58 15 11 8 7 6
Combining figures for these 6 town names, out of 113 occurrences, 8 are arthrous (7%) 
and 105 anarthrous (93%).
I suggest that names of provinces, however, are typically arthrous, because a whole
province is seldom the location of significant events. From GRAMCORD:
Macedonia Asia Syria Galatia Cappadocia Total
all NT 22 18 8 4 2 54
+article 8 (36%) 16(89%) 6(75%) 2(50%) 2(100%) 34(63%)
-article 14(54%) 2(11%) 2(25%) 2(50%) 0(0%) 20(37%)
Combining figures for these 5 province names, out of 54 occurrences, 34 are arthrous 
(63%) and 20 anarthrous (37%).
Two provinces show an unusually high degree of anarthrous references, Galatia 
and Macedonia. The anarthrous references to Galatia are in 2 Timothy 4:10 as the 
destination of Crescens (salient as Discourse-new, and also in terms of interpersonal 
relationships), and 1 Peter 1:1 in the list of addressees (naturally salient). (It should be 
noted that every proper noun in the interpersonal closure of 2 Timothy 4:9-22, and every 
proper noun in the letter opening of 1 Peter 1:2 is anarthrous. This fits the theory that 
interpersonal relationships are especially significant in letters, and that anarthrousness 
marks salience.)
The name Macedonia seems remarkable here for its high percentage of anarthrous 
references. These can be explained as follows: 4/8 references in Acts are anarthrous (16:9, 
10, 20:1, 3). In all these Macedonia is salient as a destination for missionary activity. In 
contrast 16:12 refers back to where they already are, 18:5 refers to a place already left, 
19:21 to a place being travelled through, and 19:22 a place where others are sent ahead, 
which in some texts is also anarthrous). In the letters, 10/14 are anarthrous, as follows: 
Romans 15:26 Macedonia and Achaia, anarthrous nominatives, standing for the Christians 
of those places as agent, 1 Corinthians 16:5 two occurrences as the route for Paul’s visit to 
them, 2 Corinthians 1:16 two occurrences as the route for Paul’s visit to them, 2:13 and 7:5 
where Paul visited, 11:9 origin of visitors to Paul (8:1 is arthrous, reference to the churches 
of Macedonia), Philippians 4:15 place Paul visited and province of addressees, 1 Timothy 
1:3 place Paul left for. Contrast 3 arthrous references in 1 Thessalonians 1:7, 8,4:10, 
which refer to the location of believers affected by the Thessalonians witness, not a place 
on Paul’s itinerary. Thus, Macedonia seems to be frequently anarthrous in the letters since 
it is frequently salient as a place on Paul’s missionary itinerary. This again underlines the 
salience of interpersonal factors in letters.
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g) salience because of participant role, agent in the nominative
An agent in the nominative is salient at CLAUSE level, since the grammatical
subject (nominative case) and semantically salient agent role coincide.
Reed, who bases his discourse analysis on the systemic-functional theories of
Halliday (1994), points out the relationship between grammatical slot, participant role and
theme (1997:85):
in unmarked clauses the subject, theme and agent are the same.
He also links grammatical subject with “prominence” which I call salience (1997:116):
The grammatical relations between nouns are also indicators of prominence ... The nominative case 
generally signals a thematic element in the clause.
An example of this might be in the genealogy in Matthew 1:1-16. Throughout the
genealogy (1:2-15) the first mention of all individuals is with the article (here bold), and
the second mention without (here underlined), e.g.
Matthew 2:2
’ABpacm k yk vv ry o ev  tAv Taatiuc, ’IcraotK 8e k y e w r y je v  tAv ’Iaia&p,
Abram begat the Isaac, Isaac () begat the Jacob,
’I atccbft 8e e y e v v ry je v  tAv ’IoASav Kal to A? dSeX^ oA? atrrou ...
Jacob 0 begat the Judah and the brothers of-him ...
This usage directly contradicts the simple “rule” above that first mention lacks the
article and subsequent mention takes the article. However the presence of the article on
first mention can be explained by these characters being “Hearer-old” from the “whole
world” scenario of Jewish Christians. How do we then explain why the second references
lack the article? In this genealogy the first references are to people as goals of yevvdo)
“beget” in the accusative, or partners of “beget” in the genitive (Rahab and Ruth 1:5, the
(wife) of Uriah 1:6), the second reference to people is as the agent of “begat” in the
nominative, which is more salient as the clause-level theme.
Compare Acts 7:8b:
Kal olrno? eye vv ry o ev  tAv Taadtc Kal TrepieTepev airrAv Tq fipipa Tq 6y86q,
And thus he-begat the Isaac and circumcised him on-the day the eighth 
Kal 'I aadK tAv ’Iaia&p, 
and Isaac the Jacob
Kal ’I aKcaB toAs* 8c58eKa uaTpidpxas*. 
and Jacob the twelve patriarchs.
Note that in such genealogies there is a change of grammatical subject in eveiy
clause, each person occurring first as goal, then agent. Salience marking helps the audience
keep track of this subject switching. This pattern can be explained since agents are
naturally more salient than other participants, and typically are grammatically nominative
case subjects, syntactically clause-initial, and semantically clause-level theme.
Further evidence for agents being marked salient comes from the list of names in 
Hebrews 11:4-32. It can readily be seen that each new character who acted “by faith” is in 
the nominative and anarthrous. However these are normally Discourse-new as well as 
agents. Occasionally though, there is anarthrous reference in the nominative to a 
Discourse-old name, e.g. Abraham in 11:17 (cf. 11:8), and Moses in 11:24 (cf. 11:23).
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Here their role as agent is being regarded as salient, and this is also indicated by repetition 
of the clause initial “by faith”.
There are also several Discourse-new participants who are introduced using the 
Hearer-old non-salient marking of the article. These are however patients in the accusative, 
not agents in the nominative, e.g. 11:17 Isaac, 11:20 Jacob and Esau. When they are 
referred to as Discourse-old agents, they are anarthrous and marked salient, e.g. 11:20 
Isaac, 11:21 Jacob.
Looking again at the distribution of nominative uses of the name Paul we find that 
of 55 occurrences in Acts only 12 are anarthrous, whereas in the Epistles all 24 
occurrences are anarthrous.
Paul Total Acts Paul’s Epistles other Epistles
nominatives 79 55 23 1
arthrous 43(54%) 43(78%) 0 (0%) 0(0%)
anarthrous 36(46%) 12(22%) 23 (100%) 1(100%)
This split corresponds with the theory that anarthrousness marks saliency, and that
the addresser of an Epistle as agent (“I”) is more salient at the level of TEXT than the mere
agent of a narrative event (“he”), since it is part of the interpersonal context of the whole
letter. As Reed states (1997:181):
The prescript - namely superscription (sender, ‘ implied author’) and adscription (recipient, ‘implied 
reader’) - was obligatory for the epistolary genre.... The prescript and salutation (and other opening 
elements such as the thanksgiving) set the social and interpersonal context for the entire discourse.
However, even in the Acts narrative the distribution of anarthrous nominatives 
suggests a link with salience. 11 of the 12 anarthrous occurrences of “Paul” are in the first 
20 mentions (13:9-19:13). During this early part of Acts, Barnabas occurs 24 times (4:36- 
15:39), and Silas 13 times (15:22-18:5). Thus it is reasonable to assume that Paul is 
frequently anarthrous to highlight him as agent, rather than other major characters.
In contrast, only 1 of the 12 anarthrous occurrences of “Paul” occurs in the last 35 
mentions (19:21-28:15). This exception is Acts 23:18 where Paul is spoken of in direct 
speech embedded in the narrative. During this last part of Acts, Paul is indisputably the 
main character. Thus it is reasonable to assume that as indisputable main character there is 
no need to mark him salient.
This corresponds to Levinsohn’s conclusions that reintroductions of salient 
participants other than the main character are anarthrous (i.e. marked salient), whereas 
reintroductions of the main character are arthrous “apparently assumed to be in the wings 
... rather than truly being introduced” (1992:100).
The anarthrous nominative references to Paul in Acts are as follows: 13:9 the first 
naming as Paul SauXo? 8e, o Kal TTauXo? “Saul, the (one) also (called) Paul”, 13:16 
addresser of major speech (13:16-41), 14:11 reference to Paul as agent of a miracle, 14:14 
naming Barnabas and Paul after the generic referent “the apostles”, 15:35 summary of Paul 
and Barnabas’s time in Antioch, 15:36, 38, 40 Paul contrasted with Barnabas at the time of
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the split (Barnabas is dismissed from Acts in 15:39 by arthrous reference in the accusative 
case in a Postnuclear Aorist Participial clause, whereas Paul is marked as a continuing 
main character by an anarthrous nominative in a main clause), 16:18 reference to Paul as 
agent of a miracle, 16:25 and 16:28 (textual variant) Paul as agent of righteous actions, 
prayer and saving someone, in the same Philippian episode, 17:22 (textual variant) Paul as 
addresser of major speech (17:22-31), 19:4 Paul as addresser of small but important speech 
linking John’s baptism to faith in Jesus, 19:13 and 23:18 Paul referred to in direct speech.
It is reasonable then to posit that the above instances are salient at a TEXT level, 
due to the particular importance of the actions Paul was performing in the narrative, i.e. 
teaching (13:16, 17:22, 19:4), performing miracles (14:11, 16:18), planning missionary 
activity (15:35, 36, 38, 40), and performing righteous acts leading to conversion (16:25, 
28). Other uses are in naming (13:9, 14:14), and in embedded direct speech (19:13,23:18).
Again this corresponds to Levinsohn’s conclusions (1992:99) that “anarthrous 
references to particular, known participants either mark the participant as locally salient or 
highlight the speech which he utters.”
It would be reasonable to suppose that, in narrative, proper nouns occurring 
sentence initial, and with the developmental particle 86 as second word, would be salient, 
since they refer to people as agents of action which develops the plot. Charting all such 
examples in Acts we find:
Sentence initial Proper nouns in Acts with 86 as second word.
Anarthrous Articular
Proper Noun Nominative Genitive Nominative Genitive
Saul/Paul 5 1 6 1
Joseph/Barnabas 3 - - -
B and S/ P and B 2 - - -
Subtotal 10 1 6 1
Peter 2 _ 4 1
Peter and John 1 - 1 -
Subtotal 3 - 5 1
Agrippa 3 _ 1 -
Philip 2 - - -
Stephen 1 - - -
Herod 1 - - -
John 1 - - -
Crispus 1 - - -
Gallio - 1 - -
Subtotal 9 1 1 -
Simon _ 1 -
Cornelius - - 1 -
the Jews - - 1 -
Alexander - - 1 -
Festus - - 1 -
Subtotal - - 5 -
TOTAL 22 2 17 2
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I have not included the following instances in this analysis, since they are either
part of direct speech, or arguably not proper nouns:
Moses 1
Solomon 1 - - -
Lord 4
God 2
Note that most examples (39/43) are in the nominative, and all but one “the Jews” 
refer to an individual person. The non-nominatives occur in so-called “Genitive Absolute” 
constructions.
Of the nominative references, over half (22/39) are anarthrous, but this is not 
significant, since on average half of all nominatives are anarthrous. What is significant is 
which people occur anarthrously in this construction, and in what circumstances. Almost 
half the references charted (18/43) are for Paul and/or Barnabas, who are unarguably major 
characters in Acts. Of these (10/18) are anarthrous. Similarly almost half the total 
anarthrous nominatives (10/22) refer to Paul and/or Barnabas, and 5 of these are for Paul 
alone. Saul is introduced anarthrously in 8:1 at the end of Stephen’s stoning, and occurs 
anarthrously in 8:3 at the end of the short section on persecution. Both these seem to 
foreshadow Saul as a future major participant. Saul reappears in 9:1 but only occurs again 
in this anarthrous construction in 9:22 where he successfully preaches Jesus as Christ.
From here on Saul is regularly centre stage, 9:1-30, 11:25-26, 11:30,12:25-28:21.
Barnabas is introduced anarthrously as Joseph in 4:36 as someone who gives 
generously to the church. He reoccurs anarthrously in 9:27 where he introduces Saul to the 
church, which foreshadows his future importance in the discourse. In 12.25 Barnabas and 
Saul are anarthrous, returning from Jerusalem to Antioch, and from then on they are both 
indisputably centre stage till 15:35 where they appear anarthrously as Paul and Barnabas. 
The next section 15:36-41 “Disagreement between Paul and Barnabas” has the largest 
concentration of this anarthrous construction, 15:37 Barnabas, 15:38 Paul, and 15:40 Paul. 
From this point to the end, Paul becomes the main character of Acts, and the only other 
anarthrous nominatives are Crispus and Agrippa, whose actions affect Paul’s ministry so 
significantly.
These data are in line with the theory that anarthrous reference to known referents 
marks salience. Barnabas and Saul’s future significance is foreshadowed by anarthrous 
reference, even when they are Discourse-old and not prominent above the level of 
PARAGRAPH. When Paul and Barnabas are “struggling for centre stage” (as far as the 
narrative plot is concerned), they are each anarthrous, but the anarthrous construction 
ceases for Paul once he is indisputable main character.
Almost a quarter of the references charted (9/43) are for Peter and/or John, who are 
similarly major characters in parts of Acts. One third of these (3/9) are anarthrous. 3/22 of 
all anarthrous nominatives charted refer to Peter or Peter and John. These are 2:38 when 
Discourse-old Peter makes a direct appeal for the crowds to repent, 3.1 when Peter and
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John take centre stage and heal the lame m a n  (3:1-4:23 or 31), and 8:20 where Peter again 
challenges someone to repent, here Simon in the middle of the Philip section. All these 
referents are Discourse-old, and do not simply occur at the point of reintroducing the 
character. This is in line with the theory that anarthrous reference to k n o w n  referents 
marks salience. 2:38 and 8:20 also support Levinsohn’s conclusion (1992:99) that 
“anarthrous references to particular, k n o w n  participants” can “highlight the speech which 
he utters” since in both cases Peter’s call to repentance had significant results.
The next section contains others w h o  are mentioned anarthrously: Agrippa (x3), 
Philip (x2), Stephen, Herod, John, Crispus (xl), and Gallio (xl genitive).
Surprisingly (to me) Agrippa is marked salient 3 times: 25:22 w h e n  he asks to hear 
Paul, 26:1 wh e n  he grants Paul permission to speak, and 26:35 where he announces Paul’s 
innocence, yet confirms that he should go to Rome. Agrippa’s final statement is salient at 
discourse level for Acts since it both vindicates the gospel, and provides the means for 
Paul to travel to Rome, thus fulfilling G o d ’s promise (23:11). Agrippa’s request to hear 
Paul, and invitation for Paul to speak, are necessary prerequisites for this statement, and by 
being marked salient, highlight the concluding event even more. The salience of Agrippa 
m a y  also explain the “unusual” postnuclear Aorist Participle in 25:13 KaTfiVTTjoav els* 
Kaiaapeiav da"rra(jd|j.evot t o v  4>fjarov where the unmarked construction would be 
Aorist Participle for “go d o w n ”, main verb for “greet”. However, whatever Agrippa’s 
motivation, Luke’s focus is N O T  on his greeting Festus, but on his arriving at Caesarea 
where Paul is, hence the travel to Caesarea scenario is encoded as the main verb.
Philip is the major character for Acts 8:5-40, and the two anarthrous references 
charted are in the first and last verses of this passage, with an anarthrous reference to Peter 
in the middle 8:20. Philip is already Discourse-old (6:5) and the anarthrous reference in 
8:40 emphasizing his going to Caesarea foreshadows his reappearance on stage in Acts 
21:8-9.
Stephen is clearly a major character throughout Acts 6 :8-8 :1, and is re-introduced 
in 6 :8 anarthrously w h e n  he takes centre stage, although he is Discourse-old (6:5).
Herod is clearly the major character for the section 12:19b-23 “Herod’s Death” 
(NIV), so he is re-introduced anarthrously in 12:19b even though he has been on stage 
from 1 2 :1 .
John is marked salient w h e n  he leaves the mission (13:13). John is Discourse-old 
(12:25, 13:5) but of course he is to return as focal in the section 15:36-41 “Disagreement 
between Paul and Barnabas” (NIV) where the greatest concentration of initial anarthrous 
nominatives with 86 occurs (Barnabas x 1, Paul x 2).
Crispus is marked salient in 18:8, but only occurs here in Acts, and only reoccurs in 
1 Corinthians 1:14, as one of the few Corinthians Paul baptized. Perhaps Crispus’s 
conversion is being marked here as especially significant. U p  till now, Jewish leaders had 
not been responsive to Paul’s mission, indeed they had blocked his ministry (13:8,13:50,
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14:2, 5, 14:19, 17:5,17:13,18:6), so a prominent Jewish leader and his household 
becoming believers was clearly some kind of break through, and was indeed followed by 
m a n y  Corinthian converts, resulting in Paul staying a year there. Crispus is also Discourse- 
n e w  and m a y  well be Hearer-new.
Gallio’s significant refusal to connive with the Jewish antagonists in Corinth 
(18:14-17) m a y  explain w h y  he is introduced anarthrously in 18:12. Gallio is Discourse- 
n e w  but m a y  be Hearer-old..
Thus all characters encoded by anarthrous nominatives above are salient at the 
level of P A R A G R A P H ,  E P I S O D E  or even whole TEXT.
There are still a number of names which occur once each on this chart, as articular 
nouns: Simon, Cornelius, the Jews, Alexander and Festus. Simon is on stage 8:9-25, but he 
is upstaged by Philip w h o m  he follows, and Peter, whose mercy he implores. Cornelius is 
indeed a significant character, on stage 10:1-48, but he seems to be a minor character 
compared to Peter, w h o  is on stage 9:32-11:18, and whose action in baptizing gentiles into 
the Christian faith is focal at a higher discourse level than Cornelius’s action, being focal 
in 11:1-18, and again 15:7-11. The Jews in 13:50 are significant in verses 50-51, but 
thereafter have no part in the discourse. Alexander (19:33) is clearly a minor character 
only focal in 2 verses, whose action has no effect. Festus would appear to be a major 
character, being on stage from 25:1-26:32, but as a “n e w  boy” (25:1), he clearly feels the 
need to defer his judgment to Agrippa (25:26), and it is the trial before Agrippa which is 
given most coverage, and Agrippa w h o  has the last word on the case (26:32). So the 3 
anarthrous references charted for Agrippa seen to reflect his prominence above Festus. 
N o n e  of these characters are significant at levels of discourse above the episode.
These data from Acts again seem to confirm the thesis that anarthrous reference to 
Hearer-old entities marks salience, often at the higher levels of discourse.
h) salience because of participant role, agent but not in the nominative
A n  agent is typically salient at C L A U S E  level in a narrative, since the agent causes 
the narrative events. Where the agent is also the main character of several E P I S O D E S  one 
would expect to see anarthrousness marking salience.
In the N e w  Testament there are 30 occurrences of “Paul” in the Accusative, all in 
Acts. O f  these only three are anarthrous. In each of these, Paul is in fact an agent, albeit 
marked accusative for other reasons, i.e. as a m e m b e r  of the nominative N o u n  Phrase, or as
agent in an Accusative and Infinitive construction:
Acts 13:13
... ol nepl TlaOXov fjXGov el? IRpyqv ...
... those around/with Paul went to P erga...
Acts 15:2
. . .  e T c t i jc tv  dva(3aCveiv ITauXov K a l  Bapva(3av ...
... they-assigned to-go-up Paul and Barnabas ...
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Acts 19:1
’Ey6veT0 86 ,v TlaOXov ... [icaTkXGeXv el?  ’Erieaov 
It-happened () . ..  P a u l... to-go to Ephesus
In the N e w  Testament there are 225 occurrences of “Jesus” in the Genitive, of
which 185 (82%) are anarthrous. This genitive case frequently refers to Jesus as the agent
of an action represented by another noun, e.g. Acts 10:36 elpqvqv Std ’Iqaou XpiaTou
“peace through Jesus Christ”, i.e. Jesus gives peace. This figure is extraordinarily high,
being over 3 0 %  different from the average for all nouns:
All Nom. Voc. Acc. Gen. Dat.
28956 7455 631 8815 7681 4375
14291 (49%) 3637 (49%) 50 (8%) 4294 (49%) 4101 (53%) 2188(50% )
14665 (51%) 3818(51% ) 581 (92%) 4521 (51%) 3580 (47%) 2187 (50%)
Jesus Nom. Voc. Acc. Gen. Dat.
917 462 10 127 225 93
407 (44%) 280 (61%) 0 (0%) 59 (46%) 37 (16% ) 30 (32%)
510(56% ) 182 (39%) 1 0 ( 100%) 68 (54%) 188 (84% ) 63 (68%)
Slight discrepancies exist between raw GRAMCORD data in this chart, and analysed data used for figures in 
the text.
If w e  look at the figures for the Gospels and non-Gospels separately, w e  see that 
both show a marked divergence from the 5 0 %  average:
Jesus Matt. Mark Luke John Gospels Acts Epistles Rev. Non-Gospel
Gen. 12 6 11 12 41 28 144 11 183
+article 6 5 7 11 29(71% ) 6 5 0 11 (6% )
-article 6 1 4  1 12(19% ) 22 139 11 172(94% )
Acts 7:45, included in raw GRAMCORD data, refers to Joshua.
I have already stated that anarthrous references to Jesus are statistically low in the 
Gospels since Jesus is the main character and thus his actions are always salient. This is 
supported by the low percentage of anarthrous Genitives in the Gospels. However, if w e  
look at the references in the N e w  Testament non-Gospel writings, the situation is 
dramatically reversed, and with 183 occurrences, this seems unlikely to be a statistical 
blip.
There are two reasons for this seeming anomaly. Firstly, there are a large number 
of references in the Epistles where Jesus is part of a fuller noun phrase including a 
descriptive noun such as “his son”, “the Lord”, “the saviour”, “Christ”. In these cases,
Jesus might be regarded as primarily naming the individual, w h o  is being referred to by the 
descriptive term. Secondly, and I believe more significantly, in Acts and the Epistles Jesus 
is not physically present as a character in the narrative, nor is Jesus addresser or addressee 
of the written communication, yet faith in Jesus is being presented as vital for people’s 
lives. In such cases, it is reasonable to suggest that Jesus is being given salience marking 
more frequently than in the Gospels, since he needs to be continually reintroduced onto the 
mental “stage”.
In the Gospels, the name Jesus typically occurs alone in the genitive and is 
arthrous. Elsewhere in the N e w  Testament where the name Jesus occurs alone in the 
genitive it is frequently anarthrous, e.g. in Acts 10/30 times, 4/10 anarthrous, in Epistles 
8/142 times, 3/8 anarthrous, Revelation 7/11 times, all anarthrous.
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It should be noted these arthrous references seem to refer to Jesus as a historical 
h u m a n  figure, i.e. Acts 1:14 Jesus’s mother, 4:18, 5:40, not to teach in the name of Jesus, 
9:27 Paul’s preaching in the name of Jesus, 18:25 facts about Jesus, 28:23 convince people 
about Jesus. Similarly 2 Corinthians 4:10 (x2), 4:11, Galatians 6:17, and 1 Thessalonians 
4:14 are all references to Jesus in physical h u m a n  form, either during his life on earth, or at 
the Second Coming.
The anarthrous references to Jesus above refer primarily to Jesus’s power and 
work, i.e. Acts 16:7 the Spirit of Jesus, 25:19 and 26:9 Jesus focal as topic of a charge, 
Philemon 2:10, Hebrews 10:19 referring to his name and his (sacrificial) blood, and 
Revelation 1:9, 12:17, 17:6, 19:10 (x2), 20:4 referring to Jesus’s witness, and 14:12 to his 
faith.
Where Jesus in the genitive is part of a larger descriptive noun phrase, there is only 
one arthrous occurrence of Jesus in the whole N e w  Testament, “the Jesus Christ”, Matthew 
1:18. This reference proves that Jesus Christ C A N  take the article, yet of 45 occurrences of 
“Jesus Christ” alone in the genitive, only 1 has the article. Similarly, of 25 occurrences of 
“Christ Jesus” alone in the genitive, only 2, Galatians 5:24 and Ephesians 3:1 take the 
article.
I suggest that the low occurrence of the article with Jesus, Jesus Christ, and Christ 
Jesus is due to the fact that Jesus in the Epistles is marked as salient, since he is thematic at 
the level of T E X T .  This is reinforced by a seemingly anomalous lack of the article in the 
phrase “Lord Jesus (Christ)” where one would expect its use since Lord refers to a k n o w n  
definite individual. The N e w  Testament has this phrase 31 times, and 11 are anarthrous, all 
in the Epistles.
Seven out of these 11 anarthrous forms occur in the opening prayer formula, where
the genitive marks the agent of the desired action, e.g.
1 Corinthians 1:3Xdpi? Dplv Kal elpfrvq auo 0eoD uaTpo? fjpwv Kal Kuptou ’IqaoD XpicrroD.
Grace to-you and peace from God father of-us and Lord Jesus Christ
This identical formula is used in 2 Corinthians 1:2, Galatians 1:3, Ephesians 1:2,
Philippians 1:2, 2 Thessalonians 1:2 and Philemon 1:3.
One occurrence comes from the identification of the addresser of the letter:
James 1:1
’IdKtopo? 9eo0 Kal Kuptou ’IqaoO XpicrroD 80DX0? ...
James of-God and of-Lord Jesus Christ slave ...
One occurrence comes in the closing prayers:
Ephesians 6:23
Elpf|vr| t o l ?  d8eX<f)oi? K a l  a y d i r r i  p e T a  T T L oreoos' d t t 5  0eoD 'r r a T p b ?  K a l  K u p t o u  ’I t |c to D  XpicrroD. 
Peace to-the brothers and love with faith from God father and Lord Jesus Christ
T w o  occurrences occur within the body of the text: 2 Thessalonians 1:12
“according to the grace of our G o d  and (the) Lord Jesus Christ” in a summary statement of
the opening thanksgiving section 3-12, and Colossians 3:17 “in the n a m e  of (the) Lord
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Jesus” in a summary statement of the teaching in 3:1-17 as well as an introduction to 3:18- 
4:1.
O f  the 8 occurrences which are arthrous, 4 occur in the final prayer of blessing, i.e.
1 Corinthians 16:23,2 Corinthians 13:13, Philippians 4:23, Philemon 1:25 “the grace of 
the Lord Jesus Christ...” and 4 occur in the body if the text, 1 Corinthians 6:11, 2 
Corinthians 11:31, 1 Thessalonians 4:2, and 2 Thessalonians 1:7.
This seems to suggest that anarthrous usage marks salient, and that in the opening 
prayer of blessing of a letter, which establishes the inteipersonal relationships of the whole 
T E X T ,  the agent is especially salient, even though marked by genitive case. In contrast, it 
appears the final blessing shows less marked salience, being primarily a repetition of the 
blessing invoked in the opening.
i) salience because of participant role, being the predicate noun, or subject 
complement
A  “predicate noun” or “subject complement” is used to predicate information about 
the subject, e.g. “king” in “Croesus was king”. The concepts of subject and predicate are 
also related to given/new and topic/comment distinctions, the subject being “given” or 
“topic”, the predicate being “n e w ” or “comment” (Chalker and Weiner, 1994:307). 
Predicate nouns are naturally salient, since they are the n e w  comment, rather than the 
given propositional topic.
Levinsohn relates this to articular use in Greek (1992:97):
Frequently, the propositional topic is information that the author considers to be “known” to the 
reader and the subject is most frequently the topic. The observed tendency for the subject to be arthrous 
in Greek naturally follows.
Similarly, the comment usually contains “new” information “not in the sense that it cannot have 
been previously mentioned, although it is often the case that it has not been, but in the sense that the 
speaker presents it as not being recoverable from the preceding discourse” (Halliday, 1967:204). As a 
result, the constituents o f  the comment show a tendency to be anarthrous.
Examples of comments being anarthrous, even when the referent is definite, come
from Hebrews. The topic of these statements is G o d ’s son, introduced in 1:2 (topic is
underlined, comment bolded):
Hebrews 1:2 
ev ulc5, ov e0T|Kev KXqpovApov ttAvtojv, 
in son, whom he-appointed heir of-all 
Hebrews 1:3
o? <Sv dTrafryaapa Tfj? 86£r|? Kal x a PaKT?lP Tfj? huoCTTdaew? airrou 
who being radiance of-the glory and representation of-the reality of-him
Surely, given the whole focus of Hebrews on the uniqueness of Jesus, w e  are to understand 
that Jesus is not simply an heir, a radiance and a representation, but the heir, the radiance, 
and the representation. Anarthrousness here, I posit, is to mark the comment as salient, by 
presenting it as if it were N E W  (even though, presumably, the recipients of Hebrews kne w  
these facts).
Similarly in 1 Timothy (topic is underlined, comment bolded):
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1 Timothy 3:15b
ev oiko) 0eoii ... frrig 6orlv ^KxXqata Geou Cwvto?, crrDXo? Kal 68patwga Tfj? dXqGriag. 
in house of-G od ... which is assembly of-God living, pillar and bulwark of-the faith
Again, in context the comment must be definite, i.e. “the assembly of the living God, the
pillar and the bulwark of the faith”. Hence, I argue anarthrousness here marks salience.
This m a y  account for so-called “anomalies” such as “class” words occurring
without an article where they function as predicate nouns in the comment slot, e.g.
Galatians 5:19-2la
<f>avepd 86 6ariv tcl epya Tfj? aapK6?, cmvd 6cttiv tropveta, dxaQapata...
Manifest () are the works of-the flesh, which are fornication, uncleanness...
Galatians 5:22-23a
'O 86 Kapiro? tou TrveuiiaTos' eonv Aydirri xaP<f elptyTl, paKpoGupCa xpqcrrdTns...
The () fruit of-the spirit is love joy peace, long-suffering, kindness...
(As has been shown above, nouns in lists tend to be anarthrous, possibly due to
highlighting the implicit contrasts between items filling the same semantic role, but more
probably due to the thematic significance of such listed items at E P I S O D E  level.)
Comments m a y  be anarthrous, even when the sentence is not equative, e.g.
James 1:3-4
t8 SokIulov uucov Tfj? morera? KaTepyd£eTai 0Tro|iovijv. 
the testing of-you of-the faith produces steadfastness, ti 86 uTTouovn 6pyou t6X£lov 6x6tco...
The () steadfastness work perfect may-it-have ...
James 1:15el Ta ti 6mQuu.ta auXXaf3ouaa tLktcl dpapTtav,
Then the lust having-conceived bears sin, 
n  8 6  d | i a p T ia  & T ro T e X e a 0 6 ia a  d i r o K le i  Qdwrrov. 
the () sin having-matured brings death 
Romans 5:3b-5a
el8oT€? 5ti f| 9Xiij;i? (mop.ovtiv KaTepyd£eTai, f] 86 irrropovf] 8oKiptiv > 
knowing that the affliction steadfastness produces, the () steadfastness character 
ti 86 SoKip-ti 6Xirt8a. ti 86 6XttI? ou KaTaiaxlvei, 
the () character hope. The () hope not disappoints
These examples show a chaining of ideas in a predictable sequence, where the same noun 
is anarthrous as comment, and arthrous as topic. (This of course parallels the basic 
Discourse-new, Discourse-old pattern. Indeed Moule (1953, 1990:117) commented on the 
use of the article in Romans 5:3-5 for “renewed mention”.)
However, even a Discourse-old or Hearer-old element m a y  be anarthrous, i.e.
salient, wh e n  it occur as a predicate noun, since it is N E W  in Halliday’s sense of not
predictable. It m a y  have been previously mentioned in the text, but “the speaker presents it
as not being recoverable from the preceding discourse” (Halliday, 1967:204), e.g.
Revelation 1:20 ol 6TTTd daTeoe? dyyeXoi twv eurd ekkXticticov etcnv 
The seven stars angels/messengers of-the seven churches are 
Kal a l XuYviai al 6tita  6-nrd 6KKXqcrtat da'iv. 
and the lamps the seven seven churches are.
Here the “angels” in the first line are Discourse-new but probably Hearer-old. Certainly in 
2 :1 , use of the article with the singular noun “the angel” seems to presuppose the hearers 
already kn e w  each church had one. The anarthrous occurrence of “seven churches” in line
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two must clearly refer to Hearer-old churches, since they first occurred in 1:4 with the
article and have just been mentioned in the previous clause. The following list o f  churches
makes it clear that these are “ the seven churches” i.e. the seven churches o f  Asia.
Revelation 20:2 
8? ecm v AidpoXo? Kal 8 ZaTava?
Who is Devil and (i.e.) the Satan
Here the Devil is clearly meant to refer to a single identifiable Hearer-old entity, and is
also Discourse-old (see 2:10,12:9, 12:12).
Luke 2:11 
8? eonv Kpn^d? Kftpio? 
who is Christ lord
Here Christ must refer to the Hearer-old Messiah who is to come, but is marked salient,
because o f  semantic role.
Matthew 16:18 
oft et ILh-po? 
you are Peter
Here Peter is marked salient, because o f  semantic role. The next occurrence (16:22) is with 
the article.
A  similar pattern can be seen with the verb kclX6u) where the named is arthrous and
the name, being salient, anarthrous:
Matthew 1:21 (cf. 1:23, 1:25)
-Kal KaXeaei? to oyo|ia auTou ’IqaoOv- 
and you-will-call the name of-him Jesus.
Matthew 10:25 
et t8u olKoSeaTTOTqv BeeX£e(3oi;X eueKaXeaav 
If the householder Beelzebul they-called
One may argue that names in Greek are frequently anarthrous. This is true, but why? 
Grammatically they are the same as common nouns, being able to take the article 
(although not occurring in the plural). I argue that they frequently lack the article as they 
are frequently salient at clause or discourse level.
j) salience because of participant role, manner/means versus sphere
We have seen in Romans 12:7-8 that abstract nouns in the semantic role o f  sphere 
take the article, and in the role o f  manner, i.e. adverbial usage, are anarthrous. We have 
also seen that prototypical slot fillers may be referred to as Hearer-old, i.e. take the article. 
Sphere slots have a restricted range o f  possible fillers. Indeed, in the above passage the 
abstract nouns for sphere are all derived from the same root as the preceding noun or verb. 
Adverbial slots, however, not only have a wider range o f  possibilities, but where adverbial 
concepts are explicit, they are prototypically salient, since the manner o f  performing the 
verb is frequently new information, and determines whether the action o f  the verb will 
bring success or failure, e.g.
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2 Corinthians 9:6 Touto 8e, 8 crrretpcov (j>£i8opeuaj? <|>ei8ojj.£vco? K a l  Geplcrei,
This (), the[one], sowing sparingly sparingly also will-reap 
Kal o cnretpwv frr’ euXoytai? £tt’ eAXoylai? Kal Beptaei. 
and the[onej sowing on blessings on blessings also will-reap 
N I V  “whoever sows generously will also reap generously”
Here it is the manner o f  the action, expressed in the first clause by an adverb, and in the
second by an abstract noun, which determines the result, and hence the abstract noun in the
phrase indicating manner is anarthrous, i.e. marked salient. This suggests that nouns in
adverbial slots are salient at SENTENCE, PARAGRAPH, or even EPISODE level, since
they affect predictability o f outcomes. For example, “generously” above occurs in the first
sentence o f the NIV’ s section entitled “ Sowing Generously” (2 Corinthians 9:6-15) which
suggests salience at EPISODE level.
James 1:5, 6
a t T e t r a  uapa tou . . .  0 £o u  . . .K a l  8 o 0 r|c re T a i aura.
Let-him-ask from the ... God ... and it-will-be-given to him. 
atralra 88 kv rrtcrrei ...
Let-him-ask () in faith ...
Here again, the verb is simply repeated, but the manner, expressed by an adverbial noun
phrase with anarthrous abstract noun, is the key to success o f  the verb, since James himself
warns in 1:7 “ That man [who wavers] should not think he will receive anything from the
Lord.” Here “ faith” is salient at PARAGRAPH level, throughout James 1:2-8.
There are many examples o f  abstract nouns in adverbial phrases being anarthrous.
Salience can be argued I believe, as the adverb is frequently the only new information, the
verb being predictable, e.g. in the instructions to slaves, who are forced to obey and serve: 
Ephesians 6:5, 7 
Ol 80OX01, UTratcousTC toi? Karat crapKa Kuptoi?
The slaves, obey the according-to flesh masters
(jieTot <[>6[3ou Kal Tp6pou kv ATrX6TT|Ti Tfj? Kap8la? b p #  tb? to Xpiara,. ... 
with fear and trembling in singleness of-the heart of you as to-the Christ 
|i£T’ eAuota? SouXeuovra? ... 
with goodwill serving...
Colossians 3:22,23 
Ol SouXoi, unaKou£T£ Kara udvra toi? Kara adpKa Kuptoi?,
The slaves, obey in everything the according-to flesh masters
pq kv 6<f>0aXpo8ouXtq tb? dv0payrrdp£crKoi,
not in eye-service as men-pleasers,
dXX’ kv AirXdTTiTi KapSta? <f>o(3oupevoi rbv Kupiov.
but in singleness of-heart fearing the Lord
o kav TroifjTe, c k  t|>i>xn? epyd£ea0e ...
What ever you-do, from soul d o ...
Sometimes the verb is not in the clause, but assumed from a previous clause, e.g.
1 Peter 3:15, 16 
K0piov 8£ t6u XpiaTou avidaara ...
Lord () the Christ reverence ... 
dXXd [i£ra TrpaAniTo? Kal <f>6pou, 
but with humility and fear
Similarly, in the following examples, the adverbial noun phrases are semantically
important, and the grammatical verb is virtually empty o f  semantic content:
1 Timothy 3:4b 
T£Kva fyovra kv irrrorayq, peTa Traori? aepu6Tr|TO?, 
children having in submission, with all gravity 
i.e. control your children and make them behave well.
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1 Timothy 4:12b 
dXXct tutto? ytvou t&v mcmov 
but pattern become for-the faithful
kv Adyio, ev di/aoTpotjifr, ev dydirq, ev TTtarei, ev dyvela, 
in word, in behaviour, in love, in faith, in purity.
i.e. speak, behave, love, believe, be pure, so well that you are a good example.
Danove also shows the significance of adverbial phrases of manner in Greek in 
predicting likely plot development, and argues, using Fillmore’s Construction Grammar, 
that they are especially significant because they are not required by the case frame 
(1993b: 112):
The generalized Valence Description o f the predicator, to listen to, requires two complements, an 
experiencer and a “to” prepositional phrase (or, in Greek, an experiencer and a patient in the genitive 
case). In the sentence, “He listened to him gladly ([Mark] 6:20),” the adverb f|86io?, offers particular 
information necessary for the meaning o f  this specific statement, though in general no adverb need be 
present for the verb to produce a meaningful sentence: 
sentence: 1)860)? airrou ■fjxouev.
V
a K o u o )
1 C {Adv} Adv = adverbial phrase
Exp Pat Man Man = manner
gen
N  adv
Permissible complement augmentation becomes a vehicle for very precise nuancing o f meaning and 
constitutes an important tool for analysis,
Danove argues (ibid.) that the Adverbial Phrase of manner, “gladly”, identifies 
Herod as “inconsistent” and is part of the “Passion Narrative frame” which “relates to a 
particular character w h o  first defends the hero and later is responsible for the hero’s 
death.” (This same Passion Narrative frame is later cued by the same phrase, “A n d  (the) 
great crowd listened to [Jesus] gladly (12:37c)” thus linking the crowd’s treatment of Jesus 
with Herod’s inconsistent treatment of John.)
Evidence for the salience of certain semantic roles is also found in P a m  Bendor- 
Samuel’s thesis on the analysis of semantic roles in Greek prepositional phrases 
(1996:151-173). She examines the semantic roles of certain abstract nouns with the 
preposition kv, commenting not only on their frequency and role, but also whether they are 
arthrous.
Bendor-Samuel identifies 19 occurrences of ev (Tq) d'ydur] “in love”. She analyses 
9 as sphere, 6 arthrous (John 15:9, 15:10 (x2), 1 John 4:16, 4:18b (x2)), and three 
anarthrous (Eph. 3:17, 1 Tim. 4:12, Jude 21). According to m y  analysis, the anarthrous 
occurrences for sphere are being marked as salient, since in Eph. 3:17 and Jude 21 the 
phrase is also fronted for focus (cf. Reed (1997:118) “syntactic elements m a y  be m o v e d  
for the sake of markedness (e.g. comparison, contrast, focus)”), and the occurrence in 1 
Tim. 4:12 is one of five elements in a list, which listing indicates thematic significance at 
E P I S O D E  level. In contrast all the 10 occurrences which she analyses as manner are 
anarthrous (1 Cor. 4:21, 16:14, 2 Cor. 6 :6 , Eph. 1:4,4:2, 4:15,4:16, 5:2, Col. 2:2, 1 Th. 
5:13).
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Similarly Bendor-Samuel identifies 13 occurrences of ev (Tfj) Suvdpei “in power”. 
She analyses 4 as sphere, and all are anarthrous (1 Cor. 2:5, 4:20, 15:43, 2 Cor. 6:7). These 
anarthrous occurrences for sphere are marked as salient, the first three being in explicit 
contrast with other elements “not in wisdom,” “not in word,” “in weakness”, and the last 
being the final one of eight abstract nouns in a list (from v. 6 “in purity” on), which listing 
indicates thematic significance at E P I S O D E  level. She analyses the other 9 occurrences as 
manner or means, commenting “due to the semantics of the word ... the line between the 
two is fine”. The 4 means are all anarthrous (Romans 15:13, 15:19,2 Th. 1:11,1 Pe. 1:5). 
R o m a n s  15:13 again seems to show a contrast between sphere “in the hope” and 
means/manner “in power”. O f  the 5 manner, 3 are anarthrous (Mark 9:1, Rom. 1:4, Col.
1:29) and two arthrous (Luke 4:14, Rev. 1:16). In both these arthrous uses the noun is part 
of a genitive construction and does not refer simply to manner: “in the power of the Spirit” 
is not about the manner of Jesus’s return to Galilee, but about the Spirit’s indwelling 
presence at that time, and “in the power of it [the sun]” is a reference to time “as the sun 
shines wh e n  at its brightest”. These arthrous uses are not simply adverbial, meaning 
“powerfully”, and indeed might be reasonably analysed as sphere.
Bendor-Samuel identifies 15 occurrences of kv (Tfj) ttIotcl “in faith”. She analyses 
12 as sphere, 4 are arthrous (1 Cor. 16:13, 2 Cor. 13:5, Ti. 1:13,2 Pe. 1:5), and 8 are 
anarthrous (1 Tim. 1:2, 1:4, 2:7,2:15, 3:13,4:12, Ti 3:15, Jas. 2:5). All these anarthrous 
occurrences for sphere are salient. The six occurrences in 1 Timothy are themselves an 
indication that “the faith”, i.e. the true apostolic Christian faith, is thematic to the letter. In 
1:2 it occurs in the opening paragraph as an indication of the letters theme (see below), 2:7 
also seems to be salient due to theme as does 3:13 (cf. 3:9), 1:4 is in implicit contrast with 
“tales and genealogies”, 2:15 and 4:12 occur in lists, indicating comparison or contrast. 
The occurrence in Titus 3:15 comes in the letter closure, and is salient in terms of the 
interpersonal theme of the letter, (cf. “according to faith” in 1:1). The anarthrous 
occurrence in James 2:5 is salient due to contrast “rich in faith” contrasting with “poor in 
world”. The 3 analysed manner/means are all anarthrous (Gal. 2:20, 2 Tim. 1:13, Jas 1:6).
In summary then, accepting Bendor-Samuel’s categorization of semantic roles, 
abstract nouns with ev are typically anarthrous as manner/means, and arthrous as sphere, 
unless the sphere is salient:
Semantic role manner/means sphere sphere +salience
Grammatical form arthrous anarthrous arthrous anarthrous
in love - 10 6 3
in power (2)* 7 - 4
in faith - 3 4 8
TOTAL (2)*
* Arguably sphere, see discussion above.
20 10 15
If the alternative analysis for “in the power” in Luke 4:14 and Rev. 1:16 be
accepted, the pattern is even more marked:
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Semantic role manner/means sphere sphere +salience
Grammatical form arthrous anarthrous arthrous anarthrous
in love - 10 6 3
in power - 7 2 4
in faith - 3 4 8
TOTAL - 20 12 15
Bendor-Samuel also lists uses of “in (the) spirit/Spirit”. This naturally is more 
problematical due to the polysemy of the Greek word. However she lists 43 occurrences, 7 
arthrous (6 as Holy Spirit, Rom. 1:9 as h u m a n  spirit), and 36 anarthrous (13 of which are 
followed by “holy”, and most of which she analyses as referring to the Holy Spirit, mainly 
in the role of agent, e.g. Matt. 22:43, Rom. 9:1, Eph. 2:22, 5:18, all anarthrous). Thus the 
vast majority of references to the Holy Spirit in agent role are anarthrous, i.e. by m y  
analysis “salient”. It is not surprising that the Holy Spirit is frequently marked 
grammatically as a salient agent, given the significance of the Holy Spirit’s role in the life 
of the believer (e.g. John 16:5-16).
Similarly Bendor-Samuel notes that “in the Lord” occurs 48 times, of which only 1 
is arthrous (Eph. 1:15), “in Christ (Jesus)” occurs 82 times of which only 6 are arthrous (1 
Cor. 15:22, 2 Cor. 2:14, Eph. 1:10, 1:12, 1:20, 2:6. She says re “in Christ” “Sphere ... is the 
major role of the phrase.” If, as I argue, a noun in the sphere role is anarthrous whe n  it is 
marked salient, then the high percentage of anarthrous occurrences of Lord and Christ 
grammaticalizes the significance of the believer’s relationship to Christ (e.g. John 15:1- 
17).
k) salience because of discourse role, n a m e d  main participant in a T E X T
W e  have seen above that agents referred to by proper nouns, whether in the 
nominative or not, are frequently anarthrous, especially where their role seems to be 
highlighted, either in contrast to that of others, or in contrast to other actions they perform. 
W e  have seen that for “Jesus” there is a marked imbalance in the genitive case between a 
low number of anarthrous occurrences in the Gospels, where Jesus is the main narrative 
character, and a high number of anarthrous occurrences in Acts and Epistles, where Jesus 
is thematic, but not “on stage”.
W e  have also seen that in general the percentages of arthrousness for Jesus are not
significantly different from those for all nouns:
All Nom. Voc. Acc. Gen. Dat.
28956 7455 631 8815 7681 4375
+article 14291 (49%) 3637 (49%) 50 (8%) 4294 (49%) 4101 (53%) 2188(50% )
-article 14665(51% ) 3818(51% ) 581 (92%) 4521 (51%) 3580 (47%) 2187 (50%)
Jesus Nom. Voc. Acc. Gen. Dat.
917 462 10 127 225 93
+article 407 (44%) 280(61% ) 0 (0%) 59 (46%) 37(16% ) 30 (32%)
-article 510(56% ) 182(39% ) 10(100% ) 68 (54%) 188 (84%) 63 (68%)
However book by book analysis shows that Jesus is in fact normally arthrous in the 
Gospels, yet normally anarthrous in Acts, and almost always anarthrous in the Epistles:
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Jesus Matt. Mark Luke John Gospels Acts Epistles
Total 150 82 87 244 563 69 280
+article 131 74 66 165 436 (77%) 18(26% ) 8 (3%)
-article 19 8 21 79 127 (23%) 51 (74%) 262 (97%)
Since Jesus is the main narrative character in the Gospels, and thus always on stage 
and focal, anarthrous uses in the Gospels mark salience at T E X T  level, and cluster around 
especially significant events. In contrast, in Acts and the Epistles, Jesus as a narrative 
character is no longer on stage, yet is still thematic at T E X T  level, hence occurrences of 
Jesus are typically anarthrous, i.e. marked salient.
For example, Matthew has 19/150 anarthrous uses, clustered as follows:
a) Jesus’s birth: 1:1 Title, 1:16 climax o f  genealogy, 1:21 name prophecy, 1:26 name given,
b) Jesus attracts opposition: 14:1 Herod heard fame o f Jesus,
c) Transfiguration: 17:8 Jesus left alone,
d) Jesus enters Jerusalem: 20:30 heard that “Jesus is coming”, 21:1 Jesus sent 2 disciples to get donkey,
21:11 crowds said this is the prophet Jesus, 21:12 Jesus entered into the temple,
e) Peter deserts Jesus: 26:51 one o f  those with Jesus, 26:69 26:71 accusation o f  being with Jesus, 26:75 
remembered word o f  Jesus (3 in a row),
f) Crucifixion: 27:17, 27:22 Jesus (direct speech), 27:37 heading on cross,
g) Resurrection: 28:5 you seek Jesus (direct speech), 28:9 Behold Jesus met them.
(27:16, 17 have a textual variant o f  Jesus Barabbas).
Note that there are N O  salient references to Jesus in Matthew from 1:26 until 14:1, where 
all Jesus does is “the norm” of teaching and healing.
Ma r k  has only 8/82 anarthrous references to Jesus. They also occur at focal points
of the text as a whole:
a) Title: 1:1 Title
b) Jesus introduced to narrative: 1:9 Jesus comes on the scene
c) Jesus addressed by those in need: 1:24, 5:7 Jesus addressed in direct speech, vocative, by demonized 
(Jesus’s mission, to destroy the works o f Satan), 10:47 (x2) direct speech, blind man heard it is Jesus, and 
Vocative, have mercy
d) Resurrection: 16:6 Direct speech, you seek Jesus o f  Nazareth
e) Ascension: 16:19 Lord (Jesus) went to heaven
Luke has 21/87 anarthrous references to Jesus, also clustered in significant 
sections:
a) Childhood: 1:31,2:21, name announced and naming, 2:27 taken into temple, 2:43 Jesus stayed in 
Jerusalem, 2:52 summary o f  childhood
b) Beginning his ministry: 3:21 Baptism, 3:23 ministry, 4:1 Temptation
(These first 8 references to Jesus are all anarthrous.)
c) Ministry: 4:34 Vocative, demon possessed man “come to destroy us?”, 5:8 Peter at Jesus’s knees “depart 
from me”, 8:28 Vocative, demon possessed man “come to destroy us?”, 17:13 Vocative, lepers asking for 
mercy, 18:37 Direct speech, blind man hears Jesus is passing, 18:38 Vocative, blind man asks for mercy
d) Transfiguration: 9:36 Jesus alone
e) Betrayal and crucifixion: 22:48 Jesus said “Judas do you betray me with a kiss?”, 22:52 Jesus said “Do  
you come against me as a robber?”, 23:43 Vocative, Jesus remember me when come in your kingdom
f) Resurrection: (Last three references in the book) 24:3 Did not find the body o f  the Lord Jesus, 24:15 Jesus 
drew near (Emmaus), 24:19 Direct speech “concerning Jesus o f  Nazareth”
Note that the first 8 references to Jesus in Luke, covering his birth and the beginning of his 
ministry, and the last three references, referring to the resurrection, are all anarthrous.
In John 79/244 are anarthrous, a m u c h  higher proportion than in the other Gospels. 
O f  these 39 are speech formulas, most commonly “Jesus answered and said”, which 
suggests that for John one of the most significant things Jesus does is speak. This parallels
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the commonly observed fact that John’s miracles do not stand alone, but are “signs” 
demonstrating the truth of Jesus’s teaching. John’s salient sections are as follows:
a) Prologue: 1:17 first mention “grace and truth through Jesus”
b) Calling o f Philip and Nathaniel: 1:45 direct speech “we have found the prophet, Jesus o f  Nazareth”, 1:48, 
1:50 answered Jesus and said to him, Nathaniel
c) Jesus in Jerusalem: 2:19 answered Jesus and said to them, Jews seeking a sign, 2:24 Jesus did not entrust 
him self to them
d) Jesus and Nicodemus: 3:3, 3:5, 3:10 answered Jesus (and said to him) Nicodemus
e) Jesus and the Samaritan woman: 4:1 ,4:2  Jesus baptizing, not baptizing (comparisons), 4:10, 4:13 
answered Jesus and said to her, woman at well
f) Jesus heals official’s son: 4:44 Jesus him self testified that a prophet not welcome in own country, 4:47 
(direct speech) man heard that Jesus had come to Galilee
g) Jesus heals lame man in Jerusalem: 5:1 Jesus went to Jerusalem, 5:15 (direct speech) lame man, Jesus 
made me whole
h) Jesus feeds 5000: 6:3 Jesus goes into mountains, feeding o f  5000, 6:15 Jesus perceives they want to make 
him king and leaves, 6:24 (direct speech) Jesus is not there, 6:42 (direct speech) Is this not Jesus?, 6:43 
answered Jesus and said to them
i) Jesus in Jerusalem, day one: 7:14 Jesus went up into the temple, 7:21 answered Jesus and said to them,
7:39 because Jesus was not yet glorified
j) Jesus in Jerusalem, day two: 8:1 Jesus went to Mount o f  Olives, 8:14 answered Jesus and said to them,
8:19,49, 54, answered Jesus, 8:58 said to them Jesus, 8:59 Jesus hid and left.
k) Jesus heals man bom blind: 9:3 answered Jesus, 9:11 (direct speech) the one called Jesus, 9:35 Jesus heard 
that they threw him out
1) Lazarus: 11:9 answered Jesus, 11:20 Martha heard that Jesus is coming, 11:32 she came where Jesus was,
11:33 Jesus therefore... groaned, 11:38 Jesus therefore again groaning inwardly comes to the tomb, 11:46 
said to them what Jesus did, 11:51 prophesied that Jesus was about to die, 12:1 whom Jesus had raised from 
the dead
m) Triumphal entry: 12:16 when Jesus was glorified, 12:30 answered Jesus and said, 12:36 these things 
spoke Jesus, 12:44 Jesus cried out and said
n) Last supper: 13:7 answered Jesus and said to him, Peter, 13:8 answered Jesus to him, Peter, 13:31 says 
Jesus, now is the son o f man glorified, 13:36 answered Jesus, Peter, 13:38 answers Jesus, to Peter re denial, 
14:23 answered Jesus and said to him, Judas not Iscariot
o) Prayer for disciples: (next 9 are all in a row) 16:31 answered them Jesus, do you now believe, 17:1 these 
things spoke Jesus, 17:3 (direct speech) whom he sent Jesus Christ
p) Betrayal: 18:1 these things having said Jesus went out, 18:2 because Jesus often gathered there, 18:4 Jesus 
therefore know ing..., 18:5 (direct speech) Jesus o f  Nazareth, 18:7 (direct speech) Jesus o f Nazareth, 18:8 
answered Jesus, I told you that I am he
q) Trial by high priest: 18:20 answered him Jesus, high priest, 18:23 answered him Jesus, high priest’s 
officer
r) Trial by Pilate: 18:34 answered Jesus, Pilate, 18:36 answered Jesus, Pilate, 19:11 answered Jesus, Pilate 
s) Crucifixion: 19:19 board “Jesus the Nazarene the king o f  the Jews”, 19:26 Jesus therefore seeing his 
mother says ...
t) Resurrection, Mary: 20:14 knew not that it is Jesus, 20:15 says to her Jesus, woman, 20:16 says to her 
Jesus, Mary, 20:17 says to her Jesus, do not touch
u) Resurrection, apostles: 20:24 Thomas .. when Jesus came, 20:31 believe that Jesus is the Christ 
v) Resurrection, Galilee: 21:4 stood Jesus on the shore, 21:4 did not know it is Jesus, 21:13 comes Jesus and 
takes the bread, 21:14 appeared Jesus to the disciples
John’s anarthrous nouns for Jesus are distributed fairly evenly throughout the text,
but notable are 8 related to the raising of Lazarus, 9 (all sequential) related to Jesus’s
prayer for the disciples and Peter’s fleeing and denial, and 10 related to the resurrection
appearances, especially the cluster in the appearance to Mary where all four clauses are
also highlighted by the Present verb form.
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1) salience because of being a paragraph-level theme.
In Luke’s genealogy, 3:23-38, only two names occur without the article (first
mention is bolded, subsequent mention underlined), e.g.
Luke 3:23-24a 
Kal airrA? V  ’Iqaou? dpxdjieuo? wael 8t#  TpidKovTa,
And him self was Jesus beginning about years thirty,
#  ul6?, cb? kvoptY/To, ’Icijcn)(|) toO *HXl toD Ma00dT toO Aeul..
being son, as was-reckoned, of-Joseph of-the Eli, of-the Matthat, of-the Levi
Here Jesus and Joseph (3:23) are marked as salient since they have no article, even 
though both are Discourse-old (3:21, 1:27). Although Jesus could be seen as salient due to 
participant role (being in the nominative case), Joseph is in the genitive. It is better then to 
see this as discourse salience at the P A R A G R A P H  level, marking Jesus and Joseph as the 
most salient in the whole genealogy. This might lend strength to Luke’s genealogy being 
through Joseph’s lineage, rather than M a r y ’s as some suggest.
In contrast everyone else in Luke’s list of names is marked simply as “Hearer-old” 
by the article. With Luke’s presumably gentile audience it seems unlikely that he would 
regard these names as really Hearer-old, but perhaps the very nature and purpose of a 
genealogy, to preserve k n o w n  names, standardizes the use of articles here.
Similarly in Revelation 7:4-8, both c o m m o n  and proper nouns in “the sons of 
Israel” and every mention of “the tribe of so-and-so” are all anarthrous, even though the 
referents are surely “Hearer-old”. This could be explained as thematic at the paragraph 
level
m )  salience because of being a higher Discourse-level theme
In Matthew’s genealogy, 1:1-16, the first occurrence of most names is with the 
article, marking these people as Hearer-old. However, there are four names which first 
occur without the article, even though they would be clearly “Hearer-old” for the probable 
target audience of primarily “Jewish-Christian readers” (Hagner, 1993 :lix; France, 
1985:17-18). These anarthrous names are Jesus Christ, David, Abraham (1:1), and Mary 
(1:16), all first occurring in the genitive case (first mention is bolded, subsequent mention
underlined):
Matthew 1:1
Bl(3\o? yeveaeco? ’Iqaou XpLaTou ulou Aaul8 ulou ’Af3pad|i.
Book of-origin of-Jesus Christ son of-David son of-Abraham
Matthew 1:16 
I aiccbfiS 88 eyevvqaev tou  ’I waq<j> t6u  av8pa Mapta?,
Jacob () begat the Joseph the husband of-Mary,
8£ fj? 8yeuuY|0q ’Iqaou? 6 Aey6[tevo? XpiaTd?. 
from whom was-bom Jesus the being-called Christ
These anarthrous names are all salient at levels of discourse above the paragraph, 
since the issue addressed here is that Jesus, the son of Mary, is son (i.e. descendant) of 
Abraham and of David, thus fulfilling Messianic promises (e.g. Isaiah 7:14 quoted in 
Matthew 1:22-23, Genesis 22:18,2 Samuel 7:16 referred to in Matthew 21:9).
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Jesus as son of Mary seems thematic from Matthew 1:16-25, linking the genealogy 
(1:1-17) to the birth (1:18-25) including messianic prophecy (1:23).
Jesus as the Messiah, descendant of Abraham and of King David, seems to be 
thematic for the whole T E X T .  This is not surprising since Matthew 1:1, a verbless 
sentence, functions as the title of at least the book’s opening section, the genealogy 
(Hendriksen, 1974:107-8). It therefore sets the theme for the whole book, Jesus is the 
promised Christ.
The second mention of Jesus (1:16) is also without the article, even though he too 
is the semantic goal of the same verb yevvdco “beget”. However, Jesus is topicalized, i.e. 
ma d e  clause-level theme, by making him the grammatical subject of a verb in the passive.
Similarly in 1:17, in the summary of the genealogy, Abraham and David are again 
marked as salient:
n&aai oftv al yeveal duo ’A(3pad|i 6co? Aaul8 yeveal SeKaTeaaape?,
Kal dub Aaul8 Tfj? jieToiKeata? BafBuXwvo? yeveal SeKaTeaaape?
Kal dub Tfj? peToiKeata? BafBuXfivo? ew? tou XpiaTou yeveal 8eKaTeaaape?
In R o mans 1:17, the Discourse-old noun “faith” occurs anarthrously three times. 
Louw, analyzing the structure of R o mans by identifying and linking colons, states 
(1982:149):
The line o f  argument in Romans 1:8-17 can now be summarized as
(A) giving thanks for their faith
(B) wanting to visit them to share their mutual faith
(C) This (=B) entails the gospel which is based on faith.
Faith is the link between sections (A), (B), and (C).
H e  further states (1982:149):
Their faith is the motivation for euxapicrreto, and u Ictti? is the item continued in the discourse and in 
fact in section C it builds up to a climax.
This climax is marked grammatically by anarthrousness. The arthrous noun r\ u t c m ?
occurs in section (A) 1 :8 , and again 8 ia Tfj? kv aXXf)Xoi9  'rTLgTeaig in section (B) 1:12,
but at the climax, 1:17, we have 6k utaTeaJS1 els* tt(cttlv, KaGcas* y6ypcrnTai, 'O 86
8 iKaios* 6k Trtorems* CqgeTai. Faith is thus marked salient as the theme of this T H E M E
UNIT, and indeed is thematic in the whole T E X T  (e.g. “H e  is able to ma k e  you stand firm
in your faith” 16:25). Indeed m a n s '  and SiKcaogijvq can be regarded as “the two key
terms in the thematic statement of [Romans] 1:17” (Dunn, 1988:163).
Consequently, “righteousness” also has thematic salience in Romans. L o u w  states 
(1987:127) “the topic explaining that people are put right with G o d  through faith ... is the 
central theme of the letter”. B y  m y  count, 8 iKaioaui/r| occurs 34 times in R o m a n s  of which 
only 12 are arthrous (3:25, 26, 4:11 (once, maybe twice), 5:17, 6:18, 19, 20, 10:3 (twice), 
10:5, 6). Anarthrous salience marking is especially clear in the first four occurrences of 
SiKaioauvq, all anarthrous references to the righteousness of G o d  (1:17, 3:5, 3:21, and 
3:22), and in the section on A b r a h a m ’s righteousness, 4:1-35, where 6 , maybe 7, of the 
eight references are anarthrous (4:3, 5, 6 , 9, 1 lb (?), 13, and 22, but not 11a). This supports 
the thesis that righteousness is indeed a major theme of Romans, and that anarthrous
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reference to a “k n o w n  specific” is a w a y  to mark “salience” i.e. to say “pay special 
attention”.
The following chart below shows all the nouns which occur 20 times or more in 
Romans, ordered in terms of the percentage of anarthrous occurrences:
Nouns in Romans 
All nouns
Total
1700
arthrous
700
anarthrous
1000
% anarthrous 
58%
’ I q a o u ? Jesus 36 1 35 97%
X p i a T d ? Christ 65 9 56 86%
CtV0pO)1TO? person 27 5 22 81%
8i K a i o a 6v q righteousness 34 10 24 71%
r r v e u p a spirit 34 13 21 62%
eQvog nation 29 11 18 62%
v 6p o ? law 74 29 45 61%
T i t a T i ? faith 40 17 23 58%
K 0 p i o ? Lord 43 19 24 56%
a d p £ flesh 26 12 14 54%
Xdpi? grace 24 11 13 54%
© a v a T o ? death 22 12 10 45%
a p a p T t a sin 48 30 18 38%
0 e 6? God 153 105 48 31%
All nouns in NT 28956 14291 14665 51%
This raw data from GRAMCORD does not include as arthrous instances where the article is separated from 
the noun.
O f  these 14 high-frequency nouns 11 show higher percentages of anarthrousness than the 
N e w  Testament average of 51%. This combination of high frequency occurrence and high 
percentage salience marking is appropriate for T E X T  level themes. O f  all the abstract 
nouns listed, “righteousness” shows the highest percentage of anarthrous salience marking.
Where the article is used with “righteousness” it does not m e a n  that the concept of 
righteousness is not thematic, simply that it has not been marked as such. The choice 
between anarthrous and arthrous is the choice between marking saliency, and not marking 
saliency. Anarthrous =  marked SAL I E N T ,  and arthrous =  unmarked for saliency.
(Arthrous does N O T  =  marked N O T  SALIENT.)
n) salience in the text initial paragraph marking theme at the level of T E X T
W e  have seen above that the opening sentence of Matthew’s Gospel 1:1 consists
only of 8 anarthrous nouns, including “Jesus Christ son of-Abraham, son of-David”.
Marked salience in the opening paragraph of a book, or letter, indicates a theme at the level
of T E X T .  So the text-level theme of Matthew is Jesus as the Messianic king promised in
the Old Testament. This interpretation is supported by Matthew’s frequent use of Old
Testament quotations related to Jesus as Messiah. Son of David occurs 10 times in
Matthew and its Messianic significance is shown implicitly in Matthew 21:9 and explicitly
in Matthew 22:42 where the Son of David and the Christ are linked. Also there is an
interesting Messianic inclusio at text level between Matthew 1:1 and Matthew 28:18b: 
’E860q {ioi Tracra e£ouata ev oupavw Kal en i [Tfj?] yfj?.
Was-given to-me all authority in heaven and on [the] earth.
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This “giving of authority” is connected with the other Messianic title “Son of M a n ”, as in 
Daniel 7:14, cf. Matt. 16:28; 24:30; 26:64 (Hagner, 1995:886; Davies and Allison, 
1997:683; France, 1985:413).
M a r k ’s Gospel also begins with a verbless sentence or title, either to the whole 
book or to 1:2-13 (Cranfield, 1977:34-7) with an anarthrous reference to Jesus Christ.
Whoever wrote “Son of G o d ” (ibid. 38) also made it anarthrous.
Mark 1:1
’Apx?) t o u  euayyeAlou ’Iqaou XpiaToO [uloO GeoOl.
Beginning of-the gospel of-Jesus Christ [son of-god]
Clearly Jesus and G o d  are Hearer-old so lack of an article marks salience, and the position 
of this sentence as text first, indicates that this is thematic salience at whole T E X T  level 
(cf. Cranfield, 1977:38).
Luke’s Gospel begins in a different manner, with the first paragraph combining 
“ideational” and “interpersonal” functions, i.e. not simply communicating certain ideas or 
concepts such as the book’s theme, but stressing the relationship between author and 
reader. Hence in Luke 1:1-4 w e  find first and second person pronouns as well as a 
vocative. Luke 1:3-4 reads:
e8o£e k<S|aoI TTapqKoXouGqKOTi avwGev Trtiaiv dKpi(3w? 
it-seemed to-me-too having-investigated from-source all accurately 
Ka0e£q? croi ypdifm, KpaTiare OedtpiXe, 
order-wise to-you to-write, most-excellent Theophilus,
I v a  e m y v f f l?  uepl <£v K a T q x q G r]?  A 6 y w v  T q v  d a < j> d A e iav .
so-that you-may-know concerning which you-were-instructed the reliability.
As  mentioned above, vocatives often indicate what is thematic at the level of the - 
whole discourse (Reed, 1997:116). Here the vocative occurring between infinitive and 
purpose clause marks Luke’s purpose as thematic “so that you m a y  k n o w  the certainty of 
the things you have been taught”. Since this is in the first paragraph, I argue it marks the 
T E X T  level theme, i.e. the theme of the whole book.
W h y  is there a link between vocatives and T E X T  level theme? The referent of a 
vocative is A L W A Y S  salient, since it is always G I V E N  information, i.e. Hearer-old and 
focal in consciousness. In face to face direct speech the addressee always belongs to the 
category 3a G I V E N  situational. In letters and introductions to books, the addressee of a 
vocative is typically 3b G I V E N  textual-current (e.g. Theophilus above, coreferential with 
o o l  “you” which precedes it in the same clause) or 3c G I V E N  textual-displaced, being co- 
referential with the addressee(s) of the letter (e.g. Galatians 3:1 “O  foolish Galatians” after 
2:17-21 referring only to “I”, the writer, Paul). The participant referred to by the vocative 
is typically part of the interpersonal relationship throughout the whole T E X T .
So vocatives, like pronouns and Imperatives, always refer to participants w h o  are 
G I V E N ,  and thus focal. Since G I V E N  focal participants are frequently left implicit in 
Greek (e.g. verb forms with no pronoun or noun phrase as explicit subject), making them
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explicit gives some extra meaning, typically marking out the clause they belong in as 
significant at higher levels of discourse. In narrative, referring to the subject by a full noun 
phrase, rather than by a pronoun or zero anaphora, typically signifies the start of a n e w  and 
significant paragraph or episode. Similarly, in interpersonal discourse, such as letters and 
introductions to books, a vocative noun phrase signifies that the clause in which it is 
embedded is significant at higher levels of discourse.
John’s Gospel begins thus (Discourse-new bolded, Discourse-old underlined):
’Ev dpxti ty b Xhyos,
In beginning was the Word,
Kal o Xoyo? t y  Trpo? t 8 v  6e6v, 
and the Word was with the God,
Kal 9e6? ty  8 X6yo?. 
and God was the Word.
The first occurrences of “the word” in line I, and “G o d ” in line 2, have the article 
as they are “Hearer-old”, albeit Discourse-new (2a K N O W N  unused, from the “whole 
world” scenario of Christians and Jews). The next two occurrences of “the W o r d ” in lines 
2 and 3 have the article, as “the W o r d ” is Hearer-old and n o w  Discourse-old (3b G I V E N  
textual-current). However, the second occurrence of “G o d ” (now Discourse-old) is 
anarthrous, and thus marked salient.
Here salience patterns with marked word order, i.e. the comment (rheme) “god” is
fronted so that it occurs before the topic (theme) “the W o r d ”. The W o r d  is marked as
clause level theme by being subject of the first three clauses, and as section level theme
(1:1 -14) by arthrous repetition in 1:14, and by being reduced to a pronoun (1:3-4, 12), and
zero anaphora (1:10-11). This theme of the W o r d  is also linked with life and (spiritual)
light (1:4-5, 7-9) and with testimony and belief (1:7-l 1). The collocation of anarthrous
salience marking and fronting is to be expected, since fronting is also a device for marking
what is salient or prominent at T E X T  level, e.g. Reed (1997:118):
The more to the left an item occurs, the more prominent topically it tends to be in the discourse.
I argue that what is marked salient in the first paragraph of a book is thematic at 
book level. Representing salience (marked by anarthrous anaphora) as bolding, and 
Discourse-level theme (marked by fronting) as underlining, gives a visual impression of 
the theme of John’s Gospel “The word was god”. The author’s stated purpose in writing 
reinforces this book level theme and also links it to testimony, belief and life, (John 20:31) 
“these [things] are written that you m a y  believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, 
and that by believing you m a y  have life in his name.”
The beginning of Acts (1:1-11) is similar to that of Luke, having a mixture of 
ideational and relational content. The section is marked by inclusio, with 1:11 “you have 
seen him go into heaven” matching 1:2 “was taken up”. M u c h  of it is recap, since Acts 
1:12 “Then they returned to Jerusalem” takes us only as far temporally in the narrative as
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Luke 24:52. The presence of the anarthrous vocative “O  Theophilus” in 1:1 emphasizes 
the relational aspect of this book, and marks that the sentence it is in is a discourse theme 
(see Reed above), viz. “In m y  former book I wrote about all that Jesus began to do and to 
teach until the day he was taken up into heaven”. So, by implication, the theme of this 
second book is what “Jesus continued to do and to teach after he was taken up into 
heaven.”
This section also contains salient anarthrous reference to the Holy Spirit in 1:2 and 
1:5, and arthrous anaphoric reference to the Holy Spirit in 1:8 . This section also links 
instructions to the disciples with the Holy Spirit, 1:2 and 1:8. This indicates that Jesus’s 
continued “doing and teaching” is through the disciples by the power of the Holy Spirit
The coming of the Holy Spirit on the disciples in Acts 2:1-4 and Peter’s 
explanation linking this explicitly with Jesus (2:33) confirms this analysis. A s  Martin- 
Asensio points out re Acts 2:22-36 (1997:10) “Luke has referred to Jesus 10 times over 14 
verses of text, but in only one single instance as an agent w h o  performs an action 
extending beyond Himself’, i.e. Jesus pouring out the promised Holy Spirit.
The Epistles generally show a different patterning. Reed, comparing the Epistles
with other Hellenistic letters, states (bolding mine) (1997:181):
The prescript - namely superscription (sender, ‘implied author’) and adscription (recipient, ‘implied 
reader’) - was obligatory for the epistolary genre. To it was typically added a salutation ... The prescript 
and salutation (and other opening elements such as the thanksgiving) set the social and interpersonal 
context for the entire discourse. They often take the form o f ‘A (nominative) to B (dative), greetings...’
If the initial paragraph of a letter sets the interpersonal context for the entire
discourse, one might expect to see salience marking. Although in general names of people
take the article in Greek if Hearer-old, in the opening of every Epistle, every personal
nam e  both of sender and recipient is anarthrous, i.e. marked salient, e.g. Philemon 1-2: 
naDXo? 8eapio? XpiaTou ’I qcrou Kal TipdOeo? 8 d8eX<f>6? <J>iXijp.ovi rai dyauqTco Kal auvepyto 
qpxov Kal ’Arnfjtg Tq d8eX<j>q Kal ’ApxCttttw tco auarpaTiioTq f)|i<ov Kal Tq Kart oIkov aou K^KXqata,
However, where the sender is not named, but referred to by a c o m m o n  noun, that 
noun is arthrous, e.g. “the elder” (1 John 1:1 and 2 John 1:1), “the brothers with m e ” 
(Galatians 1:2).
Similarly, where recipients are not named, but referred to by a c o m m o n  noun or 
nominal phrase, they are often arthrous, e.g. “those having obtained faith” (2 Peter 1:1), 
“those having been loved” (Jude 1:1), “the church” in Corinth (1 Cor. 1:2), “the saints” in 
Philippi (Phil 1:1). However, recipients m a y  also be anarthrous, e.g. “to chosen ones in...” 
(1 Peter 1:1) and “to chosen lady” (2 John 1:1), but arthrously “and the children of her”.
A s  regards place names, where the recipients of a letter are believers in a named 
town, the town name is always anarthrous, e.g. Romans 1:7:
ttSctiv toT? ouaiv ev Pcopq dyairqToi? Qeou, KXqToX? dyloi? 
to-all the[onesj being in Rome beloved of-god, called saints
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(Also 1 Cor 1:2,2 Cor 1:1, Eph 1:1 (where present), Phil. 1:1,1 Thess. 1:1, and 2 Thess. 
1:1.)
However, as noted above, provinces are frequently arthrous, being less “localized” 
than towns and therefore less “salient” (Reed, 1997:112-113). Thus where the recipients 
are believers in a given province, the province name m a y  be arthrous, e.g. Galatians 1:2, 
and Revelation 1:4 (a somewhat unusual “letter style” opening after the book style opening 
in 1:1-3). However, in the opening of a letter even province names are sometimes 
anarthrous, i.e. all five province names in 1 Peter 1:1.
Thus, in the opening paragraph of the Epistles, when proper nouns are used for 
addressers, addressees, or town of addressees, they are A L W A Y S  anarthrous. This 1 0 0 %  
salience marking of proper nouns to establish the interpersonal context of letters compares 
with an average 5 0 %  for the article with N e w  Testament nouns.
Hebrews begins without a typical letter opening. The letter’s theme is marked by
the anarthrous use of “son” in Hebrews 1:2:
err’ eaxdTou twv fpeprav toutwv eXaXqaev fna.Lv ev ulfl...
in last of-the days these he-spoke to-us in son...
Given the context of a letter to Jewish Christians, “son” here is clearly intended to have the 
“Hearer-old” reference to G o d ’s son, Jesus Christ, so in unmarked use the article would be 
expected. Lack of the article then is statistically unusual and hence salient.
The word “son” at first sight appears to be contrasted with “the prophets” in 1:1, 
but whereas the prophets are not a key theme in Hebrews (hence have the article marking 
Hearer-old and appear in a Participial clause), the son is marked salient as a key theme of 
the whole letter. The thematic salience of “the son” at the highest Discourse-level, the 
whole letter, is clearly justified from the wider context, e.g. “son” occurs 2 1  times in 
Hebrews, of which 12 (13 including 2:6 as exegeted by the writer of Hebrews) refer to 
Jesus. (Only the Gospels and 1 John have more occurrences). Also the Son is contrasted 
explicitly with angels (1:2-2:18), with Moses (3:1-4:13, especially 3:6), and with high 
priests (3:14-10:39, especially 7:28 and 10:29). Moreover, Jesus, to w h o m  the son in 1:1 
refers is also clearly thematic at T E X T  level, e.g. 2:9, 3:1,4:14, 6:20, 10:19, 13:20-21 etc.
1 John, although it is clearly a letter, with personal pronouns I, we, you, and 
vocatives, begins more like a book (cf. Luke or Acts) with ideational and interpersonal 
themes mixed. It opens with the topic or title “the word of the life” (1:1), which is further 
clarified in 1:3 by the anarthrous name “Jesus Christ”. Clearly Jesus Christ refers to a 
Hearer-old entity, so lack of the article marks salience, and, in this opening paragraph, 
marks the ideational theme of the letter, “Jesus Christ, the word of life”.
The interpersonal context of the letter is shown by the first person plural verb 
suffixes from 1:1-4, but more explicitly by personal pronouns “to you” and “to us” in 1:2
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“w e  announce to you the eternal life which .. was manifested to us”, and again “you” “us” 
in 1:3 “so that you also m a y  have fellowship (anarthrous) with us”. Thus the interpersonal 
theme is that of sharing “Jesus Christ, the word of life”, leading to mutual “fellowship”.
Jude shows the classic opening of a letter, with addresser, addressees and opening
blessing. In this opening formula, Jesus occurs twice, in the description of both addresser
and addressees, both anarthrous:
’I oA8a? ’IqaoD XpicrroO SouXo?, &8eX<J>6? 88 ’I atcwpou,
rot? 8v  0eu> T ra T p l fiyairripivoi? K a l  ’IqaoO XpiaTfi reTripqpivoi? k X t ) t o X ? ‘
Jude has 6 references to Jesus, all anarthrous and all as Jesus Christ. 1:4 categorizes 
the false teachers as rejecting Jesus Christ, 1:17 refers to the true teachers, the apostles of 
Jesus Christ, 1:21 refers to our hope in Jesus Christ, and 1:25 includes Jesus Christ in the 
final prayer of praise to God. This would seem to reinforce the theory that the opening 
paragraph sets the theme for the T E X T ,  and marks it by anarthrous nouns.
Finally the opening of Revelation also shows salience marking. It also begins like a 
book, i.e. with an ideational theme rather than an interpersonal theme (which comes in 
1:4):
’AuoicdXuik? ’IqaoO Xpicrrou ...
Revelation of-Jesus Christ...
The string of anarthrous nouns without a verb functions as a thematic title for the book, i.e. 
“This book contains the revelation of Jesus Christ...” (cf. Matthew 1:1 and Ma r k  1:1). One 
might argue that the revelation is not Hearer-old and could be translated “a revelation”, but 
the strict warning against adding to this revelation (22:18) argues against that. Clearly, 
however, Jesus Christ is intended to refer to a Hearer-old identifiable individual, and as 
such the unmarked form in Greek would be arthrous. Here then, I argue, the lack of articles 
shows salience, and occurring book initial in a verbless clause marks the book’s theme.
In Revelation the name Jesus occurs only 14 times, always anarthrously, Rev 1:1 
(in the title, genitive), 1:2,1:5,1:9 (x2), 12:17,14:12, 17:6,19:10(x2), 20:4,22:16(as 
addresser, nominative), 2 2 : 2 0  (as addressee, vocative), and 2 2 : 2 1 (as agent of closing 
blessing, genitive). This reinforces the theoiy that anarthrousness marks salience, and that 
Jesus is thematic at T E X T  level.
o) salience marking co-occurring with fronting to m a r k  discourse theme
W e  have seen above in John 1:1 the co-occurrence of the syntactical device of 
fronting with the grammatical device of anarthrousness:
Kal 0£o? fjv 8 X6yo?.
and God was the Word. i.e. And the Word was God.
Reed describes the function of fronting the rheme as follows (1997:103) (bolding mine): 
According to Halliday, THEME is that element which states what is being talked about in the clause.
The RHEME is that element which contributes what is being said about the theme. The theme appears 
first in a clause - it sets the stage for what follows. The remainder o f  the clause is the rhem e.... Marked 
thematisation (i.e. sentences which do not follow this pattern) indicates focal material.
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Where a propositional comment is both fronted and anarthrous, it is being marked as focal 
in the proposition and salient at higher discourse levels. At the beginning of a discourse, 
such as John 1:1, it indicates a theme at the level of T E X T :
Hebrews chapter 11 provides an interesting example of salience marking with
iTtCTTis' “faith”. This chapter contains 24 of the 31 occurrences of “faith” in Hebrews, and
consitutes a distinct E P I S O D E  in the discourse, to which N I V  gives the heading “B y
Faith”. Although the topic of faith has been introduced in 10:38, so is Discourse-old, 23 of
the 24 occurrences in this section are anarthrous, e.g.
Hebrews 11:1
"Ecttiv 86 utaTi? 6Xm£opivtoV unoaTaai?, irpaypdtTcov eXeyxo? ou (BXeiropivaiv.
Is () faith being-hoped-for[things] reality, of-things proof not being-seen.
Hebrews 11:3
n t c f T e i  vooupev KaTqpTiaOai t o u ?  alwva? pf||ia.Ti 0eou, 
by-faith we-understand the worlds to-have-been-created by-word of-god
Fr o m  here on, throughout verses 3-33, the word for “faith” is clause initial and anarthrous.
The only anarthrous occurrence is at the end of the chapter, i.e.
Hebrews 11:39
Kal o I i t o i  udvTe? p .a p T u p q 0 6 v T e ?  8ia Tq? TTtcrreio? o u k  eKoptcravTo Tqv euayyeXtav,
And these all having-been-approved through the faith not received the promise ...
Discourse analysis of N e w  Testament Greek shows the use of fronting to mark
theme, and Reed applies the principles of unmarked and marked word order to this very
passage (1997:85):
in unmarked clauses the subject, theme and agent are the same. When they are distinct, the author is 
using more semantic resources (i.e. marking the discourse) to express interpersonal meanings. This 
distinction between subject, theme and agent is much easier to identify in Greek than, for example, in 
English, since Greek has more resources to distinguish the three functions: (i) nominative case or verbal 
suffix (or word order in infinitive clauses) for subject; (ii) word order (element at the beginning o f  the 
clause) for theme; and (iii) prepositional phrase (e.g. bird + genitive) or, less frequently, oblique case for 
agent. The three for example are distinguished in Heb. 11.23 nLorei (theme) McoDofj? (subject) ... 
e K p b p q  T p C p q v o v  u iro  t <5v  u a T e p c o v  a b T o u  (agent) ‘By faith Moses ... was hidden for three months 
by his parents.’
If, as Reed claims, the fronting of “faith” marks it as theme, then this thematic
fronting is also highlighted as salient by the lack of the article in all 2 2  occurrences from
verses 1-38. Note that “faith” is marked salient in 1:1 even before the fronting, and its
repeated use in “semantic chains” (see Reed, 1997) throughout the passage clarifies its
status as thematic at the level of EPISODE.
In 11:39 the emphasis moves on from the topic of faith, to the topic of receiving the
promise. Note that here “faith” is arthrous, i.e. no longer marked salient, and occurs in a
Participial clause, rather than a main clause. Thus, both “faith” and “being approved” are
treated simply as Discourse-old, not salient, in contrast with 11:2, with which this verse
forms an inclusio, i.e.:
Hebrews 11:2 
ev Tcrtrrq ydp 6papTupi)0qaav ol Trpea(3uTepot. 
in this (i.e. faith, Discourse-old, focal) for were-approved the ancients.
Hebrews 11:39
K a l  o I i t o i  u d v T e ?  p .a p T u p q 0 6 v T 6 ?  8 i a  T q ?  ir la T e c G ?  o u k  e K o p la a v T O  T q v  e u a y y e X t a v ,
And these all having-been-approved through the faith not received the promise ...
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This the lack of the article to mark salience clearly parallels other grammatical and 
syntactic devices in this passage marking theme and focus.
In Luke 11:15-19, Beelzebul is both fronted and anarthrous, being marked salient
as the theme of the whole EPIS O D E ,  11:14-23, T E V ’s “Jesus and Beelzebul”:
Luke 11:15, 18, 19
’Ev BeeX£e|3o0\ tw  apxovTi t<5v 8aip.ov(.wv kpdXAei T d  8a.ip.6via* ...
In Beelzebul the chief of-the demons he-casts-out the demons 
XeyeTe 6v BeeX£e{3o0\ kpdXXeiv pe Td 8aip.ovia. ... 
you-say in Beelzebul to-cast-out me the demons 
et 86 eyd) ev BeeX£e|3ouX eKpdXXra Td 8aip6via ... 
i f  () I in Beelzebul I-cast-out the dem ons,...
Compare Luke 11:20 
et 86 ev 8aKT0XQ GeoO [eyib] eK(3dXXw Ta 8aipovia,... 
i f  () I in finger of-God [I] I-cast-out the dem ons,...
Compare also the parallel passage Matthew 12:27, 28, where contrast, fronting and
anarthrousness co-occur.
In Ephesians also, fronting and anarthrous salience co-occur. A  list of nouns which
is a semantic comment (“Y o u  should not name ...”) is presented as if it were topic by
passivization (“ ... should not be named”). The list, part of which is also fronted, consists
of anarthrous abstract nouns for vices, followed by a second list of evildoers in the next
sentence:
Ephesians 5:3-5
Tropveta 86 Kal dKaGapata Trdaa f\ irXeoveEta pq86 ovop.a£ea0a) ev Iplv, KaOcbs* Trpeirei dyloi?, 
Kal a laxp d n i?  Kal pwpoXoyla f| elTpaireXta, a o0k dvfjKev, dXXa paXXov e0xaPLaTia. to u to  ydp 
iCTTe yivclaKovTe?, o t l  rrd? irdpvos* f| ducdGapTo? rj TrXeov&CTTj?, 8 ecm v elScoXoXdTpq?, o0k exei 
KXqpovoptav ev Tfj (3aaiXetg tou  XptoTou Kal 0eou.
This topic is clearly thematic at E P I S O D E  level, occurring in T E V ’s section 5:1-20
“Living in the Light.”
In 1 Corinthians 11:3-10, there is also correlation between fronting and
anarthrousness. In these verses the noun “head” occurs 9 times, 11:3 (x3), 4 (x2), 5 (x2), 7,
10. O f  these only three are anarthrous and only two are fronted to clause initial. All occur
in the setting of this topic:
, 1 Corinthians 11:3-4 
0eXra 86 up.d? el86vai 8tl TravTds* dvSpl? f) Ked>aXf| 6 XpiaTo? 6aTLv,
I-wish () you to-know that of-every man the head the Christ is,
Ke<j>a\f| 86 yuvaiKd? 6 dvf|p, 
head () of-woman the man,
Ke<f>aXf| 86 tou XpiaTou 8 0e6?. 
head () of-the Christ the God.
Trd? dvqp Trpoaeuxopevo? ti 7rpo<J>r|Teuiov KaTa Ke^aXfj? exwv KaTaiaxuvei Ttiu KeriaXqv a0Tou. 
Every man praying or prophesying over head having shames the head of-him.
Fronting in clause two m a y  be to present the n e w  and controversial issue of m a n  as
head of woman, rather than the accepted one of Christ as head of every man. Perhaps Paul
marks the relationship between Christ and G o d  as salient in order to reestablish his
authority as an apostle of Christ to lay d o w n  the law on this matter of church practice (cf.
1:1). But whatever the significance of fronting here, there is a correlation between fronting
and anarthrousness.
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Note that the third anarthrous usage introduces a n e w  sense of Ke^aXf) as “physical 
head” as opposed to “authority/source”. Perhaps this is w h y  it is also marked salient, since 
both senses are focal in this passage.
p) salience because of contrast, marking a discourse theme
Where there is an explicit contrast, the contrasted elements are typically anarthrous,
even when they are Discourse-old. The contrasted elements are thematic at the level of
P A R A G R A P H  or E P I S O D E  (anarthrous is bolded, Discourse-old is underlined), e.g.
Luke 7:37, 3 8 ,46
Kal L8ou yuvq fjTi? fjv e v  Tq iroXei apapraXA?,... Koplaaaa &Xd(3acrrpov p t i p o u  . . .
And behold woman certain was in the town sin fu l... having brought alabaster-jar o f  perfume ...
Kal KaTecj>tXei tou? Tr68a? afrrou Kal qXei<f>ev Tfrpdpu). ...
and was-kissing the feet of-him and was-anointing with-the perfume...
eXatcp Tqv Ke<f>aXY|V pou ouk qXei<|>a?*
With-oil the head of-me not you-anointed, 
auTq 88 pfyxu -fjXeufjev tou? u68a? pou. 
she but with perfume anointed the feet o f  me
In the last line “perfume”, though Discourse-old, lacks the article and thus is marked salient, being contrasted 
with oil.
The contrast between the action of the w o m a n  and the Pharisee is thematic in the whole
E P I S O D E  of Luke 7:36-50, T E V ’s section “Jesus at the H o m e  of Simon the Pharisee”,
especially from 40-47 where Jesus tells a parable and draws parallels to it.
Luke 16,9, 11, 13 
8k tou papwvd Tq? d8iKia? ... ev r a  dStKW papoovd ... 
from the mammon of-the unrighteousness ... in the unrighteous mammon 
ou 8uvaa0e 0e<3 8ouXeueiv Kal papfaivfi. 
not you-are-able god to-serve and mammon.
M a m m o n  occurs three times in Luke, the first time Discourse-new but Hearer-old (2a
K N O W N  unused) with the article, next Discourse-old (3b G I V E N  textual - current) with
the article, then Discourse-old again, but this time anarthrous and salient being contrasted
with G o d  (also marked salient). The contrast between G o d  and m a m m o n  is thematic to this
E P ISODE, Luke 16:1-13, T E V ’s “The Shrewd Manager”, (cf. Matthew 6:24)
John 4:23
upoaKuvrjaoucav r a  mrrpl ev m/etipaTi Kal dXqGetqv 
they-will-worship the father in spirit and truth
Here spiritual and true worship is contrasted with ritual “holy-place” centred worship,
4:21. This is thematic to the P A R A G R A P H  4:19-24 and also to the EPI S O D E ,  T E V ’s 
section 4:1-42 “Jesus and the Samaritan W o m a n ” inasmuch as Jesus overthrows the taboos 
of ritualistic and ethnically restricted religion and talks of universal truth, 4:14,22-24,42 
etc.
1 Timothy 3:16b 
"O? 8(|>avep6&0q ev aapKt, 88iKai#0q ev irveApaTi,
Who was-manifested in flesh, was-justified in spirit/Spirit 
dJcJ>0q dyy8Xoi?, eKqpuy0q 8v 80veaiv, 
was-seen by-angels, was-announced among nations 
8mcrTeu0q ev Kdopoo, dveXijpcf>0q 8v 86£q. 
was-believed in world, was-taken-up in glory.
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The nouns used here are all typically arthrous, as they refer to abstract noun classes (flesh, 
spirit, glory), class groups (angels, nations), or unique referents (world, Spirit). 
Anarthrousness here marks salience, presumably due to the contrasting pairs.
In Romans there is a series of contrasts between circumcision and uncircumcision,
both Discourse-old (2:25-3:30). After the arthrous topic introduction, these elements are
marked anarthrously (except for the one instance “in the uncircumcision” which is merely
part of an appositional N o u n  Phrase qualifying the salient N o u n  Phrase “sign of
circumcision”). Each section contains a salient cireumcision/uncircumcision contrast: 
Romans 4:9-12
6 p a K a p L a p o ?  o 0 v  o0to? 6i r l  T t y  T ie p L T o p q u  q  K a l  6 i r l  T q v  d K p o f t u c r r t a v ; X e y o p e v  y d p ,
’EXoyLaGq tc3 ’A(3paag f| ttLcti? el? SiKaiocruvqv. ttw? o0v eXoytaGq; ev TrepLTopfjj ovtl q ev dKpoftixrrta 
o0k kv irepiTopfj dXX’ kv dKpoBuoTta
K a l  a q p e t o v  e X a (3 e v  irepiTopty c r (f> p a y t8 a  Tfj? S i K a i o o l v q ?  t t ) ?  T r t c r re ra ?  Tfj? e v  Tq d K p o f t u a T t a .  
e l ?  to e t v a i  a 0 T o v  i r a T e p a  ir d v T r a v  t<Sv m a T e u o v T t o v  8 i ’  dKpoftuaTtac. e l ?  t6 X o y L a O q v a i  [K a l]  
a l T o t ?  [T q v ]  S i K a i o c j u v q v ,
K a l  iraTepa irepi.Top.fj? toi? o0k 6k irepiTopq? p6vov dXXd K a l  tol? otolxoucjlv tol? Ixveaiv Tfj? 
ev dKpoftuaTta ntoTera? tou naTpd? qprav ’A(3padp.
In Galatians 3:1-6, where the vocative “O  foolish Galatians” marks a high level
theme, there are contrasts between works of the law and the flesh on the one hand, and
obedience of faith and the Spirit on the other. This contrast has already been established in
2:16 “a m a n  is not justified by observing the law but by faith in Jesus Christ” (all
anarthrous nouns in Greek), and the theme of faith and justification is continued in 3:6 ff: 
Galatians 3:1-6 
Y2 dvdqToi TaXdTaL,
t C? uga? 6(3daKavev, ol? kot’ ocf>0aXgo0? ’Iqaou? XpLaro? irpoeypd<[>q eaTauprapevo?
touto p6vov 06Xra paGriv d<f>’ uprav 6£ 6pyrav vdpou to irveupa 6Xd(3eTe fj kt dKoq? ntoTea)?;
o0tw? dvdqTot 6aTe; 6vap£dpevoL irvedpaTi vuv aap ri 6nLTeXeta0e;
T o a a u T a  6 n d 0 e T e  e l ic r j ,  e l  y e  K a l  e lK r j .
8 o0v 6iTLXopqycov uptv to irveupa Kal evepyrav 8uvdpeL? 6v 0piv,
6£ 6pywv vdpou q 6£ (kofj? irCorew?;
Note the chiastic structure in 3:2-5, as well as the inclusio.
3:2 works o f  law obedience of faith A B
3:3 spirit flesh B A
3:5 works o f  law obedience of faith A B
Similarly, there is a series of contrasts in Hebrews 3:1-6, between Jesus and Moses.
All references are anarthrous, although Jesus has been just mentioned in 2:9. Note that the
proper nouns form an inclusio:
3:1 Jesus apostle and high priest Jesus
3:2 (Jesus') faithful like M oses was faithful Moses
3:3 /Jesus') more glorious than M oses Moses
3:5 M oses faithful as slave Moses
3:6 /Jesus') Christ faithful as a son Jesus
Not A  but B
Note the use of the construction ou / o u t c  .. ouTe .. dXXd to mark contrast, and 
its frequent co-occurrence with anarthrousness:
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Romans 14:17
ob ydp 6<jtiv f) (BaaiXeta tou 0eou Ppfikn? Kal irdai?
Not for the kingdom of-the god eating and drinking
dXXd SiKaiOCTW/q Kal elpi)vq Kal x a pd kv uveupaTi dy'iar*
but righteousness and peace and joy in spirit holy
All these nouns are abstract nouns and as such normally arthrous. Eating has been thematic from 14:2, and 
j3p(3|ia “food” is mentioned in 14:15, so j3pwai? would normally be arthrous as 2b KNOWN inferrable.
1 Corinthians 11:8-9
ob ydp konv Avri)p 6k yui/aiicd? dXXd yw i) 6£ dvSpdc*
Not for is man from woman but woman from man.
Kal ydp obK 6kt(,ct0ti Avr)p 8i.d tt)u yuvaXKa, dXXd yuvti 8 ia  to v  avSpa.
And for not was-created man because-of woman, but woman because-of man.
Man and woman are contrasted throughout this EPISODE, TEV’s section 11:2-16, “Covering the Head in 
Worship”.
2 Corinthians 3:6b? Kal iKdvwcrev f|pa? SiaKdvou? Kaivrj? 8ia0i)icr]s\ ob ypdppaTo? dXXd Trvebp.aTQ?- 
who also made-competent us ministers of-new covenant, not of-letter but of-spirit 
t o  ydp ypappa duoKTdvvei, to  86 TTveupa £tpoTTOieX.
The for letter kills, the () spirit gives-life.
Spirit is Discourse-old, 3:3, 3b GIVEN textual-current, ypdppa “letter” is Hearer-old 2b KNOWN  
inferrable, from the 6m<rroXf| “letter” scenario 3:1 onwards. In this verse, first both are anarthrous, then both 
arthrous. They cannot have different reference. The difference is marked salience due to contrast. Both are 
thematic at the level o f  EPISODE, TEV’s section 3:1-18, “Servants o f the N ew  Covenant.”
Galatians 1:12
ob86 ydp 8yw irapd dvOpdnrou rrapeXapov abTo outc 68i8dx0Tiv 
Not for I from person received it nor was-taught 
dXXd 8 i’ ATroKaX&J»e(I)s, ’IqgoD XpitrroP. 
but by revelation of-Jesus Christ.
Jesus Christ is Discourse-old, 1:1. Paul’s apostolic authority is thematic at EPISODE level, TEV’s section 
1:11-24, “How Paul became an apostle”, and even at the level o f  TEXT, cf. 1:1, 6:17.
Galatians 5:6
6v ydp XptoTU) ’I qcrou outc irepiTopi) ti la x b a  ourre dKpopucrrta 
In for Christ Jesus neither circumcision anything avails nor uncircumcision 
dXXd ttCctti? 8i ’ dydirq? 6vepyoup6vq 
but faith through love working-within.
Circumcision is Discourse-old 5:2-3, also faith 1:23. The circumcision versus faith issue is not only thematic 
in this EPISODE, 5:1-15, TEV’s “Preserve your Freedom”, but is thematic at TEXT level, cf. 2:11-14, 3:1- 
15 etc.
Galatians 6:15
oXrre ydp TrgpLTopi) tL 6cttiv ofrre AKpoftutrrta dXXd Kaivf] Krtai?.
Neither for circumcision anything is nor uncircumcision but new creation, 
cf. 5:6 and comments there.
Ephesians 5:3-5
TropveCa 86 Kal dicaOapcrta uacra q TrXeovefta p.q86 6vopa£ea0a) 6v bpXv, Ka0w? Trp6TreL dytoi?,
Kal alaxpdTq? Kal pcopoXoyta q ebTpaireXCa, & obK dvrjKev, dXXd paXXov ebxa PLOT^ a - 
Abstract nouns in Greek are typically arthrous, since they refer to the whole scenario as a single class. In a 
list, absract nouns are typically anarthrous, since they contrast individually, and also mark the generic 
category they belong to as salient. Here, the final noun “thanksgiving” is contrasted with the list o f  vices, and 
thus is also marked salient. Thanksgiving, contrasted with vices, is thematic in this EPISODE, 5:1-20,
TEV’s “Living in the Light.”
Colossians 3:11&Trou obK evi "EXXqv Kal ’I ou8aXo?, TrepiTop.fi Kal dKpofJucrrta, pdp(3apo?, 2icb0r|S\ 8oDXos\ 
6Xeb0epos\ dXXd [Ta] udvra Kal kv udaiv X p lp t6? .
Circumcision is Discourse-old in 2:11, Christ in 3:1.
This issue o f the universality o f  the gospel is not only thematic at the EPISODE level, 3:5-17, TEV’s “The 
Old Life and the N ew ”, but also at TEXT level, cf. 1:20, 1:23, 1:28,4:3-6 etc.
1 Thessalonians 2:4b
ouitw? XaXoupev, oux w? dvOpcdrroi? dpeoKovTe? dXXa 0e(5 .....
Thus we-speak, not as to-men pleasing, but to-God 
God is just mentioned arduously in 2:4a
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1 Thessalonians 2:13b
88e£aa0e ou Xdyov dv0pt0Trajv dXXd K a 0u >? eorriv dXr)0to? X6yov 6eo0 ....
You received not word of-people but as it-is truly word of-God
The word o f  God is just mentioned in 2:4a with God arthrous, God clearly refers to a known definite referent. 
The issue o f  the Thessalonians’ heartfelt acceptance o f  the gospel is not only thematic at EPISODE level, 
TEV’s section 21-16 “Paul’s work in Thessalonica, but also at the higher level o f  TEXT, cf. 1:2-10 TEV’s 
“The Life and Faith o f  the Thessalonians”, especially 1:6-7, also 4:1, 5:2 etc.
2 Timothy 1:7
ob ydp e8wKev qfitv 8 0eo? True upa 8eiXla?
Not for gave to-us the God spirit of-cowardice 
dXXd Suvdpeto? Kal dyduq? Kal aaxjipoviapoO. 
but of-power and of-love and of-self-control.
These again are all abstract nouns, contrasted here, and thematic at the level o f  EPISODE, 1:3-18, TEV’s 
“Thanksgiving and Encouragement”, and TEXT, e.g. 2:1 “be strong,” 2:14 “give them a solemn warning,” 
3:14 “continue in the truths you were taught,”
Hebrews 2:16
ou ydp 8Y|ttou Ayy^Xoiv emXappdveTai dXXd crnkppaTog ’A(3paap emXappdveTai.
Not for of-course of-angels he-helps but of-seed of-Abraham he-helps.
Both angels (1:4), and the seed o f  Abraham (1:11 brothers, 1:14 children) are Discourse-old. The contrast 
between angels and humans is thematic in the EPISODE 2:5-18, NIV ’s “Jesus Made like his Brothers”.
Compare also Matthew 10:34, 1 Corinthians 14:32, Hebrews 10:39, 1 Peter 4:2.
Note also Acts 10:41 with only the latter element “witnesses” marked salient: 
ou uavTl t(5 Xato dXXd pdpTuaiv to I?  TrpoKexeipoTovqpivoi? utt8 to u  0eou, fiptv...
Not to-all the people but to-witnesses the pre-appointed by the god, us ...
“Witnesses,” though Discourse-new, is treated as Hearer-old 2b K N O W N  inferrable, and 
“post-triggered”, i.e. linked to an open scenario which fo llow s in the text, as shown by the 
article with the Participial phrase “those preappointed by G od “. O n e  would normally 
expect t o ls *  pdpTuaiv t o ' l s '  T r p o K e x e i p o T o v r ) p e v o i s ‘ u t t o  t o u  0eou. Here, however, 
“witnesses” is not only contrasted with “all the people” but is also thematic in the 
P A R A G R A P H  10:40-43, whereas “the people” is not.
A  G R A M C O R D  search for N o u n  dXXct N o u n  in a clause produces 16 hits, but for 
Article N o u n  dXXd Article N o u n  produces 4 hits.
Neither A  nor B
Romans 8:38-39a
TT^Treiapai ydp 8ti ofrre Gdvtrro? obTe Can) outc dyyeXoL oirre dpxai 
I-am-convinced for that neither death nor life nor angels nor rulers 
oirre dvecrrdYra oilnre piXXovra oirre SuvdpeL? oirre ik|;wpa oura 
nor presentjthings] nor future[things] nor powers nor height nor depth 
ofrre ti? ktIoi? erapa ... 
nor any creature other...
These abstract nouns would normally take the article (2a KNOWN unused)
1 Corinthians 11:11 
uXqu o v t e  yum) x^pW duSpb? oirre dW|p xwpW yuvaiKb? ev KUplu*
Nevertheless neither woman without man nor man without woman in Lord.
Man and woman are contrasted throughout this EPISODE, TEV’s section o f  11:2-16, “Covering the Head in 
Worship”)
A  G R A M C O R D  search for N o u n  obTe N o u n  in a clause produces 14 hits (in 
Matthew 6:20, Romans 8:38-39, 1 Corinthians 6:9-10, 11:11, Galatians 5:6, Revelation 
21:4) but for Article N o u n  ofrre Article N o u n  produces 0 hits.
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Romans 8:35
tL? qpa? x^ ptcrei dn8 Tfj? aydirq? tou XpLcrrou;
Who us will-separate from the love of-the Christ?
0Xli|»l? rj orevoxwpta f\ 8irayp8? f| \Lp6? fj yupvdrq? q KtvSuvo? q pdxaipa;
Affliction or distress o f  persecution or famine or danger or sword?
Galatians 3:2:b (Levinsohn, 1992:108) 
e£ gpyrav vdpou to irveupa eXafJeTe q e£ dxofj? ntgTera?:
From works of-law the spirit you-received or from obedience of-faith?
The works o f  the Law, and faith are Discourse-old, e.g. 2:16, and are contrasted and thematic in the 
PARAGRAPH 3:1-5, the EPISODE, TEV’s section o f  3:1-14 “Law or Faith”, and indeed the TEXT (1 :6 
“another gospel” 6:13-14 “the Law ... the cross”)
A  G R A M C O R D  search for N o u n  f\ N o u n  in a clause produces 69 hits, but for
Article N o u n q  Article N o u n  produces only 12 hits (Matthew 5:17, 10:14, 15:5, 23:17,
23:19, Mark 7:11, 7:12, John 3:19, Acts 28:17, Romans 4:13,1 Corinthians 7:15,
Revelation 17:13). Most of these are not actually contrastive, but the combination of
specifics really refers to a generic category, e.g.
Matthew 5:17
Mq voptoqTe otl ?|X0ov KaTaXuoaL t6v vopov q tou? Trpocj)f)Ta?-
N ot reckon that I-came to-destroy the law or the prophets, i.e. the scriptures.
Matthew 10:14 
... e^epxopevoL e£ra tt)? o k l a ?  fj Tfj? ndXew? etcetvq? ...
... leaving from the house or the town that..., i.e. leaving that place 
Matthew 15:5 
"O? dv eiTrq t w iraTpt q tt) pqTpt,
Whoever should-say to-the father or to-the mother, i.e. to one o f  their parents
John 3:19b appears to show contrast, but actually shows comparison:
K a l q y d irq c r a v  ol avSpconoL pfiXXov to ctk6to? f) to <£cd?
And loved the people rather the darkness than the light
Matthew 23:17b and 19b also appear to show contrast, but actually shows a
comparison, which ultimately is an invalid one, as evidenced by 23:20:
tL? ydp (iel£rav eortv, o xpwo? fj 6 vao? 8 dyLdaa? t6v xpuadv;
Which for greater is, the gold or the temple the having-purified the gold 
tl ydp p .e t£ o v , t6 8c5pov q t8 OucjLacn-fipLov to dyLd£ov t8 Sfflpov,
Which for greater, the offering or the altar the purifying the offering 
8 o 0 v  o p d a a ?  6 v  t<S 0 u a L a a T q p tw  op vu eL  e v  auTa) K a l kv uoIctl tol? e ird v ra  auTou*
The[one] therefore having-sworn on the altar swears on it and on all the[things] on it.
A  or B
then A  n o w  B
Galatians 3:3:b (Levinsohn, 1992:108)
6vap£dp.evoL i r v e d f i a T L  vuv aapKl emTeXetaOe; 
having-begun by-spirit now by-flesh do-you-complete?
The Holy Spirit, and the flesh are Discourse-old, e.g. 3:2b, 1:16, and are contrasted and thematic in the 
PARAGRAPH 3:1-5, and indeed the TEXT (cf. 5:16 both anarthrous, being contrasted again in the 
EPISODE 5:16-26, TEV’s “The Spirit and Human Nature”)
A  does B. but X  does Y
Matthew 3:11 (also Mark 1:8, Luke 3:16) 
eyw |i£v 0|id? {JaimCra kv 08aTL el? peTdvoiav,
I on-the-one-hand you baptize in water unto repentance
8 86 oirlara gou 6pxdgevo? ...
the on-the-other-hand after me coming ...
auTo? u[ia? paurtaei ev uveOpaTi dyCra Kal iTupt1
he you will-baptize in spirit holy and fire
In the last line “holy spirit”, though Hearer-old to John’s Jewish audience (and Discourse-old to Matthew’s 
readership, 1:18), lacks the article, and thus is marked salient, being contrasted with water.
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The contrast between John’s work and Jesus’s work is not only thematic at
E P I S O D E  level, T E V ’s section 3:1-12 “The Preaching of John the Baptist” (especially 3:3,
3:11-12), but also at T E X T  level, cf. 3:14-16, and 4:12-17 re their different roles and
changeover in public ministry. Also 9:14-17 where John’s disciples ask w h y  Jesus’s
teaching differs, 14:1-2 where their roles are compared by Herod, 17:10-13 where Jesus
compares their roles, and 21:23-32 where Jesus commends John’s baptism and teaching.
(In Matthew 3:3 John and Lord are anarthrous, 3:16 the Holy Spirit is anarthrous, 4:12,
9:14 and 14:2 John is anarthrous, 17:10, 11, 12 Elijah is anarthrous, and 17:13 John is
anarthrous, 20:25 and 32 John is anarthrous.)
Acts 23:8
ZaSSouKaioi p8v ydp Xeyouaiv pf] elva i dvaaTaaiv pqTe ayyeXov prjTe uveOpa,
Sadducees on-the-one-hand for say not to-be resurrection nor angels nor spirits 
4>apiaatoi 88 5poXoyouaiv Ta dpcfjorapa.
Pharisees on-the-other-hand confess the both
Here the contrast between the beliefs of Sadducees and Pharisees is thematic at the
level of EPISODE, since T E V ’s section Acts 22:30-23:11 “Paul before the Council”
concerns h o w  Paul escaped conviction by capitalizing on the theological division within
the Sanhedrin.
S o m e  sav X  but A  savs Y
Another type of contrast which is c o m m o n  in the N e w  Testament corpus is using
unnamed speakers and their opinion as a foil, contrasting with the subsequent highlighted
comment of an individual, e.g.
John 12:29-30
6 obv oyXo? 6 ea ra ?  Kal dKobaa? eXeyev (Bpovrijv yeyov8vai,
The therefore crowd the standing and having-heard was-saying thunder to-happen 
dXXoi eXeyov, "AyyeXo? aura XeXdXqKev.
Others were-saying Angel to-him has-spoken 
dueKptOq ’Iqaou? Kal el-rrev ...
Answered Jesus and said...
Here Jesus is anarthrous, even though he is Discourse-old (12:23) because he, and
what he says, is contrasted with the crowd, and the others. This statement of Jesus is not
only thematic at E P I S O D E  level, T E V ’s section 12:27-36 “Jesus Speaks about his Death”,
but clearly thematic at T E X T  level, cf. 3:14-17, 7:32-36, 8:14,21-30,18:1-19:37,
especially 18:14.
This same pattern is used to highlight Peter’s confession of faith:
Matthew 16:14-16 
ol 88 eluav, Ol p8v ’I wdvvqv t8v PaimaTijv, aAAoi 88 HXtav,
They () said, Some () John the Baptist, others () Elijah, eTepoi 88 ’Iepeplav f| eva rav  7rpo(f>qrav. 
others () Jeremiah or one of-the prophets 
Xeyei auTot?, T p ei?  88 Tiva pe Xkyere elvai;
Says to-them, You () whom me do-you-say to-be?
duoKpiOel? 88 ZCptuv II^Tpo? etnev, 2#  e l 8 XpiaT8? o ul8? tou 0eou tou £wvto?.
Having-replied () Simon Peter said, You are the Christ the son of-the God the living.
The parallel passages, Luke 9:19-20 and Mark 8:28-29, have the same pattern of
the disciples’ first answer as a foil. Luke highlights Peter’s answer by fronting the
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anarthrous noun “Peter”, whereas in Mark, “Peter” has the article, but his speech is 
highlighted by use of the Present verb form.
This “contrast salience” at E P I S O D E  or T E X T  level m a y  explain the lack of the 
article at key points in Romans for the “kn o w n  particular” concepts of “law” (the L a w  of 
Moses) and “faith” (faith in Jesus Christ). Louw, in his semantic analysis, comments on 
R o m a n s  3:19-31 (1987, 55):
to a Jew the keeping o f  the Law was in itself the way to be put right with God. In cluster A vbgo? and 
ttCo t i ?  are contrasted. In cluster D the same contrast occurs.... This can be diagrammed as:
A  1-2 [3:19-20] vbpo?
3-4 [3:21-22] u tcm ?
D 15-18 [3:29-30] utcm ?
19-21 [3:31] vbpo?
The chiasm underlines the fact that faith, and not obeying the Law, is the basis for 8tKaioaui/q.
Below, the relevant noun phrases (righteousness, Law, and faith) are underlined if 
arthrous, and bolded if anarthrous:
3.19 Ol8apev 86 5 t i  baa o udpo? Xeyei t o l ?  kv t i g  v6pto XaXei, Iva irav ord p a (j>pa.yq Kal 
u t t o S i k o ?  yeuqTai na? o Koapo? t o g  Oetir 3.20 8 l 6 t i  6 £ 6pyoov v6p.ou ob 8iKaLCG0r)aeTai rrdoa 
aap£ 6 v o g t t lo v  auTou, 8id ydp v6p.ou e-ntyvwai? dpapTta?.
3.21 NuiA 86 vdpou SiKaioath/q Qeou ue^a^pwTai papTupoupeuq bub t o u  ubpou Kal t o g v
TTpocjjqTwv, 3.22 SiKaioabi/q 86 Oeou 8id TTtaTeai? ’Iqaou XpiaToO el? rravTa? t o u ?  maTeboura?.
3.29 q ’IouSaltov b 0e6? pbvov; obxl Kal kQvCSv; val Kal eQv&v, 3.30 eiuep et? o 0e6? o? 8iKaicbaei uepiTopfiu 6k TrtaTeco? Kal &Kpo|3uaTtav 8id Tfj? TrlaTeoG?.
3.31 v6p.ov obv KaTapyoupev 8id Tri? TrlaTea)?; pf| yevoiTO- dXXa v6\lov laTdvopeu
Use of the article here agrees with L o u w ’s analysis. Righteousness occurs twice, 
both anarthrously, and is salient as a major theme at Discourse-level, as shown by its 
thematic introduction in 1:17, and the occurrence of the root in verbal form in 3:20 and 
3:30.
Here, where in L o u w ’s analysis L a w  and faith are contrasted by both semantics and 
chiasm, the “salient” anarthrous nouns read Law, Law, Law, faith ... faith, Law, Law. 
(Including arthrous nouns would give the “fuzzier” picture of Law, Law, Law, Law, Law, 
Law, faith ... faith, faith, Law, faith, Law.) L a w  occurs 8 times and is anarthrous 5 times, 
excepting twice in 3:19 where the contrast has not begun, and 3:21 where it refers to the 
Pentateuch rather than the L a w  of Moses. Faith occurs 4 times, twice anarthrously 
establishing the topic, and twice arthrously, once anaphoric to the previous phrase in the 
same clause, and once in the section where L a w  is focal. The nouns used to introduce the 
topic before a contrast, and at the point of topical switch from L a w  to faith and then faith 
to L a w  are always anarthrous.
This confirms observations by Levinsohn (1992:107) that if “any noun whose 
referent is known and particular ... is anarthrous, its referent is salient”. H e  gives various 
examples of contrastive salience with anarthrous nouns: Galatians 2:19 (“to law” / “to 
G o d ”), 3:2-3 (“works of law” / “hearing with faith”, and “in (the) Spirit” / “in (the) flesh”).
If this argument is true, that anarthrousness is related not simply to the referential 
category of a noun but also to its salience, then it destroys the argument that articular 
v6{jlos* represents Mosaic law, whereas anarthrous vop-os* represents the principle of law
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(Burton, 1921:132-133; Lenski, 1937). Indeed even Nida and L o u w  seem to equate
arthrousness with specificity, at least with regard to vopo? “law” (1992:69-70):
In Paul’s letters to the Romans and to the Galatians there are an unusual number o f  instances in which 
v6po? occurs without an article. In fact, the absence o f  the article is more frequent than its occurrence. It 
would appear that in certain contexts Paul was intent upon explaining the principle o f  law in contrast 
with grace as something with a wider scope o f  application than simply the Mosaic code.
They conclude:
Accordingly it is a dangerous procedure to insist that in every instance in which Paul used v6po?, he 
had in the back o f  his mind the regulations announced on Sinai or that all later developments associated 
with v6po? have to be interpreted as part o f that Sinaitic revelation.
Whilst agreeing with Nida and L o u w ’s conclusion, that a single word m a y  have
different referents according to context, I reject their premise, and argue that
anarthrousness is no reason to reject the referent of vopo? as Mosaic law. Whilst
anarthrousness M A Y  introduce a n e w  item or refer to an indefinite referent, where a
potential referent is already focal, anarthrousness marks that G I V E N  item as especially
salient. Hence “law” in R o m a n s  3:20 and in Galatians 2:19 and 3:2-3 is most naturally
understood as Mosaic law (cf. Dunn, 1992:105; Longenecker, 1990:91, 102).
q) salience because of listing specifics, marking a discourse theme
It has been seen above that lists of proper names are typically anarthrous and thus
marked salient. Similarly lists of specifics from a single generic category are typically
anarthrous. (Although the specific abstract nouns listed are typically Discourse-new, as
titles of classes they are Hearer-old and are frequently referred to with the article wh e n
occurring individually.) Lists of specifics occur w h e n  the generic category is thematic at
the level of P A R A G R A P H ,  E P I S O D E  or higher, hence the anarthrous salience marking.
The list of sinners in 1 Corinthians, comes in T E V ’s section (6:1-11) “Lawsuits
against Fellow-Christians”, in the second P A R A G R A P H  (6:7-11) where the theme is the
contrast between Christians’ old lifestyle and new.
1 Corinthians 6:9-10 (the only occurrence o f  outc more than twice) 
q ouk o’lSonre otl & 8 l k o l  0eou paaLXetav ou KXqpovopqaouaLv; pfi irXavaaOe- 
o&rc mSpvoi outc elSraXoXdTpai oilrre poixol outc paXaKol outc dpaevoKovraL outc KXrirrca outc 
TrXeov&CTai, o l  p60ucroi, o l  XotSopai, o lx  dpiraye? paaLXetav 0eou KXqpovopqaouaLv.
Here clSlkol “unrighteous” is the generic term.
Similarly the list in R o mans of things which cannot separate us from G o d ’s love is
thematic at P A R A G R A P H  level, coming at the climax of T E V ’s section (8:31-39) “G o d ’s
Love in Christ Jesus”.
Romans 8:38-39 (only occurrence o f  oI tc)TTeTreLcrpaL ydp 8tl outc OdvaTo? outc Ccof) oItc dyyeXoi oftrc dpxal outc kveorQrra oItc 
p6XXovra outc Suvdpei? oi/re Ctj/wpa outc pd0o? outc t l ?  k t I cji?  0T6pa SuvqaeTaL fiM-S?
XtopCaai &tto Tfj? dydtrq? tou  0eou Tfj? ev XpLcrrco ’Iqaou Tqj Kuptra titt©17-
The significance of anarthrous lists at E P I S O D E  level can be seen in the list of
vices in T E V ’s section Matthew 15:10-20 “The Things That M a k e  a Person Unclean”: 
Matthew 15:19 cf. Mark 7:21-22 
6K yap rn? KapSta? e^epxovTaL 8iaXoyiapol Trovqpot, <fx5voi, p o ixela i, TropveEaL, KXouat, ifieuSopapTuptai, 
(3Xaa<j>qpiai.
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Compare 2 Corinthians 12:20 where an anarthrous list of interpersonal vices is 
thematic at E P I S O D E  level, T E V ’s section (12:11-21) “Paul’s Concern for the 
Corinthians”.
Similarly, in 1 Thessalonians 1:5, the list of h o w  the gospel came to them is
thematic at E P I S O D E  level, T E V ’s section (1:2-10) “The Life and Faith of the
Thessalonians”.
1 Thessalonians 1:5 
o n  t8  euayyeXiov f p #  ouk eyevrjOri e l?  upd? kv X6yq> p6vov 
dXXa Kal kv 8uvdpei Kal kv uvebpaTi dyla) Kal [ev] TrXT)pocJ)optqi uoXXfj, ..
The Holy Spirit is clearly intended as a known particular referent, so anarthrousness must be marking 
something other than indefiniteness.
The role of these anarthrous lists at E P I S O D E  level is especially clear where lists
occur in pairs, e.g. the lists of vices and virtues in Colossians 3:5-17, T E V ’s section “The
Old life and the N e w ”:
Colossians 3:5 (list o f vices)
NeKpc6oaTe obv Ta peXn Td eirl Tfj? yfj?,
Ttopvelav dxaOapatav ua0o? 8m0upiav Kaicfjv,
Kal tt)v TrXeoveglav. t]tl? ecn iv  elSfoXoXaTpla,
Covetousness seems to be singled out as non-salient by the article, but is then identified as equal to idolatry, 
marked salient.
Colossians 3:12 (list o f  virtues)
’Ev8uaacr0e obv, w? 8kXcktoI tou  0eou, ay io i Kal fiya-nripevoi, 
ouXdyxva olKTippoO xpqcrrAniTa Taueivo<j>poabvr|v irpaArriTa paKpoOuptav,
Compare also Galatians 5:19-21, listing the works of the flesh, and 5:22-23, listing
the fruit of the spirit, all anarthrous abstract nouns, which occur in the T E V  section
Galatians 5:16-26 “The Spirit and H u m a n  Nature”.
The listing of evildoers in 1 Timothy are salient not only at E P I S O D E  level, T E V ’s
1:3-l 1 “Warnings against false teaching”, but also at T E X T  level, cf. 6:3-5.
1 Timothy 1:9-10
8tl SiKalw v6po? ou KeiTai, dvApoi? 88 Kal dvurroTducToi?, dae(38ai Kal dpapTcoXoX?, dvoaloi?
Kal BeftdXoi?, iraTpoXdiai? Kal pnTpoXii>ai?, dv8pod)6voi? irdpvoi? dpaevoKotTai? dv8paTro8icrrdi? 
tj/ebcrrai? 8m6pKoi?, ...
It is clear that this warning refers to the whole class of such people, not simply some of
them. Note also the list of anarthrous abstract nouns of vices in 1 Timothy 6:4b-5a,
contrasted with the individual arthrous abstract nouns in 5b.
Similarly the listing of virtues in 1 Timothy are salient both at E P I S O D E  level,
T E V ’s “Personal Instructions” (6:11-21), and also at T E X T  level, cf. 4:12.
1 Timothy 6:1 lb
81wk€ 88 SiKaioabvqv ebcrffkLav irtcrrLV, dydirnv biropovYjv irpauiraGtav.
Moule (1953:114) also notes lists of anarthrous abstract nouns in Roma n s  14:17 
(two lists, each list in the grammatical role of comment, and the lists being contrasted ou 
yap ... dXXa ...) and Hebrews 12:18-24 (two lists, each list in the grammatical role of 
goal, and the lists being contrasted ou ydp ... dXXa ...). Both of these lists, I argue, are 
marked salient. Romans 14:17 (not food and drink, but righteousness, peace and joy) is
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thematic in the P A R A G R A P H  14:13-18, the E P I S O D E  14:13-23 T E V ’s “D o  not make 
your brother fall,” and the T H E M E  UNIT, arguably 14:1-15:13 (14:2 “vegetables,” 15:13 
”joy and peace”). Hebrews 12:18-24 (not the old covenant, but the new, climaxing in 
12:24 Kal SiaGqKqs* veas* jieovrri ’Iqcrou Kal a i p / m  paynap.ou “and the mediator of ' 
the n e w  covenant, Jesus, and the blood of sprinkling”) is thematic not only in the 
E P I S O D E  12:12-28, T E V ’s “Instructions and Warnings” but also in the whole T E X T  of 
Hebrews (1:1-2 “In the past.. through the prophets... in these last days ... though his son”, 
13:21 “The G o d  of peace w h o  raised from the dead the great shepherd of the sheep by the 
blood of the eternal covenant, our Lord Jesus...”).
Moule also quotes Romans 12:10-13, as a series of nouns with the article, but this 
is not a straightforward list, but a series of parallel clauses, in m a n y  of which the role of 
the abstract noun is sphere (usually predictable and non-salient).
A  G R A M C O R D  search for three consecutive occurrences of [ N O U N  Nominative] 
in a sentence produces 48 hits, but for three consecutive occurrences of [ A R T I C L E  
Nominative] [ N O U N  Nominative] produces 0 hits.
Conclusion
Thus anarthrous salience marking of nouns is only a crude tool. B y  itself it simply 
alerts the audience to P A Y  S P E C I A L  A T T E N T I O N .  The special significance of the noun 
so marked can only be understood in the light of the scenarios to which that noun belongs, 
including those scenarios related to the conceptual world, and those scenarios related to the 
expected development of events and plots in narratives, and to interpersonal relationships 
and the development of themes and arguments in the Epistles.
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G r e e k  e v i d e n c e  for the o r d e r  o f  t h e  s e a r c h  p a t h
This appendix gives examples from N e w  Testament Greek as evidence for the 
order of the “search path” which the audience must use to identify items from existing 
scenarios, as described in Chapter 6 “Search path for identifying items from existing 
scenarios”.
Basic gram m atical fa c to rs  affecting the search pa th
Since the article signifies Hearer-old and tis* signifies Hearer-new, the grammatical 
structure of the Greek noun phrase limits the possible information status categories of the 
referent, but without altering the basic order of the search path. The search path for 
different types of Greek noun phrase is shown below:
If article +  noun:
Understand referent to be Hearer-old.
Search existing scenarios in the following order until a relevant entity is found:
1) 3b G I V E N  textual - current:
short term memory, title of last opened scenario
2) 2b K N O W N  inferrable:
long term memory, in currently open scenario
3) 3a G I V E N  situational:
current perceptual experience
4) 3c G I V E N  textual - displaced:
short term memory, recently opened scenario
5) 2a K N O W N  unused:
long term memory, currently closed scenario
If t l c +  noun:
Understand referent to be 1 N E W ,  
open n e w  specific scenario, 
connect it to existing generic scenario.
If noun alone:
Understand referent to be Hearer-old salient, or Hearer-new.
Search existing scenarios in order as above, 1, 2, 3,4, 5.
a) If the item is found under G I V E N  or K N O W N  categories, 
mark it + S A L I E N T  in memory.
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b) Otherwise,
Understand referent to be 1 N E W ,  
open n e w  specific scenario, 
connect it to existing generic scenario.
The proposed “search path” above shows a hierarchy, from first place to look, to 
last place to look. This order posits that priority is given to the last opened and thus 
currently open scenario, then to the current perceptual scenario, then any recently opened 
scenarios, finally as yet unopened scenarios. This search path follows a logical pattern in 
terms of scenario theory, but is a jumble when viewed simply in terms of G I V E N  and 
K N O W N .
The last category to be searched, 2a K N O W N  unused, the “whole world” scenario,
includes every scenario in the hearer’s long term memory. Obviously a random search
through every scenario in the brain would take a long time and be fairly inaccurate, as it
would find and choose the first randomly found occurrence. I suggest therefore that even
this “whole world” search is not random but starts at a particular point.
A s stated above, the first categories to be searched are K N O W N  inferrable and
G I V E N  categories, whose scenarios are open in the co-text and context. Chafe says that 
rnv°i r
G I V E N  informationUMe mind” (1970:211), and thus more readily accessible and more
likely to be relevant. A  speaker naturally assumes that his audience will first search for
information in open scenarios, which are “in the forefront of the mind”. Similarly, a
speaker also assumes that certain subcategories of K N O W N  unused information are “on
the back-burner” of the hearer’s mind, and not simply somewhere in long-term memory.
The original N e w  Testament target audience had at least the following “back-
burner” scenarios, i.e. those with a high degree of natural relevance, which were to be
searched first, even though they m a y  not have been currently open. In terms of religion and
history, the writer’s and audience’s o w n  ethnic and religious background was also a major
factor. Bracketed items apply especially to speeches spoken to non-Jews and texts written
for a non-Jewish audience. The category “Christian religion” refers to those elements of
religious belief and practice which were c o m m o n  to both Jews and gentiles w h o  believed
in Jesus, and applies to all texts written explicitly for a Christian audience, especially the
Epistles. All these categories refer to the scenarios of the original authors and audiences,
not to our o w n  scenarios:
Christian religion 
(Gentile religion)
(Gentile literature)
(Gentile history)
Jewish religion 
Jewish scripture 
Jewish history
These scenario clusters would be searched before more generic categories, such as: 
Natural world
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Man-made world 
Metaphysical world
For man y  first-century Jews, such as the participants in the Gospel narratives, the 
most pressing “back-burner” issues would concern fulfilment of prophecies, especially the 
coming of the Messiah (e.g. Matthew 2:4-6, Mark 1:7, Luke 2:25-26, 38, 3:15, John 1:19- 
20). For them, any event spoken by a religious person, or in a religious context, and any 
event recorded in a religious book, would immediately make “Jewish religion” the first 
unopened scenario to be searched.
The original target audience then would prioritize their searches, even of K N O W N  
unused scenarios, to those scenarios which were related to the topic of conversation, the 
cultural identities and status of the participants, and their likely preoccupations, bearing in 
mind religious aspirations and events, and politically or personally significant current 
events.
Other gram m atical fa c to rs  affecting the search pa th
Certain other grammatical forms in the N o u n  Phrase, apart from the article and n $ ,  
restrict the categories to be searched.
Zero anaphora, personal pronouns, and deictic pronouns (“this” “that”) cannot be 
used to refer to categories 1 N E W ,  2a K N O W N  unused, 2b K N O W N  inferrable, or 3c 
G I V E N  textual - displaced. They only refer to items currently in focus, that is identifiable 
items in currently open scenarios, i.e.
3 b G I V E N  textual - current:
short term memory, title of last opened scenario 
3a G I V E N  situational:
current perceptual experience
e.g.
3b G IVEN  textual - current:
Zero anaphora
Matthew 4:2 eneivaoev he hungered = Jesus hungered, cf. Jesus 4:1
Pronoun
John 1:3 cujtoD his = the word’s, 1: la  (The last scenario opened is God, 
but the “word” scenario is topical, being grammatical subject in 1:1-2)
Demonstrative pronoun
Matthew 1:20 Tcarra those [things] = Mary pregnant etc. Co-text =1:18-19
3a G IV E N  situational:
Zero anaphora
John 19:35 moTeurjTe you might believe, you = you who read or hear this
Pronoun
Romans 1:9 [iob o f  me = o f  Paul, the author o f  the letter,
(cf. 1:1, where Paul is named as author)
Demonstrative pronoun
Matthew 16:26 t o u t o  this =  this bread Jesus is giving 
(Co-text for us, but situational for the disciples)
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Deictic adjectives (“this” “that”) with a noun cannot be used to refer to categories 1 
N E W ,  or 2a K N O W N  unused. They can only be used for scenarios, or items from 
scenarios, which are already open, or have been recently opened, i.e. for the above 
categories 3b and 3a, plus:
2b K N O W N  inferrable:
long term memory, in currently open scenario 
3c G I V E N  textual - displaced:
short term memory, title of last opened scenario
e.g.
3b G IV E N  textual - current:
Matthew 24:22 at fp ep a i keT vai “those days”, refers to t o t c  “then” 24:16 
3a G IV E N  situational:
Matthew 12:34 kv t o u t o  t o  a lw v L  “in this age”, currently happening 
Matthew 12:41 |ieT& Tfj? yeved? TauTq? “with this generation”, currently present 
2b K N O W N  inferrable:
Matthew 8:13b kv T f j o ip a  k e tv q  “in that hour”, refers to the time o f  Jesus’s statement, 8:13a. 
Obviously, all events have a time at which they occur.
Luke 9:5b diro Tfj? iroXera? eKetvq? “from that city”, refers to the city where those people live who 
do not accept the disciples, 9:5a.
3 c G IV E N  textual - displaced:
Luke 10:12 kv Tfj qpepg k e tv q  “in that day” cf. ev Tfj Kptaei”in the judgment” 10:13.
Although this appears to be 2a KNOWN unused, the reference seems to depend on a textual 
knowledge o f  the OT, especially LXX Zechariah 2:11, 3:10 etc. ev Tq k e iv q  which talk o f  
the time o f the future Messianic Kingdom.
(These restrictions on the use of deictic adjectives refer specifically to N e w  
Testament Greek usage. Modern English can use “this” to introduce a N E W  entity in the 
genre of joke telling, and narrative, in some social registers, e.g. “There was this bloke ...” 
Similarly, “this” can be used with entities from category 2a K N O W N  unused, if the item is 
normally regarded as having only one possible referent, but in certain contexts can be a 
c o m m o n  noun, and these are being contrasted, e.g. “This earth of ours, is one of millions 
of planets.”)
Direct Speech embedded in narrative is unique. Addressees of the O R I G I N A L
S P E E C H  A C T  identify the referents from the C O N T E X T  of the original speech act, the
original speaker’s and hearer’s real life situation, e.g.
3a G IVEN  situational: e. g.
Zero anaphora
John 1:32 TeGeapai I have beheld = I, John the Baptist.
(Addressees can identify speaker)
NOT 3b GIVEN textual - current: I , John the apostle
Pronoun
John 1:32 auTov him = Jesus.
(John has pointed Jesus out, see 1:29)
NOT 3b GIVEN textual - current: John, 1:32 in speech margin 
Demonstrative
Matthew 4:3 ot Xi0oi olnroi these stones = stones in the desert.
(Satan is pointing them out)
NOT 3b GIVEN textual - current: stones not mentioned previously
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However, addressees of the W R I T T E N  D O C U M E N T  identify the referents in
Direct Speech from the C O - T E X T  O U T S I D E  the Direct Speech, i.e. the text itself,
excluding the speech bubble, e.g.
3b G IV E N  textual - current:
Zero anaphora
John 1:32 Te08ap.cti I have beheld = I, John the Baptist.
Co-text =  John witnessed, 1:32 
NOT 3a GIVEN situational: I , John the apostle
Pronoun
John 1:32 cujtov him = Jesus. Co-text = sees Jesus and says, 1:29
(The last scenario opened is God, but the “word” scenario is topical, 
being grammatically subject in verses 1 and 2)
2b K N O W N  inferrable:
Demonstrative adjective with noun
Matthew 4:3 ol \L0ol oDtoi these stones =  stones in the desert.
Co-text = desert, 4:1
Zero anaphora, pronoun, or demonstrative without a noun, cannot refer to a n e w  item from 
an open scenario, since they are either anaphoric or deictic.
Evidence fo r  the order o f  the search pa th
Apart from the experimental evidence from English text that computer programs 
using this basic search path allow “artificial intelligence” (Schank and Abelson, 1977:184), 
and the theoretical consideration that the proposed search path makes good sense in terms 
of scenario theory, there is also evidence within the N e w  Testament texts of h o w  the writer 
uses Hearer-old articular marking, expecting his audience to correctly identify the referent, 
and where that referent is found in terms of information status taxonomy.
In the proposed search path below, specific nouns and their referents are listed 
under the relevant category together with the categories they are N O T  found in. The search 
path predicts that the correct referent is to be found in the highest category possible. The 
search path is presumed by the speaker, and used by the audience to correctly identify the 
referents of the speaker’s nouns. Consequently, the search path and the listing below is 
arranged according to the textual form, article +  noun, t l s * +  noun, and noun alone, rather 
than simply the semantic categories of information status.
A rticle +  noun:
1) 3b G I V E N  textual - current:
short term memory, title of last opened scenario 
Luke 7:44 tw  Zfywvi Simon = Simon the Pharisee, 7:43
NOT 3c GIVEN textual-displaced, Simon Peter or Simon Zelotes, 6:14, 15 
John 4:6 T f j  Trriyq the well =  the well o f  Jacob at Sychar, 4:6 
NOT 2a KNOWN unused, generic as in James 3:11 
Luke 7:156 vexpo? the dead[man] =  the widow’s son, 7:12, even though now alive 
NOT 2a KNOWN unused, generic as in Matthew 8:22 
Acts 14:19 T f j ?  TroXeo)? the city = Lystra, 14:8
NOT 3 a GIVEN situational, where Luke was writing, or the audience reading 
NOT 3c GIVEN textual-displaced, Iconium, 14:1
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2) 2b K N O W N  inferrable:
long term memory, in currently open scenario 
Matthew 12:34 t8 crroga the mouth = the mouth o f  a person, scenario =  speak, 12:34 
NOT 3c GIVEN textual-displaced, Jesus’s mouth, 5:2 
Acts 12:7 tqv the hands = Peter’s hands, scenario = Peter chained, 12:6
NOT 3c GIVEN textual-displaced, Herod’s hands, 12:1 
2 Corinthians 7:8 Tq emoToXq the letter = Paul’s previous letter, 
scenario = Titus’s return with news o f  their reaction, 7:6
NOT 3a GIVEN situational, Paul’s letter currently being read (as in Colossians 4:16) 
NOT 3c GIVEN textual-displaced, the Corinthian Christians, 3:2 
Colossians 2:4b tq rrveupaTL the spirit = human spirit
scenario = human being, 2:4a, opened by I (1st person verb ending), the flesh 
NOT 3c GIVEN textual-displaced, Holy Spirit 1:8 
NOT 2a KNOWN unused, Holy Spirit
3) 3a G I V E N  situational:
current perceptual experience 
Acts 7:4b Tfjv yfjv ToaiTqv this land = the land where Stephen was speaking 
NOT 3 b GIVEN textual - displaced, 7:4a the land o f  the Chaldeans 
(The word “thence” 7:4b changes to a new locational scenario)
Colossians 4:16 f) emoroXq the letter = Paul’s letter currently being read 
NOT 3b GIVEN textual - current, no previous mention
NOT 2b KNOWN inferrable, no open scenario in co-text (as in 2 Corinthians 7:8) 
Revelation 22:7 tou (3if3Xlou toutou this scroll =  the letter currently being read 
NOT 3b GIVEN textual - displaced, the Lamb’s book o f life 21:27
4) 3c G I V E N  textual - displaced:
short term memory, recently opened scenario 
Revelation 14:3 tqv TeaadpQV £q q v the four beasts, co-text 7:11
NOT 2b KNOWN unused, as in Jude 1:10, irrational beasts (plural generic)
Acts 15:37 tov ’Iwdvvqv tov KaXoiipevov Mapxov John also called Mark, co-text 12:25 
NOT 2b KNOWN unused (as in Acts 12:12 anarthrous introduction as 1 NEW )
5) 2a K N O W N  unused:
long term memory, currently closed scenario 
James 3:11 f) 'mriyq a well, wells in general, singular generic (scenario title)
Revelation 1:5 t qv vexptov the dead = all dead people, plural generic 
(all possible referents o f the “dead people” scenario)
NOT 3b GIVEN textual - current, as in Luke 7:15, the dead man 
Revelation 1:5 Tfj? yfj? the earth, (singular specific, unique reference)
NOT 3 a GIVEN situational, as in Acts 7:4b, this land 
Revelation 7:1 Toft? Teaaapa? dvepou? the four winds (plural specific)
NOT 3c GIVEN textual - displaced, as in Revelation 14:3, the four beasts 
Mark 1:2 tq ’H am a Isaiah (singular specific, defined by the prophet.
N o previous mention o f  Isaiah in this book.)
I f t l s  + noun:
1 N E W :
not yet in memory, make n e w  scenario 
Luke 1:5 lepeu? ti? a certain priest 
Acts 21:16 MvdoQvC tivi a certain (person called) Mnason
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I f  noun alone:
1) 3b G I V E N  textual - current:
short term memory, title of last opened scenario
marked S A L I E N T  
Mark 1:29 T radwou John =  John son o f  Zebedee, Mark 1:19
NOT 3c GIVEN textual - displaced, John the Baptist, 1:14 
NOT 1 NEW  
Luke 4:26 ’HXta? Elijah, 4:25 
NOT 1 NEW  
Acts 7:8b ’IaKtip James/Jacob = Jacob, 7:8a
NOT 3c GIVEN textual - displaced, James, 1:13 
NOT 1 NEW
Acts 14:21 ’AvTi6xeiav Antioch = Pisidian Antioch, 14:19
NOT 3c GIVEN textual - displaced, Syrian Antioch, 13:1 
NOT 1 NEW  
Hebrews 11:3 ntcrrei faith, 11:1 
NOT 1 NEW
2) 2b K N O W N  inferrable:
long term memory, in currently open scenario 
marked S A L I E N T
Acts 7:45 ’Iqoou Jesus/Joshua = Joshua, scenario = forefathers, 7:45, desert, Moses, 7:44 
NOT 3c GIVEN textual - displaced, Jesus, 6:14 in accusation against Stephen 
NOT 1 NEW
Acts 7:55 ’I qaouv Jesus/Joshua =  Jesus, scenario = ascension, heaven 7:55, cf. 1:10 
NOT 3c GIVEN textual - displaced, 7:45 Joshua 
NOT 1 NEW
Acts 14:25 ’AvTi6xeiav Antioch = Syrian Antioch, scenario = Pisidia to Attalia, 14:24-25 
NOT 3c GIVEN textual - displaced, Pisidian Antioch, 14:21 
NOT 1 NEW
3) 3a G I V E N  situational:
current perceptual experience
marked S A L I E N T  
Matthew 1:1 BtpXo? The book =  this book being read or heard (similarly, i f  = account)
(This title is like a presentational sentence, with no equative verb and no topic,
but only the comment, i.e. “(This is) the b ook ...” Perhaps, strictly speaking the implicit Topic
“this (book)” is what is GIVEN situational)
NOT 3b GIVEN textual - current, no previous text 
NOT 1 NEW
Mark 1:1’ Apxq The beginning = these words being read or heard 
NOT 3b GIVEN textual - current, no previous text 
NOT 1 NEW
1 Peter 5:13 BapuXtovi Babylon/Rome (metaphorically) =  Rome, 
the town where Peter was writing from
NOT 2a KNOWN unused, i.e. not historical Babylon, as in Matthew 1:11 
NOT 1 NEW
4) 3c G I V E N  textual - displaced:
short term memory, recently opened scenario 
marked S A L I E N T
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Acts 15:40 EiXav Silas, 15:32(15:34)
NOT 2a KNOWN unused (Probably hearers knew several people called Silas) 
NOT 1 NEW  
Romans 9:30 TrloreD)? faith, 5:1 (5:2)
NOT 1 NEW
5) 2a K N O W N  unused:
long term memory, currently closed scenario
marked S A L I E N T  
Luke 1:17 m to u  Elijah
NOT 3b GIVEN textual - current, no previous text
NOT 1 NEW (audience is expected to know about Elijah’s spirit and power)
1 Corinthians 2:4 Trvebp.aTo? spirit =  Holy Spirit
NOT 1 NEW (audience is expected to know about the Holy Spirit)
Hebrews 3:2 Moauofj? Moses
NOT 3 b GIVEN textual - current, no previous text
NOT 1 NEW (audience is expected to know about M oses’ faithfulness)
6) 1 N E W :
not yet in memory, make n e w  scenario
marked S A L I E N T  as always for N E W  items 
John 4:6 irriyfi a well =  the well o f  Jacob at Sychar, presented as Hearer-new 
NOT 3b GIVEN textual - current, no previous mention 
Mark 1:19 ’Icfcwpov James = the son o f  Zebedee
(presented as Hearer-new by no article, and reference to lineage)
NOT 3c GIVEN textual - displaced, 1:4 John the Baptist 
Mark 7:32 Kwcjbov a deaf man
(presented as Hearer-new by no article)
NOT 3b GIVEN textual - current, no previous mention 
NOT 2b KNOWN inferrable, no appropriate open scenario 
NOT 2a KNOWN unused, no single identifiable referent 
Matthew 20:30 8uo TU(J)Xol two blindmen
(presented as Hearer-new by no article)
NOT 3b GIVEN textual - removed, NOT the same as in 9:27 86o t u <J>Xo i
(3b, would normally need the article. Salience marking only possible 
for characters focal in more than a single far-removed pericope)
NOT 2b KNOWN inferrable, no appropriate open scenario 
NOT 2a KNOWN unused, no single identifiable referent
The search path, scenarios and  m isunderstanding
W e  must bear in mind that, despite the grammatical clues, it is not strictly grammar 
but “relevance” that guides the search path. If the audience fail to recognize the speaker’s 
intended scenarios, and hence fail to grasp what the speaker regards as relevant, they will _ 
search in the wrong search path and/or misidentify referents.
A  “wild card” in this sequencing is the position of the current perceptual scenario 
(3a G I V E N  situational), which on the one hand is current and open (inasmuch as one is 
hearing, seeing, smelling etc) and on the other hand is not normally in focus unless the 
speech act is referring to it. Note that this category m a y  also include mental perception, i.e. 
thoughts, worries and preoccupations, not simply perception by the five senses. It is clear 
from personal experience that a speaker, especially to a k nown audience, m a y  refer to
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some preoccupation of theirs “out of the blue” and expect the audience to identify the
referents correctly (e.g. “Oh, by the way, he’s had the operation”).
Misunderstanding occurs whenever the audience chooses the wrong referent. They
m a y  look in the right category yet still choose the wrong referent within it. This is
especially true for the mental perceptions in category 3a G I V E N  situational, where the
speaker’s thoughts and audience’s thoughts are not in harmony, e.g. Jesus’s statement to
“beware of leaven”. This occurs in all the synoptics, in slightly different form, but with
leaven always arthrous:
Matthew 16:6
'O p a T e  K a l  T r p o a ^ x e T e  d-rro Tty CfyiT|? t c o v  ©apLcraltov K a l  E a S S o u K a t w v .
Watch-out and beware from the leaven of-the Pharisees and Sadducees 
Mark 8:15
' O p d r e ,  jH \eT T 6 T e  d r r b  T t y  £ 6 p q ?  t w v  4 > a p i c r a t w v  Kal T f j?  £ u p q ?  'H p r a S o u .
Watch-out, look-out from the leaven of-the Pharisees and the leaven o f  Herod 
Luke 12:1
I T p o o k x e T e  eauroi? d i r 8  T t y  £ l p . q ? ,  t y i?  eor lv  inroKpiai?, t w v  4>apicratrav.
Beware to-yourselves from the leaven, which is hypocrisy, of-the Pharisees.
Luke 12:1 is not a parallel passage. It refers only to the Pharisees, the metaphor is
explained, as “hypocrisy”, and Jesus said this to his disciples immediately after criticizing
the Pharisees publicly at a meal (Luke 12:37-54). There is no hint of misunderstanding.
However, in the Matthew and Ma r k  occurrences, the disciples misunderstand Jesus
completely. W h y ?  In N e w  Testament Greek £up.f| “leaven” belongs in two scenarios,
either literally in the bread-making scenario, or metaphorically in the evil scenario. In the
parable of the leaven (Matthew 13:33, Luke 13:21), the scenario is one of making bread
and the emphasis is only on the effect of leaven spreading, without any negative
associations. However, the c o m m o n  saying “A  little leaven leavens the whole lump”, is
clearly used in a moral context and with a negative sense, e.g. “not with the leaven of
malice and evil” (1 Corinthians 5:6-7), “W h o  ... kept you from obeying the truth?”
(Galatians 5:7-9). Thus, in a negative moral context, leaven is a metaphor of evil which
affects others. The Passover cleaning of the house of leaven, alluded to in the 1
Corinthians passage, reinforces this negative sense. In Luke 12:1 “leaven” is included in
this negative moral scenario both by the immediate context of Jesus criticizing the
Pharisees, and by the co-text “which is hypocrisy”.
So, in Matthew and Mark, the disciples misunderstand Jesus. Although they
searched for the referent of “leaven” in the right category 3 a G I V E N  situational, they
searched in the wrong scenario. The real life situation of the disciples at the time is
preserved for us Gospel-readers in the co-text:
Feeding o f  4000 Matthew 15:29-39 Mark 8:1-10
Pharisees ask for a sign Matthew 16:1-4 Mark 8:11-13
Sadducees ask for a sign Matthew 16:1-4
Disciples forget bread Matthew 16:5-12 Mark 8:14a
Yeast statement Matthew 16:5-12 Mark 8:15
Thus there are two distinct elements in the G I V E N  situation, the Pharisees asking 
for a sign, and the disciples forgetting bread. Jesus was thinking about the former “evil
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mindset”, but the disciples’ minds were focussed on the latter “bread”. So they failed to 
recognize the two clues Jesus had given them as to which scenario to search for “yeast” in 
- it involved the Pharisees, and it was a negative context “Beware!”. Thus Jesus had given 
enough information as normally required for the disciples to understand. They were to 
search for something negative in a scenario involving Pharisees which was relevant for 
Jesus to discus with them. Jesus has already pointed out the evil of the Pharisees, “a 
wicked and adulterous generation looks for a miraculous sign” (Matthew 16:4, cf. Ma r k  
8:12).
H o w  then does Jesus clear up their misunderstanding? Does he tell them the
referent of “leaven”? The texts show a similar pattern:
Questions relevance o f  bread Matthew 16:8 Mark 8:17
Don’t you understand yet? Matthew 16:9
Reminds re feeding 5000 Matthew 16:9 Mark 8:19
Reminds re feeding 4000 Matthew 16:10 Mark 8:20
D on’t you understand yet? - Mark 8:20
I was not talking about bread Matthew 16:11
Repeats “Beware the leaven ...” Matthew 16:12
Disciples realize what he means Matthew 16:12
Jesus does not tell them what the referent of leaven is at all. In M a r k  he simply 
questions the relevance of their concern about bread in the light of the miraculous 
feedings. Once be has dismissed the relevance of the “bread” scenario, he judges that the 
disciples will then search the next relevant scenario, this time including both Pharisees and 
negative attitudes. In Matthew, Jesus clarifies that he was N O T  talking about bread, but 
rather than say what he W A S  talking about, simply repeats the original warning. Again, by 
removing the “bread” scenario as the one to search first, he enables the disciples to search 
again, and this time they search a relevant scenario, the evil and hypocritical teaching of 
the Pharisees.
Diagrammatically the potential search paths were:
Information status Scenario Subsection Item
3a GIVEN situational: bread: leaven — yeast
3a GIVEN situational: Pharisees: evil/negative: leaven = evil teaching
B y  simply denying the relevance of the first scenario in the search path, Jesus directed the
disciples to the second, where they found the intended referent.
M a n y  misunderstandings are due to metaphorical usage, where the audience selects 
a non-metaphorical usage out of the context or co-text, rather than the speaker’s intended 
metaphorical use, e.g. the leaven example above. However, the reason for the original 
audience choosing a literal rather than a metaphorical meaning is that F I R S T  they were 
looking in the wrong scenario. H a d  they searched the correct scenario they would only 
have found the metaphorical meaning, and there would have been no misunderstanding.
(For today’s audiences, however, readers and hearers of a translation, the situation 
is more complex, since w e  neither share the same scenarios as the original speaker and 
audience, nor have the same metaphors. If “leaven” is never used metaphorically, even if 
the audience first search in the correct scenario “Pharisees” for an item with the correct
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attributes “evil/negative” they will find no suitable referent, so will then have to search the 
less suitable “bread” scenario. In this w ay they will identify a referent never intended by 
the original speaker. Jesus will then appear to be a very poor communicator, w h o  
deliberately tries to confuse his audience by using a misleading word, and not even 
clarifying what he means wh e n  it causes confusion to his disciples.)
Sometimes, although there is no indication that the original hearer misunderstood, 
w e  as today’s audience are exegetically uncertain which particular search path or scenario 
was cued in the text. For example in John 3:5, where Jesus talks to Nicodemus, TrveApaTOs- 
presumably refers to the Holy Spirit, not the hu m a n  spirit, as shown later by the contrast 
with flesh in 3:6. Thus N I V  translates “Spirit”. However both referents have the same 
information status, i.e.
Information status Scenario reference Item
2b KNOWN inferrable God’s rule 3:3,3:5 the Holy Spirit
2b KNOWN inferrable human 3:3, 3:5 t i ?  the human spirit
In John 4:23 wh e n  Jesus is talking to the Samaritan woman, similar scenarios are
open in the text:
Information status Scenario reference Item
2b KNOWN inferrable God 4:23 Father the Holy Spirit
2b KNOWN inferrable human 4:23 worshippers the human spirit
Here, however, N I V  translates TrveOpa as “spirit”. W e  cannot clearly determine what Jesus
intended since a referent from either of the open scenarios makes sense semantically, and
w e  do not k n o w  whether the particular idiom used here could refer to “Spirit,” or “spirit,”
or both.
The audience m a y  choose a referent from the wrong category. For example there
m a y  be a conflict between co-text (3 b G I V E N  textual-current) and context (3 a G I V E N
situational) in determining meaning, i.e. the speaker and audience m a y  put a different
priority on these, and so the audience chooses from the wrong categoiy, e.g. “m y  flesh” 
John 6:51
kyu) e lp i 8 tipra? 8 0 #  8 8k tou  oupavou Kcmxf3d?-
I am the bread the living the from the heaven descended
8dv t i? <f>dyq 8k toutou tou tipTou Cqaei el?  t8v alfiva,
if  anyone eat from this the bread he-will-live to the age/eternity
Kal 8 tipra? 88 8yai 8waw f| otfp£ pou 8 a n v  uuep Tfj? tou  Koapou 0a)fj?.
and the bread () which I will-give the flesh of-me is for the of-the world life.
T o this the Jews respond “H o w  can this m a n  give us his flesh to eat?” If, as is
commonly supposed, they are not questioning Jesus’s ability to die a sacrificial death, but
his ability to feed them on his o w n  h u m a n  flesh, then they are searching the wrong
category of information. The choice of search paths for a referent for “flesh”:
Information status Scenario Subsection Item
3 b GIVEN textual-current: belief: sacrifice: flesh = sacrificial death
3a GIVEN situational: human: body: flesh = physical meat
The Jews seem to have taken the situation as their search path, a hu m a n  being,
whose flesh is physical. According to the search path suggested above, the category 3b
G I V E N  textual - current should have priority. In the immediately preceding text Jesus has
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opened a scenario of religious belief using food and drink imagery, i.e. John 6:35 coming 
to Jesus and trusting in Jesus lead to no more hunger or thirst, i.e. are like eating and 
drinking, 6:47-8 “H e  that believes on m e  has eternal life. I a m  the bread of life.” In the 
context of belief and food metaphors, Jesus’s meaning should have been apparent:
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literal metaphor
6:35 come to Jesus (eat food)
6:35 (be spiritually satisfied) not hunger
6:35 trust in Jesus (drink)
6:35 (be spiritually satisfied) not thirst
6:48 Jesus, one who gives life bread
6:51 comes to Jesus eats this bread
6:51 I will sacrifice m yself I w ill give this bread (my flesh)
Presumably, the Jews were so averse to coming to Jesus and believing in him (e.g.
6:41-42), that they do not even evaluate his words within the context of discipleship and 
faith, but only from the h u m a n  angle of the person visibly before them (cf. 6:42).
Similarly Nicodemus misunderstands Jesus by taking the situation rather than co­
text as the search path, and then understanding dvwGev accordingly. Here the referent is
not a nominal “thing” but an adverbial “relation”:
John 3:3b
e&v |rr| ti? yevvri&fj dvioGeu, ou Suvcnm iSeiv n )v  paoxXetav tou Geou. 
i f  not anyone be-bom again/ffom-above, not can see the kingdom of-the God
There are two possible search paths:
Information status Scenario Subsection Item
3b GIVEN textual-current: God’s rule: access: dvwGev = from above
3a GIVEN situational: human: birth: dvwGev = again
Nicodemus has himself established a context of G o d ’s rule in 3:2 “a teacher come 
from G o d ” “G o d  with him”, but wh e n  Jesus speaks, he looks for the referent of “be born” 
and then avrnGev in the situational h u m a n  scenario, as evidenced by 3:4 “being old” “his 
mother’s w o m b ”. Jesus, reasonably enough, expected him to search for referents in the co- 
textual “G o d ’s rule” scenario. Indeed Nicodemus equates avioGev with SeuTepov (3:4), 
whereas Jesus equates avcoGev with 6 k  t o u  Trveup.aTos' (3:7, 8 ) .
For us, as a n e w  audience, overhearing, as it were, the original communication to 
the original target audience, w e  have exegetical problems because w e  are not in the 
original context. For example, not knowing the original perceptual context of some N e w  
Testament speech events, w e  do not k n o w  whether the referent is to be found there or not. 
For example, in Luke 12:24 K(rravof|craTe t o u s- Kdpaxa? “Consider the ravens,” are these 
to be found in the information status category 3a G I V E N  situational (i.e. the specific 
ravens you can see around you), or in 2a K N O W N  unused (i.e. all members belonging to 
the class scenario “raven”). In some languages, the translation would be different 
depending on the referent.
Similarly, in John 4:35 “open your eyes, and look at the fields. They are ripe for 
harvest.” Could they see fields ready for harvesting, which Jesus used as an analogy for 
people ready to believe? Or was Jesus asking them to look at the crowd of Samaritans 
approaching (4:30), and using metaphorical language? In either case the referent is to be
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found in 3 a G I V E N  situational, but which referent depends on the situational context. The 
fact that the co-text mentions people, not fields, suggests the Samaritans are the original 
referent (at least the Gospel writer took it that way).
Sometimes the text indicates the information status category where the referent is 
to be found, but w e  cannot identify the referent. For example in 2 Thessalonians 2:5-7 
there is the referent t o  ic a T e x o v  and o K(rrexwy “the restrainer” (neuter and masculine 
respectively) along with the information that “when I was with you I used to tell you these 
things” and “you k n o w  what is holding him back.” Paul makes it clear that this referent is 
3c G I V E N  textual - displaced, i.e. part of the text (in this case oral) that Paul 
communicated to the Thessalonians when he was there. Unfortunately, all w e  have of this 
text as today’s audience is the summary in Acts 17:3 “This Jesus I a m  proclaiming to you 
is the Christ”. So w e  k n o w  the original search path, but not the original referent, although 
it was clear to the original audience.
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A p p e n d i x  O  
P a r k a r i  texts a n d  glosses
L
This appendix gives in full the seven Parkari texts referred to in Chapters 10-14. 
These texts , all transcribed from tape, are written in IPA with a morpheme by morpheme 
gloss and a fairly literal translation, and with lines numbered for easy reference. Parkari 
grammatical morphemes are also listed, together with their glosses and explanations.
The Parkari texts are listed as follows:
1 “M y  Farmwork”, 2 “Michael”, 3 “Breadpan”, 4 “Malo’s wedding”, 5 “Mongoose”,
6 “Sparrow”, and 7 “The lame m a n  and the blind m a n ”.
They belong to the following genres:
Narrative factual:
Malo’s wedding 
Narrative fictional:
Michael, Mongoose, Sparrow, The lame m a n  and the blind m a n  
Procedural:
M y  Farmwork, Breadpan
Glosses
For ease of reference, Parkari suffixes showing Person are glossed -P, and those 
showing Gender are glossed -G. The different Person and Gender morphemes are listed 
below, together with the meaning of other morpheme glosses used:
G ender suffixes -G
Hyphen alone indicates a zero morpheme.
M asculine
SINGULAR  
Type 1 Type 2
PLURAL 
Type 1 Type
Nominative -0 - -a -
Vocative -a - -o -0
Oblique -a - -0 -0
Fem inine Type 1 Type 2 Type 1 Type
Nominative -a i - -e -0
Vocative -9 i - - io -0
Oblique -i - - io -5
The Type 1 Nominative forms (bolded) are the only -G suffixes to occur with verbs. All forms occur on 
nouns. There are two classes o f  noun, Type 1 which always has a Gender suffix, and Type 2 which does not. 
Each type contains both masculine and feminine nouns.
Person suffixes -P
SINGULAR PLURAL
1st person -o  -o
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2nd person -e -o
3rd person -6 -£
Future SINGULAR PLURAL
1st person -ih -J-6
2nd person -ih -J-o
3rd person -I-e -I-e
Other verbal suffixes 
Gloss Meaning Form
-irr. irregular form -i
-nonf /  -nonfinal nonfinal form -en
-nonfinite nonfinite form -e
-pf Perfective Aspect -i
-im pf Imperfective Aspect -t
-pres Present or Current -fi
-past Relative Past or Anterior -t
-fut Future Tense -i
-in f Infinitive -u
O ther noun suffixes
Gloss Meaning Form
-loc locative case -e  /  - e
-erg ergative case -e  /  -e / -i / -ie
These texts are transcribed in full below, using the International Phonetic Alphabet 
(IPA), together with a word for word gloss, and a free translation. In the transcription and 
gloss, morphemes are separated by a hyphen.
Text 1 “My farmwork” Procedural text - habitual
Text 2 “Michael” Narrative text - story
Text 3 “Breadpan” Procedural text - future
Text 4 “M alo’s wedding” Narrative text - account
T ex ts “M ongoose” Narrative text - story
Text 6 “Sparrow” Narrative text - story
Text 7 “The lame man and the blind man” Narrative text - story
Text 1 “M v farmwork”
1 fiu honor r-o uel-o uth-en
I morning of-G early-G get.up-nonf 
Having got up early in the morning
za-ifi 5on-i mafi de-u-a tjokor 
go-fut.P land-G on give-inf-G tour 
I will go to take a walk round the land.
2 tfokor tf-en pose wofe pas-o aw-o-fi ghor-e.
tour give-nonf then again back-G come-P-pres house-loc 
After taking a walk round I come back home again.
3 ghor-e au-en woje <thocf-a fiakol-en za-ifi &5dh-u-a d30j;-o.
house-loc come-nonf again ox-G drive-nonf go-fut.P tie-inf-G ox-team-G  
After coming home, I will drive the oxen and go to yoke the ox-team.
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4 za-e-fi, 
ox-team-G go-P-pres 
The ox-team goes.
5 6an-ai khe£-e par-ai an pafi waje za-e wacj+o-fi khamodh.
land-G plough-nonfinite result-G and then again go-nonfinite cut-P-pres sugarcane 
After ploughing the land then I go and cut the sugarcane.
6 khamodh w aj+ en  waje u-a ne tuk^e par-e kar-e
sugarcane cut-nonfinal again that-G to section-G result-G do-nonfinite 
After cutting the sugarcane then having chopped it into sections
7 pafi waje 6an-i mafi waje khamodh u-a op-o par-e kacf-e
then again land-G on again sugarcane that-G trench-G result-G extract-nonfinite 
then again, back on the land, having made trenches
8 op-o moe waje khamodh uer-6-fi. 
trench-G in again sugarcane plant-P-pres 
I plant sugarcane in the trenches.
9 khamodh uer-e par-e 
sugarcane plant-nonfinite result-G 
After planting the sugarcane
10 an pah u-a ne waje u-a op-o waje pur-ofi.
and then that-G to again that-G trench-G again fill in-P-pres 
then I fill it in, fill the trenches in.
11 pur-e par-e an pafi u-a m waje sac[-6-fi poipi.
fill in-nonfinite result-nonfinite and then that-G in again leave-P-pres water 
After filling them in then I let the water into it.
12 poqi sacf-en bhar-a-en uaje uajar ne bhadh kar-o-fi.
water leave-nonfinal fill-pass-nonfinal again channel to closed do-P-pres 
After letting in the water, after it has filled, then I close the channel.
13 bhadh kar-en pass uaje a 6an-i mafi tjakar dj-5-fi.
closed do-nonfinal then again er? land-G on tour give-P-pres 
After closing it then I er take another walk round the land.
14 uaje poqi mat11 mocj+a hu uaje uafar ne 6odh-ie.
again water upper mouth-G from again channel to tie-P.lp.Guj 
Then I close off the channel from the upper mouth.
15 uatar ne 66dh-en pase uaje au-en
channel tie-nonfinal then again come-nonfinal 
After closing the channel I come back
16 6an-i me ghumr-o dj-o-fi. 
land-G in tour-G give-P-pres 
and take a tour round the land.
17 uale fian-a ho-e fian-o r-ai kata-i kar-o-fi
again field-wall-G be-P field-wall-G of-G trimming-G do-P-pres 
Then if  there are field-walls I trim the walls.
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18 63n-o r-ai kata-i kar-e par-ai
field-wall-G of-G trimming-G do-nonfinite result-G 
an sidh-a 6an-a rakh-o-fi 
and straight-G field-wall-G keep-P-pres 
After trimming the walls I keep the walls straight.
19 d^e dha£-o fio-e, dha£-a me t |ha<fh-en sidh-o kar-o-fi.
if  mound-G be-P mound-G in dig.away-nonfinal straight-G do-P-pres 
If there is a mound, then I dig away the mound and level it up.
20 an 6or-o nambhardhar dhrej-i kar-o-fi £hauk-ai. 
and field-G in turn trimming-G do-P-pres good-G  
And I do fields in turn, trimming them well.
21 harik-a 6ar-a kar-o-fi fiadha-e 
level-G field-G do-P-pres all-G-incl.
I make all the fields level,
22 djj-a me poqi safii safii moe u-e pa£-i-o
which-G in water correct correct in move-P fall-pf-G 
in which the water may come really evenly
23 6adh-a m fiek tfseu-o 6ar-a me poqi pa£-e au-e.
all-G in one like-G field-G in water fall-nonfinite come-P 
and the water may lie in the field just the same amount all over.
24 so eu-a namun-a thi kom apr-a khjal thi
so thus-G manner-G by work own-G thought by 
So in this way according to my own plan
25 su£h-a namun-a hu kar-o-fi. 
good-G manner-G from do-P-pres 
I do my work in a good manner.
Text 2  - “Michael”
1 fiek sokr-o fiat-o. 
one child-G was-G 
Once there was a boy.
2 u-a r-o nom fiat-o maekal. 
that-G of-G name was-G Michael 
His name was Michael.
3 e sokr-o tarik tarik iskul moe bhai£-u-a za-t-o.
this child-G daily daily school in study-inf-G go-impf-G  
This boy used to go every day to study in school.
4 pai£ rel cfacf-i me sa£-en iskul za-t-o.
but rail cart-G in climb-nonf school go-impf-G  
But he used to go to school on the train.
5 par£fiamej uacfar bha£-e za-t-o.
but always without fare-loc go-impf-G
But he always used to travel without paying his fare.
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6 an zaeo 6a6u (ikef zo-u-a au-t-o
and when inspector ticket see-inf-G come-impf-G  
And when the inspector used to come to check the tickets,
7 to e sokr-o kakus me ya to sit fieth nafi-e za-t-o.
then this child-G toilet in or indeed seat under hide-nonf go-impf-G  
then this boy used to hide in the toilet or under the seat.
8 fiek di 6a6u i-a ne zhal-e lidh-o.
one day inspector this-G to grasp-nonf took-G 
One day the inspector caught hold o f him.
9 zae5 i-a r-a c(uz-a zo-i-a,
when this-G of-G pocket-G see-pf-G  
When he checked his pockets
10 to i-a r-a cjuz-a me sanakhti karc[h zat-i-o.
then this-G of-G pocket-G in identity card find-pf-G 
he found his Identity Card in his pocket.
11 an karc[h mafi lakh-al fiat-o maekal uijuaji. 
and card on write-ed was-G Michael Christian 
and on the card was written "Michael Christian".
12 taeo 6a6u maekal ne kidh-o 
then inspector Michael to said-G 
Then the inspector said to Michael
13 “tu uijuaji th-en cfalat kom kar-e-fi.
you(s) Christian become-nonf wrong work do-P-pres 
"You have become a Christian, but do what’s wrong.
14 uijuaji manakh to fie^-a kom nathi kar-t-a.
Christian people indeed like this-G work not do-impf-G 
Christian people don’t behave like this.
15 to kam fie^-a cfalat kom kar-e-fi r-i-o.
so(result) why like this-G wrong work do-P-pres stay-pf-G 
So why are you doing wrong like this?"
16 taeo i-a sokr-a ne ghaq,-ai faram au-ai,
then this-G child-G to much-G shame come-G 
Then this boy became very ashamed,
17 an lacfye mar-i-o.
and embarrasment-loc die-pf-G 
and became very embarrassed.
18 pase maekal fiek thauk-o uifuafi th-e cf-i-o.
then Michael one good-G Christian become-nonf went-pf-G 
Then Michael became a good Christian.
19 am-o 6adh-o ne khap-e ke 
us-G all-G to must-P that 
We should all
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20 amar-a bhuc(-a kom sac[-en thauk-a kom kar-o, 
our-G bad-G work leave-nonf good-G work do-P 
give up our bad deeds and do good deeds,
21 zam fiae sokr-o thauk-o uijuaji th-e cf-i-o.
just as this(near) child-G good-G Christian become-nonf went-pf-G 
just as this boy became a good Christian.
Text 3 - “Breadpan”
1 zaeo fiae taut-o sat-o
when this breadpan-G raise-P
When you put this breadpan onto the fire,
2 taeo pase d^euo ne zo Jomu ne hacfkar-ia. 
then then Jevon to or Shomu to call do-fut.imp 
then give Jevon or Shomu a call.
3 to aph e u tam-o ne f ie f  deuta kar-en
then selves indeed they you-G to below fire do-nonf 
Then they will make the fire below [the breadpan] for you
4 pah u-a moe a[-o dho-J-e u-a ne taup-a ne.
then that-G in flour-G wash-fut-P that-G to bread-pan-G to 
then in it flour ... they will wash the breadpan.
5 tau£-a ne dho-en saph par-o kar-e 
bread-pan-G to wash-nonf clean result-G do-nonf 
After washing the breadpan and making it clean,
6 an pase u-a ne poqi epj-e par-o.
and then that-G to water spill-fut-P result-G 
they w ill then pour away the water from it.
7 poqi e£-en moe ueuar-j-e afc-o.
water spill-nonf in move-fut-P flour-G
After pouring out the water, they will swill flour around in it.
8 af-o par-o ueuar-e 
flour-G result-G move-nonf 
After swilling the flour around,
9 an u-a moe zaeo f ie f  hflacflacf-J-e,
and that-G in when below from fire seem-fut-P 
inside it, when the fire touches it from below,
10 tfeq-i taroh tap-J-e taup-o, 
good-G way heat-fut-P bread-pan-G 
the breadpan will heat up really well,
11 to u-a moe u at-o bhilkul moe 6 a f  J-e.
so that-G in that flour-G really inside bum-fut-P 
so inside it, that flour will really bum up inside.
12 harli-a pah-s moe haH 'e at-°» 
outer-G side-loc inside bum-fut-P flour-G
On the outer edge the flour will bum up inside.
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13 uaje moe thO£-k-e-k til-ai fiaq-ia,
again inside little-dim-loc-or so match-G strike-fut.imp 
Then put a match inside for a little while
14 to 6adh-ai u-a ne zara£ lacf-en
so all-G that-G to flame strike-nonf 
so that the flame will touch it completely,
15 6a[-en u khatam th-e za-J-e at-o.
burn-nonf that finished become-nonf go-fut-P flour-G 
it will burn up, and the flour will be totally consumed.
16 khatam th-e za-J-e at-o,
finished become-nonf go-fut-nonf flour-G 
The flour will be totally consumed,
17 pase u-a r-ai jel-ai re-J-e moe.
then that-G of-G ash-G remain-fut-P inside 
then its ash will remain inside.
18 u Jel-ai r-ai kharpi-a thi fiekal par-ai katft-en
that ash-G topic-G scraper-G from aside result-G extract-nonf 
Shift that ash with a potscraper
19 phacfo[-e par-ai an pase fiek sadk-o gha£-ia rot-i r-oo
throw-nonf result-G and then one scone-G make-fut.imp bread-G of-G  
throw it away, then make a scone out of bread.
20 non-o non-o sadk-o par-o gha£-e
small-G small-G scone-G result-G make-nonf 
After making a really small scone
21 u-a ne uitj moe nokh-ia.
that-G to middle in put in-fut.imp 
put it in the middle.
22 fiek pa£ u-a r-o dacfyo th-e za-e
one surface that-G of-G hard-G become-nonf go-P 
One o f its surfaces will become hard,
23 an 6iz-o re-j-e naram.
and other-G remain-fut-P soft 
and the other will remain soft.
24 6iz-a pafi-e uthlau-e par-o 
other-G side-loc tum-nonf result-G 
Turn it over onto the other side
25 an pase jakdham u-o ne ua[-e moe ghumau-e par-o
and then immediately that-G to again inside turn around-nonf result-G 
and then immediately move it around inside
26 an 6adhel tau£-a moe ghumau-e par-o
and everywhere bread-pan-G inside turn around-nonf result-G 
and move it around everywhere inside the bread-pan,
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27 an 6adh-o u-a r-o th-e-fi ro.
and all-G that-G of-G become-P-pres dross 
and all o f it becomes dross.
28 moe re-t-ai ro s-e
inside remain-rep-G dross be-P 
The stuff that remains inside is dross.
29 u 6adh-o mkar-en khatam th-e za-J-e.
that all-G exit-nonf finished become-nonf go-fut-P 
That will all come out and be finished with.
30 nikar-e za-J-e par-o 
exit-nonf go-fut-P result-G 
It will come right out.
31 u-a ne rof-i ne sof-e za-J-e par-o hoe
that-G to bread-G to stick-nonf go-fut-P result-G completely 
It will completely stick to it, to the bread.
32 pase u-a ne u jaki bhuk-a moe r-e an 6af-e
then that-G to that all lump-G in remain-P and burn-P 
Then all o f it remains in a lump and bums up
33 an moe khitjr-o tfie-J-e.
and inside rubbish-G become-fut-P 
and will become rubbish inside.
34 u cafe kharpi-a thi saph kar-en
that again scraper-G with clean do-nonf 
Clean it out with a scraper,
35 uaje lughi;-a r-o saph-o par-o fiaiq-e,
again cloth-G of-G duster-G result-G strike-nonf 
and give it a wipe with a duster made of cloth,
36 pah u-a ne kher-e par-o
then that-G to shake-nonf result-G 
then shake it out,
37 an pase &iz-ai rof-ai ghap-en khadh-a haru moe nokh-ia.
and then other-G bread-G make-nonf ate-G for in put in-fut.imp 
and then make another chapatti for eating, and put it inside.
38 to u tam-o ne khadh-a haru thauk-ai rof-ai the-J-e.
then that you-G to ate-G for good-G bread-G become-fut-P 
Then that chapatti w ill be good for you to eat.
Text 4  - “M alo’s wedding”
1 ntjaf cf-i-o par-o tu thar-a malak me
Richard went-pf-G result-G you(s) your(s)-G country in 
Richard went, you went back to your home country
2 an pase ame kar-i-o uiua mal-a r-o
and then we do-pf-G wedding Malo-G of-G  
and then we held M alo’s wedding.
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3 uiuci kar-i-o te paifi-a am-o kan ke naT.
wedding do-pf-G then money-G us-G with anything not 
When we held the wedding we had no money at all.
4  pos rupi-a-e ghar me naT.
five rupee-G-even house in not
There was not even five rupees in the house.
5 pase ko-e ul hu patset kar-ai,
then some-even thither from borrowing do- G 
Then we borrowed some from over there,
6 ko-e ul udhar-a lidh-a, 
some-incl thither loan-G took-G
we got some loans from somewhere else,
7 ko-e ul udhar-a lin-a, 
some-incl thither loan-G took-G
we got some loans from somewhere else again.
8 zam tarn kar-en (he ho) 6e bazar bhe[-a kar-i-a.
as so do-nonf (two hundred) two thousand together-G do-pf-G 
And in this way and that we got (two hundred) two thousand collected.
9 he fiazar rupi-a tha-i-a.
two thousand rupee-G make-pf-G 
We got together two thousand rupees.
10 pase lin-a sokh-a, trai£ maq sokh-a lin-a.
then took-G rice-grain-G three maund rice-grain-G took-G 
Then we got rice. W e got three maunds (120kg) o f rice.
11 ko-e uakharuon-o lin-o. 
some-incl spices-G took-G 
We got some spices.
12 pacf-o to na lidh-o, adh mai\ pataf-a lidh-a.
buffalo-G contraexp not took-G half maund potato-G took- G 
However we didn’t get a buffalo, we got half a maund o f potatoes.
13 pase kar-i-o uiua 
then do-pf-G wedding 
Then we held the wedding
14 ath di uonof-e ucfyo.
eight day feeding-loc went-G
The feeding o f the groom (at different houses) went on for eight days.
15 pase at-o di-o me
then so many-G day-G in 
Then for this many days
16 6iz-a moi£he ko-e na au-e fiek-i-a.
other-G person some-incl not come-nonf can-pf-G 
nobody else was able to come.
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17 pafi a f -o  di-o me 
then eight-G day-G in 
So for eight days
18 cfjeke amar-a aziz hacf-a hat-a, u a-i-a
whoever our-G relative true-G was-G that come-pf-G  
whoever was a true relative of ours, they came.
19 pase au-en bhat rodh-i-o, uiua kar-i-o
then come-nonf rice cook-pf-G wedding do-pf-G
Then when they had come we cooked the rice and * held the wedding.
20 hoz r-o nimtar suf-i-o, fok-e r-i-a.
evening of-G wedding-money get loose-pf-G stay night-nonf staypf-G
In the evening the wedding money was raised, they stayed the night.
21 tjan-o acf-i-o
tent-G be.pitched-pf-G 
The tent was pitched
22 an i-a ritjat r-i djai me rucf-e haix-e h ef-e  r-e.
and this-G Richard of-G house in only-G woman-G sat-G dwell-G  
and in Richard’s house here only the women stayed.
23 tfan-a me admi h ef-a  r-i-a. 
tent-G in man sat-G dwell-pf-G  
The men stayed in the tent.
24 mq;e f ik  th-e cf-i-o uiua.
fairly fine become-nonf went-pf-G wedding 
The wedding went fairly well.
25 pase hauar r-ai uel-ai a f -e  uacf-e cfarsan au-ai.
then morning of-G early-G eight-loc o ’clock-loc Datsun come-G  
Then early in the morning at eight o ’clock the Datsun came.
26 pah ame din-o lac[-a ne zoar.
then we gave-G bridegroom-G to showing 
Then we gave the bridegroom the ritual showing.
27 zoar par-o cf-en cfarsan me sap-e cf-i-a.
showing result-G give-nonf Datsun in climb-nonf went-pf-G 
After giving the ritual showing, we climbed into the Datsun.
28 pase cf ol cf-i-o uihar-e.
then drum went-pf-G be.forgotten-nonf 
Then the drum went and got forgotten.
29 pase cfarsan 1-en am r-a am cf-i-o cfircfya m sidh-a.
then Datsun take-nonf so of-G so went-pf-G church-G in direct-G 
Then having taken the Datsun we went anyway straight to the church.
30 pase cfirct$-a m za-en uth-e ame sidh-a lac(-a.
then church-G in go- nonf there-loc we direct-G bridegroom-G 
Then having gone to the church, there we straightway the grooms...
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31 uthe mafl-i hu fiek lacf-o a-i-o.
there-loc Matli-G from one bridegroom-G come-pf-G  
one bridegroom came there from Matli.
32 mor-a dikr-a r-ai zon mal-a r-ai cf-ai.
my-G son-G of-G wedding party Malo-G of-G went-G 
My son M alo’s wedding party went.
33 uth-e za-en ame tho£-i uar 6eth-e. 
there-loc go-nonf we little-G time sat-G 
Having got there we sat for a little while.
34 an pase uiua kar-i-o, nika pak i-o.
and then wedding do-pf-G marriage read-pf-G 
and then we held the wedding, read the marriage.
35 padhri a-i-o, bhajir dhin fiedarauacf thi.
vicar come-pf-G Bashir Din Hyderabad from 
The vicar came, Bashir Din from Hyderabad.
36 rauat padhri a-i-o 
Rawat vicar come-pf-G  
Padri Rawat came.
37 an pase uth-e nika par-o kar-en
and then there-loc marriage result-G do- nonf 
And then after they had read the marriage there
38 uiua par-o kar-en par-o, 
wedding result-G do- nonf result-G 
after the wedding had been held,
39 an pase ame zon au-ai r-ai ghar-e pari\-au-ene.
and then we wedding.party come-G result-G house-loc wed-caus-nonf 
and then we the wedding party came home after marrying them.
40 an lac(-a 6e-e th-i-a r-a uth-e,
and bridegroom-G two-incl become-pf-G of-G there-loc 
And both bridegrooms were there.
41 o sokr-o th-i-o r-o
that child-G become-pf-G result-G 
That boy was,
42 an mar-o dikr-o th-i-o r-i-o.
and my-G son-G become-pf-G result-pf-G 
and my son was.
Text 5 - "Mongoose"
1 aziz-o, uat kutjh am s-e ke
friend-G matter somewhat thus be-P that 
Friends, it’s like this.
2 fiek cfom me fiek ghar fiat-o. 
one town in one house was-G
In a certain town there was a house.
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3 an u-a ghar-ua[-a r-o nom prem-o fiat-o.
and that-G house-holder-G of-G name Premo-G was-G 
And that house-holder’s name was Premo.
4 prem-a r-o sokr-o fiek kondji fiat-o.
Prem-G of-G child-G one Konji was-G 
Premo’s son was one Konji.
5 fiek di u (f-i-o apr-a mal sar-i-a haru
one day he went-pf-G own-G livestock graze-pf-G for 
One day he went in order to graze his livestock
6 an u-e fiek no|i-o zhal-i-o
and that-erg one mongoose-G grasp-pf-G 
and he caught a mongoose
7 an u noji-a r-o fiaj-i-o 1-en
and that mongoose-G of-G child-dim-G take-nonf 
and he took the baby mongoose
8 apr-e ghar-e a-i-o.
own- loc house-loc come-pf-G  
and came home.
9 zaeo u ghar-e a-i-o, to u-a r-i ma kidh-o ke
when that house-loc come-pf-G then that-G of-G mother said- G that 
When he came home his mother said
10 fiatj-a, i-a no|i-a r-a 6aJ-i-a ns
child-G this-G mongoose-G of-G child-dim-G to 
Child, this baby mongoose
11 tu uapas sac[-e au (apr-a) apr-i ma kan
you(s) back leave-nonf come (own-G) own-G mother to
you take back to its own mother.
12 sokr-e fiath lidh-o 
child-erg tantrum took-G 
The boy had a tantrum
13 an u-a no|i-a r-a fiaj-i-a ne apr-a ghar moe rakh-en
and that-G mongoose-G of-G child-dim-G to own-G house in keep-nonf 
and kept that baby mongoose in his own home
14 u-a r-ai palaq poj kar-ai.
that-G of-G tending nourishing do-G  
and looked after it.
15 no|i-o aste aste mot-o the-t-o cf-i-o
mongoose-G slowly slowly big- G become-impf-G went-pf-G 
The mongoose kept gradually growing bigger
16 an u-a ghar me re-u-a lacf-i-o.
and that-G house in dwell-inf-G begin-pf-G  
and began to live in that house.
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17 an d^eke ghar r-a bhati fiat-a
and whoever house of-G members was-G  
And all the members of the family,
18 u-5 hu u-a r-ai dhost-ai tfi-e cf-ai.
that-G from that-G of-G friendship-G become-nonf went-G 
it became friendly with them all.
19 an kutjh di-5 ket
and several day- G after 
And several days later
20 u-a r-o bfiai fiek non-o zalam-i-o,
that-G of-G brother one small-G be.bom-pf-G 
his baby brother was bom,
21 CI3-0 u-a ghar me fiat-o. 
who that-G house in was-G 
who was in the same house.
22 an u-a sokr-a r-ai ma
and that-G child-G of-G mother 
And that boy’s mother
23 poqi bhar-u-a 6ar-ai cf-ai
water flll-inf-G outside-G went-G 
went outside to fetch water.
24 an nofi-o ghar me fiekl-o fiat-o.
and mongoose-G house in alone-G was-G 
And the mongoose was in the house alone.
25 tho£-i-k dher kef 
little-G-or.so time after 
After a little while
26 hek kaf-o hap u-a ghar me a-i-o,
one black-G snake that-G house in come-pf-G  
a cobra came into the house,
27 an u-a nank-a sokr-a ne cfas-i-a haru kar-en
and that-G little-G child-G to bite-pf-G for do- nonf 
and in order to bite that little child
28 uth-e au-en apr-ai phaqsa|;-ai. 
there-loc come-nonf own-G hood raise-G 
it came there and raised its hood.
29 hap r-o matla6 i fiat-o ke
snake of-G intention this was-G that 
The snake’s intention was tfiat
30 fiu u-a ne dhok fiai^-en
I that-G to wound hit-nonf 
that it would strike him
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31 nank-a 6a[ ne mar-e nokh-o. 
little-G child to kill-nonf put in-P 
and kill the little child.
32 partnoli-a ne ghandh pat-ai an kha6ar pa^-ai
but mongoose-G to scent fall-G and knowledge fall-G
But the mongoose scented it and found out
33 ke mar-a ghar me hap s-e. 
that my-G house in snake be-P 
that a snake was in the house.
34 u a-i-o an jakdham me
that come-pf-G and moment in 
It came and immediately
35 u-a hap hu maka&l-o kar-u-a lacf-i-o
that-G snake from contest-G do-inf-G begin-pf-G 
began to struggle with the snake.
36 akharkar noji-e hap ne mar-e nokh-i-o.
finally mongoose-erg snake to kill-nonf put in-pf-G  
Finally the mongoose killed the snake.
37 hap ne mar-en uth-e phacfo[-en
snake to kill-nonf there-loc throw-nonf 
After killing the snake it threw it away there
38 no(i-o za-en mocfep-a mafi fief-o. 
mongoose-G go-nonf doorway-G on sat-G 
and the mongoose went and sat in the doorway.
39 u-a r-a m ocf-a mafi ghaq-o loi fiat-o
that-G of-G mouth-G on much-G blood was-G 
There was alot of blood on its face
40 kamke u-e hap ne mar-i-o t-o.
because that-erg snake to kill-pf-G past-G 
because it had killed the snake.
41 thot-i-k dher ket u-a sokr-a r-ai ma au-ai. 
little-G-or.so time after that-G child-G of-G mother come-G  
A little while later, the boy’s mother came.
42 an mofik-a mah au-en zo-i-o
and doorway-G on come-nonf see-pf-G  
And she came to the doorway and sa w .....
43 ke no|i-o uth-e h ef-al s-e
that mongoose-G there-loc sat-ed be-P 
that the mongoose was sat there,
44 an u-a r-a m ocf-a mah ghaq,-o loi fiat-o.
and that-G of-G mouth-G on much-G blood was-G 
and that there was lots o f blood on its face.
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45 mai dhil me i khjal kar-i-o ke i-e noji-e
lady heart in this thought do-pf-G that this-erg mongoose-erg 
The lady thought in her heart that this mongoose
46 Joed11 mar-a nank-a fiafne mar-e nokh-i-o. 
perhaps my-G little-G child to kill-nonf put.in-pf-G 
has perhaps killed my little child.
47 u-a r-a math-a mafi ma£ fiat-o
that-G of-G head-G on waterpot was-G 
On her head was a waterpot,
48 an u-e zor hu u m atu_a nofi-a mafi phacfol-i-o
and that-erg force from that waterpot that-G mongoose-G on throw-pf-G 
and she threw that pot hard onto the mongoose.
49 an no|i-a ne mar-e nokh-i-o.
and mongoose-G to kill-nonf put in-pf-G 
and killed the mongoose.
50 mar-en pase zaeo ghar me cf-ai 
kill-nonf then when house in went-G
After she had killed it, when she went inside the house
51 taeo za-en z o - e  to 
then go-nonf see-P then
then once inside she looks and
52 pigh-a r-a pafi-a m hap mar-al pa£-i-o, 
swing-bed-G of-G side-G in snake die-ed fall-pf-G  
there is a snake lying dead at the side of the cot.
53 an 6atJ-o uth-e ram-e-fi r-i-o.
and child-G there-loc play-P-pres staypf-G 
and the child is there playing.
54 mai pefi-en uitjar kar-i-o ke
lady enter-nonf thought do-pf-G that 
When the lady had entered she thought that
55 bhale bhacfbon, me e ki kar-e nakh-i-o.
oh.my! God, I.erg this what do-nonf put.in-pf-G 
Oh God! What have I gone and done?
56 me fiek bedhofii begunafi ne mar-e nokh-i-o.
I.erg one innocent sinless to kill-nonf result-pf-G 
I have killed an innocent sinless creature.
57 u-e mar-ai kat-ai na, u-e mu ham kom kar-i-o.
that-erg my-G how.much-G not, that-erg me for work do-pf-G 
He did so much for me, didn’t he, he did so much for me.
58 par^rne u-a ne mar-e nokh-i-o.
but I.erg that-G to kill-nonf result-pf-G 
But I killed him.
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59 akhar mai ghar hu 6ar-ai mkar-ai. 
finally lady house from outside-G exit-G  
Finally the lady went outside.
60 noji-a ne 1-en uitjar kar-u-a lacf-ai. 
mongoose-G to take-nonf thought do-inf-G begin-G 
She took the mongoose and began to think.
61 u-e apr-a man me sotj-i-o ke 
that-erg own-G mind in think-pf-G that 
She thought in her mind
62 me kam na sabhar kar-i-o?
I.erg why not patience do-pf-G 
Why was I not patient?
63 kam na me perfil za-en ghar me zo-i-o? 
why not I.erg first go-nonf house in see-pf-G  
Why did I not first look inside the house?
64 ki, ki, ke^-o kom s-e?
what what what.sort-G work be-P 
What, what, what sort o f deed is this?
65 part pase u-e apr-a dhil me khjal kar-i-o ke
but then that-erg own-G heart in thought do-pf-G that 
But then she thought in her heart
66 ep-o kom na kar-u-o khap-e. 
this.sort-G work not do-inf-G must-P 
One should not act like this.
67 fiameja sabhar kar-u-o 
always patience do-inf-G 
One should always be patient.
68 take sabhar r-o phal fiameja mith-o s-e. 
so.that patience of-G fruit always sweet-G be-P 
since the fruit o f patience is always sweet.
69 perfiT sotj-u-o uitjar-u-o, 
first think-inf-G ponder-inf-G 
First one should think carefully,
70 u-a ke£ 6iz-o kom kar-u-o.
that-G after other-G work do- inf-G 
and after that one should take other action.
71 hae s-e az r-ai uarta. 
this(near) be-P today of-G story 
This is today’s story.
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1 fiek sakl-o fiat-o.
one sparrow-G was-G 
Once there was a sparrow.
2 u la-i-o sokh-o, u-a ne za -^i-o.
he fetch-pf-G rice grain-G he-G to fmd-pf-G 
He fetched a grain of rice, he found it.
3 pafi fu f-a  mafi 6ef-o. 
then that log-G on sat-G 
Then he sat on a log.
4 to fu f-a  ne k-e-fi sokh-o de
so log-G to say-P-pres rice grain-G give 
So he says to the log, “Give me the rice grain.”
5 u-a m te£ fiat-ai, na, 
he-G in crack was-G no
There was a crack in it, wasn’t there,
6 fu f-a  moe. 
log-G in
in the log.
7 sokh-o de
rice grain-G give
“Give me the grain of rice.”
8 to k-e-fi sokh-o naT cfj-5.
so say-P-pres rice grain-G not give-P
So he says, “I will not give you the grain of rice.
9 bhacf-e za. 
flee-nonf go 
Go away!
10 tu ne kui\ k-e-h eh hefi?
you(s) to who say-P-pres here sit 
Who says you can sit here?”
11  to cf-i-o uacf-a kan.
so went-pf-G carpenter-G at 
So he went to the carpenter.
12 k-e-h, uacf-a, o sokh-o mu ne 1-e de.
say-P-pres carpenter-G P rice grain-G me to take-nonf give 
He says, “Carpenter, get me that grain of rice!
13 fu f-o  de-t-o na-fi.
log-G give-impf-G not-pres 
The log won’t give it me.”
14 to k-e-h, bhacf-e za.
so say-P-pres flee-nonf go 
So he says, “Go away!
Text 6 - “Sparrow”
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15 mar-o ke^ -o cfofi kar-i-o, to, k-e-fi, fiu thuth-a kan sokh-o lj-o.
my-G what sort-G wrong do-pf-G that say-P-pres I log-G at rice grain-G take-P 
What wrong has he done me, that I should take the grain of rice from the log.”
16 to k-e-fi, bhatja, bhatja, 
so say-P-pres king king 
So he says, “King, king,
tu u-a ne, uacfh-a ne, hazm-au, k-e-fi
you(s) he-G to, carpenter-G to, understand-caus say-P-pres
you explain to the carpenter
mu ne sokh-o 1-e de thuth-a kane.
me to rice grain-G take-nonfinite give log-G at
to get me the grain of rice from the log!”
17 to k-e-fi, mar-o ke|;-o cfofi kar-i-o,
so say-P-pres my-G what sort-G wrong do-pf-G 
So he says, “What wrong has he done,
to, k-e-fi, fiu uacjb-a ne k-o?
that say-P-pres I carpenter-G to say-P
that I should say so to the carpenter?”
18 k-e-fi. 
say-P-pres 
he says.
19 to k-e-fi, roq-io, roi\-io, tame bhatja hu rffia-e za-o.
so say-P-pres queen-G queen-G you king from sulk-nonf go-G 
So he says, “Queens, queens, you get angry with the king!”
20 to k-e-fi, amar-o ketyo cfofi kar-i-o,
so say-P-pres our-G what sort-G wrong do-pf-G 
So they say, “What wrong has he done us,
to ame rffia-5 bhatja hu. 
so we sulk-P king from 
that we should get angry with the king?”
21 ucfr-o, udr-5, tame, k-e-fi, roq-io r-a lugh£-a khatr-o par-a.
rat-G rat-G you say-P-pres queen-G of-G cloth-G cut-G result-G 
“Rats, rats, you gnaw up the queens’ clothes!”
22 k-e-fi. 
say-P-pres 
he says.
23 to k-e-fi, amar-o ketyo cfofi kar-i-o,
so(new S) say-P-pres our-G what sort-G wrong do-pf-G 
to ame lughka khatr-o par-a? 
so(result) we cloth-G cut-P result-G.
So they say, “What wrong have they done us, that we should gnaw up the queens’ clothes?
24 k-e-fi. 
say-P-pres 
they say.
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25 to k-e-fi, min£-ai, min£-ai, tu udr-o nE kfia-e za.
so(new S) say-P-pres cat-G cat-G you(s) rat-P to eat-nonf go 
So he says, “Cat, cat, you eat the rats!”
26 to k-e-fi, mar-o ke£-o dofi kar-i-o,
so(new S) say-P-pres my-G what sort-G wrong do-pf-G 
So she says, “What wrong have they done me,
to ame udf-o ne kha-o? 
that(result) we rat-P to eat-P 
that I should eat the rats?”
27 k-e-fi, naT kha-o. 
say-P-pres not eat-P
she says, “I won’t eat them!”
28 to k-e-fi, kutr-a, kutr-a, tu min£-i ne mar par-ai.
so(new S) say-P-pres dog-G dog-G you(s) cat-G to kill result-G 
So he says, “Dog, dog, you kill the cat!”
29 to k-e-fi, min£-ai k-e-fi, kutr-o k-e-fi,
so(new S) say-P-pres cat-G say-P-pres dog-G say-P-pres 
So (the cat says) the dog says,
min£-i ne naT mar-5. 
cat-G to not kill-P 
“I will not kill the cat!
30 mar-o ke£-o dofi kar-i-o, fiu mar-5? 
my-G what sort-G wrong do-pf-G I kill-P
What wrong has she done me, that I should kill her?”
31 dhok-a, dhok-a, tu kutr-a ne mar. 
stick-G stick-G you(s) dog-G to beat 
“Stick, stick, you beat the dog!”
32 td k-e-fi, mar-o keqo dofi kar-i-o,
so(new S) say-P-pres my-G what sort-G wrong do-pf-G 
So he says, “What wrong has he done me
t5 fiu kutr-a ne mar-o? 
that(result) I dog-G to beat-P 
that I should beat the dog?
33 naT maro. 
not beat-P
I will not beat him!”
34 k-e-fi. 
say-P-pres 
he says.
35 cfetua, detua, tu dhok-a ne 6a[ par-o.
fire fire you(s) stick-G to burn(tr) result-G 
“Fire, fire, you burn up the stick!”
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36 k-e-fi. 
say-P-pres 
he says.
37 to k-e-fi, mar-o ke{;-o doh kar-i-o,
so(new S) say-P-pres my-G what sort-G wrong do-pf-G 
So he says, “What wrong has he done me,
te fiu dhok-a ne haf-o par-o? 
that(result) I stick-G to bum(tr)-P result-G 
that I should bum up the stick?”
38 k-e-fi. 
say-P-pres 
he says.
39 poqi, poqi, tu, k-e-fi, detua ne ozam par-o.
water water you(s) say-P-pres fire to douse result-G 
“Water, water, you put out the fire!”
40 to k-e-fi, mar-o kep-o doh kar-i-o,
so(new S) say-P-pres my-G what sort-G wrong do-pf-G 
So he says, “What wrong has he done me
ci^ e fiu ozam-o par-o detua? 
that(result) I douse-P result-G fire 
that I should put out the fire?”
41 to k-e-h, fiathi, fiathi, poqi sad3-o cfarja p-e za.
so(new S) say-P-pres elephant elephant water all-G river drink-nonf go 
So he says, “Elephant, elephant, drink up the whole riverful of water!”
42 to k-e-fi, mar-o ke -^o doh kar-i-o,
so(new S) say-P-pres my-G what sort-G wrong do-pf-G 
So he says, “What wrong has he done me
fiu pi-5 poqi? 
that(result) I drink-P water 
that I should drink the water?”
43 k-e-fi. 
say-P-pres 
he says.
44 fiaue sakl-o uthe ubh-en
now(circ) sparrow-G there-P stand-nonf 
Now the sparrow stood there,
uaje cf-i-o masr-o ne te^ -ua.
again went-pf-G mosquito-P to fetch-inf(obl)
then went off to bring the mosquitoes.
45 masr-5 ne k-e-h, 
mosquito-P to say-P-pres 
He says to the mosquitoes,
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fial-o fiek-a mad’ fiathi ubh-o, k-e-fi.
come.along-G one-G place elephant stand-G say-P-pres
“Come along, there’s an elephant standing over there.
46 fial-en u-a r-o kon-o moe pefi-en, k-e-fi, 
come.along-nonf he-G of-G ear-G in enter-nonf say-P-pres 
Come along, go inside his ears
loi pi-ia u-a r-o, fial-en, k-e-fi.
blood drink-fut.imp he-G of-G come.along-nonf say-P-pres 
and drink his blood, when you’ve come,” he says.
47 fiathi zo-i-o, to zor^ -e-fi masar au-e-fi r-i-a,
elephant see-pf-G so(result) know-P-pres mosquitoes caus-P-pres stay-pf-G 
The elephant looked up, so he knows the mosquitoes are coming,
pase k-e-fi, o mar-ai ma, 
then say-P-pres G my-G mother, 
then he says, “Oh my goodness,
mu ne me kara£-ia, k-e-fi, tame, k-e-fi.
me to don’t bite-fut.imp say-P-pres you say-P-pres
don’t you bite me,” he says.
48 fiu, k-e-fi, darja ne p-e za-o hoe, k-e-fi.
I say-P-pres river to drink-nonf go-P completely say-P-pres 
“I,” he says, “will drink the river right up,” he says.
49 t5 k-e-fi, darja k-e-fi, mu ne me p-e
so(new S) say-P-pres river say-P-pres me to don’t drink-nonfinite 
So the river says, “Don’t drink me
an fiu detua ne ozam-5 par-o. 
and I fire to douse-P result-G 
and I will put out the fire.”
50 to k-e-fi, datua k-e-fi, mu ne me ozam-ia.
so(new S) say-P-pres fire say-P-pres me to don’t douse-fut.imp 
So the fire says, “Don’t put me out!
51 fiu dhok-a ne 6a[-o par-o.
I stick-G to bum(tr)-P result-G 
I will burn up the stick.”
52 dhok-o k-e-h, mu ne me 6a[-ia.
stick-G say-P-pres me to don’t bum(tr)-fut.imp 
The stick says, “Don’t burn me!
53 fiu kutr-a ne mar-5 za-en, k-e-fi.
I dog-G to beat-P go-nonf say-P-pres 
I will go and beat the dog,” he says.
54 kutr-o k-e-fi, mu ne me mar-ia,
dog-G say-P-pres me to don’t beat-fut.imp 
The dog says, “Don’t beat me!”
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55 k-e-fi. 
say-P-pres 
he says.
56 fiu to mint-i ne mar-o par-ai, k-e-fi.
I contra-exp cat-G to kill-P result-G say-P-pres 
“I will kill the cat,” he says.
57 minp-ai k-e-fi, mu ne me mar-ia.
cat-G say-P-pres me to don’t kill-fut.imp 
The cat says, “Don’t kill me!
58 mar-a ucfr-a acfe khadh s-e. 
my-G rat-G normally diet be-P 
Rats are my normal diet.
59 ucfr-o ne mar-en fiu kha-ifi, k-e-fi. 
rat-G to kill-nonf I eat-fut.P say-P-pres
I will kill the rats and eat them,” he says.
60 to udr-a k-e-fi, mu ne me mar-ia,
so(new S) rat-G say-P-pres me to don’t kill-fut.imp 
So the rats say, “Don’t kill me!”
61 k-e-fi. 
say-P-pres 
they say.
62 fiu, k-e-fi, roq-io r-a lught;-a khatar-ifi par-a hoe, k-e-fi.
I say-P-pres queen-G of-G cloth-G cut-fut.P result-G completely say-P-pres 
“I,” they say, “will gnaw the queens’ clothes right up.”
63 to roi^ -e k-e-fi, amar-a lught-a me khatar-ia
so(new S) queen-G say-P-pres our-G cloth-G don’t cut-fut.imp 
So the queens say, “Don’t gnaw up our clothes,
an ame bhatja hu rifia-e cfe, k-e-fi.
and we king from sulk-nonf went-G say-P-pres
and we will be angry with the king,” they say.
64 to bhatja k-e-h, am-o hu nfia-ia me, an fiu, k-e-fi,
so(new S) king say-P-pres us-G from be angry-fut.imp don’t, and I say-P-pres 
So the king says, “Don’t be angry with us, and I
uacfh-a ne 6e-k za-en mosaj; mel-o, k-e-fi, ap za-en. 
carpenter-G to two-or so go-nonf shoe slap place-P say-P-pres self go-nonf 
will go to the carpenter myself,” he says, “and give him a couple of whacks 
on the head with my shoe.
65 thfith-Q hi sokh-o 1-e de-J-e u-a ne.
log-G from rice grain-G take-nonf give-fut-fut.P he-G to 
He will get the grain of rice from the log and give it to him.”
66 to uac[h-o cf-i-o koat-o 1-en, sokh-o par-o,
so(new S) carpenter-G went-pf-G axe-G take-nonf rice grain-G result-G 
So the carpenter went having taken his axe, (the grain of rice)
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u-a ne, fu f-a  ne, par-o uacf-e 
he-G to log-G to result-G cut-nonfinite 
chopped up the log,
an sokh-o u-a ne sakl-a ne didh-o par-o.
and rice grain-G he-G to sparrow-G to gave-G result-G
and gave the grain of rice to the sparrow.
67 uarta khatam th-ai-fi.
story finish become-G pres 
And that’s the end of the story.
Text 7 - "The lame man and the blind man1
1 fiek-a cfom me fiek macf-o fiat-o an fiek fiat-o odh-o. 
one-G town in one lame-G was-G and one was-G blind-G 
In a certain town there lived a lame man and a blind man.
2 macf-o odh-a ne k-e-fi “ape sor-ai kar-w-a fial-J-o.”
lame-G blind-G to say-P-pres we.inc theft-G do-inf-G go.along- fut-P 
The lame man says to the blind man "Let’s go and steal something."
3 to “tu ne keth-e huz-a-e-fi ki?” k-e-fi.
so “you(s) to where-loc know-pass-P-pres question say-P-pres 
So the blind man says "Do you know where something is then?"
4 to k-e-fi “hoe” 
so say-P-pres yes
So the lame man says "Yes".
5 “am nal fial-5 ape sor-ai kar-u-a” k-e-fi.
thus not go along-P we.inc theft-G do-inf-G say-P-pres 
The blind man says "We won’t go stealing just like that.
6 “o melauf-ai hol-e-fi r-ai, uth-e za-en” k-e-fi
that bird-type-G sing-P-pres stay-G there-loc go-nonf say-P-pres 
“Go over there where that bird is singing
“ghofihaq;-o mel-e au” k-e-fi
potsherd-G place-nonfinite come say-P-pres
and put a broken pot-rim there.”
7 “bhaia, zo-t-o r-e” k-e-fi “melau£-ai
just/mate see-impf-G stay-P say-P-pres bird-type-G
ghoghari;-a fi5fir-ai nikar-e-fi ka nafi mkar-t-ai.” 
pot-rim-G through-G exit-P-pres or is not exit-impf-G 
just keep looking whether the bird goes through the broken pot-rim or not."
8 to k-e-fi “odh-a”
so say-P-pres blind-G 
So he says "Blind man",
macf-o ri-o k-e-fi r-i-o, k-e-fi “odh-a,
lame-G topic-G say-P-pres stay-pf-G say-P-pres blind-G
it’s the lame man talking, he says "Blind man,
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9 to k-e-fi fiaue ape rat pa£-ai, tae5 k-e-ft
so say-P-pres Now we.inc night fall-G then say-P-pres 
So he says "Now, when night falls,
sor-ai kar-u-a fial-J-o k-e-h
theft-G do-inf-G go.along-fut-P say-P-pres
then we will go stealing."
10 rat pa£-ai an sor-ai kar-u-a uc[h-a, ta pase
night fall-G and theft-G do-inf-G went-G so then
sor-ai kar-e par-ai an bhar-ai par-ai 6odh-en, 
theft-G do-nonfmite result-G and bundle-G result-G tie-nonfinal 
fiawe odh-e upa£-ai bhar-ai, 
now(circ) blind-erg lift-G bundle-G and
an mac[h-o pac[h-en za-e bhacf-i-o u-a ne.
lame-G lead.by.hand-nonfinal go-P-pres go-nonfmite flee-pf-G he-G to 
Night fell and they set off to steal. So then when they had stolen and tied up the 
bundle, then the blind man picked up the bundle and the lame man escaped 
leading him by the hand.
11 to za-t-o m za-t-5 m za-t-o m
so(new S) go-impf-G in go-impf-G in go-impf-G in 
u-o ne ta di ucf-i-o par-o, hauar th-i-o par-o, 
he-G to so day rise-pf-G result-G, morning become-pf-G result-G, 
cjom hu nikar-t-5 nikar-t-o m. 
town from exit-impf-G exit-impf-G in 
As they were going on and on and on, the sun rose, morning came 
as they were leaving the town.
12 to k-e-fi “odh-a, fiaue hauar th-i-o par-o.”
so(new S) say-P-pres blind-G now(circ) morning become-pf-G result-G 
So he says "Blind man, it is morning.
13 mac -^o k-e-fi r-i-o, k-e-fi “odh-a,
lame-G say-P-pres stay-pf-G say-P-pres blind-G
fiaue hauar th-i-o par-o,ape kel za-J-5?” k-e-fi.
now morning become-pf-G result-G we.inc whither go-fut-P say-P-pres 
The lame man is talking, he says "Blind man, now it is morning. Where shall we go?"
14 to k-e-fi “keth-e tu ne uai£dekh-i-a m au-e-fi” k-e-fi
so(new S) say-P-pres where-loc you(s) to tree see-pf-G in come-P-pres say-P-pres 
“zha£kh-a” k-e-fi. 
tree-G say-P-pres 
So he says "Can you see any trees anywhere?"
15 to k-e-fi “na” k-e-fi.
so(new S) say-P-pres no say-P-pres 
So the lame man says “No.
16 “fiek dhan pa£-ai-fi” k-e-fi “c[ok-6 r-ai.” 
one pile fall-G-pres say-P-pres stem-G of-G 
There is a pile of stalks lying there.
17 fiazr-i r-a c(ok-6 r-ai dhan pa£-ai-fi” k-e-fi.
millet-G of-G stem-G of-G pile fall-G-pres say-P-pres
u-a m ape peft-e fial-o par-a” k-e-fi.
that-G in we.inc enter-nonfinite go along-P result-G say-P-pres 
There is a pile of millet stalks lying there” he says, “Let us go and hide in that” he says.
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18 odh-o k-e-h “fial-o t5” k-e-fi.
blind-G say-P-pres go along-G so say-P-pres 
The blind man says "Let’s go then."
19 odh-o an macfh-o za-e par-a an dhan me 6efh-a.
blind-G and lame-G go-nonfinite result-G and pile in sat-G 
The blind man and the lame man went and sat in the pile.
20 td mac[h-o k-e-fi r-i-o odh-a ne odh-a
so lame-G say-P-pres stay-pf-G blind-G to blind-G 
So the lame man is saying to the blind man "Blind man."
21 to k-e-fi “(cfa<f-i r-o) cfacf-ai 1-en au-e-fi r-i-o
so say-P-pres (cart-G of-G) cart-G take-nonfinal come-P-pres stay-pf-G 
dhar\i cfok-5 r-o” k-e-fi. 
owner stem-G of-G say-P-pres 
So he says " The owner of the stalks is coming with his cart."
22 5dh-o k-e-fi r-i-o, k-e-fi, mac[h-a ne k-E-fi
blind-G say-P-pres stay-pf-G, say-P-pres, lame-G to say-P-pres 
“ghogh9q;-a fiofir-ai melau -^ai to mkar-ai t-ai na?” k-e-fi. 
potsherd-G through-G bird-type-G indeed exit-G past-G no say-P-pres 
The bird did go through the pot-rim, didn’t it?"
23 to k-e-fi “fioe”. 
so(new S) say-P-pres yes 
So the lame man says yes.
24 “thik s-e” k-e-fi. 
fine be-P say-P-pres 
"Fine" he says, (blind man)
25 teji cfom me lacf-ai par-ai bhafie, 
then(Sindhi) town in stick-G result-G fire
te cfacC-i r-o dhaqi cf-i-o par-o ozam-u-a bhafie ne. 
so cart-G of-G owner went-pf-G result-G douse-inf-G fire to 
Then the owner of the cart went to put out the fire.
26 6 k-e-fi r-i-o odh-a ne “odh-a” k-e-fi
that say-P-pres stay-pf-G blind-G to blind-G say-P-pres 
“cfacf-ai eth-e ubh-ai-fi. 
cart-G here-loc stand-G-pres 
He (lame man) says to the blind man "Blind man, there is a cart stood here.
27 ape, fial-o, fiae-a cfac[-i m sap-en bhacf-e fial-o.”
we.inc go along-P this(near)-G cart-G in climb-nonfinal flee-nonfinite go along-P 
Let’s go, let’s climb into this cart and escape."
28 odh-o an macf'-o cfacf-ai fiakal-en bhacf-e cf-i-a.
blind-G and lame-G cart-G drive-nonfinal flee-nonfinite went-pf-G 
The blind man and the lame man drove away in the cart.
29 dhaqi pas-o a-i-o taeo k-e-fi
owner back-G come-pf-G then say-P-pres
“cfac[-ai eth-e kel cf-ai, ubh-ai t-ai i?” 
cart-G here-loc whither went-G stand-G past-G this 
The owner came back and said "Where has the cart gone that was standing here?"
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30 cfacf-i r-o dhar|i cf-i-o foq-a m ke-u-a.
cart-G of-G owner went-pf-G police station-G in say-inf-G 
The owner of the cart went to report it at the police station.
31 k-e-fi “mar-ai cfacf-ai ubh-ai t-ai, ko-e fiakal-e cf-i-a.”
say-P-pres my-G cart-G stand-G past-G someone-incl. drive-nonfinite went-pf-G 
He says " My cart was standing and some people have driven it off".
32 to 6e sipai sap-i-a, ghot-6 mafi sap-e par-a,
so(new S) two police climb-pf-G horse-G on climb-nonfinite result-G 
6e hacfuk-o lidh-e an za-e bhacf-i-a, 
two rifle-G took-G and go-nonfinite flee-pf-G 
ddcf-i f-a tjil-a tjil-a 1-en. 
cart-G of-G track-G track-G take-nonfinal 
So two policemen mounted horses, and when they had mounted they took two 
rifles and set off following the cart tracks.
33 macf-o, sipai-o 6e-o ne cfekh-e an 6dl!-a ne kidh-o
lame-G police-G two-G to see-nonfinite and blind-G to said-G 
k-e-fi “odh-a he sipai au-e-fi r-i-a.” 
say-P-pres blind-G two police come-P-pres stay-pf-G 
The lame man saw the two policemen and said to the blind man 
"Blind man, there are two police coming."
34 odh-o k-e-fi r-i-o, k-e-fi
blind-G say-P-pres stay-pf-G say-P-pres
melaup-ai to ghogharp-a fiofir-ai nikar-ai, na?” k-e-fi 
bird-type-G indeed pot-rim-G through-G exit-G no say-P-pres 
The blind man says "The bird did go through the pot-rim, didn’t it?"
35 “hoe” k-e-fi. 
yes say-P-pres
"Yes" he says (lame man).
36 “bhale au-e-fi r-i-a” k-e-fi.
by.all.means come-P-pres stay-pf-G say-P-pres 
"Let them come" he says, (blind man)
37 to acfra phar-e a-i-a,
so(new S) sideways-G go.round-nonfmite come-pf-G 
t5 fiek u-e pafi-e ubh-o fiat-o 
that(result) one that-loc side-loc stand-G was-G 
an fiek i-e pafi-e ubh-o fiat-o. 
and one this-loc side-loc stand-G was-G 
So they came round on either side so that one was on that side and one on this side.
38 to 5 sipai r-i-o d$e haduk fiarpai, te u-a m Iacf-si,
so(result) that police topic-pf-G when rifle hit-G then that-G in stick-G 
an u-e d$e 6aduk fiarpai, te u-a m lacf-ai. 
and that-erg when rifle hit-G then that-G in stick-G.
So the one policeman when he shot the rifle hit the other, 
and the other when he fired the rifle, hit the first one.
39 he mar-e cf-i-a sipai.
two die-nonfinite went-pf-G police 
Both the policemen died.
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40 to macjfeo 6eth-o 6et.h-o k-e-fi r-i-o, k-e-fi
so(new S) lame-G sat-G sat-G say-P-pres stay-pf-G say-P-pres 
“odh-a, sipai 6e mar-e cf-i-a” k-e-fi. 
blind-G police two die-nonfinite went-pf-G say-P-pres 
So the lame man sitting there says "Blind man, the two policemen are dead."
41 to k-e-fi “ghO£-o mafi sa£-en au-t-a t-a,
so(new S) say-P-pres horse-G on climb-nonfinal come-impf-G past-G 
mar-e cf-i-a.
die-nonfinite went-pf-G 
So he (blind man) says "They were coming on horses, and they died.
42 cfatfai ope sacf-o par-ai 
cart-G we.inc leave-P result-G
an gho£-a 6e 1-en bhacf-e fial-d.” 
and horse-G two take-nonfinal flee-nonfinite go along-P 
Let us abandon the cart, take the two horses and escape."
43 ghO£-a 1-en c^e bha(f-i-a, te bhatf-en Je£-e za-en 6e£h-a.
horse-G take-nonfinal when flee-pf-G then flee-nonfinal far-loc go-nonfinal sat-G 
When they took the horses and escaped, they fled a long way away and sat down.
44 fiek uai£ fiat-o. 
one tree was-G 
There was a tree.
45 soi-o fiat-o. 
shade-G was-G 
There was shade.
46 uth-e za-en fiefya, to taj;k-o alfia-e tap-i-o t-o.
there-loc go-nonfinal sat-G since sunshine-G lots-incl. heat-pf-G past-G 
They went there and sat down, since the sunshine had made them very hot.
47 gho£-a fiau£i-o r-e soi-e 6odh-i-a t par-a.
horse-G acacia-G of-loc shade-loc tie-pf-G past result-G 
They had tied the horses in the shade of acacia trees.
48 6odh-en pafi hap fiek zoq nikar-i-o au-e-fi
tie-nonfinal then that snake one **? exit-pf-G come-P-pres 
When they had tied them, a snake suddenly**? came out.
49 macfh-o r-i-o, u-a r-ai odh-a r-ai dpcf P9tr9i t-ai,
lame-G topic-pf-G that-G of-G blind-G of-G cudgel fall-G past-G 
u 1-e par-ai an hap ne mar-i-o. 
that take-nonfinite result-G and snake to beat-pf-G 
The lame man picked up the blind man’s cudgel which was lying there and struck the snake.
50 mar-e par-o hap ne an odh-a kan la-i-o.
kill-nonfinite result-G snake to and blind-G to fetch-pf-G 
When he had killed the snake he brought it to the blind man.
51 odh-a ne k-e-fi “fiu bhui£mar-e a-i-o.
blind-G to say-P-pres I eel kill-nonfinite come-pf-G 
He says to the blind man "I have killed and brought an eel.
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52 apq-o fakh rodh-J-o” k-e-fi. 
our.inc-G curry cook-fut-P say-P-pres 
We will cook ourselves some curry."
53 u-e uacf’-e par-o u-a hap ne,
that-erg cut-nonfinite result-G that-G to snake to 
an u-e fakh par-o rodh-en, 
and that-erg curry result-G cook-nonfinal
u saj-en u-a ne sul-a mafi, cf-i-o par-o poqi bhar-u-a.
that raise-nonfinal that-G to fireplace-G on, went-pf-G result-G water fill-inf-G 
He cut up the snake and fiauing cooked the curry, having put it on the fire, he went off to get water.
54 u-a ne k-e cf-i-o, am k-e-fi
that-G to say-nonfinite went-pf-G thus say-P-pres 
“tu ughep-en zo-e me.” 
you(s) open-nonfinal see-nonfinite don’t 
He said before he went "Don’t open it and look."
55 taeo ratyt-o za-e-fi, an zo-t-o za-e-fi,
then crawl-impf-G go-P-pres and see-impf-G go- P-pres 
te u poqi bhar-en uaf-i-o 
• that(result) that water fill-nonfinal return-pf-G 
an e paq,zo-e-fi r-i-o. 
and this also see-P-pres stay-pf-G 
Then he crawls off and keeps looking, so when he comes back after getting water, 
the other one (blind man) is looking.
56 khol-e par-o 
open-nonfmite result-G
an u-a ne dhecft-i n an th6&t-a ne khol-en zo-e-fi r-i-o. 
and that-G to pan-G to and pot-G to open-nonfinal see-P-pres stay-pf-G 
He had opened it, and having opened the pan and the pot he was looking in it.
57 te dje u-a r-ai uaraj; okh-i-5 m cf-ai, u-a r-a hap r-ai,
so when that-G of-G steam eye-irr.-G in went-G that-G of-G snake of-G 
to haz-e okh-i-5 u-a r-e th-e cf-e.
then whole-G eye-irr.-G that-G of-G become-nonfinite went-G 
So when the steam from the snake went into his eyes, then his eyes were healed.
58 to am fiath acf-o cf-en 6eth-o okh-i-5 ne.
that(result) thus hand sideways-G give-nonfinal sat-G eye-irr.-G to 
So he sat with his hand over his eyes.
59 to macfh-o k-e-fi r-i-o odh-a ne
so(new S) lame-G say-P-pres stay-pf-G blind-G to
“te” k-e-fi “zo-i-o” k-e-fi “Jakh ne ugha£-en?” 
you say-P-pres see-pf-G say-P-pres curry to open-nonfinal 
So the lame man says to the blind man "Did you open the curry and look inside?"
60 t5 k-e-fi “me jakh nafi zo-i-o” k-e-fi.
so(new S) say-P-pres I curry is not see-pf-G say-P-pres 
So he (blind man) says "I didn’t look at the curry."
61 ma<fh-o r-i-o dse ufh-i-o,
iame-G topic-pf-G when get.up-pf-G 
te odh-a ne cjocf-o 6e-k mel-e, 
then blind-G to cudgel-G two-or.so place-G
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taeo u-a ne d^ e rifi lacf-ai t-ai
then that-G to when anger stick-G past-G
te u-a ne pacf-6 mah lat-o mel-e, na? 
then that-G to foot-G on kick-G place-G no 
So the lame man when he got up, gave the blind man a few blows with his cudgel, 
then when he (blind man) got angry he kicked him on the legs.
62 he haz-a th-e cf-i-a.
two whole-G become-nonfinite went-pf-G 
They both were healed.
63 6e haz-a th-e cf-i-a,
two whole-G become-nonfinite went-pf-G
pafi hap r-o fakh fiat-o, u phacfof-i-o par-o, 
then that snake of-G curry was-G, that throw-pf-G result-G 
pafi ad1' milcfat u-e uar-au-en lidh-ai, 
then that half treasure that-erg share-caus-nonfinal took-G 
an adh u-e lidh-ai. 
and half that-erg took-G 
They both were healed, then the snake curry they threw away, 
then the one took half the treasure and the other took half.
64 fiek ghop-o u-e lidh-o, fiek u-e lidh-o.
one horse-G that-erg took-G one that-erg took-G 
One took one horse, the other took the other.
65 “ape he bhai s-o” k-e-fi o.
we.inc two brother be-P say-P-pres Emphatic.
"We are two brothers" he says,
66 uarta khatam th-ai-fi 
story finish become-G-pres 
That’s the end of the story.
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T y p e s  o f  d o u b l e t  u s e d  t o  l e x i c a l i z e  s c e n a r i o s
This appendix provides examples from various Indo-Iranian languages of the 
different types of doublet used to lexicalize scenarios, as described in Chapter 13 “Lexical 
doublets and scenarios”.
The use of doublets to identify single scenarios is found in several Indo-Aryan and 
Iranian languages. These doublets are most frequently nouns, but verb, adjective and 
adverb doublets are also found.
The following forms of doublets are found in Parkari:
1) doublet of two independent words
a) with alliteration
b) with rhyme
c) with neither rhyme nor alliteration
2) doublet of one independent word and one nonsense word
a) with alliteration
b) with rhyme and word specific reduplicating consonant
c) with rhyme and language specific reduplicating consonant
3) doublet of one nonsense word and one independent word
a) with rhyme, dropping the second word’s initial consonant
Examples in Parkari and other Indo-Iranian languages follow:
Parkari:
The Ethnologue (2000) defines Parkari (Koli, Parkari) as “Indo-European, Indo-
Iranian, Indo-Aryan, Central zone, Gujarati”. Parkari has the following types of doublet:
1) doublet o f two independent words
a) with alliteration 
Nouns
/mal milcfst/ “livestock treasure” = material wealth of any sort
/maja milcfat/ “illusion treasure” = material wealth of this illusory world
/dhsn dhotot/ “livestock wealth” = material wealth of any sort
/mods mazo/ “enjoyment pleasure” = pleasure, self-indulgence
/nom mjon/ “name mark” = memory or trace
/luf mar/ “looting beating” = robbery, pillage, beating and murder
/nei\nak/ “eye nose” = facial features
/neqe nake thaukai/ “at eyes at nose good” = fair of face (of female)
/palaixpoj/ “tending nourishing” = looking after
Verbs
/pajeh posefi/ “tends nourishes” = looks after and cherishes
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Adjectives
/hazo horo/ “complete easy” = fit and well 
/£hauko £hik/ “good fine” = excellent
b) with rhyme 
Nouns
/mon Jon/ “honour splendour” = pomp and show, splendour and majesty 
/pif phakir/ “saint mendicant” = any specially religious person
c) with neither alliteration nor rhyme 
Nouns
/cfakh takli6/ “grief trouble” = all kinds of adversity
/Jeua sakrai/ “service devotion” = all kinds of devoted service
/rat di/ “night day” = perpetually, without ceasing
/utj nitj/ “high-caste-ness low-caste-ness” = caste discrimination
Adverbs
/az kal/ “today yesterday” = nowadays
As noted above, some Parkari doublets of this type do not clearly signify anything 
more than the sum of the two items mentioned. Nevertheless, I categorise them as part of 
this same phenomenon, since the couplet still refers to a single scenario, and there are 
restrictions on the form, i.e. the words occur in a set order without a copula. This occurs 
where the two elements named are the only two elements within that scenario. Sometimes 
there is a single word for this in English, e.g.
Nouns
/har dhanoroi/ “arrow bow” = bow and arrow 
/ma 6ap/ “mother father” = parents 
/bhai 6en/ “brother sister” = siblings
/potra doetra/ “son’s children daughter’s children” = grandchildren
/ha] 6asa/ “child children” = wife and children (/6af/ “child” is a common euphemism for wife)
/fiath pacf/ “hand foot” = hands and feet (limbs)
Verbs
/khaEfi piefi/ “eats drinks” = eats and drinks 
/sotjefi uitjarefi/ “thinks ponders” = thinks carefully
Adjectives/Adverbs
/uso niso/ “high low” = up and down
/kajo dho{o/ “black white” = black and white (e.g. television) though technically this includes greyscale 
Adverbs
/il ul/ “here there” = hither and thither
2) doublet o f one independent word and one nonsense word
a) with alliteration 
Nouns
/lughp  lato/ “cloth ?” = clothing
/bhopo bhaf£o/ “shaman ?” = exorcist, shaman, magician etc.
/paifio padgar/ “paisa ?” = money (including coins and notes)
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b) with rhyme and word specific reduplicating consonant 
Nouns
/bhimarai Jimarai/ “illness ?” = illness, disease, or similar catastrophe.
/zat pat/ “caste ?” = the caste system, racial discrimination
c) with rhyme and language specific reduplicating consonant 
Different languages in Pakistan use different consonants for reduplication when 
making rhyming doublets. Parkari uses implosive b “5”, e.g.
Nouns
/tjofi 6ofi/ “tea ?” = tea scenario, tea or drink in a social setting
/bhat 6at/ “cooked rice ?” = cooked rice and other food served at weddings
/rofoi 6otai/ “chapatti ?” = chapatties and such like, food
/mal 6al/ “livestock ?” = livestock and other domestic animals
Verbs
/upapa bupapa me/ “in lifting ?” = in lifting or other physical activity
3) doublet o f one nonsense word and one independent word
a) with rhyme, dropping the second word's initial consonant 
Here it is the second element of the doublet which is meaningful. The first element 
always begins with a vowel.
Postpositions/Adverbs
/afie pafie/ “? beside” = “beside” scenario, round about, nearby
Here it is the second element of the doublet which is meaningful.
Perhaps also:
Nouns
/Tplpi pipjoi/ “? peepul tree(?)” = name of a children’s game involving climbing a tree.
Here the meaning of both elements is uncertain. The normal word for a peepul tree is /pipa]/.
Urdu:
The Ethnologue (1999) defines Urdu as “Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, Indo-Aryan, 
Central zone, Western.” Urdu has the following types of doublet:
1)  doublet o f two independent words
a) with alliteration 
Nouns
/Jan o Jaukat/ “splendour and power” (from Persian) = pomp and show 
/dhan daulat/ “wealth riches” = riches, wealth, fortune 
/pakh pakheru/ “feather bird” = winged creatures (plural)
/sauda sulf/ “wares provisions” = goods, provisions
The word sulf means “the provisions bought” according to Sarhandi’s dictionary (1998).
However, Qureshi (1982) lists sulf as an “adjunct for sauda” without giving any separate meaning, which 
would mean analysis as a nonsense doublet, type 2a:
/sauda sulf/ “wares ?” = goods, provisions 
Certainly the second component is rare, except in this doublet.
b) with rhyme 
Nouns
/taxt baxt/ “throne fate” = wealth and fortune (as a blessing)
/tan man dhan/ “body, soul and wealth” = all one’s resources
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Conjunctions as Nouns
/agar magar/ “if but” = hesitation, excuses, ifs and buts 
Adjectives
/ad i^b o yarib/ “strange and poor” (from Persian) = strange, marvellous
c) with neither rhyme nor alliteration
Words of Indo Aryan origin are conjoined without a copula:
Nouns
/mo bap/ “mother father” = parents (i.e. mother and father as a unit)
/khana pina/ “food drink” = food and drink, including snacks etc.
/kite makaute/ “worms wood-ants” = insects of any kind
Words of Persian origin are conjoined with the Persian copula “o”, often becoming 
one Urdu word.
Nouns
/dard o yam/ “pain and grief’ = physical and mental pain and distress 
/amadoraft/ “coming and going” = communication, transportation
2)  doublet o f one independent word and one nonsense word
a) with alliteration 
Nouns
/tjori tjakari/ “theft ?” = theft, including the reconnoitring beforehand
The element tjakari may be derived from tjakar [lagana] “to walk around”
b) with rhyme and word specific reduplicating consonant 
Nouns
/zat pat/ “caste ?” = caste system
/gojt mojt/ “meat ?” = meat scenario, anything edible
/bimari jimari/ “illness ?” = illness, disease, or similar catastrophe .
/gap jap/ “gossip ?” = chit chat, idle talk, false report
And perhaps with pseudo rhyme:
/bat tjit/ “matter ?” = chat, conversation, negotiation
Adjectives
/ulaf pulat/ “reverse ?” = topsy-turvy, in a mess
The element pulat has the same consonants as the word palfa “reverse”, which may explain “p” as the 
reduplicating consonant here, but note that the vowels in the doublet are those of the first word.
c) with rhyme and language specific reduplicating consonant 
Nouns
/tjae uae/ “tea ?” = tea scenario, tea or drink in a social setting 
/khana uana/ “meal ?” = meal scenario, meal or snack in a social setting 
/mez uez/ “table ?” = table scenario, furniture
3)  doublet o f one nonsense word and one independent word
a) with rhyme, dropping the second word’s initial consonant
Here it is the second element of the doublet which is meaningful. The first element 
always begins with a vowel.
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Postpositions/Adverbs
/as pas/ “? beside” = “beside” scenario, round about, nearby 
/ird gird/ “? about” = “about” scenario, round about, surrounding
Saraiki:
The Ethnologue (2000) defines Saraiki as “Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, Indo- 
Aryan, Northwestern zone, Lahnda.” Saraiki has the following types of doublet: 
1) doublet o f two independent words
a) with alliteration 
Nouns
/dhan daulat/ “wealth riches” = riches, wealth, fortune 
/dhika dho£a/ “push stumble” -  pushing and shoving 
/Jan Jaukat/ “splendour and power” = pomp and show
Saraiki, unlike Urdu, drops the Persian style copula here.
b) with rhyme 
Nouns
/tan man dhan/ “body, soul and wealth” = all one’s resources 
/taxt baxt/ “throne fate” = wealth and fortune (as a blessing)
Adjectives
/adgib o yonb/ “strange and poor” (from Persian) = strange, marvellous
c) with neither rhyme nor alliteration 
Words of Indo Aryan origin are conjoined without a copula:
Nouns
/ma piu/ “mother father” = parents (i.e. mother and father as a unit)
/(ukkur parti/ “food drink” = food and drink, including snacks etc.
/ki^ e makaute/ “worms wood-ants” = insects of any kind 
/cfada sota/ “stick club” = any weapon to attack with
Words of Persian origin may be conjoined with the Persian copula “o”, and may 
become one Saraiki word.
/amadoraft/ “coming and going” = communication, transportation
2) doublet o f one independent word and one nonsense word
a) with alliteration 
Nouns
/tjori tjakari/ “theft ?” = theft, including the reconnoitring beforehand
b) with rhyme and word specific reduplicating consonant 
Nouns
/zot pat/ “caste ?” = caste system
/gojt mojt/ “meat ?” = meat scenario, anything edible
And perhaps with pseudo rhyme:
/cfalfi mufia£h/ “matter ?” = chat, conversation, negotiation
Conjunction forming noun doublet
/agar magar/ “if ?” = hesitation, excuses, ifs and buts
In Saraiki, unlike Urdu, magar does not exist as an independent word.
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c) with rhyme and language specific reduplicating consonant 
Nouns
/tjafi Job/ “tea ?” = tea scenario, tea or drink in a social setting
/khaqa Jaqa/ “meal ?” = meal scenario, meal or snack in a social setting
/mez fez/ “table ?” = table scenario, furniture
/kitab Jitab/ “book ?” = anything to read
/tubfe jubfe/ “presents ?” = presents and gifts etc.
In Urdu the following doublets have word specific reduplicative consonant, but in 
Saraiki they have the language specific reduplicative consonant. Did they originate as 
doublets in Saraiki?
/cfap jap/ “gossip ?” = chit chat, idle talk, false report
/bimari Jimari/ “illness ?” = illness, disease, or similar catastrophe.
3) doublet o f one nonsense word and one independent word
a) with rhyme, dropping the second word's initial consonant 
Possibly:
Adverbs/Postpositions
/as pas/ “? beside” = “beside” scenario, round about, nearby 
/ird gird/ “? about” = “about” scenario, round about, surrounding
Perhaps also:
Nouns
/itkiq mitkiq/ “? delete (?)” = name of a children’s game similar to hide and seek.
Here the meaning of both elements is uncertain.
Pashtu:
The Ethnologue (2000) defines Pashtu (Pashto) as “Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, 
Iranian, Eastern, Southeastern.” Pashtu has the following types of doublet:
1) doublet o f two independent words
a) with alliteration 
Nouns
/taxt o tatty/ “throne and crown” = royal authority and power
/deg o degbar/ “cookingpot and cookingpot” = any kind of cooking vessel
Adjectives
/store stomana/ “tired weary” = very tired
b) with rhyme 
Nouns
/tar o nar/ “thread and flower-stem” = extremely weak, thin and sickly 
/yre o ure/ “mountains and doors” = variety of topics, no particular topic
There is NO single prototypical scenario where mountains and doors belong, hence the meaning 
“miscellaneous, anything at all”, i.e. the “anything and everything” scenario.
Adjectives
/xar par/ “tan-colour ashamed” = very ashamed
/par/ here replaces /pur/ = ashamed, to make the rhyme
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c) with neither rhyme nor alliteration 
/mor o plar/ “mother and father” = parents 
/c^ ot; roy/ “healthy healthy” = very healthy
2)  doublet o f one independent word and one nonsense word
a) with alliteration
/name naze/ “new ?” = brand new
b) with rhyme and word specific reduplicating consonant 
/pagtana garue a^na/ “asking ?” = investigation
The form suggests the second element might have once been an independant word.
c) with rhyme and language specific reduplicating consonant 
/t|eg meg/ “pot ?” = pot, etc.
/lips mips/ “lips ?” = anything like lipstick, face lotion, etc.
/lips/ is an English loan word used only by those Pashtu people who know English. Nevertheless it 
is fitted into the Pashtu pattern for lexicalising scenarios.
3) doublet o f one nonsense word and one independent word 
a) with rhyme, dropping the second word’s initial consonant 
No example found.
Significance of doublet formation
It is the category 2c) which is most interesting, as it enables the speaker to make 
new doublets productively by simply substituting the language’s preferred reduplicative 
consonant as the initial consonant of the rhyming doublet. When a speaker uses his 
language’s reduplicating consonant to make a new doublet, he lexicalises a scenario. 
Although this pattern of reduplication is common in Indo-Iranian languages, the 
actual phoneme used as the reduplicative substitute differs from language to language. 
These reduplicative consonants are as follows:
Language Consonant Example
6 /tjofi 65h / “tea ?” = tea scenario, drink and chat
/rotoi 6otai/ “chapatti ?” = chapatties and such like, food
Parkari
Kachi
Dhatki
/mal 6al/ “livestock ?” = livestock and other domestic animals
/tjae 6ae / “tea ?” = tea scenario, drink and chat 
/paqi 6aqi/ “water ?” = water scenario, a drink 
/pen 6en/ “pen ?” = pen scenario, writing implement
/t$a 6a / “tea ?” = tea scenario, drink and chat 
/bhst bat/ “cooked rice ?” = cooked rice scenario,
cooked rice and all other food served at weddings 
/kukar 6okar/ “chicken ?” -  chicken scenario, 
chicken and all the trimmings
Sindhi /tjarfii 6arfiT/ “tea ?” = tea, bribe, tip, etc.
/mani 6ani/ “chapatti ?” = chapatties and such like, food 
/kalam balam/ “pen ?” = pen, pencil, ink, etc.
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Urdu
Pashtu
Hazaragi
Balochi
Saraiki
Panjabi
m
m
m
/tjae uae / “tea ?” = tea scenario, drink and chat 
/rojoi uofai/ “chapatti ?” = chapatties and such like, food 
/mez uez/ “table ?” = table scenario, furniture
/tjai mai / “tea ?” = tea scenario, drink and chat 
/c|eg meg/ “pot ?” = pot scenario, pot etc.
/lips mips/ “lips ?” = lips scenario, lipstick, face lotion, etc.
/tjoi moi/ “tea ?” = tea scenario, drink and chat 
/gojt mojt/ “meat ?” = meat scenario, anything edible 
/nocfyori mocfjori / “illness ?” = illness scenario
/tja ma / “tea ?” = tea scenario, drink and chat 
/gojt mojt/ “meat ?” = meat scenario, anything edible 
/bimori mimari / “illness ?” = illness scenario
/tjafi jaft/ “tea ?” = tea scenario, drink and chat 
/mez jez/ “table ?” = table scenario, furniture 
/bimari jimari/ “illness ?” = illness, disease, etc.
/tja Jo/ “tea ?” = tea scenario, drink and chat
/ro{j jo£i/ “bread ?” = bread scenario, food
/banda Janda/ “man ?” = man scenario, manly person
Since these Indo-Iranian languages use different phonemes as the normal 
reduplicative substitute in doublets, the various “irregular” forms of reduplicated doublets 
in Parkari and other languages (type 2b) may originally have been borrowed from a related 
language as an existing regular doublet. Compare:
Parkari irregular form /bhimarai Jimarai/ “illness ?” = illness, disease, etc.
Urdu irregular form /bimari jimari/ “illness ?” = illness, disease, etc.
Saraiki regular form /bimari Jimari/ “illness ?” = illness, disease, etc.
Urdu irregular form 
Balochi regular form
/gojt mojt/ “meat ?” = meat scenario, anything edible
/n r t ft  9 ^  — rv ia ot p n a n o r m  n n t /th n ifr  A /l lh lA
The question also arises as to how a doublet is formed when the base word already 
begins with the language specific reduplicative consonant. Each of the languages 
investigated has not only a standard reduplicative consonant, but also a subsidiary 
reduplicative consonant or vowel, which is used in such cases, as follows:
Language Substitution Examples
Parkari 6 /tjofi 65fi / “tea ?” = tea scenario, drink and chat
/rotoi botoi/ “chapatti ?” = chapatties and such like, food
u /6akre uakre / “goats ?” = goats scenario
/bonai uonoi/ “servant girl ?” = servant girl scenario
Kachi /tjae bae / “tea ?” = tea scenario, drink and chat 
/paqi baqi/ “water ?” = water scenario, a drink 
/bakri uakri / “goat ?” = goat scenario, goat, sheep etc. 
/biff uirf/ “cigar ?” = cigar scenario, something to smoke
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Dhatki
Sindhi
Urdu
Pashtu
Hazaragi
Balochi
Saraiki
Panjabi
6 /tjfi 6a / “tea ?” = tea scenario, drink and chat
/bhat 6at/ “cooked rice ?” = cooked rice scenario,
cooked rice and all other food served at weddings 
J /6ip jtyi/ “cigar ?” = cigar scenario, something to smoke
6 /tjarfii 6arfiT/ “tea ?” = tea, bribe, tip, etc.
/mani 6ani/ “chapatti ?” = chapatties and such like, food
j /6okri Jokri/ “goat ?” = goat, sheep, etc.
/6arfi§ jarfio/ “arm ?” = arm, any organ of the body
u /tjae uae / “tea ?” = tea scenario, drink and chat
/pani uani/ “water ?” = water scenario, a drink 
-u /uaz uuz/ “sermon ?” = sermon, religious teaching etc.
/uegon uugon/ “transit van ?” = transit van or similar vehicle
m /tjai mai / “tea ?” = tea scenario, drink and chat
/c[eg meg/ “pot ?” = pot scenario, pot etc. 
m /mor mor / “mother ?” = mother scenario, mother
or someone taking mother’s role 
/morg morg/ “killing ?” = killing scenario, killing, murder etc.
m /tjoi moi/ “tea ?” = tea scenario, drink and chat
/gojt mojt/ “meat ?” = meat scenario, anything edible 
m / p /memo memo/ or /memo pemo/ “guest ?” = guest scenario, any visitor
/mor mor/ or /mor por/ “snake ?” = snake scenario, any kind of snake
m /tja ma / “tea ?” = tea scenario, drink and chat
/gojt mojt/ “meat ?” = meat scenario, anything edible 
j /mizman jizman / “guest ?” = guest scenario, any visitor
/mis jis / “urine ?” = urine scenario, urination and defecation
J /tjafi jafi/ “tea ?” = tea scenario, drink and chat
/mez Jez/ “table ?” = table scenario, furniture 
u / m /Jadi uadi/ or /Jadi madi/ “wedding ?” = wedding scenario,
wedding and all arrangements and rituals 
/jok uok/ or /jok mok/ “doubt ?” = doubt scenario, 
doubts and misgivings
j /tja ja/ “tea ?” = tea scenario, drink and chat
/roti Jo{i/ “bread ?” = bread scenario, food 
-u /Jort jur[/ “shirt ?” = shirt scenario, dress, costume
/jorm jurm/ “shyness ?” = shyness scenario, embarrassment, 
hesitation, loss of face
